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I'HE FARMER'S MONTHLY VISITOR.

in its diversified departments, animal and vegeta
ble pliysiology, comparative anatomy, mechanics,
meteorology, are all involved in an improved ag-
riculture. The nature of eoils has been longa
subject of philosophical investigation

; and tl

with the ai)plication iind operation of itianures,

seems now to be lioiding in reserve for chemistry
its most brilliant triumphs. Do I offend a fas-

tidious ear I'V a reference to a topic so liumble ?

In lookiiig at the master-piece of human renins
in sculpture, the Venus de Medicis, the vulgar
mind brings away from the contemplation no
higher senli/nent than that it is naked. The |)ure

and disciplined mind hardly conscious of this

fact, and feeling the responsive movements of the
divinity within itself, admires with adoring won-
der the triumphs of genius in this sensible imhod-
iinent of the highest beauties of form in the
works of the Creator. So it is with other objects
in nature, so much depends upon the eye with
which we look at them. The vulgar inind, in

the heap of manure by the road side, thinks on-
ly of its otfensiveness and corruption. The well
disciplined mind regards it as an element in one
of the most atfecting miracles ofthe divine power,
and adores that beneficent agency, which, in its

mysterious operations, converts this refuse into
fiuits and flowers.

To consider agriculture as mere senile drudg-
ei7 is no more doing it justice, than to consider
diemistry as only the art of mingling acids and
alkalies, and breathing offensive a?id noxious gas-
es, and handling pots and retorts and crucibles
and filters. Let the man of cultivated and phi-
losophical mind approach the subject of agricul-
ture, and he finds " sermons in stones and books
in the running streams." Let him engage in its

humblest labors, and the same fuiiow, which is

to bear upon its inverted surface tlic gulden
grain to nourish his animal life, will produce
bread to eat, which common minds know not of,

to iiom-isb his intellectual and moral being.
There is not one of the natural or what arc call-

ed the practical sciences, which may not have a
bearing upon agriculture. It is witli agriculture
as in other cases, that mere theoiy ^\ili iniike no
man a farmer. The connnon ]in)C(sst s juid ihr
successful execution of the connnon lahors of
husbandry can be learned only by practice. He,
who would handle a plough well, nnisf have been
accustomed to walk in the furrow : as the only
safe pilot is the man who has been practi.-^cd to

stand at the helm. 15iit to think because we
have done these things, that therefore we uii

stand agricidture, is as wise as for the man, wlio
should wnde up to his ankle through some pud
die lefl by the receding tide upon the sea shore,
to pretend that the ocean is not very.-Ieep.

The nature and use of soils, the arfhicial-eoiji

biuation of them in different cases so as to efi'ect

the largest growth and productiveness, the

ture of niamu-es, their uses, application, opera-
tions, and infinite varieties, their mechanical in-

fluences, and their chemical cftects, the varieties

of grasses, grains, plants, and fruits, which are or
may be cultivated, the habits of vegetables and
the propagation of new varieties, the influences
of light, and heat, and air, and dew, and rain, and
electricity upon vegetation, and liow far they
tnay be controlled by human ingenuity or skill,

the history and habits of the domestic animals
and the modes of rearing them to the highest de-
gree of perfection, the construction of farm im-
plements so as to combine the greatest effects

with the least expense of power, the history of
agriculture, its condition and improvements at

home and abroad, rural labor, rural architecture,

agricultural education, the intellectual and moral
improvement of the agricultural classes, the

connection of agriculture with national wealth,
and with its great sisters, manufactures and com
merce, and above all,ii.s bearings upon domestic
and public happiness, upon domestic and public
morals—these topics, among others which might
be named, show thai agricultuie is not destitute,

to a philosophic mind, of injittcrs of profound
scientific inquiry.

my honest convictions. There is much in the
|
perlect distinctness the mil

country that is vulgar, rude, and ofiiinsive. 'Jhei e I ests and skies, in the f!owi
is no occasion for this. Tliis is not the fiiult oi| eternity, in the n^oinilain 1

the country. But is there more of this in tl.c

country than is to be loiui.l i,. ( ;:1, .

' Tl , ,

things depend much upon (h:
; ,

cial forms of social interconi i
i i

i

the coimtry as in the town- i !• -t i! \ j

the.'amc; but it is often delij;litii;l to l".;_i, ... '

.

at least for a while, the bnckriun and the" si, . i

I have been through life fiimiliar with all d.- >

of ])eo])le. I have been many years a cili/iu ni
the cities, and a farmer among the fiunieis. I

have been a (ictpient visitor in city palaces, and
many a time an indwcller of the liumhlest iimu-
sions in the secluded parts of the country; and 1

must say, without derogating fiom the relinc-
ments of the most improved society in the cities,

that the comp'ari.son in respect to comlesy and ci-

ould not turn out to the disadvantage of
the country. Tiue politeness is not matter of
mere form or manner, hut of sentiment and
heart. There are rude and vulgar people every-
where ; but will not a sober judi:u:ent pro-
noimce it as great a rudeness to he sent know-
ingly avvay fiom the door of one who calls lier-

self a friend by a servant with a lie p.ut in his
mouth, as to be received by the kind woman- who
welcomes us heartily at her \\ash-tub or her
sjiinning-whecl, and sweeps a place for us with-
out apology to sit down at her kitchen fire. You
will pardon the homeliness of my illustrations.
You may thread your l)eautiful valley fiom the
ocean to the mountains ; you may, as I have
done, follow the silver .«tre*am. whose honored
name is borne by your Commonwealth, fiom the
place where it deposits its contributions in the
mighty treasin-y of the sea, to its gushing .sources
under the snow clad summits of the north, and
traverse evf rj- .State whose borders are laved by
its gentle walers, and good manners on yoin- part
will be invariably met with a corresponding ci-

vility. Excepting among the vicious and de-
praved, you will iind no rudeness unless vou are
so imiiirtun.Mti! as to provoke it by your own ar-
rogance.

It is folly to carry city manners .ind customs
[o the country. This destroys the simplcitv

which constilii-cs ihe charm of rural life. If voii

lijl-

lii- of
top

ot

lends, in the boi:iidl,-,ss i,(ii__

lawn, in the gorgeousncss of a sum-
I, in ihe minyled spleiulors of the
rest, there il every thing to kindle the
and ddute the heart. When in the
spiing the njan of reflecting njind
ted taste, at break of day, witnesses
up of creation, beholds the desola

rapidly retiring before llile cmpu'e
of spring, and sees day after dav, ahnost fiom
iourto hour, new forms of vegetable and animal
hie .MaiiHi^' into existence, and rioting in the
C()iiMi,,n^i: -~ .., lili', it rerpiireB no violent effort
•'' " ' " ''•!' 1" behold a new Eden rising
y^'-' I.". ..

: .1 I" liear the chorus of the morn-
ing i,i^i^, .,iul (lie sous of God shouting f<)r joy."
MORE ST.-WPATKT, MORE CHARITY, A HJGHER VAL-
UE SET UPON HUMAN LIFE IN TUE COU.NTRV
THAN IN THE CITY.

Agriculture, as a pursuit, commends itself to

persons of refined ta.ste aiid sentiment. 1 Iviiow

how I shall startle the ear of city fastidiousness

by sucli an assertion ; but I rely upon your can-
dor tbat I sVall not (VffCTid by the expresston of

lU are afraid of soiling your hands or hrown-
ynur cheeks; if you can make no friends

with the flocks tlitit whiten the fields, nor the
birds that make the hills and forests vocal with
melody: if you are tmwilling that the earliest

rays of the dawn i^hould disturb your rcjjose,

and your heart kindles with no enthusiasm in

golden sunset, then flee the country as you would
the Siberian desert. It woidd be to you only a
land of discomfort and solitude.

AGRICULTURE THE DELIGHT OF GIFTED I.NTEL-

LECTS.

But it is otherwise with many minds. .Agri-

culture and horliciiltui-c, far from being disdain-
ed, have been of all others, the chosen pursuits,

the purest delights X)f some of the most eiiliglit-

eued and gifted intellects ; and their enthusiasui
in these pursuits burnt with increasing intensity
to the close of life. From the turmoils of wai%
the struggles of political ambition, the liarrassiug
pursuits of successfiil trade, the busiest scenes
of life, fiom the forum, the senate, and the throne,
they have retired gladly to the liumhlc occupa-
tions and jileasures of rural lifis and labor, and
have found the precious gem, which they had
so long sought, only in this calm philosophy of
nature.

1'hc country is the land of poetry and the home
of the v.inged imagination, as much as it is the
home of the birds. The charms of the country
are unconsciously acknowledged even in cities,

when you see how they, who live in cities, love
to get a grass jdat, tliongh not larger than a hand-
kerchief, btibre their doors; or train a woodbine
or a honeysuckle to their piazzas ; or crowd
their ^^ indows with flo«ers ; or adorn their per-

;h a floral wreath. The first offerings of
the musts were dedicated to rural life. In the
waving of the golden harvest, in the verdant
lawn spreading its sn^noth carpet beneath your
feet, in the prairie ocean of vridurc radiant m itii

the richest gems of floral beauty, in the deep and „
sole-nin forest, in the mi)TOi-e*l lake iieflcrtinj in ! and for its moral

In siieaking of tlie moral aspects of agricul-
ture, I shall make no invidious com|)arisons.
The country pre-senls as few temptations to vi-
cious indulgence as any condition in life

; per-
haps it may lie said, fewer temptations. Agri-
cultural lahor, unless pursued to an eAxess, so
far fiom lieing exhausting and destructive like
much other labor, is fiiendly to health, and fii-

yorahle lo intellectual vigor and length of life.
The domestic tics seem stronger in the country
than in the city, because wc are more dejiendetit
on each other, and have fewer objects to engross
our attention. Human life seems more valued in
the country than in the city. In a crowded city
men drop nut of the stream, and the vacancy is
instantly tilled up by the rushing torrent, and
scarci ly produces in the spectators a conscious
emotion. When a valuable man dies in the coun-
try, the whole village mourns the blow. There
is more of real kindness and benevolent sympa-
thy in the country than in cities. The citfes are
full of magnificent charities; the conntrv is fiill

of the clKuity of kind offices. In the countiv, is
a neighbor sick or afHicted, the whole iiei'^hhor-
hood are prompt lo visit him, to aid him liy |)er-
sojial .«eivice, and to watch night after night at
his Mck bed. In cities it cannot be so. Cities
Iiicsent some of the most bitter cases of friend
lessness to be found in human historv. Persons
suffer, and sicken, and die, without periiajis the
cognisance of those living under the same roof
and on the s.uiir floor. In the country personal
(ji''!"^'' ':. ;, ij-lier value than in cities. In
'i|i' '

I ilisorbed in the great whirl
;'•' I "

I

I
Miic; and in crowds, present-

iiigcM rj. viiM i\ ,,1 character as of costume, men
pass along without observation. In the country
every man is known, observed, and watched.
His idiaracter seems the common property of the
village. This is sometimes complained of in the
countiy as impertinence and intrusiveness. This
may sometimes be the case, and it tnay become
annoying ; but it is not so fiequent as the com-
plaint of it. That it has a favorable influence
upon good morals which, under, the weakness
of human nature, need every security, there can
be no doubt.

In the healthfid labors of the country, the ear-
ly hours, the simple diet, in the open air, in the
virtuous restraints, in the general good morals
which iirevail, in the strong symj)athy and mutu-
al interest in each other's character and welfare,
which bind such communities together, in the
absence of multijjlieil temptations and fiicilities

of vice, which prevail in more poimlous communi-
ties, an agricultural life is highly fiivorable to
virtue.

PHILOSOPHY, REFINEMENT, MORALS, THE CONCOM- '

ITANTS OF AGRICULTURE.
I hope I shall be excused for dwelling so long

upon the advantages of agricultural und rural
life. Agriculture has been too long denied the
rank which heloncs to it among the pursuits of
mankind. I would exert wh.it humble abilities
I possess to place it in its true position among
the liberal and humane arts, and to show its im-
portance. I would speak of it as one of the
ghest pursuits of philosophy. I would gladly
ntinicnd .it to persons of refined sentiment, as
iiiiiniling in scenes, objects, and associations,

full of gratification to the most cultivated mind
;

secitrities and moral influences,
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it needs no recommendation in a coinniiinity

lilie vours, presenting in its beiiutiful villages,

among its swelling liills, and its riclily cultiviited

vales, in the character of" its rural poimlarion,

such einphatical demonstrations of improved ed-

ucation, of correct morals, and of the best influ-

ences of religion.

I have barely glanced at these topics, because I

would not encroach upon your indulgence. I

have done this with tlie more earnestness be-

cause the tendency of our young people, impel-

led by avarice or by false views ofhappiness, has

been to forsake the wholesome i)ursuits of agri-

culture, where they found health, competence,

and a manly independence, for oecupatious in tlie

cities, oftentimes, of the most servile character;

degrading to their self-respect, corrupting to theh-

passions, and proving often the grave of their

virtue. Our cities likewise are crowded with

young men of protijssional education, who, with

hearts acliing from liopes deferred, lingei- along

(i-om year to year until the health is exhausted,

liabiis of indolence are induced and confirmed,

and the best portion of life is wasted away with-

out the accomplishment of any valuable object

;

or the enjoyment of those domestic ties, in vvliich

Heaven designed that man should find the strong-

est security of virtue and the purest fountains of

happiness.

AGRICULTCRAL IMPROVEMENTS BETTEU THAN
SPLENDID HOUSES.

I would gladly likewise commend this subje

to another class of individuals, whose attention 1

fear, however, I shall bespeak in vain. Whoever
visits our great cities is constantly struck with

amazetnent at the enormous expense and splen-

dor of many of the private residences ; at the ex-

travagant piles of brick and stone, seldom half

tenanted, aud adapted to real comfort and
veniencc in an inverse ratio to their inordinate

size and their wasteful magnificence. I would
seldom, indeed, advise a person, accustomed
through the prime and middle of life to tlie ex
citements of business, politics, amusements, and
general society in the cities, to go at once in

tlie seclusion of the country, especially ut tli

period of life when the vital current becomes
sluggish and the phyical powers lose their wont-

ed energies; but it is not difficult for such men,
when their fortunes are made, to enjoy tlie ad-

vantages of the city and the country together.

Let them pass, if they please, their winters in the

city; but whatinnnense benefactions iiiiiilit they

confer upon society, and what sources ol" agree-

able and useful occupation might they Ihid for

themselves, if, instead of expending tiieir fifties

or their liundreds of thousands on a brick or

stone castle in the city, which they have seldom
the means of enabling their children to occupy,

and which must therefore, in the course of na-

ture, soon change hands*, they would expend
some tlirce fbmths of that sum in subduing, cul-

tivating, and im|)ro\ ing some hundreds of acres

in the country, rendering them productive, and
planting upon them industrious families. They
would breathe into the heart of tlieir benefactors,

the purest of pleasures in welcoming them,
whenever, they came among tlieni, as their best

friends. This seems one of the most useful, as

it is certainly one of the most innocent purjioses

to whicli wealth can be applied.

CAiN AGRICULTURE BE MADE PROFITABLE?

But 1 must pass on to other topics. The next
question then, which arise.'! in this case, is wheth-
er agriculture can be made profitable ; and es-

pecially whether it can be mtde jn-ofitable in

New England? This is a great question, lean
only reply briefly, without going into tlie various il-

lustrations which miglit be presented. I will here
ex|)ress my thorough disgust forthatinordiuateand
grovelling avarice, which can find no good but in

the accumulation of mere dollars and cents,

Wealth is to be valued for its uses not for its amount:
and a philanthropist can look only with sorrow
and ahum iipou tiiat heartless aud frenzied spirit

of accumulation, wliich at one. time, like a terri

ble epidemic, threatened to lay waste all prinei

pie and honor, and to render contentment, com
petence, and reasonable and moderate desires,

mutters of pure romance, wliich we had some
wiicro read ol' in our cliifdliood. By the right-

eous laws of Divine Providence, that ii

frugality, has been bo signally rebuked, that it

11 not again immediately show itself. There
may still be the appearance of life in its quiver-

ing limbs, but few will have coiu-age or power to

attempt its resuscitation.

In the southern portions of cur country, favor-

d for the purpose by its peculiar climate and
oil, we hear of agricuituial returns in their

great staples, which confound tlie humble calcu-

lations to whicii we in IVew England are accus-

tomed. Yet tliere are abatements in the case, in

he jierils to healtii, and in the nature of the la-

bor by which these products arc procured,

whch, save where the heart is cankered with av-

arice and inhumanity, at once relieve a New
England man of all envy of such success. The
tiict likewise presents itself in the case, strange

as the anomaly may seem, that the southern

planters are not richer than the northern fiir-

mers ; they have not so many of the real com-
forts of life. Many a New England farmer is

more independent with his income of a few
hundreds, than the southern master of his hn-

counted acres and his hundreds of slaves, with

his income of many thousands. I do not say

tliese things in the spirit of invidious compari-

sons ; I would not mar the pleasures of the oc-

casion by awakening a single unkind feeling.

IJut we may learn, fiom the facts in the case, a

lesson of gratitude, that we are permitted to

briathe the bracing air of northern tnoutains and
seas, and the still more invigoi-ating atmosphere
of equality of condition and universal freedom.

Agriculture in New England presents no brill-

iant prizes to the mind bent solely upon the ac-

cumulation of wealth. Yet rough, barren, and
inhospitable as New England seems to many
persons, yet I can show you, in every town from
Lake Champlain to the Aroostook, aud from
Saybrook to the Canada line, not a few examples
of men, who by farming have maintained their

families in health and comfort, educated their

children well, and, if so they pleased, found the

means of sending one or more sous to college
;

exercised, as far as they had occasion, an un-

stiuted hospitality ; contiibuted tlieir full shiiie

of the public dues, and are now enjoying the

evening of life with an honest conscience and a

petence for every reasonable want. The
house, in sucli case, may appear moss-covered

and brown with age. No burnished lamps light

up its halls, and no carpet soft as down cover its

floors; but infinitely preferable is such a dwell-

ing to palaces, where once wealth, the pioduct of

defrauded labor, illuminated every room, and

revehy and luxury held their frequent coiuts

;

and where now, "though bankruptcy has long

since entered, men are still living upon the frag-

ments of former luxury or upon hoarded gains,

in defiance of justice and honor.

ADVANTAGE OF HIGH CULTIVATIOiN.

Further, my inquiries have satisfied me, that

there is not a single crop well cultivated in New
England, which in ordinary seasons will not pay

a fair rent of the land at current prices, and liber-

ally compensate the labor and cuUivation. Our
proximity to (piick markets gives us great ad'

tages ove'r many iiarts of the country. In one of

niv visits to a town on the sea shore ofMassachu-

setts, in a region whose rock-bound surface seem-

ed to set cultivation at defiance, I found several

acres of land subdued and improved at the rate

of three hundred dollars per acre. Could this

be afibrded ? Look at the case. The land was
made to produce three tons of hay to the acre.

The ])rice of hay in the vicinity has averaged for

years, at least fifleen dollars. The value of one

ton of hay per year, is sufficient to gather the

crop and keep the land in condition. Thirty

dollars then are the net return for the investment.

These are examples of extraordinary expe.idi-

tures and ample profits. The crop of Lidian

corn is the great blessing of our country. The
average crop in New England is thirty bushels.

It is not difficult to prodi"ice fifty to an acre. I

have known one hundred and eleven produced

on an acre in Massachusetts, as measured after

being shelled and dried. At fifiy bushels per

acre, rating the rough fodder as equal to a ton of

English bay, and the grain at seventy cents per

bushel, the return may be considered as equal to

fifty dollars. Thirty dollars may be considered ns a

high average cost of cultivation, and this including

the interest upon the value^ of the laud ut fifty

dollars per acre.

COMPARATIVE PRODUCTS AND INCOME OF THE
EAST AND WEST.

I have lately returned from a visit to the far

West : from the Illinois prairies, beautiful and fer-

tile beyond all description. This land has been to

be had almost for the asking. I am not disposed to

underrate any of the advantages of this land of
promise, farther than to say, that I am more than
ever satisfied with New England. The boast of
this western country is that the crops require no
manuring and little cultivation. Under present
circumstances, the land, allowing the enclosure to

be such as to require only twenty rods of fence

to an acre, cannot be fenced with a worm fence

under six dollars an acre. This Is to be added to

the cost of the land. The first year's breaking

up, when in general no return of any value ia

obtained, is done at an expense of two dollars

and a half per acre. This, likewise, is to be ad-
ded to the cost of the land, We come now to

the second year, when it is to be ploughed at an
expense of two dollars and a half or two dollars

per acre ; the corn is to be planted and covered

;

it is to be ]iarro\\ed with a cultivator at least

tliree times, which at current prices oflabor can-

not be estimated at less than two dollars ; and it

must be gathered, and husked, and and cribbed

at an expense I leave you to estimate. The
rough fodder is deemed of no value. The crop

ordinarily will not exceed forty bushels, but some-
times rises to fifVy. Place it at fifty. The pres-

ent jjrice varies from fifteen to twenty cents. It

can scarcely ever be expected to rise above tweu-
ty-five cents. This would give a return of

twelve and a half dollars to the acre, out of which
you must deduct at least seven dollars for the

cultivation. This certainly is not to be compared
with our New England profits, as far as this

branch of husbandry is concerned. Labor must
continue to be higli in the Western States.

Cheap land will make high wages. I have not

time to consider other branches of husbandry in

the West.
One of the products of New England is fine

wool. In localities adapted to this product,

where three pounds are obtained to a fleece, and
land for pasturage is at a reasonable price, wool •

will pay a fair profit at thirty-seven and a half

cents per poimd. It may often be produced at

thirty. VVe consider of course, in the case, the

increase of the flock. The dairy produce in the

best districts of New England is nowhere sur-

passed in amount. The ordinary product of a

cow may be rated at 250 lbs. of new milk cheese,

and 25 lbs. of butter a year. This is a yield

with which no fiinner should be satisfied. The
returns of the best dairies in England and Scot-

land, give an average of 500 lbs. of new milk
cheese to a cow. This is admitted to be an ex-

traordinary yield. The returns of some dairies

in Berkshire County, in Massachusetts, give an

average of more than 500 lbs. of new milk

cheese, and in one case of 627 lbs.; in anothei

case, of Ci32 lbs. to a cow ; and in this latter in-

stance, from eighteen cows, yielding this amount
of cheese, 200 lbs. of butter were produced the

same season and 1700 lbs. of pork were fattened,

half of which was to be credited to the dairy.

Of hay in New England, I have known more
than 29 tons of well made hay, every load weigh-

ed under oath at the public scales, taken in a

year from 6 acres of land, and 120 tons from 40

acres. Of potatoes, more than 600 bushels have

been repeatedly produced ; of ruta baga, 900
bushels; of mangel wurtzel, more than 1600; of

carrots, more than 1300, and in one instance at

the rate of 1784 bushels to the acre ; of broom-
corn, more than 1000 ])ounds of brush ; of rye,

more than 40 bushels ; of wheat, more than 35
;

and of oats, 100 bushels to the acre, and upwards
of 90 bushels to the acre on a field of several

acres. No person will suppose that I mention

these as ordinary crops ; they are very extraor-

dinary crops. But as they rest upon indubitable

evidence, we have a right to refer to them as

showing what may be done. There is no more
powerful stimulant to exertion and enterprise,

than the well established success of others

placed in circumstances not diflfering from our

own.
New England has, in a great measure, despair-

ed of producing its own wheat ; but, in my opin-

ion, there is no'occnsion for such despair. Sev-

eral liumers in Massachusetts have produced

tlieir own whenten bread ft>r ycdrs. Their crops
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average more tlian twenty-five buslieln lo tlie

acre, and they regard their wljeat crop ordinarily

as successful as any which they raise. I believe

the secret of success in the cultivation of wheat

in our soil has been disclosed—that it niaiuly

consists in the selection of a pure seed, in clean-

ness of cultivation, and especially in fiu-nishing

a new and well prepared soil for the plant. I

do not regard the soil or climate of New Eng-
land as paiticularly favorable for wheat ; but the

crop, with due pains, may be grown on most ol

our farms to advantage, and ought to have its

place in a judicious rotation. I will not go more
into detail. These statements show that agricul-

ture, when pursued with the light of the best im-
provements of the age, is not, even in New Eng-
land, to be disdained, Init may yield an ample re-

turn for enlightened, frugal, and judiciously ap-

plied labor. If agriculture, therefore, in New
England, will give us a fair compensation for la-

bor, and if to this we may add health, peace of
mind, and humble competence, what more can a
reasonable mind ask.'

COMFORTS OF A NEW ENBLASD WINTER.

The long winters of New England are often

complained of. But let us look at this. The
season of cultivation is long enough for the ma-
turing and perfection of all the vegetable pro-

ducts which the climate and soil are cn])able Of
producing ; and these embrace an abundance and
profusion of the most valuable grains, grasses,

vegetables, and fruits, for the whole year. The
temperature is favorable to labor. The long win-
ters bring with them opportunities of soi^ial in-

tercourse of the most delightful character.

While the bracing air of winter gives elasticity to

the muscles and vigor to the mind, it afToi-ds, in

its leisure from out-door labor, the most favora-

ble opportunities for intellectual improvement.
The farmer, in this respect, has advantages
which fall to the lot of few other conditions of
life. Happy is it for him, when an enlarged edu-
cation and a taste for books and scientific inqui-

ries enables him to im{>rove them to the greatest

advantage, louder these ciicumstances, no con-
dition in life, to a man of reasonalrfe desires,

whose heart is not poisoned by avarice or ambi-
tion, seems more privileged or more enviable.

I have said that agrieidtur<" as an art, is as yet

imperfectly understood. But it is encouraging to

contemplate the improvements which have been
made in it within the last half or even quarter of

a century, and the rapidity which it is still ad-
vancing.

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS IN STOCK AND AGRICUL-
TURAL IMPLEMENTS.

In the introduction of improved stock, and
particularly of sheep and swine, millions have
been added to the wealth of the country. In the
introduction of improved implements an im-
mense gain to labor has been accomplished.
Take the great instrument of husbandry, and
compare an improved modern cast-iron plough
with the best instrument of thirty years ago, in

the lightness of its form and the jjliilosophy of
its construction, in the perfection of its work, tlie

facilities of its repairs, and the easiness of its

draught, and you may date from its introduction
almost a new era in husbandry. Compare the.
cradle with the sickle, and the elastic pitchfork
with the stiff and clumsy instiument Ibrmerly in

use, and you will perceive with how much more
ease than formerly some of the hardest labors
of husbandry are now performed. One of the
greatest improvements in modern husbandry has
yet to be introduced into this country, and that
is the subsoil plough, and especially in its con-
nection with an iitiproved system of draining.
This is already effecting a great revolution in

British husbandi-y, and may be in many cases
auapted to our cultivation. It will be said that

expensive improvements are not suited to our
countiy. This objecllon is best answered by
experiment. This is the only mode by which
the question can be settled. Let these" experi-
ments be tried upon a small scale, and if tliey

actually become profitable, this will determine
the expediency of their introduction. I should
be among the last persons to recounnend tlie in-

discriminate adoption of all that are called im-
provements, and es|)ecially m countries whose
circumstances essentially differ trom the circum-
stances of our own country; but it would be a
greater folly to reject all well attested experi-

ments without inquiry or trial. This improve-
ment in England has actually doubled the pro-

ducts. Other improvements are liist going on in

our country ; and under the liberal jiatronajie of

several of "the States, geology and cheniistry are

rendering the most valuable aids to agricuiture.

I shall be pardoned lor saying, 1 know not where
their services can be more projierly bestowed

;

and lean but hope the pid)lic spirite'd example ol

several of the States , will be lollowed with an
equal liberality by other States. The time, 1 hoi;e,

is not distant, when lo these means of improve-
nieuf will he added the establishment of profes-
sorships of agricultiu-e in all our colleges ; that

this most imjiortant art may have its proper
place in every system of lihend education. 'J he
omen of our times, perhaps, most sus|>icious to

agricultural improvement, is in thespiiit of in-

quiry every where awake, and fostered by the
publications which the press iioms out in pro-
fusion. It requires, indeed, no small |)ractical

skill to separate the chaff iiom the wheat; but
inquiry cannot be otherwise than useful, and ex-
periments which fail, if liiithfully detailed, are
often as instructive as those which succeed.

[ We take Mr. Colman's reconunendalion of
the silk culture with some grains of allowance.
New England cannot, at present, be a silk pro-
dticing country. We would rather -see our "mat-
rons and maids" stand by the household maim-
iacture of wool, flax and "cotton, than attemi)t to

raise silk worms.

—

Ed. Vis.]

The introduction of new articles of culture
promises to be of great importance. Silk is isot

a new article of culture in your State, but a fresh

impetus has been given to it by the introduction
of new and valuable jdaiits (br'tlie sustenance of
the worms. I have encouraged none ol' the ex-
travagant calculations of visionary minds in re-

gard to this ]>roduct ; but the most disinterested
inquiries made in various parts of the country
satisfy me that the cultivation of silk must suc-
ceed among us, and will prove n source of rea-
sonable profit, when pursued by New England
care and skill, as a rc.llaterul branch of husband-
ry and of household industry.

In the intniduction of manufacttircs of cotton
and wool by water and steam, long accustomed
objects of household industry have been abolish-
ed. The cidtnre of silk promises a desired sub-
stitute, likely to furnish employment with ample
compensation ; and ospecailly enabling our
daughters to supjjly their own personal wants,
and to enjoy the advantages and securities of the
lateral roof
There is with some jiersons, a fastidiousness

which shrinks from the touch of a re|)tile, odious
and oflensive, as many, through a false education,
are disposed to regard all rep'tiles. This is lucre
prejudice and folly. A little good sense and la-

miliarity will soon overcome all such feelings, in

the case of an insect so interesting in all his" hab-
its and so wonderful in his translbrmalious as
the silk worm. Strange, it seems, that those
who are ambitious to adorn themselves with his
cast-off garments should be disdninfiil of his ac-
quaintance. No animal is more harniless; and
the reflecting mind cannot liiil to recognize in
him the miracles of Divine Province.

A BEAUTIFUL COMPARISON.

At his enti-ance into life, we see him among
the smallest living existences, within the cogni-
zance of our senses. In six wi.ek.s, at farthest,

he completes jiis work; and by his humble and
unobstrusive labors, contributes largely to the
clothing of mankind, and creates, yearly, mill-
ions and millions of wealth. It wo"nld he ci ri-

ous to calculate the hands he emjiloys, the
mouths, he leeds, the wheels he sets in "motion,
the ships he loads, and the vast riches to which
his annual labors amount. This reads a .striking
lesson to the reflecting mind, on the immense re-
sults which spring Horn regular and combined,
though minute and often disdained laboi'. Nor
ai-e his changes the less striking to the thoughtful
mind. Nature is IhlJ of mysterious transforma-
tions which show that tlie power of death has its

limits, and indicate the wonderfid progrrss of
animated exi^stence. Having acconiplislied his
appointed task he wraps hi/nself in his silken
shroud

; hut with him death is only a transient
sleep. If left to himself he soon einerges from
his tomb no longer arep.tile but a witii;cd chrys-
alis, to enjoy another existence. In tho cuiious

trausibinuitioiis of this hundile insect, man may
see an insiruclive indication and lesliiiKuiy of th<s
progress of being, and a proof tb.-it death" is not
annihilanon. May we exult in the hopes gather-
ed Irom such beauliful examples in nature, and
confirmed by divme revelation, that with man
also death is only a translation into life ; and that
for him to burst these cerements of the grave is
not, like the silk worm, to jiass rapidly through
another form of being, hut to enter upon an im-
mortality.

Ho'rtsCULTURE AND FLORICULTURE.
Among the inleresiing exhibitions of this oc-

casion. Horticulture and Floriculture have i.re-
sented tin ir liberal contributions. In the variety
and perleciion of Indian corn, esculent vceta-
bles, i.nd many of the liuits, the exhihiiion'can-
not he surpassed in the country ; within my ob-
servation it has never been eciualled. In such a
proiusioii of the most nutritious vegetables, and
the most valuable liuits, we see every reason to
be satisfied with our local condition. If pecul-
iar obstacles to their cultivation |)resent them-
selves in the soil or climate of New England, we
may uilhan honest pride congratulate oiirselvea
upon that industry and skill, which in defiance of
such obstacles successfully produces them in
ahundanee and pericction.

"

Flora, likewise, on this charming occasion,
holds her court among you, adorned with more
than oriental splendor. In the two great floral
kingdoms of nature, the botanical and the human,
if we ninsl yield the palm to that w hich is alike
transceiKlant in the beauty of Ibrni and motion,
and ill the highei attributes of iiittlligeiice, inno-
cence, and moral jierfectiou, yet it can be no der-
ogation to admire, with a rapture bordering upon
enthusiasm, the s|.l(i,<li,l products of the garden

;

and especially « htii their beauties are combined
and arrangcil.as on this occasion, with an exqui-
site and refined taste. What is the heart made of
which can find no sentiment in flowers? In
some of the most striking disiilays of this occa-
sion, in the dahlias loi- e.vimple, "hc see what can
be done by human ^kill aiid art in cha-atimj and
train a simjilc and (!es|ii>ed plant, si-arcejy
thought worthy of ciiliivatioii, to the hii'hcst rank
in gaiety and glory and ever varying iierfeclion in
the aristocracy of flowers. We may learu (ioni
such success a lesson of encduragemcuit in ihe
edtication and training of flowers of an infinili ly
higher value and perfection.
The vast creation of God, the centre and

source of good, is every where radiant with beau-
ty. From the shell that lies buried at the depths
of the ocean to the twinkling star that floats in
the still more profound ilepths of the finnamout,
ihrouiih all the forms of material and animated
p.\i-renre, lieauty beauty, beauty prevails. In the
fii)r,:l KiMMlnin it iippcars in an infinite variety, iu
an uii-iiiiK <l ;,i;(l even a richcT profusion than in
oth( r <lepiiitmnits of nature. While these cou-
tiihutions arc tlu;own out so lavishly at our feet,
and a taste for flowers seems almost an instiuci of
nature, and is one of the most innocent and re-
fined sentiments which we can cultivate, let us
indulge and gratily it to the utmost extent, where-
ever leisure, oppojtunity, and fortune give us tho
means. There is no danger of an exce.s.s, under
those reasonable restrictions, which all our senti-
ments demand. " But," says some cynical object-
or, "flowers are only to jilease the eye." And
why should not the eye be pleased .' What sense
may be more innocently gratified.- They are
among the most simple, and at the same time
among the cheapest luxuries in which we can
indulge.

The taste for flowers, every where increasing a-
mongus, isan omen fbrgood. Let us adorn our
parlors, doorways.yards, and roadsides, with trees,
and shrubs, and fl.iweis. ^Vhat a delisht do they
give to the passer bj- ? What favorable impres-
sions do they at once excite towards those who
cultivate their own gratification, and find, after
all, their chief pleasiu-e in the gratification which
they aflbrd to others. What an affecting charm,
associated as it is with come of the best senti-
ments of our nature, do they give to the sad
dwelling places of the departed and beloved.
The moral influences of such embellishments

de.?erves our consideration. I do not mean sim-
ply the substitution of such refined tastes and
pursuits, iu place of the gratification of the lower
appetites. This is no sin: II ni;;Iter.

hifitieuce should not be overlooked.
But another
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Every ni,e faiuiliur vvitli iuuiuin lue iiiiisi be

sensible tliat mere pei'soiial neatness and order

are tliemselves securities of virtue. As we culti-

vate these habits, and in respect to our residences

and the things and objects around us, malse a

study of renderina; them orderly and beautiful,

and of adding to "them the highest embellish-

nieiits of art, our own self-respect is greatly in-

creased. Next to religious principle nothing

operates moi-e than selt-respect, as a safeguard

of virtue and a stimul nt to excellence.

" HOME, SWEET HOME."

The direct tendency of all such endjellish-

nients in our grounds and habitations is to mnlti-

plv the attractions of home, and to strengthen

the domestic ties. It is the glory of New Eng-

land, that these jirecions ties are no where strong-

er or more sacred. I woidd bind her children,

if possible, by chains a thousand tiim s n;oir en-

during. In all my journey in,:; s inio ntli.i- I ;n<ls,

favored as they may be by the hl-hrst :;iK
: )it,!j:f.s

of climate and soil, Iconic back tu New Ijijilaud

with all the enthusiasm of a first love, .and a fil-

ial affection which, if possible, has only gained

new strength from absence. Indeed, there is

every thing in her to love an<l honor. Let ns

seek to render every spot iif her ru.le territory
'

beauliliil. 'J'o the emini'iit pioliiresciiieiie^s ol'

her iialun.l scenery, :,.l<lii.i;- the iriumph^^ of an

industrious, and skillid, and laste.ul cnltivation,

every sidistantial want of our nature will be sup-

plied, every refined sentiment of the mind grat-

ified ; and the true New England heart will ask

no other Eden this side of that better counT:y

where flowers bloom with a radiance which never

fades, and "one unbounded and eternal spring

encircles all."

jld

Paragraphs from the Albnny Cultivatri'.

Useful Recipes.

TO CURE SCRATCHES IN HORSES.

Wash the feet, or parts afiticted. with soap suds

wipe iliem clean and dry, and then apply white

Iciid ground in oil, as thick as can be smoothly

and eveidy laid on. Exercise moderately, keep
the aniuial dry, and in njost cases, the first appli-

cation will cure effectually. Should a second be

necessary, wash off the old lead, and apply "ith

a brush as at first. Six or eiiiht days shoi

tervene between the applications.

STAGGERS I.V SWINE.

To cure this disease, De Grauchy recommends
cutting a knot in the roof of the month till the

animal bleeds liberally, and then ru

powdered loam and salt, and giving it a little

urine to drink. Pigs have openings on the inside

of the fore legs below the knee, from which
when in health, a small riisc'iarge is kept up,

A stoppage of these orifices, is supposed to he

one cause of the staggers; and rubbing them
open with a cob or other rough material, will

usually effect a cure.

SORE THROAT I.N SWINE.

Tin-n animals so affected, into an open pasture

where there is fresh feed, and grouml to root.

It is a disease resulting generally fiom confine-

ment. Pounded charcoal mixed with food,

where pasture cannot be had, or room for exei--

cise, is one of the host preventives of disease in

swi«e.

lui of tlie syrup will produce al-

relief The Editor of the Far-
?d, a tea si

most immediii

ner's Advocate says he has known the onion

used for this formidable disease, but prepared
differently. "Wra]) the onion in a wet cloth, or

cabbage leaf, cover it with hot embers, and roast

it slightly which may be done in a few minutes;
the juice then pressed out and sweetened with

sugar." Prepared in either way, it is pronounced
effectual.

SCOURS IN CALVES.

When the calf is attacked, it should he put in

warm, dry stable, and not be permitted to suck
more than lialf the quantity of milk it is wont to

do ; but should be put to the cow regularly three

times a day. Make a tea of equal jiortions of

white oak, beech, dogwood and slipjiery elm
bark, and give small doses twice a day, and the

calf will soon recover.,

—

.Agriculturist.

SOBER TRUTH.
" Establish the principle that what we fairly

acquire, is not our own, we shall have as great

inducement to be industrious and active as the

slave has, and no greater. Vou may reduce all

to a common level, but this will not secure all

aijainstw^iut. That eoniuiuuitv v.ill not be so

lilicly to starve uhcre some have wealth, as that

in which none possess iL"

—

Buckminster.

HOGS.

" Long hogs are every thing with some people

;

but a long back is as had a point in a hog as a

hor.se, and a hollow back is the worst of all

points. It indicates a had constitution, and an
enormous gormandizer."

—

Pranklin Farmer.

HORN

A '-Praclical Farmer" in the Boston Cultiva-

tor, while he admits that the application of spir-

its of turpentine is good, asserts the use of hot

brimstone is still better, for the cure of the horn

ail. lie turns one spoonful boiling hot into the

ca\ ily just between the horns.

SCOURS IN ANIMALS.

A writer in the Maine Farnier, recommends for

this disease, finely pulverized bone. We have
never seen it tried, but liom the nature of the

substances that constitute, lion-, such as lime to

correct too great acidity, av.A gelatine to smooth
the irritated surfaces, it is i)robablc its employ-
ment woidd be useful.

CROUP, OR HIVES IN CHILDREN.

Cut onions into thin slices, between and over

them, ptit brown sugar. Whe^l the sugar is dis

CABBAGE WORMS.

A wriler in the Southern Cultivator, says he
'had a square of very fine cabbages in his

den, upon which the worms had conmienced
making great ravages. Penny-royal was gather

ed and scattered over the cabbage heads plenti

fully, and the work of destrucfion ceased." The
writer did not know whether the discoveiy was a

new one, bi:t it seems to have been a very easy

and eftectual one, and well worth atrial.

USE OF THE MULLEIN.

We have noticed in the foreign Journals that

the common mullein, Feriascum <Aa;;ws, is exten-

sively used in the German states to prevent the

depredations of mice in granaries. The plant is

gathered, and the leaves and stems placed in

considerable quantities in barns and deposito-

ries of grain, and is said toeft'ect a speedy expul-

sion of mice from the premises. Where trouble

from this source existed, the measure, though

simple in itself, might be worth a trial.

SALT FOB POULTRY.

The Franklin Farmer contains a notice of a

farmer's wife in that vicinity who killed her flock

of thirty young turkeys, by giving them a pint

of meal uet uj) wiiha large spoonful of salt. A
few years since, a friend of ours killed about 50
cliickens by allowing them to eat a cpiantity of

meal in wiiich salt iiad been liberally put and
wet up for his horse. Salt may be safely mixed
with food given to geese or goslings but is fatal

to turkeys or chickens.

THE ENDICOTT PEAR TREE.

The oldest ti-uit tree in the United States, is

probably the pear tree known by the abovename,
and growing at Danvers in Massachusetts. Two
hundred and ten years since, this tree was
brought, with many others, from England by

Governor Endicott. All the others have perish-

ed, but this ia still vigorous, and has this year

borne a large crop of i'ruit. This is valued more
as lieing the p.roduetion of a tree dating from

the days of the pilgrims, than from any peculiax

excellence, it being, when compared with s

of the modern fnfits, only of inferior quality

GREAT YIELD OF PUMPKINS.

Mr. E. H. Derby of Boston, has communicated
to the C'ouiier the result ofan experiment in rais-

ing pumpkins. He planted 70 rods of ground
about the middleof May, in hills 9 feel apart and
well manured. 7'hc whole spot wks soon cov-

1 with vines, and some of the pumpkins
ghed 112 lbs. The whole yield ascertained

by weight, was 29,320 lbs. or it the rate of 50,788
lbs. per acre. It is of the kind called Harrison
or Tippecanoe ; is rich ai;d solid in the flesh,

and Mr. D. generously offers to furnish seeds to

such as may desire them.

Farming in Ohio.— The West and the East.

A writer in the last number of the Albany Cul-
tivator gives an interesting account of the soil

and cultivation of the State of Ohio. That
State, now the second in the Union for poi)ula-
tion has been peopled and settled almost entirely

within the recollection of persons that have
just passed the middle age: we can remember
svhen the first settlements were made in Ohio
near Marietta on the Muskingum, aud along the

shores of the river whose name this State bears.

As long ago as tlie year 1793 to 1795 emigration

of young men of the holder and more gallant

sort from New England commenced ; the song
with the Chorus
" We'll settle on the banks of the pleasant Ohio,"

was then sung as the air of Yankee Doo-
dle was played with the drum and fife to induce
the young men to enlist as a volunteer in the an-
ticipation of being called out to fight the foes

of our coutry. The first settlers in Ohio, were
mainly from New England ; they connnenced in

that part of the State highest up the Ohio river;

and it is several years since the lands on the

Muskingum have "been considered of too inferior

quality to be recommended lo the enterprising*

New JEngland emigrant. We are inclined to be
lieve that the bottoms upon the Sciotaor the Mi-
ami were superior to almost any other land of
the famed west. The writer in the Cidtivator

tims describes the most fertile region of Ohio.
" Perhaps one of the most beautiful and fertile

regions to be found upon the face of the globe,

istheSciOTA Valley, stretching from north lo

south about two-thirds the distance across this

great and most nigldy favored state, presenting

in its whole length^ varied and picturesque views
of limestone precipices, boH gravelly or argilla-

ceous bluffs, and deep alluvial banks, spreading

out into wide rich bottoms, and boundetl by roll-

ing uplands of (he most desirable and eligible

kind. As described to me by those who first

saw it in its pristine glory, of dense lofty forest,

imbrageous parks, tall waving grass and flowery
)rairie, .studded by high mound's and wide ruina

of ancient fortifications, it must have been a sort

of aboriginal paradise, that one might almost
deplore was ever fated to be marred by the hand
of civilized man

;
judging from appearances too,

this Valley must have been densely populated by
barbarous tribes, thousands of years ago, who
had their hapi)y days as we have now ; and even
vrhen first discovered by the white man, it wai
the favoiite residence of numerous and proba-

bly more savage bands than the inhabitants of
the first epoch, the wide-spread aud powerful
Shawnee stock, and so great was their love for

this delightful region, that they fought for and
clung to it till the last, w ith the convulsive grasp

of the child to its mother's bosom, that a hated

and superior power would feign force away.

Poor hapless race ! Here from time immemorial,
they gave chase to the wild deer, the shaggy bear,

and huge buffalo; cultivated the golden maze,

feasted on its roasted ears, boiled succatash, and
liounded hominy ; spouted their eloquence and
made their wars, sung their songs, and danced
to the music of the bowstring, the tom-tom and
chichicon, and smoked to the Great Spirit of alK

".lust above Columbus, the Sciota is joined by
its largest branch the Whetstone, or according to

its more euphonious Indian name, the Olentangy,

where in fact commences the great corn region

and Valley of the Sciota par excellence. Here a

decided geological change takes place ; the deep
limestone quarries crop out a mile or two below,

aud are no longer found in the whole course of

the Valley to the Ohio; the hills recede and the

bottoms at once quadruple their width and be-

come of the richest vegetable mould, of a depth

from three to ten feet, resting on a l>ed of light

yellowish clay, close sand or limestone gravel.

The waters, also, become more sluggish, and

with the exception of now^ aud then a short shal-

low ripple, making a convenient ford, they

wheel lazily along to their final minghng witli

those of the Ohio.
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" At the head of this lower Valley, on tlie right

bank of the river, commence the almost princely

domains of the Messrs. Sullivants, stretching a

Inng distance down its clear winding stream, en-

closing the village of Franklin immediately op-

positeColumbus, and rimning in parallelograms

of about an equal width on each side of the Na-
tional Road west, to the distance of between six

and seven miles, making an aggregate of land, in

one compact body, of upwards of eight thous-

and acres.

"The bottom lands of this large estate are

about two and a half miles wide, and till within

a few years, from time immemorial, have been

devoted almost entirely to corn, they having

been found in this crop when first discovered un-

der the sway of the aborigines of the country.

The Sciota then occasionally overflowed its

banks with bark water, which left a thick rich

sediment, that kept up the fertility of the land

drawn out by the growing crop. But this over-

flow has occasionally been found to destroy the

corn, and latterly an embankment or levee has

been thrown up along the lower banks of the riv-

er, which sei-ves to keep the water out, and the

consequence is, that the same lands that would
average with common attention 75 to 90 bushels

per acre, do not now yield over about fi.'i bushels,

when the stalks and corn are annually cut up and
carried ofl^ In order to recruit them then, under
this exhausting system, as soon as ihe corn is

glazed, say the fore part of September, it is cut

up close to the ground, and shocked in straight

rows across the field, and the ground between
immediately plowed and sowed to wheat. In

the course of the winter, the corn is husked out

in the field, and the stalks carried off as wanted
for fodder, and the narrow strips of land they

occupied in shocks between the wheat in the

spring is sowed to oats and the whole field stock-

ed down with clover, and then fed off for two
seasons and the land again put into corn till

found to lessen its crop, hi this way, with the

application of a little lime, which can be made
from the quarries of the estate at the triHing

cost of eight cents per barrel, the Messrs. S.

think they can keep up the fertility of tlieir bot-

tom lands to the end of time, and yet annually

carry off all the corn and fodder when in crop,

to be fed ujjon and fertilize the uplands.
" The fields being very large, the soil light and

friable, and no obstructions of stones or any
thing else in the way, all the labor of planting,

covering, and weeding is done by different made
ploughs, harrows, and cultivators, drawn by

horses, and with great care and rapidity, the de-

tails of which 1 will give hereafter, when I have
fully witnessed them. I shall confine myself
now to the manner in which the lands are farmr

ed or rented. The first and most usual way, is

for the tenants to find eveiy thing and tiiUe one-
half of the crop shocked in the field, or deliver

neatly husked one-third in the crib. Second,
pay a corn rent of twenty bushels to the acre, of'

sound bright corn, delivered in the crib. Third,

find seed and cultivate the crop for three dollars

per acre, to shocking it in the field, and two
and a half cents more per bushel for husking,

and cost of delivery according to the distance to

be transported. Fourth, the owner of the soil

hiring his own men by the day or the month, and
doing every thing then within himself
"There are two ways of feeding off" the corn

and pumpkins here. One is to turn fatting cat-

tle into the field, and let them eat at ihcir own
discretion, and then be taken out and followed

by droves of hogs, who clean up pretty much all

that is lef^. This, to a northern man, may be
considered very wasteful, but it is a great saving
of labor, and the corn being comparatively soft,

is easily ground by the animals and digested."

Fai'ming seems to be indeed an easy htisiness

on a soil so productive as {h'!t of Ohio. The
earth yields an abundance ; and for years there

is so little diminu'.ion of the crops that the pro-
prietors and occupants of the land dream not of
» necessity of replenishing them with manure.
This pristine fertility is not uncommon in othei-

I>arts of the country. A veteran of the revolu
tion who marched through the forests and over
the Green Mountains from " No. 4 " in the au-
tumn of 1777, a few days before the battle of
Bennington, came upon the settlements of Man-
chester and the vicinity just at the time of early
harvest ; and of that coiintrv he remarked that

it was more productive and beuuiiiui timii any
ground he had ever set eyes upon. His own
domicil was situated in sight of the then inviting

alluvion grounds situated upon the Merrimack,
which at this day are nmch more productive and
show a better soil than the grounds about Man-
chester : the latter, we think—perhaps it is he-

cause they are older—^are inferior to almost any
other farming region of Vermont. Forty years
ago the ftlassachusetts young men sometimes
used to venture as far to the west as the river

Hudson and the banks of the Mohawk in the

State of New York, whose settlements thou had
hardly extended beyond that point. They came
back with marvellous stories about the Dutch
farmers in that region ; and from them we think
the saying "This heals the Dutch" must have
originated. It was said of their farms that ma-
nure, if applied to them, would injure rather
than benefit them ; and that they were under the
necessity, as the most ready and easy manner of
getting "rid of the trouble, of removing their

barns out of the way of the accumulating mass
that had been gathered in piles about them

!

At this day there is nothing very remarkable in

the soil of that country above any of the soil of
New England: without manure the ground there
produces no better than it does in almost any
part of New Hampshire. The river alluvion is

always more feasible and of deeper vegetable
mould than the upland ; but the rich valley of
the Mohawk is by no means now su|)eri()r to

that of the Connecticut ; and much of , it hardly
better than the land found on the Merrimack.
The State of Ohio is a most magnificent and

flourishing section of om- country. It is at this

time of that green age when its natural fertility

and its products will appear to the best advantage.
Twenty, filteeii and even ten years ago, like most
of the level <u- gently rolling countries at the
west, its inhabitants were troubled with those fe-

vers an(l bilious complaints which carry to a jire-

tnature grave so many of the settlers from the
New England States ;" it has now become much
more heaUhy than the newer settled Slates further
west. But even from the longest settled parts of
Ohio, often do our citizens return pale and ema-
ciated, shaking with the chills or burning with
the fevers which have been there contracted.
We are told that Indian corn has been raised

fifty years in succession in the Sciota, the Miami
and the Wabash valleys ; some say that in a hun-
dred successive years tlie crops there have not
been sensibly diminished. There are certain

laws ill relation to production that operate every
where. If a man was to come from a distant

land with the information that human beings
there never waxed old or died from the eflecls

of age or disease, no sensible person would be-

lieve him : so when we are told that the fertile

lands of the west which are not annually sup-
plied with nutriment by some overflow or wash
will never wear out, we are alike incredulous.

There is no part of the United States, he it ever
so fertile, that will not in the course of time re-

quire constimt periodical stimulants to keep up
its production.

Of the thirteen old Atlantic States, we believe

the middle and southern were originally more
productive than those of the north. Where has
the greater deterioi-ation of soil been fell, but in

that most productive region ? Whole districts of
counti7 in Maryland and Virginia long produc-
ing abundant crops of corn and tobacco, have
been abandoned because they will not yieUl

enough to support a scattered population ; and
a portion of the once fertile regions of Carolina
and Georgia that turned out great crops of cot-

ton have been deserted by their owners who
have sought new plantations in Alabama and Mis-
sissippi.

The first settlers of New England are liable

to the same charge of indiscretion as others. In
too many cases they injured their lands at the

very first step. In their anxiety to get much
land cleared, they chopped down the under-
growth, girdled the large trees, burned partially,

and laid into mowing or pasture without putting

into the ground the due quantity of grass seed.

The consequence was that, much of the value
and production of the first fertility was lost; the

places of the useftil grasses were usurped by
brakes and briars and pod ; and the ground nev-
er paid for the first labor of cutting down the

forest trees. Afterwards tJie renovation of the

same ground cost its owiieis more than the ex-
pense of the first clearing ; in some cases no im-
provement is made on the grounds until after

the lapse of many years.

In some parts of New England we see farms
well cleared and vei^ productive at first, growing
less and less profitable from the indolent man-
ner of their treatment, finally abandoned by the
bad husbands who have imjioverished themselves
for the want of due industry. On these fiirms

the first erected log fences, v.hen rotted down,
are not supplied with good and permanent stone
walls; an insufficient barrier only exists between
the corn and grain fields and the pasture, leaving
the fiirmer a prey to unruly cattle which break
out of the latter, or else range upon the high-
way.
Every new countiT, after it passes out of the

slate of its first ferlility, meets a crisis that will

require all the energy and enterjirise of the good
farnier to keep it in that jiosition wiiere popula-
tion and wealth shall increase. Such a country
must tiill back if it goes not lorward— it cannot
stand still in its position. Tlie greater part of
New England has passed, or is passing that cri-

sis. When a man has cleared all the land upon
his farm except what he wishes to have as a
wood or timber lot, he should begin to look about
him to see where improvement can be made.
He adds to the value of his farm in every well

cleared acre ; she may continue to add to its val-

ue by making one acre produce what two acres

before produced. The land losing its fir.st fer-

tility should he kept up in its production by ar-

tificial means—by labor and stimulants. The
acre reclainwd is more likely to be made perma-
nently vahiahle than the acre that has not yet

.seemed to need reclaiming.

We believe it will not be many years before

the farmers of New England will be convinced
that their sons can jiursue the business of culti-

vation more profitidily at home than to go to dis-

tant lands to find an easier and a better soil. It

is true they may find a deeper mould, a land

more free from hardness, a more level and a less

rocky countiy ; but can they find any part of the

world where labor is better paid than upon our

own New England soil ? Suppose they may
raise Indian corn upon the bottoms of the Sciota

without the use of the hoe or the hard labor of
the hand in promoting its growth ; one bushel of
corn here will give as much money if it is raised

for sale as lour bushels of corn in Ohio. With
the easier growth in Ohio, the personal labor

there must be as great or greater in preparing the

corn or other crop lor the market in proportion

to its value than it will be here. We may well

alTprd to pay for making our i)Oor lands as fertile

by artificial means as the best lands of Ohio, and
still obtain os much profit from an equal amount
of labor.

But the best lands in Ohio and the West are

destined to wear out as the New England lands

have been worn out The older ])arts of Ohio,

the region that was settled thirty and forty years

ago, for some years iiave mauifested symptom of
decay. The re|)orts brought to us are that the

land grows belter the farther we go west: the

fact is, the land there is no better than it \fas

further east, only the lancj longer cultivated ap-

pears to be less fertile than that which has but

just been entered.

Five years ago a most intelligent and venerable

citizen of New Hampshire who has been a clo;e

observer of the agriculture of New England <hu>

ing the last fifty years, travelled the Atlantic.

States from New Hampshire to Virginia, and
throujh western Ppnnsylvania, Kentucky and
Ohio from Cincinnati on" the southwest through

the centre back to the easterly line of that State.

He says the older parts of Oliio, already show a

diminished production when compared with the

newer settled portion of that State. He exam-
ined particularly the fertile lands upon the Scio-

ta river; and he does npt dpubt that with the

succession of exhausting crops, without the ap-

plication of stimulants, that land must bccpino

barren like othei worn out lands.

David Hkivshaw, Etq. late Collector of Bos-

ton, has succeeded, the last season in raising a

crop of winter wheat on his faim at Leicester,

Massachusetts. Leicester is situated on that

ridge of land which extends through, Worces-

ter rpsin|v, Mass. and central throii^th New
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M.u. \VI iMoiiiiUiIus, and
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iuli::'- I

,' '".I,' '. r.inl Graitoii counties
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I

. I 'Die product of liis

ivhcai \;:i:- i.>.:;i', l.n-lih to tlie Jicre. The
laud ivnsa si'itY .-oil in.riniiij;- to clay; it was
broken up in t!je nioulli of June, IVom the |ias

ture li-oui \vlii<;li it had not heen hel'ore disturhcd

Ibi- thirty veaM. It uas cross jjloughed just be-

fore sowing, and about lifteeii casks ol' lime

—

part burnt oyster shells, and part Thoiiiaston

liurnt stone—were spread to the acre, and har-

rowed in before sowini;-. The kind of u heat

sowed was white hall wheat, prucni-. d i'roni

Lockport, N. V. and ituas put into iln' ui'ouud

in Aut:iist. No ether niainnx- than tin: lime was
airplied. Tlie [Mv.lM.t, tueutv bushels to tlie

acre, was lane r..r I he |„ e.ent'year. A porlion

of the lironnilhreken up and i)repared in llie

same way, was sowed with winter rye; tiiis was
aliriost entirely winter killed, while the wlieat

escaped. Everywhere in New England it will

be'remarked, that the wheat crop, especially

si)ring wlieat, for little winter \vlieat is here rais-

ed, suffered imich from drought during the last

summer.
Mr. Henshaw attribtitts his success in this

wheat crop entirely to the lime. He raised the
last sunniicr excellent Indian com and potatoes
on gromid niodcr;iIely manured on which the
year previous fourteen casks of lime to the acre
had been apjilied. His potatoes were larf:e and
very line, turning out a bushel for tuelve hills—

a

largo crop taking into consideration tlie severe
drought of last summer. He is of o|iinion that

the favorable effects of his lime will be felt for

several years.

Ho is preparing for making mnnurc this .sen-

son by carting lilaek mud to his cattle yards into
every three loads of wliich he diffuses a cask of
slaked Thomaston lime.

Originnl fertility of the yew England soil.

Perhajis there is no district of country in the
United States so long under cultivation that l>et-

ter retains its original fi>rtiiity than the valley of
the Connecticut river, both the alluvion u[)on

either shore of the stream, ;uid the higher
grounds to the very tops of the hills and nioun-
tains which are not broken into ledges. The
entire county of Caledonia, a table of whose ex-
traordinary production was yiresented in the last

Visitor, is sit;'ated iar up tliis valley on the

Passnmsic, which discharges itself iuto"the Con-
necticut. Directly opposite this county ol' Ver-
mont on the New Hampshire side some lifteen

miles from the river stand the highest of the

White Mountains. About one thousand feet he-
low the highest point of Moimt Washington, and
betv.cen that and Moinit Monroe, is the pond or

spring which gathers inio a body of clear pellu-

cid waters the inuunierabie fountains gushing
from the rocks above, the highest sources of the

Amonoosuck river which discliarj:es iiscir' into

the Conuccticnt some forty miles to the soutli-

wesl. Such is the abundance of water collected

from l(!ss than one third of the surface of i!.

two liighest moinitain tops, that the water i',

charging itself from this high reservoir at all -

sons would he quite snfiicient at the height ei

more than four thousand feet from the mountain
bass to do the work of a factory of several thous-
and s))indles.

For thousands of years have the primitive

rocks of these high nioimtaius been wearing
down, changing into soil, filling u\i and fertilizing

the vales beiow. Millions of loa<!s were carried
down at one grand avalanche into the Amonoo-
snck, when a grand water s|)out broke uiiou the
mountains in the fall of the year 183G: tlic sur-
face of hundreds of acres inone spot was taken
off at the same time, commencing from a point
at the lop and running out wide at the bottom in

tlie shajic of two sides of a U'ianide. This im-
mense slide carried down many niillions of tons.

Rocks and trees of the largest" dimensions pre-
sented no obstacle to its course. The n:iked
space left upon the mountain side is seen at the
distance of nintiy miles with the naked eye: sev-
eral miles off the .skimmed surface, tearing iuot
the very bowels of the mountain, seem to be of
the color of red ochre bordering on a yellow.
That the elements of fertility exist i;i the" rocks
of th3 mountains tliemfelvcs, wo entertain \t>

donb'. Til* fertile vrllevs r.lonsr the stream.^

tliat woik their v.ay towards the ocean below are

all indebted to the rough mountains above them.
In the midst of this mountain region there is

much land yet inisetlled. Some of it is covered
with a ilense giiivvth of maple, beech, birch, betn-

lock, spruce ar.d pine. As it is looked up and
settled, large tracts of land more valuable than

had ever been anticipated are discovered.

The valley of the Amonoosuck running di-

rectly from Mount Washington is found to be

fine and wherever it has been cultivated, as the

tovvns of Littleton, Lisbon and Bath can testify.

Levi W. (.Joeleigh, Esq. who keeps a public

house in Lisbon, has a farmofabotit si.\- hnndreil

acres; one hundred and thirty acres of this i-

her.utiiid intervale; M.",j. Samuel Youkg, well

know u in that eonntry. was the first settler upon
tliis funi. He hail lieaid of another man in

(iraftoii w iio had one hundred acres ot wheat;
and about tha year 17!!^, determined to go be-

yond all others, he cleared pue huudred and one
acres, and sowed spring wheat upon burnt

ground. The crop was twenty bushels to the

acre, making him more than two thonsjmd bush-

els li)r the year: the second year he |iloughed

as well as he could and put in another crop,

which turned out fifteen hundred bushels besides

plenty of herds grass seed where the wheat did

not catch. His first crop sold at two dollars and
a half—bis second croji at three dollars the

This was forty yer.rs ago—the ground was up-

land ; and our inlbrniant told us that upon the

same ground there is at this time a growth of
wood, nsh, maple, butternut, &c. some of which
are eighteen inches through.

From the New England Farmer,

Manures.

Experiments are reported as having been re-

cently made in England with saltpetre, with much
success. In the cases referred to it was applied

to wheat but its application to other crops lias

proved equally favorable and encouraging'. It is

not a new experiment. We know several cases

in this eonntry of its sucressfid apiilication, of
\-. liieh -ve shall speak hereafter ; but we shall give

tlM' experiment now referred to in detail, because

it seems to have been made with considerable

care, and its results are professedly given widi

exactness.

The Ilarles/on (England) Farmers' Club put it

to their members as a subject of the highest mo-
ment, to make exact observation and f xperiments

witli various manure.*. Certaiidy no matter con-

nected with the improvement of agricuhme can

be of more importance. At a recent meeting the

subject of saltpetre was discussed. Various ex-

jjeriments were reported. We select one of the

strongest cases, they say, " the apjilication of .salt-

petre as a top-dressing to wheal after pease, on a

light land with a gravelly sulisoil."

One hiuidred weight per acre was sowh by
hand on the Gth of April, and to prevent any er-

ror which might have arisen from a diffe.-encc in

soil of one side of the field from another, the

:i! i>;v . , II. fully ajijilicd oil every two al-

!:e two crops were reajied,

:!: i! seiinrately ; and the result

^, .- ;;ii ii; ;
,;-( ill' six linshelsof wheat, and up-

wards of two and a half hundred of straw ])er

acre, obtained at an outlay of 27s. sterling only,

as follows:

Produce per acre of wheat which had SI. Ih.

been manured with .saltpetre, IGO 2^

Produce without saltpetre, 133 12i

effect would probably be increased (but this is at

present unsupported by evidence) by applying
only half the quantity of saltpetre at first, and the
remaining part a few weeks afterwards."
The experiments which have come under our

own observation, have been upon grass and wheat.
The effect upon grass was quite remarkable. The
w heat was in a growing state ; the saltpetre ap-
jilied when six inches in height ; the quantity per
acre not noted

; the differeiice between the part
not dressed with saltpetre and that to which it

was applied was obvious and striking; the wheat
w.is ilieii in lliiwer; it was intended that the re-
Mih should be arenrately observed; and we hope

Incroasc,, 2G 4increase,. :40 i

Produceperacreof straw with stdt- Cwt. St. lb.

pctre, 23 4 13
" " " without saltpetre, 20 7 8

Increase, 3 5 5

Cost of the saltpetre was 27s. stciling per cwt.

The wheat of coiusc was winter wheat, and it

was sown broadcast. A stone is 14 lbs.

The society proceed to rejiort:—'-It is the

unani.nous opinion of this meeting, that saltpe-

tre is a most valuable addition to our list of nia-

uures. Strong evidence has been given of the

benefits conferred by it on wheat, clover, and
otlier layers, and tares on light land ; and on clo-

vev layers on heavy land : in cicli case the salt-

petre was applied in the month of April, and at

the rate of one hiuMlred weight |n;r jcn?, 'I h.^

of
Any person ot common observation, and at all

interested in such subjects, cannot fail to obsen-o
the innneuse quantities of manure which are ab-
solutely thrown away on our fariris, in our cities,

and about our roads and buildings. What a
blessing it would be, if we had something of the
reported frugality of the Chinese, on the score of
cleanliness and liealtK as well as interest. How
ihw of farmers ever think of saving their soap
siid.^. We lear, without meaning any reproach
upon the glide housewives, that some of them do
not hear of such a thing as soap suds as often as
might be usefid ! But how few ever think of
saving and applying it; and yet it is a most valu-

able manure ; and by having a vault or pool in

which to deposite a pile of loam, or large heap
of earth, by regularly throwing the contents of
the wash tub upon it, might be converted into the
ineans of greatly enriching the land; and what
tuns upon tuns of the most valuable liquid ma-
nure, by a little pains-taking and contrivance,
might be obtained in the city, by farmers, who
are now willing to cone four and six miles and
transport fire-fanged and dried hoise inanure at

a cost, before it reaches their farms, of six and
eight dollars a cord.

The French are now taking great pains to save
the water in which the wool is washed at the

woollen factories, full as it is of soap and anin al

oil, and find it a most valuable application to

their lands. We have long known the value of
the refuse wool ; and we have stood by the mill-

shute in Lowell more than once with feelings of
serious regret, wketi we have seen the wash iiom
their woollen factory, full of enriching matters,

mingling with the waters of the river and pas.sine

off into the ocean, as so much valuable material
absolutely thrown away.
Our highly respected friend Bement, of Alba-

ny, has niaiie some very successful experiments
w ith hogs' bristles, applied in his potatoe hills

and in other foririe. He speaks of their benefi-
cial effects as quite remarkable ; and we promise
ourselves the pleasure of hearing from liim on
this and the use of various other manures, in

which he has becu experimenting. We can con-
fidently rely upon his observations and experi-
ments as intelligent and exact ; and the results

which he gives under his own hand, as certain.

H. C.

Extraneous Manures—Nitrate of Soda.

It is re)iorted, that a remark was made by Lord
Karnes, 90 years ago, that such improvements
would be made in agricultural chemistiy, that

sufficient manure for an acre would one day be
earried in a man's coat pocket ; and that a trite

answer was made to the lemark, that the produce
from such manuring wouV.l then be brought away
in the waist-coat pocket. Now, although this pe-
riod has not yet arrived, ycl; something approach-
ing to the small quantity of manure necessary to

give vigor to an acre oi' wheat, has been proved
on Guillord Downs during the past year ;_ not that

this kind of manure alone was taken up by the
crop, but that it formed a great stimulator to the

extrji growth there cannot be a doubt; bringing

into ;.ctivity probably some latent manures lying

in the ground ; for a strong alkali will convert
oleaginous matters into saponaceous consistency,

and in that state becomes soluble in water : hence
it is taken up by the spougelets of the roots in a

liquid state. Those persons who consider quan-
tity necessary iu manuring ground are sadly mis-

taken, intimate mixture with the soil, and capa-

bility of becoming readily soluble, being neces-

sary points for consideration. In March, 1839,

,"\lr" John Rvds, bailiff to Frederick Mangles,

Esq. of Dowii Farm, Guilford dressed over many
flcres of wheat with I 1-2 cwt. of nitmle of soda
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to the acre, leaving about half au ;.cie iu liu- mid-
|

very

die of the field uadressed. The difference iu tlie

color of the wheat was seen in the course of 10

days ; when nearly ripe, the straw had the ap-

pearance of being y or 10 inches longer than the

other part, and much stronger; at reaping seven

rods of eacli part were measured, cut, and kept

separate ; the nitred part produced 24 sheaves

containing 11 gallons of wheat and 54 lbs. of

straw ; and where the seven rods were not so

dressed, the produce was 16 sheaves, containing

6 1-2 gallons of wheat and 40 lbs. of straw.—

British Farmers^ Magazine.

chdc

[Our respected correspondent is riLln. iMi cli

of the success or otherwise of these, ;in<l riu,ii_\

other manures we could name, must depend lui

leculiar circuuistancts ol soil i.nd se:,M)U. \\ c

lave Ijeard saltpetre abused one \ear, itiid Ijiul/l}

extolled in another; althougli tried on the same
soil, the same description of crop, and by the

! person.

—

Ed.]

From the Britisli Farmer; Ma

In all our agricultural publications now issuing

from the press, we see many accounts of experi-

ments made for ascertaining the value of certain

substances recommended as manures, either for

top-dressing or ploughing in. Some of these ac-

coimts are elaborately, and, no doubt, faithfully

written ; and sometimes favorable, or, as'it may
happen, unfavorable. Sometimes, too, we are

told of the same material having contrary effects

on land of precisely the same character) especi-

ally if situated iu distant parts of the kiugdoiTi.

Now, these discrei)ancies may often arise from
ignorance or want of consideration of the pecu-
liar effect or action of the material employed.

Besides the various substances which have been
used as mar^uresfrom time immemorial, there arc

others, chiefly minerals, which are brought into

use with various succes.s. The reports of such
trials are not always uniform ; and defective in

so far as the character of the weather or sear^on

ollowing the application is omitted to be .«tated.

I
n my own practice I have used soot extensively

for top-dressing wheat, and have harrowed and
rolled it in ; but if a dry spring and sunmier Ibl-

lowed, the soot «as of no service. I have used
chalk and lime as dressings for light gravejly

land : but if a wet season succeeded, little or no
immediate effect was observable. The same re-

sult followed the application of salt, on the same
description of land, under the like circumstances
of season. And the reason for the non- efficiency

of these three last named substances was per-

fectly obvious : all three are ready absorbents of
water from the air, and in dry seasons are emi-
nently useful to grow ing crops ; whereas, in a
showery time, the crops need no such assistance.

Saltpetre and nitrate of soda are at present
fashionable top-dressings: and those best ac-

quainted with these substances affirm that they

are often injudiciously used. On wet tenacious

land they can never be so efficacious as on dry
sandy or gravelly soils ; nor in wet seasons so

much as they certainly must be in dry. If I be
not mistaken in attributing to them such effects,

they will always be considered as doubtful fertili

zers ; because they must be used before it can be
ascertained, except by conjecture, what sort i

season is to follow.

Mr. Cuthbert Johnson observes, that "theagr
cultural uses of saltpetre have not been examined
so carefully or generally as they ought to have
been ;" and G. Kimberley, Esq., ofTrotsworth,
" regrets that it has been hastily adopted, witli

reference, iu many cases, to season, soil, climate
or quantity; and as a few fortunate experiments
have started into a fashion the use of these ai ti

cles, so one or two unseasonable or improper ap-
plications have at once condemned them to neglect
and oblivion."

Such reports show decidedly how necessary
is to know correctly tlie effects of those artificial

manures ; whetlier as the li)od of plants, or
provers of the staple ; wliether as exciters of
vegetation or solvents of the nutritive matters al

ready in the soil ; and also under what circum
stances of weather or season they are most active

or altogetlier neutral. These are questions for

the agricultural chemist to prosecute ; so that
farmer need work in the twilight, or be in doubt
concerning the direct effects of any manure
which comes recommended from competent au
thorities.

And in all future reports of experiments made
with any of those uncommon articles of manure
the reporter .should not omit to state what kind of
weather has prevailed during the experiments

,

for the effects, especially nf saline substances, are

J. -Si.- 'J he
id his

From the Fiireign Quarterly Review.

Siberian Dogs.
The best friend of man in almost every clime
the dog, but in Nortliern Siberia existence

would scarcely be possible without the aidof tliis

invaluable animal. All along the Arctic Ocean
the dog is almost the only beast of burden. He
is harnessed to the light sledge, or 7iarte, which
will carry no inconsiderable load, and in which,

during w"inter, the natives perlbrin journeys of
incredible lengtti. The Siberian dog bears a

strong resemblance to the wolf! He has a long
pointed snout, sharp upright ears, and a long

bushy tail. Some of them have short hair, oth-

ers a tolerably thick fur, and they are met witli

of all imaginable colors. Their size also dif}<M>

very much, but a dog is not thought fit for the

sledge if less than one arsliin and two wershok
high, and one arshin and five wershok long.*

Their barking resembles the hosvling of a wolf.

They always remain in the spen air. In summer
they dig holes in the frozen earth to cool them-
selves, and sometimes they will spend the whole
day in the water to escape from the persecution

of the gnats. .Vgainst the intense cold of winter

ek shelter bv burviii- tbcmsrlves .ni.l.T

the snow, wlHMvth.-; lie rollrd iipwiili the sm.ut

bvlhel.ii>l,v' tail. Otthc .iilis,tlH-nial(s

"'usually kei.t, thi> li-majcs an- iikimIv

drowned, only one or two being entertained by

ach father of a famijy to preserve the breed.

The rearing of these dogs forms an important
cupation, and requires no little skill and judg-

ent, A dog iriay be |)ut to the sledge when a

year old, but cannot be sidjjccted to hard work
before his third winter. The team of a sledge

seldom consists of less than twelve of these dogs,

bom one is used as leader, upon wlio.^ic

breeding and docility the safety of the whole
puny depends. No dog rnust be used as a leader

uidess he be perfectly obedient to the voice of
his master, nor unless the latter be certain that the

mal will not be diverted one moment from his

use by the scent of any kind of game. This
last point is one of the highest imjiortance, and if

the dog has nol been well broken in, but turns to

the right or left, the rest of the dogs will imme-
xliately join in the pursuit, when the sledge is of
course overturned, and the w hole pack continue

the chase until some natural obstacle intervene to

arrest their course. A well taught leader, on the

other hand, \wt only \:ill not allow himself to be

seduced from his duty, but will often display the

most astonishing tact in preventing the rest nf the

team from yielding tp their natural instinct. On
the boundless tundra, during a dark niglit, while

the surrounding atmosphere is obscureil by !!:<

falling snow, it is to the intelligence of his leail-

ing dog that the traveller is constantly indebted

for his preservation. L" the animal has once been
the same road before, he never fails to discover

the customary halting-place, though the hut may
have been completely buried under the drifting

snow. Suddenly the dog will remain niotionle.s.-i

ui:on the trackless and unbroken surfiice, and bv

the friendly wagging of his tail announce to lii.^

master that lie need only fall to woik with lij.-;

snow-shovel to find the door of the hut that offers

him a warm lodging for the niglit. The snow-
shovel on these winter excursions appears to be

an appendage without which no traveller ven-

tures upon a journey.

In summer the dog is no less serviceable than

iu winter As in the oij.e season he is ypjced to

the sledge, so in the other he is employed to draw
the canoe up against the stream, and here they

display their sagacity in an equally surprising

manner. At a word they halt, or where au op-

posing rock bars their progress on the one side,

they will plunge into the water, swim across the

river, and resume their course along the opposite

bank. In sliort, the dog is as indispensable to

• uiu^lattucliiiBUt between tlie

log is in proportion to their

niuii:iii (Icjiendcncc on each other. M. Von Wrau-
i:el rclalfs nil;; rkjil.le inst;ince.s of the extent to

uliicli lie li.;s sii II siiiiie of the people carry their

f.iiuliii s> li,,- ilirii- doi:s. In 1«2] an epidemic
disease broke out among the dogs in Siberia, and
carried off many thousands of them. [l\r says]
" A Yukaheer iamily had lost the w hole of the

twenty dogs of which they had recently been |)OS-

se-ssed, and two newly-born cubs were all that re-

mained. As these animals were still blind, and
without a mother's care, it scarcely appeared pos-

sible to preserve them. The Yukaheer's wile, to

save the last remnant of the wealth of her house,

resolved that the two dogs should share the milk

of her breast with her own child. Siie was re-

wai-ded. The two adopted sucklings throve won-
derlidly, and became the ancestors of a new and
vigorous race of dogs."

The sufferings of the poor inhabitants, in con-

sequence of the loss of the dogs, through the

epidetnic malady that raged in 1821 and 1822,

were dreadful inthe extreme. Yet will it be be-

lieved, that an order was once actually issued by
the government at St. Petersburg, to "destroy all

the 'd()j;s throughout liic norlli of Siberia, "on
account of their consuming such i[Uantities of

|)rovisions, and thereby occasioning such frequent

liimine.o." The order was not executed, because

it woidd have required the whole Russian army
to enforce the cominand, and alter a while means
were ti:>und to enlighten the rulers upon the ab-

surd tyranny of th'-ir proposed " refoiin."

We roiid of I

('(.lloiinnlhct.'nal IVedee in Soulli Carolina from
the S.iiiiliirM Cihlni'l : il is Iniin a desrripliou of

the .•iiltiv.-ilion of Col Williams' plaulation :

Cotton, preprmdiun of the land for, and culture

of.—About one-half of the laiid intended for cot-

ton is manured v. ith compost taken from the cat-

tle-pens, stables, &:c. 'Ihe balance required to

make oiu the quantity needed, is taken from new-
ly cleared groimds, or fields which have been
rested one year, and the growth turned under, or

Avhich liavc" been maunred by tlie turning under
of a crop of green outs. The oats sown liir this

purpose arc put in, in the nionllisol' October and
November, at the rate of one bushel and a half

per acre, and the ground thrown into ridges of
the width intended for cotton the succeeding year.

Hy this oi)eration the oats are covered. In July,

(or as soon after, as other work necessary to be
done will permit, sometimes not until late in Au-
gust,) the oats are turned under, reversing the

ridges, and binyiug them cornjletely. Iu the

spring I'lillowing the ridges are again reversed,

(at w hich time ihe oats are fouud to have entirely

rolled, ) and the beds formed. Occasionally, ma-
nure is used in addition to the green crop turned
under, but this is not often (lone. When the

oats are turned under late, the seeds having ma-
tured, there is another growth of oats, which,

with the weeds, form sometimes a pretty thick

coating, all of which is of course turned under,

or, as is sometimes the case, listed down previoiis

to reversing the beds. When the fields have

been rested, all the growth, which is considera-

ble, (for no cattle are iiermittcil to pasture on
them,) is listed under as early in the fall as prac-

ticalile. If not done eurly it is preferred to turn

it all undtr with the plough, so as to mix it more
iiilimalily with the soil. Gypsum luis also been
tried wilh d(<-iclcd success, the .seeds merely
welted, rolled iu it, and planted.

Those fields which the year previous were in

cotton, and which it is intcniled to plant again

with the same crop, are prepared by running a

mould board plough twice in the centre of the

alleys and Ibrming as deep a furrow hs possible,

the bull-tongue follows breaking up the .soil .still

deeper. These furrows are then filled with ma-
iiure from the various pens. The beds are form-

ed by the plough and dressed over wilh the hoe.

The trenching plough (already described) is run

on the top of the beds, making them smooth and
forming the trenches, into which the seeds are

scattered at the rate of two bushels per acre, and

covered by the horse-rake. Thp befls are fortned

from four to six feet apart, and very wide at the

base, nearly meeting in the alleys.

Tha first working is done wilh the hoes going

over and lifhtlv sliavins down the beds. This
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ni?o iiiykcs tlieir. sniootii jaid prepare^ 'beni fo:

the second operation, v/hicli is with ilie " scra-

per." Tiie cotton is thiuned at tlie first working,
leaving a single stalk not nearer than eighteen
inches and not more than three feet. The after

cultnre is perCornicd nt-arly altojiethcr witli the
sklmnier, wliicli sliavfs the" surface of the hcds,
throwing a little earth up to the cotton. The hoe
follows, merely going over the tops of the beds,
and those spots where the skimmer has not
worked well, or cannot approach. A skimmer
does three acres per diem. An aliie bodied hand
will do from fifty to one hundred rows of two
hundred and ten feet in length, according to the
grassiness, &c. of the fields. The fields are gone
over ii-om every ten to fifteen days. The Petit

Gu'f seed, as we have elsewhere said, alone is

planted. The yield from this is an average of
one thonsand pounds of cotton per acre. From
thirty-five acres Col. Williams lias gathered two
thousand one hundred and ninety-six poinids per
acre. The pickings are nsuallv"accomplished in
from one to three times going over. The gin-
ning is done on one of the plantations by water
power—on the others Ijy animals. Hon'ses fpr
the reception of the cotton are built in several
parts of the different plantations, especially when
distant from the main settlements.

^rational Gallery.

We ask the attention of persons desirous of
promoting the extension of the arts and manu-
factures of the country, to the nrconiii.uiyiiii,' oir,
cular letter from the Coninii.-isidiiri- of J'.-itchts at
Washington. Witii tliis i-iiiiiiimni(aiiii:i tlii' (.'cuu-

inissioner sent us an fn.i;ni\e(l vie u
Patent Office which is now erecliny at llic scat of
government, the largest hall of wliich is •i7':i fett
in length, &3 ieet wide, and 30 ieit hiuli: this
room, being entirely fire-proof, is destined in the
lapse of time to present a greater amount of
specimens of ingenious invention, than at present
is to be found in any part of the habitable globe.
The ingenuity of Americans-outstrips that of any
other nation on earth : inventions multiply in this
country so that there are ten patents obtained
where there probably was not more than one ten
years ago. Deposits for some twenty to thirty
patents a month—as many as were issued in "a

year thirty years since for the whole United
States—have been made at the office of the Re-
ceiver General at Boston ever since the oflice was
opened in August last. The plan of depositing
models of impatented inventions with descrip-
tions of their uses, is u good one. Our friends,

the Shakers, have many labor-saving inventions
of their own which have nci-er been patented,
models of which would speak wtiil for them to

the nation if they were jilaced in tlie National
Gallery. Other ingenious mechanics may have
an opportunity to show tiieniselves to advantage
by availing themselves of the ofter of the Com-
missioners.

Patent Office, Decemher 18, 18-10.

Sir:—You are doubtless apprised, by the pub-
lic papers, that a Natio.xai, GALiERTm the Pa-
tent ofiicc is open for the reception of unpaten-
ted models and specimciis of ujanuflictures. I

confidently hope that the liberal views manifested
by Congress will be pi-omj.tly resiionded to by
the manufacturers, and all others, engaged in the
mechanic arts. They may be assured that jjre-

paration will be made to exhibit articles deposited
to the best advantage, and every attention be-

stowed to protect them in glass cjsss, from injury

or loss.

Few, very few, are siware of the progress of
the arts in the United States, and hence the skep-
ticism as to the ability we possess to supply our
own wants. Our ficto/ies, scattcre<l over a wide-
ly extended surfaci', are seen by travellers only,

and they can visit but few, in traversing the lead-

ing routes. Unlike the concentrated establish-

ments in Europe, where steam power is used, here

factories and work-slinps are found in retired

spots, where streams (a vahmble portion of na-

t'onal capital) give the most econoinical—the hy-

draulic powei-.

Annual fairs, in inany places, haye done muph
good and excited a laudable emulation ; but these

have been limited to a short duration, and design-

ed for citizens in their immediate vicinity. It is

uow proposed to establish, at the seat of Goven
ment, a National Gallery, to remain a perpt

ol' the arts in tlie Lnitcd Slutes. Here the most
beautiful specimens ot the genius and industry of
the nation will he found ; and what American
can visit the Gallery, and not be still prouder of
his country, and feel that while we are J'ree, we
are also independent.

Permit me to say, that I am almost daily in-

quired of, where certain manlltiictures can be
found, and] feel assured, that an exhibition, pre-
senting so liivorably, not only the article manu-
factured, but the location and "address of the man-
ufacturer, will be reciprocally beneficial to all

concerned.
The rooms, though spacious, will not admit of

cumbrous article^; samples and specimens, simi-
lar to those exhil)ited at the principal/aw, will be
tliaiiklully received. I would observe, the Patent
Office is fire proof, and suarded bv a careftd
watch. The largest Hall Is 273 fijet long, G3 feet
wide, and 30 feet high, and is susceptible of a
gallery vvhen needed. On the ground floor are
rooms of less dimensions, but in the agsregate of
equal area; these are designed for the" different
kinds of agricultural implements, seeds, and oth-
er objects.

The collection and distril)ution of seeds seems
to nieet with much apinoliation ; at<d it may be
gradtying to know that the Di|ilomatic Corjjs, and
the Navy, are using much effort to transmit to the
Patent Office the" most valuable exotic, while
from the agriculturists of this country is expected
the best specimens of indigenous seeds.

Tjiis NAriQNAi, Gai.lkry addresses itself to all

classes
; yet, however important or usefiil it may

be, its success de[(euds entirely upon the ze:d
manifested in its commencement; for it cannot
be doubted, that, when once established, it will
commend itself to the continued patronage of the
public.

The names of Agents are annexed, who will
forward free of expense such articles as may be
deposited with thetn.

May I solicit your kind influence and assistance
in this imdertaking.

AVith great respect, vour obedient servant,
"

II. L. ELLSWORTH,
p. S, The Commissioner of Patents avails

himself of this opiiortunity to request Patentees,
and the public in general, to aid the Office in re-
storing the records of all patents andflssisnments
granted before the fire in December, 1836. The
same cannot be used in evidence iniless so re-

corded anew. No expense is incurred. The pa-
pers are received and transmitted by mail.

Models and Specimens, ij deposited until any of the

following J}gents, will be forwarded to the Patent
Office free of expense.

Collector at Portsmouth, N. H. •

Do.
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tain every fertilizing eugredient broiiglit into

contact with them. With no s'eat labor iu col-

lecting these in the fall, a great increase of ma-
nure for spring's use may he made every year.

Manure may also be greatly increased by carting

turf and mud and soil by the road side, after-

wards carrying it to the hog and cattle yards as

fast as they ai'e cleared. The manure yards like-

wise may be replenished by turning the conduits

of the ketchen sinks through which all the soap

suds, dish water and offal should be made to

pass and mix with some suitable matter placed

to receive it. The contents of privies also may
be used to very great advantage as manure

;

mixed with lime or ashes the disagreeable scent

will be taken away, and the manure may be

moved without inconvenince to any position.

There is quite a sufficiency of this article in

every considerable town to fertilize hundreds and
thousands of acr(^s. In the cities of Europe, in

London and Paris, it is extensi\'ely prepared by a

chemical i)rocess into a portable manure, and
transported to a distance by sea and land with as

little inconvenience as any article of merchan-
dize. In this way the double purpose is effected

of riddance of a nuisceuce and its conversion in-

to a profitabls article of commerce. In the city

of New York the same material has been exten-

sively manufactured into manures called uratt

and poudrelle ; a very small quantity of this

preparation has a gi-eat effect in for\varding and
increasing vegetable production. Two years ago
a gentleman at Portsmouth, anxious to obtain

the means of improving lands which he had re-

cently brought into cultivation, set to work per-

sons who could not otherwise find employment
to clear all the privies to which convenient ac-

cess could be had iu the winter. Until this time

the board of health had been obliged to inter-

fere for the purpose of taking away the accumula-

tion of years to prevent the consequences which
are anticipated from want of the due cleanliness.

This winter, we are informed, there is almost as

much competition among the farmers in the vi-

cinity of Portsmouth for the contents of the pri-

vies in the compact part of the town, as there

has been for several years among fanners of Rye
and Hampton, after an easterly .storm, which
should obtain the greater quantity of kelp or sea-

weed thrown upon the beach.

The value'of the m:uiures collected on the sea

shore and from the cities would be hut jioorly es-

timated by many people living in the interior of

the country. The cost of five or six dollars a

cord for stable manures in tlic cities to he carted

eight or ten miles, astonishes tlie country farmer

who has been in the habit of considering the

manure of his own yard hardly «orll] the cart-

ing one mile to be applied to his field?. Whoev-
er thinks this manure costs the farmer too much
need only look where it is applied to be con-

vinced that this part of the labor and expense is

the foundation of the farmer's profits ; he carries

back to the places where his manure is purchas-

ed, hay and other produce of his farm of ten

times the cost of his manure

!

It is mentioned as a fact indicating the extent

of the agriculture of the island of Great Britain

that the estimated value of the manure collected

and used in that island much exceeds the value

of the whole amount of the foreign commerce
of the counti-y including the imports and exports.

Portsmouth, N. H.
This ancient town, with one of the safest har-

bors iJi the woild, has remained nearly stationary

as to population and business during tlie last

thirty years. Within the last forty years it has

had two desolating fires. In Decciiihor, ISO'J,

nearly half of the merchants were burnt out; and

in December 1613, eleven years afterwards, an-

other fire swept off 397 buildings. Portsmouth,
as long ago as the revolutionary war. enjoyed
considerable trado with the country ; and for se-

veral year? iiftt-ruaids the ninrchants of that

town iinported not only from Europe, but much
goods from the West Indies and other parts of

the world. Ship buililing has always been carri

ed on there to some extent; and the men of

wealth have generally been ship-owners. Money
was formerly made by merchants engaged iu for-

eign trade ; but of late years the freighting for

others has been the great pursuit of the ship-

owners. During the last war with Great Britain

privateering tiecame a favorite pvirsuit ; au(\ tbe

owners, olKcci s ;iiid aailois niaJi; several ylurlous

captures from the proud " mistress of the seas."

Paul Jones, the bold seaman who blockaded the

ports of Great Biitain iu llie time of the revolu-

tion, and who even invaded her territory, filling

the British population exposed to the sea, with
terror, first fitted out the frigate Drake from Ports-

mouth : his first Lieutenant was the late Elijah

Hall, known to many of the generation now liv-

ing as an amiable and excellent man, a gentleman
of the old school, cotemporary with John Lang-
don and Thomas Manning, all of whom were
sailors as well as patriots of the revolution.

Portsmouth has occasion to be proud of the
men she has nurtured, of the enterprise she has
maintained, and of the wealth she has gauied.
Although she has not kept (lace with otlier towns
in the growth of her popidation and wealth, she
presents one of the most inviting positions in the
coimtry to the men of leisure who would live

prudently on their estates: there is no city of the
Union where every thing is so comfortable, and
where living is so cheap—there are few places
where friendly social intercourse is better enjoy-
ed: it combines the advantages of city and town.
The coimtry trade and intercourse has been di-

verted from Portsmouth from various causes.

Several manufactming villages have sprung up a

few miles in the interior, which have taken away
the country trade—business has moved from this

and other secondary seaport towns, to Boston, at

which point the jirincipal commercial business of
New England concentrates. The rapid and ready
communication by rail roads will not probably
tend to restore trade from the larger to the small-

er towns. Within a few weeks past the Eastern
rail road from Boston has been extended to

Portsmouth : we now pass tl;e whole distance,

making the necessary stops at the intarvening
towns, in less than throe hours. We take our
seats wheu the tljcrmometer stands below zero in

cars with apartments as comfortable as our own
firesides; and, engaged in conversation or read-

ing, we are set down almost before we think of
it, at the point of di'slinalioM. One may take the

seven o'clock cars at Portsmouth in the morning,
arrive at Boston and attend to business several

hours, returning to Portsmouth, a distance of
sixty miles each way, before dark in the eve-

ning.

In the business of Agriculture there is no part

of the State, at this time, so nuich engaged as the

farmers of Portsmouth and the vicinity. The
successful example of one is followed by many
others. The best farming of the State has for

many years been in tjie lower ])crt of Rocking-
ham. The farmers living near the sea have
stronger inducements and liettcro[iportunities for

improvement tlian the farmers of the inlerior

—

they can forever repl<Miish and imi)rove their lands
from the veget;ibli3 and animal jirodiicts of the

sea ; and they will always find a market for their

surplus products, which will eaahle them to rea-

lize a high coui])ensation for their expense and
labor.

Fanii'Mc Mcnr the scalioaid in New Hampshire
anil M;'iiii', ronliiiinsr tlicinsplvrs to tw.) articles,

will liiid lis cofiil, if lidt better encourageiiient,

than liu'mi-rs in any other part of the coimtry:
these articles arc hay and potatoi-s. They cannot
be produced along the seaboard south of Con-
necticut in the same perfection as in the two
northern States: the middle Slates prod-iice more
easily than the north, Indian corn and wheat ; and
for tiiesp, at a trifling expense for transport each
way, hay and ])olatoes may be exchanged. On
the best" cultivated lands at" Port.'imoiith and the

adjacent towns from two to three hundred bush-
els of potatoes, and from two to. three tons of hay
to the acre are produced: the potatoes bear a
price generally at the wharf from 40 to 50 cents

the bushel, and tlie hay from twelve to fifteen and
sometimes twenty dollars the ton. Three tons of
hay at forty dollnrs, and three hundred bushels of
potatoes at one hundred and twenty dollars, pre-

sent a strong temptation to the ambilion of the
farmer. Corn and the produce of a milder cli-

mate miy be returned for the better produce of
the nirth. The cases have sometimes occurred
where the fiu'naer has been able to obtain for his

hushe! of Irish potatoes a bushel of Indian corn
in return. The potatoes raised in the cooler rc-

,

gions upon the seaboard are decidedly of better

I

quality than those raised further south. Gentle-
I men who purchase their potatoes in the market

a dollar a bushel than tli.- |i.m,iI(.. - i..i-l(1 on the
warm grounds of Massacliii.~ri!~ ai hall the price.

E.xtraordinary as it may seem, tho business of
the town of Portsmouth has more to anticipate

from the agricultural improvement now going
on, and which is likely to take place within a
dozen miles of the compact part of that town,
than from all other sources. A rich commuuity
of farmers in the vicinity of any town will most
assuredly cause such town or village to flourish.

And what is the trade worth of hosts of farmers
who raise no more produce than they consume
upon their own premises ? The men who have
volunteered to make agricultural improvements
in and about Portsmouth, as well as those who
always engaged in that business, have found the

greatest profit in the most thorough cultivation,

are hardly aware of how much value not only lo

the country, but to the town itselt; will he tlieir

eflbrts. As the one rises in value and increases

in production, so the profit and business of the

other will be extended. Portsmouth may yet

have a more lucrative trade with the towns in her
immediate vicinity, than she ever had before her

by ,

drs

the country trade to Boston. The farmers gen-
erally have only to do as .some have already done
to effect a grand change in favor of that |)ortion

of the Granite State. And let the farmers fur-

ther in the interior " <ro and do likewise."

interior intercourse was interrupted by the villa-

ges further up the country or by the drawing off

Bachelder's (';.;' at ilins; Ufachine.

This Machine is i-oiisirnctcd on principles, al-

together ditfercnt Ijoui all utliers for similar pur-
po.-e. It performs the operation of planting,

without opening a furrow,thcrehy dispensing with
coverers, that are contimially liable to clog, and
get out of order. It simply raises the soil a little,

and i.t the same time drops the seed at any dis-

tance desired, when the soil falls hack to its ori-

ginal jilace. and is immediately ibllowcd by a
moveable guage, that loaves it to any depth over

the seed that the operator chooses ; it also re-

moves all small .stones and sods from the place

where the seed is deposited.

The editor of the Western Farmer published
at Cincinnati, Ohio, says:

—

"Though we are not in fayor of noticing im-
plements of ar.y kind, which we have not seen in

operation, and do their work not only well, but iu

a superior manner to those already in the hands
of the farmer, wc must step aside (rom our rule

in this instance. Baclielder's Planting Machine,
we consider so far ahead of the many implements
intended for this use, now before the public, that

we canupt but recommend it. We arc certain,

from our knowledge of such matters, that this

machine will perform its work in a style as near
jjpi-fection as it is pos.'lhle to attain. All the ob-
jections made to those we have hitherto seen,

seem to lis to be here done away with.

The following letter of commendation is from
aome of the largest and most skilful farmers in

t;he State of New Voik :

—

"TO THE PUBIJC—We whose names are
hereunto annexed, cevtifv that we have examined
Baclielder's Patent Wanting Machine, and seen it

operate on several of our farms in Deerfield,

Oneida county ; the seed planted thereby, seems
well planted, wherever the ground is in proper
order, and is now comina; up ; and w« believe the
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Macliiiie lully answers tbc iit:scii|)U(>tj f^ivcii oiit,

in tlie handbills describing and leconinieiiding it,

and we heartily ct ncur in said recomineudalion,

believing as wo do, that it will prove a valuable

labor-saving machine, and on good land, will soon

iipercede the ntcessity of planting by lund, in

the old and coninioii method.
DOLPHUS SKINNER,
SAMUEL LOOK,
BENJ. NORTHAP.

Deerfield, N. Y., May 27, 1840."

Haverhill, Dec. 20, 1840.

Dear Sir:—The elevated position which yonr
Visitor occiii)ies among tlie agricultural periodi-

cals of the day, and its ability for an extensive

diffusion of information important to the farming

interest, induces me to invite your attention to

Bachelder's Planting Machine. This, you are

aware, is a recent invention of Messrs. L. &. S.

H. Bachelder, of Hampstead, in your State, for

dropping and covering all kinds of seeds that are

planted either in hills or drilKs. Its construction

is exceedingly simple, but such as to perform the

work with the utmost accuracy and despatcii,and

to give assurance that it is decidedly one of the

most valuable labor-saving machines ever invent-

ed for, or used by the Agriculttnist.

IMr. T. 3. Goodrich" of this ploce, General
Agent for the Inventors, has recently [Performed

a tour with the Machine through the States ol

New York, Kentucky, Ohio, Illinois, and Missou-

ri, and exhibited its operation in all of them, in

ihe presence of the most scientific and extensive-

ly practical Agriculturists in those sections of the

country. And the extensive sale wliich he has

already made in those sections, both of the Ma-
chines, and of rights to manufacture and use it,

proves conclusively that in the opinion of those

who have seen it operate, it far surpasses every

other machine of the kind which has hitherto

been invented. Demands for this Planter are

constantly pressing upon the Inventors, and I sin-

cerely hope that our New England Farmers may
have an opportunity and an inclination to test its

value in the course of the coming season.

By giving this invention such a notice as its

importance demands, yoii will confer a great fa-

vor upon onr Farmers, and render an essential

service to that great interest to which your Visi-

tor is so successfully devoted. For a particular

descriiJlion of the Machine, I refer you to the

liandbrll which has been sent you.

1 am, very respectfully,

vour obedient servant,
" THOS. G. FARNSWORTH

Ho:«. Isaac Hill.

ouiney written some lime since, and puiilislied in

one of the fjeriodicals of the day, will be inscrib-

ed thereon :

—

" THE NOBLE SAILOR."
It was a fearful night,

The strong flame sped
From street to street, from spire to spire,

And on their treasures tread

!

Hark ! 'Tis a mother's cry,

High o'er the tumult wild,

As rushing toward her flame-wrapt home,
She shrieked—IVIy child ! My child !

A wanderer from the sea,

A stranger marked her woe
;

.\nd in his bosom woke
A sympathetic glow.

Swift up the burning stairs,

With daring feet he flew,

While sable clouds of smoke
Concealed him from the view.

Fast fell the burning beam

But what a pealing shout

!

When from the wreck he came.
And in his arms a smiling babe.

Still toying with the flame.

The mother's raptured tears

Forth like a torrent sped
;

But ere the throng could learn hie name,
The noble tar had fled.

Not for the praise of man

.

Did he this deed of love,

But on the bright unfading page,

'Tis registered above. L.

From the N. H. Gazette.

\Vm. H. Kindge,
" THE NOBLE SAILOR."

During the great and memorable fire in the

pity of New York, op the 17th of December,
1835, a mother was seen in the streets, frantical

ly seeking for her babe, which had been left in

the upper story of a building enveloped in

flames. A yoinig .sailor, on learning the fjicl,

rushed through the devouring clement, and in ii

few moments restored the child to its njother in

safety.

" But ere the throng could learn his name,
The noble tar had lied."

Considerable inquii7 was made for the Individ

nal at the time, and we believe the grateful pa-

rents went so far as to make a pnbliic call for in-

formation respecting him, thoneh without effect.

We are happy however to be able to cominuni-
.cate the name, of Wm. H. Rindge, late of this

town, as the sailor who did the noble deed, though
he is now beyond the " piai.sc of man," and we
trust, is reeeiving his reward in heaven. William
H. Rindge w.-.s the son of Cupt. John Rindge, of

this town. His school mates speak of hiin as

(lossessing a noble, generous, and daring iii.«po-

sition ; one who would be likely lo do such an
act as he did at the great fire in New York. On
that Decision he contracted a cold, which tbre

him into a consumption and finally caufed hie

death on the 2od of June last, Th(? secret of his

rescuing the infant alluded to was revealed to his

fVicnds shortly before his death and in anticipa'

tion of that event. We hop,e an enduring monu-
ment will be raised to his memory, and that, with

a plain account of his conduct, on the said mem-
orable ocoasioD, the following lines by Mrs. Sig

State of Maine—Got. Kenfs Message.

A subscriber in Maine has sent us the follow-

ing extracts from the message of Gov. Kent. His

remarks which we publish below are equally ap-

plicable to every other New Englan.d state otli-

er than Maine, and we would recommend them
to the attentive peiusal of our readers.

" A careful and candid observer, who looks at

the extent of territory, fertility of soil, salubrity

of climate, commercial advantages and natural

resources of oiu- State, must be convinced that

Maine has been nndorvaliied and underrated

both at home and abroad. I have no desire tc

depreciate any other State, or to say any thing

to create or stimulate any other than the most
friennly feelings of. respect and mutual good will

between the glorious brotherhood of this Union.

But our first duty is at home ; and before we
willingly yield up our young men and the bone

and iiinscle of our State, to swell the mighty
tide of Western emigration, v\e arc bound to

ask for satisfactory evidence, th:;! Jhat field opens

a fairer prospect for health, competence, comfort,

and all those things which go to make up the

great sum of human hapi)iness, than our own
New England hearths, our fertile hills and
vallies, our flowing rivers and e\(sv ojien

sea. The value of a spot of earth, as a perma
ncnt residence for man, is not to be measured
merely by the natural fertility of the soil he cul-

tivates and the relative i)roduclions of each acre

of land. Other elements of calculation, of nt

least e(jual importance, should enter into the de

termination of this interosting question. The ad-

vantages of good neighborliond, of health-giv-

ing atmosphere, of serial, moral, intellectual and
religious privileges, the price of productions, tiie

nearness of markets, aii('; tlie lanilties of tr

portation, are each aiul all t.itillcd lo the gravest

consideration. Maine may lint, j^erhr.ijs, boast of

a soi! equal in fertility to the virgin (iiairics of

the great West, but we have the assuiaiice of

competent judges, in our own, and from other

States, that a great jiart of our territory is su)ie-

rior, in this respect, to any other New England

State; and experience has fully demonstrated,

that, by judicious cullivation and scientific appli-

cation of well known princi|ilesin the adaptation

of crops to the length of our seasons and the na-

ture of our soil, the earth here yields her ahun:

dant increase to the well directed labor of man
I am confident in the opinion, that Maine may
become one of the first among the agricultura'

States, and that she can and ought to raise, npt
merely what her own population consumes, but a

large surplus for exportation. Why, then, we
may well ask, should any part of pur population

set-k lor better lorlune in untried scenes and un-

known regions, and forsake the land of their birth

and the established customs and comfortable
homes of their fathers, in the too often illusory

hope of bettering their condition in unsettled and
lote regions, where, if ever the same institu-

tions and stability are acquired or established,

'ong years of toil, struggle and disappointment
may precede such a consummation of their wish-

Upon a review of our situation and capaci-

ties, it seems to me that Providence has given us

all that, as reasonable men, we can ask, and if

our State does not increase in population, wealth
and resources, and advance in physical and mor-
al power, the fault is in ourselves and not in our

location, or natural capacities. A glance at the

statistics of some of the leading interests of our
State will, I think, justify the claim on the part

of Maine, to consideration and attention. In the

list of States, Maine ranks first in the amount of

tonnage built yearly in the Union ; and in fact

builds one quarter part of the whole. She ranks
second only to New York in the amount of ton-

nage employed in the coasting trade ; and second
only to Massachusetts in the cod and mackerel
fisheries, and next to these two States in the

whole amount of tonnage owned. Following
the indentations of the shore, we have more than

six hundred miles of sea coast, with many excel-

lent and safe harbors and numerous rivers, giving

cheap and navigable highways into the interior

and from thence to the sea. The Geological

surve^ (which, I trust, will yet be resumed and
finished) has already brought to light facts which
prove that our earth is rich in mineral treasure.?,

beyond our most .^anguine hopes. I have no
means of ascertaining the amount or extent of
the lumber business ofour State, but, it is well

known that this, in far advance of all other.s, is

the leading article of export, and our chief reli-

ance for means to )>ay our heavy liabilities for

articles imported. In the yet uniellcd forests of
our interior we have a source of wealth which,
although it may have once been overrated, as the

means of acquiring sudden riches and realizing

extravagant profits, is, in the judgment of sober

and reasonable calculation, of immense value,

ai^d destined to yield abundant returns for the

labor and enterprise of those who may engage
in the manufacture and sale ofthis staple.

"The costly silks ofFrance, with which our coun-
try is filled, are tempting our people to indulge in

unneces.sary expense, by discarding the substan-

tial, the comfortable and simple clothing adap
ted to our climate, and adoptiiig the dear bought
productions and manufiictures of other nations.

But however much we may regret the taste

which leads to such indulgence, or the omnipo-
tence of fashion, no one desires the enactment of
sumptuary laws, or any attempt to control and
interfere with the freedom of individual will in

this respect.
" The destinies of a noble State are temporari-

ly entrusted to ns. The time is j)ropiliouB lor a

calm and deliberate and liberal administration of
afJiiirs."

Agricnltural Papers.

That excellent agricultural Monthly Journal,

the CuLTVATOR, iiublishcd at Albany, N. Y.— ex-

cellent we may well cwitiniie to call it, since its

merits, under the able conduct of Messrs. Gay-
lord and Tucker, are scarcely less than they were
under the m.-uiagenient of the lamented Judge
Buel during his lifctin;e,(for Ihe mantle of Elijah,

as he rose to the region of the happy, hi's fallen

upon those \vho have succeeded him,)—setii'.s to

impiove with every annual return. The first

number for the current yepr ajijieared on the fir.^it

of the month ; and fiom it we learn that the cir-

culation, extending to every State and Territory

of this Union, as well as to Upiicr and Lower
Canada, to Nova Scotia ami New Brunswii-k,

was during the last year, Umihi-one thousand nine

hundrtrl and sevcnitj-thrcc. The Cultivator is luih

lishcd mni-.ihly. in Ihe same shape as the Farm
ers' ,'Moiiilily Visitor, containing a little more
matter llinii our,s,lii:t having many more wise heads

as contributors \Ui:n we ever should expect to be

able to boast of Of its siibscribers upwards of|

seven thousand belong to the Empire State of

New York. The great circulation of the Culti-

vator at a time of extraordinary political e.vcite-

ment augurs well for the can.'ie of agriculture: it

proves iJiat the larfjiers will ottctid to ihe one
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thing iietdj'ii! to tlieii' teinporui Wfliiu'e—that they
do not mean to tiejtlect tlie ntain chance through
the storm and hurricane of political excitement
shall rage around them. We say to the able ed
itors of the Cultivator, persevere, go ahead! May
your 22,000 subscribers of '40 be increased to

44,000 in '41. We will be satisfied to see our
Visitor rise from 6000 to 12,000! The Granite

State is not j'et an Empire State ; nor do we
claim that our paper is as valuable as that of ou
friends. The Cultivator is one dollar—the Visit

or seventy -five cents a year: both papers are

worth much more money than their price

!

We have been politely presented by Mr. Breck,
the publisher, with a bound volinne of that valu-

ablf publication, the "New Exgland Farmer,"
)>iiblished at Boston, which has now reached its

niMeteeuth year. As the pioneer of all other Ag-
ricultural newspapers of New England, we may
say of this—"Many daughters have done virtu-

ously, but tliou hast excelled tliein all." Under
the management of the late Thomas G. Fessen-
den, the New England Farmer has awakened
the attention of hundreds of farmers to that kind
of Agricultiu'al management which will assure
success, and i)as aroused the spirit of improve-
ment which is winging its flight from the sea-

board to the interior of New England, and which
will not rest until it has increasetl the productions
of every town. For the last two or three years

the Farmer has been conducted by the Rev.
Henry Colman, who has held the place of Agri-
cultural Surveyor and Commissioner by appoint-
ment of the Legislature of Massachusetts. That
gentleman is succeeded in the editorial chair by
Allen Putnam, Esq. of Danvers, who to the ac-

complishments of the scholar adds the knowledge
and experience of the practical fanner. Under
llip guidance of such a hand, we do not doubt
the Farmer will receive, as it will deserve, tliat

patronage which those who know how to appre-
ciate its merits will be able to bestow upon it.

The " Yankee Farmer," a weekly ipiarto jour-

nal, also published in Boston, and whicli for .sev-

eral years has been ably coudui-tt'd by ^Mr. S. W.
Cole, a practical man and furnipr, appears in an
improved dress at the comnieiicemeut ot the

year. That paper adds nuich to its former value
by its interesting agricultural reports derived
from all parts of the United States, presenting the

prosi)ects of crops, the actual productions, the

prices of produce, &r. at the different points.

It has had a large circulation, and we hope it may
be extended.
The "BosTO.N Cultivator," being the third

weekly agricultural paper published in that city,

exhibits much industry and talents, lis agricul-

tural reports are quite as interesting and usefid as

those of its competitors. It is conducted by a

man who can lay claim to more agricultural ex-

perience than almost any other person in the

country: that gentletnan, or somebody for him,
presents every wjek, facts iu rclution to" the local

iiistory of the Massaohuselts towns that are in-

teresting to every Massachusetts man.
Agricultural newspapers multiply upon ns in

various directions. Among the best signs of im-
provement in the Western States is the appear-
ance of these papers, the nip,<t of them holding
to the doctrine of thorough tilling and co,ntinu-

cd improvement of the soil as a substitute for the

exhausting system which has too much prevailed.

If every farmer in the country will add to the

reading of the politics and news found in the

common news|)apers, such reading as he may
find in the cheap papers devoted to agriculture,

he will never have occasion to regret the trifle

these may cost him.

Death of a Horse,
SUPPOSED TO BE CAUSED BV POURING STIMU-

LANTS DOWN THE KOSE.

Mr. .T. W. Mains, of IFallowell, lost a valuable
farm marc tlie otiiir il;i\, tljc diiiih of which he
supposes was lK;slriii .1 IT unt <-;aised by an im-
])roper mode of lI. in- tlic iiiiiliciiie. The marc
was nine years of .I'ji' inid liail always been a
sound hcaltliV animal. About tijree wetks aso it

was driven to Hallowell villat'e, ap|>arently Well
when stai-tfiNVoni bojne. When there, she was
taken with piiiu which was sui)|iosed to be caus-

ed by belly ache or cholic, and a dose of gin and
molasses was recommended.
The man who was with her drove her home,

and the gin was poured into the nose from a bot-

tle. This appeared to give her grtul disiiess.

From this time, although she would eat, yet she

was unable to swallow, and much of her food

came out of her nose. She lived three or four

days. After her death she was opened, when the

throat and hmgs were lonnd to be in a perfectly

gangrenous state. Mr. Hains is of the opinion
that when the gin was poured into the nose some
of it was taken into the wind pipe and produce(
a paralysis of the glottis (clapper) and the inflam
mation ended in gangrene and death.

We do not know whether this is the real cause
or not. We know this, however, that such is the
tendency to inflammation in the horse, that it of-

ten takes place from slight causes and terminates
fatally in a short time.

The mode of pouring medicine down the nose
is a very bad one—by holding up the horse's head,
and pulling out the tongue, there is no difficulty

in making them swallow any liquid that cau be
put in from a bottle, tunnel, or horn. By putting
it into the nose there is danger of bringing or

flammation in the membrane which lines that

part of the head, especially if it l)e of a stimu
lating character. How would any person like to

be used in this w.ay by pouring doses down or np
the nose, instead oViiiin ilie iMciMth where natint

designed it to be put - lAccpt in cases of Lock
jaw when the jaws catiiini he iqiencd, it should
never be done.

—

Maine Farmer.

Interesting Anecdote.

An officer in the United States Navy, relates

the following interesting anecdote, in a volmne
just published

:

One of otn- lieutenants told me a story of a
sailor attached to a ship, that interested me much.
"He was an excellent seman, and so religious

and peaceful, that he was called p^r excellence, the

qunker. He was religious in all his doings, and,
with few companions, seemed to stand apart
from the majority of his shipmates, as one who
had little sympathy with them : but every ofliccr

and sailor respected him, for he was intelligent

and laitliful—as brave as he was religious, as
generous as he was reserved. He devoted his

leisure time to mental improvement and the Bi-
ble ; but if a daring work of duty was to be
done—^a deed of danger and of skill—there was
none so prompt and firm as the Quaker to under-
take it. O.cca storm arose suddeidy at night,

and (though I have forgotten the peculiar nauti-

cal circum.stauces,) it carried away a mast, the
ship broached to, and a heavj' sea broke over the

quarter ; when as she heeled and the decks filled,

as discovered that all the lee ports had been
closed, and the scupjiers were not enough to re-

ease the accumulating flood. The flapping of
the loose sails against the rigging—the moaning
p/the winds and waters quite drowned the voice

of the trumpet, and there was gi-eat danger, of
file ship's going suddenly down in the trough of
the billow.s. Then, as the lurid lightnings for a

moment illuminated the deck, confusion and con-
sternation were revealed in every direction—the

men were riishing for the boats, the binnacle

lights were out; and the weather helmsman had
deserted his post: when, at tlic critical moment,
the voice of one, touching his hat at the time,

said firmly to the ofliccr of^ the deck. " Sir, shall

1 take the helm ? no one is there."
" Who speaks!" said the officer.

" It is the Quaker, sir."

" Yes take the helm, my good lad, and be qtnck,

but first knock out a lee i>ort, while I hold the

elm, and let out the water. Tlie ship lays like a
log, while these cmscd fools are crazy."

The Quaker sprang with prompt alacrity

down the half siud;en di;ck, u\t to his waist in

water; a vciit was soon made, aiid the whirling
cm-rents hunying to escape, almost took the

dauntless mariner with them; but in a moment
e was at the helm. Silence and obedience were

restored among the crew, and the broken mast
was cut awaj'. The Quaker fixed his steady eye
upon the breaking sea, headed the faltering prpw
o the wave, and the ship, once more being re-

ieved soon righted—the sails secured were close-

y rcelcfl, nnd safety re-assured.

But had not the Quaker lieon there, where
might have been the ship and its trembling spir-

its? And what was it that armed this man with
such fearless self-possession in the midst of per-
il ? It was smely more than natural courage

—

yes, it was a firm" reliance on the providence of I

God, a submission to the dti-rees of dutj, what-
ever they might be: it was the courage of a ro-
ligiouB faith—a faith that "casteth out all fear."

We have received a letter from our esteemed
friend, William Willard, of the Society of
Shakers at Canterbmy, in which he-says :

—

" As much has been saiil in regard to the size
o( the Berkshire Hogs, and matiy are induced to
believe that they grow and are generally when
fattened, of a much less than the ordinary size,

we give you the weight ofthree of the "full blood,"

which we slaughtered a few days since. Two
weighed when dressed, each 47()lhs., and one
550lbs., all of which had no extraordinary keep-
ing, and we are induced to believe that by proper
management and more teeding they could have
been made considerable larger."

We are informed that the Society of Shakers
at Canterbury, have for sale some fine half and
three-fourth blood Durham Bull and Heifer calves,

one year old the ensuing spring. We should ad-
vise uU those who wish to improve their breed of
cattle to avail themselves of this opportunity to

purchase.
Of the merits and value of this highly approv-

ed breed of cattle our readers are somewhat ac-

quainted, and it needs but a glance at the above-
mentioned calves to corroborate all which has ap-
peared in our numbers relative to the Durham
Cattle.—JGrf. of Visitor.

Great Yield.—In the Ithaca Chronicle, we
find the following statement of the amount and«
value of production from one-fourth acre of land
in that village, cultivated by Mr. Aaron Curtis,

who furnished it for publication.

140 bushels of onions at 50 cents, $70
600 heads of cabbages, .5 " 30
50 bushels beets, 50 " 25

$125
120 sugar beet seed, prodiice-d 1,125 lbs. of beets,

or 22i bushels, occupying 1 1-2 rods of ground,
yielding at the rate of 2.400 bushels per acre.

Such crops as the above, and tho.se produced by
the Editor of the Maine Cultivator, Mr. Drew, oil

his acre of land, prove the profit of cultivating

but a little land, and doing it well, in the most
forcible i

Protection of Sheep.—The point which my
ry few observations will embrace, is the extra-

ordinary increase iu the growth and condition of
sheep by being fed under cover, in an open yard,

with a shed in it. This idea had no doubt occur
red to many others besides myself, but 1 am not
aware that any one has so fully examined into the
effects attending that inquiry, as I happened to do
in the course of last winter, and the winter be-
fore. Gentlemen, the principle is one that we
have acknowledged in every practical way, by
every thing that eats, namely, that if it has plenty
tn eat, is warm, and has nothing to do, it is very
likely to increase. I cerUiiuly w'as not aware, un-
til by repeated experiments, I tested the truth of
it, namely, that the same animals, when jilaced in

the shade and kept warm, not only increase rap-

idly, very niucJi more rapidly in their condition
weight, than when out in the open air, but

also that they consumed a much smaller quantity

of food. This I have tested, both last year and
this. I have not the papers by me to refer to, but
as far as my recollection goes it is thi.s, that the

quantity of food consumed was less by at least

third, and that the increase of weight was
fully one-third, taking it in roiuid niuiibers.

—

British Farmers^ Magazine.

Sleeping Apartments.
" It must not be forgotteen," remarks Hufeland,

' that we spend r. consider.-ible portion of our

ives in the bed chand)cr, conseqi;ent!y that its

healthiness or unhealthiness cannot fail of having
ery important influence upon our physical

well-beiug."

Every one, in fact, who is actuated by a due
egaid (or heaUh and real comfort, will consider

an equal degree of attention necessary in regard
to the size, situation, temperature and cleanliness

f the room he occupies dining the hours of re-

pose, as of his parlor, drawing room, or any oth-

apartment ; and yet how ofien do we find fam-
ilies crowded at night into obscure and confined
chambers, of dimensions scarcely more ample
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than tliose of an old fashioned closet, while, pi

l,aps, ill most instances, the best rooms in the

honse will he set aside for the sole purpose ol'

tentatioiis display.

It is all important that the largest and most

lofty room upon the second floor be appropriated

for the sleeping apartments, and that it he freely

ventilated during the day time, at all seasons when
the weather is "not rainy, or otherwise very hu-

mid. There are few houses, the rooms of which
are so situated, as to render the latter impractica-

ble, and the influence of the practice upon the

health of inmates is too important to permit its

being neglected for any slight cause.

A bed chamber should be divested of all unne-

cessary furniture, and unless of considerable size,

should never contain more than one bed. There
cannot be a more pernicious custom than that

pursued in many families, of causing the children

more especially, to sleep in small apartments,

witli two or three beds crowded in the same

It is scarcely necessary to observe, that cleaidi-

ness, in the most extensive signification of the

term is, if jiossible, even more necessary, iu ref-

erence to the bed chamber, almost than any other

apartment.
The practice of sleeiiinginnn apartment which

is occupied during the day is extremely impro|)er.

Perfect cieaidiness and sufiicient free ventilation

cannot, under such circumstances, be preserved,

especially during cold weather ; hence the atmos-
phere becomes constantly vitiated andaltogelher
unfitted for respiration.

While too great a degree of caution cannot be
observed to avoid sleeping in damp i;-ooms, beds,

or clothing, the temperature of the bed chamber,
should, if possible, never be auaiiiiued, nnder
the ordinary circumstances of lu-altli, hy artllicial

means. As this apartment is to lie iixrvccl -olo-

ly for repose, a fire is never necessary, excepting,
perhaps, during uncommon severe weather; and
even then the temperature ought not to exceed
fifty degrees.

A sleeping apartment, in which a large fire has
been kept for several hours previous to the period
ofrepairing to rest, may, to many, at the first

view present an a|>peai-ance of the most perfect

comfort—it is, however, at tlie same time, a means
of very effectually enervating the system—crea-

ting an increased susceptibility to the influence
of the cold, and thus opening" the way to the at

tack of some of the most serious diseases of the

chest. Happy may they esteem themselves whose
means forbid an indulgence in this species of
1 uxui-y.

—

Anonymous.

Rerkshire Pigs.—Mr. George Bellows of this

village has demonstrated for the ten thousandth
time, the superiority of the Rerkshire bi-eed of
swine, over the common breeds. Three pigs half

Berksliire blood, and only 8 months old, were
killed by him on the 22d instant, the heaviest

weighing 270 potmds, and the others together 474
making the weight of the three, 744 pounds. No
more than ordinary pains, have as we are inform-
ed been taken in their fattening, though we sus-

pect that with him, ordinary pains means very
tolerable kee])ing. The pork, as we have had the
means of ascertaining very satisfactorily, froin a
sample he very liberally sent to us, was of an ex-
cellent quality. Mr. Bellows is famous for his

improvements, not only in Swine, but in Neat
Stock, Sheep, Horses, and other animals, and is

entitled to much credit, as a general benefactor to

l!ie agricnUural interest in this counfy.

—

Coos
Democml.

Preserving Ilains and Shoulders from the la-
sect, for Summer use.

In my travels through life, and east of the Al-
leghany iTioLiiitaiiis, I have been Klways very in-

quisitive on their mode of making "Baron, but
fotind but a small variation fiom ouns. Being a
lover of Bacon, it is almost my invariable prac-
tice when traveling an<l railing for breakfast or
dinner, I would greatly prefer bacon ham; and
in my traveling tour through England and Ire-

land in 1830, I foimd their beacon to he greatly

superior to ours. I will state to you my mode. I

!)elif-ve I have tried and seen tried in my neigh-
borhood all tlie methods in practice of oiir coun-
try and freqiiciillv (;ii|. :.i;d I miit^t prefi-i- tlie oiie

herein desciihcd" (tLikuu Inmi tlie Entli^li.) In

England their mode of scalding is very diflferent

from ours ; as fuel is costly and not many hogs
to clean in a general way as we have, they heat
their water in a kettle and pour it on by small
quantities and cover the pig over with straw so

as to keep the heat on—their modes difler—and
when cleaned neatly and the animal heat is thor-

oughly out, then they salt their meat down and
let it be in salt from twenty-tour to forty -eight

.hours; (their salt is much preferable to" ours;)

tJien take it out of the Ball and brush off the loose

salt and uang it up on hooks to their joists in the
dwelling houses of the peasantry, there to dry in

the air until about the last of February or the

first of March, which is the time the fly (a large

gray haii-y fly,) deposits its egg. You should
have your sacks made of cheap ninepenny cot-

ton, large enough to slip over the hams and shoul-
ders and let tlie air paes and repi.ss around the
ham and shoulder; then draw the top of the sack
around the siring that your meat hangs by and
tie it tight to keep the fly out. These sacks will

last many years by proper care of them. There
is no such a thing as smoking of bacon and beef
iu England. They are very particidar iu cutting
off the feet so as to cut them off' below the knee
joint and hock joint, to prevent the air from get-

ting into the marrow of the bone, an .1 keep it

moist; and in hanging their hams and shoulders
up, always to have the hock end downwards to

keep it from draining dry and the meat from
loosing its sweet moisture. Their beef is not

put in sacks ; dicing stake is very neatly separa-

ted, as the seams through the flesh may show,
and that prevents the insect from having much of

a place to do any injury. This jiractice I have
put in usage since I returned home. The sacks
are three quarters of a yard long and half a yard
broad, though the size will be owing to the meat;
the co.st of the cotton sufficient to sack all my
family's summer meal is $'2,50 ; much better that

smoking, besides the danger of the fire. I do
not approve of my meat lying in sail longer than
from five to ten days if the weather is favorable

he salt to dissolve ; and if it is practicable to

hang it up I do so ; then the meal is not hurt by
the impure salt that is used in our land. Accor-
ding to the old Virginia and Maryland rules they
let their meal lay in the salt fi'om six to eight

weeks, and thai is enough to dcj^tmy all tin' jui

CCS that ever were iu the meat Ixi-s ^laii^^'litcre

in the latter end of November and tlic lil^[ (ifl)t'

cember and hung up according to dirucliuns, will

have nearly three months to dry iu the |)ure aii

before it is rcfpiisite to put it in the sack; a higl

and well ventilated meal house is much prefera-

ble. There have been many ladies and gentle-

men to visit me, and they universally admire the

fine flavor and red color and milil taste: more
particularly they speak of tlie dry beef not smok-
ed. It retains its juices— iu a broiled slate. So
I must draw to a close by saying if this is found
worthy to be placed in your valuaMe pjiper, you
can do so. , Yours, truly, J. E. LETTON.

Southern Paptr.

In debt and out of debt.

Of what a hideous i)rogeny of ill is debt, tlie

father! What lies, what meanness, what inva-

sions on self respect, what cares, what double-

dealing! How, in due season, it will carve the

frank open face into wrinkles; how, like a knife,

'tvvill stab the honest heart. And then its liai:.s-

formations ! How it 1ms been known to change
a goodly face into a mask of brass ; how, with

the "damned custom" of debt, has the true man
become a callous trickster! A freedom from
debt, and what a nourishing sweetness may be

found in cold Water ; w hr.t toothsomeness in a

dry crust ; what ambroisal nourishment in a hard
egg! Be s re of it, he who dines out of debt,

tliough his iiT^al be biscuit and an onion, dines

in "The Apollo." And then for raiment; what
warmth in a threadbeare coat, if tlie tailoi's re-

ceipt be in the pocket ; what Tyriau purple in

the fiided waistcoat, the vest not owed for ; how
alossy the well worn hat, if it covers not the ach-

ing head of a debtor! Next, ihe home-sweets,
the out-door recreation of the free man. The
street-door knocker falls not a knell on his heart;

the foot on the st:iircasp, thouih he live on the

third pair, sends no stiasm through his anatomy;
Htthenpat his door he can crow forth "roinp
in." an.l liis pidsesiill l.rat licalllifiilh. his I.-. ;,)-;

sink not in his bowels. S=;'i,- l.im ali;o. ,1, Imuv

street ; how he returns look for look with any
passenger; how be saunters; how, meeting an
acquaintance he stands and gossips ! But, then,
this man knows not debt ; debt, that casts a drug
into the richest wine; that makes the food of the
gods unwholesome, indigestible ; that sprinkles
the banquets of a Lucullus with ashes, and drops
soot iu the soup of an emperor : debt, that, like

the niolh, makes valueless Jiirs and velvets, en-
closing the wearer iu a festering prison, (the shirt
ofNessus was a shirt not paid for;) debt, that
writes upon frescoed walls the hand-writing of
the attorney ; that puts a voice of terror in the
knocker ; that makes the heart quake at the
haunted fire -side; debt, the invisible demon that
walks abroad with a man ; now quickening his

steps, now making liirn look on all sides like a
haunted beast, and now bringing to his fiice the
ashy hue of death, as the unconscious passenger
looks glancingly upon him ! Poverty is a bitter

draught, yet may, and sometimes with advantage
be gulped down. Though the drinker make wry
faces, there may, after all, be a wholesome good-
ness in the cup. But debt, however courteously
it be oftered, is the cup of a siren, and the wine,
spiced and delicious though it be, an eating pois-
on. The man out of debt, though with a flaw in

his jerkin, a crack in his shoe-leather, and a hole
in his hat, is still the son of liberty, free as the
singing lark above him ; but the debtor, though
clothed in the utmost bravery, what is he but a
serf out upon a holiday—a slave to be reclaimed
at any instant by his owner, the creditor? My
son, if poor, see wine in the running spring ; let

thy mouth water at a last week's roll ; think a
threadbare coat the "only wear;" and acknowl-
edge a white-washed garret the fittest housing
place for a gentleman: do this, and flee debt. So
shall Ihy heart be at peace, and the sheriff be
confounded.

—

Douglass Jerrold in " Heads of the

Mr. Nathaniel Pike, of Somersworth, a good
farmer, has been an unbeliever in the notion that a
hundrejl bushels of Indian corn may be raised on
an acre until he tried and proved the fact by ex-
periment. He last year raised on one eighth of
an acre twelve bushels ofsound shelled corn. It

was a white corn producing meal of the color of
wheat flour, and a kernel of nearly the size ofthe
Brown corn.

For tlie Farmer's Montlily Visitor.

Recipe for Foot Rot in Sheep.
Take two ounces oil of vitriol—one ounce

verdigris, and one ounce alum. Pulverize and
mix the verdigris and alum together. Add one
quart ofcommon soap—stir them together. Last,
add the vitriol, and stir it till it settles, when it is

fit for use.

To prepare the feet for the above application

—

place the sheep upon a bench, and confine or
hold it so thi.: the hoof may be pared down to

the rot : apply the composition with a swab a
few times, once in three davs. It will be found
a sure remedy. CHA"RLES LOUGEE.
Lyndon, Vt.

Mr. Hill—Sir: Mr. James Osborne of Ken-
hec, Jle., slaughtered a pig last week, not quite

eighth months old, which weighed mcluding
gli fat, 401 lbs. It was more than five weeks

younger, and .36 pounds larger than the Candia
pig, reported in your last—and the pigs down
east are much larger than this.

January, I, 1841.

Grubs in Cattle.—Most farmers know that
large portion of cattle have grubs or worms in

that part of the flesh nearest the back bone. It

is said these grubs originate fiom a fly which
lays its egg during the months of July and Au-
gust; and it is remarked that the best fed cattle

have the largest grubs. An old farmer in Con-
necticut (so says our informant) has been in the
habit of si>rinkling ashes upon the backs of his

cattle in the month of September al\er the sea-
son of action for the fly, and this has effectually

distrovfd loth tl.e nit and the grub.
Some have supposed that the grub was natural

to the growth o) the cattle. It come Irointhe nit

of the tlv : and is I:. id siicce.ssfully on liiaf p.-trt

of the hniiy vvhlcli caimot be reached by the
confidently, yet how pleasantly, he takes the I tongue of the creature.
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Krom tlie Spirit of the Age.

Occupations.

There is not a more foolisli notion afloat in tlie

world, than the one that it is the occupation that

gives character to the man. One occupation, as

the means of " getting a living," as the phrase

goes, is precisely as high and creditable as anoth-

er, provided tliat it be honorable, and in accord-

ance with the laws of God and man. The man
who holds the plough, hammers his iron, or drives

Iiis peg to support himself and his family, with

tlie necessaries and comforts of life, is not a whit

below the one who measures tape behind the

counter, mystifies the law at the bar, or presides

at the councils of a nation. There is a vulgar

and most pernicious feeling abroad in the com-
munity on this subject. Fathers must educate

their sons for one of what is called " the learned

I)rofe.ssioti3." Mothers must many their daugh-

ters to a lawyer, a doctor, a clergyman, or a mer-

chant. Horror ! the good lady would as soon

think of marrying her beautiful daughter to a

Winnebago, as to a homely, industrious, and hon-

orable mechanic. Why, the family would be dis-

graced, the name dishonored. No ! no ! The
business of a carpenter, a blacksmith or a farmer,

is not so respedabte as that of shaving notes, draw-

lins stolidity from the desk, peddling rotten wood
for^pills, or selling snuff and tobacco. And yet,

the duties of all the learned professions, as well

as those of a mercantile life, are performed for

the same reason that the shoemaker waxes his

thread, and the farmer plants his potatoes, viz: to

obtain a living ! Still, a set of miserable, upstart

fools, who are aluiost universally low-bred people

themselves, people who have begun life iu the

ditch, endeavor to establish in society artificial

distinctions, distinctions which they vainly hope

will elevate them above the common mass from

which they were taken, and give to them an im-

portance which innate worth and lionesty could

not command for them. Labor is labor. Honest

labor is honest labor. Honest and honorable la-

bor are the same, whether performed by the king

or the beggar, and is just as honorable in one as

the other. It is true, that all men, by habit and

by taste are not litted to pursue the same voca-

tions, and that there are natural divisions, not dis-

tinctions, as the word is commonly used, created

by habit and taste. This is as it should be, and

fits us for a discharge of all the peculiar duties

that devolve upon us as members of society. But

to suy, that because a man performs any given

duty, however humble, though necessary that du-

ty may be, necessarily degrades him, or renders

liim less meritorious, than his neighbor, who per-

forms another duty, yet not more faithfully ; is to

say that we still adhere to the monarchical prin-

ciples of the old world.

Let the father educate his son to some honora-

ble calling, and if he have a predilection liir any

])articular business, as is often the case, let him

follow it, if it be possible— it is the :imn that enno-

bles the business, not the business that emiobles

the man—and not spend a thought upon the dis-

tinctions in occupations, honorable and honest,

that fools have attempted to build up. Let clii

dreu be taught to be honorable, honest, and u|

right, to set a proper value upon the riches of

world which is only, at best, a bubble, blown into

existence to-day to" burst to-morrow, and to un

derstand that the only true and real distinctions

in society are those of virtue and vice, and that

the only true and enduring riches are an intellect

duly cultivated, affections schooled, and a heart

that knows no guile^

Ho;s upon their Hind Legs.

A shrewd ami amusing writer, in the New
York Mirror, at the close of an article upon, •' the

highest and lowest animal," relates the following

dream :

—

I thought I was travelling in a strange country

where tlie hogs {for I will not rtfrain from calling

the coarse creatures by their common name) had

so far shared the effects of civilization as to have

become a part of society, and to have been ad-

mitted to the rights of citizenship. They walked

on their hind legs, wore handsome clothes, car-

ried canes, and in all respects took a share in the

business of life. Some were editois and doctors,

some lawyers and merchants. Some taught

schools and some were members of Congress,

and GoveBuors of States. They appeai-ed cer-

tainly to have acquired enough knowledge to fol-

low the careers usually followed by men, and a

great many of them not only seemed to get on
very well, but even by the very want of modest,

self-appreciating, and honest qualities, made great

progress, got very rich or famous. By the art of

perukiers and valets de chambre they had succeeded
m disguising their persons, hiding their snouts,

getting >he bristles off their ttices, and putting on
quite a human appearance. Made impudent by

so beyond their expectations, they gener-

ally i)ushed into the front ranks of life by a kind
of competition, in which they found ievv rivals

among the ingenious and deserving portion of
their human companions. At length, so success-

ful were they in throwing off the prejudice which
once existed against them, (but which could not

stand the new light of the age,) that scarcely any
distinction was made between them and tliose

whom nature intended for their masters. So
prone, indeed, are the world to he deceived by
noise and pretention, that it was not at all un-
common to see one of these gentlemen who had
scarcely been at the trouble to shave his bristles

or to conceal his snout ; sitting on a throne, or

leading an army, or occupying sonie other place

of trust and honor. At first, I confess, so well

were the fellows dressed, and so naturally had
they learned to waTk on their hind legs, and to

grunt iu the tones of the human voice, that 1 was
taken in ; and often thought I was sitting by a
gentleman of rank, or introducing to ray family

circle a handsome, meritorious fellow. But I

soon found that, however successful they were in

passing current belbre the world at large, and in

the company of strangers, one could not be long

in their society alone, or have much tratiic witl)

them without discovering of what family they

were.

I had several amusing adventures of this kind.

I was talking with a well-bred young fellow at a

ball, who com|)lained extremely of the want of

manners in Americans, when just as 1 had taken

an orange from the servant, and was api)lyiug it

to my lips, my friend reached his head over,

seized it iu his mouth, and devoured it in an in-

stant.

On another occasion, I was sitting down at

supper will) an agreeable l(?male acquaintance,

having been so fortunate as to possess myself of

the best seat, when a dignified looking jiersoii.

with rather a limp in his gait, (which he it-pre-

sented as arising lioni a woiiml leociMil in hut-

tie,) stooping his head towards the liutluin of iii\

chair, let out a huge snout, w liich, in a twinkling,

thrust me several yards off, and when I rose he
was sitting in my place. As I would not make a

disturbance in that festive scene, I v.as obliged to

submit and went home without my supper. 1

amused myself, however, during the meal, by en-

deavoring to distinguish at the tables all the real

ItumaT. beings from the nunieroiis bristled intru-

ders among them. My astonishment was great

on finding how large a iiroportinn of the compa-
ny consisted of individuals, who, however admi-

rably dre.ssed and impudently pretending, yet

could be detected by a good observer, on taking

the trouble to watch thcni a little, as having been

obviously born and bred in a pig sti/e. It was
t^ery laughable, after I had acquired some prac-

tice, to detect the occasional squsak in a public

speaker, or get a glimmer of the [irolioscis on the

entrance of dinner, or in any scene of confusion.

I was at last so pestered with the numbers of the

animal that seemed to swarm over the whole
country, to have possessed themselves of all the

palaces and high places, to be rolling in the car-

riages, teaching in the university, discoursing on

the legislative floor, and travellini' about the

world for their amusement, that I was jostled,

pushed, bitten, and soiled wherever I went, so

that when I could get an actual human being tor a

companion who had a smooth face without a

mask, a handsome nose from the hand of nature,

a voice which would not break into a squeak

when he was off his guard, a clear, sensible head,

and a gentle human heart, I considered myself

more Ibrtunatc than many of my fellow creatures.

How hapfjv I was to awake at last and find my-
self in a worhl where every man is polite and re-

fined ; where the judges are all pure and enlight-

ened, the editors all impartial, the lawyers kII

honest, the legislators all wise ; and where all <ii:e

meets in society are such as one sees, at a glatue,

and really formed to do it honor

!

The Milk-Cow.
A DIALOGUE FOUNDED ON FACT.

V. Capt. J. is it true t/iat you have paid fifty

dollars for a milk-cow ?

Capt. J. Yes, indeed it is ! and you would not
get her were you to offer me a hundred for her.

.iV. Oh ! it is a monstrous price she can never
pay it—never ; I would not give more than thirty

dollars for the best cow I ever saw.
Capt. J. Come now, let us talk over the sub-

ject and see if we can't discover that it is quite

possible to tnake a cow i)ay for herself, even if

she cost fifty dollars. Can you tell me what is

the interest on fifty dollars for a year?
A". Why three dollars—isn't it?

Caft. J. And how many weeks are there in a

year .-'

JV. Fifty-two, to be sure.

Capt. J. Well, then, before I pmcliased this

cow, my butter cost me a dollar and a half a week,
besides what I had to pay for new milk for my
family; now I save all this, sell a dollar's worth
of butter a week, and have all the skim-milk for

my hogs. Now, do you think I put the value of
this too high at three dollars a week ?

.V. Well perhaps not.

Capt. J. Then, you see, I pay the interest of
the fifty dollars—the price of the cow—for the

whole year by one week's receipts. And am I

right, when I calculate I have the remaining fifty-

one weeks' receipts, with which to pay the prin-

cipal and her kee)iing?

.V. I guess you are, and I am fifty dollai-s the

wiser lor our conversation upon the subject.

Farmer's Cabinet.

Great viF.i,D of Corn.—George W. Williams
of Bourbon County, Kentucky, has this year

grown on one acre and one-eighth of land one

hundred and sevenlji-eight bushels, or at the rate of

one hundred andj/ly-eight hishels to the acre. The
corn was an early yellow corn, and was planted

in rows two feet ajiart ; and one foot apart in the

rows. The corn was dropped in a furrow, cover-

ed with hoes, the surface leveled, and rolled after

planting. The surface between the rows was
scraped over with sharp hoes to cut the weeds,

which was all the labor the crop received. The
soil was good, plowed deep in the spring, and bc-

fuie planting, a thin coat of fresh stable manure
was spread over the surface, cross plowed, and
harrowed. Mr. Williams attributes much of his

success to not disturbing the roots of the corn

during cultivation.

—

Albany Cultivator.

Utility of select sef.ds.—Mr. Gaylord in

the Albany Cultivator very justly remarks that
" tlie seed that ripens first in the ear, and is sep-

arated w ith the greatest ease, is the most proper for

s-eed,cs these circumstances shew it is the most ma-
ture. A farmer in one ofthe northern States a few
years since was in the habit ofselling large quan-

tities of seed wheat annually and at high {irices,

as his wheat was of a superior quality, very heavy
and productive, and supposed to be a new variety.

It appeared, however, tliat he had brought his

whciit to that degree of iierfection, by selecting

some of the finest ears from a field in the first

place, and then instead of threshing the whole
crop and using the seed ))r<niiiscuously, he gener-

ally beat the sheaves over a barrel, by which only

the best and most perfect grains were separated,

and by repeated sowings had rendered the qual-

ities so desirable, permanent."

It is reasonable to believe that every kind of

seed may be improved by a similar' process of

selection.

Number or inhabita-nts to the square
MILE.—The United States furnishes a population

of14 to every square mile for the inhabited por-

tions of the country, and 7 to a square mile for

the whole territory embraced within the limit»

of the federal jurisdiction. Contrast this present

occupation of the soil with the population of the

most thickly peojiled portions of F,u'.urope, and
room tor us twill be seen that there is ample

increase our niimeripal strength, and not be crow-
ded either. Belgium has but 28 to the square

mile ; Holland ^.'54, and Great Britain and Iielniid

20(>. Russia l:as but 28 to the square mile, and
Sweden aiid Norway only 13. France has 1.58 ;

Itidy 171: Germany 147: Austria 127, and Swit-

zeriand 13a
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The Horse.

Thoiijfli we liave now niachinery that surpasses

this nniuial iu speed, we are not yet ready to a-

haiidoii him and set him adrift. Other people

n^iay ])refer the camel oi- the luule, hut New En-
gland farmers know of no servant to be compar-
ed wilii the horse.

For the heavy dranght or for the raCe-^for a
ride of ph;asure, or for a tour into the rough in-

terior of our country, the horse is our best com-
panion and hel|ier. We would haidly estiinatc

his worth but by his los.s.

This animal IS often abused through wanton-
ness or carelessness—but still more often injured

for want of due consideration ofthe proper mode
of treating tlieni.

Within a few years it has been customary for

drivers of stages in our neighborhood to give
their horses meal in their water when they only
stop for a short time in the middle of the day. It

was then not uncommon for horses driven
faster than at present to fall suddeidy dead in the
harness. On opening the animal the meal would
be found undigested and formed into a hard cake
in the stomach.
We believe this practice is now wholly aban-

doned. There is a very prevalent idea that it is

injurious to give grain to the animal when he is

warm. No^v we have never known any injury
to arise from this practice. There is no more
diHiger of injury to the horse than to ourselves by
eaiing a hearty meal when warm. And whoev-
er heard of a man killing hinjself with a hearty
dinner because he ate it when he was fatigued or
healed ?

It is hard driving—violent e.xercise, after eating
hearty food that causes pain, and olten death.

Let a man but reflect upon « hat has proved in-

jurious to himself; and lie will r;itioiially (•ouchicl"

what treatment is most likily to injiire his beast.

Let him eat a hearty meal, then run, or use any
very violent exercise innnediately alter, and he
will be at no loss in conjecturing what must
be the danger of furiously driving a beast after a
hearty dinner.

It is hard driving immediately afYer eating grain
that kills the horse, and we venture to assert that
not an instance can be shown in which he has
sustained injin-y from eating' grain merely because
he was warm. People should reflect, and reason
more on tliis subject.

Horses that travel and labor violently, as in

stages and fast chaises, should eat ilieir grain at

night. When laboring moderately on a liiriii it

is not so material when their heartiest food is giv-

en, for horses are not liable to be injiued in any
gear when they are only driven on the walk.

But we have known many inen, prinlent in

most matters, yet guilty of stuffing their hoises
with grain in the morniuir, just before starting on
ajouniey! They have no grain the night before,
reserving (or the starting hour the heartiest lijod

for their beast.

On a journey we have long been in the habit of
giving our hoVse grain at night. We give it as
soon as he is rubbed down and put to the stable,
and we have never found it injm-ed him.
How absurd to let your horse stand for hours,

after a violent exercise, to chop up his own fod-
der and attempt to ajipease his hunger or, hay

—

often |)oor hay, not fit to be fed out to young cat-
tle.

Give the horse half a bushel of oats or one
))eck of corn—if he has been used to grain—as
soon as you lead him into the stable, and he will
fill himself in one hour or two, and be willing to

lie down and enjoy a nap even before you retire
to rest yourself

In any part of the country if you see the grain
put into the manger you may be pretty sure the
hostler has not forgotten his Am\.— Cultivator's
Almanac.

From the Genesee Firmer.

Thorn Fences.
We regret that there is so little attention paid

to this branch of domestic agriculture; as it

is scarcely probable that with all the hard}', thick-
growing and spine producing |)lants of our coiui-
try to select from there should be nothing suita-
ble for the iniporiant purpose of fijnciiig. We
have seen acres of land, wljicli had been cleared
many yeurs ago, and then left covered with thorn
that had sprung up siiontaiipoiisly, aiid in impen-
etrable mnsseg. In other paitsof our coimtry,

the woods arc fdled with the native thorn. Now
it may be considered a well estabhshed fact, that

any plant or shrub that will spring up and flour-

ish iu a wild state, may, iu the Same place and
soils, by a suitable course of cultivation, be made
to grow in subserviency to the wishes of man.
Thus there is notliing to hinder a first rate

thorn fence in our soils. The difficulty of mak-
ing the seeds ofhaws grow, has had its" influence
in preventing the culture of the thorn ; but JMr.

Chiswell, in a late number of the Cultivator, gives
the following directions, which seem likely to be
successful

;

" The berries sliould be gathered when ripe
and si>read on a loft, where they may remain im-
lil about February, when they must be soaked
until the ))ulp becomes soft, which will only re-

quire a few days iu a cellar ; then they must be
carefully mashed, so as not break the seed, and
the pidp washed ofi"by rubbing the seed in a ves-
sel of water, and pouring off the pidp until the
water is perfectly clean ; in this moist state seeds
must be kept in a tight vessel in a cool and damp
place, covered with a wet cloth, and turned up-
side down, or out of one vessel into another,
about once a week, or as often as is necessary
to prevent them from becoming two dry on the
top.

As early as March—Mr. C. lives in Maryland
;

and here we should think April more suitable
than March—as soon as the season will admit a
seed bed to be prepared ; one must be made
which I would advise to be new laid, inclining to

be a little moist. If the ground can be burnt first

so much the better. About this time you will

find the seeds begin to burst, as soon as they gen-
erally begin to open and some to sprout, sow
them broad cast and pretty thick, and cover
theni about one inch deep, by taking the surface
earth with a spade or shovel, out of trenches
wide enough fiir a man to stand in, at the distance
of four fi^et apart, throiij;h your bed ; which
trenches serve to ttaiid lu to jiick the weeds fr

the young plants, which iiuist be attended to, as
the plants are at first very tender, and would be
lost by letting the weeds over-run them at first.

If the weather is favorable, and the seeds in a
proper state they will be up iu a Week, and will

urow tlie first season from 12 to 18 inches high
;

the lai};est \\\\\ do to plant iu bodge ne.xt spring,
and the balance the following spring.

From the Albnnj- Cultivator.

To make Home Pleasaut.

The way to make a man':5 home more pleasant
than any other place is, that he should endeavor
to please his uifc, aiid M-ronumidate liei- with
every convenience, that .she may liave his meals,
Sic. prepared with tin- lea.st possible :,lteiition and
labor. There slioulil be tood wdter mar at hand,
an article wanted every lew luiuiitus; a lioiise

Itirilitute her operations; Iiinr,. ili,' iin-essity of

green leaves protect from the north-western
blast, and their lively appearance beguiles the
gloomy aspect of winter, whilst the broad leaves
of the latter planted along the avenues, afford a
shade from the scorching sun
The yards and garden may be adorned with

flowers to bloom in succession all the season,
but to attain both profit and pleasure from fruits
and flowers, they should be planted in a soil
somewhat rich, and receive regularly during the
sunmier season, suflicient cultivation to keep the
ground mellow and free from weeds—these to-
gether with good farm crops will render a man
independent ; he visits his neighbors more from
duty or necessity than plea.sure ; he enjoys more
at home. A family tiius situated has great cause
to be thankful to a kind Providence for blessings
bestowed, and they should be very cautious about
selling a home thus improved, if middle-aged or
in the down-hill of life ; as many thereby unset-
tle and unfix themselves at a time when rest and
repose are desirable, and disqualify themselves
from answering the great end of their creation.

ROB'T SINCL.\IR, Sen.

IniMi

she will
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ing of maiuiie, perhaps at au average of fifteen

four-horse loads per acre. His croj) of wheat -is

seldom less than fifteen hundred bushels, but of-

ten much more; his average rye crop is about four

hundred and fifty bushels, and his corn crop an-

nually about five hundred bushels—all which

grain", at the present low prices, would amount to

more than Iwo thousand dollars annually, and at

former prices to double tliat amount, and his

farm withal is very high improved."

Natural Curiosity.—We understand that

the Boston Society of Natniul History have re-

ceived, through the politeness of D. S. McCau-
ley. Est). U. S. Consul atTrii)oli, two rare varie-

ties of African sheep. Three of these atiiinals,

a ram, ewe and lamb, covered with close, thick

wool, are fine specimens of the four-horned va-

riety from Benzari. in the Tripoli regency.

They are also distinguished by the great breadth

of the tail, which occasionally attains the weight

of 15 lbs. resembling marrow in its substance,

and esteemed a great delicacy by epicures. The
fourth specimen, a ram of the Fezzan variety, is

clotlied with hair, which forms a mane upon the

neck and shoulders, and attains the length of

several inches on the dewlap. In the hair, as

well as the long and slender legs, this animal

nearly approaches the goat ; while the project-

ing nose and recurved horns, eminciilly distin-

guishes this variety. In its native st;ili-. tlie ani-

mal inhabits the inaccessible clifts of the Alias

range, whence a single specimen was recently

procured, as a great curiosity, lor the Zoological

Society of London.
These animals are temiJorarily deposited at

the stable of Mr. Loring, in Devonshire street,

and are well worthy the inspection of menibers

of the liegishuure, and others, who feel an inter-

est in the improvement of our breed of sheep.

—

Mlas..

Grasshoppers in January, and in the cold-
est DAY IN the Year.—Our fi-ifud, Mr. Abiicr

Caldwin, of Woodbridge, sent us this uiorning a

small box containing a parcel, more or less, (for

they are frisking about so like that spotted pig,

that we can't count them,) of real long-legged,

spindle-shanked grass-hoppers, which lie gatherd

in the open air on Tuesday last—tliprmomcter at

zero. We do not know how this pheuomcnoii is

to be accounted for, but we know that iiimiedi-

ately after their appearance we had a thaw. Any
body that wants to see tliem can just look into

our sanctorum. We may call them snow-hop-
pers heraftcr.

—

.\'eiv Haven Herald.

A Bank worth having.—It is a c'y often heard

in these times, that bijnks won't discount. We
know a bank whose vault is well stored with the

richest treasures, which is opened to all who are

disjjosed to apply, and whicli, through all the

pressnre, has been as ready to disroiiiit as in the

the most prosperous time, ticutlc reader ! if you
are content to quit spcculalioii, and willing simp-

ly to make your mark, you ran ho ai-rommoda-
ted. This bank lias a perpetual charter, and is

known as the Grand Bank of Terra Firma : an

entrance may be found upon the sunny side of

the most of our hills.

Its keys, uliirh you must grasp without gloves,

are the plcu-li, tK." s|ku1c, and the hoe. The only

security it n-qnins is industry, endorsed by tern

perance and it seldom offers any thing but sub-

stantial currency. Those who have made them-
selves lean by complaining of hard times and the

scarcity of money, need only try one experi-

ment, and the sooner they take the responsibility

the better.

truly admirable. There arc at present some twenty-five

men emplovcd there, every ona noieclessly fulnliing IiU

provinee.

Inth" ... -,-1
ofthem >>

,

i
.

pleye<li..

and places it in a position to be ready t<> rec-n * mm ingot

in proper time. Doctor Riddle presi,!.^ -., ;i,ut-

' has introducril im > ' -

ficial reforms. The ingots are ne.xt ;i^-.i^ > '

-'

n

to the rollinij room ; lierethey are n'^nui il .. . ,: ii. tir-

lace, where a certim beat is infused intothcoi prep.trito-

y to their being rolled. The rollinu is performed by the

ipplicatioa of machinery, and consists in rolling out the

ngots. whether silver or gold, to a consi6tenc\- (»f a re-

quired breadth and thickness, resemblin;:! iti finite iron

hogshead hoops.—Tliese are next conveyed to tin- ;uljust-

where they are adjusted, so lit. Lt w lien ' ut out

pieces for eagles, half eagle.-i. Ii:ill l^.li:l^^. 4U:ir-

ters, dimes, or half dimes, they V. ill be lound of proper

his being done, these silver or gold slabs are,

by otlier machinery, cut into e.xact circular sizes of the

designed coins. The are nest brousiht to the mill where
the edge is raised on them. This mill is another evidence
of the perfection of machinery. The round pieces are

put iiito a kind of hopper, where they are placed over one
another in pile, and drawn out one by one ; the edge is

raised hy their coining iu contact with a piece of grooved
metal as they go round, alter which they drop down; they
are linally taken to the coining room, where, by machine-
ry also, they are one after another dniwn under'the stamp-
ing press, where they receive the necessary impression,

out good and current money of the I'nitvd States

to which the most scrupulous Bentonian could not object.

The whole of tho machinery is worked by a powerful
id splcadidlv finished steam engine, |daced in the centre

of the buildiiis; where the coining, which we have en-

deavored imperfectly to describe, is carried on.

—

N. O.
Picayune.

A Story for onr own Times.
A venerable old Dutchman, after having occupied all the

offices of one of the principal cities of tlie republic, xvith

great honor, and liaviiig amassed a great fertune in tlie

most unexceptionable manner, finally formed the resolu-

tion of going to terminate his days tranquilly at his coun-
try seat. But before retiring, he wished to take leave of
his friends and connections, and accordingly invited them
all to a feast at his house.

The gueste, who expected a most sumptuous repast,

were much surprised on going into the room to see there a

long oaken table, barelv covered with a co.irse blue cloth.

On bci.ig seated, they were served on wooden plates, with

salted herring, rye bread and butter, with some cheese
and curdled milk, W'ooden vases, filled with small beer,

were passed round for each of tlio guests to serve them-
selves. This e.Ttrcme oddity of the old gcntleman caused
secret muraiurings among the companv \ but out of re-

spect to his age and wealth, instead ot' shewing discon-

tent, they pretended to relish tlieir frugal faro ; and some
of them even complimented him for the cordiality of

these good old times which he had brought to remem-
brance. The old man—who was not duped by this feign-

ed sitisfiction—did not wish to carry the joke further

—

but at a siu'iial which he g«ve, some servants, habited as

country women, entered, bringing the second service. \
white cloth succeeded the coarse blue one, and jsomc
pewter plates replaced the wooden ones. Instead of rye-

bread, dried herring and cheese, they were served with
good briiwii bread, fresh beef, boiled fish and strong beer.

,\t this unexpected change, the secret niurinurs ceased
j

the polite invitation on the part of the old man became
more pressing, and the gucsu ate with a better appetite.

Hardly had they fime to tacte the second service, when
they saw tlie butler enter, followed by half a dozen ser-

vants in brilliant livery, bringing the tli'ird.

Ladies' Companio.n.—We have received the

January number of the Ladies' Companion pub-
lished by WiiL W. Snowden, 109 Fulton St. N.
York City. This magazine is conducted in a
very jible manner, its contents are from the pens
of some of the first writers in the country and it

ranks high among those periodicals devoted to

the interests of the other sex. A splendid sttel

engraving accompanies the present number. We
would reccoinmend it to the public patronage.

A superb table (

flowered cloth, re|

immediately covi

vered with a beautiful
one, A side board was
M -t plate and most cu-

1 exqu

the fa

freely pasi

in an' adjoining room, 1 •

merry. But the good old

ence hindered the guests

tlieir full joy, rose and ad-

" I give you thanks, lad

you have granted me. It i- i .t I .ili rue mj
and leave you to your libert\ , r.m 1 , i. ihe ball (

mences, which I have ortiiiil i i' Mi.ircil fort
who love the dance, permit hi' i - i i .

. u with
design that I proDosed to i \i:u toa
past which has appeared s'

I . I i-!..dthe

to give you an idea of our Hi; M ill i i. i , i >tors

to their high estate, and acquired liori I , i
.1; ; :,iirl

i

er, by living in the frugal manner wIhi m .. r

first service. Our fathers preserved t: ;
i

only by living in the simple manner ot i . ! , . i

has retr.iced an image. Ifitisperniiii.il i" m > !

who is about to leave you, to speak freely what he th

1 must say, that 1 fear the e.'stravagant profusion w
ycu have remarked in the last service, and which i:

[ircsent style of living—will deprive us of more than
ancestors have acquired by the sweat of the brow,
our fathers have transmitted to us by their industry

wise calculations."

A M I,-- r 1.1 1 -Ti,- rn;ii.','.. h-.i.i i'.. r

"The I
' /~ .

i' V
. !

.\n Example.—The following we find in the

Maysville Eagle. It is related of Mr. Craddook,
a member of the Kentucky Senate, from the

counties of Hardin and Meade :

—

" Sir, said Mr. C. what I have said here to-day

IS been said in a rough way, and if it has

wounded any Senator, I hope he will attribute it

to no unkind feelings, but to my want of the pol-

ish of education. Sir, your Siiperintendant of

Connnon Schools has said that there are many
I of (amil) in this Commonweahh who can

neither read or write, and il is but too true. My
oiim marriage bond has my mark to it, and my

who now sits in Ilie other house, was a stout

boy when 1 learned to \\ rite."

Mr. C. is now not only a respectable Senator,

hut a good lawyer. Wliat more need be said in

his praise.'

—

JVat. Intel.

Starting children in the >vorld.—Many an
unwise parent labors hard and lives sparingly

all his lili;, for the purpose of leaving enough to

give his children a start in the world, as it is call-

ed. Setting a young man afloat with money left

him by his relaVive-s, is like tying bladders under

the arin of one who cannot swim; teu chances

to one he will lo.se liis bladders and go to the bot-

tom. Teach him to swim and he will never need

bladders. Give your child a sound education,

and you have doiie enough for him. See, too,

that hie morals are pure, his mind cidlivated,and

his whole nature m.ide subservient to the laws

which BOVM-n men, and you have given him what
will be of more value than the wealth of the In-

dies. You have given him a start which no mis-

fortune can deprive him of. The earlier you
teach him lo depend upon his own reBource.s,

the hetler."

THE MARKETS.

BRlGUTOiN M.KRKET—Monday, January 25, 1841.

(Reported for the Daily Advertiser and Patriot.)

.\t market 385 Beef Cattle, 80 Stores, and 8G0 Sheep,
25 Beef Cattle unsold.

Pricks—Jie^ Cattle—Sales were not very quick, and

the prices obtained last week for some qualities were nut

sustained. We quote a few extra g6 .50 ; first quality ^6
a 6 25 ; second quality 5 25 a ^5 70 ; third quality gi 25

a ,^3.

Slietp—Lots were sold at g'2 and 2 50 ; Wethers, g3,
4 25. + 50 and ,95,

Suiine—None at market,

NEW YORK CATTLE iMAKIvET, Jan. 25, 1841.

(Reported for the Journal of Commerce.)

At market 9C0 head of Beef Cattle including 50 left

over last week ; 175 w.as from the South, 150 from the East,

and the balance from this State ; 85 Milch Cows, and
13(X) Sheep.
The Beef market was the same as last week ; 750 head

were sold at S7 to S9, averaging K8 the 100 lbs.

Milch Cows were all taken at Jjf20, 30, and J?40 each.

Sheep were in good demand, and all sold at g3, 4, 5,

and $G SO,

EA.ST.UIL HALL MARKET—BOSTON,
RETAIL rnicES.

Butter, lump, pr lb 17 a 22
" firkin. ly a 20

Cheese, new milk, pr lb 7 a !)

" four meal, 5 a 7

Eggs, pr di

Beef pr lb

do corned
do smoked

Beeftallow. prlb
Pork, whole hogs
Pork, fresh
' salted

Hams, Boston, prlb
Pctatoes, per bushel
Clover, northern, prlb

" Luzerne, or French 33
Ti.m.t: V, < r Herds tirass, pr bush 4 GO

37A

ido
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thought very well of it. It grows in cluuips,

nialtes no swai-d : it springs out of the ground
quick after it is cut off. Judge Buel fed his

calves upon it, Beturning to It every five days.

Mr. Colinan noticed Fowl Meadow as a" gras;

inferior to herdsgrass.

Lucerne, au Eurojiean gras.>i, had not yet be
come a favorite iu this country. It was formerly
extensively cultivated by the late Mr. John Low
ell, to whom as the generous patron of agricul
ture, and as "one of the most intelligent and
best of men," Mr. C. paid a merited tribute

Lucerne was first brought to this country about
thirty years ago. Mr. Colman had attempted its

cultivation, but had not as well succeeded as had
some others. This grass resembles clover, and
is- used for soiling cattle, a term which is not
understood generally by fiu-mers in the country,
because it is seldom practised : by soiling is

meant feeding with green feed through the sea-
son, either in the Iwrn or barn-yard. Lucerne
will stand in the ground eight or ten years : it is

very useful to those who have small quantities of
land, and who are able to feed a large stock upon
a few acres. Mr. Phinney, of Lexington, had
well succeeded in cultivating this grass the two
last yeais. It requires a deep rich soil, and clean
cultivation.

Twitch grass, or Creeping Wheat, is disliked
by every body— it has a constant tendency to

extend itself, and does not make very good hay

:

it is not a favorite hay for cattle.

Sanfoin. Mr. C. Iind never seen this grass
growing but once, and he believed it was not
adapted to this couuti-y—it grows best in a calca-
reous soil.

Millet was both grass and grain. Mr. C. had
himself raised it at the rate of three tons to the
acre. It as an annual plant, and is useful when
other crops fail. He had known millet sown in

August, and a good crop obtained af>er the cro|)

of hay had been cut olf with drought. Cattle
prefer it to .ilniost any other kind of hay. When
ripened it is a valuable grain, weighing from
thirty to forty pomids to the bushel.
Mr. Colman remarked, that of the vulunblo

grasses, too many could not be sowed upon pas-
ture ground. Tiio best farmers sow the grasses
in the fall, with the excejition of clover, vvhich is

sowed in the winter or spijny-, iqiun the snow.
The mistake of sowinir too uiuch seed is rarely
if ever made : even when Ijuinors pay a high
price for it, they will rarely regret putting upon
the ground too jiuicli.

As to the application of niamn-e for the benefit
of grass, for land kept in sward, toj) dressing is

frequently resorted to : the best time for doing
this is in the spring.

Plaster of Paris on some soils has an excellent
effect: it is common upon grass groimd to applv
from half a bushel to a bushel to the acre. The
notion had extensively prevailed that the land
became plaster sick. The farmers of Dutchess
and Columbia counties, in New York, once
thought so; but they had found their mistake
since they had doubled the entire production of
their lands by continuing the application of plas-
ter. They found their ground wanted a stimu-
lant—they found plaster operate well alone :— it

liad a still better effect when brought to the aid
of common manures.

Saltpetre had been used to great effect as a
manure, by Mr. ^VhippIc, of Lowell, and others.
Ashes, unleached and leached, when applied ju-
diciously upon some soils, are found to be an
excellent manure. On «et land, they produce
moss, and drive out the grass: on drier land,
ashes have a fine effect.

On the sea-board, maniu-c is found in abun-
dance: it is applied to gretit advantage. The
seaweed washed each successive storm Vvas taken
up with avidity by the farmers of many towns
lying upon the seashore. Ell grass was exten-
sively used as manure on the south shore of
Massachusetts. Salt hay had also been used as
manure; and some farmers were of opiiiion th:it

five dollars a ton might bo paid for it to be laid
over grass lands when I'.nslish hnv would sell in
the Boston market for twenty dollars the ton.

Mr. BucKJiissTEa, (Editor of the Boston Cul-
tivator,) is a practical farmer, and woidd give to
the meeting such information as he bad derived
from his own experience. He knew that the
cultivation of different kinds of ground produced
different results, »iul oii;;ii!ntpd difli-n'nr opinions,

He believed herdsgrass to be the most valuable
of all our grasses ;'^

it brings the highest price in

the market. He considered clover to be scarcely
less valuable than herdsgrass. It was more con-
venient and sure, to sow herdsgrass, clover, and
redtop together. Sometimes when herdsgrass
and clover were sowed together in tiie spring,
the latter will overtop the former; but clover
dies out in two years : herdsgrass continues much
longer. To obtain the most value from clover,
it should not be suffered to stand until it is fully
lipe ; we fiiay have the best of hay from clover
by sowing thick and cutting early. Cattle are
fond of this hay ; and the manure derived fioiri

it looks as if it was made from grain. Mr. B.
vvas of opinion that the southern clover was more
valuable in pasture grounds than the northern
clover—it continued longer before it died out.

Mr. B. saiil his place of residence as a farmer,
{Framingham)was too poor a part of the country
to enable most of the farmers to raise cloVef as a
green crop. One of his neighbors had sowed
rye and ploughed it in as a green cro]) with ad-
vantage to the land. But buckwheat was the
better kind of green crop on poor land. Two
and three sowings may be raised and ploughed
in of a season. He said he did not subscribe to
the theory of ploughing in dry crops—he believi
that green crops turned under would better ligli

en and improve the soil than dry crops. Nor did
he agree with an. opinion which had been ad-
vanced that herdsgrass hay was better for stand-
ing late—that hay, when suffered to stand until
after the seed is ripe, is no better than rye straw.
Clover, when sowed in the mouth of September,
IS very liable to winter kill. It is well to sow it

imong Indian corn at the last hoeing in July.
It is vi-ry louvcuieut to sow grass seed with

I llic spring. The young grass is some-
ijund liy letting iu the sun in a dry sea-

son, alter the grain crop is taken from the gi-oiuid.

Grass «ill take the strongest root where grain is

sown thin ; and the highest grain crop may not
be so nmch regarded where the high prices of
hay near the <-ilies make that among the most

le and best of crops. One j)eck of herds
grass, with six or eight pounds of clover, he
considered to be the proper quantity to he sowed
upon the acre.

He had a serious objection to the tall Meadow
Oat G:-Bss, which had been recently introduced

IS coiuitry fram Europe : the seed costs
three doll.-us the bushel, and it required many
buslicis to the acre.

;\lillet he believed a great exhauster of the soil:

it probably would not exhaust so unicli when cut
:\y belbre it was ri|!e. It could not be profit-

ably cultivated in this country for any other than
a late crop.

Foul Jlcadow was that peculiar grass that
could not be cultivated, but introduced itself^

He had sometimes sown the seed, but had never
succeeded iu raising it.

Mr. PcT.VAM, (Editor of the N. E. Farmer, and
representative from Danvers,) sjjoke in relation to

the salivating of* horses : he believed it would be
found that lobelia bimI not clover had produced
the effect. In regard to the vjlue of grasses, he
considered clover to be better than red top. It

had been fouiul that a cow fell off a full quart of
milk in a day, « hen the feed was changed from
clover to red top.

Mr. P. favored the sowing t)f clover among
Indian corn at tlie last hoeing. This method had
been practised on his father's farm in Danvers,
diu'ing the last five years. In cidlivating corn it

had been discovered that no hill was necessary
—the ground may he kept \ery nearly upon a
level. The Cultivator was passed over the ground
when the seed was sown at the last lioeing. A
tine clean crop of hay is procured the succeeding
year: it is entirely free from weeds, and the h.ny

is very pure. The fields sown down to grass in

this vvay had held out beyond any other laid

do«n in a different way : seven and a half tons
of excellent hay had been repeatedly taken from
three acres. Mr. William Clark, of Northamp-
ton, had sticceeded admirably in this method of
laying dov>n to hay. Another method of simply
turning over the sward with the laying on of
manure harrowed in without disturbing the sod
had been successfully practised in some places.
Mr. CoLi.AjioRE, (member of the house from

Pemliioke,) said he had applied compost n;anure
tn grr:st ground iu the sprint', and found that

in a dry season it burnt the ground, and did
more harm than good : he had been more suc-
cessful in applying nianiue to grass ground iu
the fall than in the spring. The conmion sea-
weed he thought not to be a very valuable ma-
nure : the rockweed and kelp from' the salt water
were better than the seaweed. Ashes were like-
wise highly valuable as a manure : they were
best applied to sandy lonm, and were not so good
on moist or wet land. He likewise highly valued -

lime as a manure, and believed its worth vv'as not
duly estimated: it was most valuable when
mixed with other materials as a compost.

nir. Cole, (Editor of the Yankee Farmer, and
himself a practical farmer,) was of opinion that
most kinds of grass should be cut for hay when
the seed was perfectly fiill. Orchard grass was
the best kind to be produced under trees—it

would grow where no other grass grows. The
southern clover was not as early as the northern
clover, and was perhaps to be preferred on that

account, as it better conformed to the time of
ripening of herdsgrass and red-toj).

[At the meeting of Jan. 28, 1841, the Editor of
the Visitor was r.ot present. The subject of the

Grasses was continued at this meeting without
eliciting, as we wore inf()rmed, much new infor-

mation.]

Thtirsday evening, Feb. 4, 1841. Mr. King,
President of the Senate, in the chair.

Subject for discussion

—

Rearing of Stock.

Mr. Coi.MA.N opened the discussion by giving a
short history of the several breeds iu England
and Scotland, that had been introduced into this

country. He noticed the Yorkshire as a valuable

and formerly celebrated stock ; the Holderness,
originrted in Holland, and were considered
deep milkers, although iheir milk was no wise
remarkable lor richness; the Hereford breed, ot

which a gentleman in Albany had lately import-
ed a number of elegant color and symmetry ot

form. The improved Durham Short Horns were
however the pet stock in Eiijiland ; this celebra-

ted stock had been brought to a high state of per-

fection by Blr. Bakewell fifty years ago, whose
memory will be long cherished on account ol" the

improvements he had effected as well in horned
cattle as in sheep. There were two different

lines of Durham cattle in England—one kind
was valued for its milking properties, and the

other for its beauty of form and its meat quali-

ties. A Mr. Harley, at Glasgow, had a Durham
cow, which gave in a day forty English wine
quarts, equal to thirty-two beer quarts, of milk.

A few years ago, several animals, pure Durham
stock, were presented to the Massachusetts Agri-

cidtural Society by Admiral Coffin, of the British

navy, who was a native of our own island of
Nantucket: Mr. Colman had seen beautiful spec-
imens of the Din-ham cattle in various parts of
the country. Col. Jaques, of Charlestown, sev-

eral years ago in)ported the bulls Bolivar and
Ccelebs, of which, as that gentleman was pres-
ent, he hop<Ml we should this evening have an
account. Mr. Powell hiid a Durham cow that

had produced twenty poimds of butter jjcr week.
Mr. Colman, in alluding to our own native

breeds of cattle, said there was a stock of c^ittle

in our ovs-n neighborhood, the offspring of the

bull Coelebs, produced from an ordinary cow,
which was more remarkable than any other for
its milking qualities. A native cow kept ia Dan-
vers, by William Oakes, from the milk of a week
had made nineteen pounds of butter : a cow he
had himself owned made fourteen pounds in a
week. One other cow he had known made 3C0
poimds of butter in a season—anorher 3.35 pounds;
and another in North Adams, of which he had
heard, by high feeding, produced 495 pounds in

a year. Mr. Prince, of Roxbm-y, had stated to

him the fact, that a cow in Massachusetts had
given milk from which was made 484 pounds of
butter in the year. It remained a matter of doid)t

whether there wove not some of our improved
native cattle equal to the Durham short horns,

the pet English breed.

Col. Jaques, of Charlestown occujiicd the at-

tention of the meeting for nearly an hour, in an
interesting and graphic account of his manner of

animals, and improving their breed. He
thought there was too little :ittention paid by the

American farmers to the improvement ol ani-

mals. There were many varieties of horned
llle, of horses, sheep, and other animals, of
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wliich from early life lie had a strong and iin-

couquerable inclination to engage in the man-
agement.
Of the imported cattle he greatly admired the

Durham short horns, their deep chests, tlieir

broad backs, and their beautiful shape. Some
were of opinion that our own native animals

might best be brought to perfection. In 1819, he

gave six hundred dollars for a likely imported
bull calf He made many inquiries and exam-
ined many flocks of cows belbre he could find

one to Ills liking, for a breeder. At length a cow
in the possession of Ralph Haskins, of Roxbury,
was shown hira, which he had obtained from
Groton. He never could gather any account of

her pedigree, but supposed her to be of pure
native breed. She was of good shape and of a
beautiful red color. She was put to the bull

Ccelebs, and her first calf was a female—her
second calf was a male. Tlie first he named
Young Groton—the other Young Ccelebs. From
that time he had improved on the breed. The
progeny of Ccelebs had been some of the most
remarkable milkers ; and the breed he had
changed to the name of Creampot. His first bull

he called Don Creampot, and the females he
named Betty Creampot, Dolly Creampot, &c.

Col. Jaqucs said that the fact might be start-

ling to soinc, but he hesitated not to aver that he
could breed animals to order! Black cattle

would produce black cattle, and speckled would
be speckled. It required more time and atten
lion to produce an improvement in cattle than in

swine: a mixture of the Berkshire and Mackay
upon the native swine might in a few months
produce that race in great perfection. It takes a
much longer time to introduce the finer qualities

into the breeds of cattle. He considered it very
important that cattle should have large runipi

and small shins ; by coupling individuals of the
right shape, ho could bring out these qualities

two removes from the first stock. Col. Jaques
said he got his first impressions of the true mode
of breeding cattle from the patriarch Jacob, who
did something more than present before them
the parti-colored rods. People saw how easy it

was to make half-blood BIcriiio by the copidatiou
of a full-blood with our native sheep : it w
with equal ease that any quality might be intr

duced into the breeds of cattle, only it required
a greater length of time.

Ccelebs was selected in England and brought
to this counti-y by a gentleman of Boston. Col.

J. commenced his improvement with this animal
upon a native cow. His course had been to se-

lect the best continur.lly. lu llic lliinl generation
he had succeeded to his liisij s;;!!.-!; rjion. Belty
Creampot had Immglii ilie (it:;il!iiiv~ •.!' the milk-

ing cow to greater pc-rlccliij!] ihaii lie had ever
before witnessed. Repeatedly from this cow had
there been taken two quarts of milk, the cream
from which livd churned a full half pound of
butter. The Ten-Hills farm which he had occu-
pied, was improved as a milk farm for the mar-
ket, and he had not been in the habit of manu-
facturing butter. A Scotch woman serving in his

family asked liberty to procure a stone jug churn.
She took two quarts of milk from four successive

milkings—set the first in a pan, and poured the
secohd, third, and fourth into the first. The
cream from this was taken off, and churned in

the stone jug, and produced two full pounds of
butter. This process was by her repeated sev
eral times, and never i)roduced less than two
pounds of butter for eiglit quarts of milk

Col. J. said he had formerly given his cattle

high keeping; and their su])crior qualities had
been attributed to this fact. Ho considered that

mere kee])ing had little to do with the quality of
animals: bad cattle well kept could not be made
profitable. There was a much greater profit in

keeping good cattle than bad cattle. Betty
Creampot brought her last calf in Decemher,and
gives at this time, kept on ordinary feed, common
hay with a feeding of mangel wurtzel once a
day, over twelve quarts of milk a day. He has
this milk set thirty hours, and taking it from the
pan he could turn it into butter in one minute to

one minute and a half. To gratify gentlemen
present, he had brought a quantity of the cream
with liiiii, and would at the close of the meeting
show how soon this micht be changed into
butter.

Col. J.

cows to Don Creampot, and he woidd pledge

d he had ihia seaf.oii put l\ -eight

nself that in every case he could now te

lat would be the precise color of the calves.

His Creampot breed were distinguished for their

fine glossy hair; and the cows for their mahog-
any bags and teats. There were few farmers

ho understood how to judge of the merits of

cattle by feeling of them—he would handle cat-

tle and judge of them as he would a piece of

beautiful cloth. There was no animal in which
there is so great a difiierence as between a good
cow and a bad one. Cattle may in time be made
to assume just such a shape as we desire—they

maybe improved as milkers; they may be im-

proved as the best travellers and workers in the

yoke : they may be improved as producing the

best meat.

Col. Jaques applied his doctrine to the produc-

tion of horses. In this part of the country we
want not race-horses; but our object would be to

produce such as were useful for the various de-

|)artments of business. The Morgan horse had

become extensively known and much liked in

New England. This race was produced by an
union of the full blood English horse with the

Canadian mare— it was known to be a most use-

ful horse for all domestic uses. Col. J. said he

was in a train of improvement of this breed of

horses. By reversing the sexes, putting the

larger Canadian stud to the full- blood mare, the

height of the animal will be increased, and his

body may be lengthened and his legs and feet

become more delicate—so that we shall have an
ini])rovement upon both breeds. By combina-
tions compounded, the union of the purest and
best bloods, we may have animals either carrying

great weight, or docile, or easy of training and
goveinment. He had seen a horse produced by
combination, that run eighty rods in eighteen

seconds.

Of the various kinds of sheep that he had seen

he knew none so good as the South Down. They
were the most quiet and the least disposed to

roam and jump fences. The breed he had ob-

tained presented hind quarters that would give

at least two cuts of the best meat beyond ordi-

nary shcej). They ^vere of exquisite shape, and
their wool, wliich was abundant, was nearly of

the fineness and (juality of three fourths blood

Merino.
Col. J. said the public were niich indebted to

that di.stiuguishcd patron of Agriculture, John P.

CusHixo, Esq. of Waterlow 11, Ibr the introduction

of the \alii:il)le iiived of Ayrshire cattle, ofwhicl

during tlic last yrur, ho has given away and sent

into various ii.uts of the coutUry, lictwcen twenty

and thirty in mmiber. This breed he considered

to be among the bcL-t imported, and crossed with

our native brrcds would fnriii: h opportunity to

go forwarti in the way ot' cotitiiuied improve-

ment.
Col. J. noticed a cow imported seven years

since by the Hon. William Gray, who was a great

milker.'giviiif; twenty quarts in a day, but of so

poor a quality tliat it would hardly make half a

pound of hiiltrr. He concluded by a humorous
illustration of his method of " breeding animals

to order.'' For the pur[)Ose of displaying the

freaks of nature, he determined to try how speck-

led and spotted rabbits might be (irodueed : he
procured rahliiis black, white, yellow and grey.

The first brood produced would be either all

black, white, yellow, or grey. A further combi-
nation produced rabbits with stripes of two or

more colors : and a still further combination
produced the desired result of ring-streaked and
speckled. This was his practice in attaining or

rejecting and discarding the better qualities of

cattle and other animals.

[At the close of the discussion. Col. Jaques
produced the pot of cream taken that day from
the milk of Betty Creampot; and in the presence

of some hundreds of the sovereign legislators of

Massachusetts, considerably within the space of

two minutes, with the simple stirring of a spoon
into a common crockery bowl, turned the wholi

into butter without leaving so much as a tea-

spoonful of that common liquid called butter-

milk.

The same day of this meeting the Editor of
the Monthly Visitor, on his invitation, visited Col.

Jaques at his farm in Charlestown. He there

saw the cream taken from the pan, and changed
into butter. Ho saw the individual Betty Cream-
Y>ot at the stable, from whose beautiful mahogany

bag the milk was extracted. He saw also the

bull Don Creampot, standing beside the half-

Durham, half-native cow, girting more than seven
feet. He saw, also, the offspring of the Cream-
pot breed, young and old, of both sexes; and he
will suggest to Col. Jaques the idea of taking
drawings of these several animals, to be engraved
for a fiitm-e number o( the Visitor. The beauti-

ful South Down sheep were also exliibited,

answering fully the recommendation of their

owner.]
Mr. Putnam of Dauvers, addressed the meet-

ing in confirmation of the peculiar character of
Col. Jaques' breed of Creampots. He had been
able in the dark to select from the touch one of

these cows indiscriminately in a herd.

Mr. Jones of West Tisbury, 3Iassachusetts,

said that the rearing of improved stock was the

most pleasant part of the pleasing occupation of
the farmer. During a residence of three years

in Europe, he had attended many Agricultural

shows on the island of Great Britain. The im-
provements that liad been and were making in

cidtivation and production of the soil were such
as might stagger the belief of those who had not

seen them. Farming had there become a profi-

table and a sure business, and men of large cap-

ital were making safe investtnents by continued

mprovements in their land and in the breeds of
animals.

Great attention was paid to the rearing of

flocks ; and peculiar pains were taken for the

propagation of uniformity of the best breeds. It

was a common thing to see difterent kinds of
sheep on farms adjacent to each other:—on one
farm the sheep will be found all with yellow fac-

es—on another, not far off, they will all be found
with black faces. He had seen upon the British

farms large flocks of sheep, none of which would
weigh less than one hundred and fifty pounds.
The finest and the largest flock he had ever seen

was that of the Earl of Leicester, the Prince of
English farmers, who has carried the palm for

more than fifty years, kept upon the Holkam es-

tate; this single flock numbered between five

and six thousand. Mr. Jones thought highly of
the South Down sheep—they would live and
thrive upon jioorer land, and were peculiarly

adapted to en Jure the climate of New England.
Driven to the market, they are the most valuable
kind for mutton : their meat was a great favorite

to those who prized good eating, and always bore
a high price.

The failure of American farming was eminent-
ly caused by the want of investing capital : cap-

here has not yet taken the turn it should
take.

He believed no cattle could he made better

than our own native breeds . And he had seen
iiined the various kinds in England and

Scotland. Our pure red cattle, which he consid-

ered our best cattle, were evidently derived from
the English Herefords.

Mr. .Tones spoke in warm commendation of
agricultiu-al associations. He believed the agri-

ctdtural surveys in Great Britain had added many
hundred millions to the capital of that country.

That country was ahead of every other nation.

The subject was there treated as a science by
men of eminent wealth and talents. Sir Arthur
Young, who.se writings had enlightened not only
that country but the whole civilized world, he had
been informed, had been paid twenty thousand
pounds sterling by the government for his agri-

cultural surveys and services. Mr. Jones was in

fevor of establishing a Board of Agriculture in

the State of Massachu-setts, andof continuing the
Agricultural survey : he believed the benefits of
these measures would be incalculably beyond
their expense.

Mr. BncKMiNSTER considered the discussion of
this evening to be of great importance, and he
had been much gratified with the information he
had gained. He was pleased to find gentlemen
who had taken pains and had opportunity io in-

form themselves of the value of difterent kinds of
cattle, express so high an opinion of our native

breeds. Of the foreign cattle, he thought the

Ayrshire breed better for New England than any
other. Great improvement mi^ht be made in

tins countiy by crossing the native breeds with

the best foreign bloods. Improvements might
be made with much greater facility upon .stock

farms like that of Col. Jaqucs, patronized by as-

soci.itiuns of gcnlleinen wlio coidd afford it—he
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considered such farms to be indispensible for

bringing out the best stock ; and lie lioped the

public attention would be drawn to it.

]n the course of the evening, Asa G. Shel-

don, Esq. member of the House from Wilming-

ton, gave a succinct and very interesting descrip-

tion of the good points in the working ox. He
said that for free and docile cattle those with long

head and iace, and eyes lively and sharp, but

pleasant, should be taken: as much could he

learned of the intelligence and capacity of the ox

from his eye as from the eye of a man. Cattle

with straight legs and toes standing exactly for-

ward, should be jireferred ; for if the ox toes out,

the knees will strike together. The long pointed

hoof should be avoided, and the square hoof pre-

ferred, because the former will claw the earth,

while the latter will leave a direct imprint upon

the ground.
Mr. S. gave a preference to the ox that had been

bandied when young : he thought the work of

three pairs of the same size would be worth as

much as that of four pairs which had not been

broken in until they attained their full growth.

He illustrated this opinion by the education and
labor of two boys of equal strength, the one
brought up in a counting room, the other in a

blacksmith shop : brought to do labor requiring

physical strength, the" latter would accomplish

nnich more with far less fatigue than the former:

there was quite as much difference in oxen inur-

ed to labor when young and those which had not

been early broken in.

' Mr. Sheldon said tliat from his experience

with work horses he had found that those of

high blood and mettle might be easily taught to

work well before cattle and with each other.

The difficulty in training and breaking young
horses was that their disposition was injured by

the too free use of the whip. He said the best

way to break a high mettled colt was to take him
away from his i)lace of keeping in the afternoon

and work him with his head towards home.
We consider Mr. Slieldon's knowledge and

judgment in regard to cattle to be as good at least

as any other man in this coimtry, he liaving had
more experience especially with oxen than any
teamster probably in New England. In the

years 1813 and 18i4, when in consequence of the

war with Great Britain, our carriage was princi-

pally over land, and not then with tlie present rail

road speed, Mr. Sheldon drove a team of six ox-

en seven times from the city of Boston to the

city of New York, a distance eacii way of more
than two hundred miles. In the year 1835, he

undertook the job of digging and Carting away
Pemberton Hill in Boston, a portion of the estate

ot the late Gardner Greene, which is now cover-

ed with some of the most splendid stores and
dwelling houses in the city. He undertook to do

this in the space of six months, but for a premi-

um performed the labor in exactly five months.

The earth was transported over the paved streets

the distance of nearly three fourths of a mile
;

and the hill itself was taken oft'and made to cov-

er eight acres of water where the stores and
counting rooms ofthe Lowell depot in the north-

westerly part of the town opjiosite Lechmere
point have since been erected. It was a giant

undertaking for any one man ; and almost ev-

ery teamster supposed that oxen would not stand

it to travel over the pavements a week at a time.

Mr. Sheldon selected, purchased and kept one
hundred and eighteen oxen to do the work ; and
these held out under his careful direction to com-
plete it. He made not a bad job of it, notv^ itli-

standing the wages of the Lish diggers were
raised while it was going on from 84 cents to

$1,17 per day, and the prices of English hay
from 60 to 130 cents the hundred, and corn for

ox-feeding from 60 to 125 cents the bushel—mak-
ing a difference of about SiTOOO in this part of the

expense.
Mr. Sheldon has settled in Wilmington, which

town he represents, being about fifteen miles cuit

of Boston, where he is making a farm upon sev-

eral spots of worn out land which he has purchas-
ed. On all farms at that distance from the capi-

tal, English hay is the more profitable ciop. Mr.
S. has converted considerable rough ground with
a wet soil covei'ed with alders into very good
mowing fields where the soil was too rugged for

tlie plough. He cuts the alders close to the

ground, repeatedly mowing down the sprouts,

aud keeping them down until the roots die. He

digs out the rocks most in the way, and introdu-

ces the better kind ofgrasses, herdsgrass and red-

top, and in some instances clover, spreading

over the ground warming manures. In six years

upon these premises, at first producing not over

two tons of hay, he has increased the product to

an aniuial amount of more than twenty tons.

That we might be quite sure ofpresentingvvith

accuracy Mr. Sheldon's description of the good
points of an ox, the editor of the Visitor person-

ally requested Mr. S. to give his opinions upon
paper, which he has done in the following letter,

which of itself is worth a whole volume of what
the mere book-worm compiling a work on rear-

ing cattle might give to The public.

MR. Sheldon's description of the good and
BAD POINTS IN working OXEN.

irUminglon, Feb. Gth, 1841.

Hon Isaac Hill—Sir:—In compliance with

your request, I forward you, what 1 have found,

by a somewhat extensive experience, to be the

best method, by which to select good working
oxen.
Would you select a good worker, make choice

of an ox possessed of a long lean face, a keen

but ])leasant eye ; as these filatures indicate

greater amount of energy and docility than their

opposite.

The horn should be rather long, but not large.

An ox formed for service must have a full

breast, as that denotes muscular power.

It is very essential that the fore legs be straight,

and that they toe straight-forward ; for when the

toes turn out, the knees bend in, thereby produc-

ing weakness and lameness in the animal.

The feet should be larger than the ancles ; the

hoof should be wide aud not pointed, as this e

ables him to travel upon frozen ground, and ov

pavements w ith gieater ease.

The back shouhl be straight, although if it

should slope slightly from the ruuip to the tail it

will be no serious objection.

The ribs should be round, as this indicates a

robust constitution.

With regard to the breaking in of oxen, let i

be done wlien tliey are quite young, as they be

come by this means inured early to labor and ac

quire a capacity for work, uncommon in those not

put to early labor.

Hespectfully yours,

ASA G. SHELDON

troiu the N. Y. Jourual of Commerce.

The 3Iammoth Cave.

Tliis vast subterranean territory is situated in

Edmonson county, Kentucky, in 37 degi

north latitude. Tlie cave extends under the

great range of knobs which border what have
usually been called the Green River Barrens, and
is near to Green river, and on its southerly side.

The Barrens were formerly destitute of timber,

but covered with high grass, which was every

year destroyed by fire. Since this section of
Kentucky has boconie thickly st'ttled, the fires

have bceii prevented, and now the land is be
coming thickly covered w iih a growth of hickoiy,

oak, and chestnut timber. The knobs are a range

of hills v\hich extend a great distance on the

southerly side of Green river, an<I hound its wa-
ters on the south. This region of country is a

limestone formation. Many of the streams of

water run under ground for great distances.

The Mammoth Cave is of vast extent, and
equal in size (reckoning all its branches and
apartments) to the whole Island of New York.

The main cave is, as far as explored, thirteen

miles in length, with numerous branches making
off in every direction. The entrance to the cave

is though a passage in the rock at the bottom of

a hill and at the foot of a knob ; and is about six

feet in width and ten feet in height for about

thirty yards ; after this it increases in height and
width. During v.inter a strong current of air

rushes into the cave^in summer the current

changes, and blows equally strong out of the cave.

The roof and sides are of solid limestone ; the

bottom is covered with earth to the depth of sev-

eral feet, and beneath this earth is solid rock. The
earth on the bottom of the cave is strongly im-

l)regnated with the nitrate of lime; and during

the last war, and for several years ])revious, large

quantities of saltpetre were manufactured at this

cave. A large portion of carbonated alkali was
required to be used in crystallizing the nitre.

which increased the expense of the process to

such an extent that it cannot now be made to

compete with the saltpetre imported from the

East Indies, which is now sold in our markets at

a very low price, The supply of nitrate of lime
in the Mammoth Cave is inexhaustible. The
earth in the cave, after having been lixiviated, be-
comes re-impregnated with the nitrate again,

equally strong as at first, in about three years.

The process of making saltpetre was by leeching
or lixiviating the earth in hoppers, in the same
manner as ashes are leeched to make soap or
potash; then evaporating tha liquid to a certain

consistency, and mixing it with cai-bonated alkali

itnd allowing it to crystallize. Hoppers were
constructed in the cave about one mile from its

mouth, to which water was conveyed in vvooden
pipes from the outside, aud the liquor obtained

from the hoppers ivas conveyed to the mouth of
the cave by the same means, where it was raised

by pumps into the evaporating pans. About fifty

men were employed during the war, in the Mam-
moth Cave, in collecting and lixiviating the earth,

together with oxen to draw the earth to the hop-
pers. During the whole time these men were
employed in the cave, there was not a case of
sickness among them. The atmo.sphere of tlie

cave isdi-y,andof unilbrm temiieraturc through-

out the year, viz : 60 degj-ees of Fahrenheit. Ani-
mal and vegetable substances placed in the cave

would become dry, but never putrefy, or decom-
jiose. It is considered one of the most healthy

places known ; and the valetudinarian could resort

to this cave for the recovery of health, with greater

]irospect of relief, than to any other climate what-
ever. On this point there can be no doubt ; and
medical or scientific men can philosophically ac-

count for this, from this fact, that the atmosphere
is dry, and ofunitbrm tem])prature throughout the

year. The air of the cave is pure, respiration is

easy, combustion goes on well, lights burn bright

and clear. Animal and vegetable substances de-

compose and puuefy from the effects of heat and
moisture combined. In the cave these arc both
absent. Besides this, the climate of this section

of Kentutky is delightful ; and immediately
around the cave, the country is picturesque and
beautiful, and a residence there for a valetudinari-

an would afford medicine to the mind as well as

the body. The road in the cave for the first mile is

as good as any of our country roads. Many per-

sons may suppose this great subterranean apart-

iiifiit is gloomy—not so. It is of too vast extent
Its mighty wails and vast apartments afford a
sublime spectacle, and impress the mind with
wonder and admiration. This is the work of the

great Architect of nature, and no person can
traverse this vast subterranean territory, without
feelings of veneration and awe. Here the sound
of the mighty peals of the rolling thunder never
reach. All is "still—quiet and peacefid. Mr. Gorin,
of Glasgow, Ky. wrote me in 1839 that he had
erected a hotel at the mouth of the cave for the
accommodation of visiters. He was at that time
proprietor oftlie Mammoth Cave tract, consisting

of about 1600 acres, which he improved as a
grazing farm. Since then, I have been informed
that the cave has been purchased by Dr. Croghan,
of Louisville, and that he intends constructing a
hotel in the cave. I presume that the spot he
will select for building is the foot ofthe mountain,
as it is called, about a mile from the mouth. Here
the roof and walls are of great height, and the

cave of great breadth. This cave is visited by
vast numbers of persons—it is about eight miles
distant from the great road leading from Lexing-
ton to Nashville, and is about an equal distance

from Lexington, Louisville and Nashville, viz.

about 100 miles. To persons entering the cave
at the time it was worked for saltpetre, the first

glimpse which the visiters caught of the group of
blacks working by torch light, at a distance a-

head, and of their white shining teeth, was very

imposing, and can be better imagined than dj

.scribed. Mr. Miller, who resided at the cave a
number of years and had charge of the ssltpetre

works, assured me that he had never seen any
animal or reptile in the cave. I have been much
at the cave, having resided there for weeks togeth-

er, and my knowledge of it is derived from per-

sonal observation. Mr. Gorin, in his letter to me
of last year, states that a large apartment had
been recently discovered in a distant 'part of the

cave, in the form of a sciiii-circle, about five hun-
dred feet in htiight and the same in width, and
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that in another apartment they had discovered a

stream ol' water of considerable extent ; and

added, that the whole extent of the cave, so far

explored, was from 50 lo 100 miles. The reader

may wonder why such a subterranean territory

has not long ago been cniii|ilrtfl y ox|ilnrcd. The
reason is, that visters \i:r -. i1m ir nu io>ity satislicd

without accomplishin,ii ,-o . iv;,; .;i 1.;Im,i-. It ^vonld

require a greatlengtli nriimo to cx-iinnie ortravel

its whole extent. The cave has been once inhab-

ited. The workmen, in digging up the earth for

saltpetre, found the remains of cane torches in

great abundance, and frequently old moccasins.

In a room called the deserted chamber which is

an apartment elevated some feet above the niaia

cave, are the imprints of human footsteps in the

sand, not more than tour inches in length. And
near seven miles in the main cave irom its mouth
are the evidences of that part of the cave having

been inhabited by great numbers of persons.

About a mile and a half from the mouth of the

cave a branch makes off to tlie right from the

main cave ;—this is wliat is called the haunted

room, named from the echo which answers sound
made in that apartment. In this room are a great

abundance of stalactites, hanging from the roof

like icicles from the caves of a house. They are

of every variety of shape which the imagination

can picture. One of these stalactites is of very

large size, and hollow ; and when struck, sounds
so Toud that it can be heaid a considerable dis-

tance. This is called the Bell. Another is in the

shape of an armed chair.

This chair was called " Wilkins's Chair,"

named after the worthy Chas. Wilkins, of Lex-
ington, brother of our former minister to Russia,

who was at that lime one of the proprietors ofthe

cave. This arm chair is nearly as large as one of

the columns of the Exchange, and about ten

feet in height. It is solid and ponderous, and of

that species ofrock called fluor spar. It has been
formed by the action of water fioni above the sur-

face, penetrating tlie rock and carrying with it its

minute particles, which, as the waters separated

left the particles to adhere together, and by the

action of the air to harden and become solid rock.

Thus it is that many of the strata of onr earth

are formed. The decomjiosiug ofone body affords

materials for the composing of another. Had this

water holding this mineral or earthy niatlei- in

solution, penetrated wood, it woidd have filled its

pores, and changed it into stone, retaining its ori-

ginal form, and I'oi'niiiin" \vhat is usually callcda

petrifaction. '! i iit:iiniug such abun-

dance of stal;';/i' . : : u lialf of a mile in

length and al:oi;i i\Mii:; ; ids in width—and my
opinion is that tlic liind on the earth's snrface

above this apartment is level, which allows the

surface water to settle down through the rock.

Where the land above is rolling, the rain water
runs immediately off; hence the dryness of the

rooms underneath the sideling knobs. The walls

of this room, which are of solid limestone, are

covered with a white incrustation, similar in ap-

pearance to the coating of the inside of a te.'i-

kettle in which hard water has been boiled for a
length of time ;—aiiil on some places the hicrusta-

tion is chequered with black lines, adding to its

beauty and appearance. At the sideofthis room
the traveller descends a sandhill about sixty-feet,

at the bottom of which is a passage on the leli,

(about four feet in width, fifteen in height, and
about fifty in length,) to another room or apart-

ment running parallel with the last. This pass-

age is a great curiosity—exhibiting columns of
beautiful shape, on one side, and caves or inden-
tations on the opposite side, of a corresponding
shape and size. To the first view the rock ap-
pears to have been separated by some convulsion
of nature. But such was not the case : the top
of the passage is arched with the same solid rock,
which would render it impossible that such a
cause should have produced this effect. It is na-
ture that has arranged these corresponding col-

mnns and curves according to the laws of affinity,

attraction, crystalizajion, &c. &c. The room
we are now in is called the •' pond room," from
the circumstance of there being on its snrface a
small pond or basin of water," of a few feet in

circumference, and about three feet in depth. This
water is of crystal clearness, the smallest object
thrown into it may he distinctly seen on its bottom,
Although this basin is three ffeet deep, it has the
appearance of being not more than two incli(

depth, and a gentleman who had the curiosity to

attempt to jump aerois it, did not quite reach tlie

opposite side, and found himself half his depth in

water. Thus it seems that a man cannot always

trust his own eyes, and although persons may
sometimes be very jjositive in regard to matters

and things, still, like this gentleman, who under-

k to jump across the pond, may unfortunately

find the'niselves positively mistaken. The water

in this ])ond «as « hat 1 term pure wakr—holding

nothing at all in solution. Every earthy particle

had been precipitated by time and temperature,

and the stillness of the atmosphere favors such an

operation. What may be the properties of the

surface which surround this body of water to

refract the rays of light from our lamps, so as to

make the water appear of less depth than its true

depth, I cannot determine.

Near to the basin of water in the pond room,

a pile of round stone, about the size of paving

s\fine, quite black, and covered with an incrusta-

tion of a semi-vitrified substance, which renders

the appearance much like a pile of cinders.

Visiters have named this place " Vulcan's work-
shop." In one part of this room, a body ofwater

falls in a solid column, from a circular hole in the

roof about the size of the head of a barrel, and
perfectly round, into a well in the bottom of the

cave of about the same shape, but of larger size

and of great depth.

The main cave, in those places where it is inter-

cepted by other rooms or branches, is generally of

great height and increased width. The traveller,

in passing up tlie main cave, frequently meets
with rooms and branches which are inaccessible,

from the fact that entrance to them is several feet

above his head, and can only be leached by means
of a ladder. There are also vast numbers of
apartments running in various directions under-

neath, and the sound ofthe footsteps denote where
these apartments are. Great numbers of these

branches and apartments have never been visited.

The cave may truly be said to be a perfect wilder-

ness to explore. About 11 miles from the mouth,

the walls and roof of the main cave are very

high, and covered with incrustations of the purest

white and deepest blaek,checkered in eveiy variety

and interspersed with beautiful crystallizations of

every size. Some of the incrustations have a

shining frosted appearance, while others are with-

out any such ornament, presenting a pleasing,

beautiful, and harmonious contrast. When the

rays of light from the lamps strike these surfaces

the walls and roofpresent the most brilliant, beau-

tiful, grand and sublime appearance imaginable.

The shining sides of millions of the beautiful

crystals, reflecting, and re-reflecting the light,

and their little points like distant stars in the fir-

mament, twinkling and shining as if trying to

outdo each other present to the view of the as-

tonished and enraptured beholder the rich beauties

of the harmonies of nature in all their grandeur

and magnificence. Here, in a vast hall, in one of

nature's mighty subterranean mansions, eleven

miles from the light of day, in soft and solemn

silence, stands the astonished beholder wrapt in

admiration,—in wonder, in astonishment. On
every side, he beholds nature in all her magnifi-

cence, beauty, harmony and order ; every move-
ment of the lamps presents to his view new
reflecting surfaces, that seem as if alive, welcom-
ing and enjoying as with enraptured ecstaoiosthe

rare visit of the rays of terrestrial light. Where
is the human being who could stand unmoved in

such a place .' Impossible I Admiration, con-

templation, meditation, and adoration will fill his

soul, and he will, as it were, involuntarily and
spontaneously offer up to the adorable and al-

mighty Creator of the heavens, the homage of

adoration and the tribute of praise.

Here, every crystal has its own peculiar shape

;

nature knows no variation in the laws of crys-

talization ; everv variety preserves its own pecu-

liar order and form. To the learned geologist,

my description will not be deemed fanciful; he can

easily picture to himself the effect of the rays of

ten-estrial, moving light, thrown upon the surface

of crystallized walls, in a dark ai-'artment of great

height and extent. What a place this for contem-

plation and meditation;—the stillness.the silence of

midnight, yes, and ten times more—the stillness of

silence-yet surrounded by ten thousand times ten

thousand living lights, changing with every breath

that moves the hand wliich holds the lamp, the

rays ofthe light of which are thus newly reflected.

Here respiration is easy—the lamps burn bright—

here man may enjoy life, even in a subterranean
dwelling. Doctor Smith, of New Jersey, who
visited this portion of the cave in 1811, thus
speaks of its appearance. " Imagine to yourself
a superb hall brilliantly illuminated with ten thou-
sand times ten thousand lamps, with its superb
walls irradiated with millions of the richest dia-

monds, and you will have but a faint idea of its

lustre."

The walls of the cave are generally of an even
surface. A description of the numerous rooms,
apaitments, and branches, would swell this article

to a great length. 1 have traversed various por-
tions of the cave a gi-eat number of times, and at

every time found something new and interesting.

Some apartments of the cave contain Glauber and
Epsom salts in great abundance. These salts are

in a crude state, and have been collected and used
in that section of the country.

The examination of the cave has developed
this fact, viz : that the temperature is the same at

five hundred feet, as it is at two thousand feet be-

low the surface. The members of the Royal
Academy of Sciences at Paris have been some
years experimenting upon the heat ofthe interior

of the earth, by boring into it to a great distance

below its surface, and liave expressed the o])inioii

that the heat increases as they progress down-
wards. In this cave such is not the case, but on
the contrary, the temperature is equal and uni-

form.

With respect to water, although the cave is in

many places deep, still it is in nearly all its apart-

ments perfectly dry, that is, in all apartments
which are protected from surface water produced
by rain. The temperature of the cave is so low
that no moisture is jiroduced by evaporation. As
there are numerous apartments beneath the main
cave, these of course would preserve the upper
apartments dry, unless the heat of the earth in-

creased in further progressing downwards, in

which case evaporation %vould produce damp-
ness in the upper apartments, as a necessary con-

sequence. The quantity of water which falls up-

on the surface ofthe earth in that Irtitude avera-

ges about forty inches per annum.

The atmosphere of tlie cave is another subject

of great importance, being uniform throughout

the year, and perfectly dry, or rather comparative-

ly so,—and whatever moisture there may be, is

attracted by the dry earth which covers its floor,

by which it is absorbed and crystallized. Many
of the readers of this article may not he aware
that where two crops of sand are placed side and
side, the one wet and the other perfectly dry, the

dry sand will attract moisture from the wet, until

both become equal.

Meat left in the cave twelve hours will become
so completely impregnated with nitre that it can-

not be eaten—and meat that is slightly tainted, if

placed in the cave will be divested of its putrefying

properties, and gradually dry and become hard

I have no doubt that in process of time, this cave

will be resorted to for the restoration of health.

A person could, without any inconvenience, travel

in the cave five or six lioui-s every day for a suffi-

cient length of time to allow the atmosphere to

have a powerful ettect upon the animal lianie.

The circumstance that there has never at any
time been a single case of sickness among the

great number of persons who, for several years,

wrought at this cave, is most conclusive on this

point.

The Mammoth Cave has been, at some very

remote period, inhabited. Mr. Miller, the former
superintendent ofthe workmen at the cave, found,

in the excavated earth in the cave, a human jaw
bone of very large size, which would go entirely

outside of the jaw bone of most living persons.

This jaw bone was kept at the cave several years

to show visiters, and is still, probably, somewhere
in existence, as it was in a good state of preser-

vation.

The cave is visited by several hundred persons

annually and the showing of its rooms has now
become a source of revenue, the superintendent

requiring $1 fioni each visiter as compensation

for furnishing a guide to show the cave. Former-

ly, in traversing the cave a great distance, it was

requisite for the traveller to mark eacli corner

which he passed, with the figure of an arrow,

pointing ovtward. A full account of this cave

would fill a volume. M.
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The hurdy tiller of the rock bound soil sure
of gaining the means of independence.

The attention paid in various pai'ts of the

country as well to the increased production and
capacity of the soil, as to improvements in the

breeds of animals, is encouraging to the well-

wishers of our country's prosperity. Where there

is improved agriculture, there will he increase

of wealth and improvement in every thing else.

Could the men of business, the professional man,
the mechanic, .the merchant, understand how in-

timately connected his own advancement is

with the growth of those who improve the soil,

he would not hesitate to enlist heart and soul in

the cause of the farmer : he would rejoice with

him at the prospect of laige crops and good
prices, and he would feel that the reverses of the

farmer, the blight and mildew and drought which
destroyed the farmer's crops and the want of a
market at which lie could obtain fair prices for

his surplus, indirectly reached his own interest

no less than the interest of those on whom it di-

rectly operated.

AVe will suppose the case of a New England
interior town containing exclusively farmers.
That town produces precisely as much as it con-
suines—it makes both ends of the year meet by
raising simply a sufficient surplus to pay for what
it purchases fi-om beyond its own limits. The
one farmer sells a yoke of fat oxen, and obtains
the means for purchasing tea, coffee, sugar, salt,

articles of clothing or other necessaries, and for

the payment of his taxes : another sells haj', an-
other grain, and a fourth wool, or some other
produce for a similar object. The town produ-
ces just enough and no more than is necessary to

make all its inhabitants as well off at the end as

at tlie beginning of the year ; and the cultivated

grounds pre kept in that exact position as to pro-

duce just as much the succeeding year as they
did the previous year. The jjeople of such a
town, it is manifest, would remain entirely sta-

tionary—they would neither advance or recede

;

and neither would the trade and commerce de-
pending on such a district advance or recede.

Suppose a more likely case—that a part of
the population of a town shall remain sta-

tionary ; that the number of advancing individ-

uals owning and cultivating farms is small, and
that the larger number is actually impoverishing
their grounds each and every year and expending
beyond their incomes. What remains but the
inevitable result, that such a town must run
down, and the business men dependent on it

must lose their business, if not run down with
it ? Nay, so strong will be the preponderating
momentum, that even those few who in the face

of the examples around them make efforts forini-

provement, participate in the common deprecia-
tion and deterioration.

Bnt take the case of the town where an indus-
trious and indefatigable race of farmers live, all

or nearly all of whom are thriving—where near-
ly every man, after dischai-ging all expenses, has
a sur))lus of cash left, or else has created a capi-
tal in new improvements upon his land—has
made a single acre of fourfold value by increas-
ing its capacity so that it will double the crop of
the next year, or has furnished the means for re-

pairing old or erecting new buildings ; or has in-

creased the numbers and value of his live stock,
erected new and permanent fences, or efiected
any other object adding to his means or his com-
forts. In such a community, not only farmers
but men of all professions, will prosper. The
surplus and the improved capacity will be a cap-
ital not to the immediate holders alone, but to all

around them.
The constant and steady demand for the sur-

plus productions of the soil which has been ex-
tending from the seaboard to the interior has had
the effect in many places of turning the attention
of farmers to the improvements w hich all will
be glad to realize. Now is the time to arouse
the men of New England from, the stupor which
in some instances has seized upon them—now is

the time to impress the conviction that there is

no necessity that any, even the poorest farm
should be run down and abandoned—now is

the time to carry home the truth of the position
that every man who has his health, who knows
how to work and knows how to calculate, may
just as well as not, each and every year, make the
land which he cultivates produceVnore, instead of
producing less.

Among the hard hills and inountains of New
England, where the seasons are later and colder

from their greater elevation, after the virgin fertil-

ity of the soil has been extracted—where the

first fences are rotted down and the land seems
to be returning to its original wildness from the

new growth springing up—there are discour-

agements which it requires considerable forti-

tude to meet—discouragements which those who
consult their ease by following sedentary me-
chanical pursuits or studies, and who earn and
find money flowing into their coffers while pur-
suing an easy life, know not how to appreciate.
But after all it is exceedingly questionable wheth-
er the hardy tiller of the rock- hound soil has not

the more sure means of independence within his

grasp. It is true he does not live in the region of
rapid money circulation, and therefore cannot al-

ways have money or its immediate representative

within his reach : yet if he cannot every day take
considerable sums of money, he does not every
day want it—he lias the means of living without
it His farm produces almost every thing desira-

ble for food or clothing, and his necessities and
luxuries are either raised or procured in advance,
so that he has the means for his own family com-
fort, or to treat and accommodate his friends,

without making a present expenditure and with-
out running to some market or grocery as the
first thing in the morning to procure the suste-

nance of the ensuing day. He has none of the

anxieties and miseries of men in trade and busi-

ness who daily are obliged to meet pecuniary
obligations at the very day and hour they become
due.

Altliough the mountain farmer, sometimes fail-

ing of his accustomed crops of grain—his land
too cold to produce Indian corn or else his crops
cut down by early frost—is scarcely able to as-

sure himself that lie will annually raise the bread
necessary for the consumption of his family; yet

prudent calculations will make him quite as sure of
obtaining a livelihood as those living in portions of
the country enjoying a milder climate and an ea-

sier soil. If the mountain fanner sometimes is

disap])ointed of a cio]>, so often is the farmer up-
on fine plains and river intervales: the drouglit

and the mildew and even the frost often destroy
the crops of the latter while the former is un-
touched.
As land eligible for grazing—for raising cattle,

sheep, horses and swine—as land producing
beef, pork, mutton and wool, and butter and
cheese—the farmer whose flocks range upon the
mountains and hills has a decided advantage.
His animals enjoy better health and are kept
with less trouble and anxiety; and in all seasons
they come off in better condition with the same
expense incurred.

The hill towns of New England are perhaps
better adapted to grazing than to ahnost any
thing else ; and one advanuige of the grazing
farmer is, that on good land laid into pasture the

fertility is retained many years without applica-

tion of the plough or manure with no very sen-

sible diminution. But the hill farmer, even
though his ground be rocky and rough, has
strong inducements to put his land under culti-

vation with the plough, if he can do it on the im-
proving plan, with the prospect of making it

more and more productive. His acre of rye,

wheat, oats, potatoes or Indian corn may be made
quite as sure as the best acre of more easy
ground ; and when his land has once gained the

benefits of manure and better cultivation, he will

be sure of longer retaining the benefils of his

added expense and labor on the harder than uji-

on the easier soil.

The counties of Grafton and Coos in New
Hampshire off of the vallies upon the rivers and
streams, are generally rocky and rough. The
farms of these counties over since their fust set-

tlement have turned off abundance of cattle.

When first cleared these lands yield great crops
ofgrain, and for the few first ycarsTproduce largo

crops of liay and grass feed. It is matter of re-

gret to see these fine producing lands, after a few
years, suffered to run down so that it becomes a

matter of necessity to abandon them. Lands
growing annually less and less productive must
sooner or later become useless. There is no
cultivated land so poor tliat it may not be improv-
ed ; and the man who keeps in view constantly
the plan to make his lands better will be sure to

meet with his reward in the end.

Bethlehem, a town situated on the north line

of Gialton county, since our recollection, had not
more than fifteen or twenty families : it now con-
tains perhaps over a hundred farms, ranging
from fifty to a hundred and sometimes two hun-
dred acres. Mr. Artemas Knight of that town
has a fiirm of 110 to 120 acres, from which, as
one item, he this year produced from 3000 to

3500 pounds of hops, which sold for cash in the
mai-kef, giving him over eleven hundred dollars.

On being asked the price of the farm upon which
he raised the hops, he answered that he consider-

ed it to be worth one thousand dollars ; that he
was perfectly satisfied with his lot, always having
jnoney on hand sufiicient to supply him with
whatever he and his family required. He was
more fortunate than usual in his crop of the pres-

ent year, the article of liojis being thirty-tliree

cents a pound, which are commonly fiom eight

to twelve cents and seldom over twenty cents the

pound. Two years ago when at the Hop In-

spector's office at Charlestown, Mass. he over-

heard a conversation between a Massachusetts
hop raiser and the inspector, in which the latter

advised the former that inasmuch as many of the

hop growers were ploughing up their fields in

consequence of the reduced prices, the next
year would be the best time to set out a new field.

Without participating in the conversation, Mr.
Knight went home and prepared a new field of
2800 hills; and from this he this year obtained

the crop which sold at the hop market in Boston
for over one thousand dollars, an amount nearly

equal to the estimated value of his fiirm

!

As a consequence ofsuch success as this,it would
be quite natural that hundreds should turn their

attention to the planting of hop fields ; and by
the time these fields shall yield a crop in the

year 1843 there may be raised so great an abun-
dance of the article that hops will hardly bear a
])rice equal to most other articles raised upon
the farm.

Judicious farmers in some places who have
steadily pursued the business of hop-growing
have done well; but those who have commenced
planting fields w hen high prices encouraged, and
dug up their fields when low prices and a full

market discouraged, have generally made hop
growing a losing business.

We have in tliis i>lace introduced the grand
success attending Mr. Knight's enterprise to en-
courage producers in every |>art of the country
that more can he derived from the soil than is

generally conceived. That farmers do not get

suddenly rich as sometimes does one of a hun-
dred of men engaged in speculation and trade,

lias operated as an inducement for many a far-

mer to be discontented with his Jot. He sees

others around him who gain fortunes without la-

bor, and why should he not gather a fortune too
from the earnings of others rather than endure
the fatigue of earning it himself? Mistaken is

every man who does not consider that the neces-
sity for labor and exertion is among the greatest

blessings of a beneficent Providence.

A man who lias made great gains in trade is

but too apt to consider the process by which the

farmer arrives at competence and independence
to be much too slow and uncertain. A gentle-

man who has made and lost half a million of
dollars lately asked a gentleman of his acquain-

tance, a farmer, if he could show him that the

farmer's occupation was not more laborious and
uniirofitable than any other.

'I'lic farmer answered that he lived in a small

town composed principally of farmers, but with

a few mechanics. One of these mechanics was
an industrious shoemaker who worked himself
twelve or more hours each day: his neighbors,

the farmers, commonly labored only eight hours.

They were in the habit of meeting in the fall and
winter evenings at the workshop of the shoeiiia-

ker, who had the faculty of talking and working
at the same time. At the end of the evening's

sitting the shoemaker had done his part of the

talking and made beside bis pair of shoes worth
two shillings: the eight neighboring farmers had
made no shoes and only talked. These men
were able with only eight hours labor to do as

well upon their farms as the shoemaker could

do u])on his bench with the work of twelve

hours.

The farmer mentioned another very common
case. An easy owner of a farm with a family of

lusty boys brought up to the same business, rises
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frequently of a morning- without takinj: a tliouglit

until after breakfast of what himself and his

sons should pursue as the business of the day.

If it be in the season of winter schools every son

and daughter tliat ran lie spared irom mere
household afl.-.'u - ;)ii<::" ilit' vilUiiie school or

academy throM :
i ! :, ;.l in the evenings

the v\hole famil' .i "M, lind abundance

of leisure for : i.:i! i;. of various kinds.

Now there have been and continue to be hun-

dreds and thousands of farmers who bring the

year i-ound in this easy way, and who not only

do not dissipate their property, but often add to

the \alue of their estates. If an extensive me-
chanical or manufacturing establishment should

be managed in the same way, with no more
economy and system in the use of time, with as

little concern and vigilance as to losses and gains

—it would be certaiu of failure and prostration.

Presenting such considerations as these,

the farmer, (himself not of the indolent class, be-

cause he had accumulated a handsome estate by
enterprise, diligence and industry,) succeeded in

deinonstrating to the city operator that the small

farmer of New England might enjoy much of

his time at ease and leisure in safety, where it

would be extremely dangerous, if not fatal for

men of other business to take to themselves the

same liberty.

For tlio Farmer's Montlily Visitor.

Hon. Isaac Hill: Sir :—In one of you late ed-

itorials you alUido to the satisfainory increase of
your subscription list by the addition of subscri-

bers both far off and near ; and that they need
not be disappointed, you intimate that much of

the Visitor's future interest v.ill depend on their

contribution. In this I heartily agree with you
;

—and I add, that whether dependent on them or

your own experience, you must never let the

spirit of your Journal flag. It is incumbent on
you to pursue it with vigoi-, and the more you
devote your experience and that of others to it,

the more enlarged will be your sphere of influ-

ence for good. Too mauv of our agricultural

journals are filled uiih tlie V:lioit details of their

raising con; and iMitatui .-,— :is it' cnni and pota-

toes were the oiily i.ici-iiiv.' to r. Ihrmer's life,

and his only de[)eiidei]r? for [jiolit :irii\ comfort.

Others seem to tinge on exact statements, reduc-

ing to the staud-Jid of dollar:; ,a1k! cents the items

of their labour—hire—mantn--—iioard—value of

days work by oxen—interest, iVc. &e. as a mer-

chant taking account oi' ?tnck— l)Ook dilits anil

liabilities to discern the result of a year's busin-

ess, as if the cases were parallel. I am not lind-

ing fault with others. I only wish to guard far-

mers against a fallacious system of calculating

their profits and adopting a system which v. ill

do very well with merchants who are compelled

to balance their books to ascertain their nominal

worth and their losses. It is the modus operandi

I object to ; and as proofof its erroneous tenden-

cy just take the accounts ibtuid iii various joiu--

nals. A Rhode Island liirnier sends a statement

of his yearly oiierations to the county liiir lo ob-

tain the" premium—aiid gives his es-timate ^of the

cost of production ;—for an acre of coin 47 ifti!-

lars—'Wheat — Potatoes — Turnips 48—Car-

rots 53.—Is this so ? Does this farmer find when
his crops arc harvested that lie has paid nut in

cash so nnicli to obtain so Uiuch ?—It siiikes me
that produce could be better bought, and rash

paid out at once for the same amount of produce

and for better advantage, and his force employed
towards improving his farm yards and gardens,

—orchards and mantire beds—his swine and
jjoultry houses ; and vX the end of the year, would
he not find himself in a far better condition—find

his farm better off by the cultivation of grasses

for hay or ploughing in, to enrich forfutin-e crops,

instead of toiling over his acres at such a hea-

vy expenditure ? The truth is, a farmer makes a

great mistake in estimating his own and his fam-
ily's labour into the accounts. It is his duty and
his pleasure as well as his privilege to labour il

his farm is in good heart : his healtli was given by

a beneficent Creator without charge ; and for-

sooth if he and his animals unite to enrich h

he charges his own and their participation in

labour by dollars and cents.—It is about as con-

sistent as winding up his yearly account
with—By Doctor's bill saved, 30—health account,

self and family for winter hauling, .'50—which he
triirht do with just as much propnelv. and nt the

same time credit a handsome amount for animals

that didn't die and inipletnents that wouldn't

ear out.

Again, why do farmers charge manure to their

crops ? The soil is entitled to it—it belongs to

his cornfield as a matter of right, and he has no

right to fix a value on what, though in his pos-

session, is not his. 'Tis true he can sell it readi-

ly. So a man may rob himself, if he chooses,

—

" how very valuable (I mean money value)

would it become were every farmer to rob his fields

to supply the manure market? Now to raise good
crops requires money, there's no question ; and a

beginner on a farm requires more at first than

bsequently. But surely if our Providence

friend is right in representing his outlay of capi-

it gives a sorry return for money and labour.

He had better buy his corn and potatoes, and turn

is labour to something else. A far better way
of determining his profits seems to me to set

down his outlay for hired help—I mean what he

ally pays in money, and credit his crops in

the gross at a fair market value. If the balance

his favor, he should add to it his increase

of stock. Then let him ascertain what he would
lave to pay in his neighborhood for the board of

his fiuniiy, and add this to the balance. Then to

his amount add the increased value of his farm

(that is if it has yearly received the benefit of all

his manure)—graduated in the scale of interest

on his capital united ; for instance :

—

To Farm OOCO
Interest one year 360
Tools bought this year 30
Amount for wages paid 220
Butcher's meat 30

Shoes—clothing and shop bills for

fltmily 250
Rei)airs, Carpenter's bill and Black-

Einith's 53

2 Cows this year 60
1 voke of Oxen 70
L'itter of Pigs 25

$-7107

By Farm GOOO

Increased value 300

Pi'oduce unsold at fair Market val-

ue 1000

Stock on hand cost 155

Animals born this year, 2 calves 10

Pork, cheese and biitter unsold 120

Sales in all this year for cash 300
lioard, rent or expense of family 400

8345
7107

To Balance 1238

Now I ask, sir, would it not be better to adoj)t

a style of account-keeping similar to that ? It

cannot deceive, and any farmer can see exactly

how far his investment supports—what he can

depend on for the future—and what per centago

his cai)ital contributes to his family yearly, and
then he can find out ifhe pleases where the same
.^umean be invested to equal advantage if he can.

Another reason I w^ish to call your attention to

this subject is on account of the amazing igno-

rance existing among us town's people respect-

ing these matter.?. We want to know liow a

young man on a fiirm in New England can man-
age with such labor as he can bestow himself and
by employing labor. 'What yearly expenditure is

afair average for a young man of moderate de

sires, with a small family supposing his farm

paid for—his tools and manure to start on ? Let

him have a fair portion of wood land, and about

fifty acres of tillable land. Th.at w ould bo con

sidered a fair estimate—I mean to include onl\

family expenses, leaving put the education of

children and farm expenses. What I want to

come at is, how far a good farm will contribute

to the support of a small family, and how mucli

of independent income he should possess.

You will perceive by these remarks that I am
unable to bow down to hard labor as a man
brought up to it can -while I can do much to-

wards it. Such as planting, thrasliing, hay mak-
ing, &c. and steady too, and I have thought

since taking your paper that your experience or a

practical farmer was just the thing I needed—be-

fore entering on my new vocation. While I do
not expect to make by it, certainly it would bf

gratifying to know if by reasonable labor and
good management I can at least make it pay its

ay along ;—or if you please, not sink money.
If these remarks rough as they are should

find a place in your columns, it would be of ben-
efit not only to myself but a large class of those
living in this city who would be induced to try

country life were they satisfied they could hold
their own by it.

Yours, very respectfully,

A FRIEND AND WELL WISHER.
New York, 25th Jan. 1841.

For the Farmer's Montlily Visitor.

Orange, .V. H. January 15, 1841.
Seed "VVheat for sale.

The sidjscriber has one Inmdred bushels of
prime seed wheat which he oflers for sale. By
long experience it is w ell known, by good farm-

ers, that all kinds of grain must be removed once
in a few years, fifty oi- one hundred miles, in or-

der to secure a good crop.

SOWING AND HARVESTING WHEAT.

I sowed in the spring of 183ii two bushels and
twenty-eight quarts of the Black Sea wheat on
one acre and three-fourths of land, and harvested

a little over fifty bushels, which was sold for seed.

It was sown thick and badly lodged, so that the

croj) was not so good as it was the following year

on the same land. Last spring, 1840, I sowed
three acres and tliree fourths of land with the

same kind of wheat, five pecks to the acre. Not
one shovel full of dung, lime, plaster or ashes

was applied to the land the same year. The
wheat was taken out of the barn and sowed on
dry; and from the land I harvested one hundred
and thirty-eight bushels of good wheat, without
one particle of smut, perfectly clean from all

wild seeds and other grains. This i)roverb may
always be remembered, "as you sow so you must
reap," if you sow smut you may also reap smut.

There are two kinds of' the so called Black Sea
wheat. The kind I raised, it is said will never

mildew or rust. 1 have not seen any half filled

or blighted kernels in my wheat for two years. The
straw is now perfectly bright, though it was con-
siderably lodged.

My way of cultivating land for wheat is as fol-

low s:—I generally draw and harrow in fifty full

ox loads of manure to the acre before planting,

and cause the hoeing to be done so thorough
that scarcely a stalk of wild BtufTis to be found in

the field going to seed. The land is then prepar-
ed for two crops of wheat—the second as good
as the first. I plough my wheat land three times,

once in the fall and twice in the spring. I have
now ploughed the same land for another crop of
wheat for next year. I have ploughed in thirty

loads of barn-yard manure where wheat has been
two years. The other part of the land, where it

has been sowed but one year, is, 1 think, rich

enough without manuring.

WHY HAY SEED IS BAD.

There have been thousands and thousands of
dollars hist by sowing bad hay seed. One reas-

on is, that many farmers, after they have rotted

their seed in the bundle for thrashing, in order to

dry it, will stack it up in a close pile snug togeth-

er, and let it heat and burn until it becomes-dry;
this is sure to destroy the life of the seed. A
stranger from the north came into my barn while
I was at work on the hay seed,(herdsgras.s.) 'Said
lie, " how do you seperate the straw from the

chafi; or how do you get the seed out of the hull ?"

I tohi him of my practice of cleaning hay-seed.

Well, said the stranger, there is a better way ; it

can be done with less than half the labor. On
inquiry, for information, I was told to reap and
bind in my usual way and draw the sheaves to

the barn—then open them and stack them all up
in one good round stack, the buts out ; and while

you are building your stack have plenty of water
that evei-y head may be wet through ; let it stand

and smoke until it becomes dry ; it will then

shake off from the straw witliout much trouble.

I said to the beguiling man, not one seed will

grow. Well, said he, h will all sell

!

There is another reason why seed is bad : there

are some tradesmen that have a little hay seed

left after they have supplied their customers in

the spring of the year with good seed. Instead

of spreading and shoveling it over orice a week,

they will pack it a^vay in some close place to se-

cure it from rats and mice, and there let it lay
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througli a liot siimmer, gatliering lieat and mois-

ture until it becomes so musty tliat it is good for

nothing. Farmers had better pay their three dol-

lars for a busliel of saud to sow tliau for sucli

seed.

I have now sold one hundred and forty bushels

of herdsgrass seed raised on my farm last sum-
mer, all ne«' seed. He that sowetli this seed

shall not be like him who laboreth without hope.

Pitt's patent horse power and thrashing
MACHINE,

Is in this vicinity, which is excellent for thrash-

ing herdsgrass. It will thrash and clean grain at

the same operation. See page 87 and 142 sec-

ond volume of the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Yours respectfully,

THOMAS BARNARD.
N. B. 1 had almost forgotten to mention that

I did not thrash all my hay for this seed ; I have

a little left, enough to winter two horses eight

head of cattle and three hundred and fifteen

sheep. T. B.

!)[y One such correspondent as Mr. Barnard
is worth a dozen of such as can write a smooth
sentence, but are profoundly ignorant of the sub-

ject on which they write. The town where he
resides is situated upon the sides of the hump-
back Cardigan : it is among those rough places

^vhich farmers who fear labor would avoiil ; but

the success of his last year's crops of wheat and
herdsgrass seed shows that those upon the

mountains are our surest farmers.

Mr. Barnard's sure mode of raising wheat is

recommended to our Thetford correspondent
and others who are an.xiousto make flour in the

Connecticut river valley.

0^ We want four bushels of Mr. Barnard's

herdsgrass seed to sow on ten acres of land we
have manured iind prepared to lay down to grass.

If he cannot furnish it, will he ask those who
can to leave at our publishing ofiicc in Concord
that quantity of seed, for which we will pay the

accustomed price.

—

Ed. M. Visitor.

Mineral Manures.
The Limestone, Gypsum and Marl found in

various sections of the United States, are destined

to effect astonishing revolutions in the agricultu-

ral products of this country, when the properties

of each shall be more definitely and more gener-

ally understood. In ascertaining the locations of

tlie several mineral manures and their peculiai-

value in different parts of the countiy, wc have
great confidence that the Geological Surveys, con-

ducted by men of science and experience, must
be of essential use. In the incipient stages of
these examinations very few are able to judge of
the value or effect of mineral manures in their

own vicinity. We are, however, gradually gain

ing facts and results that throw a flood of light

on this matter.

LIME.

In the State of Pennsylvania there is actual

demonstration of the value of lime as a manure
upon the soil of that Slate in the lower counties

bordering upon the city of Philadelphia. A lime
pit and lime kiln, solely for the purpose of fur-

nishing that article for manure, are considered i

valuable and necessary appendage to a farm. All

kinds of crops, as well those cultivated by the
plough as those kept in grass for liay or pasture,

are greatly increased, frequently doubled and
trebled, by the use of hme alone. One method
of using it there, is to lay out the pulverized or
slaked lime in heaps, and spread it over the sur-

face ; another is to mix it before laying it upon the
land with peat, mud, vegetable mould and other
substances in a compost hisap.

In most parts of the interior of New England
lime becomes, fiom the cost of transport, too ex-
pensive an article to be used as a manure in

quantities. The common Thomaston casks holds
about three bushels ; but of the unslaked burnt
lime which it contains, the measurement gener-
ally will very little exceed two bushels. This
lime is of the purest quality, and when slaked
with water will sometimes swell to about three

times its original compass, or about six bushels.

The price of this lime along the seaboard for the

last few yeais has seldom exceeded one dollar

the cask ; but, at this place, seventy miles in the

interior, although enjoying the benefit of locks
and canals and boat navigation, until last year, the

price of Thomaston lime has been two dollars

the cask. Last season the price was reduced to

one dollar and fifty cents ; and if we should get

the rail road extended from Nashua to this place,

we hope next year to see the jirice of Thomas-
ton lime reduced to one dollar the cask. At the

price of one dollar and fifty cents, the editor of

the Visitor last summer made use of seventeen

casks in making a compost heap of over one hun-
dred stout cartloads of black vegetable mould
which had been accumulating for ages in low
ground, placing alternately in the large heap a
layer of a cask of slaked lime and a layer of the

mould. This compost cmild not be conveniently

mixed with the manure of the barn yard, be-

cause it lay at the distance of more than a mile

from our buildings and near where it was to be
finally used. Our present intention is to spread

it on pine plain land with a clayey subsoil, which
was cleared and first sowed with rye one year
ago, and which is now thoroughly broken up
through the roots and the sods, and intended for

a crop of corn and potatoes. Upon this ground
we shall ap])ly at the rate of twenty large loads

of stable manure and twenty loads ot the lime
compost to the acre—intending also to give it an
additional spread of leached ashes. We run the

risque of this trial in the full confidence that we
shall get pay not only for the stable manure and
the ashes, but for the lime also. If land that cost

when covered by a decent growth of wood five

dollars the acre, can be made to produce perma-
nently as good successive crops as land which
costs one hundred dollars an acre, the benefit of
our example will be something—we will gel our
pay in the crops as we go along, and wc will add
to the capital invested about ten for one. This
may be a calculation like that of the milk maid :

wekuowthat some of our shrewd neighbors who
measure carefully their profits in the value of the

first year's crop, and who " count the cost" of
every thing before they embark on any underta
king, will decide our " imaginary happiness" a;

futile as hers!

From conversation with practical farmers, wi
find opinions much divided as to the value of
lime as a manure : many are of opinion that it

has no valuable effect, except perhaps when
small quantity is sown over a growing crop of
wheat. Our own opinion is that wiierever lime
shall be placed saving in wet undrained meadow
lands, its goiid effects will sooner or later be lelt.

plaster of PARIS.

From lime W'e turn to the use of Gypsum or

Plaster of Paris as a manure. All are of opinion
that within the distance of a dozen miles fioni

the salt water, plaster has no effect. Tlie fiict

seems to be so well established, that we would not

recommend the trial of it there. Most farmers
on Merrimack river are of the belief that plastei

will have very little beneficial effect on our inter-

vale grouuds,"especially where the soil is not light

We think jilastcr has not been tried as it should
be either upon the intervales or upon the com
inon rocky uplands. Its efl'ect is undoubtedly
sooner visible upon the lighter soils, upon the pine
plains, and the gravelly knolls, than upon the

lands having a vegetable mould of a cold and
damp nature. U])on Connecticut river the lowest

and dampest intervales have shown the great ef-

fect of plaster spread directly upon the growing
grass.

The counties of New York situated upon the

North river, have derived great benefits from the

use of the Nova Scotia plaster. All the way up
that river plaster in quantities in the rock is seen
upon the wharves. Since the land was said to

be " plaster sick," great advantages have been de-

rived from its use—in many cases the crops have
been doiibled. As with lime so with plaster, our
opinion is that it will sooner or later favorably af-

fect almost every kind of land ; that sown upon
the dry pasture and the high mowing ground at

the rate of three pecks or a bushel to the acre, it

will much increase the feed and the crop ; that,

taken in a very dry season upon rich land that

has been highly stimulated with vegetable ma-
nures, after the cro]) is under way, it will do quite

as good service as in any other position. We
know that plaster upon the poorest land will

sometimes cause a crop of potatoes or beans
where it would have utterly failed without it. We
hope to see, when the price of transport from Bos-
ton to this place shall be reduced from five dol-

lars to two dollars a ton, a hundred tons of plas-

ter brought here and use<l where only one ton has
been used ; and it is our belief that lor every ton
of plaster brought up, ten additional tons of pro-
duce for the maiket may be returned.

MARL.

We now come to the consideration of that

mineral manure, the effects of which are yet even
less understood than either of the two we have
named—we mean Marl. That masses of mate-
rial below the upper soil lie over our country in

various directions, valuable as manure to be mix-
ed and incorporated with other materials already
upon the surfiice, is to us not a matter of doubt.

We believe the undersoil every where to be more
valuable than any upper soil from which a suc-

cession of crops has been taken. And in various

parts of New England, as well upon the moun-
tains as in the plains and valleys, there are vast

bodies and beds of material that are destined
hereafter greatly to contribute to our agricultural

products.

What is usually denominated Marl is not al-

waysjhe same material in different positions.

For more than twenty years Marl has been used
as a manure by individuals in Virginia, among
whom is Edmund Riiffin, Esq. the intelligent edi-

tor of the Farmers' Register, a monthly periodi-

cal of great value. The last number of that

work contains evidence under their signature of

several gentlemen who have doubled and trebled

the iiroduction of their farnw by the use of Marl
alone.

William S. Fontaine, of King William county,

testifies that his crop of wheat by marling has
been raised from 300 to 700 and 800 bushels—
that before marling, his average crop of corn was
8 bushels to the acre, and since marling it had in-

creased to 20 bushels—that liis average value of
annual increased product in grain was equal to

seven dollars the acre. He also says " manure is

much more effective after marling the land," and
that "gypsum, which will not act at all before

mairnig, acts effectively after land is marled."

Tliomas Robinson certifies that upon his farm
on Mattapony river he has marled in succeeding
years 210 acres—that the increase of product the

first year was 25 per cent, and as much more ev-

ery succeeding year—that he considers the im-

provement made by marl permanent and not to

be diminisJied ; that the product of corn had been
increased from five to twenty bushels to the acre,

and the increased value per year about $8 50 to

the acre for marling.

Thomas Carter, on the Pampalike farm, King
William county, has marled upwards of 800
acres. He states that the marl has increased the

crop of Indian corn full ICO per cent, and that

the value of his crops is douliled by its use.

The marl in Vir;;iiiia \fi distinguished from the

article called (Vrecn Sand in other places: it is

supposed 10 be derived from an ancient deposite

of mineral shells while the country was under
water, and \is composition jiartakes much of
limestone. Large quantities of this marl upon
light land have injiucd rather than benefited the

crop inasmuch as the lime has burnt up or dried

up vegetation. The editor of the Register and
his correspondents are of opinion that a moder-
ate quantity, say 200 or 300 bushels to the acre,

will do a much greater service than 1000 or 1500
bushels. The editor says that specimens of the.

yellowish marl analyzed showed 57 per cent, of
the carbonate of lime, and the blue marl which
lies under the other, contains .58 per cent. For
this reason it is dangerous to the crop to spread
the marl upon the ground in great quanthies.

We had supposed -that marl eveiy where was
of the same nature, and that its value as a ma--

nure was dei ivcd principally from the lime which
it contained. This, however, appears not to be

the fact. Robert White, Jr. Esq. an intelligent

farmer of Shrewsbury, N. Jersey, whom we had
tlie pleasure to meet at the Worcester Cattle

Show last October, has sent us Doct. Rogers " Fi-

nal Report on the Geology of the State of New
Jersey," with the perusal and examination of
which, illustrated by an elegant geological map,
we have been exceedingly interested. From this

report we gather the important fact that the State

of New Jersey having been considered one of
the poorest agricultural districts of the Union, is

likely, at no very distant period, to become one
of the richest and most favored. Limestone
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al)oiiiHls in the greater part of the iiortliwestern

section of that State, which is a region of moun-

tains, hills and valleys; and a valuable Marl bed

underlays a large portion of the southeasterly

part of the State, which is a level countiy, and

until within a few years has been considered an

exceedingly sterile country.

The proper marl of New Jersey is of tlie Green

Sand formation, and contains none or vei-y little

shells or materials partaking of the nature of

lime. The pond or fresh water marl partakes of

the carbonate of lime, sometimes 50, sometimes

60, and at others as high as 90 per cent. The
Green Sand formation, which the learned Geolo-

gist considers the most interesting "on account

of the various properties of its chief constituent,

the interesting relations of its numerous fossils,

and its highly valuable use as a fertilizing agent,"

has very little or no liirie in its composition. Tlie

green sand is mixed with about one-third clay

and one-tenth quartzose sand, and is found to

contain from 7 to 12 and 15 per cent, of potash.

Doct. Rogers remarks: "Abundant evidence

might be adduced to prove that the true fertili-

zing [ninciple in marl is not lime, but potash. The
analyses which have been made, in several instan-

ces, give us no lime at all, and ^-i'here a small por-

tion of lime is present in the green granular mi-

neral, it is in a combined state, chemically united

with the other ingredients, and not traceable to

the organic remains, wliich are in many of these

instances not present in the stratum. Besides,

tiie quantity of shelly matter, oven where the

shells are plentiful, is so disproportionately small,

and the matter of the shells often so firm and
unsusceptible of that easy disintegration necessa-

ry to form a calcareous mail adapted to act

speedily upon the crop, Ihat the striking effects

witnessed from the mail can in no c;isc be attri-

buted to the trivial amount of lime which the

shells may occasionally furnish to llie laud."
" When we behold a luxuriant harvest, gathered

from fields in which the original soil is of a kind

least of all congenial to vegetation ; when we find

that ail this fertility, contrasting so strikingly with

the barrenness around it, proceeds from a few
granules of a substance sparsely distributed

through the enormous and counteracting excess

of sea-beach sand, more arid than the soil to

which it is applied, are we not led to hnik with

admiration on the potent propcrlies of this curi-

ously constituted mineral ? The developenieiits

of geology are full of instances like this, showing

in how "many iinlooked for ways the mineral

world may be made subservient to the good of

mankind.
"There can be no doubt that the agriculture of

our seaboard States is destined to derive essen-

tial benefit from the remarkably wide distribution

of this green granular mineral under various geo-

logical relationships, besides those in which it

presents itself in New Jersey.

"Mr. Woolsey manured a piece of land in the

proportion of two hundred loads of good stable

manure to the acre, applying uiion an adjacent

tract of the same soil his marl in the ratio of

about twenty loads to the acre. The cro; s, which

were timothy and clover, were much heavier up-

on the section which had received the niarl : and

there was this additional fact greatly in favor of

the fossil manure over the putrescent one, that

the soil was entirelyfreefrom weeds, while the sta-

ble manure had rendered its own croji very foul.

"Twenty loads of marl per acre must be re-

garded as an unnecessarily bountiful dressing, but

computing the relative cost of the two manures,

when employed in the ratio above stated, we find

a considerable disparity in favor of the green

sand. Placing the home value of farm yard ma-

nure at one hundred cents for each two-horse load,

and that of the marl at twenty-five cents the lo;.d,

we have the expense of manuring one acre, two

hundred dollars ; of marling the same,/i:c dollars.

" Experience has already shown that land once

amply marled retains its fertility with little dimi-

nution for at least ten or twelve years, if care be

had not to crop it ton severely ; while, with all

practical precautions, the stable manure must be

renewed at least three tinies in that interval to

maintain in the soil a corresponding degree of
vigor."

Such being the nature of the soil of New Jer-

sey and its rich underlay of inarl, more potent

than the best of manure, which can be carted and
laid over the soil with as little expense as so

much material from a sand pit—how can we esti-

mate the value of ijs beds of green sand to the

State .'

But it is not in New Jersey, nor is it on the

level region of country near the sea, that valua-

ble mineral manures may be alone found. The
high mountains of New Hampshire contain in

their bosoms, according to our best belief, mate-
rials for fertilizing the earth, which, if not as rich

as the green sand of Jersey, shoidd be highly

prized. The rocks and gravel and sand worn off

and brought down from these mountains, being
decomposed and ground into fine particulars,

serve to enrich the valleys below. The fertility

of our river alluvion comes from the bosom of
these mountains.
We have understood from Doct. Jackson, the

Geologist for New Hampshire, that he has dis-

covered marl beds in the northern region of the

Connecticut river valley and at other places. If

he will hereafter give us a map laying down the

several formations, and will present us with accu-
rate analyses of the different soils, the minerals,

the lime and marl beds, after the manner of tlie

New Jersey survey, he will do the State of New
Hampshire a service of great value to the present
generation and to posterity.

We want to see the great body of New Eng-
land farmers so well instructed in the nature and
qualities of our soils as to be able to go directly

to work in efl^ecting that combination which will

make every cultivated acre produce a greatly in-

creased crop.

From the Cultivator.

Rhubarb Plant.

This excellent perennial, (called, in New Eng-
land, the " Apple-pie Plant," from the fact that

jiies made of it, so much resemble those made
from the Apple,) not only makes a very superior

and grateful pie, but is said by medical men to

make a very healthful one. Apian for its culture

which we have seen adopted with very good suc-

cess, in this :—In the spring, before tlie leaves put
out, place your roots in a light soil, well manured.
When the leaves are well grown, take common
barrels, and after removing the heads, |)lace them
over the plants. As the leaves sjjread, the sides

of the barrel will support lheni,;iiid you will soon
sre Iheiu lining aliove the toji. Ry adopting this

plan, leaves u ill grow uiurh fasler, and are more
delicate, making better pitj and more of them.
Tills (ilant may be tiirced in the winter season

with but little trouble, and thus made to supply a

family with excellent pies, not inferior to those

made of the apple, all ihe year. In order to effect

this, the roots should be taken from the garden
in autumn, and placed in water-tight kegs, or

large pots ; some fine garden loam should then

be put in,"and water poured upon it, that it may
settle well atnong and around the roots, whicFi

should be placed level with each other, a little be-

low the surface of the earth. The whole should

then be covered with other pots of the same size,

to excliule the light, and well supplied with water.

The heat of the kitchen, or, towards spring, of a

tight warm cellar, will afford a sitfRciently high

ttniperatiire. Plants ofone year old will answer to

force in this manner. Thestock of the leaf nmal he

peeled, cut into sniill pieces, and prejiared for

pies in the same manner as apples.

A Ladv Fakmer.—In the IMaine Cultivalor we
find the Report of the Committee of the Kenne-
bec County Agricultural Society ; from which
we learn that the premiums for the best crops of

Wheat and Indian Corn were awarded 1o Mrs.

CoNTE.NT W. Haines, of Winthrop. Mrs. H.

succeeded in laising one. hundred and thirty-two

bushels of ears of sound Corn on an acre,—one

bushel of wliich was shelled and made 17 1-2

quarts. The same acre produced five loads of

Pumpkins. She also raised twenty-nine bushels

of good clean Wheat on an acre. We have a

curiosity to know what some of our city ladies

think of tlii.^.

Sheep.—There is something in the value of

the breed of Sheep. The quarters of a Bake-
well sheep, well fatted, will weigh two himdred
pounds while a sheep of the ordinary kind, equal-

ly well fatted, will hardly reach seventy-five. It

is believed the Bakewell breed are better adapted

to the climate ofNew England than the Merino
or Saxony which produce finer wool.

"The Grasses."

The attention of our readers will be turned to
the discussion at the State House in Boston on
the subject of Grasses. Many experiments have
been tried at various times with various import-
ed grasses : these experiments are worth some-
thing to the farmer, because they prove that the best

graMfts for hay are those which have been in use as
Ions as the oldest inhabitant can recollect.

The Red-top is a grass into which our common
upland, when not often ploughed u)), naturally
runs. Although not the most valuable as hay, yet
it will be difficult to find and introduce any sub-
stitute for it in ground that cannot continually be
turned up vvith the plough. In those runs or
swales producing abundance of hay many years
in succession, sometimes herdsgrass might be in-

troduced by sowing the seed at a jiroper time
and stirring the surface with a harrow or other in-

strument, and thus a inuch more valuable hay
might be obtained. Generally, however, on this

ground the Red-top as the [)reponderating grass

may be considered the best
The best and most useful grasses for hay in

New England are herdsgrass and clover : these
have been the prevailing grasses on all recently

])loughed and new laid down lands. We extract

the following from an essay in the New Eng-
land Farmer, written by the Hon. John Wells,
which was first published in 1824 in the Agricul-
tural Journal, edited by the Trustees of the Mas-
sachusetts Society for promoting Agriculture :

—

" Of the cultivated grasses, the first in impor-
tance is the Herds or Timothy grass, Phleum
pratense (Linnaeus.) Dr. Elliot says " it is a na-
tive, and early discovered in this country by a man
of the name of Heard, in Piscataqna." It is

doubtless admirably suited to our soil and cli-

mate, and not only flourishes in njilands, but may
be sowed to advantage in low grounds, especially

when drained or raised with gra\ el or loam. It

often attains in height five feet, and has been
known to produce over four tons to the acre. It

does not yield much till the second and third

years. For which reason it is sown with clover,

which being biennial and of shorter duration,

gives it space to succeed. In this vicinity, such
is the preference given to it, that it sells at about
one fourth more than any other hay. It lasts,

with one or two top-dressings, six to seven years.

The answers to the inquiries of the Society as to

the quantity of seed sown, are two to six quarts.
There should not be less seed than half a bushel
to an acre, which later experience establishes
most decidedly.

"Red clover (Trifolium praten.se) is a most val-

uable grass: when cut green, it aflbrds an excel-
lent nourishinent for cattle in the soiling process,
as well as for swine. When made into hay, cat-

tle are exceedingly fond of it. The flower and
leaves are apt to separate from the stem, for which
reason great care should be taken that it is not
made brittle by too much exposure to the sun. it

is best cured, as far as may be, in cock, and
should be carted after the dew begins to fall.

—

\\ hen properly dried, salt is use<l advantageou.s-
ly, as it may be housed with safety, more green
than any other hay. This prevents fermentation
and healing, and it is kejitin better order. Many
in this vicinity not only salt their clover, but ail

other hay. Lord Somerville observes that he
uses half a bushel of salt to a ton, and its bene-

fit surpasses all belief, producing the best possible

effect in color, flavor, and general result ;' with
damaged hay, he says ' it is a great restoi'ative.'

"

Rat Catching.

There is no vermin more troublesome and an-
noying than rats and mice. We advise every
man that a house will be worth from one to five

hundred dollars more by taking effective meas-
ures when building it to shut out the rats and
mice. This may be done by a course of brick

and hmo mortar laid between the partiiions and
directly over the timbers which are the founda-
tion of each apartment. When building th<!

house which his family now occupies, the editor

of the Visitor had an eye to the shutting out the

rats and mice, to which he had been prompted
by these animals having paraded ibr years in the

house which he first built between tlie floor and
plastering overhead or around the chimneys and
fire-places—a vexation that is constantly annoy-
ing to a nervous man. By a little careful atten-

tion the rats and mice have been shut out of the
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liouse iu all that part above tlie basement ; but
the new bouse had not been occupied a year be-

fore the rooters, which partake of all the bad and
none of the good (puilities of the hog, had fouud
free access to the cellar. For two or three win-
ters they made sad havoc with every .thing eat-

able that iell in tlieir way, skimming the cream
fioni the set pans, gnawing the meat of the pork
barrel when exposed, champing the beets, car-

rots, potatoes and other vegetables, eating the

best apples, and making sad holes in the cheeses,

wlienever opportunity presented one to their

greedy tooth.

luefiectual repeated attempts were made to

raise and instruct a kitten iu the work of driving

them away ; the young cat ^vas either not teach-

able or sickened and died, or quit the j)remises

;

till about two years ago a fine puss left by ai fam-
ily who had moved away followed home one of
the family of an evening, and soon wonted her-

self to our premises. She was a beautiful silver

grey cat, and very soon kept at bay the lawless

invaders so that neither rat nor mouse was to be

seen. This fine cat acted well her part in the

drama of life for the term she was of our family.

About the time an inmate of the family who bad
resided with us twenty-two years was confined
to her chamber with the insidious disease from
whicli she never recovered, the cat discovered
symptoms of decline in a regular consumptive
cough. At one of our retin-ns from Boston, poor
puss was missing, having been either killed by
some stranger, or more likely having drawn her
last breath under some adjacent building in a
sickness where she had no human attendant.

When puss was away, the rats again had full

swing in the cellar: no. edible was there secure

from their depredations. The youngest boy of
the family, was found at the next return planning
tlieir destruction by making box traps and plan-

ning Figure Fours such as be had seen under the

pict'ircs of Log Cabins set as a warning by those

politicians who had no good opinion of the mode
of electioneering with that machinery. Aftar a

long time one rat only was caught, and the num-
bers in the cellar continued constantly to in-

crease.

At length a neighboring lady gave the young-
ster of the family who had undertaken tlje war
with the rats, information that a common six pail

brass kettle half filled with water, with oats or

other grain or meal swimming over and cover-

ing the surlaco of the water, was the best trap for

rats. No sooner said than done—the brass kettle

with tlie water and oats was prepared and set ; and
next morning three drowned rats were fouud at

the bottom. The operation was repeated until

tw euty large rats were taken ; and all the rats

great "and little, if any remained, left the cel-

lar for several weeks. The tnij) omitted for that

time, the rats again returned, when a repetition

of the saiTie process soon takes the life of the

boldest, and scares away the timid. It is reiiiark-

able that this animal has the sagacity to retreat

from the place where their companions have
hern repeatedly caught.

Ofall the methods of destioying rats besides

that of being taken by cats, we think the method
of drowning them in the kettle as we have de-

ticribed to be the better way—it is very si'uplc,

and it destroys the mischievous animal without
putting it to unnecessary tortine. The mode of
destroying rats by the use of arsenic as pursued
by some, is horrdili-. iVoni the iissociations such
ii.se Ikis oomitclrd whh several capital trials for

iiiiiidcr; and tlu' distruciion of the noxious ani-

mals ill that way (reqiiently makes the dead worse
thai! the living cursi\

Mistake Rectified.

Under the head of " successful farming" in

the last Visitor an article was published extracted

lioiu the Farmer's Cabinet of "an old, practical

hard working farmer in the neighborhood ofAm-
herst, N. H. who commenced in the work of a

day laborer, and who, notwithstanding be at va-

rious times sustained heavy pecuniary losses iu

the investment of his funds, is now worth at least

one hundred thousand dollars."

This is a mistake^tlie farmer thus described

does not reside near Amherst, N. H. but in the

vicinity of Philadolphia; and the mistake origi-

nated in the fact that the extract was made from
the Farmer's Cuhiiiet, a monthly agricultural pa-

per pruned in Philad.dpl
'

d set down as tak-

en from the Farmer's Cabinet, printed at Am-
herst.

The fact is true, nevertheless, that there is a
"practical, hard working farmer, living in the

neighborhood of Amherst, N. H." in the town of
Merrimack and upon the banks of that rivei', who
was known to the editor of the Visitor while he
was an apprentice boy thirty-five years ago in

the office of the Farmer' ; Cabinet in Amherst,
N. H. who is worth his hundred thousand dol-

lars. To his industry as a farmer and a noted
taverner he has for fitly years added the pursuit
of pigeon catching, tens and hundreds of thou-
sands of which he has carried to the markets at

Portsmouth, Newburyport, &c.
His good fortune, although he was by no

means less industrious than the successful Phila-

delphia farmer, did not all come by his hard la-

bor ; much of it has been derived from owning
and keeping large tracts of land which it was
deemed a burden to own on account ofthe taxes.

The first time for several years we met the old

gentleman a few days since. Seeing tlie fine

tracts of wood and timber land in his neighbor-
hood, we made inquiry as to its value. "This is

the land, (said be,) that the Vermont farmers who
put up with me on the way to market used to

joke me about, and ask what I would give to

have some man to lake it as a gift. It was at this

time valued at only halfa dollar an acre : it is now
worth, with the growth upon it forty and fifty dol-

lars the acre. But the other day I sold thirteen

acres of this land for a thousand dollars."

The steril plains and gravelly knolls up and
downMerrimack river have been rising in value for

the last five years full twenty-five per cent, per
annum. There is no mistake about tlie value

;

for we know bow much wood an acre will give,

and how much the wood is worth standing; ami
this is generally more than the estimated price of
the land.

Suitable Dress.

The laboi s of the farmer are nearly all such as

require a free use of the limbs, especially tin;

arms ; cast oft', then, those useless inconvenient
bands of the shoulders—those braces ; let the
lower garments be made short, so as to button
close above the hips ; lengthen the vest—a coat
to meet them—the expense of the latter being
nearly or quite saved in the former; and when
you go forth to labor, lay aside the outer gar-

ment, and nothing restrains the free use of the

armp, save the loose shirt. In mowing, raking,
or pitching hay : in cradling, reai>ing, binding or
haiidliiii: ^riain tn the l>arn ; in shovelling, chop-
ping, thivshiiig, fencing, draining, iiloiighiiig—in

short, ill almost any labor the farmer has to per-

form, such an arrangement of his dress would
aid him much—how much, ho can not know un-
til he has tried it. I have long proved it by ex-

periment, and, although out of fashion, shall still

continue it.

Again—it is thought because the farmer shov-
els manure, holds the jilough, drives the team,
and does a hundred other things, that llierefore

he must, of course, be constantly dirty, not fit to

be seen ; but it is not so : a shovel is made to han-
dle the manure with, and following the jilough or
driving the team, may be done without getting

dirty, if one is suitably dressed. Every farmer
should have a frock—a sort of over-all, to put
on outside his vest or coat, as the weather may
require, coming just below the knees, and but-

toning in front, with a belt around the waist, two
pockets, in wliich to rest his bauds, when not

immediately engaged—a great luxury—to l)e

made of cotton for summer, and woolen for win-
ter. Such a frock is put on or oft" without troub-

le ; there is no putting over the head, and it

cr.'ches all the flying dust that comes from rub-
bing against the team and elsewhere, and leaves

the clothes at the end of the week as clean al-

most as they were on Monday morning. It saves

much in a cleanly man's feeling ; more in the wear
and tear of garments, and most of all in the labor

and patience of the women, who of course, de-
serve, and that righteously, to be consulted in

such matters.— Yankee Far.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

HoAv can we assure a good crop of Wheat t

Mr. Editor : The writer of this article has no
idea of becoming a contributor to the interesting
and instructive miscellany of your paper. lie

oiily hojies to ofi'er something that may chime
with articles of similar tendency that have often
appeared.
The "Monthly Visitor" cannot fail to give in-

struction to its readers; though few only of
those who read, can be said to write well. Farm-
ing is a science, made from other sciences, of
which chemistry and natural fihilosophy lie at

the bottom ; and no man can be said to " carry
on his farm well" who does not in some degree
proceed on the principles of those sciences.

Many men, it is acceded, bring a farm from
disorder and strictly into a state of conveniency,
taste and fertility, who can neither read or write,

and with some, wealth is their only power.
But, with a little of that knowledge furnished

by books, or a periodical, like the Visitor, their

first efibrts would be made comparatively easy,

and with an abatement of liability to loss. Farm-
ing, by experience, is attended with expense.
Tuition is high. A large field of fit soil may lie

barren by one mis step. The writer of this arti-

cle, although he once in his life blundered right,

has in almost every other instance, in agricultu-

ral labors, blundered wrong.
We agree, that with an eflicient farmer his la-

bor lies in bis bands; yet we say he is more ef-

ficient with correct theory in his head. As in

the medical profession, theory and practice must
be united, or the rewards of quackery will most
extensively be gathered.

In the valley of the Connecticut, where the

writer resides, the wheat crop is most desirable.

No seed is siaiiin d wiili so much ease and so-

licitude, and so liiilr lliiih, nor harvested, when
abundant, with sn hhhIi joy. In every respect a
wheat harvest is duiilitliil.

" The fly, the weavel,
the rust and fiost seem iu a general conspiracy
against it. The inquiry, once common and ap-
propriate, with farmers along the river, "how
does your wheat look.'" has become obsolete;

while the more galling .one "how is wheat com-
ing in at the west" takes its place. How differ-

ent the countenance of a man, who, in the full

hope of a full harvest at home, answers to the

former question by a brother farmer, from his,

who in discouragement and despair asks the lat-

ter .' Once wheat was raised in profiision here:
now scarce a man reaps a supply. Once a staple

article for sale : but now, though a staple article,

there is a reversion in the sale.

Virtually we purchase a barrel of flour at Roch-
ester, and there Avith a traiu of exactions, fees

and extortions, follow it around Cape Cod : nor
does expense stop there : two dollars is the com-
mon price for freighting a barrel from Boston to

Hanover, and then, with occasional deductions
and abatements in quality on the score of white
corn flour or plaster intermingled therewith, the
purchaser has the jirivilege of eating himself in-

to poverty by eating wheat; and who, save a
genuine Scotsman, will desire wealth if denied
the pleasure of eating wlicaten cakes?

Mr. Editor, 'tis my ih-sire that your next paper
may contain one eiitlro ariirle on the means of
rai.siiiL' wlioat. 'I'lr- tii;;e (or sowing is at hand.
The soil of t I .M. iThiiick is inncli like ours of
the ConiKTiiM, ilu)i,-h w.- think more sandy
and rutlicr ('.v ,

;uid M'l your harvests of wheat,
of late yiMis i;av(^ been enviable. With us, ex-
periment ijj llie go. Theory is dead, and exper-
iment, piovcd successful ono year, proves abor-
tive the next.

Of seed, there are many sorts. Two of the

Black Sea ; the Tea, and the common or old

wheat. On the river flats, our only hope lies in

the culture of the ]5lack Sea : as it gave a good
harvest the last summer by the side of common
wheat, which entirely failed. Tho best Black
Sea, raised in this vicinity last summer, grew
from seed raised in Boscawen the preceding
year, and yielded from fifteen to twenty fold.

A few words on this subject will be servicea-

ble to those who still hope to reap wheat ; and in

particular to those who think of the Black Sea.

Thetford, Vermont. II. B.

For the Farmers' IWonthly Visittr.

A New Tea !

Tea is au article much in use, and some think
it indispensable. The Chinese War makes it

come high at present, and at all times the foreign

tea trade is drawing large sums of specie from
our country ; therefore a substitute seems desira-

ble. There is a ])lnnt of natural {riowth here.
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whicb, foi- its properties and influeuce on tlie hu-
man system, I think make it preteral)ie to our
best Foreifin Tea. On account oi" its healing

qualities, the Indians called it Side weed : they
made use of it for pain in the side. It has been
called "cure-all:" I think they might as well

call it Patent Medicine. But I have given it the
name American Free Slion Tea. It grows on
dry sandy soil, newly cleared, and sometimes in

the woods. A small round stalk rises iiom one
to two feet high—the leaves grow at joints round
the stalk four or five at a joint. The flower ia

small and yellow, projected from the stalk by a
fine stem above the leaf. It flowers the last of
June, and is then fit to pick. I have made use of
this Tea for more than ten years in my family, and
believe it to be a good and wholesome tea,"and I

am convinced, would feeble constitutions or se-

dentary people make use of Free Slion Tea, they
would liave less disease to complain of. It may
be prepared as Hyson Tea to suit the taste.

Yours with due respect,

SHADRACII GATE.
To the Editor of the Monthly Visitor.

Loudon, JV. H.

From tlic Journal of Commerce.

America against England in Cotton Manufac-
turing.

The Monthly Chronicle, published at Boston,
contains an article [)repared by Mr. Montgomery,
an Englishman practically aco,uainted with the
cotton manufactures of England and the United
States. In connexion with the remarks of the
editor ofthe Chronicle, who aL-^o is learned in such
matters, the article presents a iniiiiite statement of
the cotnparative expense of inanulactMiing in both
countries, and proves that we have the advantage
and can make cotton goods 4 per cent, cheaper
than they can be made in England. These
statistics are of great ^'alnc ; tor they dissipsite the
false opinion which has been inculcated so indus-
triously, that labor is vastly cheaper in England
than here, and that she, by means of the abject
poverty of her operatives, has the ability to over-
whelm and destroy our manufacturers, unless they
are saved by high duties. There has been a great

deal written, and tacts have been abundantly
stated, proving the truth

;
yet some men lijgh in

honor have not yet left ofl^ talking alionf the

degradation which Americans must suffer if left

to contend unprotected aeainsl the ' (laiiper la-

bor" of Europe. The llic-t is. tluil Ann rii-aii man-
ufacturers are able to jiay lli>' v-ml< ;< \\\\]'^\i Iiiim'

been so much complainnl i4', ami su i-iiahle i.ur

laborers to maintain their own rLspei-laliility and
that of their families, aiul yet sell their fabrics all

over the world cheaper than the English. In the

supply of our own market with plain cotton goods
the advantage in favor of the American manu-
facturer stands about thus :

—

Greater cheapness in prime cost of the goods,
4 jjer cent.

Difference of interest, freight and
other charges of importation, 9

1:3

Duty according to compromise, 20

33
It IS proved by these facts, that neither the

success of our manufacturers, nor the honor of
our laboring population, nor the furtherance of a

home market for the products of agriculture,

require an increase of duty for tijc purposes of
protection. The American maniiHictiirer, as the
matter will stand two years hence, will be protec-
ted by an advantage over Englishmen of 33 per
cent. In other words, the goods which cost the
American manufacturer ten cents a yard, the
American consumer must pay him 13 cents for
before the ascending scale of i)rofits will be check-
ed by foreign competition. In our judguient, the
agricultural interests oftlie country wouhl show
little of the sagacity for which the Yankees are
famed, if they should be led to make farther sacri-
fices in favor of manufacturers. The spinning of
cotton is a business as firmly established in oui-

country as the grinding of wheat, and no more
needs protection. In truth it has a much broader
field of enterprise, and is less encumbered by
competition. The manufacturing interest of our
country in all its branches has great reason to be
satisfied with its present position. Manufacturing
was never so healthy under the American system

as it has been since that system was overthrown.
At no period in our history have the prospects of
our manufacturers been so good as they are at

this moment. The mushroom growth of estab-
lishments has in a great measure ceased. Men
who know nothing ofmanufacturing have learned
to abstain fiom it. The same prudential princi-
ples have been found applicable to this as to all

other branches of business. It has been learned
that, as in other avocations, so in manufacturing,
a man must understand his business and manage
it himself There is nothing which our manu-
facturers have to fear so tnuch, as an abandon-
ment ofthese sound maxims, and a return to polit-

ical gambling for manufacturing prosperity, We
are glad to know that in all this we speak the
sentiments of the more intelligent portion of our
manufacturers. There is no danger that those
who are now engaged in manufacturing, will not
find domestic competition springing uj) fast e-

nough around them, without the stimulants of
a liigh tarifl^ Nor is there any danger that the
home market for the products of agricultuie, will

not be enlarged as fast as the best interests ofthe
country require. The business ofspinning cotton,
though recently depressed, has not at any moment
within the last three years been carried on in well
regulated establishments at a very great loss.

And now such establishments are making good
profits on all the goods they can turn out, and are
unable to keep pace with the demand. In the
connng five years there will be a great increase of
cotton factories in this country. This business
will eidarge itself more, in all probability, than
any other ; and the enlargement will be created
by the stimulant of higli profits. Since, then,
the manufacturers have been placed in the very
best possible position, we trust they will be too
sagacious to abandon it.

We annex same extracts from the Chronicle
article, taken from the Boston Dailv Advertiser.

The last inimber ofthe Monthly Chronicle con
tains an analysis ofan important work lately pub
lished at Glasgow; by "James Montgomery,
superintendent of the York Factory, at Saco,
Maine." Tlie author is an Englishman, and is

^V(•I1 acquainted with the state of the cotton man-
facttu-e in Cieat Britain, by many years' prac-
tical acquaintance with the business, and he has
also lin-cinii' acquainted with the state of the
iManurnriuie ill this country by four years' expe-
rience and oliservation, under the tnost favorable
circumstances. His work i<. lliei-eliire, fidl of facts

ofgreat interest, and which it is in)|ii;rlant for the
manuracturers of tliis e(iuiiii y to Ivuow. The
article in the Monthly Chronicle, to which we
refer gives an analysis of the more important
facts, with tables abridged from the work, giving
the comparative prices ofeach description of ma-
chinery, and each branch of labor. It is too long
(or publication in a newspaper, but we here give
thegcnei-al recai)itidation of the estimates there
pivsentcd, showing the cost and produce of an
American and an English cotton mill of the de-
scription there given, with the general remarks
of tlie Chronicle, which we rccoinincnd 10 the
attention of ihose who are interested in this sub-
ject.
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vary from lis. to 12s. 6d. per week. Men's

wages may vary from 13s (o 18s. per week.

Thus in every department, tlie rate of wages is

generally higlier in tlie United States than in

ritain : nor do I think tliat they will, at least for

many years, bo so low in this country as in Great

Britain.
" The price of living here is higher, and the

hours of labor longer, besides the greater part of

the factoiy workers being connected with farming,

whenever wages become reduced so low, as to

cease to operate as an inducement to prefer fac-

tory labor above any other to which they can turn

their attention, theii a great many factories will

have to shut up. During a stagnation of trade,

it is common for the manufacturers here to stop a

part, or the whole of their factories, and then the

workers retire to their farms ; such was the case

in 1837, when a vast number of factories were

entirely shut up. Yet it seemed not to affect the

workers very materially; indeed, many of the

girls who had been some time in a tactory, seemed

to rejoice and regard it as a time of recreation
;

so that the manufacturing population of Ainerica

are an entirely different class, and placed in very

different circumstances from those of Great Bri-

tain, and very great changes must take place be-

fore the wages in the fbrmer can be so low as in

the latter country ; and, indeed, the manufacturers

here can afford to pay higher wages than the

British because they run their factories longer

hours, and drive their machinery, at a higher

speed, from which tliey i)roduce a much greater

quantity of work, at the same time they can pur-

chase their cotton at least one penny a pound
chea])er, and their water power does not cost

above one-fourth of the same in Great Britain.

But thougli wages cannot be reduced much lower

than they are at present, there are other means

by which manufacturers might abridge their ex-

penditure. Their establisliments might he erected

at much less expense—a more imi>roved arrange-

ment might be adopted—and the work conducted

with much more economy. All these, however,

are matters which the Americans will very

speedily learn ; every successive depression of

trade will lead them more and more to see the

necessity of managing every department of the

business with the least possible expense ; and as

soon as they can equal the British in this, they

will be able to compete with them, and that snc-

cessfiilly too, in any market whatever.
" The British have, no doubt, attained to great

perfection in the art of nianufiicturing cotton

goods ; but whether they will ho alile to maintain

that high pre-oniincnoo to which tlioy havoarrivod,

or have to yield to the increasing iiiiprovomonts

of foreign nations, are questions difficult of solu-

tion. Their most powerful rivals are, doubtless,

the Americans. The manufiictnrers of no other

country can jiurchase their cotton so cheap, and

it is jiresumeil no country possesses so extensive

water privileges ; only a small portion of which

have as yet been occupied. Ifwe add to these the

jntolligence and enterprising spirit ol the j.eople,

it will at once be obvious to every unproimlioed

mind, that the American roanufaotiners or.- tlio

most formidable competitors with wjiicli llio Brit-

ish have to contend in foreign noiitral nuukots."

It will be observed that the foregoing estimate

embraces no coniputiiiion of the cost of working

power or of the comparative expense of steam

and water power. The estimate of 7 1-2 per

cent, for the wear and tear of machinery and

buildings also, if intended to embrace, besides

wear, the interest on capital, seems to be inade-

quatfr, and perhaps hardly more than sufficient to

cover the charge of wear and repairs, in which

case a further allowance of G per cent, in this

country, and 5 in England, should be made for

interest.

We can hardly imagine, however, that there is

not some error in the cstimatt! of the comparative

cost of buildings in the two countries. The sum
ol' .$4,608, appears in he a very small sum for the

cost ofa building oftlie dimensions described, and

v,e can hardly suppose it to be adequate to the

erection of such a building in n style of strenj;tl

and durability, bearing any comparison with

buildings used for the same purpose ill this coun-

try ; since the dilTerence ofcost stated is evidently

much greater than can be accounted for from the

greater cheapness of labor and machinery in

Groat Britain.

The cost of water wheels and goering, and also

of a steam engine, is given in the estimate above

quoted, but no estimate is made of the cost of

water power, or of coals for producing steam.

These are important items, and the question

of their comparative cost is one of considerable

interest. We regret that it is overlooked in this

work.
Among the miscellaneous articles at the close

of the book, are calculations of the cost of water

power as it is sold by the proprietors of the locks

and canals at Lowell, Massachusetts, and also at

Manayunk, Philadelphia. At Lowell, a mill

power sufficient to carry 3,584 throstle spindles,

with the accompanying machinery, computed
to be equal to 54 1-2 "horse powers, together with

four acres of land, is sold at the rate of $4 a

spindle amounting to $14,.336. Deducting $3,436
for the value of the land, it leaves $10,900 for

the cost of the water power, or $200 per horse

power, the interest ofwhich at 6 per cent, is $12
per annum. At Manayunk, vvater power has

been sold at a much higher rate, viz. at a rate

computed to be equal to .$1,016 per horse (lower

or a rent of$60 96 per ammm. The first ofthese
Btatements may be considered as affording a just

iterion ofthe cost of water power in this countiT

in an eligible position for extensive mannfacturing

operations.

Among the same miscellanies we find an esti-

mate of the costs of steam power in a mill in

Massachusetts, whei'e an engine of 40 horse

power carries 3,700 mule and throstle spindles

with the accompanying machinery This esti-

mate is for cost for coal and attendance, $12 20 a

day ; which is equal to $3,783 per annum, and to

$9455 per horse power. This is exclusive of

oil, packing, &c. which would swell the estimate

to $100 per annum for each horse power. Tlie

only information given in the book relative to the

ctist of steam iiower in Great Britain, is the

remark appended to the above statement, that the

estimate there given is about double the cost of

the same power in Glasgow. At this rate the

cost of the steam in Glasgow is equal to four times

the cost of that in Lowell.

In the testimony of Mr. Kempton, given on an
examination by a committee of the house of com-
mons, as quoted in a pamphlet on the factory

question, by Rev. R. H. Gregg, published in

London, in 1837, the cost ofsteam power in Eng-
land is stated to be £12 10s. (or $60) per horse

power. If this be a correct statement, and if we
offset the cost and repairs of the engine against

the cost and maintenance of the water wheel, we
have the cost of steam power in England, equal

to livo times that of water power, at one of the

principal manufacturing towns in this country.

This (litference however in the cost of power is

reduced to the ])roportion of about two to one, if

the author's estimate he correct, of the greater

amount of power required in the American mills

in consequence ofthe exclusive use ofthe throstle

spindle. The cost of power thus estimated, which
should he added to the author's computation of

the cost of manufacture of a yard of cloth, is

equal to 1-14 ofa cent in the American mill and
1-6 in the British mill ; the difference of power
being about 1-11 of a cent in the cost of each

yard of cloth. Ifthe machinery in the American
mill were of the same kind as that in the English

mill, the difTerenee in the cost ofpower woidd be

about 1-8 ofa cent. This difference, although it

seems insignificant in the cost ofa single yard of

cloth, is an item of some importance in the expen-

ses ofa year, and amounts to about 1 per cent, on

the whole cost ofmanufacture, including that of

the raw material. If the author's estimate of the

diffi;rence in the cost of maniifactm-e be correct,

the addition of this advantage swells that difler-

euce to 4 percent.

It will be observed that these computations

appiv only to those branches of the cotton manii-

facture, to which the advantages of mechanical

power can be applied with the greatest effect, and

which the experience of our countrymen has

enabled them to prosecute most successfully, and

not at all to the finer and more complicated manu-
factures, which require the application ofa greater

amount of manual labor, and of skill which is the

result of continued experience. Yet this result

presents a most encouraging view ofthe prospects

of this important manufacture in this country. If

shows that in the manufacture of those descrij)-

tions of cloth for which there is much the great-

est demand, the mills of this country are at this

moment able to sustain a competition with the

most favorably situated establishments of Great
Britain, and to supply the articles produced at

equal prices in markets foreign to both countries.

But this is not all. The whole comparison shows
that those items in the computation which pro-
duce a result in our favor, are of a permanent
character, secured to us by our national position,

and of which we cannot be deprived ; while a
portion ofthose, in which we labor under a disad-

vantage, will change in process of time, and ren-

der the general result ofthe comparison still more
favorable to us. This remark will apply particu-

larly to deficiencies in economical management,
deficiences in certain portions of the machinery
and the want of equal experience and skill in a
portion of the hands employed.
These considerations must relieve those who

are interested in the American cotton manufac-
ture, from any serious apprehensions of perma-
nent decline of this brauch of industry in this

country. Anample pledge forthecontinnance ofa
demand for the products of this manufacture, is

to be found in the universal want of the civilized

world, ofa material which can be in no other way
so cheaply supplied. If this material could be
furnished by foreign laborers on better terms than

by our own, the American manufactm-cr might
well feel, that he held his command overthe mar-
ket, even of his own country, by an imcertain te-

nure. But if it be proved that the advantages of
his position are such, that notwithstanding the

materially higher cost of labor in tliiscotmtry than

in Europe, he can still furnish his products at a

price at which he cannot bo underbid, even in a

foreign market, by the iiiaiinfacturersof any other

country, his position is as safe and independent,

as m the nature of things the emolument.-! of any
occupation can be.

From the New Orleans Bulletin.

Value of the Olive.

Whenover the value of the olive is fully under-

stood in the southern section of the union, we may
expect to see great attention jiaid to its culture.

The importance of the product may be eslitnated

from the various uses to which it is put. In Spain,

Portugal, the south of France, and many pro-

vinces bordering on the Mediterranean, the olive

oil is used in immense quantities, forming an ex-

oollont siilisiiliito for butter, hogs' lard, or any
otiior kiiiil nrgrca.sc which is used in such quanti-

tios in Mjuro northern European (dimes, or in this

Oduiilry, l">r preparing food. Thomas Jefferson

said that of all the gifts of Heaven to man, the

olive u-ee was next to the mosti/iecious, ifnotthe

most precious, lie thought it might claim a pvef-

crencc to liread, because there is such an iufini-

lude of vegetables which it render a profitable

and comfortable nourishment. A single pound of
olive oil, that can bo bought for six or seven cents,

is equivalent to ni.n

her of vegetabli^ n

fit for food. Thi^ ^

easily obtain. Ii i

never bf en introdi!

the .soil and c!ii!iati

(losb, by thenum-
;li in pare and render

:
Mr, wholesome and

! r ili.it the tree has
:( 10 in the south, where
I doutle.ss be congenial to

its growth. Wherever the orange grows, the

olive will floiaish—being a hardier tree—and it

will live fur ages, and bear abundantly. M.ny we
not hope tluit the enterprise of Louisiana will

.soon enrich the agricultural products ofthe stale,

by planting extensive orchards of the olive.

[reported by rev. n. coi.man.]

THE FIFTH AGRICULTURAL MEETING.
i'eintfln/ll, 1841,

Mr. King in the Chair. Subject of discussion:

Live Stock—(Continued.)

Mr. Shexdon, of Wilmington, being called up-

on, spoke of shoeing oxen. He deemed this a

matter of much importance. Oxen oflen became
lame from being badly shod. The shoe was sel-

dom made long~ enough at the heel. The shoe

should be broad ; it should come back on the

forward feet, if not on the hind feet, at least half

an inch beyond where the claw bears upon it.

There might be danger in this case of the shoes

being pulled off on meadows and on soft grounds;

but it was best they should be shod in this way
for liighways and paved streets. There are not

many blacksmiths who understand how cattle

should be shod. The driver of a team ought to

know this ; and the driver ought to be able, when
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an ox becomes lame, to determine whether it is

occasioned by shoeing or not.

He deemed it important that oxen should be

broken when quite young ; and too much care

could not be taken in their early training. Boys

may injure steers, if entrusted with the manage-
ment of them. There are some boys, however,

who may bo confided in, and their management
then is soiiictiiiics better than that of grown per-

sons. That which we learn in youth is likely to

be retained. Tliis rule applies as well to cattle

as to men. Cattle, broken when young, are like-

wise more able to endure hardships than the later

trained.

Oxen should be trained well to back. The best

way of teaching steers to back is to slap them
with the hands upon their noses. Goads should

not be used. Some persons, in attempts to induce

them to back, strike them with their goads upon
the forelegs, which is as likely to induce them to

jiunp forward as to back—they may be more
easily taught to back by touching than by beating

Ihem.
In regard to driving, drivers are not sufficient-

ly caretid as to the language which they use.

They should not use language without meaning.
They often talk to their teams in a language
which they cannot themselves understand ; and
the oxen, of com-se, can know nothing about it.

He insists that the language adopted in such case

is of much importance. He knew a deaf and
dumb persou who could manage one yoke of oxen
well, but could not drive three yokes. If we are

careful to say only what we mean, and accustom
them to mind when they are spoken to, much
will be gained.

He saw twenty-four yokes of cattle attached to

a building, but they could not start it. There was
a i)articular driver among the men, who was ac-

customed to use only one word, and that was,
" Come." If an ox did not know what it meant,
he would make him know. This man took charge
and ordered the teamsters tl) stand by their own
cattle, and to make no movement untU he gave
the order, "Come." As soon as the order was
given, all bi-ought their svhips down together, and
started at once. One man remarked that when-
ever this teamster said " come," he was afraid

his oxen would split their joke. The oxen un-

derstood perfectly that if they did not start at this

signal, the whip would be felt. If they were
thus tauglit to obey, the cattle would get on much
better.

Mr. Sheldon said he would be glad to add some-
thing on the subject of horses, but he scarcely felt

a right to speak on this subject in the presence of

Col. Jaques. There is a good deal in the man-
agement of horses, but something may be deter-

mined from their looks. He thought theie was
more risk ofbeing deceived in horses than in men.
Men are themselves often deceived in rcgaid to

their own horses and cattle, from a habit of think-

ing that what belongs to themselves, and that to

which they are most accustomed, must be best

;

when, if they belonged to another person, a dif-

ferent judgment would be Ibrmed.
He remarked that if a horse "hollows in" from

his nose to the top of his head, he would be Ibund

ambitious and excitable. A fractious man wouKl
make such a horse obstinate and ill-tcniperrd.

Some of the best horses toe out, and are apt to hit

the foot against the ancle. This indicates a quick

traveler. The nearer the feet were together un-

der a horse, so that his weight is brought nearer

to a point, the more easily he will travel. The
best traveling horses are short from the foot lock

to the gambrel, and long froiri the gambrel to the

saddle. This rule he thinks applies to other ani-

mals. A boy, shorter than he himself was, with
whom he was accustomed to walk, always beat

him in traveling. Upon measmement he found
this boy's legs were shorter, and his thighs longer
than his. He had only to add, that for strength,

a horse slioidd rise well between the kidnejs.

Mr. Fay, of New-Brainti-ee, inquired whether,
when steers were first yoked, they should be
hitched to oxen or yoked alone ?

Mr. Sheldon thought it might sometimes be
well to hitch them to oxen. He knew one man
who always yoked his steers in the barn, and then

tied them up in staiicheons, to accustom them to

the yoke. It was well to let them wear the yoke
in the yard. Great care must be taken not to

frighten them ; to avoid hurting them ; and not

to use the whip.

Mr. Welles Lathrop, of South Hadley, was
then kind enough to give the meeting an account

of his valuable stock.

Mr. Lathrop would confine his remarks to the

subject of cattle, and to a race of animals with

which he considered himself somewhat acquaint-

ed. Of the Ayrshire stock he had owned some
animals, but none which were full-bred. He
though them valuable for New England, tor our

light soils and short pastures. A small animal is

preterable to a large one. They may get as much
feed as a large one, but will be kept in better

condition. He had heard of a small and hardy

race of horses on the island of Nantucket, who
were left to take care of themselves until tour or

iive years old ; a large race of horses could not

subsist there.

Mr. Lathrop proceeded to say that Mr. Jaques
had effected most valuable improvements. His

success had been great; and his stock was of a

superior character. He is of opinion, however,

that his success would have been better if he had
taken for the foundation of his stock, instead of a

native, an improved Durham cow.
The Improved Durham Short Horn stock was

that which he had adopted, and he highly esti-

mated them. Mr. Charles Ceilings, of Elngland,

may be considered, in a measure, tlie founder of

this stock. Mr. Collings had long been in pos-

session of the Teeswater breed of cattle, and had
made great improvements in the race. From an
animal of this breed, crossed with a Galloway
cow, he produced a stock which has been unrival-

led in the public estimation. This is evident,

tiom the prices paid for them at Charles Coll-

ings's sale—when forty-eight animals produced
£7115 sterling, averaging more than £148 ster-

ling, or $650 each. This sale had a decisive ef-

fect upon public opinion, as to the value of this

stock, and brought them into high repute.

It was the aim of Mr. Collings to reduce the

size of the original race of animals from which he

bred ; and to render them more compact It is

not safe to breed from too close affiuities, unless

done with great care. If pursued too far, it pro-

duces a cavity and deformity between the shoul-

ders. Many "breeders have aimed, not so much
at good points in the animal, as the increase of

the size. The best breeders seek to render the

aninjal compact and close. There is no animal

perfect ; it is only an approach to perfection that

we can make. If an animal in form he too long

or too short, she should be crossed with one hav-

ing opposite jiroperties.

Earl Spencer, one of the most distinguished

breedeis of Improved Short Horns, says the male

animal should approach to coarseness, the neck

be thick, and that he should handle well. These
facts are established respecting this race of ani-

mals,—that they come early to maturity, and that

at tv\o or three yeais old they will make greater

weight than any others known.
The color of" the jnu-e race is red or white, or

red and white mixed. So far as his experience

goes, any black or blue hairs indicate an impuri-

ty of blood. The improvement or f rmation of

this race of animals has been the work of half a

ccntiuy. The progeny will partake of the pro|)-

erties nf the sire, or dam, or jointly of both.

—

f^ome families of the Short Horns are deep and
rich milkers; others have a strong tendency to

fhrilt and fat. The former seem better adapted

to our situation ; the latter, more suitable for the

VVcsl. The beef is good ; and those portions

which are of little value, are of light weight.

For milking and dairy properties, he is of opinion

that this race can be relied upon. He did not

come prepared lor detail, but he would refer to

two or three cases which lir.d come to his know 1-

edge. A cow, of this bree<l, owned in Delaware,

had given thirty-five quarts of milk )ier day.

Another, owned in Pennsylvania, had given thir-

33i quarts of milk per day. The 31essrs. Lnlh-

rop, themselves, owned tw o cows ; one of w hich

gave 48 pounds the other, 45 pounds of milk per

day, for ninety days in succession. Another cow,

raised by the lateMr. Williams of Northborough,

and now owned by Messrs. Lathroiis, upon grass

only, had given twenty-eight quarts per day. They
had" nineteen of these animals on their farm, at

South-Hadley, which were Herd-book animals.

They had ten more which were high-bred. They
had "two heifers, which wore two years old last

spring, and another, two years old last autumn

—

wliich weighed 1200 lbs; 1 175 lbs; 1065 Ihs, on 7th

Oct. last. They were so compact and snug-built,

that goodjudges ofcattle estmated them at no more
than three fourths of their actual weight. The
dams were all deep milkers ; and he had sent
these three heifers to Philadelphia, to a bull

bought of Mr. Bates, a principal improver of the

race. This bull was imported by Mr. Joseph
Cope of West-Chester, Pennsylvania, and cost,

in England, one hundred guineas, at one year
old. Mr. Bates bred with great judgment, and
produced animals of great weight. Two ani-
mals, imported from his stock, by Mr. Vail of Al-
bany, cost $700 each. The Messrs. Lathrop had
two cows, whose dams were sired by Comet.

Mr. Dodge of Hamilton, inquired whether a
native cow, crossed by a Durham bull, would not
produce a calf so large as to suffer in parturition.

He had seen this statement. The fact had oc-

curred on his ovvn farm.

Mr. Lathrop answered, that the principal

breeders are of the opinion that the progeny takes

after the sire, more than after the dam. He had
never seen a thorough-'bred animal, without per-

ceiving that he partook strongly of the character

of the sire. An Improved Durham bull will

mark his stock strongly. He was not able to an-

swer further than this.

Mr. Dodge was anxious, further, to ascertain

whether the Durham cows give more milk than

others, and would yield more dairy produce .'

Mr. BncKMiNSTER remarked, that England had
been sixty years engaged in improving her stock,

and we had seen to what point she had carried

these improvements. They had doubled the av-

erage weight of their cattle, which were sent to

market. The important question now is, wlieth-

er our animals are superior to theirs ? Are our
native stock better than any which we have im-
ported .' He would be glad to have the imported
stock, if it is better than that which we have. If

our animals are not surpassed, can we gain any
thing by importation ?

He is of opinion that the English have erred

in attempting too much to increase the size. It

should be our plan to breed a small race. The
middle sized animals are the most profitable for

us. The late Gov. Gore introduced a large bull

into the x-ountry. His descendants are still to be
found. Some of the cows died in calving. If

the bidl is not more than one year old, the calf is

not likely to be too large. If the bull should be
seven or eight years old, a small cow would suf-

fer. Col. Jaques had chosen a native cow as the

foundation of his improvement ; and, in his opin-
ion, had accomjdished much. He is of the

opinion that th« cows near London do not give so
great a produce as the cows near Boston. (This
we believe is an error. The cows in the London
dairies, while in milk, average ten quarts; with us
not six.

—

Repoiicr.)

M>: Paoli Lathoi- remarked that, if the bull

be a coarse animal, and large when a calfj his

calves will be large and coarse. The true Dur-
ham bull will produce small calves, weighing
from sixty to eighty pounds. His cows, on the

same keep, produced a (juartcr more than other

cows, which he had prtviously owned. A cow
which lie had froiii John ^Vt'IIes, Esq. of Dorch-
ester, filled fit a milking a luclvc-quart pail. He
had a calf wliiuli, when tlropjicd, weighed sixty-

five pounds, anri on the day w hen it was one year
old, one thousand and twenty jiouuds. The calf

run with the cow through the season. The cow
was kept on coarse hay. A cow kept by Gov.
Lincoln reqni.-6Ll two pails to receive all her milk
at a milking. If the bull be fine, the calves will

be good ; if otherwise, coarse.

Mr. Dodge of Wenham, had his bidl from
Poor's Indian-Hill Farm, at West Newbiny. He
was large when a calf, weighing 121 pounds at

his birth. He inquired whether large cows pro-

duced ntoic niiikthan small ones? He observed
that the cows belonging to the milkmen, who sup-

ply the cities with milk, are in general large. The
milkmen select those which give n;ost milk.

Mr. Sheldon of Wilmington, observed that for

years he had bred some of the Durham stock.

He had crossed his stock with Ccelcbs, and had
half-bloods. The calves wei-e larger than from
native bulls. The farmers who are seeking the

improvement of their stock, are more careful and
liberal in keeping them. Respecting the question

of 3Ir. Dodge, he said that large cows, when full-

fed, give more milk than small cows ; but when
the pastures become dry, they sooner fall awaj'.
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One reason why the cows owned by niilkinen

are generally larger than others, is, that they are

kept better. Milkmen like to buy two-years old

heifeis, and they believe keeping promotes their

growth.

Mr. Wild of Stiirbridge, remarked that large

cows would produce more value than small ones,

if the keeping be sufficient. If you feed light, a

small breed is to be preferred; but you will get

more milk from large cows, because ihey eat

more. If not better in quality, it will be more in

quantity. In respect to training cattle, he would
by all means train them early. If takeu after

more than a year old, the difficulty of breaking

them would be increased. They must not be

whipped. If you have well-managed boys, they

may be trusied with the breaking of steers, but

not otherwise. If steers have arrived at two or

three years old, and farmers then put a yoke up-

on them, aud let them run, they can never be

tamed afterwards. We nuist not insist upon
steers being old oxen. Cattle never get over ear-

ly mismanagement. In respect to driving cattle,

he objects to mitch talking.

Mr. Jaques remarked that the progeny of an

animal depends on his form or shape. Ccelebs

weii;lied -i'idO pounds. A heifer calf was brought

to tills bull weighing 300 pounds; but she expe-

rienced no difficulty in bringing forth a calf If

the bull has finely tapered limbs, the calf will be

good ; if his limbs are large and coarse, the char-

acter of the calf will correspond—have large

limbs, and a coarse body. We have had very

few of the genuine Durham short-horns in New
England. Many of the animals which we have

received, as s|>ecimens, are as fair samples as it

would be of our horses, to send them a five-dol-

lar horse. They would not deem him fit to give

to their hounds.
Tlip ;. lie Durhams have broad bosoms, round

1 ihs, Hat backs. Our cows appear to have lost a

ril). He likes the Durhams and the Herefords,

but we must have animals suited to our soil and
climate. He thinks the farmers should seek ani-

luals of a medium size. The Durham short-horns

are preferred for their London dairies. (The

best cows in the London milk-houses are a cross

with the Holderness. Reporter.) The bull Boli-

var was a beautiful animal. But Mr. Jaf]ues had

produced a stock which yielded as much cream

as any one. On light soils, the Ayrshire stock

will do well. Mr. Gushing of Watertown is enti-

tled to the highest credit, for his introduction of

this stock. With his customaiy liborality, lie has

given away twenty-two of these uniinals. In

New England, wc imist have cows which will

produce fhe most milk, butter i.nd cheese. Mr.

Jaqiies related a story, which he said rested upon

good authority, of a Durham cow, lied near Lon-

don, with a little girl by her side, to sell the milk

as it was drawn, in pints, half-pints, &c., and

that in one day her sales amounted to forty-two

quarts. He had seen many good native cows,

but we could never be sure of their calves. This

had been demonstrated, in respect to several very

extraordinary animals exhibited at Brighton. The
only way to secure a race is to keep the blood

pin"e. The Durhams strongly marked their

calves ; the stronger the strains of blood, the

more certainly we secure the r haracter of the

stock. We n)ay, with skill in the selection, affect

the color at our pleasure, and by the seventh or

ninth generation, accomplish our object. We
shall never see a black hair or a black noso on a

jiure Durham. (It is believed there are excep-

tions to this remark.) A good breeder, when he

gets a second cross, goes back, in order to secure

the jjlood. The flesh of an animal fiiust have an

elastic touch, like that of a healthy man, and not

like iliat ofa swelled linih, which, when you pres,

it, Ihv iiiii''iit:iliiiii r'-iii;ii!is.

^\v. ('ii;,-ii\N liu'l lint intended to enter upon
this ,li,Mi:»i.Hi, iHit \n- iMt it due to his official

laiiuii to 1 lie I'ariiiei'.s of Massachusetts, to say that

he had had the pleasure of seeing the improved
Durham stock of the Messrs. Lathrops of South

Hadley, and he thought them eminently beautiftil,

and evincing great skill and care in their manage-
ment, on the jiart of thiri" sontloiucn. lie had

seen many of the iiiijxivle.l aiiiiiiaU throimlioiit

the country ; and one of the herds inipoitcd for

the Ohio Comjiany, which he saw on their way,

was truly splendid, and in beauty and perfection

of form, far supassed any ihirig which he hadev-

He must, however, in justice add, that he yet

Wanted the proof of the Durham Short Horns
being the best stock for our dairies. Seven of
the race which he had owned, some full and oth-

s half-blood, had been inferior as milkers. The
quantitv of milk given by many of the animals
which he had seen, was remarkable; the quality,

in general, interior: though he had found some
exceptions to this remiirk ; but these exceptions,

he believed, were accidental.

The Cheshire farmers, who were as distinguish-

ed as any in the country or in any country for

the produce of their cheese dairies, preferred the

native stock. From a dairy of eighteen cows, an
iverage of fc!33 pounds new milk cheese to a cow,
in a year, had been obtained. He had challenged
in writing and conversation the owners of the
Short Horns in the country to prove by actual ex-
periment the dairy properties of this stO(d< ; and
he would furnish a list of a hundred cows of our
native stock, which had made from twelve to

fourteen pounds of butter per week, through the
season. He was far from having any prejudices
against the Improved Durhams." He was an en-
thusiastic admirer of them ; but he wanted their

dairy properties tested by actual experiment. A
very distinguished English farmer, Mr. Shirrer,

who had made the tour of this country, express-
ed his regret at their introduction, and pronounc-
ed them inliis book the poorest dairy stock in

England. We could not be sairl to have formed
any distinct race among ourselves, excepting the

trials made by iMr. Jaques, and a long-continued
improvement carried on in refei-cnce to milch
cows, in another part of the State, upon which
he had reported. Much undoubtedly, yet re-

mains to be done, but nothing in this respect can
be effected but by skill, extreme accuracy of ob-

servation, and long [ireservance.

He thought the Durhams not well adapted to the

scanty pastures and negligent habits of many of
our farmers. AH high bred animals require jiar-

ticular care and the most liberal feed. Two of the

finest oxen ever raised in the country were of
this stock. One, it is believed, a full blood, from
Greenland, N. II. weighing over 3400 pounds
live weight; and one a half-blood, raised in Clare-

mont, NT H. and sent year before last to England,
for exhibition. His live weight was said to be
3700 pounds; and he was pronounced in Eng-
land, by the best judges of stock, as unrivalled

for weight and thrift, and eminently well-formed.

The best breeds would soon run out if negli-

gently or severely treated. This race were un-

doubtedh' well suited to the rich pastures and
abundant p'oducts of the West, of Kentucky and
Ohio. There they would flourish. What niight

he done for our own stock by more liberal keep-

ing, was yet to bo seen. lie had known a calf

from a native cow, at four months old, to weigh
nearly 400 jiounds ; and another, at five months
old, to weii:h GOO pounds. If the improved Dur-
ham stock should prove the best for us, and he

kept his mind on this subject open to conviction,

we could at once avail ourselves ot the distin-

guished improvements of half a century's skill

and toil and exi)ense, so liberally bestowed in

England. At any rate, the itnproVements wl

they had accomplished iu England, so obvious

and imi)ressive to the most careless observer, read

a most important lesson to us, and showed what
might be done by skill and care, by judicious se-

lection, by steady i)erseveranee in a regular sys-

tem, and liberal keeping; and presented, at the

same time, the most powerful motives to exertion

and enteq)rise in a branch of husbandry, ac-

knowledged by all to be of the first importance.

The evening having far advanced it was agreed

to postpone tiie further discussion of the subject

of Live Stock fi)r the farm, to the next meeting,

that the meeting might hear from D. K. Minor,

Esq. ofNew York, accidentally present, on the

subject of the newly introduced manurc,Po!(dreHe.

(Mr. Minor, at our request,has been kind enough
to take our notes, and jiiit his interesting remarks
in the subjoined foi-m. Reporter.)

Mr. President ;—I am not a jiractical farmer,

although I have long been closely identified with

the iiiqirovement of agriculture, as the jjublisher

of an agricultural paper, and otlierwise ; nor am
I accustomed to public speaking—yet, as I hold

to the rule that tlie farmer should not take a crop

from the soil without returning nn equivalent to

the soil, I will apply the same rule to myself this

evening, and endeavor to contribute something

for the information of others, in return for the
gratification which I have derived from the com-
munications made to this meeting by the gentle-
men who have already spoken.

Success in cultivating the soil depends mainly
on manuring well. Those who manure best, and
till properly, are most sure to have good returns.
The manure recently introduced into use in

this country, called " Poudrette,"' has been long
ied iu France, Belgium and Flanders ; and for

period still longer in China, with higldy bene-
ficial results. Its preparation, and introduction

into use in this country, has, however, been at-

tended with much difficulty, arising from preju-

dice and other causes. In New York, the mate-
rial from which it is prepared has hitherto been
thrown into the rivers and lost ; but it is our in-

tention hereafter, as we may be able to extend
our operations, to prevent such a waste, by coti-

vertiug it into an article free from offensive odor,

nd of easy transportation, for the benefit of ag-

riculture. Those who have used it on Long Isl-

and and other parts of New York, for three years

past, and also in New Jersey and New England,
the past season, have, as far as I have heard, been
highly satisfied with it as a fertilizer. Its rela-

tive value with other manures, has been estima-

ted by some who have used them, comparatively,

as one to eighteen or twenty of street manure, and
as one to twelve or fourteen of stable manure, as

sold in New York to the farmers on Long Island,

many of whom purchase manure annually to the

amount of from two to five or six hundred dollars.

Some estimate its value even higher, and cor-

rectly so, when the labor of applying it to the

ground is taken into the account.

On corn, it has been used in various quantities

—some have applied half a gill to the hill, at

planting, and others twice or three times that

quantity ; and each, under the circumstances,

have produced good cro|is. On ordinary land, or

when it is not in better than medium Condition,

a gill and-a half to the hill ought to be applied

—

about one half in the hill at the planting, to give

it a vigorous start, and the other half to bo spread

on broadcast aiul worked in with the cultivator

and hoe, at the second hoeing, w hich will ensure

the filling out of the ears to tlie tip This quan-
tity may be varied according to circumstances

—

but the mode of application should generally bo
as here recommended. At this rate of applica-

tion, 1 1-2 gills to a hill, when planted 3 feet by 4
apart, 21 1-2 bushels will be reipiired to the acre ;

which will cost, delivered on shipboard, in Nevv-
Yor!-, one dollar and seventy-five cents per bar-

rel, eontaiiiiiig four hushels heaped measurt—or

$9 G3. If applied at the rate of one gill to the

hill, the cost on shipboard, iu New York, will be

$G 42—and a half gill only to the hill will cost

$3 21.

On wheat, it has been used in various quanti-

ties, experimentally and comparatively, with oth-

er manures. Twenlij, thirtu, fort;/, and even scv-

enti/ bushels have been applied to an acre.

One gentleman on Long Island " used it on
wheat, one jiiece at the rate offorty bushels to

the acre, and another at the rate of seventy bush-
els to the acre—and the wheat, where he used
forty bushels, was as good as that where he used

fortyfarm wagon loads of yard and stable manure,
on another acre ; and equally as good as lehere he

applied seventy bushels to the acre."

Another gentleman on Long Island used it on
wheat at the rate oi' thirty bushels to the acre, and
on another acre adjoining in the same field he put

an equal cost of crushed bone, bv way of experi-

ment, in the fall of 1839. On .the 9th of August
last, he writes thus:- -" My wheat came in well

where I used poudrette last fall ; it stood the win-

ter well, and the berry is vei-y fine ; but where I

used hone about the same cost per acre in the field,

it was winter-killed and very much shrunk; and 1

should judge that there would not be over half the

number of bushels per acre."

Reports of its oi)eration have been made, in

writing and verbally, by many who have used it,

and in all cases favorably. Those who have used

it for the loosest period, and in the largest quan-

tity, sjieak of it most favorably.

I might enter into detail in relation to its appli-

cation to, and effects on, other crops, such as oats,

potatoes, turnips, and indeed all kinds of vegeta-

bles, but will not, unless desired to do so ;
yet if

any gentleman present desires to ask questions in
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relation to the subject. I will answer them with

pleasure.

We do not publish our process of pi-eparation

—

but if a farmer desires to prepaie it on his own
farm, he can do so by mixing dry ashes or dry

loam, or both, with the material, in quantities sut-

ficieiit to enable him to spread it in small quanti-

ties over the ground.

The materials used by us in the manufacture,

ore good manures ^vllen used separatelj-.

It can now be had on api)lication, by letter or

otherwise, to the " Jlgent of the JVew York Pou-

drette Company," at 120 Nassau street, New York.

On the receipt of Jive dollars by mail, the agent

will put on board of any vessel in New York,

three barrels of four bushels each, maiked as di-

rected ; and su- barrels for ten dollars, or twelve

barrels for laculy (lollars.

An opinion has been inculcated, by persons en-

gaged in ii.-^ iiKinufailnn', that it shoidd not beused

in comud'.on icilh ollur /«(!h»/-(S—as it would not

act as favor.-ililv, in cnnhcdion witli other manure,

as separali'ly, uu vcj>c'taliun. Tliat recommenda-
tion was not based on practice or intelligence, as

reflection and experience teach. The only rea-

son, in my opinion, for keeping them distinct, is

that you may see and appreciate their relative

values ; and also to avoid planting foul seeds on a

part of yom- ground.
As the subject of Live Stock for the farm was

not exhausted, Sheep and Swine not having been
at all considered, it was agreed to resume the

subject at the next meeting.

THE OLD FARM GATE.
Where, where is the gate that once used to divide

The old shaded lane from the grassy road side ?

I like not this gate so gay and so bright,

With its glittering latch and its trellis so white,

It is pretty, I own, yet oh dearer by far,

Was the red rusted hinges, and the weather warped bar.

Here are fashion and form of a modernized date,

Rut I'd rather have looked on that old farm gate.

'Twas there, where my sisters wflild gather to play

In the shadow of twilight, or sunny mid-day.

How we'd laugh and run ^^ild T:r>! tli' r !i:i!ncks of sand,

Where temptations cxisti-d n - - ' ' . .
..:.| .

ti, .tnnd
;

Wasthcutmost of pleasuir, . : ..I,
,

And the car of the victor or ( J I ; .1

Never parried such hearts as the old firm gate.

Oh fair is the barrier taking its place.

But it darkens a picture my soul longed to trace.

I sigh to behold the rough staple and hasp.

And the rails that my glowing hand scarcely could clasp,

Oh how strangly the warm spirit grudges to par'

With the commonest relic once lin' - ' -- " -
'^

And the brightest of fortune, the kii

Would not banish my love for the old fa

linked to the heart

!

Conunon LaAV relative ttfadjaccnt fruit trees.

A committee in the Senate of Massachusetts
which had under consideration " the riglits of

neighboring proprietors, w liere fruit trees grow-
ing in the land of the one overhang the land of

the other," reports ns the established Common
Law on tliat subject, that the properly in the tree

and the fruit belongs erchtaively to the person in

ichosc land the tree stands. Nevertheless the law
concedes to the adjacent proprietor over whose
land the tree may extend that the planting and
growth of it may be abated as a nuisance or

trespass, and that after due notice to tire owner
tlie limbs hanging directly over his premises may
be cut down. Tlie same doctrine ajiplies to the

owners of buildings so situated as to throw wa-
ter upon the preini.se.'s, to tlie injury of his neigh-
bor.

Great Yield.—In the Ithaca Chronicle we
find the following statement of the amount and
value of production from one fourth acre of land
in that village, cultivated by Mr. Aaron Curtis,

who furni.^lied it for publication.

l.TO liusliels of onions at 50 cts. .^/O

COO heads of cabbages, at 5 cf.s. 30
50 Inishcls of beets, at 58 cts. 25

$125
ISO sugar beet seed produced 125 lbs. of beets,

or 29 1-2 bushels, occupying 11-2 rod of ground,
yielding nt the rate of 2,400 bushels per acre.

Such rrops as the above, and those produced by
the editor of the Maine Cultivator, Mr. Drew, on
his acre of land, prove the profit of cultivating

but a little laud, and doing it well, in a most for

oible manner.

—

Albany Cull.

Paragraphs from the Albany Cultivator.

DESTROY LICE ON ANIMALS.

It is very probable that about this time some
farmers who winter their cattle on straw, and
trust for shelter to the leeward side of a fence,

will find some of their cattle falling away, par-

ticularly the young ones, and it may be well to

examine them, to see whether there are not hce
about them. If any are lbimd,take some mercu-
rial ointment, or unguentum, and parting the hair

around the neck, apply the ointment to the skin,

o as to completely encircle it with a strip of the

pplication. Some pieilr lillinga string with the

ointment and tyin,:: ilns .iiounil the neck closely.

In using such meieuiial |iiep,irations, they shoidd
never be applied in places where cattle can reach
them with their own tongues or be liable to be
licked ofl' by others.

PREPARATION OF HOT BEDS.
Those who have hot beds, or are intending to

provide one for themselves, (and we advise every
iarmer, or mechanic, who has a garden, to < in-
struct one,) should now see that his sashes are

made and his frame for their reception provided.

Arrangements should also be made for a suffi-

cient supply of horse manure for the heating pro-

cess. Farmers wlio use abundance of litter in

their stables, frequently find it in too great a pro-

portion to the droppings to make good beds, as

we have found by our own experience ; and it is

therefore necessary that the quality of the ma-
niu'e intended to be used, should now be seen to.

We can assure our friends, that the successive

crops of radishes, lettuces, and cucumbers, that

may be brought forward iu a forcing bed, long
before they can be produced in the open air, will

be found must acceptable after our long winters.

AMERICAN PLOWS ABROAD.

American plows are becoming celebrated
abroad, and if the various trials made at home
and abroad of the power reqtured to move them
may be relied upon, they are superior in ease of
draft and perfection of work to any others. Our
plows have found their way to Russia, are creat-

ing a new era of agriculture in Tiukey, are to be
.<eeii at tire Agricultural Schools in France, and
at the Into meeting of the English Royal Agricid-
tiual Society, an American plow was exhibited
which elicited the greatest admiration ; and
though not allowed to enter into competition with
the English plows, was tried by many distinguish-

ed and noble persons, and pronounced a most
siqierior inq)lcnient.

WESTERN RESERVE (oHIo) FARMERS.
It is estimated that the Western Reserve dai-

ries sell annually, cheese to the amount of a mil-

lion and a half of dollars, besides large quanti-

ties of butter, and a great amount of beef and
pork. To this must be added a surplus of a
million Im.-^liels of x\lieat annnally, and it will be
seen that llie l-uniers oi'snelia district can scarce-
ly lail of III (iiiiiiiig iiiilriienilent. It must be re-

liiemliereil th.a Nuw-Eiigland peopled the Ohio
Reserve.

A cow WORTH HAVING.

The Syracuse AV'esteru State .Journal says :

—

"Mr. Storrs Barj'ows, a little west of this village,

oil the railroad, is the owner of one of the most
valuable cows in this county, if not the very best.

She is a mixed breed—Durham and Leopard:
and is now about eight years okl. Last suminei
she iHodttced over 21 lbs. of butter in one week
besides snp])lying the family with what milk wai
needed, flir. B. brought us last week one of two
lolls of nearly equal size, just made, which we
found weighed 7 lbs. 14 oz.—being nearly 16 lbs.

per week this winter. He has been offered $150
and refuse<l the haiKlsome sum. She is iindoubt
edly worth, taking all things into constderation,

half a dozen common cows." As there i;

such distinct breed as the "Leopard" known,
this cow undoubtedly owes her milking proper
ties to a fortunate cross of the Durham with some
of the many varieties of our common stock.—
The celebrated Creampot breed of Col, Jaques
had a similar origin.

EXCELLENT HINTS TO MECHANICS.

There is so much truth, wholesome advice, and
good PC n,se in the followinff, which we extract

from an exchange paper, that we cannot avoid
giving it a place in our columns. " Avoid giving
long credits, even to your best customers. A man
who can pay easilyjwill not thank you for the de-
lay, and a slack doubtful paymaster is not too val-
uable as a customer to dun sharply and seasonably.
A fish may as well attempt 1o live without water,
or a man without air, as a mechanic without
punctuality and promptness in collecting and
paying his debts. It is a mistaken and ruinous
policy to attempt to keep on and get business by
delaying collections. When you lose a slack
paymaster from your books, you only lose the
chance of losing your money—and there is no
man who pays more money to lawyers than he
who is least prompt in collecting for himself"

NUMBER or INHABITANTS TO THE SQUARE MILE.

The United States furnishes a population of 14
to every square mile for the inhabited portions of
the country, and 7 to a square mile for the whole
territory embraced within the limits of the fed-

eral jurisdiction. Contrast this present occupa-
tion of the soil with the population of the most
thickly peopleti portions of Europe, and it will

be seen that there is ample room for us to increase
our numerical strength, and not be crowded eith-

er. Belgium has 323 inhabitants to the square
mile ; Holland 254, and Great Britain and L-e-

land 200. Russia has but 28 to the square mile,

and Sweden and Norway only 13. France has
158; Italy 172; Germany 147; Austria 127, and
Switzerland 133.

From the New England Fiirnier.

Hay Seed among Corn.

We saw an article in one of the southern pa-
pers a few weeks since, mentioning that some
one, we think in the middle states, had sown clo-

ver seed among his corn ; and the inquiry was
added, " whether tiny one at the north or east

had tried it ?" In reply, we would inform the
inquirer that Hon. Wm. Clark, of Northampton,
Mass. has for many years been accustomed to lay
down his light lands to grass in this way. His
communication upon the subject led to the trial

of this process upon the farm w here we have
earned our bread. And we are disposed to rec-
ommend a trial of this method. Our belief,

founded upon the observation of results in four
different seasons, is that the seed will be less

likely to fail in this way than when sowed among
grain ; that the fiist crop i.s nii'.eli more free from
weeds ; is entirely fi-ee from dend grain stalks;
IS easier to mow ; is equally abundant ; and bet-
ter in quality. We think also that grass lay thus
made holds out better than others. By this pro-
cess the young grasses are exempted from the
baneful influences of the ovcr.*hadovYing grains,

and from the w ithering lieiit to which they arc ex-
posed when the grains arc removed. They are
saved from the stinting to \vlii,''h they arc usually
subjected.

The process.—Spread all the manure ; make
no hill ; and at the last time of hoeing, say the
middle of July, sow the grass seed among the
corn

;
pass through with the horse-harrow or cul-

tivator, (simple harrow teeth are best,) then hoe,
making all suiootli, and the work is done. At
the proper time cut the corn as near the ground as
can conveniently be done. Should the grass do
well, the stubs would probably soften so much
as to offer very little obstruction to the scathe.
But if one bo fearful that it might he otherwise,
he may take, as is our cusloni, an old adze or a
strong and heavy hoc, and go over the field while
the ground is frozen and bj^a single blow at each
hill pare all smooth. An acre may be gone over
by an active boy in three or four lioins. After
the frost is out, let the groimd be rolled. In the
early part of the season, appearances will be liii-

promising for a crop ; but about the middle of
June it will come forward raj)idly, and about the
10th or loth of July will he fit to cut. Land, we
suppose, can be laid dov.n as smooth in this way
as any other ; though we have not heretofore been
very par.icular in this respect, antl our grounds,
though even enough to work upon without incon-
venience, are not made quite ns level as m hen a
grain crop is put on.

The last season we took up grass land in the
spring; planted to corn, and it! .luly seeded down
to grass.

We do not Hdvi.<:e any beginners to make pxteii-
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sive experiments, but we do tliink it will be

found good husbandry tq adopt this process to a

considerable extent on many farms.

From the English correspondent of the N.- Y. American.

English Wines and Mining.

jVewcastle-upon-Tyne, Jlugmt, 1840.

That man must be insane who should write a

letter at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, about any thing

bat coal. He has but one idea—coal! One tliiug

fills his vision—coal ! Coal is the standard of val-

ue, and coal dust the circulating medium. The
houses are built of coal. The streets are paved

with coal. The inhabitants live on coal. The
children look as if they were made of coal, and
even the white clouds are black

!

What a wonderful region is Durhaui and Nor-
thumberkiiid shires.' The whole country is un-

dermined. Buildings are erected 700 and 800 feet

below the surface of the earth, and streets and
railways running for mdes in all directions, are

daily traversed by thousands of human beings.

Newcastle, with its population of ()0,000, stands

on the crust of a subteranean city. Some of

its houses have sunken their foundatioTis in eon-

sequence of the yielding of the ground beneath.

The River Tyne, as large as the Thames at

London, floats its commerce over these vast cav-

erns ; while at Sunderland and other places on
the coast, the ocean rolls its waves over the heads
of the miners. The chief wealth of Durham
and Northumberland lies hid in the bowels of the
eai'th where a very considerable portion of the in-

habitants pass half their time. The coal-pits

open their black mouths on every hill and in evei-y

valley. They may be distingtiislied far oft' by

the towering enginery erected over them employ-
ed in raising the coal and water from the depths
below, and the piles of the former which lie

r.roiuu', m hillocks waiting to be transported to

market. The country is lined with railways

—

more abundant than hedgerow.s—used in "car-

rying coals to Newcastle." At every half mile,

you meet with the little villages of the pitmen
(as the laborers are called.) Tlie snug brick cot-

tages are arranged with regularity and taste

—

each having its petit grass plat in front, usually

decked with flowers, and its vegetable garden and
fruit trees in the rear. What a contrast between
these smilling though humble abodes, and the dis-

mal caverns where the villagers spend nearly their

whole conscious existence

!

Great labor and expense attends the sinking of

the shaft of a coal nJine. The exact location of

the strata must be ascertained by boring before

the exca\ation commences. This determined,

you know not what obstacles you may encounter

from veins of rocks or streams of water in your
descent. And, then, the destruction of lumian

life almost invariably in these perilous enterpris-

es! the gigantic nature of which may be infer-

red from the fact that the shafts are generally

sunk to the dej

times to 1200!

M.4SSACHUSF.TTS Rail Roads.—Ths Boston
Daily Advertiser remarks that all the Rail Roads
in Blassachusetts whicli arc so far finished as to

admit of their affording any test of their future

productiveness, yield an income which insures to

the stockholders a fair remuneration for their in-

vestments.
This will be seen more satisfactorily by the

following tabic, which we have prepared from
the abstract of the Reports of the several Roads
given in said paper.

Capital. Receipts. Eipcn. Prof. Div.

Dols. Dols. Dols. Dola. p. c.

Boston &. Wots. 2.000,000 267,547 140,«1 127,106 6
Boston (tProv. 1,782,000 202,601 7
Boston & Lowell, 1,800.000 231,575 91,-100 140,175 8

Kistcrn Riil Road, 1,864,190 183.297 105,293 78,00-15

Western Rail Rond. 112.347 62.071 50,275
A-ashulii Lowell, 350,000 82,638 62,532 30,105 7A
Boston & Portland, 517,401 93,468 70,022 •23,446 ej
N.B.&, Taunton, S95,9C0 26,437 13,026 13,4113"
Ta'inton B. Road, 250.000 75,477 6

The Ocean Steamers.—The proposition now
before tr.e cily'governnient ol New York, is to

build four steamers of 2.500 tons each, to run be-

tween New York and Liverpool, and in case of
war the government to buy the steamers at a
valuation" agreed upon by both parties. The ves-

sels are to be built in till respects as men of war,

and to carry 1,500 to 3,000 tons freight with 200

passengers, and intend to burn anthracite coal.

The capital to be employed is two millions of i\o\-

lars. If the government accede to the proposi-

tion, two of the steamers, it is said, will be ready

in May, 1842—the other two the following year

;

the two first to run monthly, and, when the oth-

ers are completed, to run twice a month, except

three months in winter, when they will run only

5 a 10

Ship Building in Maine.—The tonnage of
new vessels built in in Maine last year, was 27,-

705,600 tons, being more than any other in the

Union, consisting of 26 ships, 48 brigs, 68 schoon-
ers and 3 steamboats.

BANK NOTE LIST.

Corrected by Geo. F. Cook &- Co. Exchange Brokers,
No. 26, Slate Street, opposite the Merchants' Bank,
Boston, Mass.—Feb. 18.

MAINE.
—per ct. dis.

Bangor Commercial Biink, Bang
Calais Banlt, at Calais,

Washington County, do. — a —
Stillwater Canal, at Orono, 25 a 50
City Bank, Portland, 10 a 15

Frankfort Bank, Frankfort, 50 a —
Westbrook Bank, 3 a 5
Georgia Lumber, Porfland, 5 a 10
Oxiord Bank, at Fryeburg, ' fraud.

Bangor Bank, old, closed.

Mercantile Bank, Bangor, 4 a 5
Globe Bank, at Bangor, — a —
Citizens' Bank, at Augusta, (new plate) — a —
Agricultural Bank, at Brewer, — a —

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Wolfeborough Bank, 90 a —
Concord Bank, Concord, 3 a 5

MASSACHUSETTS.
Commonwealth Bank, Boston, 10 a —
Chelsea Bank, at Chelsea, 80 a —
Fanners' & Mechanics' South Adams, 80 a —
Nahantf Bank, at Lynn, 80 a —
Fulton Bank, redeemed at their counter, Kilby stn

Middling Interest, 15 a 20
Middlesex Bank, at Cambridge, S a —
Norfolk Bank, at Roxbury, redeemed at their cou
Rojibury. do. fraud
East Br'idgewater, at East Bridgcwater,
Ncwburyport Bank, at Newburyport. — a 50

RHODE ISLAND.
Scituate Bank, 20 a —

VERMONT.
Bennington Bank, at Bennington, .3 a 5
St. Albans St. Albans. 4 a 5
Essex, Guildhall, 80 a —
Montpelicr, at Montpelicr, 3 a 5

CONNECTICUT.
Housatonic Rail Road Co. 3 a 5

Banks in New York city,
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early vegetables which produce tlie highest price.

Through these efforts the hest breeds of cattle,

horses, sheep, and swine have been greatly diffu-

sed, and as the pride of pre-eminence has been

aroused, so improvement lias progressed. The
practical farmer who tries no experiment without

a moral certainty of success, copies from his

wealthy amateiii- neighbor when and where he
sees practical results, and is soon able to keep
along side of him, if not in every thing that is

curious, in whatever is useful and profitable.

During the long continuance of a sturdy win-

ter in which the snow has almost constantly cov-

ered the ground, pent up for a portion of tlie time

in the city and in an office where we have never

felt much at home, the editor of the Farmer's
Monthly Visitor has lamented his want of oppor-

timity to witness the grand agricultural improve-

ments which are going on within the distance of
ten or a dozen miles out of Boston. Descrip-

tions of these improvements, although the farm-

ers of the interior have not the means or the abil-

ity to imitate them in their fiill perfection, must
always be interesting ; and in a more extended
and minute view than we have ever before taken,

we may hereafter attempt Ihcm.
If stern winter has closed vegetation in ice, we

sometimes have an opportunity of conversing
with men who know ten timi^s as much about
farming as we can ever pretend to oui-sclves. A
veteran gentleman and j)atron of Agriculture in

Dorchester, who subscribes for and takes annual-
ly twenty-five copies of our Visitor, calls in and
looks upon us generally as often as once a week.
The conversation of an intelligent gentleman of
his years, who has read as well as observed, and
who recollects distinctly tlie most prominent
events of the last fitly years, has been to us high-
ly interesting. As he has jiarticipated in public

business, so he has been and continues to be con-
versant with most public men of his time, and
his personal observation and knowledge extend
back full fifty years. Living in the midst of the
best farmers in America, as are those in the vi-

cinity of Boston, Maj. S. knows how to value and
appreciate the best modes of farming ; and as

fully illusti-ating his views a few days since, he
stated the following fuels which he not long since

derived from the mouth of Gen. VVillum Ki.vg,

of Maine.
The town of Bath, where Gen. King resides,

situated near the sea at the mouth of the river

Kennebeck, is of thin soil, and has not been ex-

tensively cultivated. Particularly was the land

beyond the immediate village settlement destitute

of fruit orcharding. A few years ago, Gen. K.
selected a lot of this light soil consisting of twen-

ty acres. Upon it he expended in work what
would be equal to the labor of two men for a full

season. The land was ploughed deep and high-

ly manured. While the ploughing was going on,

hands followed afler to fill the furrow with ma-
nure so that it might be turned in deep. The
production of this land afterwards was wonder-
ful : he has continued to reap a great advantage
from its cultivation. The first application of ma-
nure has almost entirely changed the color and
appearance of the soil. It has been act out in a

beautiful apple orchard, which has commenced
bearing. Tlie value of these twenty acres is now
greater than that of one hundred and eighty acres
(nine times the amount) of land of a similar qual-

ity, and locally as well situated, that has not yet

had the benefits of the same improvement.
Take this single case of improvement which in

illustration of our ideas is as unfavorable in point
of quality of land and expense in its renovation
as any one we could present. The first year's

expense on this lot of twenty acres we will put
down at $400 for the labor of two men and the
requisite team and S;800 lor as many loads of
manure—making, exclusive of fences, $1200. If

planted with potatoes the crop at 200 bushels to

the acre and 25 cents the bushel, would be worth
$1000 : if with Indian corn at 50 bushels to the

acre and 75 cents the bushel, its value would be
$750. It could in no event bo expected, if the
eround was already well fenced, that the crop the
first year would be worth the cost of the improve-
ment. But the value of the land has been in-

creased, in this time, to at least four times its pre-
vious value ; and if the twenty acres at fifteen

dollars the acre were worth at first three hundred
dollars, the fu-st step has multiplied its value four
times three hundred, making it twelve hundred

dollars, giving with the lowest estimate of the

crop, $1650, and a clear jjrofjt of $450 at the end
of the fu-st year's operations. The subsequent
planting of an orchard and the keeping up of the

improvement, on «liicli the proprietor annually
must have received a profit, after allowing for the

investment, probably equal to the added expense,
raised the price, as will be perceived, to nine
times its first value, making the land worth one
himdred and thii-ty-five dollars the acre, and the

entire lot $3700.
From this example the farmers of New Eng-

land may be taught the value of thoroi-.gh culti-

vation, keeping in view constant improvement in

the capacity of the soil. When cultivation is

once carrie«l to a high point, the improvement at

its high point may be kept up without the propor-
tion of additional expense. For example, the
acre that has its forty loads of manure, at the end
of four years, will be in a condition to produce
for a second term as great a relative crop \\ ith a

smaller relative quantity of manure. When the
land is once placed in the fine state, the same
quantity of manure annually applied will produce
much greater succeeding crops than the land
where the cultivation was comnienced with but
one-fourth the amount of manure.
The operation of the higher and better cultiva-

tion is to increase the value of the land in a Com-
pound ratio ; for if with very little additional labor
we can make a piece of land produce double, that

same land must be raised to be of fouy-fold

value.

Of what inmiense benefit to the country must
be a system of Agriculture which is constantly
making the soil more productive ? How different

from this the spectacle of seeing the productions
of the farm growing annually less and less—of
seeing the fields of the farmer becoming barren
and deserted, and his houses and barns becoming
naked and dilapidated !

Reported for llie Boston Courier, by Mr. Colman.

Tie Sixth Agticultural Meeting.

Fcbrumi/ 18, 1841.

Mr. King in the Chair. Subject of last meet
ing continued

—

Live Stock.

Mr. CoLMAN stated that as far as the subject of
the evening's inquiry embraced Neat Cattle, it

had been already fully discussed. Without
doubt the meeting would be glad to hear from
any gentleman, who had any fmther remarks to

make on this matter. The subject of sheep, like-

wise, had been slightly touched upon. The sub-

ject of swine, a most important j)art of the far-

mer's stock, had not been treated.

Of swine, there were various breeds now well

kuowj] among us, and within the last forty years
the most valuable improvements had been made
in this race of animals. Twenty years ago, a

distinguished packer of beef and pork, in this

vicinity, said, that the improvements which had
tlien taken place in this stock were worth hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars to Massachusetts.

These improvements have consisted in introduc-

ing in the place of a long, gautit, hungry species,

a compact, small-boned, thrifty, good humored
kind, who were kept at a comparatively small e.\-

pense ; and made large reUans for the amount of

food which they consumed.
These improvements had been effected mainly

by a cross v/ith the Chinese breed ; but this was
not well ascertained. The introduction of the

BrEFiELD breed was perfectly ^vithin his own
recollection. He had a relative living in Byefield,

a parish of Newbury, who attended, as a butcher,

tlie Neubuiyiiort "market. He found in the

market, a woman, with two remarkable pigs for

sale, which he immediately purchased and^^-
ried to his farjn. He did not know the ffli^^
of these pigs, but this laid the foundation of what
is called the Byefield breed, knov/n as such in

this country and in England and which proved
most excellent ( ross with the best of our native

swine. They were remarkable for their thrift,

their early maturity, their good humor, and the

cheapness with which they were kept. This

was the first important step in the improvement
of the breed. This occurred about the year

1793.

The next improved breed of swine introduced

into the country was the Bedford. It is under-

stood tliat some of this breed, which had acquir-

ed much celebrity in England, were sent as a

present to General Washington ; and the jicrson
by whom they wei-e sent betrayed his trust, and
sold them, or their progeny, for his own benefit.
The Mackay, another improved breed, was in-

troduced by Mr. Mackay, who commanded a
packet between Boston and Liverpool, or Boston,
and London ; and, having a taste fitr agricultural
pursuits, he selected abroad some of the best
stock he could find, and placed them on his farm
at Weston, from which many valuable animals
have been obtained, and are scattered in differ-

ent parts of the State.s. They are a breed re-
markable for their thriftiness and plumpness, and
lor their great weight
The next valuable breed known among us is

the MocHO, a white hog, of excellent thriving
properties ; but where he originated is not known.
Mr. Colman had found this breed in the western
and southeastern parts of the State, in the cen-
tre of the State likewise, and in western New
York ; but was not able to trace their genealogy
The cross with this hog has produced an excel-
lent stock.

The next valuable stock introduced among us
is the Berkshire. The pure Berkshire, it is be-
lieved, were first introduced into the country by
Mr. Hawkes, an English farmer, who came over
and settled near Albany. He brought many val-

uable animals with him ; but for some reasons,
having given up his establishment, his stock pass-
ed into the hands of a very enterprising farmer,
JMr. Caleb N. Bement, by whom they were prop-
agated, and have now been widely extended over
the country. IMr. Colman remarked that the
change which had taken place in the hogs of Al-
bany, which are allowed to run at large in the

streets, since die introduction of the Berkshire,
was most remarkable ; instead of a lean, hungry,
prowling, noisy race, objects of universaj disgust
and dread, there « ere now every where to be
seen in the su-eets and styes of that city, fine

sleek and plump pigs, which appeared to be kept
with the greatest care and liberality.

The Berkshire breed, however, were" thought
by many persons to want size; and a cross of
the Berkshire with the Mackay has produced the
finest and most thrifty race of animals that had
ever come under his (Mr. Colman's) notice. This
stock, of the very finest description, might now
be seen in perfection, at the place of Mr. Phin-
uey, Lexington, and of'Mr. Cushing at Walertown
Finer animals than were here to be found, in Mr..
Colman's opinion, could not be found any where.
The Mocho breed had likewise been crossed
with the Berkshire; and intermediate crosses of
the Berkshire, with the Mocho and Mackay to-

gether had been equally fortunate.*

t The Chinese breed had likewise been repeat-
edly introduced into the country direcdy from
China. Mr. Cushing, .of Watertown, had now
some animals of the pure blood. The pnr
blood stock was not large enough for our purpos-
es ; but the croes with this breed had alway
been advantageous ; and Mr. Colman believed
the Chinese breed to be the foundation of the
be.it improvements in this country and in Eng-
land.

Mr. Colman considered the fatting of pork of
great importance to New-England. We could
not rai,<e pigs in this vicinity to advantage; cer-

tainly not to the same advantage as where pas-
turing is cheap, and the wash of the dairy abund-
ant ; but they might be raised with much profit

in the interior, and fatted here. Mr. Colman was
satisfied, from considerable experience, that

when corn is seventy cents a bushel, and pork
will bring in the market six cents a poimd, or
six dollars per himdred, pork may be flitted to a
profit. Hogs are particularly valuable to the far-

mer, on account of the large amount of manure
which they may be made to furni.«h. If well
supplied with the raw material, a hog may be ex-

pected to produce ten loads of good compost
manure per year.

Mr. Colman expressed his unwillingness to go
further in the disciission ; his only object being to

introduce the subject to the meeting; and he
should therefore cheerfully leave the field to oth-

ei\=.

General Low of Boxford then addressed the

*E. Phinney, Esq. of Lexington, lias just graduated from

Ills Porcellian Seminary fifteen hogs, whose a\erago

ight was 53f lbs. One of them weighed 728 lb?. As
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meeting in a somewhat desultory manner, on the

subject of Jive stock generally—bipeds and quad-

rupeds.

He begun with the subject of raising sheep.

The county of Essex, in whicli he resided, is

not adapted to the raising of sheep, on a large

scale. He is accustomed to keep a small flock

of fifteen, which ho had found a source of much
profit. He so arranged that they should lamb
early ; in four months, the lambs were fit for the

market. He is accustomed to keep his sheep <m
buckhorn, (meadow hay.) He Ibund the wool
valuable in his tiimily ; and he ordinarily sold the

lambs for four dollars eacli. The lambs of one

sheep, which last year brought twins, gave him
seven dollars, besides four pounds of wool, which
was valued at fifty cents per pound. He knows
of no species of stock, which, to a certain exieut,

is so profitable as sheep. The fences in his part

of the country are not good against sheep ; and
he accordingly fettens them with leather thongs,

which cost six cents to a sheep. His experience

satisfied him, likewise, that it they have the ma-
terials, eheop will make as much and as valuable

manure as any species of stock. This manure
he had found excellent for potatoes and turnips.

For his purposes, he preferred the native sheej).

Tlie wool brought from fifty to fifty-five cents;

and he deemed the mutton superior to the meri-

no.

Among his white sheej) he in one case bad
seven black laml)s, and he would be very glad

if Col. Jaques would explain the mystery. He in

one case had a large, flat-tailed ram, said to have
been brought from Bordeaux. The lambs from
this cross with his native shee]) were larger than

he had had before, and always brought a quarter

of a dollar more in market. Lambs, which will

weigh ten pounds a quarter, are always a profita-

ble stock.

He thought farmers should keep sheep, as it

might induce a farmer's daughters, if he liad any,

to learn to spin ; an art almost forgotten in the

country, but important as a branch of household
economy.
He went on to say he had been familiar with

teaming, and had driven much himself. He was
never troubled with oxen " hauling," (i. c. pulling

from each other) unless they were fretted. It

was a bad practice, iu such case, to goad the oif-

ox. If they are treated with gentleness, they will

be cured of the habit. A good deal of attention

should be paid to the shoeing of oxen. If an ox
"hauls," he should have a thin shoe and a small

cork, or he may be ruined. Drivers, who are

not always careful, ought to attend to this. The
breaking of steers is of great imjjortance. They
may easily be got into bad habits, if not managed
with much care. He had a neighbor, Mr. Jed-

ediah H. Barker of Audover, distinguished for

his skill in breaking cattle, fllr. Barker never al-

lowed boys to manage them. His steers are

yoked at one year oldand at three are well-broken.

He never whips or strikes his cattle. He has ta-

ken many premiums for well-trained cattle,

and can always command the highest price for

his o.xen.

Gen. Low prefers our native breed of cattle.

He had had a native bull, which iiad come from
an improved native stock, and his calves were
nuich approved. He allows his calves to remain
bulls until one year old, and thinks them much
liardier than if altered earlier. They will bring
as much by the hundred as others in the market.
The General went on then to speak, with all

the gallantry of a military man, of a team of wo-
men—a mother and two daughters, in his neigh-
borhood—who manage their own farm veiy well,

r.lmost exclusively with their own labor. He
descanted itpon their sjiirit and industry, their

athletic and nolile forms, and their athletic and
•noble deeds, with so much youtiiful arJor, that

we must shake han<ls with the General as a
whole woman's-rights- man ; but we shall not
burn our fingers by attempting to re[)ort his

glowing remarks. We cpn only say, that one
such gill as he described, for a wife, if any man
had the courr-ge to take her, would be worth
more than a whole township of land to a Wes-
tern emigrant. The General then branched off

into various topics of temale education and dress,

tight-lacing and rounded forms, that with a com-
mon steel pen, with its nib entirely worn oflT, we
could not do even the shadow of justice to his

vivid nnrl poptica! efi'iision, and therefore shall

leave that to the young and susceptible reporters

of the Boston Cultivator and the New-England
Farmer. They scorned to be smacking their lips

during the delivery of the whole of this part of

the speech.

Col. Jaques, then, who evidently began to feel

some of the warmth of the occasion, and stood

like a race-horse just brought out to the starting-

place, replied very properly to the General's in-

quiries ; and expressed a liope that such valua-

ble races of live .stock as those of the General's

bulls and the Boxford working-girls might be

continued; improvement they certainly did not

admit of; and, indeed, there seemed to be little

danger of their running out, as the General's ex-

traordinary discoveries in breeding, to which we
can only allude, seemed to contradict all the re-

cognized and established laws of nature, and
promised a perpetuation of the stock, even in

spite of these laws.

Jlr. .laques was of opinion, that if the General

could trace back his flock of sheep through sev-

eral preceding generations, he would find some
taint in the blood, which now began to show it-

self, and which would explain the occurrence of

his seven black lambs. Sometimes, a red cow
and a black bull would produce a white calf;

and the cause of this might be found in some re-

mote ancestor.

Mr. Jaques now proceeded to speak of the

points to be regarded in the selection of a horse.

In choosing a horse for a roadster or traveler, he

wished to have a light head neatly put on ; the

neck rising promptly and strong liom the shoul-

ders and withers; the neck somewhat crowning
or curving on the top and tapering towards the

head, with a strong crest. The shoulders should

be well-laid in, spreading well back, somewhat
like a shoulder of mutton. He would have the

chest deep and slightly projecting; the withers

rising moderately high, and inclining well into

the back. If the withers are low and flat on the

top, the horse will be inclined to plunge to the

ground ; and when fatigued will stimible or fall.

But the withers must not rise too high, as he will

then appear as though on stilts. Either extreme
is an impediment to free and safe action. He
should have ribs rounding well out; back short,

straight and well coupled,'that is, the hips thrown
forward, forming a strong loin, and a long lever

from the point of the hip to the liock joint of the

hind leg. The horse should be of good length

from the point of the shoulder to the extreme of

the buttock. He should have a strong and bushy
dock, and be close and snug under the dock ; for

if he be large and loose there, he will be apt to

scour, and be fit only for a door-yard horse. He
should be full in the twist, that is, the inner parts

of the thighs should be well shut together. The
head, neck, and body ibrm a lever, resting on the

fore legs as a fulcrum ; the head being at the end
of the lever. If the neck be very long and the

head heavy, or the neck quite short and light, ei-

ther extreme will impede his action. The whole
machine should be well-ijroportioned. Much de-

pends on the shoulders being well-placed. The
length and size of the fore-arm, is a very impor-

tant point. He must have a full muscle on the

arm, and the shank-bone, below the knee, should

be short, broad and flat. When the rider is

mounted, he should be thrown back upon the

haunches of the horse. The legs should be clean

and free from blemish ; and when in motion

move true, and fiee from cutting or " wabbling."

The feet should be round and steep ; the heels

broad ; the coronet and pasterns of medium
length. Mr. Jaques wishes to see distinctly the

cords in the limbs. The knee should be large

and well-droppeil dowu ; the arm above the knee
long, and the nuiscles large and ftdl. The tops

of the shoulders, where matched to the withers,

should not be so heavily loaded with muscle as to

impede their action. He does not object to have

the fore-feet move closely to each other; but not

so as to interfere. Much depends on the form of

the hind leg and the power of the lever, as re-

gards strength and speed. The shank, hock and
thigh should be broad and flat, resembling that

of an ox; if so, when in motion they will operate

like a plank sprung edgewise and then let fly.

He has no objection when the horse is at good
speed, to have the hind legs open and spread a

little, if there is a free action in the hock-joint.

The necks of many horses appear to be wrong
side up. He would choose to have him fifteen

and a half hands high, and to weigh a thousand
pounds.
He went on to say that he considered nothing

more valuable than a good cow, which would
give eighteen quarts of milk per day, and four-

teen pounds of butter per week. He thought it

necessary to establish a breed for New-England.
He deemed it important to import foreign stock,

of established blood. Fine individual cows a-

mong us, which produce much milk and butter,

are often the progeny of a mean stock, and there

is therefore no certainty of perpetuating their

good qualities. Farmers pay little attention to

the character of their bulls, and are always ready
to sell their best calves to the butcher.

Mr. Jaques had not had an extensive experi-

ence with swine. He disapproved of the system
of breeding in and in ; and yet there were facts in

relation to this matter, which strongly conflicted

with the general theories.

He spoke, again, with much emphasis, of the

value of sheep ; and especially of the adapted-

ness of the South Down to our wants. His own
flock was excellent. Their average yield of wool
was four pounds to a fleece. He had one weth-

er which standing, weighed 219 pounds, and for

the meat of which he received twenty dollars.

Mr. French of Braintree inquires of Mr.
Jaques, how much milk his cows would average

per day ?

Mr. "Jaques has made no record of this. His
object has been to raise stock, and not quantity

of milk. Some of his cows now give twelve

quarts per day. The greatest quantity he has

ever obtained is twenty-one quarts per day. He
can produce a flush of milk by corn and roots

;

but it has been his object to raise his stock upon
grass and hay, so that when sold, they might

thrive upon other keeping, and not fall away. It

is often said that the keep determines the quanti-

ty of milk. Milkmen can answer this question.

Mr. Cole remarked that much had been said

upon breeding stock, but no great principles had
been established. Two principles have been

assumed. The first, that like produces like.

This applies to vegetables, also. This is likely

to happen. But it requires many generations to

fix this matter, and to render it sure that the an-

cestor shall transmit his qualities to his offspring.

If a farmer plants only one kind of corn, and
studiously avoids any mixture, he may preserve it

pure ; but if different kinds have been intermix-

ed, tt will take some time to recover the original,

or to separate one kind from another. He had
had a colored corn intermixed with his crop, and
it required five years to work out the colored.

He believed that with breeding animals, iho

imagination has considerable influence. For
twenty or thirty years, he had had occasionally

black sheep in" his flock. This he believed was
the effect of imagination on the breeding ani-

mals. There was an influence on the progeny,

from both male and female. It is said a superior

male has most influence. This was probably the

case with full bred animals, because their promi-

nent properties had been fixed by a long success-

ion. In Arabia, the offspring, it is said, follow

the female side, because there the mares are al-

ways objects of the most exact care and atten-

tion. As a general thing, it could not be deter-

mined which side would most strongly mark its

progeny. It was different with blood-stock, or

liigh bred animals.

Another principle, having a material influence,

had not been named. Which animal would de-

termine the sex of the progeny ? He believed it

would bo found that the most vigorous would

settle this matter. In an exjioriment made to test

this point, an individual had been able, by using

a young and comparatively feeble ram with a

flock of vigorous ewes, to produce 172 feinales

to 100 males ; and this individual had said, if

others would furnish the flocks, he would pro-

duce, at pleasure, male or female. With one

flock, by using very young rams, he produced

76 females to 30 males. By using a strong and

vigorous ram, he produced 55 males to 30 fe-

males. He divided his flock, according to

strength of females ; they were between four and
five years old, and he produced 25 females to 15

males. In another case, he took ewes under

four years old, and put vigorous rams with them,

and produced 26 males to 14 females. These

were well authenticated experiments which had

been made in France. From five young mares,
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the same individual obtained five females ; and in

another case, from 15 mares he obtained 13 fe-

males. It was to him (Mr. Cole) therefore evi-

dent, that the sex followed the most vigorous pa-

rent.

Another principle seemed to him well estab-

lished—that the female offspring resembled the

sire, the male offspring the mother. He had

tried to raise good cows from heifers from £

cows, but he always failed, and was at a loss for

the reason, unless it were to be found in this

principle. His observations in respcci to tlie hu-

man race seemed to confirm this position

Daughters in general resemble their fathers;

sons resemble their mothers. It was often said

that there had been no distinguished man in so

ciety who had not had a distinguished mother

and the character of the son had been determin-

ed by her education, her moral influence or char-

acter. He was of opinion that this physical law,

to which he had referred had always much to do

in the case, as he believed facts, ifcarefully observ

ed, would fully prove.

In making a cross, he thought the male should

be smaller than the female. If the cross is made
with large males, tbe offspring might suffer for

want of sufficient sustenance ; the animal will

be restricted in his growth. Collings reduced
the size of the animals, which he bred by select-

ing small males to cross with large cows. In

this way, the Durham Ox was pioduced, for

which £2,000 sterling had been refused.

Mr. Weld of Sturbridge said that a person, in

order to determine what stock he should prefer,

should look to the character of his farm. In

many cases, the pastures are poor, and we have
nothing but meadow hay for our stock. Our
pastures and meadow hay might suffice to keep
sheep ; and he had found sheep more profitable

than other stock. The grade sheep, 3-4tlis or

7-8ths blood, had been most profitable. He kept
50 to 60. He wintered them on lowland hay,

and he obtained three to three and a half pounds
of wool. He usually got a lamb from each ewe,
and seldom lost more than one or two in a sea-

son. His lambs came about the middle of April.

If a man keeps sheep for market, he would ad-

vise that the native sheep should be kept; if for

the wool, he would recommend the 3-4ths meri-

no.

The stock already in the country was, iu his

opinion, adapted to our soil. We should take

more pains in improving iL In general, farmers

raise the calves which first come ; and iu this

very way, sometimes make a mistake. The best

calves will show the most activity. There is as

much difference iu animals as in men. In gen-

eral, the poorest cows will calve first. He raises

his calves on new milk. They should be well-

treated the first year ; the second year, they may
have poorer fodder. We may raise as good stock

here as is to be found in any country.

Gen. Low took occasion to add to liis former
remarks, that sheep were useful in destroying the

white-weed in pastures ; the ox-eyed daisy. He
had known a field in which, in three or four

years, they had completely eradicated this trou-

blesome weed. He added that he had referred to

the case ofthe working-women as an example of
excellent domestic economy.

Col. .laques remarked that he knew no way of
determining what the sex of the future progeny
should be. He himself and an able physician
had been making experiments and observations
in this matter for thirty years, but without decid-

ing any thing. Males are likely to mark their

offspring more strongly than females, because
they are bred with more care, and there is more
pure blood commonly in the male.

Seventh Agricultural Meetiag at Boston.

[Reported by Rev. H. Colmax]
Feb. 25, Mr. Kino in the Chair. The Secretary

announced the subject of discussion

—

Soils and
Manures.

Mr. Teschemacher, Superintendent of the Bo-
tanic Garden and Conservatory, in Boston, pre-
sented three pots of geraniums, one of which
had been grown in the natiu-al method, two by
an artificial process. Mr. T. stated that he had
.•ecently read Liebig's work on Organic Chemis-
try, as connected with agriculture, and consider-
id it a valuable contribution to science. Liebig
tood very high in his profession as a chemist

;

and presented views in relation to soils and nin

nures, quite different from those which are usual

ly entertained. Liebig supposes that plants, by
decomposing the air receive a considerable pro-

portion of their nourishment from the atinospheie.

Tlie plants which he presented to the meeting,

he called his Liebigites, because they were grown
under the application of Liebig's princiii"

though this was nndertaken before Liebig's work
had been seen. The geranium grown in the

common way presented a leaf four inches across,

The geranium grown by the artificial process,

was from seed sown last September; and was
potted last December, and the leaf of it now was
six and one half inches broad. This was a

markable growth. He supposes the effect may
be as great in the flowers as in the foliage. If he
is successful in producing flowers corresponding
the size of the leaves, he will acquaint the pul

'

^vith the [irocess which he has adopted. The
subject has a direct bearing upon agriculture.—

What affects one species of plants, will be as like

ly to affect others. In this case there was no
poudrette used ; and he considered the result

remarkable and encouraging.
Dr. C. T. Jaceso.n inquired whether these prin-

ciples are peculiar to Liebig; or are they well

known, and such as have been published in other
works. He thinks Liebig's discoveries not origi-

nal. The existence of ammonia in rain water
is not a new discovery. There was no doubt it

might always be found in rain water falling in tlie

vicinity of cities; in such a situation Liebig dis-

covered it. Mr. Hayes, of Roxbury, discovered

it in the rain water in Vermont.
Mr. Teschemacher inquired whether the dis-

covery had ever been made known before it was
made known by Liebig. It does not appear that

it has been.

Dr. Jackson then jiroceeded, agreeably to ap-

pointment, to .«peak of Soils and Manures.
He slated that he had had little leisure to jire-

pare himself for the evening; and he must draw
upon his recollection for facts. He has devoted
many years to agricultural chemistry, with a

view to the advancement of agricultural science.

He wishes particularly to present some im]iortant

rules in the management of composts.
His first remarks would have relation to soils.

All soils originate from the crumbling and disin-

tegration of rocks. Under tlie influence of air,

water, frost, and mineral substances in the rocks,

the hardest of them will be reduced to powder.
Soils vary according to the different characters of
the rocks from which they are derived. This is

distinctly shown in nature; and it will be found
that groups of plants are peculiar to certain soils.

Simple soils consist mainly of one mineral sub-
stance ; compound soils of several united. Allu-

vial soils which are formed by the flowing of wa-
ter, by which various matters are taken u]) and
doposited together, arc of course compound soils,

as they embrace a variety of elements. Diluvial

soils ai« found in those parts of the country
where there are evident traces of a rush or flood

of water pouring from the north, by which large

rocks were hurried onwards and various soils

commingled. Soils embrace a variety of miner-
al elements ; such as silex or flint, alumina or

clay, lime, magnesia, oxide ofiron, oxide of man-
ganese, jiotasli, and soda. These are important
to constitute a soil. Silex serves to open the

ooil ; alumina, or clay, if found alone, consti-

tutes too tenacious and close a soil. Soils com-
posed almost entirely of lime are too porous, and
suffer the rain too soon to pass through them.
A soil must contain at least three earths : silex,

alumina, aud lime ; and besides these, other ele-

ments must he found in soils in order to the pro-

duction of certain plants. Soda and potash are

required in the soil for the production of particu-

lar plants. Plants must find the element neces-

sary to these plants, in the soil, or they will not

flourish. Clover contains gypsum or the sulphate

of lime. Gypsum, therefore, must be found in

the soil iu "which we expect clover to flourish.

The seeds ofall the cereal grains contain phospho-
acid, united with lime and magnesia, and this

acid is very rarely found in the soil in a free state.

When free, this acid is pernicious. A soil which
is acid cannot be fertile. It is rarely fertile when
exclusively alkaline. The acids and the alkalies

should be in proper proportions. Soda and oxide

of iron likewise, when united with acids, form
bases. Mineral constituents may vary much ; I

but certain other substances, such as s.iline and
organic matters, cannot vary much without affec-

ting the fertility of the soil. Many substances in

the soil are derived from decay of organic sub-
stances. The first plants on the earth, it is sup-
posed, drew theii' nutriment from the atmosphere.
These were a very hardy kind of plants, which
could almost live on mineral aliments. Carbon
is taken up and oxygen eliminated. Brongniart
supposes that the atmosphere in the beginning
was more highly charged with carbonic acid than
now. Plants served to jirepare the air lor tlie

respiration of human beings. Plants draw car-

bonic acid from the air. The air contains one
ten thousandth part of carbonic acid. Saussure
found that this proportion did not vary in the air

on the summit of Mount Blanc. Gay Lus.sac,

who ascended in a balloon higher than any one
before, and at twenty-five thousand feet obtained
air, found, upon analysis, that this air contained
as much carbonic acid as that near the ground.
Carbonic acid is every where equally mingled
with the atmosphere. If two jars are taken with
hydrogen gas in one, and carbonic gas in the oth-

er, the latter placed undermost, the two gases will

mingle, though a bladder should be placed be-

tween them ; half carbonic acid will be found
above, and half below ; the one gas will be inter-

mixed with the other, contrary to the specific

gravity of the two gases. The atmosphere is

composed of four-fifths nitrogen and one-fUjJi ox-

ygen. They are not chemically combined but
mechanically united. Were a chemical union to

take place, it would become nitric ncid, and we
should be deluged in aquafortis. Hydrogen and
o.xygen gases when poured into the same receiv-

er, are said to be mechanically united, but when
the electric sjiark is introduced and water is form-

ed, they are chemically combined, and a complete
union i.s effected.

Organic matters from the decay of plants form
mouhL Plants will not grow upon a mixture of
mere earths; or rather will not perfect their

seeds without organic matters.

Vegetable matters decaying on the surface

produce vegetable mould. He, Dr. J., prefers to

retain this name. This mould is highly charged
with carbonic acid and contains many acids.

—

Vegetable matters in their decay iiroduce acids.

A fallen tree in a state of decay destroys vegeta-

tion in its vicinity. Plants will not grow round
decaying logs. It is difficult to induce farmers
to use peat, because they say it will produce only
sour crops. The acids produced by the decay of
vegetable matters are numerous. Vegetable
mould is not a simple substance. Some chemists
have given it the name of humus, ulmin, ulmic
acid. Berzelius has examined this substance,

and found it possessed of various properties.

—

He called it geine or apothme in his work pub-
lished some years ago, but has now abandoned
these designations. These names have since
been adopted by chemists in this country. So
far from being a simple substance many substan-

ces are included it. In a late work Berzelius

says there is no such thing as geine, considered
as a simple or elementary substance. Within the

last three years he, Dr. J., has found the various

substances to which Berzelius refers as existing

in it. By his own independent examination he
(Dr. J.) has discovered them. Berzelius in a
work in German received within a few days has
described them ; and they correspond with his

(Dr. J's) discoveries. In respect to seme of them
he has anticipated the discoveries of Berzelius.

There are ten distinct matters found ia this

substance called geine, which substances he ex-

hibited at the meeting. The substance called ge-

ine contains the crenic and apocrenic acids. The
appocrenic acid forms an insoluble substance
with lime. The crenic acid derives its name
from Krene the Greek word for fountain, as Ber-
zelius first discovered it in the waters of a well in

Sweden. This acid is yellow, semi-transparent,

soluble in water and alcohol ; and forming solu-

ble comhinclions with alkalies. Apocrenic acid

was found as the crenic was fouiul. He (Dr. J.)

has found these two substances iu soils and peats

iu Maine, Rhode Island, and New Hampshire.
Berzelius has not yet discovered them in peat,

but presumes their existence iu it. Humic acid

is distinguished by forming a grey precipitate

with the subacetate of lead. Crenic acid contains

much less nitrogen than the apocrenic acid. Hu-
mic acid containH nitroaen. The apocrenic acid
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is the only one which forms insohible salts with

lime. The crenic acid tbrnis soluble compounds,

and exists in the sub-sol as the crenale of lime.

From black, brownish soils, the humic extract

was obtained by Berzelius. In some cases, glai-

rin is found. All these substances form soluble

salts with lime. These acids form soluhlf salts

with lime. These salts are decomposed in the

process of vegetation. Bog-iron contains apo-

crenic acid. What Berzelius now calls humic ac-

id, and extract of humus, have no relation to sub-

stances formerly known as such. They are to

be considered as new names for new mutters.

Apocreiiic acid is found in bog-iiinnganese
;
peat

contains large quantities. Humic acid in peat is

precipitated by the .subacetate of lead, as the

Doctor ascertained three years ago. This is ex-

actly the matter described by Berzelius. Peat

contains apocreuic acid, and humic acid. Peat

thrown on the soil produces sour grasses. It is

necessary to neutralize peat by alkalies, and thus

to saturate the acids, in order to make them use-

ful. The soils from the farms at Wiunipiseogee

lake, which have produced more than one hun-

dred and thirty bushels of corn to the acre, arc

full of vegetable matters. These soils abound

in <l)R above-incntioned organic matters. He
would make another remark in relation to the

doctrines of Liebig, and to illustrate, likewise, his

former position in reference to the filtration of

manures. In the copper mines of Chessy, in

France, some beautiful stalactites are found, of a

green color, and a foot in length, containing the

crenatje of copper. These could have had no or-

igin except by filtration fiom the top-soil. They
have fifteen per cent, of crenic acid. These sta-

lactites, therefore, contain organic matters.

The farmer, with a view of testing the truth

of any principle, should take care to make exper-

iments with exactness, otherwise, he will do no
justice to the principle itself, and can never arrive

at certain conclusions. He may compound his

prat with night soil, and leave it over the winter.

In the spring it may be dug over and mixed with
lime. It is said often, that lime is of no use. If

applied after it has been air slaked, or svithout

being slaked in the form of carbonate, its use will

not bo perceptible ; but applied immediately on
being slaked, the manure will be completely de-

composed. In the process of decomposition, it

will give oflf large quantities of ammonlacal gas.

The heap being covered with mould, will absorb
the ammonia. Potash has the same action as

lime, on putrid animal substances. Ashes ope-

rate as lime operates, but not with as great

strength. Alkalies are Ibund under various form :

solid, gaseous, and liquid. Vegetable manures
abound in ncids, and require to be compounded
with alkalies. Animal manures are most power-
ful in producing ammonia. Ammonia exists in

the atmosphere in cities and their vicinity. The
quantity in the air is minute, but great quantities

are given off in burning coal. If you inix soot

with potash, or the hydrate of lime, you will find

ammonia. In order to ascertain whether ammo-
nia exists universally in rain water, we must pro-

cure this water from the interior. Liebig made
his inquiries in the neighborhood of the city of
Geisscn. Mr. Hayes has foiind it in the waters
of Vermont. Ammonia is valuable as a solvent,

but he (Dr. J.) does not know that it enters into

the composition of plants.

Dr. Jackson then kindly repli(;d to many inqui-
rie:s which were made of him. He wa.s of opin-
ion fliat the reason why the application of lime
had failed in many cases, was, that the limes ap-
plied were of a magnesian character. He said
likewise, that lime applied in the form of a car-
bouite must not be expected to produce its effects
until I he second year, when the soil becomes sat-

urated with carbonic, and other acids, and no
longer prevents the plants from obtaining their
needed siijiply.

Mr. NEWTorf, of Pittsficld, President of the
Berkshire Agricultural Society, said that this last

effect corresponded with bis own experience; that
while in the liberal application of lime to a field,

he saw no effect the first year, the second year
the crop of grass in that field was most abundant.
Preci-oly the reverse was the case with ashes on
!!n iidjoining lot.

Mr. Neuton added that in respect to the appli-
nition of the calcareous marls of Berkshire, from
wiiirj, to much advantage hail been cx[^oc!<il, he

had applied them without realizing these benefi-

cial effects.

Dr. Jackson farther remarked, in answer to in-

quiries, that in regard to the operation of gypsum,
the subject was still involved in total obsurity. As
to the use of conmion muck in compost, he con-
sidered it of equal value with i)eat. In regard to

the mud of salt-marshes, he deemed it not so

good as peat, and that it required longer time for

decomposition. The salt contained in it, how-
ever, he was of opinion might be beneficial to

the land.

We feel that we have done and could do but
imperfect justice in such a report as this, to the

learned gentleman, who favored the meeting with
his instructions and his patient and ready answers
to the inqniries which were made. We are by
no means ])repared to acquiesce in all his posi-

tions; but we have endeavored to report them
truly. They will call attention and provoke in-

quiry; this is the only road to truth ; and to the

inquisitive, jihilosophical, and practical mind,
truth is the first object of pursuit, the philoso-

pher's stone, the pearl of inestimable value.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Ho.N. Isaac Hill :—Sir:—I have been a con-
stant reader of the Visitor since its first publica-
tion. 1 have derived a great deal of pleasure and
I hope some profit from the hints and suggestions
of your correspondents and the instructions of
the Editor. I propose giving you a narrative of
tny own experience in farming, in my own plain

blunt manner, and shall not suffer in my feelings

if you deem it unfit to appear in the columns of
the Visitor. I tnnke no pretensions to a knowl-
edge of agricidture as a science or theory ; what
little knowledge I do possess is of the practical

kind for which I nm mostly indebted to past ex-
perience.

On the 16th of April, 1833, 1 purchased the
farm on which I now reside, being the south part
of the extensive alluvion of the late Gen. Lewis
R. Morris, on the west bank of Connecticut
river, opposite Charlestown, (formerly old No. 4,)

and three miles from that delightful" and pictur-
esque village. The soil, though naturally good,
was of low tilth ; in consequence of this being
the most remote part of the old farm it never re-

ceived any manure in the day of its original pro-
prietor. The lands adjacent to his spacious build-

ings were always kept in high order at the ex-
pense of those more distant ; what could be con-
veniently taken from the latter was applied to the
Ibimer. At th|e decease of the proprietor, about
fourteen years since, this princely domain was
divided among his heirs into seven shares of
about 40 acres each of the intervale, with corres-
ponding portions of upland for pasturing and
wood. The lower or southmost share (which I

subsequently purchased) had a house and barn
erected upon it soon afler, and was rented on
shares. This was the first of there being any re-

turn made to the soil from the time it was brought
into cultivation. The crops were light, and, as

may naturally be supposed, the tenant could
neither afford to purchase or take extra trouble to

make manure ; the soil did not improve much
under this state of things. The owner, then an
officer in the navy, was anxious to sell. 1 purchas-
ed it lit what was then considered n high price,

viz : $3300. I believed that the soil possessed all

l)ic requisites for abundant production, and that

nothing was wanting but skillful management and
good husbandry to make it as productive as the
best cultivated lands on this beautiful river.

—

Another natural advantage I considered attached
to this share : it being the lowest part of the in-

tervale tract, I believed it to be the deepest and
strongest soil. I think this principle will hold
good on the Connecticut alluvions ; at least so

tiir as my observation extends, the lower or south
part if not too wet, will by equal cultivation pro-

duce ujore than the upper or north part.

The first two years afler I began my opeiations
on this little farm it barely paid the interest on
the sum paid for it, and would not have done that,

had it not been for the high pricee of produce of
tliose years, 1835 and '36. I muBl remark also,

that I had no fiimily to support, being ?t that time
and until the last year, what the ladies term an
incon igible old bachelor.

I began by stocking dovi n wiili clover, herds-
grar;s and red-top, all that part ur.der the plough,
u;uch of which had been jilniighrd (oolong;

with the application of one half bushel ofplaster
of Paris to the acre, broadcast afler the grain was
above the surface ; the grass seed took well. The
next spring I applied another half bushel of plas-
ter to the acre to the young grass. I had a good
crop of hay, full two tons to the acre ; this ena-
bled me to increase my flock of sheep for the
winter ; consequently more manure for the next
year. I have continued to plough up, as fast as
I could manure, such parts as yielded but little

grass, stocking it down again the second year. I

inake it a rule to plough but two years in succes-
sion. I take out in the spring my coarsest and
most strawy manure, spread it on the surface and
turn it under immediately, running the plough
four or five inches deep, pass the roller over it

to press the sods down and make the furrows as
compact as possible. I then take my stable ma-
nure, the scrapings of the yard, the contents of
the hog yard and all the fine manure and spread
upon the furrows, and harrow them until this last

dressing is thoroughly mixed with the soil. 1

have sometimes been troubled with the copper-
head worm, which by the second time of hoeing
has nearly destroyed the crop : but this is the
only risk ; if they do not appear I never fail of a
good crop of corn. I always apply after the first

hoeing a sort of compost of lime, ashes, and plas-

ter, of about equal parts—a single handful to a
hill. When I cannot get new ashes I use the
leached, though I do not think thein so good. 1

never run a plough among my corn. I formerly
used a harrow, but iately a cultivator. I think
the nearer level the surface is left the better it is

for the crop.

The succeeding year this land is in fine order
for a crop of spring grain and for seeding- down
to English hay. The turf is decomposed which
together with the long manure turned under the
year previous becomes thoroughly mi.xed by the
last ploughing, and will yield from 50 to 60 bush-
els of oats to the acre, a fine crop of fall feed,

from two to three tons of hay for the two first

years of mowing, and from "one to two tons for
two or three years more by the aid of a little plas-
ter. I always pass the roller over the surface af-

ter the harrow has done its work on the land,

seeded with grain and grass ; it not only enhances
the value of the crop, but leaves a smooth and
even surface tor the scythe and horse rake, au ob-
ject very desirable when it can be attained with
so little expense.
Now I do not say that this method of farming

is the best for all kinds of land: I feel confident
it is the best for mine, and believe it may be suc-
cessfully pursued on most of the alluvion soils of
New England. I have known some fine tracts

of intervale on this river leased for a term of
years to tenants that did not seem to understand
their own interests, or to ajipreciate the powers
of the soil they cultivated, after practising upon
the " exhausting system " until they could not pay
their stipulated rents, give up their leases, curse
the much abused soil and seek a new home in the
far west. It is a mistaken idea in any one, even
if he is not the ow ner of the soil, especially if he
is to have the improvement for several years, be-
cause that grass seed is high, or it costs more la-

bor to take up and subdue, to continue to plough,
plant and sow the same field as long as it will

produce grain, and then scatter over a scanty al-

lowance of grass seed of an inferior quality ; ho
will be sure in the end of a liberal crop of sorrel,

with here and there a stock of clover, though not
so near each other as to be called neighbors. The
soil I now own suffered under such management
for several years, and six years ago, when I be-
came the owner, it did not produce one half what
it does now, and I firmly believe it is capable of
doubling its present products by a regidar pro-
gression of good husbandry for the next six years.

I would here remark that I do not like late fall

ploughing either for planting or early spring sow-
ing. It may facilitate the operations of the spring
work and expose the vermin to destruction, and
these are the only possible advantages ; on the
contrary, it throws the soil up and exposes it to

the deleterious action of the severe frosts and
heavy rains, and washes oft' autumn and winter, a

detriment, in my opinion, which more than coiin-

icrbalances the advantages.

It is asserted by some that a good quality of po-

tatoes cannot be obtained on our river intervale :

this I know to he an error. The impression is

Ih.it our soil is too heavy, and so it would be
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without beJDg properly prepared. My method is

to turn over a piece of graas land that needs tak-

ing up, early in the spring, put on a heavy harrow
and work up the turf as line as possible, fill the

soil with coarse manure, put on the harrow again

and work in the manure, plant ou the surface

without a furrow ; the manure and turf will keep
the soil sufficiently light. I have never failed of

getting potatoes of an excellent quality, though
perhaps not so much in quantity ns many others

on different soils.

As to the culture of wheat and rye I must ac-

knowledge that I have been unsuccessful. I do
not think that these intervales are adapted to these

crops. In cold seasons I have known them to

succeed well, but in warm seasons the air is too

sultry and the fogs are too dense ; the straw will

inevitably rust and the grain blight.

Grass, corn, and oats are the most profitable

crops, and I believe by proper cultivation these

can be produced in as great abundance here as

in any part of the known world. Oats are objec-

tionable with some on account of grass seed being

less likely to take well with them than with other

smttU grain ; but there is no difficulty in this if

the laud is in proper condition. I have always
stocked to grass with my oat crop and have nev-

er yet failed of having grass in abundance, espe-

cially for the last four years.

The mangel wurtzel, sugar beet and ruta bagn
can also be made profitable with us. I raised

400 bushels of the latter ^ach year for the last

two years, on one half acre, and find they turn to

good account as a wholesome feed (or my sheep

in the spring betwixt hay and grass.

For the last four years I have kept an account

of sales from my farm—the first two years I did

not ; as I observed in the former jiart of this com-
munication it was a liard business, notwithstand-

ing the favorable prices of produce to make the

net gains, witli my own labor, pay the interest of

the purchase. 1 have since increased the cost of
farm to $4000, by improvements in buildings and
adding thereto.

I have for the last five years had the lease of a

lot adjoining my own of about thirty acres, for

which I pay annually in rent and taxes $125, and
am obliged to return to the soil all the manure
made from the products of this land. In order

to obtain the lease I became obligated to pay ten

dollars more per year than it ever had rented for

before, and this sum more than any one else

woidd pay. I have managed this lot as though it

were my own, and increased its products to near-

ly double. The Canada thistle had made sad in-

roads upon all the best part of this laud, many
acres of which had been kept for several years

under the plough. The person then a!)OUt to

leave the farm I had purchased, remarked to me
that he would not cultivate this lot for all he could

get from it, ou account of its being so overrun

with tins troublesome enemy. I was satisfied

their growth and increase had been promoted by
too much ploughing and believed I could subdue
them by a diflferent process. I stocked down all

then under the plough with a liberal quantity of

red clover and timothy seed and three bushels of

oats to the acre. As I expacted, however, the

thistles overpowered the grain. I had but a light

crop, and was obliged to cut it with a scythe, some
of which I never thrashed. These lands have
been mowed four years in succession, and there

is not now one thistle stock to where there were
twenty when the last crop of grain was taken oft'.

This lot together with what I own, gives me six-

ty-seven acres of intervale, besides what the buil-

dings occupy. My products this last year were
1060 bushels of gi-ain of all kinds, 350 bushels

of potatoes, 400 bushels ruta baga and about six-

ty tons of hay by estimation ; and I think the es-

timation is not too higli, for with my ruta baga
and probably about sixty bushels of corn I shall

go through this long winter with two horses, one
yoke of oxen, four cows, two yearling steers and
four himdred slieep.

I do not make this statement because I tliink it

an extraordinary yield for the quantity of land, I

improve ; as I have remarked before, I believe

this land can be made to produce double this

amount. I only feel proud of what I have already

done.beginning as I did with an impoverished soil.

The last year's products compared with those of
a few years back would show a very sensible in

crease. I have never paid n frnrtinn for manure,
nor have I any swamps or bog inirc to resort to

great natural advantages wherever they exist. I

have made the most of my limited means to in-

crease this invaluable treasure of the farmer, and
feel that 1 have been amply rewarded.

For the three j ears previous to the last, I kt on

shares about one lialf of this sixty-seven acres of

intervale, giving the occupant one half of the

grain and one third of the hay, but not the privil-

ege of taking away from the premises- any hay or

other fodder. I also reserved the right of direc-

tion as to the way and manner of cultivation, and
as an offiset to this, paid all the taxes myself and
furnished a house and fuel for the tenant.

1 will now proceed to give you tlie amount of

sales for these three years, arising from my share

of the products of the land thus leased, together

v/itli the avails of what I produced myself on the

part I retained and occupied. I commenced my
farming year on the 1st of April; consequently

the sales and expenses of the last year are neces-

sarily excluded from this statement as the year

has not yet closed.

The year ending March 31st, 18.'J8, my sales were 796,68

Do " " 1839, ' 867,97

Do " " 1840, •' ' " 1036,28

Total for 3 years g2700,83
Deduct one-third for rent of land hired, my own

hoard, and other necessary farming expenses, 900,28

1008,55

Interest on capital invested, viz ; farm g-lOOO,

stock, farming tools, &c. S1500,—S5500 for

3 years, at §330 each, 990,00

Net gains, or balance left for my own services ^810,55

A diminutive sum to be sure compared with

city salaries and Washington clerkships. It nev-

eitheless satisfies imj iiumble wishes, and I have

the satisfaction of knowing that I have added to

the value of my farm more than the amount of

the three years interest above, and could now
take S5000, for it if I wished. I must add that I

did not keep an accurate account ofexpenses for

these three yeare, yet I believe the deduction ot

one-third as above is sufficient to cover all the

farmii:g expenses of those years. I have kejit

Dr. and Cr. with myself this last year, and this

enables me to come at the expenses of those

years with a considerable degree of accuracy.

J. W. COLBURN.
Morris Flats, Springfield, Vt. March 15, 1841.

ADDRESS DELIVERED AT BATH LYCE-
UM, JAN. 27, 1841, BY M. F. MORRISON.

The Farm considered in its relation to the
Sublime and Beautiful.

When we analyze the elements of taste by a

comparison of those olijects which excite our ad-

miration, either from the grandeur of their design,

or the harmony, beauty, and utility of their exe-

cution, wo are surprised at the influence which
solitary and even useless show and magnificence,

when iillied to regal power, have had to dazzle

the imagination and mislead the judgement, both

in the works of art, and the creations of fancy.
" Behold the Pyramids of Egypt," says the travel-

ler, " how grand and sublime!" "her Labyrinth,

what a niagic display of tlie imagination !" " the

Temple of St. Peter's at Rome, how magnificent !"

"the palace of Versailles, how splendid and
beautiful I" But does not the sad reflection rush

over the mind, that the years of toil and suffering

spent in their erection might have been more
profitably and happily applied ?

These few monuments of the arts have been

selected out of the thousands which might have

been named, not from their superlative expense

or uncommon folly ; and yet one of the seven

Pyramids is said to have cost the labor of 360,000

men during 20 years. The Labyrinth, a subter-

ranean city of 12 iialaces and 3000 marble hou-

ses, probably cost as much ; and although the

modern temple of Rome cost the Princes of Eu-

rope 55 millions of dollars wrung from the labors

of her peasantry and oflered up at the shrine of

superstition, yet the palace of the French King
was built fioni the labors of his own subjects at

the enorinous expense of $250,000,000, and in its

consequences led to the overthrow of tho Bour-

bon Dynasty, and all the melancholy evils of the

, French revolution.

Again we hear the exclamation of "what beau-

tiful" paintings ! what elegant sculpture!" and

turn and lichold perchance a licentious allegory

embodied in the fancy of the painter, or in the

imasitiation of his still more immoral natron, and

transferred by the hand of genius to the canvass
or the marble. And where are the contributions
to utility or to happiness in these splendid fancies
of a morbid imagination ? Is glory a sufficient

reward to the artist for his years of toil, when ho
finds too late that his beautiful creation has arisen,
phoenix like, from that consuming fire which
lights up the intelkctual powers of man at the
expense of his ph^ sical energies ? Or to the mon-
arch, is a splendid and niagiiilicent palace or a
gorgeous display of labyriu'thean architectiu-e a
full compensation for the ruin of his finances and
the miseries of his people .'

Perhaps we are called upon to admire a grand
display of military power, or the splendid pa-
geant of a coronation—and ask ourselves, if life

is so poor and wortliless that the gaudy trappings
of the destructive arts, or the false glitter of a
scenic show, comprises all that we are to admire,
as great, and wonderful, and beautiful, and sub-
lime ? Has the idea never entered even royal

brains, that 250,000 beautiful farms, with their

happy and contented inhabitants, the offset in ex-

pense to one palace, might redound as much to

the glory, and happiness, and security even of a
throne, as a single palace, a magnificent temple,
or a worthless pyramid ?

We respect and admire the labors of the ar-

chitect and the engineer when directed to useful

purposes : we even highly approve of the elegant

arts of painting and sculpture when they perpet-

uate the nobler feelings aiid social sympathies of
life, without contaminating the morals; but we
do contend that the beautiful and sublime rests

not alone upon abstract considerations of gaudy
show, useless parade, or isolated magnificen( e,

h\it upon associated ideas of harmony of design
and utility of execution.

The sources of beauty and sublimity are in

that region where all is subservient to utility and
happiness, all is lovely and magnificent, all is har-

mony and perfection. The impress <if its glori-

ous origin is cast over this beautiful world in the

starry vault above u.s, and in the vai^iod landscape
beneath our feet, in its multiplied adaptations to

intellectual enjoyment, and its conservative gifid-

ancc to moral rectitude. And nature every where
reflects back upon the mind her images of beau-
ty and grandeur, both in her wildest commotiona
and her calmest scenes of repose.

1 am aware there are those whose ideas of sub-
limity retire from the smiles and sunshine of
nature, to dwell hermit like amidst her gloom.
To those, the demon of dcstructiveness, brooding
darkly and m3'steriously over the evil destinies of
man, displaying his power in the.ruins of the

earthquake, the conflagration of a city, the de-
structive path of the tornado, or the sanguinary
conflict of the battle-field, aftbrd tho highest anil

only conceptions of the sublime, and the gran-
deur of that conception is always in just propor-
tion to the extent of tho desolation. Aud this

itiisaiithropy of our species has been perpetuated,

not only by the pencil of the artist, but by the
pen of the philosopher; and the armorial ensigns
of nations still exhibit the Lion, the Eagle, an<l

the Tiger, as appropriate emblems of national

character. But it seems a singidar aberration

of the faculties of taste, to suppose sublimity in-

compatible with beneficence. For why should
we measure the amplitude of power rather by the

evils suffered than the good diffused ?

Is there nothing sublime as well as beautiful in

nature's renovation, where the wilderness is chan-
ged to the abodes of rural life, or where a city

rises, as if by magic, from the ashes of its confla

gration; where art triumphs over the convulsions
of nature, and man renders the elements obedi-

ent to his will ? Yes, man possesses the impress
of the beautiful and sublime in Ids own intellect-

ual energies ; in those powers so potent in reno-

vating or desolating the world ; in those attributes

which give a charm or cast a gloom over the so-

cial relations, and in those capacities wliioh mark
the towering heights or grovelling dojiths of the

realms of thought. And in the exercise of those

powers by which he is so eminently distinguish-

ed, there is not so beautifid and sublime a crea-

tion as is presented in a highly cultivated and
finely embelli.-ihed Farm, with its cottage conse-

crated to the social affections, and its inliabitants

cherishing the milder virtues unclouded by the

darker vices of the world. No where is there so

varied a combination ; nowhere so complete and
happy a change. No where arc Ihc nicyns.*o in-
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adequate to the ends to be obtained, or tlie result

BO riisproportioned to the eftective cause. Pala-

ces, and temples, and labyrinths, and pyramids,

have been and may be erected by the united la-

bors and finr.nces of a nation ; but the American
lluwner, with the single implement of an axe, and
the simple element of fire, enters the forest alone.

The wilderness disappears at his touch, and is

supplanted by the most valuable exotics of other

climes. Groups of oriental animals, equally use

ful and beautiful, administer to his wants, and
obey his call. The cereal grains of Siberia and
Tartary, of Abyssynia and Mexico, wave over his

field ; the fruits of Syria and Persia ripen in his

orchard ; the most beautiful flowers of the uni-

verse decorate his garden, and the changing tem-
perature of the seasons is subjected to his control.

Here, then, we find the richest museum of na-

ture, and the noblest triuinph of arts. Here, too,

surrounded by the peaceful influences of rural

life, man has more to animate to virtue, and less

to contaminate the moraKs, than in any other

sphere of action.

In cities, the refinements of taste, and the du-
ties of social life, are too often the sickly oflspring

of a morbid sensibility which takes its form and
coloring from that gold which becomes tlie mea-
sure of respectability, as well as the medium of
commerce. In courts all is subservient to pleas-

ure and power, and in camps to the potencies of
glory and ambition. But lift; is not glorious alone

from the contingencies of ibrtune^ or from an
elevated sphere of action—not from length of
years, or brilliancy of thought, but from the hon-
est and enlightened fulfilment of our moral and
social duties, and the preservation of those rights

inalienable from their nature and indispensable
to the happiness of m,in. And where are those

rights better appreciated, or those duties better

fulfilled, than when we erect amidst the most
beautiful scenery of nature, a sanctuary to the so-

cial aftections, where infancy is cherished in ten-

derness, youth is trained to science, and the way-
ward passions of maturer age quieted by precept
and example ? Virtue is the result of the con-
viction of the heart and the purity of the senti-

ment, and that sentiment is vivid in its impulses
and permanent in its resolves in proportion to tlie

visions of utility and beauty which have been
woven into its composition.

A refined and cultivated taste is necessary alike

to the production and enjoyment of scenic beau-

t3', either upon the canvas or the farm. '^The
icelings of taste," says an elegant writer,* " are in-

visible lies, which connect us with nature, as our
rnoial feelings connect us with man. How cold

and comfortless would the world, with its varied

landscape of mountain, and river, and forest, and
Avaterfail, appear to us, if divested of this power-
ful enchantment .= What a charm would perish

from life if that secret sympathy with nature

which connects the heart of man with the scenes

of his earthly pilgrimage were once extinguished

!

what a deep serenity is infused into the soul by
that spirit of beauty which breathes from the face

of nature ! How it comes over that restless tide

of feeling which swells up from the secret springs

of the lieart, calming its waters as it steals softly

over them and imparting a soothing influence to

its lowest depths."

And would not the most splendid visions o?
life disappear in the annihilation of rural scene-
ry .' We view, with enthusiasm, a landscape from
the pencil of the highly gifted Claude Lorraine,

or a group representing the social affections, from
the chisel ofCanova;and shall we turn with
careless indifference from the contemplation of
the glorious originals ?

AVhat traveller hut has admired the beautifid
scenery of England; her tasteful cottages, fruit-

ful fields, and verdant lawns ; her neatly trimmed
hedges where the hawthorn commingles its sweet-
ness with the honeysuckle, the eglantine and the
rose, and her elegant groves giving an air of gran-
deur to the whole ? But the general features of
English landscape are richness and beauty, not
boldness or sublimity ; hence the last seldom con-
stitutes an element in her rural scenery, except
from tifb ideas of association. Here field beyond
field and lawn beyond lavMi rise in endless per-
spective, and appear more like one interminable
series of gardens and pleasure grounds, than like

the wild and varied scenery of other countries,

or the imperfect cultivation of other climes. If

we add to these the turreted castles and halls of

the nobility and gentry, with their immense parks

and princely domains, sometimes embracing sev-

eral miles square of fine territory, and enclosing

gardens, lawns, and forest*, adorned with avenues,

fishponds, streams, canals, substantial roads, and
permanent enclosures, we have n coup (Tail

sketch of English scenery in all its beauty and
all its grandeur. And if, as a general thing, these

splendid domains were the result of resources

drawn from the treasiuy of the nation, at least one
exainple remains to show the power of genius,

and tlie success of individual efforts when aided

by su])crior intelligence and regular habits!

The landed estate of Mr. Coke, (now Earl of

Leicester) the celebrated farmer of Norfolk, con-

tains 35,000 acres. His genius and industry re-

claimed it in a few years from almost a barren

waste to a state of high luxuriancy and fertility,

and realized the greatest appreciation in the val-

ue of property, everkuowii. He has embellished
it with a princely palace, a splendid village, taste-

litl cottages, extensive fields, and lawns, and
parks, and artificial lakes and forests, creating his

own resources, and multiplying his facilities in

proportion to his means, and at the same time
that he has diffused extensively the enjoyments of

rural life, he has surrounded them with the light:

of science and all the elegancies of taste.

And is there nothing sublime in the contem
plation of a work so splendid and beautiful ? If

the meed of praise is prominently due to Wash-
ington fbr successful resistance to tyranny and
oppression—to Napoleon, for controlling the wild
tornado of a fitction at home, and the overwhelm-
ing surges of military desolation from abroad—to

Newton, for the discovery of the physical laws of
nature ; and to Linnaeus, for exploring and ar-

ranging her vegetable and animat kingdom; equal
ly is it due to the splendid farmer of Norfolk for

the high moral influence his devotion to the first

and the noblest of the arts has diffused, and which
is felt and acknowledged, not only by those who
have participated in its blessings, but by all who
have witnessed its effects. It is a splendid trophy

erected to a nation's welfare, whose energies fo*^

destruction have long reigned paramount ; while
science and the peaceful arts have been the ser-

vile victims of its powers.
If we turn from England to the Continent, we

find Loitibardy, lovely and picturesque, France,

Badeu, arid Prussia, impressing beauty and utility

upon their cultivation in the direct ratio of scien-

tific attainments.

But it is in China alone, amidst a population

that imperiously calls forth the most powerful en-

ergies of the mind and body for its support, that

the beautiful, the picturesque, and the sublime,

have been divested of fictitious hues and carried

to the highest state of perfection. 'Tis there the

productive arts have received their just share of

embellishment, to which all contribute, both by

precept and example, from the peasant who
drives the team, to the monarch, who annually

quits his throne to guide the plough. Sensible of

the control which the beautifid exercises, not on-

ly over the imagination and the passions, but over

the reasoning faculties and the every day occur-

rences of life, this people have embellished those

arts which most conduce to the multiplication,

support, and comfort of our species, rather than

those which tend to their diminution, degradation

and misery. And if they advance no claim to

being the conquerors and enslavers of the world,

they at least merit the nobler praise of multiply-

ing to a vast amount its resources and enjoy-

ments.

And if virtue results from the purity of the

sentiment, where are those images which leave

their impress upon the heart more pure than in

the refined end)ellishments of rural life .' Among
the multiplicity of elevated conceptions in the

sacred writings, there is none more beautifully

sublime than the pattern invocation for mortals,

given by our Saviour in his sermon on the mount.

The paternity and superintending providence of

our Heavenly Father is here brought home to

the feelings iind conditions of every age and eve-

ry vicissitude of life. And may not the guardian

siiirits of infancy and innocence, say with equal

propriety to their earthly parents, "O! lead us
not into temptation, but deliver ui> from evil."

And where shall wc find .stronger incentives to

allure to the virtues, and protect from the vices of

the world, thaa in the peaceful and happy retire-

ments of the farm ?

If Paradise lost was an exile from rural scene-
ry in its perfect state of embellishment. Paradise
regained will be, when the influence of the same
scenery calls into exercise the nobler energies of
the mind to the exclusion of the evil passions,
when the reign of peace and good will over the
earth will change the visions of ideality, and di-

vested of false impressions they will appear in

their native loveliness ; when the arts shall be as-
sociated with the virtues, and the meed of praise
be graduated by the measure of utility. Then,
and not till then, will man be happy, for tyranny
and oppression shall cease to exist, and the de-
structive arts which now engross his time, his

talents and resources, shall have faded from the
world.

THE HONEST BLACKSMITH.
BY H. W. LONGFELLOW.

Under r spreadmg chestnut tree

The village smithy stands
;

The smith, a mighty man is he,
With large and sinewy hands

;

And the muscles of his brawny arms
Are strong as iron bands.

Hif

His face i

His brow is wet with honest sweat

;

He earns whate'er he can,
And looks the whole world in the face,
For he owes not any man.

Week out, week in, from morn till night,
You can hear his bellows blow

;

You can hear him swing his heavy sledge,

With measured beat and slow.
Like a sexton, ringing the old kirk chimes
When the evening sun is low.

And children coming home from school
Look in at the open door

;

They love to see the flaming fbrge,

And hear the bellows roar.

He goes on .Sunday to the church,
And sits among his boys

;

He hears the parson pray and preach.
He hears his daughter's voice

Singing in the village choir,

And it makes his heart rejoice.

It sounds to him like hsr mother's voic
Singing in Paradise

;

He needs mast think of her once more
How in the grave she lies ;

And with his hard rough hand he wipes
A tear from <

ing—sorrowing

—

igh life he goes
;

lees some task begin.
^ Onward th:

Something attempted—something done.
Has earned a night's repose. '^

Thanks, thanks to thee, my worthy friend.

For the lesson thou has taught

!

Thus at the I'laming forge of Life

Our fortunes must be wrought.
Thus on its sounding anvil shaped
Each burning deed and thought.

From the Thiladelphia Farmer's Cabinet.

Fmit Trees.

The propagation and cultivation of fruit trees

is a most pleasant and agreeable occupation for

the sons and daughters of farmers; and those
who have been educated in indu.strious habits,

and those into whose minds sound moral princi-

ples have been instilled, are invariably fond of it.

Every family who occupy a lot, or a farm, should
annually devote a small portion of time and at-

tention to this interesting and profitable depart-

ment of nu-al occupation ; for, we are all fond of
good apples, pears, peaches, plums, quinces, and
cherries, and all should lend their aid in their

production ; but never plant inferior kinds of
fruit-trees : the same expense, time, care, and
room are required as for the finest varieties,

which are tenfold more valuable.

The roots of trees being designed not only to

sustain them in a proper position, hut to furnish

them with nutriment, care should be laken, in

jilanting, to loosen the earth for a considerable

distance around thein. Those who try how small

a hole will accommodate the roots, of a tree, miss
their aim, for experiment has shown, that a tree

planted in a hole three feet in diameter, will grow-

as much in five years, as one planted in a small

hole will ill ten | and the reason is obvious, for
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in the one case the fibres of the roots can extend

and collect food without obstruction, while In the

other the supply is very liiniterl, or cut off.

Miller says, "'the roots of trees are often buri-

ed too deep in the ground, which, in a cold or

moist soil, is one of the greatest disadvantages

that can attend fruit trees ; for the sap in the

branches, being by the warmth of the air put

strongly into motion early in the spring, is exhaus-

ted in nourishing the blossoms, and a part of it is

perspired through the wood branches, so that its

strength is lost, before the warmth can reach the

roots, to put them into an equal motion in search

of fresh nourishment, to supply the expenses of

the branches, for want o{ which the blossoms fall

off and decay."

After the best kind of trees have been procur-

ed, and skilfully and properly planted, great care

should be taken to protect them from the depre-

dations of cattle, and they should be staked, to

keep them in an upright position, for there is no

way in which the indolence and want of taste of

a farmer is more pmminently and permanently

exhibited, than in the inclined position of his

fruit trees. What think you, neighbor, of a man
who has suffered a fine apple or pear tree to grow

at an angle of forty-five degrees, when if it had

claimed attention at the proper time, five minutes'

work would have given it perpendicularity, and
preserved its beauty ; and it would then have oc-

cupied much less space.

On every farm, a small space should be alloted

for the purpose of raising stocks of the different

kinds of fruit trees, so that buds or grafts could

be inserted at the proper seasons of i)erforming

these operations, and in this way a perpetual suc-

cession of the finest trees would be obtained.

—

The nursery for tliis purpose should be kept en-

tirely free from weeds, otherwise all will be hope-

less, for weeds have been proven, by several of

my lazy acquaintance, to grow much faster than

young fruit trees raised from the seed. The
quince is among the most profitable of our

fruits, always finding a ready market st a gener-

ous price, and yet there is but little attention giv-

en to its cultivation ; it succeeds best in a moist

soil, and will grow readily from slips inserted in

the ground, early in the spnng. The young trees

produce the finest, fairest fruit; there should,

therefore, be a successsion kept up, ns they do

not do well at a greater age ttian ten or twelve

years. It is hoped that the ajjproaching spring

will not be permitted to pass by without a large

addition being made to the number ofquince trees

in our country. Those who are too remote from

market to profit by the sale of them in a green

state, wilj find their interest promoted by drying

them, when they will sell for a higher price than

the best dried peaches.

Those who. plant young orchards would do

well to consider maturely what description of

cultivated crops would be most beneficial to the

trees, and particularly to avoid such as are known
to be injurious. What would be the eflect of a

luxuriant crop of wheat or rye, is well known.
The trees are stunted and injured in their growth

or they are smothered and killed outright. Will

a wise man sow a young orchard with rye ? I say

no, never. AGRICOLA.

Dr. Jackson's Survey of Rhode Island.

In his report. Dr. J. discourses on the value of
peat as a manure. We are satisfied that the

of peat will be of immense service to our farmers

when they have once learned the mode of using

it. The free acid which it contains must be first

neutralized by combining it with some alkaline

matter, such as ashes or lime, or with some an
imal matter the ammonia of which will neutral

ize the acid and render it soluble so that it can
be taken up by the plants.

We will first give an account of the use which
the inhabitants of Block Island make of it as a
fuel.

"There are no trees upon Block Island, and
since wood fuel is too expensive for general use,

it most fortunately happens that nature has am-
ply provided the inhabhants with a great and al

most inuxhaustible supply of peat, or tug, as it is

called. Thus every family owns a peat bog,

which is their dei)Ository of fuel, from which they
draw an ample allowance yearly.

Attached to every dwelling we find a 'lug

house,' in which is stored the winter's fuel, and

each family burns from 25 to 30 cords oflieat per

annum.
The mode of preparing it is, in case it is a first

cutting, to split out cakes of it about six inches

square, which are laid upon the bank to dry in

part, after which it is turned, and subsequently

is piled up in open stocks, through which the

air circulates and completes the process. In

case an old bog is dug over, the peat is made by

the hatids into balls as large as a twelve pound
cannon shot, and these are laid on the ground
partially dried, and then stacked like piles of can-

non balls. They become firm and burn very well,

giving out a large and clear flame, and making a

good coal. The people all have their fire i)laces

arranged with peat grates, or frames made of bar

iron, large enough to fill a kitchen fire place. On
this they lay the peat, and it proves to be an ex-

cellent fuel, giving a good clear fire, suitable for

all kinds ofcooking, and for the warming of a-

partments.

I think that most persons would give up their

prejudices against peat, if they would spend a

few weeks among the people of this island.

I was informed by several old persons, that

they well remembered when several tug bogs
were entirely dug out, and that by throwing back
the loose turtj the peat grew again in 40 years, so

I fill the bogs. I was assured such was the

case with many of the bogs that I visited. Berzel-

ius says that the same opinion prevails in Swe-
den, but accurate observations have proved it to

be an error.

Peat and swamp muck occur in almost every
town in the State, and farms are so situated that

they may be abundantly supplied with them.
I am confidently of opinion that when the val-

ue of these substances is fully known, they will

eagerly sought for, as the basis of compost
inaniu'es.

They are extensively employed in Europe for

this purpose, and are highly esteemed.

Lord Meadowbank, who first called the atten-

tion of British agriculturists to this valuable sub-
stance, states, "that after long and watchful ex-

perience he is satisfied with the i)owers and du-
" m of this species? of compost. In every diver-

sity of soil, it has given returns in nowise "inferior

to the best barn-yard dung, applied in the same
(piantity, and that it is equal if not preferable in

its effects for the first three years, and decidedly
superior afterwards."

"The carcase of a dead horse, whch is often

suffered to pollute the air by its noxious effluvia,

has been happily employed in decomposing 20
tons of pent earth and transforming it into the

most enriching manure. (See Young's letters of
Agricola, letter 25, p. 238.)

In this country ex-perience has also demonstra-
ted the value of peat compost.

Ellas Phinney, Esq. of Lexington, Ms., and
Mr. Haggarston,of Watertovvn, who are excellent

practical farnier.s, both declare that a composted
manure made of three parts of peat and one of
stable manure, is equal in value to its bulk of
clear stable dung, and is more permanent in its

effects. Mr. Phinney has also been remarkably
successful in reclaiming peat bogs, and values

such land for tillage more than his uplands. (See
his letter appended to this report.)

I have seen the various methods of managing
peat composts fiflly carried into effect, in every
form described, and am .satisfied that wben its

use is fully understood, and it shall be generally

applied in Rhode Island, that a new and prosper-

ous era will dawn upon the agriculture of the

State.

In composting peat, the farmer should be at-

tentive to the principles on which the art is foun

ded, otherwi.se by deviating he may commit im
portant errors.

It is essential that animal nwttersof some kind

should be mixed with the peat, for the purpose
of effecting its decomposition, and to produce
the requisite gases. Lime is employed to de-

compose the peat, neutralize acids, and to disen-

gage amnioniacal gas from the animal substances.

The peat greedily absorbs every particle ofam-
monia, and becomes in part soluble in water. The
soluble matter produced is principally the apo
crenate of ammonia. Crenate of ammonia anc

crenate of lime are also dissolved.

Where an excess of animal matter and lime

are employed, free carbonate of ammonia is form
ed. If the compost is mixed with earth and cil

lowed to remain for a long time,nitre is produced,
the operation taking placs more rapidly in the
sumtner months.

Potash, soda, soaper's waste liquors, and ashes,

may also be advantageously mi.\ed with peat, and
will serve to render it soluble and fertilizing.

Peat may likewise be used to absorb the liquid

anures, which ought to be collected for that

purpose, in every barn-yard, the dry peat absorb-
ing like a sponge. It afterwards undergoes fer-

mentation in consequence of the animal liquids

absorbed. It is stated by Mr. John Young, in

his letters of Agricola, that the liquid manures are

of the same value as the solid, and "(/in/ one ton of
the solid dung will makefour tons of compost, and
four tons more may be madefrom the urine i

"

ed by the cattle in the same given time."

To the Ladies.
".\o more toil

Of their sweet gardening labor than sufficed

To recommend cool zephyr, and make cause
More easy, wholesome thi'retand appetite

More grateful," milton.

Since the editors of this work are doing so

uch to enlighten the stionger half of creation,

as to the ways and means of securing the solids

and durables of life, it is but fair that something
should be said to enlist the attention of the gen-
tler sex, in regard to the ornamental.

Let me be understood, then, as giving you, one
and all, an earnest request to take up the science

of cultivation, in what pertains to ornamental
jardening. " Poh !"—says some house-wife,

ooking up from a portoiitous pile of stockings

—

'What's ihe use of fussing and quiddling over

plants and flowers ?" " Dear me !" says a young
lady, between sixteen and eighteen, engaged in

"le momentous pursuits incident to that time of
fe—" How is any one to find time to attend to

such things?"—"Oh!" says another, " I admire
plants and fine shrubbery, but then they are so

expensive ! one must pay so much for them, and
have a man to tend them," &c. &c. And there

are still others, we must confess, ever, among our
own sex, who, should you show tiieni the most
peerless of flowers, in its fullest bloom, v/ould

tell you quite, composedly, •' La," that's only a

rose, I've seen thousands of 'em !" To this last

lass, any nrgiiment on the subject of such very
common attiiirs, we suppose would be entirely

out of place.

But us ladies in general, and American ladies

in particular, never do any thing, even to under-
'ng the tightest lacing, and wearing the thin-

est shoes in the coldest winter weather, without
having good and sufticieut reasons to sustain

them, we must ofcourse give a few solid ones, as

to why the pursuit of ornamental gardening is so

particularly to be recommended to them.
In the first place it conduces to health. A gen-

tleman of my acquaintance told me, that he
would ride twenty miles to see one really healthy

woman! and the phenomenon we think would
be rare enough to justify the effort. Now all our
treatises on the preservation of health, in recom-
mending exercise as its "sine qua non," insist

also, that that exercise mn.st be taken in the open
air, and that the mind must be engaged and ex-

cited equally with the body. Now what occupa-
tion fulfils these conditions like gardening ? Let
any one practice it a while out of doors, on a

beautiful spring morning, with all the delightful

excitement of laying out a border, sewing seeds,

transplanting and arranging shrubbery, and they

will find by the quick beat of every pulse, and the

glow of the cheek, how healthful is the exercise.

And as a sort of supplement to this part of my
subject. I would add, that the pursuit of garden-
ing leads directly to early rising, since some of
its most important offices must \^e performed be-

fore the burning heats of the day come on. But
" dear me !" says some young lady " I never get

up early ; if that is necessary in order to raise

flowers, I never shall do it !"—Never fear, my
fair friend, once get your heart and soul in the

matter, and you will rise early, because you can-

not help it. "The imago of your geraniums and
your roses will haunt your morning pillow, and
you will be down with the first dawn, fn see if

the blossoms they promised the day before, have
stolen forth, like beautiful spirits in the stillness

ofnight.
Then again, gardening is a graceful accom-

plishment for a lady, and has hccn held nvcn
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from the time of mother Eve—if we may credit

the saying of a very clever old gentlemen, one
Mr. Jolin Milton, who wrote many handsome
lines to that effect, and who was very much ad-

mired in times when every body could'nt write such
fine poetry as they can now-a-days. We seii-

ously tliink that it is every woman's province, as

far as in her lies, to see that the outside of her
dwelling is well arranged, trimmed, and orna-

mented, as to endeavor after bright brasses, pret-

ty carpets and handsome china, in the inside.

"What is the use of flowers!" exclaims a
thrifty house keeper, meanwhile busily polishing

her fire-irons. What is the use of bright fire-

irons, Bay we in reply ? or of any fire-irons atall ?

could not you make a fire on two stones, that

would keep you quite as warm ? What's the use
of handsome table cloths and bed spreads ? one
might eat on a board, and sleep under a buffalo

skin, and not really starve either !

So much for the "utile." Perhaps many of
our readers will remember how involuntary was
t)ie judgment they have formed, in riding by
houses, as to the cheracter of their inmates.
When you see a house standing all alone, bare
of shrub or flower, except perhaps some volun-
teer bunches of thistle and pig-weed ; what do
you infer of its inmates ? And when you have
passed even a log cabin, where the sweet briar

was carefully trained around the door, while veils

of morning glories and of scarlet beans, shade
the windows, do you not immediately think of
the dwellers there, as neat, cheerful and agreea-
ble ? This is more especially the case in regard
to the homes of the poor. The credit of the rich
man's groinuls may belong to his gardener, but
they who can keep no gardener, and whose sim-
ple flower-garden springs out of moments stolen

from necessary labor, possess n genuine and cor-
dial love of the beautiful, to render a humble
dwelling so fragrant and fair.

" But then the time and expenses of keeping
an ornamented garden !"—says some one. Good,
my friend, this is a consideration—but I have
used up my sheet of paper. Next month, how-
ever, I may show you how to find both time and
money.— Jf'estcrn Far.

New Hampshire Enterprise. The King's Cha-
pel--Quincy Granite. I'resh Pond and the
Ice traffick. Lobster catching.

The superior enterprise and acumen of the na-
tives of tho Granite State are becoming prover-
bial throughout the Union. There is no State so
new or so distant that will not present as com-
ing from New Hampsliire men of some one or

all the learned professions who are dij^tlnguish-

ed for high talent and promise ; there is no mer-
cantile city that has not acquired a i)ortion of its

most ready enterprise and intellect from the

youth tiiat were born and nurtured among and
ujion our mountains and hills. You can hardly
find a point where enterprise is likely to produce
wealth iu which the sons of New Hampshire do
not fix themselves.

Gov. Hancock's house near the State House,
and the " King's Chapel " at the head of School
Street in Boston, were the first granite buildings
erected in that city. The old Chapel was erected

as an Episcopal church : the Episcopal became
Unilariau on the induction of the late Rev. Dr.
Freeman about the year 1790 ; and on account of
his rejection of the doctine of the Trinity, Bish-
op Seal>ury at that time refused him the usual
ordination, ai;d the ceremony which should have
been performed by the Bishop was turned over
to some of the under officers of the church.
This church continues to be of the Unitarian
fiiilli, and has a distinct printed service similar to

the book of Common Prayer in all other respects
than in the Apostles' creed and invocations ac-
knowledging and recognizing three persons in

the Godhead. King's Chapel was the pet church
of royalty in Boston before the revolutionary war,
and it continues to be the church of many of
the more wealthy families of the city. There
are wealthy inen, one or more of whom are mil-
lionaires, belonging to the King's Chapel, who
went from New Hampshire with no more than
the property of the sons of common farmers.

Although erected nearly a century ago, it is said
the interior of King's Chapel is more splendid
and beautiful than the interior of any other church
in Boston.

King's Chapel is erected of square blocks of
jTu'iite roughly prepared: it is said these granite

blocks were brought from Braintree (now Quin-
cy)and were selected with much trouble and af
ter long digging and searching ; and we are in-

formed that there is among the archives of the

town of Boston a letter from the Selectmen of
Braintree declaring that there were not granite
rocks within the now present limits of Braintree
and Quincy sufficient to erect another public
building. The fact that granite sufficient to erect
thousands of buildings has since been taken from
Quincy and carried to all parts of the country
appears at this time to confound the statement
ofthe ancient town officers of Braintree. Of the
stone taken from Quincy within a short time
there are splendid specimens in the granite
blocks of the new Custom House now erecting
near tjie head of Long Wharf, and some of the
finest specimens of sculptured granite we have
ever seen are in the front fence of the Granary
burial ground between the Park street church
and the Tremont House: blocks of granite full

three feet in thickness and between thirty and for-
ty feet in length, more beautilul than the purest
and finest marble, lie at the base of the fence

;

and the posts surmounting pedestals of the gate-
way to tins burial ground are the most pure and
beautiful specimen's of primitive rock that proba-
bly can be found in any part of the world.
These specimens are all of the Quincy granite,
where the work of preparing blocks for various
parts of the United States is now but begun.
Such rocks as were used in the erection of
King's Chapel would now be rejected as desti-
tute of the requisite form and beauty : the deeper
the incisions are made into the granite ledge, the
more perfect the blocks taken out. And so well
understood is the art of preparing them, that
blocks of every possible shape are rived from
the rock and manufactured with equal ease as
that of workmanship in wood. It is here wor-
thy of our notice that a large portion ofthe work-
ers on Quincy granite are young men from New
Hampshire, where the trade of preparing granite
extensively was carried on some twenty years
ago. Many young men from this State have
there earned with their own hands in the prepa-
ration of granite money, with which they have
purchased farms. It is common for the New
Hampshire young men who go to Quincy to
come home during the severity of winter and re-
turn there in the spring. They can earn in this
business considerably more than the wages of a
common farmer.
Among the sources of wealth to the enterpris-

ing laboring men in the vicinity of Boston is the
traffic in ice. More than from any other source
this ice is procured from Fresh Pond situated
within the limits of Cambridge and Watertown
about five miles out of Boston. Forty thousand
tons or eighty millions of pounds are"laken from
this pond in a winter. Houses are erected on
the shores of the pond for its reception ; these
resemble large barns on the exterior. They are
filled in with tan on the sides ; and although
erected above ground, the ice is more completely
preserved than if it was under ground. Salt hay
or common meadow hay selves as a covering. It

is said to cost only abotit a shilling a ton to take
the ice from the pond and deposite it in the store-
house. It is cut with a machine propelled by
horse power into cakes of the suitable size; and
by the same power it is taken to its point of des-
tination. When the ice houses are filled, the ar-
ticle is carried in winter directly to the ships at

the wharves in Charlestown, whence it is trans-
ported and sold in the West Indies and in the
southern cities of this coimtry. It has become
an article used to purify and render the poorwa-
terof the cities palateable as well iu winter as in

summer. For the purpose of transporting ice
with more facility to the ships, the tyrant for a

rail road from the wharf at CharUistown to Fresh
Pond has just been procured from the Massa-
chusetts Legislature. This enterprise will with-
out doubt much increase the quantity of ice tised.

It has now come to be considered an article of
health and economy in the use of families in th?
cities; and in jjroportion to the increased facili-

ties for furnishing it, will the price of the article

be reduced and the demand for it be increased.

The price of the ice as it is carried about and
sold in Boston is half a cent a pound. The
weight of this is somewhat diminished when ta-

keuYrom the house in summer before it is dis-
posed of. Mr. H . a young ninn recently

from Northfield, N. H. has settled down on the
south shore of Fresh pond for the purpose of
furnishing ice to the Boston market. He lays in
and sells fifteen hundred tons of ice annually

;

and he keeps four teams running in the suujmer
rieason from the ice house to the city. His retail
price is halfa cent a pound; and'if we allow
one third for wastage it will readily be perceived
that he obtains a round sum of money tor his
year's efforts. This is one of the new devices
of thrift sought out by a son of New Hampshire
who has been born and educated since we first
strayed from Massachusetts into New Hampshire
to pursue that business in which we had been
insti-ncted. We fell in company with Mr. H
in the stage when returning from a visit to his
friends in his native town. We had just left this
gentleman when on the same day we were in-
troduced to

Mr. W
, one of the "fathers of the

town " of Lynn, who has resided for the last
nine or ten years at Swamscot, a village on the
seashore of that town famed during a century
past for the manufacture of shoes. Mr. W
was an old customer of ours for many years in
the town of Meredith, N. H. : he has grown to
wealth and to the first importance in his village
in the pursuit of a business of which no man
brought up and living in the interior of New
HatTipshire could have ever dreamed: it is the
business of lobster catching, in the pursuit of
which he sends his boats and men who are ei-

ther hired or work on shares all along the coast
and inlets of the Atlantic shore eastward of
Boston. He is the greatest of the lobster ven-
ders in the Boston market : his clear profits are
undoubtedly several thousand dollars—better in
all probability than the best salaried officer in
the six New England States.

The i)reparation of granite—the extensive use
of ice—and the owning of sloops and employ-
ment of men exclusively for the taking of lobsters
—are three items, which if we had been told
thirty years ago would be the annual sources of
gain to the amount of several hundred thousand
dollars, we should have laughed in the face
of the narrator. But bo it surely now is ; and
it is equally certain that the enterprise of New
Hampshire boys has a hand in each of these
kinds of business.

From the Nashville Agriculturiet.

Agricnltnre in Tennessee.
Covington, Tenn., Dec. 28, 1840.

Messrs. Editors :—I promised some time
since to give you an account of the result of a
trial upon the Sugar Beet ; and also of my suc-
cess with Irish potatoes in corn ground—and the
reason I have not sooner written yoy, is, that cir-

cumstances were such that I could not give that
attention to them I should, and of course the re-
sult was not favorable. I sowed the beet seed, I

think, early in May, they came up well, but in a
few days more than one half Mere destroyed by
the worms, and the rest, although not thick e-
nougb, (some places three feet apart,) grew off
finely ; some were very large, I did not weigh
them, but suppose they would weigh 6 or 8 lbs.

I planted tl>e seed in drills, two feet apart, with-
out manuring. From the eipetiment made, I am
saii.^ed it is one of the best crops raised. I put up
10 or 12 bushels, and my wilt; says she discovers
the increased quantity and richer qualily of the
milk, vyhen our cow is fed on the beets, (and tee

only milk one new, uhich gives vs more good milk
than three did before I commtnced reading the South-
ern Cultivator.)

My impression is, that potatoes and com will
grow better in separate ground.

I enclose you two dollars for the Cultivator, al-

though my year is not out—and I would be glad
I could induce not only every farmer in the coun-
try, but every family who has ever so small a
piece of ground to cidtivate, to take yours, or
some other agricultural paper. I am certain I have
never derived more profit, (beside pleasure,) from
the same amount of money. The reading of a
good agricultural paper will certainly stimulate a
person to industry. Most persons with whom I

am acquainted, are content to raise from the gar-
den a few cabbage, Irish potatoes, (for early use
only,) snap beans, cucumbers, and perhaps occa-
sionally onions. Now it ia certain no person can
live irell with thesc.l n)ight say many persons cvrn
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depend on buying a partif not all the above scan-

ty fare. The fai-t is, althougli I was always fond

of a good garden, I lia\'c been much aroused in

the last two years, and liave added to my garden
a truck patch, and I find it very little trouble to

have every thing tliat is good. To show you that

I am practising upon what the Cultivator teaches,

I will state that I have for eight years been in the

habit of buying all my meat, lard, butter, chick-

ens, eggs, sweet and Irish potatoes, beans, turn-

ips, and sometimes cabbage—but since I have
taken the Cultivator, I have been convinced that

all this thing is wrong, and for the last two last

years I have raised my own meat, (I killed a few
days since seventeen hogs, and have plenty pigs

left to use when wanted ;) chickens and eggs in

abundance. I believe we have raised morelhan
150 chickens this year, and at this time have fif-

teen different kinds of vegetables to use. Now I

am fully convinced that any of my neighbors
could do (is well, for I only have employed one
hand, which I was necessai-ily compelled to have
for wood hauling, cutting, &c. &c.

I will here mention that the few persons who
attempted to raise celery in the District, where
the soil is apt to run together and bake, do not a-

dopt the best plan, by following the old molhod
in ditches—I have tried that here freguenlly, and
the result has imiformly been a shm alRiir. I

sow in drills, well manured, on the level ground
;

keep out the weeds and gross until the latter part
of September, then hill u]i as it grows—af^er

hilling a foot, place split sticks of timber all a-

long the sides, then hill on that. I have celery
now about 2i feet long, and as brittle as an ici-

cle. Facts, you say, are what you want.
Respectfully,

Your ob'f. servant,

VVM. C. IIAZEN.

The time is not far distant, in our humble o-
pinion, when the farmer's son will be the man a-
niong the well educated of his day. Alieady has
the spirit gone abroad. The feelings of all arc
beginning to be enlisted deeply in this honorable
cause. No longer is this profession viewed, by
all, as fit only for the/joor anAignorant, but is be-
ginning to claim the rank to which it is so justly
entitled. Men of learning and talents luive turn-
ed their attention to its investigation, without the
least compunction of conscience for liaving acted
below their dignUy. Tl;cy have learned that the
occupation of the farmer, humble as it may have
been considered, can call into action most of the
powers of the mind, and whatever may bo the a-

mount of his knowledge, if useful, it can be
brought to bear, either directly or indirectly

;

hence, the erroneous opinion that fanners need
not be educated, is fast passing away, and ere
long popular sentiment will consign it to its le-

gitimate abode, the shades of oblivion. No oc-
cupalion is better calculated to call forth the
learning of the man of science than that of the
farmer, and none in which he can engage with
more honor, or at least, none to which more hon-
or should be attached. Then why should the
sons of Tennessee blush to be what has been
conteni])tuously called "book farmers.-" Why
should they entertain erroneous notions and con-
tinue absurd practices, because their fathers did
so before them ; thus closing their bosoms a-
gain.st the convictions of reason .- We believe
that such days are near their end ; and in time,
instead of leaving the ;>oor and ignorant to fill the
profession of farming, we will see young men re-
turning from practical institutions" of learning to
the plough-handle, fired with a laudable spirit to
gain honor and amass wealth from their occupa-
tion. When such a state of things shall take
jilace, agricultin-e will be added as another to the
" learned professions," considered as honorable
as any of them, and will prove as profitable.
Hills that are now barren and long neglected
wastes will be brought into active and profitable
cultivation, waving with bountiful harvest, or set
with the heavy eared corn—then gladdening
smiles of plenty will cheer our domestic circles,
and bloated purses fill our pockets.

Interestiisg to Blacksmiths.—A blacksmith
of Milan, has discovered that, by suspending a
length of chain to one of the corners of the an-
vil by means of a ring, the noise of the I';amnicr
may be almost entiiely deadened.

The Irish Grazier Hogs.
This breed of hogs has been pretty e.xtensive)y

scattered through the states of Illinois, Indiana,

Ohio, and Kentucky ; and of late yeai-s, a good-
ly number have been introduced into Tennessee.
Pure bloods, howevei', are not very common in

any of the States, but by crosses with them, the
native breeds have been much improved.

The color is white, but mix their color very
easily with other breeds, and hence, many that

we have seen passing through the country under
this appellation, have been variously spotted with
black.

They are amongst the larger breeds of swine,
of^en reaching from four to eight hundred lbs.,

but the common weight oY a two years old, is a-

bout three hundred and fifty pounds.
They are good breeders, good nuises, and

quite thrifty. But as their size is large, they re-
quire a good quantity of food ; still Ihey " rough
it" as well as other breeds. They are long and
deep in the body, but are not usually so round
and perfectly formed as the Berkshires. They
possess good bone, and are well suited for driving.
Many farmers prefer them to all other breeds,

and we are strongly inclined to the belief, they
are amongst the best. As we have not been per-
sonally acquainted with a great number of the
Graziers, we must request some of our Illinois,

Indiana, Ohio or Kentucky friends, to give us
full accounts of this breed.

—

Tennessee Jlgricul-
turist.

Bring Flowers.—The following is an extract
from Mr. Colman's address before the Agricul-
tural Society at New Haven, not long since:
"The taste for flowers, every where increasing

among us, is an omen for good. Let us adorn
our parlors, doorways, and roadsides, with trees,

and shrubs, and flowers. What a delight do they
give to the passer by ? What favorable impres-
sions do they at once excite towards those who
cultivate for their own gratification, and find, after

all, their chief pleasure in the gratification which
they afford to olhers? What au affecting charm,
associated us it is with some of the best senti-
ments of our nature, do they give to the sad dwell-
ing places of tlie departed "and beloved.'

Tiic moral influences of such embellishments
deserve our consideration. I do not mean siin-

|)ly the substitution of such refined tastes and
pursuits in place of the gratification of the lower
appetites.—This is no small matter. But another
inliiiencc should not be overlooked.
Every one familiar with human life must be

sensible that mere personal neatness and order
are themselves securities of virtue. As we cul-
tivate tlics" habits, and in respect to our residen-
ces and the things and objects around us, make
a study of rendering them orderly and beautiful,
and adding to them the highest cmbelli.shmenis
of art, our own self-respest is greatly increased.
Next to religious principle nothing operates more
than self-respect, as a safe-guard of virtue and
a stimulant to excellence."

For tlie Farmer's MoDthly \'ikit<ir.

On Raising of Wheat.
rREFARATIO.-? OF SEEn TO PREVK.NT S.llirT.

The preparation of the seed I take from an
English account puhlished some years since,
which practice I have adopted lor five or six years
past with success, and I do think much of it.

Make a brine of common salt strong enough to
bare up a hen's egg: then put in your wheat not
more than the brine will cover" Stir it and
skim as long as any thing will rise. It will float

off all the light kernels of wheat, oats, light ker-
nels of cockle, smut, or any ihing that is injuriou.<

to the seed. Then take the w heat out, and put
into the same brine ancther lot, and so on till

you have cleaned all you wish. After washing
put the wheat into a heap—let it lay six hours-
then mix a sufficient quantity of dry ashes, plais-

ter of paris or lime ; then inunediately sow your
wheat. I um very particular as to time.
The result is, I lune not found but two smut

heads since I adopted this method, and I think it

beneficial in preveiiling worms from d.-jstroying

the seed, as well as adding to the growth of the
wheat. The English account says, (as well as in-
dividuals with whom I conversed from England)
that it has been tried on a farm for forty years, and
was always successful. More proofs "from the
same account I might uiTcr; but I am salislicil

el-
,

all J
:at I
lot I

from my own experience of the beneficial re-
sults.

WEEDING OF WHEAT.
I weed my wheat always twice. The first time

when the wheat is three or four iuches high ; then
again just before it begins to head out. I use an
instrument called a grub. It is like a cabinet ma-
ker's gouge, about one and one-fourth of an inch
in diameter, with a socket into which I insert a
handle, say four or five feet long. With this in-

strument one man may go over a lai-ge piece of
giound in a day. The method is to take the gi'ub

and cut ofl^ a tiiistle, dock, or any thing that is in-

jurious to the wheal at the surface of the ground,
and leave it on the spot where it \vas cut off. A
field that has had this dressing will look much
better : weeds always take the start of the wheat
and retard the growth. This practice always
pays the farmer a great price for his labor.

HARVESTING WHEAT.

I commence cutting my wheat when it is very

green, when I find the kernel is out of the milk
and about as hard as flour dough, which you may
know by squeezing tbe kernel between your fin-

gers. I then cut it as fast as I can, either in fair

weather or not. 1 do not let it lay in the gavel on
the ground exposed either to the sun or rain, but

bind it up in single bands near the butt, set it up
in stooks of eight bundles on the ground in the

form of a pair of rafters, the huts as far apart as

possible with two sheafs jiut on the top for pro-

tection. In this way it will dry very quick, and
the sap in the straw will afford nourishment to

the kernels sufficient to prevent it from shrinking

too much. By this method I find the kernel re

tains all its goodness, and the straw makes exce'

lent fodder for neat stock, because it retains

the sap that the wheat docs not absorb. Wheat
cured in this way thrashes very easy, and will not

shell out by carting to the barn.

I think farmers are not aware how green they

may cut their wheat, and what a saving they may
have in the quality of wheat and straw. They
have only to try this method, and I feel assured
they will find it to their interest.

In the summer of 1838, 1 sowed one and three-

fourths of an acre of wheat in one lot. When
harvested and threshed, I had se\'cnty bushels.

One full acre was stouter than the three-fourths
;

therefore I calculate (he one acre produced forty-

two bushels, and the three-fourths at the rate of
thirty-eight bushels to the acre. The kind of
wheat sowed was Siberian and red chaff. I gen-
erally s.)W to the acre one bushel and a half of
seed. I have had the most wheat to the aero
when sown from the 15tli to the 20th of May.
My usual crop of wheat is from 25 to 30 bushels
to the acre, with common tillfigc.

PREPARATIO.N OK LAND.

I plough and harrow my wheat land three or
more times, and harrow between ploughings till

I think it sufficiently mellow before sowing. I

like the practice, after sowing the last lime, of
going over the ground to have it done with a light

bush. It leaves the surface of the ground smooth-
er and covers all the bare kernels. I seldom can
make my wheat ground too rich or rich enough.
I apply barnyard manure with about- an equal
quantity of leached ashes from my potash, ashes
that I have used for the last twelve or fourteen
years on tillage and mowing land in lots in differ-

ent years from three to eight thousand bushels.
After they have been thrown out from the ashc
ry, I find leached ashes are valuable on all tillage

land in preventing worms from destroying the
seed.

A few years since a neighbor of mine planted
a piece of corn on his land adjoining mine: soil

naturally about the same. The v\orms destroyed
his corn before weeding, so that he did not hoe it

aiul had no crop, while I had from fifty to sixty

busliels to the acre. Leached ashes are good on
mowing land if spread on the surface. They
iill prevent a la rge liich often cuts

off the roots of the grass under the siuface of the

ground. The reason is obvious. They do but
little injury on ground where leached ashes are

used. The qiianlity I a()ply grncially to Iheacre
is about twelve ox cart loads, with as much more
barn yard manure. The farm which I occupy is

an upland farm, strong and rcteniive .^oil. Leach-
ed .ishes are good on dry mowing lands, and I

find from experience, have u good eflbct on quite

a moist soil.
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GENERAL REMARKS.

I sometimes hear farmers saj they do not be-

lieve in tlie idea of Book Farming. In answer I

would say, if my neighbor raises 40 bushels of

wheat to the acre, and another 75 busliels of corn

to the acre, another raises from 400 to 600 bush-

els of potatoes to the acre, and another cuts from

three to four tons of hay to the acre, which I have

done for years past, and the land is not impover-

ished, is this Book Farming- or an experiment

worth publishing ? Will it be known unless it

is communicated to the public in the Farmer's

Monthly Visitor, or some other publication ? I

am persuaded it is of importance to Farmers to

know how this is done, the kind of soil on which

It is done, and the method of cultivation.

I think much of the improvements that are now
making in our country in farming, and Ido think

every farmer ought to take or read an agricultur-

al publication for his own beuetit and that of his

sons—"to teacli the young idea how too shoot."

I am persuaded that the farmer who can now raise

as much bread on five acres of land as he used

to do on ten, or make two bushels of wheat grow
where he formerly did but one, ought to commu-
nicate his experience to the public. We com-
plain of hard times and that the Banks do not dis-

count. The best remedy for a farmer is to know
that he has a bank on his farm, and that he is the

only director. If be so manages as to raise more
than he wants for his own consumption and
many kinds of produce to sell, we shall not hear

so much about hard times. TH. FULLER.
Enosburgh, Vt. March 12 ,1841.

Among the self-made, enterprising and talen

ted men that have gone forth from New Hamp-
shire, we may name John A. Dix, late Adjutant

General of the State of New York, as second to

few men of the country. The father of Gen,

Dix was a native of this vicinity, and, on ou»

first acquaintance, beloved and respected for his

many estimable qualities as a man of public spir-

it, an affectionate husband and father, a generous

and munificent patron and friend to evei-y thing

promotive of the public good, resided thirty-tvvc

years ago in the adjacent town of Boscawen
At the commencement of the last war witi

Great Britain he received the appointment of

Major in the U. S. army, and was subseiiuently

promoted to the ofiice of Lt. Colonel, when he

died in the service before the close of the war.

John A. Dix, when quite young, having been

with his father in the army, was appointed an

aid-de-camp to BlaJ. Gen. Brown. Retiring from

the service, he afterwards jireparcd himself for

the practice of law ; and has since distinguished

i.iuiselfalike for his eloquence as a public speake*-

and his talents as a writer. At souje time of his

life, since he left the army, as will be perceived

by the article extracted below, he has travelled in

Eiuope, not without observing to some beneficial

purpose the advance of improvements in that

coiuitry.

We have seen the fin-^t number of a monthly
newspaper published at Albany, N. Y. and enti-

tled "The Northern Light: devoted to Free

Disc\ission and to the Diffusion of Useful Knowl-
edge, Miscellaneous Literature and General In-

telligence;" conducted under the immediate su-

I>orintendence of Gen. Dix aided by five other

nentleiuen, of whom are Professor Dean, Doct.

Beck, and Mi-. Delevan, the apostle of Temper-
ance. The |iaper is of the same size and
shajie of the Albany Cultivator and resend)les

somewhat our own monthly sheet. As its title

indicates, it is not confined to any particular sub-

ject, but devoted to the Sciences, to the Arts of

life, to Political Economy, and to a general re-

view of passing- events. In the first number of

this journal there is condensed a volume of in-

Ibrmation worth to some readers at least the

price of a year's subscription, which is one dol-

lar. We will, at the oflice of the Visitor, be hap-

py to receive and transmit subscriptions for Gen.
Dix's paper.

As more directly applicable to the Monthly
Visitor, we have taken the liberty to extract an

pi-say from the pen of Gen. Dix in the Northern

Light, entitled

" Agriculture : its Dignity aud Importance

We are informed by the most ancient of human
rorords, that the cultivation of the earth was one

of (he first occupations of men ; and a;

merge from the darkness and doubt, which en-

velope a later period in the history of our race,

ve find it ranked, in the annals of the most dis-

inguished nations, among the highest and most

honorable pursuits. Egypt, principally through

the extraordinary fertility of her soil, renewed

by the annual inundations of the Nile, which
were turned to the best account by artificial

structures, and by the laborious industry of

her inhabitants, became one of the most wealthy

and powerful of the nations of antiquity. Agri-

culture was held in the highest esteem : it was
perfected by study and the contrivances of art

;

and its great success may be considered as the

basis of a prosperity and power, which are still

visible in the most stupendous monuments of hu-

man skill—the work of distant centuries, and the

wonder of our own times.

Though the political and social condition of

Italy before the Roman era may be regarded ar

belonging rather to the region of fable and poe

try, than to that of authentic history, there ii

enough of the latter to show, that it had attained

a high degree of opidence through the cultiva-

tion of the soil. The national religion among
the Samnites and Latins was associated willi

the labors of agriculture and pastoral life. The
whole region of the Appenines, with the excep

tion of a few peaks which rise above the eleva

tion of perpetual snow, was converted into pas-

ture and arable land, and sustained a hardy and

industrious population, whose numbers are al-

most incredible. When we come down to the

era of Numa, the great patron of Roman agri-

culture, who made it the basis of the prosperity

of his counti-y, and was ranked among her divin-

ities on account of the benefits and the dignity

he had conferred on it, we enter the province of

authentic history, and are no longer guided by

the dim and uncertain light of tradition. The
public domain was parceled out in small portions

among the great body of the people ; an agricul-

tural priesthood, under the name of " fratres ar-

vales," was instituted, and every encouragement,

which the law could afl^brd, was extended to the

cultivators of the soil. They constituted, indeed,

a large portion of the population. When Rome
had "reached the height of her power, her

most eminent citizens were seen, like the lium-

lest, laboring in the fields with their own hands.

It was the privilege of the agricultural class for

several centuries to fill the ranks of the Roman
Legion ; her civil and military commanders were
sought for at the plough ; and her rewards for

great services to the commonwealth consisted of

donations of land. It was in reference to this

portion of the history of Rome tlmt Pliny fanci-

fully said ;
" The earth took pleasure in being

" ciiltivated by the hands of men crowned with
" laurels and decorated with triumphal honors."

Some of the most distinguished Romans wrote

treatises upon agriculture, and Virgil has celebra-

ted it in undying verse. As the spirit of Roman
liberty was relaxed by luxury and ease, her agri-

culture declined ; the fields, which had been cul-

tivated by the hands of Cato and Cincinnatus,

were filled with the cai)lives of Phrygia and

Thrace ; and the subsistence of the Roman peo-

ple became dependent on the productions of dis-

tant provinces.

In Greece agriculture, though honored in some
of the principal states, never attained the same
importance that it possessed in Rome. Nor is it

surprising, when the physical and political con-

dition of"the former is considered. In Sparta all

manual labor, except that which related to war,

was performed by slaves. The face of Attica

was broken and furrowed by intersecting hills

and vales; her soil was not fertile ; and, in spite

of laliorious culture, she never supplied her own
population with grain. Yet agriculture was not

wanting in dignity in Athens. Xenophon, one of

her most distinguished sriiis, the leader of the

ten thousand in their masterly retreat after (he

fall ofCyrus in the plains ofCunaxa, wrote sever-

al treatises on practical husbandry and the econ-

omy of domestic life ; and Avhen driven by the

jealousy and hatred of his enemies from his na-

tive city, he took refiige at Seillus, in the neigh-

borhood of Olympia, giving public lectiues on

the science of agriculture, and devoting himself

to literary pursuits.

Such was the dignity of agriculture in ancient

times

!

In the countries of Ein-opo, the ([uarlcr of the

globe with which our communications are most
direct and intimate, the state of agriculture va-

ries with peculiarities of soil, climate and politi-

cal organization ; and as might be expected, the

estimation in which It is held, is not everywhere
the same. In Russia the earth is cultivated al-

most exclusively by serfs, subject to the arbitrary

will of the noble who owns the soil. Manual
labor, in any art, almost necessarily j)artakes of
the ciiaracter of those by whom it is carried on :

and in Russia, therefore, agriculture, as an occu-
pation, is degraded. In the northern parts of
Italy, in the Netherlands, aud in some of the

German states, the soil, under judicious systems of
husbandry and an elaborate culture, has attained

the highest degree of productiveness. The
southern part of Sweden, formerly subject to

Denmark, retains, in some degree, the reputation

it once enjoyed, as the granary of northern Eu-
rope.* Holstein, a dependency of Denmark,
bordering upon the northern bank of the Elbe,

and the shores of the German Ocean, abounds

in the richest fields of grain, and in numberless

flocks of cattle and sheep.f In France, a new

* The following extract from our notes of a

visit to the north of Europe a few years ago, will

show what our impressions were in relation to

this part of Sweden :

—

"On the evening of the 31st of July we left Ileleing-

borg, [directly on the sound opposite Helsinor,] and rode

as far as Eiigelholm, two and a hall' Swedish, or about

seventeen Enjlish, miles. The country between these

two places is exceedingly level, and is covered with lux-

uriant crops, and farm-houses exhibiting a degree of com-
fort, neatness and abundance, -ivhich we have not seen

surpassed since we left England. This province is one of

the finest in Sweden for the production of grain : it was,

in fact, considered the granary of the north, centuries ago,

when it was in the hands of the Danes. We have never

seen any region or tract of country, with which it exactly

compares in any of its characteristic features. In the

srnoolh and unbroken expanse of its surface, and in the

multitude of flocks and herds scattered over it, under the

guardianship of shepherd-boys, it resembles Holstein -f—
but it is apparently more fertile, better cultivated, cer-

tainly more beautiful in its general aspect, and exhibits

raore comfort, resource and power, than that part of Hol-
stein through which w-e passed. It is, in fact, an exceed-

ingly interesting country, and is capable, under a high sys-

tem of agriculture, of EUEtaining a very great amount of

animal life. The population now is dense : farm-houses

are to be seen in every direction at short intervals, fre-

quently clustering into hamlets along the roads, and at

distances of eight or ten miles there is always to be found
a town of a fresh and flourishing aspect. Those which
we saw were more neat and apparently better provided

with comforts than the towns in the island, of Zealand,

[Denmark,] through which we passed on our way from

d at

Copenhagefi to Helsii

On the first of Angus
about two and a half Swedish miles from Engelholm, wc
reached the summit of a range of mountains, which runs

from the shore of the sound into the interior; and
as we passed over the ridge a most extensive and
charming view unfolded itself towards the north. Tlie

country did not diSer materially in character from that on
the other side. As far as the eye could reach it w-as one
unbroken surface of plain ; but over it villages, churches,

farm-houses, clusters of trees, little lakes, flocks of cattle

and sheep, and a multitude of shades of almost as many
different species of production in grains, grasses and

fruits, w-ere scattered, in a variety unstudied and some-
what confused, but singularly picturesque and enchanting.

We never before beheld so perfectly displayed the regu-

lar gradations of color, which depend on distance. At
the base of the mountain the brightest and most gaudy
hues were finely expressed upon the rich crops of wheat
and barley just arriving at perfection ; and from this point

they became gradually softened until they were wholly

lost in the faintest tint of blue.

On one side of this wide expanse of country an indenta-

tion is made by the waters of the sound, and upon its sur-

face a great number of fishing-boats and coasting vessels

appeared—some of them standing out to sea, and others

making their way into the mouth of the little river Laga,

which divided the immense plain before us into nearly

equal portions by a watery line almost imperceptible from

the elevation, at which we stood. As wc dwelt upon this

: could not but remark and lament the

absence of the finest of all features in rural scenery—
those beautiful hedges, which are so peculiarly charac-

teristic of the agricultural improvements of England. In

the island of Zealand they have been introduced as a part

of the system of rural economy, and sometimes they are

trimmed and fashioned with all the care and tastefulncss

of the country from which they have been borrowed."

fTlie following is extracted from our notes of

a ride across the ptevince of Holstein during tlic

same visit to the northern coimtries ofEurope :—
" On tlie 19th of .luly we left Hamburgh, and took our

course across the Danish province of Holstein, to Kiel on

an estuary of the Baltic. The country, for two German

(nine English) miles after leaving Hamburgh, is exceeding-

ly beautiful, although nature has done much less for it

than art. It is very level, but highly embellished with

country-scats surrounded by lawns of the richest verdure

and gardens filled with flowers. The inhabitants of Hoi-

ttcin bv the by-, arc exceedingly fond ofllowcrb—so much
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impulse has been given to agricultural improve-

ment, by the extreme subdivision of the soil,

which has grown out of the law of equal suc-

cession and the confiscation and sale of lands

belonging to the church and to the expatriated

nobles, who followed the fortunes of the Bour-

bons.

But in none of these countries has agriculture

gained the distinction in the ranks of industry,

which it possesses in England. The great land-

ed proprietors belong to the nobility. They are

foremost in the proceedings of agricultural asso-

ciations, at fairs and cattle-shows, and in all inat-

ters connected with the rural economy of the

kingdom. Through the operation of the corn-

laws, the bread-stuffs of foreign countries are, in

seasons of ordinary abundance, excluded from
her markets, and a monopoly is thus secured to

her own gi-ains. Though the effect of this sys-

tem of exclusion is to make the great body of the

people eat dear bread, it has given an extraordi-

nary impetus to the progress of her agricultural

industry. Jn 1760 the population of Great Britain

was seven millions and a half; in 1831 over six-

teen millions. At the former period the total

growth of grain of all kinds in the kingdom was
about one hundred and seventy millions of bush-
els, of which about three tiiillions were exported.
In 1835 it was estimated at three hundred and
forty millions—just double. The population has
more than doubled during the same lime. But
the exportation of grain, excepting in seasons of
extraordinary abundance, has ceased, and about
twenty-four millions of bushels are annually im-
portetl from Ireland. Though the increase ofthe
quantity of grain produced falls somewhat short
of the growth of her population, it is a matter of
astonishment that an island, having less than
double the surface of New York, and a considera-
ble portion of it broken and inaccessible to the
plough and the harrow, should be capable of sus-

taining fifteen millions of inhabitants. Yet il is

supposed that its agricultural produce might still

be doubled, and that at least thirty millions of
people might be subsisted without importihg
grain from abroad.

In a country, where agriculture performs 60
important a part in the great scheme of national

industry, and numbers among its followers so
large a portion of the higher orders, it is natijral-

ly ranked among the most honorable pursuits.

Without intending to insliliite any invidious

comparison between different branches of indus-

try, we may be permitted to say, what is almost
universally conceded, that in importance agri-

culture stands preeminent. It is the great foun-

tain, from which animal life derives its support

;

it supplies the materials on which almost every
other species of labor is employed ; and it fur-

nishes to man the occupation most favorable to

his happiness and his moral elevation. To give

a country the highest degree of wealth and pow-
er, which it is capable of attaining, agriculture

must be sustained by commerce and manufac-
tures; but it may dispense with both the latter,

and yet retain its prosperity. The condition of
the United States is favorable to all these pur-

suits: but whatever may be the fate of our com-
merce and manufactures, we must, as an agii-

cultural country, rank among the first nations of
the earth. The extent of oiu- territory, the ex-

traordinary fertility of our soil, the adaptation of
our climate to almost every species of produc-

60 that the windows of almost every house in the viILi-

ges and even in the country are shadeil by plants, often

of exquisite beauty and luxuriance. There is no higher

evidence of good taste than ttiis fondness for flowers, nor
is there a cheaper embellishment. They cost almost
nothing ; they require but a few minutes' attention during
the day from the farmer's wife or daughters ; they are a

richer ornament to the window than the curtain of chintz

or calico, which often takes their place j and they pre-
serve within, when all nature without is bound up in the

icy fetters of winter, the perpetual freshness and verdure
of spring. From Ulzburijh to Neuminster (six German
miles) the country is lees interesting. It abounds in farm-
houses and fields of grass or griin ; but the former are of
roush stone or brick, often covu.ed ivith thatch and built

in the worst taste. From Hamb'Jrgh to Kiel, about sixty

miles, is scarcely an elevation even of a few feet : some-
titnes nothing is to be seen for miles but one unbroken
expanse of level ground, covered with a great variety of

|!Mins, from wheat and rye to buckwheat and oats, inter-

rupted occasionally by broad pastures whitened with
flocks of sheep attended by shepherds and dogs. Mucli
of the soil is a dark sand, mixed with shell-marl and de-
cayed limestone ; and, though it presents no striking ap-

appearancR of fertility, the crops wuro, alra'-et willicut

tion, our distance from other countiies, in which
agriculture furnishes a surplus for exportation,

' ow conclusively that our vast and rapidly aug-
menting population can, and must, be sustained

by the fruits of our own industry. In this field of
labor we fear no competition. The productions
of our agriculture have but one limit—the de-
mand for them. Centuries must elapse before

they will be limited, as in the densely populated
states of Europe, by the powers of the soil. Wk
have not only the ability of expanding to an im-
mense degree, by means of our vast unoccupied
domain beyond the lakes and the Mississippi

;

but we have the ability of increasing to an in-

definite extent upon the surface we now occupy.
For centuries after the reaction of settlement
shall be felt from the west, (an event too distant

to enter into any estimate of our future growth,)
we may continue to multiply, and yet be able, by
a more prudent husbandry of the powers of the
soil, to furnish the additional consumers with the
necessaries of life.

With these prospects before us, the impor-
tance of our agricultural industry cannot be
overrated. The estimate, in which it is now held,

falls far ghort of its true value. Just opinions
have made, and are still making, some progress.
But agriculture cannot attain its true rank, until

it shall be regarded, like the learned professions,

as one of the direct avenues to honor and wealth.

In a country like our own, in a course of most
rapid devclopement, the temptations and excite-

ments, which arc presented to the young and tlie

sanguine in the pursuit of fortune, prove, uidiap-

pily, an overmatch for the sober occupations of
agricultural industry and its slow but certain re-

wards. The healthful labors of the field arc too

often abandoned for the confinement of the coun-
ting-room and the lawyer's office, or (or hazar-
dous pecuniary enterprises. Yet how many a
merchant, who has fiillen a victim to an over-
.strained credit; how many a lawyer, who ekes
out a scanty subsistence for himself and fiimily

by a plodding and laborious profession ; how
many an adventurer in speculation, who has seen
hisair-built fabrics fall, one by one, to the ground,
would have improved his condition, in regard to

health, respectability and fortune, by devoting
himself to the pursuits of agriculture ! Time
will correct prevailing errors of opinion on this

subject ; though from the active, enterprising
and impatient spirit of a large portion of our
countrymen, and the numerous stimidants by

ich that spirit is kept alive, correct views may
be slow in gaining the ascendency. It will be
the object of this publication to contribute what
it can to so important a result—to assert and vin-

dicate the claims of aRricultnre to the attention

of our countrymen, not merely as a manual oc-
cupation of the highest value in the genera!
economy of our social system, hut as a science
embracing a uide range of investigation, and to

brought to perfection by an accurate knowl-
edge oi' facts, an<l through tlie introduction of
mproved methods in the application of the pow-
ers, which it employs. J. A. D.

The Lands upon Merrimack Kiver.

For many years, to the traveller from tlje hill

country or from the flnurisbing and well cultivat-

d soil on the seaboard, the sterility of the valley

near the Merrimack river, with the exception of
the turns of rich intervale, has been a subject of
remark. Along this riveron either side from the
line of Massachusetts to Plymouth, a distance of
nearly one hundred miles in all its meanderings,
we have the same varied general aspect. Now a

level of hard pine plain.*! extending several miles

appears—now rocky ridges and gravelly knolls

intervene, covered with a growth of white o.iUs,

scattered in with white pines, and sometimes
maple and birch— now the plains descend into

swamps which orijinally contained a heavy
growth of water maple, ash and liackn;ctack,

some of which still remain.

Poor and forbidding as all the.^e lands seem to

be for the purposes- nf farming, they are now as

valuable as almost any other interior lands in

New England. The c'timalc put upon much of
these lands was formerly nothing, saving for the

timber they contained : and the beautiful i)ines

and onks that v.'ere either cut down to rot and be
burnt up on land i'oy clearing, or drawn to the

bank and floated down to be u.sed as the mast or
knee of some ship, were then roi.iiderrd of irr-\

little value beyond the expense of labor laid out
upon them. The millions of beautiful timber
wasted in former years along this valley are a sub-
ject only of melancholy reflection to the present
owners of the land, who are able now and then to

descry some remnants of the magnificent trees

in the remaining stumps, and to count their val-

ue had they been suffered to remain.
It is only until the last ten or fifteen years that

the value of these lands has been duly estimat-
ed. As an instance worthy of our remark, we
n)ay take the towns of Manchester on the east

side, and Bedford on the west side of the Merri-
mack. There were many fine upland farms in

Bedford where the land was cleared and culti-

vated ; and the poverty of "Derryfield," where
lived the famous Gen. Stark, until the name was
changed to Manchester on petition to the Legis-

lature at the suggestion of an eccentrick gentle-

man who married a daughter of the old warrior
and who to indulge in a whimsical fancy named
his children as they came, " One, Two, Three,
Four,"—was a subject of derision to many a pas-

sing observer, contrasting to no very good advan-
tage with the rich town of Londonderry, to which
it was an ajipendage. Bedford stood high in her
valuation : Manchester stood low. The former
had rich and floinishing fields on extensive clear-

ings; the latter had land that was hardly worth
clearing, and its iew fields were generally of thin,

sterile soil, over portions of which the sand was
driven about as the light snow of winter under a
north westerly breeze. About ten years ago, the

value of the wood lands, that had been already

cleared of their best timber'in the vicinity of the

river at and above Bedford and Manchester began
to be appreciated ; and it was found that the orig-

inally worthless lands of Manchester were esti-

mated higher than the cleared farms of Bed-
ford; and the town of Manchester, whose extent

of acres was less than Bedford, in the State valu-

ation stood higher. This was before the fast in-

creasing village of the last town near the Amos-
keag falls, which now numbers some three thous-

and inhabitants and which has risen up entirely

in the last three years, had been begun.

The land upon the river may bo all set doxvn
as valuable. Of the most rocky, rough and pre-

eipitious parts, there are ledges of Granite in

Hooksett, Concord and other places that may
hereafter be worth hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars. The Head farm, on the east side, about five

miles above Amoskeag, which was purchased u
i'cw years since by the Amoskeag Company, will

forever furnish the stone that may be wanted for

the extensive city which is to grow up from the

water power at the Falls. The Granite ledge in

Concord upon the Rattlesnake mountain conica
very near the river : from its extraorainary ])urily

and beauty, ere many years roll roimd, this Gran-
ite will furnish a business of great extent in the
tnanufactnre of Biihstantial and ornamental buil-

dings at di.>tai)t points of the United States. The
Concord Granite is already known along the sea-

board south west to New Orleans and up the riv-

er MiEi=is.-ippi.

The rocky light lands in the Merrimack valley

which are too rough for cultivation as well as the

lightest and coarsest soil of the pine plains, will

ahvajs be valuable for their growth of wood and
timber. Lands that were in cleared fields twenty
and twenty-five years ago have in that time
grown trees equal to the production of twenty
and thirty measured cords of wood to the acre.

This wood is worth fifty and seventy-five cents,

a dollar and a dollar and a half a cord according
to its i)osition nearer to, or fiirlher up the river.

The poorest of this land for many years, even
with a growth of twenty cords to the acre, was
considered to he of go little value rs to pay the

Eiiiallest aiamal tax, and nmeh of it has been
sold and resold for ta.xes. This land is general-

ly worth now from ten to twenty dollars the acre

with any tolerable growth ; and let all the trees

be cut oft'and the ground thrown into commons,
it would be a better invebiinent at ten dollars the

acre purely from the growth of wood than mon-
ey in most kinds of stocks. The value of the ac-

cumulation coMtists not only in the annual growth,

but in the annual increasing value ofthe same a-

niount of wood and timber.

A portion of the light rocky u))land is natural

10 the chestnut, wliicli is becoming the most val-

liablc timber for rail road«. As long as rail road.''

cx'il cii'jstnut linjbrr v.ill l.-c among the m<vt
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valued timber for jilanking, for cross bars and
for fences, lasting much longer than any other

timber with the exception of cedar. These rail

road timbers must be replaced every few years.

The growth of the chestnut is more rapid than
most other trees of the forest. From the stump
of any considerable tree cut down, several sprouts

start up; and these in the course of a very few
years grow to a sufficient size to make posts and
rails. There are tracts of chestnut forest within
two miles of the river, which have grown up
since the recolleclion of the present inhabitants,

that will turn out just the kind of timber in great

abundance wanted for lail roads. Contracts for

chesnut timber for the Worcester and Eastern rail

roads were made two or more years ago by Gen.
Riddle and others. The price paid by the Nash-
ua road, the lowest under finished contracts, was
twenty-two cents a stick. Contracts liave been
readily made t<i furnish tho timber for the entire

rails from this town to Nashua at sixteen cents

per stick.

But the still more important item to which we
would call the public attention is the cultivation

of the soil upon the Merrimack for agricultural

purposes. Gradually are the lighter grounds
coming into cultivation. That these grounds are

capable of producing, under the labor and ex-
pense laid out upon them, equal to the stronger
grounds that have been generally considered as
alone fit for cultivation, is our honest conviction.
Indeed we believe that much of the light pine
plain soil may be cultivated to better advantage
and profit than the stifFer and what has common-
ly been considered more fertile soil.

The Chandler farm in Boscawen, situated on
the banks of the Merrimack about seven miles
above this town, had been owned and occupied
by Messrs. Richard and William H. Gage for the
last twenty-five years: it is now exclusively own-
ed and occupied by the last named gentleman,
and was one of the premium farms of the Mer-
rimack County Agricultural Society of the last

year. A portion of this farm is rich intervale :

another portion farther from the river is common
pitch and Norway pine plain. The owner in-

forms us that the best and easiest crops ofIndian
corn have been raised ujion this pine plain, and
that on iiround which had been kept under al-

most continued cultivation for this particular

crop from the year 1816 to the year 1831. This
ground was not manured highly: there was usu-
ally spread in a year ten or twelve ox-cart loads

of mixed summer and winter manure; and from
twenty-five to thirty and forty bushels of sound
shelled corn were annually produced. The crop
of corn was always more stn-e upon this land
than upon the low intervales. This ground,
when laid down to grass, has produced good
crops of hay for two years in succession.

The best field of Indian corn between Concord
and Boston a few years ago on the travelled road,

was on light plain intervale in Hooksett belong-

ing to Richard H. Ayer, Esq.
The most satisfactory results, however, have

been realized by Jesse Bowers, Esq. and others

on the land that has long been known as the

Diinstableplains within the present town of Nash-
ua. Mr. Bowers informs us there are two kinds
of this pine plain which can hardly be distinguish-

ed from each other in point of production : both
are sand in much the largest proportion, but the

sand of the one is much finer than that of the

other. The two kinds are separated by different

plats, the one more elevated than the other—the
lower plat being the more fertile ground. By
good tilth and high manuring, Mr. Bovvers has
been able to procure as large crops of Indian
corn, potatoes, wheat, oats and rye, as are raised

in any part of the county of Hillsborough. Com
mon stable manure answers for this ground

:

ashes, leached and unleached, are excellent: plas-

ter also comes in aid of the other kinds of ma-
nure. Saltpetre is likewise found to bo a cheap
and a good manure for this land. Fifty bushels
of Indian corn and as many bushels of oats, and
two tons of hay to the acre, are common crops
upon the laud as at present cultivated by Mr.
Bowers. The pine hind of old Dunstable has
long been considered as light nsany similar lands
upon the Merrimack or any of its branches.
Much of this land has been used for the last hun-
dred ysars for the purpose of raising but indiffer-

ent crops of rye, say six to eight bushels to the
acre, once in four or five years, resting from any

crop during the intervals. The same land, under
the improved cultivation, produces twenty to

tvventy-fivp bushels of rye or wheat the succeed-
ing year after an Indian corn crop, and is followed
year after year by annual crops of equal value.

There is also another kind of land on the Mer-
rimack that has been heretofore treated as utterly

without value : it is the swamp land lying in plats

ol from one acre to twenty and thirty. A piece
of this land in its improving state, may be seen
on the premises of Col. Farmer in GoflTstown, one
mile above Amoskeag village, opposite to Gen.
Stark's monument in Manchester. We have
watched the progress of the improvement of this

ground for several years, and have been highly
gratified to see crops of hay growing upon the
ditched morass equal to the best cro|)s we liaVb

ever witnessed in any part of the country. There
is a deep black mould two feet and upwards in

depth, which, when drained and mellowed by ex-
posure and stimulated with small portions of
warming manure, will be as productive as the
very best soil, and be as lasting in fertility as it

shall continue to receive kind treatment. Anoth-
er portion of the same kind of swamp land is en-
countering the reclaiming process near the resi-

dence of Frederick Stark, Esq. at the Piscataquog
village, and quantities of the black mould taken
from the ditches are laid out to be converted into
rich compost when mixed with the manure of the
yards.

Taken as a whole, there is no purl of the State
where the lands may be made to do more for the
profit of labor and make a better retmn for the
judicious outlay of capital, than along the valley
of the Merrimack, where have sprung up within
a few yeais some of the most successful and lar-

gest manufacturing places upon the American
continent.

"The Brown Corn."
Speaking of the Brown Corn, Allen Putnam,

Esq. of Danvers, Mass. the intelligent editor of the
New England Farmer, says :

—

" We have raised it by the side of the Phinney,
the Dutton, the Parker, and various others.
When tried by the half bushel, this has invaria-
bly given a crop that exceeded any other by 10 to

20 per cent. The last season we had two thirds
of an acre planted with Parker corn, having the
same treatment and as good a chance in every
known respect as the Red Blaze, (Brown,) and the
latter yielded about 80 bush, to the acre, while the
former gave only about 65. There was no i)er-

ceptible difference in the size of the stalk or in

the time of ripening. Before harvesting, the
diflTerence was apparently but little. When the
husking commenced, a much larger number of
the ears of the Parker corn were small, than of
the other kind. The corn was thick on the ground
—about 20,000 stalks to the acre.

We have a conjecture, founded upon a hasty
observation of different fields, that if not more
than 13 or 14,000 stalks are put ui)on the acre,

that the Parker may be as productive as the other.

That is, we presume that the Red Blaze will bear
planting thick, belter than the Parker. This is

an opinion founded on such limited observation,

that we wish it to have no other effect than mere-
ly to induce farmers to ascertain by experiment,
whether there is not a difference in the effect of
close planting upon different varieties of corn,

even when those varieties are alike as io the size

of the stalk and the time of ripening. We think
there is, and the fact, if it be a fiict, is worth es-

tablishing.

Notwithstanding our good opinion of the Red
Blaze, we do not recommend it excepting to those
who have warm lands and manure well."

{Jj^ The Editor of tho Farmer's Monthly Vis-

itor has fifteen barrels of the Brown Corn in

ears, selected from the crop of his own field of

1840, which ho offers at three dollars the barrel.

Application may be made at the Visitor office or
at the store of Perkins Gale & Co. Hill's Brick
block, Concord, N. H.

A NEW KIND OF SpRING WHEAT. .Tohn L.

French, Esq. of Loudon, two years ago discover-

ed among his Black sea wheat growing a single

stalk of wheat differing from the rest, being from
six to eight inches taller—the head of which
with the hull of the kernel is of a reddish cast

similar to the Black sea wheat, and the kernel
nearly of the same color and longer but not so

roimd. The head is longer and larger in propor-
tion to the increased length of the straw. The
kmd of wheat is unlike anv other ever seen or
heard of by Mr. French. From this head he
preserved and on the first day of June last sowed
the wheat. It matured and ripened in about the
same time as the Black sea wheat, and was as
httle affected by rust, which last year struck al-
most every other kind of spring wheat in Loudon
and the vicinity. The new wheat was sowed in
his garden, where that part of it which was not
destroyed by the fowls grew to a large size of
both straw and head. Mr. F. intends sowing his
product of last year, which, if it can be multipli-
ed, would seem to be more valuable and equally
certain with the famed Black sea wheat.

We copy the following lines from the "Chris-
tian Intelligencer," a paper printed at New-York,
under the patronage of the Reformed Dutch
Church. The author, we understand, is a cler-
gyman in that connexion, resident at Somerville
New Jersey.

—

JVorthem Light.

THIE SONG OF THE BROOK.
BY ABRAHAM MESSLER.

Bright daughter of the mountain shade,
Light bounding o'er the rockiets gray,

As onward to the bright green glade
Thou wanderest on thy murmuring way

—

Blithely chaunting for the earth.
Through all thy winding way along

;

Say, what prompts thy ceaseless mirth,
And wakes thy glad and joyous song ?

Sweet streamlet of the flowery vale,
Lingering round each little hill,

The breath of flow'rets to inhale,
" And wandering at thine own sweet will,"

I hear thee singing all the while,
In murmurs gentle, soft and mild,

Thy lingering moments to beguile,
Like Nature's leeling, wayward child.

When Spring with blossoms scents the earth,
Thy song is rapid, loud and wild

;

And mingling with the warbler's mirth,
Hath oft the heart of rare beguiled.

But summer's fainting heat subdues
That merry song to murmurs soft;

Till some fresh shower thy mirth renews
To pour its melody aloft.

In Autumn's sere and fading time,
When flowers are gone and birds have fled,

I hear its melancholy chime,
A requium o'er the beauteous dead

;

But when the loud harsh Winter roars,
And storms are thundering o'er the earth,

Thy voice of madness shouts and soars.
In deep and wide resounding mirth.

Or pise in icy fetters bound,
Like some dull captive in his cell,

Where midnight reigns, and no sweet sound
Is heard, to break the gloomy spell,

Silent and sad thy voice is mute,
\yhile creeping slowly on thy way,

As if in agony acute,
Thou waitestfor the Summer's day.

Sing on, bright streamlet, in thy joy

—

A thousand voices glad as thine.
The hand of Time will soon destroy.
As hearts arc rent and souls repine !

But mid the dirge of death and wo,
Thy merry song will ne'er decline—

Our hearts may all tlicir joys forego,
While joy and gladness still are thine.

Domestic Ecowo.Mr.—Few persons consider
the importance of small savings. The trifling
sum of ten cents a day saved or wasted for thir-
ty years amounts to ten thousand and ninetv-five
dollars without interest.

The journeyman mechanic, who saves two
hundred dollars a year, and keeps it at com-
pound interest, may at the end of nine years set
up for himself, with a thorough knowledge of
his trade, and of men and business in general,
and with a clear capital of nearly twenty three
hundred dollars.

A man who saves one hundred dollars each
year, from twenty one, and in like manner keeps
it at interest, will have at fifty-five, over ten thou-
sand dollars to support him in old age, dispose of
by will, or otherwise leave to his hens.
Let me not be supposed to advocate unneces-

sary parsimony or avaricious hoarding. I envv
not the sordid miser—whose god is gold—thf>

.selfish oppressor of the poor—the friend of i"-'"'

resfiected by none. His heirs wish h:.-
"^^''>

and will soon nnni-i-pl nt-oi- onfl o/>.,t' • "18 aCCU-and will soon quarrel ovi
mulated hoards. He knows it,

-

wretched than tho well fei*
""

I really more
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On the other hand, extravagance—a waste of

property—is unjustifiable even in the rich.

They are accountable to God ibr their conduct

and the use they make of nioney ; they have no

moral right to annihilate it. They need not give

it away to support tlie idle, this would he worse

than wasted, it would be criminal ; hut »hey can

give employment to the industrious, and remun-

erate them fully for their labor. Parents that

waste a thousand dollars a year in extravagance,

probably to ruin their own children, would do

well to consider how much good that sum might

do in supporting and educating twenty orphan,

neglected, or morally exposed, children.—.V. E.

Fanner.

From the Nortliern Light.

Earthquakes in 1840.

MOU.Vr ARARAT.

The subjoined account of an earthquake, which

pi-oduced the most disastrous effects in Armenia,

in July last, comes from St. Petersburgh bear-

ing date the 10th Nov., and is said to be derived

from an authentic source.

Mount Ararat is celebrated as the spot on which

Noah's Ark rested after tlie deluge, though there

has been a good deal of controversy with regard

to its identity. The name of Ararat is given to

a district ofcounti-y, lying near the centre ol the

kingdom of Armenia ; and, indeed, botli names
are used as common designations of this district

by the translators of the Bible. (3. Kings, xix. 37 ;

and Isaiah, xxxvii. 38.) The ark is said to have
" rested upon the mountains of Ararat." (Gen-

esis, viii. 4.) The mountain known by this name
is supposed to be about 9,500 feet above the level

of the sea ; but there are two peaks about seven

miles apart, one of which is estimated by a recent

traveller to be 16,000 feet in height, exceeding

slightly the highest elevations in Europe and Af-

rica, and falling short of the highest in America
and Asia, but about 9,000 feet. They are above

the elevation of perpetual frost, which in the tem-

perate zone is about 8,G00 feet ; and as the ac-

count states, the fall of a portion of the mountain
was accomi)anied with immense masses of melt-

ed enow, which may have been dissolved by vol-

canic heat. The connexion of Ararat with the

history of the deluge, and the fact that it has

never before, so far as human records show, been

the theatre of volcanic agency, render the exam-
ination proposed to be instituted under the di-

rection of the Russian Government, within the

boundaries of which this portion of the ancient

kingdom of Armenia is included,a matter ofgreat

interest. The subject possesses the more inter-

est, as Armenia may be considered as coming
within the boundaries of the great volcanic

gion in the old world, extending from the Caspi

sea 10 the Azores, and including nearly the wliole

of the Mediterranean, which has, from time im
memorial, been convulsed by earthquakes, and
which is constantly giving vent,at different points,

to subterranean fires.

"On the 22d of Jidy, towards sunset, the sliock

of an earthquake of one minute's durati

felt in the province of Armenia. The village of

Akhoura, situated in the district of Sourmala on

the declivity of Mount Ararat, as well as the mon
astery of St. James, which overlooked it, and the

liousc of the Sardar, were destroyed by a falling

ofeaith, stones and ice, which were loosened from
the mountain. Torrents of melted snow mixing
with them, desolated the fields and gardens to

the distance of ten wersts (nearly seven miles.)

On the same day, at seven o'clock in the even-

ing, 3,000 houses, with their dependencies, were
thrown down in the district of Scharour by a

violent shock, in which 13 men, 20 women, and
250 horned cattle perished. At the same mo-
menta shock, which continued about a minute,

was felt in the fortress of Schonscba, and in sev-

eral other places in the province of Karabagb,
which did no damage in the fortress, but threw
down a church and 169 houses in the province.

The church of the ancient Armenian monastery
Taliff was cracked at the east end ;

pieces of the

hewn stone from the roof and cupola fell down.
Rocks situated in the neighborhood of Schirga
were overturned, and in their fail crushed a man,
-vo women and a great number of cattle. The
i'oaci„|jjj,jg {Q Schirga was rendered so entirely
inipassuj, jj^^ jj^g inhabitants could not com-
municate Wi.

jj j,j[^g|. gj; J I ,i,eans ofOn the h „„ , „<. T..,.. '.-•;„ ., .,,rope.s. <nd nf Jiilv. at 7 in the even-

ing, several shocks were felt at intervals of a

minute, in the Khaiiat of Talyshine, but did no

damage. The same shocks were felt at the same
hour m the towns of Tiflis and Ale.\andropol,

but without any ill effects. In the whole district

of Sourmala, and particularly in the environs of

Mount Ararat, slight shocks, which did not con-

tinue above two or three minutes, occurred sev-

eral times a day till the 8th. But on the 6th there

was another fall of earth from Mount Ararat,

which brought down immense masses of rock

and melteil snow, which, rushing with great noise

and extraordinary rapidity, destroyed in two min-

tes, every thing that was in its way ; so that there

remains no trace of the fields and gardens ibr the

distance of 20 wersts. In the village at the foot

of Ararat a great number of houses were dam-
aged, and, though the fidl of earth did not reach

them, their fields have suffered much fiom tor-

rents of melted snow.
" In the sitting of the Academy of Sciences on

the 20th of September, Professor Parrot said that

the late fiill of a considerable part of Mount Ar-

arat, was an event of such importance in the his-

tory of the earth, that he thought it right to invite

the especial attention of the Academy to it, and
pioposed to ask the consent of the Government
to the appointment of a scientific commission for

the purpose of making an accurate examination

of Ararat and the adjacent country."

Zante.—Zante is one of the Ionian islands, of

which Corfu is the political capital, lying upon
the western coast of Gieece, formerly sobject to

Venice, afterwards to France, and by the arrange-

ments of the allied sovereigns at the Congress of

Vienna placed under the protection of Great

Britain. They constitute the Ionian Republic and
are governed by a Coiistitution, which was I'ati-

fied by the British Government in 1817. Zante
is 14 miles long and 8 wide. It has about 50,000

irdiabitants, somewhat more than one-fifth part

of the population of the Republic. The city of

Zante, the capital of the island, has about 20,000

inhabitants. -It lies near the geographical

of the volcanic district, of which Armenia ap-

proaches one of the exteruaJ boundaries. The
siune parallel of latitude passes along the north-

ern declivity of Mount /Etna, grazes the point of

Calabria (the southern district ofItaly,) and severs

the Island of Zante into nearly equal parts ; and
while ^Etna is sending forth its columns of smoke
and flame, Calabria and Zante are frequently des-

olated by the most violent siilrterranean conuno-
tions. In 1783, forty thousand persons perished

in Calal)ria by the successive shocks, with which
it was visited. During their continuance Zante,

Cephalonia and St. Maura, which, as has been
seen, fall within the line of this great volcanic re-

gion, were convulsed in the same manner. In

1775 and 1820, Zante suffered severely from the

same cause. The recent earthquake is said to

have been more violent than any which has been
felt during the last sixty years, and to have oc-

casioned a greater destruction of ])roperty. The
following are brief and probably but imperfect

sketches of its destructive effects.

Destructive Earthquake at Zante.—

A

private letter, dated Corfu, Nov. 6, (received via

Venice) gives the details of an earthquake at

Zante, which commenced by a smart shock on
the 30th October ; and between thai day and the

4th of November, no fewer than 95 shocks were
felt in that town. Every house in Zante was
more or less damaged, and a considerable portion

of them totally destroyed, burying men, women
and children in their ruins. The steeples of four

churches were thrown down. The citadel was
so much shaken that the soldiers fled from it, ex-

pecting every moment to see it overthrown.

Exlrcict of a Utterfrom Zante. lUh Oct.

" On the 30th ult., at halfpast nine in the mor-
ning, a violent earlhquako overthrew numerous
houses in this city and eight persons were buried
in the ruins. The total number of houses that

have fallen is 240, but all the others without ex-

ception, .have been more or less injured ; and in

the fortress only two or three have been left

standing. The damage caused to the country is

immense ; some villages may be almost said no
longer to exist, as only some portions were left

to njark the spots that have been inhabited.

—

Some have suffered less in proportion than these.

but have not been free from great loss. Of the

coutjtry houses of Zante, no mention need be

made, for they are all in ruins. It is sufficient to

state that Count Roma, who was the projjrietor

of so many, has only one remaining. Fortunate-
ly the day being fine, the inhabitantsof the coun-
try were out of doors, and up to the present hour
it is not known that any in the country districts

have been killed. The loss is enormous, and
many years must elapse before Zante will recover

from the blow. The Lord High Conmiissioner,

Sir Howard Douglas, arrived in our port just at

the time of the catastrophe."

The subjoinedfrom Corfu of the l\th, refers to the

catastrophe

:

" An awful earthquake took place at the ill-fated

island of Zante on Friday. Sir Howard Douglas
and suite are still[there, and have during the last

week felt upwards of 100 shocks, and some very

smart ones. The countiy has suffered severely

but providentially not moie than seven lives have_

been lost. The inhabitants are still in a state of

tlie greatest alarm, and the damage done is estima-

ted at $1,500,000. Fortunately, "the weather was,

up to Friday last, remarkably fine ; or the suffer-

ings of the poor would have been ten-fold. A
subscription has been opened for the innnediate

relief of the poor wretches, whose houses are ut-

terly destroyed. Gentlemen who have come from
Zante say, that after the first tremendous shock

the town had the appearance of a place that had

been bombarded for a month ; and only fancy

what it must look like now that they have had

one hundred and more shocks, which it is said

have crumbled down those buildings which the

first shock rent. A small island in the harbour

of Zante has disappeared: there were a few fisher-

man's huts upon it, but we know not whether

any poor wretches were on it at the time."

Since the foregoing was in type, we have seen

in an English paper a report of the Home De-
partment of the Russian Government, comprising

all the essential particulars above stated. J. A. D.

Paiagraplis from the Alb.iny Cultivator.

SisTEM.—System is as essential in farming, as

in any other occupation ol life. Let the farmer,

therefore, who has never reduced his methods to

order, commence now; let him e.vamine his farm,

make a tna]) of it, number each field, and having

provided himself with a memorandmn book, (a

few sheets of paper doubled will do, if a better

one cannot be had,) and a regular debt and credit

kept with each field. Charge to the field the

manure, labor, seed, &.c. and credit it to the crop

taken from it, whetlier of grass or grain. It is

only in this way that any thing like an estimate of
profit or loss can be correctly formed. In anoth-

er part of your book, enter in separate columns
all the cash received or paid out by you. Look
it over occasionally, and see if any purchases

have been improvidently or needlessly made.
This will be particularly necessary if you are in

the habit of purchasing articles on credit, one of
the very worst practices in our opinion, into

which a farmer can fidl.

FnuiT.—We think there is too little attention

paid to fruit among farmehs. When it is recol-

lected that a good fruit tree costs no more than a
poor one, that it occu|)ies no more space, and
that for eating or for feeding, the fruit of one is

infinitely superior to the other, the general prev-

alence of inferior trees is surprising, and can on-

ly be accounted foi*, except on the supposition of
extreme negligence. A good paste may be made
for grafting by melting together three parts of
beeswa.x, three of rosin, and one of tallow ; and
working them together into rolls in cold water,

after the manner of shoemaker's wa.x. Some
place the wax directly on the tree ; but the bet-

ter way is to spread it on common cotton, and
then it may he cut into such strips or pieces as are

wanted. Warmed in the sim, or by the hand,

they are nuich neater as well as better appli-

cation than the old fashioned method of applying

the paste directly. Those who are intending to

graft next spring, will do well to prepare a quan-

tity of cotton cloth in this way now, or while

there will be more time than in the hurry of

spring work.

Maple Sugar.—No one who has a sufficient

number of these valuable trees should neglect to

supply his family with sugar from the maple.
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The quantity of maple sugar made iu the United
States, when unfolded by the Agricultuial census,

will surprise all. The "full returns are not yet

made out ; but iu many districts of the northern

States it is ascerlained to amount from 40 to 80
pounds to each individual. To make good su-

gar, the greatest neatness in every thing is requi-

site. The sap must be boiled as soon as possible

after it is drawn from the tree, as delay renders it

partially sour, and prevents the syrup graining.

If from any cause the sap when gathered, cannot
be boiled at once, a quart of lime to a hundred
gallons should be added, which will prevent the

acidity, and render tiie formation of good graine<I

sugar certain. The sugar maple is one of the

most beautiful as well as valuable of our forest

trees; and we think that for ornamental purpo-
ses it is exceeded by none. If therefore each
farmer would plant a few hundred trees, either

as a grove, or by the road side, but a few years
would elapse before he would find himself inde-

pendent of the Brazils or Cuba for one of the

most indispensable articles of domestic consump-
tion.

Care of Animals.—The stock of the farmer
requires his utmost care and attention. In the

seveie climate of the north, animals are more li-

able to diseases iu the spring months than in any
other; and as it is besides the usual time of
bringing forth their young, additional reasons for

attention are furnished by this fact. Cows should
have daily supplies of bran or shorts iu water,

with roots if they are to be had, (or some time
previous to dropping their calves, as good nutri-

tive food gives them strength, and besides se-

cures a better flow of milk. Sheep now, es-

pecially the ewes, should have a good supply of
turnips or other roots daily, with a good portion

of salt, and, if not as necessary now as in the

summer, an occasional covering of the trough

with tar, will conduce to health. On the treat-

ment of his animals much of the farmer's suc-

cess in his business is depending, and it is one of
those things to which his attention cannot be too

frequently urged. Every dairyman is aware of

the great difference in profit there is between a
cow that is in good condition in the spring, and
one that does not recover from the effects of the

winter until the summer is half past. So with

sheej). A flock of well kept ewes will raise

more and better Iambs ; and their wool will be
ten per cent, better than that from half starved,

weak and feeble animals.

The Magazine of Horticulture, is the on-

ly publication iu this country expressly devoted
to Horticulture, Floriculture, Botany, &c. and
.-ihould be in the hands of every ii-uit grower and
florist. The Feb. number contains a descriptive

catalogue of 107 varieties of Apples, which have
produced fruit in the Pomological Garden of R.

Manning, Esq. Salem, during the years 1839 and
1840, which we should be glad to transfer to our
pages, could we make room for it. The Maga-
zine is published by Hovey &. Co. Boston—$3,00

Prize Farms.—The Massachusetts .Society

for promoting Agriculture, have awarded four

premiums for farms, as follows :—For the best

cultivated farm, to Abel Moore of Concord,

S200—for the second best, to Paoli Lathrop of
South Hadley, $175—the third premium of $150,
was divided between Mr. Winchester and Mr.
Salisbury, as was also the 4th premium of$100,
between Blr. Reed and Mr. Converse.

Snow Storm in Scotland.—In January
1794, a snow storm occurred in Scotland, which
for its destructive effects has never been exceed-
ed. Prof. Low, in his work on British Animals,
gives an interesting account of it, from which we
make the following extract, which will give some
idea of the immense damage occasioned by it

:

" A number of the rivers on which the storm was
most deadl}', run into the Solway Frith, on which
there is a place called the Beds of Esk, where
the tide throws out and leaves whatever is carri-

ed into it by the rivers, where, after the storm
subsided, there were found on that place, and
shores adjacent, 1840 sheep, 9 cattle, 3 horses, 2
men, 1 woman, 45 dogs, and 180 hares, besides a

vast number of smaller animals."

Good Sentiments.—Agriculture is the
serv nf patriotism and virtue.

Agriculture, aided by science, will make a little

nation a great one.

Science must combine with practice to make a

good farmer.

A wise government will not be slow in foster-

ing the agricultural interest.

All the energy of the hero and all the science
of the philosopher, may find scope in the culti-

vation of one'farm. ^-*'-'

If you separate science from agriculture, you
rob a nation of its-principal jewel.—JV. E. Far-

NAVAL BATTLES AND SURVIVING N.WAL
HEROES.

Tlie recent decease of Commodore Sterens has led us
to ascertain the list of the dead and living commanders
who shed so much lustre upon our national Hag in the last

war. War was declared in June, 1812. Peace was sign-
ed at Ghent, Dec. S*. ISH, and proclaimed by the Presi-
dent, Feb. 18, I8I5.

There were fifteen naval actions between British and
American vessels of war. In eleven battles fought by
single ships, the Americans conquered ; in four only the
British triumphed—two of whicii were by single ships,
viz : Chesapeake, of 47 guns, taken by the Shannon, 52

;

and the Argus, IG guns, taken by the Pelican, 20. The
other two Britisii captures were two to one and four to
one against us.

During the war, there were captured from the British,
on the ocean, three frigates, and fifteen sloops of war, and
smaller ships ; and on the Lakes, thirteen, several of them
frigates and sloops. The whole number captured by the
Americans were thirty-one. The British took from us,
and destroyed at navy yards, but twenty-three armed ves-
sels, viz : three frigates, (Chesapeake, President, and Es-
sex.) twelve sloops and gun brigs, and eight schooners.
Of the commanders who fought the naval battles, there

have died

—

Decatur, who took the Macedonian, Oct. 25, 1812.
Bainbridge, who took the Java, Dec. 29, 1812.
Lawrence, who took the Peacock, Keb. 24, 1813.
Burrows, who took the Boxer, Sept. 5, 1813.
Blakely, who took the Reindeer, June 23, 1811. Also

the Avon, Sept. 7, 1814.
Perry, of the Lawrence ; Almy, of the Somers ; Conk-

lin, of the Tigress; Senatt, of the Porcupine; and T.
Holdup Stevens, of the Trippe, of Commodore Perry's
squadron that captured the British squadron of six ships
on Lake Erie, Sept. 10. 1813.
Macdonough, of the Saratoga, and Henley, of the Ea.

gle, of Commoilore Macdonough's squadron that captured
the British squ.idron of four vessels on Lake Champlain,
Sept. 11, 1841.

Allen, of the Argus, taken by the Pelican, Aug. 14. 1813.
77ie survii-ing Naval Commanders in tiie last war, who

chieved \

Isaac Hull, who took the Guerriere, Aug. 20, 1812.
David Porter, who took the Alert, Aug. 13, 1812, and

fought the ships Phffibe and Cherub, at Valparaiso, March
28,1814.

' V ,

Jacob Jones, who took the frolic, Oct. 18, 1812.
Lewis Warrington, who took the Eparvier, April 29,

1814.
Charles Stewart, who took the two sloops Levant and

Cyane with the Constitution, Feb. 20, 1815,
Jesse D. Elliot, who commanded the Niagara in Perry's

Daniel Turner, who commanded the Caledonia
;

Stephen Champlin, who commanded the Scorpion.
Stephen Cassin, of the Ticonderoga, in Macdonough's

victory.

Of the surviving commanders, all are Post Captains ex-
cept Commander Champlin and Captain Porter.
There are many survivors still on the list of our gallant

naval officers who were distinguished by bravery and con-
duct, in the war, under the command of superiors; but
the above are all the survivors of those that had immedi-
ate commands. The catalogue presents thirteen deceas-
ed and nine living.

—

Boston 'Moryiing Fast.

ilow to make a Hen-house.
A hen-house should be a building for that pu

(lose exclusively ; and for the accommodation of
fifty hens and their progeny, in size about 10 by
19 feet, and seven to eight feet height of walls;
with a door in the centre of the south or east end,
made to shut as close as the doors of our dwell-
ings ; and a small aperture near the door, about
8 by 10 inches, and 9 feet from the ground, for

the admission of the fowls. In each gable end a
window hole 18 by 30 inchesj with a lattice, so as

to exclude ravenous birds, (md a shutter inside to

be closed tight in winter, but to be kept open in

the summer for the pui-pose of ventilation. The
inside of the house shoidd be plastered and
vvhitewaished as thoi-oughly as a farmer's kitchen.

There must be no ground floor, but a tight floor

on three sides, 3 feet wide, and well jointed to the
wall, about four feet from the ground. Above
the floor place the roosts, two on each side, the
outer one 12 inches from the wall, the other 15
inches from that. The roosts, if practicable,

should he sassafras poles, with the bark on, as
this wood is found to be a slow conductor of
best, and is thought to be 1pss> liable to ha infest-

ed with lice than most other kinds of timber, ow-
ing to its peculiar aromatic smell. Under the
floor place a row of boxes for nests, 2d feet from
the ground. The boxes to be 10 by 12 inches,
and 9 or 7 inches deep. In the bottom of the box
put half of an inch of fine lime or ashes, and
then fill nearly full with fine straw. The interior
of the house should be thoroughly cleaned and
whitewashed early in the spring, and the ground
well covered with slaked lime or ashes. In cold
weather put a little fine straw on the ground. It
at any time the house becomes infested with lice,

clean and white-wash as before directed. On
the ground place your feed boxes, which should
not be very deep, but of sufficient capacity to
hold half a bushel each, and keep them well sup-
plied, the year roimd, with corn, buckwheat and
oats, or other kinds of grain, having one box for
lime and gravel in the winter. I am satisfied that
whoever will adopt the above plan and regula-
tions, will soon find themselves well paid for the
expense.

—

Mhany Cultivator.

The Roller.

This is an agricultural instrument that ought
to come more extensively in use. On dry or wet
ground the eflect ofthe roller is said to be saluta-
ry. Ploughed and prepared for sowing, dry land
is much helped by a heavy roller : the blades of
grass spring up sooner and retain a firmer
hold in the earth. In a season of drought rolling
has saved the crop where without it the seed
would have never sprung from the ground. In
wet and heavy ground, it is believed the roller,

smoothing and hardening the surface, will leavo
the soil immediately beneath the surface in a bet-
ter condition to generate the seed. On grass
ground that has been hoven with frost, the
roller has an excellent effect in fixing the roots.

A lot of recently laid down gi-ass ground, soon
after the frost leaves the ground, covered with
pebbles, may be passed over with the roller, and
the small stones will be better disposed of by sink-
ing them into the earth than by gathering them into

I)iles or carrying them away: the stones will lighten
and warm the earth, and make it more productive.
Rolling the ground is also good where the land
was laid down imevenly the previous year. Roll-
ers with spikes are sometimes advantageously
used on grass land partially bound ont where
manure has been spread.

We saw in Cambridge, Mass. a few days ago, a
roller with the apparatus, which seemed to be
iiiade to do an effectual business : it had a spire
like that upon a strong wagon or cart. The
roller in the shape of a cylinder was at least five
feet in diameter, and was so constructed as to be
loaded in the interior and made either heavy or
light.

Rollers are sometimes constructed of granite:
and such an one would he very well if the same
weigiit should always be wanted—or a light gran-
ite roller might be inade heavier. We are told
that a granite roller has been made and is kept at
the N. H. State Prison, which it might be well for
practical farmers to examine.

The Scotch Centenuarian.
The venerable Samuel McGuinn of Aiidover,

N. H. who was noticed in a number of the Visi-
itor of 1839, now one hundred and seven years old,

made oath to his papers, and received dniing the
present month his semi-annual pension of forty-
eight dollars at the Pension Agency in Concord.
His friend, Israel W. Kelley, Esq. who gave us
our first information, now informs us that he ob-
tains all the scanty menus of living from the
ninety-six dollars which he annually receives

;

that, although he is no longer able to walk, he
has been removed within the last year three
times from neighbor to neighbor, and his mind is

yet active and playful.

It will be recollected that oiu- former notice of
M'Guinn stated the fact that he "was horn at a
place called Wick in Scotland ;" that he was im-
pressed and put on boaid the British shipArabel,
of Greenock, in Scotland in the year 1775, when
in his fortieth year; that he was taken prisoner,
and afterwards voluntarily entered the American
service, and had never returned to or correspond-
ed with his relations in Scotland.

Mr. M'Guinn was much pleased to receive
through the Post Office a few months since, a
copy of the " John O' Groat Journal," published
in hi.« native city (the same ropy being now be-
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fore us] in which he is noticed as the " Caith-
ness Veteran," a "remnant of that army of the

American revolution now passing away," and a
" etriljing specimen of the motley materials and
hardy frames it was composed of" From this

Journal we extract the following notice of
M'Guinn and of the place of his nativity :—
"This account of our veteran townsman, as

our readers may suppose, set our ingenuity to

work. In order, if possible, to trace him, we in-

quired of the ancient inhabitants of this most
venerable burgh, and were informed by Mr. Har-
ry Bain, one of the oldest of those resident in it,

that this same Samuel M'Guinn is in reality Sam-
uel Gowan, the son of a Mr. R. Gowan, once a
weaver in VVick. Mr. Bain also informed us that

Samuel was impressed at Leith from on board
the sloop Esther of Wick, Capt. Mowat, which
vessel belonged to his (Mr. Bain's) lather, the late

Mr. Alexander Bain. Sir William Dunbar, Bart,

father of the present Lord Duffus, interested

hiiTiself in order to get Samuel Gowan off, but
did not succeed. The Gowans were Wick folks,

and a brother of Satnuel's, by name John, a coo-
per, died in this place a good many years since.

This John was married to a woman of the name
of Sutherland, from the parish of Latheron, the
latter of whom, tliough now dead, has a daughter
by her first, and a son by her second marriage,
both living here. We doubt not but tliat these
few particulars will prove interesting to that fine

old stager, Samuel Gowan, or if he chooses, M'-
Guinn. We intend to forward a paper, contain-
ing this notice, to the old pensioner, to whom, as
well as to his young wife, we wish a long life, and
a happy one. It would give us pleasure to hear
from the old veteran, with some of his reminis-
cences.

"A word or two with the American paper—the
Monthly Visitor. Its notice of this town, tlie cap-
ital of the "Far North," is most humiliating to

our pride. "A place called Wick, in Scotland."
Why, we thought that every body knew that
Wick was a very important place, at which one
of the most extensive herring fisheries in the
kingdom is carried on, as also that it is a Iloyal
Burgh, having a munioipal body consisting of a
Provost, two Bailies, a Treasurer, Dean of Guild,
and twelve Counsellors; and that it retiu-ns

a Member to Parliament, conjunctly with
Kirkvi'all, Dornoch, T;iin, Dingwall, and Cromar-
ty. Moreover, that it glories in a River, such as
it is, several Churches, a Bank, a Town and
County Hall, a Jail, a subscription Library, a La-
dies' Parochial InduHtrious Society, a Destitute
sick Society, a Chamber ofCommerce, a total Ab-
stinence Society, a Press and a public Journal. All
these, be it reinembered, nearly exclusive of Pul-
teneytown. We inay add, too, that there are a
number of Ministers in it, two Medical Gentle-
men, six Lawyers, three Hotels, and twenty -one
Public Houses ; one professional Fiddler, and
neither gas light, a regular police, nor a proper
supply of water. To mark it more particularly,
however, we beg to add that it is about two miles
to the west of Staxigoe."

We ought to be ashamed, indeed, that at the
time of our first writing, we knew so little of
Wick, " the capital of the Far North" of Scot-
land ; and we can only make amends by giving
the account of the Editor of the John O'Qroat
Journal himself

The civilized.world is, indeed, miserably defi-
cient in the knowledge of other countries stand-
ing out of the wake of direct commercial inter-
course. The sight of this single number of
" John O'Groat Journal and Weekly Advertiser
for Caithness, Sutherland, Orkney and Shetland,"
near the extreme point of Scotland and its most
northerly islands, awakened all the fancies which
have been generated in perusing the poetry and
the prose of Walter Scott, the bewitching songs
of Allan Ramsey and Robert Burns. We have
heretofore given some account of the agriculture
of the county of Sutherland, of this north coun-
try ; and now have evidence in the appearance of
the respectable newspajier before us. in its well
written original articles and its advertisements,
and from the variety of local information contain-
ed in its columns, that the Burgh or Parish of
Wick is a place of sufficient importance to be
worthy of a more respectful notice than we had
given it.

It is not however to be wondered that we, a

fresh-water countryman of the interior of North
America, should have known little of Wick, when
the London editors of newspapers have so little

knowledge of our first conmnercial places as to

be unable to distinguish a city froin a state, and
should give such a designation as the "State of
Philadelphia." The example of the literary and
scientific men of Germany in procuring correct
local information of other nations speaking other
languages, is worthy of imitation by the literati

of England and Scotland as Well as the United
States of America. The Germans can present
more and better statistics of our country than we
can of ourselves—they put themselves to the
work of procuring accurate information. What
early work presents evidence of greater research
and precision than the Italian Botta's History of
the American Revolution ?

Poudrette.

The Editor of the Farmer's Monthly Visitor
acknowledges the receipt from D. K. Minor, Esq.
ofNew York,of two barrels of his celebrated Pou-
drette, a manure manufactured extensively in the
city of New York by chemical process. "This it

is our present intention to use in such a manner
as to be able to ascertain beyond doubt its value.
The following testimonial, among numerous

others, would seem to be sufficient to establish the
character of this new manure.

Extract frmn a letter written by Jf'm. F. Blyden-
burgh, Esq., dated Sinithloim, Long Island,
Jan. 29, 1839.

To D. K. Minor—Sir:—I have used poudrette
in the hill of Indian corn, sny a gill or handful to
each hill, with very decided benefit. The corn
in the same field, manured in the hill with first

quality hogpen manure, for the first 60 or 90 days
appeared to be inferior to that treated with pou-
drette, at least 30 per cent., but at gathering time,
little or no difference in the produce was percep-
tible. The quantity of hogpen manure, put in
each hill, must have exceeded the quantity of
poudrette GOO [MJr cent, or more. I should pre-
fer, for the purpose of manuring corn in the hill,

one bushel of poudrette to six of the best hogpen
manure.
During the Unt thirty days, aflor the corn above

named was planted, I would remark, that the part
of the field treated with poudrette, appeared at
least 50 per cent, letter than that treated witli
hogpen manure. The beneficial effects of pou-
drette upon all spring crops are immediate, so
far as I have observed. On grass lands, in the
month of.May, it has a decidedly beneficial effect,
as a lop dressing. I should think 20 bushels to
the acre on grass would double the crop for one
year ; but the eflects on that crop for the second
year, I should deem very slight.

W.F. BLYDENBURGH.

From the same, dated Smilhtown, March 20, 1840.
Dear Sir:—Agreeably to request, I send Ihe,

result of my use of Poudrette during the last sum-
mer, which confirms the opinion expressed in a
former communication, of its value as a fertilizer;

to which reference is hereby invited. (See letter
above dated, January 29, 1839.)

I applied the article last summer to Indian corn,
melons and other vines, and ruta baga. To the
corn, a gill was put in the hill, against eight
times that quantity of hogpen manure, and against
five times that quantity offish manure, the latter

a compost of "Sting Rales" and earth, prepared
the previous autumn, with results much in fa-

vor of the poudrette, for the first six weeks; af-

ter which, its manifest superiority gradually les-

sened, until the general appearance and produce
of the crop, became ao nearly equal, as to discov-
no difference.

To the melons and other vines, a half pint was
put in the hill, with as good effects as I ever de-
rived from any other application.

To the ruta baga it was applied at the rate of
about forty bushels to the acre, by spreading in

the drills, with as good results as I ever obtained
from any other manure, in any quantity ; the tur-
nips being superior in quality, and yielding 400
bushels and rising to the acre, though they were
not planted until the last week in July ; which is

at least thirty days too late when a large crop is

the principal object.

In conclusion, I would remark, that, for the
hills of corn, poudrette has no rival, so far as la-

bor and expense on the one hand, and produce

on the other, are to enter into the estimate of its

value. A gill in each hill is better than a larger
quantity, unless the first four weeks after plan-
ting should prove very wet; or unless the ground
planted should be of a low, moist character. A
I>int to the hill effects the germination of the seed
unfavorably, owing, I suppose, to the ammonia
which the article contains ; anion dry, light soils
it is questionable whether a half pint to the hill

is not attended with like consequences, especially
in late planting.

1 have seen a striking instance cf the goodly
effects of poudrette on a field of oats, applied by
one of my neighbors, at the rate of 15 to 20 bush-
els to the acre, on land of middling quality. The
yield was increased at least 70 per cent.

Respectfully,

W. F. BLYDENBURGH.

Wheat crop of Ohio.—By an article in a
late Cincinnati Chronicle, as made up from re-
turns from the ports of Cleaveland, Cincinnati,
Portsmouth, and Huion, it appears that the wheat
and flour exported from Ohio, during the past
year, has been equal to eight millions of bushels.
This is of course exclusive of the vast amount of
home consumption. The same article estimates
the last year's product of Indian corn in Ohio at
thirty millions of bushels. What n State is Ohio,
as shown from these items alone, when we reflect

that fifly years ago her territory was one vast
wilderness!

Anthracite Coal Ashes. This article, which
in the cities has been treated as utterly worthless,
is lately ascertained to be an excellent preserva-
tive of fruit trees. It should be laid directly a-
round the body of the tree, after the ground has
been loosened and p.-iriially taken away. Coal
ashes, we are informed, will not only destroy and
drive away calterpillars, canker worms and mis-
chievous insects, but give to the tree new life and
vigor.

THE MARKETS.
BRIGHTON MARKET—Monday, March 23, 1841.

(Reported for the Daily Advertiser and Patriot.)

At market, S6* Be«f Cattle, 15 pair Working Oien, 12
Cows and Calves, and 525 Slieep, and 920 Swine. About
400 Hogs unsold.
Prices—Bff/ Cattle.—We quote to correspond with

last week, viz :—Eitra .JG 75 a g7; first quality, g6 25 a

S6 50 ; second quality 5 75 a gB ; third quality S5 a 5 50.
Working Oicn—Sales S70, .<85, and 5100.
Cows and Calves—g^i, §27 and 30.
liheep—Lou g3, S3 75, §4 25 and g4 75.

Sv'ine—Lots to peddle 4J for Sows and 5$ for Barrows,
—at retail 5 a 6. About 200 fat Hogs were at market,
three-fourths of which remained unsold at the close of
the market.

NEW YORK CATTLE~MARKET, March 2i, 1841.

(Reported for the Journal of Commerce.)
At market, 674 he.ad of Beef Cattle, including 73 left

over last week, 300 from the South, balance from this
State—and 350 Sheep.
The demand for Beef w.is about the same as List week,

at 27 cents the cwt less ; 600 taken at ,?7 a 9, averaging
g8 the cwt.
Sheep were all taken at $2^ a 5| each.

MERCHANDISE.
From the Boston Courier of March 24.

Southern corn, white, 47 cents bushel—yellow flat, 50.
Southern oats, 31. Flour, Ohio, ^4 75; Genesee, com-
mon brands, 494; do fancy brands, g5. Sugar, Musco-
vado, g6 25 a 6 40 per 100 lbs. Havana, brown, 7J a 74
per lb.

Evenins Jovrnal. Coffee, Porto Cabello, at 10 a 11 ;

Porto Rico, 12; St Domingo, 9 a 10; Rio, 10 a 11. Cot-
ton, more firm and rising since the arrival of the Caledo-
nia. Smyrna Raisins, 4^ cents ; Lemons, gl 75 per box.
Filberts, 4 cents. Hides, Calcutta, drv, 85 cents each;
Monte Video, 14 ets lb.; Chili, hunp dried, 13^. Msdraa
goat skins, 24 cents each. Hops. 38 a 40 cents per lb.

Lead, pig, 4^. Oil, olive, gl 20 a 1 2.7 ; crude whale, 32
cents

; Sperm, gl per pal. Leather, N. Y. sole, lb. 20
cents ; u;jper in rough, 14 cents. Molasses, Havana and
Matanzas, 20 a 21 cts. jrall.; Surinam, 20; Trinidad, 25.
Rice, 3i cts per lb. Saltpetre 5^ a 6 cts per lb. Clover
seed, northern, scarce, 12iJ cts per lb. Herdsgrass ^3 26
a 3 50 per bushel. Teas in Boston market, nothing done,
and prices nominal, the large holders wailing for news
from China. Teas are quoted in New York, Young Hy-
son, 50 a 80; Hyson, 73 a 96; Souchong, 55 cts.

STOCKS are becoming more and more reduced. U. S.
Bank at New York 16 a 17 dollars the share of SIOO.—
State Stocks—N. York 5 per cents, 80; Ohio sixes, 90:
Illinois sixes. 50 ; Indiana fives, 54 dollars for ,gl0O.
Exchange between Boston and Philadelphia, 5 per

cent. dis. New Orleans, 8 per cent. Specie is worth in
Philadelphia, 3^ percent, more than paper.
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THE VISITOR.
Farming in Great Britain.

West Tisbunj,Mass. March 20, 1841.

GovKR-NOR Hill—Dear Sir:—I see by your

paper that yon have done me tlie honor to publish

the remarks made by rae at the Agricultin-al

Meeting at the State House, Feb. 4th. The re-

quest made by the Chair that I should state my
European reminiscences, took me entirely unpre-

jiared, for 1 had not so much as even thought that

I should be called upon to address the meeting.

One day of preparation woidd have enabled me
to have said much, for the recollections of any

man of common capacity, fond to a fault of ag-

ricultural life, and mixing most pleasantly in that

society, cannot but interest, when they are of the

best farming country under Heaven. For what-

ever opinion we may form of Britain—her pride,

arrogance, insolence, presunii)tion, vanity, faults

too {mark my words) that will have to be

ded wtthrn ten years by the compulsory process

of a general alliance of nations against her ; yet

we must all confess that her agriculture is the

most stupendous thing under Heaven. When it

is remembered that the crop of turnips grpwn in

Norfolk alone is greater than the value of her

trade with China ; that the market price of the

geese brought from the Lincolnshire fens, is mor
than her trade with Denmark; that you shall se

as a cominon thing a hundred aci'es of turnips, or

a hundred acres of beans, or thirty acres of i

bages in a single field—a farm of 300 acres alt

mowed—on afarm of the same size, 300 acres,

ntl in crops ; the live stock on a farm worth
.filOjOOO—twenty or more horses employed on one

farm every working day in the year, and by means
of thrice" ploughing (heavy clays) turning 900
acres in a single year : I say, when this is remem-
bered, it will "be seen tliat " Great" as Britain is

in evei-y thing, the superlative degree of great-

ness is in her agricultiu'e—i« her soil natural-
ly POOR, but made rich by the application of cap-

ital and of unwearied assiduity, good sense, and
enterprise.

In this country we fail, raost from the want of

capital, and froin the cir(!umstance that Agricul-

ture does not rank as an employment with others,

especially vcith Trade. It is not valued as it ought
to be. The English contend that it never was so

valued in a democratic country. Agriculture,

they say, is substantially an aristocratic employ-
ment This is certainly true of England, and I

sessions, is to want that which conducts to

best offices and most exclusive society. The

term "country gentleman," is in England almost

an actual patent of precedence. So far do they

carry this that no man in trade can marry into a

family of landed descent and possessions, unless

he add to large wealth an eminent character for

talent. AVhen Jo Neeld, the inheritor of the

enormous wealth of Bundle, the Jeweller of Lud-

gate Hill, sought to ally himself to the needy

family of the Earl of Shaftesburj', notwithstand-

ing poverty and the certain age of the lady ren-

dered a settlement a thing not to be deferred with

safety, it was considered the feat of the London

fashionable season. Alexander Baring and Hen-

ry Drummond matched worthily and wealthily;

but thev were bankers, and withal men of great

talent—the former, now Lord Ashburton, having

few superiors in England. {In the event of the

coming into power of the Tory party, he would

probably go to the head of the Board of Control.)

It is from the all-absorbing influence of men of

landed property, that the agriculture of Great

Britain has become an interest that has never had

a parallel in the history of the world. For

whilst the annual value of the exports from the

United Kingdom is about two hundred and sev-

enty millions of dollars, the annual value of the

agricultural produce is reckoned at more than

eleven hundred millions; and this when the val-

uation of the immense crops of vegetables is at

the minimum price tliey are worth in feeding

stock.

There is one way, and but one way to make our

agriculture what it should be ; and that i.s to em-
bark more capital in it. But there is not the right

spirit amongst the cultivators of the soil. An ag-

ricultural survey is ordered and commenced, with

the entire success of such a measure in the case

of Britain, matter of undenied and undeniable

history : well, what becomes of the survey ? I

will tell you, sir, political demagogneisni rides it

jlown-it is attacked by the outs as an act of ex-

travagance ! and the ins dare not retain it lest

they furnish their adversaries with weapons to

be used at the polls at the next election. The
survey is discontinued, the whole cost being less

than what Lord Spencer, or the Duke of Buck-

ingham, or Lord Fitzwilliara, or any one of a

thousand other zealous landowners would have

given from his own purse to have sustained it.

I do not hope greatly for the agricultui'al pro-

fession for half a century to come. You have

done much, sir, and 1 hope will do more.

I am, dear sir, vours respectfully,

JAMES ATHEARN JONES.
REMARKS.

We are gratified that our report: of a late dis-

cussion in the Massachusetts State House has

brought us the foregoing letter from an eminent

gentleman, a resident upon the island of Martha's

Vineyard, who takes a deep interest in Agricul-

ture. His letter is published to show what has

been done in another and an older country that

There cannot be a doubt that the Ameri

can soil is as fertile, and that the incentives to ex

ertion should be as strong in promoting agricul

tural improvement in this country as in any part

of Europe. One reason we are not as far advan-

ced is, that our range for selecting grounds is not

confined like theirs ; that while necessity urges

them to improve the land already occupied, we
are left at liberty, after extracting the virgin fer-

tility of the soil, to choose new locations. An-

other important cause for diflference is, that an

older country is always a more weahhy countiy,

and furnishes means for improvement that no new
country possesses.

We ought by no means to be discouraged in

our efforts to change the agricultural aspects of

our country when we see the improvemeiits which

believe of Euro|)e generally. In England to be I are made in various directions. These improve-

wanting in the dignity conferred by landed pos- 1 ments are greater in the towns upon $he seaboard

and nearest the prosperous cities and villages,

than further in the interior. Where a ready mar-

ket is found lor agricultural produce, there we
find the most agricultural enterprise. As the

means and avenues of ready intercourse increase

—as the price'of transport to and from a market

is lessened and time is gained—so the induce-

ments to extend improvements farther into the

country are multiplied.

But it is found in every part of New England

that labor and capital judiciously applied to the

improvement of agriculture, are a no less sure

investment than in any other business. The great

fault is, that labor and capital have been too much
diffused— that they are spread over too great a

surface; that the eagerness of gain shows itself

more in the grasp for land than for a greater

steady and permanent product. Before Agricul-

ture in this country shall have attained to the age

of the Agriculture of Great Britain, there will bo

found a great and decided change in our behalf.

We certainly are making no inconsiderable pro-

sress in Agricultural improvement ; and we trust

That our friend whose admiration of British agri-

culture is not exceeded by that of the writer,

should he and us live to see the years of half of

a half century, will be free to confess that his an-

ticipations have not been realized.

As true as it is that there is a blest spirit of

enterprise in the native population of the North,

so true is it that New England Agriculture will

keep pace with New Englatid Commerce and

Manufactures. The want of a more fertile and

more easy soil than is found in the West is more

than made up by our access to a ready market for

almost every species of produce. And we will

find, after a lapse of years, that there is really not

as much dittorenco in tlio soil aud climate as

some imagine. The first cultivation presents ev-

ery new district of country as most fertile. If we
could cast back seventy-five and a hundred years

to the fii-st products of the interior of New Eng-

land, we might give much of the exhausted land

of this country credit for fertility equal to almost

any other part of America. So of the wheat and

tobacco region of Maryland and Virginia, and the

rice, cotton and corn lands of the Carolinas and

Georgia—these were formerly as fruitful in spon-

taneous production as ever were the lands in

Ohio, Illinois, Alabama or Mississippi. Yet more

dogenerate and more sterile have become the

southern Atlantic lands depending on slave culti-

vation, than the longest cultivated New England

lands depending upon the labor of the hard hands

of New England freemen. Whole plantations in

the old Southern States have been abandoned,

their owners and slaves being literally driven out

by starvation from the worn-out lands ; and hun-

dreds have emigrated and settled down upon oth-

er lands in the western States.

It must be the destiny of the very best coun-

tries to degenerate wherever successive croppings

of even the richest soil shall be pursued without

the requisite means are pursued for renovation.

The degeneracy has not been as great in New
England as in other portions of the country.

While the affriculture of some towns and districts

has degenerated, we can point to other towns and

districfs where amendment and renovation have

already done a noble work.

Our hopes of the Agi-icultural profession in

this country are far better than those of our

Massachusetts correspondent. The whole coun-

try may not be improved in half a century like

the premises of Mr. Coke, " the greatest farm in

England." But ten years shall not roll over our

heads before the face of Agriculture in many

New England towns shall be essentially changed

for the better.
, ,. , , j

Enout'h has been done to establish beyond

controversy the fact that the highest cultivation

and the greatest investment of labor and capital

n a given quantity of land, afford the best pro-
upo
fit. In Etaling this proposition, we do not mean
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to say there is no limit to an extended improve

ment ; for we may, in the way of embellishment

or to gratify the pride of the eye, increase ex-

pense with no corresponding increase of produc-

tion ; and we may exceed the bounds of reason

in the application of manure or in working the

soil. Now if we succeed in instilling into the

minds of all farmers what the best farmers al-

ready know from their-own experience, how long
shall" it be before the face of every man's farm
shall change for the better ? If a man knows
tliat certain means will produce certain results,

and at the same time is fully advertised that these

results will greatly promote his advantage, he
will not be so unwise as long to delay the action

so important to his interest.

There are hundreds of experiments to which
the farmer's attention is called as well by conver-
sation with his neighbor as by the agricultural

journals of the day. Many of these experiments
are of no great moment : some of them tend to

trifling results : others produce real mischief; and
the tendency of all of them is to produce disgust

towaids experimental " book farming." Our ag-

ricultural j)aper8 should unite their energies in

promoting the " one thing needful" to the farmer ;

and that is, the art of uicreasing production at Ihe

least c:cpensf. They should turn the attention of
the farmer to those most successful methods
which are practised by ingenious men, making
the best crops of this year productive of greater
crops of the next year and future years. They
should arouse the ambition of every man not to

suffer his neighbor with no better means than he
possesses to excel him ; and they should teach
the man of limited means to look with no dis-

couragement on the more abundant means and
resources of his neighbor. He has not always
occasion to be more proud who has the most
money or most acres, or who possesses the beist

and most convenient and capacious houses and
barns. That man deserves best of his coiuitry
who with more stinted means accomplishes the
greater improvement.
We are not among those who utter comi)Iaiiiis

that our legislatures, either State or National, do
too little for the direct encouragement of the Ag-
ricultural interests. If the legislature, in encour-
aging other classes of men, do not discourage
and oppress the farmer, we are prone to the be-
lief that few practical farmers of good jense will

complain. We would even be willing that the
farmers should forego the advantage of all pre-
miums from the public chest and even of agri-

cultural surveys supported at the general expense,
if they shall not in their turn be taxed for i)remi-
ums and privileges to other callings and profes-
sions. The hot-bed protection of extra legisla-

tion is, as a general rule, attended with more
unfavorable than favorable consequences. The
agricultural interest will be led to no good by the
extensive proffer of such protection. The ibun-
dation stone of our country's prosperity needs not
the artificial prop of legislative aid. It will best
stand in its own strength. It is better to leave the
patronage of new experiments to the munificence
of generous individuals, than directly to tax the
pockets of the people for any new excitement to
any particular class or calling. The farmers w ish
not themselves to be burdened for the furnishing
of artificial rneans to any other profession : they
ask nothing for their own encouragement that a
just i)rinciple would deny to others. To be let

alone in all lawful pmsuits is the best encourage-
ment they require from the State or National
Legislature.—jErf. Monlldy FMor.

We copy the following judicious advice from
the Amherst Cabinet :

—

Transplanting Trees.—The present is the
month for tiasplanting shade and fiuit trees, and
we hope it will be improved by all those who
have a desire to beaulify their grounds, and to
increase the cotntbrts and pleasures of life.

We could ask no easier task, than to show that
It 18 good economy to beautify and enrich our
lands by the cultivation of shade and fruit trees
But we trust that this will be apparent to every
one who will give the subject a moment's con-
sideration.

This is a duty we owe to those who may live
after us. It is characteristic of the wise and
good that they live not merely for themselves, but
also for posterity. We are now reaping the re-
wards, and eating the fruits o( our fathers' labors,

who were wise enough to provide for our wants
and comforts. Tiie beautiful shade trees before

your dwellings, which shield you from the heat

of summer and shed an air of fragiiince and
beauty around the S[)ot on which they stand, and
your fruit u-ees from which you have so often I'e-

galed yourselves, were planted by their hands,

And as you enjoy these comforts, gratitude to

them, and duty to your children, demand that you
should imitate their wise example, in thus pro-

viding for the wants of those who may succeed
you in the occupation of your dwellings and your
land. If you would be remembered by posterity

with gratitude as among " the wise and good,"
you can secure yoiu- object in no surer way than
by transplanting each year a few trees to the

spot on which you live, and attending to their cul

tivation.

But it is too often the objection felt and ex
pressed, that shade and fruit trees are to be cul

tivated only for posterity. But this is a mistaken
notion. Even the man of gray hairs may trans-

plant fruit trees, and eat the fruit thereof Ap-
ple trees, when taken from the nursery, may by
grafting and proper culture, be brought to beai^

ing in five years.—Peach trees generally pro-

duce fruit the third or fourth year. The Plum,
the Pear, the Cherry, and all the lesser fruits, re-

quire but a few years' care and attention befiire

they begin to reward the small amount of labor

they require. And, as to shade trees, though they
require a louger time to reach perfection, y
they in a short series of years add beauty to the

spot where they are found—Some of the finest

elms in this village have grown up from seedlings
within the last fifteen or twenty years. A very
few years of care and cultivation will surround
your premises with beautiful trees and shrubbe-
ry, and furnish yoin- table with the most delicious

fruit.

A word to those who have the charge ofpublit
buildings, as churches, school houses, &c. No'
thing improves the appearance of such building!

more than a few handsome trees and a little

shrubbery. If our ecliool bouse plots were to be
thus beautified, would they not present gieatci

attractions to our youth, and would not the asso
elation of tlie beautiful in nature, which might be
thus connected with their education, have n hap-
py and highly beneficial influence upon their

minds ?

From the IN. E. Farmer.

Rules for young Blen in the employ of Gentle-
men.

Mr. Editor—Sir— The author of the folio

ing rules has now labored for several years in the
families of gentlemen, and has found by careful

ly adopting them, that they have been the means
of procuriug for him good places, constant em-
ployment, and of filling his pockets with money.
For the benefit of those young men who are con-
tinually coming from the country to seek em-
ployment with the genteel in this vicinity, you
may, if you please, insert them in your valuable
paper. Yours, &c. QJ^

Medford, Mass.

1. Rise early and make good fires, with as lit-

tle noise as possible.

2. Keep your barn neat and your horses and
cows well fed and well cleaned. Have your
horses ready to use at all times and see that your
harness is clean, well oiled and in every respect
perfect.

3. Always be good naturcd to the hired girls

and your employers, doing whatever they ask
you to do without murmuring, and that too as
soon as it is possible after they call upon you.

4. Always move quickly, and as though it was
not a hard task to obey orders.

5. Always finish the piece of work you begin
as soon as practicable, and be sure not to have
many unfinished jobs upon ynur hands at once.

6. Always be manly. Say no more than is

necessary. Never act out the boy by telling com
ical stories, or by much and loud laughter.

7. Never drink ardent spirits. Never smoke
about the premises. If you chew tobacco, (which
no man ought to do,) do not spit about the house,
carriages, or any other place where it will make
dirt or be offensive.

8. When sent on an errand, never stop to tell

long utories. Do not forget half, or do your er-

rands imperfectly.

0. Ifyou have an errand of your own to do, do

not sneak away to do it unbeknown to your em-
ployer, but be open and honest with respect to

the time which you take to yourself.

10. Always dress according to your work that

you may make no unnecessary labor lor any one.

1 1. Always do all your work as well as you
know how to do it, thoroughly and in its season.

12. Be perfectly honest in all things relating to

your employer's work or properly.

13. Keep your tools all in order. Have a place

for every thing, and keep every thing in its place.

14. Be careful to put your employer to no un-
necessary expense for any thing.

15. Keep your room and clothes neat at all

times.

16. Never manifest too much affection for the

hired girls where you live, or spend too much
time with them or any others.

17. Ask not for your pay oftencr than is neces-

sary. Take good care of your money and spend
but little for amusement.

18. Ifyou have any leistu'c moments at any
time, spend them in such a manner as will bene-

fit you and also your emjiloyer.

19. Do not take your employer's time to read

books or newspapers, unless by his own request.

20. Never use deception in any case, but al-

ways let the truth and the whole truth govern

your actions and words.
21. Use not profane or vulgar language about

the house or yom- work.
22. If any thing takes place contrary to your

wishes, do not fly into a passion, but try to quell

and bring your temper under due subjection.

93. Never undertake a job until you understand

fully how you employer wishes to have it done.

24. Make it a rule' to always attend religious

worship somewhere all the sabbath.

25. Try to take as much care upon you as pos-

sible, and always see that all doors are locked

and every place well secured, which it is your

duty to see to.

26. Always try to be at home as much as |)os-

sible evenings, and do not go <iut to stay late with-

otit your employer's knowledge.
27. Do not lounge about grog shops and tav-

erns on any account whatever.

28. The best manner in which you can spend
your evenings is at home, in reading, writing and
sturly.

20. Always be carefiil with lights and fire, at

nil times.

30. Never have but few visitors, and especially

go not out yourselves among the "multitude who
do evil."

These rules might be extended, but I forbear,

hoping that these few may be regarded by all

young men who wish to gain a good character,

wcaltii and honor.

Poui.Tr.v.—The term poultry is applied to all

kinds of domestic (owls, which make the Ihrni-

yard their habitation. Notwithstanding the ad-

vantage of this sort of stock is frequently pro-

nounced to be doubtfid, yet we think no fiirmer

c»n consider his establishment complete with-
out a supply, as, when rightly managed, it is a

source of grer.t profit. With little expense, a far-

mer may enclose a small tract of land near hi.s

barn, with a fence of rough boards, pointed at

the top, which will effectually prevent fowls from
escaping. In this enclosure, cheap sheds may be
erected for their accommodation. It is not neces-

sary to keep the difterent sorts of fowls separate,

provided the yard be sufficiently large for their

convenience, with proper divisions and roosts lor

them to retire to. For geese and ducks, howev-
er, it is necessary to enclose a pool within the yard.

In this yard they may be kept without trouble,

and fed with corn, boiled potatoes, and at an ex-

pense much less than the income that may be de-

rived from them. It is said that if fowls be fed

with buck-wheat or hemp-seed, they will lay

more eggs than when fed with any other articles.

It should be the constant aim of every farmer to

make all parts of his "domains" tributary to his

finances ; and for this purpose he slioufd levy

frequent contributions upon his field, his pastures,

his woodlands, orchards, gardens, and farm-yard,

"Monarch of all he surveys," he should summon
all his possessions to aid him in the attainment of

that competence that is necessary to his personal

independence, haii|)inpss, and moral improve-

ment.— Jf'orccster Palladivm.
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l-rom tlie Hampden Post.

Maple sugar.

The spason thus far, we should jiuige, has been

lemaikably good for the production of this article,

and we have no doubt a'large quantity of it will

be n)ade.
,

Tli^re are several towns in Berkshire where

this article is produced in considerable quantities,

but Sandisfield has taken the lead in quantity

and probably in quality.

The average annual product of this town is

about one hundred thousand pounds, as we learn

from a gentleman who has taken some pains for

facts upon which he makes his estimate. It has

liecome so much an object that the farmers deem
their farms wanting au essential requisite if lack-

ing an orchard of the sugar maple.

The tree, which grows thriftily, is preserved

with great care by them. The season of sugar

making is one which does not interfere with the

agricultural pursuits of the farmer, occupying,

upon an average, some six weeks betvveen the

middle of February and the tenth ofApril. The
season rarely commences earlier than the mid-

dle of Februaiy, or continues past the tenth of

April.

The process of manufiicture is a simple but

pleasant one, and there have been, within the

past few years, many labor- saving improvements,

in olden "times the farmer boxed his tVees, which
proved fatal to tliem in a few years : the sap he

gathered on his shoulders, with a neck-yoke and
buckets, carrying it oftentimes from a fourth to a

half a mile—a most slavish business. To boil it

he would roll two large logs near together, hang
his kettles between them on a pole running from
the crotch of one tree to the stump of another,

and build a fire under them with wood prepared

by the axe. If a farmer in those times produced
thirty or forty pounds of sugar and four or five

gallons of molasses from his six weeks labor and
the consumption of fifteen or twenty corrls of

wood, it was a feat to be boasted of The frugal

dame had sweetening for the jear, and perhaps a

little to spare.

Now, instead of boxing, the farmer bores his

trees with a small bit to the depth of two or

three inches and from the smnach makes a spile

which conducts the sap into tubs. This process

injures the tree very slightly, if at all. Instead of

carrying the sap in buckets on his shoulders, lie

does it with cattle and sled, driving near his tree:

and filling his large gathering tub on bis sled at

his leisure. Instead of rolling logs together and

boiling his sap under the open canopy of heaven,

he builds him a large house, sets his caldrons in

a furnace, and is protected fi-om the wind, and

and smoke. Instead of boasting in the

product of thirty or forty pounds, he deems the

season an inauspicious one, if, from a conimoti

sized orchard, he does not produce as many
hundred. Some ofthe larger orchards yield from

seven to twelve thousand pounds yearly.

One man with a team will gather from thirty to

fifty barrels of sap in a day. In some of these

establishments, depending on the size and struc-

ture of their caldrons, they will in twenty-four

hours reduce from twenty to thirty barrels of the

liquid in its raw state, to one of syrup. But the

sport lies in what they call "sugaring-ofl'," boil-

ing the syrup into sugar, which is a nice process,

requiring care, and is generally done at the dwel-

ling houses of the farmers. It is at these " su-

gai-ings-ofF," that the frolick.s are had.

It is some years since we have mingled in

these rustic sports, but we presume there is not

a great change in the jirocess of manufacture,

or in the fashion of the frolicks incident to it.

If there have been any improvements in the manu-
facture, we .should be willing to spend a little

time in a critical examination of any specimens
the farmers may choose to submit to us.

REMARKS.

Memory carries the editor of the Visitor back
to the year 1798, as the first when he had any
knowledge of the sugar tree and its product.

His father that year removed from a sea-board

town to one of the highest, newest hill towns of
Worcester county in Massachusetts; and among
the rural advantages promised in the new loca-

tion was that of manufacturing the annual supply
of sugar on the little farm which had been pur-

chased. At this time the rock maple and the

mode and progress of the sugar manufacture

were entirely new to him and to us. Before the

deep snow of that region had disappeared in

March, the attention of man and boys was turned

the sugar preparation. From the straight-

rifted white ash split directly into two parts the

trough for catching the sap was dug out; and

from the sumach wliich had stolen its growth in

the hedges springing up around the decaying

log fences, the spouts were first split, and the

pith perforated as the channel through which
the sap was to be conducted from the tree to the

destined receptacle. The land recently cleared,

the fairest maples had been lef\ standing scatter-

ed in all directions over the mowing and pasture

fields. Some few farmers were so fortunate as

to have " sugar lots" where the trees stood in a

cluster, in \vhich the sugar material was easily

collected, and near which there was abundance
of fuel to boil down in large potash kettles

the sap which was at hand. There were at

that time large trees one of which would run

sufficient saccharine juice in a single day to make
a pound of sugar. In gathering sap in the sea-

son of deep snows there was a difficulty of sud-

denly sinking deep and spilling the liquid from
the pails : the shoulder yoke to which the pails

were attached was a great convenience to the

sap-gatherer, and the rackets made in the shape

of a balloon kite, interwoven sometimes with

thongs of leather and sometimes with rifted ash

basket stuff, enabled the well trained sap-gather-

er to put the deep snow at defiance.

Young as was the editor at that time (ten

years of age and upwards) he saw with regret

from year to year the valued sugar trees prostra-

ted before the high winds. Until the first clear-

ing, their protection had been in the surrounding

forest. Generally these trees had grown up tall

and straight and thrifty like the sons of the forest

ere their abodes had been invaded by the tread

of the white man from a far country. To them
the civilization which cut down the original

growth around them was as unnatural as were
the settlements, the barns and houses and the

cultivation of the whites to tlio Indian. In less

than twenty years after the land \'i'as cleared the

original noble rock-maples left standing as ex

einpts from the woodman's axe had disappeared
;

and never in our day did we expect to see their

place supplied by another growth.

But it is believed to be a fact that for almost

the entire amount of present sugar maple pro

duction—and the State ofNew York, as is shown
by the late census, produces in maple sugar with

in a tithe of the quantity of the sugar from cane

in the State of Louisiana—we are indebted to

the second growth sugar maples which have

spontaneously sprung out of the ground within

the last forty years. It is a fact that sugar or-

chards may be made to grow upon the suitable

ground on the sides of our mountains almost as

soon as the bearing afiple tree. They will grow
among the hollows of clefted rocks in pastures

where very little feed will grow for cattle : they

make in pasture grounds beautiful groves for the

retreat of the looing herds either in a storm or

under a sultry sun. They grow readily upon the

sides of roads answering at the same time as a

shade, a protection and an ornament, while they

give an annual income from their rich saccharine

Juice equal to the lawful interest of ten and fif-

teen dollars as the value of a single tree.

Sandisfield in Massachusetts, according to

Hayward's Gazetteer, is an elevated township at

the south-east corner of Berkshire county, on the

line of Litchfield county in Connecticut, 124

miles west by soutii from Boston. Although far-

ther south, the land and the season there do not

much differ from those of the elevated towns
producing the rock maple through the whole line

of New Hampshire. Sandisfield has a popula-

tion by the late census of something veiy near

1500 souls. It is what is generally denominated

a grazing town, the soil being very fine for pas-

turage and good for hay. This town is the resi-

dence of the Lieutenant Governor (Hull) ofMas-
sachusetts, who unites the occupations of far-

mer, lawyer, magistrate and postmaster. From
Gov. Hull we have per.sonally derived the infor-

mation that this little country" town produces an-

nually its hundred thousand pounds of maple bU'

gar.
' We understood from him that one of his

neighbor farmers made each year between seven

and eight thou.sand pounds on his own premises.

The item of maple sugar is surely one which

deserves more general attention than it has hith-

erto i-eceived : it may be produced with much
less expense and parade than have hitherto been
bestowed upon the cultivation and manufacture

.
of sugar froiTi the beet.

In a few years, by rearing maple trees in land
natural to that growth, New England may pro-

duce sufficient brown sugar for its own consump-
tion without at all lessening other productions ;

and here will be one item in our domestic econ-

omy tending to the real independence of her
rg.—Ed. Monthly Visitor.

Vrom tlie Lancaster (Pa.) Intelligencer.

THE MOUNTAIN FARM.
BV WIS.S JANE H. WILLIAMS.

In tlie primeval forest

There's a farm both broad and wide,

And the farmer's cabin stands

Upon the mountain's side
;

And in the green yard by the door
There's a group' of shady trees,

Where, when tired of toil as it is fit,

The larmer and his wife can sit

And rest them when they please ;

There is an orchard trim and neat
Upon the woodland lea,

And a bee hive sheltered from the heat
Stands 'neath the old ash tree.

The modest blue-bell flower,

Creeps o'er the cabin wall,

.\nd o'er the little window
lis graceful tendrils fall

;

While from its nest among the thatch,

The swallow chirpeth low
;

And the clustering woodbine twineth,

And the honey-suckle shineth

In the garden plot below.

There is a meadow smooth and sheen,

Where the brooldet runneth clear,

And the farmer's children oft are seen
To gather cresses here.

The hemlock's leafy boughs
Their deepest shadows fling.

And the chestnut spreads its arms
Around the mountain spingj

And there's a little rivulet

The willow decks its brink
O'er the pebbles it doth rattle

And the farmer brings bis cattle,

Here at morn and eve to drink.
The yellow violet bloweth,

And the long spear grass so green,

,\nd the feathery fern it groweth
Beside the mountain spring.

.\nd there's a narrow way
To the village on the plain,

And the mountain farmer findeth there

A buyer for his grain
;

The sycamore with silvery stems
Shades the old winding road,

Here with his good gray horses threo
The farmer hies so merrily, \

To market with his load
;

Then good luck to the farmer

And the farmer's wife.

And ever may they live as now
Afar from storm and strife.

Greatest Farm in England.

nOLKHAM HALL, NORFOLK.

This place is renowned throughout England at

last, and especially as the farm of old Mr. Coke,

the father of the farmers of Norfolk, and I am
happy, therefore, to have enjoyed an excellent

opportunity of seeing the estate. I shall not

probably find in Great Britain a better specimen
either of the style of life of a good old country

gentleman of tliis realm and of the ancient school

or of the management of a first rate practical

proprietor's estate. Let me begin by giving you
some idea of the latter; premising that this is the

same Mr. Coke who moved in the House of

Commons the discontinuance of the American
war of '70; and who having carried it in the

great and excited body by a majority of one, was
himself, at the suggestion of his friend, Mr. Fox,

at the head of the committee to take up an ad-

dress to his Majestv, George III, in pursuance of

the vote. This he'did in his farmer's dress, with

his white top boots and frock on—for that was
the custom. Every American must respect the

old man for his achievement, and they will not

like him less to know that, every day at his table,

during that barbarous war, he was accustomed,

as he declares now, to drink the health of Gen.

Washington, as the greatest man in existence^—

This liberal spirit has always distinguished Mr.

Coke ; and he begun his career in Parliament,

with the war itself, and remained in it nearly six

years. Were he still a member, which his age
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(82) now prevents, he would be by many years,

"The Father of the House."

Well now for the estate ; and first, merely as a

farmer's. The land liere is about 3500 acres

;

nearly the whole of it is enclosed by a neat, brick

wall, extending about a circuit of ten miles.

—

This comprises the plantation of wood and a

beautiful lake. Nothing could appear moie orig-

inally rural than its borders, which are complete-

ly overshadowed with forest, and as wild altogeth-

er as if I had discovered them and the lake itself

in the depths of some solitude of Michigan. All

the woods have been planted. The estate is

plentifully sprinkled with various species of trees,

in copses, in acres of forests and avenues. In-

stead of a park in one body, it is as one wants it

every where an ornament and a shelter—over

hill and dale—but no where in excess, nor yet in

the way of the farmer. Immediately around the

mansion indeed, are only gardens, walks, and a

wide extent of velvet lawns on every side; but ev-

en these latter are marked with their own schemes

of practical utility. The pheasant I see shuffling

about there in the cool shades. It is not alone

the graceful deer that browse and bounds along

these soft lawns. These are charms to the eye,

and I like the taste which allows them this sweet

free range, and whicli saves the poor beautiful

creatures from all harm. Here are the woods
too. As I rode through their long winding lanes

to-day on horseback, the air was filled with the

perfume ol the forest flowers, and with the chirp

ing and fluttering ot birds.

The remoter lawns are spotted with little flocks

of sheep, of which over three thousand are kept

on the place of the famous South Devon breed.

One meets also in the pastures these fiiie, sleek,

bright looking Devon cattle, browsing in herds.

There are more than three hundred of them, in-

cluding an immense dairy besides, of Scotch cat-

tle. Beyond the lawns, one gets at once into the

cultivation, and a ring of this, skirted and shel-

tered here and there with avenues and copses of

trees encircling the whole estate. I rode along

the edge of the field of one hundred and thirty

acres of barley in one piece. In another were

sixty acres of wheat ; and there were two fields

of peas, of twenty-five and twenty-seven acres.

The arable land is divided about equally between

these grains, turnips and grass, which four crops,

sometimes having grass for two seasons, consti-

tutes the routine of succession of tillage on the

same ground. There are in ciUtivation at pres-

ent about four hundred and thirty acres of wheat

and barley each, and in fine condition. The head

farmer told me, that thirty bushels an acre is

rather an indifferent crop, and that forty or fifty

are there " the right thing." It must be borne in

mind when I say this, that llolkham has been

completely made" over by Mr. Coke. When he

succeeded to the estate it was but a mere desert.

There were no trees here even, and it was hardly

believed the land would lit them grow. Mr.

Coke says the rabbits were the only creatures

who could live on it, and they were starving!

Now what a triumph is this ! Go with me to-day

in this village of Holkham, which all belongs to

the estate and lives by it in one way or auothei-.

Here arc five hundred persons, probably, besides

those sent off, well provided for elsewere. Their

cottages are a curiosity of rural neatness and
comfort. Little gardens around them, and flow-

ers hang out of the windows, and climb over the

door-ways.
Some one hundred and lif>y persons arc em-

ployed on the farm alone. Tlicn in the gardens,

the light acres of which are surrounded with a

wall, one thousand four hundred yards long, and
fourteen feet high, are perhaps forty more ; in the

brick yard twenty; in the blacksmith's shop ten;

and some wheel "wrights and game keejiers, I dare

say, and a little army of servants of course ; for

in the mansion, when the family are here, twenty
females alone are employed. The women do
some work also on the farm ; such as weeding
the grain, as well as the peas ; and in fact all the

crops are drilled. I saw twenty women in one
field weeding. Beyond that and outside of the

walls of the regular estate, we came to a " little

bit" of a plantation of only six hundred more.
Here they were hard at work. In one field, where
turnips were sowing, all the process went on at

once. There were twenty men and boys spread-
ing out manure out of five or six carts, drawn by
three horses each ; (of which there are a hundred

on the place,) five or six ploughs drawn by two,

who ploughed without a driver; two cast iron

round rollers by two; three or four harrows by

one ; two drill machines self ploughing, by two,

and then the harrow again brought up the rear.

—

I ought to speak of the alms house for the old

and the schools for the young, and of the farm-

ing system more in detail, but there is no room
I will" only add, that young farmers come here

from all quarters to learn the sf^ience. The
whole place is considered a model of both the

science and the art of farming.

—

Boston Tian
script. '

Mr. I. HILL'S Address before the Lyceum at
Chester, N. H. on the evening of December
16, 1840.

Improvements in Agriculture are coequal and
coincident with civilization. In the barbarous or

savage state, where the tribes of men wander in

search of sustenance, where they draw food froii

the ocean or the forest, population cannot become
dense, nor can the comforts which render life de
sirable be extensively enjoyed.

There is no condition of society more blessed

than that of an agricultural commimity ; and of

all the agricultural districts iu the known world,

the soil requiring most labor for the same amount
of production in the sequel becomes jnost valua

hie, and diffuses the most substantial and perma
nent blessings.

Perhaps the higher degree of civilization has

not been gained by the nations which are pecu
liarly designated as Christian. We do not gen
erally put the same estim.tte upon oinselve.< as

others put upon us : the propensity of mankind
leads to an over-estimate of our own good qual

ties and the underrating the good qualities of

others. The progress of improvement is slow
because wc cling long to our own errors, and are

slow to profit from the better practice of others.

Those who are engaged in the work of cultiva

ting the soil commonly realize only what is going

on in their own neighborhoods. They read or

transiently hear of "the improvements making
elsewhere ; but the information comes from too

long a distance. The recent agricultural improve-
ments of other countries and of distant parts of
this country are introdticed here only by practi

cal men who come from the scene of these im
provements. Theory is a bad schoolmaster : prac

ticc oidy brings perfection.

THE AGRICULTURE OF CHINA.

The Empire of China, situated nearly at oui

antipodes upon this ball of earth, is said to have
so dense a population, that if every inch of Ian

"

was cultivated, the product would hardly he sul

ficieut for the subsistence of the people. In that

country families are born and brought up who
live entirely upon the water; and to the children

the junk, an awkward apology for a boat, is the

same object of inheritance as the house and land.

These water craft, which are sometimes station;

ry and sometimes removed from one position to

another as may be most conducive to the means
of obtaining a livelihood for the occupants, are

said to cover the navigable rivers and canals.

Where the population becomes too numerous and
crowded, the inhuman practice prevails of taking

the life of helpless infancy which cannot be con-

veniently sustained.

The Chinese are not civilized according to our

ideas of Christian civilization ; but that people

were agriculturists while the country from which
our ancestors came was inhabited by a race

scarcely more civilized than the North American
Indians. The Emperor Vin-ti, who reigned two
hundred years before the Christian era, raised the

estimation of Agriculture to a high |>itch ; for this

Prince, perceiving that the country was ruined

by the wars, to engage his subjects, to cultivate

tlie land, set them an example himself by plough-

ing the fields belonging to his palace, which
obliged all in high place's in his court to do the

The husbandmen in China at this day rank he-

tbre either merchants or mechanics. A festival

is instituted once a year; and on this occasion the

Emperor himself turns ploughman.

Among several good regulations made by the

Chinese Emperor, he has shown an uncommon
regard for the husbandmen. To encourage them
in their labor, he has a standing order to the gov-

ernors of all the cities and provinces to send him
notice every year of the person of this profession

in tlicir respective districts who is most remarka-
ble for his application to agriculture; for un-
blemished reputation ; for preserving union in his
own family and peace with his neighbors ; for his
frugality and aversion to extravagance. For tlie

distinction of such a notice the man will be hon
ored all his days.

Here is a truly commendable custom which
does great credit to the wisdom and sagacity of
the ruler, and has a good effect on the welfare
and prosperity of the ruled.

The land in China never lies fallow. General-
ly the same ground produces three crops in a
year. First, rice, and before this is reaped they
sow fitches; and when this is iu, wheat, beans or
some other grain. Thus the ground is continu-
ally occupied, and a rotation is kept up.

NOVEL MATERIALS FOR MANURE.

Rice is principally cultivated and depended on.

The land is highly manured : they gather for this

purpose all sorts of ordure both of men and ani-

mals, of wood and vegetables, including various

oils. They gather this manure in pails which
the men and women commonly carry covered on
their shoulders; and this contributes very much
to the cleanliness of their cities, whose filth is

thus taken away every day.

EXTERMINATE WEEBS.

In the rice ground they make use of hogs' hair

and even human hair as a means of giving

strength to the land. When the plant begins to

ear they make use of quick lime. This, they

say, kills worms and insects, destroys weeds, and
gives warmth to the ground which contributes

much to its fcrlility. Navaratte, a traveller in

China, sometimes walked through the Chinese
rice fields, and could not find in thetn even a
small herb : " the rice was surpassingly tall and
fine," he says, " because it drew all the nourish-

ment from the ground." Here we liave a lesson

from these foreigners—a principle which has

there been practised probably for ages anterior to

all agricultural improvements in this country and
even in England—which it will he entirely safe

to follow. How much is the product of our fields

lessened by suffering noxious weeds to grow
amidst the intended crop ? The additional labor

required for the complete extirpation of these

weeds, where any tolerable preparation is made
for a crop, would probably effect a greater gain to

the farmer than any other portion of the labor

bestowed upon his farm. It is common with
most farmers, while hoeing in their fields, to cut
up or pulL up by the roots all weeds standing in

the way. These arc often transplanted upon the

ground, it being natural for many kinds to take

root wherever tliey come in contact with the

earth. A'portion of the incumbrance will be left

if all is not gathered up and carried off. But if

a continued burning sun kills the whole, in a few
days more anew growth will start up; and if

these do not experience u similar treatment and
contimied dry weather, the second crop will

spring up quite as luxuriantly as the first. In-

deed with the mode practised by some of our
very best farmers, the weeds in many fields be-

come prominent during the whole of the latter

part of the season. There is hardly an exception

in our grain fields that the weeds springing up
after the reaper, cover the entire sinface for the

remainder of the year •, and in some cases the

best gro'jnd is so beset with them that they shoot
ahead nt the intended grain crop early in the

season, covering up, choking and preventing its

growth. In the corn and potatoe fields and not

unfreqnently in our gardens at the time of gath-

ering the crop, the pernicious cockles stick to and
incorporate themselves with the apparel of per-

sons haviilg occasion to puss through them.

From the view 1 have taken of many fields of
arable land in the hitler part of summer, I have

formed an opinion that fioni one-fourth to one-

half of the strength of soil which should go to

sustain a crop, is spent in the growth of weeds.

If the Chinese discovery of the application of

lick lime iu proper places and quantities cari

kill worms and insects, destroy weeds, impart the

due warmth to the ground, and at the same time

preserve the intended crop—how great would be
the improvement to our own husbandry to adopt

their mode ? The growth of weeds and the foul

grasses may not he in all cases so much dead
oss: rooted out and turned under the soil, they

will furnish the material for fertilizing the ground.
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In some fields they operate as badly as bavren-

iie6s itself, because they root out every thing use-

ful. To extirpate weeds, great care, perseverance

and continued labor are indispensable ; and I

have come to the conclusion that in the judicious

destruction of weeds before they seed even after

the usual time of hoeing and pulling them up,

labor may be well expended. Collected together

and carried to the places where manure is made,
they form a most excellent material as well in

nbi^orbing the liquids whose strength without such

connection passes away in the air in volatile ptir-

ticles, as in the component substance of the ma-
nine itself.

WANT OF SOIL MADE UP BY GREATER INDUSTRY.

The njountains in China, that are not bare

ledges or otherwise barren beyond reparation, are

all cultivated. So fearful are they of losing an
inch of ground, that they suffer no liedges or

ditches or scarce a single tree to remain above
the surface. Their drains arc all covered. It is

said to be in that country very agreeable to be-

hold in some places plains three or four leagues

in length, surrounded with hills and mountains,

cut from bottom to top into terraces three or four

feet high and rising one above another sometimes
to the tiuraber of twenty or thirty. Still more are

they industrious and persevering. Among the

barren and uncultivated mountains there are

sometimes fertile spots : here the land is levelled

and divided into jjiots at different heights. As
the rice will not thrive without water, reservoirs

are constructed at proper distances and at differ-

ent heights, to catch the rain as it falls or the

water descending from the mountain ; and this is

afterwards distributed among the rice plots.

To this surprising industry of the Chinese
husbandmen is it due that immense quantities of

grain and herbs are produced in that country.

So numerous are the inhabitants that all that is

raised hardly suffices to support them. To live

comfortably they want a country twice as large.

THE POOR OPPRESSED in THE BEST AGRICULTU-
RAL COUNTRIES.

Ill that coimtiy as in most all others where age

and the concentration of wealth produces artifi-

cial distinctions, the mouth of labor is robbed of

a portion of its earnings: there ai-e castes of rich

and poor. The practice is that the landlord and
owner of the soil has half of the products : the

other is retained by the husbandman for his own
use.

In Great Britain the case of the mere laborer

is still worse than in China ; for there instead of

being removed one degree below- the landlord, he

is but as the slave of the tenant himself; and both

the interests of the landlord and tenant are com-
bined to reduce the compensation of those who
do the work to the lowest point of endurance.

The British corn laws, which exclude the impor-

tation of bread stuffs while the price remains be

low a certain point—a price that no man of com-
mon revenue can pay—and which only admit
them at the increased price on the payment of

an enormous duty—are intended only for the pro-

tect ion of the landlord and tenant with no regard

to the poor drudges in the field whose labor is

generally more severe, whose condition is more
dependent, and whose treatment is more cruel,

than those of the colored slaves upon most of the

American plantations.

BRUTES TREATED BETTER THAN MEN AND WO-
MEN.

A more generous trade with foreign nations
would cheapen the price of agricultural pro-

ducts for the benefit of the laboring classes. In
the midst of the most fruitful fields, in the midst
of full granaries, the British peasant is not allow-
ed bread for his family. Surrounded by the fat-

test flocks of sheep and herds of cattle, he has
no means of purchasing meat for one daily meal.
These are all disposed of for the benefit of ihe

landlord and tenant ; and so great is the weight
of taxation that the merest refuse of the frag-

ments is reserved for those wlio perform the la-

bor and drudgery. Policy, if not humanity, im-
pels the British yeoman to treat well and feed

high the brutes that are either employed in culti-

vating the land or are intended for slaughter.

The same policy also teaches him to treat and
feed well the ground which yields its annual in-

crease and returns profits far exceeding the out-

lay. Hut it is to be Inmetiled that tli'- same poll

cy extends not to the dependent part of humanity
which performs the labor.

"muzzle not THE OX THAT TREADETII OCT
THE CORN."

Ireland, whenever there is a short crop or rais-

,
price in this country, is ready to transport to

full cargoes of wheat and other grains, and to

supply us with supeiior butter and cheese. The
poor peasant whose hard work produced these

articles is rarely suffered to taste of any of them.

I have at this time in my employ a faithful Irish-

man whose services to me are invaluable, who
pends not, but lays up nearly every cent of his

earnings. He was brought up by his own father

who was a tenant farmer of some thirty-six acres

of land, from which the latter had obtained suffi-

cient not only to pay a high rent to his landlord,

but to save something for himself. The father,

like other tenants, performed little labor himself:

he had been instructed to read and write, and
was qualified to keep accounts. Not so the son
whose destiny was intended to be that of a mere
laborer. No pains were taken for his instruction :

no expense was laid out upon him even to qualify

him for the business of life pursued by his parent.

He was made an exception to tho brothers and
sisters of his own family, because it was conve-

nient to make his calling more humble and more
servile than theirs.

This family, according to the re|)resentation of
the honest Irishman, may be taken as a sample
of the agriculturists in the counties lying at no
very great distance from Dublin. The thirty-six

acres which makes up the farm, is hired upon a

long lease from its wealthy proprietor who in

herits a large hereditary property. The value of
the improvements made upon it at the expense of

the tenant are greater than the original value of

the land itself. This laud by artificial means
made to yield a greater amount of produce th

some farms in this country of ten times the acres.

The butter and the cheese andgrain, the increase

of the cows and horses, are all sold either to pay
rent, or to lay up something for other invest

ments. In a farm of this size very Uttle is paid

out for wages : children and females who work
for very small pay are almost exclusively employ-

ed. The luxury of butter and cheese and meat
or even of bread, is seldom indulged in by the

better part of the family. Potatoes and water

porridge seasoned with oatmeal, and such of the

products of the land as will not yield ready mon-
ey, constitute the daily sustenance of the family,

Among the better class of peasantry in Ireland,

the daily use of tea is not known ; and it is only

on some extraordinary thanksgiving occasion

when relatives from a distance make their long

expected visit that this beverage is used : coffee

is an article with them which is never used.

NT.A NOBLE AND A TRUE
It was a saying of the celebrated Farmer of

Virginia, John Taylor of Caroline, that " the more
industry spends of its own earnings, and the less

of them is intercepted by governments, or taken

away by legal projects, the greater and the haii-

wifl he the nation." The condition of our

own iiee country, when compared with that of

most other countries, is truly enviable in this re-

spect. Contrasted with the wretchedness of the

peasantry in England, Scotland or Ireland, our

own laborers enjoy a condition of life incompara-
bly more eligible. There every thing from the

hand of labor that can be taken hold of for the

purposes of government, is intercepted. There
every thing is taxed for the support of expensive
governments and for the debts which expensive
governments have created. There taxation runs

so wild that many things intended for the daily

use of man are i)laced beyond his reach. There
taxation has reduced labor down to the jnice

which verges on the very line of pauperism, and
makes the individual a public charge the moment
sickness or want of employment deprives him of

the ability to labor. In this country the earnings

of industry mainly go for its own benefit ; and
here, as yet, the burdens of taxation are so light

that although the price of labor is twice or thrice

as high as it is in most nations of Europe, still

production costs not more than the added differ-

ence of taxation between ouis and the foreign

country.

GOVERNMENTS SHOULD BE CONFINED TO
MAIN OBJECTS.

the purposes of the government to as few objects

as possible—to create as little expense in the ad-

ministration as may be consistent with those ob-

jects—to confine legislation, both State and Na-
tional, to its legitimate sphere—to tax no one
interest for the especial protection and advantage
of any other interest— to leave trade and com-
merce as free to enterprise as the rules of a just

reciprocity will admit—and to impose no unne-
cessary burdens on trades and occupations.

Enviable as is our position in relation to public

burdens when compared with those nations of

the old world whose mad ambition has led them
into expenses sufficient to swallow up the entire

surplus of industry, we have as a nation many
sins to repent of, and much of our practice and
policy requires amendment. The extravagance

of the age pervades this country hardly less than

it does older countries; Indeed our onwai-d march
and enterprise drive us often into more sudden

excesses than we have been wont to read of or

realize in history ; and if experience shall not be

to us a salutary teacher, we never can expect to

profit by any instruction from positive evil.

THE TENDENCY OF GOVERNMENTS TO EXCESS.

Why is it, that not only in the national govern-

ment, but in those of most of the States of the

Union, and not only in these but in the adminis-

tration of most of our county, city aiid town mu-
nicipalities, we meet with a continually increased

expense .' There is no lack of men to fill oflaces

of trust and responsibility for the present com-

pensation ;
yet how few are satisfied with the pay

and emoluments whenever there is a prospect of

enlarging them ? The desire to create new sour-

ces of expenditure is no less irrepressible than

that of enlarging those \vhich already exist. Sel-

dom do we see successful attempts to make the

expenses of government less : the objects to be

reached by the action of government become

more and more numerous ; enterprises, some-

times of doubtful utility, are undertaken with in-

creasing avidity ; and "the nation, state, county,

town or other municipality, finds itself when too

late to retrace its steps involved in burdens and

responsibilities with but too general assent, such
'

as no prudent individual would voluntarily incur.

INCREASING EXTRAVAGANCE.
We need only look to the history of some of

the States for the last fi:w years for evidence that

the present generation has run wild, and that re-

form is indispensable to tho welfare of the coun-

try. As with communities so it has been with

individuals—all have gone astray from that sim-

plicity and that frugality which characterized our

fathers. Extravagance has insidiously wormed
itself into our practices and our habits. The man
of business at New York, Philadelphia and Bos-

ton, lives at the rate of ten to twenty thousand a

year ; and the man of business in the country

now expends his thousands where men of the

business twenty years ago spent only their

hundreds. We buy now without hesitation what

our fathers and our mothers either did without or

made for themselves. We pay the government a

duty of five dollars on a coat besides the cost in

a foreign country and the merchant's profits,which

was supplied forty and fifty years ago from wool

of our fiithers' flocks, spun and wove by our

mothers' or sisters' hands, dressed by the clothier

of our own neighborhood, and made up under

our own roof. One garment of this plain manu-

facture would then supply the place and length

of time of at least four fashionable garments of

the present day.

Extravagance ends not with the dress of males

and females of the present generation. Hun-

dreds and thousands of our females adorn their

persons ; and it is admitted by those of us who
are swayed by the fashions of the times that they

do often adorn and make beauty more beautiful.

But if the simplicity of nature were more fa.sh-

ionable—if beauty unadorned were most the ob-

ject of admiration—we should witness a return to

the times when dissimulation was not considered

an indispensable virtne-^when the morals and the

manners of the present would not suflTer in coin-

ison w itli those of a former generation.

HIS FARM AND FARM LA-
pari;

GEORGE WASHINGTON :

It shoidd be the object of the people

Among tho men of this country who have beei'

distinguished patrons of Agriculture and whos<n

example has exerted a salutary influence through

p oni the IT.iited SiMtes, Gfobge Washing
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TON will Stand conspicuous. When relieved from

public burthens, this employment was his greatest

pleasure ; and there can be little doubt that his

estates at Mount Vernon uikI the vicinity, com-
prising several thousaii'l acres of land, were a

source of pecuniary profit. Like all the other

lands in that part of the country, slave labor per-

formed the ^vork. Those who now visit the

premises of Washington and see the condition of

the fields which were so productive under his

personal superintendence, have but too great oc-

casion to lament the deterioration which has ta-

ken place in a more striking manner where slave

labor has been employed than where the hands
of freemen have done the work. The estates of

the illustrious saviour of his country no longer

present that inviting aspect of which we have ac-

counts in the history of Washington's retirement

:

the evidence of what they were exists in the de-

caying remnants of buildings that remain. The
dilapidated tomb that until lately contained the

mortal remains of the sainted hero with the sur-

rounding decaying brick fences, and the wild ex-

uberance of the oval garden plat in front of the

mansion that multiplies its hundreds and thou-

sands of shoots in place of the decayed flower

and fruit trees that have yielded to time and want
of protection, bespeak the beauty of the sceneiy
when he who imparled life and animation and
interest to this spot lived and was its most inter-

esting object. Tiiese are the evidences of what
was the pride and glory of Virginia husbandry
half a century ago : alas ! that it should be at the

same time more striking evidence of what Vir-

ginia husbandry has become in less than half a
century's remove from the death of Waslungton !

The last earthly business in which the immortal
patriot was engaged was the superintendence of
ills extensive fai-ming operations. My youthful

remembrance extends back to the month of De-
cember, A. D. 1799, when the intelligence of his

death cast a gloom through the whole communi-
ty, and when, with the news of that fact, came the

further information that his death was the effect

of a severe cold and inflammatory sore tliroat and
fever contracted in personal exposure to the sleet

aad wet while dii-ectiug tlie agricultural opera-

tions of his extended ])laiit;itions.

JOHN TAYLOR OF CAROLINE, THE ILLUSTRIOUS
FARMER A.ND STATESMAN.

But I have in my mind another eminent Vir-

ginia farmer and patriot, less known to the world

than Washington, who has done much for the

cause of Agriculture, and who was at least half a

century in advance of the country in agricultural

improvements. For deep thinking and for those

powersof discrimination which fail not to apply

to their better use all the facts of personal obser-

vation and expel ience, I believe few men in this

counti-y have ever gone in advance of John Tay-
lor of Caroline, who deserves alike the distinc-

tion of Farmer and Patriot.

I have recently turned my attention to a series

of essays written by Col. Taylor, which I remem-
ber to have seen when they first appeared in a

newspaper thirty years ago, and were afterwards

collected and published in a volume, and which
down to the year 1818, the date of the book be-

fore me when preparing this lecture, had arrived

at the sixth edition—a proof of rare merit in any
work on the subject of Agriculture.

1 now look into the writings of a distinguished

farmer thirty to forty years ago with the more
pleasure from finding his ideas coincident with

those which for the last two years I have labored

to impress upon the people of New England
through the columns of the monthly sheet which
I have issued. His theory, as my theory, is em-
braced in a single sentence, as follows:

" Such cultivation as unll produce both a subsis-

tence and an improvement of the soil, is indispensa-

ble to any tolerable system of .l^rricultiire."

It has been common in some of the southern

States to designate the individual by the name of

his particular place of residence. Thus we find

among the subscribers to the Declaration of In-

dependence on the 4th of July, 1776, the name of
" Charles Carroll of Carrollton," a designation

which lasted during the life of that excellent man,
no less distinguished for his civic virtues and his

amiable and excellent moral character than for

his great agricultural enterprise and wealth. We
also recollect the name and designation of anoth-

er eccentric Virginia planter jmd politician, "John

Randolph of Roanoke." So we have " John Tay-
lor of Caroline," designating probably his particu-

lar plantation, or else having reference to the

county of his residence.

JOHN Taylor's farm.
The plantation of John Taylor was near Port

Royal on the valley of the Rappahannock river.

The Rappahannnck river extends within the lim-

its of the State of Virginia southwesterly from
the Potomac which divides that State from Mary-
land, much in the same direction as the latter ri-

ver, forming a tongue of land called the Northern
Neck. The distance from Fredericksburgh, the

head of navigation upon the river to its mouth
entering upon the Chesapeake bay, is from seven-

ty to eighty miles. The valley of the Rappahan-
nock is generally about six miles over ; and Mr.
Skinner in the American Farmer of 1820, de-

scribes it as one of the most beautiful and pro-

ductive vallies of the South. The general char-

acter of the soil (he says) is a light sandy loam
;

much of it is of a reddish chocolate color, some
clayey and stiff; and that near the base of the

hills is grey, mixed with white sand and gravel.

Near the banks of the river and its creeks is to

be found the greatest abundance of rich shell

marl : this, on trial, proves to be possessed of as

strong fertilizing qualities as any manure what-
ever.

Col. Taylor's residence was about midway down
the Rappahannock valley. "His farm (continues

Mr. Skinner) was distinguished by the verdure of

its fields, the abundance of its crops, and the ce-

dar hedges, which for several miles in length, over

a level surface, present a beautiful roimd top

evergreen ridge, impassible by hogs or any other

kind of stock."

LIVE FENCES : THEIR ADVANTAGES.
In those parts of the country where rocks, the

material for stone fences exist in abundance, the

reasons for constructing live hedge fences may
not apply with all their force. Where no rocks
are to be found and where the outlay can be af-

forded, the construction of live fences will be the
true economy. Col. Taylor, whose experience
was better tlian that of most other men on this

subject, says : "Live fences consume much less

labor (and they consume no wood) than dead."
Experience afterwards removed every doubt of
the cheapness, practicability and importance of
this fence. The errors of neglecting to cultivate

the young plants, to crop or manure them, and to

plant a second row on the outside of the fence,

were for years committed : these «ere afterwards

remedied. Topping, clipping the lateral bnuich-
es, culture and filling gaps by bending into them
and covering boughs to take root, were also prac-

tised. The method of constructing this fence
was the digging of a ditch and forming a ridge

about two ieet over upon the outside margin
of the ditch. The young trees were set in rows
on either side of the ridge, the tree upon the one
side left to fill up the vacant space of an absent

tree upon the other side. The cedars thus set

must be hoed twice a year until they gain the size

at which they are to remain. Tlie richer the

ground the sooner they will arrive at perfection :

in Europe they always manure liighly before

planting. " The cedar (says Col. Taylor) planted

in good soil, well manured and properly cultiva-

ted, cropped at one year old and annually, so that

it rises only as it spreads ; and clipped at the

ends of its branches, those excepted buried at

about the middle to fill gaps ; will thicken nearU
the ground like box."

Col. Taylor puts an estimate irpon the live fen-

ces much beyond any previous calculations I have
seen. He says, " live fences attended with apple

trees would, I have no doubt, more than double

the population of the eastern sandy portion oft!

United States;" and this advantage he attributes

to the benefit of making a permanent and con
stant use of atmospherical manure, arising froii

the security of live enclosures. "By gradually

spreading fertility over barrenness, enclosing will

increase population to an extent commensurate
with its own progress."

WE MAY THANK THOSE WHO TELL US WHAT WE
ALREADY KNOW.

The fruits of the experience of such a man
John Taylor ought not to be confined to the time

and neighborhood in which he lived. An acute

observer of men and things, with the talent to

present ideas and describe theories as well ns

mere matters of fact, I would adapt his knowl-
edge to the purposes of our pi-esent occasion. Ho
says " we are more pleased with being reminded
of what we know, than in being instructed in that
of which vye are ignorant." I am pleased with
this idea—its truth and its force are confirmed to
me by my better experience. Thei-e are many
things to us known of which it is necessary that
we should be reminded. No strange or novel
opinions in relation to agriculture are likely at the
moment to do us good : we can only reason from
our previous knowledge ; and we shall be poor
tiirmers indeed if we adopt whatever theories are
offered in utter disregard of all our previous e.\-

perience. We hardly need to go beyond our own
towns and neighborhoods to ascertain the effica-

cy and perfect safety of every experiment neces-
sary to the renovation of the great agricultural
interests so indispensable to the welfare of the
people and the furtherance of every other in-

terest.

Proceeding in company with the veteran farmer
and stiitosniaii of whom I have given some ac-
count, \'. !iai I s1k'!I have to offer on this occasion
will li. tri T .-;itisty iny.<(_'li; because I shall feel more
assuiaiici> of sat'oty when guided by the wisdom
of a practical man than when proceeding over
ground that has not before been travelled.

AN INDISPENSABLE NECESSITY.

Col. Taylor says—" The necessities of Agri-
culture are Fertility, Tools and Industry."

" A capacity of land to produce something does
not satisfy an indispensable necessity of Agricul-
ture. It must produce enough to defray all the
expenses of cultivation, to supply the inevitable

wants of the labor employed upon it, and to pay
the taxes. If it produces less, the farmer must
perish or resort to some other mode of subsis-

tence. Hunger, the loosest professor of moral
rectitude, must become his preceptor; and the

poverty arising from heartless attempts to gain his

subsistence, is his last comforter. No refiige ex-

ists from a calamity produced with inflexible cer-

tainty by an insufficiency in the" soil to supply him
with necessaries but to desert his home, to enlist

under the banner of vice, or to improve his

land."

UNFORTUNATE EXAMPLES AROUND US.

It is the misfortune of every new country that

its first or virgin fertility presents to the agricul-

turist no present necessity for taking steps to im-
prove it ; and that when this virgin fertility evi-

dently retrogrades, it is easier to dive into the

bosom of new earth than to repair that which is

wearing out The consequence of this state of
things is, that while the land affords a present
means of subsistence, tliere is no improvement to

give assurance that abundance will always be pro-

duced.
We see around us in various directions farms

that were formerly productive. On them arable

lands have been in cultivation twenty or thirty

years ; and the crojjs of corn, or wheat, or oats,

or grass, have been constantly growing less until

the land may be said to be worn down and worn
nut. The occupant is discouriiged. He supposes
this land has no capability to produce beyond
what he carries to it. His mowing grounds, at

first yielding abundance of good hay, have been
gone over many years, until the produce has be-

come so light that the crop will hardly pay for

getting it. His pastures, which at first furnished

feed in profusion, are covered with moss and
other materials which cattle will not eat. His
flocks dwindle—his labor, scarcely sufllcient to

furnish the means of subsistence, affords nothing

of gain for future necessity. Increase of debt,

under the circumstances, is inevitable—the man
soon becomes di.sconraged, and he either feels

obliged to desert his home or give himself aDd Ida

family over to misery and vice.

EVERY FARM MAY BE IMPROVED.

Now there is no farm in this sad condition that

may not be renovated and improved much easier

than is generally supposed. The worn out arable

land does not require all that he supposes to ef-

fect a renovation. Lands considered worn out

possess within themselves the elements of fertili-

ty. Col. Taylor says :
" The efficacy of good

ploughing towards fertilizing the earth depends

in a great degree upon embalming a mass of veg-

etable matter below the surface, and thus protect-

ing against the depredations of heat, moisture and

air, until its essence is c.Tught absorbed bv
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the crop, instead of being evaporated into tlie at-

mospherK." But the sourest, coldest, most un-

profitable field upon our rocky grounds is not so

barren tliat it may not be reinstated and reinvigo-

rated. Let the labor now annually bestowed on

several acres be applied to a single acre on the

renovating process : let the manure spread over a

large surliice be put upon one-half or one-fourth

the usual extent of ground. If the field be cov-

ered with small rocks and the soil is of that heavy

kind that retains the wtt near the surface, labor

may be well applied in making covered drains at

convenient distances, disposing of the surplus

rocks to a useful purpose. In aid of stimulating

manures upon such ground will come deep
ploughing. Labor and expense upon such land

will soon repay itself; and the benefit will long

abide. If the worn out field shall be a light soil,

heavy manuring ploughed under—the application

of leached ashes and gypsum or plaister of Pa-

ris—a frequent rotation or change of crop from
Indian corn to rye oi- oats, and liom oats to hay
and pasture—will soon bring the production up to

a point beyond its hist fertility. On the light pine

plain soil upon Rlerrimack river, by extra cultiva-

tion, the production of fields that formerly yield-

ed eight or ten bushels of rye to the acre after a

resting of the ground three or four years, has
been raised to twentj'-five and thirty bushels the

acre succeeding a growth of corn in the previous

year. The notion that the whole value of ma-
nure is not obtained on light lands—that the

strength sinks in the earth where there is no pan
to retain it, is generally a mistake. The under
soil must be very porous to convey down the

strength of manure: it is much more likely, if

exposed upon the surface, to fly oflT in volatile

particles in the air.

METHOD OF IMPEOVI.VG THE FARM.

There is a difficulty in rocky hard faced grass

ground that is not easily obviated. If the rocks
are so numerous as to prevent the use of the

plough, such land had better be turned into pas-

ture than continued as mowing land, except ma-
nure can be advantageously applied to the surface.

Land having the advantage of flowing or the

wash from barn yards, buildings or from roads,

will continue for successive years to tui-n out large

crops of hay : the more such land can be cleared

of rocks, stumps and hassocks, the better. If

permanent fertility can be kept up, the plough
had better never touch this ground. In feasible

land the more sure way of obtaining great crops
of hay is the rotation of crops, beginning with
thorough manuring, deep ploughing, and planting

with corn or potatoes, succeeded by a crop of

small grain : that crop followed with grass, and
terminating in two or three years pasture. A
farm of one hundred acres divided into five oi

ten fields and cultivated in this way, could be

made to yield, with much less labor and expense,

a greater amount of produce than is generally

obtained from the fai-m of five hundred acres. A
little farm of twenty and even ten acres may be
made to produce a greater amount and much
gi-eater profit than the common farms of a hun-
dred acres. This is not mere assertion—it is

demonstration. We need not travel beyond the

limits of New England to show that there are

single acres which turn out, with less labor and
expense, a greater araoimt of vegetable crops,

than ten times as many acres in other positions.

ADVANTAGES OF ROTATION.

The benefit of the improved high cultivation is

not confined to the crop of the present year.

With the gratification of the present profit comes
the pleasure of anticipating the better croj) in

succeeding years: the capacity of the land goes
up to its highest point ; it is always at the' point
which is best adapted to that crop of the rotation

which is annually taken fi-ora it; and each return
to the corameuceinent of the course finds the
land no worse and generally better than at the
connnencement of the previous course.

Fertility of the soil is the great secret of the
process. Fertility is facilitated not more by the
amount of stimulant applied to the ground than
by the jiarticidar treatment of the ground itself.

The right stimulant should be applied in the right

manner : the right depth and width of the fur-

row—the right kind and application of the
the right times of hoeing, and the right method
of harvesting—are all matters depending upon
the skill and judgment of the farmer bimsclC

PROBABLE AND CERTAIN USES OF LI3IE.

There are various methods of manuring land

that have not usually been resorted to in the com-
mon farming operations. In some parts of the

country mineral manures have been used to great

advantage. I do not feel competent to inform

you how and when these may be best applied.

In the State of Pennsylvania an extensive use has

been made of lime, by which production has

1 greatly increased. It is common there for

•ge farmer lo have a lime kiln upon his prem-
ises, where many hundred bushels of lime are

annually made expressly for the purpose of being
applied to all parts of his farm and to every kind
of crop. The soil where this lime is applied is

diflferent from our soil, as our own soil ia unlike

in difl'erent places ; and I am entirely unable to

say from my own experience on what kinds of
own soil lime may be best applied. 1 cannot

doubt that it will be profitably used when mixed
with almost any vegetable matter, as peat or sur-

face sods in their crude state : it will certainly

serve to facilitate decomposition and bring into

speedy action all that is valuable in such sub-

stances.

MARL.

There are vast beds of marl in various parts of
the country, much of which has never yet been
explored, that are destined to be of great value as

mineral manure : of its several component parts

lime is said to be that quality in marl which con
stitutes its principal value as a manure.

PLASTER OF PARIS.

Col. Taylor says, " Gj^psum, the prince of ma-

nures, whatever may be its temporary eflTect, will

have no lasting influence in fertilizing a farm un
less it is associated with other means." It is said

that the production of the county of Dutchess in

New York has been doubled during the last ten

years by the use of gypsum. This article aboinids

in various parts of the United States, but the best

and purest—indeed all that is used from the

board of New England—is brought from the

British provinces of Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
wick. It is reported to be inoperative on ground
near the salt water; and the general opinion is

that it has little or no effect on the heavy pan soils

peculiar to the highlands of Massachusetts and
New Hampshire. It has a fine eflect on much of
the land in Vermont. 1 have known production

to be greatly benefitted by the application of plas-

ter on the pine plain soils upon Merrimack river

White pine lands underlaid with clay have deri

ved great advantage from gypsum.

DEEP PLOCGHING. BRUSH WOOD FOR MANURE.

Col. Taylor says—" deep ploughing, by turning

under a good coat of dry vegetable matter, cre-

ates a covered drain, and thus vastlj' obstructs the

ibrmation of gullies in hilly lands." Again he
says—" for manure I have used all kinds of brush
wood, but chiefly pine and cedar. A confidence
in this mode of manuring has induced me this

year to cut down a thicket on the broken ground
of a creek around a level field, and to apply the

brush to the finrows of the weakest parts. Ail

wood of above two inches in diameter was used
as fuel. The residue bestowed a handsome dress-

ing, on double the surface it grew on. The land
it came from was not capable of cultivation, and
the growth was lean. Being enclosed, it will

rapidly grow up thicker, and aflbrd periodical

cuttings for the same purposes. The wood pays
for the labor and the manure necessarily disenga-
ged from the fuel wood, is an additional donation
from such lands (in which we unfortunately
abound) capable of extending our means for ma-
nuring very considerably, and of conveniently
improving fields inconveniently situated tor fold-

ing or farm pens."

WORN OUT PASTURES—HOW RENOVATF.D.

Tlie idea of seeking for the materi.il of reno-

vating the land in the remnants of the forest oth

erwise useless, although novel, will not at llie

first blush appear irrational. All vcgetalile sub-

stances are valuable as manure. It has nccm-red

to me that the sufferance of a natural growth ot

wood is the most practicable mode of renovating
those pasture groimds which have been worn out
with long use, and which are loo stony for culti-

vation with the plough. Much of the land ujjoi

our rocky mountains is natural to the sugar ma

the same time a giowtb of valuable wood of oth-
er vai-ieties of u-ees will arrive at niaturity. I
know a beautiful white pine growth worth in it-.

self a hundred dollars to the acre where Indian
corn hills of not over thirty years standing exist.
But if the growth is not regarded for wood and
timber, ten years will sufiice to produce enough
when cut down to burn over the ground, to con-
sume with the wood the old moss and other ele-
ments of barrenness until converted by fire uito
the means of fertility, so that after taking from
the land a crop of rye or wheat, the white honey
suckle and other luxuriant growth of grass feed
will appear in all its original freshness.

I pass our rough and rocky groimds and even
our undrained swamps where the best of the
wood and timber have been taken off, leaving a
growth of apparently useless bushes and rem-
nants, with far different feelings from what I for-

merly entertained. I do not even consider those
pastures which have been thrown open to the
highway because they no longer produce food
for cattle, and where the wild fern, the alder and
the dog-wood spring up to shut out the other
growth, as entirely abandoned to desolation.

There are hundreds and thousands of acres in

this State which have stood in this position for

many years; and the highest estimate that has
ever been placed upon this land has been equal at

all times to an investment at an annual income
of twelve per cent. There are men living near
the bapks of Merrimack river with property esti-

mated at from thirty to one hundred thousand
dollars each, the greater portion of whose gain
has been the rise in value of apparently waste
lands after the timber has been cut off.

Col. Taylor said thirty years ago—" A remedy
must be found for the decreasing fertility of a
great portion of the United States, which, if not
arrested, must terminate in want, famine, or de-
population." " Renewal must follow closely on
the heels of decay, either to maintain fertility or
avoid oppression."

BAD WAYS MUST BE MENDED.
In some parts of the United States—in the At-

lantic coast of several of the Southern States,

whole regions of country have become depopula-
ted in consequence of ihe want of capacity of
the land to produce. Families in some instances
have run out with the land, and the sins of the
fiuhers have been visited upon the children. In
other cases, the population has removed to the
new States, where the same operation is going on
as upon the worn out lands.

In New England there has been but too great
an abandonment of those habitations in which
the settlers at first found plenty and contentment.
There are in various directions but too many spa-
cious dwellings going into decay: the broken
panes of glass find a substitute in half a shingle,

a worn out hat or a bundle of rags : the gates of
the barns are torn from the hinges—the roofs of
sheds are falling in. Briers and thorns grow about
the decayed fences. Comfort and thrift seem to

have abandoned their wonted residence. All this

may be mended, and it must be mended ; or some
of the brightest portions of our country must be
forever blasted.

IMPROVED AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
Another necessity of Agriculture mentioned by

the Virginia veteran farmer is the Tools necessa-
ry for the farmer's occupation. Forty years ago
the farmer's implements were even more imper-
fect than they now are. Col. Taylor says that one
of Freeborn's cast iron ploughs, invented about
twenty yeaj-s ago, saved one-half the labor neces-
sary to do the same work. This immense saving

he stated to result in some measure from the su-

perior facility with which that plough worked, but

chiefly from "the superior effect of the work itself,

which renders the customary repetitions not only

superfluous but pernicious.

PROUTY AND MEARs' PLOUGH.

Much advantage is undoubtedly derived from
the various improved agricultural implements of

the present day. The plough stands at the head
of these instruments—its improvement has been

much advanced by recent invention. The Prouty

and Moars plough is as near advance to perfection

aw the present niode of construction will admit

:

other ploughs may come near to it by adopting*

the same princiiiie—none, it is believed, will ex-

ple: on such land maple orchards may be reared I eel it. In a clear field this plough will run bet-

in the sjincp of (wentv-fivc and thirtv venrs. In I ter without a liold«r than the old fashioned
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ploughs would run with one. This plough not

only requires less team, but the value of the

ploughing is much enhanced. A single plough-

ing effects more than two or three ploughings

that would be considered decent. Other agricul-

tural insu-umenis, the scythe, the hoe, the shovel,

the spade, tlie rake, the pitchfork, have been much
improved. The Cultivator, the Cornplanter and
Seed Sower, the revolving Horserake, the Coru-
sheller, the Thrashing Machine and Winnower,
are new inventions, all of them more or less

useful.

The third necessity of Agriculture mentioned
by our author is Industiy. He says, " it unfortu-

nately happens that wealth is too often considered
as discharging us from an obligation, a compli-
ance with which is necessary to render us hajjpy

ourselves and useful to society. The mischiefs

of this opinion are vastly aggravated by the con-
sideration that wealth bestows an ability to exert

industry with discretion and to extend its benefits

with most effect. The rich who bestow money,
may possibly nurture idleness, and never add to

the general stock of subsistence. Whei-e is the
mighty merit of giving money which we never
earned, whether derived from our ancestors, or

obtained by the dice ; as an oblation to vanity or
to fortune .'"

" If this reasoning did not conform to the gen-
eral sense of mankind, the action of the Caliph
Motassem, who contributed his personal labor to

advance the happiness of a poor man by assisting

him to raise his cart out of the mire, would not
have been commemorated for ages, whilst all his
donations of money have sunk into oblivion.

" No success in any science or employment
useful to mankind is experienced without indus-
try ; and iu that of agriculture its absence more
certainly predicts calamity than in any other.

However skilful gentlemen farmers may be in

theory, or however ingenious in conversation, let

them not beguile themselves with an opinion that

may dispense with this necessity of agriculture,
and yet keep their estates.

THE RESPONSIBILI'TY OF AGRICULTURE.

"In the United States the responsibility of Ag-
riculture does not stop at food for all eaters. It

extends to the support of government, to the en-
couragement of cotnmerce, to the sustenance of
the learned professions, to the introduction of the

fine arts, and to the support of the more useful

mechanical employments. All classes have a

deep interest in rendering it more copious, be-

cause the success of each must expand with its

growth and contract with its decline. Its exube-
rance cannot, like an exuberant treasury or pecu-
niary speculation, be monopolized by idleness or
corruption, but must be diffused to excite indus-

try and nourish virtue. Whatever shall cripple

its capacity for rendering to society services in

comparison with which even those of the hero
and the patriot become diminutive, ought to be
avoided by e^'ery wise man with care, and resist-

ed by all who understand their own interest with
firnmess."

BOOK KEEPING USEFUL TO FARMERS.
The superior means and fccilities for an edu-

cation enjoyed by the farmers of tlie present day
over the first settlers of New England, suggest
other improvements than those of"mere manual
labor upon the land. A mode of book keeping
might, iu connection with ordinary mathematical
studies, be introduced into our schools which
would be highly beneficial to farmers. The in-

dustrious man seldom fails in finding time for do-
ing every thing. No man who kept correct ac-
counts probably ever regretted the loss of time
expended in making entries upon his day book or
in posting from that to the ledger. There is a
great satisfaction in being able to exhibit a stnct-
ly accurate account of botlt the debt and the
credit side whenever we come to a settlement
with any person with whom we have had tran-
sactions. An equal satislaclion is derived from a
frequent settlement and squaring accounts with
our neighbors. A disability of present payment
ought not, as it frequently does, to prevent an ad-
justment of long running accounts.
The keeping of simple accounts of debt and

credit is not that to which I would confine the
farmer's attention. I would suggest the jjiactica-
bility and the benefit of the. farmer keeping a

strict account with his farm, extending it to each
field and each particular crop. Let him first

enter as an item of charge the expense of land
and buildings, live stock, tools and implements,
household furniture and articles of sustenance
with which he commences. Let each field bo
charged with the labor l)estowed upon it, with the

quantity and value of manure, so that at the end
of the season it shall be accurately known what
the crop shall cost. Let the state of every field

be ac^iu-ately entered at the commencement and
during the progress of the season. Let the

amount of grain and other products of the farm
consumed either in the family or by the stock
also form items of entry. A separate account
might also be kept in which all money received
should be charged, and all money paid should be
entered. A lime account should likewise be kept
in which shall be daily entered the day's work
and rate of wages of each hand employed. A
daily account thus kejU, posted up at convenient
intervals, will show at the end of the year all de-
sirable results ; and the double entry of articles

bought and sold, of money paid and received,
will furnish a standard to correct every mistake.

A diary kept upon a farm, containing a minute
account of occurrences, observations ou the
weather and influence of the season upon the

crops, summary statements at regidar pei-iods of
the ])rogress and state of the business, times of
planting and harvesting, would also furnish sat-

isfactory data for future reference.

The faimer by aids such as these would at all

times be able to inform himselfand his neighbors,

what crop, what rotation—whether arable, grass

or pasture, yields the gieatest profit ; and he will

be able to readily telt what is the expense and
protluce, and the profit and loss on the different

soils. He can satisfy himself what operation

gives the greater loss or gain in every considera-

ble transaction.

APOLOGY FOR CRUDE IDEAS.

The ideas 1 have presented to your considera-
tion are desultory tiom the fiict of my being
obliged to prepare this lecture amidst the thoughts
and cares of other l)usiness with no spare time
left to re -write or break off the excrescences iiom
the rock which I have taken from the mass before

me. Men of more agricultural experience than
I have ever had can realize how much informa-
tion is abroad in the world that might be useful
in an agricultural address : such men, with the

excellent Taylor, will be pleased to be lemi-ded
of whatever they already know.

EVIDENCE OF A GREAT MAN IN FAVOR OF A
GREAT MAN.

A few days since I accidentally fell in compa-
ny and was introduced to the coiiliialid Dcxtur
Channing, who is regarded as (hh (;f tlie lu>t

scholars of the country aud otic ol' liic lie st wri-

ters in the English language. He at unci: inUu-
duced the subject of Agriculture? as the highest

temporal interest of the country. I mentioned
Col. Taylor as a man who was before the age on
this subject, and whose theory and practice thirty

years ago were in perfect coincidence with the

better theory and practice of the present day.

Dr. Channing said that while in Virginia, when a

young man, he saw and knew Col. Taylor ; that

he was then regarded as one of the huninariesof
the time—as a man of extraordinaiy intellect, of
great plainness and simplicity of dress and man-
ners, who was every where looked up to as an
oracle. He was frequently a member of the Vir-

ginia Legislature and was once a Senator in Con-
gress.

THE SCHOLAR AND DIVINE DEALING IN LEACHED
ASHES.

Doct. CImuning resides a considerable portion

of his time upon the island of Rhode-Island in

the Narragauset bay, a place famed for its fertil-

ity and agriculture many years ago. He said he
regretted that on that beautiflil sjjot as in other

parts of the country portions of the soil had been
worn out and had become less productive : there

were those there engaged in farming who toolj a

deep interest in reviving those lands. For this

purpose, himself and others had recently import-

ed from the State of Maine a cargo of leached

ashes which they had found to be a most potent

material for renovating worn out land ; and that,

although these leached ashes cost as high as fif-

teen cents the bushel, they considered their mon-
ev well laid our. The Doctor v.-a8 enthusiastic

on the subject of Agriculture : he said ho consid-
ered every man who made some new agricultural
improvement—every man who was instrumental
in promotiiif; the cause of Aiiricultiu'e—to be the
most dcscT\ini; ol' .•ipinolialioii. He suggested
the idea that tltt- liirinti's eirjoyiiient from impro-
ved culture of the ground \\ as greater than men
employed in other kinds of business could rea-
lize ; and that this enjoyment might be much in-

creased if farmers would expend a portion of
labor and expense in beautifying and adorning the
grounds which the Almighty blessed with fruit-

fulness under their hands.
I rejoice that men of the fii-st consideration in

our land, statesmen, lawyers, physicians and di-

vines?, deem not the occupation of the farmer too
low for their attention. 1 rejoice that this calling

is rising in the public estimation, and that the
hand of the diligent farmer presents the assurance
of accumulated comfort and even of wealth.

EXAMPLES AT CHESTER AND ITS VICINITY.

You have examples in this neigiihorhood of the

attention which has been paid to Agriculture by
some of the ino.st distinguished public men of
the State: you see what has been the effect of
their efforts upon the intrinsic value of lands in

this near vicinity. They have done only what it

is in the power of fanners in. all parts of this

State to do : if they have raised the price of land
that was only worth ten dollars an acie to the

value of fifty, seventy-five and a hundred dollars

the acre, so may every farmer in New Hampshire
raise the price and value of his lands. Such an
investment will be better to him than either the

laying up so many hard silver dollars in a locked
up till, or earning it to be loaned out on interest.

NOT TOO LATE FOR AMENDMENT.
Let no farmer be deterred from attempting the

renovation of his lauds by the notion that this is

too cold a country to live in, and that the land

may be more easily improved further South than

it can be here. The truth isj that the quantity of
worn out, abandoned lands is far greater under
the mild climate of the Southern Atlantic States

than it is in New England—that the prospect is

more discouraging in regions of country where
the soil was of the highest fertility at its original

settlement, than it is in our rough country. Not
more fertile aud productive are the prairie lands

of Illinois and Wisconsin, than were large tracts

of land in Virginia at the time when Pocahontas
rescued the life of Captain Smith from the savage
knife of her tribe. That fertility has been ex-

hausted, and thousands of acres, worn out by the

exhausting system of agriculture, have been
abandoned: so in time, and at a time that the

short age of the present generation may reach,

« ill much of the fair region of the West become
woi i] out ; and a race of men of less personal en-
terprise and activity than thffse of our New Eng-
land hills from the fact of a first greater and more
easy production of the virgin soil, must either

become miserable from poverty, dive deeper into

the forest in pursuit of untasted fertility, or do
what is better, bestir all their sleejiing energies in

lepairing what has been worn out and depreci-

ated.

A SWISS EXAMPLE.

That enterprising and Idghly moral people, the

Swiss, are worthy of imitation by the yeomanry
of New England. In the Canton of Vaiid, where
constant agricultural impioveTuents are going on,

and where manufacturing industry is making
rapid progress, cultivation is extended upon the

steep sides of the mountains. Not discouraged
at the washing down of the soil, it is careftdly

gathered up at the foot and replaced with severe

labor; and this process is o(\en repeated. The
disadvantages they encounter present no perma-
nent obstruction to their prosperity. Hai'dship

and the necessity to labor fix their affections more
firmly to their mountains. With light taxes and
fi-ee trade, they have been able to introduce and
advance manufactures. The pure streams run-

ning down from their hills were found well

adapted to the ready printing of calicoes from the

British cottons introduced without taxation : if

these had been prohibited, that work would not

have been commenced. Because cotton yarn was
brought in without taxation, weaving was added

to the print works ; and then the raw cotton com-
ing in free, spinning has been added, umil the

whole process of manufacture is carried through

;

and factories are mnltiplyinsr nmong the moun-
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tain streams of Switzerland. The preseut case

of the Swiss of the Canton of Vatiil, who are

cursed with no military tyrant or expensive civil

crowned head, will illustrate the position of the

veteran farmer of Virginia, that " the move indus-

try spends of its own earnings, and tlie less of

them is intercepted by governmenls, or taken

away by legal projects, the richer, the greater and

the happier will be the nation." A peo])le light-

ly taxed—a people stimulated to indifstry by the

control and enjoyment of all the fruits of iudus-

t,-y—a people quick to perceive that tlieir true in-

terest lies in immediate reparation of dihipidated

buildings and the constant renovation of soil—

a

people uniting the virtues of industry, temper-

ance, truth, generosity and cliastity—shall be for-

ever thriving and prosperous.

Tlie depression of prices of the farmer's pro-

ductions is matter of general comidaint. Pork
was formerly ten cents a pound—it is now five :

beef ten dollars a liundred—now five and six dol-

lars: best butter twenty-five cents—now twelve

and fifteen : cheese ten and twelve cents—now
six and eight cents. Indeed we heard the com-
plaint the other day in Boston that the stopping

and suspension of the banks in Pennsylvania and
the South were placing remittances of money out

of the question, and that the States further south

were sending jjork and beef, butter and cheese
and other produce in such quantities to the New-
England ports to pay balances, that much of our
produce would sell at no price. This is a state

of things tridy discouraging to the farmer who
has raised and lias any thing on hand to sell.

But this ought by no means to dissuade him from
making the due preparation for a new crop: be-

fore the time arrives for the sale of that crop, he
may rest assured that this matter will regulate it-

self As the extreme of cold succeeds the ex-

treme of heat, so does scarcity succeed to plen!)'.

After all, the prospects and prices of the far-

mer's products are not so bad as they might be.

There are two articles raised for sale to a consid-

erable extent in New Hampshire that never paiil

better for the labor bestowed upon them than they

have done the last year : these articles are Hops
and Herdsgrass or Timolh/ seed. The first soil

quick in the market at US and 30 cents per lb.

presenting a clear profit on the labor of more
than two-thirds the price of the article itself; and
the latter now sells at three and a half to four

dollars the bushel.

The towns of Colebrook and Stewartslown, N.

H. one hundred and fiity miles north of this cap-

ital, raise herdsgrass and clover seed in quantilies

probably exceeding most other towns of New
England. It is evidence of the fertility and ex-

cellence of the soil of the noble county of Coos,

that, after the first clearing, it turns out henls^gniss

and clover in abundance. The sides of the moun-
tains as well as the beautifid swells fitlling below
them yield spontaneously grass for the catile and
herbs for the use of men : it is only the long

winter and the shortness of the A\orking season

that discourage the farniei'. Perhaps an early

frost may sometimes strike down a favorite croji.

But the short season and the early frosts are often

counterbalanced by other evils in a climate with

a longer summer. Changes in the season, a hard

frost in wiuter, a long continued season ol wet or

drought, the overflow and swelling of rivers, are

even more fatal to the hopes of the planters of a

more sunny clime, than the changes or severity

of the seasons in the States all along the northern
boundary ol the United States.

Why should we abandon our magnificent hills

after their virgin fertility has been extracted ?

The first fault is, that necessity, or may be a per-

verse habit, has taken Irom the soil wiiat lias not

Hecn carried back—that men have lilcraliy " gati:

ered where they have not strowed," until tlie fni

tlier gathering will not repay the labor. A retreat

from such lands seems to-be a matter not of
choice, but of compulsion. The Ijte census
shows the farming population in some of the best

agricultural towns of the State as falling off. It

is a source of regret that in the county of Cheshire,

where the farmers have been better prospered
than in any other part of New Hampshire, the

population has been reduced in numbers. Is it

Ibund by the rising generation ofNew Hampshire
that their prospects are better in speculations

abroad, than in the piu'suit of their wonted indus-

try at home ? Alas ! how many men, young and
old, with and without families, have within the

last few years encountered the ruin which has re-

sulted from a change of habits, or else gone down
a earlier grave from diseases contracted un-

der a new climate ? While some have succeeded
jaining what they most earnestly desire, an

accumulated ]jroperty, others have either squan-
dered themselves, or passed over to the arts and
devices of sharpers hundreds and thousands of
dollars earned and furnished them by the indus-

try of provident fathers. Looking rounti in our
own neighborhoods, some of us can count up
hundreds who have left the State with the expec-
tation of bettering their condition. Where one

s realized his expectations, may we not count
half a dozen who' are disappointed. Removed
fai- from us as they are, it is impossible we should
ever see the misery of the dark side, while the

isolated case of one successftil speculator stands
out to the gaze of all in the light of the most ef-

fulgent sunbeams.
If the farmers of New England could realize

the fact that their " lot has been cast in pleasant

places"—if they can be made to believe that in-

dustry and perseverance will not fail of its re-

ward at their own homes and near the graves of
their ancestors—they will not abandon the friends

and companions of their youth in the by-no- means
sure prospect of enjoying greater happiness in a

more distant land.

There is no position that will give a man a bet-

ter taste for Agricndture than to be engaged with
those enterprising men who furnish the vegeta-

ble markets of the cities. The farmers living

round about the city of Boston understand and
attend to their business as well as the men of any
other occupation. If like some of the men who
feast on the jiroductions of their labor, they do
not become millionaires by speculation and trade,

they gain substantial and lasting wealth—they
ensure a competency to themselves and families,

and they add constantly to the value of their

property by making the ground which they cul-

tivate more and more productive.

Many of the enterprising young men, sons of

farmers, leave their homes in the interior and go
to the towns near the seaboard ; and in the cen-

tral and miper parts of this State the course of

intercourse and trade is more natural with the

seaboard of Massachusetts than with that of oiu-

own or any other of the adjacent States. New
Hampshire young men embrace no inconsidera-

ble portion of the enterprising mei-chants and
mechanics and professional classes of the city of

Boston. It is common for young men to go from
their homes and hire themselves out upon the

farms in the lower towns. The editor hns some-
times met, wjien visiting those farms, one or

more hired men from the Granite State, on whom
their employers placed great reliance. Year af-

ter year are faithful iiU'U cunliniird in liiis em-
ployment with high uages: and as tlieir acquain-

tance with the iniprovcil metlioHs of agriculture

and horticiillnie pursued by the bc.st farmers who
raise crojis fur the market is iiiterested, so are

their wages increased.

These men return into the country, and cairy

with them a knowledge that is highly useful to

their respective neighborhoods. At the farmers'

exhibition in Caledonia comity, Vermont, two
hundred miles out of Boston, last fa.ll, ue found

the farmer who excelled all others in his produc-

tions to be a man who had spent several years on
a market farm near Boston, and had there learnt

the art of cultivation which enabled him to go a

little ahead of all his neighbors, and this in a

community of farmeis which is confes.sedly as

far advanced as any in the interior country—for

Caledonia county must not be ]ilaced behind any
other county of the United States of its ago as a

farming district.

A main reiison why the seaboard farmers excel

those of the interior is, that the former do not at

all stint the expense of manure and labor upon
their land. They pay dear and they go a long
distance for the means of replenishing their

ground. They think nothing of paying six or
eight dollars a cord for the manure of the stable.

They lay hold of the oftitl and the sweepings of
the streets of the cities, paying for it what would

be considered extravagant prices, and carry it

far for the purpose of increasing the fruitfulness
of their lands. They ditch and drain their low
svyamps and make thrtn highly productive by the
stimidant manures which they purchase or man-
ufacture. In the abundance of their labor and
expense, it is rare indeed that their labor is in
vain, or their expense misapplied. They do
every thing understanding fully what will be the
effect: their practice is perfect, because they
possess a knowledge of means and ends.

Instructed in such a school, we are glad to see
our young men return and improve the farms in
the State which they have left. They bring with
them a knowledge that will be useful to the
neighborhoods of their nativity. Some of these
young men imderstand that their prospects of
business are quite as good for farming upon our
own soil as they can be in the reputed Elysian
fields of the West.

Mr. Le-wis F. Merrill, who went from New
Hampshire a few yeai-s ago and has pursued a
lucrative business in the Boston market, purchas-
ed a tract of land in Groton in the mountain re-

gion of Grafton county about four years ago, for

which he paid about one dollar an acre. A
small portion, some twenty or thirty acres, of
the land had been cleared, which produced little

or nothing. But during the last three years he
has cut down the wood and cleared one hundred
and twenty acres. Mr. Merrill did not do his

business by the halves upon this land: he had
earned the money, and he was able to make a
generous expenditure. The growth of the wood
upon the land was heavy, and he paid ten dol-

lars the acre for cutting down and burning the
trees and clearing the land ready for a crop.

The first crop has been rye or \vheat ; twenty to

twenty-five bushels of rye and fifteen to twenty
bushels of wheat have been the average product
—an amount which as these grains have sold

was sufficient to jiay both the price of the land
and the piice of clearing. Mr. Merrill raised on
his newly cleared land in 1838 more than five

hundred bushels of \i'heat. This crop that year
was worth about one thousand dollars. The land,

after the first croi) was taken off, is worth from
ten to twenty dollars the acre. Mr. M. sows iqj-

on the new clearing herdsgrass and clover; he
obtains the belter crop of hay froiri mixing
these seeds. In the year 1840, he cut and cured
upon these premises about one hundred tons of
the best of hay. That hay would sell at this mo-
ment of scarcity almost any where in the State
for the sum of fifteen hundred dollars.

Could j!;-. iMitiHI take np any business where
he would (lu >o iiniili I'or the public and so well
for hiiiiscll'as lie lias dune by clearing and mak-
ing this tanii in the mountain region of New
Hampshire ? If a conunon farmer cuts in a
year twenty tons of good English hay, we give
him credit lor being a good husband: there, are
niaiiy thriving farmers in the State who do not
go beyond this. Mr. Merrill, with the avails of his
own industi-y, has been the creator and maker of
a farm that produces what four good fiirms would
produce. He has a vested capital which cost him
notliing, because it paid tor itself as it went
along, yielding him an annual income of at least

five hundred dollars a year. He lias only to |)ut

on what he lakes off, by consumming his hay
upon his own fiirm, to make it perpetuate its own
production. In view of what he has accompish-
ed, we would only say to other young men of
New Hampshire, " Go thou and do likewise."

Fox Skins.—The Editor of the Blaine Culti-

vator says that foxes in great numbers have been
taken during the present winter in the counties

adjacent^ to the Kennebeck river ; and that |)ur-

chases have there been made to the amount of
about ten thousand dollars.

He mentions a fox taken In a field near the
State House in Augusta, the skin of which sold

to a fur dealer for twenty-five dollars, "and it is

said the purchaser made several dollars on the

purchase. The fox was a Silver Grey, or a jet,

polished black, with occasional hairs of pure
white, and very large."

There is every winter a traffic in fox skins and
other fins carried on by liatters in Concord: tht-

supply mainly comes fiom the mountainous re-

gion of Grahoii and Coos, from the " Pig-

wacket comitry," and the county of Oxford in

Maine. We saw- not long since a benutiful Sil-
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ver Grey (we had rather said black) fox skin at

the store of Maj. Cyrus Hill in this town. It was
precisely the kind described to have been taken

at Augusta, " a jet, polished black with occasion-

al hairs of pure white." It was taken at Gilman-

ton, and the skin sought out and purchased for

$13, the owners being entirely unapprised of its

value. This fox was shot by a boy twelve years

of age while in pursuit of partridges.

The Silver Grey fox, of whose value we had
been apprised many years ago, but one of which
we had not before seen, we had supposed to de-

rive its name from the color and lustre of the

metal whose name it takes ; hut these black fox-

es no more resemble silver than they do any

thing else. They seem not to be of a different

breed, because they are of the shape and size of

the common red fox ; and there is nothing about

them more novel than a black squirrel distin-

guished only in color from the grey squirrel, or

the black liora the white sheep. The fur upon
the common red fox, in every respect but color,

must be as valuable as that of the Silver grey.

It is, however, said that tlie Silver Grey fox is

used by the wealthy nobility of Europe as the

most rare and rich fin- for trimming their costly

apparel.

Agricultural Impediments in Vermont.

Hon. Isaac Hill:—Sir: We have many im-
pediments to agriculture in Vermont ; some of
them I will mention.
A Geological Survey. Among the first,

are the want of wise laws, which may be consid-

ered a serious obstacle. It is but a few years

since a Geological survey of our state has been
a subject of agitation. At the two last sittings of
our legislature the subject has been under con-

sideration, but we have ftiiled to get an appropri-

ation to forward this invaluable object. If our
farmers generally could hut realize the impor-
tance of the subject, it would be in operation the

coming summer by individual enterprise.

Many states have completeil their surveys, and
the effect has been not only to lead to the discov-

ery of many valuable mines, but it has given an
impetus to every branch of Agriculture. A new
source and stock, of iuformution has been shed
upon the farming community, relating to differ-

ent kinds of soils and their management, which
has added to the wealth of iarmers in the region

of exploration more than would have been done
in many years.

A Geological survey would point out A\liere

the different minerals are to he sought, and
where they might reasonably he expected to be
found.

These surveys have not only been the means
of opening an inexhaustible fund of inlormation

to the farmer, but they have had a tendency to

increase the revenue of the states, opening both

a grand source of state and agricultural i)rosper-

ity.

The agitation of this topic cannot easily occu-

py too much of the attention, or at least meet
with too much encouragement of the wisestates-

AVith all the respect due to the representafives

ofthis State, and with the most decided detach-

ment from all points of vague and general inno-

vation, this important subject cannot be too fre-

quently presented to our legislative attention :

human wisdom and human selfishness will, it is

hoped, be at length found in Vermont enough to

adjust the expense of this project ; aud when the

account is safely arranged to show a large bal-

ance in our favor, then 1 hope the project will ho
commenced and pursued with ardent zeal.

THE FARAIEn UNDERRATED.
Another impediment to agricultural improve-

ment is the want of due estimation of the occupa-
tion of husbaudry. Where the cultivation ofthe

soil is regarded with contempt, or as beneath the

attention of men of rank and education, it will

be entrusted tn tin- ii;:iiia"cinPiit of pprsons of
narrow (1..^: i... >:-! ,.'!...•> nil v.: ,

i.i'-v.-,- minds.
Such \,rrj :

:
. , .;.;,: - iii- as for-

merly, aii.i ..
, :.;i:_- 1 ,> ::.,. , i:,.,'. .^:\.:\ iiui'tion at

present Ijut m .-i liiniud i-xti'iit.

Agriculture is very injuriously checked by the

oci'.upier of land not possessing in it a requisite

interest. Largo portions of land are cultivated

by persons who have no riylit to any particular

spot of it, and are not only thus precluded from
pergonal and active ridtivaiion, bul by thn scanty

right and profit which they possess in the gener-

al propert}', have no suflicient motive to en-

force correct management and improving culti-

vation on those [lersons by whom it is actually

occupied and owned.
The idea is entertained by many farmers that

an acquaintance with books tends to make their

sons less qualified for the discharge of their do-

mestic duties. Some farmers regard study as to-

tally unnecessary to the success of their opera-

tions, and any indication for it is considered as

an indication of uselessness for their profession.

Finally, as the art of husbandry is particularly

intricate and comprehensive, and those engaged
in it n>ay be either of slight education or seclu-

ded in a great degree from mutual intercourse

and comi)arative observation, ignorance may very

justly be considered as an obstacle to its improve-
ment, perhaps the most operative of all. Instead

of being collected like artists in cities, and pos-

sessing opportunities for animating curiosity, and
benefitting by communication, they are scattered

over the surface of the country, and have gener-
ally cultivated the same lands, and the same
prejudices as their fathers. Unless there be a-

mong the number of those engaged in this art a

certain proportion of persons of intelligence and
educated minds capable of turning the experi-

ence of themselves and others to advantage, and
deriving assistance to agriculture from the dis-

covery of other sciences, or arts, it would be in

vain in any country to expect its rapid ap|)roach

towards that perfect standard to which every hu-
man effort should be referred. That the propor-

tion of such charactere has considerably iucreas-

ed of late years in this country is an observation

no less true than pleasing ; and in the class of
persons engaged in agricultural pursuits it may
be safely affirmed there exists much less tenaci-

ty of prejudice, a far greater disposition to re-

search and openness to conviction, than were to

be found in any former age. Even though in

some instances old and absurd routines of prac-

tice may have been maintained with more con-
stancy through the hasty projects and absurd ex-

penses of some innovators, where failures have
checked the spirit of improvement and unjustly

involved in one common ridicule all deviations

from ancient costume ; these effects, however
much to be regretted, are only partial, and infor-

mation is still making its way into the most re-

mote recesses aud the most stubborn minds.
Schemes of uncertain speculation that have raged
so hard in the west in yeai-s ]>ast. are ceasing to

attract so many of our promising youth, and oiu-

peculiar healthy state, when connected with
scientific agriculture, may regain the rank
which its bearing on mankind entitles it

Those constant and judicious efforts which we
are receiving from you and other agricultural ed-

itors in other states, will I hope eventually arouse

in us that general spirit of improvement ; and
that you may all see your most sanguine expec-

tations accomplished in this respect, is the sin

cere wish of vonr humble servant,

SOLOMON W. JEWETT.
mybndire, VI. March 22(/, 1841.

Camhrhlge. Il'itsh. Co. M Y., .Upnl 10, 1841.

Ho.N. Isaac Hill—Sir:—I am a stranger to

yoir, but not to your " Monthly Visitor," which
have taken for some time past, and by exchanging
with a neighbor, get the reading of our Cultiva-

tor, and alst, have die new Genesee Farmer, sent

to me by a friend near Rochester, (you will per
ccive I am tolerably well supplied with agricul

lural reading) and am inclined to think that I

learn something from each. lam careful, how
ever, to exercise what little judgment I am bless

ed with in relation to adopting all that is recom
mended in agricultural papers. For instance, if

one farmer ad^ ises others to have stables for cat-

tle without floors, and another says that Rohan
Potatoes are a poor kind, and for the table " abom
innble"— I shall not forthwith tear up my stable

floors nor stop raising Rohan Potatoes, for the

plain rcuSDu that I have used stables for about

thirty years iriflt floors, and think they are better

Xhixn imihoul floors; and have raised Rohan Pota-

toes one season and find them very good for stock,

and when raised on dryland and thoroughly ripe,

a very good potatoe for the tables

I am a farmer on a small scale, having only

about fifty-five acres under cultivation ; but from
readinc your paper and others!. I am beginniii

think that I cultivate too much, or in other words
more than I can manure as well as it should be :

however I am learning something every year, and
if my life is spared through this season, I intend

to inform you how I succeed with crops in my
small way. This kind of information, if I mis-
take not, is what we who are farmers ought to

give to each other from time to time, stating the

kind of land, manner of culture, the produce,

and any other matters properly connected there-

with, to enable other farmers to judge whether
the same course may, if pursued by them, result

in a similar way. Respectfully yours,

S. W.
P. S. The above you can publish in your pa-

per, sir, if you shall think it worth an insertion.

I write considerable for a farmer, but very seldom
write any thing for the jiress—and my composi-
tion wants correcting. I was a merchant when
young, but have been a farmer nearly thirty years,

and expect to continue such as long as I am able

to attend to any business. My misfortune has

been that I commenced with an idea of having a
large farm, being naturally led into it by my fore-

fathers. My grandfather came to this place about

the year 1760, and purchased together with five

others, the Township of Cambridge, so that after

giving some to settlers and letting on durable

leases, a large number of lots, he had large farms

for his three sons who settled in this town, one of
whom is yet living—one remained in Hebron,
Connecticut, where he died a few years since at

an advanced age. I believe the Welles in Massa-

chusetts are connected with us, though they spell

their name there with two e's : so did my uncle's

family at Hebron. SIDNEY WELLS.
I was pleased to receive two numbers of your

paper this week, one of which I forwarded to my
friends in Monroe Co. April 1 'ith : Weather very

cold, a great body of snow on the Green Moun-
tains east of us: and also at the north—season

very backward—hay scarce and high,ten to t.welve

dollars the ton.

Brief hints for Spring Work.—Apply ma-
nure to corn and potatoe crops, and not to grain

crops.

Let manure be buried as soon as possible after

spreading.

When rotted or fermented manure is applied,

let it be as thoroughly mi.\ed with the soil as pos-
sible.

Wheat thrown out of the ground by frost,

should be pressed in again by passing a roller

over it.

Ploughiug heavy soils when wet, does more in-

jury than if the team were standing idle.

In ploughing green sward deeply, the furrows
must always be at least one-half wider than deep,

else the sod will not turn well.

All grain fields seeded to grass should be
rolled.

Barley should be sown as early as possible, up-
on a light and moderately moist soil, at the rate

of one and a half to two bushels per acre, accord-
ing to the size of the seed.

A roller should he passed over it as soon as
harrowed, to press the soil under it and smooth
the field.

Barley seed mayl)c freed from intermixed oats,

by pouring water upon it, when the oats will float,

and Itiay be skimmed off".

Oats require strong, rich soil, good culture and
early sowing.

Preserve leached and unleached ashes, which
have accumulated during the winter, to be appli-

ed to corn in the hill or row.

Atier the corn is dropped, put in a small hand-
ful of mixture of plaster and leached ashes.

Plaster is always most efficacious on light and
thin soil—on meadow and clover ground, the ear-

lier it is sown the better.

Plaster, when applied to cultivated ground,, is

best when worked into the soil.

Sowing it broadcast upon Indian corn after it

is up, has increased the crop 2.5 per cent.

Every farmer should attempt the field culture

of root crops—he may raise as much cattle food

fi-om one acre, as from five acres of meadow.

—

Genesee Farmer.

Samuel Butterfield, Esq. bn ten acres of i)ine

plain land near the Blackwater in Andover, N. H.

raised over three hundred bushels of corn the last

season : he manured only from ten to twelve ox-

cart load"! to the acre.
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To the Editor of the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Kennebuni, Maine, April Vith, 1641.

Dear Sir :—The inclosed memoranda found

among the papers of the hue Dr. Jacob Fisher,

of this town, is believed to be worthy a place iu

the Farmer's Monthly Visitor. l)i-. Fisher was
extensively known,—many years a member of

tlie Massachusetts Legislature, during the con-

nection of Maine with the government of tliat

State. His recent decease is probably known.

He was his whole life an observing, practical man.

The memoranda indicate much of his turn of

mind—full of anecdote and philosophical inter-

est ; and it is believed that his experiments upon
gardening and farming will be useful and inter-

esting to your readers. B P .

Memoranda of Events, S,-c., soyne remarkable, some

curious, some useful, some frivolons, S,'C. Sfc.

June 7, 1803.—This day the flies which are

supposed to eat garden plants, mostly disappear;

they have swarmed for near a w eek ; they are the

most ugly of the winged insect tribes. Their

size, between the musquelo and black wasp, long

wings and legs, black head and bodj'. They cov-

er the currant bushes and all green things in tlie

garden. Two years since, they were plenty for

the first time iu our parts. That year the gar-

dens were destroyed, that is, eaten down smack
smooth, and these flies were accused of the act.

Out 1 cannot find that they are guilty. The
beans, &c. which they have covered for several

days are not eaten or even wounded iu their

leaves. Perhaps the same state of air which is

favorable, (if it may be called a favor) for the pro-

duction of these flies, also produces other insects

which really do the mischief. There is a small

round bug which resembles a flea in size and
skipping, which has eaten cabbage plants and all

the turnip kind this year. Brown wor?us, which
eat beans, cucumbers, &c. &c. are veiy plenty

;

they have eaten a great )|)art of my early potatoes,

&c. I suspected a frost one night, and lightly

covered two rows of beans with the orts of Eng-
lish hay ; those two rows were not eaten by
worms that night ; the other rows were, badly.

From this hint 1 tried the experiment on some
beans, watermelons, cucumbers, &c. keeping the

hay on them all the time. It preserves them iu a

good measure, though not wliolly. Does it em-
barrass them in climbing the stem of the plant,

(for they climb—a worm of half an inch will eat

off a bean, &cr. two inches above the ground) or

does it stop them by taking the dew? for worms
generally eat when the dew is on the plant—or

do they dislike the smell ? All whidi were eaten

where the hay was put, were eaten below the

surface of the ground.

Sowed onions to-day ; former sowing, bad seed

and but few came up. [Oct. these good for noth-

ing.]

June 8.—Sowed cabbage, carrots and onions.

July 6.—The cabbage and French turnips are

sown together. The said flea-bugs eat the tur-

nips ami leave the cabbage. [Oct. 19, the late

sown onions good for nothing ; early, some good,

some stag-necked owing to bad seed, as 1 appre-

hend.]

July 0.—Nothing eaten by the brown worms
since this month commenced.

July 29.—Great i-ains every day for neaily a

fortnight past ; water stands amongst iny corn

and potatoes six or eight inches deep. Part of

corn and potatoes was hoed in that state. Old
Father Davis said it would ruin them ; I guess he
did not like to hoe in the water.

August.—Where the water stood on the pota-

toes it rotted their roots and they died. It did not

injure the corn, except perhaps made it later in

ripeninu^.

October 19.—If summer squashes are brought
into the barn and laid on hay, they v.ill keep a

long time into cold weather, and are good eating.

1804.—Raised half tlje onion-beds, leaving

deep alleys that the ground may warm, and a

place be made to scrape away the dirt from
amongst the ])lants when tliey begin to bulb.

May 28.—Million of the flea bug ; silted ashes

over the plants early in the moriung—a light

evening is best.

Last'ftll hove up, iu high ridges, several squares

;o kill the worms and warm the ground.
Asparagus square too wet ; shall sink a drain

round it. [.Tiily, asparagus very good this year

—

have concluded to omit the drain.] First sowiug
of onions now up ; second sowing this date—on-
ions came up in about a week or ten days.

MayW,—Finished all the second sowings. To-
day the garden flies appeared.

Asparagus is easy of cultivation. It requires a

warm and rather moist soil. Set the roots three

or four, six or eight inches below the surface

;

cover them in the fall several inches with good
dung, rake it mostly off early iu the spring, and
dig it with a fork. The richer the ground the
larger and better the shoots. In the opinion of

my humble appetite, it is one of the best and
most profitable of garden plants.

May 30.—Sowed French turnips, and radishes
with them, in rows, in beds, for standing.
Very few brown worms this year; scarcely

any in those squares which were hove up. Past
winter there was a great deal of snow, hut the
ground was not frozen very deep and hard.

No flies for these two or three days. First sow-
ing of peppers eaten under ground as they were
coming up.

Plenty of striped yellow bugs on cucumbers,
pinn|)kins, &c. Garden seeds came up exceed-
ingly well this year.

July 1, 1804.—Cut the asparagus to tliis date.

It is the opinion that cutting it after the first of
June injures it vei-y much. Next year I shall know
the truth. [Next year. It does not injure it]

Abundance of fennel worms this year. They
are on the seed parsnips, carrots, celery, &c., al-

so on the present year's growth. Irritate them,
and they shoot out a crotched weapon of defence
just hack of their head which difilised an effluvia

rather unsavory to many noses. A bed-bug is a

perfect rose compared to it.

About one-third of my potatoes were not cov-
ered deep enough to prevent the dung from dry-
ing: shall lose twenty bushels by one bad day's

work. I do not tell the man's name, but a good
and faithful laborer is worthy his hire, and a curse
on a lazy scoundrel.

July 14.—Rather dry ; but garden and field look
promising. The lettuce I sowed among the as-

paragus when I first dug the square, was very ear-

ly and tender, owing to its rapid growth.
If hogs have a small yard allotted them, and

two or three feet of earth from the road side

thrown into it at diflerent limes, they will iriake

enough of manure to pay their board. I throw
three or four loads of it iu a heap and let it lie

over the summer, which improves it ; and by
throwing it in two i)lace3 alternately every other

year, you have an excellent cucumber spot.

August ], 1804.—Where the early peas grew,
hoed up the weeds, raked them into a winrow,
and covered them with earth by scraping with a

hoe aboTit two inches of the surface oft', leaving

the place smooth and hard, sowed it with English
turnips, raked in the seed lightly. [The tinnips

all wormy.] N. B. The square was hove up
last fall. My cabbage, where the groiuid was
hove up last fidi, is much freer from (lie white
maggot, which makes them pumplc footed, than
when it was not hove up.

Onions ought to bo sowed early, that the sea-

sou may be sufficiently long for them toi'orm and
ripen; they will not bulb until the tops he^'iu to die.

It is au erroneous theory that onions require a hard
bottom. Probably the error originated froin the

sujjposed analogy between them and English
turnips, both being bidbous. Logic. Onions and
turnips both have bulbous roots, but turnips bidb
best on hard ground—ergo, ccpos quoque, &:c.

But the proposition which asserts the analogies is

false ! Turnijis have a tap root ; onions fibrous

roots ; in mellow ground the tap roots of a tur-

nip will grow to a large size, making the tinnip

in the form of a carrot. The fibres of an onion
will be the same iu har<l or soft land. Onions
require land no harder than just to press down
the top to prevent the wind's blowing away the

seed, which should be sowed as near the top as

possible. Take a straight edged board eight

inches wide, lay it across your beds, make a
trench on each side one-fourth inch deep with a

small stick, to .sow the seed in ; walking on the

hoard, sow, cover, turn the board on the edge,
press gently down, t^u'n the board over and its

width will make the place between the rows.
Proceed on. Many roll a barrel over their onions,
or use other means to break down the top : tliis

is all a hum! Nature may be assisted, but will

not be forced or imposed upon. The tops ought

to be left to die in the natural way. All the good
the barrel can do is to turn the bulb out of the
ground and so loosens it that it is left in some
measure above ground ; but this is better done by
hauling away the earth from between the rows
with a hoe when weeding. They bulb best when
the tops are left to take their own course. I rais-
ed this season, on a square of thirty-one ftjet,

twentj' bushels, besides w hat we used through the
growing season.

April 10, 1805. -Sowed peas.

April 15.—Planted beans.
May 3.—Soweil few beets, carrots, parsnips,

celery, parsley, &c.
May 4.—Sowed onions. [The Shakers so>ved

theirs a fortnight ago.] Onions ought, by all

means, to be sowed "as soon as the ground" will
do. After a certain time of year they will not
bulb, tliough the fall be warm, but grow stag
necked.
May 22.—First sowing of onions up. It has

been very wet this month ; and sowed second
batch of onions this day.

Note. Sowed lower square but one, yesterday,
with beets, carrots and parsnips. Have not yet
ploughed for planting. No white worms or mag
gols in the seed turnips or radishes yet.

To-day I first discovered that my radishes are
soon to be spoiled by those maggots mentioned
above. A fly deposites its eggs "about the root,

near the surface of the ground. These eggs are
vulgarly called fly-blows. Every plant has doz-
ens on its root or very near it, so that when they
hatch, the little animalculoe may find their food
at himil. I caught one of the flies in the very act
of iniquity ; it was about the bigness of a mid-
dling window fly—more slender, and lighter col-
ored.

June 15.—From Tuesday last week to Monday
this w-eek, it was overcast or rain.y. The cucum-
bers growing with so long absence of the sun
were so tender that when a hot sunny day came,
it killed most of them. Those which grew near
some grass and a little defended, surviv<3d. Capt.
Hatch's were served the same sauce. If they had
been shaded for a day or two they wouhl prob-
ably have lived.

The 4th of June a pea blossomed ; in ten days
the flower fell from round the pod; ten days more,
full.

June 17.—Sowed oats: the land having, till

now, been too wet. Sowed hay-seed after last
harrowing. [Oats tolerable ; dry season ; hay-
seed came up badlj.]

June 13, 1806.—Sowed late peas ; one bed of
year before last growth ; both came up well.

Note. Last week one of my hogs, year old,
was taken unwell. He seemed to be blind, and
kept continually walking about, would eat noth-
ing. Thinking it jiossible that he might have
something in his throat which choked him, I

ran a stick with a rag on the end, two feet down
his throat; he died in four minutes. When I

have another hog thus disordered, I'll let him live
or die as he thinks meet.

Onions, twenty bushels last year on a plot, of
thiny-lwo by thirty-two feet.

jyfay 19, 180G.—Cut asparagus. Mr. Clark had
it several days ago.

Lisbon onions are three or fom- days longer
coining up than common ones.
On measuring my onion square, I find it only

31-5 feet by 31-5, which is only 3-28 square rods
of ground; less than the 48th part of an acre of
ground.

Little oniou.s, or scullions, will grow and bulb
cousiderahly after they are iiullcd up and laid on
the ground, which I fotind by trying several into

a crack in a post. Those which would enter
when pulled up, would not by nearly one half, in

a week's time. Hence it is best not"to break the
tops. The sciillion will not grow if pidled up
and laid on the ground with the top cut oft!

Palladium Aug. 5, 1806.-Three oz. salt petic,

pounded, dissolve it in as much water as will im-
merse one-half bushel seed corn, add one r;uart

strong l_\e, soak the com Iv. enly hours, sprc-id it

on a dry floor five or six hours, and it will lie fit

to plant. This method is also servicable ibr
wheat, and other seeds. Robekt Johnsto:;.
Published by order of the Agricultural Society, jXew

York.

Ditto. To make trees beer fair apples, &c.

—

On the longest day in the year, strip the bark
froin the trunk : be careful not to mnr the wood.
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13.—Where tliiee beds of beets are

growed together, the centic bed, and the inmost

eseids of the outside beds are not so good as the

rvJSt. It is so in many gardens, as I liavo obsei-v-

ed. How would it do to sow beets and carrots in

beds ahernaiely?
May (J, J807—4 o'clock, P. M.—Earthquake.

There were two shocks which continued about

two seconds, one sudden, the other in less than a

second: the second was the strongest. I was in

my apothecary's shop ; it made tlic bottles rattle

well, but upset none. The lid of a gin case which
stood open nearly perpendicular, shut at the sec-

ond shock ; the "noise was like a heavy ragged

log or cask, rolling down two stairs ; the first one

foot the otlier two, and three or four feet space

between them.
Note. About a week since, there was an un-

usually heavy thunder storm, wliich held all day,

raining and hailing copiou>ly ami incessantly.

1807.—This year I put iii_\ .'^cid [icas into an

old tin lautliern, and liuiii,' tin in in the smoke
liouse to prevent bugs.

JVovemberi7.—Sowed two beds ofpeas for early

use, little deeper than spring sowings. I suppose
it to be so late that they will' not swell till next

spring. [They came to nothing.]

April 23, 1808.—^My peas have been up more
than a week.

Note.—To prevent bugs I put my peas in a lan-

thern last fidi, and kept them in the smoke house
;

it answers well.

Sowed onions three days ago.

Peppergrass, lettuce and radishes in the hot

bed in promising condition. [Note. Came to

nothing.]

P. S. Enjbargo still continued. Cotton si.\-

teen cents per lb. A ])hysician need not starve

if he can live on bare practice.

Maij 30.—Planting corn in low land. How it

will do to plant so late, I can better tell next fall.

Ma;/ 14, 1809.—Graded twenty trees in the

nursery ; used no clay, but bandage dipt in melt-

ed tallow and bees wax ; cut the stock of same
bigness of scion. Russitins all in upper square.

This business probably should have been done in

April. However, this year the trees are remark-
ably late. Query; will they live ? [Answer, July
]. Three of five in the lower square lived, four

or five of sixteen in tho upper.]

This year sowed celery with parsnips altern-

ately ; for last, by accident, there was a celery

plant among the parsni|)S, which grev.- rapidly

and was the best iu the garden.
Sprinkled sen sand on'cabb'age, radish, cucum-

bers. Sec. [July, no good.]

Put clams roimd cucmnhersto keep off yellow-

bugs ; the experiment answers
;
yet some people

this season have sprinkled on their cucumber.s,

squashes, &c. pulverised jilaster ol Paris, which
also keeps off the yellow bugs. Querv ; will it

not keep off the small Iim;;s .'

Jiity 1, 1809.—Overhauled two flat roofs ; found
the shingles and boards rotten as dung, while
roofs of tolerable descent are perfectly soiuid,

though older. But flat roofs are all in the fash-

ion—perhaps flat noses will one day be fashion-

able, and who dare snub it .'

Apiit 2G, 1810.—Onions not sown, peas not up.

Last winter, little snow, ground froze very deep.
Hard times. Last year the Lord was pleased to

punish us with a plenty of hay, and a scarcity of
every thing else. Set out last week thirty or forty

apple trees ; the fruit for the next generation.

—

Well

!

April 12, 1611.—Sowed one bushel wheati dry,

harrowed it in. [Dry season, eight bushels.]

Ma;/ 8.—Cut ajiparagu.s, at least ten days earlier

than usual.

Mtty 28.—Sat out cabbage plants fiom the hot-

bed.

Note. Brown worms very ])lenty : they eat

any thing and every tiling. They have saved me
several days' works by eating down the weeds!
Ltw ease.—Last week I had a case decided

against me. The Referees decided that a bond
for the pre-emption ol land is void in law, be-
cause it is similar to a bond in restraint pf trade!

One of my neighbors has got an ugly, crooked,
scurvy stick, the oddest you ever saw; he uses it

for a cane, and says he would not take a guinea
for it, because it is su .--.iiigular. I also greatly

prize tho decision above ; amen.
Sat out cucuiriber plants in blos'oms, and bell-

j-rpper plants: both did well. '\]\ cnbliaijc which

were raised in the hot-bed and sat out early did

exceedingly \vell. It has been a dry summer.
Grasshoppers plenty.

September.—A comet near Charles' wain, that

is, in plain Engl'sh, near the posteriors of the

Great Bear.

September, 1811.—Raised an ear of Indian corn

of twenty-eight rows, a pumpkin of the common
kind, four feet in circumference, weighing thirty-

one and a half lbs., a crook-neck winter squash,

12 lbs. 13 oz. twels'e inches in circumfercucc,

the least part of the neck. One cabbage head
with all the loose leaves stript off" and the stump
cut short . Many others nearly as large.

Note. This season has been dry and unfavor-

able to vegetation, otherwise the articles might
have been twice as large.

Note. The pumpkin was so yellow, and of so
excellent a flavor, that a Connecticut gentleman
on tasting a pye madeof it, observed that he nev-

er ate any custard before, made all of volk.

May 5, 1812.-Snow storm. [18th, little snow
!]

May 9.—Apple tree-buds just begin to swell

:

cut off twelve branches and sprouts from one to

two feet long, dipped their cut end in melted
rosin, warm, stick them eight inches into moist

rich ground and left them to their fate.

June 1.—Planted my corn ; white oak leaves

not larger than an infant mouse's ear.

April 19, 1813.—Colt one year old, (37 years af-

ter Lexington battle.)

April 29 and 30.—Grafted more than one hun-
dred apple trees : first discovered that apple tree

lice are legging animals; they come from the

ground by thousands. 1 believe they will not

surmount the swingle-tovv used in grafting. Be-

daubed the bodies of the trees with equal parts

clay and cow dung to prevent the lice from fix-

ing there. Put lime round some trees and ashes

round others ; at the root a little rim close to the

body of the tree to jirevent theii- rising. They
are a sad pest

!

June 2, 1813.—Sowed oats, and a part wheat.

July 20.—Sowed turnips.

Juiy 24.—Caught a |)ickercl twenty-six inches

long, weighing four lb. 10 ozs., heavier by a

pound than three other middling ones caught at

same time. Moreover, I caught an elegant wood-
chuck.
Mivember 28, 1814—Quarter past 7 o'clock, P.

M. on a beautiful moonshiny evening, snow two
inches deep. As we were lecturing in Free
Mason's Hall, there came an Earthquake. At
first I thought it the rattling of a wagon over froz-

en ground. It continued at least one minute.

The people below us swoic it was the Free
Masons, and that they had heard them many
times make a worse noise than that.

December 5.—Carried two ewes to Capt. Mor-
rall's merino buck.

.1/(11/29, 1815.—Marked sheep, piece off the

end of each ear, to get rid of old marks; half-pen-

ny out of the fore part of each right ear, short

tails, painted yellow cross on the rump and fbre-

heail.

June, 1817.—After shearing, washed them,
lambs and all, in a half-hogshead tub, about two
thirds full of soap-suds, in which put the decoc-

tion of four lbs. tobacco stems to kill the ticks

and clean the sheep of scarff. Eight old sheep,

seven lambs at home ; three old sheep out at the

halves, that is, half the fleeces and half the in-

crease. Had four lanil)s (three dead,) to Benja.

Goodwin, Lyman. [1818. Omitted paint, having
none. Sometimes I find I have taken the half-

pennv out of the wrong ear.]

Saturday, Sept. 23, 1815.—Hurricane from S. E.

from 9 to 12 o'clock, A. M., with heavy rain, then

from south by west without rain, for several

hours, and subsided pcti. a peu.

1816.—This fall sowed two bushels of acorns

iu my wood-lot, and left them as nature does.

[All rotted. 1818, not quite all ; Ihey shew them-

selves with this year. 1820. Now there are

thousands, from one to three feet high !]

May 24, 1818.—Warm weather began all at

once. Thermometer above 90. The trees pop
out as a hen lays an egg. The sjjring has been

very wet and cold, but the last week in May is

beaiuiful. Dame Nature has on her calico robe

with green ground.
June 20.—The wheat is almost all destroyed by

the Hessian fly. There is a wliite maggot within

the shoot, a little above tlie chit. Sometimes I

find spvernl : he soon turn? of the color of a flax-

seed. I have pulled up some spires of wheat
with them in their station, and put them into a

broad smooth glass, covered with a thin cloth, to

see what they may come too.

ay June 20.—Sowed one-half bushel buck
wheat.
An effectual method to prevent worms from

eating corn :—Take away the dirt down to the
fibrous roots, and leave it so till the worms cease
to eat. It will not injure the corn.

July 14, 1818.—Some of my corn has silked.

To spot a scythe snead, suspend it by the
right hand neb, lower it and dip the lower side of
the heel in water, spot when it is wet.

August 14, 1819.—This morning, one-halfhour
after sunrise, my martins, 50 or GO, left me. I

saw them in the air advancing south west ; one
or two hours after I saw nine reconuoitering their

house and vicinity, but did not light. They
might be strangers on their passage.

September 10, 1819.—Raised a mushmelon thir-

teen inches long, twenty-two inches in circum-
ference, weighed nine and a half lbs.

Killed this year 30 doz. pigeons in two after-

noons, on poles. Last year I killed twenty dozen
in one afternoon. Once I killed twenty-two doz.

in a like time. I had anotlier person who attend-

ed the decoy pigeons, while I attended to the

Note. Twenty doz. is four bushels, or nearly.

Juhi 12, 1820.—Corn in silk.

1821.—Last year, by accident, five radish seeds
fell with my lettuce among the asparagus, about

the time the frost came out of the ground ; they
were good. From that hint I sowed radish this

year and had plenty by the middle of May, that

is, before the fly came. Tliey were perfectly

clear of worms.
October 5.—Sowed orchard with clover.

October, 1822.—He who is unthankful to the

God of nature this year, must be an ungrateful

scoundrel. Had sixty bushels corn, 220 bushels
potatoes, apples in abunTlance lor fall and winter,

cabbage and other garden vegetables in abun-
dance, fodder for horse, cow, and a pair of steers

coming three, money enough for present pur-
poses, toleiable health in bocly and mind ; thirty-

eight lbs. wool. A girl wove seventy odd yards
of cloth in eleven days, viz : Olive Downing, the
best girl I ever had. Killed a lean hog this, lOlh,

weighed 225 lbs. Had a bottle of biandy given
me twenty v'cars of age ; it will he free before the

year is out, if I live and do well. Sixty years the

10th ultimo. Shall I, as age advances, and weak-
ness of body come on, also become enfeebled iu

mind and become a mere sqiteamoiise9 God for-

bid that I should not die as I have lived, a phi-

losophei-. A dying, whining old man is the most
contem])tible puppet that ever nature exhibited.

AprU27, 1824.-ColL
May 15.—A few days agone there were three

very cold days and nights, some snow, the apple
trees Avere set very thick fin- blossoms, merely in

bud ; some people think the fruit is ruined for

this year. Mais nous verrorui. (But we shall see.)

May 26.—Hard frost: trees just beginning to

shew few blooms.
June 1.—Planted eight quarts early white

beans.

September.—A lot of hake, small cod, with some
middling cod, and four haddock, (light salted.)

when dried averaged a pound a piece.

Dr. Fisher died in the early part of the winter
just past. The memoranda a|)pears to have clos-

ed in 1324. The wood-lot which he speaks of as

having sown on it two bushels of oak acorns is

now covered w ith wood, much of it large and
valuable oak timber, standing near the villagf.

The previous growth was mostly saplin pines and
swamp maples. He was a practical farmei-,

brought up a large family of daughters, all of
whom are married and their connexions the

most respectable in the county.

The Religion of the ancient Persians requir-

ed its followers to plant useful trees, to destroy

noxious animals, to convey water to dry lands,

and to work out their salvation by pursuing all

the labors of Agriculture. They thought that he
who sowed the ground with dilligence and care,

acquired more religious merit, than he could gain

by the repetition of ten thousand prayers.— Gib-
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Among the contrarieties of tliis world a fact

worthy of notice is the entire change that goes

over us in relation to early objects of aversion oi

fear. The Toarf, looked upon in early childhood,

is one of the most ugly and oft'ensive animals

that can be imagiued ;
yet when we learn the

utility of these creatures in destroying hundreds

and thousands of worms and insects which prey

upon the infant vegetables that are the object of

om- care, we are taught to respect and feel at-

fection for an animal so useful—we identify liini

with the innocent swallow which flying through

the air gathers into its stomach myriads of mis-

chief brooding insects.

The Crows, watching the opportunity to carry

oft"a young cliick or lamb, or to pull up the ten-

der corn just shewing itself from the ground,

are also an object of the bounty of the Legisla-

ture to be entrapped by the man or the gun of

the fowler: yet these animals and other feathered

fowls, coiwidered an object of human aversion,

probably do much more good than harm in the

destruction of myriads of grass-^ioppers, cater-

pillars, canker worms and other ravenous ver-

But there is another species of animal,

which ironi childhood had more than any thing

else been an object of aversion and dread—a-

gainst which an early curse liad been pronoun-
ced—that we had alvvajs supposed would never
be entitled to sympathy; we mean the Snake.

In obedience to what v,'e had considered a Scrip-

ture command, we had made it a sort of religious

duty to kill a snake whenever we should meet
one ; and sevei-al years ago, while travelling in a

field with a Quaker friend, we were surprised to

he. advised by him to let oft' a striped snake

which Ciune conveniently within the reach of a

stick in our hands: "He never did thee injury-
he will do more good than harm : let him alone."

We confess we have often since that time been
jnevented from alighting from a carriage ^vhile

travelling to pursue to the death that animal which
was doomed by the curse to "crawl upon his

belly all the days of its life."

The snake is truly a picture of hatred and mal-

ice ; but after all it is notnjorc wicked than many
other animals which prey upon weaker aiiiiiials.

Man makes the life of all other animals subservi-

ent to his own sustenance and comfort ; and
why should we consider birds and beasts and
reptiles of prey as necessarily vicious.' The
most innocent" animals in our eyes slay their

thousands: the swallow and the toad destroy

millions of iiiferior beings.

If our quaker fricTid induced us to look with

kiudnc.«s uj)on a green or stiiped snake, we nev-

er had supposed wc should be induced to let a

huge black snake retreat when we could stoj)

hiiii by a well-directed blow. We have cleared

land upon and near the steep banks of a gully of

light soil, in which, assisted by squirrels and fo.x-

es, the black snakes had found very convenient

dens. While picking up the burnt ground we
foun«l the skin of one' these measuring very near

nine feet in length ! At another time a large snake,

five or six feet long, laying over our path, glided

beyond ihe reach of a hoe in our hands, into a

pile of brush. Another time, while " coming
through the rye," startled with a jump of full six-

feet by treading directly upon the representation

of Satan himself, at least in appearance, we pur-

sued him to the death, armed with a stake, and

striking such a blow as we were sure would disa-

ble him.
After all we arc glad to find that our hostility

even to the odious black snake is misdirected,

and that it is better he should run away than

that \ve should kill him. Lamenting that the

large snake had escaped, we were informed that

he would be of great use in driving the chip-

squirrel.s an I mice from our grain fields; and
we have no doubt that the old fellow who hap-

pened to be in the way of our tread was at that

moment busy in pursuit of the destroyers of our

rye-field. Col. C. of Epsom, we are informed,

asks as a favor of his workmen that they will

spare the black snake for the good he shall do in

destroying and driving off the animal.s that eat,

carry ofTnnd waste bushels of grain.

Just so some persons court the residence and
wonting of a Ifeazd who drives away from the

cellar scores of rats—that either cat up or spoil

every kind of provision within their reach, and
not only burrow under ground beneath the foun-

dation stones of our cellars to make a home up-
on your premises, but gnaw and disfigure and
dirty your pantries, cupboards, boxes and meat-
tubs, and by the most ingenious devices find

means to approach what every one might sup-
pose to be secure beyond their reach. So inge-

nious are rats that they have been known to ex
tract the corks from flasks of sweet oil and take

it away with their tails, feeding themselves fat

with all the gusto of the good liver. And by the

way we think rats to be that kind of animal
to which we should become less and less recon-

ciled. In the economy of nature we can see no
possible good residting from their creation.

Another animal, a " beast of prey," but more
offensive than dangerous, is the Skunk. When
one of these animals, in the open season, creep-
ing into the cellar windows, takes up his resi-

dence on your premises, it requires a very par-

ticular management to get rid of the unwelcome
boarder in the family without his leaving striking

evidence by which you must remendier him af-

terwards. They love to live on the best, and
they will work in the night to be in advance of
you in feasting upon a Ijrood of chickens and
turkeys. The venerable mother hen is now liv-

ing who just escaped with life three years ago
while brooding her flock of a dozen or more en-

closed in a pen into which the night marauder
entered by burrowing under ground. The a-

larm was given, and the family aroused after

midnight by the screeching mother: the assail-

ant had devoured ten of the thirteen chickens,

gnawed the mother's head to a bare bloody bones,

broke iier right wing, and left her skeleton a
mere wreck. The box which made the pen was
raised, and the faithful old bull-dog Bose who
has watched the yard for six years, made but a

single bite through the back of the largest and
fattest skunk we had ever seen to drspatch him.
The mastift", having done his business, burrow cd
himself iuimediately in the sand: but in the en-

counter disqualified himself fro/u entry within
doors for at least two weeks. Three chickens
which escaped to a hiding place came out next
morning, ami the mother hen had suflered so

much in the encounter that it would have been a

mercv to take from her what little of life remain-
ed. "

The skunk is so mischievous and offensive that

man always wars upon him when he may do it

with safely. But it has become evident that we
have not done theanimal justice,we might do him
credit for doing more harm than good. He works
in the night, and thereibro little of the good he
does comes within our observation. He not on-

ly destroys in their season, in the warm nights of

early summer and aulumn,tliousands ofthe beetles

and other insects and worms that destroy vege-

tation and grain—but the moles and mice that in-

fest the 1 lou^litd and gnss giounds find in him
an enenn that 1 uuti tl n i to j go 1
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treat undei the swaid of the field which had
been turned down in the early sjiring. If the

skunks shall not molest us, let them live and do
good,

Agricultural Statistics of the U. S,—The
Philadelphia North American contains a very val-

uable table with the above title, compiled from
the returns of the sixlh census, and containing a
slateincnt of the agricultural products of all the

states but three, viz : North Carolina, Michigan,

and Kentucky, From which we learn that the

largest wheal growing state in the Union is Ohio
;

theramount 16,000,000 bushels; the next larcest,

Pennsvlvania with 13,000,000, the next,New York,

11,000^000, and the fourth, Virginia, with 10,000,-

000, The largest amount of Indian corn raised

in one state, isln Tennessee—42,000.000 bushels
;

Virginia—34,000,000 ; Ohio—33,000,000 ; India-

na—28,000,000 ; Illinois—22,000,000; Alabama—
18,000,000 ; Georgi.t—17,000,000 ; Missouri

—

1,5,000,000.

New York is the greatest pointer growing ? tate
;

amount 30,999,000 bushels. Maine comes next
with 10,000,000, and next Pennsvlvania, with
8,000,000.

The greatest cotton growing States arc Missis-
sippi, 289,000,000 lbs.; Alabama, 240,000,000;
Georgia, 148,000,000; South Cai-oliua,134,000,000;
Tennessee, 128,000,000; Louisiana, 87,000,000;
Arkansas, 23,000,000 ; Virginia, 10,000,000.

Louisiana is of course the largest producer of
sugai-, amount, 249,000,000 lbs.; New York
comes next with 70,000,000 lbs. the produce of
our foresLs.

Tennessee, as she is first in corn, is also first in
swine, number 2,795,000. Ohio stands next with
2,000,000.

New York stands first for wool ; next, Ohio,
Vermont, Pennsylvania and Virginia.
Tennessee again, stands first for tobacco-

amount 26,000,000 lbs.! Maryland, 18,000,000;
Virginia, 14,000,000. We regret we have not
the returns fiom Kentucky. In com and tobac-
co, we think she will rank with the best of her
sisters.

New York stands first for lumber. Value
$3,788,000. Next, Maine, $1,808,000. For pro-
ducts of the orchard. New York stands also first.

Value, ,*1,732,000. For products of the dairy,
New York is again at the head. Value, *10,000,-
000. A'ermont next, $4,892,000.
The " Agricultural Statistics," from w hich the

above extracts are made, abundantly prove, if

indeed any proof ^vere wanting, that this country
possesses in herself all the elements of greatness.
AVe ran raise and manufacture within our exten-
ded territory every article necessary for our sus-
tenance and cloliiing. Why then continue to

pay out millions every year for French silks,

French wines, English iron and English broad
cloths.' There inust be a reform in this particu-
lar, or we shall never be frfee from embarrass-
ments.

—

Troy Whig.

PROUTY AND MEARS',
THE HIGHEST PREMIUM PLOUGH.

We have been highly gratified to see directly
fronting the pleasant room where wo write, be-
fore the store of the Messrs. Butterfields, a
dozen or more of those beautiful Ploughs made
by Prouty and Mears ; and nearly every time wa
have looked that way we have seen them under
the examination of one or more farmers from
this and the neighboring towns who visit our
street. From our own experience we can say
that no farmer who does any considerable work
at ploughing will ever regret the price he shall

pay for one of these Ploughs : in breaking up a
field of six acres of intervale sward land a year
ago, we feel quite confident that we gained, iti the
goodness of the work alone, more than eleven
dollars, which w as the price of a new plough.

Pioutj and Meats ha%e long demoted gieat at-

tention to the construction and mannfiicture of
Ploughs, with a view of perfecting this useful

implement ; and their Patent Centre Draught
Plough is highly admired by many thousand far-

mers who have used them.
Besides their liigh character fi-om their exten-

sive use and excellent ivork, they have taken the

Highest Premiums at a number of Ploughing
Matches of County Agricultural Societies, and
at several gnuul Exhibilions of Mechanic Asso-
ciations, Premiums and Diplomas have been
awarded for the excellence of these Ploughs.

At a thorough trial of Ploughs at Ilarlrem, un-
der the American Institute, which wys open to

the whole I'nion, able judges examined fully into

their merits, and decided in favor of the Centre
Draught Plough ; and a Gold Medal w.-is award-
ed toProuty and Mears for the Best Plough, re-

quiring the Least Draught, and doing the work
in the Most Perfect Planner.

One of the most imponant trials of Ploughs
that ever took place, was held at Worcester in
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October last, luiikr the Trustees of the Massa-

chusetts Agricultural .Society. Distinguished

men were appointed judges, who made a (air and

thorough investigation into the qualities of the

Ploughs, and their work, measuring the depth of

the furrow, and hy a Dynanonieter ascertaining

precisely the power of draught ; and those who
were well skilled in ploughing, held the Ploughs

themselves, to learn which run the best, and held

the most easy. After this complete trial, in

which many Ploughs were engaged, as competi-

tion was invited iiom all parts of the country,

the judges awarded to Prouty and Mears, of Bos-

ton, the Premium of $100, "for the best

Plough that will turn the sod over and lay it flat;

regard being had to the Strength of the Plough,

Easiness of Draught, E.\cellence of work, and

its Cheapness."
To Charles Howard,of Hingham, the premium

of $75, " for the best plough that will turn the

sod on the edge or obliquely, and not flat ; re-

gard being had to the above qualities."

The following table from the report of the

Committee, shows how many inches of furrow

each plough turned over to 113 pounds of

draught.

For Flat Fuhrows.—By Prouty and Mears,

Boston, 27 1-2 ; Chas. Howard, Hingham, 25

;

Ruggles, Nourse and Rlason, Worcester, 24

;

Barnaby and Moores, Ithica, N. Y. 18 1-3; E. G.

Whiting, Rochester N. Y. 14 ; another Plough by

Prouty and 3Iears, 26 ; Charles Howard, 25.

Laying the sod on the edge is a method of
ploughing seldom practised by good farmers, and
when preferred, it can be accomplished by pro-

per management with n good plough for flat

work. They did not compete in this manner of
ploughing, being desirous to excel only in the

best way.
In turning the furrow over flat, the oidy way

in which these ploughs were brought into com-
petition, Howard's plough turned over only 25
inches to 112 pounds of draught, while the

Plough of Prouty and Mears, with the same
draught, turned over 27 1-2 inches—one tenth

more than any other Plough.
This saving of one tentli of the labor, to say

nothing of the superior work, would soon pay
for a plough ; and in wearing out a plough, it

would save the price of several. So it is plain

to every observing farmer, that it is better to buy
the centre draught Plough, than to have How-
ard's or any other plough in the above trial, gra-

tis.

The most approved method of ploughing

among intelligent farmers, is turning the finrow

over flat, in order to shut in and destro'y the weeds
and grass, and cause n decomposition of vegeta-

ble matter beneath the surface, that the soil may
become enriched hy the gases evolved in fer-

mentation.
This important principle in husbandry is com-

pletely accomplished by the centre draught
Plough, and with superiority of work are com-
bined the valuable cpialities of easy draught,
strength, and cheapness.

Let eveiy farmer consider the great impor-
tance of saving one tenth of the labor of his

teams. It is an item in economy, that will soon
swell to a large sum, well worthy attention in the

purchase of ploughs. They manufacture these
ploughs of various sizes, and the materials and
work are superior also. They have an extensive
assortment of the most substantial and neatly
finished ploughs ever oftered in this market, anil

trust that they shall give satisfaction to those who
liivor them with iheir orders.

Nos. 19 and 20 North Market Street, Boston,

more than a proportionate degree to its amount;

thus, supposing uventy-five dollars be the lowest,

and fifty the highest sum that can be employed
in the common culture of the same acre of land,

it is more than probable that if twenty-five ilol-

lars retiun at the rate of ten per cent, the fifty

dollars will yield twenty, or any intermediate

sum, at the same progressive ratio. And admit-

ting this to be true—and it is presumed no ex-

perienced agriculturist will doubt it—it follows,

that a capital of .5,000 dollars, expended in the

cultivation of 200 acres, will only yield a profit

of 500 dollars, while, if applied to no more than

100 acres, it would produce 1,000 dollars ; there-

fore, it is evident that his profit would be increas-

ed by diminishing the quantity of his land.

Many a man has been ruined by a large farm,

who might have acquired a competency vfith

one of half the size. Most farmers are anxious

for large occupations, and many are thus betray-

ed into the error of taking a greater quantity of

ground than they have the means of managing
to advantage ; some, in the delusive hope of ac-

quiring those means by future savings ; others,

trom the vanity of holding more land than their

neighbours : hence arises deficiency of stock, im-
perfect tillage, and scanty crops, with all the

consequent train of rent in arrear, wages ill -paid,

and debts unsatisfied—distress, duns, and final

ruin! While he, who prudently commences,
with only such a number of acres as he has the

power of cultivating with proper effect, is cer-

tain of obtaining the fiill return from tlie soil,

and not being burdened with more land than he
can profitably employ, his engagements are within

his means ; and thus, while enjoying present ease

of mind, he lays the surest foundation for future

prosperity. It therefore behooves a man to weigh
well the charges with his means, and never allow

himself to be seduced by any ideal prospect of

gain, into the imprudence of entering upon a

larger farm than his property will enable him to

manage with the spirit necessary to insure suc-

cess.

—

British Hiishayidry.

a good cow, carefully attended, kindly treated,

and well kept, will pay for herself several times
in the course of her life. A needy family de-
rives in the season of milking much of its suste-
nance from a single cow.

Capital.

Tlicrc is no mistake more common nor more
injurious, than that of supposing that the more
land a man holds, the greater must be his profits,

for the profit does not arise from the land itselt;

but from t'ie manner of using it ; foi' the best soil

may be made unproductive by had management,
while the worst may be rendered profitable by
the opposite course ; hut without sufficient capital

no land can he properly cultivated; at the s;

time, there is nothing to which ca])ital can be
applied with greater certainty of a fair return for

liberal expenditure, when correctly employed,
than la?id. In fact, assuming always that tl

expenditure be directed with j\idgment, it will be
found that the profit upon the outlay increases in

Excellent Milch Cows.
In the published transactions of the Essex

County Agricultural Society Mr. Albert Johnson
of Danvers, states the fact that his milch cow
native breed brought a calf on the 27th of March
1840, which, taken Iiom her at nineteen days old

w eiglicd 25 pounds per quarter, and sold for six

dollars ; that the same cow, without estimating

the milk given to tlie calf, gave from that time
to the last day ofSeptember, 2,736 quarts ot milk
weighing thee tons and eight hundred and forty

pounds, averaging very near fifteen quarts per
day ; and that this milk, which sold at five cents

a quart, presented an income of $136.80, and a

total income including the price of the calf of
$142.80.

Mr. George Spofford of Geoigetown, Mass.
had a Durham cow which calved on the 4th of
April 1840; this calf at the age of five and a half
weeks sold for twenty-five dollars. From the

15th of May to the 29th September the milk she
gave weighed 3,900 lbs. the greatest quantity in

any one month was 1,071 lbs. in June; and the

greatest in any one day 48i lbs. She made 43i lbs

of butter in June, and 127 pounds from the first

of June to the last of September. Iler keeping
was common pasture with six quarts of shorts in

two pails of water per day.

Mr. Charles F. Putnam, ofSalem, from a cow
raised in Vermont of native breed, prociu'ed from
Nov. 15, 1839, to Nov. 15, 1840, (bur thousand
two hundred and fourteen quarts of milk, averag-

ing twelve quarts per day for the year. Of this

milk he valued as sold 3,333 quarts at 6 cents,

and 881 quarts at 5 cents, making $244.03: The
cost of keeping, driving and milking he estima-

ted at .S91.53 ; leaving the net profit of the cow
for the jcar $152.50.

Mr. Josiah Crosby of Andover, Jlass. from the

Countess, a native cow, fed entirely upon hay and
grass, obtains an average of about 16 quarts of
milk jier day—her milk containing an uncommon
quantity of cream.
The above cows received premiums from the

Essex Agricultural Society as follows, viz ; Mr.
Johnson $15; Mr. Spofford §15, and Mr. Crosby
$10. The success of the several gentlemen
shows the great imjiortance of selecting good
cows. Much is due to the quality of the animal.

A poor cow well kept will-give little profit: but

Scarcity or Hay.—The " lingering of Winter
1 the lap of Spring " has created a scarcity of

hay throughout New England almost without a
parallel. Had the means ofintercommuiucation
been no better than they were thirty years ago,
thousands of cattle must have starved. In the
first settlement of the country, farmers short of
hay used to go into the woods and cut down
beech, oak, maple and other trees, and from the
buds and sprouts of the tops of these, the cattle

subsisted. We learn that in consequence
of the general scarcity, the price of hay in Cale-
donia county, Vermont, has risen from five and
six dollars (the usual price) to twenty dollars

the ton ; and in many places hay is not to be
procured for any price.

How Hay may be made plenty.—The scarci-

ty of good English hay, the high piice it always
hears in many places, should lead the attention

of farmers to the best means of increasing its pro-
duction. It is a lamentable fact that upon soil

capable of yielding the very best crops of hay
scarcely sufficient of the article is annually pro-

cured to pay for cutting, curing and gathering it

from the ground. On hundreds offarms the pro-

duction each succeeding year grows less and less.

How should the evil be remedied ?

Where the worn-out or bound-out mowing
ground is high and dry, and not too rocly^v (or the

plough, the better policy will be to break up so

much of it as may be well manured. To be able

to manure the ground, the farmer should lose no
opportunity to increase its quantity : he should

scrape up and clean up in every direction. If

be cannot make enough to give his worn-out
land forty loads to the acre, let him give it thirty,

or exen tw'enty : first plan.t with corn or pota-

toes, and afterwards lay down to grass with
wheat, barley or oats. The two first crops will

pay all the expense of labor and manure ; and
afterwards the land will produce for two, three

or four years, four times and in some cases ten

times its i)resent value of a crop of liaj'.

Where the bound-out laud is rocky and rough
and dry, let it at once he turned into pasture, or

if good for nothing (or pasture let it grow as soon
as it will into wood. If it is not naturally inclin-

ed to grow wood, the sowing of acorns or the

seeds of the maple, with fencing and shuttingout
cattle, will in a few years be repaid ii\ the pro-
duction of a fine growth of wood and tiiiiher.

{^j^ See Doct. Fisher's Journal in the present
number of the Visitor.

In low lands natiually inclined to wet, whether
with or without rocks, with or without a hard
pan—as well upon flat elevations and side hills as

in drained swamps—the crop of hay may be in-

creased to almost any extent by a process more
sinjple and less expensive than ploughing and
hand cultivation. Of this there can be no mis-
take. The method of making compost manure
is the most simple that can be imagined ; it is

done with facility on the sides of roads, in the
cow and hog yards. The refuse of chip yards,
leaves from the woods, peat or mud taken (iom
ditches, leached ashes, earth taken (iom the
back yards and sink spouts, the scrapings from
streets—a mixture of almost every refuse article

that can be imagined—will serve as materials (or

compost manure to be used on mow ing land
such as we have last described. The experiment
has been often tried, and on moist and wet ground
will not fail. The compost, diluted with sand if

t!ie ground is clayey and tenacious, may be
spread, and into this hcrdsgrass seed sowed will

take root. Where it can be done, the land, after

the compost is spread and seed sowed, should
be cut up with the teeth ofa harrow, or excoriated
with shai-p points fixed in a heavy roller. There
is a piece of ditched swampland in this town be-
longing to Mr. Abel Hutchins, situated in the
roar o(" the State House, which was prepared in

1810, more than thirty years ago. First a ditch

was cut around it, and clear sand put upon it ta-

ken from the sand hill near it, carted on in the
winter, when the morass was frozen ovir. This
land was at first jiloughed and cultivated. Laid
down to grass, fioni that day to this it has annu-
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ally produced from two to three tons of hay to

the acre. All that has been done to it has been
once in five or six years the spreading over at the

rate of ten or twelve loads of light manure to the

acre and the sowing in of herdsgrass seed. The
great failure in the crops of hay is because far

niers suffer so much of their most valuable lane

to lie inert.

Cultivation of Flax,

Two years ago we called the attention of the

farmers of New England to the raising of flax.

Generally soil that will grow good spring wheat
will grow flax. Every farmer who has a family

of daughters would do well to prepare his ground
and attempt to raise a patch of flax.

A wiiter in the Philadelphia Farmer's Cabinet

(an excellent monthly agricultural paper) says
" it is understood that large quantities of the arti-

cle (flax) in a drsssed state, and immense quan-
tities of the seed, and the oil expressed from it,

are annually imported from foreign countries at

a great cost to the nation."
" Moileru improvements have been made in

machinery, and in preparing this article for man-
ufacture, and it is now ascertained that it can be
spun and wove with nearly or quite the same
facility as cotton. The improved preparing and
bleaching processes give it almost the fineness

and soilness of silk."

With a soil and climate as well adapted to the

growing of flax as any country on earth, and with
hands and artisans as ample as any other country
for its pre|)aration and manufacture, is it not as-

tonishing, that the linen fabrics, which come in

duty free, in the year 1839, should have amounted
to the sum of $7,750,33() ': Flax seed also comes
into the country duty fiee ; and many thousand
bushels are every year introduced from the East
Indies, on the other side of the globe. The raw-
flax, the seed and the oil, added to the linen man-
ufactured goods which are brought into the Uni-
ted States annually, may be counted ut the sum
of ten millions of dollars !

It would indeed require a rich country, as the

Cabinet observes, to stand such an importation as

this ; and it is a no less unnatural state of things

that the United States should import ten million

dollars in articles the production of flax than that

they should import twenty-five million of dollars

woith of silks in a year.

We will not long do this : the sending State

certificates to Europe as a part of the two hun-
dred million dollars of State debts, has brought
these immense importations of linens and silks

into the country. The facilities of credit, the

temptations for speculation, which have been

stimulated by the desire to grow rich without

labor, have turned the heads of the people, male

and female, upside down. They can buy every

thing so cheap and so easy, that it is the merest
folly for any man or woman to raise or make
what is brought to them and forced upon them !

There are hundreds of farmers who will tell

you, if you attempt to raise a new croj) or in-

crease the products of your land under cultiva-

tion, that it will cost you more than it will come
to. There are rare speculators and usurers who
find it so much more easy to accumulate by buy-

ing and selling, and loaning money to the im-
provident and necessitous, that they will not only

not put their hands to any useful occupation, or

employ and pay others for doing it for them, but

will even taunt those who strive to make their

efforts usefid with laboring in vain. Nothing
seems more to gratify the croakers than the pros-

pect that the drought, the frost, the blight, and
the mildew will make the tiirmer's labors "a losing
business.

How long will that country which produces
nothing be able to purchase cheap articles?

We want linseed oil to paint our houses and for

other purposes—we want fine and coarse linen
fabrics for the clothing of our families. Suppose
we can buy the foreign article cheap ; will it not
be better to raise and manufacture for ourselves
than to run into debt for the purchase even of
the cheap article ? So certain as we buy more
than we sell, whether what we buy and sell be
cheap or dear, we are contracting a dcibt which
will eat np what we already possess. The mere
sharper may congratulate himself that he is

growing rich while those around him arc beeoin-
ing more poor: when he has preyed ui)on the
lillle property of the lust man, how shall he con-

tinue to accunndate ? If all the world, like him,
dei)ended for thrift upon the labors of others,
where would be found property, any thing valu-
able to be scrambled after ?

Kennebunk, Maine, April 17, J 840.
Governor Hill—It may be worth while to le

coi-d the fact for future reference that on the 15th
of this month, the sledding was so good that I

saw loaded ox-teams in this village from Alfred
and Sanford, one twelve, and the other fourteen
miles distance. The sleighing is brisk as at any
time during the long winter past. Many sleighs
are here from the neighboring towns. There is

much old snow on the ground yet, and the fiost

out only in few places. The snow is deep in the
woods, and the pastures and fields mostly cover-
ed. VVe have not had a more violent snow
storm this year than the one experienced here on
the 14th ofthis month; the weather cold.

Yours, &c. O K .

A Goon omen!—On Monday, April 19, the an-
niversary ofthe Lexington battle, a large hawk fly-

ing over the village, frightened probably with the
punishment which should await his cruelty and in-

justice, dropped in the garden directly in the
rear of our barns a fine large domestic hen. The
hen at first retreated to a covert, but finding she
was not in an enemy's country, soon added anoth-
er to the flock of more than twenty which for
the few past weeks have daily produced from a
dozen to twenty eggs. If the above means any
thing, it is, that good shall come to vs where evil has
been intended.

N. B. We attribute our great abundance of
eggs to the buckweat which grew finely last sum-
mer in spite of the drought on newly broken up
pine plain land that stood in forest two years ago,
as being the best of all materials for fowls.

From the Farmer's Monthly Visitor, April, 1839.

In Andover, in '38, three farmers all of good estate.
Sat out with propects fine, to see who 'd kill the largest

The na
, were William,

lilt, but Willia

bcga

of these ambitious three

James, t and Joseph E.t
The hogs were killed—acknowedgei

beat in spite of that.

The senior James ho doth deny, that
to try-

But James the second § must stand in, although his hog
was rather thin

—

"

I hope my neighbors '11 not think hard to read a line from

As it 's the tirst I 've undertook to rhyme the pork before
'twas cook'd.

* William Graves', 717. t James Marston's, 57) . Jo-
seph E. Fellows', 565. ^ James Marston's, jr. 493.

Andover, East End, Jan. 30, 1839.

Mammoth Hog, larger than the largest!

Mr. Editor—James Marsto.v, jr. slaughtered
a Hog on the 13tli inst. weiahing740 pounds, and
girthing 7 feet. Beat this, William G.
Andover, East Village, April 13, 1841.

Farm House Agriculture.

Mr. (JiLMAN,the ingenious Arcliitect,lias furnish-

ed u."-', in the fourth number of Farm House
Agncukurc,the jilan of a House and buildings cal-

culated to meet tlie «unts of the largest portion
of the farming interest. Tlic IIouso and out-

buildings are ingeniously laid and arranged, with
all the variety of conveniences and improve-
ments that may he imagined, and upon his plan
may be completed at an expense much less for
all than is sometimes laid out on a single dwell-
ing alone with far loss accoinniodation "than this.

We regiot that tliis inleresling number must be
deferred to our next month's jniblication on ac-
count of our inability to obtain tho requisite en-
gravings in season for this number.

Birds.—We sometimes preach of birds—but
what is the use of preaching .' Our practice has
been for years not to let a single bird be shot on
our premises. No, not even the cherry bird that
comes without leave for his bag full of fruit, and
retires again without even singing for his supper.
Even the crow, the terror of the planter by the
wood-side, is more fond of mice than of corn,
and though he likes a few kernels during a very
short season in the spring to make up his meal,
he i)robably does us more good than harm by re-
ducing the number of the numerous vermin that
infest our fields. One half bushel of corn sown
on a field of six acres will effectually protect all

we bury in the earth. And wliat is the expense .'

It may be forty cents for a whole season. How
liltle compared with the e-xpense of trying to kill

them.
In regard to all other birds at least, farmers

should strictly forbid their destruction on any part
of their premises. We are likely to lie overrun
with worms, if we don't persuade the birds to help
us. Robins will build their nests close to our
doors, if we make no war upon them—for they
fear the hawks when they build near the woods.—Boston Cultivator.

Yankee Intrepidity.—We do not remember, among
the many anecdotes of duelling, to have met with one dis-
playing more hardihood than the following, which, though
it happened many years ago, and was related to us by an
eye-witness, we have never seen in print.

Mr. Spring had a farm on an island in Saco river, from

nett. The channel was not very broad, and a few rods be-
low were some considerable falls. Spring built abutments,
and laid the string-pieces ; but Dennett came in the niglit

and tore them down. Spring, naturally enraged, threaten-
ed that if he did it again, he should answer for it to him
per'^onally.

Unawed by this threat, no sooner were the beams again
laid on the abutments, than he destroyed so much of the

fiata

fall

would be as certain death, as from the Goat Island bridge
above Niagara.
According to his previous threat. Spring challenged Den-

nett to mortal combat. " I won't light," said Dennett,
"but I'll tell you what I will do.

" Well !

"

' I'll take a keg of powder with a lighted candle, and
carry it on the centre of that string-piece. "Sfou shall sit

down on one cnil of it and 1 on tlie other, till the candle
burns down to the powder. That will be the test of our
courage."
This terrible proposal was agreed to. The frail timber

bent beneath them as they coolly walked out and placed
the cask of powder in the middle, over the roaring flood
below, stuck tho blazing candle into it, and sat down to
watch its burning. Hundreds v.ere gathered on each side
awaiting in breathless silence the issue.

Spring was a large fat man, and as the candle burned
slowly towards the powder, he was observed to grow more
and more nervous, wTiggling on his seat and looking ono
way and the other. .At last, when the flame was but half
an inch from the surface, he could keep still no longer, but
incontinently got up and made his escape.

Dennett, who had throughout displayed the utmost cool-
ness, now very carefully took the blazing candle out of the
cask, threw it into the water, and with the powder as his
prize, went oft' in the opposite direction. The building of
the bridge was for ever abandoned.

—

Buffalo Patriot.

STATISTICS OF THE LOiNDON POST OFFICE.

We gather the following facts from a report recently
made to our Government by Mr. Plitt, who was sent out
some time ago to Europe, by the direction of Mr. Van Bu-
ron. for the ['Urpcse of collecting information relative to

nd mail arrangement of the Old World.

—

iml
1 he aviTiii.-!' number

The avGragn number <

elivcry in the Lond
The .averaffe number of Icttci

ri
stoflice, is 75,350.
of newspapers rcc
pott office, is 1I,4C0.

' '

, daily posted i

ved daily, for de-

ved daily, for

go number of letters daily distributed and for-

i;e number of newspapers daily posted in

London, is S3,ilO.

The average number of newspapers daily distributed

and forwarded, is 3000.

In the London district post, the average number of let-

ters received and delivered daily, is 08,000 j number of
newspapers, 3,6C0.

Besides the letter-carriers, there are ,ilro attached to

the General Post, ninety-five belhi;en, who call at everv
house in their walk fcr IcUers to go by tho evening dcs'-

patch. They carry a IccUcd bag, with an aperture large

enou:;h to drop in alctlcr, v\hii:li can onlv be opened at

the post oince. ,\ny per. nn lining letters to go by thf;

mail may drop them into Uil- Li,i.! himself, pay the bellman
his fee of one penny for c;u h li Vcv nnd tl c ii may rest as-

sured that they will bo d(;spul.J:cd by liii' mail i.t'the same
evening.
Tho number of pest towns in tho United Kingdom is

3938; the number of miles upon which the mail in the
United ICingdom is annually cirricdhy mail coacliss, horfo
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.-.nd foot posts, 13 7,464,250; by rail vays. 98G,590 Ihe

annual coat of which, for the ronner,iB .t302,6o9 ;
lor the

railways, is £19,940.
, , . ,

Each mail is accompanied with a guard, armed with a

blunderbuss and pistols. The business has increased im-

mensely, since the introduction of the penny post system.

Notice to Post Masters and Agents.

f)?^ From information received, rve kate rea-

son to think there are hundrerls ivho took the last

year's Monthly Visitor who have not been supplied

with this publication since thefirst ofJammry simply

because the proper time of subscribing slipped their

minds, or else because there was no agent at hand

with whom to leave their names. We have plenty

ofnumbers printed to supply all such subscribers ;

and we will engage that they shallfind the four first

numbers of the year 1841 not less interesting and en-

tertaining than any other four numbers that have

been or Ml be printed. All swh subscribeis vntl

recollect thai every Post Master in the country is our

Jgent, and that tliey have only to retjuest the Post

Master of their town, or neighborhood, to forward

their names to be supplied at once Jor seveniy-fire

cents with our paperfor one year, lehichmyst be icorth

to them all more for preservation ajter it is read than

the amount paidfor it.

Every post master or other person who leill procure

and become accountable for ten subsa-ibers of the

Visitor, the present year commencing with the moidh

of January, beside the discount, shaU be entitled to

receive all the numbers of the two last years, as an

additional gratuity

Brown Corn.

Our friend B. Cooke, Esq. of Keene, N. H.

last season raised a fine crop at the rate of cue

hundred bushels of shelled corn to the acre.

The soil was that of the lightest plain lands up6n
which the beautiful village of Keene is situated

—it was "a sandy loam, with a sand bottom—

a

part of the field rather dry. The crop the pre-

vious season was corn and potatoes, a part of
each, on greensward, broke up in the spring."

Some would be of opinion that such land could

not be made to produce a large crop of any thing

:

they would tliiuk that a great portion of the

strength ef the manme, on thi.s land, must pass

off in the " sand bottom." The corn was un-

doubtedly nearly as good as it would have been

on ground wliere a hard pan prevents the passing

down of the strength of the manure. We give

the particular.'! of this crop of corn as described

by Mr. Cooke in the Chesliire Republican :

" After the gathering the crop, rather late in the

fall, a coat of the richest manure was spread and
plowed'in. Thus it rested till the spring of 1840.

Another coat of manure was spread and the land

well plowed twice, deep and fine, and harrow-

ed so that tlie earth >vas pulverised and the ma-
nure well mixed. The surface being levelled

with the harrow, the field was marked off into

rows just two feet and a half apart each wny,

with a simple machine made for the purpose,

drawn by a horse, leaving a furrow thiee

four inches wide,and about two inches deep, The
corn was jilantcd on the 13th of May, five or six

kernels to the hill. The corn was hoed three limes;

the first time great pains were taken to clear iho

hill of weeds and stir the dirt around the corn,

afterthat the ground was hoed rather lightly, just

enough to destroy tlie weeds. At the first hoeing

the cornwas thinned to four stalks to the hill; at the

i-econd to three. Tlie ground was kept entirely

level, not hilled in the least. The top stalks wer
cut at the tinie when the corn was so ripe that

the husks began to turn white next to the kernel.

The earliest ears were hard in one hundred days
from the time of planting. The whole field was
gathered some time in September, and on one
half acre, accurately measui'cd, there was a little

over fifty bushels."

BANK iSOTE TABLE.
Coirected lor the Bay State Democrat by .\llen it Co.

Exchange Brokers, No. i3, State street.

BILLS ^0T'B.\JSKABLE liN THIS CITY.
M.\IiNE.

Agricultural Dank, at Brewer, U a — per of. dis,

Bangor Comraerci^l Bank. Banpcr, 3~ a

—

'*

?.Ioi-cantile Bank. Bangor. .5 a

—

Calais Rank, at Calais, ^i a —
Damsnscotta Bank, 15 a 20
Stillwater Canal, at Oroiio, 15 a —
City Bank, Portijud, 10 a 15

Westbrook Bank, 3 a 5
Bangor Bank, J a — "

Lafayette, - a - ;•

Kenduskeag, 4 a —
Frontier, A ''

—
Oxford Bank, at Fryeburg, No sale.
" jor Bank, (old.) Closed.

Oldlown, atOrono, — a
•'

NEW H.\MPSH1RE.
Concord Bank, Concord, 3 a 10

VV'olfeborough Bank. 70 a — "
MASSACHUSETTS.

Commonwealth Bank, Boston, 10 a 15

Chelsea Bank, at Chelsea, 75 a —
Farmers' &. Mechanics' S. Adams, 80 a 90 "

JVahant Bank, at Lynn, 80 a 90

Fulton Bank at Boston, par a — "

Middling Interest, at Boston, — a 23 '•

Middlesex, at Cambridge, 5 a —
Norfolk Bank, at Boibury, redeemed at their counter.

Roxburv. do. No sale.

RHODE ISLAND.
Scituate Bank, 20 a — "

VERMONT.
Bennington Bank, at Bennington, 3 a ft "

St. Albans, Si. Albans, 3 a 3 '•

Manchester, at Manchester, 2 a — "

Essex, at Guildhall, 75 a

—

Montpelier, at Montpclier, 3 a & "
CONNECTICUT.

Housatonic Rail Road Co. 2 a — "

The other Banks of New England are received at the

Suffolk Bank, and bought by '.he Brokers at \ per cent,

discount.

WOOL—By auction, 15 hales Spanisl

4, 6 and 8 mos ; 1 bale Saxony, at T7c;

THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK MARKET.

From the Journal of Commerce, April "0.

COTTON—There was considerable activity, especial

ly towards tlie close of the week, and some sales were
made at rather higher rates. The demand is entirely for

^Lles HM bales Upland and Florida at % to lOJ.

1800 do Mobile at Sltollc.
nao do New Orleans at 9|tollc.

Total 81O0
With some small lots fine New Orleans and Mobile at 11}

to 13c. The stock in market is about 60,000 bales,

though a large part of it is not at present offered lor

sale. The confidence in short crop becomes more com-
plete as the deficient receipta at the South are develepcd.

.\ decline in freights and advance in exchange have liene-

ooU t^aguayra ai lUj lo lujj ; luuu maracaioo at luj to lOJ ;

200 Java at 12* ; 60 Sumatra at lOJ, all 4 mos ; lOOO bags

and 100 bbls Sl Domingo at 8| to U, cash.

DRUGS AND DYES—Sales 6 coalis Cream Tartar at

18o; 10 tons Soda Ash,. (80 per cent,) atSgc; 40 casks
inferior Dutch Madder at 6 ; 400 bags Palcrirto

"

io5,4mos; Oil Peppermint at 5187^, cash.

FRUIT—Sales of 1500 boxes Bunch Raisins at $i 124 S

4C0 boxes Cluster do at gl 37} to gl 40; 230 boxes Snr.yr

uado at 4ic ; 40 bales Languedoc soft shell Almonds a

154c; Patras and Zante Currants at lie; 1100 drum;
Turkey Figs at 8 to 9.^c for good ; 600 boxes good Sicily

Lemons at .SI -i ; '.'i:u b.iMs poor Sicily Oranges at 5123,
FlSil— ' ^'' I'.ivf been sold during

the «,,:, n.ial; 200 bbls No. 1

Mackri. :

I
.

MOl.X : — I'orto Rico at 30
31c; ab.iui ....:< ^..^ .-.... '.Ji:Lansat26 toStJA; 273
hhds New Ibcria at 27c ; IBU hlid.5 Trinidad at 25to'"23A(

200 hhds Cuba at 20 to 214c, all 4 mos.
OILS—A cargo of 200O bbls Whale sold at 29 to 29^.

Sales to the trade at 30c, and dealers generally are firm i

asking that price. Small sales of -Vmerican Linseed Oil

at 78c. cash, and 80c, G mos ; 20,000 galls English
brought 77c, cash. Sales of Olive Oil at §1,30 to 1,35 per
gal.

PROVISIONS—Tl-rro !;.. l>pr-I, r, Hlir !-n-irr - thi,

week, especially im I - 1. ,.,,.... r. .

There liavo been !-:>!'
\ • 1

i" \
I . I

, r

County at Sll; .M. ,^ . .'

-

Lnrdat 7,^ to 8c. 'lli l- 1- .1 1 .:i- .•• \'. . : l\".!,' r :. .[.t

prime, wtuch is very scarce. There have been ct'iisider-

able sales of Cheese, mostly at 3 to 5c, average about 4c.

Sales of CTO hhdsN. Orleans at 5^ to 7 cts, mostly at CJto
7 ; 350 hhds Porto Rico at 61 to 8 ; 175 hlids St. Croix at

75 to 94 ; 67 hhds Cuba at 6| : 12.'j0 boxes brown Havana
at 6^ to 11 ; 250 old crop white do. at 8J to 9 ; 209 bbls

white Brazil at 84, all 4 mos ; 270 bbls clarified sold by auc-
tion at 54 to 5| cts. cash, and 65 hhds N. Orleans at 6^ to

6.1, 3 and" 4 mos.
~S.\L'i'—Sales of 20C0 sacks Liverpool fine, supposed at

,« 1 ,i.;0
; 5000 bus Cadiz at 25c, 4 mos.

' SPICKS—Pepper sells in lots at 7c, 6 mos, and Pimen-
to at 5i, cash. Sales of Bourbon Cloves at 25c. By auc-
tion, 3500 mats Cassia were sold iit24.c, 6 mos.

TEAS—There have been public sales as follows—
Terms 6 nio;^—per ships Delhi and Washington—Young
Hvson, 7.SJ hf f liests at j:; to 54c ; 262 chests and l&l hf
at'58.t tn iVJi; iiq rhr.ns and 359 hf at 64 to G6i ; 220
chests', :.J7 It .:i.l Ji-ii 1.) lb boxes, at 68.t to 73.^ ; 9 cliests

and IM 1,;, at ',:, to 7;H ; 06 hfs at Slf to 8.>." Hvson—
:7o chc-t^ ;it bji to 660"; '26 hf at 81 ; 4 hfs at 94. 'Hvson
.-^km—:7l; chests at j7J to 66^0. Imperial—!5 hafs at 57

;

200. 13 lb boxes at 63^; 200 6 lb boxes at C6 ; 28 chests

and 4j |]f at70 to 72; 5 chests at 86. Gunpowder—14
Ills at hi ; 200 13 lb boxes at 62J to 63 ; 200 6 lb boxes at

.:
'"~ " "L. .: 10.

Pouohcp.g

200 13 lb boxes at 60. Souchong—237 hfs at 57 to 61 ; 100
12 lb boxes and 67 of 21 lbs at 64 to 64^. Oulong—83 hfs

Spanish sold at29i a 59c
bale do. at 50, 6

CORN EXCHANGE—The demand for Flour has been
of a moderate character. Genesee has been steady at g4
94 a 5. Considerable Troy has come down and been sold

at gi 81. Georgetown and Howard street are Jj[4 75, and
in small parcels 54 8'. Ohio via Canal is at the same
price witn Genesee. The demand has been chiefly coast-

wise, not at all for exportation to Europe. Sales of Jer-

sey Rye Flour at g2 'o and North River at ,(J2 50 a 2 62.

The last sales of Corn Meal were at 13 25 lor puncheons,
and 52 75 for bbls Brandywine, cash. 5000 bu. good Ohio
VV^heatsold at 95c. and another parcel was taken at about
the same price. Rye sold at 51c, taken at the boats, and
53c deliverable. Three cargoes of Jersey Corn were sold
on Friday and Saturday at 31c, 56 lbs. and a cargo of South-
ern at 52c, measure. Oats are iicarce. Northern 40c,
quick. Jersev 35c, Southern 26 a 27c, bu.
JIONEY 'AND EXCHANGES—Money continues

abundant at 6 and 7 per cent, the Banks taking all the sat-

isfactory paper offered them. There are few shipments of
specie, while it is coming in from all directions. The
Havre packet took 85,000 Mexican dollars. Bills on Eu-
rope rose a little lor the Cunard steamer of Saturday.

—

In domestic Exchanges there were fluctuatioM a« (uual,

but not strong tendencies any way. Stocks are heavy, and
those of uncertain value declined.
BUSINESS GENERALLY—The past has been a

week of large business in all departments, especially with
the jobbers and grocers, in the country trade.

PRICES OF EXCHANGES AT NEW YORK-On
ston,n

S. C. I},

'STOCKS-^lndiana, iper cents, 52; Illi-

nois, 6 per cents, 48 ; Ohio, 5'6, 75 ; New Y'ork. S's, 84

;

Ohio, e's, 90.

B.\NKS—The Bank stocks of the city of New York
sell at all prices, from 42 to 120 for the dollar. The
Banks of Missiusippi and Louisiana, in which large State

loans and other investments have been made, stand from
S to 75 p.;r ceut. United States Bank is fixed at about 18
cents for the dollar.

RAIL ROAD STOCK—The highest priced stock is

the Utica and Schenectadv, which is 132 ; the Utica and
Syracuse is 123.

In Massachusetts, the regular price of the Lowell Rail

Road stock is 113; Nashua and Lowell 110; Boston and
Worcester 105.

NEW YORK CATTLE MAR^KET, April 19, 1841.

(Reported for the Journal of Commerce.)

liecics—618 at market, including 50 left over lastweek.
159 >verc from the South, balance from this state—all sold
at SI to 9J, Meraging S8.J. Demand good.

Coivs ajul C'nfves-There were 70 offered, 45 of which
were taken at $20 to g-ia each.
Sheep—mo at market, all sold at $3 to $5^ each. Good

Huy—Sales by the load at 75 to 87^ cts per cwt.

BRIGHTON MARKET—Monday, April 19, 1841.

(Reported lor the New England Farmer.)

At market, 200 Br-rr ('ittto I-> voko Working O.'ien, 25
Cows and Calves. .:i(i -

: : i
'i',i; swine.

PuicKs

—

Betf r,,. -
,

. , inncc of the limited
number at market :i'

1
t.-d We quote ex-

tra 37 00 a 7 23. 1.: 1 ^iui'u. >-,7.) a 7 00. Second
quality, S6 25 a 6 50. Third quality, Hi SO a 600.

Working Oxen—Sales were clfected at g72, 80, 90, 95
and §105.
Cows and C'aJues—Sales 20, 22, 28, 33, 33, and J?37.
SAerp-Lots 3 75, 4 23, 4 75, and ^5 00.
Swine—\ small advance was eftccted. A large pro-

portion at market were sold at 4^ for sows, and 5^ tor bar-
rows. A few lots at 4| and 5^. .\t retail from 5 to 6A.

BOSTON MARKET.
[From the N. E. Farmer, April 21.]

SEKDS—Herds Grass, very little in market. Red Top,
new seed by the bag 30 to 55 c. Clover—Northern, 13 c.
—Southern, 8 to 9 c. Flax Seed, gl 37 to 1 50 bu. Lu-
cerne, 25 c. per lb.

FLOUR—Howard Street S5 37—Genesee S531—Ohio
S5 12.

GRAIN—Corn—Northern Yellow none—Round Y'el-

low 31 to 56—Southern Flat Y'tllow 30—White 48. Kvo
—Northern 60 to 65—Soutliern 50 to 55. Oats—Southe'ru
.SO to 31—Northern 35 to 40.
PR(iV-lsl(-i\s_Beef—Mess glOSO to 1 1 00—Prime

,.,'-.- I
••.•IK). Pork—Extra—1500—Clear 1450—

"I II ims—Northern 9 c. per lb—Southern,
1

--;: -ton9c.perlb.—Southern, StoS.^. But-
1. I — I , I . 1 : t . :2—Firkin 12 to 18—Shipping 8 to 1 1.

Wlinio Ho23 .]>. to 6 c—Pigs 5 c.

HAY, per ton, «18 to 19—Eastern Screwed 514 50.

CHEESE—Old 11 c—New «.

EGGS, 14 to 16.

WOOL—The market for this article has not experien-
ced any change of late. Pulled Wool is rather scarce,
and there is but a limited supply of low Fleeces, and of
fine Fleeces the stock is also moderate. Prime or Saxony
Fleeces, washed, lb. 50 to 55 c.—American full blood,
v^•aEhed, 47 to 51"—Do. S blood, washed, 44 to 46—Do. ^
blood, washed, So to 40—| and common do, 35 to 37—
Smyrna Sheep, washed, 20 10 28—Do. unwashed, 10 to 14
—Beng3si Sheep, 8 to 10—Buenos Ayres unpicked, 7 to
10—Superfine Norlherii pulled l.amb 43 to 46—No. 1

do. do. 37 to 42—No. 2 do. do. 26 to 30—No. 3 do. do. 18
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THE VISITOR
For the Farmer's Montlily \'isitor.

Blubber Oil as a Mauure.
As there lias appeai-ed in former minibers of

the Visitor soinethiug relative to Oil as a mauure,
it may not be uiiinterestiug to our readers to have
additional iufoi-mation. We subjoin the follow-
ing from the pen of a member of the Shaker So-
ciety at Canterbury, who has tried a series of
experiments in the above article as a manure:
We have made a variety of experiments on

Oil as a manure, all of which go to establish the
conclusion that oil in its crude state is not only
useless, but may be decidedly detrimental to veg-
etation, in consequence of which it should not
be applied to the soil in that state especially in

the spring. If it is, the fibrous roots running into

it will die as a mutter of course ; but if applied
in autumn previous, and well mixed with the soil

it becomes partially decomposed, and the follow-
ing season it will be found to promote vegetation
to no inconsiderable degree.

But in combination with ashes, l)y which it is

converted into a saponaceous compound, it is

found to be still better ; and this perhaps is the
cheapest mode of application. It should be mix-
ed in proportion of one quart of oil to the bushel
of ashes, thoroughly incorporated and allowed to

remain three or four weeks or longer. Of this

composition one-half pint may be put in each
hill, or if applied to the whole surface from thU-
ty to forty bushels to the acre. Last year we
made several experiments with this preparation.
Three rows of corn were planted as follows:

On the first, near one-half pint of the above com-
pound was applied to. the hdl and covered so as
to be excluded from the sun and air. On the
second, the same quantity or aoiica ..-.ii.w^,. ,i,.

oil ; and to the third, no addition was made to

the common dressing which the whole had pre-
viously received. In the fall the corn was accu-
rately weighed, and it was found that the row
which received the ashes only, and that which
had none, were very nearly alike, weighing 8i lbs.

each, while the same number of hills of the row
which received the oil and ashes [)rodticed 15i
lbs. of superior quality.

Again this same composition was applied in

the same manner to some root crops, and with
the same success—producing nearly or quite
double the quantity, plainly flowing it to be an
article %vorthy the farmer's attention.

But though the oil jirepared as above is good, 1

do not think it gives that permanent body to the

soil that it does when treated by the following
method :—To each load of vegetable mould or
meadow mud add from one to two gallons of the
oil. These should be intimately mixed and al-

lowed to lay in a suus heap at least three months,
by which time the oil will have become decom-
posed by the [lutrefactive process. It should then
be dug over and at the same time should be ad-
ded half a bushel of recently slacked lime or one
bushel of uuleached ashes to each load, aud suf-
fered to remain from ten to fifteen days. By
these an abundance of ammoniacal gas will be
eliminated, which will neutralize the acids in (he
vegetable matter, and render its fertilizing princi-
ple soluble in the moisture of the soil, and thus
give us the double benefit of the animal and ve;

etable substances. We are however but me:
tyros in this business as yet, and do not pretend
to perfection, but we have seen enough of it to
believe it will yet be a source of improvement to
the farmer.

We have noticed some complaints in the Visi
tor in relation to the destruction of the Ruta Ba-
ga by insects, commonly called lice, which 1 sup-
pose to be a species of Aphis. These insects are
very common, destroying many of our most val-

uable plants.

Last year we prepared a piece of ground for

that crop in various ways. To one portion was another the mauure directly from the horse sta-

applied the best barn manure. To another the blc. The first three were not in the least infested

manure from the barn yard. To another horse by these insects, while the last mentioned por-

inanure which bad previously been manufactured tion, although in the same piece, was nearly de-

to quite a different article by the hogs ; and to stroyed by them.

For tlie Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Farm House Architecture.—IVo. 4.
In this article I design to give a plan of a Farm-House, arranged in a manner to meet the want^

of the largest portion of the farming interest, giving accominodations in the house for an ordinary

sized family, and extensive conveniences for the business department of the farm. It is not, how-
', intended to suit all locations or all tastes, but only as a general design, shewing how the vari-

ous departments of the farm buildings may be connected without a violation of convenience, time,

cost, and labor. Every one knows the difficulty of making an arrangment of the buildings without

a knowledge of the place where they are to be erected; in a general plan, then, much may be se-

lected, and by a little alteration, adapted to the desired situation and circumstances. It is thought

that the accompanying plan contains quite as many conveniences as is usually found in houses of

the class in which it is intended to rank—those of the middling interest, or working farmer, and will

be found upon examination to contain many of the desirable qualities of an extensive farm estab-

lishment. The connection in the house is such as renders the several rooms pleasant and conven-

ient. The female labor can, in this arrangement, be performed with comfort to all : no long entries,

contracted stairways, encumber any part of the bouse. Wood, water, light, heat and air, can all be

obtained without sacrifice of time, if this design is carried out. The benefit arising from a well

arranged house can only be properly appreciated by the gentler sex. Their cares, their troubles,

their labors and enjoyments, are principally enclosed within the walls of the house. Every thing

that is added to the comforts and convenience of the interior, will render their cares less, and their

enjoyments more perfect.

In this plan the parlor and sitting-room open directly into the kitchen : a bed room is attached

to the sitting-room: the pantry, cellar way, back stair way, back entry and pump room, are all ad-

joining the kitchen, aud so placed that no one interferes with another; yet all, are well located ai'ound

the laboratory of the farm house, the kitchen. This plan does not provide a dairy, but one could be

arranged in the cellar ; or, if that is not desirable, the room marked on the plan as a granary, can

be used for that purpose, and by supplying the room with shallow troughs and letting in water

from the pump, it may be made sufficiently cool and suitable for a dairy room. The granary can be

transferred to the attic room of the same building, which affords abundant space for all grain, &c.

that is desirable to be kept in dry places.

The roof of the principal house is high, and will, by putting in two windows in each end, afford

space for fom- bed rooms. The piazza on the front part is simply constructed, cheap, in good

taste, and adds more to the beauty of the hwise than any other ornament that can be applied to it.

Ii l.„i..^o=,.u tinj iiavcnci iviii. :j^u>. „r »..„r.... -...1 oloonnce. and adds ilistlv to the pride of the

owner. The piazza should not be so tieep as to shade the windows too much : a northern winter

sun should never be shut out from our bouses—nor need it be—with a little precaution. A
sufficient depth should be given to it to shield the sun in hot weather, yet shoal enough to admit
the ra3'S in the cold season. It is advisable that all should place their dwellings in a position to re-

ceive as much of the sunbeams in the several rooms, as is possible. Some there must be without

them ; and the kitchen, if any, may be so placed without disadvantage : the greater amount of fire

kept in that apartment will make up for the want of the pure rays of the sun. It has often been
noticed by the writer, that tpuementsin the narrow shaded streets of our large cities, appeared cold

and moist to the senses ; and the atmosphere is exceedingly unpleasant to those who have been ac-

customed to the fresh air and free rays of a country sun. " Where the sim never shines, the phy-

sician is always found,"' is a saying, worthy of remembrance by every one who builds a house.

Most persons know the unpleasant sensations on entering a room that has long been kept dark, and
scarcely less is the effect in a room that is never open to the light of the sun without some means
of artificial heat and ventilation.

DcsiCT a

Fig. 1, IS A GROUND plan op a farm house and the xn-ecessart accompanting buii.di.vgs.

.iccommodatwn.—This plan represents a house, 40 by 34 feet, with a porch, in the rear connecting

with the out-buildings, 15 by 12 feet; the house contains piazza A, 4 feet deep; par or and sittnio

room, B and C, 16 by 14 feet each ; front entry and stair way, D, 7 by 10 feet ; kitchen., wttli lire-
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place oven, &c. E, 15 by 18 feet ; bctl room, F, 10 by 15 feet
;
I'anlry, G, 8 by 10 i'eet ; and stair-

way, 3by 10 feet; back entry, M, 34 by 10 feet; iiiinip room, 1, 11 l.y 14 feet
;

piiiiip, P. The oth-

er Bccotnmodations are, vat house with boilers, J, 11 by 14 ; viits, ii, h, c
;
granary, K, 12 by 14 jeet;

tool house and work shop, L, 15 by 14 ibet ; wood house, M, 24 l\v 14 feet ; stair way to the attic,

e,3 by 14 feet ;
passage way, N, privy, O, 10 by 6 feet ; pigse'T. I', 10 by 14 feet ; store piggery, Q,

10 by 13 feet; watering shed, R, 10 by 20 feet ; with trough, a, and conductor fioni pump shewed

by dotted lines flirough the vat house ; poultry houses, S & T, 10 by 6 feet, each ; cattle stalls, U,U,

12by 36 feet; vat in the barn yard sunk to the level of the ground, U, 12 feet deep and 10 feet

square ; cattle stalls, o o o ; horse stalls, s s s ; passage way, r ; barn floor, t ; barn cellar, W, 12 by

14 feet, 8 feet deep ; barn doors, u u : windows, v vv ; barn drain, a a, leading into vat by the drain,

c; barn, 40 by 60 feet; wing sheds, 12 by 12 feet; main out-building, 20 by 64 feet.

In the house the cellar way is under the back stairs ; a door might open into tlie entry from the

cellar way, for the convenience of storing or taking out articles from the cellar. There might be a

rolling way or outside cellar door on the southerly or easterly side of the house, to receive heavy

aiticles into the collar Thepaihn jnd -.ittin<> loom aie each ^iipplitd «itli clostt= under the front

entry sUuis Space uiU be found m tin ^koiuI floor foi clothe'- piebM>, ^c

Fig. 2d is a bird's eye vie

Cotulruciion.—The piazza on the front is

iclosing the ends. If the liou.se is

' OF THE WHOLE OF THE BUILDINGS.

ipported by four turned columns, and two ante cor-

ated with a southern aspect, the close ends will break

off easterly storms and cold winds : the front door is finislied with side lights extending to the floor,

and will give abundance of light to the entry and stair way. The coinmniiicalion between the

front chambers must be by coming down to "the broad stairs and rising again. This is not objec-

tionable, because there are other communications with the same rooms. It will be seen by a glance

at the elevation, that the bain yard is wholly enclosed by the sheds and other buildings. In anorth-

eri4-«limate, this manner ot yarding cattle is very desirable, as it mu.st promote the comfort, and
consequently the health of the animals on the farm. This yard can be enlarged ti) any extent with

a trifling expense. The piggeries and poultry houses adjoin the yard, and may be let into it, or

setoff apart as occasion may require. The watering shed is conveniently located, both for cattle

and for their attendants. The pump is not exposed to the weather, and need not be stopped by

the frost. The vat house is supplied with two boilers and three large vats, to prepare the food for

hogs and other animals. A conductor runs through it to convey water to the watering trough.

The granary is supplied with bins and is conveniently placed in relation to house, bani, or out-

houses. Work shop and tool house opens upon the end, rendering it easy of access foi the storage

of tools. Cattle sheds are supported by two posts each, and open to the farm by doors on each
wing. The stalls and the construction of the bai-n will be a subject for a future number in detail.

Situation.—This plan is particularly calcula-

ted for a level spot of ground on an elevated siic.

The arrangement is close and compact, and «ill

appear orderly, yet picturesque. Most people
would be anxious to surround the house with
large trees; but it would be advisable tojilace the

large trees in the rear of all the buildings and
surround the house witli low shrubbery, but not
too near. Neitheris it advisable to plant creep-
ing vines around the piazza, as they encourage
the growth of insects, and produce dampness.

S. OILMAN, Architect.

Manchester, N. H.

From the Magazine of Horticulture.

An arcount of the method of planting and manag-
ing PEACH ORCHARDS, as practised in jYeic Jer-

sey. By T. Hancock, nurseryman , Burling-

ton, N. J.

The peach tree is very extensively cultivated

throngliont New Jersey, and large quantities of
rh( liuit IK aiiMudIv suit to the New York and
1 In! idt Iphi I nnik( t'- bince the opening of the

( onmiunication In i ail load between those two
(itii-, thiough the infciior of the State, it has

been the mean- of gicatly increasing the number
ol peach OK hduK, and many large and extensive

pi intations h.ive b( » n made. Within a few
Mai- liomthe ii neased facilities ofrapid and
-lie tnii-poitntion by lail road, between Boston,

I'lovidtnci, and Stonin^ton, the eastern cities

lm\ebcin supplied, to a \ cry great extent, with

New Jersey peaches, and the opening of such a

market has induced cultivators to plant more ex-

tensively, in order to supply the demand. The
crop proves a very profitable one for the light

soils ofa portion of the State, as the trees flourish

very well where the land is not sufKcieutly good
to produce but a very few bnsliels ofcorn to the

If the (ew following remarks, in relation to our
mode of cultivating the peach, will interest your
readers, you can give them a jilace in your pages.

I have an orchard of some extent' and have, iu

some seasons, gathered a very large crop.

When it is intended to plant out a good orch-

ard of trees, we generally select an elevated po-

sition, entirely unprotected by any timber or shel-

ter of any kind ; if a situation can be selected

near the bank of a river, the crop is more certain,

as the trees better willistJinH tl.u <\-n^t, >..i,;oi. „o

casionaliy does much damage.
Plough, and put the land in good condition for

corn or vegetables, and plant the trees twenty

j

feet apart each way. Continue to till the land,

taking offa crop of peas, beans, potatoes, or some-
thing that docs not grow too high ; wlieat, rye,

and oats are very injurious, and should not be

planted. The land must not remain without

tillage, as the trees would sooivbe injured, indeed,

nothing will kill a fine peach orchard sooner than
to let it lie in sward.

The trees should be two years old on the stock,

(fi-oni seed,) and one year from the bud, (the year
after budding.) This is considered as the best

age for tansporting. If the water stands near the

surface of the soil, or if the land has springs near
the ground. I should not deem it advisable to plant

with the exception of very certain crops. I have
lost two orchards, planted in this manner, while,

in an adjoining field, where t'le land, or a part of
it, was high, with a dry subsoil, the trees flourish-

ed, and produced abundant crops.

Light sandy soil, or light loam we consider the

most preferable for planting out peach orchards,

and 1 should judge, that on many of the elevated

knolls, in the vicinity of Boston, the peach might
be cultivated to good advantage, parlicuiarly the

earlier varieties. It is at least worthy of trial.

Yours, respectfully, T. HANCOCK.
Burlington, A''. J, Jan. 1841.

We have already iiotiL'ed Mr. Hancock's nur-
sery, and given some account of his peach orch-
ards, (Vol. V.,p. 3G5.) In the season of 1839, when
wo passed through Burlington, the peach trees

were breaking down with the heavy crops. Mr.
Hancock's trees were literally loaded ; and so
fast did they ripen, that the ground under nearly

every tree that we noticed, was covered with fruit.

The orchard contained about seventeen acres,

and was covered with healthy trees, and the crop
was estimated at two thousand baskets (about

fifteen hundred bushels,) which commanded one
dollar and upwards a basket in the New York
market The land was a light saudy loam, and
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would not produce, as Blr. Hancock informed 119,

five bushels of corii to the acre unless very heav-

ily manured. The ground was not planted at all

when we saw it, but it had been tilled with the

cultivator, to keep the surface free fro'ii the

growth of weeds, &c. The trees do not make a
vigorous growth, aud consequently do not need
but little pruning.

The great error in cultivating peach trees, in

New England, has been in planting them iu too

rich soil, and encouraging them to make a rapid

and vigorous growth ; the trees, iu consequence,
are overtaken by the cold weather, and the severe
frosts, of the early part of winter, before the

wood is fully ripe, destroy the young fruit buds,
oftentimes the young and tender shoots, and oc-

casionally the trees are killed completely down
to the roots. The very opposite course should
be pursued : the trees should be set out on a

light soil, and not encouraged to make a vigorous
growth ; the young wood will then get fully ripe,

and hardened before cold weather; the frost will

have less effect upon the buds, and, unless the

situation is very unfavorable, and subject to late

frosts in the spring, the chances are that the
trees will not be injured, and will [iroduce good
crops.

The cultivation of the peach has attracted more
attention, within a year or two, in the vicinity of
Boston, than lor some time previous ; to those
who are planting trees, we would reconmiend a
perusal of Mr. Hancock's conununication, con-
vinced, from the success which lias attended his
cultivation of the trees, that the information which
he has given will be found the result of experience
upon the subject.

—

Ed.

From the Magazine of Horticulture.

On the Propagation and Cultivation of the

Quince Tree.

The quince is a very beautiful tree when iu

flower, and when the fruit is ripe in autumn, high-
ly ornamental. It derives its name trom Cydon,
a town of Crete, fiunous lor this fruit ; whence its

generic name Oydonia.

The trees are easily raised by layers, or by
cuttings, taken from tha tioo in AprU. Select ji

shady place in order to platit them in rows, at

about a foot apart from each other, and about
four inches from plant to plant iu the wjws ; spread
over the surface of the ground rotten leaves, or

manure when the planting is finished, which will

keep the ground from sudden drought ; also wa-
ter occasionally, if there should be a continuance

of dry weather.

The year following, those tliat are well rooted

may be planted out in May, and those that are

not should remain another year. They may
also be propagated by budding or grafting ; and
these trees will bear fruit sooner, and are gener-

ally thought to be more prolific, than those rais-

ed by any other method.
The best sort of planting is the Portugal, be-

ing highly prized for baking or stewing. It is of

a fine purple color when dressed, and is much
better for marmalade than any ofthe other V£(rie-

ties. The oblong or pear quince, and apple
quince, are also cultivated for family use ; but

the, Portugal sort is iu the greatest repute, either

for cooking or preserving.

The quince tree may be pruned much in the

same way as you would prune an apple tree, tak-

ing care to cut out all the diseased and dead
wood, and the cross branches in the middle of
the tree which injure each other by friction. Old
trees are very apt to have rough bark ; when this

is the case, it should be shaved off with a draw-
knife, and the stems washed over with soap suds
and tobacco water. The trees will thrive in al-

most any kind of soil, but grow the best in a deep
loamy soil, with rather a irioist bottom.
The quince tree also makes excellent stocks,

on which to graft pears, iu order to obtain

dwarf trees : for this purpose they may be
propagated by cuttings i)Ut in as before men-
tioned. The trees may be budded the second or

third year, according to the growth they have
made.
This fruit is but little cultivated, and, in con-

sequence, always commands a high price in our
market ; it is as easily grown as any other fruit,

and does well in situations where other kind of
fruit trees will not thrive. A little more atten-

tion to their cultivation, and a very handsome

profit could be realized from a limited piece of

ground.
Yours, J. W. Russell.

Mount Auhum, Cambridge, July, 1839.

Bone Manure.—In the Farmer's Register is

a record of a series of experiments by T. A. C.

Jones, to test the value ofBone maniu-e in coin-

parisonwith stable manure, and he arrives at the

following conclusions :

1. That when applied at the rate of from
fifty to eighty bushels per acre on the exhausted
lands of Virginia, one bushel of crushed bones is

more than equal to one cart load (25 bushels,)

good farm yard manure, in its effect on the

crop.

2. That the efiect of bone manure is more
durable than that of any putrescent manure usu-

ally procured on a farm.

3. That when applied to land which is in good
heart, the effect is much more powerful than
it is on very poor land.

4. That when combined with manure and apf
plied in the form of compost, {eight per cento-
bone dust with the produce of the farm-yard,) the

effect both instant and remote, fVir exceeds that

of any other application with which I am ac-

quainted.

And lastly, if stable manure has to be purchas-
ed, or even hauled more than half a mile from
your own stables, bone manure at 50 cents per
bushel, the price it cost me, delivered on my farm,

is the cheaper manure of the two.

Exportation of Bones.—We learn that Mr.
S. Titcomb, of Waterlbrd, Saratoga county, in

1839, sold to an Englishman for exportation twen-
ty tons of hones at eight dollars per ton—and that

the same person has fately written to Mr. Titcomb,
asking whether he r.ould obtain a further supply,
and offering at the rate of ten dollars per ton.

—

That a profit is realized by the exportation, we
have no doubt—but we would ask whether it

would not be better to grind and use these bones
at home, than to send this invaluable article

abroad, and import wheat and jiotatoes in re-

turn?

Great Yield of Ca phots—Mr Edgorton,
of Mount Moriali,K. Y. says :

''In 1839, I planted eight rods of groimd with
carrots, in drills twenty inches apart ; (they should
be two feet when the ground is suitably prepared

:)

the produce was 88 bushels, or at the rate of

1,900 bushels to the acre. I measured one that

was 18 inches in diameter, and the same in length.

I also raised a considerable quantity ofSwedish
Turnips, and Mangel Wurtzel. From the latter,

I could have selected 100 roots that would have
weighed half a ton. 1 am convinced there is no
crop that better repays a little extra labor than
carrots, or that is niore deserving of general cul-

tivation by fanners."

First settlement, a time of better thrift in Jfew-
lingland: Amusements and Holiday Pas-
times. Change of Habits and Temperance
Keform. Haid Cider supplanted : Apple Or-
chards turned to a more agreeable and better
use. G rafted fruit may be made a source of
great profit. Planting and budding young
nurseries the ready way to forward an or-
chard. Treatment of apple orchards.

The rolling hill country, rather than the plains

and valleys of New England, at the time of its

first settlement, was considered the best land and
was first cleared. The settlements thirty and
forty miles beyond the seaboard off of the rivers,

were scarcely begun at the commencement of the

war of the revolution. During the twenty years
subsequent to the treaty of peace of 1783, we be-

lieve nearly half of the present farms in New
England were cleared from the forest. Thou-
sands of young men, who had been more or less

employed in fighting the battles of the revolution,

now engaged in the honorable and noble busi-

ness of making new farms. Never was the capi-

tal of this section of the country faster increased

than it was duiiiig this operation. It was a

healthy increase—the striking contrast to that in-

crease which has so often since appeared in the

sudden growth of buildings and villages on cre-

dit and borrowed capital. It was a time of ex-

treme hard work to industrious young men ; but
it was a time of better health, of more salutary

recreation and of more real enjoyment than has

been presented in all subsequent time. The
habits of people were not then as refined as they

have become in later years. The men of those
da) s, although they worked hard, made more of
public pastimes than they now make of them:
their election days and their training days were
holidays. They had their shootihg matches—
their choosing of rival sides in hunting beasts of
prey, squirrels, birds, &c.—their parties for pitch-
ing quoits and playing ball and cricket—their
singing schools on the Billings platform—their
lively and innocent dances with no scientific
teacher to learn thein by rule the " music and the
step," tolerated and in some instances patronized
and encouraged by the Congregational Clergyman
of the ])arish. There were pastimes at the regu-
lar appointed seasons. Election day in the bud-
ding season of May was the time for the annual
ball at which the " fairest of the fair'' who were
approaching the marriageable state, were collect-

ed, adorned in all the beauty of simple attire,

generally a plain white dress as much more neat
as it was less expensive than the fashionable
dresses of the present day. Thanksgiving and
New Year were sometimes chosen for a repeti-
tion of the election day pastime ; but more gen-
erally those times were selected for uniting in

matriiTiony the hearts that had been made one by
months and years of previous tender acquaint-

ance. Then there was the annual return of the

husking moon, bringing lots of fun and frolic to

the sexes: the young men hastening the work
abroad to be treated within by the lasses with the

roasted and baked meats, or the huge pumpkin
pies and cakes, closed up with the game of for-

feits, the pleasing redemption of pledges, or the

irregular jig or reel after the music of voices

when there was not some one present expert at

the fiddle, the flageolet or the hautboy.

The honest rough manners of the men of
those days, when they failed to be controlled and
directed by the blessed influences of more deli-

cate women, sometimes led the young into ruin-

ous dissipation. The hilarity of the flowing
bowl, the " toddy, flip and punch," which have
undone thousands, were then but too common :

in some towns and neighborhoods it became a
besetting and oreaded vice. There are scores of
the first acquaintance of our early youth whose
[iroperty has been dissipated, whose life was made
miserable, and who have gone down to early
graves from the sin of intemperance which too
easily besets the careless and the inconsiderate.
The evil has been partially lessened by the ef-

forts of prudent and considerate men. Personal
example has done far more in the Temperance
reform, than all the societies of the country. The
country has somewhat improved, and it will im-
prove more, because the tyrant Fashion has been
conquered—because it is no longer required as a
matter of course when a friend or acquaintance,

or even a stranger makes us a visit, that we should
set before him the best of rum, brandy or other
strong spirit, or if he have not strength of appe-
tite for this, that he should have wine or some-
thing else diluted down to palateable smoothness
accordant to that appetite.

There are many ridiculous things in those who
have ainde the Temperance reform a hobby, that

have injured more than they have promoted the

cause. How can a man disgrace the temperance

zeal more, for instance, than to sign the pledge of

total abstinence when it is well known that he

now and then slily takes a glass where he thinks

he will not be discovered .' How little is that

man's example worth who abstains from strong

drink while it is known he has a su-ong taste for

it, and that his abstinence is not voluntary but

forced ?

In the first settlement of New England, the de-

signated spot for an apple orchard was consider-

ed as indispensable for a farm as lots /or arable,

pasture, grass and wood land. The orchard was
set out and grown then principally and almost

exclusively with the view to make cider. The
family coiild not get on without the daily use of

cider : not more necessary was meat, vegetables

and bread upon the dinner table than the accus-

tomed mug or !>itcher of cider. The farmer laid

uj) his tNventy, thirty, fifty, and more barrels for

his own use. The article was sometimes, we

need not sav of^en, used to excess—like inveter-

ate smoking and tobacco chewing the immoder-

ate use of cider in many cases led to killiug, re-

volting intemperance and dissipation. We are

glad to find that the tyrant Fashion has been re-

formed in this respect, so that at this time there
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who daily makes
is not perhaps one farmer in

use of apple cider as a drink- ^ o^

We are not of those wlio approve of that 1 em-

perance zeal which « >ew years ago demolished

some of the finest apple orchards m tte mterior.

It is our opinion that the zeal which destroyed

the apple orchards is not a zeal according to

knowledge. And we much regret the little at-

tention that has been paid to the cultivation ot

apple orchards throughout the whole interior ol

New England.
Apple orchards, in some parts of the country,

are brought to a far better use than the business

of cider making. There are hundreds of orchards

within ten miles of Boston, some of tliem from

the seed within the last twenty years, whose pro-

duce in apples alone pays to their owners the an-

nual income frequently of six i)er cent, on the

value of five hundred dollars tlie acre. In the

suitable ground it is found there is no cultivation

more profitable than that of apple orchards.

The utmost degree of useliilness ot the apple

is not to be compressed for the sake of the juice.

The pomace that is thrown away as worthless, is

a part of the apple more valuable intrinsically

than the juice itself. The apple as a fruit is eve-

ry where admired : the inhabitants of the tropi-

cal climates will throw away their most delicious

oranges and pine apples to taste the common ap-

ple. In our cities where all kinds of foreign

fruits are plenty, our native apples are preferred

to almost all other fruits as a dessert upon the

best and most expensively furnished tables.

In the cookery of pastry there is not an article

that more contributes to gratify the taste than the

apple: how delicious is the smoking dumpling to

an appetite procured from labor and exercise ; the

tart applesauce will frequently restore an appetite

to the valetudinarian ; and the pie from the dried

apple is among the first to be chosen by those

who best appreciate good living. Innumerable

are the uses to which ingenious cookery applies

the apple. Even those who repudiate cider

drinking find that the article may be coineited

into alinost as many innocent uses as the apple

itself. Vinegar not made from cider is but indif

ferent stuff. A pint of lively cider diluted witli

water and molasses with toasted brown bread u

the best substitute when a family of half a dozen

children are deprived of their accustomed bowl

of bread and milk. Not even the winter pot of

good " bean porridge best when it is nine days

old," stands better iu place of the bread and milk

when all the cows are dry, than the diluted cider

and toasted bread. Cider in this country, when

duly prepared and bottled, is better than Cham-

pagne wine, and may be made a substitute for

all the useful purposes to which wine has been

applied.
, , ,

But the principal use that we would make at

present of apple orchards in the country, would

be for every day fruit to be used in families. Ap-

ples are healthy to be eaten by children and all

young people—they are more palateable than al-

most any condiment. It would indeed he better

to convert the sour apjiles into food for cattle and

swine than to manufacture them into cider to be

used as a common drink. Until grafting shall

change the old trees,both sour and sweet apples as

food for hogs, cattle and horses, may be well

used to almost any extent: they are much inore

valuable to be thus used than to be made into

cider while the price is a dollar and perhaps

even a dollar and a half a barrel.

How much more gratifying than any other

method is the use of the apple for fruit. The
Russet apple, which at this season is just fit to

use, now sells in Concord for one dollar the bush-

el. This apple and the Baldwin is retailed at a

cent a piece, making the price probably equal to

two dollars the bushel. Capt. Connor of Heniii-

ier, whose orchard has been before noticed in

th<e Monthly Visitor, supplies many of the fami-

lies of this town with apples : he also supplies

several of the fruiterers, and comes here regular-

ly we believe once a fortnight or once a month.

The grafted fruit of his orcliard, we are informed,

gives him in cash not much short of five hun-

dred dollars a year. Mr. Paine of Chester, whose

orchard and improved land we noticed in the

December number of the Visitor, came here a

few days since towards the interior, instead

of the seaboaid, and thought he did well to sell

a two horse loaii of his grafted apples at two dol

lars the barrel.

We are surprised to be informed that iu many
of our best countiy farming towns there are no

grafted apple orchards. There can be no danger

of making good apples too plenty : if a general

movement should be made at setting out orchards

and grafting those already set out, the demand for

the next ten years would be greater Ihan the sup-

ply. Should rail roads be extended through the

whole length of New Hampshire from north to

south, there is no article more readily ])ortablein

any direction than barrels of apples. There are

large countries to be supplied with apples that

cannot produce them. The apple tree will floiir-

with good fruit only where there is a steady

freezing up of winter. Apples can never he

raised to any extent all along the seaboaid south

of Pennsylvania. They cannot be raised in

Great Britain or France. They may hereafter

lecome an object of extensive trade with the ports

of Europe by means of steamboat navigation :

they may be. sent at little expense from the inte-

rior to the seacoast by steam land carriage.

Some time ago, in the fall of 1840, the editor

of the Visitor had a call from Mr. Joseph Pin-

NEO, jun., of Hanover, who left a specimen of his

grafted apples. Mr. P. has for some years been

engaged in the business of grafting fruit trees and

introducing new varieties. "He has found thirty

kinds of choice native apples in the towns near

Hanover; and during the last fall he visited the

nurseries and fruit establishments in the vicinity of

Boston, where he selected twenty of the most es-

teemed and valuable kinds. His whole acquaint-

ance extends to 400 kinds ; and of these

made use during the present year of about 150

diiferent sorts. His business has extended so far

as to set from fifteen to twenty-five thousand sci-

ons in a season.

In the Monthly Visitor of August last, we pre-

sented some account of a visit at the orchard of

the Third Shaker Family at Canterbury, and of

the praiseworthy efforts of an individual of that

community, (Peter Foster,) in forwarding a

grafted orchard of seven hundred apple trees.

The product of his grafted trees the last year,

although few of the scions had been set but six

years, and the most of them two, three, four and
five icaii^, NVM nooily ono hlindrpfl lnishels_ of

apples. 3Ir. Foster, this season, has set a few

trees in the little orchard upon our own premi-

ses ; and in his mode of setting the grafts we
mark the improvement on those set by Mr. Pot-

ter two years ago. He makes use of a similar

wax to cover the part of the limb cut ofl^ This

wax is put on by a process much more siinple

than the old method of binding up the limb in a

comjiositiou of clay tempered with soil : but he

takes the limb of the tree where the scion is to be

inserted at a point where it is only about half the

size of those before set : and from the progress

which the old living scions have made and the

numerous failures, we think the smaller point of

the limb much more likely not only to live, but

to grow to a more perfect branch than the larg-

er size.

The process of budding is said to he very ea-

sy—it is done with a trifle of labor to the experi-

enced nurseryman. What more useful experi-

ment could a farmer perform, having a tact for

the business and leisure to attend to it, than to

select some suitable ground for a nursery—plant

his seeds at the proper season, and when tli

tain to the suitable growth bud them with the

kind of fruit wanted, noting each row so that the

kind of apple shall not be mistaken when the

trees are taken up to be transplanted ? Every

such tree, when fit to set out, would be worth and

bring a price that would pay the cost of cultiva-

tion many times over. A few nurseries like this

scattered in different directions would soon sup-

ply the country around them the materials for

more extensive" orchards ; and time in the giowth

of the tree, perhaps three or four years, would be

gained

lime water will also promote the health of a

'

grown apple tree.

Young orchards may be kept in vigoi

growth, the limbs of the trees of a smooth as-

pect, and the foliage of deep green, by washing
the limbs in potash water, and by keeping the

ground in cultivation with the plough without

striking upon the main roots of the trees. Fresh
soil taken from the woods and from richer spots

may be laid under the trees to advantage. Where
the ground is not ploughed, mow the grass and
let it lie under the Uecs.

Apple trees, whose growth has been retarded

by the want of proper attention, may be started

into

putting

growth by breaking up the ground and

better soil or manure about their roots.

It is said the ashes of anthracite coal are good to

be applied about the roots of all fruit trees, dri-

ving away worms, borers and insects. Scraping

the moss and rough bark from the body and limbs

of trees with a dull edged hoe or other instru

(U*" We are much pleased to see the editors of

Political, Religious and Literary Periodicals turn

a portion of their columns to the subject of Ag-
riculture. Many country newspapers, within the

last two years, have especially allotted a space

in their columns which had been devoted to

other subjects, to the matter of information to the

farmer. Let all unite in cheering on and encour-

aging the Fai-mer : let his profession take its sta-

tion at the head. Let it be made more honorable

to labor in the field in the frock and apron, than

to draw writs in an attorney's office, or "gild a

pill, or bleed, or blister," or live under some mis-

sionary agency where a man has not the heart or

the talent to live honestly by preaching or pray-

ing—and the general thrift and prosperity of the

counti7 will soon be apparent.

With great pleasure we copy into the Monthly

Visitor the following from the editorial columns

of one of the oldest political newspapers of New
Hampshire.—-Erf. Visitor.

From the Portsmouth Journal.

THE PURSUIT OF AGRICULTURE.
" Fair queen of arts ! from heaven itself who came,
•' When Eden flourished in unspotted fame :

" .\ud still with her sweet innocence we find,

" And tender peace, and joy without a name,
" That while they ravish, tranquilize the mind :

" Nature and Art at once

—

delight and use combined."

While the population of the United States has

been rapidly increasing, the number who aim to

accumulate riches without hard labor, has in-

creased at a greater ratio—and too many have

neglected the culture of the soil to enter on bii-

iness of questionable utility.

Agriculture attords more certain profits than

any other business. While half who enter on
mercantile pursuits fail at the out- set, and a quar-

ter part fail w+en advanced in life,—the failure of

a temperate farmer is almost unheard of.

Increased attention to agriculture and those

manufactures which are immediately dependant
upon it, would retain in our country much of that

wealth which is now sent out of it. The public

documents show that in the year 1836, (when the

scarcity of money paralyzed domestic industry)

no less' than 25 millions of dollars were sent to

foreign lands to pay for silk goods!—a species of
merchandize which can as well be produced at

home as cotton fabrics—although one which
scarcely receives a thought from the Atnerican

agriculturalist.

The dignity of agricultural pursuits is not suffi-

ciently acknowledged. What is commerce—what
are the ar<s—but dependants upon Agriculture ?

To what purpose is it that our canals—our rail-

roads, and the developementsof the great system

of internal improvements are going forward iii_

our country ? Is it not that the grand system of

commercial intercourse, founded on agriculture,

may be carried on with the greater facility .=

Let every farmer, but for one year, suspend

his toil to enjoy that ease in the sunbeams of

which he sees" many basking, and what would
become of every mercantile and mechanic inter-

est r

There is another reason why the ilignity of

this pursuit should be acknowledged as essential

to the stability of our National Wealth. We can-

not belter express it than in the language of one

who.se name stands high iu tlic unnals of our

country. " God has niado the breast of those

who la"bor in the earth his peculiar deposit for

substantial virtues. Corruption in morals, in the

mass of cultivators, is a phenomenon of which

no age or nation has furnished an example."
" The proportion which the aggregate of other '

classes of citizens hoar in any state to that of

its husbandmen, is as the unsound to its healthy

parts."

The community appear to he awakening to a

good operation. Whitewashing with I sense of their negligence to this department of
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industry The agriciiltuial and geological sur-

veys of several states, are coining at the root of

the matter: and these surveys ought to go on,

until the now more than half hidden resources ol

our counti-y are fully developed. It is to the earth

that we must look for the valuable and inexhaust-

ible store house of nature, filled with the rude ma-

terial for the productive laborer, and rich in be-

stowing the nutriment of life. A nation which

bases its hopes of prosperity upon any less sub-

stantial resources, can never acquire unfluctuating

national wealth.

At this time, it is for the interest of the com-

munity to hold out such allurements to agricultu-

ral pursuits that more may be induced to engage

in them ;—such inducements as will not only lead

to the cultivation of the distant sections of the

Union, but also to give that dignity to labor and

encouragement to nulustry, which will lead the

young men of New England, as well as the other

old states, to bring forth the whole strength of

their own native soil, before they will feel inclin-

ed to court the augmented privations and slavish

toil which must necessarily be submitted to in

subduing the soil of a distant region.

Li the old state of Massachusetts, where the

Pilgrims first turned the sod, an agricultural sur-

vey recently completed demonstrates that not one

iourth of what the soil is capable of bearing, is

yet obtained.

Tlie ample field for labor at home would em-
ploy every son of the New England farmer who
may come to thestage of action for half a cen

tury at least. There is enough land in New Eng-

land to sustain and enrich at least ten times ai

many agriculturists as are now employed. Then
why"do so many of our young men go abroad ?

Better far would it have been for many of them

had they remained in the land of their fathers.

Let the spirit of the following address, from the

pen of C. P. llsley, he difliised throughout New
England

:

Leave not your own New England soil

For clime more bright, more fair

—

Leave not your hill-sides and your streams,

Your own pure mountain air.

Though warm and fertile is the West—
Though lighter there the toil-

Still labor here reaps rich reward

—

Leave not your native soil !

Hn
Where all your treasures be

—

The old house by your father built

Under the waving tree :

That tree was planted by your sire

When young in years and toil,

'iXeath which in infancy you played—
Leave not your nalive soil

!

You will not leave your native soil

—

Your fields and pastures fair

—

Y'our greenwood haunts, the babbling str

That maketh music there :

You will not leave this sylvan home
Far from the world's turmoil—

Y'ou will not slight this friendly voice

—

Leave not your native soil

!

I know you love your native soil

With feelings strong and deep—
The old church planted round with grav

Wherein your kindred sleep.

Forsake not then the old homestead
1 foil-

lbe<
Leave not your native soil

!

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

On tlic necessity of Farming being taught as
a Science as well as a Practical Art.

The question is frequently asked, what forms a

useful and a thorough education for the farming

community ? The answer is, that in early years

they should be taught the theory and practice of

that employment which in conjunction with their

social rights and duties shall become their busi-

ness, that is, the means of livelihood, respectabil-

ity and happiness in after life. Even in Eui-ope

the want of a radical change in their systems of

instruction is felt to be of paramount interest, and
is warmly advocated by their best writers. " We
advocate," says the London and Westminster
Quarterly Review, " both for England and Ireland

the necessity of a national provision for the mor-
al and industrious training of the young; schools

are wanted, not such as are n.iw spreading over

the country to teach a little reading and writing

as if that embraced the whole business of life

and the whole duly of man, but schools in which
both boys and girls should learn to employ both

their heads nnd their hands—in which they should

be taught practically the use of various tools, and

which such general information should be im-

parted relating to different branches of industry,

to the rights and duties of citizens, and to the re-

sources of other countries and their own, as

would enable them to begin to mount the uphill

path they will have to climb in after life with a

heart full of hope, and with a spirit of energy

and intelligence which no difficulties would over-

come."

And if such a change is called for in Europe,

how much more cogent are the reasons which

call for a still more thorough change in our own
country of America.' It is in vain we look to

Europe for precedents; for the education be-

stowed upon the working classes there, is design-

ed to qualify them for the subordinate stations of

society—for labor and obedience as subjects. We
ivv people in government, manners and

laws,enjoying political and social rights unknown,

or at least not recognized in any other part of

the world. Shall we be indifferent to our own
rights and lose by apathy the most glorious prize

ever won by a nation's valor or perfected by its

wisdom.

Society is continually changing its relations,

and evolving new rights and duties ; hence what

might be considered a thorough education at one

period, might with propriety be deemed very de-

fective at another, when from a different organi-

zation the social elements had assumed a new
form. The earlier stages of society are general-

ly characterized by the assumption of extensive

individual and social rights and few duties : hence

from the frequent collisions between right and

duty, when all is claimed and nought conceded,

the natural state of man has been considered by

some philosophers not merely as a state of jeal-

ousy and suspicion, but of actual warfare. The
intellectual powers and physical energies are of

course directed to the best modes of attack and

defence, and success in arms is the pathway to

honorable distinction. To such an extent had

the passion for arms and for war arrived in the

twelfth century, that exclusive privileges and

prospective rewards were held out to such of the

nobility as would study those sciences which

confer a value on the learned professions and fa-

cilitate commerce. The wealth and energies of

the producing classes were the spoils of the vic-

tor ; but the sciences were not to be ravished by

force, but courted by persuasion. And hence the

Arts and Sciences, in the feudal governments of

the old world, have always stood in the relations

of Slave and Mistress to their noble patrons. In

America the situation of the laboring classes is

completely reversed. In Europe they are looked

down to for supplies ; in America they are looked

up to as sources of jiower. There they are to be

niouliled into peaceable and industrious subjects

minding their own business and letting thoaftairs

of government alone ; here into intelligent free-

men supplying the resources and controlling the

energies of a nation yielding obedience alone to

acts of their own legislation, and defending their

individual and colicctive rights by their own
valor.

Does not reason, then, point out a diflerent

course of instruction tor the two classes ? The
welfare of our nation, her resources, her free-

dom, her existence, is based upon the intelligence

and efficiency of our Farmers. A course of in-

struction lor "that class, then, which in other coun-

tries might be deemed of secondary or even mi-

nor importance, becomes here of the highest

consequence. The question to America is, what

it would be to Europe, whether their nobility and
aristocracy should be educated or ignorant in re-

gard to their rights, their duties and their privi-

leges, whether the sources of power and the

guardians of law and right shall be refined by

science and exalted by morals, or debased by ig-

norance, prejudice and vice.

As patrons of Agriculture, the first and the no-

blest lif Arts, we are required to bring intelligence

and industry to her aid—as legislators for the

equal rights of man, we are called upon to study

well the controlling influences of the human
mind, and the history of those nations and gov-

ernments that siill exist around us, as well as

those that have existed before us. As soldiers

guaranteeing the security of our own rights and

the protection of the rights of others, we ought

to bo acquainted with the tactics of other powers

in order to render efficient the defensive opera-
tions of our own.

But as the general principles, if not well tin-

derstood and acted upon, are usually conceded,
and writers upon the subject have been requested
to go more into detail, I wiU with all due defer-

ence to higher and more competent authorities

offer my own opinions on the subject under con-
sideration. As calculation serves not only to dis-

cipline tlie mind, but enters into all the business

concerns of life af\er learning to read and write,

I would recommend the Mental Arithmetic, and
as soon as convenient the Practical Arithmetic for

study ; Philosophy as the science of cause and
eflfect, with illustrations ; Analyzing, Engineering

and Surveying, as practical studies.

Every farmer ought to be able to make a geo-

metrical, botanical, mineralogioal and geological

survey of his farm, to analyze its constituent

principles with these passive compounds that

surround him, and be a suflScient engineer to un-

derstand the principle of dynamics, or those

powers which may be brought to his aid or are

within his control, of mechanics or appliances,

and of statics or weights to be removed or resis-

tances to be overcome. Farming then might be

studied under the heads of Agrestic and Domes-
tic Economy ; the former divided into Agricul-

ture, Arboriculture, Floriculture and Horticulture,

and the latter into building, procuring water, stor-

ing provisions, preparing food and drink, breed-

ing and training Domestic Animals, Manufactur-

ing and Accounts. Analytical and Synthetical

Chemistry should be practically illustrated on the

farm and in the house. If to this we add a

knowledge of the history and varieties, habits and

improvement of those animals tamed or that may
be tamed to our use, as well as of those, particu-

_ rly the insect tribes, that annoy us ; with the

elements of Meteorology and Veterinary, and the

principles of our Government and of tactics, and

render these sciences and arts practical by exam-

ple as well as by precept, we give to the produ-

cing classes an education suited to the elevated

station their rank and importance demands in so-

ciety, preparing them for skilftil farmers and ar-

tisans, sound legislators and able commanders.
Years nre spent in acquiring a knowledge of

the sciences, not with a design of applying them
to the arts, but with the intention generally of

taxing the produce of labor for the support of the

learned professions. Our scholars are not gen-

erally practical men; they possess frequently

much abstract theory, very little of which is re-

ducible to the practical purposes of life ; while

our artisans many times possess a good share of
practical experience with very little of those sci-

ences which teach the rationale of their trade, and
which would guide to speedy and succegsful re-

sult, operations now attended with much risque

and frequent failure. Many a scholar who now
appears dull and inattentive to speculative theo-

ries, would be highly interested in the philosophy

of his own business and the chemistry of his

daily synthetical combinations. Many who care

not whether Saturn is nine hundred miles or nine

hundred leagues from the sun, would like well

to know how to secure a wall pressed by a bank

of earth against the frost, or a clay bank in a

road from being miry in the spring of the year.

Our scliools,"our books, our teachers, all re-

quire reform. A teacher studying to get rid of

vvork, is certainly placed in an awkward predica-

ment to superintend the education of those des-

tined to labor for a livelihood with views and

maxims perfectly discordant in their tendency

and application, the one to become an oracle in

science or a bright star in the literature of his

country, writing essays tor the magazines, or

novels"for the gratification of a morbid curiosity

;

the others in the beautiful and expressive phrase-

ology of the schools to be hewers of wood and

drawers of water all their lives, bearers of bur-

dens for the gratification of the rich, and dupes to

the speculative genius of the learned. The result

is, as might have been anticii)ated, a rapid litera-

ture, a defective system of defence, public spirit

degraded into party violence and productive la-

bor depressed by the co-operation of its own
energies. M. F. MORRISON.

Bath, N. H.

HALF an ounce ofalum in ))owder, will purify

completely twelve grllons of corrupted water,

imparting no sensible degree of astringency.
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Annual Production of the I'nited States.

We have received the report of the Secretary

of State, giving the vahie and quantity of the

Agricultural productions of tliis country in 1839.

It is a most valuable document, and was careful-

ly compiled and arranged by Wm. A. Weaver,

Esq., the superintendent of the last census. A
more able and efficient person could not have

been selected.

From the detailed statements, we have made
the following abbreviation. We have added to

each article its price, as current in this market,

and therefore reached the aggregate value of the

prodnce of twenty-six states and territories.

Production of the United Stales and its Value in

1839, as officially published.

Kind.
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Tliere is no such tliiugas absolutely barren sands
;

the raius and snows will deposite something lii-

vorable to the vegetable growth wherever they

fall. The i)itch pine is best suited to the sandy
plains. Our bare and rocky hills would bear

the larch. The Duke of Athol has covered

10,000 acres of such land with such larch. Our
wet marshes or meadows are the most difficult to

operate upon, but tliese will bear the white cedar,

which may be introduced by simply sowing tlie

seed. As the forests are stripped away, the cli-

mate becomes dryer. Our streams dry up as the

woods—great reservoirs of water—are. removed.
These woods prevent the escape of water by
evaporation ; they soften the climate. They are

conductors of electricity from the clouds, anil

thus are contributors to the fertility of the soil.

Over a bare country, the winds have nothing to

break their force, and consequently sweep with
violence. A bare hill gives no protection, while
one covered with trees brealis the force of the

wind. By their annual deposites of leaves and
wood for decomposition, the forests contribute

steadily to the fertility of the soil. As fuel, our
forests are worth to the Cominonweallh $5,000,-

000 annually.

Farming in the Capital of New Hampshire.
Soirie of the best Farms in Concord are in that

part of the town called the West Parish. This
part, the native place of many enterprising men
who remain, a great company of Mbots am\ Far-
nuni!) and Dows, and not a few of the Carters

scattered over the whole town, is located tiot up-
on any considerable travelled road—it adjoins, in

the north-east section of HopUinton, another fine

district of farmers ; and the sections or parts of
both towns, as are many, very many of the finest

agricultural districts of the State, are seldom visi-

ted or seen except by the people who have busi-

ness directly with the farmers themselves. The
Concord West Parish farmers are more sure of a
crop of corn than they are upon the lightest and
best cultivated land upon the Concord intervale

:

their grain crops are better—they sometimes raise

good wlieat when that croii upon the intervale is

blasted. The land at the West Parish to the
north and north-west of Little Pond, lies very
Jiandsome for cultivation ; and the farmers from
that region sometimes bring us beautiful poaches
when none are grown in any otlier direction.

This best part of Concord is not often seen and
but little known to the hundreds of citizens from
almost every other town of the State, legislators

and others, "who annually visit us.

Tiie farming in Concord is not what it ought to

be, and what we hope it will be. There are ma-
ny hundreds of acres of naturally fertile intervale

upon the Merrimack river in this town : some
farms originally embraced more than a hundred
acres each. This intervale, when overflown by
the backing in of the frequent rises of the river,

is enriched by a sediment equal to a coating of
manure ; and there are many acres that will re-

tain their fertility in spite of the successive crop-

pings. Other parts of the intervale, more eleva-

ted and not often overflov.'ed, require a frequent

application of manure to keep up their fertility.

We regret to say that the cultivation of this ele-

gant tract of land has been but too much neglect-

ed—that no inconsiderable portion of it has been
cruelly kept from year to year under the skin-

ning jjrocess, and has grown poorer and poorer.

The original farmers of Concord, a sharp and
shrewd set of men, who came from Andover and
Old Haverhill, then several days' journey into the
country, to make a pilch on land they knew to be
the very best, soon became " good livers :" they
could not well help it, so long as a moderate share
of labor gave them abimdance of the fruits of
the earth. The sons and grandsons of that gen-
erntion, for some cause, have generally taken it

into tlieir heads that there were other easier ways
of making money than by farming. Some have
chosen learned, or mercantile, or mechanical
cupations, and settled down in other parts—a few
have become distinguished mtn ; but the busi-

ness of the farm, whicli was the origin of theii

prosperity, has not been advanced as it should

lave been. Our intervales do not present that

ne.itness and improvement that we see about
many other villages. And it is matter of regret

to witness men of money and affluence prefer

lather to prosper by lending their money on usu-

ry and adding to tlieir wjalth by the fruits of ad-

vantageous mortgages, than by the thrift of doub-

ling the value in the increased fruits of the earth

which they already possess. That example of a

rich man must be pernicious which leaves his

farm without improvement rather than ])ay the

wages of a laborer who could well earn on it

even more than their amount. We have seen the

rich man who was too indolent to work himself,

and too penurious tohire, let his fine garden grow
up to weeds. The doctrines which such rich

men preach are decidedly liad ; and their prac-

tice is even worse than their preaching.
In the present enlightened times the story

would hardly be believed that not more than half

a dozen fanners of the town are at all anxious to

pun^hase the great quantities of manure annually
itiade at the stables of the several large hotels of
this place : there are few who seem to be at all

aware that the increase of manure will multiply

the caj)acity of their land and its products in a

four-fold ratio. There are large piles of manure
lying in at least one stable of this town two and
three years of age, for want of a purchaser; and
this too while some accuse the purchasers at oth-

er stables by the year with the design of monop-
olizing the manure of the town !

We thiuk it a very good sign to see the fanner
coming into town in the winter for manure. For
several years we had seen Mr. George W. Dow,
a West Parisli farmer, coming into the street and
going out with his well filled wagon and a strong
team. Mr. Dow, also, has been a subscriber to

the Monthly Visitor ever since its commence-
ment; and the last time he called on us we had
the curiosity to inquire what progress he had
made in the business of farnpng, and gathered
information as follows

:

With little or no means beyond the labor of
their own hands, George W. and Thomas J.

Dow purchased a woin out finni near the West
Parish village of some hundred and more acres,

for which they agreed to pay .$1400. On this

farm, when it was first purchased, there was pro-
duced scarcely sufficient hay to keep a horse and
cow. The two brothers improved the farm for

foiu- or five years, considerably increasing its pro-
duction, and making from it profits with vvhicli to

])ay for the land, when Washington purchased
out Jefferson's half giving him $1500 for what
oi-iginully cost only ^700.
As a sample of the increase of production iqi-

on this worn out fiirm, Mr. Dow now cuts hay
sufficient to keep two horses, four oxen, five or

six cows, with young cattle and sheep. The rise

in the price of wood alone upon about thirty

acres of tliis land n)akes more than the differ-

ence between the original price of the farm and
that paid Ijis brother. Every cord of standing

hardwood is wortii at least one dollar: a ihw
years since, wood more than three miles out of
the village, was estimated as of little or no value.

Mr. Dow brings into the street his load of wood
worth from four to five dollar!!, and carries back
a load of manme which adds to the production

and value of his tarm more than twice the amount
of cost.

Upon five-eighths of an acre of the worn-out
finm, Mr. Dow last year raised 740 bushels of ru-

ta-baga turnips, after a crop of potatoes had been
taken off of the same land.

Mr. D. three years ago cominenced an exper
ment with lime and plaster side by side upon his

land. The first year the crop was a little better

with the plaster than with the iime. The second
year on tlie same ground the crop of wheat was
larger with the lime than the jdaster ; and the

tliird year large clover with no sorrel grew wher
ever the lime was strewed, and small clover mix-

ed with sorrel was the produce of the plastered

land.

Mr. Dow is of opinion, from repeated experi-

ments, that harrowing with an iron-toothed har-

row wheat and o.its after they come out of the

ground has a good effect ; and that the growth
and crop of oats will be increased by passing a
heavy roller over them at any tiirie before they

have" gained the height of four inches. Being
under a necessity of laying some stone wall on
the side of an oat-field, a heavily loaded drag
passed over them, and wlierever the drag passed
the oats were of increased size.

It is no compliment to the most wealthy far-

mers of Concord to say that to our knowledge
there has never been brought here a breeder of
cattle or horses of improved blood. We have

had some very good hogs from the Berkshires in-
tcoduced by our more enterprising neighbors, the
Shakers. If we have any improved cattle or
horses, we think they must have come in by acci-
dent. Mr. Dow, we believe, has the best bull
that has been kept in town for a number of years.
He drew for this animal the third premium at the
last Cattle Show of the Merrimack County Agri-
cultural Society. The cow which produced him
was raised by Mr. Levi Hotchins, and was said
to be of the Devonshire or Whiteside breed. The
bull weighed at the time he was calved 123
pounds: he is now three years old, and weighed
last September 1340 pounds. Every good calf to

be raised fiom such a bull must be worth, when
a year old, several dollars more than if sired by a
common bull.

The farmers in the towns of Weare, Deering
and Henniker, have been in the habit of rai.sing

as fine cattle as are produced in any part ofNew
England. A few days since we met in the street

a Weare farmer who was returning from Canter-
bury with a fine Heifer Calf of the Durham blood,

(or which he paid the Shakers twenty-five dol-

lars. He had already a Durham bull, but wished
to obtain a full blood feiTiale, that he might soon-

er perfect the blood of his breed of cattle.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor,

Boston, April 23, 1841.

Sir:—Though I am not a subscriber to your
paper, I occasionally see it, and besides what my
own observation induces me to believe, I leant

from others better qualified to judge, that it is do-

ing much to improve the farmer and to extend

his information upon subjects of an agricultural

nature. Doomed from childhood to a city life, it

might seem presunqition in me even to hint any

thing to the jregularly bred farmer touching his

employment. I cannot however refrain fiom 8;.y-

ing a word or two, which I would fain believe to

lie beneficial to him, or rather to those of his

calling who live in your neighborhood.

You are doubtless aware of the fact that during

the summer months this market is scantily sup-

plied with good butter, and that the price is then

very high, ranging about 2.5 cts. the i)ound. Some-
times it is as high as two shillings, (34 cents,) and
occasionally it has been as low as twenty cents.

1 allude to fresh butter for table use. The great-

er part of this quality is supplied by comparative-

ly a small district in the immediate vicinity of
this city, the county of Worcester. Now, I

would suggest to the farmers of your State, who
reside within a circuit of fifty or sixty miles
around the Rail Road depot at Nashua, whether
it would not be for their interest to come in for a
share of these high rates, and endeavor to furnish

us with butter partly during the summer and
partly during the winter, instead of crowding
theirwhole product upon us during the winter

montlis alone. Surely the transportation by horse

power to Nashua would not, in most cases, be
greater than that to which the farmers of Wor-
cester have been subject in moving their product

to Boston. The only diffei-ence therefore in fa-

vor of the latter, is the trifling expense to which
your farmers are liable on the easy and rapid

conveyance from Nashua to Boston.

This difference of the cost of transportation

must, it seems to me, sink into insignificance,

when the summer price of butter is compared to

that of winter, which the farmers of New Hamp-
siiirc now realize only. Even should butter bring

no more than the usual winter price—a result

that in the nature of the case could not be, as

during the winter the market is overstocked with

a year's product from your State and Vermont at

once—they would gain the advantage of reali-

zing their proceeds at an earlier period, and thus

have money to use rather than credit, an altera-

tion to be warmly embraced by prudent men.

A few words might he advanced here respect-

ins the improvement of the quality of butter gen-

erally, even with regard to a very large portion of

what is usually received in this place during the

winter. Tons and tons are so badly made as to

be hardly fit for any other use than for soap-

grease, a"sure indication of carelessness or igno-

rance in the manufacturer. But I have not lei-

sin-o at this moment to say more excepting that

the suggestions here so hastily thrown out may

lead to such action on the part of farmers, as wil"

be mutually beneficial to them and our citizens.

Very respectfully, "•
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Letterfrom E. Phinney, Esq. the great farmer and

experimentalist ofLexington, Mass. to Jisahd Hunt

ington, Esq.

[From the Essex C'ounij' Agricultural Transactions]

Lexington, December 1. 1840.

Dear sib
—'-rh" quesiion is often asked, How-

can farming be made profitable ? I answer, b>'

liberal inaniuing, deep and thorough ploughing,

and clean culture. I will venture to affirm, with-

out fear of contradiction, that no instance can

be cited, where a farmer who has mainued his

grounds highly, made ajudicious use ofthe plough,

and cultivated with care, has failed to receive an

ample remuneration for the amount invested,

nay more, that has not received a greater ad-

vance upon his outlay than the average profit de-

rived from any other business. One great diffi-

culty is, that most farmers seem not to be aware

ofthe fact, that the greater the outlay, to a reason-

able extent, when skilfully applied, the greater

will be the profit ; they therefore mantn-e spar-

ingly, . plough shallow, and the consequence is,

get poorly paid for their labor. This has raised

a prejudice and given a disrelish to the business

of farming, especially among those who are in

the habit and are desirous ofrealizing something

more from their occupation than a naked return

of the amount expended.
The farmer wlio is so sparing of his manure

that he can get but thirty bushels of corn from an

acre, gets barely enough to pay him for the ex-

pense of cultivation, and in addition to this, by
the ordinary method of ploughing, his field, at

each successive rotation, is deteriorating, his crops

becoming less, and in a few years he finds he

must abandon liis exhausted and worn out

fields to seek a subsistence for himself and fam-
ily in some other business, or in some other re-

gion, where the hand of man has been less waste-
ful of the bounties of nature.

Instead then of his scanty manuring often
cartloads to the acre, which will give hitn but
thirty bushels of corn, let him apply thirty loads.

This additional twenty loads, at the usual price

of manure in this jiart of the country, will cost

him thirty dollars. But ho now, instead of thirty

bushels Of corn, gets sixty bushels, and the in-

creased quantity of stover willmore than pay for

the excess of labor required in cultivating and
harvesting the large crop over that of tlie small

one. He has then added thirty bushels of corn

to his crop by means of the twenty loads of ma-

nure, which at the usual price of one dollar per

bushel, pays him in the first crop for his extra

outlay. His acre of land is laid to grass after

taking of the corn, and the effect of his twenty

loads of additional manuring, will be to give

him, at the lowest estimate, three additional tons

of hay in the first three years of mowing it, worth

fifteen dollars a ton standing in the field. Now
look at the result. His thirty dollars expended
for extra manuring was paid for in the first year':

crop, and at the end of three years more, he will

have received forty five dollars profit on his out

lay of thirty dollars: and in addition to this, his

land is improved, and in much better condition

tor a second rotation. There is no delusion in

this. It is a practical result, of the reality of
which any farmer may satisfy himself; who
will take the trouble to make the experiment.

From no item of outlayscan the farmer derive

so ample, or so certain a profit, as from his ex-

penditures for manure to a certain extent. This
has been most strikingly verified by some ofour
West Cambridge farmers. It is not uncommon
among some of the farmers in that town to put

on their grounds one hundred dollars' worth of
manure to the acre, and in more instances tiiau

one, the gross sales of produce from ten acres

under the plough have amounted to five thous-

and dollars in one season. This is the result of
high manuring and judicious cultivation of a soil

too, which is exceedingly poor and sandy.
The subject of subsoil ploughing is one upon

which there has been little said, and less done
in this pai-t of the country. In all our gTounds
except those which are very loose and sandy,
there is no doubt that great benefit would be
derived from the use of the subsoil plough. In
England the effect ofsubsoil ploughing in increas-
ing their crops, as stated by some agricidtural
writers, would seem almost incredible. By this

means, the crops in that country liaTe been doub-
led, and in many instances trebled. The expense,

however, is stated to be very great, so gieat, as

to be beyond themeansof mostof our iarmera.

—

In one case the expense ofsubsoil ploughing on

a farm of over five hundred acres, was estimated

by the owuer, to cost the enormous sum of thir-

teen huudred jmunds sterling. This calculation

took into consideration the use of the heavy

Deanston plough which always required four,

and, in some stiff clays, six horses to work it. I

am aware that an implement might be construct-

ed, which though it might not do the business

quite so well, could, nevertheless, be made l]i};h-

ly beneficial in the hands of our farmers, and oh

tained at a larless cost. I am iufbrnied that iMr.

of the Yankee Fanner, has with a liit;h-

ly praise-worthy zeal in the interest of agricul-

ture, imiiorted from England, a subsoil plough,

which may be worked with a less powerful

team than the one commonly in use in that coun-

trv.

In a climate like our own, which at that season

of the year when our crops, particularly oin- root

crops, most need the benefit of moisture that may
derived from deep ploughing, and are most

likely to suffer from drought, the use of the sub-

soil plough would be attended with unquestion-

able benefit. On a field of my own, which liiid

been set to an orchard, and therefore kept under

the plough for some years, in attempting to under

drain a part of it, that was usually flooded by wa-

ter in the spring of the year, I noticed what the

English call the '^vpper crust." This lay some
inches below the surface, at the depth to which
the land bad been usually ploughed, formed by

the treading of the oxen and the movement of the

plough over it This I foinid to be so hard as to

be apparently as impenetrable by the roots of

plants as a piece of marble, and discovered to me
at once the cause of the failure, in a great meas-

lu-e, ofmy crop ofpotatoes the year before. Hav-
ing discovered what 1 supposed to be the cause

of the failure, I set about devising measures to

remedy it.

I hall never seen a subsoil plough; tliere never
having been one seen or made in this part ofthe

country. I consulted my ingenious fiiends,

Messrs. Prouty and Mears, and, at my request,

they made an instrument of very cheap and sim-

ple construction, consisting of a wooden beam,
about three inches uqinire, and three feet long,

with three tines or teethof the coiiunon cultiva-

tor, placed in a direct line in the beam, extend-

ing about eight inches below the beam ; to this

handles were attached similar to the handles of

a plough. On trying this by running after the

the drill plough, I found, in my hard, "stony sid)-

soil, it was quite inadequate to the business, be-

ing too light and of insufficient strength. I then
had one constructed of similar plan, but much
heavier and stronger. The beam five feet long,

six inches square, of white oak, well ironed, wiih

three tines in nearly a right line, made of the

best Swedes iron, one and a half inches sqiiaie,

extending twelve inches below the beam, with a

spur at the foot, some less than that of the tine

ofthe cultivator, with strong handles and an iron

beam extending from each handle to the centre of

the beam, by which the balance is easily preserv-

ed. This implement, drawn by two yoke ofoxen,
followed the drill plough in getting in carrots,

and performed the work belter than I had antici-

pated. 'The "upper crust" gave way, the resis-

tance made by the hard gravelly bottom and
smaller stones was readily overcome. The earth

was loosened in most places twelve or fourteen

inches from the smface, and though not so thor-

oughly pulverized as it probably would have been
by a perfect subsoil [dough, yet, in my very hard
stony subsoil, lam inchned to believe, that for

simple drill husbandry, this will be found to be i

valuable substitute for the English subsoil plough
And considering the small price ofthe imple
inent, and the greater ease with which it is w ork

ed, the friction being much lessened by dispeus
ing with the sole, I shall continue to use this

until I can' find a better. A part of my crop of
carrots was sowed upon the same land, appro-

priated to that crop last year ; nomore manure
was applie<l than in tlie previous year, and not

withstanding the very severe drought whicl

greatly iiijiu-ed most of our root crops, my crop
on this piece of land was ncariy double to that

of last year. There is no known cause to which
I can attribute this great increase ofthe produce,
but the use of mv new constructed substitute for

a subsoil plough. The soil was stirred to the

depth of Iburteen inches, by this means the roots

of the carrots were enabled to strike deep and
thereby not only to find more nourishment, but

to overcome, in a great measure, the effect of a

very pinching drought With gri^at respect, your

ob't. servant, E. PHINNEY.

From the Southern Planter.

Gardens.

From Cobbett, whose excellent little work on
the subject ought to he in the hands of every

gardener, we condense the Ibllowing directions

lor locating and preparing a garden. The im-

portance of the subject, and the excellence of the

matter must form our apology for the length of
the article. We have been at some pains to col-

lect and condense his views upon the subject.

The ground shoidd be as nearly on a level as

possible ; because, ^.f the slope be considerable,

the heavy rains do great injury, by washing away
the soil. " However^it is not always in our power
to choose a level spot; but, if there be a slope in

the ground, it ought, if possible, to be towards the

south. For, though such a direction adds to the

heat in suituner, this is more than counterbalan-

ced by the earliness which it causes in the spring.

By all means avoid an inclination towards the

north, or west, and towards any of the points be-

tween north and west.

The garden shoidd be an oblong square with

the length from east to west twice as great as the

breadth from north to south. By this foi-m three

mportant advantages are gainetl. First, we get

u long and warm border under the northfence for

the rearing of things eariy in the spring. Second,

we get a long and cool border under the sotUh

fence foi shading, during the great heats, things

to which a bnrinng sun is injurious. Third, by
this shape of the area of the garden a larger por-

tion of the whole is sheltered, during winter and
spring, from the bleak winds.

From a kitchen-garden all terg-e free* ought to

be kept at a distance of thirty or forty yards ; for

the shade of them is injurious, and their roots a

great deal more injurious, to every plant growing

within the influence of those roots.

Grass, which matts the grotmd all over with its

roots, and does not demand much food from any
depth, does not suffer mucli from the roots of

trees; but every other plant does. A kitchen

garden should, therefore, have no large trees near

it. In the spring and fall tall trees do great harm
even by their shade, which robs the garden of the

early and the parting rays of the sun. It is there-

fore, on all accounts, "desirable to keep all such
trees al a distance.

If it be practicable,without sacrificing too much
in otlier respects, to make a garden ivcar to run-

ning water, and especially to water that may be
turned into the garden, the advantage ought to be
profited of; but as to watering with a ^valering pot,

it is seldom of much use, and it cannot be practi-

sed upon a large scale. It is better to trust to ju-

dicious tillage and to the dews and rains. The
moisture which these do not supply cannot be
furnished, to any extent, by the watering pot. A
man will raise more moisture, with a hoe or a

spade, in a day, than he can |K)ur on the earth out

of a watering pot in a nionth.

The plants, which grow in a garden, prefer,

like most other plants, the best soil that is to be

found. The best is loam of several feet deep
with a bed of lime-stone, sat»d-stone, or sand, be-

low.

We ought to reject clay iind gravel, not only as

a top soil, but as a bottom soil, however great

their distance from the surface.

Oak trees love clay, and the finest and heaviest

wheat grows in land with a Imttoni of clay ; hut

if there he clay within even six feet of the sur-

fiice, there will be a coldness in the land, which
will, in spite of all you can do, keep your spring

crops a week or ten days behind those upon land

which has not a bottom of clay. Gravel is warm,
and, it would be veiy desirable, if you could ex-

change it for some other eariy in .June ; but since

you cannot do this, you must submit to be burnt

"up in summer, if yoii have the benefit of a gravelly

bottom in the spring.

Having fixed upon the spot for the garden, the

next thing is to prepare the ground. This may be

done by ploughing and harrowing until tlie

ground at the top be perfectly clean ; and then ay

double ploughing: that is to .say, by going with 8
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strong plough that turns a larga furrow and turns
it cleanly twice in the sanje place, and thus mo-
ving the ground to the depth of fourteen or six-

teen inches, for the advantage of deeply moving
the ground is very great indeed. When this has
been done in one dh'ection it ought to be done
across, and then the ground will have been well
and truly moved. ' The ploughing ought to be
done with four oxen, and the plough ought to be
held by a strong and careful ploughman.
This is as much as 1 shall, probably, be able to

persuade any body to do in the way of preparing
the ground. But this is not all that ought to he
done ; and it is proper to give directions for the
best way of doing this and every thing else. The
best way is, then, to trench the ground ; w hich is

performed in this manner. At one end of the
piece of ground, intended for the garden, you
make with a spade a trench, all along, two feet

wide and two feet deeje. You throw the earth out
on the side away from the garden that is to be.

You shovel out the bottom clean, and make the
sides of the trench as nearly perpendicular as
possible. Thus you have a clean open trench,
running all along one end of your garden ground.
You then take another piece, all along, two feet

wide, and put the earth that this new piece con-
tains into the trench, taking off the top of the
new two feet wide, and turning that top down in-

to the bottom of the earth of the new two feet,

and placing it on the top of the earth just turned
into the bottotn of the trench. Thus, when you
have again shovelled out the bottom, and put it

• on the top of the whole that you have put into

the trench, you have another "clean trench two
feet wide and two deep. You thus proceed, till

the whole of your garden ground be trenched :

and then it will have been cleanly tunud over to

the depth of two feet.

There is no point of greater importance than
this. Poor ground deeply moved is preferable,
iu many cases, to rich ground with shallow til-

lage ; and when the ground has been deeply mo-
ved once, it teels the benefit for ever after. A
garden is made to last for ages ; what, then, in

such a case, is the amount of twenty dollars ? It

is well known to all who have had experience on
the subject, that of two plants of almost any kind
that stand for the space of three months in top
soil of the same quality, one being on ground
<leeply moved, and the otlicjr on ground moved
no deeper than is usual, the Ibrmer will exceed
the latter one-half in bulk. And as to trees of all

descriptions, from the pear-tree down to tl;e cur-

rent-bush, the difference is so great that there is

room for no comparison. It "is a notion with
some persons, that it is of no use to move llie

ground deeper than the roots of the plant pene-
trate. But in the first jilace, the roots go much
deeper than we generally suppose. When \rc

pvU tip a cabbage, for instance, we see no rents

more than a foot long; but if we were carefully

to pursue the roots to their utmost jioint, even as

far as our eye would assist us, we should find the
roots a great deal longer, and the extremities of the

roots are much too fine to be seen by the naked
eye. Upon pulling u]) a coininou turnip, who
would imagine that the side or horizontal root's

extend to severalfeet ? Yet I have traced them to

the length of four feet; and Mr. Tul! proved that

they extended to sixj'eet, though he could not see
them to that extent with his naked eye. But,
though the roots should not extend nearly to ths
bottom of the moved ground, the plants are affect-

ed by the luiuiovtd groiuid behig near at hand.
If this were not the case, plants wilh very short
roots might he cultivated on a brick p.ivement
with earth laid upon it to the thickness of a

foot ; and yet, no plant will live and thrive in

such a state, while it will do very well in ground
ahiUg side the [)avement, though moved otdy a foot

deep. Plant.' require a communication with, and
an assistance from beneath, as well as fiom above,
in order to give them vigor and fecundity. Plants
will live and will grow to a certain extent in

earthen pots, or in bores made of wood ; but there
must Ije holes in the bollom of both, or the plants
will die.

It is therefore, of the greatest importance, that

the ground he moved to a good depth, and he
who is about to make a garden should remember
that he is about to do that, the efi^ects of which
are to be felt for ages. There is, however, one
objection to trenching in certain cases. The soil

may not only nothegoorf to the depth of two feet.

but it may be bad long before you come to that

depth, and in this case, the trenching, in putting
the good soil at bottom, might bring a hungr
sand, or even a gravel or clay to the top, whic
must not bo done by any means ; for, even in the
case of trees, they would perish, or beconae stunt-

ed, because their roots woidd not find their way
from the bad soil to the good. In such cases the
top soil must, in the trenching, be kept at the top
and in order to effect this, your mode of proceed-
ing in the trenching, must be somewhat different

from that described.

Yourfrst trench must be opened in the manner
described ; but you must not then proceed to turn
the top of the next two feet into the bottom of the
trench. Let us suppose, now, that you have your
first trench, two feet wide as before directed, open
and clean. This being the case, take a foot deep
of the next two feet all the way along, and/or this

once, throw it over the open trench to add to the
earth that you have already thrown out of that

trench. Then you will have the bottom foot of
earth lefl. Dig out this and turn it into the bot-

tom of your oiien trench, and then the first trench
will be half filled up, and you will have got your
second trench open. Then go to a new two feet

wide, that is the third two feet. Take the top
foot deep off from this, and throw it on the top

of the eaith that you have just turned into the first

trench ; and then, where that first trench was
there will be earth two feet deep; the bad soil at

bottom and the good soil at top. Then you go on
regularly.

At the end of your work, you will, of course,
have an open trench and a half; and this must be
filled up by carrying the earth, which came out
ol the first trench, round in a cart or wheel-har-

row, and putting it into the space that you will

have open at last.

It must be observed, however, that though the

soil be good in its nature down to two feet deep,

that which comes to the top in the first mode of
trenching, will not be immediately so good for use,

as the soil which lias been at top for ages. It is,

in such a case, of great advantage to jjlace the

old top soil at the bottom ; because when roots

find the soil good to such a depth, the jjlants and
trees thrive and bear siu-prisingly. But then the

new top soil must be exceedingly well «orA-crf and
well and judiciously manured, in order to make it

equal to the old top soil ; which object is, howev-
er, very soon accomplished, if the proper means
be made use of.

Thus will the ground be prepared ; and here I

close my directions with regard to the nature and
preparation of the soil. But it seems necessary
to add a few words on the subject of manures as

adapted to a garden. It is generally thought, and
I believe truly, that dung of any sort, is not what
ought to be used in the raising of garden vegeta-

bles. It is very certain, that they are coarse and
gross when produced with the ai(l of that sort of
manure, compared to what they are when raised

with the aid of ashes, lime, rags, and composts.

And besides dung, in hot soils and hot climates,

add to Ihe heat ; while ashes, lime, rags and com-
posts do not; but, on the contrary, they attract

and cause the earth to retain moisture.

All the ground in a garden ought always to he
good ; and it will he kept in this state if it be well

manured once «)t7T/i/car. Perhaps it will scarce-

ly ever he convenient to any one to manure the

whole garden at one time; and "this is not of so

much importance. Clay, or any earth, burnt, is

excellent manure for a garden, it has rio seeds

of weeds or grass iu it. A compr»t, made of such
ashes, some wood-ashes, a small portion of horse
dimg, rotten leaves, and mould shovelled up un-

der trei-'S, round buildings, or on the sides of
roads. All these together, put into a heap, and
turned over several times, make the best manure
for a garden.

A great deal more is done by the fermentation

of manures than people generally imagine. In

the month of June fake twenty cart loads of earth,

which has been shovelled off the surface of a
grassy lane, or by a road side, or round about
barns, stables, and the like. Lay these twenty
loads about a foot thick on some convenient spot.

(Jo and cut up twenty good cart loads of ivceds

of any sort, and lay these well shaken up, on the

earth. Then cover the weeds with tweiity more
cart loads of earth like the former, tiirowing the
earth on lightly. In three days you will see the
heap suioko as if on fire. Ifvoii put your hand

into the earth, you will find it too hot to be en-
dured, in a few days the heat w ill decline, and
you will perceive the heap sink. Let it remain a
week al\er this, and then turn it very carefully.
This wdl mix the whole well together. You will
find the weeds and grass in a piUrid state. An-
other beating will take place, but less furious than
the former. Turn it a second time in seven
days

; and a third time in seven days more. And
by this time you will have forty cart loads of ma-
nure, equal in strength to twenty of yard dung,
and a vast deal better for a garden, or, indeed, for
any other land. It is not expensive to obtain this
sort of manure ; and such a heap, or part of such
a heap, might at all times be ready for the use of
the garden. When such a heap were once form-
ed, some ashes, fish-shells or bones reduced to
powder, or other enlivening matter, might be
added to it, and mixed well with it ; and thus
would a store be always at hand for any part of
the garden that might want it.

I'or the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Hon. L Hill :—The small sample of rye ac-
companying this, was raised last year in Barnsta-
ble, Cape Cod, and was sent to me by a friend, but
too late in the season to sow it last fall. The
continued drought pinched it somewhat, but it is

much superior, even now, in size, to the common
kind raised upon the Cape. I saw it in June
when it was young, and it looked nobly.
You are aware that the Cape is mostly compo-

sed of sand. There is no pan, except in a very
few spots. The dressing put on to the land soon
goes out of sight. They can raise more of rye
than any thing else ; but the common average
was fortnerly from six to eight bushels to the acre.

Capt. Geo. Lowell, who sent me the sample, sent
to Albany some three or four years since for some
seed rye, and obtained the kind which I send
you, not knowing that it was better than what he
had formerly sown ; but he was greatly surprised
to find that he could get sixteen bushels to the
acre instead of eight. He has sold it about to

people in his region, and the consequence is, they
have doubled their quantity. I should like to

have you try it, or let some friend have it who
will test its value.

Respectfully, &c.
J. W. POLAND.

Hampton Falls, May 6, 1841.

05^ Generally we have not the good fortune to

succeed well in experiments of our own trying.

Our attention is too much divided, and we are
not practically either a good mechanic or farmer
so far as the work of our own hands is concern-
ed. This rye we will hand over to Mr. Whitney,
who is all we should desire to be in the liractice

of agriculture ; and he may upon our premises
be able to give u good account of the new kind
of rye.

—

Ed. Visitor.

For the Farmer's Monthly Vi.sitor.

Hon. Isaac Hill:—Though the following may
not be of so much consequence at this se

the year as if presented last Fall, still, if i

bercd till anotiier autumn, may not be amiss even
now.
Something more than a year since, I rode with

a brother of mine from West Cambiidge to

Watham, Ms. We took rather a circuitous route
for the sake of seeing the estate ol the late Gen.
Theodoue Ltman. Though it was early in the

spring, before farmers had begun to plough, yet

there were many things worthy of notice. The
noble lieds of made land, where once there wa.'5

a boggy meadow—the finebuilding.'^ and substan-
tial fences, all showed that the owner not only

had a taste for agriculture, but also imderstood
the science, and how to turn it to profit. The
prini-ipal thing, however, which I wish to notice

at this time, is the care bestowed upon the ma-
king of

LEAF JIA-NURE.

The Lyman farm has a great many ma])le and
other hard wood trees upon it. in the Fall,

these trees shed their leaves, which are carefully

gathered up and stowed away iu the barns. They
are used very freely for hed<ling the cattle, and I

believe the hogs also have a warm bed out of
them. As they are thrown out into the yard,

they mix wilh the other manure, and rapidly de-

caying, make a very excellent compost. I saw a
rgp heap of thnn covfiJ-d over with soil from
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tlie road side. This ])iobably was kept till this

EPiison, and then either incorporiUed with other

manures for a compost, or carried on to the grass

land.

Wliat I wish to accomplish by this sliort sketch,

is to tiini the attention of New Hampshire far-

mers to the increa.se of their manures by saviiiij;

leaves. After harvesting, the boys about the farm

might gather leaves in great abundance, which

would not only greatly enrich their lands, but al-

so make their cattle much more comfortable. Let

them make up a dry bed of leaves for their cat-

tle and horses every night, and they will be re-

paid four-fold for their labor.

Farmers in the hack towns complain that they

have no facilities for increasing their manure
heaps above what are furnished them in the con-

sumption of their hay and grain. But let them
gather up leaves, and give their hogs sods enough
to kee[i them out of idleness, and they will drop

this complaint. Will not our farmers try the ex-

periment recommended next fall .'

J. W. P.

Hampton Falls, May 10, 1841.

Remarks.
We are gla«I that the attention of our corres-

pondent has been turned to the subject of leaf

manure. The reader will observe the iriethod of

making compost recommended in oiu- extract

from Cobbetl in the present nujnber of the Visi-

tor. Cobbett was one of the best practical far-

mers in this country twenty years ago : he then

resided on Long Island, and did njucli by his wri-

tings and his example for the cause of Agricul-

ture. He probably understood the philosophy of
Agriculture better than almost any other man.
We know that simi)le rye straw, in which intrin-

sically there is little virtue, conlrilmles lo increase

the (|ii!Uitity of manure in a ratio much beyond
its weight, when thrown into the barn yard or

used for litter under cattle and horses : so with
corn bill's, j>otatoe vines, and many other vegeta-

ble articles which cattle will not eat. The Sha-
kers make use of simple saw dust to lay in their

cattle stables and Increase the volimie of their

manure in the yard. In the wise economy of
jVovidence, it is our belief that the production
and fertility of the soil are sustained simply by
the vegetable matter that is grown upon it,

not from the .stamina of the vegetable itself, but

from the effect it has in biinging into action la-

tent qualities in soil considered sterile. Thus
Cfibbett mentions the mixing of weeds with the

simple upper soil and turfs from the road side

fermenting and consuming under cover, turned

over several times and ineorjiorated with the soil,

making a compost of equal value with so many
loads of the best manure.
From the success of converting leaves into

manure which has attended those wlio have made
it a business, we do not doubt they are more val-

uoble according to their 'vcight and volume, than
almost every other vegetable species in adding
to the fertility of the soil. It is the decayed leaves

of the forest that make poor land fertile when the

Ibrest is first cut down ; and the fallen leaves of the
trees undoubtedly contribute much to their spee-

dy growth.
It is not in the fall of the year alone that leaves

may be extensively gathered. In various places

under the lee of walls and other fences and in

hollows of the earth leaves arc gathered in mas-
ses by the witid. Going to our pasture near a

wood the other day. we perceived that loads of

leaves deposited almost to the height of the fen-

ces luight be now gathered ; and we then re-

membered the recommendation which a distin-

guished agricultural experimentalist at Ports-

mouth gave us of their value in a recent conver-

sation. Labor may be jnofitably ajiiiiied in

gathering them. Spread over the groimd and
ploughed under, they arc a surprising stimidant
to the soil ; bnl their greatest value is probably
realized by being Ufsd a.s litter and nii.xed with the
manure of the yard or as a fermenter in making
heaps of compost.

—

Editor Visitor.

From the Pbilndr;!pl;ia Farmers' Cabinet.

Rot in Sheep.
fda. Editor :—The attention of agriculturists

ha\iuc been drawn, liy many well-written articles

in the Cabinet, to the coiifideration of sheep-

hushandry on a larger scale than hns hitherto

been practised—hy which it appears that tlie taste

fin- mutton has risen in the market— I am induced

to address a few lines in the way of urging upon
those who contemplate raising and feeding sheep-
stock as a system, to be quite prepared, before

they commence operations. And to this end their

fences should be particularly attended to, and
crops prepared for winter food, with a good en-

closure and a suitable shed to serve as a place of
shelter and perfect security during the feeding at

that season of the year. All these things premi-
sed, however, I do not know of a more conveni-
ent or profitable stock than a flock of well-bred
sheep, sufficiently numerous to call for and re-

nuinerate the services of an individual well ac-

quainted with the habits of those animals, and
competent to take the charge of them at all times
and under all circumstances—a real, thorough-
bred shepherd. Few persons are aware of the

great difference which exists between a good
breed of sheep and a bad one ;

" a sheep is a

shee])," to be sure, but, as has been said of the

different breeds of cattle for the dairy, there is

more than 100 percent, difference between a good
animal and a bad one, the one giving a profit, the

other a loss. Now compare the difference in

value between many of those long-backed, her-

ring-bellied creatines which are so of\en brought
to the cities for slaughter, and for which $1 50 is

a high price, with those lately fed by Major Ray-
bold, of Delaware, a part of one of which was
exhibited at a late meeting of the Philadelphia
.Agricultural Society, measuring 4i inches clear

fat at the end of the ribs—a wether, only two
years old, one of a lot of thorough-bred Leices-

ter or Bakewells, which had been drawn from
the flock for feeding, some of which weighed
more than 40 pounds jier (luarter, and brought
.530 a heati from the butcher ! Can there well be
a greater difference iji qvantily and qiudity ? And
at this present lime lamb is selling in the Phila-

delphia market at SI 50 per quarter, where it

might have been a month ago. Now, here are

five dollars for the lamb and the ewe to fatten du-
ring the summer, her fleece paying for her keep
—need there be a more jirofitable crop, consid-
ering, too, that it jirepares itself lor market with-

out ploughing, sowing, reaping, or mowing.' and
leaving behind it a far more profitable return in

manure than its whole cost of keep in the ordi-

nary way.
There is one consideration, however, which de-

mands the most careful and vigilant attention ; in

all probability much of the land that might be
devoted to sheep-husbandry may be unsound,
from its want of drainage and proper cidtivation,

and thus become the means of rotting the whole
flock in a veiy short space of time, even, as has
often been declared, in a few hours' feeding upon
it: this must be particularly guarded again.st, and
the flock must be prevented from steppinga hoof
upon a soil suspected of unsoundness, which soil,

although it might be fed with impunity by horses
or cattle, would he destructive to the flock. These
situations are easily and quickly discovered by
the rank and wash) species of grass and plants

which inft'St them, and are easily cured by drain-

ing and moderate liming. Salt also, is a most
effectual preservation against this cruel disorder ;

but this should be always kept before the flock in

troughs protected from the weather by a slight

roof; dry food always accompanying it while the
flock is feeding on suspected ground.
Many theories have been entertained respect

ing the cause of this destructive malady—the Rot
in Sheep—some persons supposing that the eg
of the flukes, which are always found in great
abundance in th;; livers and gall-bladder of sheep
dying in this disease, have been taken into the
stomach with the grass upon which the sheep
have been feeding—while others consider that

these anitnalculae are only the cffut of disc

engendered by the putrid "contents of the stom-
ach, occasioned by the cold and watery and acid

property of the food tak<n by the sheep while
feeding on aquatic plants, indigenous to low or
moist pastures. Amongst these who entertain

this latter opinion, is Mr. William Hogg, who, for

more than half a century, was engaged in the oc-

cupation of n shepherd, and whose testimony is

deserving the mo.«:t serious regard.

He says,—" For more than half a century I

have been engaged in the management of sheep,

and during that period I have not been inatten-

tive to the misfortunes, tlie evils, and the ailments
to which they are liable; and amongst the rest,

the ROT has not a little occupied my attention
;

and with the greater assurance I can point out its

symptoms, its progress, and termiuation, for I re-

sided a long time on a farm where it was the pre-

'ling disease, and from which, all who were
connected with the concern dreaded the greatest

annual loss. Disease in sheep is often caused or
strengthened by improper management, and none

more easily engendered by harsh treatment
than the rot: from this cause it is often difficult

to determine whether it proceed from the mor-
bid qualities of the soil, or from some adventi-

tious event in the animal's life.* But, after all, I

lay it down as a position that need not be contro-

verted, that the original or pre-disposing cause of
the rot exists in the qualities of the pasture ; it is

this which marks the peculiarities of the consti-

tution, and gives that flow of spirits which actu-

ates the animal and adjusts every movement in

the system. Pastures which abound with soft,

flashy nourishment dispose to this disorder

;

grasses of this description spring early, are rank
and juicy, and are eaten eagerly at that season

when other green herbage is absent; the scarcity

of verdure, and its own succulence, induce the

sheep to eat it very close to the surfiice ; the soil,

vigorous and strong, pushes constantly forward
more of the delicious and deleterious sward, yet

not until late in the season does it attain luxuri-

ance, as the stock constantly keep it bare. Other
grasses, more firm and consistent in the blade, at

last arise, but they are coarser, and in proportion

as they are so, are rejected, and the soft, talhy ver-

dure still constitutes the principal portion of their

food ; the animal's taste by degrees is perverted

—it can then relish no other food than this washy
sustenance, which imparts no consistence or vi-

gour to the muscular and more essential parts of
(lie body, and all its influence is directed to the

increase of the viscera, and every inability arising

from constant repletion : the stomach and bowels
increasing to an extraordinary bulk, become an
niimanageable weight, too heavy for the constitu-

ent parts to carry about with that facility neces-

sary to its thriving, and by degrees the animal ac-

iiuiies a had shape ; the belly and hind-quarters

become heavy and lumpish, the fore-quarters

low, narrow, and contracted ; the lungs are ob-

structed in their full play, and often one of the

lobes adheres to the ribs, and this farther im-
pedes their motion ; at every respiration the cells

of that master organ are neither sufficiently _/jWerf

or emptied, and lor want of this vital air the blood
is tainted ; e\«ry extraneous humour increases, a
general debility prevails, and symptoms of a con •

firmed rot appear. And the feeding on this raw,
immature sustenance to such excess, as sheep
once habituated to it ordinarily do, opens another
way for the introduction of this disease ; the fluid

contained in the unripe food engenders a great

dsol of seruin in the abdomen, which is diffused

through many parts of the body, and this not be-

ing a natural fluid, ftirther debilitates the con.sti-

tution ; the animal lounges about on the soft,

tathy spots, when the general waste of body falls

into a morbid tumour under the chin, called the

poke; a violent diarrhoea then appears, and the-

poor creature dies miserably. And feeding on
such unwholesome grass, to the exclusion of ev-

ery other kind of food, confines the animal on
such low, damp spots as produce it; here, at ev-

ery inspiration, plenty of rank miasma is drawn
in, which settles in the lungs, and loads their cells

with a phlegmy, viscid matter which with diffi-

culty is coughed up, especially when the animal
is excited to iiiotioii—a consumption is then com-
pletely formed, for which there may be saiil to be
no cure.

" The symptoms of the rot are these. About
the latter end of February or beginning of March,
the wool loses its healthy colour, becomes bleach-

ed and dead like; then follows considerable pros-

tration of strength ; laje in leavina; the tathy spots

of pasture, and early on the next morning, and
probably would not leave at all, if not urgeel away
by the siiepherd ; falls back i" the ranks when
the sheplierd moves them forward ; a sullen, lus-

treless eye, looking steadfastly at the shejiherd,

with an Vdematoiis swelling under the chin.

When dissected offer death, the internal -lymp^

toms are, lungs entirely wasted, oiten hanging
like empty bags; liver, in every case that I have
ever seen, increased to an extraordinary weight

as the 6cab, cleave to the flock for many months after a
se^.voyage, and from which many never recover !
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and size, studded all over with hard white spots
;

cut auy of its ducts, and the fluke-worms issue

out hy huudieds, immersed in a bilious-like li-

quor. Til !se creatures 1 consider the consequence

and not the cmtse of the rot ; their extraordinary

increase being no doubt owing to the diseased slate

of the liver, in which they multiply to such im-
mense numbers as to accelerate the death of the

animal. There is always a quantity of serum
loose in the abdomen, in which the bowels float,

and over the whole carcass are sundry yellowish
spots, which are, not unfrequeutly, where fat

should exist.

Excess of fluid, therefore, in those varieties of
grass which the animal selects for its food, and a
deficiency of those firm, consistent varieties

which are peculiarly adapted for strengthening
the stomach, for animating and establishing the
muscular system, I take to be the radical cause of
this disorder; yet secondary or exciting causes
may operate with such force and vigor as to un-
hinge the best constitution and dissolve the best

constructed parts, and when this is done, the rot

is always the consequence." *

From the JSew Haven Kamier's Gazette.

Under-Drainiug.

The past month has been very unfavorable for

ont-door business, in consequence of the almost
continuous rains. It has however, aflfbrded me
an excellent opportunity to witness the benefits
derived from under-draining. This branch of ag-
ricultural improvement is wholly neglected by
most of our larmers, while there" are no twenty
five acres of ridge land lying contiguous, to say
nothing of low or swampy grounds, but what some
parts of it at least would be materially imi)roved
by draining.

With many persons, the discovery is yet to be
made, that a super-abundance of water is as det-

rimental to the growth of most plants, as a stinted

supply of this fluid. They admire tiiat elevated
lands should be wet ; the reason is, they do not
look deep enough,—if they did, they woidd discov-

er that the soil of most of our ridges rests upon a
sub-soil, v^hich is very tenacious, and fS impervi-
ous to water, as a dish : consequently there is no
way by which the water falling upon the surface

can escape, except by the slow process of wend-
ing its way through the soil to some less elevated
place, or by evaporation, except it is by ditches,

either covered or open. My remarks regard the

former. After recommending a system, the infer-

ence will be that 1 have derived some benefit from
it. I answer in the aflirniative, and will state brief-

ly my experiments.

I have an orchard, one side of which is wet, stiff

land ; rarely any water stands upon the surface,

but for several inonths in a year the soil is com-
pletely saturated,—so much so, that a hole dug
a few inches deep will immediately fill. The
trees did not flourish as well as on the more ele-

vated parts ; it occurred to me that it might be ow-
ing to the roots being so immersed in water. Ac-
cordingly, two years ago I caused thirty rods of
ditch to be made, in different directions, all in the

compass of half an acre, and terminating in one,

and that in a low place, where I could witness the

discharge ; and the quantity surprised me. The
favorable influence of the drains upon the land

lying some distance ofl^, as well as that in their

immediate neighborhood, also exceeded my ex-
pectation. The effect upon the trees is decidedly
favorable, and the grass is much sweeter and
iTiore abundant.

Again, I have a field of ten acres, in which 1

have made one hundred and fifty rods. This lot

had always been occupied for grazing; some part
of it was so wet (made so from springs) as to pro-
duce but little, and by far the greater part a kind
of knot grass, which indicates the coldest of land :

will only keep animals, but not fatten them, The
ditches had so favorable an effect, that I determin-
ed to put the lot under the plough,—that being
my intention from the beginning, provided I could
drain it. I have had two crops from it, and my
experience is, that those parts of the lot which
were the most wet have become by means of the
drains the driest, and the soonest fit to plow after

a rain, and producing the best nop. It would
surprise any one to witness the ruMility of wster
discharged, r.r.d that it is r.ot ii.Kiiipud in the

coldest weather.
Now as to the size and expense of muking.

—

Tliat will vary according to circumstances. 1

1

have made mine two feet wide, from eighteen i

twenty-four inches deep. The depth, howeve
is to be determined by the nature of the ground,
and the kind of water to be drawn off. If siu-face

water, when you meet the obstruction (hard pan,)

that is sufficient ; if spring, deeper cutting may
be necessary. The most expeditious way of fill-

ing the ditches is to dump the stones in ; but the

best way, and the one which I have practised, is

to lay them in by hand, leaving an aperture of four
or five inches square, just as the stones seem to.

favor. As to cost, I calculated twenty-five cents a
rod ; this is what I pay for digging and stoning.

—

The drawing the stones I count nothing, as they
can be disposed of in that way at a less expense
than to draw them into the highway, or to some
distant ledge or broken piece of ground. The
drawing the dirt on after placing the stones, is so
quick done, that it need not enter into the ex-

in six inches of the surface. Sods or straw should
be laid on the stones previous to replacing the

dirt. The quantity of water to be discharged,

and the stones upon the land, will influence as to

width and depth of the ditch. R. H
Danbury, May 3, 1841.

The Bone Business.—The Philadelphia North
American states that certain old men, women and
children may be seen dady in all parts of that city

gathering up old bones. This branch of business
started about four years since, gives employ-
ment to hundreds, almost thousands of poor peo-
ple in Philadelphia. Many of them are able to

earn from 50 cents to $1 each day by these small

gatherings hy the way side. In the country there

are several large establishments where these bones
are jmrchased. One in Moyamensing pays out
more than $100 each week "for these apparently
worthless materials, gathered in every part of Phil-

adelphia.

Bones gathered up in this way, and from such
sources, one coidd hardly imagine are of any val-

ue. But the variety of purposes to which they

are put, shows in political economy that nothing
is literally worthless. The bones are assorted and
each particular kind is put to a specific use.

—

Some are made into neat's foot oil. Others are

sold to knife and umbrella makers, while another
portion is used by comb, brush and button man-
ufacturers. Many of them are used in the Man-
ufacture of blacking and printer's ink and by the

sugar refiners. Even the tallow chandler and
manufacturer of soap is deeply indebted to these

bones for his success. The bone dust which is

made from refuse ])arts, is purchased by farmers
and greatly tends to enrich the soil.

The piu-poses for which bones are used are

almost innumerable. Such is the demand for

them in Europe, that the field of Waterloo was
thoroughly examined and every thing remaining
of |)oor humanity there, which could be obtained,

has been garnered up. In our own coimtry, the

value of this article is beginning to he estimated

for agricultural purposes, and in all the various

departments of business, both of utility and orna-

ment, they constitute an important and valuable

species of merchandise.

—

Phil, paper.

Transplanting Trees.—Many trees are lost

by setting them too deep in their new bed, There
is a natural anxiety to do all that cau be done to

make a young fruit or ornamental tree live and
flourish. By this anxiety many people are influ-

enced to place the roots deep, and to make a hol-

low or cup of earth around the trunk, thinking
thus to give roots greater protection and abimilant

moisture. Pei-iiaps the particulir objects they
have in view are thus accomplished. But they,

by this course, place the roots where they are too

cold, and cannot perform their proper offices.

—

The most experienced nursery-men in this vicini-

ty inform us that the lateral or horizontal roots

should be placed on about a level with the surface

of the ground ; and that the other roots should be
allowed to take the same relative position in the

ground that they occupied before the tree was
taken up. After the tree has l;c?n properly pla-

ced, earth up over thi; roots, letting the ground
slope from the trunk. It is a good course to dig
a large and deep hole, and to fill if uj) by replacing
the earth, or putting in other earths more fertile.

Small stones at the bottom of the hole.«, have been
found eminently serviceable to the growth and

health of trees Orchards have flourished well
where the trees have been placed upon the surface
of the ground without digging, and then a load
ef soil (.ut upon the roots of each tree. Avoid
gettmg them much below the surface of the sur-
rounding soil.—AC E. Farmer.

Wonders op Cultivation.—There is scarcely
a vegetable which we now cultivate, that can be
found to grow naturally. Buffon has stated that
our wheat is a fictitious pixiduction, raised to its

present condition by the art of agriculture. Rye,
rice, barley or even"oats, are not to be found wild,
that is to .say, growing natural in any part of the
earth, but have been altered by the industry of
man tiom plants not now resembling them, even
in such a degree as to enable us to recognize their
relations. The acrid and disagreeable apium gra-
veolens, has been transformed into delicious celery,
and the culewort, a j)lant of seventy leaves not
weighing altogether half an ounce, has been im-
|)roved into cabbage, whose leaves alone weigh
many pounds, or into the cauliflower of consider-
able dimensions being only the embryo of a few
buds which in their natural state, would not have
weighed as many grains. The potato again,
whose introduction has added millions to our pop-.

Illation, derives its origin from a .small bitter root,

which grows wild in Chili and Monte Video.

European Agriculture. Visit to a Holstein
Farm.

Arrived at 2 P. M., and were received with great
[loliteness by Mr. Hirchfield. After dinner, visited

the stables ; the first contained six carriage and
two riding horses, all hays ; also, a long-tailed black
horse for the use of the dragoons, every gentle-
man being obliged to keep ahorse subject to the
king's order. This stable is 12C feet long, 44
broad, and 55 feet high : at the end is a carriage,

wagon, and harness house. The next stable, un-
der the same roofj was for 30 horses, standing in

pairs : the whole is causewayed, and a space of
20 feet in the centre for threshing the grain ; at

the end are rooms for the men, corn-chests, &c.,
and a sjiace above for 80 loads of hay, and two
tiers of grain lofts.

We next visited the cow-houses: the first was
198 feet long, 70 broad, and 60 high, with four
tiers of stalls lor 340 cows : the standards are ten
inches thick, and between each, a s))ace of nine
feet, stood three cows. A trough of solid ma-
sonry ran from end to end, about a foot deep
and two feet broad at the top, for the food and
water. All these houses have doors largo enough
to admit of a cart of hay passing through. The
next cow-house is 90 feet long, 24 broad, and 30
feet high, with 58 stalls, and a large space to feed
young cattle : the space above these stables will

contain 400 loads of hay. Adjoining stands the
large barn, 180 feet long, 70 broad, and 65 feet

high. The new barn is 159 feet long, 64 feet

broad, and 50 feet high.

The dairy-house js 125 feet long, 36 feet broad,
and 50 leet high ; the floor is laid with brick on
edge, with a slope towards the centre, through
which a stream of water runs. On the right is a
store house, and a dining-room for the servants,

twenty-six in number; the fire-place or chimney
being 12 feet wide ; on one side is a fixed boiler,

on the other arc large sways for hanging coppers
for dressing food, &c. Next is a neatly furnished
room for the head dairy-maid, and behind that a
room for a respectable old man, who superintends
the whole of that department. On the opposite
side of the building is a large bed-room for twelve
Itr^male servants. The neat manner in which the
female servants of the dairy are dressed, deserves
particular notice : their dress consists of a short
gown, with full, fashionable sleeves, which do not
reach to the elbow ; a yellow, black and scarlet

linsey-woolsey pctlicoat; blue stockings and san-
dals ; their hair is neatly braided under a low-
crowned cap, and as smooth as |)Ossible, with not
a hair out of its place: in the field, while milking,
they wear straw hats. The head dairv-maid
might have gone to any assembly, she was so prcl-

t_v, neat and clean
;
yet she worked more tl/an her

appearance bespoke. Returning back to the left

is the milk-cellar, down a few steps, neatly laid

with brick and kejit (lerfectly clean, and at llic foot

of the stairs stand the salt barrels; that used for

the Imlter is from Lunenburg, in Hanover; that

for the cheese, from Liverpool. The butter-room
is on the left side of the stairs, and is railed round ;
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there were 84 tubs of butter in it, each weighing

200 lbs., about half an inch of salt on the top, and

the heads laid loosely on ; the whole covered with

clean, white sheets. There were 500 milk-tubs,

made of oak, 20 inches in diameter and 6 deep,

hooped with willows ; they are waslied after being

used, by six servants, with warm and cold water,

ashes and coarse cloths, scrubbers and brushes,

and then put out to dry : and if in summer they

get the least sour, they are bo'iled, and a^ain un-

dergo the same process of scouring. This morn-

ing there were 969 tubs on the floor, the produce

of their milkings.

A few steps on the right hand of the milk-ioom,

is the cheese-room, in which were deposited 800

cheeses of 22 lbs. each, all made of skimmed
milk, and of very inferior qualiiy. On the left of

the entrance door, stands the butter-churn, hold-

ing about 110 gallons, turned by a mill with a

horse, from the outside: all the refuse runs

through a wooden channel into a trough in the

pig-shed, where were 60 hogs fatting. Next, was

the dairy-barn, 60 feet long, 28 broad, and 30 feet

high, in which were English sheep, deer, and a

growing stock of young hogs.

The mansion-house is not modern, but very

handsome and conmiodious, 104 feet long, 44 feet

deep, and 40 ft high, with excellent vaulted cellars

below ; spacious gardens, hot-houses, melon-beds,

&c. The poultry-yard is well stocked, 105 geese,

as many turkeys, and other poultry in proportion
;

the fowl-houses commodious and well planned.

lu a small room adjoining were the nests, a foot

in diameter and a foot above the ground, the last

egg being always left in the nest: this department

was in charge of an old woman and boy, and was
kept remarkably clean. There was an egg-table,

with three tiers of holes for different eggs and

their dates; and the housekeeper had that day

packed a cask with 14 dozen in tine ivood ashes,

for winter use ; these consisted of peacock, turkey

goose, duck, and hen eggs.

The following is the process of the dairy work.

In the sunnner, one servant rises at 2 o'clock

the morning to make fires ; all the others, half

hour after : they skim the milk and run the cream
tlirough a sieve into the butter-churn ; they have

tlenhalf an hour to sort themselves, and then

proceed to the field to milk the cows, every female

having 20 cows to milk; the milk is then put into

the tubs and sent awa.y. Then conies the butter-

making ; and when it is churned " or come," it is

carried into the butter-cellar, and put into a trough

of wood with holes in the bottom, where it is

wrought a considerable time to work out the

whey ; after which it is salted, and lies several

hours: it is then sprinklrl again with salt,

wrought with the ha:!ds, and aftor lying 24 hours,

it is init into the casks, without water being al-

lowed to touch it during the whole process. But-

ter-making is finished about 8 o'clock, when the

servants go to breakfast ; after which they wash
and clean all up, and go fo ns.fist in the garden till

noon when they dine, and rest until 2 o'clock;

when they assume the same ojierations as in the

morning." A book is kept in which the name and
number of every cow is registered, with the quan-

tity ofmilk she yields,which is marked at different

periods during the summer ; the calves of the

hest being reserved for the increase of stock,

whiLh at present consists of 240 in milk, besides

those not giving milk ; 41 young heifers in sheds,

one and two years old; and two English bulls.—

Q?mi-(f r/i/ Journal of Jgricullvre.

The Oldest Republic on Earth.—The Am
erioan Quarterly Review contains a letter from

G. W. Erving, Esq. giving a sketch of his visit to

San Marino, a small Ue]niblic in lialy between

the A]>penines, the I'o, and the Adriatic. The
territory of this State is only 10 miles in ciicum-

lerence, and its population about 7000. The Re-

public was founded more than 1400 years ago, on

moral principles, industry and pquidity, and has

preserved its liberty and independence amidst all

the wars and discords which have raged around

it Bonaparte respected it, and sent an embassy

to express his sentiments of fiiendship and frater-

nity. It is governed by a Captain Regent, chosen

every six months by tlip representatives of the

people, 66 in number, w ho are chosen every six

months by the people. The taxes are light, the

farm houses are neat, the fields well cultivated,

and on all sides are seen comfort and peace, the

h:i|>py effects of morality, simplicity, liberty and

ice. Mr. Erving was received by some intel-

nt citizens in the most hospitable and aftec-

tionatc manner; tliey were delighted with him be-

cause he was an American. They professed a

profound attachment to our country, and look to

the preserver of their own pure principles ;

they were intimately acquainted with our institu-

tions and aftiiirs, and had a library well furnished

with books and pamphlets relating to America.

' Cabinet.To tlie Editor ol* tlie Philadelphia Fa

Cooking.

Sir—Li the Island ofJersey, England, they have

a mode of cooking which is peculiar to those Is-

landers whose governing principle is to make a

little go a great way. Independent of this, how-
ever, when the process is properly conducted, the

delicious flavor and richness which is communi-
ted to the smallest quantity and inferior quality

of the animal food employe!, is a very strong re-

commendation for its adoption, which requires

neither extra trouble or expense.

The meat to be operated upon, is first cut into

steaks and fried w ith shred onions in butter, over

a very quick fire, until it is well browned and

about half cooked ; it is then transferred altogeth-

er into a stew-pan, water being added sufiicient to

form a considerable quantity of gravy when the

process is completed ; and the whole is left to

simmer for the space of six or eight hours, when,

the proper seasoning being added, it is served up

hot—a dish fit for a President ! 1 well remember
meeting some friends in London, who on descri-

bing a <linner at which they were present the day

before, the tickets for which were a guinea each,

they all spoke in raptures of a dish of beef-steaks

and onions cooked after this manner, declaring it

to be superior to all the venison, game and poultry

at the table. Will your readers try the effect,

even with hard and tough meat of inferior qual-

ity ; not, however, to the exclusion of that which

is young, fat, and tender? lam, Mr. Editor,

lover of.good living, but No Epicure

To the Farmers of Cheshire Comity

:

Fellow Citizens—The officers of the Chesli

County Agricultural Association would bespeak

your attention for a moment to the subject of im-

proving our agriculture. All will agree that this

an important interest—the most so of lUiy one.

more so than all others combined.

LARGE PREMIUMS.
The Trustees of the Massachusetts Society for

the promotion of Agriculture, ofl%r the following

liberal Premiums for the year 1841:

For the best cultivated Farms.—For the best cul-

tivated farm, on which no premium has before

been given, of not less than 70 acres, exclusive

of wood land, regard being had to the quantity

of produce, the manner and expense of cultiva-

tion, and the general appearance of the farm $200
For the next best, 150
For the next best, 100

For the next best, 75
For the next best, 50
For the next best, 25
To obviate the objections which some claim-

ants for premiums may have to making a written

statement of the condition, products and man-
agement of their respective farms, as heretofore

required, the Trustees propose to relieve them of

this trouble by an inspection, either personally or

by an agent, of the farms which may be ofl^ered

for premium.
Claims to be addressed to Benjamin Guild,

Esq. in Boston, before the first day of October

next.

Rotation of Crops.—For the best rotation of
crops on the same land not less than two acres,

for three or four years in succession, commen-
cing when it is in grass, $75
Premium to be claimed in December, 1841 or

1842.

Experiments, Discoveries, and Inventions.—For
an effectual and satisfactoiy mode of extirpating

the worm that attacks the locust tree, $100
For a new, effectual, and satisfactory mode of

extirpating the borer which attacks the apple

tree, «50
For the experiment of turning in green crops

as a manure, on a tract not less than one acre,

and proving its utility, giving an account in writ-

ing, of the process and the result; and particu-

larly describing the condition of the ground be-

fore turning in the cro))—the kind of crop

—

when sov^tl and when ploughed in, $50
jl/anures.—For the best dissertation on different

manures, and on their practical application to the

"s in this Commonwealth, $100

It IS equally plain that it is susceptible of being

carried to a much higher degree of improvement
than it at present obtains among us. In the se-

lection and management of domestic animals,

—

ill growing the various grains and grasses neces-

sary to the subsistence of man and beast,—in ap-

pro|)riating to each of these varieties the kind

of soil most congenial to it, and in adapting ma-
nures to the soil, as well as to the intended cro}>,

the generality of farmers fall far short of perfec-

tion. The art of doubling the profits at half the

expense, is still the desideratum.

Among the promhient means of effecting this

improvement. Agricultural Fairs hold a conspic-

uous place. By bringing together the best spe-

cimens of animals, vegetables, and manufactures,

they are brought into direct contact with the pub-

lic mind ; attention is arrested, curiosity excited,

enquiry stimulated, information sought, and im-

provement is the necessary consequence. To
accomplish so desirable a result, a small amount
of money, judiciously expended in premiums,

will probably be repaid an hundred fold in the

advantages gained by the community at large.

Influenced by these considerations, the officers

of the Association have oft'orcd premiums in ad-

vance to the ftinds, with a view lo make the ap-

proachhig Fair as interesting and profitable as

possible. Presuming upon tlie liberal feelings

and enlightened views of the farmers of the

county, they have ventured to appeal to them for

the necessary subscription, with something like

an assurance that it will not be in vain. Shall

they be sustained ?

To you, Fellow Citizens, is cubmitled the de-

cision of this question.

In behalf of the officers,

JONA. K. SMITH, Secretary.

May 13, 1841.

If there be any " universal medicine" in nature,

it is water, for by its assistance all distempers are

alleviated or cured, and the body preserved sound

and free from corruptioi^—tUM enemy to lif«.

Paragraphs from the Albany Cultivator.

Potatoes.—Potatoes may be planted Irom the

time the ground becomes dry until June ; but the

late crops will not riiien as well as the earlier

ones, or produce as good table potatoes. A
moist soil, with abundance of vegetable mould,

is the best for potatoes. If the ground is inclin-

ing to be wet, they may be planted on ridges

;

if to be dry, this root will do the best in furrows.

For the table, the Pink Eye, Mercer and Foxite

are highly esteemed ; for field culture, or for an-

imals, the Sardinia, Long Red, Merino and the

Rohan, are most valued. The Rohan requires

the whole season to mature, but is very produc-

tive and easily gathered.

Caterpillars.—Examine your fruit trees and
orchards careftilly, as you will be able to detect

the appearance of worms, or webs, more readily

now than at a later time, and when attacked early,

an orchard may be soon cleared of the caterpil-

lar. A long slender rod with a swab of tow or

cloth around the end, will at this titrie wind up
both web and worms, if applied in the morning
when the insects are in their nests, and no injuri-

ous applications to the trees, such as are some-
times recommended, will be necessary.

Pruning.—It is the custom among farmers to

do the pruning of their orchards at such limes as

is most convenient, or as they have been taught

to do, without reference to vegetable physiology,

or the best methods pointed out by nature. Some
prune in the winter, many in this month, and
perhaps May is as good a time as any, the sum-
mer months exceiited. We think that July, or

rather the interval that takes place between the

formation of the flower and fruit shoots or buds,

and that of the terminal shoots or buds, a period

that lasts some three weeks, is the best time for

pruning, and we advise those of our friends who
have this work to do, to ascertain by experiment,

what time gives the most healthy and vigorous

wood for covering the wounds necessarily made
in pruning.

Fruit Trees.—May is the time to examine

your fruit trees particularly. Look at your plums
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and cherries, aud if you can detect tlie black ex-

crescence upon them which are so common, and
which threaten to destroy these delicious fruits,

see tliat evei-y infected branch is eradicated with-

out cereniojiy. This course has been successful

in some nurseries and orchards, aud will doubt-

less be in others, if thoroughly adopted. There

are some apple trees in almost every orchard

that are shy bearers, and while thrifty and vigor-

ous, will not produce a bushel of fruit in a dozen
years. Let such trees be marked for grafting.

Do not put your trees into narrow deep holes,

dug in a hard soil, but let the holes be large and
shallow rather than otherwise, and be careful

that the tree in setting out is not covered but a

very little higher with earth than as it naturally

stood. Neglect of this point, not unfrequently

inflicts serious injuries on trees, and prevents

their thrift or productiveness.

The Team.—It is enough to sicken the heart of

a man of ordinary feeling, to witness the wretch-

ed skeleton animals that are compelled, by dint

of flagellation, to perform the labor of the farm,

in so many instances. Such treatment of ani-

mals is not only cruel but unprofitable. It is

certain that one team well kept, will do more
work than two half starved ones, and do it at the

time and in the manner it should be done. It is

a most injudicious [iractice to allow working cat-

tle or horses to leave their stalls for the pasture,

until the spring work is mainly over. They can-

not deiive sufficient nutriment from the young
grasses, and a taste of the new, makes them eat

sparingly of the old, and the result is, they will

fall away rapidly.

Manures.—The cardinal point to be observed

in the management of manures, is to apply them
in that state, and to tho^'e crops which are the

most benefitted by their application. When ma-
nures are left in the yards over the siuimier, and
exposed to the action of sun and rain, they are

deprived of much of their value. The most
efficient parts pass away and are lost to the farm.

If manures are not applied to the spring crops

of corn and lOots, they should be heaped with

layers of earth, vegetable mould, marsh mud,
wash ol' roads and with some lime, that the salts

and gases produced, may be absorbed and retain-

ed. In this way, the value of yard manures is

much increased, and the quantity augmented.
The experiments of Chaptal and Liebig, prove

that the mere vegetable mould left by the

decomposition of plants or manure in the open
air, possesses little value compared with that in

which all the salts and fertilizing ingredients are

retained.

A short time since, a committee of the French
Institute was appointed to examine the nature

and efiijcts of a new manure, represented as of

extraordinaiy power. It was found to be com-
posed of gypsum, saturated with urine, the mass
then dried and pulverized, and applied to plants

in the form of a powder. It was jjronounced tlie

most effective of a large variety of the animal-

ized manures, so mucli so indeed that the com-
mittee recommended great caution in its use. A
small quantity applied to corn, garden plants,

&c. gave a most raj)id and vigorous growth.

Would it not be well for our farmers to make
some experiments with this material ? It is cer-

tainly within the power of all. We hope that

jjoudrette and bone manme will also be fairly

tried ; on these points we should be negligent no
longer.

Harrowing Meadows.—Meadows, where
they have not been subjected to an occas-

ional ploughing and cropping, are apt to become
exhausted ofgood grasses, ground close and hard,

and the roots mossy. A dressing of ashes or
plaster will do much good, but a thorough har-

rowing with a fine toothed harrow, will material-

ly aid such dressing and give a sweeter, better

herbage. Previous to the harrowing, glass seeds
of the best kind should he sown, which will be
covered by the process, and a new healthy crop
will be the result. The experiments of Liebig,

in ascertaining the effects or necessity of alkalies

in the formation of grasses are interesting, and
show conclusively the loss those sustain who sell

their ashes, or allow their leached ones to remain
without use, when their fields would by them
be so much benefitted.

The crops of Cotton and Corn in Louisiana and Missis-

eippi have received much pamage Trom recent high wiodsj

From the New York Evening Post.

The Wheat Region of the North West.

A memorial presented to Congress at last ses-

sion, by Joshua Leavitt, a citizen of New Jersey,

praying " the adoption of measures to secure an

equitable and adequate market for American
wheat," contains a great deal of useiitl and inter-

esting information.

The four Northwestern States, with the two
Territories, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Wis-
consin, and Iowa, include a superficies of 236,241

square miles of land, not embracing the portions

still held by the Indians. Their present popula-

tion is 2,970,696, being only 12. 6 to a square mile.

Of this land 24. 5 acres to each inhabitant is in-

dividual property—the rest belongs to the Gener-
al Government. That part of it held in private

ownership may bo regarded as in a state of culti-

vation, and exceeds by more than five millions of
acres the quantity under cultivation in the United
Kingdom.
Forty years ago, the whole civilized population

of this district was but 50,240 ; now it is 2,970,-

696. The ratio of increase during each decen-
nial period of this century is 483,202 85, or 102
per cent. The niunerical increase of the last ten

years is 1,502,604, being more in number than

the whole increase of England and Wales during
the first sixty years of the last century. The in-

crease per cent, is greater than the increase per

cent, of England and Wales during the wliole of
that century.
The soil of this vast region is as fertile as any

in the globe, free from mountains, rocks, swamps,
and barrens ; the climate is favorable to almost
every kind of production, and the people who in-

habit it, are industrious, enterprising, hardy and
intelligent. Nothing but the obstructions which
Governments place in the way of free trade, can
therefore prevent this immense country from be-

coming one of the most populous and thriving

regions in the world.
The chief of these obstructions are to be found

in the existing corn laws, as they are called, or

laws prohibiting the free importation of grain, of
Great Britain and France. The corn laws of the
former nation, adjusted to a variable scale, by
wliich the duties rise as the price of grain falls,

or fidl as the price of grain rises, originally in-

tended as a protection to the landed interest, have
been found to operate most disastrously, while
they afford little or no protection to the agricul-

turists, in consequence of the fluctuations of
which they are the cause: they have imposed ftt-

teis on manufacturing industry, and occasioned

alarming embarrassments in trade. Says the

memorial

:

" The tendency of this system to general im-
poverishinent, and to the increase of misei^ and
discontent among the poorer classes, is already
awakening intense observation in Gi-eat Britain.

The manufactories stop work, because orders do
not come from America ; and the orders are not

sent, because that with wliich payment might be
made to a large amount will not be received on
any just and reasonable terms. The goods are

wanted here, and our free industry is abundantly
able to produce the means of payment; but tl/e

great staple of the northwest is under an inter-

dict. The operatives are thrown out of employ-
ment, and reduced to the lowest means of sub-
sistence, and unable to consume a full measure
of the products of agriculture, and thousands are

made paupers, and become an absolute charge
upon the laud. The consumption of agricultural

|)roducts is diminished ; the agricultural laborers

share the common distress; and agriculture it-

self, the very object sought to be benefited by this

lumatural arrangement, is oppressed by its own
protection. It is demonstrable that a well-em-
ployed, well-paid, well-fed, prosperous communi-
ty of operatives would consume and pay for more
agricultural products, in addition to the wheat
they might impoit from America, than a depress-

ed and starving community would without the

wheat."
How important to both nations is a mutual in-

terchange of products ? The growing popula-
tion of Great Britain, the deficiencies of her har-
vests, and the uncertain supplies to be derived
from the nations on which she has heretofore re-

lied, must turn her attention to the Northwestern
States so admirably adapted to the supply of her
wants. From the Baltic countries she can ex-

pect nothing, because they are supposed already

to have reached tlieir maximum of production
;

Ireland furnishes little more grain than what will
soon be necessary for her own use ; the wheat of
the Black Sea is of an inferior quality ; while the
cost of freights from Odessa is enormously dis-
proportioned to the worth of the article. The
Northwestern States must therefore become the
great producino- region.

But it is in the power of the Federal Govern-
ment to prevent this natural aud desirable con-
summation. If it establishes a high tariff, it ex-
cludes the British manufacturer from our mar-
ket ; he has nothing wherewith to purchase our
agricultural products ; the demand for the staple
of the Northwest is delayed or destroyed, and a
large portion of the people of the two nations
will be compelled to sliift for themselves as
they can. Let a more liberal policy, however,
be adopted, and what will be the eflect ? We
answer, in the words of the memorial before us

:

" There would then be a constant market for
wheat in England, to which the uncommonly uni-
form climate of the Northwest would furnish a
constant and full supply ; and the whole returns
would be required in British manufactured goods,
generally of the description that yield the great-
est profit. Immediately, orders would go from
this country to set every wheel, and spindle, and
hammer, in motion. Immediately these States
would be willing to tax themselves for the inter-

est of the public debt, because they would see
how taxes could be paid. Immediately the State
stocks would rise, because the interest would be
secured, with a certainty that the public works
would be completed and rendered productive.
The manufacturing industiy of England, and
the agricultural industry of the Northwest, would
be stimulated to the highest productiveness, by
the best of all encouragements—the hope of a
fair reward. The great cotton staple, too, would
feel the benefit of a new and healthy impulse
given to trade. The public works would be fin-

ished, and the lines of communication now open
would be thronged with freight. New York
would abolish her duty on salt, for the sake of
securing to her own enlarged canal the trans-
portation of the produce from the Ohio, the Mau-
mee, the Wabash, the Illinois, and the Wiscon-
sin canals, now strongly tending in that direc-
tion.

" Tlie demand for the public lands would pour
a steady stream into the National Treasury on the
one hand, to be met by a deeper current from the
imports on the other, furnishing an adequate rev
enue for the completion of our harbor works and
national defences. The exports, no longer con-
fined to a single staple, and draw n from the most
productive of all branches of labor—the culti-
vation of a rich soil that costs next to nothing

—

would keep foreign exchanges in a healthy state
;

new lies of mutual advantage, and new induce-
ments to mutual justice, forbearance, and peace,
w^oiild arise between two nations of common ori-
gin, from whose influence the world has so much
to hope for ; our own manufactures would he
left, under their present protection, to a healthy
and natural growth with the growth of the coun-
try ; and our nation would be saved fiom anoth-
er tariff controversy, to occupy and embitter tho
debates of another political generation."

P'or the Farmer'sMonthly Visitor.

Some courteous Angel guard my pen.

While I describe a Farmer's Wife,

In her the poor do find a friend

To guide them through this life.

Before the King of day doth rise

To journey round the earth,

Before tlie stars fade from the skies,

She quits her downy herth
;

Then with a joyful lovely song

She to lier labour goes,

She neverjoins the idle throng

That seek their own repose.

Her mind is strong and nolile too,

She judges all things right

;

She is surpassed but by few

She's courteous and polite
;

She seeks not to adorn with gold,

But looks upon the mind,

There nobler beauties doth behold,

Than she in gold can find, .\. W. V.

Somtrtworth. N. I[.
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Great Hog of his age.—Benjamin J. Freese,
Esq. of Noithwood, N. H. slaughtered n hog of

the native breed, Feb. 15, 1841, whose meat and
fiit weighed seven hundred and eighty-one

pounds. We ask if James Marston, junior's, or

any other hog of the same age has exceeded this ?

But below we pi-esent an instance of the growth

of a hog that, we believe, must cany otf tlie

palm

:

Surprising Increase.—A Berkshire Hog, now
about eighteen mouths old, was twice weighed
quite recently, once at the commencement and
once at the termination of twenty-four days, and
gained in that time one hundred and twenty-four

pounds living weight. This was a full blood

Berkshire, the produce of a sow kept by the Sha-

kersat Canterbuiy, and is the property of George
L. SiBLET, Esq. of Meredith Bridge village. The
contented disposition of the Berkshire breed,

where the appetite is kept up by the proper field

or rooting e-xercise, enables those who keep this

kind of swine to raise them of almost any size

" to order."

Elnathan Blood, at the South Family of
Shakers in Enfield, N. H. last year raised on six

acres of not very highly manured ground, four

hundred and twenty bushels of shelled Brown
corn. Seventy bushels to the acre is a grand
crop, if it does not come up to our friend Brown's
crop on the Wimiepisseogee Islands.

Our friend, Peter Foster of the third Can-
terbury Family, has sent us ten " French Pota-

toes" from seed imported last year. From ten

potatoes last year he raised two bushels. Plant-

ed side by side, the Rohansdid not yield so much
in quantity as the French. To appeariince the

latter is as beautifid as the thin-slcinued, round,

smooth white potatoe.

Western Railroad.—60,000 hogs are now
annually brought to Brighton, from the neighbor-

hood of Albany and Troy. It is calculated that

the number will be increased from two to four

fold, by the completion of the Western Railroad,

and the facility it will furnish to bring then).

30,000 bead of cattle are slaughtered at and
near Albany and Troy. Most of these will come
over the Western Railroad. In driving cattle

100 or 200 mile-s you reduce, by the fatigue of

the animal, the quality from mess to No. 1, be-

sides losing in weight. This is avoided by the

Railroad. The animal can get to Brighton then

in the most perfect order, without the loss of

weight, or quality, or flavor.

—

Bost. Transcript.

The two Farmers.—Two farmers, who were
neighbors, had their crops of early peas killed by

the frost. One of them came to condole w ith the

other on their misfortune.

"Ah!" cried he, "how unfortunate we have
been, neighbor! Do you know that I have done
nothing but fret ever since. But, bless me! you
seem to have a fine, healthy croj) coming up just

now. What are these ?"

" The.«e •'" cried the other, " why these are Avhat

I sowed immediately after my loss."

"What! come up already!" exclainjcd the

iVetter.

"Yes—while you were fretting, I was work-
ing."

"What, and don't vou fret when you have a

loss ?"

" Not until I have repaired the mischief."
" Why then you have no need to fret at all."

" True," replied the industrious gardener, " and
that's the very reason : in tru.h, it is very jileasant

to have no longer reason to think of misfortune,

and it is astonishing how many might be repaired

by alacrity and energy."

truly independent trade, the business of cultiva-

ting the earth. This we should have done with

that kind of a caveat w liicli would be becoming
one who professes little knowledge of the science

of chemistry generally, and can boast, perhaps,

of little more of the business of tilling the earth.

But we find that profound chemisls have pro-

nounced most favorably upon Liebig's work, and
professed agi-iculturists have tested its excellence.

And though we cannot find space for all that we
see written of the excellence of the work, yet we
cannot deny .some space to a republication ofopin-
ions that may commend the volume to those

whose pursuits will make it most valuable to

them :

—

"It is the best book," writes Mr. Nutall, "ever
published on Vegetable Chemistry as applied lo

Agriculture, and calculated undoubtedly to pro
duce a new era in the science."

Extract from a letter from Dr. Colman, Com-
missioner for the Agricultural Survey of Mas-
sachusetts, dated Feb. I5tli, 1841

:

" It is the most valuable contribution to Agri-

cultural science, which has come within my
knowledge. It takes new views ou many sub-

jects, which have been long discussed without

any progress towards determinate conclusions;

and reveals principles which are of the highest

importance. Some of these principles recpiire

further elucidation and proof; but, in general,

they are so well established by liicts within my
own observation, that, in my opinion, the truth,

if not already reached, is not far distant."

From Sillinian'a Journal, January, I31I

:

"It is not too much to say, that the publication

of Pi-olessor Liebig's Organic Chemistry of Ag-
riculture, constitutes an era of great impor-
tance in the history of .Agricultiual science.

Its acceiJtance as a standard is unavoida-
ble, for, following closely in the straight

path of inductive philoso|diy, the conclusioiis

which are drawn from its (i:ita aic incontroverli-

ble." " To sonic, the slj Ic of this work may seem
somewhat obscure; but it « ill be found, on re-

perusal, that great condensation, brevity and
terseness, have been mistaken for obscurity."
" We can truly say, that we have never risen from
the perusal of a book with a more thorough con-
viction of the profound knowledge, extensive

reading, and practical research of its author, aud
of the invincible power and importance of its

reasonings and conclusions, than we have gain-

ed from the present volume."

Liebig's Chemistry for Agriculture.—Mr.
Owen of Cambridge, Mass. has published a

large duodecimo volume entitled "Liebig's Or-
ganic Chemistry of Agriculture and Physiology,
with an Introduction, Notes, aud .\ppendi.\, by J.

W. Webster, M. D., Professor of Chemistry in

Harvard University."

This work is spoken of in the highest terms.
The Philadelphia U. S. Gazette says:

" On looking over this vobuiip we were struck
with what we thought it ts admirable adaptation
to prac'ical agriciiltiu'e : and we were about to

invile t ) the woik the attention of those who feel

and have an ititereet in the promotion of that

Raising of He.mp.—The cultivation of hemp
is exciting consi<lcrable interest in Maine at pres-

ent. The soil is said to be admirably adapted
to its cultivation, and its importance is such as to

justify renewed and still more strenuous exer-

tions; for nearly all the canvass and cordage
used in both the Government and merchant ves-

sels—vast as is the quantity used— is derived al-

most entirely from the North of Europe. Of
course, in the event of any accident to the for-

eign crop, or any interruption of peaceable rela-

tions, this supply is entirely cut off. When well

cured, too, it is said our manufacturers iini/brm-

ly prefer American to Russian hemp. For the

ten years [ireceding October, 1838, the annual
average of 4,.382 tons of hemp has been import-
ed to be used almost entirely in manufactin-es.

Encouragement to its growth has for some time
been given by the General Government by grant-
ing favorable contracts, but without good success.

During the last year, however, they have given
contracts to the extent of 400 tons avoirdupois,
promising §400 per ton for il, delivered at the

j^avy Yards. The quali!_v, however, has been
inferior, contaiuing generally about 50 per cent,

of^oiiand lull 9 percent, of waste. It is said

that an acre of good land, well sown, will pro-

duce from 500 to 800 pounds of clear hemp,
worth upon an average in our market .$250 per

To destroy Ticks ou Sheep.

To the Editor of the Yankee Farmer -.—Sir—
Having noticed an article in your paper of May
1st, in regard to destroying ticks on sheep, in-

duces ine to send you a more simple method,
and one which I have found effectual, having
practised it for several years. If you think it

worthy of notice, you lue at liberty to iiublisli it

in your paper. Imni diately after shearing, I

apply lamp oil, poured from a common lamp fil-

ler, the whole length of the sheep, from the ears
back, and directly on the centre of the back, so
that it will spread equally on each side—one
quart is sufficient for eightsheep.
The lambs are treated in the same manner,

varying the quantity according to the size of the

If the lambs are large, care should be taken to

pait the wool on the centre of the back, and the
oil so applied as to cause it to spread equally on
each side.

In the fall of the year, when the sheep are
brought to the barn, I again apply the same.
Oil is a deadly poison to most insects, and v;hen
applied as above described, the ticks may be seen
dead, entangled in the ends of the wool. The
above method, I think, has several advantages to

recommend it.

1st. Flies, which are exceedingly annoying lo

sheep after shearing, will not light on them for

niany days after.

2d. The wool starts much quicker for being
oiled.

3d. Sheep treated in this manner will endure
the cold storms, which frequently occur after

shearing, with half the risk of those that have
not been oiled.

And lastly, I have no doubt bnt the next year's

clip is considerably increased in quantity, with-

out injury to its quality.

I have nothing but my own experience to sus-

tain me in the above statements, as I do not

know that any other person ever practised it.

—

WORCESTER.

Cambridge, M Y. May Wth, 1841.

lion. Isaac Hill, Sir:—A few years since, a
neighbor and particuhir friend of mine, the own-
er of a good farm in this town, concluded to sell

out here, aiul settle in a warmer climate, where
he would not have to " handle the pitchfork six

months in the year." He went liir west and
south, took time" and explored the country, but

coidd not suit himself. On his return to this

place, he purchased a fine farm in the western
part of this State. He remarked that he found
no ilifficulty in selecting lands of the very best

quality, bnt as far as he could discover, they
wanted in that region tw'o blessings which we
usually had here, good health, and good water.

Perhaps our climate on all accounts is lis good
as any other; but we who are farmers may as

well calculate to u.se the pitchfork six months in

the year, and the present foddering season is like-

ly to exceed that time.

ECONOMY IN FEEDING HAY.

In your last Visitor you have given us an ex-

cellent article on the subject of producing large

crops of hay. It has long been my opinion that

many farmers gave out more hay than was ne-
cessai-y, or more than they need to if they would
adopt that method of foddering which would
prevent the waste of hay. I have triod various

ways, and the present season have cribs for cat-

tle aud sheep, which I consider far preferable to

racks. I commenced the foddering season, with
less hay and other fodder than usual for the .same
amount of stock, and it has held out quite be-
yond my expectation, which I impute in a great
measure to the use of the cribs, whereby very lit-

tle fodder has been wasted. I think many farm-
ers will learn a lesson from experience, in future

not to commence the winter with more stock
than they can reasonably expect to keep well
through the season of foddering.

TRIIMMINO OF FRUIT TREES.
I have nothing new to offer, but as Col. Tay-

lor says, "we are more pleased with being re-

minded of what we know, than in being instruc-

ted in that of which we are ignoiant." I see
many fiuit trees dying for the want of proper
trimniing, and some killed outright by trimming
too nnich ; for instance, a man has an apple tree

that bears miserable fruit. He has it grafted with
the best kind of fruit ; the scions take, and grow
finely the first season. The next season, he
wishes to have the natural branches out of the
way, and cuts them all off. It had better he cut
off close to the groimd, for in nine cases out of
ten it will be death to ti:e tree. I rather think
your eastern farmers know better than to trim

tieesin th's way, but it is not veiy micommon in

tiavelling about our country to find trees thus
destroyed.
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From an article 1 saw in your paper or another,

recently, I was inclined to think that the Corn
which we call here Red blazed, is the same or

similar to the kind called in New Hampshire the

"Brown Corn. I would like to know.

I have been much jsratified in reading accounts

of your excursions among the farmers at theeast,

particularly your three days spent at the Shakers.

Could you find it convenient to make us a visit,

I should be pleased to spend as much time with

you among our farmers as you could spare, and
I think you might here also" see somethings that

would be interesting; yet I am of the opinion

that your eastern jjeople are rather ahead of us

in their method of farming, and decidedly so in

the raising and management of cattle. There-
fore I think our farmers who read the Cultivator

ought to read )our jiaper also.

I am, sii-, yours, respectfully,

S. W.
Remarks.—Our New England country east

of the Connecticut river valley, if it in any thin^

goes ahead in farming of the North rivtj- New
York farmers above the highlands, to the tran-

sient traveller certainly carries not that a|>pear-

ance. We have passed through that part of

Washington county, N. Y. lying directly west of

the south weast poition of V'ermont comprising

within its limits the large townships of Cam-
bridge and Salem ; and we are fiee to say New
England in the interior seems to be much its in-

ferior. Cultivation there is more exclusively

done with the plough than here. Indian corn,

instead of the hand hoe, is there in the main
dressed by the plough or the cultivator and
horse. In single fields we find twenty, thirty,

fifty and up to a hundred acres of Indian corn,

oats, rye or wheal; and we remember several

years ago, when jiassing across the Hudson at

the place of the siu-render of Burgoyne, on the

road from Saratoga spiings to Manchester, Vl.

we once saw a field of some fifty acres of excel-

lent flax, which seemed to be unilormly thick

and tall. It is well known that flax requires

land of a strong quality, and the very best culti-

vation. Some gentleman on the stage informed
us that the seed alone would pay all the expen-
ses of cultivation of this groimd, and that the

heavy crop of flax was deemed to be clear gain.

We obeerved in this fine country that swine
were almost as common inliabitants of pasture

grounds as cattle, horses and sheep. Clover was
cultivated in many fields for the purpose espe-
cially of feeding swine in summer ; large flocks of

from twenty to a hundred were conmionly kept
by a farm(!r. Pea fields of considerable extent

were numerous ; and into these, instead of gath-

ering them at the time of harvest, the hogs were
gometimt-s turned to gather for thenjseives. Our
impressions are that farming is carried on in that

part of New York quite as much, if not more for

their advantage than the New England farmers

carry on their farms.

Origin of Plodghing Matches.—The occu-
pation of jilonghmen is one upon which the very
existence of the whole human race depends

:

shall he not then be considered respectable and
worthy of support ? " Lei," says the Maidstone
Gazette, "the origin of ploughing matches an-
swer. An extensive farmer of Essex not many
years ago happened to lose his ploughman, and
wont to the overseers to make inquiries for an-
other. To his surprise, however, he discovered
that of upwards of sixty men who were then
working on the roads, not one of them could
hold a plough! The magnitude of the existing
evil soon induced several other farmers to join

h'm in a society which offered premiums to the
best ploughmen. This, we believe, was the
small beginning from which our present numer-
ous and valuable agricultural associations have
arisen."

The desire to live without labour and in lux-

ury, is one of our greatest sins : it fills our courts,

the jails, and poor-houses ; it demoralizes our
youth, and brings the aped whli sorrow to the
grave.

The period of gestation is the same in the

horse and ass, namely, eleven months each : in

the camel, twelve months; in the elephant, two
years; in the lion, five months ; in the dog and
cat, two mouths ; in the cow, nine months ; and
in sheep, five months.

THE L,AY or THE MAY SNOW STORM,

Come cheer up, farmers, don't look pale,

Although the north wind 's blowing,

And all around, o'er hill and dale,

'T IS true that sometimes long ere thia

You've done up all your sowing*-

You may as well keep quiet now,

'T is snowing, snowing, snowing.

I know 'tis now the tirtt of May,

And violets should be blowing
j

But girls cant have their holiday

Because 't is snowing, snowing.

Good uncle Bill a put on his coat,

And Pat his hands is blowing
;

And Sis is scolding round the stove,

Because 't is snowing, snowing.

But courage, farmers—do not fret

—

Your crops will soon be growing

;

Dog-days will give you all a sweat

Though now 't is snowing, snowing.

To fancy's eye, in yonder sky,

The star of hope is glowing
j

This blustering storm will soon pass by.

And stop this snowing, snowing.

Then cheer up, farmers, don't look pale,

Although the north wind 's blowing;
' Seed time and harvest ne'er shall fail,"

Though now 'tis snowing, snowing.

From the Bangor Democrat.

A VALUABLE TABLE.
State Debts, Value of Taxable Property, Annual

Interest, and ratio of the proceeds of the Public
Lands, if divided amoyig the States.

N. Y.
Penn.
N. J.

Miss
Tenn.
Kentucky
Ohio
Indiana
Michigan

•Missouri

Arkansas
Wisconsin

29,000,000
28,000,000
31,000,

208,000,000
32,000,
97,000',000

C41,000,r-
29-1,000,^

70,000,000

100,000,000
206,000,000
140,000,000
200,000,000
150,000,000

200,000,000
150,000,

230,000,000
203.000,000
217,000,000
110.000,000

95,000,000
95,000,900
89,000,000
IGO.OOO.OOC

90,000,000

no debt
1,678,367
no debt
6,500,000
no debt
no debt

27,721,000
40,000,000
no debt
no debt

15,346,000
7,953,838
no debt
7,753,770
1,500,000

3,500,000
11,.500 ,000

23,871,000

12,500,000

7.118,16a
3,790,500

13,724,735

15,000,000
6,000,000
13.643,601

1,592,000

3,100,000
50,000

n 3
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oned, their legs and feet rotting off. A gnl of

sixteen lost both her legs, and died; of the

mother, both the feet came off at the ancle, and

the flesh decayed from the leg-bones ; a girl of

fourteen lost one foot nt the ancle, and the other

leg at the knee ; a child of ten years old lost a

foot; of two hoys, one lost his feet, and the oth-

er his legs. This dreadful calamity was referred

by the Professor, with great probability, to the ac-

tion of ergot, which he finds attacks the Revet-

wheat of the neighborhood of Wattisham, a kind

of grain on which this ill-fated family was fed.

Draining was mentioned as the only known pre-

ventive of ergot."

CIRCULAR.
To the Agriculturists, the Manufacturers, Me-

chanics and Artizans of the United States.

The American Institute of the City of

New York have directed us, the trustees, to an-

nounce to the public, that the fourteenth annual

fair will be held in this city, in the early part of

October next. The time and place, with a vari-

ety of details, will be made known and published

by the managers as soon as convenient, after

their organization shall be i)erfected. This In-

stitute was established and incorporated by the

Legislature ofthe state ofNew York, to promote

domestic industry and improvements in the Uni-

ted States. Among the means suggested in the

charter are public exhibitions of meritorious pro-

ductions, and rewards lor such as are most de-

serving.

Thirteen great annual fairs liave already been

held. Their beneficial effects in exciting emula-
tion have been seen and directly felt in more than

half the states of the Union. The popularity of

these exhibitions, the extended and intense com-
petition they have e.vcited, is without a precedent.

iMore than one himdred thousand visiters have

been admitted, and more than fifteen thousand

specimens of domestic products have been ex-

hibited at a single anniversary.

A repository for the daily exhibition of im-
provements, and a library, of great utility lor

practical purposes, have both been established

liy this Institute, and been open for years free

of expense to contributors and visiters. Five

ploughing exhibitioas have been held on iields

in the vicinity of New York; and many eloquent

addresses, iustructive lectures, and able reports,

have been made on different occasions, all hav-

ing a bearing on productive industry.

The amount of gratuitous kbor, bestowed by

the conductors of this Institute in Iburteeu years,

it is believed, is without a jxirallel in the hi.story

of our public institutions. Hitherto the Institute

has been sustained by volimtary contributions,

unaided by city or state bounties. Impressed

witii these idea.*, the Legislature, in a law just

passed, intended for the promotion of "agricul

ture and household manufactures," have wisely

included the American Institute, and on certa'

conditions appropriated to it nine hundred and

fifty dollars per annum for five years, rerjuiring

premiums to be awarded as suitable means for

accomplishing the object of this enactment. In

addition to the pecuniary aid contemplated by

this act, which is timely, and will enable us to

extend our premiums, it is a public testimonial of

the high consideration maintained by the Insti-

tute in the opinion ofour Legislatui-e. The con-

fidence reposed in the Institute is in the highest

degree honorable to its conductors, making it

thereby the direct agent to carry into effect a

law important in its future effects, and expressly

enacted to encourage the great ami paramount
interests of agriculture, which supplies not only

the principal materials on which all other labor

is employed, but also affords sustenance to the

whole human race.

Accommodations will be jirovided at the four-

teenth fair for the exhibition of every kind of

agricultural and horticultural productions, for ma-
chines and implements, and steam power and
engines. Separate and suitable places will be as-

signed for exhibiting cattle, horses, sbeep, swine
and other farming stock. The best productions of

the manufactory and the workshop, including

woollen, cotton, silk and linen fabrics, will have
their appropriate rooms. Labor-saving machine-
ry %vill not only be examined by competent
judges, but also tested by steam power. All

new and useful labor-saving inventions will com-
mand attention, and publicity given to their mer-
its. Purchasers will have the best possible op-

portunity to examine, compare and select such

articles as they wish. Gold and silver medals,

silver cups, diplomas, as well as rewards in mon-
ey, will be bestowed on the most deserving.

The appropriation will enable the managers,

more liberally than heretofore, to reward indus-

try generally, and more particularly female iu-

dustry, (or ingenious fabrics of household manu-
facture.

On behalf of this Institute, we would earnest-

ly invoke the patronage and exertions of pros-

perous and intelligent agriculturists, to enable us

to fulfil the expectations of the Legislature. In

of the annual charge on cai)itals, &c., standing in

the names of the conunissioners. The Excheq-
uer bills outstanding and unprovided for on the

5th of January,1840, amounted to £90,051,.550,

and on the 5th of January 1839, to £24,030,050.

DEPARTURE OF THE ATL.\NTIC STEAMERS.

its wisdom it lias laid the foundation of great

;

lasting good to the state. But much of the sue

cess and popularity of the law to encourage agri-

Iture will depend on the American Institute,

position in the city of New York is of all oth-

ers the most favorable. There will always be in

this great emporium choice spirits, and such as

know well the inestimable value of agriculture,

and who are able and willing to aid any and all

great and beneficial objects. The whole island

is surrounded with fertile and highly cultivated

farms and gardens extending into the interior,

which bring their supplies daily to our numerous
maikets, to meet the vast demands of city con-
sumption. A lai'ge proportion of all the farm-
ing and gardening implements used iii this and
the adjoining states is supplied from this city

;

and with the facilities of conveyance by horses

and by steam, by laud and by water, it would
seem to be the chosen place for agricidture and
hoiticidture to present their fairest and best con-

tributions, and the radiating point from which
the knowledge of improvements may be readily

made to flow to every jjortion of our country.

In conclusion, we would also respectfully ap-

peal to all the multiplied interests of industry

and art to make their contributions of the best

specimens, that the most perfect miniature viiiw

may be presented of the skill, the genius, and the

ample resources of our country at the coming
anniversary ; and to the public at large, whose'
countenance and cheering approbation has ii

tiu-iiily attended all our undertakings for m
than thirteen years, and to whoso favor this In

tute owes its existence, we appeal with unqu
fied confidence, and, at the same time, w it!

strong desire for the especial and best infli

of our fellow citizens, at this time, to enable us

triumphantly to carry out the coming exhibition,

and discharge the obligation conferrerl by the

recent legislative grant By the kind aid which
the public can confer, and the means provided, t

new impulse may be given to agricultural im-

piovcnionts. and to invention and the arts, ovei

our wliiile stale; other itates, some of which art

bciiiml, will tln'ii hy bo induced to profit fron

our example, and thus the benign influences of

liberal legi-slation will be excmpliti~d in ever

section of onr wide spread country.

Repository of the American Institute,

New-York, May, 1841.

Trostees.
JAMKS TALLMADGB,
ADONIRAM CHANDLER,
WU-LIAM INGLIS,
JOHN TRAVERS,
ALEX. J. HAMILTON,
T. B. VVAKEMAN,
JOSEPH TITCOMB.

Editors of newspapers and jieriodicals, par-

ticularly agricultural, are reiptested to give the

loregoiiiET one or more gratuitous insertions.

P. S. Gentlemen friendly to the objects of the

Institute, both in the city and country, are invited

to become inenibei-s. Admission fee $.3—annual

dues $2. Applications must be madfe in writing,

naming place of abode and occupation. Mem-
bership confers the privilege of the repository

and library, attending the meetings, also hearing

the addresses and lectures, and visiting the annual

fairs, with ladies, free of expense.

The Funded Debt, &c. of Great Britain

AND Ireland. It appears from oflicial reports

on the subject now befoi-e us, that the public fun-

ded debt of Great Britain (exclusive of tlie cap-

itals translerred to the commissioners) amounted,
on the 5lh of January, 1840, to £732,649,694, 18s.

5d., and that of Ireland to £33,897,989, 18s. lid.,

making altogether £766,547,(184, 17s. 4d. The
total annual charge upon which, including Ire-

land, amounted to £28,748,794, 76, 8d., exclusive

BOSTON F
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With serried filne of steel he plied

The batteries on the British side

;

These they for Freedom storiu'd or died,

Such were the Men our land did save,

Kor o'er can rcacli oblivion's wave,
(Though bnoming o'er the Statesman's grave)

Our deep redeemless debt

:

No ! iMcrrimark ma_v cease to flow,

And our White Mountains sink below,
But nought can cancel what we owe

To them and La Kayelte !

by

' At the c

> redo

• of Co
adv

r troops

One

tish troops,

both carried at

I led by the

nked the be;

the point of the ba>

manded by La Kajette. the o
Baron De V^iominel. See Honorable Judge Lph;
quent eulooy on the Marquis La Fayette, delivered at
Concord, June, 1835.

From the iV. E. Farmer.

The Useful Creature.

Friend Pltn.vm—Presuming you had forgot-

ten vvhut I said to yoti last winter, about the mer-
its of a certain quadruped, that has been too
fragrant in your paper of late to need mention-
ing by name, (whose name, that is to lie, in liicl,

seems as yet un.settled,) finding that abler, though
I will not admit more friendly, advocates had
come out in his defence, and moreover, seeing
that I had not the moral courage long ago to take
the lead in vindicating the character of this poor,
despised, abused, slandered, |)erseculed, and mo.=t
needlessly dreaded and execrated brute, I had
pretty much concluded not to slir in the matter,
but quietly relinquish any claim I mii:ht feel con-
scious of, to share in the immortnUlij m) eagerly
conlonded for, in this new (icid oi' popular dis-

tinction. But as you gave me such a broad hint
in your number of the 2d insu, though 1 may stiil

be in bad odor, (as I before suggested to you the
fear,) 1 sliall now be sure of being in good com-
pany, and I have concluded to follow your bid-
ding, and help to " biighten the prospects" of our
n;utual friends.

And, sir, if I were really ambitions of the dis-

tiiicliou'' contended (iir, I could wield a wordy
weiyhiy pen : I could iliscourse most lengthily
and odorousb) withal, upon this heretofore "unsa-
vory tlieme.

I have the presumplinn to presume that 1 have
more attentively watched the movements and
studied the habits, or to speak more learnedly,

have penetrated deeper into the ology of the

beast, than any man living has thought it worth
liis while to do. Sir, J can boast of having com-
pletely unsiunked the skvuik in his most dreadfid
skunkishness, and made him as sweet and as
harmless a creature as the prettiest kitten or
puppy ; so that tiie very finest fine lady might
take him, with the most perfect impunity, to her
caresses. And any fiirmer's boy may do the same
if they will take the animal at a tender age, and
holding or tying him fa.*t on his back, apply a
sharp penknife upon either side of the butt end
of his tail, cutting cautiously throngli the fatty

substance and muscular envelope, till he comes
to a delicate membranous sack, containing the

fear/id: which sacks, on either side, being re-

moved, can never be reproduced, nor the venom
be again secreted ; and no danger, not the least,

either to the operator or the ojierated upon.
To be serious. Mr. Putnam. I do know and af-

firm, from a careful observation of many years,
that the skunk, in his proper line of business, is

eminently entitled to a " rightful place among
useful animals." He is signally the destroyer of
the worst enemies to the tillers of the soil. And
I do exceedingly rejoice, that with the innocent
little birds, and the ill-favored toad, he has at

length, though late, begun to be justly appreci-
ated. He is, in fact, worth his weight in toads,
the capacity of his stomach is so mucli greater.
His svvinelike snout and sharp claws also give
him pectdiar facilities for taking all kinds of
creeping things that are injurious to cultivated
vegetables. Crickets, erasshoppers, beetles, all

sorts of bugs, grubs, and worms, field mice, &c.,
he eagerly captures at their plunder, if, like hitn,
they do their work in the night. Or he searches

WE suggested to Dr.
ELF ! and Gov. Hill—

E THREE —were we successful in elevating, &c. &,c.
all the laurels we may have gained in this ' new Held

distinction," are most cheerfully surrendered
nbly defended

ot popuh
to the gentleman who' has in this article
tit* (Aunk.—" P. D."

them out in their retreat, if they retire to r( st by
night. These are his natural food ; and if he
finds them in plenty, be will not plunder your
eggs or young poultry, unless their manifest ex-

posure offers a very strong temptation—though
they are a great luxury to him. At all times, a

fJoor or a wall of the thickness of a shingle, and
above the reach of his paws, is an impassable
barrier against him. Like the odious rat, he
cannot climb; nor can he, like the rat, with un-
tiring perseverance, day and luglit, gnaw at the
hardest wood, to do us mischief! It is the e.isiesl

thing in the worlil, t!ierr;'ore, to protect our poul-
try from him. Ami \\li:,t li;iriii besides does any
one fear linni this iilu.i\s •• more sinned 'ag»ins"t

than sinning" cre;itiirc .- Peilwips it i.«, that he
will wantonly assail l.iin, riii.l .-leiich him out of
house and home, cm s|...iI a suit of clothes for

him. No, nevcrl unless we violently assi.ult and
actually wound, or greatly terrify him, he will

not di.scharge his amiiumition upon us. And if

we will let him alone, aiul permit our dogs to let

him alone, (and they arc always glad to be ex-
cused from molesting him,) he will certainly let

us alone. Let hiiri play about your door-yaid in

the evening if he chooses, and |iick the bones he
may find there. He will be likely to keep off

.some worse visitants. And if he chance to en-
ter your eelliir, jour kitchen, or your parlor even,
as in simimcr his curiosity may lead him to do,

let him alone, and he will go out williout doing
any hariri. Or if he seem dispo.scd to act Ion

leisurely about it, you have oidy to approach him
gently, yet fearlessly, and take "him up by his tail,

doing no violence to idin, and \o» may carry
him where you please, without the li'a.=t dtinger

to yom' best attire. You cannot i)0ssibly kill him
so instantaneously, Avith club, or gun, or stone, or

rudely force him out, as not fully to realize \onr
woist fears of liiin. For the most part, as ifcon-
scions of the repute in which be is held, he
shiuis the presence of man. In the winter he
-seldom ventures abroad, except in mild wctither.

During the season in which insect life is active,

he is busy every night, coming Ibrlh in the twi-

light, or early in the evening, and rambling
through gardens and fields with a somewhat nim-
ble moveirient, he diligently searches liir his

prey. By the very earliest dawn, if not before,

he returns to iiis abode, which is quile as likely

to be umler your barn os niiy wliere el.se, and
there ouietly sleeps all day. iVor will the con-
tinuous cackle of \our fowls, or the chirping of

their young, tempt him to the light of day.

The skiud« is, probably, much more common
ill the immediate vicinity of this city, and else-

where, than he is usually thought to "be. Return-
ing home itt daylight down, in summer, I have
occasionally seen liim scud along the road, and
enter premises, there to pass the night most use-
fully to 'he proprietor, who, if he were conscious
of the fiict, mo.-it likely would summon all the
dogs within whistle-call, to take vengeance on
the vile intruder among his delicate flowers and
plants, i was myself brought up to hate the

skunk, and destroy him whenever I could. Many
a time, when u lioy, after a day's work at liarvest-

ing, and an evening at husking, or at the cider-

mill, have I tramped the region round, hour after

hour, with a gang of farm laborers, on the sole

intent to kill unoffending skunks, at their useful

labors—because, forsooth, one of the race, once
in about six or eight years, on an average, I

should say, in some simalion peculiarly exposed,
by the merest chance found, and of course took,

a few young goslings or chickens, or helped him-
self to an egg or two, and did not think to hide
the shells, as the two-legged skunks used often
to do

I have since learned a very different lesson.

—

Some eight or ten years ago, one evening about
midsummer, I accidentally discovered a litter of

young ones in my barn yard, scrambling to get

under the shed floor. New-comers, I doubted
not they were, and led there on purpose to feed
upon my chickens, which occupied the floor im-
mediately above, with only a single plank be-
tween them and death ; and their passage-way
into the barn-yard, where they were confined du-
ring the day, usually ojien all night. I should
have had tli'e floor up the next morning, and kill-

ed tlie whole pack; but being obliged to start on
a joiuney of a few days, 1 most unwillingly
smothered my revenge. On iiiy return, how"-
ever, I lost uo time. Every plank was removed ;

but it was too hite : the boys had been upon ihe
watch, in my absence—had killed some of the
young, and the rest had taken the alarm and de-
camped. But I founti, to my entire satisfaction,

as well as astonishment, that the old ones had
wintered there, atid probably year alter year ; and
that those young had been born there, and bred
thus far; and yet, however incredible to skunk-
haters, never a chick nor an egg bad I missed.
They soon returned to their quarters, and af-

terwards 1 used to amuse myself in sfjdying
their habits. I have often gone, afier tea, and
looked over the fence, to see the old ones take
peep after peep at the receding day, impatient
for the twilight. And then they would away to

their known passage into the garden, and to their

ni;;htly work. Then the joung, like kittens and
[luppies, would come out and gambol where the
chickens had just left. 1 have not since had a
heart to kill a skunk or suffer one to be killed if I

could prevent it. 1 bade them welcome to my
shed, iind my welcome they have freely used.

An old barn, too, iipou the other side of us,

within a stone's cast of where I am now writing,

has long been their favorite abode, and still is, I

presume, though as my curiosity is satisfied, I do
not look for them ; and they mind their own busi-

ness, and do not come in my way. In July, 1637,
the old barn aforesaid was nitived across the
street. Presuming that some of my favorites

were there, 1 apprised the workmen thereof, beg-
ging the 01 to harm the creatures, and prom-
ising to stand between themselves and harm. To
our astonishment, upon removing the floor, wo
Ibund no less than fourteen or fifieen of them,
ail of which, save one that escaped to an oat

field near by, I caught in my bands, and with im-
puiiiiy removed them to a place of safety, much
to the amusement of the spectators. Still,

ihough there were so many and so near us, none
of my fimiily, nor any of our neighbors, to our
knowledge, bad ever seen one of them, or been
disturbed in any way by tbeni.

By the help of these animals, we suffer but
little fiom insect.* in the g.irden. The large black

sifnash bug, that ioalhsome thing, that has some-
times spoiled my K'lider vine plants, has alino.st

wholly disappeared. Of these bugs, 1 liincy, they
used to nianufiietiire their strongest essence
withal.

A gentleman of undoubted veracity, who as-

sured me he was a witness to the fact, informed
me that in the country where he used to reside,

a It-male skunk was one day observed to creep
from the wood pile, and bask in the sun. A lit-

ter of half-starved kittens soon approached her,
which she actually suckled, although, as he af-

terwards discovered, she had a numerous faiifdy

of her own. This was day after day repeated.

—

In the issue, however, the brutal recompense
of such maternal kindness was, that the wood-
pile was overthrown, and the skunk family, one
and all, destroyed.
A word, Mr. Editor, about the name of this an-

imal. 1 am decidedly opposed to a change.

—

Though not obstinately conservative, where
change is likely to be an improvement, I would
not change even the name of the skunk, without
very good reason. A new name, I fear, and es-

pecially a classical one, might work a change for

Ihe worse in the character of the animal—might
cause an elation, a sort of transcendental aim, a-
bove his projier place and calling. And who can
tell—who can imagine the mischief that would
most surely result, if with the immense odds of
seeing, where all is darkness to us, he should
commence offensive operations, and go peddling
his commodity all abroad? No, sir! let us leave

him in his humiliiy—let him remain as ever, the
poor, harmless, unas|)iring, but most useful

Skunk."
You see, my friend, I have given you enough

to spice several papers, if it will too highly season
a single number. Or, if you shall choose not to

use my seasoning at all, I shall still remain, truly

\our friend, and the friend of" The Farmtr,"
LEMUEL CAPEN.

Soidh Boston, June 5th, 1841.

i'e moved a change of name, Sir, in the supposition

that it micht, to some degree, effect a change in public

iment favorable to the skunk, liut since you have-so

pletelyand satisfactorily esf^iblished his claims to pi^o-

tcctioii, the object HE had in view will doubtless be at-

tuned without the proposed .Iteriltion, and WE, tlicre-

(iirc, as the legislators say, ask leave to withdraw our mo-
lion.—" P. D."
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An Improved Threshing Machine.

The labor of linud tliresliiiifj lo extensive grow-

ers of icniii) is a larue iliMii of expense, and the

most st^veie of all hand lalMjr: it seems to us an

expense of human strength that njiglit and sliould

be supplied by some of the nuineroiis laljoi'-sav-

ing machines' which the injremfity of our coun-

trymen has invented. Tiireshmg shonhl he done

by niachiiieiy ; and we have no doubt, us im-

provement advances, that this business will soon

be done at a far less expense tliaii Iieretoti^ue. In

the wheat country of New York and Pcimsylva-

nia it had lung been the practice to get out grain

bv the tread ol' horses and oxen passing iu an

eiidless round over a floor in the barn, or a hard

clay bed in the field. This method seemed tons

to be a clumsy and shiftless appropriation of

brute strength ; and the idea at once suggested

itself; that the same amount of labor might work

ton for one with a mechanic-al improvement,

such as has taken place in spimfnigand weaving.

Machinery, within the last few years, has been

applied to the threshing out of grain ; but these

machines and their use have cost too much. A
small farmer cannot afford to pay three or four

hundred dollars for a threshing machine ; and the

liiirh price he is obliged to pay for the hire of one

will induce him rather to adhere to the tedious

process of hand threshing than encounter that.

From the following conmumication, and accom-
]innyii)g vouchers, we are inclined to give the o-

pinion that Mr. Hibbard has made an advance
towards perfecting the threshing macliine greater

than any patentee that has preceded him.—Ed.
Visitor.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

A New Horse Power Machine, and Valuable
Improvement.

It is well known, that in many places threshing

witli the flail has been entirely abandoned for the

more expeditious way of doing it by horse

power. The change has been an advantage to

tlje fanner of considerable importance. It has

generally been allowed that nearly or quite

enough is left in the straw, when threshed with

the flail, that might be ttikcn out with a machine,

to pay the threther's hill. And much less will be

destroyed by the fowls in the short time required

to thresh a man's grain with a machine, than in

the longer lime necessary tor the flail. 15!it with

ail the benefits l! e various kinds of threshing ma-
cliin.'S have conferred on the farmers, are they

salisried? Have they been accommodated with-

out delay .' Has theexpcnse been much less by

emjiloving the machines than if flails were used?

Has the price of horse m.n'liiiics Wm so low

that a man, raising one limidreil hu^h-ls of wheat,

or other grain equivalenl, annually, could afford

to purchase, for liis own particular or individual

use? To all these questions, it is believed, the

majority of farmeis will answer "No: we are

not satisfied ; but have been looking (or a more
simple machine: one less comple.x, rimning with

less friction, and, consequently, operated with

less fatigue to the horse ; and, above all, one that

may be piu'chased at a price more nearly com-
paring with the price of other implements of
husbandry."
The patentee would announce to the public

that he has invented a horse power macliine, and
obtained letters patent for the same, which he
doubts not will recommend itself to general use,

for threshing and other purposes. The cost,

which is only forty dollars, including thresher,

(separate from the right, wliich will be sold on
reasonable terms,) is so small, that every grain-

grower can afford to own a machine ; or one may
be owned in each school district where grain is

raised, ready to thresh the grain in season—be-

fore one bushel to every ten is destroyed by rats

or other iiitm<!^M-s.

Other m.irirnns are called light and jiortable

that require tuo liurscs to draw them on level

ground, and a pair of oxen added at every hard
hill : this can be drawn up the hardest hill with
one horse, making at a common hill much less

than half a load.

Other machines have been called easy for the

horses to operate—here, it will be admitted by
nil, that the horse machine, having the least flic-

tion, is the most easily operated, due regard be-

ing had to the most natural position of the horse.

The entire friction of this horse power is ctuised

by three bearings, of one inch diameter each,

except what little may be caused by the band

:

being the least, by fifty percent, no doubt, of that

of any other horse jjower in this part of the

conn'try.

The scheme was first conceived with a view
only to |)rodnce a machine with which the inven-

tor could more easily thresh his own grain, than

to hire other machines, or use the flail. But find-

ing, by its ojieratiou, that it combined so many
auvantages, he was induced to a])ply for letters

[latent, believing that thereby he might himself

be benefitted, and still leave to the public an op-

portunity to make a great saving iu the expense

of threshing, or propelling other kinds of ma-
chinerv hv horse power.

CHARLES HIBBARD.
Gilford, M H.

RECOMMENDATIONS.
This may certify that the undersigned has seen

the operation of Mr. Charles Hibbard's Patent

Horse Power Threshing Machine, and believes it

to be the best invention for that and other ptir-

lioses that he has ever seen; and that its opera-

tion is so easy, with so little friction, that one

horse will drive it with as much ease as two
horses would any other tnachine for that purpose.

And being acquainted with the operation of nia-

chinery, he does confidently recommend Charles

Hibbard's Patent Threshing Machine, in prefer-

ence to any other that he has ever seen.

J. 31. CLARK.
Gilford, Feb. 9, 1841.

This may certify that, having seen in operation

Hibbard's Patent Machine, we believe it to he a

valuable improvement in the ap])lication of horse

power. Said machine is easily moved from place

to place with one horse; will thresh a bushel of
wheat in three minutes; runs with the least fric-

tion of any horse power within our knowledge,
consequently with the greatest ease to the

horse ; is easih kept in repair; and, in our opin-

ion, wTll not cost over forty dollars, snfRciently

large for two horses.

HIRAM MERRILL, of Gilmanton.
SAM UEL B. BARTLETT, ofCampton.
AARON RANDALL, of Centre Harbor.
.T. W. DAVJS, of Gillord.

To all to whom these presents shall come : We,
tlie subscribers, coiiiidcntly certify that the newly
invented Horse Power Machine, patented by
Cliarles Hibbard, for threshing, and other pur-

|i(.ses, is decidedly superior to every other horse

power within our knowledge. Having employed
sail! machine, or seen its operation, we have no
hesitation in stating, as our belief^ that by it as

iiiMcli liusiucss may be done with one horse, as

with two by the other kinds, in a given time. It

runs with the least friction, probably, ol any
hcpisi' jiower in existence; may be iTioved ea.sily

with one horse from [ilace to place, and is very
chea)ilv kept in repair.

JAMES H. PLUMER, ^

ISAAC S. JEVVETT,
(

MOSES W. WHEELER,
|

ENOCH B. PRESCOTT, f

HENRY WHIT'IIER, I

AARON ROBINSON, J
ABRAM LIBBY, Plymouth.
SAMUEL B. WILKINSON, New Hampton.
JOHN G. ROBINSON, Meredith.

JOSEPH HUNT, > ^.,p ,

NATHANIEL EDWARDS, ^
^"""'"•

Gilford.

The Rev. Mr. Drew, editor of the Maine Culti-

vator, we are constrained to believe to bo an e,x-

cellent fiirmer, and may be a good preacher.
We answer for him that he preaches well on the
snhjoct of Agriculture. His successfid practice

on a little spot of ground iu Hallowell cultivated

by his own hand, in which he succeeds in gathe -

ing where he has strewed more produce than
some careless fiirmers on many acres, entitles

him to be heard ; and we hesitate not lo say that

the fVillovving is a much better article than we
could ourselves have written on the same sub-
ject.

—

Ed. Visitor,

From the Mainft Cultivator.

Good Cultivation.

In nothing does the reward correspond more
exactly with the deserts, than the amoimt and
perfection of crops do the amount of labors of the
cultivator. Men you may cheat, by obtaining ad-
vantages of them in trade ; but old" mother Earth,

you cannot cheat. She will reward yon accord-
ing to your works. Aud if you would obtain
lai ge and sound crops, you must deserve thein by
skill and labor—otherwise you will fail in calcu-
lations.

Good husbandry is as much a science, as any
thing else—a science which, emiihatically, " prac-
tice makes perfect." Not only are the great
things, but the little things to lie attended to and
at proper times. For good crops, first, the land
must be enriched— it should have as much ma-
nure, annually, as it can digest and convert into
liuits which you propose to gather from it. We
say "as much;" but it should not have more. A
superabundance « ill over stimulate the soil, and
leave a mass of inert matter, that will do more
harm than good next year. The soil should be
fed annually, as a man is fed daily. The idea of
giving the earth manure enough to last several
years, on cultivated ground, is like making a man
eat in one day enough to last him a week. When
the soil is well manured, the next thing is to pul-
verize it with the plough or spade. It is not
enough to turn it over, hut it must he pulverized.

All the lumps should be broken up till they are
crumbled into powder.

In planting, care should be taken to procure
good seed of the best sort. Unhealthy and viti-

ated parents, in the vegetable, as well as the ani-
mal world, are pretty sure to produce inferior
offspring. The seed should lie dropped or sowed
suantly. Every hill, and if possible, every ker-
nel, should have an equal space of ground allot-

ted lor its growth. Then there will be no soil

wasted, and no plants pinched for want of room.
Machines lor planting are valuable, not only as
saving labor, but also because they divide the land
equally and give each hill or plant an equal chance.
This is real eionomy.
The seed being jilanted at the right season

—

neither too early or too late—and earliness and
lateness relate to the condition of the earth and
skies, rather than to the day of the month—the
next thing is to hoe the ground well as soon as
the plants are high enough to work amongst
The sooner this is done the better, as it will not
only kill the tender weeds, before they get much
root, but will |irevent the coming up of many
other weeds, the seeds of which are deeper in
the earth, or slower of vegetation. Many a weed
is killed by hoeing belbre it is out of the ground.
But in hoeing corn, potatoes or beds of vegeta-
bles the first time, be careful and be faithful.
Once well done is worth all of /our times half
done. Let the fingers be used about the plants,
to pull up the weeds by the roots—not to break
them of}"—and to loosen the soil about the plants.

Let not an inch of the ground be untouched by
the hoe, and stir it as deeply as you can with that

instrument. A soft soil, that will admit the air

and light, is indispensable lo the young roots of

the plants, which wish to run down and along the

surface.

Be sure and kill all the weeds. Everv one
that grows exhausts the soil just so mucli as is

necessary for its support, and robs your crop of
its food, besides shading and crowding it to its in-
jury. Weeds are poor things in a garden or cul-
tivated field. If the first weeding and hoeing are
done thoroughly, the great effort of the season is

over. There wilj be but few weeds after that.

But it is best to hoe in a dry time.

Some gardeners and cultivators with whom we
are acquainted, think that as soon as a shower
of rain is over, they must seize the hoe and run
out to kill the weeds. This is bad husbandry in

two respects. First, if the ground is stirred vvlien

it is wet, the earth is adhesive and it will dry in

fiard lumps and make a bad matter woise; sec-
ondly, hoeing at such a time will inevitably but
transplant the weeds, that they will .soon shoot up
again. Let the top of the soil be dry when you
hoe. This is important, not only to destroy the
weeds, but the crop will suffer less from (Irj^

weather, if hoed in such a time, thasi if stirred at
a different lime One of the best ways in tho
world to ))revent the effects of a drought, is to
stir the land when it is dry. Jt is !\ mistake to

suppose that the porous conditicai of the surface
which is left by hoeing, aliovva the moisture ta

escape more rapidly. It will not escape so fast,

as if it was not hoed. There is a greater circula-

tion between the earth and the air, and in a dry
time a greater amount of dew falls upon the
plants in the night, when the earth is loose at the
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surface, tlian when it is compact and hard. The
oftener you hoe the ground, when it is properly
dry, the surer and larger will he the ciop. ltthi^^

could be done every day, without cutting the lat-

eral roots, your plants would be thankful for it

Some of our neighbors, who have visited our
garden— it is a large one—marvel how it is that

there never appear to be any weeds in it. For
themselves, when the plants in their beJs are
up and large enough to he hoed, they are im-
mersed and overtopped in weeds, and it is a dread-
ful job to pick them all out and leave the plants
to the sole occupancy of the soil. But before
ours are hoed, they see but a very few weeds in

the beds—the rows of plants are all distinct and
free, and appear as if they had already been hoed
clean. VVe will tell them how this is done. In the

first place, we never allow a single weed to go to

seed in the garden. Of course then, there will

be no seeds from this cause to come up the next
spring—only such as have been borne upon the
premises by the winds from adjacent grounds.
We take as much care to kill the infant weeds,
all summer and in autunm, as we do iu spring.
Then again, we never put on land weedy manure.
Tliijy who make their beds of new stable manure,
which is filled with the seeds of grass, clover,
sorrel, pig weeds, &c. must e.xpect tliat those
seeds will come up as soon as their be(^ts, onions,
carrots, &c. and being more numerous, they will
cover the ground very early. ^Ve are careful to
dress the soil only with manure that has under-
gone the fermentation ofat least one season, which
has killed the weed seeds. Then we plant and
sow as soon as the land is manured and pulveriz-
ed so as to give the seed we sow as fair a chance in
time, as the seeds of weeds that jnai/chance to be
in the manure. As soon as weeds do appear, and
we can <listinguish oin- plants, we go at them in

earnest—not allowing them to g-et the mastery
By such timely care, we are troubled with weeds
but little through the whole season.
Rich soil, kept soft by frequent hoeing, and free

from weeds, will in ordinary seasons^ produce
perfect crops. A carelessness in either of these
respect.a is fatal to a large harvest.

From the Essex Agricultural Society Transactions.

Management of Dairies.

To J. W. Proctor, Esq.— Sir: Having been
unable lo attend the meeting of the trustees in
December, I submit the following considerations
relating to the management of dairies.

The first and most earnest point to l>c gained
is to obtain good cows. It costs no moie to feed
a good cow, than a poor one. And the compar-
ative result of their produce at the close ot the
year, makes a most essential difference in the pro-
fits of the farmer. Suppose one cow to give one
quart at a milking, or two quarts per dav more
than another, the milk being of equal q"uality

;

and this milk to be estimated worth two and a
half cents per quart, and this to continue 200
days—here would be a difference often dollarsin
the produce of the two cows. This rule applied
to a dairy of fifteen cows would equal the sum of
$150—half as much as the net annual income of
a majority of the farmers in the country.
The qualily of the milk is a consideration not

less important than the quantity.—Those, who
never have tried the experiment of setting difter-

ent cows milk separate have very imperfect ideas
of their comparative value. I have known some
cows that five or six quarts of milk would raise
sufficient to make a pound of butter. I believe
this was stated of the Oakes cow, from the milk
of which was made twenty i)ounds of butter a
week for several successive weeks ; and I have
lieard the same ofothers. But onlinarily, it takes
ten quarts of milk to yield a pound of butter. It

therefore becomes a point of great importance, in
selecting cows for the making of butter, to obtain
those whose milk is adapted to this purpose.
The manner offeeding cows is a point not to be

neglected, in the management of the dairy. Good
feed not only increases the quantity of the milk,
but it improves the qualitv ; and of" consequence
the butter also. The kind of food used is also to
be regarded. Every dairy woman knows that
the milk will indicate the kind of food used

;

therefore, those kinds of food which leave the best
flavor m the milk shoukl be selected. When
cows have been fed on cabbages or on turnips,
who has not tasted the peculiarities of these veg.
etables.' When they are fed on Indian m»al, on

carrots, or on beets— it is fair to presume that
these articles become incorporated witli the milk
also. I do not presume to say which of these ar-
ticles is the most valuable to be cultivated lor the
feeding of cows ; though I hope in this age of ex-
periments, with so many inducements as are now
field out for the trial, it will not be long before
some of our farmers will give us satisfactory in-
fbrnirition on this subject.
The manner of mitking also demands attention.

Cows should be milked about the same time each
day, and they should be milked quick and clean.
If a portion of their milk is suffered to remaii],
this will soon diminish the quantity, and the cows
will dry up. It is bad policy to trust milking to
children, for they usually do it moderately and
imperfectly, and more is lost thereby than would
pay the best of laborers.
The placefor the setting of the milk, is also wor-

thy of attention. This sliould be cool, well ven-
tilated, and exclusively appropriated to this pur-
pose. For if it is permitted to be occupied in

part for other jHuposes, some tilings will find
their way there which will be iujui-kius to the
milk. It shotild also be properly lighted. Cream
will rise more favorably in the light than in a dark
room and the qtiality will be better. Therefore
a dairy room above ground is prelijrable to a cel-
lar. The room should be carefully guarded, liy

the use of wire gauze, or some other substance at

the windows, against the approach of insects or
intruders ofevery kind. The'milk should be set

in pans uncovered ; as the cream will not rise so
freely when there is acoverover the pans. Care
should be taken not to fill the pans full, especial-
ly in warm weather, as the cream will rise quick-
er and better when the milk is spread over a
large surface. The .sooner it rises and is remov-
ed from the milk the better; and this should al-

ways be done before the milk begins to turn sour.
When the cream is taken off, it should be kept
in tight covered vessels, in cool places, until the
churning proce.ss; and this should always be be-
fore any sourness is discoverable.
Much care should be taken to separate the bi

ter-niilk thoroughly from the butter. More d
pendson this than any other part of the process
making good butter. Unless this is done, it will
be impossible to preserve it swett and good ; if
our dairy women would apply double the labor
to half the quantity of their butter, and therchv
remove all |)articles of the butter-milk, this one
half would be worth more than the whole in the
condition which it i< ii.siially sent to market. As
this is a matter that interests every farmer, and
every lover of good butter, {and who" does not love
it when it is lair and nice ?) I have presumed to
forwaril these remarks. You will use them as
you think proper. Respectfully yours,

Metheun, Jan. 6, 1841. "Joseph How.
Note. What 1 have said in relation to the

working of butter, is to he understood, in relation
to such butter as had the proper [s^vious man-
agement. For if the butter becomes soft, it may
be worked ever so long, and not become hard anil
good; although it may be improved by working.
But if it is to be kefit, care should be taken that
the butter-milk is thoroughly removed.

It was my intention to have said something on
the feed of cows. But my remarks have already
extended so far, I will simply say, that there is no
feed on which cows can he kept, that will make
better butter, than a first rate pasture ; such as
abounds with English grasses. When this sup-
ply fails, let the deficiency be made up by green
corn-stalks. Farmers will do.well to plant some
corn extra, for this puniose.
The present winter, 1 have boiled i-oots for my

cows, such as turnips and sug-ar beets, to which
I add a little Indian meal. This food, when prop-
erly prepared and seasoned with, salt is well re-
ceived by the cows, and improves the flavor, and
increases the quantity of the milk.

J. H.

Orchards—Grafting—Catterpillars.

Joseph Doe, Esq. of Somersworth several
ars ago purchased the Prentice farm at Lon-

donderry, now within the limits of Derry since
that ancient, wealthy and respectable town was
divided into two towns. About seven years ago
he sold this farm and returned to liis old position
ill Somersworth, near the village of South Ber-
wick in the State of Mtiine. A^friend informs us

that Mr. Doe has a small orchard of about fifty

apple trees which were .set out and grafted with
his own hands since he left Derry; and that this
orchard has already become productive, and will
probably piodnce the present season more first

rate fruit than the proprietor can make use of in
his own himily.

\\\ien ihe profits of a good apple-tree are con-
sideicd—some being known to give twenty dol-
l:iis wditli (it iViiit in a your— it is surprising that
nil)].' Mitinti.iii IS not paid to orchards bv tiirmei'S.

The .,.s,.,.|- .Mr. barrel, a clrrgymat"i of some
tow II ill Maine, liiis been iiieiitiojirii: heiiig a pocr
iiiiiii depciidi'iit ujioii a scmiiIv salary, he coiitiiv-

cd to tiive his two sons a lilieral education fVoin
the avails of an orcliard wliich he carefully culti-

vated with his own hands.
Looking ahead, most men are apt to think if

ihey plant an orcbard now or even engraft an or-
chard already i«lanted, they mtiy not live to real-
ize any advantage f.om it. Theliict i.s, too many
larmers of this country fail to look ahead—they
cultivate their land more with a view to what it

will produce this year than to the benefits which
it may produce in after yeais. The product of a
grafted apple-tree is too far off to induce them
to lay out much in the business of improving au
oi;chard.

So little is an improved apple orchard valued
in this vicinity, that scarcely one man of a thous-
and understands how a tree is to be grafted, much
less how it should be treated after the graft 1ms
been set in the stock, and has sjirung into lite.

We had a preparation of grafting three years
ago: a small portion of the grafts are living, and
we may possibly get apples from a few of them
this season. But we can now see the erroneous
manner in which those grafts were set. Iu al-

most eveiy case the scion was placed in a stock
double its proper size ; and the fault discovered
is that when tlie graft grows it is very likely to

make a diseased limb from the unequal size of the
scion and stock. Moreover our experiment Isiiled

from suffering the sprouts and suckers to stand
with the grafts ujion the tree, thus dividing the
growth and retarding the jirogress of the scions,

so that they will not become bearable for several
years.

The present season we have had the advantage
ofa more skilful and experienced hand. Mr. Pe-
ter Foster of llie Canterbury Third Family,
whose orchard we noticed in the Visitor of Au-
gust last, agreeably to an engagement then made,
appeared at the proper lime this season and spent
the greater pai-t of two days upon Ihe little or-
chard attached to our premises. He went to

work in his own way, finishing out the trees where
the old grafts were living with scions taken from
them, and setting entirely new other trees with
several kinds of the best apples. He commenced
the work by making a wooden horse so that he
could stand and work upon the tree at a higher
or lower point, where he could saw oft' the limb
of the proper size. On some of the trees he (ilac-

ed as many as twenty-five to fifty grafts, taking
off the limbs that were unnecessary to the proper
shape of the tree, and filling those that might be
usefully left. Two scions were set upon a stock

;

and with this stock another limb was left to be
resorted to in cjise both the grafts shall fail. In
this way the trees were left, until about a fort-

night ago Mr. Foster came over and took a look
at them. During the short lime he stopped
at the orchard, finding that most of the scions
had started from the bud, he stripped one of the
trees of its supernumerary limbs and branches,
and left directions to have the others treated in

the same manner. This has since been done.
The trunks of the trees stand divested of their fo-

liage with the exception only of the grafts them-
selves. The grafting took place about the 10th of
May, and the limbs were taken off about the 10th
of June. The trees now present a beautiful, al-

though a somewhat naked appearance compared
with other ap|)le trees at this season ; and know-
ing that all the foliage upon them has sprouted
from the small shoots that were this spring in-

serted, the idea at once associates itself with this

a|ipearance, that a worthless tree of sour and dis-

tasteful apples is in a few-weeks converted into a
tree soon to bear the choicest fruit.

Witnessing the operation upon these trees, we
readily perceive how the bearing of grafted fruit

trees may be hastened. The whole sap of the

tree, it will he seen, is at once thrown into the
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jIiaftB ; and these will probably in that condition

grow more the first season than they would gain

in fotn- seasons while the roots and body of the

tree are afli)rding noniishnient to natural liniljs

and fiiliage upon the same tree often times the

amount.
f5on)e of the scions this year set had blows up-

on them, which may hardly be expe("ted to bear
apples the present season ; but it would not more
surprise us to have those scions bear next year
than it has to witness the progress which they
have already made. The little orchard stands in

a most excellent soil, in a place sheltered Ironi

the severity of the seasons— it is jitst above the

high tide freshets upon the banks of the Merri-
mack, vvijh a rocky foundation. An inroad was
made upon it a few years ago by cutting out a

new street; and some of the trees were uprooted
by digging out the ledge of rocks upon the sur-
face where they were growing. Still a part of
them wei-e left ; but we now jierceive the stakes

nutnbered one thousand and odd of the railroad

surveyor are fixed upon it, cutting directly through
several of the trees which are put under so good
way by friend Foster, so that we will very likely

be disappointed in realizing from them that ex-
uberant growth of fine Woburn, Baldwin and
Russet apples that we do not doubt, with proper
care, may be made to grow upon them in less

than halfa dozen years.

The orchard, which has been grafted and nur-
tin-ed under the care ofMr. Foster at Canterbury,
although the first grafts were set only six years
ago, produced last season something like a hun-
dred bushels of the grafted apples. The product
will soon be increased ten fold. In halfa dozen
years more, no orchard in the State will probably
compare with it: it has now seven hundred trees,

embracing most kinds of choice apples ["reduced
in New England.
While going through this orchard a few days

nince Mr. Foster called our attention to the man-
ner lii which the numerous hordes ol caterpillars

are propagated. In the orchard were a few nests
of these pestiferous vermin collected under the

cover of a web nest upon a crotch between the

branches of the tree. These it was his practice

to wind upon a stick and destroy them by tread-

ing them into the ground. With a little search
the embryo of their nativity was easily descover-
ed. A caterpillar or butterfly undoubtedly makes
the preparation for thousands that are sufficient

to eat up every thing green upon the tree the suc-

ceeding spring. The eggs are deposited upon
the side of the limb and are left the previous sea-

son encaseil in a furzy covering. The sun and
warmth of the succeeding .season hatches the

eggs, producing the worms in almost countless

numbers: after the animals pass avvay, the shells

of the eggs are left with the furze adhering to the

limb. The whole concern is so small as scarcely

to attract the attention of any body who was not

minutely searching for it. Mr. -Foster thinks he
shall be able to ascertain, by preserving .some of

the worms, which of the numerous butterfly

tribes is the parent of the eatei-pillar.

Leisure Days.

By these we mean days in which the care of

the crops do not reqin-e attention—days when
the farmer can look about him and turn his hand
to some old job. Usually there are several such
days in June, and July, and the manner in which
they are spent is of no small moment.
Of course it is not in our power to tell you

what is to be done in your particular ])lace—tor

on one farm a few rods of stone fence is to be
built ; on another an under-drain is to be complet-
ed : on a third the ditches require attention, &c.
But at these times keep a shaq) lookout for manure
making. The swine must have frequent supplies
of the raw material, and leaves, soil, muck, &c.
must be deposited near the hog-yaril now, so that

in the busy days of haying something may be
thrown in, and your nogs not left without means
of doing their proper work. These days for

whitewashing, for cleaning up and around the
house and barn, for seasonable repairs, and the

like, are among the most profitable of the season.

We class them under the head oi' leisure days, but
they should be far from days of idleness : more of
the profits of husbandry is obtained from the good
judgment and perseverance with which improve-
ments are planned and executed ; (we mean the

gradual improvements, which the good farmer

will have an eye to, and will carry forward at times
when the cost will be but little) more of the real

profits of farming mrns upon these than upon
the ordinary crops of the farm. Where soil and
manure are aliko, one man can obtain as good a

crop as another, or nearly so; the skill required

is not so much that of planting and lioeing,

as of increasing the manure heap ; increasing
the depths of the soil; protecting the dry lands

from the drought, and draining those that are

too wet ; the mixing of soils and suiting the

manures to the soils^and crops to which they

are applied. These are the important matters
;

and many of them deserve attention at this season

of the year.

—

JVew England Farmer.

Boston, June 3, 1841.

Hon. Isaac Hill : Dear Sir—In my last num-
ber of the Visitor 1 notice your comment upon T.

Hancock's communication concerning peach or-

chards, and think that your remark that '"the

great error in cultivating peach trees, in New
England, has been in planting them in too rich

soil," is erroneous. In my opinion you cannot

well have too rich' a soil tor any tree, provided

you c;m tiu'n the entire nutrition extracted from
such a soil, to the ripenir.g of wood in due sea-

son, and the protection of fruit buds. You can
easily satisfy yourself that this may be done in the

latter part of suminer. You will go to any peach
tree growing in rich ground, and making green

succulent wood, first, and with your thumb and
fore-finger rip ofT the end of every green and
growing branch ; in a few days the branches that

were green will begin to redden and ripen, and
shoidd the tree not begin a new growth, will soon
mature. Should the tree begin to grow anew, re-

peat the process until you stop it: five minutes will

suffice to go over a tree in this way, and when
winter comes, it will find your tree prepared for

the issue, and better able to with.-^tand Sir .Tack

Frost, than though it had been sustained on poor
ground, and forced to ripen a little wood, not

having been able to procin-e food for more. But
negligent cidtivators had better stick to poor
ground.

I agree with your correspondent that an elevat-

ed situation is best for the peach, but should dis-

agree with him in refusing all protection, but

shoidd, could I choose such a situation, plant up-

on the south side of a hill half way up. The rea-

son is obvious—raspberry bushes and other ten-

der plants will frequently be cut down in a valley

while the hillside has no frost. The frost ap-

pears to roll down the hill side and settle in the

valley, but I certainly would not, to get my peach

tree out of this light frost, place it in a heavier

one on the north side of the hill. Yours trntv.

C. H. E.

Hay Makinsr-

By the Editor of the New England Farmer.

ScvTHES.—Procure a good scythe for every

man and boy on the farm who is to do any thing

at mowing. This work of cutting the grass is

hard enough, with the best implement that can

be made. And where the tool is poor, the work
must he done either poorly or slowly—and in ei-

ther case the farmer is losing more than the cost

of fiirnishing a better instrument. Jt'e know not

—(by the way, this term ice, I am tired of, and
shall when it so pleases me, use the more proper

representative of my single self, /)—I know not

that any one of the manufacturers of this article

excels all others: some scythes from each factory

are good, and others are not so ; —if you are un-

fortunate enough to get a poor one, there is no
economy in trying to worry through the season

with it; gnawing off your grass; whetting every

five minutes ; fretting your own body or that of

your hired mail
;
going to the grindstone every

two hours ; these attendants upon a poor scythe

are such consumers of time that it is better to

throw the soft or the brittle thing aside at once,

and jnn-chase another. As a general rule the

scythe that crooks towards the point works bet-

ter than the straight one—at least it is so in my
hands. The cast-oft" scythe shoidd not be put

into the hands of the boy who is learning to mow
—he wants, in liis feebler and unpracticed hand,

a sharper edge than is required by the man. Give
him a good and a light tool ; or else excuse him
from this work.
Horse Rakk.—The value of this implement

for use on a liirm of common inetpialities of sur-

face, and of common size, is often over-stated in
the advertisements and puffs. But the actual
icorth of if justifies its purchase. We have used
the revolving horse rake for four or five seasons,
on a farm where two acres is perhaps the amount
mowed per day; the raking up of the thick
green morning's mowing in the latter part of the
afternoon, is a fatiguing appendage to the previ-
ous hard work of the day. The old horse who
has been in the pasture all day, and has nothing
to do at present but kick flies, can greatly lighten
and considerably shorten this labor ; we generally
save in time probably from 45 to t>0 minutes, and
in strength more than half. Tfiis saving toward
the close of the day, comes in very opportunely,
and we wotdd not part with the rake for twice
its cost.

To manage this instrument skilfully, requires
some practice—but as soon as one gets a little

accustomed to it, he can lay the winrow very
well. On large farms its use must be more valu-

able than on small ones. Where grain is mowed
and raked up, this rake is very convenient and
comfortable ; it takes all clean, and saves from
hard hand raking.

This instrument deserves more extensive use
than it has found hitherto.

Time of Cutting.—Where grasses are not
lodged, it is well to cut when they are fairly and
fully in blossom ; but to avoid having some of
them get far past this state before time can be
found for securing, it is prudent to begin upon
the more luxuriant fields before they reach full

blossom.

Curing.—In the early part of the haying sea-

son, while the grass is quite green, and much
time is required for cming, it is well to he busy
in turning it up to wind and sun ; hel)) it along
as fast as you can—but later in the season, if the

weather be good, it will be siifticiently cured the

day after mowing without much assistance.

Some little matters aujount to considerable in

the course of the season ; in turning up hay, take

the help of the wind ; do this too in raking ;—in

raking after the cart, regard the course of the

wind and the direction in which the team will

next move, and so arrange as not to be obliged
to rake the ground over twice. In this simple
labor of raking after the cart, 1 have found "head
work" as profitable as in any of the operations
upon the fiirm.

Salt.—Hay that would be liable to heat and
sour because not quite cured, may often be mow-
ed away with safety, if six to ten quarts of salt

to the ton are applied. The use of salt upon
nearly all the hay as it goes into the barn may be
wise. I am inclined to the belief that a farm in

my neighborhood on which salt has been very
freely used in that way, had been greatly imi)roved
by it ; that is, 1 think the manure has been much
more efficacious in consequence of the salt ap-
plied to the hay. At home we find no liay so
palatable to the stock as that which is cut young,
three-fourths dried, and well salted.

Clover.—This should be cured without much
exposure to the sun. I can tell a story that goes
to show that clover need not be so thoroughly
dried as many su|)pose. Last year, about the

I7iiddle of June, we mowed some very coarse
clover, scarcely beginning to blossom, and as full

of sap as clover ever was. The weather was
cloudy and foggy for several days, so that but lit-

tle progress was made in curing it : it continued
heavy and green ; after four or five days, and
while the cocks were damp with fog, we loaded

it because the indications of rain were strong

It was taken to the barn, stowed away, and very

thoroughly salted. In four or five days it was
dripping wet and burning hot: in fifteen days it

was mouldy ; in December it was the hay pre-

ferred above all others in the barn, by "old Bug
Horn," a dainty row that was destined to the

shambles ; every animal in the barn would de-

vour it greedily—and this, too, when most of the

hay, and all the corn stalks in the bam had been
salted ;—the salt taste was no rarity.

Drinks.—The hay maker must have a full sup-

ply of drink; perspiration will he free, and he

muet have something to support it. There is no

danger from freqtient drinking in the hottest wea-

ther. Take cold ivaler as often and as freely as

you please : there is no danger from it, if you

have not been too long without drink. Cold wa-

ter is the best of all drinks for slaking thirst

—

it may l)u sweetened with molasses or sugar ; and
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if milk is taken with tliem, the drink is tlie most

serviceable we Ijave ever roiiiid,—funiisliing

nourishment, while it j^l.ikos thirst. Rum and

Cider and their kiiidred spirits are not to be ad-

mitted to the field of the ])rudent and worthy

farmer. I know they are not needed ; I know
they aie not nsefid there. The hay will be cut

and cured with more despatch and comfort wlien

true tenipeiance practices prevail, than where
alcohol intrudes.

None but the intemperate are injured by drink-

ing cold water. If told that I know not tlie

hardship of swiufring tlie s( yiho, and the need a

man then has for the stlruiiiiis, I n |il\ lh.;l I </«

know what it is to swin^^ lli'' scuIm-, :inil tli,it dii

the vei-y hottest day of If-ID, 1 ua> mouluj^ fnun

half past four in the morning unlil three In the

afternoon, with the e.xception of time enough to

eat, drink, and grind the scythe ; and neither then

nor on any other d;iy of the season, did I require

the use of any driidss stronger than milk and wa-
ter. And no man, after one month of temper-

ance, will ever require any thing stronger.

Mistaken Notions.
" "The notion continues as it has begun to be prevalent
that no one can thrive in tiie occujiation who pertoruis not
the wholHWork with his own hands or by the hands of de-

pendents who cost him little or nothings and the final

result is, to cast no inconsiderable portion ot" the farming
community beyond that desirable pale of respectability

which is necessary to constitute the gentleman—and it

may be the civilian and the statesman capable to discliarge

every public trust."

Mb. Hill:—I extract the above from y
speech delivered last September before the Agri-
cultinal Society of Caledonia county, Vermoni
which appeared in the Visitor in October follow-

ing. Owing to other engagements, I have been
prevented from offering a few strictures on the
subject matter, before now ; but I trust I am not
tot) late in the day.

1 consider the subject glanced at as replete with
,
importance to all, and "especially to that large
class of men who are not farmers—who on read-

ing it woidd give that portion of the address t

degree of attention which Agricultirral journals
do not often elicit. Without intending the least

flattery to you, sir, the orator of the occasion, al-

low me to say that the quotation is apt and suitet

to the times, and just such :is is needed through-
out the land. A feature, too, which recommends
it highly is, tliat the speech itself has not that

display of enthusiasm which farming writers

prone to exhibit when chanting the praises of
New England Agriculture. You know what I

mean. I have heard speeches so luxuriant on the
delights of country life—on the safety of capital

invested in banks (of earth)and stocks (of cattle)

over that of money institutions, that it seemcci

only to remain for the audience to bow down and
worship the long sought for means of comfort
and competency.

Bitt to the point, the hinge of the matter. Is

it a fact that a man is necessarily thrown without
the pale of respectability because he is obliged to

work his farm with his own hands to make both
ends meet ? I do not believe it. Even you have
fallen into the error. You have stated it as a
consequence ; and I have no doubt, in common
with others, you really think so. I affirm that

nine out of ten of otir population living in cities,

who have the means of investment on a farm, arc
not deterred from pursuing the business because
ihey will thereby lose caste. The feeling never
entei-s their heads. No, sii- ; believe me, I know
something of the state of feeling among ihalclass
which form the life and sinew of American citi-

zens—brought up in cities with the bar, the pul-
pit and the commercial career open to them nat-
urally as it were. And I am anxious to offer my
influence in endeavoring to disabuse tlie agricid-
tural conununity from such a sentiment so large-
ly entertained by them. That these engaged in a
lucrative business—en|oying their ease and se-
cure of that tide of success which they have
built up—of course would look with ill-favor on a
profession so void of inteiest to them as far as
even a competency is concerned. But that class
is exceedingly small, and cannot be brought into
account. Speculation raises its thousands to
make its fifties. Agriculture never expects any
favor from them, exceptiug now and then a stri-

king case so rare as to prove the rule. But take
the mass of people, an<l if, as conceded, it is not
the loss of caste that prevents them from invest-

ing Iheir means on a well-stocked farm—what is

it? 1 will tell you, and call on you to disprove

the point, if you can. You can do nothing htttcr

than bringing the matter up and drawing out

light and truth, the only way to inteiest t!je public

and open their eyes. Do not doubt ihey will not

read and meditate. Journals friendly lo you in

one of our largest cities, would take it up"—for I

have observed with what eagerness they devote a

spare cohiuin to ,-in agricultural article of real

merit

—

niid thus bring belbre llio lhnii<aiid> wlio
consult them for business pnr|joses, a siihjoctcal-

ciili:ted lo divert tlieiii fiom loruiiiig inefficient

Mii;,H r,i|iil(ils. ilir> :iro straining tor a fiiolliold to

phihi;!- lutu lHi~im>s, with all the nrdor of cer-

tain results if Ujey succeed, and with the desjiair

of unsuccessful attempt urging them onward.
This is the head and front of the matter. They
dread lest the products of farming industry will

not support them. They fear that, unaccustomed
to manual labor, their strength will not prove ad-
equate. Once they fidl into the notion, as you
say, that by employing labor it will not pay the
cost The respectability of the thing never en-
ters their minds. They are told that with a judi-
cious outlay of labor, with what they can them-
selves perform, that it is pool fiuining that does
not—that it only requires a determination to suc-
ceed, and the theory is done. Now, sir, who can
conviiiie them that it can he done.' Where are
the men who will venture to impart to their

countrymen information which nfit?cts all and
impoverishes none.' Humanity demands it. Let
not the call pass uiiheeded from you—ye wli

have tried the exjieriment and are Jiviiigon the
rewards of successful industry : not ye w ho have
the means of indulging in costly experinienis
whose independence cousi.sts iiot in your broad
acres; nor ye who have been driven to the jiro-

fcssion as a substitute for the least of all ihe evils

of poverty, or perhaiis the victim of town ex-
travagance. But even you might hear the call

f.nd give us your exjierieuce. Nay—may it not
be more than valuable .'

I attended at Ihe meeting of the American In-
stitute to hear Mr. Coleman two months ago in

New York, and was gratified wiih his style of
address and the manner in which he displayed
his enthusiastic love of New England. My o"nly

objection was the tendency of his lemarkslo cre-
ate an enthusiasm which the details of agricnl-
iiire will not safely warrant. I fear he is <iver nice
about bringing up items of dollars and cents in

the snuiming up account of farming—that the
items of human felicity should not depend on
such contingencies as too mercenary. Now, sir,

1 will not dispute with any theorist on this point.
But it so happens that as human heincs placed
as we are must have trials lo leach us wisdom and
dependence on God ; and the chief of these tri-

als is to occupy six-sevenths of our time (with
our duties, God and our fellow-men) in securing
our daily bread ; and it is contrary to reason and
not uncontroverted by Scripture, to pursue any
course which has not an income at least equal to
its outgo. This dictate of common sense, or in-

stinct if you please—as the want of it brings in-
variably its own ]iunishment ; and if any body
wants a proof of its obligation, he must be too
subtle a reasoner or too Platonic a |diilosoplier to
deserve an answer. I will not figlit about words,
Imt if this class of theorists mean that the pro
ducts of the soil should constitute the circulating

medium, they have my consent. But to urge that
a farmer should be above calculating, whetl
his farm is paying interest and supporting his
family or not, is arrant nonsense. His whole-
some grain is stored—his cellars filled with sus-
tenance for man and beast—his trees and gardens
have contributed their fi-uits, such as money can't

purchase. But stop, friend—dost thou know
whether they have cost thee what repitition will

by a few processes weaken thy ability to pro-
duce more, and finally exhaust thee ?

Now, Mr. Hill, let us meet this subject in the
ace, and not charge the world h ith harboring
larsh sentiments when the rever.se is the liict.

A FRIEND AND AVELL-WISHER.
Norwich, Ct., 9th June, 18-11.

with them. How shall they he taught to keep
their distance .' Many applicalion.s have been
.-iroiii-h leconiiiiendL-d, but tt'C never found any
tiling (jfidual but the thumb and finger. Y.ui
iiiiiy ehi-luse the iilant in collon wool, and lliis

will keep tlieiii oil'; hut it injures the plant by coii-

linemciit, and the want of light and iui-,"ali(iut

boxes o\er the hills, and cover these willi inilliii-

et or gauze. This will keep the Iiug.s oft"; but
ihe plants will grow up long, lank and lender,

and will never come to much. We have tried

suljihur, coal dii.-t, soot, tobacco lea &c &c. but

after all, we never Ibiiiul any ahsolnte cure so

sure as the thunib iiiul linger. Visit the plants

when the air is euol any tiiiio of day, and the

hugs cannot fly readily. They may be cauglit

and killed. In warm days when the sun is out,

you cannot catch them all ; but go at sunset, and
you may kill every one that has gathered on the

hill during the day. Follow this s.vstem lor sev-

eral days—say a week—and you will have killed

about all there are on the premises. If you
were careful to plant the seed thickly, allowing
ten (or the bugs to one for yourself, you can now
pull out the sickly and injured plants, and leave

Iho.so that are the most thrifty. These will suf-

ler little fiom the yellow bugs.

Our observation has satisfied us, that these bugs
are not niigralory in their habits. They hatch out

on the premises near where they obtain their fond,

and seldom travel from neighbor to neighbor.

So that if you kill them all out of yonr garden,

as you may do in a few days, you will be in but

little danger of invasion iiom your ncighlior's

swarms, and will leave but few to deposit their

nits for a new brood another Spring.

—

Maine
CuUivalor.

I the Xurthcn ght.

Yellow Bogs.—Yellow bugs are unusually
thick this season. Few cucumbers, melon.s,

squashes or pumi)kiu3 escape destruction from
thein. Some days the hills are almost yellovy

Licbig's orgauic Chemistry of Agriculture and
Physiology.

BV JOU.'* .4. DIX.

At the close of an article on the importance
and dignity of agriculture, we spoke of it as a

"science embracing a wide range of invesliga-

lion, and to be bniughl to perfection by an acccti-

rate knowledge ol' fact.-,' Are. The great diveiis-

ty of soils, arisin;; Iroin the presence in one of the

ingredients, which are vvanling in others, or from
combinations of the same ingredients in varying
proportions: the endless variety of vegetable pjo-
diicts suited to the support of animal \\k ; the
diflerences of climate,, which are found between
the poles and ihc equator, and the alternations of
temperature, which we meet with at unequal el-

evations in ihe same parallel of latitude, render
the practical operatioii-s of agriculture a subject
of careful observation and usually of sound and
discriminating judgment. Under ordinary cir-

cumstances the kind of vegetation, to which a
paniciilar .soil is best adapted, or the artificial aids
it requires to bring it lo the highest degree of fer-

tility, cannot certainly be determined without
subjecting it to the test ofexperiment. The nuin-
her of iiersons, who have the opportunity of
learning the properties of the soil they cultivate

by the means of a chemical analysis, is very small
compared vvilh tho.sc, who do not possess this

advantage. One of the objects of the geological
survey of this state now in progress is au analysis
ofsoils with a view to the improvement of its ag-
riculture. This benefit must necessarily be [)ar-

tial. Tiie analysis of a single .specimen in a dis-

trict ofconsiderable magnitude is as much as can
he accomplished ; and every practical agricultur-

ist knows that on a single farm of moderate ex-
tent a great variety of soils may often he found,
and that its fitness for particular descriptions of
vegetation may he varied, where its ingredients
are unaltered, by a mere difference in the inclin-

ation of its surface, by means of which one field

may retain moisture while it runs off fi'otn anoth-
er. It is this variety, which so wonderliiUy aug-
ments the physical capacity of man, and so great-

ly diversifies his enjoyments, while it calls tor

the constant exercise of his observation and his

reflective faculties in convening the powers of
nature to the most profitable use.

But a knowledge of the composition of the soil

and its capacity for production constitutes but a

small portion of what it is necessary for the sci-

entific agriculturist to know. He must under- .

stand the nature of the ingredients, which enter

into it, their influence upon vegetation, thestruc- ,
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ture and constitiitioii of plants, aud the natural

agents, wliicli contiibute to tlieir nutiinieiit and
growth. These are all extensive and coiii|)licated

brancliesof knowledge, and to coin|)relien(l them
thoroughly, the results of scientific observation

and of practiiMl experience are both cssi'iitial.

Science is, indeed, notliinj,' more than an orderly

and systematic arntngenient of the tiicts, which
observalion has disi-overed, aud of the couscriuun-

ces, which aj-c dcdiiccd lixMU tlieni.

The last thirty years have witnessed tlie |inhli-

catiou of three scientilic works of the highest or-

der ou the application of chemistry to airricidture.

The first of these was Sir Humphrey Davy's Ele-

ments of Agricultural Chemistry, first published
in I8l:{, in the form of a coiu'se of Icctuies betiire

the Board of Agricnltiue iji London, in this

treatise the general poweiaof njaiier, which in-

fluence vegetation, the organization of plants, the

composition of soils, the constitution of the at-

mosphere, the nature and uses of manures, veg-
etable, animal and juineral, and a variety of sub-

jects both of scientific aud practical agriculture,

were treated with tin' clr;uiioss and ('iii;in:dity.

which distinguished tiiatcminem |i!]ili..-„,|il„r and
chemist. Aboul ti-n ye us aUcrwiuds appealed
Cliaptal's "ChemistryApplied to ALMicullin-c," a

second and enlarged edition of which w;is |)uli-

lished in 1H29. The same general subjects are
common to both these works; but the latter is

more particidarly a[)|-lical)le than the former to

practical husbandry, and especially that of Trance.
Most of the matter, however, is .applicable to the
agriculture of all countries ; and it is of the great-

er value as it treats of a variety of subjects" con-
nected with the economy ofdomestic jilc-.

The work, which we have inenlioiied at the
Iiead ofthis article, is mainly devoted, as its title

imports, to the scientific relations of ihemistry to

agricultine, though running necessarily into prac-

tical views of both. It was presented "to the Brit-

ish Association tor the Advancement of Science
nt their animal meeting in 1840, in the form of a

report (;n the state oforganic chennstry, and was
prepared at their request by Dr. Liebig who is a
professor of chemistry in the University of Gies-
sen in Hesse Darmstadt.
The work is divided into two general heads :

Jst, The chemical processes in the mitrition of
vegetables; and 2d, The chemical processes of
fermentation, decay and putrefaction. The first

part is devoted to an examination of the substan-

ces, which contribute to the nutriment of plants

and of the changes which these substances under-
go " in the living organism." The chemical com-
pounds which contribute to plants their principal

constituents, carbon and nitrogen, are considered
ntidor this head, .-uid " the relations in which the

vital functions of vegetables stand to the animal
econoiny and to other phenomena of nature."

The second part treats of the chemical processes,

through which the destruction of animals and
plants af>er death is effected, "the changes which
organic substances undergo in their conversion
into inorganic compounds," and the causes by
which these changes are determined.

It is impossible for us with the space allotted to

the subject ol agricultme to give even an outline of
all the new views of Professor Liebig, or to make
such extracts from his work as to afford a just cou-
ceptionof its value. As a treatise on the application

ofchemistry to agricultin-e,it will rank with Davy's
Elements of Agric\dtural Chemistry, and it has an
advantage over the latter in embracing the results

of thirty additional years of observation and ex-
periment, during which chemistry, as a science,

has been in rapid course of improvement. In the
progress of the science, the discovery of new tiu:ts

lias led to the correction of radical errois in veg-
etable physiology, sijme of which Dr. Liebig has
for the first time [loiuted out to the public. Among
these there is none ofgreater importunce than the
opinion heretofore received among physiologists
that the fertility of the soil depends on the pres-
ence of a substance, wliicli they have deuomialed
humus. It has been considered as constituting
the principal nutriment of plants, itself the pro-
duct of the decay ofother jilants. This sid>stance

exists under various modifications, and has re-

ceived a variety of names accoiding to the differ-

ent e.xternal ))roperties and cheiuical characteris-

tics, which it exiiibits. "Thus ulmin, humic acid,

coal of hiwius and humiii are names applied to

modifications of litmus," and they are obtained
by a v«riety of artificial processes. Dr. Liebig

takes the position that " not the slightest ground
e.vists for the beliel'that one or the other of these

artificial products of decomposition of vegetable

matter exists in nature in the form and endowed
with the properties of the vegetable consituents

ofmoidd," and that "there is not a shadow of
proofth.it any one ofthem exerts any influence on
the gi'owth of plants either in the way of nourish-

Vege
mus nil:

iy>i.)Iogists have considered hu-
iri Ills possessing the properties of

vegetalile miiidd bearing the .same name, and this

opiinou has bv.cn the foundation of their theories

with regard to the agency of tiie latter in the mi-

trition of plants. 'I'iiey have also belit ved that

the substance, called humus, is extracted lioni the

soil by the roots of plants, and that the carbon it

contains contributes to tlieir nourishment. Dr.

Liebig combats these positions, and furnishes un-
answerable proof that "numus, in the form in

which it exists in the soil, does not yield the smal-
lest nourishment to plants." And he add.s, that

these incorrect opinions have rendered it impos-
sible U< iiiid-rstand "the true theory of the nutri-

li\cpiiM-ess in vegetation," "and deprived us of
cmr lie>i ;.niile to a rational practice in agricul-

ture.'' Without an accurate knowledge of the

substaucivs. which contribute to the nomishment
of plants and the sources from which these sub-

stances are derived, any great improvement, as

he justly observes, in practical agriculture, is

hopeless.

We have not space to present the train of ob-

servations, which he advances in opposition to

the generally received opinions referred to and
ill support of his own conclusions. Having
shown that the carbon of plants is not derived

from humus, he proceeds to prove that it must be
extracted from the atmosphere, in which it exists

in the tiirm of carbonic acid and in combination
with oxygen—aud it involves, to use the language
of Dr. Liebig, " the consideration ofthe two most
reniarkalile phenomena, w liich, by tlieir recipro-

cal infiueuce, niaintuiu the life of the individual

animals aud vegetables, and the continued exis-

tence of both kingdoms of organic nature." Let
us state briefly a lew of his positions.

//iimijs is woody fibre in a state of decay: it

possesses the property of converting oxygen gas

into carbonic acid ; and there is this difference

between Aumits and inauld, that the latter is the

product of the complete decay of woody fibre.

Humus, by converting oxygen into carbonic acid,

is constantly supplying plants with their most im-

portant food, and thus^ although not itself absorb-

ed and assimilated, performs an important func-

tion in vegetation. Ploughing, by loosening the

soil, gives free access to the air, which being

brought into contact w'nhhumus produces carlslti-

ic acid. During the growth of plants they pos-

sess the jiower of absorbing moisture by tlieir

roots and with it air and carbonic acid. But
when a plant is mature and its leaves, the organs

by which it derives nutriment from the atmos-

phere, are perfect, it uo longer needs the carbon-

ic acid contained in the soil.

The nitrogen, which enters into the composi-

tion of plants, is derived fi'om ammonia, the sim-

plest of all the compounds of nitrogen. This fact

Dr. Liebig establishes by indisputable evidence,

and he shows by experimeuts that it is coutainetl

in the atmosphere. Ammonia being extremely

soluble ill water, it cannot remain long in the at-

mosphere, but becomes condensed with every

shower of rain and descends with it to the earth.

He concludes, therefore, that rain-water must al-

wavs contain ammonia. This is a new discovery

:

no "previous analysis of rain-water had sliowii its

presence. He contends that it must alw.ays be

present; and repeated experiments made by him
at Giessen go tin- to establish his position. These
experiments were made with the greatest care

and under circumstances in the highest degree

favorable to their exactness. Animal manure acts

only by the formation of ammonia. Decayed
wood absorbs amnioniacal gas, which is separated

from it again when moistened with water. Thus
humus is not oul}', as has been seen, a constant

source of carbonic acid, but is the instrument al-

so of conveying nitrogen to plants.

"Carbonic acid, water and ammonia, (to use the

language of Dr. Liebig) contain the elements nec-

essary for the support of animals and vegetables.

The same substances are the ultimate products

of the cheiniciil processes of decay and putrefiic-

tion. All the innutnerable products of vitality re-
sume, after death, the original forin from which
they sprung, and thus death—the comjilete disso-
lution of an existing generation—becomes the
source of life for a new one."
The opinion that the atmosphere contains the

principal food of plants in the form of carbonic
acid (in the state of an oride) is not new. It has
been advanced and delended by Priestley and oth-
ers, though not generally adopted. One of the
reasons why this great principle in the vegetable
economy has not been universally admitted is
thus assigned by Dr. Liebig

:

" There scarcely exists a theory in natural Bci-
ence, in favor of which there are more clear and
decisive arguments. How, then, are we to ac-
count for its not being received in its full extent
by most physiologists, for its being even disputed
by many, and considered by a f«;w as quite re-

futed ?

"All this is due to two causes, which we shall

now consider

:

"One is that in botany the talent and labor of
inquirers have been wholly spent in the exami-
nation of form and structure ; chemistry and
physics have not been allowed to sit in council
upon the explanation of the most simple process-
es ; then- experience and their laws liave not been
employed, though the most powerful means
of help in the acquirement of true knowledge.
They have not been used because their study has
been neglected.

"All discoveries in physics and in chemistry,
all explanations of chemists, must remain without
fruit and useless, because even to the great lead-
ers in physiology, carbonic acid, ammonia, acid
aud bases, are sounds without meaning, words
without sense, terms of an unknown language,
which awaken no thoughts and no associations.

They treat these sciences like the vulgar, who
despise a foreign literature in exact proportion to

their ignorance of it; since even when tlioy have
had some acquaintance with them, they have not
understood their .spirit and application.

" Physiologists reject the aid of chemistry in

their inquiry into the secrets of vitality, although
it alone could guide them in the true path ; they
reject chemistry, because in its pursuit of knowl-
edge it destroys the subjects of its investigations;
but they forget that the knife of the anatomist
must destroy its organs, ifan account is to be giv-
en oftheir form, structure and functions."
On the assimilation of hydrogen, as well as on

the origin^and assimilation of nitrogen, and also
on the inorganic constituents of plants, Dr. Liebig
presents a variety of interesting facts and deduc-
es from them the most important conclusions.
On the art of culture, interchange of crops, ma-
nures, &c. his work abounds in valuable infonna-
tion of a scientific as well as a practical nature.
It should be in the hands of every scientific agri-
culturist. We have seen only one copy of a Lon-
don edition ; but we are glad to perceive that it

is to be reprinted in Boston, and that it will be
shortly tbmid in the bookstores.

We shall be much mistaken if this publication
is not regarded as constituting a new era in agri-

cultural science. It is the first attempt to make a
practical application of organic chemistry to agri-

culture. Organic chemistry is itself a new sci-

ence; though it has been pursued with a diligence,
which has shed much light upon the atomic con-
stitution and ultimate principles of vegetable sub-
stances. Dr. Liebig has struck out a new path
in pointing out its connection with scientific and
practical agriculture, and the manner in which
his task has been performed, is in the highest de-

gree creditable to himself, his country and the

A Lesson for Usefulness.

Extravagance aud recklessness as to waste are

among the besetting sins ofthe age. It is but loo

common for many of the thoughtless and improv-
ident to see property wasted and thrown away;
and there are a few who are careful and provi-

dent of their own who will not turn their hands
to i>revent the destruction of what belongs to

other.s. The wastage of the ordinary food daily

prepared is an item of no inconsiderable amount:
in some families, whose heads and managers nev-

er could submit to the drudgery of studying econ-

omy, this waste is a husiuessof every day : adults

waste the food that is set before them, and chil-

dren follow the example. This wastage, w« do
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not doubt, ill some families, costs hundreds of

dollars in a year.

The richest man in Massachusetts forty-five

years ago was Thomas Russell. A native of the

same town and neighborhood, we knew something

of that man and his family when a child. The
great estate of this amiable and excellent man
was gained by a duo regard to the strictest econ-

omy and system in the management ofa success-

ful mercantile business ; but it was with him as it

has been whh thousands of others who "ate the

bread of carefulness," and labored hard and long

to gain estates for iheir children—the arnple pro-

vision for the education and comfort of the off-

spring, taught to rely exclusively on others, made
them only anxious to feast upon the abundance

which was before them, insensible utterly that

there could be any limit to the supply. The mer-

chant died—when the sons of his family gave lull

swing to their propensities. It was about the time

ofthe first appearance of bank notes as a medium
ofcirculation, the old paper money of the revolu-

tion having gone into utter worthlessness. The old

Massachusetts Bank was then the only bank in

New-England, and its bills were looked upon as

good as gold. The eldest son,to show his contempt
for property, is reported to have spread a fifty

dollar bank note upon his morning's bread and
butter, and ate it to shosv that he could afford an
expensive meal. Whether this be true or not,

the fact that in tlie establishment kept up by the

two sons much more was wasted daily than was
consumed was then made evident to our extreme
youth, our family being next door neighbors.

What has been the result? The great estate left

to these sons was soon dissipated: the eldest and
most extravagant soon run out hisiiatriniony and
his life. The younger son, of a different temper-

ament, but still a stranger to domestic economy
and management, lived the longest : indeed it is

only a few months ago that we saw announced
the death of "John Miller Russell"—a man who
had the advantage of a noble and generous dispo-

sition, of natural talents equal to almost any oth-

er man, and who had the honors of Harvard Uni-

versity as its graduate nearly half a century ago.

This man also suffered the wastage of the exten-

sive estate left him, and lived in entire obscurity

for the last thirty years of his life, being support-

ed by an annuity made him by a provision in the

will "of his step-mother who after the death of his

father went to Europe and became the wife of a

British lord.

We have insensibly slid into this digression.

Our object was to preface the verses which will

be found below with such remarks as might call

the attention of the mass of our readers to them.

They are homely in attire ; but they are the words

oftiuth, and will wear well. They were brought

to us by a member of the Legislature, who, as

we did three weeks since, visited the Canterbury

United Brethren on Saturday, and spent the Sab-

bath, a witness to their customs and their devo-

tions. The beauty and the excellence of the Slia-

ker system is, that with them all is practii'-al

—

"their doctrines and their lives coincident exhibit

lucid proof that they are honest" in whatever they

undertake and carry out.

We think it would be impossible to find any

class of people who better enjoy the comforts of

life, who make the objects of living more sure,

than do the Shakers. Small in numbers, and re-

siding at different and distant points of the coun-

try, they are every where alike : the same comely
and convenient attire unaltered by the fashion of

the day—the same destitution of unnecessary

trimmings and ornament—every thing neat—ev-

ery article of food palatable—the most minute
conveniences furnished in every item pervading
domestic arrangements; there is an admirable

fitness of evei7 thing to its true intent and desti-

nation.

The "Table Monitor" given below is found at

the office in Canterbury where persons travelling

on business or pleasure sometimes call for enter-

tainment While waiting to be served with a

meal, the stranger has an opportunity to take the
modest hint by reading the Monitor which hangs
before him enclosed in a glass frame.
The injunction of the "Saviour of lost Man to

" gather up the fragments" is here applied to an
affair of practical life where it will be exceeding-
ly useful. The person who imrchases a meal at

a taveiii, although much more is set before him
jban he can consume, can gain no possible bene-

fit by wasting what he does not eat : if the Sha-

ker doctrine should be adopted by the mass of

mankind, at least twenty-five per cent, might be

deducted from the cost of tavern supplies, and

Ibis proportion from the price of the entertain-

ment to the traveller. When we reflect upon the

hundreds of the children of want who starve and

suffer from the destitution of what is thrown
away by the profligate and the wasteful, then may
we learn to appreciate that there ^ wisdom in

Shaker maxims and some sense in Shaker poe-

try.

—

Ed. Visitor.

TABLE MONITOR.
Gatukr up the fragments that remain, that

NOTHING BE LOST.

—

Christ.

Here then is the pattern

Which Jesus lias set
j

And his good example
We cannot forget

:

With thanks for his blessings

His word we'll obey ;

But on this occasion
We've somewhat to say.

We wish to speak plainly

And use no deceit;

We like to see fragments
Left wholesome and neat

;

To customs and fashions

We make no pretence
;

Yet think we can tell

What belongs to good sense

What we deem good order,

We're willing to state
;

Eat hearty and decent,
And clear out our plate :

Be thankful to heaven
For what we receive,

And not make a mixture
Or compound to leave.

We oftlu
Which heaven does give.

That some live to eat,

And, that some eat to live-
That some think of nothing
But pleasing the taste,

And care very little

How much they do waste.

Tho' heaven has bless'd u«
With plenty of food;

Bread, butter and honey
And all that is good

j

We lothe to see mixtures
Where gentle folks dine,

Which scarcely look fit

For the poultry or swine.

Wc often find left.

On the same China dish,

Meat, apple-sauce, pickle,

Brown bread and minc'd fish
;

Another's replenish'd

With hutter and cheese ;

With pie, cake and toast.

Perhaps, added to these.

By peasant, by lawyer
Or king on the throne.

We freely will forfeit

Watever we've said,

And call it a virtue

To waste meat and bread.

Let none be offended
At what we here say

;

We candidly ask you,

Is that the best way ?

If not, lay such customs
And fashions aside.

And take this monitor
Henceforth for your guide.

From tlie Farmer's Cabinet.

Cheap Times.

Mb. Editor,—It is customary to consider the

present times as awfully severe upon the flirmer;

" every thing that is raised upon tlie farm i^ so low

in price; "and truly so it is; but tell me is not every

thing else cheap also ?—except, perhaps, the sin-

gle article of manual labor, the comparative bigji

price of which has often and again been proved

to be an advantage, rather than otherwise. It is

true that food for the body is cheap, and so is

food for the mind ; books of every description,

and instruction for oui families ; clothing of all

kinds was never before so cheap and good ; while

every article in grocery, and all kinds of machiue-

ry, with domestic and imported goods, are un-

precedentedly low in value and plentiful in the

market : so that the farmer should put this and

that together, and by striking the balance, he will

find that things are not so bad us they appear.

,

Besides, it is a law of nature, that the cheaper an
article can be affordiil in tlie market, the greater

will be the consiiiiipihiji .hhI i1m' larger will be the
ilemaiid ;— it is (iiil\ tin r( I.t'' liii- ihe producer to

find some less (..\|nii,-iM' iikhIc uf raising the ar-

ticles which he supplies, and llic exchange will

be in his favor ; the same end will he obtained

by increasing his crops by an improved mode of
management. And there is noth ig which offers

such fiacility, as the production, on a large scale,

of winter Ibod for cattle, especially the cultivation

of root crops: by these simple means, he may
double the quantity and quality of his butter and
cheese, his beef, and mutton, and pork, the value

of his young stock, and the size of his dung- hill

—

articles abundantly more than sufficient to make
up for the low prices at present to be obtained

for the few articles which are generally cultivated

upon om- fiiriiis. I say fiw articles, and really

when one considers the numerous articles which
are impoi'ted into our markets from abroad, most
of which might be grown and furnished by our-

selves, it would almost appear that the subject

must now be noticed for the first time, else the

general attention would long ago have been di-

rected to the importance of increasing the num-
ber of our productions, aud furnishing our own
markets with articles—brought at present from
the four quarters .)f the earth—at a price that

would amply remunerate the producers at home.
I am led to think on these things, by the [icru-

sal of an interesting article al the head of the Cab
inet far the last month, recommending the growth
of flax and flax-seed: and there are many other

crops which could be grown amongst us, which
would, at the same time, afford the means ofman-
uliicluring therefrom, the articles which are now
introduced from foreign countries, at prices

which would amply repay the necessary invest-

ment of capital. And amongst the first of these

may, ])erhaps, be mentioned the growth and mao-
ufactine of the vegetable oils. In France, this

branch of industry is carried on to a great extent

and without difficulty; hundreds of acres of land

are sown with the poppy, from which the finest

oil is drawn, most of which goes to Marseilles to

be mixed with the otive oil, and from thence it ia

sent to difterent parts, and sold as the best Flor-

ence oil at extravagant prices ; even to Paris aud
to London. This oil is worth about 50 cents a pint

(French) for the use of the painter; while (or burn
ing in lamps,it is allowed by all to be a cry superior
The cultivation of the crop is the sim()lest imag-
inable, so also is the harvesting of the seed, which
always sells for ready money direct from the field,

requiring neither housing or cleaning; the cost

of seed for sowing is the merest trifle, which is

another advantage, as is also the circumstance
that the croji does not require manure, but only
to be kept clean ; the cakes remaining after pres-
sure are found to be one of the most fattening ar-

ticles that can be fed to cattle and ."lieep. Here,
then, is a single crop, which would make up a
considerable portion of the losses which fanners
incur by the present low prices of the market.
Then there is the rape crop, which might be

made valuable either as green food (or cattle, or
for oil, or both—the first cutting being generally
taken for the former jiurpose, and the second for

the seed ; from which, vast quantities of oil are
pressed for various purposes, yielding large re-

turns of profit. And to this purpose might the

simflower bo applied, to very great advantage, an
has often been shown : while the castor-bean
plant has been foimd to flourish in this climate
and to yield oil of the finest quality ; from all

which might be drawn sufficient quantities of oil

for our own supplies, as also for exportation, the
dry and wai-m climate of the middle states being
peculiarly adapted for the developement of oils,

aroma and saccharine.

Here, then, is one branch of agriculture which
is unwrought, and only requires to he taken up
with judgment and a [iroper degree of spirit, to

render it a most lucrative employment, subsei-v-

ing at the same time tho mamifaclnring interest

of the country, and givingemidoymeiit of the le-

gitimate and" healthy kind lo thoijsand.s of our
people. Other resources are still on hand, and
may be pointed out in some fiiture number of the

Cabinet.

Philadelphia. JAMES EATON.

Wm. H. Sotiiam on Cattle.—1 see, by many
of the agricultural panels, notices of large calves
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—/ think it is a certain criterion of bad-breeding. I

have i.oticed through lite that llie ofispiing of a

well-bred animal generally comes small, and
makes less improvement the first year than any
other; iherei'ore, it'I purchased calves for stock, I

ihould never ehoose an overgrown one; time in-

creases their bad points. Another great error I

liave noticed,—I'ersons make distinctions be-

tween breeds of cattle without putting their hand
u|jou them. It is totally absurd tor a man to Ibrm
a correct idea of the quality ofan animal by the

eye alone ; that is ascertained by the hand ; the

handling (as it is termed) is the governing point in

purchasing with all butchers and graziers, and any
man with a grain of information on the subject,

must he aware that breeders should look to that

point, beyond all others, in the males which they

make use of; it is the only way to keep right.

Hard handlers require much more food, and njust

be forced with expensive keep to make tlienj ripe;

this 1 have known by experience from boyhood
;

and I am satisfied that when the good quality of
Jlesh, as above described, is foimd in a milch cow,

the milk will invariably yield much more butter

in proportion, than that which is drawn from an
animal inferior in the touch. If short-horn breeil-

ers had jjaid more attention to these matters,

there would not he so many " tight hides,^^ bad
forms and bad milkers, which now disgrace their

name. An inferior Durham is a very unprofitable

animal, but the better sort must always maintain
a high rank, and will, with the Herejords, be the
staple breeds of the country.

The Greatest Natural Curiosity.—We
find in one of the latest numbers of the Louisville

Journal the following vei7 curious account of
what is, in one sense at least, lUe greatest natu-
ral curiosity ever known to man.
The Missourium.—This gigantic wonder of

the animal creation has at length arrived in our
city, and will be e.^hibited at the Washington
Hall as soon as the bones, which are now con-
tained in fourteen large boxes, can be put togeth-

er. Ill the mean time we will endeavor—from
data furnished us in a printed description of the
skeleton, to give our readers some idea of this

mighty wonder of creation ; as such it may be
regarded, for in comparison with the Missourium
maaimoths, mastadons, and all other hitherto dis-

covered monsters are but small affairs.

The skeleton measures thirty two feet in length

andfifteen in lieight. The head measures, iiom
tip of the nose to the spine of the neck, 6 feet.

From the edge of the upper lip, measuring along

the roofof the mouth, to the socket of the eye, is

3 feet ; from the lower edge of the upper lip to the

first edge of the front tooth, 20 inches. Each
jaw has 4 teeth, and the upper jaw lias besides

two enormous tusks. The teeth are each 4 in-

ches broad. The nose inojects 15 inches over

the lower jaw. The tusks are 10 feet long, ex-

clusive of 1 feet and 3 inches,—which forms the

root, and is buried in the skull. The right tusk

was found firm in the head, and remained fixed

in its socket during its excavation and its trans-

portation to St. Louis, which fortunate circum-

stance enables us to know the exact position and
situation which the tusk occupied in the head of

of the animal during its life. They were carried

by him almost horizontally, bending somewhat
down, and then coming with their points up
again, making a sweep from extiemity to ex-

tremity, in a straight line across the heail, ofl.")

feet. The longest rib measures 5 feet 6 1-2 in-

ches in length, the shortest 2 ti^eti and 3 inches.

The scapula, or shoulder blade, is 3 feet 1 inch

in length, 2 feet 7 inches in breadth. The lengtli

of the liumerus, or forearm, is 3 feet 5 1-2 in-

ches, and its greatest circumference 3 feet 3 in-

ches. The femur, or thigh-hone, is 4 feet and a

half inch long, and 8 3-4 inches in diameter.

—

The feet ofthe animal appear to have been web-
bed. The fore foot has four toes and a thumb.
The longest toe measures 1 foot S.inches, the short

est 1 foot, and the thumb 7 inches. All the bones
ofthe aiinimal are firm, and contain niariovv.

—

The cavity ofthe brain is quite large.

The proprietor, Mr. Koch, in his printed

description of the animal, makes the follow-

ing remarks on bis supposed habits and na-

ture :

" The animal has been, without doubt, an

inliabitant ofthe water-courses, such as large riv-

ers and lakes, which is proved by the formation

of the bones ; 1st his feet were webbed ; 2nd all

his bones were solid and without marrow, as the

aquatic animals ofthe present day ; 3d, his ribs

B loo small and slender to resist the many
pressures and bruises they would be subject to on
land; 4th, his legs are short and thick ; 5tb, his

tail is flat and broad ; 6th, and last, his tusks are

situated in his head that it would be utterly

impossible for him to exist in a timbered country.

His food consisted as much ofvegetables as flesh,

although he undoubtedly consumed a great abun-
dance of the latter, and was capable of feeding
himself with his fore foot afier the manner of the

beaver or otter, and possessed, also, like the hip-

popotamus, the faculty of walking on the bot-

tom of waters, and rose occasionally to take

air."

" The singular position oi the tusks has been
ei-y wisely adopted by the Creator for the protec-

tion ofthe body from the many injuries to which
it would be exposed while swimming or walking
under water; and in addition to this, it appears
that the animal has been covered with the

armour as the alligator, or perhaps the megathe-
rium."

British Corn Laws.—The intelligence by the

Caledonia, that the British Ministry intend to

propose a modification of the Corn Laws is the

most important item of news that has lately come
to us from abroad. The proposition is to sub-

stitute in place of the present flnrtiiiiling scale a

moderate duty on the importation of liiroign corn.

The announcement of tliis intention ua.s receiv-

ed, as might have been expected, with exultation

by one party, and with deep murmurs of indig-

nation by the other.

If the motion oi the Ministers prevails, a great-

er change will be wrought in the British Consti-

tution than was effected by the passage of the

Reform Bill. The landed interest of the Iving-

dom on which the aristocracy is based, must re-

ceive a blow, the consequences of whirli may be
fataJ to its continued supremacy. The real strug-

gle between the people and the aristocracy of
England never came until now ; for in the Corn
Law system the whole question is involved. It

is a system created and sustained for the benefit

of landed proprietors, and it lends to bring mil-

lions of laboring men to the verge of starvation,

for the sake of keeping up high prices for corn
(wheat and flour,) that the purses of the nobility

d gentry may be well filled.

It is plain, therefore, that all questions ofreform
and conservatism, all disputes between the friends

of liberty on the one hand, and the advocates of
privilege on the other—all notions, ideas, theor

of social and political progress or finality w hich
divide [larties in England—must be concentrated
and brought to an ultimatum in this great practi-

cal issue which comes directly home to the vital

interests of all classes. The result of an over-

throw ofthe Corn Law monopoly will not termi-

nate in giving the laboring people of England
bread in greater plenty— for if that were all, no
aristocracy could be so selfish as to object to the

change. But with a reduction in the price of
corn, every landed proprietor will find his i

roll shrinking like a punctured bladder or a split

balloon ; and with the loss of wealth will go pow-
er, influence and supremacy.
For years the popular leaders in Great Britain

have been urging on the repeal ofthe Corn Laws.
Every means short of actual rebellion—and even
that was partially resorted to—have been tried to

shake down the strong citadel of monopoly. Pe
tilions, remonstrances, threatenings, mass meet
ings, agitations—tlie power of the press and the

stirring appeals oforators—the outcry ofthe mul-
titudes suffering for bread—the voice ofreasot

and the exclamations of passion—have not ceaset

to plead at the footstool of power for some ame-
lioration of a system which grew more opprcs
sive the longer it was endured.

The concessions long demanded and long re

fused are now about to he made. Yet what an
illustration is hereby exhibited of the honesty
politicians ! It was not many months ago that

Lord Melbourne declared the Corn Law question

to be one that must not be meddled with. Whence
so sudden a change of mind ? The my.stery may
he explained perhaps by the fact that Sir Robert
Peel intimated lately his willingness to admit the

question and to modify the system, if he should
conif? into power. This intimation, coupled wit!

the recent defeat ofthe Ministry, has probably in

duced the cabinet to change ground in order to
keep their places. The concessions about to be
ade are not yielded from convictions of justice,

or from a regard to the national interest, or from
sympathy with an oppressed people—but from
that sincere love of office and power which so
eminently distinguishes tlie ordinary run of pat-
riots in this our day.

The proposed modification ofthe British Corn
Laws is a matter of much interest to the United
States. It is now highly important that we should
have an able man at the Court of St. James, since
the occasion seems to be altogether favorable for
the establishment of new commercial relations
between this country and Great Britain. We can
supply the British market with bread stuffs to any
extent, and it will be to the interest of England
to purchase from us rather than from Continent-
al Europe—because in the former case she would
not have to make i)ayment in specie. A trade

mutually advantageous to the two countries might
now be opened, which would do more to strength
en friendly relations and promote a good under
standing between them, than any expedient which
diplomacy would suggest for a twelvemonth.

Baltimore Anerican.

From the JNortliern Light.

Importance of the Farmer.—It is too much
the habit of inconsiderate young men to think
lightly of a farmer's life, and to prefer some more
easy, sedentary occupation, with the fallacious

idea of appearing genteel in the eyes of the world.
Official employment, a city life, large whiskers,
while and delicate hands, with a display of gaudy
jewelry and costly attire, seem to he the prevail-

ing objects w ith these languishing youths, whose
vanity prompts them to believe that they are the
most brilliant meteors of fashion, on whom the
fair will gladly bestow their smiles. The preva-
leuce of these ab.surdities is an injury to society,

and lias done its full share in contributing to the

embarrassments ofthe country.

Man sprung from the eartli, is supported by its

products, and returns to its bosom again. ^Vhat
then can be more ajipropriate than to devote all

his faculties to its improvement? It is the farm-
er's toil that preserves his health and vigor, gives
strength and elasticity to his spirits, developes
more fully his mental energies, and makes him
in reality one of the noblest of God's creation—

a

real substantial man, vigorous in body as in mind.
Though n.anual labor is too often held in light es-

timation, there is dignity in all its applications,
w hen diiecled hy intelligence to some useful pur-
pose. To cultivate the soil is an interesting pur-
suit ; to increase its products a profitable study

;

it exalts the mind, wliich whilst quietly contemp-
lating the result of its occupations, is lifted up
with thankfulness to that Being who has ordained
that our labor should be so richly rewarded.
The enlightened farmer is an ornament to soci-

ety; his patli is open to pros|)erily, w ealth and rep-
utation, and he w ill always retain his steady value.

To fill the place to wliich hn is justly entitled, he
should be well-bred; it is the true test of excel-
lence. What can be more worthy of respect than
the venerable parents of a well-bred family;
their true worth cannot he over estimated ; they
have done their duty, and in the proud contem-
plation of a hardy and virtuous progein, their

earthly enjoyments are perfect.

How inferior is the value ofthe pompous igno-
ramus, linked to some proud dame, and pufied up
by his wealth and imaginary importance. He is

never satisfied, but always craving for something
beyond his reach ; for homage which is never
paid ; for respect which is never accorded ! When
stiffly seated in his gaudy equipage he imagines
himself a superior being, and glories in his arro-

gance and pride. He mingles in the fashionable

throng ; his finery and show attract the giddy
gaze, and give food lor reflection to the sensible

and sedate, but he has no claim to the praise of
good breeding ; his sons grow up to be dandies

and coj:co?n5«; and his daughters to be coquettes

am] prudes. Behold them in the streets ; they are

a laughing-stock to all. Pursue them to the

drawing-room ; their self-approbation is the only

support for their imagined superiority. Follow
them to the grave ; but few tears are shed to their

memory, and their mother earth covers them w ith

shame, for the bad example they have left to (los-

terity.
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Mark tlie contrast of good aud bad breeding,

rnd the com|jaiison will hold good throughout

iheaDimal creation.

It is the noble faculty of reason, which gives to

man his worth, power and dominion, and it is by

its aid, that he haf produced the most wonderful I

l)hysical develo|)emcnls in those animals which
|

are most necessary lor his use ; improvements
j

which alone place the farmer amongst the great- '

est benefactors of nianUind. Through his perse-

verance, his ingenuity and his labor in promoting
good- breeding in the animals necessary for his

subsistence, and in bringing them to the highest

state of perfection, the public welfare is subserv-

ed, and the farmer deserves to be regarded by all

reflecting men, as one of the most important linhs

in the chain of human society, and the main pil-

lar of the social edifice.

WM. H'Y. .SOTHAM.

Items from the Albany Cultivator.

Corn.—Ifyoin- land is deep and friable, and
properly fitted for corn, tiiere is little advantage
in hilling it. It is sometimes said corn requires

hilling to suport it. Nature" disproves this ar-

gument by the Miff, bi-aring roots thrown out by
this plant, at the time they are v.anie<l, and for

this very purpose. On wet lands, planting on
ridges and hilling may be advisable, but such
lands should never be chosen for corn. If wet,

drain it thoroughly in the first place. Allow no
weeds to grow in your corn, and do not fear to

stir the surface in dry weather. Every weed ab-

sorbs nutriment enoigh to make a good ear of
corn, and if any remain after the plow cannot be
used, pull them up, or cut them with the hoe.

Potatoes.—Some have recommended that

after the last hoeing of this root, a coating of
straw be spread over the plants and between the

rows. This will check weed.s, keep the ground
moist, and add to the crop. If potatoes are hilled,

it should be with one brood and flat, and the

same remark will apply to those made around
corn.

RuTA Baca.—This in an excellent crop, and if

not quite as certain and valuable here as in Brit-

ain, it is one which ought not to be neglected by
any farmer. Mere, \xhere we have no bone dust

to "give the turnips a start, a little line well rotted

manure put under or in the drills will aid them
much. The most criticnl period is before the

IbrmatioM of the rough leaf; afterwards all they

require, is clean culture, and proper thinning.

VVeeds.—Wage an imeeasing wjufare with

weeds in every form. They are continually in-

creasing on most farms, an<l new ones are yearly

added to the catalogue of nuisances. It is not too

much to say that in many cases, the annual pro-

fits of a farm are diminished from one-third to

one-half by this cause alone. Thorough fallow-

ing in the "English method is the best remedy for

the thistle; cutting Johnswort, and applying plas-

ter to invigorate tlie other grasses will check, if

not destroy this weed ; the annuals, such as wild

mustard, cockle, stcinkront, &c., must be pulled

by hand carefully before ripening iheir seeds;

and the elder, life everlasting, and others, must
be cut up by the roots.

Plum Blight.—Examine your plum and Mo-
rello cherry trees very carefully this summer, and
ityou dis'-over on any branches those unsightly

swellings or black excresences that are a sure

precursor of the ruin of the tree, if left to jiro-

gress undisturbed, cut ofi' the limb at once and
burn it. It is distressing to the lover of these

fine fruits, to wilness the destruction going on in

these trees, without an effort, or scarce one, to

save them. Attention will preserve trees, it seems,

nothing else will.

Pear Blight.—This disease, doubtless caused

by an insect, may he detected by the drying up of

the leaves on a branch, and as soon as noticed,

the branch should be separated at once, and the

infected part burned. If left on the tree, it will

in most cases spread in a little lime over the

whole, and cause death. It is better to cut the

branch a considerable distance below where the

bark appears atiected, so as to be sure oferadica-
ting the evil.

Summer Fallows.— If the fields you are in-

tending to sow with wheat in the autumn, he in-

fested with weeds, or the sward he tough, you had
better commence your fallow as early in the sea-

son as possible. There is no danger of making
the land too dean, or the soil too fine j and each

plowing shoidd go a little deeper than the [ire-

ceding.

Manures.— It is not a good plan totipply man-
ures directly to the grain crop. It is belter to

give them ;o corn and roots; and have these fol-

lowed by spring grains, and grass seeds with clo-

ver, which, after being mown or pastured, (the

last is best.) may be followed by wheat. Applied
directly, they give too nnich straw, while the ber-

ry is iiilliicir. Corn ai:(l roots reipiire all the forc-

wlieat, nianiiiis .--IhiiiM he nrade into compost, by
being placed in alternate la}ers in heaps, witli

turf, lime, swamp mud, or other substances, that

in the process of decomposition, will retain the

active or soluble parts of the stable manures, and
which are too frequently lost to the farmer.

The Garden.—The farmer's garden will have
required care and at'ention, and will well reward
him for both. Thin out your onions, carrots, beets,

&c. Sow beets for fidl or winter use. Do not

leave too many melon or cucnnd)er plants in a

hill. It is good to put in plenty of seed so as to

guard against casualities, but three or four of the

mo^t vigorous and healthy stems only should be
allowed to ramain for fruit, the rest to be pulled

up. Kidney beans planted in June will .some-

times bear profiisely and are always welcome.
Watering Plants.—Heat and moisture are

indispensable to the growth of plants ; and a

drought in June frequently has a most injurious ef-

fect. Garden plants may be much aided by wa
tcring. A rose nose watering pot should be used,

and rain water is always to be [irefeired. Ifwell

or spring water is used, it should be kept in a tub
or other vessel exposed to the sun and air for a

day or two before using.

Strawberries.—After giving their strawberry
beds a thorough clipping and cleaning, some at

this time cover the spaces between the rows with
long straw-, which not only keeps the grotmd more
moist, but prevents the large steins of fruit from
becoming dirty by contact with the earlh. The
strawberry is a delicious, easily cultivated fruit,

and it you have not a bed of them, don't forget

next September or October, to provide a sujiply

of the best kind.s.

Cabbages.—Transplant cabbages for late fall

or winter use. They may sometimes require a

little protection, ifthe snn is hot and the sky cloud-
less : but nsuallv, if well set, and the earth not
shaken oft" in reinoving, they will suffer but little.

Early cabbages are frequently attacked by a smaK
white worm that preys on the stem in the ground.
Judge Buel found that hot water, while it did not

injure the cabbages, freed them from the worm
efiectuallv.

We cap never hope to render soils more fruit-

ful by applying a gill of manure to the hill, and
then carrying off the whole product.

From the Farmer's Cabinet.

Cultivation.

I have often thought that Dr. Johnson's defini-

tion of the business of a schoolmaster, was par-

ticularly applicable to that of the agricultural

journalist: "To recall vagrant inattention," aud
to " stimulate sluggish indiftijrence."

Every movement of the farmer—every step

which he takes, is emphatically under the broad
canoyiy ofHeaven : it is iu the midst of the forests,

and the fields, and over the luxuriant carpet

which nature has so liberally spread abroad (or

his enjoyment. He ploughs, he plants, he culti-

vates, under a full persuasion of ihe fidelity ofNa-
tures's great ' Eructifier." He throws "broad
cast" his seed inio her hosoni, nothing doubting

Ihe continued fiilfilment of the ancient promise,

that seedtime and harvest shall not cease whilo

the earth rcuiaineth.

It is an apjMopriate duty of the periodicals

which the farmer reads, and [luts into the hands
ol'his childri'u, not only to keep him informed of

the improvements that are continually bettering

the condition of his " craft," aud to suggest to him
variations iu his crojis, as well as new modes of

(iseding them out, and every thing else, in fact,

connected with his "thrift"—the appliance of his

farm and household,—but also, to raise his views

(Vom his horses and his plough, to the magnifi-

cence of nature that is around him, and from na-

ture, as the poet says, up to Nature's God ; and
to remind him occasionally of the fact, which his

customary round of duties may lead him to for-

get, that his vocation, if properly followe<l, is

among the noblest, and most ennobling, pursued m
by man. There is a progressiveness—an onward li

course, in the efforts of the farmer, that render ||
them delightful ; and why should not this be con-
tinually accompanied by a currcspdiiding im-
provement of the minil, ami .'ulaigeairiil nfviews,
that would place his among the most iutfiiigent

and respectable of the pjdiissioris. The farmer,
it seems to uic, cannot hiliold hut wiih great com-
placency, his horses— his cattle— his sheep— his

every Hung that is living around him, obviously

improving by his attention, from year to year;

—

he perceives the truth of the old saying, that " land
is honest," for he finds his fields always grateful

for what he bestows upon them ; an<l there is an
indescribable li'ihii,:: ol CoiiscioiisiK'ss, that he de-

senes more of his cnitiiiiy th.in lie «!,<) lir.s led

in the language of old David Lauton, he has made
two blades of gjass lo grow, where but one grew
before. There is great inducement for nur farm-

ing population to believe that the ten<lency of ev-

ery thing connected with their vocation is, like

evi'ry thiny else iu this great and wonderful Re-
public, xiinranl and onward. Let us, then, extend
our vieus— let us " look aloft"—let us aim, as Sir

Philip Sidney advi.ses, at the •' mid-day sun," and
who can doubt but our judicious enter[)rise will

render the result cori'espoudent with the aim ?

—

as advantageous to the (lermanent interests of the

country, as it will he gratifying and beneficir.l to

ourselves. Z. Y.

From tlie Farmer's 'Tabiiiet.

Soiling Horses.

Sir,—At the suggestion ofaii intelligent neigh-

bor, I have commenced a novel mode of soiling

my (arm-horses, and am desirous of describing it

for the adoption of your readers generally.

Mine is a dairy-finin, and as 1 devote all my
pasture-ground to this purpose, it is not my prac-

tice to turn out my horses until after Ihe hay liar

vest, that the cows may have benefit of a fresh

change of pasture weekly. At the bottom of my
cattle-yard is a small mead.ivv, about two acres,

which has been enriched for many years by the

overflowing of the yard; this I have commenced
cutting by Hi'ecemea/ tor the soiling of my horses

in tlie stable, and it is really surprising to find

how very small a portion of land is now mown
every morning \\>y the supply of lour horses dur-
ing the day and night: the labor of mowing and
carrying to the slahles is as nothing, the work of
about lialfau hour only. As the land is cleared,

it is iujinediately spread with a covering from my
compost heap, which is so near that a boy can
carry on a sufiicient quantity for the purpose in a

very short space of lime ; the effect is beyond my
conception, lor, judging from present appearan-
ces, I shall be able to cut the grass from this piece
of land four times the present summer; and it is

my intention to keep my horses in the stable the
whole time, by which I shall save many acres of
pasture and tons of hay, as also many loads ofthe
best manure- Now, can any other crop pay me
equal to this small portion of my farm? R.

B.-\KED BE^VNS.

BY A TA.NKEE.

Oh ! how my heart siirhs for my own native land,
Where potatoes and squasiies and cucumbers grow,

Where cheer and irood welcome are always at hand,
And custards and pumpkin pies smoke in a row

j

Where puddings the visase of hunger screens,
And what is !"ar dearer— tlie pot of baked beans.

Let Maryland boast of her dainties profuse,
And larLie water-melons, and cantelopes fine,

.

And turtles aiid oysters, and terrapin stews,
And sort cr.nbs \ngU zested with brandy and wine,

.\h ! neither my tieart from my native-land weaas,
When smolie o.t the tible, a pot of baked beans,

The pot of bn.ked be.ins ! with what pleasure I saw it.

Well seasoned, well pirkcd, by some rosy faced dame,
And wl:cn from the glowins hot oven slie^ draw it,

Well crisped and well browned to the trihle it came.
Oil ! i^ivr me my country, the land of my tiens,

Of the dark Indian pudding and pot of baked beans.

The pot of baked beans !

—

\h '. the muse is too frail,

Its taste to descant on—iti virtues to tell
j

But look at the sons of New England so hale,

And her d.iu^bters so rosy—'twill teach thee full well.

Like mo, it will teacii thee to sigh for the means,
Of health and of rapture, the pot of baked beans.
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Cousidcratious upon the Agriculture ofthe
.* ncients, and its progress^ down to modern
times.*

[Translated from the French ofthe Baj-on Jucherem de
St. Denys, for the Northern Light, by John A. Dix.]

The principles, by wliich the Inhois of agiiciil-

tirre may he advantageously yuiilecl, should be
di-awii fioni experience and from the traditions

handed down from generation to generation by
antecedint cidtivators. The Romans held in high
estimation the agricultmul njaxi(ns, which they
received from their ancestors--, or which tl)(:y had
derived from the writings of tlie scientific agri-

culturists of Greece. Let ns consider some of
these maxims as ilhistiative of the rural econo-
my ofthe ancient Romans.
The first was, to sow little and labor much ; the

ancient cultivators having observed tl at the pro-
ducts of agriculttn-al industry were not in propor-
tion to the quantity of seed sown, but in ])ro|)or-

tion tothe amount of labor expended in prepar-
ing and working the soil. Pliny and Virgil re-

garded large farms as prejudicial to agriculture.

The Carthaginian agriculturists said, that the

quantity of hind should never exceed the jiowers
ofthe cultivator, but, on the contrary, that he
should possess more physicial force than was
necessary (or the proper cultivation of his

The second was, thai the oiciitr ofthe land shouJd,

asfar as possible, reside upon it. The celebrated
Carthaginian agriculturist Mago .«aid that he, who
bought Ji farm, should immediately sell his town-
house.

The third maxim was designed to show that

it ispnuch more advantageous to cidtivate well a
small [)iece of ground, than to cultivate indifier-

ently a greater surface. Columella, on this point,

recites the following anecdote : " A vine-dresser
iiad two daughters and a vineyard. When his

eldest daughter was married, he gave i.er the

third ofthe vineyard. Yet he obtained ofthe
two-thirds, which remained, as large a harvest
as the whole |)ro|)erty yielded before. He gave
another third of tlie same viiieyard to his second
datighler on her marriage. Redoubling his care

and efforts, he olitaiueil from the third, which
he reserved to himself, the sanje quantity ofgrapes
as he had been accustomed to receive from the

entire vineyard."

Pliny stated a fact, which confirms the same
maxim: "A cultivator," says ho, "obtained
frojn his field more abundant crops than his

neighbors. The latter accused him of sorcery,

and put liim upon his trial. He presented to the

judge his tiuining utensils, which were of excel-

lent" constriiclion and of good order, his oxen,

which were strong and in fine condition, and a

robust, i:ciive and intelligent daughter. ' Behold,'

exclaimed he, 'the magic arts, wiiich I have em-
ployed to procure from my fields more abundant
harvests than those, which my more negligent

and less active accusers obtain from theirs.' He
was inunediately acquitted."

Pliny ol)serves, as liunishing the foundation of
a fourth maxim, that theie should be no profusion

in jigricultm-al industry ; and he adds that in un-

duly extending its operations, we expose our-

.'ielves to loss and injmy as effectually as by
an insufiicient and inqierfect application of la-

bor.

Economy is the fifth ma.ximof the ancient ag-

riculturists. We should consider him, says
Pliny, a bad fanner, w ho buys that which his

ground may be made to produce, or who per-

foinis in the day time labor, which njay be done
in the evening.

iMildness and humanity were inculcated by
the ancient agriculturists "towards domestics and

CdrMmella, Pliny and Virgil recommended to

cultivalors to unite theory with practice, and to

pay i)articular attention to meteorological |)he-

nomena in respect to different species of culture.

These authors and Varro also affirm that it is

impossible to become a skillful agricultinist

without making, in different branches of cultiva-

tion and in the labors of agricidtnre, a variety of
experiments. Experience aud imitation, says

Varro, are the best instructors for agriculturists

* Journal of the Academy of Agriculture, Manulac
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and the surest mode of bringing their labors to

perfection.

Proddcts and profits of Agriculture in the
time op the ancient romans.

The ordinary mode of calculating the profits

resulting from the cultivation ofthe earth con-
sists in knouiiig the ininierical quantity ofthe
produce ofthe seed. Rut this niclhod is decep-
tive, and is often the source of egregious errors.

For on a farm well watered and manured, forty

times the quantity ofthe seed may some time be

obtained, while with a more negligent culture the

same land would 3 ield not more than five or six

times the quantity of the seed sown. The Old
Testament informs us that the patriarch Isaac ob-

taiued sometimes a hundred for one from a field

in the land of Gerar. The Evangelist iMark tells

us that seed sown on good gromid produces,

"some thiity, some sixty, and some an hundred,"
Varro informs us that good lands in the vicin-

ity of Garada in Syria and of Byzacinm in Africa

often yield a hundjed fold. Pliny adds that in

the fields in this part of Africa, a hundred stocks

of wheat have often been produced irom a sin-

gle grain. The argillo-siliceons soils of Byzaci-
um were cultivated with difficulty in dry seasons
by oxen ofthe greatesl strength, while with a sin-

gle ass it could be broken up and prepared for

seed when the earth was moistened by rain.

The productions of the earth in Italy were
much less abamlant. They were ten !br one on
good lands, excepting in Tuscany, where they
were equal to fifteen for one. The crops were
comparatively nuich less considerable in the

times ofColumella, when agriculture had already
fallen into neglect.

The price of land in the time of Pliny and
Colnmella was twenty-five times the average
value ofthe annual crops. Capital invested in

the purchase of land was considered at that time
as yielding foin- per cent, annually. The ordina-

ry rate of interest was six per cent. But this

interest was conventional, not legal ; for money,
being regarded as an article of merchandise,
could be loaned at any price. The rate of inter-

est was, therefore, uncertain and variable, aud
was enhanced or depressed according to circum-
stances.

The Roman agriculturists considered in re-

ference TO AGRICULTURAL ART AND THE SCI-

ENCES.

The sciences cultivated by the Greeks and Ro-
mans were principally mathem;itical and specu-

lative. They knew nothing of cheiiiislry, vege-

table physiology and other branches of natural

None of their writers on agriculture

imdertake to ex|)lain the foundation ofthe max-
ims or practices in use. Unable to accoimt upon
philosophical principles tor the different pheno-
mena of nature, the Greek and Roman agricul-

turists had recomse to supernatm-al causes.

—

There was no limit to their superstitious notions.

They believed in the existence of good and bad
spirits, whose influence was exceedingly pow-
erful on the productions of the earth. Hesiod
attached as much importance to propitious and
uupropitions days as to jirocesses dictated by ex-

perience. These superstitions are manircstcil in

the writings of Homer, Aristotle and Tlicophras-

tus. They believed in the transmutation of

plants, in tlie jiowerful iufiiience of changes of

the moon and in the impiegnation ofanimals by
certain winds. Lord Kames, in congratulating

the present age on its freedom from such absurd-

ities, observes that the religious ideas of Catoon
the subject ofagriculture were curious and extrav-

agant.

But agriculture, which had improved ju'eviou.s.-

ly to the age of Cato, began to decline after the

death of that agriculturist. The Romans ma<le

some progress in liusbandry and in the art of
breeding and improving domestic animals. But
the cidtivators of the soil had no other rules

among them, exceptimr those, for which they

were indebted to the genius and experience ofthe
agriculturists of Greece.

"Vet the inofir'ssion of agriculture always en-

joyed a high consideration among the Romans.
The soldiers of Rome in extending their con-
quests never failed to diffuse their agricultural

knowledge throughout those countries, in which
agriculture was, as it were, an unknown art. An
agriculturist as well as a conqueror, every sol-

dier, at the permanent military stations, cultivated

the earth and taught the inhabitants of the sur-
rounding districts how to turn their labor to the
III St acount . Switzerland, Germany and Great
Britain were indebted to the lessons and the ex-
amples ofthe Roman soldiers for their knowl-
edge of the first principles of agriculture. But
the Jews, the Babylonians, the Egyptians, the
Carthaginians and the Greeks, ns well as the col-
onies ofthe two last nations, had nothing to learn
li-om the Romans as to the cultivation ofthe
earth.

From the time ofVnrro agriculture began to de-
cline in Rome. It reached the last stage of de-
pression when Pliny wrote.

The greater part ofthe principal families in
Rome confiding in the revenues, which they
drew from the provinces, neglected their lands in
Italy, and ruined their tenants by exalting from
them exorbitant rents. Civil wars, the tyrannical
exactions of the emperors and ofthe greedy mul-
titude oftheir courtiers, the transfer of the seat of

the em[iire to Constantinople near Ihemiddle of the
third century destro'.ed Italy and opened the way
to the invasion of tlie barbarians, and liuried ag-
riculture and the arts in one common ruin.

The Farmer.

By WILLIAM HOWITT.

There is no class of men, if times are hut toler-

ably good, that ciijuy tlioiuselves so highly as
farmers. They are lidlc kings. Their concerns
are not huddled into a cuiner as those of a town
tradesman are. In town, many a man who turns
thousands of pounds per week, is hemmed in

close by buildings, and cuts no figure at all. A
narrow shop, a contracted warehouse, without an
inch of room besides to turn him in, on any hand ;

without a yard, a stable, or an outhouse of any de-
scription

; perhaps hoisted aloft, up three or four

pair of dirty stairs, is all the room that the wealthy
tradesman can often bless himself with : and
then, day after day, mouth after month, year after

year, he is to be found, like a bat in a hole of a
wall, ora toad in the lieart of a stone, or of an oak
tree, t^pring, ami siiiimier, .iiul auliimii, go round :

suii.--liiiie aiul ilouirs spread over the world; the

sweetest breezes blow, the sweetest waters mur-
mur along the vales, but they are all lost upon
him ; he is the doleful firisouer of Mammon, and
so he lives ai d dies. The fiirmer would not take
the wealth of the world on such terms. His con-
cerns, howi MrMiudl, spread themselves out in a
plea.-aiii aniplitiide, both to his eye and heart.

Ilis liouse stands in its own stately solitude; his

outhouses stand round extensively, without any
stubborn and limiting contraction ; his acres
stretch over hill and dale ; there his flocks and
herds are feeding ; there Ids laborers are toiling

—

he is king and sole commander there. He lives

amongst the purest air and the most delicious

quiet. * * Anqile old fashioned kitchens, with
theii> chimney corners ofthe true projecling-beam-
ed and seated construction, still remaining; blaz-

ing fires in winter, sliinii;g on suspended hams
and flitches, guns supported on hooks above, dogs
basking on the hearth below; cool, shady parlors

in summer, with open windows, and odors from
garden awd shrubbery blowmg in

;
gardens wet

with jiurest dews, and hiiiiuiiing at noontide with
bees; and green fields aiul verdurous trees, or
deep woodlands lying all round, where a hundred
rejoicing voices of birds or other creatures are

heard, and winds blow to and fro, full of health

and life-enjoyment. How enviable do such \i\a-

ces seem to the fretted spirits of towns, who are

comiielled not only to bear their burthen of cares,

but to enter daily imo the public strife against

selfish evil and ever-spreading corrujition. When
one callsto mind the simple abundance of fiirm-

hoiises, their rich cream and milk, unadulterated

butter, and bread grown upon their own lands.

sweet as that which ri.iist broke, and bles.sed as

he gave to his disciples ; their fiiiits ripe and fresh

plucked from the snnuy wall, or the garden bed,

or the pleasant old orchard ; when one cast.s

one's eye upon, or calls to one's memory the as-

pect of these houses, many of them so antiquely

piclurcsqiie, or so bright looking and cotnforlable,

ill deep retired valleys, by beautiful streams, or

amongst fragrant woodlands, one cannot help say-

ing with King James of Scotland, when he met
Johnny Armstrong:—"What want these men
that a king should have .-"
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Fragrant as the balmy odor of the forest in n

Junesiiiximer before the sun has penetrated with

Ills morn. ng rays, sweet as the chanting of the

feathered tribe "whose music is emblematical of

the great truth that Nature acts in perfect harmo-

ny grateful as is kindness in man towards his

fellow man evinced in the charity which feeds

the hungry and clothes the naked—is the evi-

dence of high intellect. The ])oetry of "E. D."

which first came to us more than two j'ears ago

with no other evidence of its author than the

beautiful female hand in which it was written,

was not admired by us alone—it was reprinted

iu many of the periodicals of the day, and was
praised wherever it was read. The stranger lady,

on the receipt of the first and second number of

the Visitor, then held out to us the following kind

and encouraging language

:

" Would it" but afford you a momentary gratifi-

cation, I should be happy to inform you, that not

only your patrons in this vicinity are highly grat-

ified with a perusal of the specimen numbers,

but the intelligent, ami in lunny instances well

educated females of tlieir fniMilies are highly in-

terested with the introiliictioii of this new and in-

teresting Visitor, and look forward with pleasing

anticipatiotis to this welcome guest as a source of

useful inlormation to themselves and families.

" Afler all (she continues) say what you will of

the allurements of wealth, the ap|ilause of men,
or the excitement of competition, the most potent

spell operating upon the mind of man, and stimulat-

ing to good and noble exertion, is a spell woven in

the sanctuary of home. Let a man go forth from

a scene of domestic disorder and discontent,

though the sun sliinu ever so brightly, or the

dews of heaven l:ill vwr «) grateful, the heart of

that man will Imi ill ;,,iur(l with the harmony of
nature, lie will In, ill i nay so express it, "as one
who labors withuiii Ikiim-,'" like the mariner who
finds himself on the broad sea, with a leaky, ill-

conditioned crafl, where time and energies are

consumed in vainly striving lo remedy vexatious

disorders. But that man, whose home is the the-

atre of order and nsefiilness, whose household

motto is "judicious enuiomy in expenditure" (the

true key-stone of the Fanner's wealth) whose bo-

som friend is tlie faithful treasurer ofhis purse, jire-

seiUs a striking and happy contrast to the foregoing.

Every effort ivithin will be a new incentive to action

and energy without, and prosperity the sure result of
order, harmony and coticert."

Now that the authorof the foregoing sentiment

is known, not only as gifted with attainments of

a high order improved and polished by education,

but as occupying the position of a plain farmer's

w ife making no pretensions to superiority over her

miassuming neighbor.*, her advice may be taken

by the fair daughters of New England as of great

value. And now that its author reposes in the

grave, let it speak to the young, the ray and the

thoughtless who luiow not as yet how to appre-

ciate whatever is [nactical, as coming from the

cji-ave—as the best advice from one of the excel-

lent of the earth.

"The first Flower," a poetical coimnuiiication

ai-companied the letter to the editor from which
these extracts are taken. As "strikingly sublime

and beautifi'.l" we then noticed the sixth stanza

addressed to the tender plant of early spring

which may be taken as the emblem of unpro-

tected innocence when all the evil passions of

the world are arrayed against it, as follows :

—

" But the same Power ord.iin'd thy birth,

And ting'd the soft cerulean eye,

That pois'd in space this niigli'ty earth,

And hung its quenchless lamps on high."

Addressing the same flower, while she holds it

ii|) as the einhkiii of our own short and hasty

life, she marks, by a delicate allusion to the "lo.'it

ofours" (as now appears the death of her own
oft'spring) the difference between the fate of in-

animate vegetation which " blooms on earth

again," and the dissolution of that body which
contains a so\il, "immortal as its sire," that never

" Yet art thou frjil ! thy transient hour~
or bloom .ind hruity will be o'er

Ere spring shall dress the grepu-wood bower,
And spread his bright, voluptuous store.

" Ev'n now, thy hues are in their wane.
Thou first born uf the race of flowers !

Go ! thou shall bloom on e'arth again,

Unlike the lov'd and lost of ours."

So much and so deep sensibility, inspired with
so much of the geutiine spirit of poetry, we val-

ued the scraps which we now and then received
lom this fair correspondent whose initials, "E.
D." we did not even know as indi;;iting her name.
We hoped that no domestic affliction, no loss of
health IukI prevented her from continuing her
contiihutions (or more than a year past. We did

not, until within a very few days of her death,
dream that a spirit so pure, so bright, so

liisciiiating even to those wlio had only setu her
through the public press, was about " to return
lo the God who gave it." The melancholy story
•IS told in the letter and articles below: we could
not allow ourselves to suppress any thing ; and if

our friend who sends the articles will reflect that
ihe alterations in her last heart thrilling, soul-
elevating productions that he has seen fit to make
Jie quite as interesting to the reader as to him-
selfor us, he will ask of us no apology for pub-
lishing what he only intended very possibly as a
letter for our own eye.

—

Ed. F. M. Visitor.

Lebanon, A*. H. Juiie 29,' 1841.

Hon. Isaac Hill—Sir:—The enclosed sheets
were this morning handed me with request that

I woidd copy, coi rect, and transmit them to you ;

but I have thought advisable to forward the oii-

ginals.

The only exception I could take was to their

length: and I suegested to Mr. Daniels the im-
probability that they would now find place in

yom- colunms, crowded as they are at this time
with the proceedings of the State and National
Legislatures.

Sheet No. 1, is from the pen of her only brother,

IJenjamin Kimball True, a lawyer of Wall-street,

New York, who hurried to Plainfield to receive

his highly gifted sister's expiring sigh. The
other is fi'oin an honored and afTuctionate hus-
band, a plain farmer; and the two scraps of poe-
try are by his deceased wife, composed, of course,

since the deaths of her children, during her last

sickness, and afler all hopes of her continuance
long in this life were at an end. ]t becomes not

me to speak of the merits of these productions,
they being the composition of my sister's chil-

dren ; but I cannot but be forcibly impressed, per-
haps by the partiality of a relative, with some of

the lines of the " Spirit Land ;" the seventh stnn-

^a in particular, strikes me as one of surpassing
pathos and beauty. This scrip, written shortly
iiefore her decease, and her strength not permit-
ting revision by herself; I was requested to cor-

rect, a task for w hicli I feel myself unfitted. In

the second line of tlie fir.st verse, I have written

"phantom'' lor ".fpinV," but on reflection have
doubts of its propiiety. In the third line of the
second verse, I have written "g-iwWjtg'" for "de-
serts," and in the first line of the third verse, I have
substituted " icoafe" for " waters," a manifest im-
provement; and in the third line have written

"alo/V for "o/ar"—the latter word being found
in the L-it, 3d and 4th verses. There are other
recurrent words which might easily be changed

—

but it matters not.

With esteem and respect, I sub-

scribe, sir, sincere! v yoius,

R. K .

Died at Plainfield, N. H. Decendier 31, 18.36,

Henriettf. Daniels, aged 2 years: January 31,

1841, Hampden Damels, aged 3 years : and at

her residence in the same town, June 1(), 1841,
Mr.^. EUNICE TRIE D.\NIELS, aged .34 years,

wife and children of William H. Daniels.

Editors in Aeic Hampshire and JVew York are

respectfully requested to notice the above.

So death, after cutting the flowers one by one,

has now cut down the parent stock, and children

and mother sleep side by side. The tear was
not dry in that mother's eye, and the graves of
her little ones were not green, ere she herself, a

wife, a mother, a daughter, and a sister, is requir-

ed lo yield her spirit up into the hand of her

God, and tears gush out anew from a thousand
sleeping fountains.

The death of Mrs. Daniels has filled a large

circle of friends and relations with the deepest

grief and mourning, and shown that love, and
tears, and prayers, avail little when the time is

come to die. They honored her for her virtue

and high improvement of the " talent" committed
to her charge ; they loved her for her kindness,

warm-hearted friendship and noble nature ; and
they now weep for her because the pain of part-

ing with such a friend is keen, and her loss can-
not be made good ; and because tears relieve the
wounded spirit, and are the holiest sacrifice they
can offer upon her grave. Alas! "the life that
made our own lives a pleasure, is at an end, and
the gates of death are shut upon our prospects."

Eulogies of the dead are perhaps invidious and
useless, except so fiir as they may leach the living
to grow wiser and better; and this hist humble
tribute of affection is mainly prompted by a sin-

cere desire to hold u|) to her surviving friends a
bright example, that they may study, then "go
and do likewise."

At morn—the cup of life was high
With love, and hope, and joy combin'd

;

Fresh flowers of loveliest form and dye
Around its sparkling brim were twin'd

;

And dew-drops, when the sun was up
Like golden gems, hung round that cup.

.\t noon—grey twilight's early veil

Had shadow'd there a feartul spell
;

Love, hope, and joy were turned to wail.

And one by one the flower wreaths fell
;

Those gems, the cup they glitter'd on,

.\11, all wore scattered, broken—gone.

Sleep on. loved one, thy silent bed
Is the broad temple of the day,

Whose azure curtains high o'erspread
.\lp

Ear:

must be.Thy mute compr\ni<

The stars and silvery moon at night
Will watch the grave where virtue sleeps;

And when the east pours out its light,

Nature a thousand vigils keeps

;

And light clouds, all the live-long day,
In shadows on thy tomb will play.

Thy life a sn-.rka Httiil nl„w
LitU ,1 IM, - ,m;,, .,l,n,le.

Hasqu,.. :
:i: • „ l.m,, below,

Tol.jll II
I

i nf Gnd;
Who w.'uM n I . rr,,. ,i.. .Ill's bitterest woe,
To know the MVsri;iut;s thoudostknow ?

Sleep sweetly on, thou dearest one,
'Till Time's last tide shall stop its flow;

And as Eternity rolls on,

Bright, and more bright, thy being grow

;

Thy memory lives—ah ! ask not where

—

Our hearts, our hearts
—

'tis there, 'tis there !

Plainfeld, June 20, 1841.

Hon. Isaac Hill—Dear Sir:—You may re-
cognize in the enclosed name of the deceased,
the authoress of several small contributions to

the 3d, 4th, .5th, Gth, and 7th Nos. of your Month-
ly Visitor, entitled " T'^e frst Flowet-"—" Song of
the Husbandman"—" Pray without ceasing"—
" White rose" Sfc. She would have continued her
communications but for her long and incessant
ill-health, which forbade. 1 send two small pie-
ces compo.sed after the death of her children,
" Early Death" and " TVie Spirit Land." The for-

mer is descriptive of our little hoy, of precocious
body and intellect, and who was in perfect health
till within a few hours of his death, )ihysicians

not knowing the cause. These I leavo at your
option.

It may be asking lOO much to request you to

publish "this communication in your " Patriot" and
also in your " Visitor"—however, if your titne

and kindness allow you so to do, or to add any
remarks of your own, you will most truly oblige

a large circle of mourning friends.

I am, dear sir.

Very truly yours,

WM. H. DANIELS.

EARLY DEATH.

'Twns morn—^-I saw the blooming boy,
All mirth and smiles and bounding glee,

Spring forth to drink of nature's joy,

'Mid bloom and flowers less fair than he.

The sweet wild rose of life was fresh

On lip and check where smiles were playing;
The breeze was in the clustering mesh
Of his light locks, the soft curls swaying.

And then his voice ! it haunts me .still

!

And oft in liappy dreams comes o'er me
;

.\nd that bright form—go where I will.

In all its light ofl flits before me.

"fwas night—the boy—oh where was he ?

Where ! manhood's stately head was bow'd.
And woman sobb'd in agony,

The boy was in his folding shroud.

i gaz'd, the pure white brow was there

—

The smile around the lip still wreathing

—
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n angel's beauty round the dead
;

A charm, which not e'en death could sev

;ut ah ! life's roseate hues had fled.

And the sweet voice was Iiush'd forever.

THE SPIRIT LAND.

Know ye the land afar, in shadowy distance,

The phantom land hy mortal feet untrod ?

Where the free spirit from a frail existence.

Springs from its fetters, and returns to (Jmi ^

Man roams the earth, its do. tt-. niM i;,] moui

From the bright Tropic 1.. li . Vntu ^. , ;

Tracks to their'hidden soum thi' uu.^ijiii.' Ii.uiita

• But vain his search,. O Spirit Land, lor tine I

JSor e'er hath bark old ocean's waste exploring,

Its coasts descried, nor mariner by night

Hiil'd from aloft, when winds aii.l waves were ro;

The warning lir;.. I' :<- >^ - li-lower light.

Yet have the nui-' ,1. '
! irtur'd vision,

Caught from .li . ! 1
_' eye,

Bi-iL'ht, !rlorious.:l,,:i| .,, ,r , ; ,, ,| FJvsian,

tav'd by the Oi-ean of Etrmity.

A land of peace, within whose hallow'd bowers
The weary pilgrim of the earth rnay rest

;

A land of cooling shades, and blooming flowers,

And trees of life in deathless foliage drest.

Then never more may weeping minstrel borrow
The harp of Hope, to soothe the ear of pain

;

Nor shape of death in all the broad domain.

Tell me ! some Spirit from the blue arch bendinf

in America. Our country, as a general thing, is

amply provided witli water privileges, and our
soil in most places can be greatly Improved by

tbem. Arid and apparently worthless land can

be rendered arable, even without manure,in many
instances, by appropriating water to this purpose.

We daily observe situations, naturally offering

this advantage, without the smallest attempt be-

ing made to retain or lead the water aside,

—

Flowing not unirequently from some considera-

ble elevation, it glides with velocity through low-
lands, in one direct coinse, while the soil, a little

more remote, might be doubled or trebled in val-

ue, by the influence of this element. The stream

is allowed to pass by imbeeded and is lost in

gome marsh or eventually in the ocean.

Tillage in America has progressed rapidly, in

point of improvement, for the last few years.

—

Superior inventions in agricultural instruments,

are of almost daily occurrence,and it .seems rath-

er astonishing that this particular branch of cul-

tivation should be so generally* overlooked. Ir-

refragable are the testimonies of its benefits

wherever it has been adoptetl. T. D. S.

and
'ell !—e'en in dreams, a balm 1

ir my sof( buds of beauty bio

Ung,

And oh! when earth's lost flowers, once more rene
Their bloom and beauty, grace the fair domain

;

Heaven's balmy air with deathless odors strewing.

Shall 1 not greet my long lost flowers again ?

Could I but clasp them, feel their pure hearts beatii

If in those eyes remembrance linger yet

;

Heaven—heaven itself, were in that blessed meetin
My own—my Hampden—and my Hf.nriette !

From the JN. E. Farmer.

Irrigation.

This important branch of agricultural business,

has not received its merited attention. In Ai7ier-

ica it is, as yet, a novel practice ; but on the east-

ern continent, lias been miderstood from the ear-

list times. The ancients highly commended this

art, and attributed much to the great benefits re-

ceived from it. The iinniorlal Homer, in his Iliad,

" The peasant with his spade, a rill

Conducts from some pure fountain through his grove
Or garden, clearing the obstructed course."

Again, in his Odyssey, when describing the beau-
ties of the garden of Alcinoiis—

The lovely scene, two fountains swelling forth.

One visits, into every part diffused,

The garden round."

So, also Virgil, in his Georgics, expresses liim-

self in much the same terms

—

[The quotation, untranslated, would be of no
service to our readers generally, and we omit it.]

But not by the poets alone, has this improve
rr.cnt been spoken of as particulaily beneficial to

the soil. Sirabo and a multitude of historians,

have recorded numerous instances of its adop-
tion : in oriental countries, especially, often has
been mentioned the feriility occasioned by canals

led from the Tigris and Eiijiliratcs.

Among the Chinese, it lias been in use up to

the earliest dates oltheir records. They proceed
on a magnificent scale, dividing their canals into

frequent channels, whereby they secure immense
returns. In Asia and Africa, much is attributed

to their aqueducts, and a bountiful harvest relied

upon wherever they exist. In some portions of
the former country, particularly at Mysore, this

subject is under the express auspices and control

of government.
In the Milanese territory, a greater expanse of

irrigation is exhibited than upon any other por-

tion of Europe. Canals are seen running in every
direction, and the lands adjacent present a scene
of uncommon fecundity. Cenlu-ies ago, canals

were established there, and the continuance of

watering them, is an object of general solicitude.

There also, they are kept in operation by the au-

thority and protection ofgovernniiiel.

It seems to be a matter of surprise, that at-

tempts to irrigate are not more frequently made

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

The Farmer is the most noble and independ-

ent man in society. He has ever been honored
and respected from the days of Cincinnatus,—the

Roman tarmer, to the present time. This love

and respect becomes more strong and ardent, as

the country atlvances in learning, prosperity and
refinement. He is not placed in that station

;h requires him ever to be seeking or court-

ing popular tiivor, bowing and bowing to this or

that man to gain their iiivor; but he looks upon
the earth and the indulgent smiles of Heaven to

crown his efforts, resting with the fullest assur

ance that "seed time and harvest" shall ever con
tinue through all coming time. His heart Is less

tainted with that false and foppish pride that too

often is allowed to corrupt and debase men in

other walks of life. He breathes the balmy breez-

es of noon—he inhales the invigorating air of free-

dom—he can sing the sweet song of contentment,
and shout happiness and good-will without envy
to every member of the great family of man
Such, reader, are some of the i)leasures enjoyed
by the "lords of the soil." His life, like the sea-

sons, is a continued round of enjoyment. One
employment succeeds another, and all are pecu
liarly delightfid in their own time and season

Variety gives beauty, taste and color to his whole
course of existence. At each division ofthe year

some new enchanting prospect is presented,

which cannot fail to delight, arouse and elevate

the mind, and render him of all mankind the

most independent and happy.
HOMAST.

North Goffstown, June, 1841.

" Now we maun totter down, John,

But hand in hand we'll go.

And we'll sleep together at the foot,

John Anderson my joe."

No individual living si.Kteen years ago who was
present at the reception of Lafayette at the

Capital ofNew Hampshire, who was then em
phatically designated as the "Natio.n's Guest,"
will fail to be highly gratified and entertained by

the graphic description of that event published in

this number ofthe Vi.sitor from the pen of Col
Carrigain. When we reflect how many ofthe

happy group then assembled in this town, some
of them younger and in better health than others

who survive, have since mingled their dust with

dust, we are ready to adopt the language of tli

patient Patriarch, and say: "Man that is born of

a woman hath but a short time to live, and is

full of misery. He cometh forth, and is cut down
like a flower: he fleeth as it were a shadow.'

This language ajiplies as well to those who re-

main as to those who have gone the way of all

the earth : si.vteen years more will take many
more of those who "survive than the la.st sixteen

years did of those who met the great Lafayette in

1825. There were then present a joyous and a

vigorous group of soldiers of the revolution, nine

tenths of whom are already no longer numbered
with the living. Since then tottering age has

come over some of the men and woineii, horn

since the great events occurred which shine

brighter upon the historic page as time recedes;

and when we meet our old friend who was all

life and animation as it were but a few days

since, who until late in life scarcely ever experi-
enceti sickness or pain, but has watched oft with
the sick and dying afflicted with diseases that

never reached him—his shortened step and trem-
bling limbs admonish us that man "fadetli
suddenly as the grass. In the morning it is

green and groweth up—but in the evening it

shall be cut down."
To the individual who has honored our Month-

ly Visitor with the partiality of this communica-
tion is due the credit of having given this State
its characteristic cognomen, the Granite State.
We had forgotten that this appellation had its or-
igin in the Ode which Col. C. furnished for that
occasion. No man of the State has caught so
much ofenthusiasm for our mountains—no man
so early sought out their grand and magnificent
scenery—no man now talks about them with so
much spirit as does he who lias rambled over
and slept upon them in the days of activity and
vigor, and who was the first to present a map of
our Stale from the actual survey that was unri-

valled by that of any other State of the Union at

the time of its publication. Of this friend to our
State who has done so much lo its honor, whose
candor and good nature were ever ready to do
justice to friend and foe, and who deserves in the
decline of life the sympathies of all, we are ready
to express the hope that what of life to him shall

remain may be smooth and unruffled as " the

summer's sea when not a breath wafts over its

surface," and ttiat he may find laid up for him a
crown of rejoicing in that sinless, endless future

estate to which all are hastening.

PRODUCTIVE FARM.
Through the politeness of Capt. Chandler, su-

perintendent of the House of Industry at South
Boston, we have received the Report of the Di-

rectors of that institution lor the year ending
May 31st 1841, from which we copy the follow-

ing statements, showing the

Produce of the Fann in 1840.

17 tons English hay, $289 00
5 " Straw, 60 00

204 bush. Barley, 142 80
8 1-2 tons Mangel VVurtzel, 66 00
51 btish. Ruta Baga, ii 20

4000 lbs. Canada Squashes, 40 00
.310 bush. Potatoes, 108 50
1520 " English Turnips, 194 40
253 " Blood Beets, 126 50
395 " Sugar Beets, 110 60
73 " Turnip Mangel VVurtzel, 18 25

568 " Carrots, 170 40
50 " Parsnips, 25 00
850 " Onions, 425 00

4 « Quinces, 12 00
104 bbls. Apples, 156 00
500 Cabbages, 20 00
22 tons green fedder, 132 CO

Vegetables used before harvest, 210 00
Sales of vegetables and fruit bofore har-

vest, not included in the above, 845 85
Garden seeds sold, avails not collected, 711 94
Garden seeds on band, 63 00

Produce of dairy and pigs.

Avails of oakum picking,

44
•1,775 46
2,297 23

Total, $8,012 14

Being $1313 19 more than last year.

(JJ=The above farm consists of less than thirty

Use of Li.me.—After several years of experi-

ence and carefid observation, 1 am convinced

that lime, when applied to a sandy soil, renders it

more compact, and much 4nore productive; and
that manure, when applied to it after a dressing

of lime, will have a much more lasting influenee

than it would have had before its application.

Upon heavy soils, lime should be applied only in

such proportions ae will render it most mellow
or friable ; any thing beyond this, will be found

to be injurious.

Leonard Farley, Esq. Representative in the

Legislature from Holli.s, has left With the editor of

the Monthly Visitor a head of Rve raised last

year in an old field, full eight inches in length,

and which contained ninety-lhree kernels of full

grown rye.
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Blight—Mildew.

We observe in the last two minibers of that

valuable agiicultuial jouinal publislied in Phila-

ilel|)liia, the Farmeis' Cabinet, that no inconsid-

erable J|)aie is (icciipied in presentiDg different

opinions, and in discussing the question ot tlif

ori"in of hiiglit and iinldew, which sorneliriies

so extensively injures tlie crops of small grain,

and, ot late vears, has [nearly destroyed beans

and pea?, onions and carrots, and even (jotntoes.

In the May number of the Cabinet, Col. Ken-

derton Smith attributes the blight in the wheat

crops to the single cause of grass and weeds a-

niong the grain: he made up so ])lausible a

theory, that he has undoubtedly induced many to

omit sewing in their wheat fields the usual quan-

m\ ol see<l necessary to stock down their laud,

where it was intended for hay.

But in the May number of the Cabinet, some

hall a dozen writers come out with different

opinions of this theory. One writer ("Jacob

Tryon, of Philadelphia,) does not doubt that this

theory is correct, and says that a friend of his in

Jersey who has "three fields of \yheal of ihe

greatest luxuriance," "all seeded with timothy"

or herdsgrass, and " remarkably thickly set," is

destined to disappointment and the loss of a crop

from that circumstance.

Another writer, " Z. Y." of Gloucester county.

New Jersey, " a plain matter-of-fact man," from

his own experience the two last years, says there

is nothing in the theory of grass producing blight

His crop of 183y, with clover and timothy sown
upon the land, was more than twenty bushels,

per acre, of pimiip grain. His early-sown wher.t

bulb yeais produced well, while his late-sown

wheat was injured by mildew ; and he thinks

iiiuch depends upon early sowing.

John Symouils, a farmer of Montgomery
county. Pa., in attempting to controvert Colonel

Smith's theory of mildew, (piotes froHi TuU's

Husbandry, an agricultural work, published in

England, by Cobbctt. Tull favors the sowing of

wheat iu drills to prevent blight, being thereby

able to let in the sun's rays and to give free mo-
tion to the air. He says—" The sun, with his

rays, supplies the part of thepii/«e: as in the hu-

man i'rame, to keep the sap in motion, and carry

on its circulation—as iu the heart's systole and

diastole. Wheat lioing, doubtless, originally a

native of a hot country, it requires, by its consti-

tution, a consideralile degree of heat to bring it

to perfection : and if much of that di?;jree ot

hiat be wanting, it will be the w eaker, and when

the solar rays cannot reach the lower parts of the

sialics, the loivest leaves and knots cannot do their

office: by these means that jiart, which, if it had

a due share of the smi's influence, wouhl be har-

dened, so as to perform the bones for the snji-

port of the stalk, becomes uiore like cartilage,

soft and weak, atul uiialjje to sustain the weigljl

of the ear; it yields and lets it lldl to the ground,

and then the grain is blighted." "In drilletl

wheat, the sunbeams are more duly distributed

to all parts (he continues) and, being rejlecled hj

tlic ground, wlmue the lower parts of the stalJcs musl

receive the greater share of heal, being nearer to the

poird of incidence, having no weeds to shadow them,"

James Goweii, Es(i., who read an essay before

the Philadel|)hia Society for promoting Agricul-

ture in Slay, iiives his opinion as follows:

" I hold that the prevailing cause of blight in

this country, is the sudden heat and cold to which
tlie wheat is otten exposed in Juneand begiiming
of July : and this 1 will attempt to explain. The
wlieat plants, at the period of filling, naturally

send up, or yield most generous!}', the juices re-

quisite to furnish the heads wiili seed or grain;

this process will be more or less accelerated by
the action of the sun, in proportion as he is mild
or intense. If the heat be great, and of two or

three days' continuance, the ])!ants will be great-

ly excited; in this state, should the sun suddenly
withdraw, the wheal, ex|iosed perhaps to a N. VV.

orN. E. wind that sinks the temperature inslan-

tersome 20 <legrees—the chilling cold ct' whicii

no instniment can fully represent—aniinal and
vegetable life being only capable of realizing it

—is it to he wondered that so sudden a check to

the pulsations of the excited wheat plants should
prove tiital ? The cold wind blowing on the
iiead atul neck of the plant, chills it at the point
of exposure : the head becomes languid or tor-

pid, while from the density of the plants and the

heat of the earth, there is a genial heat and
moisture from below—the fountain that supplied

the head kee|)s bubbling up and flowing on, but

the functions of the head, reservoir or coudeuser,

have ceased, and can take no more: in such a

case, the louiitain or conduits musl burst—both

or 1 iihir il"—and hence the rust that is observa-

ble on the iilaiits, which is b%d the oidtmrd sign of
the disease that preys upon the vitals ivithin. After

a lapse of a day or days, the sun returns, and
blazes on the diseased head, which, having

neither health nor moisture in it, cannot but

wither and die under his scorching influence."

Alsernon Sydney Roberts read an essay before

the Philailelphia Society in June on this subject,

in which he opposes all the other theories. His
opinions are given in the following extract

:

"iMildevv or rust of wheat and rye, is a para-

sitic idaut, whose mode of existence in its inci-

pient stage we know not, but the causes which
call it into activity^are probably numerous—ex-

tremes of cold and heat ; moisture and rapid

evajioralion ; rank growth, especially when oc-

casioned by unfermented or fresh manure ; bad
condition of the ground, whether too rich or too

poor; the interference of other vegetable matter,

especially at the critical period of the grain's ma-
turing ; and in strong soil, where the wheat tillirs

freely, the use of too much seed, which leaves no

room for the sun's rays to penetrate the ground,

and give proper hardness and substance to the

straw.
" And now the remedy, or rather prevention, for

remedy there is none. Change your system so

far as to avoid manuring inmiediately preceding

the crop of « heat. Get the ground in as mel-

low and jierfect order as possible ; fresh maniue
is a rapid generator of weeds and fungi, il shoulil

never be put on clean wheat groiuid. Use gi o I

seed (occH.sionally changed) and so early that it

may take root before winter sets in, and will

be so far advanced in the spring, when grass-

seed is sown, as to prevent a rapid vi?getation of

the latter, (if you still adhere to this part of tie

old system;) take great pains to spread your seed
evenly over the surface, and not so thick as to

overload the soil, a very common error of farmers
in this vicinity."

We have thus presented the opi|iions of ^y-
erai gentlemen on the cause of blight and mil-

dew. None of them suit us so well as the ex-

planation verbally given us a few days since by

Hon. Sa.muf.1, Hatch, Senator from district No.

2, an old citizen of Exeter, and a native of Wells,
i\iaine. Mr. Hatch ia a cabinet maker by trade,

having successfully pursued that business so as

to be independent, after having given to three

sons a liberal education, one of whom haS been
a president of a college in Kentucky, and all of
whom are eminent as men of learniiig. The se-

cret of Mr. Hatch's success in life, we think, is,

that he has been in the habit of doing every thing

well.

He has pursued the business of farming but to

a limited extent ; but he says he is the only man
iu Exeter who ever obtained a ]>remium for rais-

ing rye. For more than thirty years he has been
in the habit of cultivating a rye field. He says he
never sowed grass seed of any kind in his r3e

field ; but his field has frequently suffered from
bliirht.

His theory is similar to that of Mr. Govven.

—

Tlie l)light or mildew he states to take place

generally at a time when days are liot and nights

are cold ; the day beat throws up an uiutue pro-

portion of sap into the stalk—the close burden of
stalks shields the surface of tlie ground so that

it continues to force up the .sap through the night

while the chill strikes with fiill force upon the

stalk above. In this state of the atmosphere, the

slalk bursts just below one or more of the joints,

and at ouce arrests the further growth of the

grain.

Mr. Hatch is of opinion that there is no remedy
for blight when the grain has arrived at a certain

jioint, and the weather favors the process. Rye
and wheat are more apt to escape when sown
early. Winter rye should always be put in the

ground before the first of September, if the

ground can he jiiepared: the earlier winter or

spring grain of all kinds is sown, the more likely

it will be to escape blight. The seed should, by
all means, be exchanged from the same ground
once every three or four years.

Mr. Hatch has succeeded, by a simple process,

every year, to make the flour from his rye hut
little inferior to that of wheat. He invariably
cuts it about lour or five days sooner than rye is

commouly cut, when the joint of the stalk is quite

green. It is first dried or rather hayed in the

field. Having plenty of room in his barn, which
is not like that of more extensive farmers, crowd-
ed with hay, the rye sheaves are. set about the

barn so that uo one sheaf rests upon another:
the doors and windows are thrown open that the

air may have free access, and the sheaves thus
remain about three weeks before they are thresh-

ed. Thus carefully dried and prepared, one man
in threshing will do the work of two men where
the rye is dried in the common method. After

the grain is threshed and cleansed from chuff, it

is removed to the house or granary, and is spread

where the drying air has access, ond is now and
then stirred for three weeks: iu that time, the

L'rain will have shrunk at least one liushel in

twenty. Afterwards the rye may be safely put
away in close bins or casks, assured that it will

.

inake flour iierfectly sweet, imparting elasticity

and life and an excellent flavor to tlie bread into

which it is manufactured. Risen cakes made of
this flour will never fall from the upper crust.

Much of the wheaten flour used is what is call-

ed running flour. It is caused by some injury to

the grain of whicli it is inaiiulaciured. Any ter-

ni( niation eftects the injury. If grain is not

properly cured when il is cut in the field—if it is

exposed after it is cut and cured in the sheaf to

damp—if it is kept close after it is threshed so as

to gather moisture—if it is suffered to heat after

it is floured—or even after the flour is made itilo

dough, if it is permitted to fijrment beyond a cer-

t.iin point; in either case, the article is worth
scirn ly half price. It is better economy to be
oarrrurof a /I'H/e, than to be careless of mucA :

qvalitij shotdd be first regarded, and when that

matter Ls well looked to we may increase the

quanlilj of our productions to any extent.

Best Mode of applying Manure.
At a late meeting of farmers and gardeners, at

FraminglKuii. l\ls. this inleresling sniyecl was ful-

ly discusscil. iMajor VVhecler uas of opinion that

none of the virliics of inaiuMe were ever lost by
di'eply burying them in tlie soil, fiir if less

advantage were derived the present year, morb
would be the result the next; he had buried
manure two feet deep in his garden, and even
then his crojis found it, having always noticed
that the deeper and more intimately mixed wiih
the .soil is the manure, the more able the plants

to resist the effects of drought. He did not be-

lieve that any valuable portion of the manure
washed down out of the reach of the roots of
plants; he thought they wouhl always extend as
low as the manures applied were found.

Mr. N. Stone thought he had seen several in-

stances where the manures had been [ilaced too

deep, and mentioned several cases where a heavy
coat had been turned deep, and but little benefit

had been found from it at harvest, either in that

or the following year.

Dr. Dean observed, that as all manures must
assume either a li(piid or a gaseous form before

they could become food for plants, he thought it

probable that we lo.st a valuable portion of lliein,

in consequence of their leaching down far below
the reach of plants when we buried them deep in

the soil, lie did not seewhy the liquid matter should
not descend with as much facility as water, and
he feared that it often sunk so low as to be of uo
use to the cultivator. He fully agreed with those
who conceived that we derive the greatest bene-
fit from our manures whin we take the trouble
to form compost heaps, and mingle extraneous
matter with the niamue iVoni the stables ; that in

such case we can lay them nearer the surface ;

that gases would alw'ays rise from them, and he
lost, when there were not plants on the ground
to absorb them. He therefore preferred to make
use of conifiost manure, and to bury those but
slig-htly in the soil.

Major Wheeler could not conceive how any
valuable portion ofmanures could be lost by be-

ing biiiicd deeply ; he thought, if they were so

Iniricd as to prevent eva|ioration, they might be
ki'[ii a long time ; and if they did not operate so
powerfully dm iiig the first season, we must event-

ually, obtain the full benefit, for they could not

be lost. He said an experiment had been made
of leaching a quantity of manure through a body
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ofsandy loain soil, [ilaced in a barrel, tlie bed of

luanure being one or t-.vo inclies thick above the

loam, and the bod.v of the loam being one or two
feet ill dei)th,nn(l tlie water w hich drained tlnongh

this mass issued out pine and sweet. In this

case, all the salts valuable for vegetation must
have separated from the water, and lodged in the

loam.
Dr. Dean replied, we must be cautious of be-

ing led aslray by nieie llieoiy, and reminded his

hearers of a dispute between Jiidiie Buel and T
G. Fessenden : the hitter contending that plants

draw all their nonrislinient from the almos|)here,

wliile the lbrn)er iliouL'ht they must receive some
food from the soil. He argued, he had known
large quanties of manure spread on afield and
turned in deep with a plough, and neither the

first nor the after crops were answerable to the

quantity of manure so applied; but better har-

vests had been obtained on the same field with

far less manure, when applied nearer the sur-

face. He had bought a field a few years ago, the

soil of which was a sandy loam : by constant
cropping it had become so exhausted, that the

vegetable growth upon it was very liglil. Upon
this laud he had carted not less than one hun-
dred loads |>er acre of peat and muck, which he
found near this (ield, but first put in heaps
and iiiixcd stable manure with it; and after fer-

mentation had tukon phioc, lie applied this com-
post near the surtiice, covering it only as much
as a harrow or cultivator would do it; and lie

now obtains excellent crops, and thinks he has,

in some degree, altered the nature of the soil and
bettered it permanently, more than it could have
been done, had he applied nothing but stable or

barn manure: his crops have ever been better,

even on light soils, when he but slightly covers
his manures.

—

Boston Cultivator.

From the British Farmer's Magazine.

On Preparing Night-soil.

Sir—1 observed a few days ago in pne of your
late periodicals, an inquiry, by a correspondent,
for the brst inetlicjd of pr(-|iaring night-soil, for

manure. He said he had mixed it with lime,

and a very slion;; mikII o/'aiiiuioiiia was evolved,

whereby he feared the ciiii-acy of the manure
might be impaired. Tiiese conclusions are per-

fectly correct : its efficacy, as organic manure,
would be destroyed by tlie use of lime.

When an organic body containing nitrogen

undergoes putrefaction, and moisture present,

the nitrogen unites with the hydrogen of the wa-
ter, and forms ammonia ; the oxygen, the other

element of water, unites with the carbon of the

putrelying body, and Ibrms carbonic acid ; both

these transformations, in their nascent state com-
bine and tbrm carbonate of ammonia, a volatile

salt, which always evaporates with water, as

long as the decomposition continues. Such in-

variably takes place in nitrogenous bodies.

When lime is added to a body holding carbon-

ate of ammonia in solulion, as in night-soil, the

ammonical salt is decomposed ; the lime robs it

of its carbonic ai-id, and caustic ammonia, a still

more volatile compound, flies of}" in gas ; thus

we have got rid of all the nitrogen the organic

compound contained.

Organic manure, without nitrogen, is of very

little use. It pervades every part of the vegeta-

ble structure, and no plant will attain maturity,

even in the richest nuiulil, without its presence.

The relative value of manure may be known by
the relative quantity of nitrogen it contains. There
does not ap]iear to be any manure so rich in ni-

trogen as human excrement, (except bone manure,
which contains upwards of 30 per cent, of gela-

tine in its interstices ;) so much so, that accord-
ing to the analysis of Mycaire and Marcet, 100
parts of human urine are equal to 1300 parts of
fresh dung of the horse, 600 parts of the cow, and
450 parts of the urine of the horse. Hence it is

evident that it would be of much importance if

none of the human excrements were lost, espe-
cially when we consider that with every pound of
urine a pound of wheat might be produced. Now
I would suggest to your correspondent the best

and most economical method I know of preserv-

ing unimpaired the most valuable element in

night-soil, which is as follows: To every 100 lli.s.

of night-soil add 7 lbs. of sulphate of lime, (ffyp-

sumjin powder; a double decomposition will en-

sue, and the result will be instead of sulphate of
lime and carlwnate ofnmmonia, carbonate of lime

and sulphate of ammonia—the latter n soluble

salt which cannot be volatilized. It might now
be mi.xed with other coiupost. or dried any way
thought proper, and applied to the roots of the

vegetable, to be again translbrnied into bread, but

ter, cheese, &lc.

Chloride of calcium, sulphuric or muriatic acid,

substances of low price, would completely i

tralize the urine, converting its ammonia into

salts which possess no volatility.

I would also suggest that if tiie floors of stables

be strewed from time to time with a little sul-

phate of lime, they will lose all their offensive

smell, and none of tlie ammonia which forms can

be lost, but retained in a condition serviceable as

manure. In close stables the horses' health

would be better preserved, and they would not

be so lialde to get blind as now. 1 3-4 lbs. of sul-

phate of lime will fix as much ammonia as pro-

duced by ICO lbs. of horse's urine.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

GREGORY BRABYN.
Wanehriilge. A^oi'. 14.

Keep your laud dry.

The importance of draining is not duly appre-

ciated, nor its practice well understood among
us. Although water is iiidispeiisable to vegeta-

tion, too much of it is as hurtlul as too little. It

is necessary to the germination of the seed, to

the decomposition of the vegetable matter inthe
soil—to the transmission of the food from the

soil to the plant—to its circulation there—and to

the maturity of the product. All these useful

purposes are defeated, where water remains in

the soil to excess—tlie seed rots, the vegetable

matter wlii.li should serve as tlie food of the

crop, remaius uusoluble, in consequence ol the

absence of heat and air, which the water ex-

cludes; or, if the seed grows, the plant is sickly,

for want of its proper food, and there is conse-

quently a virtual failure in the harvest. It is not

fiom the surface only that we are to deterniiue

whether laud is siifliciently dry to support a

healthy vegetation ; but we are to cvaiiiine the

surface stratum, into which the roots of the

[ilanls penetrate, and fiom u hich they draw their

lijoil. If this is haliiliially wet— if it grows
mnrshv plants— if water will collect in a hole

sunk ftftct'ii inches below the siuiace—the land

is too wet fur cultivaleil crops, and means should
be adopted to render it more dry. From my
partial acquaintance with this country, I feel as-

sured that much of your best land is rendered

unfit for tillage, or the groHth of the finer grasses,

by reason of the excess of water, which passes

or reposes upon the subsoil unnoticed by the cul-

tivator. 'These lands are denominatedlcold and
sour, and they truly are so. Cold, sour lands are

invariably wet lauds below, if not upon the sur-

face. But if the superfluous water were judi-

ciously conducted b_\ efficient uiidir drains, (tor

the construction of which you po.^scss the best

materials in abundance,) these lands would be

rendered warm and sweet, and highly product-

ive, and the outlay would be re[iaid by the in-

creased value of two nr three of ilie first crops.

Wet lands are generally rich lands, aiioundiiig in

vegetable matters, which water has presi-ived

from deconiposiiiuu, but which readily becuine

the food of )ilaiits, when the water is drawn oft!

Let me imagine a case, wliich 1 am sure will be

found to exist in many parts of your country.

—

There is a slope of a litllo hill, half a mile in ex-

tent, terniiiiatiiig in a flat forty rods wide, through
which a brook meanders. The soil on this slope

and in this flat is of a light, porous quality, six

to twelve inches deep, reposing on a subsoil im-

pervious to water, as clay, rock, or haid-pan. By
soil, I mean the U[iper stratum, in which vegeta-

ble matters are blended with earthly materials,

and which constitutes the true pasture of plants.

Near the top of this slo[ie, all along on a hori-

zontal level, or perhaps lower down, spouts or

springs burst through the subsoil, a thing very

common in hilly districts, the waters from which
finding an easy [lassage through the loose soil,

spread and run down the slojie, and vpon the

suisoi7, and through the flat, till lliey find their

level in the brook. A thermometer plunged
down to the subsoil, will indicate, at midsummer,
a temperature probably not greater than CO de-

grees, whereas to grow and mature many of our
best fiirm crops, we refiuire a heat in the soil ol

70 or 80 degrees. How shall we remedy this

evil, and render this land profitable to the occu-
pant? Simply by making an underdrain or
drains, in a gently inclining direction ; a little be-
low those spouts or springs, and, if [iracticable,
somewhat into the subsoil. These will catch
and conduct oft' the spouting waters, and by lay-
ing the lower j.lane dry and permeable to heat
and air, develope all its natural powers of fer-
tility.

I will suppose another case—that of a flat sur-
face, underlaid by an impervious subsoil. This
is rendered unproductive or difficult to manag'i,
by stagnant waters. The rain and snow waters,
penetrating the soil, are arrested in their down-
ward passage, by the subsoil, which not having
slope to pass them ofl^, they remain, and stagnate,

and putrefy, alike prejudicial to vegetable and an-
imal health. The mode of draining such grounds
and rendering them productive and of easy man-
agement, is, first to surround the field with a good
underdrain, and to construct a sufficient open
drain from the outlay to carry off' the waters.

—

Then with the plough, throw the land into ridges
of twenty to thirty feet in hreadih, according to

the tenacity of the soil, in the direciion of the
slope, and sink an underdrain in each of the fur-

rows between the ridges, terminating thvm in the
lower cross drain. The materials of the under-
drain, which are generally stones, should be laid

so low as to admit of the free passage of the

plough over them. The superfluous water, by
the laws of gravitation, settle into these drains,

and puss ofl; and the soil becomes dry, niaiiage-

able and productive. An acquaintance called

upon a Scolch farmer whose fiirm had been-un-
derdrained in this way, and being iiilbrmed that

the improvement costs sixteen dollars an acre,

tile having been used, remarked that it was a
costly improvement. " Yes," was the farmer's
reply : " but it cost a deal iiiair not to do it" which
he illustrated by poiiiiing to an adjoining farm,
like siliiated, which had not been drained, and
was overgrown with rushes and sedge grass, and
then to his own fields teeming with luxuriance
and rich in the indications of an abundant har-
vest.

I have dwelt upon the subject of draining with
more detail, because 1 have personally realized

its benefits, and am sure it may he extensively

gone into with certain prospect of reward.
Judge Buel.

From tlio Cultivator.

F.MIWER'S SOjVG.

In a sweet healthy air wiih a farm olliis OK-n,

Socludtd from tumult and strife,

The farmer, mere Wett than a king on his throne,
Enjoys all the comforts of Jil'e.

When the sweet smiling Spring sheds its perfumes around,
And music enchants every tree,

Witli his glittering plow-share he fuirows his ground
With a mind independent and free.

When Summer to fruit the sweet blossoms transforms,
And his harvest fields \\ave with the breeze;

Sw-eet anticipation unfolds all her charms,
And points to contentment and ease.

When bountiful Autumn her treasures bestows,
.\nd her fruits are all gathered and stored,

His heart to tlie River, with gratitude glows,
And plenty presides at his board.

Ami >

Serenely he sits by his clear blazing hearth,

And dispenses relief to the poor.

Then let idle Ambition her baubles pursue,
While Wisdom looks down with disjain,

The home of the farmer h.is charms ever new,
Where health, peace and competence reign.

The Moon.—I would say to the farmer, don't
trouble yourself about the moon. See that your
land is in fine tilth, well manured and drained

;

your seed fresh and fn e linni f'oiil matter: and
when you are ready, sow, witluiut consulting the
moon or the almanac, ll'ail is right in other jes-

pects, the moon, no matter what may be its posi-

tion, will not hurt you or your crop ; and if your
hjnd is biit half jirepared or tilled, rely on the
moon as much as you please, and you have no
right to expect a crop.

Maple Sitgar. Mr , Nathaniel Clarke of Ash-
field, has iiinde during the three past sugar sea-

sons from about 400 trees, (one spout in each
tree,) (;,40.5 lbs. of sugar, viz: in 1839, a.l.iOlbs;

in 1840,a,110 lbs; in 1841, 2,145 lbs.
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Gather up all the Manure.

All the manure, of every description, around

buildings, should be removed to the field, and ve-

ry rich soil, not wanted in its present place for

purposes of cultivation, should be exclianged for

pure earth, which will be more clean, pleasant

and healthy. All decaying vegetable matter,

around or near the house has an unhealthy effect,

which alone is a suflBcient reason for cleaning up

all around the dsvelling, to say nothing of the ad-

vantage ofcollecting manure.
Near some buildings are piles of ashes, which

have l)een accimiulating for years. They should

be put on light lands. Ashes that hpve been

leached, and have laid long exposed to rains, are

still valuable. In such cases, a hard, smooth crust

is formed over the top, that throws off the water,

and protects the greater part of the pile from be-

ing drenched in rains.

In order to keep the air pure and sweet, the

mud and filth produced from the sink sliould be

carried away. A farmer of good taste will be

careful that neatness and order prevail around his

premises. Tliis can be done by every one, let

his circumstances he what they may. It costs

nothing but good management, which in the end
always proves to be cheap.

—

Ymilcee Farmer.

More Economies.—How to save Oil and
Candles.—Use sunlight two hours in the morn-
ing, and dispense with candles and lamps two
hours after 9, P. M. The morning sun-light is

much cheaper, and better than evening lamp-
light.

How TO SAVE Expense in Clothing.—Pur-
chase that which is at once decent and the most
durable; and wear your garment despite the

frequent changes of lashiou, till it becomes too

defaced to appear decent ; then turn it and wear
it henceforth as long as it protects the body. A
blue coat is as warm after fashion requires a
greeu one, as it ever was. A red shawl in fash-

ion to day, is as comfortable as a black one which
fashion requires to-morrow. A few years hence
your fame will not depend upon the style, co-

lor or quality of the broad-cloths you wore in

1841.

How TO SAVE TIME.—Have a place for every
thing, and when you have done using it, retuin

it to its place. This will save much time in hunt-

ing after articles which are thrown carelessly

aside and lie you know not where.

Proper Season for Cutting Grain.—It is a

good practice to cut every kind of graiu rather

hefore it is fully ripe in the graiu or the straws.

In ajine season, some farmers cut their crops
when they find the neck of the .straw immediate-
ly under tlie ear, free ofjuice when twisted round
between the finger and thumb, and do not wait

until the lower |)art of the stems are dry and y
low, because they find in such a season the straw
to die from the ear downwards.

The beautiful shade trees before your dwell-

ings which shield you from the heat of summer
and shed an air of fragrance and beauty around
the spot on which they stand, and your fruit trees

from which you have so often regaled yourselve?,

WERE planted BY OTHER HANDS.

much ?ood butte

Yet it~is doubtful whether half our citizens, or e
much less portion, know at all how very delicious butter

m»y. be made, and is made, abroad, and even by some firs

rate dairy women in Dutchess County and elsewhere, f

great deal of Aoierican butter has been shipped to Encj
land during the last year, most oi it of the poorer quali-

ties, but some of it pretty good. The Englishmen di

ride it all, aad call it grease. One of the Condon Pric

Currents says, " the best American butter imported ini

England this year has sold not higher than 95s. per 1

1

lbs. while the best from the Continent has fetched 110 ai

115 shillings; this latter will keep for years."'

We are glad to see that the N. Y. State Agricultural
Society are taking measures which will be likely to
celerate improvement in this matter. Among the great
variety of premiums to be distributed at Syracuse next
September, are the following -.

—

For the bestsample of butter not less than 100 lbs. ^20
For the second best 12
For the third best S
Forthe fourth best

-V. 1'. Journal of Commmerct.

PRICES CURRENT.
Boston (Courier) Monday, June 28.

Flour.—There has been a steady demand for Flour

during the v.cek, both for exportation and the home trade.

description

ng to the present unsettled small supply of all

s, liave been gradually improving, and we ad-

[uotations \t\ a 2oc per brl, compared with the

report. Sales consist of oOO bris Fredericks-

burg, S5 50, 4 mos ; 200 do F.xtra Eagle, g6, 4 mos
;

Baltimore wharf, 5 25 per brl, 4 mos ; 1200 brls Richmond,
6 50 do do ; 3000 brls Genessce, 5 25 a 5 50, per brl, cash.

HOPS.—fret.—JSo change exists of any importance,

and quotations conform to the sales of the week. 1st

sort Mass. 1S40 lbs 13 a 15

LEATHER.—Diiiy 30 pfr cent.

Philad. best city tan lbs. 30 a 32
Baltimore city tannage 29 a 30
New York red, light 22 a 24
Boston do slaughter 21 a 22
LIME.—Per cask, Thomaston 70 a 80

Camden 65 a 70
PROVISIONS,—The holders of Pork havingfsubmitted

to a reduction of prices; shippers have been tempted to

operate to a considerable extent ; and since our last re-

port, about 2500 brls have been taken for foreign shipment,
within the quoted rates. Beet also is in more request, at

slight advance on prii

The Wheeling Times of Tuesday says—
In travelling over the country from ten to thirty miles

from this place, we have had an opportunity of judging
of the character and prospects of the crops, rarely afford

ed us. The conclusion that we have come to is that the

wheat crops In the vallieswill be pretty good, on the hills

it is almost an entire failure, many fields have been plough
). The oat crop will also be light; but the corn

as a general tliing,be pretty good. We saw some
fields in Ohio and Pennsylvania that looked as well as

anything we have seen.

PKNNsvLVANi.i.—The Germafltown (Pa.) Telegraph
ives some information in relation to the appearance of

rops in that vicinity. It says: "The wheat and rye

aily improve in appearance and show indications of

andsome yields, irunharmcd by the blight ; while the

more prospective crops of oats, corn and potatoes never

looked fairer. The tly has done very little injury to the

grain ; and the blight there has scarcely any perceptible

traces. Some of the rye is injured by rust."

Beef mess, 4 mo. brl. new
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wheat and tiiiiotiiv fuHovviiig. So much briefly

for adu|)tation.

Not less perfect is the si/slem : the nllotmeiit to

Thomas of the ploii;;!!—to Harry of flie care ol

the neat stock— to William of the sheepfoUl, and

to William's boy, John, of the lambs in ^eaniiifj

time. Each one lias his part and liis duties as-

signed to him—lie is there at all times, and in all

weathers, and he stipulates to he oiily tlieie. This

system pervades all things on the furin— Spin-

ters Know in wlical--Liverli'?s in tares— Liealoiie

in fallow, and the next year the course carried

through thetn all without the iiossibility of fail-

ure.

Upon a farm in Surrey, where I spent six plea-

sant and agreeable months, I bad opportunity to

see the use and the profits of syi-Jenialic larming.

It was a liay fiirm, of less tlmii two hiiiuhed acres
;

the rent pa'id about $2000. The whole farm ex-

cept the gaiden was mowed. After the bay was

taken care of, the fields were all shut up until

there was a good feed upon them. Then jMr. R.

went to the nean^st fair and purchased large

beeves nearly lilt. In these fresh, luxuriant pas-

tures, where the grass grew almost fast enough to

render not fabulous Sir Boyle Roche's story of

the kite thrown into an Irish meadow over night,

hidden by the grass next morning, the beeves he-

came in a veiy slioit time fit for Smithfield or Old
Leadcnhall. After a few days rest, the tr.ir was
resorted to for a second drove of cattle of small-

er size, but in good flesh, which soon shared the

lot of all fat oxen, and became the roast beef of

Old England. The fields were no longer in a

condition to make beef, and tbeicfbre were to

furnish the predicament " nearly fat" to take

t!ie " first bite" in some unfed meadow. The
fourth course was a herd of small XN'elsh cattle to

be merely improved. Fifth and lastly came sheep
to be kept till the meadows began to start in the

spring, when they were sold, and tlie meadows
shut up.

To illustrate the third division of my theme, I

may also refer to the practice upon my Surrey
friend's farm. To recruit this fiuiri liie cin-is

which took the hay to inarket returned laden with
manures to be used as a top dressing. When
not bringing back provisions ibr (arm w^e, 1 think

I may si y they always came back with manures.

I had some years ago in my possession a book
which was borrowed by some kind friend or oth-

er, who liked it so well that he forgot to return

it: this book gave the best account of the Eng-
lish practice with respect to manures of any I

have ever seen. It was said in that book tliat five

thousand ions of manures had been applied in

one year on a single estate. I know that the

quantities are immense, and that the lands in that

country are kept in a high st^jte of fertility by
the axiom impressed on the husbandman that

food is as necessary to the earth as to the human
bodj'.

Do not think, my dear sir, that I have selected

a pattern farm lor the subject of the foregoing re-

marks. It was in all respects only a medium
farm. There could not be the same opportunity
for the more elaborate practices of liiisbandry

that there is in large Yorkshiie farms. It is my
opinion that some of the best managed farms in

England were on the estates of the Duke of
Buckingham at Stowe, in Bucks. The Marquess
of Chardos, the Duke's eldest, and indeed, his

only son, was ambitions of leading the landed in-

terest in Parliament, and thence was a warm ad-
vocate of that interest inside of St. Stephen!), and
a most thorough patron without. // is, however,

the fashion in England to patronize ^Igricultwe :

heaven grant it may become so here.

You can form no idea with what ease an Amer-
ican can introduce himself to the English, if he
is fond of farming. The gift of a few ears of
Indian corn to the" [loiticuhiinil .^(iciety. brought
me tickets and invitations without niiniber to
their gardens and fetes at fhiswick. En passant,
I visited Cobbctl's cornfield at Barn Elms, and a
miserable failure it was. The arch huinbugger's
attempt to gull tlii; English people into a 'belief

that it might he made a national crop, was then
'

full blow.

Yours, &c. J. A. J.

Success is a constant nidtive to activilv—eve-
ry stroke of your hoc is a step Ibrwai'ds, and
makes you approach nearer to the object you
have in view.

From the 'reniieesee .Agriculturist.

Nature and properties of the minerals which
compose diiiereut soils.

Our scientific readers will find nothing better

on the difii'unt constituents of soils than the lol-

loiviiigselerlioii!:. Theyaie from " Moiito.n o.N

Soils," and, by tl e bye, this is among tie best

works on the .--iiliject in the English language.

'•The cultivated part of the earth's siirlace is

calledsoil, and isluriiied by the ••oiiiliinatioii of

two or more ot' the prii!iili\e eaitiis, united with

organic matiL'r in a state of de< ay. The three

principal piiniiii\c earths are silex or sand, al-

umina or clay, and lime. These are frequently

in a state ol' iiiiiHiie tliiit^ion, forming impalpable
matter ; and liny incur also in the form of sand,

gravel and riilililc. r^miie of these materials aic

capable o) iciaiiiing moisture and of preserving

organic mutter from decay ; while others hasten

the decay of vegetable and animal matter, but

possess hut little power to absorb and retain

moisture.

SILEX.

When Silex is the principal ingredient of a

soil, it is in the form offine or coarse sand or grav-

el, with some of it reduced to an impalpable

powder. The particles of Silex, being hard and
flinty, have no cohesion or attraction towards
each other, but are rather of a repulsive char-

acter. The nature of this soil is porous and
friable, tnd incaimble of retaining moislure.—

Watei, when poured on this soil, pa.<ses ihrongli

it like a sieve to the subsoil ; it also readily gives

it up to the atmosphere by evaporation. It jiovv-

eriully promotes the decomposition of vegetabit

and animal substances. Silex is generally com-
bined with oxide of iron and clay, and forms a

sandy or gravelly .^oil. Silicious sand, unmixed
wiihchiy or lime, is barren ; and a sandy soil is

that which contains at least seven-eighths of sili-

cious matter. (Sir H. Davy.) When a sandy
soil effervesces with acid, the sand is calcareon.s

which is better able to withstand the injurious

effect of gre.it didiisiJits than a silicious sand.

The I'n^iM- iKiiiPH of sandy soils make them
easily ciiliiviiiril : uinl where tliey are mixed with

clay, linie, .-.nil \ r:.i i.iiile matter, they are called

loam. An excess oi sand is much less injinions,

than an excess of clay in any soil.

AVMlNA.

Clay is a tenacious, ronijiact, adhesive sub-

stance; its particles are in minute divisions, and
have a strong nttiaction for each other. It at-

tracts moisture, combines with it, and retains it

with the greatest ob.<linacy ; and it retards the

progress of decomposition in vcgi table and ani-

mal matter.

Clay, unmixed with Silex, is barren and un
fruitful. Sile.x, in an impalpable state, is general

ly combined with clay ; and foimsan mictuons,

clammy, and adiii sive clayey sojl, of a white,

yellow, grey, brown or reddish c<ilor.

Cl.iy retains moisture, when poured on it, more
ohslinntely than other earths.

A clayey .'oil is that which contains at least

one sixth part of iiniialpablo clavey matter. (Sir

11. Davy.) When it is saturated with water it

forms a plastic clnv ; the water combines chemi-
cally with ii to a certain degree, and it gives np
the remainder very slowly; and its paits are left

in clo.^e contact, like a well tempered brick dried

for the kiln.

LIME.

Calcareous matter, forming a soil, is generally

a carbonate of lime It attracts moisture, and
chemically combines with it. When burnt lime
is slacked, it lakes up one fourth of its we'ght.of
water, and is as dry and powdery as the finest

flour; and when it is exposed to the atmos-
phere in this state, it soon absorbs the carbon
which was expelled ilom it by burning, and be-

comes of the same nature as it was before it was
burned,—namel>, a carbonate of lime, but only

finely divided. In its caustic state, it is a power-
Oil decomposer of animal and vegetable matter

;

but when a caibonate, it preserves these substan-

ces from decay much longer than sands.

When the surface is of this substance, it is.

either in a fine impalpable state, as clay marl or

chalk marl, forming a close calcareous clay; or

in a hard rocky or rubhiy shape, forming a dry,

porous, frialilechalky gravel, or riibbly calcare-

Soil that is formed of pure carbonate of lime

ii', like pine clay and Silex. barren and unfi uitfnl

;

but when ini.xed wiih s;. 11(1 uid a linle clay, it

forms a calcarenns l( 'M. ^.ii;s which have the

most calcareous iii.liir in ll.i ni, are said to have
the greatest afiiiuiN lui c.-.i l:un ; we may infer,

thereloie, that such a snil will retain the caibo-

nacioiis matter it uci'ives limn manures, longer
than either sand or clay.

LOAM.
Loam is a mixinre of clay and sand, and some-

times lime, with vegetable and animal nutter.

—

Tliis, formed by nature, is compounded of an in-

finite variety of ;,ic.|irriioiis. giving all the diver-

sity of texture liiuinl in suil.

Mi.nld is iIkiI \\ liich cnniains the remains of
[utrifivd CM I'M, ic !!::,!!( r wliicli has grown and
di-ca_\e I .ill ih> >M : . >. The richness of soils

is in'pii'l "i ''"" '•" '>' 'inautiiy of the mould they

Cdni.iin, il ill i:i! ;;,Mii,d state of decomposition,

and in a properly conslitutcd soil. The remains
of this matter, after its dissolution, is a soft, lijjht,

black substance ; the abundance of which is the

cause of blackness in garden mould, wl.iih has

been long in cultivation: the Freiich h:,ve given

to this substance the name of Huiuic acid.

THE PROPERTIKS AND USE OF SOIL A.NO SUBSOIL.

Although it has bcsen shown that there is an
intimate connexion between the n;.ture and prop-

erties of the soil, and those of the subsoil upon
which it rests; vi t we would wish it to he un-

derstiKid, ili.a il,c iKiiiire and qiialily of the ma-
terials ol w hi. li iliMiil is eonqiosed, have not

so much i.. (I.iwiili its producliveiiess, as the

mere iiiechanical nii.xinre of its parts, by whi.'h

it is biouiiht into such a state of friability, as to

enable it to retain moisture in dry siasons, and

jiive off,liy filtralioii,its redundant u.oislnrc during

a continuance of wet weather. The soil only af-

((lids support to the roots of plants while lliey

are growing, it does not in any way give iionr-

ishmeiit to them. Tl e most important element*

of vegetation being w;.ter, air light and heat, man
without these, may spend his strength ibr naught;

it is therefore neces.sary to get the soil in the best

state for receiving, ri-lainiiig, and transmitting

just such a poi lion of iheni lo the grow iiig plaiil.s

as, under the pcriiliar ciri-iunslanccs of .-oil ami
climate in which they gmw, is best filled lor the

kind of jilants cultivated. Tlie soil being there-

r.iie, nirrely the resermir of water, nir, heat, and
of decompo>iiig organic matter, il may be ren-

dered either fertile or sterile by giving it the

power of storing iqiand retaining these elements
for use in a much greater quantity than before,

or by abstracting from it, or depiivii g it of the

power of receiving, retaining, and nansmitting

these to plants. Every operation vvhich tends to

give or facilinile the free ingress and egress of
water, air, light and heat to" plants, and to ihe

soil in which they grow, will facilitate their

growth. Organic matter in the soil thonld
always be kept in an active state of decon.po.si-

tion, for it is only when in this state that it can
do any good to growing vegetables. This is

generally efli'Cted by li-equently moving or culti-

vating tiie soil and by keeping the land perlectly

dij and porous, lor if it be kept wet. the vegeta-

ble matter will become antiseptic, and capable

like peat of preserving vegeliible and animal mat-
ttr from pulrifving.

Silicious sa.ndy soils soon decompose the

nnmure bestowed upon them, which is carried .;

off by water and ev.iporalion.

These are called hungry soils.

Soils on a dry porous siibsoil, are more easily

dried bv evaporation, than when the subsoil is

clay or marl.

A dry, light, sandy soil on n clay subsoil, is

more productive than on a sandy, gravelly sub-

soil ; and it al.so supplies the means of its per-

manent improvement, by mixing some of the

subsoil wi'h the soil.

"The besi constituted soil is that in which the

earthly materials, the moisture, and manure are

properly associated ; and on which the decom-
liosable vegetable or animal matter does not ex-

ceed one fourth of the weight of the earthly con-

stiuents."

Putrefaction goes on very slowly in .strong ad-

hesive clays; while in sand and gravel, the j'ro-

cess is very rapid. In quick lime, it is more so

than in .sand ; hut carbonate -jf lime, effete lime

retards the process of pulrefaeiion. more thali

sand or clay. All earths have an affinity for, or

the power of retaining the gas or efrluvia from
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provempiit of tlic Erie and Hudson C;i
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tlie (ernM ntitioii ot' i

nliich i.iUr:; pL.ci' K,

N"M. ..1 ^U-v
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(hiced to ils original l

of plants,

A soil lliat is fiii'ined of nearly e(|ual parts of
the three primitive earths, nanu'lv : sand, flay,

and linip, wirli a njixlnre of der<)n"i|io^ing ve^'et-

able and animal inalicr, iniliihes niuistnre Irom,

and gives il ont to l!ir atmosiiiierc, and lias all

our to the plains that ;:ro\v in it.

Theproperiirsofa -o,.,l sr.il shnnhl he so fria-

to snikr :,. ,
.,:. ,;',,-.. li Ml in search of nom'isl,-

porioY'l'„-pl:nt. uhrninfull'vi,,,,,,,-.

Fertile soils must he e.uiii.os.d of silicions

sand, clay, and ealcari s matlcr. "Tlip pro-

l)onion," Kirwan says, '-uhere rain to llie drplli

of tVTenty-si.\ inrlies liills pprannnin, is iifty-si\

per cent of sand, fonrleeii of elav, anil tliiitv o!

calcareous niatler." J?nt these proiioriiins" de-

pend entirely on the climate, thi; siiinaion, the

nature of the suhsoil, and other local circnmsran-
ces. More silicions sand is rerpiired in propoi--

tion as these circiiiiistancestend to make the soil

'I he conslitnent parts of a fertile soil should
opilain hear a relative proportion (o each oilier;

but if any of Ihesf prevail or fall short to a cer-

tain deiirco, the soil heconies less pKahiclive.
The proper proportion oi' the piiiniiive earths.

to form a productive soil midcr \],c<,' ciicnm-
stances, niav varv, from '.>0 to 70 percent, ol sili-

cions matter; iinm 'jO to 40 of clay or ahmiinon.-i

tiiatter. and from Kmo '70 of calcareous matter

lies 1

shirt

the

But our hnsiness in the present article is not bo
much the cleariiif,' of new, as the lenovatioii of
old lan<l.s. For this oliject the farmer only wants
to he convinceil iha; liis time and expense nill
not he lost in the aiiempi; and this brings ns
hack to the ; oint from which we insensibly di-
gressed.

A RF.CENT VISIT UPO.V TlIK OLD SPOT.
Since the piiblicjciion of the last number of the

Visitor, business lias called ns to the capital;
and we improved the few hours leisure given us
to \i-it that part of the vicinity ofBoston from
which Hows the ahimdance of rich and ina;;nifi-

cent \ i-;,'etaiiles that daily apficars in her market.
n-

1
We have heliire more than once adverted to
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ended resion about Boston
i;re:itest beauty. We think
•oaiitrv . McndiiiL' from the

mercial

will not
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ing but barberry bushes ami stunted cedars. Tlie

soil has been niade dee|>tr by successive annual

cultivation ; and from the peculiar position fac-

ing the south-east, where the cold north-west

winds are shut out, and where, from the conti-

guity of the salt water ocean spray exteiiding^

several miles into the cotmtry, the freezing at-

mosphere of early spring is exchided so as to

permit vegetation at least a foitiiii;l!t inrli'T il.-m

farupthe country. Mr. Hill, ami lu- . fM mm
James Hill whose farm is on a siniil.M il(<lnii\

of the same ridge farther south, luive generally

been able to carry to the Boston n>arket the ear-

liest green peas (or many years. Their efforts

are jiartially unavailable at this time by the in-

troduction of early vegetables from the soiith,

from Nevv Jersey and Long Island, by means of

steam boat and railroad comuiuni>jatiou. Never-

theless the farmers in this neighborhood, some of

whom obtain their thousands of dollars from

their premises in market money in a single sea-

son, consider all their extraordinary exertions

well paid in all the improvements they have at-

tempted. The price of cultivated land has con-

tinually been improving: it is caught up with

great avidity whenever there is a chance to pur-

chase : choice spots of arable land sell frequent-

ly as high as three hundred dollars the acre.

We had time on this visit to take only such a

view of the beautiful garden spots and fields on
this part of West Cambridge as was presented

while riding rapidly along the road. The peach
orchards upon Mr. David Hill's premises were
planted in a rich well cultivated soil : aud in the

midst of the jieach trees grew all the var'

productions of the kitchen garden, peas, beans,

turnips, beets, onions, potatoes, &c., &c., the lux

uriant growth of which, without the too common
failures freijuent in country gardens, from a

dents in sowing, from drought or wet, iiom the

cutting down by worms or" insects, seemed to

speak that there was some magic oi'erating here
iij the management Between the road and the

Spy pond is a strip of land rising quick, a soil

li^ht and sandy, that for years had produced the

nierc'sl tritie : this was the jiroperty of a venera-

ble maiden lady, the daughter of the first clergy

man of the |)arish who died more than forty years

ago : on the recent death of the lady the proper
ty was exposed for sale and was at once pur-

chased by Mr. Hill for llie price which was ask

ed. He has this already in cultivation, and on
what was heretofore ajiparently little better than

barren sand were growing luxuriant squash and
melon vines which in the course of a few days,

in spite of drought and the invjision of black and
' yellow bugs, will commence furnishing a daily

supply to go with the other vegetables to market.

Mr. Hill is by no means in advance ofhis broth-

er farmers of this neighborhood : here are other

Hills, besides Frosts, Lockes, Wellingtons and
others, congregated so near each other with their

neat white dwellings and ample br.rns and stables

as to appear a continuous village for a mile on
the road to the Watertown line. Westward of the

rocky ridge in every sequestered vale, or other

spot capable ot being made fertile, are valuable

farms which could scarcely be bought of their

owners at any price. The quantity of vegetable
growth on this ground annually produced would
seem to he incredible : two, three and four crops

are taken from the same ground in a single

sou. Here the finest fruits, apples, pears, ])each-

es, cherries, quinces, &c. are annually raised:

the dark green foliage of the numerous trees

makes the whole appear like a forest when ap-

proaching it ; but as we come nearer the nnder
growth of luxuriant ve^'ctal ion, grass, ripening

beans, peas, potatoes, flcving corn, cabbages,

caauliflo'.vers, tonj;itoos, rhubarb, horse radish,

—every thing desirable to the palate that the

ground is capable of piodMcing, presents an ar-

ray of the beauties of nature that seems almost
like a region of enchantment. In the intense
heat of a July sun such a retreat has all the
charms of a fancied Eden.
Most of the farmers when we passed of an af-

ternoon were busy in taking from the earth the
crops of hay which here seemed on the same en-
larged, magnificent scale as the other growth.
The grounds around Fresh jiond. Little pond
and Spy pond were formerly much of them
sunken meadows: these have been drained and
changed into natural mowing grounds that with
no very great manuring turn out yearly as much

good Knglish liay as will well dry upon the

ground. Suamps in various ];laces are turned into

vegetable gardens : a greater part of the soil is

of the richest kind, and with the aid of arthicial

industry has becon)e valuable almost above price.

A WI>D-rALL IN AN ICEBERG.
But as if there was no change to the good for-

tune of the industry which l.as been so long suo-

ii»j'iil in this fiivored spot.it is recently discover-

1(1 ih It the acres of water coiii|>o.?ing these jkmkIs

.III- hilt less valuable than tlte best culiivaiid

lands around them. The ownership of the land

upon the s' ores by the common law will extjnd

to the centre of the pond, the ice formed upon
which is destined to become an article of com-
merce ofalmost boundless extent. Railroads are

now constructing to convey this ice from the bo-

som of the ponds diiectly to the wharves in

Charlestown, where ship after ship is freighted

to carry this to the many ports of a more south-

ern climate as an article of luxury, convenience
and health. The railroad was first chartered for

Fresh pond which is nearest the place of em-
harkment; but it was found thaf it might be ex-

tended to the West Cambridge ponds on the

same level, whence immense masses of ice

have already been taken. A building spot on the

shore of Spy pond which gives of course the sur-

face ofthe pond to the centre to the width of the

lot already commands a price like that ofa build-

ing lot in some central town or village. Im-
mense reservoirs lor i)reserving ice on the shores

of these ponds are niade by means of board
walls filled in w itli tan : from these reservoirs

the ice for a full ship's cargo may be taken,

when the rail roads shall be comjdeted, at all

seasons of the year. Ice retailed at New Or-
leans, at the Havana and in the West Indies, at

the price of half a cent a pound, is destined to

become an extensive article of commerce. To
the north of the West Cambridge ponds are the

i\Ii-(iroiil and Woburn |H)nds coming near to the

Lowell r.iilniad, from some of which large qiian-

titii s oi' ice are annually taken.

Tlie farmers of West Cambridge, the original

farmers who have made themselves what tlj<-\ an-

on this groutid, are not in the habit of bestowing
their labor at a loss. Whether it be that their

w ork is intended to recover acres of swamp
whose useful vegetation had been precluded by a

superabimdance of water, or to convert the thin

soil of some rocky, hard side hill into a fruitful

fieUI by divesting it of hundreds and thousands
of lo::ds of rocks and diving the pick or the

plough deeper into a hardened and all but im-
pervious subsoil, none of theirs is labor expended
in vain, or labor thrown away. They make eve-

ry effort tell—they make every particle of manure
do its work. With a skill almost imknowii to inte-

rior cidtivation they have a second crop of a new
article nnder way while the first crop is perfect-

ing on the same ground ; and by an easy, natural

routine during the season from the early month of
April to late in November, they are taking contin-

ually from the ground some culinary market veg-
etables adapted to the season.

THE MOST EXPENSIVE GARDENING AND FARMING
IN NEW ENGLAND.

Scarcely more beautiful to us appeared that

wonder of nature, the artificial garden of J. P.

Cl'shing Esq., at Wateitown, which we visited

and on which we tarried for a simple half-hoin'

in the same rapid afternoon ride, than did the cul-

tivated fields and garden plats, the apple, peach,

cherry and quince orchanis of our West Cam-
bridge friends, whose own sweat of the brow has
always had part in perfecting the highly improv-
ed cultivation at vvhich they have arrived.

Mr. Cushing's garden is a most enchanting and
delightful spot : 'it is the same spot, two and a

half miles south of West Cambridge centre, upon
i:ie heights of Watertown, which half a century
ago was the farm aud residence of the late Col.

Bond. All the vaiieties of vegetable cultivation,

shrubs, trees, fruits and flowers of all the various

climates may here bo foimd. Tropical trees and
fruits, oraiiges and lemons, figs and dates,

piiie apjiles, tlie coffee and tea plant, the cinna-

mon and the alspice—indeed, many more than
we know how to name, much less describe—may
be found here. The establishment of this garden
alone must be kept up at an animal cost appalling

to the purse of the most wealthy men of the

coinnry: thrown upon the hands of the man
ilh an income often thousand a year, the cost

of such an establishment as the garden would
make him shrink from the idea offixing it among
the perniauent amusements of his life.

Mr. Cushing, now passed but little beyond the
middle iiLi-, is understood to have acquired dur-
ing a re-i,;ei ee of Several years asa f.'ictor in the
v.: >[ liHli:i 11, (le, a fortune which as yet has been
(li-eiiM n i\ without bounds. He commenced hi.s

nien-aiilile raicer at the east imderlhe patronage
ol'Col. TiuniAs II. I'F.itiiiNS of Boston, who has
obtained, mm h of it in tlie same East India trade,

a magnificent fortune, enabling him to contrib-
ute tens of thousands to various charitable and
useful institutions, and who has an establish-

ment (we believe at Brooklinc) a garden, graper-
ies, hot houses and flou ers, almost as splendid as
that belonging to M\: ('nsliing.

Thefarmof Mr. ('. inehuling the walks and

the garden, eo\cis alHUit sixty acres: inde-
pendent oC tlie i;arileii tlie whole is in a high
state of ciiliivaiion. 'ihi- (|uantity of hay upon
the acre is immense. Filteon hands were em-
ployed hard at haying on the day of our visit:

ten hands are the minimum number employed at

all seasons upon the farm ; and five men, the

most if not all of them trained European garden-
ers, are kept constantly eniployed in the garden. -

Such of these as have fiunilies find their doincil-

iu a brick house of many aparlmeiits forming
the rear part of the wall which surrounds the

garden. The garden consists of two or more
acres, and in its centre is a splendid fountain and
vase from which we iiresmiie the whole may be
watered at all times. The sides ol the close

brick walls upon either hntid, as u ell as the lattic-

ed fences on the margins of the various walks,

were decorated with fruit trc's, apricots, peach-
es, i)ears, &c. which had been taught to grow in

the shape of an open fpn with the branches ex-

tended ill those directions which would compel
all the linilis to stanil as the side of a panel, and

'

thus enable the light and the sun to strike both
the tree ami its frnit directly upon the side oftiie

wall. Although this jiosition of the trees did not
leave them to the iieedom of nature, yet the gar-
deners inl'ormed us that the.se trees bore better

and more fruit than when lel't in a natural posi-

tion. (Clusters of ripe grapes were hanging in

this garden on the 12tli of July: these were
forced by means of artificial heat ; but there were
many early fruits, such as peaches and pears,

that were nearly ripe.

Mr. C. is erecting near the front of the garden
a brick d Arelling house, vvhich will vie in expense
and inli'rior and exterior elegance and conveni-
ence with any other house jn-obably in the coun-
try. 'J'his house has already been three years in

building and preparation : the work exhibits a
perfection in material and arrangement greater
than any structure we had ever before seen : it ia

supposed one if not two years more will be ne-
cessary to complete it. If the advantage possess-'
ed by a man of boimdlcss wealth be to require
five years to build him an house in which he can
enjoy no more comfort than the man who can
build the bouse in vvhich he desires to live and die

w ithin the space of five weeks—nay, not as much
comfort as the pioneer of the forest enjoys in his

log cabin, the work of five days—may we not
suppose a deficiency in the arrangement of Prov-
idence which leaves the man of great wealth no-

more time to enjoy his possessions than the man
of moderate property, and even less time than
the hardy settler takes in the enjoyment of the

fi-ee air which surrounds him and the abundance
which the new-tilled mother earth affords him.
Natural happiness is the enjoyment of the con-
tented poor man: artificial happiness, enjoyments
costing more than they are worth, may be the

destiny of the rich. It was from consideraliotis

of this sort that ive looked with more delight on
the exuberance of the elegant farms and fields

vvhich lie at no very great distance from him, than

upon the beautiful fields, gardens, trees and
shrubbery, arbors, avenues and walks, which com-
prise the premises we have last described.

P2very thing is done on Mr. Cushing's farm to

gratify the taste—nothing is done with a view to

making money. Mr. C. will consume every thing

raised upon his farm if he can. To make ma-
nure, he keeps some hundred and fifty hogs

:

finding no other practicable use for the meat of

ihe.se, his overseer was obliged, as we were in-

lormed, to send to the Boston market some eigh-
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teeu or twenty fat liogs Inst fall. Mr. C. has in-

troduced i'roiii Europe the finest breeds of cattle,

nnd with bis characteristic benevolence presents

and places some of the best in positions most

likely to jiropagate them, la his garden the

vvorkmeu were ini|iloyi'd in throwing from a hand

engine a hijiiiil |in|jar..tion calculated to destroy

the inseris uliich w.'ic upon them engaged in tlie

work of (It'stri'ciion. Afield of bay was curing

on his premises not by drying the article in the

sun, hut by being made up into large cocks over

each of which was thrown an artificial thatched

covering calculated and intended to shut out the

rain which the atmosphere then threatened and
which actually fell tliat same evening.

To do the farming and gardening justice we
ought to have spent a week in viewing the jiro-

cesscs by which giant vegetation was procured

ami the kind of treatment which every variety of

thing coming from earth required. Our stop

was short: we went into several of the unfinish-

ed apartments of his splendid liou.se—we had a

full view of the Boston State House and city from
the balustrade in front; and we left the enchant-

ing scene with the reflection that a man of im-

mense wealth might make a much worse use

of his money than Mr. C. was doing at this point.

The intelligent neighborhood of farmers around
him will profit by every introduction of useful

breeds of animals and by every valuable experi-

ment which he makes—at the same time few of
them will envy his suiieiior ability to farm and
garden on an astonishing scale ; and none of
them will ever undertake to be his competitors in

producing the rarities and curiosities of nature
merely to gratify taste and with no view to re-

plenish the purse.

In all our visits at West Cambridge we have
always found our friend Russell, who has pursu-
ed a lucrative practice long enough to give him a

comiietency, whose garden at this season of the

year never fails to be abundant in whatever is

gratifying to Ibeappetite, and whose accomplish-
ed wife always meets us with a smiling face

—

ready to take us whithei-sofver we wilt go, lor

our instruction or :iiriM:> nirnt. At the different

seasons it is hanll\ |io>,~llr|c ih.it the mind should
be satiated even wiili a irpriiticju of the cultiva-

ted grounds that surround tlie spot of our nati-

vity.

We have before described in the Visitor tlie

great products and improvements which Mr.
(Jeokge Pierce has made on a few acres of what
has hciv'tofore been considered the barren pint

plains of Menotomy. We were not early enougl

on the ground to see him; for with the lark he

rises nearly every week day to go to the market
with the loads of fruits and vegetables which tli

'

Hitle spot produces. Of the items at this time

carried daily to market were ten barrels of green
peas and as many of beans in the pod : the inar-

Iset article changes with the time of year. We
witnessed on going over his grounds no abate-

ment in the crops (iroduced by Mr. Pierce. The
labor hei-e is expended entirely with a view to

the production—little regard is paid to ornamen-
tal flnices, or merely ornamental trees and flow-

ers. No vegetable or tree is planted that is not

intended for use or profit. We noticed in the

Boston papers that Jlr. Pierce this year carried

the first green peas to the Boston market: these

were raised from ailificial land that had been
filled in upon the shore of the north-east corner

of the Spy pond.

Mr. Russell on this occasion conveyed us on
our way towards home to the railroad depot at

the deep cut in Wobuni over a part of the coun-
try to which we had been a stranger. In the val-

ley down which passes the long travelled main
1 road—the road over which the British troops

' inarched to Concord at the time of the Lexington
fight—rims a fine stream of water discharging it-

self into Myslic pond, on which are situated sev-

eral mills that tor many years have furnished
; much of the rye and Indian meal long used for

li old fashioned New England brown bread in the
,v Boston market : several millers here have made
. handsome estates in iiursning the meal business,

I' The principal mill seats are on the ))reinises

U which have been long owned by the Cutter fami
h ly, of which tradition says the purchase was

|{
made by the progenitor of the Cutters of the

I, squaw of an Indian chief at the price of

i iiicn jack-knife.

IE RESULTS OF ENTERPRISE AND PERSEVER-
A.NCE.

3Ir. R. invited our attention to soma ten acres

of a part of the Cutter estate north-westerly of

this stream, which was purchased five years ago

by Mr. Albert Winn, a young man who had
served an apprenticeshi|) with a West Cambridge
farmer. The land was in a poor state of cultiva-

tion at the time of its purchase— it was not nat-

urally rich and feitile. For it, with some old

buildings upon it, Mr. Winn ])aid something like

hundred and f}('ty dollais tlie acre. His pur-

cha.se ran to and up the side of the gravelly ledge

with a declivity to the south-east, through which
the mill stream in the great revolutions of time

had broken its passage. The advantage of such

a farmer's education as Mr. Winn hat! received

is at once discovered in the [irofitable use to

which he put this small tract of land : we might

select in almost every country town hundreds of

long-used pasture and mowing lots without ma-
nure that would have been as easily reclaimed as

was this spot of ground. Mr. Winn in the course

of three seasons had brought it into such a state

that in the summer of 1840, besides the con-

sumption of his own family and the feed of hay
for a cow and two horses, he took in the Boston

market rising of three thousand dollars fVir the

articles produced on this little spot. The land

in the state when he took it was not of better

quality or more productive than the Hospital-

farm in Concord as it now exists: much of it is

light land similar to the old Abbot farm de-

scribed in 'another part of this number of the

Visitor.

Our readers will naturally inquire what crops

were raised on this ground which had produced
so much money ? We can only answer that fact

from what we saw upon the ground, not being s(

fortunate as to find the enterprising owner a

home, but meeting, with our friend, the interest

ing young wife in whose face we discovered he
relationship to a family of the neighborhood who
were once young with ourselves, but the most of
whom are now passed away as beings that were.

On a portion of the ground there were growing
rows of potatoes as a second crop after early

peas whose places at every other row had been
supplied with celery intended to be ridged up in

a <leep loam after the potatoes shall come ofl"

the distance of some five feet apart. In anoti

si.ot was a rich bed of flowing asparagus from
which large quantities were taken early in the

season, and whicli was no longer to be used for

this year. In another part horse radish covered

some fourth to half an acre of ground that had
already produced its cro|). In another place was
a less plat of ground with the growing rhubarb
from which large quantities had evidently been
cut this season. Near the side of the hill were

of tomatoes, some of which were nearl;

for use. Peas of difierent kinds, some tit

icking, others growing to that state—beans j:

ed and bush in a similar state—rows of beets—

a

large ouion bed—parsnips, carrots, &c. English

nips of different sizes were also growing here,

One or two acres were in strawberries, the crop
and growth of which had been lessened the pre

sent season by drought, as was supposed about
one-half There was all the variety of vines,

early and late cucumbers, squashes, melons, &c.,

upon this ground. Mr. Winn commenced this

cultivation, we were informed, with little proper-

ty ; but on it he has found the means not only for

paying up a large portion of the original pin-
chase, but for erecting a handsome farm-house
and a barn with a cellar at the basement which is

a good model for a market farmer.

The town of Charlestown runs from the War-
ren and Charles river bridge into the country by
the noith-easteily line of Cambridge and West
Cambridge on the one hand, and by the south-

westerly line of Medfbrd on the other, eight miles,

where itadjoins the flourishing town of Woburn:
this part of that ancient town reaches within half

a mile of both the meeting houses of West Cam-
bridge and Medfbrd—it is bounded for a consid-

erable distance by the Mystic or IMedfbrd pond
on the north, and at some points tlie whole width
of the town taking its eccentric flight into the in-

terior is not over eighty rods. We passed, in the

direction of this rihbanrl of that gre.-it town num-
bering nearly its ten thousand inhabitants within
the space of one mile below the neck, leaving the

I premises of Mr. Whin, to a 1(3W acres of land pur-

chased by one of ihe bachelor cousins who has
single wife constituting his entire liimil}',

known by' the appellation of " Farmer," in con-

tra-distinctioii of " Lawyer" James Russell. This
man has also been a successful money-getter, by
husbanding well his resources and saving where
others expend. He was raised in the country
and well understands ftu-ming ; but lie lays out on
the few acres he has purchased in West Cam-
bridge only his own labor. His cultivation is re-

markable for its neatness; but we mention him
and his little place here on account of the suc-

cess he has had in grafting apple trees upon his

premises. The trees he has improved were such

as spontaneously spring up in old pasture ground

of which his lot consists. Of these there was
one tree that had been only three years grafted

ich produced last year several barrels of beau-

tiful Baldwin ajiples from the grafts—a fact which
to prove in how very short time with proper

treatment orchards of the best fruit may be ob-

tained. The "Farmei" jiointed out to us a new
fact in relation lo gialiing that should be under-

stood : he says that when the limbs of a tree are

filled with grafts that start out luxuriantly, if the

foliage upon the sprouts and limbs with the ex-

ception of Ihe grafts shall be stripped off", there

at a disparity between the abundance of

sap flowing into the "larger trunk of the tree and

the diminished number of leaves leaving the

grafts alone whose growth is supplied by the sap,

that they will be forced beyond their strength,

and be likely to cause the destruction of the tree.

Mr. Russell had growing several trees taken from

the remnant of a nursery doing >vell where the

grafting and setting out the present year had

been done at one and the same time.

He mentioned a fact which goes with the ma-

ny |)roofs of usefulness to be offered in behalf of

the birds that are set down among the mischiev-

ous order. The foot of his lot runs down to the

shore of Mystic pond, and at the edge of the

pond is a quagmire .t-rowing uj) in bogs and wa-

ter grass, in which numerous black birds enjoy

perfect security against the invasion of boys.

These black birds clear his adjacent pasture and

field entirely of grass-hoppers and crickets as

well as of worms "and their larvte upon the culti-

vated ground and ajiple trees. While the cows

are in the i)astnre of a sunny day, the black birds

surround and follow them wherever they go in

pursuit of the insects which accompany them for

a different purpose. We have observed the san.ie

thing of a flock of young chickens keeping close

to calves kept in a yarded glass plat near our

dwelling. A flock o"f chickens orturkies destroy

innumerable insects which furnish a foundation

for great mischief; as do indeed all the birds

which are not killed and driven away from our

fields and gardens.

Three or four miles on the way to Woburn the

old road winds its way through the narrow strip

of Charlestown, along the foot of the sharp ridge

which is marked as the first considerable rise af-

ter leaving the sea-shore ; for the several ponds

below furnishing the ice are so nearly on a level

with the salt water that there is not fall sufficient

in any case for a mill, and the waters of all uni-

ting in the Myslic river which merges with

Charles river at the point forming the site of the

Navy depot at Charlestown almost within musket

shot reach of Boston itself. On this road is the

beautiful farm whicli was for many years the res-

idence of Seth Wyman, Esq., one of the most

successful farmers in the vicinity of Boston—

a

hard laborer and a man of great athletic vigor,

who is reported to have lifted from the ground

v/ith his feet the weight of fifteen hundred pounds,

and who went ahead in his own business—who

died leaving an estate of his own gathering worth

about one hundred thousand dollars. This gen-

tleman, living far out of the town of Charles-

town, for many years represented all above the

neck in the State Legislature. His home farm

still remains in the possession of the same name,

which is common in that vicinity both in Lex-

ington and Woburn. This fine farm, which has

for more than a century sent its many annua

tons of produce to the market—which yields all

the varieties of fruits and vegetables common to

the climate—abates not at all in its fertility. At

the size of less than two hundred acres, it is val-

ued for $2.5,000 to $30,000: a smaller farm of

sixty acres along-side of it recently purchased by_

a son ol Mr. Wyman bore the handsome price of
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810,000. The Umd of these fanus origin.-illy was
no better tliuii tlie iivenipe of l;ii)ils u|)Oii the iiu-

riieroiis swells of New Hn,i;l:iiul. Left to ilf^elf

ill ordinary [msture, it iiiiulu h;i\e hceii at a |ire-

seiit Value ecjual to oiio-tetilli of what it will now
uctually bring. Hoje is a .staiidiiig .s|jeciiiiei) oi'

llie value that remains to he, that luay he, and

we t;"ust will be added to tiiousaiids and tens of

thousands of acres of New England soil. When
New Kn^iand agrionhure shall advance on the

road to iin|)ioveiiicnl to the extent of which it is

susceptible, then t^iiall wc become such a coun-

try, the like of « liicli may not now he found on

the habitable glo'.je. 'i'iie |)]Os|»-ilty of X.w
England Agricnlliire will i;ive a rich ^lahllily lo

every other pursuit and calling of men, ulio foili

deserve ancf appreciate a state ot' real iudepei-.-

dence.

1-roin the Hampsliire Gazette.

Asparagus.

This plant affords one of the most delici(]ii_<

products of the kitchen garden, and is held ii}

general estimation. By those accustomed to its

use, it is justly <.()i]siderrd as aujoug the tirst ol

culinary vegetalile lu.\uries ; and it is furnished

by those well iicquainted with growing it, sis

cheap or more cheaply than any of the conimon
Vi.-,;;i'tab!cs lound in the tiirmer's garden. Yet,

liotwitliflaiidini; its good (|nalitie.s, its cheapness,

and the high estimation in which it is held, it .sel-

dom makes its appearance on the tables of very

many farmers, tnechaiucs, or laborers, e.\cept as

a rarity. This should not be, and doubtless

would not be, were it nottlmt an crioneous opin-

ion extensively pievail> in le^j^rd In tlie trouble

anii expen.se ol' c>tal'li>hiMir ilie -a- 1 .iragiis bed,"

as it is terined.in ilh- oiiisri ; i\n- n is well known
that it costs but little alter that is done. 'J'o re-

move that erroneous impression this article is

subtnitted, and if it should stiiindalo to the right

planting of one ounce of seed, by some labor-

ing man amotig the multitude of those who
might so easily give themselves and families, for

life, a sujjply in its season of this innocent luxury,

but who shrink from the formidable process pi e-

scribed by nursery men that sell roots, and gar-

deners that want lalior,—and the time of writing
tbi^ article will not be lost.

In regard to the received opinion, it may be

siitlicieut to say, that irtnching Ike ground, and ttn-

derlaying it wUh stones, broken glass, irwmure, and
o.uy/u((tn/, ill a commonly good and dry garden
soil, is all unnecessary ; and where a good bed is

desired in the shortest time, and at the least ex-

pense, roo<s of any aec, even furiiislied for noth-

ing, are not worth the trouble of re-plautiug, |)ro-

vided good seeds can be procured at a reasonable

price.

Asparagus is a perennial plant of the ino.et har-

dy description. By .striking out from the old

stock and putting forth new roots, and casting

old ones in its ])rDgress, it renews its age j early,

and with a little care, isa.^ fresh and vigorous at

the end of fifty years as when first planted.

—

Roots planted in this town seventy years ago,

have thus given as vigorous slioots the jiresent

scaMin as those cut from the same spot thirty

yeais since, and yet during so long a period of
lime, they have received no other Ciire than mere
protection Irom hi ing trampled and broken down
alter the first of Juy yearly, and some Ic'w ol

thosp years a (hess-ing of manure.
Dry ground, in condition to produce good on-

ions or heels, and fitted tor the reception of those

seeds, is equally well fitted for the reception of its

seeds and the production of asjiaragiis, and the

sowing and cultivation the first season may he

conducted in a similar manner to that ofonions or

beets—or a preferable course where it is conven-
ient is to take board.s—old boards, or those of an
inferior quality, are as good as any—ten or twelve
inches wide, and three feet long, if such be the
width of the bed, and lay them flat across the

prepared bed, with a space of one or two inches
between, in which space the seeds should he
planted, one or two inches apart and a h:;lf or
three fourths of an inch deep, and the earth well
pressed down and made level with the iippersur-

iace of the boards. Planted in this manner, the
boards cover almost nine tentliB of the suiiiice

of the bed, and serve to protect the seeds and
young ])lants from the scratching of fowls, or
damage otherwi.se ; they also save the labor of
weeding the first season, and promote the growth

of the plants by the iire^crviiti

near the surfiice. After seveie ii

iiuliuiin, the boards may be len.i

ing the winter, and eiuii-h the

finest parts being forked in on
the next season ; after which the
he kept clear of weeds and gr
simimer, and receive its aimu.'d i

leiely to

ling 'the

iL' m ll.o

The entire expense the first season is not more
than is necessary to raise a cro|) of onions on an
eijiial extent of gniimd, .-ind ever after the first

se.-soii. the expense of lalior is ih t ii'oiv lli.-in

\lM ,.:- nnrel, ;,s tl„it ,.i' tl,e „,ii,,n enip, liir MK,-

the hist of April tind the fir.st of August. Per-
haps the month of June is best, if the groimil be
siifHciently moist. The first set of sprouts fiom
the seed arrive at maturity in a few days afitr

their appearance above the surface of the ground
and when fully grown stand tioiii two to lour
inches high ; this first set is, in a few days 1<)1-

lowed by another, which, springing fiom the
crown of the roots, overtop their predecessors by
two or three inches, and these in turn arc follow-

ed hy successive crops of shoots still mere a.id

more vigorous as the roots gain siiengtli, until

at the close of the first season, nider ii'Miialile

circumstances, plants may be found iiom eig'sec n

inches to two feet high. Dining the second sea-

son the sproiirs continue to increase in size in the
same progressive manner as during the first sea-
son, and at the coirunencemcnt of the third year,
ortuo yeais from the time of planting the fvci],

the cutting (or use (nay heuin, and he continued
until the first of July, without special il 'Iriment

to the roots provided that after th..t time the
plants he (uotected from Injury or breakage, and
iKoperly laid down and manured late in the au-

Asparagiis once established is established for

one's life. It has a permanence which almost no
other culinary vegetalile, or fruit even, can boast.

Whatever be the vicissiindi ~ li'i'.' senson, it

gives its yearly product ' i

;

.oiion to

the richness of thegronel '.'::.
i

- to know
comparatively but little ell i .'. ii;;ige fiom
flood, drought, frost or iiisecT. It recpiires a fair

exposure to the Sim to grow in perfection. Be-
nee.th tie sli.vde of trees it is not productive, and
that part of the stalk which is blanched and
grows beneath the surface, is tough, unpalata-
ble and worthless, however it may catch the eye
of the novice, or sell in the market.

Cutting the stalks below the surface of the
ground, is thought to injure the root more by
bleecling, than if cut at the surliice, where f-no

and air will heal the woimd—and neatness in the
appearance oltlie bed during the time of cutting,

is equally preserved in the latter as in the
former case. Boiled over a quick fire, in wa-
ter just sufficient to cover it, and not over-

done, it preserves its freshest green >olor,Hiid best

flavor; and served up with melted butter, it is

the "-ne phis ultra'''' of vegetable diet,;nid is easi-

ly attainable by every working man who has a

small garden spot, and a willing mind.

On prcpnriug .\i;ht-soiJ.

Sir,— I observed a liiw days ago, in one of your
late periodicals, an inquiry, by a correspondent,
for the best method of [ireparing i.ight-soil for

maiinre. He said " he hud mixed it with liiiif,

and a very strong smell of ammonia was evolved,
svhereby he feared the ettJcacy ol' the manure
might be impaired." These conclusions are per-

lectly correct; its efficacy as oiganic manure
woiiid be destroyed by the use of iime.

When an organic body conthining nitrogen un-
dergoes putrefaction, and moisture present, the

nitrogen unites with the hydrogen of the water,

and forms ammonia ; the oxygen, the other ele-

ment of water, unites with the ctuhon of the pu-
trifying body, and forms carbonic acid; both
these transformations, in their nascent state, com-
bine and form carbonate of ammonia, a volatile

salt, which is always evaporating with water, as

long as the decomposition couiinues. Such in-

variably takes place in nitrogenous bo<lies.

When lime is added to a hodv holding carbon
ale of ammonia in solution, as in night soil, the

ammonhical salt is decomposed ; the lime robs it

of its carbonic acid, and caustic ammonia, a still

more v.)latile compound, flies off in gas : thus we
have got rid ot all the nitrogen the organic com-
pound contained.

OrL'.inic n:,uiure, without nitrogen, is of very
little value. Jt pervades evei-y part of the vege-
table sti iicliire, and no plant will attain maturity,
even in tlie richest n;oiil(l, without its presence.
The relative value of manure may be known b\

the rel.itive (puu.tity of nitrogen it contains-.

Thei-e dcjes \]i>\ :
|

|.( ,ir to be any manme so rich
in nitroiien ; - hiniinn excrement (except bone
manure, « hieh echlains upwards of 30 per cent.

of gehitine in iis nitrrstices ;) so miit-h so, that ac-
roriling to tin- analysis of Macairc and Marcet,
I Of) |i.iils of hnni.in mine are equal to 1300 parts
ol Iresh dung of ilie horse, ("OO partsof the cow,
.Mid h'jO p.irts ot' ihe mine of the lioi'se. Hence
it is evident that it would be of much iiuportance
if none of Ihe human excremc tils were lost,

especially when wo consider that with every
pound of urine, a 'pound of wheat might be pro-

duced. Now 1 would suggest to your correspon-
dent the liest and most economical method I

know of preserving unimpaired the most valua-

ble element in niyhi-soil, whii-li i.s as follows: to

every 100 lbs. of night-soil, add 7 lbs. of sul[i|iatc

of lime (i.'\psun)) in powder: a double decompo-
sition u ill" ensue, and the result »ill he, instead of
sulphate of lime and carlHinale ..f an liionia, ear-

l.onate .,f lime and .s.ilpleue of anin.unia ; the
latter a soluble salt uliieh cannot he volatilized.

It might now be mixed with other compost, or
dried any way thought proiier, and applied to the
roots ot the vegetable, to he again transformed
into bread, butter, cheese, &:c.

Chloride of calcium, siilphiirie or muriatic^ iicid,

substances of low priee, uonid completely neu-
tralizes the urine, com ei ting its tunmonia into salts

which possess no volntiliiy.

I would also suggest, tliat if the floor.s of sta-

bles be strewed from time to time, with a little

sulphate of lime, they will lose till their oflfensivo

smell, and none of the ammonia which forms can
he lost, hilt retained in a condiiion serviceable as
manure. Tn cln.-e st,-ihles, the horses' liealth

would Ih I 1 !!, r
I

I - ,\> .1, .,1 (I iliRv would not
he so f '

;
.; -. il lbs. ofsnl-

phati' ci ; ; . ii ammonia ;is is

mo.ler.,' 1
,

:i" i',-. ,-r I, ,
. .; urine, lam, sir,

jourobrc!ient.<..vant,

GREGOnV BRABYN.
Wanchride, Nov. 14.

Slana^ement of Small Farms.
Many small liirms in the county of .Armagh,

Ireland, which would not produce sufficieiiLfood
liir the support of their wretched tenants, have
been made astonishiniily productive by the new
system of rotation, tin; grecurfbod and soiling
sy.^tem, which might be adopled by the poorest
individual on the most inconsiderable jilot of
ground. As a jiroof that it improves the land,
whilst at the same time it increases the stock, we
insUuice, first, the fiirm occupied by John Hogg,
of the townl;md of Dtinegaw; it consists of ten
acres of a light gravelly soil, scarcely nine inchea
deep, which is in consequence easily worn out.
The oeeepiei- was formerly unable to pav £4
sterlie.g r y:.v for llie u hole'lot, and he was al-

wa-,s in iiriia.- uiiii his landlord and in debt to
his neighliDrs, striving in vain to exist on a iiiis-

eiable pittiinee. ' The feeding for his cow occu-
pied three acres of his land, and the produce of
the remainder was so scanty and of so bad a
quality, that the butler produced by the cow. and
even the refuse milk, had oftentimes to be sold to

make up the deficiency ; and thus the poor man
with his liimily made but a most precarious live-

lihood, hou.sed ill a wretched hovel, scarcely fit

lor a human being to enter ! Ho has now aih)|it-

ed the green-fiMid and soiling system, and the
change is wonderfiil, although three years only
have passed since" be commenced it. He says.

he was in such wretched circumstance.? that he
was on the point of etnigiatioii, but having got
encouragement from Mr. Blacker, (the per.soii

who first inlroducDd the new system,) he had fol-

lowed his advice, and his fiuin was now under
the four-course rotation : he has now two cows
and a horse, « cart ami a plough

; owes no rent

although he was before always in arrcar; has
hou>i:ht some land, anil is in the way of doing
well ; the new system keeping himself and fami-
ly always busy, and paying them well for their la-

bor: he was formerly obliged to pay ns much ns
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£7 a year for potatoes for his family, aiui lie now
l.us £:i worth to sell, oioing to the munursfrom liis

gref7i crops.

Michael Clarke, near Haiuilstowii, tenants a

farm of three acres, upon which he has introduced

tlie green-crop and soiling system, and lias work-

ed wonders. He siiys :
" VVIieii Mr. Bl.icker tirst

came to my house, I had fallen into arieui s ; dis-

tress of mind and ill healtl), which tliis hroiiglit

on me, had driven me to a slate of despondency,

and I did not cure what became of me—I was in

despair, and my liimily in misery around me. He
lold me ho would help me, if I would do as he

directed me, and assured me the place would he

worth having, if it tfot justice. I did not believe

what he said, but as lie was so kind, I piomised
1 would take heart ajiuin. and do as he should di-

rect: accordingly, Mr. Bruce came and |
oinied

out what was to be done ; I got up my spirits,

and iriy health, got better: Mr. Bi icker lent me a

cow, when I got clover to leed her. The tiist

year I was able to pay nothing, hut he saw I was
doing my best, and he did not press me ; the next

year I paid a year and a half's rent, the one after

i paid a year and a half, and the year following I

paid two years' rent, and now I expect to p:iy all

otf and have my cow and my pig to myself! 1

have a new loom besides; all my'dilclics are fill-

ed and levelled, and the wholefarm (three acres!)

is in good heart. My health is better, and I am
in the way of doing "well ; I have meat for my-
self, meat for my cow, and meat for my family,

all provided for the next twelve months, and it is

long, indeed, since I was able to say that before !

I thank God and his Honor (Mr. Blacker) for all

t'. se coiiilbrts, and 1 have nothing more to say."

By this pl;in, a fiirni of fil'ty acres is made to

produce far more than one of one hundred, and
there cannot be a doubt but that the green-crop
and soiling system would enable Ireland to sup-

port three times her present number of inhabi-

tants.— Quar. Jour.- .%.

Fnim the Albany Cultivator.

ElisUt or Mildew in Wheat.
In reference to the different theories of the

cause of blight and mildew, the highly intelli-

gent editor of the Albany Cultivator has the fol-

lowing remarks:

—

We have, in the course of our farming, experi-

enced the bad effects of blight lo a considerable

extent, and have hence been induced to examine
the subject with more attention. A few years

since a field of, sixteen ai-res of beautiful w heat

was so injured, that it was not wortli ilie labor of

cutting: it was, in fact, totally destroyed. In this

case, and in all others, where our wheat has felt

the blight, the attack has been preceded by warm,
close, sultry weather, with frequent showers, and
every circumstance IJivorahle to a rapid vegeta-

tion. The vessels oi the plant were evidently

unnaturally excited and pressed, and at the same
time the continued moisture softened the still

tender cuticle or covering of the stem, and les-

sened its powers of resistance. The microscope
shows that in this state the covering buisis or

cracks kingitiidiiially, the partially elaborated

juices escape, and these, it seems to ns, furnish a

nidus or place of reception for the minute seeds

of the fuu;ii, which always accompanies blight,

and the seeds orsporulesof which constitute the

red powTler or rust always found on wheat that

is bfhjhted.

Atmospheric agencies have a great influence,

doubtless, in causitig this disease of wheat, but

we have not been accustomed to attribute so

much cflect to changes of temperature as does
Sir. Gowan ; and it struck us as not a little sin-

gular, that while the first half of his paper is de-

voted to proving that sudden changes of temper-
ature are the cause of this evil, the last part

should be an arffiiment to prove tlie freipiency of
this disease in British wheat, a'country n here the

climate is more equable, the range of the ther-

mometer less, and the changes less .sudden and
extreme than in almost any other.

Rut we do not believe that sowing grass .seeds

with wheat, or the most sudden and extreme
changes of temperature, will always produce
blight, or that a perfect freedom ti om all plant

will always exempt it. Experience negatives this

position. The sixteen acres of wheat above al-

luded to was not sown with grass seeds, yet it

w MS lost ; and the tens of thousands of acres

uiially sown with wheat and clover satisfactorily

and

shows that some'hiiif besides " matted grass" is

required to cause hliyht.

Wheat, early sown, on soils naturally dry, or

made so by draining, we have found to escape

lilight more certainly than any other. It has usu-

ilfy passed the sta^e in w hicli mildew commen-
es, beliire the season arrives in which the causes

if that disease are most active. On the coiitra-

y, late sown wheat does not come forward until

the hot sultry heato of the summer have come on,

nd these when comliined with moisture are most

ure lo produce mildew. Wheat that is winter

killed badly, is Irequently so niiuh retarded as to

be overtaken by mildew and niidered worthless.

If one part of" a field or iiei^hbdiliood is lower

ither, the lowest part usually :^iiffei-s most.

Wheat highly manured, esiiecially if sour
arely escapes being more or less blighted

ur this reason, fresh or unlermented manure
hould not he applied to the wheat crop.

In England, in districts subject to blight, it is

nstoniary to sweep the wheat fields, while the

rop is in" the stage most lialde to its attack, with

rope carried by two men, ai|d :;S long as the

vidth of the lands, or the labor of carrying will

permit. The rope drawn in this way agitates the

and causes the superfluous moisture to be

dislodged from the stalk and head, thus prevent-

ing that softening which w ould ensue if the mois-

ture ivas allowed to remain. This " roping of

wheat" is sometimes repeated several times iu

the season, partii ularly if the weather is favora-

ble to the developeinent of the mildew, <jr ninp-
tonis of the disease exhibit themselves in the

grain. If has been found by expcriiiient, that if

the grain is so far advanced as to be fiilly in the

milk at the time of the attack, that if the grain is

cut at once, and is cured in a proper luanner, the

grain will be far better, and make better flour,

than if allowed to stand. When cut in this way,

tne stem contains as much elaborated sap nearly

as the perfection of the grain will require, hut if

this is allo\yed to escape, as it will if the disease

progresses,*the berry will be de|)rived of all its

proper nourishment, and the consequence will be

a shriveled worthless grain.

The conclusions at which we have arrived re-

specting blight, are as follows :

1. That an excess of sap hurts the skin or epi-

dermis of the plant, and by allowing the juice

necessary to the perfection of the berry to escape,

causes it to shrink.

2. That in this extravasated juice the sporules

of the wheat fungi fix themselves, their roots

penetiiitiug tlie stem and thus increasing llie evil,

while their speedily matured seeds, shed over the

grain, give the red appearance so characteristic

of mildew.
3. That blight rarely attacks w heat unless a de-

gree of temperature above 70 has for several day

lieen indicated, accompanied by a great quantit

of moisture, and a stagnant condition of the al

mosphere.
4. That late sown, or highly manured wheat, is

more liable lo the blight than that which matures

early, or that grown on soils where the manu
has been applied lo some previous crop.

5. That while a thick coating of grass, by pre-

venting w free circulation of air around the plant,

equalizing the tenqierature, and freeing them

fmm useless moisture, has a tendency to pro-

duce blight, it will not do so, unless the other pre-

d sposiiig causes we have enumerated, are also

6. That the sowing of clover and grass seeds

with wheat is of so much consequence to the

wlieat grower, is such an essential means of fer-

tilizing the soil, and such an important part in a

well conducted rotation, that it ousht not to be

abandoned, except on the clearest evidence, such

as we think has not yet been produced, that it is

the primarv cause of blisht, and certainly not un-

til other means of prevention have been tried and

failed.

" One load of nianure housed, is worth two

loads which are left out to be drenched by the

rains, and to undergo the action ot the tiosts. It

will pay ns well to house our manure as our cat-

tle, and those who have no convenient place to

put it, should build temporary sheds."

A POKER laid over the fire concentrates the

heat of the passing smoke, and creates a draught

through Ike coah.

The noblest Institutions of Charity in New-
England. Good example for improved farm-
ing.

Tfie New Hampshire Insane Hospital located
in this town is now in the course of rapid erec-
tion under the superintendence of John Conant,

who lays his hand to the business with the
vigilance of a faithful agent. The foundation and
basement are laid in :«plit granite with numerous
apartments of brick walls connected with the
main granite foundations. In these lower apart-
ments will be fire proof fiirnaces for warming the
building oti the most approved economical plan,

'th all the arrangements for cooking, for baking
and a laundry for the whole estiblishment. With-

t)ie walls an ample well sunk in the ground to

spring of the best pure water, has been con-
structed. It is also calculated to bring to the

premises in lead or iron pipes living spring water
from an eminence at no very great distance, which
may be carried into every part of the edifice.

The same fountain head might also su|.'ply a

greater part of the village with water. The build-

ing at first erected will consist of a centre and
two w iiigs s-imilar to the first erection of the Hos-
(lilal at Worcester, Massachusetts; and as far as

it goes, "ill embrace all the improvements thus

far adopted at that noble institution.

The first location of the Worcester Hospital

consisted only of a few acres of land, hardly suf-

ficient lor a' garden fur the institution. But
through the excellent taste and management of
somebody, farming and gardening have been car-

ried on there to the best advantage.

We need only cast our eyes upon the six or eight

beautiful cows," giving double thequantity of milk

daily that is obtained from ordinary cows—or we
may look into the pens containing some fifteen or

twenty swine which will seldom fall short of

three hundred when dressed at twelve months,

and live hundred pounds of dead solid meat and

fat at eighteen months: we neeil only cast our

eyes upon the splendid cows and pigs of the

VVorcester Hospital to be convinced that the best,

the cheapest of farm management is there prac-

tised.

Then again look at the fine single yoke of
young briiidle oxen doing the work upon the hos-

|)ital fann—carting the hundreds of loads of ma-
nure, and drawing to the under-ground drains

and fences, the many, many tons of cobble stones

which are collected ujion the rough land compo-
sing a large share of the present farm : these

oxen discover such admirable training as' we had
never seen in oxen kept by the very best fiirmers.

A motion of the driver oidy is necessary to make
them move to the desired point : they plainly dis-

covered that they at no time were driven beyond
their strength, and that they needed no loud

scieaiiiing,'no application of the gourd stick, to

draw as great weight as ever should be forced

upon them. The ox deserves all the sympathy
and kindness of the most faithful human being

who does our drudgery, who early rises to milk

our cows, to feed our pigs and our poultry, to set

in motion the days' works upon our farm :—the
faithful ox, far from deserving our blows, should

not be maltreated with an unkind wortl or look.

How cruel then to apply the lash and the scream

upon a draught beyond their strength. Alas! we
daily follow to the pasture what was a fine pair

of cattle, which, under our own employment
within the last eight months, have been so driven

under heavy loads that the hinder legs of the no-

ble animals are raised as the man of eighty-five

or ninety years raises his feet to walk when upon

a journey of fatigue.

A"ain we have evidence of the good manage-

men't of the Worcester Hospital fiirm in the

plump jiair of horses kept and driven every fair

day exclusively to carry about the adjacent coun-

try the more weakly inmates whose health and

w"hose minds are both improved by breathing an

expanded out-door atmosphere and cheered by

the sound of the songsters of the air : this fine

pair of horses, broad upon the back and rump as

the largest dray-horse of the most independent

Boston truckman, doing credit to their keeping,

perform their daily duty with as much regularity

and fidelity ns the most sedate and staid of hu-

man kind.

The farmins of the Worcester Hospital has

been brought forward gradually. At first not hav-

ing sufficient land even for garden purposes, an

adjacent field was hired, for Hhich a high price
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was paid. Tlie improvenieiits ii|ion this hired

land went for its permaiieiit lieiietit— tlie value of
the land itself was increased iliree-fold by these

improvements ; and this will generally he found
to be the case where land is valued the highest,

in the midst ol" tlio greatest population, near ci-

ties and villages in which a dense population is

at all times ready for the consumption of any
surplus produce. The Hospital was so sitiuiied

that land near suitable for ciihivutioii u^s nut to

be had: at the distance of iiuuc- ihuii hall" a iiiilr

a lot was bought upon iho hard-f.it'd ^idu uf a

rough hill, sterile from rocks and want ol' loam
in its liijihcr pans, and barren ol useful vegeta-

tion where cold s|inii;:b ouzed over tlje ground at

the foot of the hill. A poitioii of this land, pur-

chased at the high ])rice of eighty dollars the

acre, has already been made worth from two to

three hundred dollars the acre tiom the improve-
ments made U]iou it. The stones are gathered
as they are Inuken from the harder ground and
disposed of in drains at suitable distances under
ground beyond the reach of the plough : these

drains are multiplied and brought nearer to each
other as they are /bund to be the means of pro-
moting an increased fertility by bringing into ac-
tion deeper from the surface a soil which has all

the eletrients of stability and strength, and only
requires that the superabundance of wet which
lies naturally near the top should find a lower ave-
nue for passage and take itself out of the way of
the iiealthy action of the combined materials for

vegetation.

It is by a judicious application of labor and ex-
pense that the Worcester Hospital has been and
is able to carry on farming to great advantage.
Doct. Woodward calculates that about ninety per
cent, of all the out-door labor at the Hospital is

done by the hands of the male inmates, who vol-
unteer for this purpose. It is a iiict worthy to be
mentioned that the most of the unfortimate de-
ranged jjersonswho have been brought up to the
work of fiirmers and who have muscular strength
are fond of the occupation, and choose rather to

work than to remain idle. There is a deranged
person in this town who for years was kept con-

• fined to a room rendered uncomfortable from the
violence he had done to the wainscotting and
windows, who, the mere maniac, was induced at

first to go to the field only under watching and
restraint, but who for nearly two years, has con-
stantly done the work of the best sane hired man,
and who. although evidently improved in the ex-
ercise of his rational faculties, still talks incohe-
rently and seems not to comprehend any com-
plex subject. At the Worcester Hospital a"ll such,
and oidy such as voluittarily choose it, go to the
field to labor. When we visited the field of
which we have given some account, there were
six men at work digging the ditches and drawing
the rocks to fill the drains ; there were five he-
sides the overseer who had the management of
the ox-team ; and of these five Dr. Woodward
mentioned that four of ihem were either homi-
cides or men who had attempted to take the lives
of others. If these persons are dangerous while
in some positions, association, it is Jjelieved, will
counteract the danger : where more than two are
together of persons of equal strength, and one
or more set as a guard against any irregularity, the
propensity of the monomaniac to kill or injure
will seldom show itself in any overt act ; and
from this do we account tor the fact that in all
the labor done by the inmates of insane hospi-
tals in the field, we have never heard of violence
or injiu'y done by deranged persons who were per-
forming the labor.

The great success which has attended the ag-
ricultural operations at Worcester, induced the
Trustees of the New Hampshire Hospital for the
insane to look out an eligible position for a farm.
The spot selected is a tract of land in one body,
all of It within a mile fi-om the State House, of
•nore than one hundred acres. The hospital

ngs will stand scarcely half a mile from

the time
land, consistin

bu
Capitol. The tract embraces a large portion of
the Benjamin Abbot farm: it was objected to at

the^ ground was too sterile ; and

1 .• , P,
°'" ^"'^'^ fi% 8cres of intervale

north of the old meeting-house and of the horse-
.shoe pond and Waternummons brook, was of-
fered to the Trustees. They selected what was
then considered the poorer land, t!ie cost of
which to the fund, besides the amount made ui)

by subscription for that particular object; was
about lour thousand dullurs.

The land deserves the name of sterility wiiich

was given it ; lor tiiieen acres of the "mowing
ground sold at auction for >lie hay of ilie present
year at one dollar and a half the acre The pur-
chaser thought he might obtain five tons of ordi-

nary bay on those fifteen acres; but on mowing
it, he will hardly obtain three tons. Now if tlie

aiiciiiit owner of this farm, whose living fiice we
|iiillctl, remember seeing since we came to

fCiiruid in 1809, was living at this time, he would
nut heav the reproach uncontradicted that his

farm was poor land. He would tell you that in

the first clearing of the town there was no better
and more productive land than this farm. Al-
though since his decease and especially since tlie

farm passed out of the hands of the iiimily and
name, it has become unproductive, we are fiee to

give the opinion tiiat no better tract of land could
have been selected for the Hospital. The rich
intervale laud which had been selected by a jior-

tion of the citizens of Concord, we nnderstaiid,
has since that fime been almost entirely covered
and rendered fruitless for the time being by the
sand from the last winter's freshet washed down
by the aterrimack river. The Hospital farm pur-
chased is not as good land at present as might be
purchased in some parts of the State ; but with
management similar to that of the Worccstei-
Hospital lands, it may be made within ten years
to be worth at least two hundred dollars the
acre.

There is no land in the country t!iat will not
sooner or later wear out. The boiioin lands up-
on our rivers that are annually uv( rtluwed by set-

ting back of the current, w ill cuniiiiin' tu produce
large crops of hay without additional iiiamire or
cultivation; and thjie are on many farms swails
of land which have the advantage of irrigation

and the wash of fertile particles from lands above,
that will continue to inoduce large crops of hay
year after year ; but the very best of land must
liave manure, and most of it must have repealed
cultivation and turning up with the plough or the
hoe or spade, to continue its fertility.

All our worn-out lands possess within them-
selves the elements of fertility—all of them may
be made as good as they were when they were
originally cleared. Much of our river alluvion
becomes" comparatively sterile if neglected— that
which has not the benefit of an annual overflow
will as soon run down without manure and culti-

vation as much of the upland.
If every farmer would cultivate no more land

with an exhausting crop than he could well ma-
nure—if he would never plant upon ploughed
ground with the view of taking more of the ori-

ginal stamina fi-om the land in the present cru|)

than he communicates to it—we should see much
less of v/hat is called " poor land." From what
we daily see in travelling the country, we are in-

clined to the belief that there is much less difTer-

ence in the quality of land than there is in the
treatment of it. Strong land with a hard pau
yields more when it is first cleared and will last

longer than lighter lands ; but when both shall be
reduced by several exhausting crop.s, it begins to

be generally conceded that the lighter land for
many purposes is more valuable than the stron-
ger, heavier lands. Pursuing a regular rotation of
crops with effectual manuring, it is even thought
the lighter land will give most profit, and that the
crop through the extremes of drought and wet
will be most sure.

The Trustees of the Insane Hospital have pur-
chased just such a tract of land as in its present
condition may show to the best advantage the
sure gains that will result fi-om a sufficient in-

vestment of labor and expense in the cultivation
of the earth. The means of im;)ioving this land
exist in the near nei.;liborliood : after one or two
years the flieans of making upon the premises
sufficient dressing to turn a patch of greater or
less extent every yeai into the fertility of an im-
proved garden, will be found abuntlant. If he
can be prevailed njion to pccept of the place, we
know of no man in the State better qualified to

superintend this farm and the economy of the
institution generally, than Mr. Conaut. Consult-
ing his good taste, he would soon make this a
pattern farm for the State in which persons be-
reft of their reason should not only be restored,
but taught on their return to their homes what
course of management of land shall be a certain

road to the greatect comfort and most sure suc-
cess of the fiirmers of the Granite State. We
liope in any event that the example of farm cul-
livalioii at the Worcester Hospital will be imita-
ted and carried out at our new institution in Con-
cord.

Paragraphs from the Albany Cultivator.

Sales of Hogs.—In a letter of Juno ItJ,

Messrs. A. & G. Brentnall, of Canterbuiy, Or-
ange CO., N. Y., inform us that they have lately

sold to Richard Allen, Esq., of Lexington, Ky., u
Berkshire sow, 20 months old, for SI50—also a
hoar and sow to T. B. Howard, Esq., of Colum-
bus, Geo., for $lii0, and have now an offer of $7.5

eacli fiir two so«s and a lioar, besides §200 for

their boar OiUario—all Bcrkshires. Dr. S. D.
Martin, of 1\\., has iccciitlv suld " his Woburii
sowMairnoli-,,^' to Mr. Johnsion, of Missouri, for

$150. She is estimated to weigh 1200 lbs.

New Jersey I\I.\ri..—New Jersey was former-
ly fiuiions lor its barren sands, but it is now, ow-
ing to the liberal use of marl, fast becoming one
of the most productive Statesof the Union. "The
Cabinet says:—"My friend K. S. whose fiirm, a
few years since,yielded nothing but blackberries,

and was one uncultivated waste, produces the

finest crops of wheat, and other grains and corn,

and yielded more than J 00 loads of hay the last

year, at a cut of two and a half tons per acre;

liud a'l thi- i,< uuii,^ to the marl." The value of
these nini I

li.^i- ni :; I:, inferred from the fact, that

Mr.A.C'i ' I- the marl by the square

rod, " is ic . li. iii_ 1 1 per acre for the marl,

the land alicruards lieiiig more valuable than be-

fore."

Great Ox.—The celebrated ox Pennsylvania,

was slaughtered in Philadelphia on the 2d of Feb.

1841. This o.\ was of a cross between the De-
von and Durham; was eight years old ; had been
fed five years ; and his live weight was 3350 lbs.,

dead weight of the 4 quarters 23S8; loose liit

3:34 lbs. On cutting up, the flesh was found " el-

egantly mottled," the flesh laid on the best parts,

and the five years find not gone to " make soap

and candles," as Bakewell used to remark of
such very fat animals.

Oi.D Lime Plaster on Wheat.—A writer in

the Farmer's Gazette -says, he sowed two pieces

of spring wheat afier briniiigaiid rolling the seed
in slaked lime. On one of these fields he sowed
or spread a number of loads of old plaster from
the walls of old houses, and harrowed it in with

the seed. Both fields were entirely free from
smut, which that year was generally ruinous to

wheat ; but that the wheat of the field where no
lime was used (except for rolling the seed) was
badly shrunk, while that which grew on the field

well .piiiikleil with old [ilastcr, was good, sound,

plump uhfut.

"Great Calf."—An animal of the Bos genus,

some five years old, has been lately exhibited at

Fulton St.", New York. He is ol^ the ordinary
breed of cattle, has never eat a bushel of corn or

meal in hi^ life, .<urks the same cow now that ho
did when Ihne days ..Id, and weiglis.3240 pounds.
This "call "'

fruiii the hanks of the Connecticut,
attracted mnrli notice in " Gotham."
Swedish Stables.—Jn Sweden the horse sta-

bles are never littereil at all. The floors of the

stable are planked; tlie planks iierfbraled with

holes, so that no wet can remain on them ; and
these planks kept clean are the only bedding al-

lowed. To this method of trejitiug their horses,

(strange as it appears to Englishmen, or those

who litter their stables carefully,) the Swedes at-

tribute the soundness of their horses' feet, as it is

quite uncommon to meet with a lame. or foun-

dered horse in Sweden, that has been so sta-

bled.

A Goon Crop.—Mr. Samuel Palmer of Go-
shen, Ct., iiives the following as the crop taken

in 1840, fVoni fiveacres of land : 600 -bushels of

corn in the car, 118 cart loads of iiumpkiiis, 300
bushels of turnips, and 240 bushels of i.otaLje.s.

It was uiiiicccssarv fur Mr. P. tu .stale th:it the

I, aiH ulli

cro|) can he prudiiccd muk'r no other course ol

treatment, and the sooner liuiiiers are convinced

of this fact, the better it will be for them.

roo Mi'CH Truth.—'Jhe New Farmer's Jour-

nal, London, says :
—" The monetary' affairs of

he States appear to be in a most desperate con-

dition. The U. S. Bank is scarcely capable of
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IJayiiisr a shilling in tlie pound, luid many oilier

banks tlironghout the Union are in a similar con-

dition. Froni the reports recently [Uililished by
the concressioiial coainiittue on li.iiiUiiiit, it a((-

[icars tliat in some of tlie banks no set oi" books
iiad ever been ke[)t; in others, trunks tilled with
' lead, tenpenny nails, and window glass b.oken
into small pieces,' passed for deyjosits of specie

;

in some no capital stock had ever been paid in,

and in others counterfeit notes on othir banks
had been resorted to to sustain their ciiilit."

Preservation of Meat.—The particiilais of
a discovery which appears to promise important
results, are civen in the Bulletin of the French
Academy of Sciences for the sittiuiiof March 22.

By injecting the aorta or main arterial trunk ol

an animal with chlorure of aluminium, the flesh

will he i)reserved fresh for an iudefniite period
without having any bad taste communicated. The
table of the Academy of Science, at the time of
reading the memoir of M. Gannal, the discoverer,
was covered with legs of mutton, fowls, d id ge-
nus omne, wljich had been preserved many months
by the new process.

To THE Hon. Isaac Hill:—Having been an admirer
of the ^'irted productions of E. D. in the cohimns of yuur
worthy paper, I oiTer the following lines as a poor tribute
to her memory :

Lines on the Death of Mrs. Eunice Daniels, ia(c of
Plalnfittd, N. H.

Like a flower cut down in its freshest bloom.
She is lying now in her early tomb;
Her form is concealed 'nealh the .earth's green sod.
Uut her spirit has yielded itself to God.

Oh ! why must she die when that genius rare,
Was unfolding its buds of beauty lair I

Vyiiy must slie leave us, that gifted one,
Ere she was crowned with the wreath she won 1

Like a stricken deer in a lonely dell,

That gifted mind broke this earthly spell

;

Too pure, too fair, too good for earth.
Her spirit sought its heavenly birth.

Like the waning moon, like departing day,
Sljo gently passed from the earth away

j

Htr lunii gone oul, her death sigh drawn,
Her genius wrecked in its early dawn.

She tunes' her har|), with the an^cl band,
.\round the throne in that " Spirit Land."

Wc will tliink of her now as an angel blest
In the land where the weary are atl-est;
Her cherub babes she now has met.
Her Hajiplien, and her Hesiuette.

Lebanon, July 18, 1841. M.

From the Maine Cultivator.

Potatoes.

Mr. Editor:—Cf all the crojis cultivated in

the New England States, none can eijual the po-
::.toe. This root is emiihalically the " staff of
lile" to the New England firmer. Were it not
for this croji, who can calculate the amount of
jiaujierism, poverty and snlliMini; that must be the
uievilable result in our goodly land. The polatoe
isexcelltnl food both Ihr man and beast, and I

liiink it a provable fact that a greater amount of
nutritive matter can be produced on a given quan-
tity of land cultivated in this kind of crop 'ban
any other whatever. Some may dispute this as-
sertion and tell us the carrot crop will exceed the
]iotatoe crop, acre for itcre, in point of nutritive

matter. But it must be reinenibered that ihe po-
tatoe crop flourishes on aliimst e\ ei'v kind of soil,

evenupon stiff clay, and but lew fields compara-
tively speaking can be foinid. at least in the State
of Maine, that are very will r,-.K-ii!r.ted- to raise

jood crops of carrots : ami ai,i;in we shoidd con-
sider the expense of culiiv.iiion, the carrot croj)
being one of the most expensive and the potatoe
crop the least expensive of all crops. 1 do not
wish to discourage the raising of oilier kinds of
roots, but I contend that potatoe raising may be
(allied to an astonishing lengili in the" Slate of
M.iine.

Can you accuse me of injustice if I style the
potatoe the King of American vegetables? The
potatoe is the most certain of yielding a fair re-
turn of any crops cultivated ainong us. The po-
tatoe field does not necessarily recpiire heavy ni.a-

miring in order to nroduci^ a good crop. In
.Massachusetts it is said COO bushels jier r.cre of
this root have been frequently n;ised : it isthouirht
ihal if the soil of Maine be "carelully and skilful-

ly cultivated, one-third more pot.itoes per acre
can be rait—d than in Massachusetts. This will

give 900 bushels per acre, which, if fed out to

swine and other stock of superior qualities, can-
not be reckoned worth less than 17 cents per
bushel—this will give 150 dollars. Only think!

One hundred and fiflji dollars for the produce ef a
single acre of land. Well, can the famous corn
lands of the far West produce a net income equal
to this ?

[We believe it to be impossible to raise 900 bush-
els of potatoes on any single aci'e : we would
consider 500 bushels beyond the capafcity of any
land we have yet seen.

—

Ed. M. Visitor.]

In view of these facts who that reflects well

upon this subject does not see that the State of
Maine may in due time become the best Agricul-
tural District upon earth ! Nothing is wanted but
a concentration of efforts supported and stimula-
ted liy the strong arm of the government, in or-

der to carry forward the mighty work. Com-
merce, manufactures, and many other occupa-
tions are useful to every community and should
receive a just share of patronage, but the inter-

ests of the farmer should be taken special care

of, for agricultural skill aud industry are the

great sheet-anchor of national wealth and pros-

AN ANDROSCOGGINER.
Rumfbrd, .rune, 1841.

Potatoe Culture.

The greatest crops of potatoes on recoid, are

those grown by General Banium of Vernioiit,

which reached from 1,500 to 1.800 bushels pet-

acre ; and he gives it as his opinion that in a good
soil, and with his mode of culture, from 800 to

1,000 bushels [icr acre may safely be calculated

upon. The reports of the .Agricultural Societies

show that fi-oin 500 to 700 bushels per acre are

not uncommon. Mr. Bache, of Wellsborongli,
Penn., in 1839, raised 600 bushels to the acre, and
the crop of Mr. Morris, of Catarangus, N. Y. fell

but little short. The average cro|) in the coun-
try cannot, we think, be estimated at more than
175 to 250 bushels, the influence of the sea-

sons being more felt in this crop than many
others.

The methods of planting are various. Gener-
al Barnum's mode, alfer a careful and thorough
preparation of his laud, is to plant in drill.s, 2"2

inches apart, ,-, 11,1 llir setts in ihr drills tni iiirli-

es fioni r.-.i-li oihrr. The ilrills aiv krpt rlra.i,

but the earth is lillcil aroiiiul the plaiil.s uiily miht
in the season : as he considers there is much dan-
ger of disturbing the young tubers by removing
the earth, or causing the formation of new shoots

or I'dbers by repeated hueings or hillings. The
secret of his great crops appeared to consist in

his liiiiigiuL'- rich frr.~li earth from the barn yaiil.

or the iiiumIiI ilij (i.sit.'il ill swamjis, and giving

each hill a shovel full, as a top diessing. He does
this w ith the aid of a horse and cart, the horse
and the wheels passing between the rovvs.^.^/6a-

nij Cultivator.

Bees and their Hives.

Bees secin to be governed by instinct, not by
habit—therefore, if we would makei.se of iheni,

we must conform to their modes of npcraliim,

rather than try to make them coiiliirm to utu

views. And to imdersiaiid tin '.r ih.nacter, wc
must not only observe tlicm in their hive, but in

theforest, where tliey :;i led their own hive ; and
if Ihere'be any points that are similar in the ii,-it-

ural hives, we should coimIuiIc llmt it is the ett'ect

of choice, and the ariilici.d hivi' should be made
to conform to those points. i\I\ upportuniiies for

observing the bees in the lijic-st have been limi-

ted, but I have found llial (iir the entrance, the

south and east are most lioipicntly clmscn, the

west occasionally, but rarely the imrtli : that the

main part of the cavity ncciipied is below the en-

trance, and only in one instance have I known oi

a tunnel or hollow limb being selected as an en-

trance, and never an instance of the cavity being
open at the bottom, although the cavity frequent-

ly extends liir fielow any part of the comb. I

liave observed that the iioney at the top of the

hive is heavier and richer than at the bottom : and
it is a curious fact, that when the bees are enga-

ged in collecting jioney in fine weather, the ile-

posit at the boltom is thin and watery, but if bad
weather comes on, this honey disappears, be-

ing inobably worked over again and carried up

;

alto, the honey which is contained in cells not

closed or waxed over, is insipid, and probably un-
finished.

The moth entirely destroyed my bees, although
I tried all the different ways recommended to
save them. Watching their operations very close-
ly, I found that they commenced operations be-
tween sun-down and dark, continuing until late
in the evening—their object being, to enter the
hive imiTiediately in the rear of a bee, folding
their wings clo.-c, and assuming as nearly as pos-
sible the form of ;i Imc, :iii,l fullowing their flle

leader into t!ie !ii\c, srhhmi being detected, un-
less the bee in front tninnl to the right or left to
allow H bee that was coming out a free passage,
when, being met, he was driven back, or caught
and punished for his temerity, with death ; and
when the intruder is .seized by a bee, others will
rush to its assistance, and both rnolh and bees
will tumble together to the ground. The eggs of
the moth are deposited at the boltom of the hive
withinside, in some dark corner. When hives
have been cracked from bottom to top, I have ob-
served that the bees will enter mostly at the top
and come out at the bottom ; those entering at the
bottom, will frequently stop to rest before they
enter, while those that enter at the top, descend
immediately.— Unioji Jig.

EcONOJiy IN A Family.—There is nothing
which goes so far towards placing young people
beyond the reach of poverty, as economy in the
management of their dniiusiic affairs. It matters
not whether a man furnish little or much for his

family, if there is a leakage in his kitchen or in

the parlor, it runs away lie knows not how, and
that demon waste cries more, like the horse-
leech's daughter, until he that lias provided has
110 more to give. It is the husband's duty to

bring into the house, and it is the duty of the
wift; to see that nothing goes wrongfully out of
it—not the least article, however unimportant in

itself—to establish a ]ireccdeiit ; nor under any
pretence, for it opens the door for ruin to stalk

in, and he seldom leaves an opportunity unim-
proved. :\ man gets a wife to look afler his af-

fairs, and to assist liini in his journey through life,

to educate and pie|p;iie his ciiildreii for a proper
station in life, ninl not to dissipate his property.

—

and her greatest ainbititiuii should carry her no
father than his well-ire or happiness, together
with that of hercliiiilien.

This should he her sole aim, and the theatre of
iie- exploits in the liosom of her family, where
she may do as much towards making a fortune as
^le can do in the work shop or the counting
room. It is not the money earned that makes a
man wealthy— it is what lie saves from liis earn-
ings. A good and niiideiit husband makes a de-
positeofthe fruits of his labor with his best
friend ; aud if the tiieiid be not true to him, what
has he to hope ? If he d,-iie not place confidence
in the companion of his bosom, where is ho to

[ilace it ? A w ife acts not for herself only, but
she is the agent of the man she loves, and she is

bound to act lor his good, and not for her own
gratification. Her hushaiid's good is the end to

whieh she should aim— his approbation is her re-

ward, .'•elf gratification in dress, or indulgence
in appetite, or nioi-e company than his purse can
well entertain, are equally pernicious—the first

adds vanity to e.\travagan(-e—the second fastens

a Doctor's bill to a long Butcher's account—and
the latter brings intem[)erance, the first of all ev-

ils, in fls train.

—

Sunhur}j Armr.

We have in the United States, 0,657 Distille-

ries t"fl tf'e number of gallons distilled, in the

year 1S40, was 36,843,236—or more than two gal-

lons to evei-y man, woman and child, whether
'i eeniaii or slave, in this country. There are more
Distilleries in North Carolina, than in any other
State—the niiiuber being 2,798. Virginia has
1,450, aud Tennessee 1,381. But in the quantity
distilled, Pennsylvania has the bad pre-eminence

;

and with Massachusetts and New York, in this

particular, go far beyond the South and the West.
The 707Di'stilleriesof Penn. turned out 8,784,138.
gallon.s. Massachusetts with only 37 Distilleries,

manuhictm-ej 5,177,910 gallons ; and the 38 Dis-

tilleries of New York, send out 4,008,616 gallons.

New Hampshire had 5 Distilleries, and the quan-
tity dii^tilled in this State, in 1840, was 31,2-14 gal-

lons.—Breto- JSTewsklkr.
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I'or tlic Montlily Msilor.

Meteorolosical.

For iiiany years piisl 1 have seen in most Al-

tiiaimclvs ami some News|ia)iprs a Table lor cal-

ciiliitiiii; the weather Iro.n ilie time the Moun
iliaiite^, quarters, &i;. Dr. Horschell and Br.

AiUu'ij Clarke are the authors of this lahle, 1 be-

lieve. For some time 1 tliought it «as correct,

hut ill IS'io I kept an account of what the weath-

er really was lor eij;ht months ; iuid il agreetl

will) tlii; talile just aiioiit hall' the time. Moiler-

ate aliiliiii's coiilj ;iiies^ as \m II without a table.

If a uersoii re„lly ui-h.^s m I.Llieve a thing,

how easy it is lor him to In Iunc il.

Frequeut ahov/eri^ ami "iliaiiiiealile" may be

easily ch»i>ge(l for •lainy" or "lair," (Jcc. anil vice

versa. If any one will keep acoireci account as

lonffasi (lid, I tliiiik he uill come to the same
conchu-ion—iiKii cover the moon changes north

anil south of us, the same time it does here ; yet

we liaie rainy weather often ; and fair and i\iy

Nithi

:.ii 1

much mriuence
ycles or circuits

north or souih <

miles distant.

ble, yet J believe the mo
ou Ihe weather, and 1 hel:

of tinje.when the weather comes round much
was l)efore ; as once u week, or nineteen years

the cycle of the moon.
'I'liere is some trmh in the vidjiar saying:, "if

,:vfr\ ?uiiiliy." Nnn'it is a fact if there comes
a suiiiii Oh ;i'ii\ il,i\ c.i' iIm' ucck, there will three

times iinl i>l' 1(1111 eiMiie \ei y mneii such a storm

for tliree ui- liiiT siici- Iiii- weeks on the same
day. t^cmday is reiiiembered better on account

The cycle ofdays semi limes will pass the 7th to

the 8lh"as the cycle of years sometimes go over

nineteen to tueiitv. Many of us can recollect

the cold seasons of 181G and 1830, just twenty
years benvee?i.

If weeciuld live a thousand vears or as long as

Methnselali, «e eaiild probably tell belbrc hand
very iii;;!! v.liai ilie weather vvouhi he, by noting

1 have heard it (.!isei\ed ile.t ii' llie winter was

four'times in ti\e il' llie \\\i<u r is r.ildor warm,
the sncceediuL'summcrwiinietlie same. In lact,

we .'enerally laive
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one or iiiol e kiiohbed tubers of a solid flesliy sub-
stance, as the potatoe, artichoke, &c.

18. Uiilhous Roots—are sucli as liave a rouii-

disli, swelling, bidbous ibrin, coniposed of nu-

merous scales or coats, as the onion, garlic, &c
I'J. Tap Roots—are such as in the Uirin of «

tap descend down into the ground in a perpendi-
cular direction, as the carrot, parsnip, red clo-

ver, &c.
20. Fibrous Roots—are such ai= are wholly

composed of numerous thrcaily or f liious parts,

such as the roots of all kinds of yraiu.

21. Fadicles or Radicles—in Imtauy, are in the

small fibrous roots, wbicli extend themselves
in every direction in the earth (or the purpose of
collecting nourishment lor the support of the

22. White Crops—are such as become bleach-
ed, and dry while ripening their seed ; such are

all the various kinds of grain.

23. Green Crops—all plants while their leaves
continue green, and especially such as having
large leaves, draw much of their nourishment
from the atmosphere. The Gicen Crops there-
fore exhaust the soil much le.ss than the White
Crops, wliose leaves become dry, receive nothing
from the atmosphere, but diavv all their support
from the soil while ripening their seed.

24. Rotation of Crops— is a course of different

crops, in succession ou the same i)iece of ground,
fur a certain nund)er of years, after which the
course is renewed and goes around again in the
same order. There is a diflcrence between a

course of crops and u rotation of crops. Thns,
if a piece of j.round in sward be broken up and
I'lanted with Indian corn the first year, the se-

cond year with pota'oes, the third year sowed
with oats and grass seed; and mowed the fourtli

and sixth year, this makes a course in cro(is. If

then the sevenlli your it aiiaiu he binkcn up. plant-

ed as before, and ihi' sarni' coursi' of ciopping
pursued, it becomes a rotation of cro|)s.

25. Soiling—is the feeding of cattle, either in

the barn or yard, through the summer, with new
mown grass or roots.

2G. Live Hedge—is a fence formed of living

plants, usually the white thorn, planted closely in

rows, which being ^rimiried annually, and kept
clear of weeds, in a few years grow i'lito a living

permanent fence, capable of stop[)iiig etfectual-

ly every kind of domestic animals. Most of the

common farm fences in England are of this

kind.

27. Qtticks—a name commonly given to the

voting plants of the white thorn itsed in planting

iiedses.

28. Lm/ers—are the tender branches of trees

and shridis bent down and buried in the earth,

leaving the top out, in which situation they are

fiistened with Ijooks to prevent their rising. The
part in the earth sends out roots, alter which it

is separated from the parent tree, and transplant-

ed in the same manner as the trees raised from
the seed.

29. Cuttinirs or Slips—are ;?mall portions of the

twif.'s, branches, or roots of plants, cut off with a

knife, or slipped off with the thmnb and finger,

for the pmpose of .setting or planting in the earth

with a view of producing new plants or trees of

the same kind.

30. Sets—are young plants taken from the

seed bed to be set or planted out. Cabbage, and
various plants are itsiially propagated iti this

way, being first sown in beds, fiom which the

platits are taken up and set out iu the tields or

garden.
31. Fallow—signifies land in a state of rest,

not being planted <ir sown fi)r a season, but re-

peatedly ploughed and lir.rniwed, for the pur-

jios • of cKariagit of weeds:, ml dividing and jiul-

times called a naked fallow, because the laud car-

ries 'lO CfOl).

32. .i Green Falloiv—is that where the land has
been rendered mellow and clean from weeds by
means of some kind of green crojis, such as tur-

nips, peas potatoes, &c., cuhivated by the horse,

|)lou ^h atid hoe. The crop so cultivated, and for

the above purpose, is called a liillow crop. In

this mode of fallowing, no time is lost by the land

hein^ left idle or in an unproductive state. Fal-

lowiig is sometimes distingiiishcd by the

of the" year in wliich the business is either )>i

cipally or wholly acc.otiiplishod—^bence we have
summer, winter and spring fjdiow.

33. Winter Fallow—is only breaking ii|) the
land or ploughing in the tall, and leaving it expo-
sed to the action of the frosts of the wujter.

34. Dibble— is a tool of very siiiiple construc-

tiou, for making holes in the groun I at eipial dis-

tances, in which certain seeds an; sometimes
planted, iu this way are said to be dibbled in. It

is used al.so iu traiisplaiitiug. The handle of an
old spade or shovel, sharpiiii;d at the lower end,
may answer very well lor this purpose,

Hay making iniConcord.

Maj. Ephraih lluTCHiNs completed his haying
on Tuesday, Jtily 27, having iu eight days, with
au average of eight hniuls, hdii.-ied forty-eight

loads: these would c([nal vciy in ally a ton each
load. The ground fVom which this hay was tak-

en is less than fifteen acres iu the whole ; and
there is not a single load of the whole that is not
good stable hay—the most of it heidsgrass and
clover. The land from which he takes this hay
is the same ground and no more than that owned
and improved by the elder "PhtEiiix" for the last

tliiity years.

The spot of swam|) grouml in the rear of tin;

State House reclaimed by Mr. lluirhins mnie
than thirty years ago fi'oin a useless hog or ijiiag-

mire, has before Iihch noticed in the \isilur ; that

land was then prrpr.ii'd by carting upon it a coat

of clear sand to the doptli of several inches.

—

With not very heavy manuring on the surface

once in three or lour year.*, it has annually pro-
duced from that time to this two to "three
tons of the best English hay to the acre. In the
speculating rage of 1836 a sale of this land was
forced from I\Ir. Ilutchius lor house lots; and up-
on a part of it two mechanics have erected a fine

two story double house with a basement and barn
to the level of the swamp: but the priiiripal part

of the lot has returned to the owner u|mjii iifiii-

paymeut of the consideration. Mr. [1. iliinks the

income of this ground fiom its crop of lii\ to br
better than would have been the income from the
sale for house lot.s, even at the high price at

which he sold it. One acre and a half, the meas-
ure of the part left to him, this year produced
full five tons of good hay.

Our tavern keepers in Concord ;ue ail great

hay makers as well as hay consumers. They
make this one of the best hay markets in New-
England, for hay generally cuminands as high a

price here as it does at Portsmouth where the
whole market of the ports of tlie southern states

is aUvays open. The Messrs. Gass finished the

haying of forty tons in the fortnight ending Sat-

They paiil tor the grass u|)on the Rogers jilace.

two miles out of the village in the edge of Row.
nine and a half dollars per ton slanding: that

farm which was brought up by the skill of the

enterprising owner now deceased, is destined to

return to its old slate, having already had the ex
haustion of hay for the last two years without a
return of maiiine. They also took a piece of our
grass, which would have equalled three Ions to

the acre if a portion of the ground lai<! down had

la.^t season obtained the usual catch ol the clover

and herdsgrass seed sown upon it, and another

portion had not been injured by the standing iie

of last winter's ti'esbet. As it was, less tlam five

acres turned out very near ten tons ; and for this

we are allowed leu dollars the ton, tiir which we
pay ourselves by clearing out, as often as it is fill-

ed, the dark cellar under Gass' stable.

iMessrs. Walker of the Eagle Hotel have pur-

chased a hay farm in Bow, on which is spent a

portion of the manure made at their stage stables

at Ilooksett and this place ; ami tlicy have pnr-

ulur

The rent of tlirse live acres fur ciiliivaiion is cue
hundred dollars per anmini, payii!;: six |ii-i- cent,

upon -S^'-o per acre. It woidd be will if no house

lot speculation here had be.iii uoisc than that. A
large ]iurtion of the Kent Hill, laid otf and sold

for house lots, is a waste unoccupied by anybody,

save bv the scores of loafing cows which ram-
ble lawless in our streets, and which behave tol-

erably well so long as tlir; ihou'jrht of summer
holds off, but become extremely breacby, break-

ing into gardens and front yards, as soon as the

feed from the road is gone. That house lot spec-

ulation, coming in aid of the still worse Eastern

land speculation, was ruinous to much of the best
enterprise of the town—it was entered upon,
strange as may appear, by several of the most
cautious, close calculating aurl industrious Uicn of
our place, who have been so unfortunate as to
lose both for themselves uud the town their bi st
reputation.

The reputation and prosperity of the town, to-
gether with that of .he whole State, and indeed
of the whole of New iai.^land, will be best re-
stored by going inlu ihe liruimd, by cultivating

land producing a net amiual income of aboutiive
hundred dollars iu its crop of hay the present
season noticed in the first part of this article.

From the observation which We have made
while passing through the country, it would be
near the truth to say that of the ground mowed
over in the six New England States for a hay
crop, at least one-half produces less than half "a

ton of hay to the acre. It is true that few per-
sons, hardly one in a himdied, possess the means
of the Messrs. Hutchins of making their cultiva-
ted land as licli as it will bear: the manure of
I heir stables is on an average one hundred to one
hundred and filly loads in the year ; and this is

all disposed of ou about twenty acres of land
;

but there are few farmers who cannot make the
beginning of increase to their manure piles

—

there are means at band in almost every neigh-
borhood for doing this; and if it was not for tho
irreiiressible desire of cultivating large fields, a
system nnght be cunnnenccd by almost every
farmer, the benerils t\t' which would be soon ae'-

kuowledged. A small amount of land well cul-
tivateil will make a poor man thrive: a hujio
tract badly cultirated will make a wealthy man
poor.

If a man can obtain fium uiir acre more than
he usually has oblaini-.l Iioim I'.vc .'.rre.s, he ought
not to deitiy the ren.,-, jim- .->>i.'hia single day.
When hay turns uiil l.ss il.an half a ton to llie

acre, the labor and expense of getting the same
hay will be dniilile that of getting- it where the
produce is t«o tuns to the acre :' fifty loads of
niaimre to tin- acre u III raise the produce of most
of our hay land uc. Ill out !o the half ton stand-
ard up to "at I. Msi III. value of two Ions for five

years; and hall' that (|nantit\ for the succeeding
i\\f. ycisulll krr|) the land u[i to that point.
We \vill snp|M.s,: a n im ul' ten \ear.s. In the one
case l!ic land |iic)ilnc.s wiihunt manure five tons
of hay ; and tin' expense (,

I' ti'ncing and taking

uill amount to ihrc,.. lunnhs of ihe vahie of the
whole produce: say if tla- hay was worth f,vclve
dollars tlie ton the annual income upon the acre
would be only one dollar and fifty cents. In ihe
other case filiy loads of inaniue are applied to

the acre at once , equal to a capital of the value of
S50, making the acre, worth at fir.st $20, cost $70.
The first investment answers fi)r the first five

years, at the end of wlii<di leini twenty-five loads
of manure will do iiHiic liir the second term than
double the (inantil\ did ihe first: bv this it may
be calculated that the Ir.nl is actually worth lour
limes as miicli at liie end as at tlie beginning of
the term; and ll,is sliunld be set down as equal
to the whole investineiit Ibr manure fijr the ten
years, uliicli will be ¥/,";. \o\v let us turn lotlic

Wonderful dilU-icnce i<f tain fiom the same labor

in the two cases. 'J'v.enty tuns of hay in the ten

years worth !*240 on the land which on the ex-
hausting system gave oidy five tons worth $6'0.

At the end of the ter:n there will be more than
the difference in the value of the land itself to

the cost uf all the niannre applied to it. The
acre of land in the ten years will i)resent a clear

«i!li Ihi; s:,tisiaeli(in of ilic )a-u|irietur worth as

son of good crops where poor ones grew befijre.

Tiiere is niorc than loving kindness—there is

a superabundance of goodness in every part of na-
ture. The presence of some races of animated
beings is a source of |)leasure to others—the

glittering joy of a summer day is occasioned by
the general ^tir of happy existence. Suppose all

the other creatures extinct, and man lelt the soli-

tary master of the globe, what a different being
would he become ! how would the face of nature
be changed ! there would be desolation, and in

the prospect the heart would sink.
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Reminiscencesi

In the Visitor of last montli, Col. Carriffain re-

minded us of ilia "'deceased friend, Richard
BartletT, Esq." Secretary of State for New
Hampshire at the time ofLafayette's visit at the

Capitol in 1825. We are carried back still failh-

er to the time of our first starting in the business

of life at the age of twenty one years, in 1809:
Col. Carrigain was himself then Secretary of
State.siiice appropriately named by him the Gran-
ite State, and the two boys, Charles G. Haines
and Richard Bartlett, from sixteen to seven-
teen years ofage, were members of his bachelor
family, then residing at the three story house
at the North cud which has long been known as

the Carrigain liouse having been erected by him
on the lot originally belonging to his father : with
that gentleman, and at tliat liouse the editor made
his first halt when he cauie to this town, and the

flour dumpling of our first day's dinner, with the

two boys coming in from the oifice at the after

table, is well recollected. Col. C. treated his vis-

itor according to the fashion of the time, pimy and
almost beardless as was the originator of the
New Hanipshiie Patriot, as if he had been some
distinguished stranger, deserving better than the
every day table. The same week he gave us the

first job of ]irimiug: and he well deserves to be
considered i.niliist p.-itron. Haines and Bart-
lett were IJkr c-liililnu in his family,each oflhem
instructed gLatuitniisl\ m tlie rudiments of that

collegiate education which iiotli of them after-

wards received, and in that beautiful cliirography
for which the teacher and pupils were afterwards
distinguished. Young Haines, after graduating
at Middlebury college, went to the city of New
York, where he became celebrated as \he pet and
favorite of Gov. Clinton—was one of his nulita-

ry aids, and afterwards Adjutant General of the
Stale, and became distinguished likewise as a
lawyer and advocate. He was one of the most
popular writers and orators of his time—full of
life and spirit to the last days of his life, even
near to (Ik- day and hour of his death. He died
we believe in \&24, a few weeks after returning
fiom the island ofCuba, to which he had sailed

in the hope of benefitting his health. Rii-liard

Bartlett was Secretary ofState up to the year 18"29,

and survived his school-boy companion some
ten years, linving encountered a disease of the
gi-a(iu:d cNiiansKiu and growing up of the pass-
age liniii ilir lai-irils to the tnroat, in an almost
iiidi'sci ihahli' :rj.nny of many months.

Uol. Carrigain who in 18011 was a stud, nt of Dart-
mouth College, and with whoai it was oui- privil-

ege to bed and hoard tor several months iu that

and the sidiseijuent year while lie taught the high
school in this liis native town; we mean Ihelate
Nathaniel H. Carter. Our first actpiaintance
wiih him was the rece[)tion ofthe fir.st original po-
etical communication ever printed in the New
Hampshire Patriot, to wlilch he was afterwards
a frequent ooMtrihutor. This gentleman contin-
ued the businrss of teacher for several years

—

was (i.r a ii>ii>iil< rable time preceptor of an ac-
caileiuy in Portland, and subse(]uenlly a profess-

or at Dartniouili College. About the year 1817,
introduced by his school boy associate Col.

Haines to Gov. Clinton and the leading politi-

cians of his party, he became what he never was
designed to be, tlic editor of a leading political

paper. Allliniiijh never at home in the shar))

controvcrsic's ciIXl-w York politics, he neverthe-
less ciiiitiiiiii^d t.i oi.-cupy that post the greater
part of the time liir nearly ten years. His was
the genius and the plaintive spirit of the poet:
he shuimed the popidar glare— his voice and his

resohitioii failed him when before any public as-

semlily: his m -r\c was strung with chords loo sen-
sitive anri tc'iiil •] tci endiu'e the continued din of
sliarp political etmlroversy. At length his con-
stitution gave way under the fiiigiies of his news-
paper labors. The late Henry Fckford, wliose
enterprise and generosity are well known, al-

tliough a political opponent, invited Mr. Carter
to travel at his expense as the eoniiianioii of his

son on a tour Ihrou-h Europe. Iter,; w.-s a fine

opportunity for the graliliration of that thirst for

a knowledge of men and places of which he had
lead—for personal inspection of those classical

grounds, as well iu Engl.uid, Scoll.-uid and Ire-

land and Germany as under the milder climes of
France and ltaly,"\vhich w.-re the daily scenes of
tlie most distinguished scholars, ilivines, civil-

ians and warriors oftlie world. Mr. Carter en-

countered this journey with all the enthusiasm o;

a man in vigorous health. He returned—a de-

raving consiiliiiion. wliioli terminated in a seated
coiisnuinticin, iihiia-ed liim to seek the milder cli

mate ofihe ishuid of Cuba in the winter ol' ]8'.i8.

On his return he visited for the last time thi;

native town and the spot of hisnativity, upon a
small stream which discharges itself into the
Merrimack just within the limits of the town of
Bow, two miles south of onr jirincipal village

his paternal farm is situated about the same dis
tance from the village in that part of the town
called the " Iron works," and has become one of
the best in the town, having had as its owner and
occupant for the fast thirty years one who knows
how to cultivate land to the best advantage, who
keeps decidedly the best team of oxen in th(

town, whose wife makes the best butter, and
whose sons and daughters are trained in that
usefiilncss which every prudent farmer
by bringing up his children to his own habits of
industry.

The lamented Carter, soon after retnrning from
his visit in this town, as a last step for the bem
fit of his declining health, took ship again for
Europe in the year 1829: his destination was for
the port of Marseilles in the south of France.
His last published effusion was a few poctici

stanzas in view of the closing scenes of life in

which he anticipates the committing of his own
body to the ocean should he breathe his last while
on the voyage: he however barely lived to arrive

at the port of his destination where his body lies

in a land of strangers. A wealthy citizen ofNew
York, a native also ofNew Hampshire, (Augustus
Greele, Esq.,) has since erected at an expense of
several hundred dollarsa neat monument as a tri

bute to the virtues and the talents of oin- deiiart-

ed townsman in that far-ofl" land w here his body
reposes.

Selected Tor the Christian Panoply.

The following beiiutiful '* tribute to my native stream."
"

by the late Nathaniel H. Carter, Esq.
and was oritjinally published in the iSew York Statesmi
in 1828—Mr. Carter then being editor of that paper. T
" stream" alluded to, is Turkey river, which empties into
the Merrimack a few miles south of the Slate House.

M. W. K

TRIBUTE TO MY NATIVE STREAM.
Hail—Hail again my native stream,
Scene of my boyhood's earliest drcavjl
With solitary step once more
I tread thy wild and sylvan shore,
.\nd pause at ev'ry turn and gaze
Upon thy dark meand'ring irinze.

What tiiou^fh oliscurt' t!iy wciody source.
What thru I, » ,~n

,
1',; Iiuinble course;

Wlult if .:
' ' - ,,,„lo

Since last with thee I parted, tiaie

H.as borne me on throujh many a cli

I-'ar from iny native roof that stood
Secluded by thy murm'ring flood

;

And I in distant lands have ruamd,
Where roll'd new streams, new ocea
Along the Shnnnnn, Doon, and Tay,

.'. I'm (,,„ und'ThaAnd !

Sweet Am... vM.-a-ici in suninier flowers.
Linger amidst Etrunan bowers;
And the Tiber's yellow tide

Roll to the sea in sulien pride.

In rlinies bencnti, the burning zone,
Mu\ tangle, 1 fcrr-ts, deep and lone.
Where fervul .-kios forever glow,
Aii.l liic ...I'l tiilcwiads whispering blo'v.

Yet not the less, my native stream.
Art thou to mo a grateful theme.
Than vvlipn in In-... lies-; i.'.vti.iod's prime

Ere oil,,., • 1::
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persaiid tiiniiii flies, experience imich tlio same
fate. A l>ioce ol LuirkH li<':il snwed about tin- 1st

of June, spniiii; lioii] tlic pioiiiid in >i)ots «here
there was left a litlle iiioi>iiue ; hut in otlier places

(lid not start at all until altei- tlie raiu in the lat-

ter part of the month. In the first places it was
glowing well and in the blow when in the oth-
ers it was scarcely an inch high from the ground;
and on [lortioiis of the ground the second drought
has dried it up.

Jt is now (July 2i)) twenty-lour days since the
parched earth in this immediate vicinity has had
the benefit of as much wet as would fall in a sin-

gle night of dew. For the last week we have
had no interruption in gathering the hay and rye
crops, while it liiishren really a " catching time "

both at the iiorlh and .-(jiilh ofiis; on Sunday

while the earth was cm eloped in log came near
to us, but passed a little to the nortli^ leaving
none of its benefits. On Sunday afternoon and
evening we could plainly see the clouds charged
widi rain which had gathered during the day oi

the highlands west of us—they p:is.<r(l a liiili! U
the .south, and began the discharge oiraiu hard'

ly fifteen miles off. Still i;.rther .-uuih (as we now
perceive by the Massachusetts i)apers) these
clouds became charged with electricity, the dis-

charge of which burnt barns in various directions
and killed several catile.

Next day l()llouiiif; iliis clearing and cooling
oftlie atmosphere all ariuiiid us, came the rushing
ill of the cold north wind (>\er our |mrched sur-
face ; it was a jjerfect di j storm on Monday com-
}ielliiig us to hold our hats to our heads.
While our corn, potatoes and other crops are

drying up, it is gratilying to learn that in sections
of the country at no very great distance the pros-
pect is very encouraging. In all the northerly
section of this State and generally in Maine and
Vertjiont it is said the Indian corn and potatoe
fields bear a fine appearance—that the (irospect

of crops was never belter. A rain within a
few days may yet pailially relieve our crops of
corn and potatoes. Most of our pa.stu res are how-
ever too dry to expect niucii benefit from any
rain this season.

A letter from South ISerwick, Maine, thus de-
scribes two eleuant Berkshire pigs beloneiiig to

Col..Tohii Cohhey: They were liltered March 24,

June 24, at three nionilis, they weighed 90 and 74,

making 164 Ihs. July 17, the sow measured
three feet four inehes llcini her nose to the roots

of her tail, <;irte(l hack of the fore legs two feet

eight iiiclics. anil \v( ighed 121 lbs. The barrow
measiin i! Imi se to roots of the tail, three

feet two iiiclies. i:irtecl two feet and six inches,

and weighed 107 lbs. In the first two months
after leaving the sow the food of these pigs had
been only a single peck of corn and four barrels

of potatoes, besides the spare refuse milk from a

small native cow that calved on the 20th of April.

The calf was taken off at one week old. June
S7th, at the expiration of sixty days, they had
made from this cow 61 lbs. of butter, and sold and
used 102 tpiarts of new milk: the skimmed milk
and sour butter milk only went for the benefit of
the Berkshire pigs.

Small BiriiS Great Blf.ssings.—We wish
our intelligent fanners could be awakened to the
importance of preserving robins and other small
birds, as a means of aiding in their work. The
inhumanity which suffers every lazy lubber of a
boy, who can rest an old king's arm over a
stone wall, to kill or frighten every poor linnet
that sings in the fields, and every roliin red-breast
that dares eat an unripe cherry,' and save a child
from tlie dysentery, is a short-sighted piece of
selfishness. These harmless birds live upon
grubs and other worms ami insects, and the
slight inroads made upon the farmers' crops are
repaid a hundred fold by the jirotection they af-^

ford against a thousand destroyers. These birds,'

if not frightened, will become so tame as to perch
on the hand, or light on the jilougb as it turns
over the furrow. No good fiiimer should fail to

teach his boys to spare and cherish these harm-
Tess and often tuneful visitors to his fields and
orchards. The crows, too, nature's living

mouse-traps, instead of being a taine, almost do-
rhestic bird, as in some other countries, where
farmers have been taught their value by long ex-
perience, have been frightened into mean pilfer-

ers of unwed corn-hills! A good crow is worth
a busliel of wheat or other grain to the acre, and
sometimes ten ! A knowledge of oruithslogy,
and not penal laws, is what our farmers anil

their sons need to induce tliein to regard their

true interests in this matter.

—

Anonymous.

Preservation of Butter.- -Henry Wood,
of England, has transmitted to the Council of the
Royal Agricultural Society, a jar of butter
specimen of the successful mode adopted for its

preservation when the article is intended for e.x-

port to loreign climates.

Mr. Wood informed the Council that this but-

ter had been prepa-;ed on the U)th iust., accord-
ing to the process adopted in eastern countries,

where it was used for culinary purposes instead

of hog's-lard, which the Mahometan law prohib
ited, and would keep for any length of time, in a
perfect state of preservation, although it contain-
ed no salt, or other additional substance. This
preservative state of the butter was induced by
the removal of scum, and the dissipation of the
watery particles of fiesh butter, effected by the
gentlest possible ajiplication of sulBeient heat

produce the lesult. Mr. Wood stated that

Asia this gentle heat was obtained by the natives

by filling a large open earthenware pan with
powdered and well-dried cow dung, and then
setting fire to it, introducing into the midst oftlie

burning cow-dung an earthen vi'ssel containing
the butter, which became melted ; and wlien the

scum, as it rose, had been successively removed,
and the watery particles driven off by the heat,

it was poured iiiloajar, and preserved for use.

Mr. Wood suggested that a sand-bath, properly
regulated, niiglit answer the same purposi
the dried cow-dung, and as the jirocess was so
very simjile, there could be no difliculty in pre-
paring it ; and that, when once prepared, the
butter never "became tainted." Mr. Wood stat-

ed that he carried with him to the Cape of Good
Hope some butter prepared in the same way, at

Colonel Skinner's farm at Hansi, to the westvvard
of Delhi, a year previously, and which was pro-
nounced, by the agriculturist, Mr. Duckett, and
others, to be superior to the salted butter of the
colony; and, tor cnlinary purposes, far superierto
lard.— Yankee Fanner.

Buckthorn Hedge.—If any gentleman wish-
es to see a beautiful Buckthorn Hedge, he may be
gratified by stopping at the residence of the edi-

tor, in Cambridge. We are satisfied, from our
own experience, that farmers might adopt this

mode of fencing inclosures with success. It

would be a perfect protection against all animals
that usually trespass on Iheir grounds. The
plant is not only- usefiil for this purpose, but is

highly ornamental. No worm or borer attacks

the root or the stem ; no insect preys n(ion the

Ibliagp. It is also of rapid growth; and in six

years it tnay I.e raised from the seed to a state of
maturity sufiiciint to afford the jirotedion re-

quired. And the best recommendation of all is,

perhaps, that it will last as long as its owner or

his heirs may need it. Our plants were produ-
ced six years ago, from Mr. Derby of Salem, who
it is well known, has a specimen of the hedge,
which surpasses any thing of the kind in Mass-
achusetts.

—

Boston Courier.

From the Southern Planter.

Hogs.—I believe that, with half
the quantity of corn, tlie Berksliir's will make
good pork, and more of it than any other breed I

have ever known. Upon good grass they will

require no feeding. They are the most quiet

hogs, and the best nurses I have ever seen. I

have never known one to jump a fence eighteen
inches high, and one of the greatest recommen-
dations to Virginia liirna^rs is, that a single cross

of the Berkshire upon the common stock imme-
diately changes and improves the character of
the offspring. To show the additional weight
and size obtained by tlie im|iioved cross, I would
refer you to a communication in the March num-
ber of the Farmer's Register, page 174, where
the weight of several huge lots in Ohio of the
cross is reported to have averaged from two hun-
dred and fifty to four hundred and thirty-five

liouiids, at sixteen and twenty months old. In
the same article, one single cross, under the most
unfavorable circumstances, is reported to have
effected an increased average of one hundred

I

and two pounds over Ihe weight of the origina
stock. E. Phinney, Esq., of Lexington, Massa-'
chusetts, sent to market, on the 22d February
last, fifteen half Berkshires, from fifteen to
eighteen months old, of which the total weight
was seven thousand nine hundred and fifty-eight,
an average of five hundred and thirty and a half
poutids. Some of those weighing upwards of
five hundred pounds were only fifteen months
old.

In a letter from John Mahard, Esq., of Cincin-
nati, flue of the largest pork packers in that city,
it is stated that the half-blood Berkshires are
found to stand driving better than any other breed
of bogs.

These facts are sufRcient. I presume, without
tlionsands of others that could be adduced, to
establish the superiority of this celebrated stock.

A. B. SHELTON.

Rhubarb Wi.ne.—Let the stalks be at least of
full growth, cut them in pieces into a pan, pour
boiling water on them, and macerate till soft but
not intoa pulp, let them stand till ncxt<lay, strain

and proceed as for gooseberry wine ; w itii respect
to proportions, about one third more by weight
than of gooseberies. It is an aperient, hut mild.—Magazine of Domtstic Economy.

Feeding Geese with Turnips.—An experi-
ment has lately been tried of feeding geese with
turiii|is, cut up fine, and put into a trough with
water. The effect was that six geese, weighing
only nine pounds each, when shut up, actually
weighed twenty [twelve ?] pounds each, after

three weeks feeding with this food alone.

Farmers, don't sell your Ashes.—Accor-
ding to late discoveries in Agricultural Chemistry,
Professor Liebig say-s, that in taking the hay from
meadows, the principal cause of exhaustion to

the .soil, is the loss of the potash contained in

the hay ; and that this may be readily restored
by sow iug the meadow with a thin covering of
wood ashes.

I once heard a very successful farmer say, that

he never suffered a bushel of ashes to be sold

from his farm—that it was worth 50 cents a bu.sh-

el \fi sow on grass and corn.

—

J^ew Genesee Far-
mer.

Bees.^-TIiosc who love the busy bee should
isit her hive often and guard it from her ene-

mies. When bees become accustomed to our
s they are never inclined to use their sting

—

they recognise old acquaintances and are not un-
easy on account of our appearance unless ive tar-

ry ton long. They will not be offeiide<l if we cant
ip their lii\es and brush away the filth that ac-
•iiiiiiil tes M.Kh.'r llir comb. Worms which pro-
liici- llie liri' nioMi may frequently be found on
lie plalloiiii seeking an office and a portion of the
qioils. These worms must be destroyed, and to

leter others from making an entry, a little fine salt

q)rinkled over the bottom is one of the best ar-

ticles we know of Bees are fond of salt which

With very little troiihle hives may be weighed
daily to ascertain llieir increase in honey and
wax. A jiretty good swarin will make three

pounds per day by the week together when
; weather is good—thus in ten days they

can lay up a store for the whole winter season.
Boston Cultivator.

Saving Seed.—Every attentive observer w ill

remark among the plants ofalmost eveiy kind of
op some individual stalksare distinguished from

the others by a greater degree of health or luxu-

riance, or productiveness, or earliness, or some
.ther peculiarity. A friend of ndne remarked
some \ears ago a jiartirular stem of ]ieas among
lis earliest crop, which came into flower and
i|>ened long belbre the others. He marked this

;tem and siived the whole of its produce-for sec d.

riicse came as much earlier as they had original-

ly done. This produce was also saved for seed,

d thus he obtaiuod a iiarticular kind of early

as, that came at least a week before the best

sort he coidil buy in the shop.s, if sown at the

same time. The Doctor relates facts similar to

this respecting wheat and beans. The general

dea he means to inculcate is obvious and ex-

remcly worthy attention.—/>/•. ^ini.'crson^a R(C-
cations.
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American Tea.

London, X. 11, July, 1841.

To ike Editor of the Farmer's jyionlhly Visiior.

As there arc uvAiiy inqiiirips respecting the

piulierini; iiml (h-viiij; niir native Aixierican Tea,

1 would ohservf tliut this Tea has mostly been

used for a medii-iiie iis a rernedy for pleurisy,

wliich has given it the m.iihc of KM)\vfed :. there-

fore the best method ot'diyiiiL' it I" make it pal-

iiteable has been linle slmlicd. Tily iiielliod li;is

been to strip the haves liorri tl]r str.lk wiili the

hand in the lield as it praiids— put them in tin

pans and set thcni iu aviarniovn lill^^il!ed—

then dry them on blankets in the shaile. Great

iiiiprovenieiits nsay l)e made on this method, I

have no douht.

Habit has a stroiig hold on man : there are

those who have taken this tea at first as medi-

cine, and who preler it to tlie lea iinporti-d from

China after using it for a while. This plant may
be found in almost every part ofNew Enjiland

—

it has all the exhilarating properties of foreign

ten, and may be secured with little expense.

Respectfully yours,

SHADRACH GATE.

A Reclaimed Swamj).

Hon. Isaac Hill:—Sia—1 have a pprnrp

Bvvamp which 1 have reclaimed containinf: alioiii

six acres. I have mown it lor two years past,

and have a fine crop on it this season. Slionid

you thiid< it worthy of notice I slioidd like uni

to call over sometitue this week and see it for

yourself, and I will give you a history of it. In

julv 1839, I measm-ed out 4830-100 rods and
.lit" off 23-46 lbs. of good stable hay. It lies

within fifty rods of the old Congregational Mee-
ting house in this town.

Yours respectfiillv,

JOHN BERRY.
Pitlsjield, July 6, 1841.

f[^We regret that otiier occupations left it

out of our power to visit Mr. Berry's reclaimed

land : we cannot doubt it to be all lie represents

it, and hope still he will give us a written history

of its improvement. A litilo lot of land within

half or three fo\utbs of a nfde of the Congrega-
tional Clun-ch in I'ittsfield accidentally fe.'i into

our possession nearlv twiiitv vcars ago: it is an

excellent piece of laml, and it was our -ood ibi-

t.me licn. K. hav l!,is ^.'.-i.icni ,1 pn^p-,;, 1,11

nrar a villa-o that lias bm, r\, ,,, Imil1> ,->:. -i--Ii-

acci'dent had ocM-inred. We have at no lii.i.;

been a speculator in lands—we have taken it in

a few instances from secmetyslii|; or on failure

of obtaining cash for debts due; and we do not

now recollect any instance where the value of

these lands has not constantly advanced. If we
have had other bad fortune, the ownership of

land solar has been our good fortune: this is

one ground of our stroni; attachment to the soil.

Such improvement as Air. Berrv has made in

Pittsfield comes well to the aid of that beanliful

and prosperous village in wliicii wilbiii a sbnii

lime three new mci-lin:.' lioiises have been erec-

ted, and around \\\n<ii: t'alamniiut and ollu'r el-

evations as well as uloi;g the fertile valley of the

flowing Smicnok :ne soaie as beautiful liirms as

can be I'ouiid in the country.

Everywhere when we travel do we meet tlie

work oi'reccmly reclaimed bog meadows. 3!my
thousand tons of the best English bay have I in

aided to the production of'ihe New Eiuhii:!

States uilhin tlie last tliree years: we can hani-

I;, iIomIh that in ihiec \ ears to come this qnaiitii_\

will iiirn-ase four ruli!. It is well calculated to

su[iply l!;e plirc iil' those fielils of mowing
grrnind upmi the higlilands that present but too

sad evidence that many liumers may yet think of

removing to Illinois or Wisconsin.

—

Ed. F. M.
Visitor.

The Wedded Life.

BY ".IRS. PANFOUn,

power and iiatme of a woman to manii'est lier

(levotedntss by a thousand hltle attentions, she

must not repine if she receives not the like.

The feeli(if;s of the other sex are iiot so soft

and exquisite as thoee of our own ; if they were
we might possibly be happier, and we may for a

niumi-ul w isli tliey were so, but we shall restrain

.-.I I'm I iir, if we reflect how much more
111' '

1 be by such a constitution to bear

Iil : iiilVts of the world.
|i I- ' I III I lovers' quarrels arc but the re-

neual uf lo\e, but it is not so in truth. Contimi-

ed differences and bickerings will undermine the

:«lroiigest aftection, and a wife cannot be too

careful to avoid disputes upon the most trivial

subject; indeed it is the every day occm-rences

W'hicli try the love and temper of the married

life
;
great occasions for quarrels .•seldom occur.

Every wish, every jirejuilice must meet vvilh

attention, and the first lliought of a vvouiaii

should be the pleasing and providing for her

husband. It is imiiossible to enumerate all the

little inci<lents which may annoy married men,

or the little unobtrusive pleasure which it is in

the power of ii wile to give: but throughout her

life in employments, she must bear his pleasin-es

on her mind. She must act tor him in prefer-

ence to herself, and she will be airqily rewarded
by witnessing his delight in her ami his hotne.

'i'o a woman who loves lier husband with all the

devotedncss of her nature, this will be u pleasure,

not a t<-i»k; and to make liiin happy, she will

never grudge any sacrifice of self.

The greatest misery a woman can experience

is the clianged heart, "and the alienated affections

of her husband, but even in that i)ainful case

she must not upbraid ; she must bear with pa-

tience and fortitude her great disappointment;

she niu>i irturn good for evil to the utmost, and
her coiisolalioM will be the consciousness that her

trials have not their rise or continuance in any
decline of afFeetion or duty on her part

Som.- women in order to win back the hus-

band's wandering love, have recourse to attempts

to arouse his jealousy; but they are much mista-

ken in pursuing such a course. \ man, however
debased his conduct, never entirely lljrgets the

love be once bore to the Iwide of his yomli ; there

are moments when feeling.s of teudei niss lor her

will return uilh force to biahei.rt; to reap the

lieneflis of Mn!i moments, the injincil, (brgiving

wile inii.~t ^ull III' i-usliriiied in the purity of fbr-

iiier iiiui > A biisbaiiil will excuse his limits to

hiiiiscll, and in s.iuu- measure, stand exonerated

in the xvorld, it the wife relax in the pro()ricty of

lier conduct, while on the coutiarN , the genlle

lorbearance, the nnconiplaining patience, and the

unobirusivc rectitude of the woman he injmes
will deeply stiike to his heart, and do much tc

win hitn back to his former love, and to the ob-

servance of the vows he breathed at the altar

wbere his heart was devoted to the being from

whom it has wandered. A kind look, affectionate

expression half uttered, must bring liis wife to

his side, and she must with smiles of tenderness,

eiicourago the retun.ing aflection, carefully

aMiiiliug all reference to her sufferings or the

cause of them.
This will not be dilScult for virtuous

periorm. Our love which before marriage

constrained by the modesty and reserve natural

to our sex, increases in fi^rvency and o'epth after-

wards; it enable.- us to bear unlelt the world's

>i'ii:i ; all is sw.dlowed U|> ill it. An affectiouiite

\', ii; 'liiigs t!i her husband tliroii^^b poverty and
iirla s ; and the more the world recedes fr

!iim, the uioi-o firmly will she stand by him ;

will be hi,-^ liiL-nd «rii-ii no others come near hmi;

she will bi; hi.; rniiil()vter when all earthly com
liirt:', have slid from him. Her devotedness will

be his rock, when he has no otiier support ; she

will smile at the frowns of the world; she will

not heed its censures; he is her all, and in love

are all other feelings to be forgotten or absorbed.

.\o sacrifice will be too great, the faintest smile

will not be rewarded too little: quick at feeling

uukiuiiiipss, ue are also quick at feeling tender-

:m-.s. alula very trilliiiL' circuinstaueo issuflicient

; I a\'.a! -11 Hi- t.i Nt'ill the pain of our heart, and
linii:. us ii!i,-crv or happiness,

have recently been informed. Castol" beans arc

cutth'ated to consideiable extent in other coun-
ties in the sonlhern part of the stale, but what
quantity of oil i,s mantitiictnred we are Unable to

say. Twenty bushels to the acre are I'onsidered

an average jfeld, and sell at from 81 to §1,25 per

bushel. They are thought to be a good prepara-

tory crop for the different grains, as they leave the

lii in a good state, without in the least e xhaust-

g it. This article has one advantage over most
her productions: the greater iiart of the work

of harvesting can be done by childriMi, without

interfering with the ordinary operations of a fiuMii.

(?reat care, however, itmst be used in drying, and
sheds or oilier out-biiilHings are rccpiisite for this

purpose. The season, so far south as Randolph
oiuity, our intbrmaiit states, is about tuo weeks
n advance of its coming in this latitude, :md the

cold of autunui delayed two weeks longer. He
gave it as liii opinion that, in co.iseqneiice of

'

is, the beans would nor have sufficient time to

come to maturity here. But if the season be

somewhat shorter, the growth of vegetation is

more rapid when it commences, and no doubt is

entertained by those conversant with the sub-

ject, that our climate is well adapted to the pro-

duction.

Some people are apprehensive that if the cul-

tivation of the castor bean were introduced jrcn-

erally throngliont the state, no market could be

found for the oil. and imagine that a thousand

barrels even, the produce of a single county,

would be sufli'.-ient to physic the world. This is

a tuistake. Till very late'ly it has been imt)orted

from Europe for medicinal purposes, and we be-

lieve is yet to some extent But when this wani

is supplied, large quantities of it will becon.suni-

ed as a substitute for sperm oil, the price of which
is yearly increasing, in consequence of the de-

struction or disappearance of the whales from

which it is obtained. To clarify castor oil is a

very siinple ])rocess, and then it is said to give a

clearer light than sp'-rm. and to be entirely free

from offensive smell.— Yankee Farmer.

Native Castor Oil.—We were not aware
till-very lately of the extent to which this article

is manufactured in Illinois. A thousand barrets

are annually made in Randolph county,- as we

From the Yankee F.irmer.

Bo>-E INIanure.—We have he:iril many com-
plaints mad(! against the bone niamire tli:it is sold

ill Boston. It is alleged that it i.-* iml bfiiclicial

to the crops in the le.ist degree. We have made
sonic inquiries into this siiiiject, and find that the

proprietor of the bone mill in Roxbury, collects

liones from the provision dealers in the city, the

very best for luannre, and that he boils them as

wc'have been informed, until all the grease rse.v-

tracled—he is a .soapboiler.—After that the bones
are ground and sold for niaunre. This is a poor
way to intrixbice a new article to the attention of
fiu-meis, though it may for n season given great

profit to the rxpcriiiieiiter. We want a bone-
tnill establisliPil in tlio vicinity, that will turn out

manm-e that fanners can d'ejiend upon. The
following extract from Chaptal, page ,5i), shows
the manner in which hone manure shniihl be
prepared, and alludes to pniclices similar to those

adopted by our Roxbury speculator :

Bones have, at the present time, become, in the

hands of the agricnllarist. a jiowerfiil agent in

fertiliziiii.' the soil. These ])arts of animals are

principally composed of phosphate of lime and
of gelatine. Those hones which are most usual-

ly employed, contain about equal quantities of
phosiihate and gelatine. The bones of the ox
yield from fifty to fifty-five jier cent of gelatine

;

those of the horse thirty-six to forty; ami those

of the bog from forty-eight to fifty.

"

The bones of young anim:ils contain more eel-

aliup than those of older animals and have a less

cfimpact texture. The bones of the feet of the

elk, the roe-buck, stag, and hare afford, upon
analysis, from eighty to ninety per cent of plios-

phate.

When bones are to be employed as a manure,
they should be ground .fine, and thrown into a

heap to ferment As soon astliis action shall

have commenced, so as to give out a penetrating

odor, the mass should be spread upon the earth,

and bo afierwards mixed with it ; or it may be

thrown upon the seed, and biirird in the ground
with it When seeds are sown in furrows, it is

a good method to place some of the ground bonca
in the fin-rows with them.

In some countries thefnt and a great part of the

gelatine are trtradedfrom bones, by boiling them in

water, before selUng themjor agricu'lural purposes.
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But by tliis operatioti they ure fle|uiv»;(l of a great

pint oi' llieir leiiiiiziiig [lOwerH. Upon curelully

oli.serviiig the appearatice of n tiiuss of lioues un-

der feniieii'atioii, I ioimtl the siiiiuce oi a part

of ihctM to be Cdveicd wiih a thhi voMuj; of an

unctuous suhstatii'e, fluirp ;iii(l hitiiii; to the taste.

—Tliis appeared tn rrii' to I)p loiiiitil by llie ooni-

binalion of gelatine wiili aiijiiioiii,! : this las! he-

of''all aiVnnal .-^iihstairrs. The <.h>ei-vaii..ii» of

M. D'Al-cet, to wh.iiij ue aie iudehtcd for a very

valuable work ujion gelatine, fujiport this opin-

ioii.

It js iiossihle, that, when the groiuid bones are

emjiloyrd without linviiig hveu first fubiuitted to

the rornuieiicriiicut r.l' a tcruientatioii, the gela-

tine is gnuhially dec-uui|iosed in the grotnid, and
the ?auie result' at leu-th produced; or, we can

conceive that water, acting upon tlie bones, uill

dissolve the gelatine, and trausiuit it to plants ;

and iu both these ca;

bones upon vegciation

be considered as a put

ifiuence of the

ly nutritive nianiue, or

of a inttritive and stini-

very gr

in a close vessel.

ol ammonia ; the

^ not sensibly di-

<'ojiiposerl. There
nj si.xiy-six to sev-

ight of the hones
v.en and |)ulverized

e i)rocess of relin-

used in this jjro-

in the double conn
ulating substance.

, When bones .h.- r :!. i

they yield oil :•''.

proportion of il;-
;

' /,•

niinisbed : but t'l ;; i. i im

rffmains after the opi'r.-iiioi

euty-tuo per cent of the

employed. This residue.

with care, is of great use i

ing sugar. Alter having 1

cess, and become impregnated with ox-blood and
animal carbon, I have found it to be one of the

best manures whieii I could eni|iloy for trefoil

and c'over. It should be .scattered with the hand
ui:on the plants, when vegetation begins to be de-

veloped in the spring.

TREMENDOn

We find in tl:

Sandwicli Islan.i

lint thct i'.s vern

v.-cllstaL'Snl.fli

Thou-h mv 1,

ng tiie early part of tlie eruption, sli;I:t

L ks uf cartiiriualie were felt, for several
' ir II,,. scpnt; of action. Tliese sliook

ind rcpct-

itter is Already long, I cannot ci

\vitliout saving a word respecting the late volcanic

tion in Puna, on tliis island. At the time this en

took place we were all absent from Hito to att' n

general meeting al Oalu, a circumstance which 1

I have matte a pn t1_v thor.jiijli f\ni,,if>ti,Mi >'\' t' . i

been collected Ir.ni ccl/
. .

.
i

past the -I.

by the ...:

quent gn. i

filling up tlie basil

op-ninc; fissures 1

flood, and sweeping luresl, i:

days the fire rage

awfully terrific,

pounds, and dath
tl-.e sides of the 1

•ted

down and re

racing sea,

particle of lava remains
.Ml has been melted

w. The whole appears like a

had lieen suddenly sohdified

iiinsr of the aiipearnce of the great
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HHODE ISLAND.
Scituate Bank, — a 60

VERMONT.
Bennington Bank, at Bennington, 5 a —

ex, atGuildliall, — a —
All>aiis, 3 a o

CONNECTICUT.
Housatonic Rail Road Co. 2 a 3

Banks in N.w V,.ik,in. a i

The Philosopher's Stone.—.lolin Raiiflolpli,

ill the tnidst of one of his splendid rliapsodies,

ill the Senate of the U. States, pau.sed and fixing

his eyes ou the presiding officer, exclaimed, Mr.

President, I have discovered the philosopher's

stone. It consists in these four plain English

monosyllables :
'• Pay as you go.""

Yeast.—Boil one jjound of good flour, a quar-

ter of a pound of hrovvii sugar, and a little salt, iu

two gallons ofwater for an hour; let it afterwards

stand until it becomes milk warm, bottle it and

cork close. One pint of this will make eighteen

pounds of bread.

—

Lady's ./Innuat Register.

DiARRHffiA.—People ueed not he long troubled

with that disorder so generally prevalent at this

season, conimoidy known as the Summer, or

Bowel Complaint, when tl>e certain remedy ther-

for may be found on every man's dinner-tuhio,

in the shape of salt and vinegar. Two tea-

spoonfulls of the former dissolved in half r. f;ill

of the latter, and swallowed at a draft, will in

most cases effect an insianl riiir. Tiie second

dose, if needed, will a>Mii,,lly ri.Tnmplish it.

We are ready to give our ccriilic:.;'' In Dr. Pickle,

in the premises; ibr we \vitnes.<e(l the proof Quod
erat demonstrandum—which is as uuich as to say

in Dutch, "it hasch been fried." This recipe

should be published annually—every sunmier.

—

JVanlucket Inquirer.

BANK NOTE TABLE.
(Correctedfor the Boston Cornier, July 20, 18-H.;

(Cr The Bills of all the Banks in the New England
States, which are in good credit, are received at par, on

deposit, by tlie Tollowing Banks, viz;—Atlas, Atlantic,

Eagle, Freemans', Globe, Mechanics', Hamilton, Market,
SlercLant's, North, State, Suffolk, Shoe and Leather
Dealers', Shawmut, Treroont; Traders', Union, and Wash-
ington.
0= The Suffolk Bank transacts the business relating to

the Country Banks, for the above mentioned Banks.

Qy The bills of the Kilby Bank are not redeemed.

LIST OF BROKEN BANKS IN NEW ENGLAND.
Burrillville, R. I. I'.al-nvtio. Snulh Boston
Commonwealth, Boston iMiI^ '.' L'c, Ms.
Chelsea Bank, Chelsea, Ms., '. I'.

\ .., :.. ';.V, Ms.
\. V ' :'M"iit. :i! Sowbnry-

port. Ms.
Oldtown, atOrono, Me.
Passamaquoddy,EnstportMe
Roxbury, Ms.
Stillwater Canal, Orono,Me.
VViscasset, Me.
yVashington Co. Calais, Mc

LIST OF BANKS IN' NEW FCNGLAND WHOSE
CHARTERS H.WE E.Kl^lRED.

Bath Bank, Ale. Hampshire Bauk,Northainp-
Bangor Bank, Me.
*Bank of Montpelier,

, Mc

Globe, at Bailgur

Kennebec, Me.
, Me

,) N. H.
nberl.and (old)

rtland.Me.

Arun-
ton, M

Kennebunk Bank
del. Me.

'Mcndon Bank
Xewlturypoit Bank, old

VhwMK B ink, Nantucket
Sutton Bank, Wllkinsc

Dainariscdlti Bank, Da
riscotta. Me.

Farmers and Mechanic!
Pawtucket, R. I.

* The bills of these ba

BILLS NOT Rt;CEI\ED .\T
'

MAINK
Agricultural Bank, Brewer
Bangor Commercial Bank,
CiLiis Bink, at Calais,

Citv Biiik.l'.Miluul,

vUle. Ms.
Saco Bank
-'Wotervdle Bank
Winthrop Bank. Me.

'FFOLK BA.\K

Ox|.,.aB....U.!.:
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tiou, to have become jiositively electric, but the

electricity is preserved ouly for a moment.
Pure quaitz consists of 48.05 per cent of a

brown metalloid substance called siliciuni, and

51.95 per cent of oxigen.

Common sand is composed of quartz or silex.

It also enters into the composition of a great

number of minerals, and is even found to consti-

tute a certain proportion of all plants.

Quartz is used in the arts for various purposes.

Pure and transparent crystals are frequently cut

by lapidaries and opticians into ornaments and
into lenses for spectacles. The spectacles called

Scotch ])ebble are made of transparent quartz.

Some colored varieties of quartz are highly

valued in jewelry, those of a dark, smoky yellow

being sold for toj)az. The fine transparent vari-

eties, when cut and painted on the back, resem-
ble precious stones.

Quartz is used for making glass, for when it

is ground into a powder, and is mixed with prop-

er proportions of potash and red lead, it melts

at a white heat into flint glass, and where no red

lead is need, but lime is substituted, it forjns a
white and hard glass, w hich withstands the ac-

tion of tire and of chemical reageiits much bet-

ter than flint glass.

In common plate glass, for the manufacture
of mirrors, soda is used instead of potash as a

flux.

If too large a portion of alkali is introduced
into glass, it is liable to dissolve in water, and ad-
vantage is taken of this property to form a sol-

uble compound which has the property of pre-

venting the combustion of wood, which is im-
pregnated, or covered wirh a crust of it ; for the
soluble glass melting when the wood is heated,
coats_ its fibres and prevents their contact with
the air ; so that they cannot burn.

Granular quartz is very usefid for the manu-
facture of sand-paper, and it is largely employed
for this purpose in New HampsJiire. It is also

converted into glass at the New Hampshire Glass
Works in Keene. Pulverized granular quartz is

also mixed with white lend, and is found to be
useful for painting exposed parts of buildings,

for the wood-work will not readily ^ield to the
penknife when encrusted with quartz.

The white substance found beneatli peat bogs
and in swampy places, which is frequently mis-
taken for marl, consists generally of silex com-
bined with waterand some vegetable juices from
the peat. This silicious substance is composed
of collections of minute infusorial animalculoe,

which originally lived in the stagnant waters.
They have been fully described by Count Erhen-
berg and by Prolessor Bailey. Silicious rocks a-

bound in New Hampshire, and the soils partake
largely of the nature of the rocks.

FELSPAR.
This mineral is not so brilliant as quartz, nor

is it so hard. It is generally of a white or red-

dish color, the hues being due to the jwesence
of metallic oxides, which are accidental admix-
tures.

Felspar is divided into two varieties, which
are distinguished by the alkalies contained in

them.
That containing Potash is called Orthose, and

the variety called Albite contains soda. Orthose
is the common felspar. Its characters are as fol-

lows : The primary form of llie ciystal is a doub-
ly oblique firism, whose angles are 120deg. and
60deg. on the sides, and the inclination of the
planes on the baseis 1 i2df-g. and 68deg. Its specif-
ic gravity is from 2.39 to 2.58. It scratches glass,
but yields to the knife. When heated to white-
ness before the blow-pipe, it melrs into a white
enamel.
A pure crystalized specimen, analyzed by

Berlhier, yielded in 100 |)arts

—

Silex 94.20
Alumina 18.40
Potash 16.95
Lime traces

99.55
Flesh colored felspar, analyzed by Rose, was

found to contain

—

Silex 66.75
Alumma 17.50
Potash 12.00
Lime 1.35
Oxide of Iron 0.75

W.25

Felspar undergoes a gradual decomposition
when exposed to the action of air, water, and to

vegetable rootlets, and the mould of soils. The
carbonic acid gas of mineral waters and of the

atmosphere acts upon it, so that tlie alkali is

gradually removed, and the mineral crumbles to

a fine powder.
When the mineral is moist, this action is quite

manifest; but the dry rock is not liable to rabid

decomposition, but endures for ages untarnished
in its lustre.

Felspar is the principal source vvlience plants
obtain the potash which exists in tin r juices

!

solid substance, and their opei-ations are the only
economical methods known of eliminating this

alkali.

Felspar forms by its decomposition a very fine

unctuous clay, known under the name of Kaolin.
It is highly valued for making Porcelain or China
ware.

The mineral in its undecomposed state is also
employed for this purpose, and is known iu Chi-
na under the name Petuntze. In order to ren-
der the felspar suitable for this purpose it must
be heated red hot, then it is to be thrown into

water, after which it crushes readily and may be
ground into a fine powder, which will tbrin a
paste suitable lor the potter's wheel. It is gen-
erally allowed to remain for two or more years
in a moist cellar, in order to become thoroughly
deromposed, and then it is more plastic and duc-
tile.

When formed into the shape desired, the paste
is first dried slowly and then is baked into ware
called biscuit, after which it is painted, glazed,
burnt or semi-fused into fine porcelain ware.

ALBITE.
This variety of felspar is generally of a pure

white color, and is less transparent than the or-
those. It crystalizes in the form of an oblique
prism, the base being an oblique angled parallel-

ogram, having three cleavages whose angles are
liSdeg. 62deg. 93deg. 30m. aiid 86deg. 30iit.

llOdeg. and tJom. the most brilliant of which is

parallel with the base.

Sp. gr.—2.61. It scratches glass, but yields to

the knife. It contains no water. Before the
blow-pipe it fuses into a white enamel.
The albite of Finland analyzed by Tengstrom

consists of
Silex 67.99
Alumina 19.61
Soda 11.12
Lime 0.66
Oxide of Manganese 0.47
Oxide of Iron 0.23

Cleavelaiidite,Bo named in honor of ProfCleav-
land of Bowdoin College, is a variety of albite
containing less soda than exists in the specimen
above mentioned]
The Cleavelan'dite of Chestei-field, Ma.ss., yiel-

ded, according to the analysis of Stroymeryer,
Silex 70.68
Alumina 19.80
Soda 9.06
Lime 0.23
Ox. Mang. ai>d Iron 0.11

Another variety of felspar has also been de-
scribed under the name of perciline, owing to

its ready cleavage on all the planes of the crys-
tal. It contains both alkalies, potash and soda.
According to an analysis by Gmelin, it con-

sists of
Silex 67.94
Alumina 18.93
Soda 9.98
Potash 2.4]
Lime 0.15

The soda felspars have not yet been used lo

any extent in the arts. They abound in New-
Hampshire, where the purest kinds may be ob-
tained in any quantities desired. Felspar has
been artificially produced iu the furnace, and
there is every reason to believe that it originated
as before mentioned from crystallization in the
molten mass, which formed the granite rocks by
crystallization.

Mica. This mineral is also an essential con-
stituent of granite. It is easily recognized by
its brilliant laniinse, which split readily into thin

leaves, when tried by the penknife. It is easily

distinguished from talc by its elasticity and its

want of an unctuous feel when ruhbcll by the

fingers, the latter characters belonging to talc.

MicH splits into laminae pf extiems de)i<-arv, the

thinnest of which are but 1-10000 of an inch in

thickness. It is, when pure, jierfectly transpa-

rent and colorless, but there are varieties which
arc colored by met;illic oxides, and possess vari-

ous shades of red, green, brown and black col-

ors. When in a state of decomposition, it fre-

quently presents a rich yellow color, and is some-
times mistaken by those who are unacquainted
with minerals, for native gold.

On examining blocks of granite of various

shapes, it will be found generally, that the col-

ors are produced by the diflliirent tints and pro-

portions of the mica, which they contain. In

some varieties, however, the felspar is strongly

colored, and in the red granites is the predomi-
nant mineral and coloring ingredient. Ourcoin-
nion granites liowever.inore frequently owe their

colors to the mica.
Berzelius divides mica into three species, viz:

1st. Mica with a Mairnesian base.

2d. « " " Potash base.
*•

3d. " " " Potash and Lilhia base.

There are many varieties of mica in New-
Hampshire, some of which are different from
those which have been analyzed and described.

They will be examined and noticed hereafter.

The late Doct. Turner of London, analyzed

two varieties ol inica from Cornwall, and obtain-

ed the follow ing results :

Brown Mica. Grey Mica.
Silex 40.06 50.82

Alumina 39.90 21.33

Protoxide of Iron 27.0(i 9.08

Plot Ox. of Manganese 1.79

Fluoric acid 2.71 4.81

Potash 4.30 8.86

Lithia 2.00 4.05

100.82 99.95

A common variety of granite consisting of
three-sixths felspar, two-sixths quartz an<l one
sixth mica, according to De la Beche, will con
sist of

Silica 73.04

Alumina 18.83

Potash 8.51

Magnesia 0.83

Lime 0.44

Oxide of Iron 1.73

Oxide Manganese 0.10

Fluoric acid 0.18

A more common variety of granite, consisting
of two fifths quartz, two-fifths felspar and one
fifth mica, will consist of the following ingre-
dients :

Silica 74.84
Alumina 12.80
Potash 7.48
Magnesia 0.99
Lime '0.37

Oxide of Iron 1.93
Oxide of Manganese 0.12
Fluoric acid 0.21

To which a small proportion of lithia may be
added, when the mica contains that alkali.

On comparing the composition of the granite
soils with the above analysis, a remarkable re-

Bemblance in composition will be noted.
It will be observed, however, that some o.f the

ingredients are exhausted from long cultivated

soils, especially the alkaline and earthy ingredi-
ents which form soluble combinations with the
vegetable acids of soils, and are thus taken up by
the rootlets of plants. A large proportion of ox-
ide of iron is also found in soils, and this may
ha^e been derived from the oxidation of iron

pyrites, (or the bi-sulphuret of iron.)

In many cases we are enabled to replenish the

soil with the ingredients that have been removed
from them by this process.

Wood ashes contains a large proportion of
potash and lime ; hence this substance is found to

be very useful on old worn out sandy soils.

May not pulverized felspar also answer a use-

ful purpose, since it contains, generall.v, more
than twelve per cent, of alkali, and a small pro-

portion of lime.' Its action would necessarily

he slow, for time would be required for its com-
plete decomposition.

We have now described the essential ingredi-

ents of granite rocks, and may devote a few lines

to a description of some of the more common
accidental minerals which it contains.

GHi-nets, black tourmalinH, bervl» anH iron
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pyrites are among the most common of the min
erals which occur in that rock.

Garnets occur in red or brownish red crystals,

having tl)eir primary form the rhombic dodeca-
hedron, and witli secondary planes produced by
replacements of the edges of the primary crys-

tal.

Its sp. gr. is from 3.90 to 4.236.

It melts beibre the blow-pipe into a black glo-

bule which is generally magnetic, owing to the
presence of the protoxide of iron.

The precious garnet of Bohemia consists, ac-

cording to the analysis by Vaquelin, of
Silica 3U.0
Alumina 22.0

Prot-ox. Iron 36.8
Lime 3.0

97.8
Finely crystalized garnets occur abuudantly in

the rocks of New-Hampshire, but they rarely
possess a sufficiently rich color to render them
valuable in jewelry.
There are numerous species and varieties of

garnets which possess different colors, according
to the natm-e and iirojiortions of the metallic ox-
ides which they contain.
Thus a light green variety contains a very large

proportion of lime, and but little oxide of iron, is

called from its color, grossular (or gooseberry
green garnet.)

Tlie black garnet, or melanite, owes its dark
color to the presence of a large proportion of the
per-oxide of iron.

Spessartine or manganesian garnet is highly
charged with prot-oxide of manganese, to which
its color is partly due.
TocRMAUNE. This mineral presents a great

number of varieties, which possess different col-

ors, owing to the replacement of one metallic ox-
ide by another, and by their variable mixture.
The essential ingredients may be stated in

general terms to be silex, alumina, and boracic
acid with different metallic oxides.

The most common variety is the black tourma-
line, commonly called schrol. It abounds in the
primary rocks, and is sometimes mistaken for

coal, on account of its apparent resemblance to

anthracite. The want of combustibility is, how-
ever, sufficient to distinguish it from that sub-
stance.

Black tourmaline consists, according to Gme-
lin, of

Silex 37.65

Alumina 33.46

Potash and Soda 2.55

Magnesia 10.98

Oxide 9.38

Boracic acid 3.83

It melts Vi-ith difficulty before the blow-pipe,

and forms a brown or black enamel.
Its specific gravity is from 3 to 3.43.

It scratches quartz, but is softer than topaz.

Some varieties of the tourmaline are strongly

electric when heated.

Bervl is an abundant mineral in New-Hamp-
shire, and occurs in granite rocks. The largest

specimens known in the world were obtained
rroiii Acwonh. Smaller but very perfect crys-

tals aie found in Grafton and in Alstead.

Beryl is a variety of emerald, differs from that

gt-m only in the want of the rich green color due
to a minute quantity of chromic oxide.

Bervl of Siberia, analyzed by Klaprotk, con-
sists oif

Silica 66.45
Alumina 16.75
Gliicina 15.50
Oxide of Iron 0.60

The Emerald of Peru consists of
68.50

15.75

12.50

0.30

1.00

Alumina
Glucina
Oxide of Chlorine
Oxide of Iron

Bei7l crystallizes like the emerald in the form
of six sided prisms, terminated by plane sum-
mits. The terminal ed.jes and angles are not un-
frequently replaced by tangent ])lanes which
rarely cover the plane termination. Its specific

gravity is 2.7.

It scratches quartz with difficulty, and is

scratched by the topaz.

It melts with difficulty before the blow-pipe
flame into vesicular glass. In another section

of this Report will be seen an analysis of the

Beryl from New-Hampshire.
Iron Pyrites, or the Bi-sulphuret of Iron, is

a very common mineral, and is often mistaken
by persons unacquainted with minerals, for Gold,
Silver or Brass, according to the accidental tints

which it may possess.

It has generally a whitish gold yellow color,

crystalizes in right square prisms, nearly appio.xi-

mating to the cube or in cubic Ibrins. Its spe-
cific gravity varies from 4.6 to 5.

When heated before the blow-pipe, it burns
with a blue flame, and the odor of burning sul-

phur is perceived.

The globule remaining after fusion upon char-
coal, is theproto-sulphuret of Iron, and is strong-

ly magnetic. The globule is not malleable, hut
breaks into brilliant fragments of a white color,

having a metallic lustre. If a little diluted sul-

phuric acid is poured upon its powder, the odor
of sulphuretted hydrogen is at once perceived.
By these tests any one may learn to distinguish

this mineral.

According to the analysis of Berzelius, Iron
Pyrites consist of—

Sulphur 54.26

Metallic Iron 45.74

Or of one equivalent of Iron to two of Sul-

phur.

There are many varieties of Pyrites, some of
which contain Arsenic, Cobalt or Copper in va-

riable proportions, the sulphurets of their met-
als being capable of replacing a |)ortion of the

sulphuret of Iron.

Brown Pyrites sometimes contains minute par-

ticles of metallic Gold, or of Silver, intermixed
with its substance or included in the fissures and
strata, and thefineparticlesof gold appear when
the crystals of pyrites decompose. Auriferous
pyrites occur in Virginia, N. Carolina, in Geor-.

gia, and also in the Ural mountains of Siberia.

No gold has yet been found in the Brown Pyrites

of New-Hampshire.
Copper Pvrites, or the sulphuret of Copper
ud Iron, is a valuable mineral. It occurs in

considerable abundance in New-Hampshire.
It may be distinguished easily by the following

properties. It is much softer than Iron Pyrites,

and is easily cut by the knife, while Iron Pyrites

is found to be \ery hard and brittle.

Copper Pyrites, when pulverized and dissol-

ved in nitric acid, may be tested for copper by

plunging a polished piece of steel into the acid

solution, when metallic copper will precipitate on
the surface of the steel. Or the clear solution

may be super saturated with Ammonia, when the

oxide of Iron will be thrown down as a brovvn

precipitate, and the su|.'er-natant solution will

have a fine azure blue color, since it contains all

the oxide of copper in solution.

If Copper Pyrites is roasted on charcoal be-

fore the blow-pipe, so as to exj>el most of the

sulphur, and is then melted with carbonate of so-

da, globules of metallic copper may be separa-

ted, and will be seen on the surface of the char-

coal.

Pure copi)er pyrites consists of—
Sulphur 35.87

Metallic Copper 34.40

Metallic Iron 30.47

or of one equivalent of Copper, one of Iron, and
two of Sulphur.

The above descriptions may be of service to

persons who wish to investigate the nature of

such minerals as occur associated with the pri-

mary rocks.

There are many others which are occasionally

found in this class of rocks, but for want of room
in this introduction, I must refer the reader to

special works on Mineralogy.
G.'JEISS.

In the ascending order, we come next to a rock

composed of the same minerals as Gratiite, but

which is more or less distinctly stratified in

its structure. It is known under the name of
Gneiss.

It reposes directly on Granite, and may be
considered as a variety of that rock. Owing to

its stratified structure. Gneiss splits parallel to

the planes of the mica, and large slabs may be

readily obtained.

It is extensively used for building and for stone

walls. The more compact varieties are com-
monly sold under the nain« of Granite.

Some Geologists consider Gneiss to be a me-
tamorphic rock, and as having been originally
formed by sedimentary deposit from aqueous
suspension. Others suppose that its stratified
structure is due to crystalization in laminte, and
that it is merely the upper crust of Granite.

If Graphite, (or black lead) originated exclu-
sively from vegetable matter, there is reason to
believe that the Gneiss once existed as u sedi-
mentary deposit on which vegetables grew, for
that mineral is not unfrequently found dissemi-
nated in the rock. The enormous thickness of
the strata seems to be an objection to the theory
of its metamor|)hic origin, for how intensely
heated must the Granite rocks have been when
erupted to have indurated strata several thousand
feet in thickness. Its origin is therefore yet an
undecided point in Geology, and one which may
hereafter be settled by the comparison of facta

observed at different places. New Hampshire af-

fords the best opportunities for the solution of
this problem, for nowhere in the country are there
such enormous and reiterated strata of this rock.
The minerals included in Gneiss are similar to

those found in granite. Veins and beds of me-
talliferous ores also frequently occur.
Mica Slate is composed of the minerals mi-

ca and quartz. The mica is dispersed in regular
layers, and is interstratified with fine grains of
quartz.

It splits readily into sheets, the surfaces of
which are brilliantly plated with the crystals of
mica.
When the lamina; are uniformly in the same

plane, the rock splits into large even tables, which
are highly valued for flagging stones, and they
are e.\tensiyely used for making side-walks in

our large cities.

Mica Slate is generally considered a metamor-
phic rock, formed by the strong ignition of sed-
imentary deposits of the fine particles of gran-
ite from water. It exhibits a gradual passage in-

to Argillaceous Slate, which certainly is a rock
of sedimentary origin : hence we have reason to
believe Mica Slate was produced in the same
manner, it having been exposed to a more intense
heat, so as to form a decidedly crystalized aggre-
gate.

The strata are frequently contorted and doub-
led over by the intrusion of Granite which has
been elevated through its mass.

In this rock occurs a great abundance of val-
uable and curious minerals. Beds of Limestone,
veins of Iron, Lead, Copper, Tin, and Arsenic
ores.

It is a highly metalliferous rock, and should be
e.xamined with great attention. I shall have oc-
casion hereafter to give a very full and complete
history of the minerals which occur in it in New
Hampshire. A sufficient number of example*
will be found in this Report to prove it to be one
of the most interesting rocks in the State.

Chlorite Slate is of a dark green color. It

is soft, and is easily cut with the knilii, and when
freshly broken, may be scratched by the finger-

nail. It is not so unctuous as Talcose Slate. In
the fire it resists an ordinary red heat, but may
be melted at a higher temperature into a black
slag. When compact and free from quartz, it

may be turned in the lathe into various useful ar-

ticles, such as inkstands, vases, &c.
The compact or crystaliue variety which oc-

curs in veins, is, however, preferable for this pur-

pose. It was from this mineral that the aboriginal

inhabitants of the Eastern States more frequent-

ly carved their stone pots and calumets.

At present the Indians of Maine frequent the

Chlorite veins of Cross Island, for the purpose

of obtaining pipestone.

It serves most perfectly for the purposes above
indicated.

Associated with chlorite there frequently occur

fine crystals of Magnetic Iron ore, in the form of
the regular Octahedron.
Beds of serpentine and soapstone often occur

beside those of chlorite, and their frequent asso-

ciation Seems to indicate a similar origin.

Hornblende, Talcose, and Chlorite Slates of-

ten occur in situations analogous to Mica Slate,

and frequently alternate with the latter rock.

These rocks are easily distinguished by the pres-

ence of the minerals from which they derive

their names and characters. Hornblende Slate

is frequently charged with crystals of Garnet and

a few other accidental minerals, which will b«
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noticed hereafter. Talcose Slate is distinguished
by its color, softness, and unctuous feel when it is

rubbed by the fingers. It is a valuable rock, since

it ftjrnishes an infusible material for the con-
struction of furnaces and lime-kilns, and when
compact and soft, it is largely employed in the arts

under the name of Soapstone (sometimes called

in New Hampshire, Freestone.) This rock exists

abundantly in the State, and is wrought to some
extent.

Included in Talcose Slate occur several valua-
ble ores, such as Iron, Copper, Gold and Silver.

The latter metals have not yet been found in

New Hampshire, but at Clareniont a variety of
Pyrites is found disseminated in it which exact-
ly resembles the Auriferous Pyrites of Siberia and
of the Southern .States. yMthough I do not con-
sider the precious metals so worthy of attention

as those which are more commonly serviceable,
yet I would direct the attention of those who are
desirous of discovering these metals in the State
to an attentive examination of this rock. It must,
however, be remembered, that gold is rarely
found in particles visibleto the naked eye, excep-
ting in the decomposed and washed ore.

ARGILLACEOCS SLATE.
Tliis rock is composed of the finest particles

of antecedent rocks which were deposited slow-
ly by tranquil water. The influence of pressure
and heat appears to have consolidated the clay
thus formed into a solid rock, which has a strat
ified structure, owing to the manner of its de|i-

osition.

By subterranean power the slates have been
elevated, so that their strata now form a bold an-
gle with the horizon. The upheaving rock in
New Hampshire was evidently the granite, which
not only uplifted the strata, but also broke through
it, and spread upon its surface. On Piquacket
Mountain, in Bartlett, the traveller may observe
a striking instance of such a disruption ; for there
the broken slate forms a confused mixture with
the granite that burst through its strata.

Argillaceous Slates are of different ages, and
were formed under dift'eient circumstances.
Those to which I now refer are deposited im-
mediately upon the prinwry rocks, and belong to
the oldest transition class. Their lower strata do
not contain any organic relics, but higher up -we
find a few remains of marine animals, and plant«
of the simplest structure.

Slate rocks are valuable for use in the arts
when they have a unilbrin cleavage, and^are even
and sound. The more compact varieties are
used for grave-stones, while those which are fis-

sile are valuable for covering the roofs of hoo-

REl'ORTS ON TUE SECTIONAL PROKILES OF THE
ROCKS.

In order to ascertain the extent and limits of
the priucipal rocks, beds, and veins, and their re-
lative situation, as also the elevations and depres-
sions of the surface of the countrv, a series of
sectional lines were measured an(^ explored in

directions alternately transverse and parallel to the
general direction of strata.

The first of these great sections extends from
the southeastern extremity of the State, at Ports-
mouth, to Claremont on the Connecticut river,
passing through the State in a northwesterly d
rection, and crossing all the N. E and S. W. stra-
ta, nearly at right angles.
The second great "section was laid out on the

eastern side of the Connecticut river, and runs
parallel with the general course of that river, ex-
tending from Northfield in Massachusetts, to Ha-
verhill in New Hampshire, and pursues a direc-
tion a few degrees eastward of a meridional line.

A third section extends from Concord to
Wakefield, and the fourth from Wakefield to Ha-
verhill.

By inspecting the State map, it will be seen
that these lines form a series of zig-zags on a
large scale, and the profile of their Geological
features represents the actual structure of the
rocks and mountains, the inclination of the stra-
ta, centres of elevation, and the nature of the in-
truded rocks which effected the upheaving of
the stratified rocks which repose on them.
Those who have not attended to the subject,

may not fully understand the nature of these sec-
tions, and I would therefore observe, that they
represent the structure of the country as it would
appear it a straight line was drawn from one of
the points mentioned to the other, and then a

perpendicular cut was made through the rocks,
along the whole length of the line, quite down
to the level of the sea. It is customary, in order
to avoid a very long profile, to draw jilans

such a manner that the scale of the length is

considerably less than that of the height, bi

have endeavored to keep the proportions within
proper limits, so that the sectional profiles have
a more natural appearance than those which are
commonly drawn for such purposes. In limited
districts, it is easy to draw plans in such a man
ner that the scale of length and of height are tht

same,but one running across a great State cannot
be represented in that manner without elongating
the profile so as to render it cumbersome and un-
manageable.

I have seen some beautiful models ofthe stnic-
ture of mountainous regions in Switzerland and
in Pennsylvania, whicli were constructed of plas-

ter, stucco, or paper mash mixed with gyiisum.
Such models may be made to represent tlie Geo-
logical and topographical structure ofNew Manip-
shire, when we have measured the elevations of
all the mountains and the depth of the valleys,
but the work would prove very expensive,
would require more time than is allowed for the
Geological Survey of the State. I hope, howev
er, that some artist will hereafter construct such
models of the White mountain ranges, and then
is but little doubt that travellers would most glad
ly purchase copies of them as Souvenirs of tlia;

pictercsque region.

SECTIO.N- FIRST, FROM PORTSMOUTH THROtJGH
CONCORD TO CLAREMONT.

Having e.\amincd the -extremities and some
few points on this line, the survey of a sectional
Geological profile was confided to my assistants,
who performed the work in a satisfactory man-
ner, and their Report is herewith presented in
connexion with the remarks wliich I have to of-

fer on the outlines of the Geology ofPortsmouth
and its vicinity.

We shall first present a few remarks on the
Geelogy of the Isles of Shoals, which are situa-
ted near the southeastern extremity of our first

section.

ISLES OF SHOALS.
Tiirough the politeness of Captahi Currier of

Portsmouth, we were enabled to visit the Isles of
Shoals, in the U. S. Revenue Cutter. These Isl-
ands form the extreme outposts ot the State, and
are situated about 10 miles S. S. E. from Ports-
mouth harlior, in the open sea. Having frequent-
ly seen these Islands at a distance on former oc-
casion.s, I did not expect Jo find much that would
be interesting in their Geology, but since they
form the extreme jioint of our first section, it be-
came necessary to examine them. There are
seven Islands and a lew rocks, whicli have re-
ceived the name of the Isles of Shoals. They
are all composed of ledges of i-ock, and but few
of them possess any soil suitable for agriculture.
The inhabitants i-ely mostly on the treasures

of ihe deep for sustenance, are expert fishermen
and excellent mariners. Singular as it may ap-
pear, it is stated that on these remote and lonely
islands, the first settlers of New Hampshire fixed
their abode, and dwelt there many years before
settlements were effected on the main land. It is

supposed that an isolated situation was chosen in
order to avoid the hostile incursions of th

S. .50 deg. W. direction. There is but little soi'

on the surffice of the rocks, serving in a few
places for kitchen gardens for the cultivation of
potatoes, and a few ordinary vegetables. The
inhabitants depend on the agricultural produce of
the main laud, and exchange for them the pro-
ducts of the sea. Hog Island is composed most-
ly of mica .slate rocks, and has a thin covering of
soil, but is not cultivated to any extent.

leu ot" (losport un St.ir Island olF Portsmouth Harbor.

Duck Island is conqiosed of Granite and Gneiss
)cks. The only soil existent on its surface fills

the irregular depressions of the rocks, and sup-
ports a few of the hardy wild gi-asses, bushes,
and a few maritime flowering plants which are
common on our eastern coast. The Island prob-

ly takes its name from the abundance of sea
fowl which frequent its shores, and deposit their

eggs on tlic rocks or among the grass.

Owing to tlie heavy surf which dashed upon
the shores of the Islands, we were only able to

effect landings in a few places ; the others, being
seen from the deck of the cutter as we ran close
by them, appeared to consist exclusively of coarse
granite, broken occasionally into huge cuboidal
blocks, and possessing but little Geological in-
terest.

The following are the names of the Islands
1st. Star Island, on which is situated the vil-

lage of Gosport.
9d. White Island, on which there is a light

house.

3d. Hog Island, which belongs lo the State of
Maine, has two or three dwelling houses upon it.

4th. The Londoner is a smrdl rocky Island
having a light liou.se upon it.

5th. Cedar Island.

6th. Smutty Nose.
7th. Duck Island.

Gosport is a small village, inhabited chiefly by
fishermen, whose numerous boats moored near
the town, presented the appearance of a grove of
slender masts. The town has one small meet-
ing house.
The Island is composed of a coarse variety of

granite, having large crystals of white felspar,
grey quartz, and but little mica. Intercalated
beds of mica slate also occur in the granite.
Through the middle of the Island runs a large
dyke of greenstone trap rock, in a N. .50 deg. E.,

Near the light-house at Fort Constitution, on
Rease's Island, several largj; ami well characteri-
zed dykes of Greenstone Trap are seen cutting
through the slate rocks, and they occur at numer-
ous other places near the mouili of tlie river.
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Having seen all that was deemed essential to

our purpose, we retm-ued to Poitsmoutli, and
continued onr lesearclies in the vicinity of the

town.
GEOLOGV OF PORTSMOUTH AND ITS VICINITV.

The Geology of Portsmouth is somevvliat com-
plicated and difficult, but possesses a high scien-

tific inteiest.

The principal rocks are of a metamorphic
character, or such as have undergone marked
changes in structure or composition, by the agen-
cy of heat. They are continuations of similar
strata which occur at York, in the State of Maine,
and exhibit like phenomena.
The rocks to which I refer are the dark blue

flinty slates, possessing an imperfectly stratified

structure—a vei^ compact texture—sonorous
when struck by the hammer, and often breaking
with a more or less distinctly conchoidal fracture.
Occasionally they evince a pas.sage into an imper-
fect giicaceous slate, especially where they bor-
der on granite rocks.

The strata were doubtless originally deposited
in a horizontal position, and were formed by the
deposition of clayey ])articles from water. In its

first stage, the matter was probably in the state of
fine blue clay, but when the eruption of the gran-
ite and trap rocks took place, the clay became
hidurated, and was converted into solid rock,
while the strata at that epoch were tilted up and
set on tlicir edges, or were elevated from their
horizontal position. The same igneous influence
which hardened the clay into flinty slate, apjjears
also to have produced a sublimation of Iron
Pyrites, or ot Sulphur, which, combining with the
iron in tire clay, formed Bi-sulphnret of Iron, a
mineral abounding in the flinty slate. Another
change is also observed in the flinty slate rocks
near the rail-road cutting in the vicinity of Ports-
mouth. The rock is there filled with an infinity
of reticulated veins of carbonate of lime. Tliis
crystaline carbonate of lime may have been jiro-

duced by the fusion of calcareous matter con-
tained in the clay by the action of heat, given out
dining the eruption of molten rocks protruded
from below

; such a theoiy of its formation being
supported by the results of artificial experiments,
and by observations made at many other places,
where such an influence is known to have been
exerted.

Iron Pyrites abounds at the localities above de-
scribed, and the facts observed appear to give
support to tlie views which we entertain as to the
igneous alteration of the rock.

Subsequent to the elevation of the strata of
flinty slate, numerous eruptions of greenstone
trap'i-o'ik took place. Extensive fissures having
been formed in tlie rock, the melted trap rose in-

to, and filled them entirely. From such causes
resulted the large veins or dykes. By observa-
tions made on the intersections of these dykes,
we are enabled to prove that three or more dis-

tinct eru|.tions of this intruded rock took jjlace.

Sometimes the older dykes are cut ofl^, but more
frequently they were ruptured in their midst, and
a newer dyke runs either through the middle of
the older dyke, or between it and tlie slate rocks
which form its borders.

Some fine illustrations of the foregoing re-

marks may be seen on the sea-coast north of the
Little Boar's Head. The dykes at that place va-

ry in width from a few inches to ten feet. They
generally run in a N. E. and S. W. direction, with
some irregid-.rities and zigzags. These etii])tions

have evidently taken place there, nearly in the

same line of direction. The more recent dykes,
included in, or collateral with, the older ones, are
of a much darker hue, and more compact in tex-
ture. The smaller dykes are imperfectly colum-
nar in a direction at right angles with the rock in

which tlii-y are included, this structure depend-
ing on the surfaces where the cooling commen-
ced. Huge masses of trap rock, which cooled
from the upper surface, are generally colmnnar in

a vertical direction, as may be observed in Nova
Scotia, on the Eastern coast of Maine, at Mount
Holyoke in Massachusetts, and the Palisadoes on
the Hudson river, in New York.

The observer will also remark at the locality

near Portsmouth, that the strata of flinty slate are

nuich contorted, and that this contortion took
place evidently anterior to the eruption of the trap

dykes. He will also notice numerous veins of
compact felspar in the flinty slate, which probably

were formed at the epoch of the elevation of the

granite rocks.

The flmty slate occurs also in the town of
Portsmo<«h, and along the banks of the Piscata-

qua river, where the strata are much broken, the

joints being generally in directions parallel to

those of a rhombic prism. Oa the margin of
the river, near the estate of Col. Ichabod Bart-

lett, the slate is divided into such rhomboidal
masses, and is torn asunder during winter by the

action of freezing water, and produces loose

shingle of slate, which pave the shores of the

stream.

The flinty slate region of Portsmouth is sur-

rounded by granite rocks, which, in numerous
places, have been erupted so as to isolate portions

of the slat€, by intrusion between their masses.

Such phenomena would give to a casual observer
the idea that the slates and granite alt«rnate with
each other.

It will be found, on further observation, that

such is not the case, for the ])rimary rocks have
merely been forced in between portions of the

slate. On our way from Portsmouth to the Boar's
Head and Hampton Beach, we had occasion to

observe phenomena of the kind above referred

to, in the town of Rye. The locality is at the

corner of the old road to Portsmouth and the La
Fayette road, near the house of Mr. Samuel Lang-
don, 1 1-2 miles from Portsmouth. A mass of
granite has there been intruded through the slate,

and occupies a considerable area, beyond which
the flinty slate again appears, and then gives way
to a regular granite and gneiss formation, which
extends through a large portion of the town of
Rye.

In Portsmouth the intrusion of granite veins

and trap dykes into the flinty slate, may be seen
in Shoar's woods. The trap dykes pursue a

north-east and south-west direction, and are ir-

regularly columnar in a vertical direction.

Breakfast Hill is composed of granite and gneiss
rocks, and will furnish an abundance of building
stone. The strata of gneiss run N. 16 deg. E., S.

IG deg. W., and dip N. 74 deg. W., at an angle of
70 deg. from the horizon.

It will be seen that the flinty slate region in

Maine and around Portsmouth is bordered by
primary rocks, and to their influence we have, as
before stated, ascribed the metamorphoses which
the slate has undergone. The clay forming the

basis of the slate may have been produced by al-

luvial deposits of the fine particles of older gran-

ite rocks, and the fineness of the particles shew
that it was deposited by tranquil waters in a vei-y

gradual manner.
GRANITE QUARRY IN RVE.

In "the town of Rye, about a quarter of a mile

S. W. from the meeting-house, in the midst of a

white-pine grove, a quarry has been opened for

obtaining granite, which is a light colored variety,

of good texture, and splits tolerably into the forms

desired for building stones.

An abundant supply may be obtained, and the

locality will prove valuable, it being in the vicin-

ity of Portsmouth.

From the Farmer's Cabinet.

Cob Ileal.

Mr. Editor.—On a late visit to a friend I saw
in his barn about two hundred bushels of cobs of

corn ! How long will it be before we are brought

to understand "the nature of things, and perceive

their fitness ?" Here we are, giving our stock

clean corn meal mixed with wheat bran, and
throwing aside the cobs for fiiel, or for nothing,

although they have been found of three or four

limes the value of bran, for the puri)Ose of nnx-

ing with the meal ; a perfectly natural mixture,

made without extra labor, or expense, adding

about one half to the quantity of our means of

feeding, saving the labor of shelling, and the cost

of bran ! the cob being suitable as food for hogs,

as for any other species of stock, and even for

poultry. And when the importance of cooking

food for our animals is as universsUy practised

as cookingfor ourselves, we shall find that there

are many ways in which a farmer can make up

the deficiency in the state of the markets—with-
out going back to the burning of pine knots to

to save candles !—Suppose each bushel ofground

corn-cobs to be worth but 12;^ cents, what an ad-

dition will they prove to the fodder of our corn-

crop, and our resources in a long and trying win-

ter! Many farmers grow six or eight hundred

bushels of corn, and supposing that the cob is

equal in bulk to half that quantity, here are no
less than three oi- four hundred bushels of fod-
der additional, procured without labor or expense
of any kind, save only the very small charge for
grinding. Every mill should be furnished with
the means of grinding the cob with the corn, and
the saving to be derived from feeding these, and
the addition to tlje dung-hill, would form an item
in our accounts ofconsiderable moment in these
hard times. Is it not a little strange that so small
account is taken of the means which are so im-
mediately in our power to add to our resources ?

J. A.

From the Albany Cultivator.

Artificial wateriag places.

Messrs. Editors of the Cullivator.—Mr. William
Robertson of Fishkill Landing, Dutchess Coun-
ty, one of our most successful farmers, has com-
municated to me the following mode, successful-

ly practised by himself, of supplying with water,

fields destitute of springs, ponds or rivulets.—The
fiirm lately occupied by hin>is now in the hands
of its proprietor, J. D. L. Verplank, Esq., where
the watering jjlaces constructed by Mr. R., may
still be seen. The situation of the farm is upon
the whole favorable for the purpose, and the plan
therefore may seem to require further tests by ex-

periment, before it can be considered invariably

successfuL He says it was an entirely acciden-

tal discovei-y,—he one morning found one of his

calves drowned in a barrel sunk in the usual way
for the purpose of collecting water from a spring.

The water had sunk to near the bottom of the

barrel, and the animal in reaching down for it

had lost its balance, and falling, was unable to

extricate itself. Vexed at his loss, he immediate-
ly ordered the cavity to be filled up; this was ac-

cordingly done by throwing in a parcel of round
pebble stones, which were lying near at hand.

—

The next day in passing by, he saw to hia sur-

prise, that the water had risen over the tops of

the stones, although no rain had fallen, and the

season had been very dry.

The idea then struck him (manifestly errone-

ous, as the barrel is not water tight in these ca-

ses) that it was similar to the raising of water in

a pitcher by throwing in pebbles, and he deter-

mined to make the experiment more complete.

Accordingly the barrel was taken out and the

hole deepened with very little appearance of wa-
ter, and he struck his crow-bar down so as to

make several deep holes, he then replaced the

barrel, packing it well around with earth, and af-

terwards filled in the barrel a.s before with the

pebbles. In a short time he had the pleasure to

find the water oozing in and gradually rising o-

ver the stones until it stood permanently some
inches over the surrounding level. He repeated

the trial in several other fields, and always with
success, even in places where, on first digging

down, there was not the least appearance of
moisture, much less of water ; he considered that

the appearance of springiness is of no conse-

quence, but that water will at length show itself

in the barrel in all cases, and will finally rise

eighteen or twenty inches above the surface, ap-

parently increasing in quantity for a year or

two.
Such is Mr. Robinson's statement, and he is

fidly entitled to our confidence, yet I do not be-

lieve that this is an infallible method of obtain-

ing water in every situation, strata or soil ; it nev-

ertheless appears to me reasonable to suppose

that it may prove of great service in many places

at present destitute of water, without resorting

to expensive boring, digging wells or making ar-

tificial ponds ; the last especially from the sever-

ity ofour seasons, requiring great labor and care

in their construction to prevent their being sfiec-

ted by frosts or drought.

I do not know whether the following sugges-

tions will throw any light on the rationale of this

simple process, which at first sight appears

scarcely entitled to notice. The driest soil (to

appearance completely dessicated) nevertheless

contains some moisture, quickly attracts more
from the atmosphere, and, if collected, from a

large body of earth, it would form a considera-

ble rill. If we sujipose one drop gradually to

distil and roll over into the excavation, its fall

and its attraction will put in motion the next par-

ticle and the next ; and so on as long as there are

particles to be affected, and this takes place no;
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only in one riglit line, but extends in every di-

rection ; at first only tliose flow towards the aper-
ture which are in a horizontal plane with the up-
per level of the vessel, but by degrees the high-
er strata are aflfected, and their pressure from n-

bove in a tight vessel or tube (for the sides of the
barrel become tight by the pressure and pack-
ing of the earth and "the swelling of the staves
with moisture) is at length suflicient to force up
and sustain a column of water something above
the surface of the adjacent soil. I presume were
the communication to be cut off by any means
with lands, though distant, higher than the sur-

face of the ground around the barrels, it would
not rise above the rim.—Probably witli a neater
adjustment and a perfectly water tight apparatus,
a still greater elevation might be obtained. The
origin of natural springs is accounted for in pre-
cisely the same way ; the only diflerence is that

we furnish an artificial reservoir for the almost
imperceptible arteries of the earth, which oth-
erwise would steal away to some natural orifices

issuing at the surface. The stones assist in ena-
bling a small quantity of water to rise to a high-
er level

; perhaps their natural coldness aids in

condensing terrestial vapor.
It may be considered analagous to the creating

an issue iu our own flesh by inserting a pea, for

instance, in a muscular part of the body, and thus
creating a dissemination of the natural lymph to
one particular office. I should have made trial

of this plan on my own place, but (fortunately in
all other respects) mine is a piece of giound a-
bounding in water and would add no corrobora-
tion therefore to the experiments of the inventor;
requiring so little trouble, perhaps some of your
contributors will put it into execution and com-
municate the result. A Sdbscriber.

Fondness of farm stock for salt.—In this
country a small portion only of the agricultural
community have tried the efiicacy of salt upon
farm stock. The avidity with which it is de-
voured by both cattle and sheep, and even by
horses, is astonishing ; while the influence gain-
ed over them through their eargerness to obtain
it IS equally surprising. A flock of sheep or
drove of cattle may instantly be brought togeth-
er as if by magic, from every corner of an exten
Bive pasture, provided they can hear the voice oi

see the person of him who comes prepared with
a small quantity of salt; for, on getting a hi
that there is salt about to be distributed, tli

come bounding along as fast as their legs can
carry them. Though the common practice is to
deposit the salt in small rude troughs, or upon
piniiks of wood or flat stones, yet so anxious are
these creatures to get at the salt, that scarcely
the shyest of them will refuse it from the hand
of the person who supplies it It is an interest-
ing sight to witness two or three hundred sheep
come at the farmer's call, bleating and frolicking,
and somewhat inconveniently hemming him in
by their pressure on all sides. With regard to
cattle, it is hardly safe to venture into an open
pasture with salt in your possession

; for so eager
are they to obtain it, that they do not allow time
for depositing it upon the places intended for it,

or even upon the ground, if nothing else beat
hand. Huge oxen, with long formidable horns,
are rather rough companions when they press
closely around you; and it sometimes happens
that you experience much difliculty iu getting
your formidable friends satisfied. Horses are
under a similar influence, although they seldom
exhibit their partiality in so striking a" manner.
During some years I owned a fine and noble
animal

;
but when I first purchased him he was

somewhat shy and intractable. In the summer
season he, along with two or three others, was
turned out to grass, and notwithstanding the gen-
tleness and tameness of his companions, it was
with the greatest diflicultv that he was haltered
when thus running at large. Oats, Indian corn,
and other tempting things were ofl^ered to him in
vain

;
but when he once had tasted salt, he forth-

with became the slave of his passion ; its talis-
manic power was wonderful, for from that day
any individual about the farm could aasilv take
hmi captive, provided half an ounce of salt was
oflered as a bribe. Indeed it was not necessary
to coax hiin to sufl^er himself to be taken ; on the
contrary, he would come voluntarily to his en-
slaver and endeavour to coax him out of his salt.—Marklrmr. Expi-t^s.

The Slooutains of New England, their Soil
and Agriculture.

AnMdress delivered at the TabtnuKk be/on the
Lyceum of the city of JVew lor*, Februani, 184J,
by Isaac Hill.

The scholar who has been devoted to his books
through life, who has made himself acquainted
both with languages dead and living, who has of-
ten pored over the beauties of ancientand modern
fine writers, wiio has habituated himself to the
recollection of dates as well as of particular
events, whose memory at once fastens upon any
|)oiut of history or any beautiful or striking illus
tration either in poetry or prose, is such a man as
can best adapt himself to every intelligent and
inquiring audience. The man of science who
has spent a life in the pursuit of some one favor
ite study, who has gone over the milky way of
heaven and calculated with exactness the distan-
ces and the movements ot the many suns
around which millions of unseen worlds revolve
in the boundless expanse of space ; or else gone
into the depths of the sea or the bowels of our
mother earth for demonsstralion that long anterior
to the existence of man and long before the pre-
sent sun lighted our dark planet, or the " morning
stars sang together," or ever the world was crea-
ted in its present shape, there were other animals
adapted to other elements existing ; or else, by
comparison of the known with the unknown and
by exact mathematics, or by chemical affinities
resolving matter into its original elements, is able
to prove the results which at once astonish and
delight the inquirer: these, and such as these are
they, who can hardly fail to instruct, to entertain
and to fix the attention in well arranged facts of
such an assembly as gathers from time to time in
this place.—Your speaker, on this occasion, comes
not with any advantages of this kind—he comes
not with the advantage of the learning of the
schools. The means of knowledge, which al-
most all young men of the present time possess,
were, in early life, thrown beyond his reach: he
IS hut a poor cosmopolite, who has given his at-
tention to too manv things to be accurately in-
gratiated in anything; and his discourse must
of consequence be confined to what he himself
has seen, rather than to what has been accurate-
ly analyzed and described by others.
Mr. Jefll-rson, in his Notes upon Virginia, writ-

ten nioie than half a century ago, expressed the
opinion that the mountains were first formed and
that the rivers flowed afterwards. The face of
the country in all directions confirms this opin
ion. There is rarely a valley that seems not to
be made by the overflowing waters—there is
a gorge in the rocks through which the waters
escape that has not been worn out by the stream
that has for ages passed over it.

Reflecting on the revolutions continually takiu"
place upon the earth's surface—that every rain
discharged upon the hills and mountains, brings,
on Its way, to find a great level in the ocean, not
only that portion of the earth which is decompo-
sed into finer particles, but oftentimes rocks of
various sizes with trees and their stumps and
roots and every kind of vegetation—what other
conclusion can we arrive at, than that our highest
mountains in the cour.se of time must find a level
with the sea, and even that old ocean itself must
at some future period usurp the place of the
land ?

Trav-elling in any direction in the mountain re-
gion of our country, I want not the aid of scien-
tific men to convince me what has been, what is,
and what will be. Can you traverse the waters
of the majestic Hudson and pass where these
break through the highlands without coming to
the conclusion that before this barrier was broken
through, these waters must either have rested on
an extended lake above, or run ofl^ to the ocean at
some higher .-md diffeient point? Observe as
you pass up from the city of New York the reg-
ularity in line of bceak and in height of the Pali-
sades on the Jersey side extending on the river
many miles. This break had its origin, without
doubt, in the first overflow making its way over

a direct course where there was no more
prominent object to change it. Directly within
the highlands the course of the river is meander-
ing, and the river is now of contracted and now
of expanded width, from the many obstacles it

necessarily encountered of unequalmagnitude on
Its way down.

More recent than the valley of the Hudson
above the higlilaiid.s is the valley of the Connec-
ticut above the spot where the latter river broke
through its gorge nearest Long Island Sound con-
necting with the ocean. Haying never personal-
ly visited the valley of the Housalonic which has
Its sources in the midst of the Green Mountain
range near the south line of Vermont, I am una-
ble to (brm an opinion whether or not the valley
of the Hudson above the highlands formerly dis-
charged us waters in that direction, whether they
connected with those of the Connecticut still far-
ther east, or whether they found a way to the
ocean by the channel of the Delaware still fur-
ther to the west. The relative age of the rivers
must be matter of' conjecture. The sources of
the Susquehanna and the Delaware are near
each other; and the canals which unite the Del-
aware with the Hudson, the Susquehanna with
the Mohawk in the eastern branch, and with the
waters of Lake Ontario on the western branch,
prove that it would require an elevation of the
present waters of less than seven hundred feet to
flow out the Niagara falls, and connect the wa-
ters of every river running south-westerly "to the
ocean from the Connecticut to the Potomac.

Perhaps the relative age of the several rivers
may be measured from the more near or remote
resemblance of their basins to alluvial formations.
That the whole of western New York was for
inany ages submerged long after the greater por-
tion of the country eastward and including the
greater |iart of the valley of the Hudson was dry
land, does not in my judgment admit of doubt:
to its more recent formation into dry land, may
we attribute its greater fertility ; and to the recent
limestone formation not only of that but of the
vast region further west, is it due that the land
produces abundance of wheat, while the region
first described is by no means natural to that pro-
duction.

Of all the river valleys at the eastward none
B more productive than that of the Connecti-

cut. I have travelled on that river from its mouth
ally to its sources: fertility is not the jieculiar
aiactcristic of the alluvion near its banks—it

extends up the sides and nearly to the tops of the
high lands on either hand. The river at some
former jieriod of time was a series of lakes : en-
countering several barriers, it has broken through
them at different periods, and found its way di-
rect to the ocean. Below Middletowu in the
State of Connecticut, it suddenly changes its
course and has evidently dug its channel through
the ridge with as much regularity as if it had
been done by human means. Below this point
the land is of the primary f()rmatlon and existed
many age.s, while the ground where stand the
beautiful cities and villages on the river above was
the bottom of a lake.

Proceeding up the Connecticut to the centre
of Massachusetts near Northampton, we find an-
other barrier, broken down between Mount Hol-
yoke and Mount Tom—still further up at several
points are successive gaps broken through

; and
of these there is a succession at intervals wher-
ever there is a mountain and a fall far up to the
north beyond the forty-fifth degree of latitude.

I have satisfied myself that the lakes above
Bellows Falls, if not all the way above Mount
Tom and Mount Holyoke, discharged their waters
formerly through the valley of the Merrimack.
This valley has not, either in its alluvion or its

highlands, equal fertility to the Connecticut. The
mountains li-om which its waters descend are
more ancient and more rugged—they send not
down the same rich particles which constitute the
river bottoms : the lands of the valley are older

;

and the mind turns back to the period when a
mightier flood passed down the Merrimack val-
ley, leaving the thousands of acres of level pine
plains at an elevation of some seventy-five feet
hove the present river bottom in the place of the

present alluvion, over portions of which the
swelled stream annually flows. This pine plain,
at the same elevation wherever it appears on ei-
ther side, must have had the former relation to
the great stream that the fertile bottoms have to
the present stream which has lost the accumula-
ted waters now flowing through the valley of the
Connecticut, and perhaps of other streams run-
ning to the ocean still further west.

I cannot be under a mistake as to the conjec-
ture that a portion of the Connecticut waters for-
merly flowed through the Merrimack valley. I
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have tlie evidence at the foot of the Cardigan, a

mountain with a Buffalo back that peers up be-

tween the two rivers central in New Hampshire,

at one of the lowest points of the ridge dividing

their waters. Whoever has visited the tails of

any considerable stream in the dry season of the

year, will have generally remaiked the formiiii^: of

holes in the rock by the wearing and passing

over of the waters. These lioles are nrnde by the

whirl of smaller stones wearing continually upon
the fixed rock. At the foot of the Cardigan the

waters formerly passed from the lake Connecti-

cut into the valley of a stream which runniiiif

along the base of the Ragged mountain discharg-

ed itself into the Merrimack. Here a hole in the

rock, formed like the wells or holes upon the fulls

before described, some ten or twelve feet deep,

stands as indubitable evidence that a volume of
water passed over this ridge many, many ages
in succession.

'• A little learning is a dangerous thing,"

is a line quoted from an Englisli poet which I re-

member when a child to have written from the

top to the bottom of the page in labored in)ita-

tion of the copy set by the village school master.

I fear I shall tread beyond my depth if I attemjit

to connect the results of my own personal obser-

vation with those of the labors of men who have
distinguished themselves in their discoveries and
specidations ou the structure and formations of

the earth. The earth's crust, the only])art of our
planet accessible to human observation, is but i

comparatively small, portion of that mass of ma-
terial which underlays every thing beyond the
reach of man ; and although the earthquake and
the volcano have thrown above the surface mat-
ter from a greater depth than has been reached
by any inventions of man, yet are we unable even
to conjecture with any approach to certainty

what occupies the vast unexplored space near the

earth's centre, or to fathom the inscrutable ])ur-

poses of that Being by whom all tilings were
created

:

" He who through vast immensity can pierce,
.See worlds on worlds compose one UuiTerse,
Observe how system into system runs,
What distant planets circle other suns.
What varied beings people every star,

Can tell why Heaven has made us as we are."

Since the commencement of the Christian

era, the labors of scientific men have been great-

ly obstructed by the supposed clashing of new
discoveries with the authenticity of Scripture

truth. The true theory of the Solar system was
kept fiom the possession of the world for a long

period by the authoritative inleiference of mo-
nastic institutions with tlie aid of the civil power.
And even within this age the most civilized and
intelligent and liberal Christians are slow to as-

sent to those gieat truths which go to fix the ori-

gin of the earth long anterior to the chronolojiy

derived by supposition from the Mosaic account.

Within a short space of time the great prejudice

seems to bo fast wearing away. Tlie old adage
that "Truth lies at the bottom of a well" is losing

its force ; and the idea that better conforms loan-

age of inquiry and intelligence is taking its place,

that Truth is "most potent where human leason is

left most free. Jn a simple excavation of the

earth the untotored peasant.

Whose " soul proud science never taught to stray

Far as the solar walk or milky way,"

may discover the evidence that long anterior to

the first account of man, the earth which now
yields him sustenance was at the bottom of great

waters which in the wear of lengthened ages
shaped its pebbles in their present roundness : he
will also see in the cliffs of the rended rocks
"demonstration strong as proof of lioly writ" of
the great convulsions that must have taken jilace,

not perhaps at that far back period when " the

earth was without form and void," but subse-
quent to the time when the spirit of God first

" moved upon the waters," and long before the

creation of man. To ray mind the first chapter
of the Mosaic account of the world covers antl

includes every thing that the modern geologist

can desire ; and theie is developed in the succes-
sive discoveries and demonstrations of modern
science a harmony the more gratifying because
in beautifiil accordance with the great truths of
religion.

1 have given you my opinion that the beds of
our rivers before the waters broke through to the

ocean \yere more deeply covered with the waters

of a series of extended lakes. That the waters
have sometimes and at successive periods rece-
ded into deeper chasms of the earth is evident
from the present structure of the ground. At a
period of time long subsequent to a parting that
destroyed the level of the great lakes from the
Ontario westward flowing out the present falls of
Niagara, the shores of the Ontario lake must have
been bounded for ages by what is now the Ridge
road miming from the Genesee river to the mouth
of the Niagara below the falls. The banks upon
the Geneva and other minor lakes in New York,
leave a similar ridge showing a retrocession of the
waters. So do the banks of the Connecticut, the
Merrimack, and indeed almost every considera-
ble stream I have ever visited which passes a suc-
cession of falls on its way to the ocean. Gradu-
ally have the waters worn their way into deeper
beds of the earth : when obstructed by ledges of
rock they have sometimes found dieir way into a
different channel leaving traces which enable
to ascertain their former bed.

Of those streams which have broken a nearer
way to the ocean, I have not noticed that

greater than all those of New England united
which carries the waters of the great lakes to the
ocean, the St. Lawrence. That river, like the
others, was but a series of lakes and l)ears evi

dence of having broken through a mountain range
below Quebec extending across the North Amer
ican continent fl'om Labrador or unknown re-

gions in the north-east to the south-west point of
the old thirteen United States of North America
The St. Lawrence, like the Niagara receding into

the mountain ridge from Lewiston, has the strong
marks of disruption which show that the land
was there upon an even level long befor»the w
lers broke tlirough and flowed in their present
channel.
Whether the great change which has taken

place in that tract of land and water was sudden
or gradual, we have not the present means of as-

certaining. A vast volume of water has fallen

away in tlie comse of time. A vast volume re-

mains in the inland seas at an elevation five or six

hundred feet above the level of the country be
low. We see in various parts of New England
among the hills fresli meadows vvliich are the
beds of former lakes.

Long Pond, situated in the townships of Glo-
ver and Greensborough in the State of Vermont
about one and a half miles long and half a mile

wide, formerly discharged its waters to the south,

forming one of the head branches of the Lamoille
river which runs into Lake Champlain. In the
month of June, 1810, a number of persons went
to this pond for the purpose of opening an outlet

to the north into the Barton river which dischar-

ges itself through the lake Memphremagog and
the St. Francois river into the St. Lawrence, that

the mills below might receive an additional sup-
ply of water. The northern barrier of the pond
consisted entirely of quicksand, excepting an in-

crustation of clay next to the water ; so that the
small channel rapi<lly extended, the barrier being
unequal to the support of the incumbent mass of
water. The whole pond immediately took a
northerly course, and the valley below was in-

stantly inundated^ The deluge advanced like a
wall of waters sixty or seventy feet in height and
about twenty rods wide : it levelled the forests

and the hills, filled up the valleys, and swept off

mills, houses, barns, fences, cattle, horses, every
thing as it passed for more than ten miles : among
other things a rock supposed, to weigh one hun-
dred tons was removed half a mile from its bed.

The waters of the pond reached the lake below,
a distance of twenty-seven miles, in about six

hours. In the place of this pond there is now
only a small rivulet ; and along the channel wliich

is Vi7 feet below the surftice of the pond runs the

road which ;)asses from south to north : a [lart of
the original pond is cultivated, and a part over-

grown with wild grass and bushes.

In the immense power of this small body of
water we may witness a miniature display of
what might be the overwhelming effect of larger

bodies of water forcing themselves to a level.

Suppose in the convulsions of some earthquake,

from the upheaving of some volcano, or even
from some trivial cause such as the digging of a
simple channel by human means, the waters of
the great lakes bearing with immense weight
should break through their barriers and discharge
themselves upon the country below as siuddenly

Glover, would the inundation of
States at a point below that of

as the pond
the whole es

the level of the lakes, be an event more strange
than the inundation which drowned out every
thing that had not time to escape to the higher
mountains from the sudden retrocession of a bo-
dy of water of very limited extent.' In the
course of events, it is no more unnatural that ter-
ritories of great extent should be overwhelmed
by the rushing in of waters, than that other dis-
tricts should be swallowed up by earthquakes.
The volcanic regions of the globe are distinctly
marked: the convulsions continue until the ma-
terial with which they operate is exhausted. The
high mountains of the known world are the cre-
ation of that interior expansive power which ex-
ists in the bosom of the earth and which is "en-
erated by some peculiar combination of tlie^ele-
ments. A different combination creates first the
clouds tliat distil the drops of rain in gentle show-
ers which cause the spring of rich vegetation
then the more severe explosion, the thunder and
lightning which clears the air of the miasma that
produces disease—and then the still more .severe
hurricane which uproots trees and throws rocks
from their beds, and desolates wherever it strikes.
The power of an Almighty Arm is no less dis-
played in the common events of our seasons, in
the gentle rain, the lightning and storm and the
whirlwind, than in the volcano and earthquake
which upheave mountains, or sink whole districts
of country and their inhabitants, so that " the
places which now know them, shall know th«m
no more forever."

There is evidence throughout the whole face
of our country that, long since the formation of
our mountains, a deluge similar to that which
swept down the valley of Vermont with power
magnified in proportion to its wider extent has
swept from north to south. Geologists are of
opinion that this deluge was prior to the exist-

ence of man and of course prior to the Noah-
chian deluge of which we have an account in the
scriptures. The evidence of this deluge is every
where seen in the removal of rocks from their
places in a southerly direction to a very consid-
erable distance from their original beds : these
may he found in various parts of the country. If
the small volume of water in a Vermont pond
could remove for the distance of half a mile a
rock of the weight of one hundred tons, how ex-
traordinary would be the removal of rocks often
times the size a hundred times that distance by
such a power as the mass of waters resting on
the north-west American lakes six hundred feet
above the level of Ihe country below,'
There is a high ridge of mountains in the Uni-

ted States running from the north-east to the
south-west, which were probably in former times
the great barrier to tlie waters, the falling away
of which we have noticed. The rivers I have
noted, the Hudson, the Connecticut, the Merri-
mack, &c., and even the St. Lawrence, as break-
ing through these mountain barriers to the ocean.
May there not be ground for the conjecture that
some of these barriere were carried away at the
time when the great rush of waters from the
North moved the rocks from tlie places in which
they had long rested .'

The highest mountains within the known lim-
its of the old thirteen United States are the clus-
ter in New Hampshire called the White Moun-
tains. These mountains are supposed to he older
than any of the ranges of high mountains in Eu-
rope: Mont Blanc and Mont St. Bernard may
peer above them and reach their tops beyond the
line of perpetual congelation ; but Mount Wash-
ington had been thousands of years in existence

before the internal fires upheaved the European
Alps.

I rejoice to have lived so long as to arrive at

the conviction that no part of the world has been
created in vain. Even the convulsions which
have rent tne earth from the surface to its centre

have tended towards the enjoyment of man ; for

let us suppose that no volcanoes had thrown up
the mountains, that the stiata of the remote as

well as of the more recent periods had retained

their horizontal positions, the minerals so valua-

ble for our use would have been unknown : the

rocks w hich we most admire would have forefer

remained in their beds buried deeper than the

ken of mortals could fathom; the silver and gold,

and what is more useful and valuable the iron

which is distributed in veins through the super-
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inciiinbeiit strata niUBt have been forever kept

beyond our reach : nay, it is possible and higlily

probable that tliose elements of fertility which

most contribute to the products that sustain the

life of man and beast might never have appeared

upon the surface of our mother earth to make
the condition of animal life tolerable.

Of the useless things in creation, I had taught

myself in early youth to consider ragged moun-
tains and hills as least of all valuable. Fastnesses

for the retreat of wild beasts, my first recollec-

tions almost identify them with the frightful cat-

amount that tore in pieces the man whom he was
able to carry into the limbs of some tree incum-

bent upon another half way in its fall—with the

bear who was said to carry off children with

which to feed her young—or with the voracious

wolf who would slay an entire flock of sheep

sometimes in a single night. If these mountains

were no longer a nuisance as harbors for wild

beasls, the obstacles which they presented to the

making of good and easy travelled roads con-

necting one i)art of the country with another

—

the space which they occupied precluding that

easy cultivation which we were wont to see in

more level regions—gave them no better aspect

than that of incumbrances which must forever be
inconvenient to the population which surrounded
them.

I have changed my mind entirely on this mat-
ter ; and if we may be said to grow wiser as we
grow older, I have just that kind of conceit of

myself which might call lor your rebuke if I am
now under a mistake. Perlt^ips you think, ladies

and gentlemen, of these mountains as I once
thought of them. With me when a child stub-

bing my toes against the rocks or carrying some
burden up the steep clifli, having dreamed of the

beauty of a level country where there was not a

rock or a hill in the way, you may have been
instructed into a poor opinion of our mountains.

1 do not assume too much when I say to you
that there is not on eartli a more healthy region
than the mountain country of New England.
When the Asiatic cholera, which for several years
had been the terror of distant countries and
climes, having travelled from the tar east wester-

ly to Europe, first made its progress to this coun-
try, what points did it touch ? It may generally

be supposed that a cold country is a healthy

country ; but the rule did not apply to the chole-

ra. That terrible disorder first came from Eu-
rope to the St. Lawrence, and swept both shores

of that river from its mouth to its connexion with

the Lakes. And in what part of the coimtry did

it not appear in the memorable sutnmer and fall

of 18-32 ? It travelled from the east to the west
and the .=outli—on nil sides of our mountains,

but it touched no part of the granite soil of New
England. Tlie secondary and the tertiary re-

gions of Canada and the United Slates were eve-

ry where visited ; b\it the primary mountains and
hills of New England were untouched—the hor-

rible miasma did not even penetrate the valleys

which stood under the protection of our granite

rocks. The track of the cholera may be distinct-

ly marked along the valley of the St. Lawrence,
where as in the whole region of the South and
West there is a peculiar formation adapted to bil-

ious complaints, to the " chills and fevers." Tlie

action of the atmosphere on the subsoil of that

ground which is principally of vegetable forma-
tion produces disease : I have known whole fam-
ilies to be repeatedly attacked with deadly fevers
from being located near the exposed ground ta-

ken from the bed of a canal : in many parts of
the country in the autumnal months, hundreds of
laborers die fi-om the diseases contracted in ex-

halations from the exposed under soil in a taint-

ed atmosphere ; and the impurity of water drawn
from such a region generates a diseased system
which hurries its victim to a premature grave.

In such a soil as this the cholera prevailed and
was most fatal in the year 183'2 : it is in a coun-
try of this description that a greater proportion
of persons die when young. The mountain re-

gion of New England is almost entirely free from
those contagious diseases which sweep over the
country at each annual return of decayed vegeta.
tion. The pure water and the clear mountain
air give to her inhabitants as good, if not better
health than is enjoyed by any other people on
earth. This is the land of iron constitutions, of
noble and beautiful forms, of hearts of steel, of
boundl<>M resolution that h^eds no obstBcle of

enterprise and perseverance which know no dis-

couragement. What part of the United States,

what city upon the Atlantic seaboard, what dis-

trict of country growing into wealth and respect-

ability in the interior, that is not indebted to New
England, to the beamiful hill country of New
England, for much of that noble spirit which has

hastened them on in the grand march of im-

[)rovement ?

I have entirely changed my mind within the

last few years in relation to the most rough coun-

try of New England. So far from looking upon

the rocks, the pebbles, the gravel or the sand

composing them as so much matter in the way
adapted to no possible useful service, I see them
as the sources of that fertility which is sooner or

later destined to make the territory now compo-
sing the six New England States capable of sus-

taining ten times its present population.

I will direct your attention to the " Crystal

Hills" or White Mountains, being the highest in

the United States east of the RocRy Mountain
chain. Our White Mountains, although not fre-

quently visited by strangers from the difficulty of

access until within a few years past, have already

become celebrated for their grand and beautiful

scenery. These mountains extend about twenty

miles from south-west to north-east : they are the

most elevated of the range of barrier moui
commencing with the Alleganies and broken

ihrouirh at various points by the waters of the

Potoiiiac, the Susquehanna, the Delaware, the

Hudson, the Connecticut and other rivers rim

ning into the Atlantic ocean from the north ; and

the base of the Crystal Hills, which are seven in

number, rising considerably above all others of

the range either to the east" or west, is about ten

miles broad. These hills are situated in a direct

line about seventy miles due north from Concord,

the capital of the State of New Hampshire, and
about eighty-two miles north-wost from Ports-

mouth, its only seaport. Although distant more
than sixty miles from the nearest part of the sea

coast, the snow-white sunmiit of Mount Wash-
ington is distinctly visible many leagues at sea:

the same mountain, looking by many others

which seem to be of equal elevation from their

nearness, is seen on the hills of Killingly in Con-
necticut, overlooking very nearly two hundred
miles down tiio length of New Hampshire and
entirely across the State of Massachusetts. The
highest point of Motmt Washington is 6i500 feet

above the level of the sea : the heights of the

moiuitains iit ]-rPsent bearing the names of Ad-
ams, Jeft'eriou, Madison, Monroe, Franklin and
Pleasant, whicli surround it and form the base

we have described. \ary from 53tSJ to 43.3!' fei-t.

These mountains, unlike those of the Alps in

Europe and the Andes of South America, an?

not of sufficient elevation to encoimter the re-

gion of perpetual frost: of course in the milder

season of the year, in the months of July and
August, they are not only ascended without dan-

ger, but with no veiy great inconvenience from

the cold. Since path-ways have been cut sever-

al miles through the forest for travellers on horse

back to the foot of Mount Washington, ladies

can ascend that mountain and return on the same
day.

As you ascend the mountains you encounter

the difierent climates of as many degrees of lat-

itude as every one hundred and fifly feet will di-

vide in their whole elevation. Near the foot you
find the larger growth of maple, beech and
birch—soon the black growth of hemlock and
spruce commences extending for a considerable

distance up the side of the mountain—as you rise

the growth of different perennials becomes less

and less : now you arrive at the gnarled larch ri-

sing to less than the height of man, bent down
and hugging the surface of the mountain as if

drawn by the warmth which the rays of the sun

throw upon the declining surface where they

strike. In the upper region of vegetation saving

the moss and lichens of meagre and scanty

growth which extend almost to the summits, is a

belt aroimd these mountains of some fifty rods

in extent indicating a change of climate within

the last twenty-five years which has caused veg-

etation to retreat that distance down the moun-
tains. The dwarfish trees, originally of the black

or perennial growth, are all dead and dry : few
of them are larger than a man's arm or wrist.

The hark has lefl them—they are crooked and
spread out like the antlers of a deer which they

some instances resemble ; and they cover bo
ich of the ground as to render it quite difficult

make your way among them. Above this

growth conmiences the space of the mountains
red with moss and lichens. Looking over

the surface of this bare space which commences
a little below the base upon which the cones of
the different mountains rest, the whole appears
like a large pasture of several thousand acres

over which cattle usually range. It seems to be
fitted for the abode of men and animals ; and you
look around as if the eye was in search of some
living being anticipating those associations which
every where meet us in cleared grounds prepared
tor the habitations of men and beasts. Nothing
but the breeze interrupts the stillness which sur-

rounds you : the vast pasture seems like a world
deserted : no chirping bird, no singing cricket or

grasshopper, not even the buzzing fly is heard in

all the region about. A pond of clear and trans-

parent water of nearly an acre rimning into an-

other of about two-thirds of the satne size, and
from this latter a stream falling dowTi the side of

the mountain tumbling over and over several

thousand feet below, and large enough to carry

extensive mills, lies at the foot of the cone ot

Mount Washington in a basin of the most eleva-

ted plateau : in the clear and deep waters of these

|)onds not a fish or miimow is to be discovered

;

and not even an in.sect, myriads of which are

usually seen about bodies of water on the civili-

zed earth below, can be detected over their sur-

face by the microscopic eye.

In this and other elevated regions it would
hardly be suspected there was quite as much hu-

midity as we meet in the common cranberry beds

in meadows nearly upon a level with streams and
over which water brooks flow : the tread of the

feet upon the moss and lichens is like the tread

upon a moss meadow resting upon a water sur-

face—the feet sink into the covering and leave an
impression of the track as the groimd is passed

over. Upon this surface there grows a small ber-

ry in taste resembling the common cranberry, but

more tart and of much smaller size, upon a vine

of the cranberry species. The quantity of water

constantly retained upon or running from the

upper region of these high mountains is very far

greater than the quantity fidling upon and re-

tained upon the grounds below. The clouds rest-

ing upon the mountain tops are generally char-

ged with rain, snow or sleet, and tlie ((uantity dis-

charged from them is inmiense : in the winter the
depth of snow upon Mount Washington is far

greater than upon the ground near the base upon
which it stands. Indeed it is quite common up-
on the higher isolated mountains of New Eng-
land, upon the Wachiiscit, the 31onadnock, the

Moosehillock, and the Ascutney, of no more
than from three to four thousand feet elevation,

that the snow falls to the depth of a foot or more
when there is none in all the surrounding coun-
ti7. A cloud is seen to rest upon the mountain
all day from whicli it either rains or snows. In

the month of August 1836, in com[iany with oth-

er gentlemen, I ascended Mount Washington.
The day previous theie had been a rain, and in

the night the weather became clear with the wind
at north west. Next morning we went to the

mountains although the tops were covered with
clouds, hoping these would pass away by the

time we were prepared to ascend. We rose on
the mountain some three thousand feet, entering

upon tlie cloud as if we were going into a thick

volume of smoke or into a region of twilight.

As we continued to ascend, the cold increased.

The cloud was not like an ordinary thick fog: it

was mist, carried along by a forcible but exceed-
ingly uniform and steady breeze. It grew colder

as we advanced. We had summer heat at the

foot of the mountain ; but soon after coming into

the cloud the ice made, and before we arrived at

the top of the mountain our clothes were satura-

ted and frozen stiff. The cold upon the highest

elevation was intense—more severe than that of

the coldest sleet or snow storm of winter. The
ice made upon the side of the rocks more than

an inch thick increasing as the freezing mist was
blown against it. At the top of the mountain the

surface was slippery from ice, and we feared its

increase below so that we might be unable to de-

scend. It would have been hardly possible to

keep ourselves alive through the night if our pro-

gress down bad been arrested by the slippery ice.

The next morning we saw the mountain at the
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distunce of eight miles :—the cloud had passed
off aud the shining sun glistened upon the moun-
tain top. With a class we could distinctly per-

ceive that the rocks of the upper region oflVIount
Washington were gUized with ice.

Ahove the surface of the pond, the pinnacle of
Mount Washington rises in majestic grandeur
about sixteen hundred feet and one thousand feet

at least higher than any other of the cluster

mountains around it. This pinnacle is composed
principally of rocks of granite and gneiss piled
together presenting a variety of colors aud forms,

The rocks lay sometimes loose as if promiscu-
ously thrown together, being clean and destitute

of the appearance of soil : in some places they
are in strata with as much regularity as if placed
there by human hands. Frequently the strata are
torn or rived from each other leaving marks of
their former connexion. Storm-beaten for many
ages, the rocks are wearing away : decayed with
age the surface of the rocks indicates the light-

ness and almost the consistence of dry timber
that had been for some years exposed to alternate
rain and sunshine. The pinnacle of Mount
Washington has lost from its steep sides, being
an angle of about forty-five degrees, neaily the
whole of its soil, aud the rock itself has for ages
been decomposing and passing off to the valley
below. The top of this pinnacle is a surface nearly
horizontal of three or four acres; aud very near
the outer eilge of the space is a never (ailing

spring of water oozing from the rocks. The
view Ironi this point in a clear day is wonderful-
ly grand and picturesque. Innumerable moun-
tains, lakes, ponds, rivers, towns and villages
meet the gratified eye, and the broad Atlantic
ocean stretches itself along the eastern horizon.
The Crystal Hills of New Hampshire are deci-

dedly of primitive formation—they are more an-
cient probably than any mountains of the old
world whose geological formation has been as-

certained aud described. The range of Green
Mountains in Vermont which are divided from
them by the valley and waters of the Connecti-
cut are probably of more recent origin. It is said
to be remarkable that the eastern slope of the
Vermont range has a dip indicating that they
were thrown up in an oblique direction from un-
der the base of the mountain ridge of New
Hampshire ; while the western slope is obliqued
in the opposite direction showing the strata on
that side to come from Lake Chnm|>lain aud the

State of New York—the two dips meeting like

the roof of a house in the hack-bone of the

mountains which rim north aud south central in

the State nearly its whole length. It will not be
in my power to give you a full description of the

Mountain State which derives its name from the

character its splendid elevations have given to the

face of this country. It will suffice here to say

that there is no section of the United States more
beautifully fertile and productive, or more invi-

ting to those who would secure health and com-
petence by a life of industry and exercise, than
many parts of Vermont. Unlike some other sec-

tions of our country, travelling through the hill

towns of this Stale, we find th^ tops of the high
bills no less feasible and productive than the rich

alluvion of the valleys.

The White Mountains are more bare aud more
ragged than the mountains of Vermont; and this

difference characterizes the whole line of moun-
tains in the two States. There are several rivers

having their sources in the cluster of White
Mountains, in long and winding ravines deepen-
ing in their descent to the plains below : some
half a dozen of these ravines concentrate a num-
ber of streams into the Amonoosuck which takes

its course south-westerly, an important tributary

to the Connecticut. In the month of August
1826, a storm broke upon these mountains and
their vicinity, discharging in the space of a few
hoiu-8 an enormous amount of water, diif\ing

down rocks and trees and other obstructions,

damming up aud ovei-flowing and almost drown-
ing out the valleys of the rivers below. Several
avalanches from the mountains came down—at

one point several himdred acres came off from
the westerly angle of Mount Monroe. This ava-

lanche pressed down an immense mass of rocks,

earth and trees, covering deep at the foot a large

e.xtent of land with the mighty body of mountain
brought down. The track of mountain scaled off

at this point may be seen at the distance of many
miles. All about these mountains at that time

there were avalanches. The Saco river has
main source on the north side of the celebrated
Notch or narrow defile extending two miles in
length between two huge cliffs which were either
rent asunder by some'great convulsion or else
worn out in the lapse of ages by the constant
ovei-flowing of the waters. The entrance of the
chasm on the north-west side is formed by two
rocks standing perpendicular at the distance of
twenty-two feet from each other. Through this
chasm fioiy towards the east the head waters of
the Saco river, this river and the Amonoosuck
having their sources at no great distance and
nearly interlocking each other before taking their
direct course. Within the notch, at a spot where
the mountains on either side fall away from each
other, stands a house erected and kept for the
piu-pose of entertaining and accommodating the
travellers passing over this road, especially in

winter. At the time of the outbreak of waters,
this house was owned and occupied by Mr. Sam-
uel Willey. An avalanche came dow"n from the
mountain directly in the rear of the house ; and
striking a rock above which was fixed too deep
to be removed, the current of rocks and earth
parted at a short distance from the house leaving
that untouched, but sweeping down at both ends,
taking the stable entirely off on the one hand and
filling up the road on both ends and covering the
land below. The family cousi.sting of Mr. Wil-
ley, his wife, a hired man and six children, were
all overwhelmed in this calamity, and not a living
soul remained to carry intelligence to the nearest
neighbor who resided at the distance of about six
miles. It was evident, if the family had all re-
mained in the house that none of them would
have been hurt. A slide had come down a few
days previous ; and Mr. Willey, alarmed at that,

had made some preparation to remove from the
place. The slide took place in the darkness of
the ui^ht ; and it is conjectured that, alarmed by
the noise of its first movement, the family left the
house expecting to retieat to a place of safety in

the open air. A considerable time elapsed, as the
road above and below was destroyed, before dis-

covery of the disaster was made : the bodies of
a portion of the sufferers were foimd at a dis-

tance trom each other : some of them were never
found.

I had travelled over this road and visited the
Willey house, passing overall the triountaius from
the top of Mount Washington to the Notch, sev'
eial years before this disaster: I passed through
the Notch two or three years afterwartis, taking
particular notice of the mighty rents which the
sudden discharge of waters had made in the

mountains, the changes it had effected in the

course of the rivers, the washing away in some
places as well as the filling up of the road at oth-

er places. I paused and rested as I had been
at the VVilley house, which had never been

occupied by a family at the time of either of my
visits that always took place in the summer sea-

son. I marked at the first time after the slides

had come down that the road was filled with
rocks and that kind of gravel which we some-
titnes see in washed highways more sterile to ap-
pearance than pure white saud such as is com-
monly found on some pond or lakes or the shore
of the sea. The rocks had been cleared from the

carriage path, and the travelled track was in that

condition which left the wheel to bury itself in

the ground as it passed to the depth of the felloe.

I again visited this interesting si)Ot in the sum-
mer of 1838. The matter brought down from the

mountain by the avalanche remained in its posi-

tion ; but the change that had taken place sur
sed me. There had been neither maniue nor

cultivation applied here—no cattle ranged about
these premises. The light porous gravel upon
the road and its sides had changed into a black

vegetable mould ; the tall timothy or herdsgrass

was growing upon it—the natural white clover

was in luxuriant growth and bloom ; and most
magnificent raspberries had spontaneously sprimg
up upon the same ground. The soil upon which
this vegetation was growing had come out of the

very bosom of the sterile mountain. The action

of the atmosphere must have been the almost ex-

clusive agent to accomjilish this great work of
nature in the midst of the niounlains. After my
last visit to this spot, I conversed with Doct.
Jackson of Boston, who has been employed by
the States of Maine, Rhode Island and New
Hampshire, to make a geological examination and

survey of those States. He did not readily fall
into my doctrine that the mountain, per se,"con-
tained the elements of fertility. But during the
past season he has visited and particularly obser-
ved the 8|>ot which I had pointed out, and he
concedes to it all the capability that I claim for
It. The rock of the mountain he says is Felspar

;and this decomposed produces Silica, Alumina.
Potassium or Soda aud a portion of Lime. This
material he admits contains all the elements of
lertdity, and only requires that vegetable aid
which It will naturally derive from the surround-
ing forest to become productive. His facts and
reasoning have convinced me that the farmers
who occupy the beautiful alluvion grounds upon
the Connecticut, the Androscoggin and the Saco,
are much indebted to the magnificent mountains
1 have been describing for the richness of their
lands and for the excellent health which pervades
their valleys, coming down with the disintegrated
matter and the pure water which floats it onward
towards the ocean.
Of the higher White Jlountains the scientific

gentleman who is engaged in their examination
informs me that no traces of the valuable and
useflil metals, as yet, have been discovered upon
their surface or in the beds excavated by the ava-
lanches ; the Indians had a tradition that there
were carbuncles and precious gems upon the
ojien grounds of the mountains above the region
of vegetation, which were kept from the posses-
sion of mortals by the enchantment which sur-
rounded them. The notion probably originated
in the fact that travelling in the sunshine the re-
flection of isolated rock crystal strikes upon the
eye at a distance with dazzling brightness, which
entirely disappears on change of position or on
approaching to the spot where it was first obser-
ved : these 'appearances are frequent upon the
open upper grounds of the.se mountains, and have
probably given them the name of the Criisial

Hills.

But if the main mountains are destitute of
minerals the numerous spurs that grow our of
them on different sides will probably hereafter
present mineral riches of which the present in-
liabitauts have no conception. In the vicinity of
the Franconia mountains, seventeen to twenty
miles south-west of Mount Washington, the na-
tive iron ore yielding from 56 to 63 per cent, has
been smelted, wrought aud manufactured for
some forty years: it is said to he the richest ore
yet worked in the United States. On a spur of
the White Mountains in an opposite direction ad-
jacent to the State of Maine to the south-east
from Mount Washington is the isolated town of
Jackson containing fifty to sixty recently cleared
fjirnij. Doct. .lackson made this town among the
mountains which has only a single outlet down a
considerable stream uniting with the waters of
the Saco river, a place for reconnoisance, in
which he was assisted by the voluntary aid of the
intelligent farmers who accompanied him in

mass. He found there the first considerable mass
of tin ore known to exist within the United
States—an ore which is |)eculiar only to the old-
est coal formations in Europe:—he "found like-

; in the same town abundance of rich iron
ore, yielding 85 per cent, a single vein of which
he ascertained to be thirty-seven feet in diameter

;

such a discovery as if found in Pennsylvania or
other places where iron ore has been extensively
smelted, would be prized as equal at least to the
best gold mine of the country.
Looking to the north and east from Mount

Washington, the eye catches at the foot of the
mountain the buildings at first uearei in Randolph
aud beyond that in Shelburue, and over both the
Umbagog lake which furnishes the head waters
of Androscoggin river. Into the Umbagog lake
from above comes the Margallaway river. As
yet there are few or no permanent settlements
ujion this lake and the stream above it: they arc-

near the line north and south which divides the
States of Maine and New Hampshire. Still fur-

ther north-east stretch the ridge of mountain
highlands designated as the boundary between
Lower Canada and the United States by the trea-

ty with Great Britain of 1783: this mountain
ridge varies from fifteen hundred to three thou-
sand feet elevation above the ocean. The high-
est elevation at the extremis uorth-east forujing

that point in the highlands which intersects with
the ancient north-west angle of Nova Scolia is

about twenty-eight hundred feet higher than the
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bed of Ihe sea, as ascertained by DocL JacksoD.

This part of the mouiitaiu ridge is not primitive

like the Crystal Hills : it is new red sandstone

belongin<r to the coal formation. That indefati-

gable civil engineer and scholar, Capt. Alden Par-

tridge, in the year 1817 traversed the whole of

this line of mountains, taking observations. The
pretended highlands recently discovered by the

British comnnssioners snutli of St. John are sta-

ted nowhere to exceed eleven himdred feet above

the level of the ocean. There are a few moun-

tains of considerable elevation near the sources

o( the Kennebeck and the Penobscot: of the lat-

ter, Mount Katadin, which may he seen from

Bangor fifty miles up the Penobscot bay, rises

5300 feet above the ocean.

The mountain streams, particularly those in the

northern region of New Hampshire, are rife with

salmon trout, a fish of more delicious flavor than

any other that sjiorts in American waters—as

much superior to the peich and suckers and chubs

that are to be found in sluggish pools and streams,

as the running water of the cold mountain brook is

more grateful to the parched throat than the stand-

ing liquid of a summer frog pond. The sport of

trout-fishiug among the mountains has an air of

romance tempting to the inhabitant of the city to

journey many miles for its enjoyment. Those
who by instinct or education know how to handle

the fly or the minnow, who can await with pa-

tience the reached out arm long in the same po-

sition for a " glorious nibble"—who can leap oyer

log and stump, through bush and brake, angling

at the turu of an eddy, the tail of a weed bed, or

at the foot of a noisy waterfall, and enjoy the

sport with the gusto of Izake Walton one
htmdrcd and fifty years ago—such as these know
how to appreciate the pleasures of trout-fishing.

No food ever tasted better than a supper of

trout at the White Mountain House on returning

ti'om my last freezing expedition in the month of

August 1836. The hungry vi.>iitants expected
their sharpened appetites would soon exhaust the

stock of fresh trout held by the mountain land-

lord ; but before nine o'clock at night au inhahi-

taut brought in an addition of twenty-five or thir-

ty pounds which lie that afternoon had angled

from a stream running down the side of the

Pnndicherry mountain. This was by no means
eipial to the fishing on the Margallaway last sum-
mer by two young men, Doct. Jackson's assist-

ants in the geological examination : in a little

more than one hour they took from that stream

one himdred pounds of trout. The skill of the

exiierlenced angler is hardly requisite where the

waters and nmuniain streams are so much more
abundaiit tli.cii the Mien who have time and incli-

nation for lliP sport.

Of the auinials that formerly tenanted these

mountain regions lew that are ferocious remain.

The bears sometimes make havoc among the

sheep in the isolated settlements surrounded by

mnntitain and forest: in such cases the neigh-

borhoods turn out and make common cause in

conquering the enemy. A species of wild cat,

the Siberean lynx, are also common which proy

upon the domestic animals. Wolves likewise

continue to exist in no very great numbers.
Beavers, otters and other furred animals, are

taken in num!)ers by several experienced hunts-

men of that region. Formerly this was the re-

sort of the moose, which was sliot so identifully

that his meat was a common food to the first set-

tlers. Deer continue to be numerous among tin-

mountains, and would much increase .innually. il

is said, if the wolves were hinited off t!i(> grounds.

Southerly of ilie White Mountain Notch there is

an area of mountains from twenty to forty miles

over, many of the valleys of which are not often

frequented by man. In these vallies the deer
herd like a fold of sheep in the winter, feeding

upon browse : during the time of deep snows
they hardly leave their places of shelter ; the

lii'Mtsnian on snow shoes comes down upon
thr-m and desjiatches ll'eni with liltle ado.

Deer stalUiiis; in l"!u!:ipe has so many fascina-

ti<i!!S tint the proprirtoi-s of extensive districts of
land appro]iri:ite tlnMn es|ipri.illy for this pur-
pose: this mode of hunting is called deer stalk-

ing where it is practised in countries so wild and
precipitous as to renilrr the piu-suit of them with
horses and dogs impracii.T.lile. Blaine, an En-
glish author on Rural Sports, observes that

'there must be some peculiar charm in this

sport, similar to that of huntinjf the chamois,

which although it holds out almost an equal

chance of destruction at one time or other, nev-

ertheless appears to entwine itself more and
more round the heart as its dangers increase."

The late Duke of Athol. (he says,) was an in-

stance of this devotion to deer stalking, to the

exclusion of most other sports: he pursued it al-

most to Ihe day of his death. Deer stalking is

confined principally to the Highlands of Scot-

land, embracing some of the most interesting

scenery imaginable. The highland forests, be-

ing the properly of men of rank and wealtli, to

this day are pieserved for the accommodation of

wild game, particularly of red deer. The forest

of the Duke of Athol, set apart for red deer, is

said to include a hundred thousand English
acres. This vast tract has been benefitted by

tree planting of its noble owner which, according
to Dr. M'CuUoch, amounted to thirty millions in

number. The forests of the Earl of Sutherland,
including bens or mountainous regions rising in

Alpine grandeur to a vast height, and termina-

ting ID the beautiful lochs of Naver, Veallach and
Corr, at their feet, occupied a tract of hunting
grounds of fifty miles in length and from ten to

thirty in breadth. The forest of Marr, fifteen by
nine miles; the extensive deer haunts in Ross-
shire ; the forest of Corrichbah owned by the

Marquis of Breadalhane, whom Baine character-

izes as a general lover of sporting, who had rev-

elled in the trouting of the Scotch rivers and
lakes, and whose boat had been often seen on
Locli Lomond, that boast of the Scotch and the

admiration of every beholder;—are among some
of the districts devoted to deer stidking in Scot-

land.

The beauty and grandeur of scenery in Scot-

land or Switzerland or any other country of Eu-
rope, cannot exceed that of the mountain region

which I have been describing. What magnifi-

cent landscape will compare with the different

vie>vs at the Notch—with the Silver Caseade, half

a mile from its entrance issuing from the moun-
tain eight hundred feet above the subjacent val-

ley, passing over almost perpendicularly a series

of rocks so little broken as to preserve the ap-

pearance of a uniform current, and yet so Ihr dis-

turbed as to be perfectly white?—^>vith the Flume
at no gi-eat distance liilling over three precipices

from llie height of two hundred and fifty feet

—

down the two first, in a single current, and over
the last in three, uniting again at the bottom in a

basin fiamed by the hand of nature, perhaps by
the wearing of the waters, in the rocks ?—with
the impencling rocks directly overhead on either

side to a vast liciijlit rent nsuniler by that Power
which tiisl npheiivid the mountains, leaving bare-

ly S])ace I'm- the liitid stream of the Saco and the

road to pass?— uith the track of the aw fid ava-
lanches at no great distance on cither side com-
ing down from the height, throwing rock.s, trees

and earth across the defile, damming up the
stream and forcing it to seek new channels, and
covering up or carrying away clean to the surface
of the hard rock the long travelled road ?

If the eye is not here sated with the grandeur
and beauty of the stupendous works of the Al-
nfighty, aiul the changes he has wrought, let the

traveller pass into the Franconia Notch, near the

source of Ihe Merrimack river twenty miles south-

erly of the Wliite Mountain Notch. At various
points there have been marked upon the sides of
mountains resemblances of parts of the human
face, as the nose, the Jlps, and mouth, and the
chin and neck. The greater age and decay of
the higher primitive mountains of New Hamp-
shire, striking off or washing away the decotnpo
sing felspar or naked rock, make these figures of
parts of the human face or body more pointed
and conspicuous than the Anthony's no.se in the
Uighlainls upon the Hudson, or the Nose and
Chin, the loftiest summit of the Green Moun-
tain range in Man.sfield. Vermont. The Man of
the Mountain at Franconia Notch has long been
personiited and apostrophized : his covered head
is the sure forerunner of the thunder shower or
storm ; and in the world of fiction he is made the

main agent of the mountain ger.ii who bewilder
and mislead the benighted traveller, and whose
lodgement is in the rocky caverns hitherto unfre-

quented by the human tread. ThePrqfile is perched
at the height of more than a thousand feet : the

solid rock presents a side view or profile of thc

human fiice, every feature of whicli in the dui-

proportion is conspicuous : it is no inanimate

profile—it looks the living mau as if his voice

could reach to the pro))ortionate distance of its

greater size. The face of the old man, like every
thing human, is destined to change— it will fall

away as the mountiiin rock of which it is a part

is doomed to be broken oft' ami carried down to

ti^rtilize the valley below. But a short time be-

fore I last saw him, his cravat had fallen into the

receptacle of things whose identity becomes
lost upon earth ; and his now naked neck made
him resemble the huge front and chest of some
finned Grecian or Roman gladiator.

The Franconia gorge is one of those i)oint3

where the waters of the Connecticut long flowed

rnak'ng up the greater volume of the more an-

cient river of Merrimack which comes down
fi-om the north, receiving several branches from

the east and west before it passes by the capital

of New Hampshire : from Concord this Notch is

due north about sixty miles; and although moun-
tain is piled on mountain on either hand, for sev-

enty-five miles there are few roads more level in

any direction than this pass among the mountains

:

a railroad either through this pass north and
south or from it east and west in the midst of

seemingly impassable moimtains may be con-

structed perhaps with more easy facility than

over apparently level routes upon the sea coast.

In the making "of railroads there is a literal veri-

fication of the Holy Scripture :
" Every valley

shall he exalted, and every mountain and hill

shall be made low ; and the crooked shall be

made straight, and the rough places plain :" No
p,-u-t of America presents so good roads as we
find in the alpine towns of New England.

Within the last few years the roads have been

constructed upon the principle of avoiding all

rise and fiill except what is necessary in sur-

mounting the lowest point of any given height

The enterprise of our peojde sto[is not until the

course of every considerable road is changed
where a rise of more than lour degrees is en-

countered. Those who visit the mountain re-

gion of New Hampshire will find the roads a-

round the passes as easy as the travelled stage

roads in any part of the United States, and the

scenery much more interesting than upon any
level champaign country.

The subsiditig waters at the Franconia notch

have left bodies of water, like the lochs so cele-

l«-ated in the Scottish Highlands, flowing through

the Femigewassett branch of the Merrimack on
the one hand and the Wild Ammonoosiick to tlie

Connecticut river on the other. This mountain
region to the east and west, until recently, has
been considered of little value. The township of
Lincoln in the mountains long contained only a
single family keeping a house of entertainment
upon the Notch road. The census just taken
has increased the number of lamilics to more
than twenty. Up one of the tributary streams
several thousand acres of nearly level land cover-

ed with a beautiful growth of timber have been
opened: the quality of the soil is excellent; and
young men find as little difficulty in making pro-
ductive farms upon it as in any part of the coun-
try. Up another of the tributary .streams a path
was cut within a year i)ast to a district not em-
braced in any surveyed town: here several hun-
dred thousand feet of elegant clear white pine
timber were cut down ; and the experiment of
floating it down the stream, the only way of
bringing it out, at first considered very dubious,
was completely successful.

This wild ali)ine country, the residence of the
stag, of whom Buftbn says—" his lofty mien, his

elegance and power, are suflicient to distinguish

him from all other inliabitants of the forest"

—

has more attractions than those who have long
lived in sight of them had supposed. As the dif-

ficulties of access are removed, new and beauti-

ful tracts of land in the valleys and upon the
mountain sides are opened to clearing and culti-

vation. Here is the towering white pine running
into the air many feet without a limb, furnishing

the mast of a ship or the main beam of a bridge,

which is worth in its place often over a hundred
dollars: here is the tall and stately maple which
standing in the pride of life produces its fifteen or
twenty pounds of sugar in a season, or when cut
down is manufactured into cabinet work more
henutifid than mahogany : the tall ash, thestindy
hcech and birch, and the evergreen hemlock and
larch grow here as in land of deep virgin soil.

Within twenty years much of this mountain hind
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luis been turned into farms—the stout hard wood
growth has given way to the axe of the settler.

Ahnost the only increase in the agricultural pop-

ulation of New Hampshire during the last ten

years has been in the mountain region, from

which it has been repelled only by the cold win-

ter climate, the object of dread to some, but more

to be desired for health and long life than almost

any other climate on earth. 1 know a family of

sons and daughters born upon the side of the lof-

ty Moosehillock which mounts nearly five thou-

sand feet above the ocean, thirteen ofwhom aver-

aged more than six feet each in height ; and this

family has repeatedly turned out its three thou-

sand pounds of maple sugar annually, made at

that season when iarmers who have no sugar

trees are lying upon their oars.

Werner says " the vast sandy plains of Sartany

and Africa retained their inhabitants in the sliape

of wandering shepherds. The granite moun-
tains and the low calcareous plains gave rise to

different manners, and different degrees of

wealth and intelligence." The spirit of Liberty

dwells upon the mountains and among the hills.

Look to the Highlands—to the

" Scots who hae with Wiillace bled,

§cot3 whom Bruce had often led"'

—

Look to Switzerland—to William Tell—to the

Tyrolese,
•' Where the song of freedom soiindeth''

—

to the Circassians upon the Caucasus now con-

tending for Liberty against the whole power of
Russian despotism. Can we find in the plain

country of any nation on earth samples of a val-

orous, a chivalrous, an indomitable spirit such as

these ? Where is the district of country that can
present a race of men more devoted to liberty

and independence, more courageous and daring,

than those who came from the hill and moun
tain towns ofNew England to fight the enemiei

of the country at Lexington and Bunker Hill.'

Such men as Rogers and Stark in their

shoes in the war of 175G could do more with a

single company of Rangers, natives of New Ei
gland mountain towns, to keep at bay and annoy
the French and savage foe, than Lord Howe's en-

tire command of several thousand British troops

I wish not to tempt the farmers who have
flourished upon the easy soil of the seaboard,

who enjoy all the wealth of prosperous industry,

in reclaiming thousands of acres, originally as

rough and uninviting as our wild mountains can

be ;"l wish not to tempt them from their com-
fortable retreats and the improvementg made
with their own hands. A deer or fox chase on
horseback would be much more inviting upon
the plains of Jersey or Long Island, than deer

stalking upon Catskill, Moosehillock, or the Fran-

conia iriountains. He who has earned his ease

ought not to be enticed into hardship ; although

we" often find our greatest blessings in our most
severe labor and om- most painful hardships.

The mountain region of New Hampshire has

been denominated the Switzerland of America.

Our scenery is surpassed in beauty by no scene-

17 on earth. Coming down from our

tains, I would direct your attention to our beau-

tiful lakes. The eye never traced a more
splendid prospect than the view from Red Hill,

now situated in the new county of Carroll, forty-

five miles north-east from the capital of the

granite state, near one of the principal stage-

roads leading to the White Mountains. The
view from Mount Washington shows the liigl

mountains aroiuid as successive dark waves of

the sea at your feet, and all other objects, the vi

lages and sea, ns more indistinct from their dii

tance. The view from Red Hill, an elevation of

some twenty-fivo hundred feet, which is gained

on horseback, brings all objects distinctly to the

naked eye. On the one hand the Winnipiseo-

gee lake twenty-two miles in length with its bays

and islands and surrounding villages and farms
of parti-colored fields, spreads out like a field of
glass at the south-east. Loch Lomond with all

its splendor and beauty presents no scenery that

is not equalled in the environs of the Winnipis-
eogee. Its suite of hills and mountains serve as

a contrast to increase its splendor. We stand on
the higher of the three points of the Red Hill,

limited every where by regular circular lines

and elegant in its figure beyond most other moun-
tains. The autumnal foliage, overspreading in

the season after vegetation has been arrested by

the frosts the ranges of mountains, is a beauty

our scenery that has never been described by
inhabitant of Great Britain, because no such

scenery ever there existed. It results from a mix-

ture of the evergreen with trees whose leaves

are deciduous. Their verdure is changed by

the frost, so as to present in variety of color the

most splendid beauties of nature. Many tinc-

tures are often found upon the same tree. " Dif-

ferent sorts of trees, (says Dr. Dwight,) are sus-

ceptible of different degrees of beauty. Among
these the maple is pre-eminently distinguished

by the great varieties, the finish, the intense lus-

tre of its hues, varying through all the dyes, be-

tween a rich green and the most jjerfect crim-

son." Facing the east at the right of the lake we
discover the range of Gunstock moinitains run-

ning down some twelve or fifteen miles, and at

the lef\ hand on the north-east the Great Ossipee

mountain range of about equal extent. Nearly

surrounded by mountains, the lake depends

mainly for its supply of water U()on its own
springs : there are several ponds at a higher ele-

vation of the basin which communicate with the

lake, the outlets of which with other mountain

rivulets furnish sites for mills and machinery.

There are excellent farms in the several town-

ships surrounding the lake, as well as upon the

islands of the lake itself. To those who doubt

the feasibility of the land so far north, the fact

may be stated that Indian corn which requires

length of season and a hot sun is here produced

as readily as in the State of Connecticut or in the

counties of Now York up the north river. Re-

peatedly upon the islands of Winnipiseogee lake

has a greater crop of Indian corn been taken

from the land than has been presented in any

other printed account I have ever seen of a crop

in New England: one hundred and thirty-one

bushels of shelled corn to the acre by two per-

sons in the year 1839, and more than that num-

ber of bushels in the year 1840, were produced

These extraordinary crops were due as much tc

the preparation of ground and excellent culture

as to the capacity of the land ; but land which

under any circumstances would produce

such a crop must be set down as worthy the oc-

upation of any farmer. The soil of the islands

is the same as that found upon the mountains

and adjacent elevations—not alluvion, but prim'

five soil of granite and gneiss with the hard pan.

The mountains themselves in all directions are

becoming extensively cultivated for pastures

wherever there is soil : the best of these pastures

are said to be where the surface of the ground is

one third or one fourth covered with rock

Over most of the isolated mountains since the

country was settled the fires have been suffered

to run," so that the lai-ge trees and even the soil

itself in some places have been burnt off to tht

naked rock. The mountain pastures turn off

the fattest cattle : they attract more rain from

their greater height, and are less liable to drought.

Some of the best grazing farms in New Hamp-
shire are upon the moinitains. Passing on the

north side of the Great Ossipee in the summer
of 1839, I observed a flock of children who had

just left a school house—(for our mountain chil-

dren as well as the more wealthy children of the

cities are well instructed in the rudiments of ed-

ucation, and many of them become eminent as

instructors or in the liberal professions in distant

States)—turn into a road concealed every where

but at its entrance where there was a mill on a

stream running from the side of the mountain :

on inquiry I found that this little flock of some

twenty were born and belonged in the basin of

the mountain a mile or t«o above, where several

fine farms had been cleared. The view of the

lake and its environs from Red Hill is beautiful

beyond my feeble jjowers of description. But

turning westward we have a still nearer view

from the same eminence of Squam lake, another

"splendid sheet of water, indented by points,

arched with coves, and stud<led with a succession

of romantic islands:" this is six miles long and

about three miles broad. Like the Winnipiseo-

gee the waters of Squam lake are remarkably

pure, and both are stored with lake trout, a spe-

cies differing somewhat from the mountain trout

and weighing from two to eighteen iiounds : these

trout are taken generally with baited hook

through the ice in the winter.

The prospect from Red Hill is nnt>.onfined to

the two lakes: to the north and east it embraces

beyond the two villages of Sandwich the White
Face Mountains and the Jecorway peak with oth-

er mountains eastward in the Slate of Maine to-

gether with the valley and amphitheatre of the
Bear Camp river and the Ossipee lake, another
beautiful sheet of silver water which discharges
itself through the Saco in the State of Maine.
From the Red Hill looking west and south we
descry the Cardigan, the Kearsarge, the Monad-
nock, and the two beautiful prominences low
down upon the Merrimack whose Indian appel-
lation is Un-can-nu-nuck.

If Mr. Jefferson thought a single point upon
the Potomack where that river breaks through
the Blue Ridge to be worth to the European ob-
server a voyage across the Atlantic, will it be
deemed extravagant if I should say to the inhab-
itants of a town or city of the United States any
where along the Atlantic ocean, that the Notch
of the White Hills, the Notch of the Franconia
mountains, the Cascade or the Flume, or the

Face of the Old Man, or the view liom Red Hill,

one alone or all together, are worth ten times the

expense and labor of a journey of one hundred,

five hundred or one thou.sand iniles? Ladies

and Gentlemen, I hope hereafter the pleasure of

hearing that many of those now present have

been induced to visit our mountain region : it will

be a high gratification to meet them personally

on their retiu'u, assured that they will reproach

mo with having presented no exaggerated view

of " the Moinitains of New England, their Soil

and Agriculture."

Interesting Philosophical Facts.—Soiuid

travels at the rate of 1149 feet per second in the

air, 49(i0 in water, 11,090 in cast iron, 17,000 in

steel, 18,000 in glass, and from 433C to 17,000 in

wood.
Mercury freezes at 38 degr. Fahrenheit, and

becomes a solid mass, mallsable under the ham-
mer.
The greatest height at which visible clouds

ever exist does not extend ten miles.

Air is about 816 times lighter than water.

The ])ressure of the atmosphere upon every

square foot of the earth amounts to 21C01bs. An
ordinary sized man, supposing his suri'ace to be_

14 square feet, sustains the enormous pressure of

30,240 lbs.

Heat rarifiesairto such an extent that it may
be made to occupy 5,500 times the space it did

before.

The violence of the expansion of water when
freezing is sufficient to cleave a globe of copper

of such thickness as to require a force of 28,000

lbs to produce the same effect.

During the conversion of ice into water, 140

degrees of heat are absorbed.

Wrter, when coiyerted into steam, increases in

bulk 1800 times.

One hundred pounds of the water of the Dead
Sea contains 45 lbs. of salt.

The mean annual depth of rain that fiills at

the Equator is 96 inches.

Assuming the temperature of the interior of

the earth to increase uniformly as we descend at

the rate of 1 degree in46ft'et,at tlie dnptli of (JO

miles it will amount to480,000 degrees Fahrenheit

a degree of heat sufficient to fuse all known
substances.

The explosive force of closely confined gun-

powder is six and a half tons to the square

inch.

Thunder can be heard at the distance of 30

miles.

Hailstones sometime fall with a velocity of

113 feet in a second, and rain at 34 Ihet in a sec-

ond.
The greatest artificial cold ever )>n)duc(;d is 91

decrees Fahrenheit.

Electricity moves with a greater velocity than

light, which" traverses 900,000 miles of s|iace in a

second of time.

Lightning can be .seen by reficetiou at the

distance of 200 luWes.—The jV. Y. Tribune.

The Dairy.-The annual produce of the Dai-

ry in the State of New York is set down in the

census returns at §10,497,033 ; that of Vermont

at $4,892,097 ; Massachusetts $2,273,', 19 ; New
Hampshire $ 1,.58.5,955 ; Virginia *l,454,8til ;

Connecticut Sl,365,653; New Jersey .«1 31.5,C7(J;

Teiinesee 8930,003 ; Indiana $751,471; Mary-

land ilf466.55.^.
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Horses.

SciclBE BT A Horse.—A horse at Louisville

becoming restive in his f^t-ar, reared, floundered,

pitched, &c. and in hiM operations dashed his

brains out upon the paVLinenl. Strange tliat hor-

ses will act so nnicli like rational beings.

—

JVorth-

eni Paper.
Stopping a Horse.—As a horse harnessed to

a cA«r-n-A/«nc was yesterday running off at full

speed down the faubourg St. Martin, a locksmith

boldly placed himself in the middle of the street,

and, in spite of all the warnings of the bystan-

ders, tiuietly awaited the arrival of the frightened

animal. On the horse reaching hitn, he, with the

greatest presence of mind, seized it l)y the nose

with such force as to throw it to the ground. A
crowd soon assembled, in the midst of which
the bold locksmith walked away. A woman had

been knocked down by the vehicle in its progress,

but was not seriously injured.

—

French Paper.

VVe once saw a horse who had killed himself

with a scythe, and was said to have committed
suicide by cutting his throat; but it was, as the

jury said, "accidental suicide." The cythe hung
over a fence by which he was feeding ; and as

he raised his head suddenly, it cut his neck just

at the junction with the liead, and killed him in-

stantly.

Last week a dray horse on the Neck, after a

bard drive, was unharnessed, to refresh himself
by a roll. While rolling with his legs in the air.

a cracking of a bone wa.s twice distinctly heard.

It was tound that by some muscular convulsion
one of his legs was broken in two places, and, as

an act of humanity, he was shot We have heard
of a powerful man breaking his arm by the eon-
traction of the muscles in striking at an antag-

onist, whom the blow did not reach.; but this is

the first instance we have heard of a similar frac-

ture among (juadrupeds. Probably previous o-

ver-work had caused morbid and violent muscu-
lar action.

We once marked a fine sorrel belonging to

Mr. , in , who day after day ainused
himself with a practical joke on some hogs.

—

He would, while grazing on the green w ith them,
edge cautiously and watchfully along, until he
got them between himself and the river bank,
and then suddenly backing his ears and winnow-
ing, he would dash at them and drive them over
the bluff; and as they went rolling and scram-
bling to the water's edge, he would crane over
the brink to see the fun, with a silent horse-

laugh. We have heard of horse-laughs, but nev-
er saw one executed by a horse before or since.

The hogs never seeming to understand the joke,

exposed themselves often to its repetition ; and
as often as they did so he rej^ated the same sly

approach and sudden rush, until he seemed per-

fect in his tactics and never weary of his fun.

Other horses are trained to do clever things, but

that was an original genius. There was some-
thing human in it; and we enjoyed it as much as

when we see human swine absorbed in their

earthly instiucts, and rooting sordidly on in one
dull routine ofselfishness, flurried and turned top-

sy turvy by the mischievous humor of some
shrewd wag, who has a soid above vegatables.
We dare say the pigs thought the sorrel took lib-

erties, and were as indignant at his indecorum as
a buzzard is with a boy who pelts one of them
with a corn cob; yet tliey put themselves in the
vvay of being worried again, just as we see the
victims of the Circe of complacent vanity, or
the soulless drudges of venality, day after day stu-

pidly following their noses to the brink of an up-
set—and when startled and tumbled over, indig-
nantly grunting and squeaking, and coining back
to be turned over again, and never thinking of
thanking the superior animal for not turning in

seriously and kicking them to death.— CAar.'ps-
toit Memmj.

The Contrast.

I.

Do you see that proud, overbearing man, riding
in his jiiUled carriage? Look! he stops before a
magnificent mansion, and liveried lacquies, obedi-
ent to his call, assist him to descend.
Do you see that poor jiiiseralile boy, wlio.=e tat-

tered clothes scare. ]., shi, I, | lilm from the in-
clemency of the weuili., ;- Mark! with a beseech-
ing look he soliiits-tl,;. ,„.|| man to purchase a
pencil, or a card of pm.s : ,u„l Ixliold how con-
tem|)tuously he is spuriied !

Twenty-five years ago that pompous man was
as poor, as friendless, and as wretched as the ur-

chin whom he despises.

II.

Twenty-five years have passed since that day.

The same parties meet : lo ! the contrast.

The once poor boy stands in the pride of man-
hood, active, intelligent, rich. A lovely woman,
his wife, leans upon his arms and three blooming
girls are by bis side. Grace in every action, l)e-

nevolence in every expression, and affluence

smiles in his unostentatious adornments.
An old man approaches. The tottering step,

the thread-bare g.irments, and the painful ex-

pression that frets in every feature, too plaiidy de-

note a man of want and wo. Better dead, than
thus to drag on a miserable existence

!

This may at the first blush appear to some an
improbable romance. It is truth.

III.

In a country like ours, there is no man, howev-
er poor, if aided by industry, economy, and vir-

tue, but may rise from the lowest ranks of socie-

ty to the highest. The knowledge of this fact is

a blessed incitement to the young, and cheers
them on to struggle nobly in the paths which lead
to honor and independence, despite tlie thousjmd
obstacles that ojijiose their course.

IV.

There is no man, however affluent, but by
extravagance, and bad morals, may fall from
his high estate, and close bis days in peniu'y and

Let none despise the poor because of their po-
verty : let none flatter the rich because of their

wealth. We may conquer poverty ; wealth may
subdue us. All men of equal virtue are equals.
If one man possesses more intelligence than his

fellows, though that of itself may not elevate
him in the ranks of the good, yet it brings him
added respect, and wins a willing admiration from
all men. " The good alone are great."

from the Farmers' Cabinet.

The Farmer's Diary.
Conversing with a friend in Delaware on the

very general rust which has befallen the wheat-
crop in that part of the country the present sea-
son, he assured me the evil had been the work of
a few hours only; the thick, moist and hot at-
inosphere of a certain Wednesday in June, hav-
ing been the cause of the prostration of their
hopes, which had, until then, been bright and
most promising. On my return home, I turned
to my diary, and read the following entries, which
to my mind fully corroborate the views which he
had taken, and go to prove the truth of the theo-
ry, that rust is occasioned by atmospherical influ-
ence.

Tuesday, 22d June. Therm. 72deg. ; consi-
derable rain, close and warm ; afternoon excess-
ively close and hot.

Wednesday, 23d June. Therm. aSdeg. ; close,
cloiiily, moist and hot ; a trying time for the
wheat. Lookout for blight, mildew artd rust;
rain about noon, excessively sulti-y.

Thursday, 24lh June. Therm. 93deg. at noon,
hot and clear, the reverse of yesterday, by no
means so oppressive. It is hojied the wheat will
recover from the effects of yesterday.

Friday, 25th June. Therm. 83deg.; a close,
thick, hot day ; at noon, heavy rain until 5 o'clock,
with therm, 77(leg., a dread time for the wheat.

Saturday, 20th June. Therm. 77deg. ; close,
damp pnd hot in the morning; at noon clear.

Is it not .strange, that every one concerned in the
state of the weather does'not keep a diary ? I

procured mine from the recommendation at page
190 of the Cabinet for January, and it is a perpet-
ual source of interest and pleasure to look back
to its pages and read those " prophecies of the
past " as they have been called, and benefit by ob-
servation and reflection on things gone by : by
them 1 have been convinced that theie is such a
tiling as weather-ivisdom, and find myself becom-
ing quite an adept in the science. H.
The foregoing diary was kept in the State of

Pennsylvania, where there was abundance of
rain in June, of which we in many parts of New
England were entirely destitute. Thus far, if

we have suffered from drought, our crops are al-

most entirely free from blight and mildew. Rye
and oats that were in situations to be unaffected
with drought were never better filled than dur-

ing the present year. The rye upon the newly
cleared fields on our mountains is most magnifi-

cent : twenty-five bushels to the acre is a com-
mon crop. Our enterprising townsman, Capt.

Samuel Blake, senior, last year purchased a lot

high up on Kearsarge—a lot which looks down
upon and over the Merrimack river valley as far

as the eye can reach. Upon this land he laid out,

if we mistake not, sixty days work, taking his

hands with liim from Concord—fidling the large

trees, burning over, piling and clearing off tlie

huge logs upon 17 acres: the whole expense
probably not exceeding sixty dollars. His crop
of rye, if it be only twenty bushels to the acre,

will be more than three hundred bushels ; and,

supposing it to take the value of sixty days more
for securing, housing and thrashing the crop, his

rye will cost him less than fifty cents the bushel.

If the land cost three dollars the acre, the first

crop will more than reimburse the whole cost

;

and he will have beautiful pasture lawd at free

cost, valued at ten dollars tlie acre, and really

worth twice that amount.
After all, we may not have suffered ^o much

from the drought in tliis vicinity as had been sup-

posed. It is true that on some spots labor has
been nearly lost in the cultivation of corn and
potatoes ; but the grain, wherever it has grown,
is excellent—the hay, although less in quantity,

is much better in quality. Where the drought
has not curled the Indian corn, there will yet be
good crops. The potatoes, in many cases, have
escaped ; and we have reason to believe there

will be fine crops of an excellent quality, where
the vines ai-e yet green. If we have suffered

from drought,"there are hundreds of our fields

that derive a great benefit (iom escaping the

blight and mildew.

—

Ed. F. M. Visitor.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Calais, Vl., July'J,\U\.
Mr. Editor—Dear Sir:—At the request of a friend

and patron of your useful paper, I send you these lines fol-

lowing. Should you Ihmk them worthy the Farmer's no-
tice lira place in your paper, you are at hberty to use
theni

:

THK FARMER'S SONG.
Come, Farmers who rise with the lark in the morn,
.\nd Joyfully echo the musical horn,
Your voices now raise, singing—'' Never/ear toil,''

For remember you're christened the " Lords of the Soil."

The very first man put his hand to the plough
By command, and eat bread through the sweat of the

Then Adam had no one his household to guide

—

A deip sleep came o'er him ; none to wake far and wide :

That sleep brought a blessing instead of a broil,

For wives are companions with lords of the soil.

Our statesmen the best were enured to the field.

Those ablest in council, in war last to yield ;

When met by op'posers mid ruin and spoil,

Their foes did acknowledge them lords of the soil.

On Eric, at Plattsburgh—Orleans' British bands,
Learned that farmers could catch musket balls with their

the wi

From these han

Agriculture, employment, by God designed Man,
Is the noblest of all since the world was began

—

Gives vigor of mind, even lengthens our life,

Cheats never a neighbor, shuns discord and strife.

Then come, come ye young men beginning in life

In choosing pursuits choose a Farm and a fiye:
'T is certain the comforts of this life they yield,
Besides the grand title of lords of the field.

Our purest and warmest affection should flow
To the Author of blessings to us here below.
And always remember, while lords of the sod,
To reverence a higher—our creator Gun.

Cause of Inferior Stock.—Some farmers
sell or .slaughter their best stock of cows, ewes,
or sows, and thus destroy all hope of improve-
ment at a blow. Does a heifer show a disposition

to fatten easily.' she is encouraged by feed uniil

fat, and is then sold or eaten, while her fellows,
of the breed of Pharaoh's lean kine, are kejit for

milk or rearing calves, because they are not and
cannot become fit for the butcher. Has a farmer
a sow pig that becomes fat with the feed on
which the rest of his swine are starving? he
gives her over to the knife, and propagates from
land shads and com cribs. Has he a fine, round,
bright-eyed ewe? she will be fat about the time
his half-filled pork barrels are empty, and she is

stripped of her fine .skin and fair proportions.
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simply because she is worth the trouble of kill~

ing, and thus many of our faruiers perjJetuatB a

breed of animals that are a disgrace to the coun-
ti'j : they seem uneasy while they possess an ani-

mal that will draw the attention of their neigh-

bors or the butcher ; and woe be to it, if it put
on a better appearance than its fellows ? From
that time its doom is sealed.

To improve the breed of animals, it is by no
means necessary to incur a great expense in the

purchase of crack stock from distant parts : if

the farmer will take his horse and ride across the
country some fine day, and view the live stock of
his neighbors, he will soon perceive that there

are abundance ofmeans of bettering his circum-
stances by a cross or exchange at but little cost,

and he by this means is improving bis judgment
by comparison, and hoarding up experience for

a future day, that will be of more value to him
than the expense of many such pleasurable ex-

cursions; and improvement once begun and per-
sisted in for a short time, will produce such a
correspondent improvement in the mind and cir-

cumstances of the farmer as will insure its con-
tinuation, and richly reward all his labor and out-

lay. It is only to try it.SelecteiL

Amidst the drought of the present year the

editor of the Visitor has been highly successful
in a crop of oats. Land which yielded less than
half a ton of hay to the acre in the sunnner of
1839, was ploughed up in the sward about the

20th of 3Iay 1840—about forty loads of manure
were spread to the acre ; a portion of it was
turned imder the sod—a portion was ploughed in

to the depth of four inches, and a portion was
simply harrowed under ; and the land produced
a very decent crop of Indian corn and potatoes.

The original sod was hardly disturbed either in

the last year's cultivation or the ploughing of the

present spring. The land was simply ploughed
once the present spring, and six bushels only of
oats sowed upon four acres. The oats came up
so thin that several persons pronounced there
would be nothing of them early in June : they
branched and spread in the course of the summer
so that they were as heavy upon the ground as if

double the quantity had been sowed. Some of
them were five feet in height, and the straws ofthe
size of pipe stems. The whole piece, with the

exception of the tramping and rolling over in

some spots by three unrully boys upon the Sab-
bath, stood up well—much better and stronger

than it would have done had the blades been

more numerous. The i)iece has been carefully

reaped; and the result is two hundred and sevenly-

Jive stooks of twelve bundles each, making twelve

loads which will weigh at least twelve tons. The
opinion is, that the four acres will turn out full

three hundred bushels of oats. We have seen

not another such piece of oats in this part of

New Hampshire : if any man has produced more,

we invite him to communicate the fact through

the columns of the Monthly Visitor.

EfcouRAGE A Fondness for Reading.—Chil-

dren's hooks have been of late years so greatly

multiplied, that there is but little difficulty in

forming in the mind of a child a taste for reading.

When the taste is formed you will be saved all

further trouble. Your son will soon explore the

libraries of all his associates, and he will find

calm, and silent, and improving amusement for

many rainy days and long evenings. And you
may have many an hour of your own evening

solitude enlivened by his reading. The cultiva-

tion of this habit is of such immense importance
—it is so beneficial in its results, not only upon
the child, but upon the quietude and harmony of
the family, that it is well worth while to make
special efforts to awaken a fondness for books.

Select some books of decidedly entertaining

character, and encourage him for a time to read

aloud to you, and you will very soon find his in-

terest riveted ; and by a little attention, avoiding

as much as possible irksome constraint, you may
soon fix the habit permanently.

The great difficulty with most parents is, that

they are unwilling to devote time to their chil-

dren. But there are no duties in life more im-

perious than the careful culture of the minds
and beartsof the immortals entrusted to our care.

There are no duties we can neglect at such an

awful hazard. A good son is an inestimable

treasure. Language caunot speak its worth, A

bad son is about the heaviest calamity which can
be endured on earth. Let the parent, then, find

time to train up the child in the way he should
go.

—

Mothr's Jlssislant.

Productions of New Hampshire<
The statistics collected by the Marshals, in ta-

king the last census, embrace a vast amont oi'

useful information. According to that census,

the following was the state of agricultural pro-

duction and agricultural property in this State,

Bushels of Wheat,
Rye,
Corn

" Oats
" Buckwheat
" Barley
" Potatoes

No. of horses and mules
" neat cattle

" sheep
" swine

Value of Poultry
Pounds of wool
Tons of hay

" hemp and flax

lbs of gathered tobacco
" silk cocoons
" sugar made

Value of produce of Dairy
" " orchard

Galls, of wine made
Value of lumber produced
The New York Journal of Commerce esti-

mates the total value of the annual agricultural

productions of the United States, at something
more than five hundred millions of dollars. Of
this sum, as will be seen by the above table.

New Hampshire produces its full proportion.

—

At the current prices, the value of its grain crops

alone will amount to $2,370,000; lits potatoe

crop to $1,250,000, and its hay at five <lollars per

ton, the minimum price, to nearly $2,500,000,

making for these articles alone, more than six

millions of dollars per year.

—

Coos Democrat.

442,954
395,530

1,252,572

1,198,989

115,463

121,400

6,234,901

39,850
261,088
606,891
120,167

$97,862
1,268,980

496,647
53,040

115
mi

1,097,308

$1,585, 955
$220,056

94
$401,358

New Agricui-tdral Paper.—S. VV. Cole, late

editor of the Yankee Farmer proposes to issue

a monthly paper, of the size of tne N. E. Farmer
to be called the "Farmer's Journal and Maga-
zine of Useful Arts." In a specimen No. be e.x-

pressess the design to commence the first of Oc-
tober. The ternis aie 50 cents per year in ad-

vance, in all cases. While the Yankee Farmer
was under the care of Mr. Cole, it always indica-

ted industry, inquisitiveness, and sound practical

wisdom in matters pertaining to agricidture.

The proposed paper will doubtless be well con-

ducted, and will be well worth the cost. We
wish our wortliy brother success.

—

JV. E. Far-

The Effect of Under Draining.—There is

a field on the estate of the Earl of Leicester,

at Longford, in this county, which some years

ago was occupied by Mr. John Sherratt, and

brought forth rushes in such abunolance, that the

occupier gave leave to any body to carry them

away who would be at the trouble to mow them.

Three years ago llie field was drained, under the

direction of Mr. T. Harper, of Foston ; and this

year, we are told, the present occupier, Mr. T.

Robinson, has cut three tons an acre of ns nice

herbage as ever grew.

—

Derbyshire Chronicle.

The Old Coat.—It is better to turn the old

coat, said my aunt Prudence, than to run in debt

for a new one. But see, replied I, there is a hole

in it ! Never niiud that, said she—put iu a patch
;

a patch upon the sleeve is better than a writ up-

on the back ; the old coat will set easier at home,

than a new one iu prison.—Selected.

Management of Children.

Keep your Sons employed.—Let iday be hut

their occasional privilege, and they will enjoy it

far more highly. Employ them in the garden, if

you have one, as woik, not as play. Give them

daily and regular duties about the house. It will

do them no harm to perform hnmhie services.

It will help you and help them still more, to

have them bring wood or coal, to scour the knives,

to make their own beds, to keep their own room
in order. You may thus render them highly use-

ful,and gieatlv contribute to their liappinegg,aiid to

their future welfare. If you are sick, it is still more
important you should train your sons to these
liabits of industry, for they stand particularly in
need of this moral and physical discipline. Louis
Phillippe, the present king of France, was in
childhood and early youth required to wait upon
himself in the performance ofthe humblest offices.

It was through this culture that he was trained up
to be one of the most remarkable men of the
present age.

Having been much engaged during the last
month, the Editor ofthe Visitor offei-s as a substi-
tute for his usual quantity of original matter the
address which he delivered before the Lyceum
of the city ofNew York last winter. It is a long,
and will probably be considered a tiresome aiti-

cle : yet at the time it elicited some applause
from men we esteemed to be better judges than
ourselves. If the readei-sof the Visitor will take
it in detached portions, they will find a variety if

not entertainment. It is impossible the head of
any one man should be so comprehensive as
continually to bring forth new matter sufficient

not to cloy the appetite of the intelligent and
critical reader.

Asparagus.—The New Genesee Farmer
gives the following method of cultivating this

popular vegetable

:

An observant neighbor proposed to us, the
other day, to recommend planting asparagus in a
single row, each plant two feet apart; in beds,
the plants crowd each other, and as if surrounded
by weeds, send up more slender stems. These
remarks agreed entirely with our own observa-

tions ; for though we have been at the expense of
making deep beds of the best materials, our fin-

est asparagus grows in common soil where the

seed was accidentally dropped. In beds it is

difficult to remove such seedlings as spring up,

without injuring the roots of the older plants

;

but from a row this may be easily done ; and all

plants that intrude on them should be treated as

weeds.

To raise the plants : separate the seeds from
the berries, and sow them in a bed late in the fall,

(not in the spring) covering them with fine earth

lialf an inch deep. If put in rows, so that the
hoe can pass between them the next season, they
may be kept clear of weeds more conveniently

;

and when one year old, if they have had |)lenty

of room, they may be transplanted. One long
row may be the best. And be careful that not
more than one plant is set in a place.

The cropping tliat asparagus endures, is very
severe : and it seems reasonable that the plants
should be strengthened by the growth of three

years before they are molested. To cover the
stools in the fall with stable manure, and to rake
off the coarser parts in the spring, is an old and
excellent practice : it protects them from the
frost of winter and manures them at the same
time. Strewing salt over them liberally in the

spring, also adds to their vigor. In a few years,

an asparagus plant, neither crowded on by others

nor over-cropped, will form a stool from 12 to 18
inches across.

Some entertain a notion that it is prejudicial to

stir the soil among corn iu dry weatlier, and that

weeds prevent the evaporation of moisture by a

hot sun—but the reverse is the fact. The ex-

haustion of moisture by a plant, is in the latio of
the surface of its leaves and stalks

the sun and air.

The poorest and humblest man that lives, has

an interest in preserving the earth's wealth and
guarding her capacity of improvement. The pos-

sessions that now create a self-importance in

their preseut owners, will soon be no longer ])er-

sonally theirs, and may hereafter bear the now
unknown names of his children's children !

Common Schools in New Hampshire.—The
Interest of the Literary Fund of $64,000 and

$19,000 derived from a tax on banks, are apjiro-

priated to the su|)portof common schools in this

State. Besiiles this, about $90,000 are rai.sed an-

nually by a direct tax for the same object. The
number of children betwitn 4 and 14 is about

75,000.—CoHg-. Journal.
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Tomato Fis-'S.

Patent Office, July 10, 1841.

Dear Sir. The mcdioinal qualities of tomatoes

liave greatly increased tlieir cultivation, and every

new pre|)aralioii of tiie article is deserving Con-

eideration. A sample of "tomato figs" has just

been deposited at the Patent Office, of a very

superior quality. From the taste I should sup-

pose all the good qualities of the fruit are re-

tained. In appearance, the drum of tomatoes

resembles one of tigs so nearly that they might

easily be mistaken for the same.

The samjile is deposited by Mrs. Steiger, of

this city, and the recipe transmitted with it is en-

closed lor publication. It is deeply to be regret-

ted, since the periodicals of the day are open

to communications, that so many valual)le im-

provements are lost to the world, barely for the

want of publicity. Others may have dried the

tomatoes with a reCipe, however less successful.

Very respectfully,

H. L. ELLSWORTH.
Hon. J. S. Skinner.

Take six pounds of sugar to one peck (or 16

lbs.) of the fruit. Scald and remove the skin of

tlie fruit in the usual way. Cook them over a

tire, their own juice being sufficient without the

addition of water, until the sugar penetrates and
they are clarified. They are then taken out,

spread on dishes, flattened and dried in the sun.

A small quantity of the syrup should be occa-

sionally sprinkled over them whilst drying ; after

which, pack them down in boxes, treating each

layer with powdered sugar. The syrup is after-

wards concentrated and bottled for use. They
keep well from year to year, and retain surpris-

ingly their flavor, which is nearly that of the

best quality of fresh figs. The pear shaped or

single tomatoes answer the purpose best. Ord'
nary brown sugar may be used, a large portion

of which is retained in the syrup.

—

.American

Farmer.

Does it not seem strange, that nations the most

uncivilized, and the most polite in the world,

should agree to that in which one would suppose

they would most differ

—

the treatment offemales—
both uniting to impose the coarse labors and the

drudgery of life on the women ? Yet so it is.

The savage of the wilderness makes his squaw
hoe and pound the corn, and do all the work in

and about his wigwam, while he passes all his

time in eating or sleeping, until his stores are

exhausted, and hunger prompts him to string his

bow, to load his rifle, to bait his hook, or to set

Iiis trap. So in France, a nation filmed above all

others lor gallantry and polileiiess, the heaviest

burdens and the severest labor are devolved on

the women. Woman is there either a " hewer
of wood and drawer of water," or a goddess to

be worshipped

!

We recommend the following sketch of the

condition of women in France to readers of

delicate nerves, whose sensibility is shocked at

seeing negro women in America with their great

sun bonnets, and fine domestic cotton gowns,
with a light hoe in hand, weeding corn or tobac-

co. To see a slave woman put to driving a cart,

or to cut wood, or guide the plough, the most
healthy of all human pursuits, has got to he so

rare as to excite wonder if not disgust. See
here what is done every day by all the females
in the " vine covered hills and fiiir vallics of
France,"—a nation with «hom, from the very
nursery, we associate the idea of every thing that

is brave, gallant, and polite in man—lovely and
bewitching in woman

!

Goldsmith, in his Traveller, draws in many
respects a faithful portrait of the Italians, Swiss,
English, French, and other nations. If I did
not know, Mr. Edilor, that you, and of course, I

must presume your readers, greatly prefer dishes
of potatoes to dishes of poetry—and views of
the "state of the market," and the form and
breed of horses and hogs, to dissertations on the
state of society, and the forms and habits of
men and women, I would like to transcribe what
the poet in this case says, in description of tlie

character of the French, of whom, (I give you
only two lines,) he remarks,

" They please, are plnas'd, they give to ret estonn
Till, seemini; blest, th^v prow to what thev seem.

ee nov,' what a traveller writes of the

common occupation of women, and compare it

with that of women, black or white, in our own
country. We verily believe that one French
woman would do more work in a day, than any

three house servants, or field hands, slaves in

America.
" fVomen do all the work in France.—In this part

of France the women do all the work. Even
on their way to market, we see them carrying

on their heads the heaviest burdens, and it is

said they can carry as much as 150 pounds;
while the men go swaggering along with nothing

but a stick. It woidd be an easier task to enu-

merate the kinds of labor in which women are

not employed than those in which they are. In

the country they are to be seen every day at this

season of the year, ploughing and harrowing,

and spreading and carting manure ; at other

seasons mowing, reaping, and carrying the hay
home on their heads; while in the market, we
find them selling their corn, and every other

produce of their farms. In the towns, besides

being employed in sweeping the streets, and
cleaning the lamps, they act as laborers to the

paviours, bricklayers, and stone masons, and
carry on the work of glaziers, and almost every

other duty, both in doors and out, except that of

serving as soldiers. It may readily be supposed
that the women sufl'er much in their appearance
from such habits of hard labor and constant ex
posure to the weather. The consequence is,

they look old before middle life, and, in real old

age, the loss of their teeth, their naturally hard

features and complexions dry, leathern, and all

over wrinkles, combine to render them hideous
in the extreme. Still they seem to enjoy life,

especially as they go home from market, munch-
ing their dry bread or roasted chestnuts along
the road, and chatting in noisy groups, about the

business of the day. Yet I must confess, when
I have seen one of these old women riding like

a man, at hard launching trot, I have longed to

place her in a comlbrtable arm chair, by the fire-

side of an English cottage, to put a neat cap up-
on her head, and a Bible in her hand, and so

leave her to ])ass the remainder of her days in

peace."

—

.Mrs. Ellis's Summer and If'intcr in the

Pyrenees.

Pickles.

The best things tor pickles, after all, are the

old fashioned cucumbers. They should be gath-

ered when they are not much larger round than

the thumb. If not convenient to pickle them
all at once in vinegar, they may be salted down,
like i)ork, and freshened any time of year after-

wards, as the family has occasion to pro\ide a

new supply of pickles.

We find the following directions for pickling

several sorts of vegetables, in the Albany Cul-

tivator:

—

Pickling. ge.veral directions. Brass

should be used for vessels in the jtrocess, thor-

oughly cleansed before using, and no vinegar

allowed to cool in them. This precaution is ne-

cessary to prevent the formation of verdigris,

an active poison. Boil alum and salt in the vin-

egar, in proportion of half a tea cup of salt and
a table spoonful of alum to three gallons of vin-

egar. Vessels that have any grease about them
will not do for pickles. Stone and wood are the

only proper materials in which to keep pickles

when made. All [jickles should be stirred up
occasionally. When any scum rises, the

gar needs scalding. Pickles may be spiced or

not, at pleasin-e ; and when the vinegar becomes
weak from use, it may be thrown away, and fresh

vinegar substituted. Good, but not the sharpest

vinegar, is the best for pickles.

CijccMBKRii.—The best are those that are

small and green, and those of a quick growlh.

Turn boiling water on them as soon as picked

;

let them remain five hours, and then put them
in cold vinegar, with alum and salt in i)roportion

of a spoonful of the former and a tea cup of the

latter to a gallon of vinegar; add vinegar as yo>

add cucumbers; and when you have done col

lecting cucumbers, turn the vinegar from them,

and scald and skim it till it is clear, then put in

the pickles, and let them scald without boiling

for a few minutes, and return them to their vessel

while hot. Cucumbers may be preserved

salt or saturated brine, for any length of time,

aud then jirepared for pickling by soaking and

scalding. In the preparation of these ]>ickles,

no salt will be needed in the vinegar. Peppers
are added to the vinegar while hot, and before it

is turned over the jiickles.

Peppers.—Take those that are fresh and
green, soak them in salt and water eight or nine

days, changing the brine each day, and keeping

them ir. a warm place. If they are not wanted
very fiery, make a slit in them, and extract the

seeds, being carefiil not to mangle the pepper.

If it IS desired to stufl" them, chop white cabbage

fine, season it highly with mace, cinnamon,

cloves, and nasturtiums, if liked, and fill the

peppers with the mixture. Sow them up care-

fully, and put them in cold spiced vinegar. To-
matoes may be treated in the same way, and
when green are very good pickled with the pep-

Peppers are one of the best of pickles.

but those used must not be allowed to grow hard

or tough before gathering.

Nasturtiums.—Gather them when small and

green, put them in salt and water, and change

them once in three days. When the gathering

is done, turn oflT the brine and pour on scalding

hot vinegar. Season at pleasure, though gene-

rally used without.

Mangoes.—These are made of green musk-
melons, as late in the season as possible. The
common muskmelons make the best mangoes.

A small piece is cut from the side, and the seeds

carefully scraped out ; it is then soaked in salt

and water three or four days ; when taken out, it

is sprinkled on the inside with powdered chip?,

pepper, nutmeg, and filled with strips of horse

radish, cinnamon, small string beans, small pie-

ces of flag root, nasturtium, small onions, radish

tops, &c. The crevices are filled with whole

mustard seed.

Cabbages.—Quarter the firm head of the cab-

bage ;
put the parts in a keg, sprinkle on them a

good quantity of salt, and let them remain five

or six days. To a gallon of vinegar put an ounce
of mace, and one of pepper corns anil cinnamon.

Cloves and alspice may be added, but they darken

the color of the cabbage. Heat the vinegar

scalding hot, add a little alum, and turn it while

hot on the cabbage, the salt remaining. It is

necessary to turn the vinegar from the cabbage
several times, return it again while hot. This
makes them tender. Purple cabbages, the heads

not large, but fine and firm, are best for pickling.

Weather wisdom.—The following are a few
of the common provei-bial " says" relative to the

weather, viz :—" A rainbow in the morning gives

warning." That is, if the wind be easterly; he-

cause it shows that the rain-cloud is approach-
ing the observer. "A rainbow at night gives

delight." This adage may also be a good sign,

provided the wind be westerly, as it shows that

the rain-clouds are passing away. "Evening
red and next morning grey, are certain signs of
a beautiful day." " When the glow-worm lights

her lamp, the air is always damp." " If the cock
goes crowing to bed, he'll certainly rise with a
watery head." "When you see gossamer flying,

be ye sure the air is drying." " When black
snails cross your path, black clouds mucji mois-
ture hath." "When the peacock loudly bawls,

soon we'll have both rain and squalls." "If the

moon shows like a silver shield, be not afraid to

reap your field. But if she rises haloed round,

soon we'll tread on deluged ground." " When
rooks fly sporting high in air, it shows that windy
storms are near." If at sun rising or setting the

clouds appear of a lurid red color, extending
nearly to the zenith, it is a sure sign of storms
and gales of wind. The above are a few of the

common sayings, mostly nsed by country people,

many of which are even more to be depended
on than are the bold predictions of would-be
weather prophets.

Railways is England.—Upwards of 2,500

miles of Railways, most of them double track,

now traverse England, connecting all the jirinci-

pal towns with the great Metropolis. It is cal-

culated that more than fifty millions sterling of
capital are already devoted to the creation of
new railways, and in return for this investment,

something like fivs millions will every year be
created and returned into the treasury of the

capitalists. To give otu- reader.^ some slight idea

of the increase of railway trallic in England, we
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give the Ibllowiiig extract Iroiii the coiTespond-

euce of the Railway Times:
" At a late meeting of the Mancliester and

Leeds Railway, the chairman gave an account of
the traffic of some of the lending railways when
they first opened, and tlieir progressive increase

;

fioni which it appeared that the Manchester and
Liverpool line ojiened in September, 1830, and
for the first three months their traffic averaged
£1,500 per week : for the whole of 1831, it ave-

raged £3,000 per week, lieing 100 per cent, in-

crease on the average of the first three months;
and in 16-10 it averaged £5,100 weekly, being an
increase of 240 per cent, on the "fiist tljree

months ! The Grand Junction opened in July,

1837, and iheir traffic for the first 25 weeks ave-

raged £4,450. During the same period, in the

following year, it averaged £6,500 a week, being
an increase of 4f> per cent. Tlie average weekly
traffic on that line, for 1&38, was £5,500 ; for

1830, £7,750 ; and for 1840, £8,400, being an in-

crease of 90 per cent, in the course of three
years and a half upon the average of the first six

months. The London and Birmingham line was
opened in September, 1838, and the first tliree

inontlis the average traffic was £8,900 per week.
During the same ])eriod, in the following year, it

was £12,000 weekly, being an increase of 35 per
cent.; and in 1840, it averaged £14,700 per week,
being, in two years and a quarter, an increase of
65 per cent, on the receipts. This statement
clearly shows that it is a work of time before a
railway can fully develop its resources."

From the Boston Cultivator.

Winter Rye.
Mr. Editor—As winter i-ye, in many of the

towns of this State, is an important and profita-

"ble crop to the cultivator, and as 1 have seldom
seen a communication on tlie best mode of pro-

ducing it in your useful paper, 1 thought I would
offer a few hints on the subject, growing out of
forty years' experience and observation made on
the practice of others.

Winter rye will grow in many of our back
towns requiring but little labor, and frequently

good crops may be obtained without manure,and
frequently the soil will be benefitted by the op-

eration of ploughing and liarrowing, especially in

old bound out pasture. One great reason why
so many have poor stinted crops is, that they sow
their seed at an improper season; and another

is, that the ground sowed is not properly pre-

pared: almost any kind of land will produce it,

if not too wet and cold. 1 have seen fine crops

grow on hard whortleberry liills, on sandy plains,

and on the intervals of our large rivers. The
most numerous ftilia-es ofcrops (in favorable sea-

sous) 1 have witnessed, have been owing to

ploughing and sowing too late in the season : it is

not uncommon to see a man ploughing and sow-

ing a hard tract of pasture as late as October or

November ;—such a man may have the promise

of a blessing, but it will not come in a crop of

rye. Others commit a less error l)y sowing tlieir

seed in July, and if it should not head out the first

season, they stand a better chance for a crop than

the late sowers. Those who raise the best rye

on old pasture ground, plough in June, with a

good plough, turn small bushes, grass and weeds
all inuler, let the ground take the benefit oCthc

atmosphere until the twentieth or last of August'

then harrow thoroughly, sow the seed half bush-

el or three pecks to the acre, then harrow again

till the ground is well pulverized, and the .seed

well covered in the soil. Then fence off catde,

sheep, and every " creeping thing" that will eat

rye, and if there is a failure of a crop, he will not

have to bring his own negligence to account.

New burnt lands, and lands under cultivation

may be sown later, but if not sown before the

middle of September, the rye will not fill so well

Another advantage derived from sowing rye in

August, is the opportunity it gives the farmer of

seeding his land to grass at the same time, which
will benefit his pasture enough to compensate for

the exhaustion caused by the crop of rye.

Few farmers in this vicinity will attempt to

grow wheat under the discouraging circumstan-

ces which at the present time exist among us.

In the first place the soil is not naturally conge-

nial to the growth of a wheat crop, and a prep-

aration of it will be attended with greater ex-

pense than most farmers will bo willing to incur,

when the remuneration will te bo uncertain. In

the next place, vvheat flour is and has been so

cheap, and is likely to continue SO, that there i s

not much doubt hut the farmer would realize a

greater profit from his labor in the cultivation

of rye than of wheat, on the most of our soils.

A good crop of winter rye may be obtained
from soil where wheat under the same cu\-

ture would not ])ay for Tiai-vesting. 1 am confi-

dent that our soils are destitute of some princi-

ple or property beside lime, which is es.sential to

the profitable cultivation of wheat, and either

from want of skill or tiom our situation in re-

gard to the sea const, or some peculiarity of cli-

'nate, or defect of soil, many farmers after repea-
ted attempts have, lor the want of success, di-

rected their efforts to the culture of crops which
promise them a better compensation. Still I

hope every able farmer will experiment upon his

soil, and discover, if possible, the ingredients

which are lacking, and supply them, and fit his

land for a profitable crop of wheat, and the pub-
lic will consider him among the benefactors ot

the agricultural art.

The above observations in regard to wheat,
e made with particular reference to a large pro-

portion of towns in the county of Middlesex.
inimmgUm, Mass., July 26, 1841. S. B.

(U^ Rye may be raised on very poor land if it

be well tilled and sown as above directed ; but
wheat must have a rich soil. We think the pov-
erty of our soils is one great reason why we can-
not raise wheat to advantage. We must recruit

them by cultivating grass and hay, and when they
become rich enough we may grow wlieat if we
please.

Grass seed should be sown with the rye in pas-

ture grounds by all means; the clover seed, how-
ever, should not be sown so late as September;
it may be sown on the snow.
Lands are never made richer by taking off a

crop of rye without applying manures. The
bushes in a jiasture rnay be killed, and more feed

iiy be obtained for a year or two hy ploughing.
d taking off a crop of rye.

When grain is the principal object of the farm-

, he will he obliged to fence off that part of the

field which he sows—but if liis object is to enrich

his pasture land, and to double his feed, he need
not make any fence—his cattle may feed on the

rye—and it will furnish them with an early bite

in the sjiring. Ju this way he may make his

lands richer without the use of manure.

—

Editor
Cultivator.

The Crops.

The wheat harvest, it may now be confidently

said, will yield more than an average crop, not-

withstanding partial failures in Virginia, in Penn-
sylvania, and in the State of New York. Small
parcels of the now crop at the South have alrea-

dy come into market, and have been sold for from
lis to 125 cents a bushel.

The product of the United States In bread,

corn and other vegetable food, is thus stated in

the recent census :

—

Bushels Wheat raised in the U. S. 76,174,849

Do. Rye, 17,037,600

Do. Indian Corn, 297,855,658

Do. Oats, 106,375,li:»2

Do. Buckwheat, 6,952,326

Do. Barley, 3,848,149

Do. Potatoes, 101,981,439

From the data here furnished, making a fiiir

allowance fbi- the States and Territories not in-

cluded in the statement, it ai)pears that nearly

four buslicis and a half of wheat are raised lor

each inhabitant ; of other grain nearly thirty bush-

els to each inliabirant ; and of potatoes about six

bushels and a half to each inhabitant. Making
an aggregate of forty-one bushels of grain and
potatoes to each iniiabitant, including men, wo-

men, and children, bond and free.

From such a surplus, it is obvious there will be

much readv for export, if any ojieniiig should of-

fer.—.V. Y'. Jlnierican.

went to examine the cause, when the tanner, who
is an experimental farmer on a small scale, in-
formed me that he had taken from the yard, four
or five barrels of waste hair, and spread it upon
this spot of about two land yards. 1 have watch-
ed it narrowly from that time to this ; the wheat
grew so strong that at harvest it was so lain as to
be of little value ; oats followed wheat, audit
was very visible in the clover ; the field is now
again in wheat ; 1 have just been to see if there
are any remains of it, but it being wheat after
potato, and sown late, it is not very observable,
although I think it is still visible. He has this'

year carried the experiment to some extent, both
as a manure for wheat and as a top dressing for

clover, on both of which it hai? an astonishing
effect. He has likewise turned to account the
rotten tan from the yard by placing it thick on
the orchards, and seldom fails of a good crop of
apples ; the trees look very healthy, and throw
tlieir shoots very strong ; he is now drawing the
waste tan on the roals to be trodden up prepara-
tory to its being used as manure for land.

—

Mr.
DoBLE.

—

Marklane Express.

Pennsylvania.—The following are the annual
products of this State, and their value. Penn-
sylvania raises one-sixth of all the wheat in the
Union, and is capable of producing as much as
England now does—100,000,000 of bushels.

Biishels. Value,

$12,995,200
3,926,793
155,144

5,121,712

1,041,006

7,011,106

2,36.5,864

Wheat,
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RtE AND Barley.—Both of those articles are

used as food for hogs, and their meal, lik« that of
oats, may be frequently combined with other

foodiadvantageoiisly. The meal of the former

is st5Jd to be pecidimly beneficial to young pigs,

and calculated to preserve a healthy bone and
action of the bowels. Barley has long constitut-

ed one of the principal articles resorted to for

feedings hogs in Europe, and is used (or the

same purpose to a considerable extent in tliis

country. One of the successful modes of pre
paring swine for market in England is, to com-
mence with a mixture of two-thirds ot boiled or

steamed potatoes, and one-third of peas and bar-

ley, ground in equal quantities into meal ; and as

the process contiiuies to diminish the former

article, add more o( the latter. Malted barley

given whole, has been found extremely benefi-

cial in fattening hogs, as the quantity of sweet
nutritious matter is greatly augmented. It is a

food, however, generally best adapted to the elder

class of pigs. The produce of barley in flour,

is 12 pounds, to 14 pounds of grain, and 1000
parts of barley meal are found by chemical ana-
lysis to contain !)20 parts of soluble and nutri-

tions mutter, i. e. 7'JO of mucilage or starch, 70
of sugar, and CO of gluten.

—

American Swine

Wool.—We are told that there is an English-
man in Buenos Ayres by the name of Sheridan,
who is the owner of a hundred thousand sheep.
He began in 1826 with a flock of sixty. This
flock now is chiefly composed of the sheep of
South America, with long coarse wool, but in-

cludes somefini; Saxonies. The flock is parcelled
out to the care of shepherds, each man looking
after about five thousand. The pasturage lasts

the year round and costs nothing. Mr. Sheridan's
wool must cost him very little. There are vast
tracts of our own southwestern country finely
fitted for the growing of wool upon the same
plan.

—

M Y. American.

Tlie lovers of sweet flowers may derive advan-
tage from the knowledge, that sandy or gravelly
soils promote the secretion of aroma. Those
flowers of the richest perfume, are natives of
sandy lands, Persia, Arabia, &c., and those in pots
should therefore be supplied with a portion of
sand or gravel.

—

Western Farmer.

How much happiness in this life depends upon
a cheerful disposition! It is not only pleasant in

itself, but is the ciiuse of pleasure to others.

Gloom and discontent make an unhappy home,
and only serve to feed the evil that they war a-

fainst

If twenty bushels an acre be considered a re-

munerating crop, all that the product falls short
of this must be a loss.

How small a portion of our information can be
derived from our own experience ! Amongst
the most practical, the cheapest, and by far the lar-

gest portion of knowledge, must be derived from
the information afforded by the experience of
others.

.—The village of Mereditli Bridge
tories, thi— »«---;-- "^

runs of St
Shingle and Clapboard Machine, one Carding and Cloth-
ing Mill, one Cotton Yarn Mill, an extensive Tannery,
Shoe Peg Factory, an extensive Sash and Door Factory,
a Wheelwright Shop, a Bobbin and Shuttle Factory, and
several other branches of Mechanical business which are
operated by Water Power. There are fourteen Stores,
three Taverns, a Court House, a Bank, a Fire Insurance
Office, a Savings Bank, an Academy, three Meeting
Houses, five Law offices, two Physicians, four Millinery
establishments, with almost every variety of Mechanicks
that .are to be found in any country village. About a mile
Northwest of the Bri.l.je, on the same River, is the flour-
ishing village of Bitchclder's Mills or Lake Village, with
one Cotton Factory, one Woollen F,actory, two Factories
not in operaii,>n, two extensive Saw-Mills, one Grist
Mill, one Iron Foundry, two Stores, one Meeting House,
and several Mechaiiii;k's shops of different kinds. The
two villages contain about eighteen hundred inhabitant*.
With a beautitui roml along the river between the two
places, and another in contemplation upon the opposite
Bide, crossing the river at the southerly part of Round
Bay, affording delightful building lots for dwellings, many
of which .are already orcupied. the two villages will in a
short tune become one in fact and appearance, as they are
now in interest and leeling. ^oma account of the various
kmds of business done here may be eipccted hereafter —
Belknap Gazette.

IsI.ES or ShoaLs.—The editor of the Portsmouth
Journal lately visited the Isles of Shoals, and gives the

following description of the present condition of Ihe in-

habitants of these islands :

—

/

" In the village there are now forty-two houses, and IW
inhabitants—and such happy mortals as would do one
good to look upon. There is neither a lawyer nor a doc-
tor in the community, nor has the public mind there been
convulsed by having any portion of that apple of discord,

the surplus revenue, thrown among them. Some intima-
tions have been given, that the Shoalers may yet lay an
injuncUon upon the share assigned to New Hampshire, to

secure their portions. The most prominent building upon
the island is a substantial and well furnished MeeUng
House, where the Rev. Origen Smith has filled the pulpit

for the last five years, to the manifest improvement of trie

natives. The general attendance, Mr. Smith informs t»s,

is about sixty—sometimes, however, when the boats are
in, the attendance is much larger. Last Sabbath, more
attended than could find seats. Mr. Smith is also the
school-master, snd the little sunburnt aquatics under his

care, for good deportment, might set an example to many
children of a larger growth on shore. There is one evil

which, in former times, did much mischief there, which
has disappeared. Not a glass of ardent spirits can be
purchased at Gosport. or on any of the islands. (Such
was the regulation a few months ago, and we suppose it is

now continued.) Here is an example worthy of all imi-
tation ; let us go to the Shoals and get instruction!"

To mark the striking difference in the season at differ-

ent points in the same country, we make the following
quotation :

" The late heavy rains appear to have been very gener-
al, and to threaten great injury to the crops, especially in

the low grounds. On the river lands, nearly half will be
destroyed."

—

Smith Carolinian.
The above was the condition of South Carolina and

probably the whole low country south on the 20th Au-
gust- at the North, in a region extending from Connecti*"
cut river through the centre of New Hampshire and the
westerly part of Maine, there existed at the same time
such a pinching drought as is hardly within the remem-
brance of the oldest inhabitants.

Our prices current will show that while our domestic
produce generally sells at high and increasing prices, for-
eign produce either remains stationary or depressed. Does
this result from the fact that the country does not raise
enough for its own consumption ? What effect will the
rise of grain have upon the farmer who has to find ways
and means to purchase the bread which his family con-

THE MARKETS.

From the Journal of Commerce, Aug. 25.

NEW YORK.
CORN EXCHANGE.—The tendency of prices runs

upward, especially of Flour, and on Thursd.ay the market
had been thoroughly cleared of all Genesee afloat and on
the piers at gt),25, and other Western sorts in proportion.
The news received from England on Friday, although but
little was done on that day, produced an advance to g6,50
on Saturday. A parcel of Western Wheat, of fair quali-
ity, was oflered on Saturday, at 137ic, per bush, and IS.'ic

was bid. The last sales of Rye were at 70c, but the arti-
cle is scarce and a higher price is demanded for parcels to
nrrive. Corn has been in brisk demand, and Jersey and
Northern have been taken up as fast as it has arrived at 79
a 80c, weight and measure. Northern taken at the boats.
Northern Oate closed at 49 a SO, being a shade under their
highest price during the week ; Jersey, 45c. Jersey Corn
Meal sold largely at §3,62 per bbl, and Rye Flour, if3,88.
Brandvwine Corn Meal is held a good deal higher.
MO.M;y iVND E.XCHANGES.—Money continues

plenty, and the money market inactive. Capitalists are a
great many ofJhem ia the country, and those who are in
town find it difficult to invest their money in a satisfactory
manner. There are very few stocks in the market which
they can buy. Those State Stocks which are held in best
esteem are picked up and prices are rising. U. S. Bank
notes recovered themselves to 24dis. Foreign exchanges
remained steady in price, with no great operations. The
Liverpool packet of Friday took ;^50,000 in specie, and
the London packet of Saturday, over gl«0,000. Spanish
dollars i5 prem ; Mexit i ; franc pieces, 94
94^0 ; .Spanish doubloons gW a 16 25; Patriot do ;^I5

POSTSCRIPT. Aug. 24—2 P. M. The sales of Cot-
ton are small to-day, at the rates stated yesterday. Flour
has not changed this morning. There is a fair business in
Genesee at g6,75 for common brands. Ohio and Michi-
gan. §G 50 a 75 ; Southern, fresh and new, gti 75.

Sales of Jersey Corn at 78c wt .and measure, and north-
ern Rye at fiSc taken in the slip; Ashes 5,75, sales ol both
sorts. Exchanges are dearer. Sterling bills may be quo-
ted for the best 9 prem, and francs 5f22j.
The Packet for Havre to-day takes ^50,000 in specie.
Stocks generally declined at the Board, notwithstanding

that money is seeking emplovment at 5 a 6 per cent. \^.

S. Bank fell to 12, and afterwards to 11|.

From Sleeper's Evening Journal, .^ug. 25.

BOSTON.
COFFEE.—The transactions have been light this week.

Sales of a few hundred bags of St Domingo, 9A a ii'i c
;

and handsome Cape 10c ; Porto Cabello, 11 a lljc per lb
" mos. By auction, 100 b,ags Cuba, 8J a lO^Jc. 4 mos and
small parcel St. Domingo, 9c. per lb. cash
CO TTON.-The recent accounts from England have a

tendency to depress prices The sales lor the week are
unbracing 3 a 100 bale:! Upland and New Or-

leans, at 104 a U.lc. per lb. 6 mos. The article is ex-

ceediniily dull, and prices poorly sustained.

DOMESTICS In good demand. The sales recently
have been large, to supply southern and \vestern markets,
and soma kinds of Satinets, in particular, have become
quite scarce, and are held at higher prices.

FLOUR.—A large advance has been obtained on all

kinds since our last report. The quantity in market is

small, and liolders are very firm. The closing sales of
Genesee common brands yesterday, were gl 12, and pur-
chasers took all they could find at that price, which is

now refused—g7 25 asked; fancy brands, «725a g737;
Ohio, Akron mills, S726 a 7 37, cash. We learn of no
recent sales of soutTiern ; the best brands are held at gl
37 a 7 50 per bbl.

GRAIN.—^The market continues gradually to improve
for all kinds. Sales of northern round Corn 88c ; a cargo
yellow, flat, and round, mi.ved, 85c. No white in market;
none afloat unsold at the close of our report. Sales of
northern Oats, 53c ; a cargo Delaware prime sold at 50c.
per bush.
HIDES.—The demand is unusually active, and the

prices inadequate to meet the wants, which has caused a
further improvement in prices. The sales leave the mar-
ket bare.

IRON.—A sale of Russia Old Sable was made at J91
per ton, 7 mos. credit. We learn of no sale of New Sa-
ble or Swedes. Sale of 200 tons Scotch Sprews, at «29
per ton. 6 mos ; Scotch pig has improved. Sales at g22a

per I

LEAD.- pigs Missouri at IJc.

MOLASSES.— Holders advancing their prices hag
checked operations materially, and little or nothing has
been done since our last repo'rt. Small sales Trinidad 25
a 25Jc ; early crop Havana, 23c. and of the recent impor-
tations, 20 a 22c. per gall. 6 mos.
MAHOGANY.—Sale by auction of 193 logs St. Do-

mingo table and branch wood, at 10^ a 42c. per foot, 6
months.
OIL.—Olive is selling in parcels, ns wanted by manu-

facturers, at gl 20 per gall. G mos. 200 bbls. Dutch Lin-
seed arrived this week; there is but little Linseed in mar-
ket, and prices are nominally higher ; we have no sales

Manufactured Sperm has advanced ; Spring
6 months.

per bbl. cash, for Shore
Ing at 95c. and Winter I05c. per gall,

of Fish Oils, gI400 a 1450 per bbl. cashSales <

and Bank.
PROVISIONS.—The sales are moderate, without an^

essential change in prices, excepting No. 1 Beef, which la

abundant, and offered at a reduction

—

gl HO per bbl.

RICE.—Sales for export and to the trade reach about
300 tierces, at 3} a 4c. per lb. 4 and 6 mos ; and 100 tier-

SALT.—A small cargo Turks Island sold at ;S250 per
hhd. 6 mos. Sales of Liverpool fine at .5I 55 a 1 60 per
sack, short credit.

SALTPETRE.—About 2000 bags have sold within 10
days, at 5J a eic. per lb. 6 mos.
SPICES.—Cassia has declined to 16 a 17c. per lb. ow-

ing to the recent heavy arrivals. Sumatra Pepper is sell-
ing in 100 bag lots at 7^0. per lb. 6 mos.
SIIGAR.-There is less demand for box Sugars. Sales

of 4 a 500 boxes Havana and Trinidad brown, 74 a 8c.
Nothing doing in whites. The sales of Porto Rico reach
about 250 hhdfs. at 7 a 7.1c. per lb 6 mos.
TALLOW.—Sale of 160,000 lbs. South American Soap

Stufl'. at 7c. per lb. 6 mos.
TEA.—There are no sales of consequence maUu-

arrival of four cargoes into New York, Ihw
i decline in prices, and rendered prices wi-

ic sale in New York, on Friday last.

Hyson sold at 42^ a 79^0 ; chests Hy-
icliong half c' '

,

'"

two threaded, at 13c. per

WOOL.—Sales of 300 a 400 bales Buenes Ayrcs and
other coarse descriptions foreign ; but there is nothin" of
importance doing in American.

BRIGHTON MARKET—MoNBAV, Aug. 23, 1841.

[Reported for the Daily Advertiser and Patriot.]

The rece
caused si

settled. At

»

half chests Y

intended for

Prices—Beef Caftle—Trices have further declined on
all qualities except IWK first. We quote first quality 5 50
3 gold; second quality ;^4 75a5 26; third quality ,g3 00

Stores—Quite a large number of sales were effected
;two years old sold from gS to 14 ; three years old, from

Sheep—We ouote lots from gl 12, to 2 25.
Swine—' Dull." 200 of the number above reported

were at market last week. Several hundred remain un-
sold. Lots to peddle, were sold from 3 to 3i for Sows
and 4 to 4.i for Barrows. Old Hogs 3 to 3i for Sows, and
4 for Barrows. At retail, from 4 to 6.

NEW YORK CATTLE"market—Aug. 23, 1841.

At market, 1050 head of Beef Cattle ; of these 70 were
left over last week, 80 were from the South, and the bal-
ance from this State ; .55 milch Cows, and 1500 Sheep and
Lambs.
The Beef market was very dull, and prices were rather

lower. The sales reached to 850 head at «5 to SI, avera-
ging g6 per cwt.

Milch Cows—The demand
»20, gSO and 38.

Sheep and Lambs were lower, and all sold ; Sheep at
gl, g3 and gi ; Lambs at 75c to ,^2,75 each.
H.ay—The supplies were moderate, and sales made at

75c to gl per cwt.—Juunial qf Commerce.

i limited ; sales of 40 at
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miles to the south of then- native bed. This rock

coutimies on this sectional line, about tliree miles

west of Newbury, where it is replaced by niica

slate, which continues to Claremont. It is gen-

erally veryiniich contorted and filled with quartz

veins. At the Sii.ear River Falls, the strata dip

a little to the E. of S., and run N. and S. In this

rock crystals of pyrites 1-2 inch square abound.

Green Mt. in Claremont, is based oil mica

slate ; it consists of quartz rock, which has the

appearance of regular stratification, but in real-

ity it is a crystalline structure, which divides the

rock into huge rhombohcdral fragments.

On the side of this mountain in mica slate, oc-

cur large crystals of Staurotide of considerable

beauty. The micaceous slate on Twistback Mt.,

is interstratified with small beds of impure blue

limestone.

Near the centre of the town an excavation has

been made, with the expectation of finding iron.

The ore is oxide of manganese, with apocrenate

of iron and manganese, and is coutaiueJd in mica

slate.

Sunapee Lake, which is about twelve miles in

length, is so near the summit level, that a slight

excavation would turn its waters either into the

Connecticut, or the Merrimack. It is elevated

about 1080 feet above the sea level, and the de-

scent of its outlet, Sugar River, to the Connec-
ticut is very rapid.

The sections drawn by the aid of tlie Barome-
ter, which these outlines of their Geology are

designed to illustrate, are already drawn, and will

be published with the other sections andillustra

tiens in the final or General Report.

LO.NGITCDINAL SECTION PARALLEL TO THE GEN
ERAL COURSE OF THE CONNECTICUT RIVER.

While my Assistants were engaged in recon
noitering a series of sections which cross the

State in oblique directions, alternately transverse

and parallel to the general direction of the older

strata, I explored the first great longitudinal, and
a series of transverse sectional lines. The.iii-st

longitudial section runs in a North and South di-

rection, iiarallel to the general course of the Con-

necticut River, extending from Northfield in Mas
sachusetts, to Haverhill in New-Hampshire, and
passes over tlie principal rock formations of the

Western portion of the State. The ])rofile ot

this section represents the elevations and depres

sions of the country, and the manner in which
the rocks are disposed. It presents at one viev

the relative extent, direction, dip, and axes of el

evation of the strata, with their principal inclu

ded beds and veins. It is of an interesting char

acter, both in a scientific and practical point of

view, since it exhibits the junctions of the argi'

laceous slates and limestones with the older pr

mary rocks, and the changes which have been

effected in the former by the influence of the lat-

ter. Beginning at the Southern extremity of this

sectional line, I shall describe the outlines of the

Geological structure of the country which it in

tersects.

Ill the town of Northfield, near the south-wes-

tern corner of the State of New-Hampshire, the

red conglomerates and sandstones of the valley

of the Connecticut River are seen reposing up-

on the argillaceous slate rocks of New Hamp-
shire : but the sandstone does not cross the State

line.

The conglomerate and sandstone rocks of
Northfield consist of rounded pebbles and finer

particles of the primary rocks, such as granite,

gneiss, mica slate, quartz, and angular fragments
of argillaceous slate. These water-worn frag

ments arc cemented together by a paste of argil-

laceous and calcareous matter, and are colored
red by the per oxide of iron. The cement evi-

dently resulted from the abrasion and decompo-
sition of primary rocks, and was deposited by
water among the pebbles, and the whole was
subsequently indurated by the influence of heat
produced during the elevation of the primary
rocks. In several places, beds of granite are seer
protruding from beneath the sandstone.
The conglomerates of Northfield and of Bor-

nardstown are represented, in Professor Hitch
cock's Geological Map of Massachusetts, as the
New Red sandstone, a rock which' overlies tl

coal measMres of Europe
; and at one time it w

supposed that coal might be found beneath the
sandstone of the Connecticut river.

I am confident, however, that no coal w

er be found in the rocks upon which the sand-

stone rests in this section of the State, lor they

do not belong to that formation. If the sandstone

question should ultimately prove to be the New
Red, it must be considered as out of place; and

it may prove, like the tertiary, to have been de-

posited on any rocks that happened to be upper-

most at that epoch. Similar phenomena have

been observed on the continent of Europe and
country. Whovever examines the con-

glomerates and sandstones here described, will

perceive that the hard pebbles of quartz and gran-

ite have evidently been rounded by the action of
long continued currents of water, ^^'e may
therefore conceive that, iu ancient times, a pow-
erful river of much greater dimensions than the

present Connecticut pomed its waters tluoiigh

the highlands, and deposited the detritus of the

primary rocks of New-Hampshire, and the slates

and lime-stones of Vermont, in an estuary at that

time existing in the lower valley of the Connec-
ticut. The waters of such a river would have
been able to transport these loose materials to

their present localities, the coarser pebbles being
left where the current was rapid, while the finer

particles were deposited in those wide valleys

where the current must have been quite moder-
ate. That the waters of the Connecticut once
occupied a much higher level is incontestible,

since we have akmg its whole course regular ter-

races of aqueous deposition far more elevated

than the waters ever rise in modern tunes, du-

ring the most powerful (reshets. Ancient water-

marks are also observed abundantly on the rocky

ledges, at a considerable elevation above the

present bed of the river. That the sea entered

the valley ofthe Connecticut in former times, ha:

been most fully proved by the interesting re

searches of Professor Hitchcock and others, wli(

have examined the deposits of finer slates and
sandstones iu the lower valley, which contain

impressions of fishes and the foot-prints of wa
ding birds of gigantic size. All the facts discov

ered tend to prove that the sandstones of the

Connecticut were produced by a deposition of

ancient alluvium from the upper section of the

river, and thai the fresh waters mingled with

those of the sea, at least as far up as Mount Hoi
yoke, and that the deposit took place anterior

even to the eruption of that mountain, since the

trap rocks of which it is composed were protru-

ded through the sandstone, and now rest upon
its surliice, where they spread out in a molten
state, and now overlap the sandstone.

It would prove highly intc resting, did our lim-

its permit, to carry this S( cliuji tlinmylinut tlie

whole valley of the Coinu'ctirut ; but this will

not be expected in the priscut K(,'])i)rl, which
will he limited to the State of New Hampshire
and its immediate borders.

ARGILLACEOUS AND METAPHORIC SLATES.
Our great longitudinal section begins at the

Connecticut River, at the south-western rornerof
the State, at an elevation of462 feet above the sea-

level, departing from the plains of Northfield and
Bernardstown, which are underlaid by the red

conglomerates and sandstones before described.

We shall examine next the argillaceeus and
metaphoric slates on which the sandstone rests.

The argillaceous slates, as mentioned in a for-

mer section of this Report, consist of clayey par-

ticles, which were originally deposited by water,

and were subsequently indurated by the heat of

rocks thrown up in an ignited state beneath them.

Where the action of the primary rocks was mod-
erated by tlie-thickness or remoteness of the stra-

ta of setlimentary rocks, the effect upon them ap-

pears to have been simply to jnoduce induration ;

but where there was an immediate contact, or

close contiguity, the slates underwent consider-

able changes in structure and composition, or

are metaphoric.
In the towns ofLeyden,Beruardstown and Guil-

ford may be observed some very interesting pe-

culiarities in the disturbance of the argillaceous

slates, such as contortions of the strata, shewing
that they were once plastic and sofl, crossing and
overlapping of strata, effected by lateral thrusts,

and the gradual passage or change of argillace-

ous into micaceous slate.

The Gorge or Leydeii Glen is fiequently visit-

ed for the sake of its picturesque beauty, and the

refreshing coolness of the atmosphere, which
renders it a favorite resort for travellcis dining

the heat of midsiunmer. The cm-Jous \vill also

enjoy additional pleasure if they are led to con-
template the singular Geological features which
this locality presents. It is evident that the slates

have been powerfully acted upon by the protru-

sion of rocks beneath tlicm, liie strata being cur-

ed and bent in various directiniis, while the ar-

gillaceous slate exhibits a passage into the mica-
ceous slate. Veins of quaiiz are also seen run-

ning through the strata, filling fissures originally

produced by rupture of its mass.

In the town of Guilford several deposits of ar-

gillaceous slate have been extensively quarried,

so that the situation and structure of the strata

are exposed to view. One of the most remark-
able localities in this town s the slate ledge

owned by Mr. Bruce.

Tlie strata at this quarry are very remarkably
situated, and to persons viewing the ledge iu

front, the slates ajipear as if they had been bro-

ken by a crushing force from above. On more
inute examination, it may be seen that such

as not the case, but, this apparent disorderly

situation was produced by a crossing and over-

lapping ofstrata, forced out from their original po-

sition by a lateral thrust, which may have been
effected by the elevation of the neighboring and
sidijacent "primai-y unstratified rocks.

'ibis locality also exhibits decisive proof of

the fact formerly mentioned, namely, that the

slate strata were sufliciently soft at the epoch of

this disturbance to have suffered considerable

flexure without breaking ; and we can discover,

at the points where flexure and fracture were ef-

fected, the degree of flexibility which the slate

possessed.

The following diagram exhibits the manner in

which the uppei stnta «ut foiced o\ei those

now below, ^o i^ to o\eihp nnd ciine the slates

Section of Bruce's Slate Quarry, Guilford.

On the face of the quarry the strata' may be
seen crossing each other nearly at right angles,
and t)(iey are broken at their points of contact.
This quarry is wrought to considerable extent

for roofing slates, which aie solid and durable,
but are not so smooth as those from Wales, or
from the quarries in Maine. They are used for

covering roofs of houses in Brattleboro', and car-

goes are sent down the Connecticut River in

boats.

On the Western side of the Connecticut riv-

er, the argillaceous slate rocks predominate, for-

ming the sub-strata thoughoul extensive districts

iu Vermont, and include many valuable beds of
limestone. The same strata extend across the

river into New-Hampshire, and overlap the more
ancient ])rimary formations of Winchester, Hins-
dale, Chesterfield, Walpole, Cbarlestown, Unity,

and Claremont, exhibiting those remarkable and
interesting metamorphoses in structure and com-
position, which have been alluded to in a former
section of this Report. It is well known in Eu-
rope that the junctions of stratified rocks with

the unstratified, are the points most highly char-

ged with metaliferous ores ; hence we are led to

expect many interesting discoveries in the dis-

trirt traversed by this sectional line.

Leaving the sandstone rocks of Northfield, and
proceeding northwardly, we pass over Lonjf Mt.,
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in Winchester, nlid liescend to the borders of

Ashiielot river. Long Wt. is composed of mien,

slate i-ocks, tiie strata of which run N. E. and

S. W., and di|) to the N. W. Tlie same strata

are seen along the banks of (he Ashnelot river,

in Winchester. Furtlier to the Nortli we come
to granite and gneiss rocks, wliich form the prin-

cipal basis of the eastern parts of the towns of

Hinsdale and Chesterfield, while on the westi in

side we again observe mica slatp strata, wliicii

pass insensibly into argillaceous slate, wliich is

freqnently charged with iron iiyriles. By the de-

coinposil'ioii of this, bi-suliihiiret ol iron, coppe-

ras or sulpliale oi' iron, and bog iron ores are

formed. The copperas acting npon the argilla-

ceons matter of the slate rocks, forms sulphate of

alumina; which freqnently is seen on the surface

of moist, sheltered ledges, in the form of an in-

crustation. Hog iron is ibrmed from the solution

of sulphate of iron, wliirii is dissolved from the

decomposing rock, .iiid being washed into the

lowlands, ii brconns by action of the atmosphere
converted iiiin iici- sulphate of iron, wliich is de-

composed liy iIm- vegetable matters in tlie soil,

and apncn natcil Ihi;^ umi ore is formed and de-

posited in low meadows, or on the hill-sides.

Veins of magnetic iron ore an; said to have
been found in Winchester, but we had not time
to examine the locality during the measurement
of this section. Iron pyrites occurs disseminated

in the argillaceous slates of Chesterfield, but I

have not learned whether there is a sufficient a-

niount of the ore for manufacture of copperas,

the specimens having been sent to nie since we
left the field. The rocks which most abound in

this town are mica slate, the strata of which dip

to the S. E. Near Spoflbrd's jiond we observed

the junction of this rock with the gneiss, the

strata of which dip to the N. W. Near this point

is a centre of elevation, as shown by the oppo-

site dipping of the strata.

Westmoreland is underlaid by gneiss, gran-

ite, and mica slate, in every part of the town
where the rocks were observed to crop out ; but

there is reason to believe, from the direction of

the strata of argillaceous slates of Hinsdale and
Chesterfield, that they also exist in the western

borders of this town, but are concealed by the

superficial soil.

Many interesting minerals occur in the rocks

of Westmoreland, and have long been sought for

by mineralogists as objects of study. Some at-

tempts have been made by the people to discov-

er valuable ores, but most of their researches

have been fruitless. I was informed by one in-

dividual that he had spent no less than thirty

years in search of gold and silver ores, and he

was still firm in the belief that his labors would

be eventually rewarded by such a discovery. On
examining the mines where he had spent so much
time and labor, we found that he had mistaken

some very small veins of copper and iron py-

rites for ores of the precious metals. His re-

searches had, nevertheless, resulted in the dis-

covery of some very fine specimens of fluor-

spar, "and tolerably good crystals of quartz. These
minerals are found in a vein which is situated

near the North Village, on a hill-side two miles

S. W. from the meeting-house. The vein con-

sists chiefly of quartz and fluor-spar, with a few

small strings and disseminated crystals of py-
rites.

The fluor-spar possesses various colors, such

as white, purple, green and violet; but the light

green variety is most abundant. It derives its

name from the circumstance of its being used by
metallurgists for a flux in reducing nietalil'erous

ores. It isfrom this mineial that chemists ob-

tain that |)Owerfully corrosive acid which has the

properly of dissolving silex, and forming with it

a gas, and of etching upon the surfiice of glass.

Good specimens are sought for by mineralogists,

and chemists occasionally require it in their an-

alytical operations, but it has only a very limited

sale.

Fluor-spar is composed of

Fluorine 48.13

Calcium 51.87

or of two equivalents of fluorine to one of cal-

cium, and yields 27.86 of fluoric acid

79.14 of lime.

It is readily cleaved by the knife into its prima-

ry form, which is the regular octahedron ; also

into tetahedra and rhomboid's. It is harder than

calcareous spar, but may Iw easily scratched by

the knife. One of its most beautiful characters

is its brilliant phosphorescence when thrown on
heated iron.

The purple varieties of fluor-spar are frequent-

ly cut and polished in the forms of vases, and it

is also very successfully employed by the Italians

in niosaic work, to represent the rich colors of
the grape.

In the South part of Westmoreland we exatn-

ined a vein of sulphuret of molybdena, which
has been opened on the estate of Mr. Lincoln.

This locality is one of great interest to mineral-

ogists, and will be visited by many persons for

the sake of the elegant specimens of minerals

which have been brought to light by mining oj)-

erations. The locality is situated four miles

South of the North Village meeting-house, fipon

the top of an eminence 95(5 feet above the sea-

level. The vein is included in mica slate rocks,

associated with gneiss. The strata run N. E. and
S. W., and dip to the W. N. W. 60 deg, and the

vein runs nearly in the same direction. Thesul-
pfiuret of molybdena is associated with a pe-

culiar blue compact felspar and quartz, in which
occur enormous crystals of the phospate of liine,

a mineral of considerable rarity, and highly pri-

zed by mineralogists.

On the surface of the sulphuret of molybdena,
and in cavities in the gangue occurs a bright yel-

low substance, which is supposed to be a pecu-
liar oxide, or a sub-sulphate of molybdena. It

has not yet been analyzed.

On the side of this hill a drift has been cut into

the rock, with the intention of striking the vein

lower down, in hopes of finding orea of copper
or of tin, which metals an English miner had led

Mr. Lincoln 'to expect at a lower level. The
work was abandoned after excavating a gallery

in the rock to the distance of 33 feet, without
reaching the vein.

It is true that sulphm-et of molybdena is com-
monly associated with tin and copper ores, but
it does by no means follow that wherever we find

that mineral, we shall find also the others. If,

however, a few crystals of oxide of tin had been
found scattered in the molybdena vein, we should
have some rea.son to expect a larger supply in its

Various attempts have been made to render the

molybdena ore useful in the arts, and it was ho-

ped that its fine blue oxide might serve as a pig-

ment or for calico printing, but thus far no val-

uable result has been attained.

This locality will furnish a most abundant
supply of sulphuret of molybdena, and should

be kept in remembrance, since the constant and
rapid improvements in the arts may eventually

discover some method of rendering it useful. At
present it is destined to furnish an abundance of
fine specimens for the use of mineralogists and
chemists, many of whom will visit the locality.

A few rods north of this vein occurs a small

deposit of nodular bog manganese, the nodules

being about the size of walnuts. It occurs at the

outlet of a small drain from a little peat-hog, and
was evidently deposited in its present situation

by water.

This ore will sei-ve perfectly for the generation

of chlorine gas from muriatic acid for bleaching,

but owing to the presence of apocrenate of iron

in it, it does not give out pure oxygen gas when
heated to redness, for that vegetable acid being
decomposed by heat and by the oxygen of the

manganese, its carbon combining with the ox-

ygeni carbonic acid is also produced at the same
time. The locality will furnish a few tons of
manganese, and since it will answer for genera-

ting chlorine, it will meet with a ready sale at

the paper-mills where manganese is used for

bleaching.

Having, through the kind assistance of Mr.
Lincoln, obtained specimens of all the minerals

which occur on his estate, we proceeded on our
section northwardly.

From Westmoreland to Walpole the rocks are

granite and gneiss. A {q\v beds and veins of milk
quartz also occur.

Walpole. In this town we were aided by
Mr. Frederick Vose and Dr. Ebenezer Morse, who
Were ap[>ointed a committee for the purpose,

and politely rendered such assistance as was re-

quired.

The rocks in this town consist of mica slate,

the strata of which dip to the N. N. VV. 15 or

20 deg. Granite beds are also observed included
between the strata.

These rocks may be viewed near the village,

where a small and rapid brook has Washed the
soil from the surface of the rocks.

It was supposed that limestone occurred on
the hill near the meeting-house, but we could not
find any trace of such a rock. South of Fall
Mountain, near Bellows Falls, a number of loose
masses of plumbago were dug out of the soil,

immediately beneath tlie brow of the hill. They
ajjpear to have been detached from the rock on
which they rest, since the masses were angular,

and not water-worn. The rock composing ths

mountain is plumbaginous mica slate, passing in-

to argillaceous slate on one side, and graduating

into hard mica slate, containing fibrolite, on the

other. Near the house of Mr. Milliken the slate

rocks contain fine crystals of made or hemitrop-
ic andalusite, a mineral somewhat rare. Three
miles North from the Falls may beseen the junc-

tion of the slate rocks with gneiss, these rocks

forming the northern extremity of Fall Mt. At
the north extremity of the hill the gneiss rocks
occur, dipping to the S. E. At the junction of
the mica slate with the gneiss, an union of the

two rocks is formed. There we notice a dajk

blue quartz rock, which is followed by indurated

argillaceous slate, which passes insensibly into a
micaceous clay slate, containing crystals of ma-
de. The strata are overlaid by gneiss, beneath

which they dij) at an anile of .50 deg.
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Section of the smtinc-ir Mr Mill k ii Btlk wi Falls.

The rocks at Bellows Falls consist of gneiss

and mica slate, the stiata of which dip to the

S. E. These rocks are filled with masses of

fibrolite, which being almost incapable of de-

composition, is left in relief on the surface of the

water-worn rocks. Fibrolite is harder than

quartz, and may be used for emery when it is

pulverized and washed in a projier manner. It

is, however, difiicult to extract from the hard

rocks in which it occurs at this place.

Near Saxton's River the rocks consist of a hard

variety of gneiss, in the crevices of which occurs

a rare mineral, composed of fluoric acid and
alumina, called Wavellite. It occurs in stellated

or radiated masses, about 1-2 an inch in diame-

ter. In the neighborhood of Blake's paper-mills,

the rocks consist of mica slate, the strata of which

dip S. E. 70 deg. The same variety of rock con-

taining fibrolite exists on Fall Mountain, and con-

stitutes its principal substrata. About three-

quarters of a mile northwardly from Fall Village,

on the Rockingham road, occurs a junction of

the micaceous slate rocks. At that place the

strata run N. 14 deg. E., S. 14 deg..W., and dip

to the westward 70 i\ef[.

Bellows' Falls has long been favorably known
to travellers, as a place of resort iii the warm
seasons, on account of the beautiful scenery

and the refreshing coolness of the atmosphere.

In ancient times, it was one ofthe favorite haunts

of the aborigines, remains of whose rude sculp-

ture may etill be seen on the rocks below the

falls.
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AiSTEAD. Ill this town granite, gueiss and

mica slate abound. The strata of the two last

mentioned rocks run N. E., S. W. and dip to the

north-west. In numerous places may be seen

large masses of mica slate completely decompo-

sed, and in tlie state of a micaceous soil. A bed

of impure, blue limestone is exposed by the cut-

ting for a road, but it is not sufficiently strong for

commercial use.

Eastward of the Paper Mill Village, there oc-

cur beds of Potter's clay, and it is manufactured

into bricks.

The most important locality in this town, is

the mica quariy, situated upon the estate of Mr.

Goodhue, 3 1-2 miles S. E. from the New Al-

stead Post Office.

The mica is one of the ingredients of a very

largely crystallized granite, composed cf white

soda felspar, grey quartz, and huge plates of

transparent and colorless, or reddish colored mi
ca. The mica is extensively quarried by Mr.^

James Bowers of Acworth, who devotes himself

almost exclusively to the business, and sends

large quantities of mica to market. There are

two quarries opened in this town. They are sit-

uated near each other, and are both wrought liy

Mr. Bowers. The granite containing the mica,

is evidently a huge vein in mica slate rocks,

through wliich it has been erupted nearly in a

line with the direction of the strata.

Acworth. The village of Acworth stands

upon very elevated land, which is 1397 feet above

the sea level. The rocks which compose the

mountains are principally mica slate and granite,

the latter rock constituting large veins in the for-

mer. Hornblende slate and quartz rock also oc-

cur on and around William's Hill, an eminence
situated S. by W. from Acworth M. H., on the

south side of Cold river. This locality has en-

joyed great celebrity on account of the immense
crystals of beryl which have been obtained from
it, and have been .sold for cabinet specimens in

various parts of the world. Some of the crystals

are more than a foot in diameter and eighteen

inches in length, hut they are like all gigantic

crystals, defaced by strise and cracks whicli

jure their beauty. Notwithstanding these imper-

fections, the huge dimensions ofthe costals have

produced great surprise among Mineralogists and
Geologists of Europe. One of these beryls,

eight inches in diameter, was shewn me in the

Imperial Cabinet of Vienna, as a wonderful ape

cimen, and was a very highly valued present to

that superb collection. The Acworth beryl.-^

when perfect have a tine-light blue green color

and are of that variety known by the name of

aqua-marine. Fragments may be separated from

some of the large masses that would serve, when
cut and polished, for jewelry. The large crys-

tals generally are not sufficiently free from for-

eign matters for this purpose. The locality from

whence these beryls ivere obtained may still yield

a great number of valuable specimens, but much
labor is required in blastiug away the quartz rock

which overlies them, before they can be detach-

ed. They occur in a granite vein itumediately be-

neath a large vein ofgranular,white and rose color-

ed quartz. The quartz vein runs N. W. and S. E.

and forms the summit of the hill, and is no less

than forty yards wide, and is easily quarried. It is

ofthe purest and best kind, and is suitable for the

manufacture of glass and for sand paper. It

will doubtless soon be wrought by the N. H.
Glass Manufacturing Company at Keene, since

it is situated only 20 miles from their works. At
my request, Mr. Elliot, superintendent of the

N. H. Glass works, has made a trial of this quartz,

and has produced some fine tubes for chemical
nse, almost equal to the celebrated Bohemian
glass. It withstands heat admirably, blows and
draws perfectly well.

Black tourmalines and largely crystalized white
soda felspar or Cleavelandite occur at this i)lace,

but the specimens are not so good as those wliich

are found at the mica quarries of Alstead.
Mr. James Bowers of Acworth, has for several

years devoted a part of his time to the exploration
of the minerals of this town, and keeps a collec-

ion on hand for supplying those who may desire
to purohase specimens.
On the western side of Williams' hill occurs

a very remarkable bed of well characterized
hornblende slate which is cut through by a bro-
ken vein of compact felspar in a remarkable
manner, evincing many rupiiups in the vein sub-

sequent to its injection. The strata ;

contorted near their junction with this

f,/^///
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In the village the stiata of mica slate aie ob
seivedneai the tavein, vvheie the stiati dip to

the W. S. W. and run N. 10 deg. W., S. 10 deg.

E. Several small v^ins of granite and beds of
quartz also occur in the rock, and contain mas-
ses and crystals of iron pyrites. Fin'ther north
the dip of the strata is reversed, the inclination

being to the E. N. E. 50 deg. Proceeding to

Unity and Claremont, the road forms quite a reg-

ular inclined plane, descending rapidly to the

northward.
U.MTv posse.«ses many interesting localities,

some of which liave been explored.
The granular quartz, which is found upon the

estate of Mr. J. M'Cliire, lias for a longtime sup-
plictl the sand paper works at Vermont with the
ground and sifted mineral, employed for the

preparation of that useful article. The bed from
whence the quartz is olitained is included in

granite, and is conveniently situated near the

mill where it is ground and bolted. An abun-
dant .stipply of the rock may at any time be ob-
tained. It is more largely granular than the

quartz of Acworth, but is easily ground to pow-
der in a common grist mill, furnished with gran-
ite mill stones. About .30 or 40 tons of the bol-

ted quartz is annually prepared and is sold for

S90 dollars per ton, to the sand paper makers of
Rockingham, Vl The finest powder is used for

polishing metals, and is a good substitute for em-
ery. I shall have occasion to refer to this sub-

ject more fully in tlie economical department of
this Report, and therefore omit a more detailed

account of the value of this substance for the

present.

Half a mile northwardly from Mr. M'Clure's
house, there is a strong Chalybeate ypring, which
has enjoyed some celebrity in the cure of cer-

tain derangements of the digestive organs. It is

strongly charged with salts of Iron, and posses-

ses tonic properties.

The soil around the spring is so highly char-

ged with sulphate of iron, that no plants are able

to grow upon it except a litile moss in some jila

ces, which is soon blackened and destroyed when
the solution of copperas in the soil becomes con-

centrated by evaporation.

Copperas has been maniifiictured from this soil,

simply by the process of leaching and evapora-

tion. In 1825, Mr. Abner Currier's family man-
utactured 100 lbs. of copperas from this soil, in

the manner above mentioned. It is however of

little economical value, since c<>f»^>eras

more cheaply made on a large scale at Strafford,

Vt. _'
IA few limited deposits of bog iron ore of local 1

foiniation occur in this town, but none appeared
of sufficient magnitude to warrant mining opera-

tions.

On the estate of Mr. James Neal, we examined
a large vein of copper and iron pyrites, which has

betn explored to some extent.

This vein is contained in gneiss, and runs

nearly parallel with the strata, in a direction N.
10 deg. E., S. 10 deg. W. and dips to the W. by
N 78 deg. It extends along the top of the hill

toi the distance of 1,.550 feet, and there is cov-

eted in the valley by tlie soil, but it again appears

on the uplands beyond. From our observations,

wc can say, that the whole extent of the vein is

not less than 2,200 feet in length, and its width at

the opening wliich has been made, is at 3 feet

fiom the surface 1 fi.ot and 8 inches, and at 8
feet it is 3 feet wide. In some parts of the veiu

the width is 2 feet 9 inches. From the above

oboervations, it will be perceived that the vein

widens as it descends, and there is reason to be-

lie\e that it may ultimately be wrought for cop-

pei, and for the manufacture of sulphate of iron.

(See analysis of this ore.)

If the mine is ever wrought, it will be found

easy to effect drainage to the depth of 70 feet.

It IS situated 4 miles from Charlestowu landing

the Connecticut river.

At this place we discovered a new mineral, to

uch I have given the name Chlorophyllite.

(See Report on the analyses of minerals.) Itoc-

i in the sienite rocks which are found imbed-

ded in the gneiss near the copper mine. Crys-

tils of magnetic iron ore in octahedral forms oc-

cui disseminated in the green mica, also radiated

actynolite and garnets. Green mica also occurs

associated with the Chlorophyllite.

Near the northwestern corner of Unity, as I

have been informed, the agillaceoiis slate rocks

oi cur, overlapping the older primary strata. A
qinrry has been opened for ;he purpose of ob-

taining tomb stones, but it has not been much
wrought.
Claremont is also intersected by the sectional

profile measured by Messrs. Whitney and Wil-
liams, who have described the outlines of the

geology of that town. It will, therefore, be un-
necessary lor me to do more than refer to their

description of the section from Portsmouth thro'

Concord to Claremont.
Proceeding northwardly our section traverses

Cornish, Plainfield, Lebanon and Hanover.
From Claremont to Meriden, the micaceous

slate rocks prevail and are occasionally colored
by the presence of plumbago. The strata run
N. 20 deg. E., S. SO deg. W. and dip to the E. S.

E. 20 deg. Near Cornish Flat the mica slate be-

comes more silvery in its lustre and is not colored

by foreign matter. In several jdaces the rock
splits well into platforms, and may be quarried
for flagging stone. Jlr. Hack Hills informs me
that good tomb-stone slates are extensively quar-

ried \h miles S. E. from Cornish Flat. The stone

is said to be much better than that wrought at

Unity and Claremont. It is exported largely

for sale, and is e"en transjiortcd to Portland in

Maine.
In Meriden, hornblende slate and chlorite slate

occur. The latter rock extends through Lebanon
4 miles towards Hanover, where it is interrupted
by the granite rock. The chlorite slate dips to

the north westward.
Bog iron ore occurs in Lebanon, and has been

examined by Mr. Abel Stoirs, who not being at

home, the locality was not visited by our party,

since we ho[)ed at some other lime to have the

assistance of that gentleman in exploring the lo-

cality. We saw some very good specimens of
the ore in the cabinet at Dartmouth College, but

it was not known whether the locality would fur-

nish a sufficient supply for economical ))Uipo8es.

Hanover has been pretty thoroughly explored
by the professors and students of Dartmouth
College, so that little remained for us to exam-
ine, save the measurement of our sectional line

through the town. The most interesting rocks

which occur, are the hornblende slates which
contain an infinite number of small but perfect

crystals oi Almandine or precious garnet crystal-

lized in their primary form, of the rhombic dode-
cahedron. The locality from whence the best

specimens are obtained, is directly in the renr of
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the Medical College, wliere the hornblende slate

crops out on the crest of a moderate hill, the

strata running N. 40 deg. E., S. 40 deg. W., and
dipping to the north westward 40 degrees. By
means of a single blast, it is easy to obtain a large

supply of very fine specimens.

In the northern part of this town plastic clay

and clay marl occin' in regular strata, which aie

nearly horizontal. On the estate of John Dur-
kee, Esq., the marl is highly calcareous, and will

serve for fertilizing the soil. Specimens of this

marl were presented to me by Dr. C. B. Hamilton
of Lyme. He informed me that attempts were
made to burn it for bricks, but the bricks were
found to slake and crack when exposed to the ac-

tion of water. This circumstance led him to

suppose that the clay contained lime, v. Iiich fact

has been most fully confirmed by analysis.

(See the chemical department of this report.)

Blue limestone occurs also in the northern part

of Hanover, and is of sufficient purity for the

inanufcctnre of lime for mortar, and for agricul-

tural use. (See analysis.)

Lyme. This town was partially examined
while we were engaged upon the section, but
much still remains to be done. Many highly
useful substances occur, and will need a more
full survey. Rev. Mr. Buck, the principal of the

Academy, has already collected a great number
of highly interesting minerals in the vicinity, and
Dr. Hamilton has examined a deposit of clay mart
which is quite valuable for agricultural use.

Aided by this gentleman we visited the marl
beds, and ascertained the existence of marl
throughout an extensivo district. It occurs in

thick beds on the clifl^ and on the margin of a
brook, and between the East and West Villages
on both sides of the road. The marl is evideiitly

an ancient alluvial or diluvial deposit, since it is

far above the level of any stream at present ex-
isting in this region. It was formed by the de-
composition and disintegration of a blue lime-
stone, fragments of which are still found imbed-
ded in the marl. Where the marl bed is exposed
to the heat of the sun, the surface becomes indu-
rated so that it requires the use of a pick in dig-

ging it out of the bank.

The richness of the marl may be estimated
coarsely by jiouring upon it some muriatic or

nitric acid, and judging by the degree of effer-

vescence which takes place from disengagement
of the carbonic acid gas. An exact analysis of
it will be found in the chemical part of this re-

port. It is evident that by use of this marl the

farmers may highly improve the sandy soils in the

West Village and its vicinity, and it is somewhat
remarkable that attention has not before 'been

jiaid to the subject. Dr. Hamilton says that lime-

stone of good quality and marl also abound in

the north part of Lyme. He furnished me with

specimens which have been carefully analyzed in

iny laboratory, as will be seen reported in the

tables of chemical analyses.

During our next campaign, we shall ascertain

the extent and economical value of those beds of

limestone, and shall examine several veins of

metaliferous ores which occur in the vicinity.

Some masses of cyauite have have been found

in the northwest part of Lyme, by Mr. Buck.
Copper pyrites has been found in the S. E. part

of the town. Black tourmaline in distinct crys-

tals occurs in the rocks in large quantities. One
small but beautiful specimen of quartz, contain-

ing rntile, has also been found in the soil. Iron

pyrites occurs on the estate of Mr. Holt, and tbr-

merly gave rise to absurd expectations, it having
been mistaken for an ore of the precious metals.

The mica slate rocks which crop out in the

East Village, along the borders of the stream, are

occasionally impregnated with disseminated crys-

tals of iron pyrites. It also exhibits a gradual
passage into plumbaginous clay slate. The strata

run N. E. and S. W., and dip to the N. W. 53 deg.

Diluvial borders of granite and of quartz rock
also abound on the surface. Two small veins of
copper pyrites are said to occur in this town, to

the eastward of the East Village, but our time did

not allow us then to visit them.

From Lyme to Or/ord the rocks are mica slate

with occasional veins of granite.

Orford. In this town we were assisted in our
explorations by Dr. Ilosford, who has made a

collection of the most interesting minerals of
'

neighborhood. Sunday Mountain, in the south

part of the town, consists of granite which

good quality, and is quarried to some extent. It

is composed of white felspar and black mica, and
contains but little quartz.

Two miles north from the village occurs an
immense bed of compact talcose slate, which an-

swers perfectly for soapstone, and is quarried to

some extent, but may, by proper management, be
made to furnish an almost unlimited quantity of
that valuable material. The bed is included in

mica slate, and dips with the strata of that rock
to the N. 10 deg., VV. 35 deg.

The mica slate may be seen cropping out at

the summit of the hill, and also at its base; but
the walls of the talcose rock have not been fully

explored. We may, however, safely estimate the

thickness of the bed at ICO feet, and it probably
is even of greatei dimensions. The present mode
of quarrying the rock is troublesome and slow.

The workmen who hire the privilege of obtain-

ing the rock, since they do not own the ledge, are

unwilling to expend a large sum in clearing the

quarry so as to obtain a good head, and conse-
quently have to work ;it a disadvantage. A large

amount could be profitably expended in preparing
the quarry so that the stone could be more easily

obtained.

Clove brown tourmaline, which is a rare mine-
ral, occurs in the talcose slate in large crystals,

some of which are more than two inches in diam-
eter and and six inches in length. They are rarely

found with jierfect terminations. Radiated brown
tourmaline is much more abundant, and is easily

oblained at the quarry.

The composition of this mineral will be stated

the chemical department of this report.

Grantdar limestone also occms in Orford, but

does not appear on our line of section. Speci-
mens were obtained for analysis, and will be
reported in another department of the present
essay.

PiEBMONT. Leaving Orford and proceeding
northwardly, we next pass through Piermont, the

rocks on the route being uniformly mica slate

strata, with occasional protruded masses of gran-
ite, and veins of quartz, and numerous dykes of

ceons spectd;>r iron ore, which was exainined

with care. This bed occurs on an eminence
known as Cross' Ore Hill, which is 4i miles

S. E. from Haverhill Corner. The iron ore is

contained in stratified (luartz rock, and follows

the course and dip ot tiie strata, the direction

being N. 15 deg. E., S. 15 deg. W., and thfe incli-

nation W. by N. 26 to 30 deg. We traced it

along the crest of the hill for the distance of half

ile. The beds are very numerous, and are

contiguous to each other.

The beds of iron ore vary in thickness from a

few inches to three or fom- feet. At the southern
extremity of the hill, the ore presents itself in

larger beds, the outcropping ends and edges being

fully exposed to view. At this extremity of the

bed it is best to commence the work of mining,

if the ore is to be wrought, since it may be more
readily transported to the road below and from
thence to a furnace. The slope of the hill is at

an angle of from 22 to 25 degrees to the road,

and is (jnite regular, so that a slide may be con-

structed for transportation of the ore to the road.

The highest crest of the hill is about 300 feet

above the immediate base, and at the south ex-

tremity of the bed, the elevation is from 150 to

900 feet above the road below. There appears to

be a sufficiency of iron ore at this locality to war-
rant the erection of a blast furnace. Several

loads of the ore have already been converted into

good cast and bar iion at Mr. Huxan Paddock's
furnace in St. Johnsbury, Vt. Numerous speci-

mens of the ore have been analyzed in n)y labo-

r.atory during the past winter, as will he seen in

the chemical (hiiaituicnt of this report.

Owing to the pn'sem-e ufa small proportion of

oxide of titanium in this ore, it is more difficult

to reduce than some other varicticj-, but this is not

a serious obstacle, considering the minute propor-

tion of titanium which the ore contains. It is al-

ways advisable to mix such heavy ores with bog
iron ore if it can be obtained,since it serves to facil-

itate the reduction of the specular iron ore, and
lightens the charge in the furnace. A limited de-

posit of compact and dry bog iron was found near

the base of the hill, but not in sufficient quantity to

render it available.

Another small deposit exists on a branch of

the Oliverian stream, but the quantity is said to
be insufficient for iron works.
In the bed of specular iron ore occiu* occasional

masses and veins of sulphate of barytes, a mine-
ral conmionly used for the adulteration of white

On the hill opposite the specular iron ore, on
the land of Mr. Thotnas Cross, there are several
small veins of magnetic iron ore, varying in width
from one to four inches, which alone would not
be considered of any economical value, but these
small veins will furnish a valuable contribution to
a blast furnace, where the specular iron ores may
be smelted.

Green, white and brown micas are found asso-
ciated with this ore.

A few fine crystals of phosphate of lime of the
variety called apatite occur, imbedded in masses
of limestone, which are found loose at the base
of the hill.

Attempts have recently been made to discover
coal in the plumbaginous mica slato of this town,
but as might have been anticipated, without suc-
cess, since the rocks do not belong to the coal

formation. On our route from Piermont to Ha-
verhill Corner, we passed over nine dykes of
greenstone trap rock, which have been erupted
through the mica slate rocks. Some of these

dykes consist of the poiphyritic trap which usu-
ally is the most ancient variety.

Haverhill. During our sojourn in this town,
His Excellency Governor Page kindly devoted
his time and personal attention to the survey, and
aided us in the work.
With him we visited several localities before

described, and those which will next occupy our
attention.

The plain at Haverhill Corner is covered mostly
with ancient alluvial .soil, which conceals the

rocks, but the strata may be examined on the hills

and mountains around where their outcropping
edges are fully exposed. Mica slate is the pre-

dominating rock, and it is occasionally interrupted

by veins and beds of granite and quartz rock.

Extensive beds of excellent limestone are also

included in the mica slate. Many cm-ions and
useful simple minerals were also found in veins

traversing that rock.

Granite of good quality exists abundantly on
Catamount Hill, situate south westward from the

village. The hill is mostly composed of tabular
sheets of granite, which affords great facilities to

the quarryman. The sheets of granite have no
stratified structure, but are pseudo-strata. They
slope to the W. N. VV. 20 deg., and large plat-

forms are readily split off and taken down the

sloping hill. This stone is extensively quarried,

and is used in Haverhill for fence posts and for

underpinning. Large quantities are also sent

over into Vermont for sale, and it is even trans-

ported to markets 20 miles distant.

Among the interesting minerals which have
been found in Haverhill, we may mention small

veins of copper and iron pyrites, sulphurets of
lead and of zinc, native arsenic, arsenical pyrites,

large crystals of garnet in chlorite, some of which
arc 1^ inch in diameter, and are crystallized in

the primary form, talcose rock or soapstone and
granular white limestone of excellent quality.

The extent and value of these minerals were
carefully ascertained, and specimens of them
were collected for the State cabinet and for chem-
ical analysis. Several of those first mentioned
were discovered by Mr. Roswell Wilmott, who
has a decided taste for mineralogical researches,

and has been quite successful in learning the

characteristics of such specimens as he could

obtain in his vicinity. The copper pyrites occurs

in a vein of white quartz traversing mica and
hornblende slate strata, on the estate of Mr. Fran-

cis Kimball, between the Great Ammonusuck
and the Wild Ammonusuck rivers.

The vein is fioni 1 to 4 inches wide, and is

quite irregnlar; the copper ore occurring in

bunches or nests in the quartz. Galena or sul-

phuret of zinc are also found in the same situa-

The direction of the vein is N. 10 deg.

;g.E. -

deg., I

and S., sloping to the westward.

Passing over the hill to the west, we next came
to a dark blue variety of mica slate, wliicli is

stained by plumbago and iron pyrites. This rock

includes beds of native arsenic, which is so free

that it is volatilized by the heat of the sun, giving

VV., S. 10 deg. E. It intersects the strata at an

angle of 70 deg., the mica slate strata running N.
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a strong garlicky odor to the adiiospliere on a hot

day. When struck by the liammer the arsenical

odor is very strongly perceived. The arsenic is

in thin layers, forniing beds with the slate 3 or 4

inches in tliickness. It is probable that ores of

cobalt will be (bund associated with this mineral.

Mr. Wiliiiott thinks that he found traces of it in

one of iiis specimens.

AVhite and magnetic iron pyrites also are found

at this place. In one of the dykes of trap rock

on the hill, there is so niueli magnetic pyrites

scattered in fine particles in the rock as to give it

a decided polarity, so that approaching a cotnpass

to one point on the rock the needle points to it,

and is reversed when the compass is carried a

few inches beyond it. Yet there is nothing more
to be seen at that point in the rock than elsewhere

in the ledge. It is merely a magnetic pole of the

mass.
The mica slate rocks of Vermont and New

Hampshire frequently include valuable beds of

limestone, which is generally crystalline in its

character, and exhibits no remains of fossils.

This variety of limestone is supposed by many
distinguished geologists to have been originally

an aqueous deposit of marine shells and corals,

which subsequently were melted into crystalline

carbonate of lime by heat, wliile the pressure of

superincumbent rocks and of the ocean, preven-

ted the escape of the carbonic acid gas. By arti-

ficial experiments, Sir James Hall long ago dem-
onstrated the probability ofsucli a metamorphosis,

and since then Von Buch, Elie De Beaumont,
Dufrenoy and others, have by observation, proved
that many limestones, ^originally consisting of
shells, have been converted into granular marble
and crystallized limestone, by the agency of erup-
ted rocks. I have seen but one locality near the

upper waters of the Connecticut, where any tia-

ces of organic forms could be discovered in the

limestone, and in that instance, if remains of
corallines originally existed, they have been so

altered that no trace of organic structure remams.
By means of extended researches on the Vermont
side of the Connecticut river, we may perhaps be
able hereafter to satisfactorily account for the

origin of the limestone in queston.
From observations at other localities, I am dis-

posed to consider all those limestones which were
iormerly called primary as metamorphic rocks,

produced in the manner before stated. It is also

an interesting fact, that the limestones in the mica

slate in tlie region about to be described, are li-ee

from magnesia, while those beds in other portions

of the country, which are included in talcose slate

and hornblentle rock, or which occur in the vi-

cinity of serpentine rocks, are generally niagne-

sian, especially where in contact with those mag-
nesian rocks.

Our present section passes over an important

bed of limestone, which occurs about six miles

north eastward from Haverhill Corner, on the

west side of Black Mountain, and to the north

west of the Sugar Loaf, near the foot of which
it was first discovered, forming the basin of a

small spring. This spring had excavated a deep
well in the rock, so that a pole could be thrust

down to the dejjth of twenty feet. Some person

visiting this spring as a curious natural well, sug-

gested that the white rock might be limestone,

and ujion trial this proved to be the case. A
portion of the rock was quarried, out and burnt

into lime, but no attempt was made to ascertain

the extent and ^alue of the bed. The first at-

tempts made to burn the rock into lime were
exceedingly rude and imperfect, so that the local-

ity did not acquire a favorable reputfrtion. I have
since ascertained that the limestone forms regular

beds of great dimensions ; and that it will make
excellent lime. The first opening was made ad-
jacent to the spring where the limestone is of a
beautiful white color and is highly crystalline.

Strata marks are indicated by light brown streaks

containing mica. These streaks resist the action

of the weather, and stand out in relief where the

runestoue is worn away. The wall rock of the

bed is mica slate, but its boundaries have not yet

been fully disclosed.

The second opening, a few rods distant, exhi-

bits a regular bed of limestone, shaded slightly

with blue, like that of Thoniaston in Maine. It

is included in mica slate, the strata of which run
N. 57deg. E.,S. .57 deg. W., and dip N. W. GO
degrees. The limestone measured at right angles

to its direction is 23 feet 4 inches wide.

The third opening was made in a [Kisture, and
discloses the other extremity of the bed first de-

scribed. The whole width of ^lis limestone is

400 feet, and its present obser^d length is about
feet, but it is evident that it runs with the

strata to a much greater distance and will proba-

bly be found to continue south-westward, form-
ing a bed several miles in length. If the map of
the State is correct, it should, from its course,

run very near the north part of tlie village at

Haverhill Corner. At present, the superficial

soil prevents our ascertaining whether this is the

se.

Mr. W. Gannett has purchased the limestone
beds above described, and has secured a most
aluable tract of woodland for the supply of fuel.

New and improved kilns will be elected, and lime
will be furnished in abundance, on very reasona-
ble terms.

This locality is of inestimable value to the

State, saving a vast outlay for foreign lime, while
it is evident from the analysis of the rock, that

Haverhill lime will prove to be of a superior
quality. (See chemical analysis of this linie-

Bath.—From Haverhill Corner to Bath, we
observed the mica slate rocks in regular strata,

which dip to the south-eastward, and run north-

east and south-west.

Two dykes of greenstone trap intersect tlie

strata and alter the texture of the rock. In one
place we observed the mica slate possessing

strong magnetism with polarity, so as to

the compass needle. This was probably owing
to the presence of minute grains of magnetic ))y

rites in the rock. In Bath, near the bridge, oc

curs a hard flinty slate passing into mica slate. It

is evidently an altered rock. Several specimens
of Galena or sulphuret of lead were presented
to me for examination. It forms a small vein with
quartz, and occurs on the town farm, but is not

supposed to be of sufl^>cient magnitude to prove
valuable. On cupelling a fragment of this gal

na, it was found to contain a small proportion of
silver, but it would not be worth extracting,

less very large ([nantities of iln- ore could be ob-

tained. Pyritilbrous slate al.^o occurs, but it docs
not appear to be suflicientiy rich for the econom-
ical manufacture of alum.
The slate containing this sulphuret of iron, has

been mistaken for the shale of the coal formation,

and attempts were formerly made to discover coal

in it, but of course unsuccessfully.

Brick clay is abundant in Bath, and extensive
yards exist for the manufacture of bricks.

I was informed that some of the clay bed
would not make brick of good quality, and on
examining them, ascertained that they contained
a small proportion of carbonate of lime, but not
sufficient to entitle tlie clay to rank as a calcare-

ous marl. The calciferous clay occurs in thin

seams, and can be distinguished readily by pour-
ing a little muriatic acid upon the clay, when
effervescence will take place, owing to the de-

composition of the carbonate of lime by the

acid and the disengagement of its carbonic acid

gas.

I was informed of the existence of some small

veins of iron and lead ores in Landaff, but was
unable at that time to visit them. Specimens
were obtained and have been analysed in my
laboratory. (Sec reports of analyses of miner-
als.)

The remainder of this section was explored
by my assistant.?, who present the following Re-
port :

Geology and Topography of the JYorlhem corner of
the State, by Messrs. fVhilney and Williams.

The principal object in our short excursion to

the Indian Stream settlement, and the country
lying near the Margalloway, was to procure the

necessary Geological information for the map to

be published in the final report, and also to ob-

tain what topographical information we could

with regard to the heights of the mountains,

courses of the rivers, and nature of the soil,

since but little has been done with any degree
of accuracy in that far-removed section of the

State.

Besides the usual difficulties attendant on such
investigations in the woods, we were obliged to

contend with a severe srorm of rain and snow,
v/hich for twenty-two days continued to impede
our progress.

The rocks of the section extending from Ha-
arhill north, are almost entirely mica slate, of-

ten much contorted and filled with quartz veins,

with occasional veins of injected granite, and it is

not till we arrive at Stewarlstown that we find

the first signs of the clay slate, in numerous
boulders scattered over the tops of the high hills

in that vicinity. The character of the soil then
undergoes a mai'ked change, becoming more re-

tentive, and is peculiarly adapted to the culture of
wheat, as we were assin-ed by the intelligent far-

mers in that vicinity.

The surface of the vicinity of Stewartstown is

composed almost entirely of diluvial detritus,

brought from the north, which is piled up in hills,

some of them of coiisldi niMr elevation. The
materials here acciiiiiul.itril li.ive evidently been
brought in a fincl\ ilniiliil >i;ilc from the clay

slate and limestone ludswljieli extend across the

extreme north of the State and the adjacent re-

gions of Canada, since no such rock exists in

place for a great distance to the south.

South Hill, in Stewartstown, is, from our ob-
servations, about 2000 feet above the sea-level.

The road from Stewartstown to the Indian
Stream settlement, at the outlet of Connecticut
Lake, is almost impassable for wagons. This
village, which is the most northerly inhabited

place in New Hampshire, may consist of a dozen
lionses. The whole Indian Stream settlement, so

called, comprises 315 persons, according to the

last census. The falls ot the Connecticut, at the

outlet of the lake, fiirnish excellent water power,
on which a saw-mill is already built. The shores

of this lake and the country adjoining are gently

undulating. Camel's Rump, rising in the N. E.,

is the only high mountain seen from this jioint.

Connecticut Lake is about 1G94 feet above the le-

vel of the sea.

The descent from the 2d Lake, as it is com-
monly called, to the first or largest Connecticut

Lake, is rapi<l. The course of the river, which is

here hardly more than n small brook, is among
large boulders of granite and clay slate, but no
where are the rocks to be seen in place.

After crossing the second Lake, we continued

our inarch eastward over the range of hills which
separate the waters flowing into the Magalloway
from those which empty into the Connecticut.

The highest point observed by us was about 2130
feet above the sea-level.

From the 2d Lake to the State line we sup-
pose to be about 5 1-2 miles. After meeting
with the State line, we continued to follow it, till,

at a distance of about 5 miles from ourcainj), we
arrived at the base of Camel's Rump Mt. Here
we lost all traces of the line, which is very indis-

tinctly spotted, and evidently has not been touch-

ed for many years. After spending some time in

searching for the point where the line must have
crossed tlie mountain, we gave it up and ascend-
ed to the summit, where we pitched our tent.

Here we remained for two diiys during one of
the violent storms so conmion in this elevated re-

gion, which borders on the high table-land of
Canada. The last day being clear, and the
barometer having risen apparently to its usual
height, we have calculated from the observations

the approximate height of the mountain at3(il5

feet above the sea-level. This, it will be seen, is

one of the highest mountains in the State next to

the White Mountain range. Its geological char-
acter is peculiar. The specimens which we ob-
tained from various parts of the mountain from
the rock in place, consisted of amorphous mai-ses

of hornstone, of various hues of color, from a
light apple green to almost bl;ick. The moun-
tain is covered with a low and tangled under-
growth, with stunted fir-balsams and sjiriice. We
1 egret that, owing to foul weather and the ex-

hausted state of our stock of provisions, our ob-

servations were not sufficiently extensive to de-

termine whether this singular rock was erupted
from below in a state of fusion, or was altered

from clay .=late, or whether its peculiar charac-

ter is owing to large masses of underlying trap-

rock.

It is not probable that this mountain was ever

before ascended by while men, for, though wc
searched diligently, we were unable to find aity

marks of former visitants, sncli as spotted trees

or bushed paths. But although the ascent was
difficult, we were amply repaid by the magnifi-

cent extent of the view which was dis|ilayed be-

fore us as the veil of clouds gradually rolled away
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Ijcfiiii! the wind. In the north, a series of high

iiilis stietcliing beyond each other for five or ten

iiMli.-i, wiiich "divide the waters flowing into the

Irit.
Lawrence from those of the Magalloway and

Connecticut, beyond wliicli, as far as tlie eye

could reach, lay the extended table-lands of Can-

] ada, unbroken by any abrujit elevation. To the

east, the lofty granite ranges of Maine, Mt. Bige-

low and Mt. Abraham. Farther south, the im-

meroiis large lakes near Umbagog and the Dia-

iiiniiil Hills, while in the farthest distance were
Mill llic lofty peaks of the White Mountains, and
tn ilic west lay the Lakes and tributary streams
(I llic Connecticut, and the rolling ranges of the

<;rrc'ii Mountains.
\s our stock of provisions was entirely ex-

h.iiist.d, we were obliged to descend the moun-
tain and return to our catnp, without visiting the

inoiuuiicnt wliicli marks the boundary between
Maine, New Haiii|isliire, and Canada, intending
10 return after obtaining a further supply of pro-

visions, in order to explore the Magalloway to its

sources.

In this intention we were disappointed, by con-
tiiuied and severe storms, and the extremely low
water in the river, which rendered it imi)ossible

for our canoe to ascend.
The width of the Magalloway at the most

northerly point where we Faw it, which could not
have been more than four or five miles from the
monument, as laid down on the map of the Stale

by Carrigain, seemed to confirm the opinion of
Dr. Stephenson, who in his description of this

section, in Dr. Jackson's third Annual Report on
the Geology of Maine, declares that the bounda-
ly line is several miles too far south ; or, in other
words, that the water-shed lines between the
somces of the Magalloway and the Chaudier,
have not been ascertained with sufiicieut accu-
racy.

Tlie examination of the country adjacent to the
rivi-r ])resented little of interest to the geologist.
The banks of the river consist mostly of an allu-

vial deposit, raised only a few feet from its level,

and stretching back several miles on either side.

Rarely are the rocks seen in place. The shores
of Parmachene Lake are lined with rounded peb-
bles of granite, ja,~per, and hornstone, except at

the southern jioiiit, where the blocks of granite

are very laiije and angular, and piled together in

the greatest confusion. Talcose slate occurs in

place on the liver.

At the |)oint where the river enters within the

limits of New Hampshire, the rocks are uniform-

ly granite, which extend from near Capt. Wil-
son's, in Township No. 5, 3d range in Maine, to

the north of Clear stream, where v^•e left our
canoo, in order to cross on foot and return to

Colebi-ook, there being a tolerable road from Capt.

Bragg's, in Errol, through the Dixville Notch to

Coleiaook.

This Notch maybe regarded as one of the

most remarkable exhibitions of natural scenery
in the State, perhajis even surpassing the famous
Notch of the White Mountains in pictmesque
grandeur.

A natural defile through the high mountains
which extend in a jjeiieral north and south diree-

fion through the town of Dixville, aflTords admi-
rable facilities for the construction of a new road
to Portland, which may become of importance to

this part of the country.

The angular and precipitous appearance of the

mica slate rocks, rising hundreds of feet almost
perpendicularly on either side, is strikingly dif-

ferent from the rounded and water-worn appear-
ance of most of the primitive rocks throughout
the northern part of the United States, and seems
to come nearer to tiio scenery of the Alps than
any thing else in New England. Sketches of the
scenery were pieserved, and will be presented
with the final Report. It is evident that so inter-

esting a spot as this must, when known, draw
tliitlier a portion, at least, of the numerous visi-

tants to the picturesque scenery of the State.

Although it rained severely when we arrived at

Colebrook, which we regarded as the continua
lion of the storm by which we had been so long
lollowed, we wore surprised to learn that nearly
the whole of tho month had been clear and iilca

sant throughout the whole of this part of the
State.

In conclusion, we would remark that the geo
logical and topographical information which 'w<
obtained will «|iiH_'ar on the map to be appended

to the final Report of the State Geologist. Spe^
cimens of the principal rocks also have been de-

posited in the State Cabinet.

Sectionfrom Concord to JVahefidd, by Messrs. Whit-
ney and Jl illiams.

The section from Concord to Wakefield is one
of uniform geological character, and possesses
little interest.

Commencing at the alluvion of the river Mer-
rimack, and rising by a sharp ascent to the level

of the sandy diluvion, which extends for miles
on each side of the river, the underlaying rock,

granite, is seen only once in place during the first

seven miles. About 1-2 mile from the village of
London, granite occurs in situ, and continues to

the eastern line of the State. Near Loudon,
and for several miles beyond, it is crossed by
occasional beds of mica slate, having a general
N. E. and S. W. direction, and di|)i)ing to the

S. E.
The Granite rocks in this vicinity are found,

when freshly uncovered, to be covered with the

marks of diluvial agency, and, as would be ex-

pected in a section of the country where such
immense masses of diluvial detritus are collect-

ed, they are often deep and very distinct. Their
direction near the village of Loudon, varied from
12 deg. to 25 deg. west of north. Near the aca-

demy in Gilmanlon, they rmi N. 27deg. W. Gil-

manton is covered by a series of high diluvial

hills, evidently the detritus of granite rocks
brought from the northward.
The soil in many parts of the town is very fer-

tile, and has been brought to a high state of cul-

tivation, and no part of the State presents a more
pleasing and picturesque appearance to the eye
of the agriculturist. The simple minerals and
ores contained in the granite of this region are

few in number and destitute of interest. Quartz
crystals of considerable size are said to be found
near Shellcanip pond. A considerable quantity

of bog iron ore of good quality was formerly ob-
tained from Lougee pond, in tlie S. E. corner of
the town of Gilmanton. It was taken from the

bed of the lake by means of long tongs, and car-

ried to the iron works village to be smelted. The
quantity of ore w\is evidently iiia<lc(piate to sup-

ply a furnare lijr any length of time.

From Gilmanton through the remaining part

of this sectional line, the rocks are uniformly of
granite, covered, as usual, with huge boulders of
granite and mica slate.

Great Moose mountain, which forms the divid-

ing line between Brookfield and Middleton, con-

sists entirely of granite, and is elevated 1404 feet

above the sea.

(To be continued in tlie next No. of the Visitor.)

Agriculture.

The following tabular view and the deductions

from it, are well worthy of the attention of all,

and are a complete refittation of Mr. Gisborne'#

observation that England was not fitted to be an
agricultural country. This paper was compiled
to show that GreatBritain could produce a suffi-

cient quantity of v.heat to support its inhabitants.

It is now submitted by a correspondent of the

Gloucestershire Chronicle, as furnishing data upon
the Corn Law question deserving of considera-

tion :

—

The population of G. Britain in 1831, lfl,GOO,000

England, 13,350,000

Scotland, 2,400,000

Wales, 850,000

The occupations are in

Agriculture, Occupiers,
Laborers,

Miners,
Manufacturers,

Millers, Bakers, Butchers,

Tailors,Shoeinakcrs,Hattcrs,

Shopkeepers,
Builders, Artificers, &c.

Pro[irietors and Annuitants,
Divinity, Law, and Physic,

Soldiers and Sailors,

Disabled Paiijiers,

1,500,000

4,800,000
(

fi50,000

2,400,000

900,000

,1,080,000

2,100,000

600,000

1,120,000

450,000

4,740,000

1,570,000

8:30,000

1 10,000

The area of Great Britain is

England,
Scotland,

Wales,

0,000,000

acres.

34,000,000

20,000,000

0,000,000

60,000,000
This consists of
25,000,000 Acres in mountain, pasture, wood and

wastes.

15,000,000 Acres in meadow and lowland pas-
tures.

20,000,000 Acres in arable.

60,000,000
Dividing the arable into 4, there will be 5 mill-

tons acres of land for wheat ; and allowing 22
bushels an acre, the produce will be 110 millions
of bushels, or 13,700,000 quarters.

One bushel of wheat flour makes eighteen 41b.

loaves of bread.

The consumption per head per week will ne-
ver exceed 1 1-2 loaf, or 78 loaves in the year;
eqital to 4 1-4 bushels of flour.

To make 4 1-4 bushels of flour, 5 bushels of
wheat is an ample allowance ; so the consump-
tion will be five bushels of wheat per bead ou
the population of 16,600,000, which gives 83,000,-

000 of bushels, or 10,375,000 quarters ; leaving a
surplus produce of 3,375,000 quarters for seed
and other purposes ; or, supposing the 5,000,000
of acres in wheat to produce only 20 bushels an
acre, there would be 700,000,000 bushels or 12,-

500,000 quarters, which would still be equal to 5
bushels per head on the population, and leave

2,125,000 quarters of seed, Sec. But it is believed

that since the year 1831, the period when the

proportions of the arable, pasture, waste, and
woodlands, were estimated, more land considera-

bly has been brought into cultivation, so as to

provide for the increase in the population to this

period ; and which is borne out by the fact that

from 1831 to 1837, both years exclusive, the total

importation did not reach two millions of quar-

ters ; not being an average of 300,000 quarters;

and that of this quantity 1,500,000 were imported
in the year 1831, leaving only 500,000 quarters

for the importation of the six years ending Christ-

mas, 1837.

Lauds in Coos County.

Situated among the mountains in the northern
part of the State and far removed fi-om the mar-
ket, the farming lands of Coos County have been
very generally undervalued. From its northern
position and its vicinity to lofty and snow covered
mountains, it is undoubtedly subjected to occa-

sional inconveniences from frosts, which fall with
less severity ujjon the southern portions of the

State. But with all these disadvantages, there

are qualities in the soil of the greater part of

that new and enterprising county, which in

our opinion, are equally worthy of considera-

tion.

A great ])ortion of the soil is covered in its

natural state with a giant growth of rock maple,

yellow biicli and beech, mingled upon the lower

portions of its surface, with fir, spruce and other

scattered evergreens. Upon this land the soil is

almost invariably of great depth and surpassing

fertility. In some parts the rich, dark colored

loam which constitutes the top soil, extends to a

depth of two or three feet, and when first clear-

ed yields upon an average more tlian thirty bush-

els of wheat to the acre. For the production of

wheat, oats and hay, the county of Coos is sur-

passed by no part of the State. Indeed, it pro-

duces in proportion to its population, a greater

amount of each and all of those articles, than any

other county. In many sections, its grass lands,

after having been mown for twenty years in suc-

cession without manuring, and untouched by the

plough, still vield a more than middling burthen

of hay. During the year 1839, 26,710 bushels of

wheat, 82,583 bushels of oats, and 26,078 tons of

hay, were produced in this county.

Drought effects in most seasons many of the

towns in our lower counties to an extent which

in some cases renders it quite as fatal to the in-

terests of the farmer, as the earliest and heaviest

frosts of the north. From this evil, the fine,

strong lands in Whifefield, Lancaster, Colebrook,

Steioartstnwn, and many other jiarts of Coos, are

comparatively free. A drought so severe as to

cut oft" the crops to anv considerable extent, rare-
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ly occurs. The soil, from its great depth, vetuins

its moisture for weeks after the warm, sandy

plains to the south are parched and dry, and from

its vicinity to mountains, it is refreslied by more
frequent lains. The drought of the past season

has probably been as severe in all parts of the

State, as any one which has occurred for many
years. Crops in some regions have been almost

entirely destroyed. And yet, we liave tlie satis-

faction to learn, that with the single exception of

the potatoe crop, the operations of the farmers

in the "Coos above the Upper Coos" have been

attended with at least tlieir average success.

Oats and hay they have in great abundance.
Their wheat is more abtnulant in quantity and
better in quality tliaii it has been for some years.

We believe that very many of our poor people

who are emigrating to the west and seeking tor

homes beyond even tlie far off waters of the

Mississippi, would do better to go to the north

part of the State where good land can be bought
in its natural state for from one to three dollars

per acre, clear up their own lands, and content
themselves with the slow but certain earnings of
New England industry expended upon New
England soil. The sum which it would cost to

remove a family of six persons to the banks of
the Mississippi would nearly pay the price of a

comfortable house and thrifty homestead among
the excellent grazing and wheat lands of Coos.

Visit to a Massachusetts Farm.

INTRODUCTORY.

As Agriculture is the foundation of all produc-
tion, so is improved Agriculture destined to be-
come in this coimtry the most safe and profitable
pursuit. Up to this point of time, as a general
l)ractice of farmers, the surface has only been
skimmed; and the repeated skinuning has left

much of om- best lands in the condition of the
most worthless. In the business of improvement
example may do much ; but in the course of
events stern necessity will always be found the
better school master.
There is an innate spirit of enterprise in the

body of New England farmers that wants only
the knowledge that any useful thing may be done
to accomplish every thing that is essential to be
done. If any matter tliat we may write or pub-
lish shall be instrumental in arousing and bring-
ing into action that spirit, we shall find full com-
pensation for all we shall undertake.

Since the first contemplated publication of the
Visitor three years ago, it has been our object to
gain for ourselves such knowledge as, when given
through the press, might be useful to the public.
We then believed that much might be done for
impj-ovement simply by awakening public atten-
tion ; and that the hand which had not been
practically usefid in guiding the plough and in

bringing into cultivation long neglected fields,

might assist to cheer on, if not to enlighten those
who had the sinews and the strength to do what-
soever their hands find to do.

If merely to gratify the fancy the flower bed
and the arbor pay the amateur for his labor, how
high must the enjoyment of him who sees tM
flourishing culture of bis hands growing and ma-
turing those- products which contribute to human
and animal sustenance and to wealth. We cut
down the forest that has hitherto been but a use-
less cumberer of the ground, or we clear off the
brakes and the brieis, the rocks and the hassock;
to give place to luxuriant wheat, or rye, or con.,
or potatoes ; and how great is the pleasure of
seeing their growth from the first springing of
the infant bud to the maturity which furnishes a
stored abundance for man and beast when the
fiost has stricken the green fields, and tlie win-
try blast howls around our dwellings, and the
deep snow shuts out the view of naked mother
earth.

We have made it a point, whenever called to
any part of the country, to observe and jireserve
whatever usefid information we could gather for
the benefit of the farmer; and whenever aught
of improvement has struck ns as worthy of

'

tation or recital, we have felt a strong an\ietv to
impart to others what was gratifving to ourselVes.
If we have on any occasion made too free use of
the names of those who knew not that they were
to be exhibited to the public gaze, the motive by
which we have been actuated—a desire to com-
mt'iid in the department of Agriculture every

thing useful and worthy of inaitation—must be

our apology.

We have been surprised at results « liich our

own eyes have witnessed. We have seen crops
glowing on land that the majority of farmers

would reject as useless or worthless

—

\\t: have

seen the very best, the most valuable and product-

ive lands made by the labors of man solely what
they are from artificial means at a cost so much
less Ihau their real value, that we not only wish

to inform ourselves but to advertise others of the

process.

THE FARM AND ITS OWNER.
In a late three-days journey to Boston to which
» were unexpectedly called as a witness to a

it in the United States court involving the

patent right to a great improvement of the

plough, the trial being postponed in consequence
of the illness of the Judge, on permission of its.

proprietor, we visited the farm of Elias Phin-
NEY, Esq. at Lexington, ten miles out of Boston

;

and during the two hours stride over his grounds
e had the advantage of all the information we

desired from its intelligent proprietor and owner.
Educated to the profession of law and engaged

in its practice several years, Mr. Phinney came
into the possession and use of this farm from the

circumstance of ownership by his venerable

father, who is still of his family at the advanced
age of ninety-eight years, and who, until within

the last two or three years, has continued in ac-

tive life.

The younger Mr. Phinney, although an ama-
teur farmer, may justly lay claim to the habitual

performance of more daily labor than ninety-nine

in a himdred of the farmers of the country who
labor on their farms with their own hands. Like
any other professional man, lawyer, doctor, min-
ister, mechanic or merchant, ivho is obliged to

give daily attention to some other calling, and
who undertakes experiments not common to all

his neighbors, Mr. Phinney has had to encounter
the natural prejudice of many who are some-
times led to the extreme of condemning what is

really useful because they have seen hundreds of
experiments tried that were really of no advan-
tage. After all, there are few men in his situation
who have been more successful in tliis pui

than Mr. Phinney ; and the present roiulitioii of
his lands tells a story that nmst ccjinpel iliose

around him who have thought tlicmsrlvcs w
in their generation than Ihey su|)posed him to

be—if any such there be—to confess their supe
riority, and to adopt many of his modes of im
proving and cultivating the land.

its position, EXTENT AND SOIL.

Mr. Phinney's farm is situated on the Concord
turnpike, five miles from Concord, long the half
shire town of old Middlesex, and ten miles fron
East Cambridge, at which last place, being in thi

office of Clerk of the principal business cour
for that extended and important county, he spend
five days in each week, and at tlie seat of the
courts at Cambridge, Lowell and Concord,
present at all times during the sitting of the
Court. For the purpose of superintending his
farm and numerous family concerns, he ri.ses

all seasons of the year at five o'clock in the mor
ing, by his own example instructing each and
every member of his family {he has reared ten
sons and daughters, the youngest of whom is ten
years of age) in those habits of^ industry, care and
attention to which he is personally so well inur
ed. What with the cares and laboi-s of instiuct
ing and directing in his family, laying out the
daily occupation" of some half a dozen hired
men, and the severe duties of a very laborious
oflice in the public employment, it may be taken
for granted that there are few farmers in the
cient Commonwealth who really jierform a more
arduous personal labor than Mr. Phinney. Who
ever has seen the gentleman might j*idge from
his countenance in that green old age which pre
sents tlie head to appearance as one of the old
fashioned powdered gentlemen of forty years
since, that there are few tasks or modes of life

severe or diflicult as to disturb his equanimity of
tenqier.

The faini of Mr. Phinney consists of about
hundred and fixly acres upon that rough ridge of
hiils dividing the waters of the tributary streams
which run into Charles river on the one hand
and Merrimack river on the other—a much har-
der faced soil than is usually found upon the
ridgcB faithcr in the interior. "Tho elevations at

this point are not only full of rocks great and
small terminating the sharp points of many hills

in mere le<lges, but a great portion of tlie soil is

scarcely less hard than the rock itseltl These
rough ridges, after their first clearing, were the

favorite haunts of the barberry bush, the cedar,

the poplar and the birch, indicating not a very
strong soil in its crude state. Yet it is not un-
common, when the masses of stones have been
dug from this ground, to find iqjon it, by the ar-

tificial aids of manure and good cultivation, such
crops as would do no discredit to the finest and
most fertile soil in the country. Such is not the

condition of Mr. Phinney's farm alone upon this

ground—there are farms all about him at their

sides and in the valleys between these elevated

ridges, whose productions are creditable to the

perseverance and industry of his neighbors.

Mr. Phinney look the cultivation of this farm
from his father when it produced annually not

much over ten tons of hay: one hundied tons is_

now its annual product. He then kept a pair of

horses, two yokes of oxen, and two or three

cows, and was obliged to purchase hay to carry

them through tho winter: he now has twenty-

four fine milch cows, keeps si.v horses, three or

more yokes of o.ten, and two to three hundred
sheep; and tlie keeping of this stock is hiit a

minor business of the farm, inasmuch as the lar-

gest and lucrative share of its product is taken

away in the vegetables, roots and fruits sent twice

a week or more to the Boston market, and the

tons of pork annually raised for sale.

ADMIXTURE OF SOILS.

We have of late remarked that generally in the

vicinity of land of one prevailing character there

is at no very great distance land of an opposite

character, in the intermixture of which an ex-

tremely sterile may be converted into a produc-

tive soil. Ill the midst of arid plains we now and
then find swamps in which are beds of black

vegetable mould, clay or marl ; and in some in-

stances it has been discovered thai the exchange
of silex for clay or mould, and clay for sand or

gravel, have wrought wonders in cultivation.

—

The rough ridges of Lexington, in the midst of
which Mr. Phinney's farm is situated, are inter-

spersed with hog or peat meadows, some of
which have a vegetable mould of great depth.

The most of these meadows were formerly
ponds—some of them have been recently drain-

ed of their former fixed surface of water. Oth-
ers had so much standing water as to preclude
the grov\th of other than coarse iiifhrior hay of
the poorest quality. Others, after the first wood
had been cut o'Y settling down into more solidi-

ty, were dug up for peat. One of these on Mr.
Phinney's farm, Irom which thousands of cords
of fiiel neariy as valuable as the best bituminous
coal had been taken, has been changed into the
most jiroductive hay ground upon his premises.

GRA.ND OPERATION UPON A PEAT MEADOW.
Passing by this meadow, the traveller would

little suspect the quantity or the quality of the
hay which it produces: jiassing over it afi(;r its

burden had been taken off, he would hardly
dream of the extent of the labor or the excel-

lence of the preparation of this field of several

acres in extent. The original apple orchard of
the old farm is situated at the north in a sort of
sloping basin coming down to the edge and ter-

minating in this peat nieadow. This orchard,
with the open space towards the meadow, covers
a clear mowing field with now and then a rock
100 large to be carried off. The larger portion of
the old orchard and field has the benefit of irri-

gation from a sunken pond still higher up, out of
which the water is annually drawn : this process
of simple irrigation, s|>read over the surface of
the field, produces an additional yield of several

tons of hay, and continues the production year
after year without the aid of ploughing or manure.
But the i>lain field, a.s well as the new orchard
which we shall presently notice, has been clear-

ed of limidrejs and thousands of tons of stones ;

and all of them are placed beyond the eye or the

ken of the stranger; and where are they ?

In the first pla'cc a dilch has been made at the

edge of the whole semi-circle of (he meailow on
this side between the soli ground of the meadow
and the hard pan of the rising hill just deep
enough to cut off the cold springs which former-

ly fed the nieadow. This outside ditch filled al

the bottom with rocks large and small leaving the

water room to percolate between llicm, these arc
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covered fii-st with hassocks or tovigli-svvard sod;

and afterwards witli the soil to a depth so as not
to be reached by the plough. Traiisversii ditch
cs covered in like manner connect the outside
with other open ditches at convenient distaRces

on the level ot' the lowest meadow, and through
a main ditch the whole water is carried off to the
lowest point of the lot. But this has only been
a jiiirt of the underground work which has made
of this meadow, out of which when mowed at

the driest season of the year Mr. P. said he had
when a boy while poling the hay ofF often sunk
to the armpit's, a field which will produce the
largest crop of hay for the whole life of man.
In the most sunken, cold part of the meadow,
Mr. Phinney has caused ditches to be made of
some eight to ten feet in width extending towards
the centre of the meadow from the ditch at the
edgi;. Into these ditches in the winter the stones
from the weight of tons to the merest pebble are
drawn, while" the ground is frozen : filled with
the stones to the proper height, the coal black
soil of the meadow is dug out so as to form a
new ditch, covering the rocks to the depth of
twenty inches and more so that the plough carv-

not reach then,, and raising the surface several
inches above its former position. This process has
been repeated, filling one ditch by the digging of
another until the pood part of an acre of ground
has been gone over with a substratum of stones
covered by a rich soil which produces year after
year the largest crops of hay. The efrect of the
deposition of rock is the proper draining of the
whole surface of the meadow within, so that the
land is proof against both wet and drought, and
the ground may be readily tilled with the plough
and hoe as often as it may be deemed expedient
to break up th6 sward. The low meadow land,
drained and prepared in this way, is said to be
excellent for raising early potatoes for the mar-
ket : this crop on that ground fears no drought^
the potatoe vines are free from rust. On this
same meadow we saw at a distance two years
ago when we made a hasty visit to this place in

the absence of Mr. Phinney, a crop of corn
growing of a great size, and then supposed the
meadow was like the common intervale upon our
river where Indian corn is alwav-; raised. In

1840 the corn field was i)ut dnwii to a crop of
small grain ; and this year fur the first crop three

tons to the acre of the best Englisli hay had been
taken from the ground, and a luxuriant second
crop was now growing. Two or more acres

lower down the same meadow and upon the oth-

er side of the highway, more recently treated in

the same manner, last year planted with potatoes,

were this year sowed down to herdsgrass in

April: the grass sprang at once so that a great

crop of this first rate hay was taken off in July,

and another crop was nearly ready for the

scythe.

The meadow made thus valuable—and Mr. P.

hinks it to yield him an imtiual income equrd to

six per cent, upon five hundred dollars to the

acre—was prepared at an expense far less than
its real value. The bodies of stone upon the

ground in the vicinity must be taken somewhere:
left at any point above ground, tliey are much in

the way. llpon this (iirin Wr. P. before he adopt-

ed this method had disposed of many thousand
tons in the construction of several Inmdred rods
of double wall for fbnccs until the entire fiirm

was partitioned into couveiiient enclosures. But
the stones were much too nitmerous, and many
of them were too small to he used any where to

advantage above ground. Picked and piled up
in the jumirier, a jiortion of the winter business
of the farm was to teain these rocks to their use-
ful destination in the underground meadow ditch-

es. Upon this meadow when the fresh herds-
grass runs out after a few years the ground is at

once prepared for a new growth by turning over
the sward in September, spreading some ten or
a dozen loads of compost manure to the acre, and
sowing new clover and herdsgrass.

A SPLENDID ORCHARD.
In t.lie same enclosure with this meadow to the

Boiith-west of the old orchard and upon a declivi-

ty facing towards the meadow at the east, is Mr.
i'hinney's new orchard of five hundred trees,

nearly all of which are grafted with the Baldwin
apple. This orchard produt ed last year seven
liiiiulred barrels of picked apples. Mr. P. is of
opinion that if the whole number of trees had
been left standing in the orchard the production

would have reached one thousand barrels. In
the severe winter of 1832, a portion of the then
young trees which stood in the richer ground at

the lower side of the orchard, was killed or so
injured as to die afterwards. Mr. P. attributes

the destruction of trees on that part of the or-

chard at this time to the too great fertility of the
soil and more rapid growth of the tree, the body
of the tree having more sap and circulation upon
the rich than upon the less fertile ground. Thi»
orchard had also suffered one winter from the
depredations of mice under the snow, the mice
gnawing off the bark entirely just above where
the tree united with the ground. The proprietor
had saved the lives of these trees in almost eve-
ry instance by inserting a shoot or scion in three
different places aroimd the body of the Iree un-
der the bark both above and below the injured
part, and binding a cloth girdle so as to cover the
whole of the tree where the bark had been peel-

ed ; in this manner the sap was conducted tiom
the roots of the tree upwards into the body
through the shoots.

The new orchard covered a space of ten acres :

this ground had frotn year to year been cultiva-

ted more with a view to the growth of the trees

than to the crops from the earth. The ground
was not forced by stimulaticg manures, nor yet
kept in a poor state—a medium quantity was
from time to tiine applied. The growth of the
orchard is promoted and the trees kept in a
healthy stale by frequent stirring of the ground.

Mr. Phinney, although educated to the bar, un-
derstands to our tnind the management of apple
trees a little better than any man whose orcharfl

we have visited. He had an early taste for im-
proving fruit trees : he showed us trees in the old
orchard which he said while a boy he had grafted
by moon-light many years ago when the grafting
of fruit was a new business in Lexington : he
grafted them secretly fearing that his father would
complain of injury to the trees. The trees of
the yoimg orchard had been set in the groimd
only fifteen years, and were seventeen yeai-s from
the seed. The bodies of many of them had al-

ready spread to the size of large apple trees

:

some of them had borne several barrels of fruit

a year. The large body and litnbs to the size

a man's body and thigh, denoting their rapid
growth, were of the yellow smooth skin of a

quick growing limb in a well managed nurserj'.

This orchard presents a living demonstration of
the truth of the apothegm of the poet, that "as
the twig was bent, the tree inclines." Mr. P. has
given a direction to the limbs instead of the com-
mon angle upwards, running out horizontally
from the body, thereby contributing to increase
its capacity for hearing and its strength, as well

as the convenience of hand picking the apples
from the points of the limbs farliiest from the
body. Trees formed in this way are found to

sustain a much greater burden of ))roduction and
to withstand better the severe exposure of the

season than those branching higher into the air

at an angle of forty-five degrees. Mr. P. has

:'llent

fhe acres
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the exception of an oiitsidc row of a kind of ap-

ple sent liini a few years since from tlie nursery

of JudgeUuel, in Albany, pleasant as fruit for

>vinter use, entirely witli engrafted or inoculated

sweet apples. Tlie progress of this last oruliard

lias been surprising in the last two yeai's. The
trees are of ditFerent ages, some of them having

been tiansplunted the two last seasons. This

orchard is upon a rocky, but somewhat moist

side hill, where tlie original growth is poplar and

white birch. A cold spring at the lower part

crossed the lot, and prevented the equal growth

of the trees and the vegetation. Mr. P. has

treated this spot as he has done and is doing

every part of Jiis lands—carried a drain under

ground with a space left at the bottom for col-

lecting the running waters, all of which, calcu-

lated to injure the cultivation either above or he-

low the surface, is taken oft". About two acres

of this orchard was cultivated with carrots and

sugar beets, of which Mr. P. has been in the

habit of producing from seven hundred to a thou-

sand bushels to the acre, to be fed in winter to

his sheep and cattle : on these two acres, and
indeed over about two thirds of this orchard,

corn, of the kind called Phinney corn, was grow-
ing two years ago at the rate of sixty bushels to

the acre. The remaining four acres this year

had a polatoe crop, we think a little better than

we have seen any where else, even the good crop

now (Sept. 15) growing green and large upon
our own premises. Mr. Phinney is of opinion

that the use of a sub-soil plough, not the Dean-
ston plough imported from England, but one
invented himself, will increase the crop of car-

rots, beets and jiotatoes nearly one half. His
sub-soil plough is a large and heavy wooden
instrument, in the shape of the Cultivator : it has
three large iron bolls at the centre, running all

the distance, say of eighteen inches, one behind
the other : tliese bolts, an inch and a half or more
ill diameter, and eight or ten inches clear below
the wood, are sfiimp footed at the bottom, pointed
so as to perforate the ground. This stump-foot-

ed half harrow, half cultivator, drawn by a team
of three heavy yokes of o.xen, follows the plough
in the same furrow, and roots into the sub-soil,

some two, three, or more inches, according to

the hardness or sottiiess of the ground upon
which the prongs operate.

The Deanston subsoil plough is entirely unlike

the plough of Mr. Phinney: from the description

had of if we are inclined to think it not adapted

to our hard, rocky niuler soil— it is intended

rather for the chalky or clayin' soil, of the island

of Great Britain, which has by no means the hard-

ness of the New England hills under the outside

iiinald. The Deanston subsoil plough, we under-

stand, requires a heavy team, and will bring up
very large rocks whenever it encounters them
under ground. We saw last October, but had
no opportunity to see it operate, a subsoil plough
manufactured by Messrs Ruggles and Noiirse

of Worcester, Mass. This plough, it is said,

carried much too wide n share in the ground,

and viithout amendment will be impracticable,

t\ en with a heavy team, in locky, hard ground.

The simple instrument of Mr. Phinnej-, the

plough with three teeth following directly after

r.r'.oh other, it does seem to us, may be made a

most effective instrument, jiassing along in an
o|ien furrow, turned out by a preceding team
with the common plough, in moving the hard
pan, and thus laying the foundatiou for a deeper,

richer soil when the stirred subsoil shall become
meliorated by due exposure to the atmosphere.

Subsoil iiloughing is liut of recent practice,

even ill England, whence it was introduced into

this country. Connected with under-draining
where the wet which resting long near the sur-

face producing heaviness, and rrtardinii and ju-e-

vcmingthc progress of veg(l;itiiiii. is i:in'h'(l off

luisoen, and the upper soil is 1. ii .li\ -.nn] ll^lit,

subsoil ploughing adds woiidei I'lijly to llie ca-

pacity of i lie land for production. This matter
is well uiul'vstodd and practised in Great Kiit-

;tiu— it is iidiling hundreds of thousands to the
proflls of lUnniiig in that cotmtry. Mr. Phini.cy,

vith the i)hilnsophy wliicli he" has applied to

(ither things, seems at once to have stepped into

the true process of subsoil ploughing, of which
we had the evidence before us in the case of

his carrot, beet, and potatoe cultivation.

SUCCKSS or CNDER-nRAINING.
A couaiderable portion of Mr. Phinney's mead-

ow, or hay laud, is of that heavy kind which in

a rough country is to be found at the foot of hills,

where the cold springs either overflow or come
near the surface—in the hollows which are over-

flowed by continued rains, and upon which the

Water sometimes long rests, or on the verge of
small brooks in which waters flow a part of the

year. Mr. P. attempted to remedy the evil of too

much water upon the surface by ridging the

ground at intervals so the water might soak or

run off in the hollow s : this had a good effect

for a time—still it did not prevent the whole sur-

face of the land from contracting a closeness
and hardness which required much new labor

for its restoration. Mr. P. has introduced in the

place of this process under-draining, as the more
effectual method of giving fertility to the soil,

and at the same time forever disposing of the

large amount of surplus stones that abound upon
his farm. An instance of the injury of surface

WKter occurred on his premises this year : he
had ploughed from the sward a lot to be planted
witli our JJrown corn ; and on about three and a

half of the four acres to which he applied about
forty loads of his hog-prepared manure he really

had the finest crop of corn we have yet seen the

present year ; but a stri)) of the land ploughed
on the lower side of this field was made alto-

gether barren from the water which could not

soak away, and the ploughed ground lay all the

present season without producing any thing.

The men were at work upon a drain through
this ground, which was extending some fifty

rods, the length of the field. The construction

of the main drain was commenced at the lower
end of the field by digging about two and a half

feet wide and nearly to the same depth. Stones
were laid on each side and covered over, leaving

an open space of some six or eight inches: upon
the top and sides more stones were filled in.

These were covered over with meadow has-
socks, the sod side turned over, and over the
top of this, loam was thrown to a depth sufficient

to briug it even with the surfiice. Lateral drains
were cut as often as seemed necessary to bring
in not only the surface water but the springs
that came near the surface, leading the supera-
bundant water off of the ground in the proper
direction. The effect of this underdraining will

undoubtedly be to make the black, heavy soil

fertile, so that it wifl produce the largest crop
of hay or grain, wlieat, or corn, and potatoes, or
herds-grass, where these crops were drowned
out, and where only a stinted crop of coarse
meiidovv grass had before grown.

ADVA.NTAOES OF IRRIGATION.
By continued improvements of this kind Mr.

Phinney has been able to increase his crop of hay
I'our-fold : he gets a great quantity on a small
space of ground. On the kind of laud natural

to the production of hay, his ))ractice has been
for several years to invert the sward to the depth
of six or eight inches, with the Prouty and Mears
plough adjusting the edges so as to leave no crev-

ice—pass over the ground in the first instance
with a heavy roller—spread on ten or a dozen
loads of compost manure—harrow the ground
lengthwise of the furrows—sow with herds-grass

and clover—harrow or brush it in, and roll down
close a second time. In this way the field is left

in the smoothest condition : the unmoved sward
at the bottom has a fine effect upon the subse-
quent annual crops, making the grass liojd on
much longer than if it had been stocked down
in the usual way. Sir. P. had one field put down
ill this way which without other preparation had
continued to iiroduce tor five years in succession
full two tons of hay to tlie acre.

The method of stocking down to grass first

after a crop of corn and potatoes is found to be
the best in the drained grounds. Mr. Phinney
sowed herds-grass in April upon about two acres,

and instead of the long process when the seed is

sown with grain of obtaining a crop of herds-

grass in two .years, he was able to cut a large

crop of hay in less than three months from the

time of sowing.
The unevenncss of Mr. Phinney's farm enables

him much to increase his crop' of hay by irriga-

tion. The effect of pure water on grass ground
aiiplied at the proper time and in the [iroper

manner, is surprising to those who would sup-
pose that the pure element intrinsically has no
fertilizing quality. Mr. P. has ascertained that

Imid will produce large crops of hay year after

year, with no other application than flowage in

the spring, wheu fresli water makes brooks that

become dry a greater part of the summer. He
has contrived to turn a stream ol' water issuing

from a pond that is never dry, which soured or
killed the grass when all flowing in its natural

confined channel, over an extent of several acres
by running channels on the brow of the hill so
as to overflow or leak out on the lower side

:

wherever this water touches and flows off, the
crop of hay is much increased.

Irrigation in the couiiliy seems to be but little

understood and practised. Tliere' are many
places where the water can be plashed over
fields where the proprietors have never thought
of the great advaniagcs resulting, but where a
very trifling expense judiciously applied would
much increase the crops of hay and grass.

INCREASE OF MANURE.
Jlr. Phinney has for }ears had an eye espe-

cially to the "main chance" of the farmer, the

manure heap. Without the aid of large quanti-

ties of manure, he could never have brought the

splendid farm which he owns and occupies to

its present production. Although he may be
styled a fancy farmer, in all cases he seems to

have consulted rather utility than the mere grati-

fication of the eye. If we look at his trees for

ornament, they are such as are profitable for their

fruits: if we turn to his sjilendid garden crops,

they are all intended for the food of man antl

beast, or for the market. He is not the florist,

with beds and walks adorned with pinks and
peonies, with hyacinths and dahlias—but he will

show you mangel wurtzel, or ruta bagu, or car-

rots of giant size. He sowed only one simple
row of flowers of seeds presented by the over-

seer from the splendid flower and truit garden
of Mr. J. P. Gushing, of Wntertown, as the ex-

tent of his floriruliiue. He pursues the labori-

ous business of liirniing, as well to grality the

pride of the eye as to be able to realize that there

is profit in the occupation ; and we cannot doubt
that he does rcili/c; a living profit in the occupa-
tion, notwithstaiicliii',' he does every thing with
hiri;d lii'lji at tlj< lust |)riccs, and depends on
the faithfiihicss ol his workmen when much of
the time he is ab^uut from necessity.

As the only pracliiahle mode of bringing uj)

the production of his liuin— it being too" distant

and too expensive to purchase and bring mannro
from the stables of the city—he commenced
rearing and keeping swine. For several years
his common average number was one hundred
aud fifty. Every one who keeps swine will rea-

lize how great is the ipiantity of food consumed
by a score or two of this voracious animal ; that

few of the largest vegetable and grain farms will

produce enough to keep in growth so great a
number. To keep up the uuuiber, Mr. P. re-

sorted to the Boston market, and freqiienlly ]nn'-

lin and rice, the refuse ship
I n s, and other material

chased damaged ','i;i

bread from n in- ; ^ I

to be found in ;

sins, with oilr

sometimes ci)ii\ !

the grunters. All iL

1 s of damaged rai-

: ii|)orled fruits, were
iliauksgiving food for

the brutes were made
workers for the benefit of the farm. When we
contrast the indolence of our own half a dozen
swine, which if hungry would much rather re-

sort to some iiiiscliief, .^s the devouring of young
chickens, or lie stupidly down when led with a
full belly, than |)oi Ibrm any useful labor—with
the industry of I\ir. Phinney's seventy-five or
hundred swine ; we must admit that his hogs
have much the lK't;er bringing up. His swamps
and low grounds have furnished abundant mate-
rial for the hogjicn : loads of black mud or muck
are constantly lying on the outside to be thrown
in and worked over by the nose of the hog as

fast as it may bo profitably added to the work
already done. After it is thus worked, it is gen-
erally carried to the barnyard to he trodden upon
and mixed with ihe droppings of the cuttle, or
the daily colltrndus in the waiter of the stables,

where the whole i.-- accimiulatcd in a mass fit to

be applied in lln- .sj>riii,ir of the year to every
growing crop. The well arranged barns on
these premises are so constructed that the urinn

of the cattle passes underneath into cellars where
every thing is saved. The hogs are generally

kept in small pens, with two apartments, one for

the mud and the other as a place to rest upon a

dry floor—they work, for the most part, either

singly or in pairs ; and it seems to bie a part of
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their daily Inisiness to root and champ the fresh

black mud that is thrown to them. And it is as

much tlio business of the workmen to supply
and take out of the pens, as it is periodically to

milk the cows, or to sow and hoe for the crops.
WORKING HOGS.

Mr. Phinney's present number of working
hogs is about seventy-tive : he says lie cannot
afford to keep a number beyond this while Indian
corn costs a dollar ii bushel, and pork sells lor

only six cents. When pork sold for eigjbt, ten,

and twelve cents the pound, he did well, even
when he bad to purchase a portion of food for

the keeiiiiie, to keep as liigh as the number of
one hundred and fifty. He has accumulated by
their means as many as five hundred full loads

of the best of manure in a year ; and he lias

made sales of pork to the amount of between
two and three thousand dollars in a season. By
great attention and expense he lias also succeed-
ed in rearing a breed of hoifs we think a little

better tliaii that of our friends, the Shakers, at

Canterbury. His whole herd ol'swine are of ihe

Berks'iire blood of the latest and best importa-
tions. He has engrafted this blood upon another
imported breed, which he has named the Mack-
ey ; and in some instances mixed both with an-
other breed from the far east, which he calls the
Mocha. The Mackey breed he obtained from
a ship ca))tajn of that name, well known as sail-

ing out of Boston, who went to the bottom with
his whole ship's crew in the liurricane.s of last

March, about the time of the loss of the .steamer
President. This breed of hogs happily blends
the mild dispositions broad backs, and full

haras of the Berkshire bio(d with the long bod-
ies and deep flanks in \\ !!!•! \\:'-\ wpvp deficient:

in short, by the iiiixtiiir ! :

';
, I ;rfd which

gains aijil I'atteiis on till- I

, !,iii\ of Ibod,

and which is of sutfici: 111 ;.:i,;i. 1;, |i,-iforni all

the labor which any reasoiialile ni.-in may require
of hogs. In the admixture of these bieeds it is

curious to perceive the red color of the original

Berkshire now and then breaking out in a single
individual of the litter, while others are pure
white, some nearly black, and .some mixed with
spots of black in a red or white ground. Mr.,

Phinne)', within the last six or eight years, has
furnished many breedei's to be sent into different

parts of the country. For these he has received

prices in jiairs, when young, from ten to twenty
and more dollars. Persons who have obtained

this breed of hogs at a cost when brought home
as high as thirty dollars the pair, have found
themselves the ultimate gainers; as the lessened

expense of keeping and the better growth of the

improved breed would in a short time compen-
sate all.

Besides the confined pens, Mr. Phinney has

a large yard in which from twenty to fifty hogs
of the ciifi'erent sizes and ages, ti-om the great

black Berkshire boar of eight hundred pounds,

to the smalle.st squeaker, congregate, and work
together up to their bellies in the mud and other

material with which they are constantly kept sup-

plied: at this season the larger drove were let

into a field of lucerne, with wliich ftlr. P. had
tried an experiment, convincing him that it could

not be made a jirofitable article of cultivation,

and which he was about to plough up : the fat

swine were gaining nearly their whole living

from the roots of the lucerne, wliicdi such of our

readers as are not acquainted with it will under-

stand to be a coarse siiecies of clover, that in

Europe is used extensively for soiling or summer
feeding cattle, jirodueing several crops from the

same root in one season.

IMPROVED BREEDS OF AMMALS.
To improve bis breeds of animals, Mr. Phin-

ney has been in the habit of paying fancy prices,

hundreds of dollars for a bull or cow, iuid still

higher prices for the better breed of horns. In

his pasture was a Morgan mare with a colt by
her side, which had been bniiglit and sold as liigii

as @500, and which lasi canic to him from the

Hon. H. G. Olis, of Bi>sioii. \i Ijo b.-id grown too

infirm to be i)leased with tin' iiuiek travel of a

beast that needed hard holding up rather than

hard apidication of the whip, at the price of

$350. This edit was"ber first foal : ten miles an

hour, without sweat or puffing, or the break of

lireath, was the usual travel of the niarr. To a

casual observer, unacq<iainted with the fine points

of a horse, as we admit our.splves practically to

be, the mure, as she stood a few rods distant, in

the pasture, might be considered to be worth 50
or $75.

Mr. Phinucy has a herd of fine cowg, the milk
of which is daily sent to Boston market : the

income of the twenty-four cows from the spare
milk is from five to eight dollars a day, according
with the season of feed, or the number giving

milk: in the severe drought of the late summer
the quantity of milk has every where been less-

ened. Mr. C has several fine Durha.ti cows to

appearance, of noble forms, and almost the size

of the ox. These he thinks not to be adapted to

the common New England inistures—they want
luxuriant grass fields and high feeding to sustain

them : he had cows of the native breed wliich

he esteemed better than the Durham cows: but

he had an imported Ayrsliire cow which was the

most profitable milker of his whole llock ; and a
heifer, her offspring, one year old past, with the-

horns a little turned in like those of the mother,
and with a silky smoothness of hair soft to the

touch, the bag nearly of the same light ginger-
bread color as the entire body, presented to us
the idea of the perfect animal of that kind and
age in all its parts. He had also a bull three

years old, of the mixed Durham and native breed,

the offspring of the celebrated Co'lebs, which
was of small size from the thigh downwards to

the hoof, and of beautiful projiortious in his head,

neck, boily and rump—the hair smooth, and spots

upon till- limly iiiiliiating his Durham origin.

Tr.F,ATMK_\T OF HAT FIELDS.

Mr. PhiiJiii y uMiiilj;, as much as possible, the

range of cattle upon bis hay grounds: he thinks

the feeding of meadows to be highly injurious to

the subsequent crops ; and into that portion of

his mowing lands coming into the same inclo-

sure with his orchards and fruit trees he never
suffers cattle to come at all. The present sum-
mer, from the severe drought, he has been obliged

to turn his cows since the hay was taken off" into

one or more of his clear hay fields. From the

large stock which he keeps it might be supposed
that his pastures were abundant in the production

of feed. He lias partially made them so by clear-

ing out the rocks, and cultivating such portion of

them as it was (lossible to plough. Pasture

grounds that are not so full of rocks as to pre-

clude the plough, we cannot doubt can be culti-

vated to great advantage, so that one acre may
be made to yield the feed annually olitained from
four acres. Alternate jitougliin j ,:i;.l c-ulii\ .linu

with manure, laying doHu to li.ii ,^ um, rcc

years, followed by pasturing ;; , : : .
..t'

time—carrying the rotation tlin.ii^i -Mi,,! . : lil^s

—would soon make the farm of filiy acres a

source of greater profit than the ordinary farm

of two hundred acres.

RESULTS SUMMED UP.

To sum up the results of two hours' observa-

tion upon the farm of Mr Phinney, we are free

to give him much credit for the character and
ariety of his improvements. The ground on
vhicli this farm has been made, if it was such :is

vould hold the benefits of the labciraiul cx'iriisc

bestowed upon if, was not siu-li ground as tin-

pitch, if he coiisuhi'd < ill'i-r ca:-^' or rdiisriiirina' :

in its original slatr ii iiiii^t lia'. r liam a|i]iai ,'nily

iiothiuff.

permanence which is seldom seen on any /arm.

His experience has led to the path of the great-

est advantage, so that no hrlior is now thrown

away : bis i'arm, in aln!o^'t any sfasoii, must yi^ld

net profit: he has tlinnvn away notliiiig inain

extra Imildings or acrdniiia"! .limis. liis inter-

esting fiunilies, with thair w i,r!,:ia ::, a.c all ia::-

dents under the roof n!' i'. ^ ;
'^ n la

the body of which wa.^ i

'
' a <:

:

;,;

sixty years ago—a boa

considered one of the !- i a a '. lua \, laa,,

now, with the rooms KMicaly aiil-iiii'iit to admit

the man of six feet without >;ino|iini'-, might be

deemed by fidse (u-ide to !» benaa.ib the .lignily

of many persons, tall in lliiii' o" n esteem, but

less able and less deserving ihiii tla; lliujily of its

))reseut owner: his family, IVoni tlia mother, the

daughter of one of the most disiingiiished physi-

cian's of Middlesex forty years ago, down to the

youngest boy of eleven years, all act well their

parts as such a numerous fitmily is most likely

to do, none of them decinini; that they ajipear to

less advantage in the halls of fashion while min-
gling with tlie gay world abroad for their close
intimacy viith all the domestic duties and pm--
suits of the fireside at home.

Signs of better Times.
1. All agricultural produce commands a fair,

steady, compensating price, alike removed from
the depressed state which sometimes has existed
or the unnatural inflation througli whicli we have
just passed.

2. Speculation lias had its day, and the thou-
sands wlio have been ruined, have had time to
repent at their leisure. The mass of the nation
are convinced that honest industry, and slow and
sure profits, are far preferable to the hap-hazard
and demoralizing influence of such haste to be
rich.

3. Agriculture, it is evident, is assuming its

proper place in the estimation of the public.

—

This may be attributed in part to the knowledge
respecting it, which has been distributed by ag-
ricultural journals, and in part to the results of
the agricultural census, the results of which have
demonstrated the paramount importance of this

interest.

4. We find evidence that the mass of reading
men begin to think and demand information on
the subject of agriculture, in the fact that all our
leading newspapers and most influential journals
are in the habit of devoting a part of their pub-
lications to the dissemination of papers interest-

ing to the farmer.

5. In the process of farming, yearly advances
are making. We have this year seen crops of
the heaviest growth, where, only a fi?w years
since, a quaking bog existed ; better and more
productive kinds of corn and other grain have
been brought to notice; the culture of roots has
been introduced, and Ibiind a most important
auxiliary to the farmer; and more attention is

paid to the clearing of land, and the destruction
of weeds, than formerly.

6. Sujierior breeds of cattle, sheep and swine
have been introduced, and are rapidly spreading
over the country ; in short, the elements of indi-

vidual and national prosperity were never more
fully developing themselves than now. Lot the
farmer be thunkful.

—

Albany CuttivcUor.

From the Louisville Journal.

THE Df^.SERTED FARM.
We gazed upon the peasant's home j

ft was a pleasant scene,
Secluded in a little dell,

Whii
Shou--d ul,

ih.inai.y a i

Had froiit I

t the tiiuught

el I'd here.

piti'iug dropped

's old place,

VERS.\ILLES,

ThcTonrnal du Havre mentions, as a proof of
the distressed state of the colonial sugar trade,

that , I VI 11 i i>t come into that port from
Gtiadal

:

I

' ,-1. not having been able to

obtain a' a Migar, llie price there being

such MI' ' 'III! !a,v I iiikicd a loss to the grovvcrs,-
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MERRIMACK COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SO-
ClETr.

JAMES WILSON, Pembroke, /'ifsWcnJ;

GEORGE W. AESMITH, Franklin, I . PresuleJit

;

Jeremiah Kimbai.i., Boscawcn, Secretari/

;

N.vth'l. B. Baker, Cnncord, TVensurer.

Benjamin Whipple, Dmibarton, "|

James Cochran, Northfield, Excculirc
Nathan Walker, Warner, V committee.
Silas Call, Boscawen,
Jeremiah Pecker, Concord, J

The annual exhibition of the MERRIMACK COUN-
TY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, will be at the West
Parish Village in Concord, on Wednesday 13th day of

October next, at 9 o'clock A. M. The following Com-
mittees have been appointed by the Directors on the sub-

jects assigned to them respectively.

The several Committees will meet at 9 o'clock, A. M.
on the day of exhibition, and proceed in the performance

of their respective duties as soon as may be practicable.

Their Reports will be expected to be made to the Society

at their meeting for business at 3 o'clock, P. M. It is re-

spectfully susgestcd to the Chairmen of the several Com-
mittees that they would do well to think on the subject

committed to them previous to the day of exhibition, and

to arrange in their minds such general ideas as they would

wish to have appear in their Reports. The want of

thought previous, and the want of time at the exhibition,

have often rendered our Reports less interesting and in-

structive than they should be. " A word to the wise is

sufficient."

The Ploughing Match will commence at 10 o'clock,

A.M.
The following will be the order of the day.

At 9 o'clock the Committees will meet and fill all va-

cancies and proceed in the performance of their duties.

10 o'clock Ploughing Match.

Address at the Meeting House.
Choice of officers.

Reports of Committees.
The Hon. Isaac Hill has generously offered 20 sets of

his valuable agricultural paper as premiums, which will be

allowed to those who prefer them.
JEREMIAH KIMBALL, Secretary.

On Viewing Farms.
SIMEON B. LITTLE, Boscawen,
ENOS HOYT, Northfield,

ISAAC VIRGIN, Concord,
STEPHEN PINGREY, Salisburv,

JEREMIAH H. WILKLNS, Pembroke,
JOHN T.\YLOR, Franklin,

HAZEN KIMBALL, Hopkinton,
JOSEPH WHITNEY, Canterbury,
JEREMIAH KIMBALL, Boscawen.

On Ploughing Match.
LEVI BARTLETT
GEORGE W. DOW,
ENOCH LITTLE,
BENJAMIN WHIPPLE,
ABRAHAM BROWN,

On Working Oxen.
JAMES COCBRAN.
ABRAHAM BROWN,
HENRY FARNUM,
.lOHN COLBY, Jr.

REUBE.N JOHNSON,
On 2 and 3 year old Steers.

ABR.\HAM BURB.\NK,
JESSE KIMBALL,
REUBEN WYMAN.
BENJAMIN Sl.MP.SON,
ALBERT C. A.MES,

On Yearlings.

joiix Ki!,Hrr,\.
BK\.M.ML\ rVKTF.R.
NF.IH-MIAII (()<;s\VELL, Jr.

Warner,

Northfield.'

Northfield,

Hopkinton,
C^oncord,

CVI I'UCKF.I

Boscawen

Boscawen
Loudon,

siMi:c)N B. i.rn

.1
^^•• - '.|;

;
Mi-fiH,

.^1 I,, ;li,,\ Uh. KERING,
On Milch Cow

JOSIAH STEVENS, Jr.

CHASE FOWLER,
WILLIAM M. KIMBALL,
LIFE A. «AZELT1NE,
ENOCH COFFIN,
JEREMIAH PECKER,

niie.Tnd3 ycei old

,L,

On Horses.
ENOS HOYT,
JOSEPH S. GERRISH,
N.\THAN WALKER,
TRUEWORTHY HILL,
JOSEPH C. SVVETT,
F. VV. COFFIN,
JOS. C. THOMI-SON,

On Sheep.
JOHN JARVIS,
JOSHUA DARLING,
MOSES P. GRAY,

Boscawen.
Concord,
Boscawen,
Canterbury,
Pembroke.

Concord,
Hopkinton,
Boscawen,
Concord,

Hopkinton,
('oncord,
Boscawen.

Concord,
Hennikrr
Epson,,

JOHN TAYLOR, Franklin,

HENRY L. DODGE, Boscawen.

On Swine.

I.ABAN M. CHADWICK, Boscawen.
HAZEN KIMBALL, Hopkinton,
I'.NOCH H. PILLSBURY, Boscawen,
HANNIBAL HAYNES, Canterbury.

JEREMIAH GERRISH, Boscawen.

On Ploughs.
SAMUEL CHADWICK, Boscawen,
BENJAMIN T. KIMBALL, Boscawen,
ROBERT EASTMAN, Concord.
STEPHEN PERKINS, Jr. Chichester,
JOSEPH WHITNEY, Canterbury.

R. H. AYER,
JAMES EATON,
THOS. J. FLANDERS,
PETER KIMBALL,
JOSEPH L. COUCH,
DAVID MORRILL,

Hopkinton,
Salisbury,

Boscawen,
Canterbury.

Concord,
Concord,
Canterbury,
Canterbury,

ISAAC HILL,
JOSEPH LOW,
RICHARD GREENOUGH,
AMOS COGSWELL,
HARVEY CARTER,

On Cheese.
ZENAS CLEMENT, Concord,
JONA. E. LANG, Concord,
JOSEPH C. WEST, Concord,
SAMUEL COFFIN, Concord,
F. H. BOYDEN, Boscawei

On Needle Work.
FR.\NKLIN PIERCE, Concord,
VV. W. ESTABROOK, Concord,
ASA FOWLER, Concord,
G. W. ELA, Concord,
ALBE CADY, Concord,

On Fulled Cloth and Cassimcres.
JEREMIAH H. WILKINS, Pembroke
WM. H. GAGE, Boscawet
SAMUEL EVANS, Concord,
HOSEA FESSENDEN, Concord,
BENJ. EMERY, Chichcsit

IIUFUS MERRILL,
On Blankets, Countenir

CHAS. H. PEASLEE,
II. H.CARROLL,
JOSEPH PILLSBURY,
SETH EASTMAN,
JACOB A. POTTER,

Chichester
Concord,
Concord,

nd Coverlets.
Concord,
Concord,
Boscawen,
Concord

,

Concord.

On Linen.
CYRUS BARTON, Concord,
SAMUEL MOORE, Loudon,
KOBERT LANE, Sutton,
R.H. AYER, HooksctI,
STEPHEN AMBROSE, Concord.

Muslin and Silk Hose.
IRA PERLEY, Concord,
D. S. PALMER, Concord,
MOODY A. PILLSBURY, Boscawen,
WM. P. HILL, Concord,
THOMAS LITTLE, Boscawen.

On Flannel.
GEORGE W. ELA, Concord,
JOHN M. HILL. Concord.
N.VTHAN P. AMES, Boscawen.
D. M. CARPENTER, Chichester,
SILAS CALL, Boscawen.

On Leather, Boots and Shoes.
I)\NIEL K. FOSTER, Chichester,
FARNUM COFFIN, Boscawen
HOSEA FESSENDEN. Concord
JOHN S. A. FRENCH, Boscawen,
ENOCH CALL, Boscawen.

On Silks.

JOSEPH ROBINSON, Concord
WM. KENT, Concord
THO.MAS D. MERRILL, Ensom
RICHARD POTTER, Loudoil
JOSHUA EMERY, Loudon.

On .Articles of Special Improvement.
GEO. W. NESMITH, Franklin,
D.WID MORRILL, Concord
liDWIN MOODY, .Salisbury,

Committee of An
GEORGE W. DOW,
JOHN JARVIS,
HENRY FARNUM,
BENJ. CARTER,

Concord,

S. S. DOW,
UEUBEN JOHNSON,
WM. H. GAGE, Boscawen:

Marshals.
COL. JOSIAH STEVENS, Jr. Cnncord.
COL. FREDERICK W. COFFIN, Northfield,
MAJ. JONA. E. L;VNG, Concord

Value of the Subsoil.

Tlieve is much virtue in that mateiial directly

below the tipper soil in many parts of the coun-
try : we are not sure that the suhsoil, whether it

be hard pan, clay, admixture of clay, gravel or

sand, or clear sand, is not always valuable. The
idea of its uselessness or want of value is proba-
bly derived from the fact that on its first e.\po-

sure it is cold and lifele.ss, and, until e.vposed to

both a winter and a summer atmo.sphere, will

not beneficially operate upon the soil. Experi-
ence proves to us that after e.xposure the hardest

pan gravel will become fruitful—clayey sand up-
on alluvion ground often becomes fertile ; and
even the sand and gravel of the lightest soils

which are erroneously supposed to be so open as

to leach down the virtue tliat is near or may be

put upon the surface (for from such soils the am-
monia escapes upward from the increased power
of the 8un,and not downward) may be made highly

fertile with the aid of an incredibly small portion

of alumina.
There are many swamps on which the vegeta-

ble matter, peat, muck or mud, lies at no great

depth, sometimes only ten inches, one foot to

eighteen inches. At the bottom of these is often

found a sharp white gravel, resembling what is

called sea sand. We do not think it likely that

the quality of this swamp sand is always the

same; but it is our opinion that all of it found
along the coast where the swamp does not rise

many feet above the level of the sea, will be

found to be a species of marl highly valuable as

a fructifier of the soils lying near these swamps
ami even upon the surface of the swamps them-
selves.

A very intelligent gentleman, a subscriber for

the Visitor, of Hamilton in E.^sex county, Ms. (Mr.

ANTirAS Dodge) called upon us a few weeks ago,

and remarked that in consequence of advice

made by the Rev. Heniy Colman while visiting

him about five years ago" to make top-dressing of
the subsoil sand found at the bottom of swamps
on his premises at no very great distance below
the surface, he had made trial of it. The swamp
was a quagmire wherever there was any deptli of
soil : it was ditched and drained. The undersoil

of grey or white sand, dug from the ditches and
the bottom of the swamp, was spread upon the
surface : on exposure to the atmosphere it slack-

ed like lime. The first year the laud produced
well, and the second year the crop was still bet-

ler: he rai.sed upon the swamp good rye, and,
laid down to buy, it produced great crojis of
herdsgrass. Mr. Dodge has succeeded well in

reclaiming several pieces of low sunken swam]).

National Society of Agriculture.

Solon Robinson, E.-iq, a persevering farmer
who has .settled down in the wilds of North In-

diana and made himself abundant in wealth by
the growth in value of his soil, whoso interesting
contributions (or the Agricultural Press have ap-
peared monthly in the Albany Cultivator for the
last two or three years, has spurred on many dis-

tinguished citizens to the formation of a " Na-
tional Society of Agriculture" at the city of Wash-
ington. To curry into efiect this laudable under-
taking, Mr. Robinson travelled from Indiana to

Washington city, where he found every facility

for the object of his journey " most cheerfully af-

forded by rhc lion. Henry L. Ellsworth, Com-
missioner of Patents, in whom the country can
most truly boast a most decided friend of agri-
cultural improvement."
The first meeting was called at the great en-

trance Hall of the ^new Patent Office, where the
meeting w.is called to order by Mr. Ellsworth, on
whose motion Mr. Robinson wasappointed Chair-
man, .lohn F. Uallan and .John A. Smith, Esqrs.
were appointed Secretaries, and
The following Resolution was submitted by

Mr. Ellsworth, and after several gentlemen had
exiiressed their views very freely, it was unaui-
motisly

Resolved, That the interests of Agriculture im-
periously require the co-opei'cition of its friends
tliroughout the Union, to concenlraie their efTorts

by the formation of a National Society, for the
liromotiou of National Industry, and 'ho elevate

the character and standing of llie cuUivalors of
.American soil."

The following gentlemen were appointed a
committee to prepare the draft of a f'onstitutioii

for a National Society of iigriculturc, to be sub-
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luitted to the frieuds of siich a Society from all

parts of the Union, to be held at the city of Wasli-
ington on the second Wednesday of the ensuing
session of Congress

:

Solon Robinson, Esq. of Indiana ; Hon. Henry
L. Ellsworth, District of Colnnihia; Hon. James
M. Garnett, Virginia : Hon. Chilton Allen, Ken-
tucky ; Hon. Oliver H. Smith, Indiana; Hon.
Thomas S. Hind, Illinois: Hon. Lewis F.Linn,
Missoin-i ; Hon. Francis H. Gordon, Tennessee

;

M. W. Philips, Esq., Mississippi ; Hon. Dixon H.
Lewis, Alabama; Hon. Ale.\'r. Moutou, Louisia-

na; Hon. Wm. S. Fulton, Arkansas; Hon. Au-
gustus C. Dodge, Iowa ; Gov. James D. Doty,
Wisconsin; Hon. William Woodbridge, Michi-
gan ; Wm. Neft; Esq., Ohio ; Wm. P. Kinza, Esti.,

Pennsylvania ; Edmund D. Morris.s, Esq., New
Jersey ; Dr. James W. Thompson, Delaware

;

Hon. John S. Skinner, Maryland ; Hon. Edmund
Deherry, North Carolina; Hon. Francis W.Pick-
ens, South Carolina ; Hon. Wm. C. Dawson, Geor-
gia ; Govl Call, Florida ; Caleb N. Benient, Esq.,
New York ; Solomon W. Jewett, Esq., Vermont

;

Hon. Levi Woodbury, New Hampshire; Hon.
George Evans, Maine"; B. V. French, Esq., Mas-
sachusetts; Wm. C. Chapin, Esq., Rhode Island

;

Hon. Thomas B. Osborii, Connecticut.
Mr. Robinson accompanies the proceedings of

this meeting with an address calling on the
friends of Agriculture to unite in aiding the ob-
jects of this Society. From Washington, before
lie returns to Indiana, he announces the intention
to continue his tour through the Eastern States,

where he hopes to have personal interviews with
many of his agricultural friends.

From the American Farmer.

A Word to old Bachelors—Different sorts of
Wives.

Detorr'd tlie common joys of life,

And that prime hliss—a loving wile !

Oh ! wiiat's a table, richly spread,
Without a woman at its head ?

I fear, Mi: Editor, you will think me "more nice
than wise ;" but my notions, if fastidious or pe-
culiar, liave the merit at least of not leading to

extravagance.—You must know, or if ignorant of
a matter so important, let this inform you, that

as far back as I can remember, I have had a nat-

ural proclivity ibr the softer sex: When yet a

very little chap, I liked to go to school with the

girls, to sit on the girls bench, and to learn out of
their books ; and at dinner time to play with
them, for, be it remembered, we went three miles

to a country school ; aye, and, you may believe it

or not, until some vague notion of its iuipropri-

ety caiTie over the old people, which then I did

not so well comprehend, my decided preference

was to sleep in the " Lady's chamber." It was
my wont, on rainy days, and Saturdays, to " use"

with mother and the sisters, and their young
coinpanious, to plague them at their quilting

matches, and to attend them, not willingly it must
be confessed, to open the gates going to church

;

but most willingly to the closet, when they went
there to get or give out, the sugar and the sweet-

meats—Hence, even now, when I take my va-

grant pen to scribble something for the " Far-

mer," my inclination is somehow to get into the

Housewife's Department—for, in fact, is it not there

that you are most apt to find something good,

especially for a mortal sinner who confesses to a

-sweet tooth! Yes, Mr. Editor, its "a disease 1

shall die on," and sooner shall

" The I)oui.d bo hunted by the hare,
" Than I turn rebel to the Fair."

It may be the result of these early propensities

and associations, that prompts me when I go in-

to a strange house, to throw my eyes slyly around
on the things that seive, like tne index of a book,
to show Ihe character of the Mistress. If, for in-

stance, I descry cobwebs in a corner of the ceil-

ing, dust on the chair board.s, or the mantle, fly

dirt on the window, verdigris on the brasses, and
n dirty hearth ; I say to myself, " here wants the

eye of the Mistress—wonder what time she gets

up ?" Does a little daughter come in caterwaul-

ing, with a dirty apron, slip-shod shoes, her face

unwashed and hair uncombed, I say to myself
again, " this looks worse still !—here's maternal

delinqUency-^wonder if the mother don't give

her time too niuch to rending novels."—Warned
by these premonitory .symptoms, when her Lady-
ship makes her appearance, it does not surprise

nie if she speaks only when si>oken to, and then

in monosyllables, and looks gruni enough to turn
sweet milk into " hard cider"—whilst

—

a good
Housewife, on being introduced, suppose the
husband to be absent in the tield, or at his oflice,

will receive you with a smile of affability—good
humor and cheerfulness light up her countenance,
and she has ready words of encouragement to

disembarrass you, and put you at once at your
ease—with a single coup (Vail I take a vie\y with-
out her jierceiving it, of her cap, her hair, her
neatly " done up" handkerchief, if she wears one,
her gown to note if the color and fashion are be-
coming and suitable to her age and figure ; and
then for the life of me I can't keep my eye from
dropping down to glance at hex shoe and slocking '.

Pretty as are small hands and feet, we have no
right to insist upon, what the lady cannot con-
trol—but we have a right to insist on a cap nice-

ly starched and trimmed, with its ribband and
her sash in keeping with each other and with the
complexion—who could bear the sight of a lilac

or green ribband, on a dark brimette .- and then
you steal a glance at the hands and finger nails,

to see that all is fair and elean as soap and brush
can make them ; and as for stockings with hole

spot as big as a pin's head, whoever saw such
a thing, on a Lady ! Well then, besides her own
person and her house, there is another touch-
stone

—

the Table—Not that a man ot sense or
taste cares so much for how much is on it, in the
way of " creature comforts," but whatever it be,

let it be the best of its kind—and above all, let all

appointments be " as clean as clean can be" !

How reh-esbing a snow white well-ironed table

cloth, without speck or stain ! napkins ditto—and,
let Fanny Wright and five points democracy say
what they will, a silver fork after all is a right

comfortable thing ; were it only that by drop-
ping it in warm soap and water, you are sure to

have it perfectly clean ! Then one can't help no-
ticing whether the tea or dinner service is

throughout of homogeneal colors— milk white
the best,—and then the quality of the tea and cof-

fee. There is no place or occasion where the
" penny wise pound foolish" policy is more irk-

some or misplaced than in a false economy of the
table. For want of a few yards more of diaper,

and Some little more expenditure of "elbow-
greiise" and soap, by the washwoman, every thing

spoiled—sight disgusted, and temper and ap-
petite destroyed together.—Many a nice break-
fast has been spoiled for want of a lew grains
more of tea or cofti?e.—But above all things to

have these given to you—the one weak and cold

—the other thick and muddy ! ! Ah, Mr. Editor,

can you tell me if Job's patience was ever put to

this greatest of all tests 9 One thing more would
I ask of the good lady whenever to be had—

a

plate of light soup for dinner, which may be
made of almost any thing. But all the goods of

bounteous fortune, splendid equipages, liveried

servants, well stored larders, the most costly fur-

niture, tlie rarest wines, the most enchanting mu-
sic, paintings of the oldest masters, the choicest

library—all, all will not compensate for the want
of neatness, affability and good humor in the lad)'.

And now, Mr. Editor, having indicated some of

the signs of a good honsewile, shall I toll you on
what the existence and possession of that bles-

sing very much depends.' On Ihe husband

!

and what, say you, are your signs for a good hus-

band ? Let husbands ask themselves the ques-

tion until you hear again, by next mail, from
your correspondent, Q in the cokner.

Makiug of Manures.

Compost manure is usually made by a depos-

ite of muck or mud, or the turf and soil by the

road-side, or vegetables or leaves, in barn and hog
yards. Thei-e is undonhtedly a great advantage

and a groat accumulation in the admixture of

other materials with barn and stable manure ; for

the loss in the virtue of manure is great beyond
caleidation when it has a long exposure to the

atmosphere from the escape of ammonia ; indeed

we are of opinion that the almost exclusive loss

ofmanure is in the passing ofFof the strength in

the air. Every material mixed with the clear

dung of the yard, absorbing its liquid strength,

contributes to increase its value nearly in propor-
tion to its increased volume, until the inciease is

doubled.
But the bnrn-yard and the hog-stye are not the

only places in which valuable compost may be
formed. We believe excellent manure mav be

made in the field. It is sometimes inconvenient
to draw muck, &c., into the yards. Ashes and
especially lime may be used to great advantage
in the manidacture of compost; and of the value
of this article there cannot be a doubt. We have
an instance this summer in point. With ten
casks of Thomaston lime, Benjamin Emery, Esq.,
of Chichester manufactured a full hundred loads
of compost. The lime was applied about a year
ago to swamp muck in the proportion of one
cask to every ten loads. It was pounded from
the stone and mixed in, slacking itself af\er the
admixture till it pervaded the whole mass. The
effect of the lime was a complete fermenta tion

;

and the decomposition of the muck or vegetable
material was carried on through the winter by
freezing and thawing.
Four acres of common hardwood soil were

prepared for planting in the spring. On one half
of it were spread twenty-five loads to the acre of
the best stable manure ; and on the other half
was spread an equal quantity of the lime and
muck compost. After the corn and potatoes had
sprung from the ground a spoonful of plaster was
applied to the hill of the whole field. The result

of the matter is, that in the compost ground the
crop ofcorn is fi-om six to eight for one, and the
potatoes four for one to the same crops where the

common yard manure was spread.The truth is,that

while there was a tolerable cro]) of corn in the

one case, it was almost entirely cut off by the

drought in the other.

It remains to be ascertained whether compost
prepared in this way will he valuable in a wet as

well as in a dry season. We do not doubt there

is great intrinsic value in most of the black mud
taken from swamps, and that lime, by the decom-
position which it urges on, will greatly facilitate

the operation of this valuable material.

From the Wew York American.

On a Fair Lady.

She shone upon the brif;ht saloon
Mid mirth and music's sound,

Lilie moonlight, on the glimmering
Of tapers dim around,

And when she walked, 'twas wonderful
How all our hearts she bowed,

And how she tamed the manliest,
And how stie awed the proud.

By grudging JNa

To teach us here how beautiful

The angels are in heaven
;

And snch was she, the queen of all,

The fairest of the fair,

The lady of the gentle heart,
But soul-subduing air.

Value of Ashes.—Professor .lackson, in one
of his lectures in Boston, in illustrating the man-
ner in w hich soils might be rendered ftrtilc, said
that:

—

"A farm within his knowledge was blowing
sand, a pine barren, and almost hopeless, on
which ten bushels of corn to an acre could
scarcely he grown, hut, by the judicious aiipljca-

tion of ashes, had been made to i)roduce forty or
fifty bushels to the acre." We do not question
the correctness of Dr. Jackson's statement.—Our
observation has convinced us that on sandy soils,

with the exception of clay marl, llicre is nothing
more beneficial in the a[)[ilication to snch soils

than ashes; and very fortiuialely, unless uncom-
mon quantities of acid exist in such soils, leached
ashes are nearly as beneficial as uiileached ones.

Ashes do what lime cannot—they render the soil

more tenacious of niuisUue, and althoujih their

action is not as jirompt or efficitnt on cold sour
soils, they are for the reason assigned, coiipidercd

as valuable on light sandy ones. Of this fa<'t, the

farmers on the light soils of Long Island and
New Jersey are well aware, and in the gathering

and application of ashe.s, find certain sources of
profit.

Profit of Acbiculture.—Five thousand dol-

lars worlh of green corn has been brought to this

city ahead}', this season, from Burlington county,

N. J. Large quantities of vegetables are also sent

to Philadelphia from that fertile county. A single

farmer near Burlington last week received, in the

Philadelphia market, near $7C0 for his week's

marketing. This is better than working a gold

mine, or speculating in morns multicaulis, or

fancy stocks, or politics.—.V. Y. •S'lm.
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The Experience of a Vermont Parmer.

Putney, Ft. Sept. 13th, 1841.

To the Editor of the Monthly VisUor.

Sir—I feel it to be a duty for every successful

cultivator oftliPt=oil to sendia to the public store-

house his cxpeiience that nil may have it in our

agricullural publications; and for this reason 1

shall attempt this communication.

Tlie amount of my land under the plough is

75 acres, and is situated on the extreme eastern

part of a bow of500 acres which the Connecticut

river leaves in one of those graceful turns whicli

it olten makes in its course to the Sound. My
principal crops are corn, oats and hay, and these

crops 1 have generally changed every year. I

have had all the manure returned every spring

and ploughed under for the corn crop ; and I

always plant where I mowed last year. 1 plough

not until just before planting; and roll and har-

row. Ihave used the last spring, a corn planter

made by Calvin Olds of Mail borough, Vt. and to

me it is a great labor-saving machine, it is double

in its operation, is attached to a horse by fills : it

did its work well. I can plant with a horse only

an acre an hour without any extVa help all day

;

but I do not say that I can on any laud. The
land must be made smooth. I have no trouble in

preparing my land, for, as I said before, I plough

my manure all under, I then roll the same way I

plough which jirevents sods and manure from
harrowing up ;I also harrow crossways if needed
I use plaster and ashes as top dressing, either be-

fore or soon after the first hoeing in proportion

of one bushel of the former to eight of the latter

per acre applied to the hill. I cut niy corn up by
the roots and stook it as fast as cut. 1 am highly

in favor of this mode and would recommend it to

every oue in preference to the old mode of
topping stalks, as saving in corn, labor and fod-

der. Last year I raised fifteen hundred bushels,

all good. I never have had any mouldy corn
since I have harvested in this way. My jjresent

crop is now all in the stook, and will be soon

dry and fijt to husk ; this we do in the field when
the weather will permit. Care should be taken

that the stooks all stand up, as the leaning ones
will not dry after a storm, if they are not kept

erect. When ripe enough for harvesting we go
with a cart and take all the leaning ones to the

barn for evening husking or Ibid weathei-. I

stack my corn fodder around my yard, as it is ea-

sily done and will not mould, when they would

spoil in the barn. I was compelled to adopt

this mode for the want of room in barns, and

have never suffered any loss. The bundles are

all husked without unbinding, and if any are un-

bound they are re-liound with rye straw ; and
these will be easily stacked around a pole or pbst,

as one can pitch them to another. My present

crop is injured by the drought some, although it is

a good crop. It is whiit I should have called

two years ago an extra crop.

My oats are a good ciop, and were raised on

the ground where my i-nrn grew last year. They
were sown in good seiison, and this I [irefer. To
prepare the ground I plough across the even rows
and harrow the same way lightly ; then sowed
three bushels per acre ; then harrowed well the

other way. I then sow ten pounds of clover seed

and six quarts of herds-grass i^eed per acre, and
roll smooth. I lia\c adopted the plan of sowing
three pecks of plasti ;• p;r acre on this new seed-

ing, soon after it h:.fi cuine u]i, and never had it

fail by the droui;ht in the summer following, while

I have lost my grass seeding where I had nut

sown plaster. It is so this year—for the want of

a few bushels of plaster I shall lose the seeding

often acres, while the fifteen where I sowed
plaster is first rate seeding. The cause is the

drought: the preventative is the pinriter of Paris.

The plaster does no good to the oats that I can

see. My mowing this year is where I had my
gromid I intend to have
t full bushel of plaster

'if 'ilnv. I commence
.'in:- my crop is uni-

I; (1. M\ second
it r,-cll seeded:

oats last year, and on iiu

corn next year. lajiply

per Bcre, say on tli iws

haying about the v.

form and is gemr
crop is cut for !<c i :

it is then cut f.r : u! : ; ;i, ](• t .;

sheep; occasion: ;

'

. ii . ;i ;

season,, and hn\ , ,!,

saving it for seed \ . .i
i ;; 1 \ i;i i,,

swath a lew days to v.eiitiirr 1., at until it will

shell the hull from the head. It is tlien carried
to a hei'l ^vhich i.s [.repared by taking the tiuf i

from the surfiice aiid made smooth by u inil, and

trodden out will) horses by the load, vihich is

done very soon. The chaff is taken to a mill

which we have near, resembling a bark mill.

The commission is two cents per lb. for cleaning

tit for the market. 1 grow the southern seed ex-

clusively, as 1 could obtain no seed from the

northern either from the first or second crop ;

and the hay would not be so good as my hay.

My cattle never find fault. Our land will pro-

duce clover with the aid of plaster, and we have
no excuse if our lands are not rich. Some say

plaster will not work on their land, and I have
excused them when I would see them mowing
year after year where they would not get seven
liundred to the acre, because they could not get

manure ; and of course the seed would not g
in stocking down. Now, sir, I dtwibt very ni

if we have nuich land that ever ought or could

be ploughed where plaster or aslies will not

make clover grow.
Two years ago I purcliased a grass farm some

twenty miles tiom me, whose altitude is as high

as the base of Monadnock at Dublin meeting-
house. In the cultivation of it I did not cause

any plaster to be used except half a bushel which
was put on potatoes ; and the effect could be

seen half a mile; it was greater than I ever saw
in the meadow at home. This year I have used

it freely on the potatoes and spring seeding, and
when it was not scattered on the this spring sown
clover, it is not seeded aiul will be a Ihiline, whih
where it was, it is ankle high. This laud is a mel-

low soil producing maple, beech and birch— it is

what I shall call a sandy loam. Now as 1 have
hold of two extremes, in my belief plaster must
work well on siniili^r soils in the middle altitude.

This farm has its usual quantity of old worn out

mowing which did not cut from five to s(

hundred of hay per acre ; and there is much of
this kind of land in our country. Now, sir, I

have faith that I .shall make those poor acres pro
(luce their thirty hundred of h.iy, and be able to

maintain that state so long as I pursue the rota

tion system. If I am not deceived by a differen

soil, my success will be certain. I have one oth

er difficulty to encounter in the distance, and the

farm is occupied by a tenant : these are draw
backs; but diligence and perseverance will over

come all things.

We read in the good Book, " the Lord CJoi

took the man and'put him into the garden to

dress it and to keep it." The command was no
to keep it without dressine. Now a husband-
man who will not dress his farm is not fit to keep
It. And behold the reward is with him. "His
inheritance shall be taken from him and given
unto others." Now this is as true as any other

preaching, for \\e see it verified every year.

Thus Miti uill ]i,-i-.-,.ive, I believe, that every man
ciiiliii\i-.| w liii i-niiiMH.ii understanding has the

[;;-i\ ii ':;r of >!i.i|.iiii; his own tbrtune under our
blessrd instituiiiiiis, and that his cast in society is

fixed according to his industry and moral econo-
my. You will also observe 1 do not believe there

is iiny need of mowing so much of our lands that

produce so little. I think ii is the most exhaust-
ing system that wo can take to mow a piece of
ground six or seven years without returning an;

thing back in the shape of manure. Some wii

say that lauds do not deteriorate by manuring
constantly; but plough up a piece the second
yearof mowing and one the sixth year, and see

what the difference will be m crop without any
manuring or with equal manuring ; the difjerence

will be altogether in favor of the former. I

slionlil say luilfof the mowing would produce an
I',',!::,! riPii. ' i!i- ij>i rov of the system of manur-
in:; '

, ;; ; l-.'tting it lay slx years,
'

I i- the common practice;

i; 1 '•
. :lii v.L.u that eats a week's al=

lov.anii; :it a iiaie. My course would be to make
an outlay in all the manure in shape of swamp
iiinck, road soil, ashes, lime, weeds, brake leaves,

&c., that 1 could obtain. I would commence on
my second or at most my tliii'd year's mowing
unless plaster would work on clover ; in that

cn?e I should begin on my poorest land cither by
1 iailow or planting, make a clean tilth, for

I
' ill depend upon this. Then on my fallow

loads of riji nipost as i

I . i >siiig |)eracre, and more if for planting,

and seed lodover; then ap])ly a bushel of plaster

per acre ; and use a roller on all lands that are

not too wet, as there are few that arc, I should

Iniiig my lands all under new seedintr, and then
mow them only two years at most. There is

land on every farm more or less in this mountain-
ous country that cannot be well ploughed ; let

such land be applied to gratify your appetite, for

mowing old fields to get fine hay if you will, or
let them go for pasture. I do not believe in

ploughing pasture vjnless you adopt the same
system yin do in tillage, and as our counti-y is

not din il\
I
niMilated at present, I do not recom-

mend 111 piiMi; !i lands on which the crops cannot
be easily eli iiiged. We have enough good plough
lands to piocure double the amount we now ob-
tain. Worms have destroyed the hopes of the

farmer who has planted his old mowing field,

while he who has adopted the one year system
has been enUrely exempt from their ravages. If

it was not for the cut worm I should recommend
to mow two years; but I have sufl'ered so much
by them I prefer to keep this advantage.

I have spun out this communication to the end
of my paper; and have tio excuse to make except

my inability to say what I have in less words;
but I give you the privilege of contracting or
throwipg the whole under the table as you please.

I thmik you for your first volume of the Visitor,

and feel proud of your request, and shall meet it

more fully in my experience on mv highland
farm.

"

THOIMAS WHITE.
PuTNEV Meadows.

Smucgling in France.—Every day, dui-ing a
period of nearly three months, says the Messa-
ger, a young female, bearing on her back a bas-

ket of flowers, has entered Paris by the Barriere

de Fontainbleau. At first, the employees of the

octroi carefully examined the basket, but finding

nothing liublc to duty in it, they ceased to enter-

tain any suspicion, and allowed the flower-woman
to pass without examination, until it was noticed,

a few days ago, that she walked with difficulty,

as If carrying a heavy load. This led to a close

inspection, and it was found that the basket had
a false bottom made of zinc, and containing near-

ly twelve litres of sjiirils of wine! A female
being ordered to examine the person of the fair

smuggler, discovered that she had under her
clothes two large bladders filled with the same
liquid ! She was immediately arrested, and sent
to the prefecture of police.

DUOUGIIT IN MAINE.
Kcnndiunk, Maine, Sept. 2, 1841.

Gov. Hill :—The unparalleled drought at this

place is broken. On the 30th and 3l'st days of
August and the first day of September instant,

we had copious rains—5 inches and 17 hun-
dredths in all, bill not enough to saturate the high
grounds sufficiently. Scarce a green thing was
lo be seen in any of our pastures or fields. The
corn crops will he almost entirelyjjcut ott^—worth
nothing except for fodiler, and that stinted as lo

quantity, except here and there a patch on low or
moist land. II" these should be followed by sue
ceeding rains and warm weather, we may get
some fall feed where the grass roots are not en-
tirely killed. Whatever was left green from the
drought, the grasshoppers almost universally
stripped of its foliage. I found it necessary to

water my Buckthorne hedge, now in the third

year of its growth from setting, and three-fburths
of a mile in length, in order to preserve it. The
growth of this hedge has hitherto been rapid, hut
its sufferings from the drought and fiom grass-
hoppers this year have been a very severe check
upon it. Many of the ornamental and other
trees set in the vicinity within a few years and
doing well liave this year been lost for want of
rains. Whole fields of potatoes, in fact the lar-

gest part of all that has been planted in this vi-

cinity, are entirely destroyed—not worth half the
expense of digging. Up lo the S9lh of August
inclusive, we had only" one inch and forty-two
hundredths of rain for" the month; and in" July
only one inch and fifty-three hundredths—less
than three in^^-li-s t.ir tlie two motiths-without
includinii T :

,' :, i: !l on the 30th and 31st of
August!::;' I ,.;si:veiity-five hundredths)
which e::n i< n lit- tn iistoro or benefit the lost

crops; and in the month of ,hine we had only
two inches and sixty-three hundredths—five

inches and fifty-eight hundredths for the three
months.

Last year the drought was considered very se-

cre ; but in the month of June there were three
inches and eight hundredths of rain—in Julyone
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inch and seveiity-lhree liundredtlis—in August
three inches and ninety-two hundredths—eight

inches and thirty-tlu-ee hundredths for the three

summer months of 1840.

In tiie month of Jime, 1839, we had five inches

of rain—in July sis inclies and thirty-five hun-
dredths—in Anjrust four inclies and fifty-one hun-

dredtlis ; fifteen inches and cij:hty-six Jumdredths
for the three months—nearly three times the

quantity that has (alien in the same time this year,

if we except tlie rains alluded to of the 30tli and
31st of August, and hut little less than double the

quantity of last year.

I inciose you an accoinit of the depth of i-ain

and snow reduced to water that fell at this place

extracted from a journal of the weather kept by
Daniel Sewall, Esq., cnniincncing witli January,

1839, and endiii!;- ^^cptcnil.cr I, 1841 ; by which
it will be seen ihiit in l.'^31i, «e had forty-.seven

inches and thiriy-five liundredths—in 1840 we
had forty-eight inches and six hundredths—in

1841, U]) to tlie first day of September, thirty-four

inches and seventy-one liundredths. The extract

in detail, would perhaps form an interesting ta-

ble for tlie Farmer's Monthly Visitor and be use-

ful as a future reference.

BARNABAS PALMER.

Account of the depth of Rain an
ter that fell at Kcnncb%mk. Me.

qf the weather . hejit by Da nil

d Snow reduced i

. extractedfrom flj

21,22
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For the Farmer's Monthly \'isitor.

The Season.

Much has been said among neighbors, and

somewhat printed respecting the unusual snni-

mer now jtassetl. But has it been sufficiently no-

ticed ? The months of July and August were

dry beyond measure. Weekly we received all

the usual signs and symptoms of the desired rain :

but those symptoms gave but hope deferred. The
sultry south wind swept over with her dry and

scorching wings. The east winds came but to

drink up the dews froir. the bosom of the earth.

The heavens were as brass ; and the earth, as

powder and dust. But the army of grasshoppers

came not, as they did in 1SJ5, to devour our lean

and meagre gard(;iis, to cut down the grass of

the pastures, and to consume the wheat and the

oats. This year (and let it be remembered with

gratitude) we are called upon to encounter but

one of our enemies, rather one of the trials of

man. It is believed that so severe a drought has

not been experienced since the memory of any

man now living. The perennial fountains, which

for ages have quenched the thirst, day by day, of

the herds tliat fed upon the hills and vallies, be-

came themselves dry and empty pools.

During the month of August, many freehol-

ders were compelled to drive their cattle daily for

water to the nearest river or brook. So exhaust-

ing was the drought, that iu some few instances,

we hear that cattle were obliged to travel daily

for some miles to fiud the retreshing stream.

The crops, excepting rye, have all suffered ex-

ceedingly. The hope,that most indeiiendent and
uniform of all our crops, and which sends its

roots deep and broad in search of its appropriate

nourishment, has felt the iron hand of the season

bearing hard u])ou its promised increase. The
fruit now in process of gathering, is in size stnall,

in some instances exceedingly small ; but in

color, strength and flavour, is of fine quality. As
to quantity, the general estimation is about three-

fifths of last year's product.

Staple crops, oats, corn and potatoes, bear the

indelible stamp of the privations which they have
sufl:ered. We have often seen the leaves of the

Indian corn roll, as the technical phrase is, iu the

dry mouth of August; but the curled leaves

would always unfurl in the succeeding night, to

be contracted again jierhaps in the succeeding
day. But the aspect this year has been widely
different, sombre and melancholy. In many in-

stances parts of fields, and in some instances

whole field.s, exhibited the leaves, stalks, ears and
all, turning white and drying up, as though a

deadly fire-blast had passed over the earth. Some
in the milk, and some before it had arrived at that

state, were converted into a dry and ahnost use-

less fodder. Some of the growers cut up their

pieces by the hill to feed out to their stock, not

pretending to select an ear worth the saving. On
other grounds, favorably situated, some of the

crops stood the shock wonderfully, and present
apparently a fair crop.

Potatoes, which have usually ofiiciated, like a

Commissary, to the wants both of man and beast,

now withhold their wonted suiqjiy. The new
crop has been selling in some of the country vil-

lages, first at a dollar per bushel. At Manches-
ter and Nashua, the price was said to be still

higher. They have now fallen to about half that

sum. About the first of September, 1 bought at

five shillings per bushel : since that I have re-

sorted to my own fields. They present but a
poor return for the labor and expense. The yield
is so small as to require 40 or 50 hills to fill a
bushel. Mine this year, though well manured,
are on dry and lisht soil. I dare say that deep,
damp, rich soils better lullil the hopes of the hus-
bandman. I have (lug of two kinds, viz: the kid-
neys and the Cheiiaiigos and from two fields.

The same characierisiics present themselves in

each. Th.ir i
-•, Ipnllv n discnpc iir.on them

all, uri,.;ir . 1, . / -. n-.iu, a privatiou f.f r;.ii,>.

The,-,.,,,,. .
I I a thin! pan ..f the p,,-

tatoe, is ;, ,1;,, : . .'k liitii|i, iiai-,1, nauseous an I

perfectly luipalatalilr. The residue of the tuber
though eatalile, (being better than nothing) |)ar-

takes though in a fur less degree of the same dis-
agreeable flavor. There is scarcely an exception
from the largest t,, thos,.. nut larger than an ounce
bullet. Such is il„; ,'„n,liiiou of all mine thus
far used. How f\,r, those purchased were free
from this aimoyaucr. We hope that it will not

prove so connnon as to become an epidemic upon

the various crops of that species of vegetable.

Were the iidiabitants of these States generally

graziers, as were the pati-iarchs Jacob and his

sons and also the inhabitants generally of Pales-

tine and as were also afterwards the Hebrews and
Samaritans, their cereal crops being few and
small, we should this year, undoubtedly have ex-

perienced a famine. But here in this enlightened

place and age, the agricultural producers are so

numerous, and the grain and the root crops so

various, and the facilities of exchange and trans-

port so midtiform and commodious, not only at

the North,but between North and South, that the

fear of fatnine never has, and perhaps never will

disturb the public tranqifiUity. England howev-
ei-, under the intolerable weight of her debt and
taxes and arhitary and oppressive laws, keeping
at all times, as well of plenty as scarcity, the price

of grain at a high mark ; and with her manufac-
turing class dependent for work and tor bread up-

on the foreign amount of the goods manufactured,

and starving as they are at the present time, there

is indeed danger enough (/(cre, of a famine the

coming winter ; and before the soft air of anoth-

er spring shall clothe the trees with green, a rev-

olution may sweep from the face of that fair

island every vestige of debt, hierarchy, heredita-

ry nobility, monarchy and all. In this case they
will undoubtedly enjoy afterwards an elective

government of men instead of an hereditary jiet-

ticoat government. But let us recross the Atlan-

tic, and revisit our own sweet hills, and hear again
the stirring sounds of New England.
We desire to be thankful to a kind Providence

for deliverance from ])estilence, famine and war;
and generally for good laws and free constitu-

tions, freedom of speech and a free press, nothing
doid)ting that, " while the earth remnineth, seed
time and harvest, cold and heat, summer and
winter, day and night, shall never cease."

AMHERST.

To PREVEMT THE RAVAGES OF RaTS INGrAIN.
—How to prevent the ravages of rats in grain af-

ter it is housed, lias been an inquiry of long
standing. We can never exterminate them to

such a degree as not to apprehend their incur-
sions, for a horde of these troublesome visiters

will often make their appearance when we least

exiiect them. Instinct points the way to where
that provision best suited to their nature is found
most plentifid. We have often found, when we
went to thrash, our oats cut and cleaned by them,
and the straw rendered luifit for any purpose
whatever, even tlie subservient one of litter.

But every evil has a cure ; and I have found
connnon elder to be a preventive, and Iiave tes-

ted its proprieties as an anti-rat apiiplication.

—

When the grain is to he jiacked away, I scatter
a few of the young branches over every layer of
biuidles, being mindftil to have them in greatest
abundance on the edges of the pile. The dry-
ing of the twigs will give the grain an odour not
relished by the vermin—which scent in no wise
detracts from the quality of the straw for horses,
as it makes no difference with them.—I have tried

it successfully, a number of years in wheat, oats
ami corn.

• THE MARKETS.
the N. Y. Jo I of Coramerce, Sept. 22.

COR.\ E.X.CHA.\'Gt:.—The news from England u
tied Flour, and there were few sales afterwards. Genesee
and Ohio were ofl'ered on Saturday .it Sl'ifi2, and a few
sales were made at that price, to supply pressing wants.
Ji-rsey Rye Flour sold at ,53,£3,and choice at g4; Indian

plenty ; Jersey sold .Saturday at 7fi.^ c
msasure. A cargo of ucw Northern Oats, of prime qu~al-

ity. obtained 50 c bush.
MOiVEY & EXt'HANGRS.—Thej-e is nothing very

imoortaiit un,)i-r this l„iari. Mtmey remains quite plenty.
' '; "t :,:, ..;- ', ' .-li ,.

;

,.r ,;. iiiibiicsentiraent chan-
I,

.
,'

'

1,1,^
, , ,, i.illy the stocks whose

' ,
:

I .
, , ! . iMIing from week to

' < ^ --''
i

. .:: I .] rl . . : . , I [I'l prcmmm. Specie

51o,t;0 ;i li, I - .,;i.' nilVrs have been laadu towards the
I'.S. I.n,::,

, - v.l.utnonewethinkatlcss.
HID!;-- , I

:

M, 11 ,1 pressing demand. The sales
i'lclul,' ,1 ' Viijostura. part, and probably the
whol,-. ii 1 . , !

;

. I o i,t. olT cash; 2000 iMaracaibo at
.1 liigli price ; '.IIUO Pernambucn, Ji lbs. each, at 13 cts.

less 4 per cent, cash; 1750 Matamoras at U| cts. 6 mos.
There are no Buenos Ayres hides in market—they would
probably command 16^ cts; 4000 were sold in Philadel-

phia at 16 c.

LEATHER.—The demand is vigorous, and the supply

short. Henriock tanned sole leather is seUing freely at

22 a 23 cts. for light weiffhts ; 21 a 22 rts. for middling,

and 19 a 20 cts. for b.-nw Oik t,,,n,>rl, Jt ,, .W cts.

BIOLASSES.— l',,"M-i^ III! niA- ,,i lU-iaand. Ve-
ry prime ?orto [:,. ,:,: , ' \S0 hhds.

New Orleansr.".,,!,! : ,
,rr,.l of 150

hhds. at29c.whnl, ,- .,„ :,,ii,,,,.r > I , ,: ,1 ; 50 hhds.

Sweet Trinidad at 2li.l c, and a car>40 ..I Sour on terms
not public; New Iberia sofd in lots at 23c; 300 hhds.

Porto Rico at 30 a 32 c ; 100 do. Matanms, at 22 a 23 c.

PROVISIONS—There is nntinn;' to b,- -ni 1 in favor of

beef and pork. Both reia,ii,i !,'- .,.: fis rather

cheaper. Mess nnv be qu, i. I
, mil prime at

g:5,25 a 50 ; a small parcel . I
> , list in mar-

ket sold at .s'.i.'J.-,. Olao|M„\>. ,i
,

iiatedullat

K8alOa,„l \ \, „;.-.,,,, yiM . , ,-:
i : ,,, 1 Sli,75a g9.

SIHIAI.— !:.;>
I

. ,:,,- (I [Tood demand, and both low
an,l pill i,

i V,. lilted. Poor New Orleans sold,

at liAi t., ,ii,.i 11 :,, t-. Of Porto Rico, 600 hhds at

C.:! a'SA, 1, , („ si ( inix. lOOhhdsat 7J a 9cts ; 200 brls

white Brazil sold at SI cts; 100 boxes white Havana at

9i a lOcts ; 300 boxes brown at 7^ a 73 ; 250 brls Cuba
muscovado brought 7icts.

TEAS—.\re quit,' hnii with an active demand from the

trade at fully the |i mm ilin il for the cargo of the

Konohasset, and ;"M I, iv,> been made at high-

er prices. The t"! 1' , if the particulars of

the Konohasset'f • m i •mii—6 months—Hy-
son—131 chests aiMl Ml ; i inc. -. -10 chests at

453 chests at 83.', ,

at41ia40; 7«',l
chests at 80 a 70 ;

3chesUat56.ia.V
TALLOW— S,

SALT—A carM.

T. Island, the nil
this kinil thi^ iiin^

pool groiriil s ,jt

a 9ic lb.

bii. 1900 hi

M. Ml,., .Mat about 28 cts—for
ilr liLtt,*r. A cargo of Liver-

i.'iScts sack; Ashtan's sacks

tlier factory iilled sack^ 157^,

rUSTSCRlPT.
THE MARKET, Sept 21—2 P. M.

Flour looks more like business. There have been sales

to-day of j^ood Genesee, at .S'ti.SO; 2000 brls for shipment
(supposed to Englnml) at ;5i6,37i. Some small parcels at

«6,31,and some of Genesee and Ohio as low as ;J6,25,
Troy was sold at i^6,25.
The London packet of the 30th, detained until to-mor-

row, will take 3 good deal of specie.
A parcel of l-lOO bush, prime Westcfn Wheat sold for

exportation (to Bermuda it is said) at 150c. bus. A cargo
of Delaware Wheat sold at 140c bus. Rye 764 els. Corn
75a76 cts.

.Sterling bills have advanced to 9^ prero. as the top price
and francs to 5f. 17j per dollar as tho asking price for

some sales.

Soil's by anclion in Boston, Wednesday, Sept 22.

INDIGO—Manilla, 12 cases, 75 a 94c per lb. 6 mos.
SUGAR—Havana brown, 60 bo.\cs, ^'^7 40 a 7 82 per

100 lbs,

MOLA.^sr.'—
ClGAIiS— Ini.

COKK.s-Ci 1 M,, 1

TE.\-l'uuU,.,,g, ;, l..,li .:i,

SALT—Liverpool' fine, 1000 sacks, " Worthington's"
brand, J'l 47 a 1 62 per sack, cash.

Sale of Stocks in Boston.
lOishares Boston and Lowell Railroad, 19.^ a 20 per ct.

advance.
40 do Nashua and Lowell Railroad, 17} per ct. adv.

BRIGIITO.N MARKF.T.—Monday, Sei>t. 20, 1841.

[Reported for the Daily Advertiser and Patriot.]

At market 650 Beef Cattle, 820 Stores." 28U0 Sheep.
and 1140 Swine.

"^

Pricks—Bfe/ C'a//;»—The prices obtained Inst week

quality 5 60 n f(6ob ; second quality «6 CO a 5 25 ; third
quality gS 50 a 4 50.

SJores—Two ye.arsold gS to 13 ; three years old, gH
Sheep—Lots were taken at gl ! 2, to 1 25.
Siemc—Lots to peddle, 3 a 3), for Sows and 4 to 4Jo

for Barrows. At retail, from 4 to~5c.

NEW VORK CATTLE MARKET—Skpt. 20, 1841.

At market. 1450 head of Beef Cattle, including 100
left over I,-,, i ,vci,k ; ,15 Cows, and 4000 Sheep and Lambs.
The MiM

!
,,, i: , i„ing large, the prices of last

week v., 1 ;^ , ., i,_d. The sales reached 1200
head at

,
- .

I mt few of the latter price—av-

Milcl, Cwi- MB,,; M.uslly small and inferior; 50 were
taken at ,>,i.), 33, and g3o, each.
Sheep and Lambs were nearly all taken: Sheep at «1

.W to 4 50 ; Lambs at gl to 2 75 each.
Hay—There has been a fair supply, and sales were made

at 91 to 106 the IM lbs.
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THE VISITOR
First Annual Report on the Geology of the

State oj New Hampshire.
Bv Charles T. Jackson. State Geologist.

Sectio.n from Wakefield to Haverhili,, a.nd

jexami.^ation of the cod-ntry adjace.nt to
Lake VVinnipiseogee, by Messrs. Whitney
AND WiLLIAJIS.

From Wakefield to Monltoiiboroiigli the iiti-

derlyiiia rock is granite, covered with boulders

of granite and nia.sses of diluvial granitio sand.

Some of the boulilers are of enormous size.

Near the house of Mr. Ambrose, in Ossipee, is a

collection of loose masses of granite, one of

which measured forty-three feet in length, sev-

enteen feet high, and twenty-one feet wide. A
ledge of hornblende rock of limited extent cros-

ses the road near the village of Wakefield.

In MoMlloiiboioiigh, the character of the rocks

beiiins to cliaMi;e. Red Hill, which ri.ses about

2,000 feet above the level of tiie sea, is compos-
ed of a peaiitiful sieiille, in which the felspar is

of an ash'-gray color, when freshly exposed.

Near the sumiiiit of the mountain, where the

ledges of rock are exposed to the action of the

air, it is of a reddish hue. The mountain ia cros-

sed at about one-third of its height by a large

dyke of porphyritic trap, whose general direction

is about N. 30deg. W. Being covered with soil,

it is imposible to trace its limits. The hornblende
of the sienite is in some instances well crystal-

ized, so as to afl^ord very good cabinet specimens.

Near the house of Mr. Cook, about half way
from the base to the suimnil, occurs a deposit of
iron ore. It is only a few inches thick and ot

limited extent. From it a crow-bar has been
manufactured. Near this spot small quantities

ot iron pyrites have been found, also black tour-

maline, which lias been mistaken for coal.

'J his moimtain is covered with soil, and is

wooded nearly to the snmmit. It owes its name
to the circumstance of the leaveis IJva Ursa with
which it is covered, changing to a brilliant red in

the autumn.
Great numbers of visifora ascend this mimn-

tain, attracted by the unrivalled beauty of the
scenery of the country bordering on Lakes Win
nipissiogee and Sqiiani. On a clear day, the
view from its summit is of great extent. The lof-

ty peaks of Kears'arge, Sandwich, Whiteface,
Conway, Pigwacket and Ossipee mountains,
seem to enclose, in an amphitheatre, the lakes

will) their nuiininms picturesque isli<nd!>, cover-
ed with the dark (blia^'e of the spruce and pins,

forming the most 6eo«<[/"u/ mountain view which
this country affords.

The shores of Lake Winnipiseogeeare covered
with angular fragments of granite and granitic

sand. A beautiful amethyst sand is found abund-
antly on the shores of Long island. The number
of islands in this lake is very great, and several of
them have become quite well known for the
large crops which skilful cultivation has produced
upon them. These will be noticed in the agri-

cultural |iart of the report. Rattle Snake island

is elevated from 400 to 500 feet altove the lake,

and presents from its summit a fine view of the
surrounding i.«lands. Tlieir geological character
is quite uniform, being composed ofangular frag-

ments of granite piled on ledges of the same rock,

which are olten cut through by veins of injected

trap and granite.

Ossipee Mountain, in Ossipee, about 3 or 4
miles from the eastern shoreof the lake, is com-
posed of several distinct jieaks. The most lolh',

which i.s elevated 23G] feet above the sea-level, is

well woodeil, and covered with larch, spruce and
birch to tlie summit. The rock is gneiss, cover-
ed with numerous Iragments ol trap brought from
the most northern peak, which is an isolated bare
precipitous range of bhii.sh greenstone trap.

This rock has been inistaken for iron ore and (or

limestone, neither of v.liirli miiieiuls occur there.

Near the foot of the moiiiilaii, is u heauiiful little

cascade, which attracls numiroiis visitors to the
mountain ; also, a spring slightly impregnated
with sulphydric acid gas, whicli has attained some
celebrity among the inhabitants as a remedy for

cutaneous d'

Tiie greenstone trap peak of Ossipee seems to

be eoniiccteil with a series of dykes of great-
er or less extent, occurring in numerous pla-

ces in the adjacent country. A series of them
cross the road from Centre Harbor toTamworth,
nearly on a line between Ossipee and Red Moun-
tains. They are very numerous, and measure
from one to three or four feet in thirknesss.

Their general direction is N. 60 or 70 deg. W.
Trap d}kes aiealso very numerous on the margin
of S(piam Lake, varying from one inch to ten

feet in width, running nearly E. and W. About
six miles N. liom Centre H;irbor occurs a dyke
cutting ihroii^h gratiite and is about 10 ft. in

width. It is porphyrilic with fiesli-colored crys-

tals of (elspar. These (l_\kes are very distinctly

marked liom the surtiice of the granite including
them. They have been worn and polished by
the action of the diluvial currents, so that a lev-

el and smooth smfiice com|irising many thou-
sand square feet lies entirely bare of soil.

Gunstock Mountain, on the south-western shore
of this Lake, is made up of three distinct peaks.
The most northerly is the highest, being about
1969 leet above the lake, and 2447 feet above the

sea. The westerly peak, according to Dr. Jack-
son's olwervations, is 1561 feet above the lake,

and 2039 ft. above the sea. On ns declivity oc-

curs a vein of niagnetic oxide of iron, which
is included in sienite rock and is irregular

in its dimensions, varying from a few inch-

es to two feet in width. The ore is remark-
ably magnetic, with strong polarity, especially

near the surface, the interior not being so strong-

ly polarized. Large quantities of this ore are

now lying loose upon the ground, and will fur-

nish an abundance of cabinet specimens; there

is not an adequate supply for a furnace.

The most southerly peak aftbrds a magnificent
view of Lake Winnipiseogee and its islands,

with the surrounding mountains. Large dykes
of trap occur on this mountain. It was supposed
that limestone had been found there, but exam-
ination has not confirmed the opinion.

From Meredith to Centre Harbor, the rock, in

place is phorphyritic granite, often traversed by
beds and veins ot fine grained, Hark colored

I
granite and trap. Some specimeus of the por-

phyritic granite, in vvhich the crystals of felspar

are flesh coloreil, are very beautiful.

Boulders of this rock are scattered in great
numbers to the south of their native bed. They
have been carried from eight to ten miles by the

action of the diluvial currents. From Centre

Harbor to Plymouth, the rocks in place are phor-

phyritic granite, traversed by occasional limited

beds of mica slate. In Plymouth mica slate oc-

curs, and continues to near the line of Went-
worth, where the granite replaces it. Near
Rumney line, at the base of Carr's ftlountaiu, the

mica slate runs N. 35 deg. E., and dips nearly

vertical. This rock splits very smoothly, and
might be quarried to any e.xtent.

Carr's Mountain, which is one of the most lof-

ty elevations in this (lart of the State, being about

^81 feet above the sea-level, is composed of

granite overlying nfica slate. From the vertical

dip of this rock at its base, it would seem highly

probably that the granite had been erupted

through' il, forming a cap upon its summit.

Examination of the country from Haver-
hill to the White Mountains.

Having completed the measurement of our

great longitudinal section, which will be rejire-

sented hereafter by a colored engraving, we made
a rapid recoimoisance of the country from Ha-
verhill to the White Mountains, by the way of

Lisbon and Fraiiconia, examining particularly the

limestones and iron ores which are found in the

last mentioned towns. From Bath to Franconia

the mica slate rocks predominate, and in Lisbon

these rocks contain an infinity of beauliful'y crys-

tallized staurotides ami garnets, which on the

shores of Mink Pond have been detached from
the rock by decomposition, so as to form the

princi|ial pebbles on its beach. This locality will

prove interesting to mineralogists, who can read-

ily obtain as many separate crystals ofstaurotide

as they desire, by visiting the shores of the

pond.
The limestones of Lisbon are contained be-

tween walls of mica slate, and quarries have long
been wrought in several places for the supply of
lime. The principal quarries are owned and
wrought by Owen Bronson, Thos. Priest, David
Priest, and Uriah Oak»'s. Tlie bed .it T. Priest's

quarry runs N.ffi* deg. E., S. 69 deg. W.,and dips

to the N. W. 70 ilue. It is 13 feet wide, and has

been opened to the depth of 60 fijet, and 300 fiset

in length. Bronson's quarry is a jiart of llie same
bed, and is situated to the S. W. The limeslone

is crystalline, and of a greyish white color, and
is said to make good lime.- (See analysis.) Da-
vid Priest's quairy is situated a mile and a half

north-ea.Mward from this locality.

From David Priest's quarry we took the bear-

ings of the other openings where limestone had
been obtained. T. Priest's quarrv bears S. 71 deg.

W. Uriah Oaks' N. 81 deg. E. From these

bearings it will appear that there rnnst be sev-

eral distinct beds of limestone, running parallel

with each other, or the strata may curve where
they may not be observed on account of the su-

perficial covering of soil.

I shall give the statistical information obtained

at these quarries in another part of this Report,

where the composition of the limestone will plso

be stated.

Franconia. This town owes its rise and pros-

perity to the discovery and working of a rich vein

of granular magnetic iron ore, which exists with-

in the present limits of the town of Lisbon, at

its south-eastern corner. The iron ore is a vein

from 3 1-2 to 4 feet wide, included in granite

rocks. The course of the vein is N. 30 deg. E.,

S. 30 deg. W., and its dip is to the south-east 70

or 80 deg. It has been opened and wrought 40

rods in length, and 144 feet in dejith. The ore

is blasted out by the workmen, who are employ-

ed by a contnictor who supplies the Franconin

I

furnace. The mine is wrought o^ien to day
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light, and is but partially covered to keep out tlie

On measuring the direction of this vein it was
evident that it extended into the valley below,

and on searching on the hill-side in that direction

it was readily discovered.

It is probable that openings will be made there,

and a gallery will then he cut into the hill. For-

merly much eypense was incurred by unskilful

searching for additional veins of iron ore, many
old drifts being shewn us by the present skilful

director, Captain Putnam, where a vast deal of
labor and expense had been wasted in fruitless

search. In one place there was a gallery 120

feet long cut in the solid granite, without any in-

dications of a vein of iron ore. Near this anoth-

er vein was cut in a northerly direction, tor the

distance of 71 feet, also without discovering any
ore.

There are gome very curious irregularities in

the courses of the iron ore veins, which probably
embarrassed the first miners who worked at this

place. One of the veins on the hill forms a large

curve, and is1)ip(ied out at one extremity. When
first opened it was 6 feet wide, but it rapidly di-

minished in power to 1 1-2 feet wide as it entered
the rock. Many curious and remarkable caverns
have been formed in the rocky sides of the hill

by these mining excavations.

Numerous interesting minerals have also been
brought to light, and may he foutid among the

rejected masses which have been blasted out.

The most abundant and interesting minerals are
a brilliant deep brownish red manganesian gar-

net, crystallized and granular epidote, prismatic
and bladed crystals of hornblende, rhombic do-
decahedral crystals of magnetic iron ore, with
strisB indicating their origin from the octahedral
primary form.
These minerals have long since been familiar

to most of the mineralogists of the country, since
they have l)een extensively distributed by ex-
changes. Every season many mineralogists

journey to Franconia for the purpose of collec-

ting specimens which are abundantly obtained
at the mines.

Having measured the extent of the iron vein

so far as it is opened, and procured a good col-

IfiCtion of specimens for analysis and for the

State'Cabinet, we returned to the village of Fran-
conia, examined the furnaces, and collected some
valuable statistical matter, furnished tlirough the

politeness of the agent
(See another part of this Report for chemical

analysis of the ore, and for statistical informa-

tion respecting tlie iron works.)

On the estate of Mr. Horace Brooks occur sev-

*iral veins of c-opper pyrites, included in mica
!«late rocks, and associated with veins of quartz.

These. veins were examined, and were found too

narrow for profitable mining, theirwidth being
rarely more than 6 or 8 inches, while the gangue
or vein-stone is exceedingly hard. Fine cabinet

specimens, nevertheless,maybe obtained without

much trouble.

A new and interesting mineral occurs, associa-

ted with the quartz containing the copper ores.

It is a crystallized ore, consisting of iron, cobalt,

arsenic, and sulphur. This mineral has been an-

alyzed by Mr. A. A. Hayes, who ascertained that

it was a new species, and named it in honor
of his teacher, the late Professor Dana of Dart-
mouth College. In the chemical department of
this Report this mineral will be described.

The scenery of the Franconia Notch, and the

view from the summit of Mount La Fayette, have
justly been admired by travellers.

Although less imposing than the wild magnif-
icence of the White Mountain Notch, it still may
present attractions of another character which
will prove equally interesting to the curious. The
Basin, Flume, and the Profile mountain are the

usual scenes admired by travellers who visit tiiis

place.

The Basin is a deep excavation in granite,

which has been formed by the continual action
of the falling waters of the Pemmasawasset, aid-

ed by the whirling and grinding action of boul-
ders of rocks swept into the cavity by the stream.
The diameter of this rocky basin is about 30 by
40 feet, and its depth appears to be in such pro-
portion as to form a deep bowl, which is always
filled to the brim with the most pellucid and cold
water. On one side the rocks jut over the brim
of »K«> ba»in, forming n fHvtty pirofto b»ne8th.

while the embarkment, covered with green mo'-s

and wood-flowers, presents a pleasant contrast

to the foaming cascade which rushes down the

broken surface of the rocks.

The Flume is situate 3-4 of a mile from the

main road, on the left hand as you go from Fran-
conia. A narrow path through the woods con-

ducts the traveller to the spot. On the way he
must, however, cross over several small streams
on fallen trees, which there are the only bridges,

and will walk in a shallow sheet of water, which
rushes swiftly down a smooth inclined plane of
granite. It is, therefore, advisable always to pro-

ceed on foot.

The Flume is a deep chasm, having mural pre-

cipices of granite on each side, while a mountain
torrent rushes through its midst, falling over pre-
cipitous crags and loose masses of rock. During
the freshets of the spring season and in early

summer, it is not practicable to walk in the bed
of the flume, hut in the driest season of the year
there is but liltle water in it, and the bottom of
the ravine affords a good foot-path.

The direction of this rocky fissure is N. 80 (leg.

E., and it appears to have resulted, not from the

abrasion of the rocks by the action of running
water, but to have been produced originally by a

fracture of the uplifted rocks.

The walls of the chasm on either hand exhib-
it proofs in favor of this opinion, for they are not

water-worn, but present surfaces of Iraciuie, and
the projecting ledges-on each side are still com-
paratively sharp and well defined in their out-

lines.

One of the most remarkable objects in the

Flume is an immense rounded block of granite,

which hangs over head, supported merely by
small surfaces of contact against its sides. It ap-

pears to the traveller looking at it from below as
as if ready to fall upon him.
The trunk of a fallen tree cmsses the top of

the ravine, and affords a natural bridge to adven-
turous persons who rejoice in the feat of crossing
so narrow a foot-path suspended high in air. No
one luiaccustomed to feats of the kind should at-

tempt so unnecessary and dangerous a pass.

I have been toUl by persons who have seen the
Flume when nearly free from water, that near
its upper part a dyke of trap-rock may be seen.

A few fragments or smooth boulders of that rock
were observed in its channel, but, although my
assistants wuded throughout its entire e.xtent, they
saw no <lyke. If small, it may have been cover-

ed by deep running water.

The most remarkable object seen from the

Notch is the Profile called the old man of the
Mountain. This may be seen nt a point indica-

ted by a guide-board on the road. As the trav-

eller readies this point, he is directed by the

guide-lK)ard to look on the opposite side o"f the

way, where he discovers a stern visage of gigan-
tic proportions on the brow of a rocky mountain,
looking boldly upward.
This remarkable object was first discovered

about 40 years ago, when laying out the road.

Had it been known to the Aborigines, 1 doulit not

it would have been an object of suj>erstitious wor-
ship.

Mount La Fayette is a lofty conical mountain
of granite, situated to the south-eastward of the

village of Franconia. Although not so elevated

as Mount Washington, it presents an equally
interesting view from its summit, and is frequent-

ly ascended by travellers.

In order to measure its altitude and its latitude,

and pla(;e on the map, we ascended to its summit,
carrying with us ase.xtant, artificial horizon, bar-

ometer, and Messiat compass, and made a se-

ries of observations to effect our object.

A rude foot-path has been cleared for part of
the way up the side of the mountain, but for a
considerable distance we had to scramble over
fallen trees and rocks. Emerging from a forest

of small spruce trees, we next came to ledges and
detached rocks of granite, the loose blocks of
which are generally angular, and do not appear
to have been worn "by the action of water. They
are similar to the rock composing the ledges of
the mountain, and therefore cannot be consider-

ed as of diluvial deposition.

The vegetation near the top of the mountain is

similar to that upon Mount Washington—the

mountain cranberry, vaccinium oxicoccus and
saxifrages. Blue-berries and harebells abound
»mid the (Tonnie* of the rocks, but no forest

trees grow near the summit. From the highest
peak of this mountain Mount Washington bears
N. 80 deg. E., Franconia village N. 35 deg. W.,
Moosehillock S. 54 deg. E. The ranges ofmoun-
tains seen to the east a.ppear to be parallel ran-
ges running north and south.
By a comparison of barometrical observations,

made at Franconia, Portsmouth, and upon the
summit of Mount La Fayette, we were enabled
to ascertain by calculation the height of the
mountain above the level of the sea, which was
found to l)e 50ti7 feet.

By a njeridional observation of the sun, its lat-

itude is 44 deg. 8 m. 59 sec. 4.

No minerals of any importance were found in

the granite rocks composing the iJia.ss of tliis

mountain, but a very good view of the contour
of the surrounding country may be obtained, and
the lovers of the picturesque \Vill always find

enough to repay them tor the labor of ascending
to its summit.
From Franconia we passed through Bethle-

hem to the Notch of the White Mountains, ob-
serving no rocks excepting granite and gneiss,

the surfaces of which were occasionally marked
by diluvial striae. Each hill on our way was
measured barometrically, so that we shall be en-
abled to draw a sectional profile of the route.

At Mr. T. 3. Crawford's we made all the requis-

ite preparations for measuring the altitudes and
latitudes of Mount Washington and the adjacent

mountains, which we jiroposed to examine.
By meridional observation of the sun at T. J.

Crawford's, the latitude of that place is N. 44 deg.

12 m. 53 sec. and its elevation above the sea-level

is 1829 f«?et.

A horse-path had just been completed to the

summit of the mountain, and we were enabled
easily to make our ascent, carrying in safetj' all

the instruments for the observations which wo
proposed to make.

Mr. Abel Crawford, the veteran guide of the

raoiuitain, accompanied us, and loading our par-

ty was the first man who ever rode to the sum-
mit of Mount Washington.

Before leaving the Notch House, barometrical

observations were taken, and on our ascent they
were repeated with two instruments upon every
eminence over which we passed. Since it was
intended to leave two of my assistants to make
observations upon the summit of tlie mountain,
while the remainder of our party returned with
one of the instruments, we provided ourselves
with camp equipage, and Messrs. Williams and
Baker volunteered to remain there through the
night, for the purpose of observing the barometer
at the summit, wliile we took simultaneous ob-
servations below. Being duly jirovided with
sextant, artificial horizon, barometers, thermom-
eters, and our usual geological instruments, we
set out from Mr. Crawford's at 7 A. M.

Entering a narrow foot-path leading through •

the forest, we rode to the summit of Mount Clin-

ton, a bald mountain having no other forest trees

upon it save a few stunted and dead spruces,which
were killed by fire. At this place barometrical
observations were taken, and the spot was mark-
ed for repetition of the observations on our de-

scent From this place we proceeded to Mount
Pleusant, where similar observations were taken ;

then we passed to Mount Franklin, where the

same operations were performed.
On Mount Franklin all traces of vegetation,

excepting plants of an Alpine character, disap-

pear.

The rocks consist entirely of granite and gne-
iss, with occasional veins of quartz.

Several small ponds and springs occur near

this spot, and travellers generally stop a while

there to reliesh themselves before ascending to

to the summit of Mount Washington, which is

in full view, and presents its rough and rocky

escarpments. At 11 3-4, A. M., we reached the

summit of Mount Washington on horseback, a

feat quite novel, this being the first time that if

has been effected.

Travellers should thank the Crawford family

for having made this ascent so easy and agree-

able, for now any person who knows how to ride

may safely travel on horseback over their path to

the very highest point in New England.

I doiibt not that this circumstance will induce

a greater number of persons to ascend the moun-
tain.

Haviitg i^enclied the suiriniit of Mt, Wasbinjf-
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ton, we allowed our horses to pick the dry, harsh,

but sweet grasses which grow in the crevices of

the rocks, and proceeded to make ready tor our
observiaions. By means of a mercurial horizon,

and one of Gamhey's sextants, I measured the

latitude of the mountain by a meridional altidude

of the sun, correctinjr by barometrical and ther-

mometrical observatio.i for the refraction, and
using the most minute precautions for accuracy.

By the observation we have calculated the lat-

itude o( the summit of Mount Washinuton to be

N. 4-1 deg. 16 ni. 34 sec. 48. By means of a se-

ries of barometrical and thei mometrical obser-

vations, made for a period of twelve hours at a

time, when the weather was remarkably liivora-

ble, and the atmospherie pressure was stationary

throughout the State, as showu by other observa-

tions made at the same time, we liave ascertain-

ed the height of Mount Washington to be 6226
feet above the high water mark in Portsmouth
harbor. Calculated by a series of observations,

the height is 6228 feet, iriaking but 2 feet differ-

ence in the elevation, and on single obsei-vations

the difference is but 6 fee!. We may there-

fore feel satisfied with the correctness of our re

suit.

The Geological featuies of Mount Washington
possess but little intt-rest, the rocks in i)lace con-
sisting of a coarse variety of niica slate, passing
into gneiss, which contains a few crystals of
black tourmaline and quartz. The cone of the
mountain and its summit are covered with myr-
iads of angular and flat blocks and slabs of mica
slate, piled in confusion one upon the other.

They are identical in nature with the rocks in

place, and bear no marks of transportation or
abrasion by the action of water.

On the declivity of the cone occurs a vein of
milky and rose colored quartz, but it is not sufli-

cieutly colored to form elegant specimens.
The Geologist will be fully rewarded for his

toil in ascending this mountain, by the magnif-
icent and comprehensive view which may be ob-
tained of the surrounding country. He will re-

mark that the mountains are not grouped at ran-

dom, but form regular ranges, miming in definite

diiections coinciding with the axis of elevation

of each range.

To the south-easiward three ranges of moun-
tains are seen and .ippear to run N. N. E., while

to the south-west the mountains run in a nearly

North and South dire< tion. The valleys are ob-

served to be regularly continuous between the

mountains. The whole country, so far as the

eye can reach, is thickly clad with the primeval

forest trees.

Having completed such observations as were
deemed es.sential to our purpose, Mr. Whitney
and myself desceniled with- one of the barome-
ters, taking observations at each spot where we
had observed in the morning, Messrs. Williams
and Baker remaining, meanwhile, on the summit
of the mountain, engaged in making hourly sim-

ilar observations on the instrument suspended at

that s()ot. They were directed to camp near the

•ummit of the iiiountaiu, and to commence their

observations during the ne.\t day while we were
engaged in making observations below at the

Notch House.
By taking a mean of a given number of bar-

ometrical and thermometrical observations, and
calculating them as two sets, we are enabled to

make a more accurate measurement than had
before been effected ; and by calculating the

lieight of each separate station, and comparing
the result with those obtained by the above-men-
tioned method, we are enabled to prove the cor-

rectness of the work.
The height of the Notch House above the sea-

level was obtained in a similar manner, by com-
paring the obser\'ations made at Portsmouth with
those made at T. J. Crawford's.

From the lofty peaks of the White Mouritains
we proceeded to explore the ranges of a lower
level, which form their outskirts or spurs. In the

towns of Bartlett and Jackson occur several val-

uable ores, which 1 had partly explored on a for-

mer occasion.

The most important of these minerals is the

iron ore which exists in inexhaustible quantities

on Baldface Mountain, between the rocky branch
of the Saco and Ellis rivers in Bartlett, near the

South line of the town of Jackson.
Baldface Mountain is composed of granite,

bsving a few dykes of greenstone trap cutting

through its midst. The elevation at which the

iron ore occurs is 1404 feet above the Rocky
branch of the Saco, and about one mile distant.

The slope of the mountain to the river is from
17 to 20 deg.

Since my first visit, which was made four

years ago, some new openings have been made,
for the purpose of discovering the boundaries of

the veins of iron ore, and 1 had therefore a

better opportunity of estimating the value of the

ore.

One of the veins at the upper opening meas-
(U'es 37 feet in width in an East and West, and
16 feet in a North and South direction.

The second opening, 200 tt^et lower down the

slope of the hill, exposes the ore maintaining the

same width. Three hundred feet lower down,
the vein is observed to narrow, and is but 10 feet

wide, and 400 feet further down the width in-

creases to 55 feet.

546 feet lower still there is a small opening or

cave 20 feet deep, where the ore narrows again.

On searching to the westward of this great

vein, at the distance of 250 feet we soon discov-

ered a new one, which appears to be of large di-

mensions, but we were unable to uncover it suf-

ficiently to determine its width.

49 feet farther westward the soil is full of
angular fragments of the ore, indicating another
vein.

It is evident that this mountain is intersected

by a great number of veins of excellent iron ore,

and will furnish an inexhaustible supply for a

furnace.

It is difficult, in the present condition of the

mines, to ascertain the precise direction of the

veins, since their walls are not exposed for a suf

ficient distance to furnish the requisite data ; but

the general course of the openings indicates the

direction to be nearly N. 37 deg. E., S. 37 deg. W.
hi the chemical department of this report will

be stated Ihe exact chemical composition of this

ore. It may be proper, here to remark that it is

composed chiefly of the per-oxide of iron, com-
bined with a small proportion of the prot-oxide,

and it contains a little oxide of manganese.
From the composition of the ore, we know

that it will make excellent iron, and the best kind

of steel. The presence of u small proportion of
manganese favors the formation of a steel of very

fine grain, suitable for cutlery. (See Berzelius

traite de Fer.)

The mines are situate 30 miles from the town
of Bridgeton, in Maine, where the canal affords a

means of cheap transportaion of the iron to Port-

land. A good road, regulai-ly descending, leads

to Bridgeton, and it is said to be practicable to

shorten the distance about eight miles, by a slight

change in its course. The country around ihe

iron mines is thickly clad with hard wood, suit-

able for the manufacture of charcoal, which can

be furnished at a very reasonable cost There is

reason to believe that these mines will soon be

wrought, both for domestic use and for the sup-

ply of the Atlantic cities. It should be lemem-
beVed that, although iron made with charcoal

costs more than the English iron, which is made
with coke or bituminous coal, that it is vastly

better for machinery, where a soft and pure iron

is wanted.
A small quantity of bog iron ore has also been

discovered in the town of Jackson, 5 miles

North from Chelsey's tavern, in the midst of the

forest.

I examined the place, and found the quantity

of iron ore too small to warrant the expense of

digging it out of the bog. The peat which com-
poses the principal part of the swamp is vastly

more valuable for agricultural use.

Near the house of Captain J. Trickey occur

several dykes of greenstone trap, which are so

highly charged witli carbonate of lime as to ef-

fervesce strongly with acids. On chemical ex-

amination, the rock was found too poor for burn-

ing into lime, but it will answer a useful purpo.se

as n flux for the iron ore. Crystals of quartz

forming handsome druses are found in the gran-

ite at the same place. Iron pyrites also occurs

in disseminated crystals.

The trap dykes are very remarkable, and are

worthy of a visit. They cut through strata of
mica slate, gneiss, and a granite vein.

One of the dykes measures 50 feet in width,

and exhibits at its junction those curioiig nief-

amorphdses which are observed at their points
of contact with othei rocks.
One of the dykes, as before mentioned, con-

tains carbonate of lime in combination with the
rock, and in the form of incrustations and in slen-
der veins. In some places the limestone appears
to have been converted into a compact chert,
particularly at the junction of the rock with the
mica slate walls. Where the pyritiferous mica
slate decomposes, the surface is covered with a
bright yellow powder, which is the per-oxide and
sub-sulphate of iron, mixed with the fine parti-

cles of decomposed rock.

On a former occasion I had ascertained the ex-

istence of arsenical pyrites in the town of Jack-
son, and during the present visit it was thought
proper to examine the vein in order to ascertain

its extent and. value. H.-iving other localities to

visit, 1 engaged Mr. Eastman to have a quantity

of the ore blasted out, and when this was done I

visited the locality and examined it minutely.
While searching for crystals of arsenical cobalt,

I discovered a small vein of copper pyrites and
crystals of oxide of tin. The mass of" rock from
which the tin was obtained appeared to have
formed a part of the rock including the arsenical

pyrites, for it was traversed by the arsenical vein.

The mass of tin ore was sharp angular, and had
been freshly broken from the rock. Besides the
crystallized tin ore I also found the compact and
the granular varieties intermixed in the mass.
The crystals of oxide of tin are thickly im-

planted, and mixed with the matrix, so that the

ore would prove workable if a sufficiency could
be obtained to supply a furnace. The oxide of
tin had a deep hair-brown color, and was reg-

ularly crystallized iri the secondary or prismatic

forms, with terminal planes like those from Corn-
wall. Some of the crystals have re-entering aiid

salient angles, or are hemitropic. A figure will

be given in this Report, representing the measur-
ed angles and form of the luineral.

From the external characters 1 had no doubt
that the ore was one of tin, and in the evening
of the same day I proved it by reducing the tin

to its metallic state, and then converted it by
means of nitric acid into the insoluble white oXt
ide of tin, known to chemists under the name of
stannic ^cid. Since that time I have reduced a
quantity of the ore to its metallic state, and
have deposited a piece of it in the State Cabinet
at Concord.

This discovery is regarded as one of no small
imporlanee, for although a f«;w minute grains of
oxide of tin are said to have been previously-

found in New England, this may be considered
as the first rich tin ore that has been discovered
in the United States. By washing the ore in a
manner similar to that used in large works, a por-
tion of the rock is removed, and the ore then
yields on the average 30 per cent, of pure tin,

and when more thoroughly cleansed it gave 50
percent. I hope that an effort will be made to
search out other veins, and in order to aid such a
discovery, I shall, in the chemical part of this

Report, give a detailed account of the characters

and properties of oxide of tin. It is highly prob-
able, since oxide of tin has not the slightest me-
tallic appearance, but appears like a brownish
colored stone, that it has been overlooked by peo-

pie who are not familiar with mineral.^.

If, indeed, large masses were found, the weighl t

of the ore might lead some persons to suspect

.

that it contained a metal ; but this is very rarelj

the case, since the ore is either found in scatter-

ed crystals or in small rounded pebbles, which
tatter are known in commerce under the names
of steam and wood tin. The crystals found on
Mr. Eastman's land are rarely more than 1-4 of
an inch in length, and one-sixth of an inch in

diameter, but the fine granular tin ore abounds in

the same mass.
I should advise the people who are intere.<ited

in the mine to blast ont the arsenic ore, which
will sell for $40 per ton if well selected. This
will repay the expense of mining, and by open-

ing tlie arsenic vein it is probable that more tin ore

will be found, since it occurs beside that ore,

forming one of the walls of the vein. The ar-

senical pyrites is used for making araeniate of
potash, which is employed in the manufacture of
Scheeles green, and in calico printing. The ore

above noticed yields on distillation from 30 to 40
per cent, of pure metallic arsenic. It contains

about 60 per c-ent- \w< n oonion of th* nineD»<J
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I combined with ilie iron, so that it is not

all obtained. By deflagration witli nitre, a niiicb

larger proportion of the arsenic may be extrac-

ted in the foiin of arseniate of ])otash.

Investing the ore and in its cavities there fi-e-

quently occurs a lemon-yellow powder, which is

the sulphuret of arsenic or orpiment. It is a

substance used in painting, but is poisonous, and

care should be taken not to make the walls of a

well or spring with rocks containing this ore, for

the water would dissolve the sulphuret of arse-

nic, and become poisonous.

Arsenical i)yrites is said to lie a rare mineral

in Europe, but in this country it is very abundant,

especially in the grates ol Maine,New-Hami)shire,

and Massachusetts. It may in several places be

economically wrought for the manulacture of

arseniate of poUish, and for metallic arsenic,

which is ret)uired tor making lead granulate iu

shot manufactories. Tlie market is at ^iresent

supplied by the furnnces of Germany, where the

arsenical ores are roasted, and the arsenic is sub-

limed in the state of white oxide or arsenious

acid.

Metallic arsenic is also used in making specu-

lum metal for astronomical telescopes, but the

deman<l for the pure metal for that purixjse is

quite limited. Recently the introduction of ar-

senical compounds iu calico pi-inl4ng vvorks has

caused a great increase in the demand for its salts

and oxide.

While engaged in exploring the Geological re-

sources of Jackson, many citizens of that town
freely tendered their services, and aidetl us in the

labor. Our tbanks are due to them for their spir-

ited exertions in behalf of the sui'vey.

When we had examined the rocks and the

most important minerals in that town, we procee-

ded to Bartlett and ascended the Kearsarge or

Pigwacket Mountain, where it was stated that

some expectations had been entertained of tinding

coal and roofing slate. The result of our exam-
ination proved that the rocks on this mountain

do not belong to the coal formation, and that no
good roofing slate can be obtained there.

On ascending the mountain on its south-east-

ern side, we came first to a <roarse variety of
granite, consisting of felspar and quartz, with-

out any mica, which is overlaid by a breccia of

granite and argillaceous slate, above which rest

the regular strata of argillaceous slate, which

run N. 75 dep. E., S. 75 deg. W., and <lip to the

N. N. W. 30 (leg. or the strata di[>, towards the

mountain.
This slate is compact, and is much broken and

twisted, so that it would not answer for covering

roofs. Occasionally a few good slabs may be ob-

tained, which might answer for tomb-stones or

for platforms, but no attempt has yet been made
to quarry thein.

Higher up the mountain we discover a very sin-

gular breccia, made up of the large broken frag-

ments of the argillaceous slate rocks, mi.xed con-

fusedly with the granite which closely invests

.them. This breccia was evidently formed by the

eruption of granite through a thick bed of ar-

gillaceous slate rocks, the strata having been bro-

ken into fragments of a rhomboidal form, and
into pieces which vary from a few inches to a

yard or more S()uare.

The fragments lay in every imaginable position,

just as if they were swept up by a thick, pasty

mass of semi-fluid granite, which indurated

around them by cooling. Some of the masses
were rendered scoriacous, and resemble vesicu-

lar trap-rock, but generally they do not appear
to have been much altered by heat.

The granite contains no mica, but is composed
principally of felspar, with a little quartz. There
are no rounded or water-worn pebbles in the

breccia, hence it cannot be considered as a con-
glomerate of aqueous deposition.

This locality proves most incontestibly the cor-

rectness of a statement made in my Reports on
the Geology of Maine, that the eruption of the
granite rocks of this region took place immedi-
ately after the deposition of the roofing-slate,

while other localities in Maine indicate that the
eruption was anterior to the deposition of the
red sandstones of the St. Croix and New Bruns-
wick.

On reachiug the summit of Pigwacket Moun-
tain, the rocks were found to consist of n very
hard breccia, composed of the sbuk' kind of gran-

ite before described, containing small fragments

of shite, rarely more than an inch in diameter.

Diluvial furrows occur on the surliice of the

icicluded masses of slate, at about half way up
the mountain, and run N. 30 deg. W., S. 30 deg.

E., and it is evident, from their uniform course,

that they were produced since the slate was in-

cluded in the breccia.

From the summit of this mountain the follow-

ing bearings were taken, by means of a Messiat
conq)ass

:

Ml Washington N. 30 deg. 30 m. W.
Baldface Ml ) m /^r> j or. i^r

Iron Mine \

N. 62 deg. 30 m. W.

Chocorua peak, highest, S. 52 deg. 30 m. W.
Frybia-g Village S. 31 deg. 35 m. W.
Lovel's Pond S. 37 deg. E.
Chatigee Corner S. 20 deg. E.
Saco River is seen to the S. VV., and winds

around to S. E., forming an oxbow at Fryburg
VUlage.
The ranges of mountains seen from this peak

have a N. and S. direction.

The view of the surrounding country is truly

magnificent, and is more pictures<iue than that

obtained from the sununils of very elevated

mountains.
We were not able to measure its altitude above

the sea, on account of the accidental breaking of
the barometer a few days previous. It is, how-
ever, a lofty mountain, since the only vegetation

on its summit consists of the high Alpine plants,

sucli as grow near the summits of Mts. Wash-
ington and La Fayette, but it is not so high as

even the last mentioned mountain.
From Bartlett to Eaton the rocks are uniform-

ly granite, and the soil is composed of its finely

comminuted particles.

In the town of Eaton 14 years since, 1 had occa-

sion to examine a vein of sulphuret of lead and
blende, which was discovered at that time, aiid

was subsequently wrought to some extent by
Messrs. Biimey, Ripley and Tyson. At the time
of my first visit the coiuitry aruutKl the mine was
a wiUlerness, and but a tew blasts had been made
to extract samples of the ore from the vein.

Since that time a shall has been sunk into the

vei«, to the depth of 40 feet, and a quantity of
the galena was extracted for trial. Fifteen bar-

rels of the picked lead ore, weighing from 1,200
to ],2()0 lbs. each, were sent to Baltimore tor re-

duction to lead, and several hogsheads of it were
sent to Boston by the way of Poitland. The
zitic ore which forms the principal mass of the

vein was entirely neglected, and several hundred
tons of it now lie near the mouth of the mine.

I thought it would prove interesting to make a

renewed examination of tliis vein, in order to as-

certain the practicability of working it lor zinc,

and re-visted it for that purpose.

The width of the vein, as 1 had before stated,

is six feet, and it consists mostly of yellow blende,

or sulphuret of zinc, which includes veins and
scattered masses of galena or sul|)hinet of lead.

The course of the principal vein is N. 21 deg.

Bl, S. 21 deg. W., and it dips to the w<;8twaid tiO

or 65 deg. Beside this occur a number of small-

er veins, from a few inches to one foot wide.

Drainage is ])raclicable and easy for the depth of
more than 100 feet into a pond close by it on the

North. A gallery should be cut from this pond
to the vein, so as to free the mine from water,

the vein being readily struck at a lower level by
this means, while by continuing the jiresent per-

pendicular shaft, ventilation may be readily and
conveniently eflected. A vein six feet wide af-

fords ample room for the miners to work, keep-
ing always among the ore, so that no labor will

be wasted. I have no doubt that this mine will

prove valuable, provided the zinc ore is wrougliL

The lead ore may be separated into one heap,

and the zinc into another, so that both ores may
be wrought at the same works. The zinc ore con-

tains 63 per cenL of metallic zinc, according to

my analysis, and should yield in the large way
from 35 to 40 per cent, of the metal.

The lead ore contains 84 per cenL of lead,

and should yield 75 per cenL when smelted in

the large way.
1000 poimds of the lead ore contains 1 pound

of silver,and if the ore is converted into litharge,

after the English and German methods, the sil-

ver may be separated and refined. If all these

operations should be carried on at the same
works, it would be necPHsary to liavii n large

ca])ital and experienced workmen to conduct the
operations.

An abundance of charcoal may be obtained
for supplying the ftunaces, and its pre.sent price
is $4 per hundred bushels.

It is hoped that persoiis interested in mines
will attend to this valuable vein, for it is one of
the largest and richest in New England.
Copper pyrites has been found 2 miles N. E.

from Atkinson's tavern, iu Eaton, a bog iron ore
near Walker's Pond, in the east part of the town,
also on Larey's Hill. I saw specimens of the ore,
but was unable to visit the locality, on account of
illness, which confined me to the house for a
week.
Lead oie also exists near While Pond, in Tam-

worth. I was not able, at the time of my vis-

it, to examine the locality, but shall take an early
opportunity to explore the veins and ascertain
their value.

Tlie rocks in Tamworth and Moultonhorough
are granite, cut through occasionally by powerfiil
dykes of greenstone trap rock and sienite. Os-
sipee Mountaiti and Red Hill ptesent interesting
examples, and have been described by my assis-

tants in a former section. The region around
Winnipissiogee Lake was also explored by them,
and I subse(]uently visited it lor the purpose of
obtaining some additional information respecting
a vein of iron ore on Gunstock Mountain, in Gil-

ford, and statistics concerning the fertility of the

soil on Cow and Long Islands.

In the chemical and agricultural departments,
I shall state the facts learned on this subJecL
The vein of magnetic iron ore on Gunstock

Mountain was opened fiir the purpose of obtain-

ing iron ore ft)r the sui)ply of a furnace, but was
soo<i abandoned, since tiie vein was found to be
too narrow to ftnnish an adequate supply of ore.

The ground around the mine is covered with an
abundance of the ore, which is highlv magnetic
with polarity, and will ftirnish an abundance of
native magnets.
From the smnmit of this inotmtain we have a

magnificent view of Winnipi.ssiogee Luke, with
its numerous bays and islands; of the latter we
counted no less than sixty in full view. The
mountain is elevated 1583 feet above the grouiul

at Gilford, and is 2068 feet above the sea-level.

By a meridional observation of the sun, its

latitude is N. 43 deg. 31 m. 56 sec.

The following bearings were taken with a Mes-
siat compass liom the summit of Gunstock
Mountain

:

M. H. at Meredith Bridge, N. 78 deg. 20 m. W.
Nortii peak Ossipee Mt. N. 16 deg. 25 m. E.
Chocoroa peak, N. 17 deg. 30 m. E.
Centre Harbor M. H. N. <J deg. 30 m. W.
Meredith Village C. M. H. N. 20 deg. W.
Wolteborough V. Bridge, N. 72 dee. 25 m. E.
These olwervations may prove of some utility

in fixing the situations of places on the Map of
the State.

Loose lilocks or boulders of limestone occ4jr in

Giilbrd, but no such rock has yet been found
there in place.

They have been found, it is said, on the estate
of Dr. J. L. Perley, of the size of a luishel bas-

keL The rocks on the farm belonging to Dr.
Perley's father, three miles to the North of this

place, are said to be sufficiently calcareous to ef-

fervesce with a<'ids, but are not like the masses'
of limestone which have been found loose. It

will be interesting to ascertain the original bed of
these erratic blocks of limestone, which must

,

have been transported from the north-west, ac-

cording to the coiuse of the ancient currents, as

indicated by strife on the surface of the rocks.

Near Meredith Bridge there is a small deposit

of peat, which is fi-om 2 to 3 fe<!t deep, and may
be converted into a valuable meadow by suitable

treatmenL
S|)ecimens ofplumbago were shown me, which

were said to have been found in Thornton.
Centre Harbor and the other places of interest

around this Lake, have been described by my as-

sistants.

Canterbury, the seat of a flourishing Shaker
settlement, is founded upon granite rocks, and
possesses a granite soil, which is not naturally

fertile, but by the patient industry and skill of

the Society of Shakers, is rendered productive.

The rocks in the town are not interesting, and,

so far as we were enabled to observe, do not

promise to be important as localities of miner«l<<.
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My attention was, tlieiefore, called to the condi-
tion of agriculture witli the Shakers, and 1 had
the satisliiction of proving useful to them, hv call-

ing their attentiou to the value of a huge tract of
peat land which they possess, but had not then
rendered valuable by improving it.

The bog is ai)out half a mile from their dwell-
ings, and comprises about 50 aires. It is more
than thirty feet deep, and may be easily drained
and cultivated. By cutting ditches around the
margin of the bog, the lateral springs may be
intercepted, and drawn oft' into a general drain.

Thejieat dug from the ditches will furnish an
abundance of vegetable matter for making com-
post mamn-e, and when Ihe bog is once drained,
its surface may be turned with a plough, and
then rolled down, manured and planted. In
short, I should recommend precisely that meth-
od of treatment which is employed by Elias Phin-
ney, Esq., of Lexington, an account of which I

have formerly published in my Reports on the
Geology and Agriculture of Maine and Rhode
Island.

From Concord I explored the Geology of the
country to Hillsborough, and from thence to
Amherst, from whence I measured a sectional
line over the country to the westward, passing
through Peterborough and over Monadnock
Mountain, in Dublin, to Keene, and from thence
to the Comiecticut River, at Brattleborough, Vt.
A brief oudine of this section is all that can

at present l)e attempted.
In Hillsborough occur a few minerals of in-

terest, which will be mentioned more particularly
liereafler.

Graphite or pimnbago is found in a state of
great purity, hut the veins are narrow, rarely be-
ing more than 8 or 10 inches wide. It is inclu-
ded in mica slate, which is cut through by a vein
of granite.

The locality is of value to those residing in the
neighborhood, since mining for plumbago may
occupy their leisure time, and wHl repay tliem
well for their labor, since it is worth $60 per ton
for the manufacture of crucibles, and is now in

constant demand.
In Goshen a plumbago vein is wrought, by Mr.

Pierce of Hillsborough, who employs a number
of men advantageously part of the year in the
business, and supplies a large quantity of plum-
bago to the manufactures of crucibles in Taun-
ton, Mass. Mica slate, gneiss, and granite, com-
prise all ilie varieties of rocks on this route, un-
til we reach Francestown, where a very valuable

bed of soft talcose rock or soapstone occurs, im-
bedded in the mica slate.

Descriptio.n of the Soapstone quarrt at
Francestown.

Soapstone of excellent quality exists in Fran-
cestown on the estate of Daniel Fuller, Esq. It

was discovered by him accidentally in 1794, while
engaged in ploughing his field. He remarked
that the plough and harrow did not tnake any
gritting noise in passing over this ledge, while
it did on the others, and on examining the rock,

found it to be a soft variety of soapstone. It was
first wrought in 1802, and was transported to

Boston for sale in 1812. Since that lime the val-

ue of the stone has been steadily increasing, and
is now in greater demand than ever.

I visited the quarry, examined this rock with
care, a'nd obtained through the politeness of Mr.
Fuller a full statistical account of the business.

The quarry is situated one mile eastward of the
Francestown meeting-house.
The .soapstone is a very soft variety of crystal-

line talcose rock, composed entirely of the inter-

laced crystals or lamina of Talc. It is a reg-
ular bed included between walls of mica slate,

and runs parallel with the course of the strata

N. E. and S. W. and dips to the N. W. 60 deg.
In its widest jmrt the bed measures 40 feet in

thickness, and it narrows to the south westward
to 20 feet. In the middle it measures from 2,5

to 30 feet. It has been (piarried to the depth of
40 feet, but the natural drainage keeps the quar-
ry free from \vater oidy to the depth of 36 feet.

The length of the bed so far as it is exposed to

view is 400 feet.

A small part of the south western extremity of
this bed is owned by Mr. Daniel Clarke who also

quarries the stone. '
It is not improbable that the

soapstone will be found to extend beyond its pres-
ent ascertained limits, and it will be worth while
for those who are interested to examine the coun-

try to the north-eastward and south-westward
of the openings where the stone is now wrought.
The mode of quari7ing soapstone which is

here employed is to saw out the blocks by means
of large crosscut saws so as to obtain sound
blocks and to waste as little as possible.

Mr. Fuller proposes to ei-eet a small steam en-
gine to pimip out the water from the quarry, and
the same engine will diive saws lor manuftictur-
ing the stone into slabs.

This will allow the quarry to be wrought to a
much greater depth. The usual sized blocks now
obtained, measure 6 feet by 3, and 7 feet by 5.

Snwiler blocks and slabs are also wrought.
Twelve cubic feet of the rock are estimated to

weigh a ton. Cost of quarrying is from seven to

ten dollars per ton. About 250 tons have been
quarried and sold in a year in the most favorable
times. It is transported by teams to Nashua and
sent from thence to Charlestown, or is carried di-

rectly to Boston in wagons. The distance to
Boston is 60 miles, and the expense of transpor-
tation is $7 20 per ton. The slone sells in Bos-
ton for $3 00 or 3 50 per cubic foot. It is exten-
sively employed for making fire places, grates,

boiler tops, stoves, sinks, funnel pipes, and for

rollers used in dressing cotton warp in factories.

Tiie rollers are made 4 1-2 feel long and from
5 to 6 inches in diameter. Soapstone is prefer-
red to all other materials for the above mention-

It will be seen from the above statements, that
soapstone is a very valuable material, and brings

a considerable revenue to citizens employed in

the business.

From Francestown to Mont Vernon the rocks
are mica slate and granite. In the latter town just

before descending into the valley of Amherst
there is an abrupt mass of a coarse variety of
granite contaitnng white felspar. A sudden de-
scent conducts to the plain where the pretty vil-

Isge of Amherst is spread out in a valley of an-
cient alluvial origin, which appears as if it once
formed the basin of a lake but was subsequent-
ly filled in part with soil.

Only a short time was devoted to the examina-
tion ofthis town since the i-ocks are generally con-
cealed from view, and but little real information
could be obtained from inspection of them.
Leaving Amherst, after obtaining nuich useful

agricultural information, through the politeness

of Mr. Peabody, we continued our route to Pe-
terborough, observing that the rocks in Milford,

Wilton, and Temple, consisted of gneiss and
phorphyrite granite. The gneiss in Peterborough
contains iron pyrites, and by its decomposition the

rock is strongly stained with the j>er oxide of iron.

Numerous blocks of porphyritic granite, out of
place, rest on the surface of the soil.

We next visited JafTrey near the base of Mo-
nadnock Moimtain, and having made some as-

tronomical observations to fix the latitude of the

place, we ascended to the sunnnit of Monadnock,
carrying with us a sextant, artificial horizon, one
of the barometers, and a compass. Mr. Cutter
of JafTrey kindly volunteered to guide us by the

easiest route to the summit of the mountain.
Setting out on foot from the house of Elias

Mann we began the ascent, remarking that the

rocks for the first part of the way are gneissand
miea slate, the strata of which dip to the north-

ward. The mica slate contains an abundance of
fibrolite, which gives it a porphyritic appearance.
Higher up we noted the occurrence of diluvial

scratches on the surface of the rock. They run
N. 35 deg. W., S. 35 deg. E.
Above this we came to narrow beds of plum-

bago which is not pure enough to prove valua-

ble. Pyrope garnets also abound in the granite

veins.

At 11 A. M. we reached the summit of the

mountain, and after making due preparations,

took the requisite observations for determining

the height and place of the mountain.

The rocks on the summit of Monadnock con-
sist of a hard variety of gneiss filled with small

crystals of garnets. The plants are generally of
an Alpine character; only a few dwarfish spruce

trees grow in the crevices of the rocks with an
abundance of moimtain saxifragas aad carices.

The declivity of the mountain is celebrated for

the abundance and fine quality of its blueberries

which tempt the people resident in the vicinity

to ascend the mountain for the purpose of gath-
ering them.

The surrounding coimtry seen from this eleva-
ted peak appears to be an extended plain, the sur-
face of which is studded with villages. Keene
bears N. 30 deg. W. ; JafIrey,S. E.; Fitzwilliam
S. 30 deg. W. and Wachusett Mountain, S. 15
deg. E.

Descending we continued our journey to Keene
where several days were spent in examining the
various locahlies of minerals.
The granite and mica slate of this town con-

tarn large veins and beds of milk quartz which is
used at the New Hampshire glass works for the
manufacture of cylinder window glass which is
of superior quality.

In the town of Swanzey near Keene, Dr.
Smith guided me to a locality where magnetic
iron ore occurs in large crystalline masses dis-
seminated in a granite vein.
The ore occurs on a low hill and is contained

in veins of granite which traverse the gneiss rock
in a direction N. 5 deg. W., S. 5 deg. E. The
veins are 3 or 4 feet wide and extend for the dis-
tance of 20 rods.

The masses of iron ore are imperfectly octa-
hedral and split into plates or folia. The local-
ity furnishes interesting specimens, but it will not
prove valuable as an iron mine for it would cost
too much to pick the ore preparatory to smel-
ting it.

West hill in Keene is the locality where the
milk quartz at present used for making glass is

obtained. The quartz occurs in veins which run
north and south and dip to the westward. They
vary in width from 18 to 75 feet and are favora-
ably situated for quarrying, since the hill is ele-
vated about 150 feet above the plain, and the
slope is gentle. Beyond the summit of the hill

are many other beds and veins of quartz which
have not yet been wrought.
A few narrow beds of plumbago are found as-

sociated with the quartz rock and mica slate, and
considerable quantities have been obtained for
comniercial use, but the work lias lately been
abandoned.

Last year 20 or 30 tons of black lead were ob-
tained from this mine, but it is exti-einely difficult

now to extract it from the rocks.
A bed of dark colored soapstone occurs near

this place and will prove useful for coarse work,
but it is rather too hard to compete with that
which is found in Francestown.
The bed is 21 feet wide, and runs N. 30 deg.

W., S. 30 deg. E. and dips to the S. E. 70 deg.
A quarry has been opened for the extent of 50
feet in length and some tolerably good stone has
been obtained.

A very handsome light colored granite is ex-
tensively employed for building in Keens, and
is quarried in the towns of Roxbury and Marl-
borough.
From Keene to Gilsnm the granite abounds,

and forms beds and veins in tl>e gneiss and mi-
ca slate. The latter rock occasionally passes, by
imperceptible shades, into hornblende slate con-
taining garnets. On the hill, the strata dip to the
S. S. E. Beyond this rock we come to a variety
of mica slate stained strongly with the per oxide
of iron.

Near the house of Mr. Samuel Bingham, in
Gilsum, there is a huge block of coarse granite
resting upon the crushed edges of strata of mica
slate. This remarkable block of granite has re-
ceived the name of the Vessel Rock, and it ap-
pears to have been stranded upon the mica slate
ledge, where it was deposited by the diluvial
current which passed over the country in ancient
times.

This huge block of granite was split asunder
in the winter of 1817 when an immense mass of
it was sejiarated probably by the action of frost.

Some of the people resident in the vicinity im-
pute this fracture to the agency of an iearthquake,
which is said to have taken place at the time
mentioned.
The principal block measures 46 feet in length,

24 feet in width, and it is 26 feet high. The por-
tion which was split oft" in 1817, measures 33
feet in length and 10 feet in width. The princi-
pal block contains 28,704 cubic feet, and the les-

ser .3300 cubic feet, the whole mass including
32,004 cubic feet of stone, which, allowing 14
cubic feet to the ton, will weigh 2286 tons.
Some suppose this huge rock was transported

from its parent ledge in Alstead, but since we
found n large bed of similar rock 1.35 feet to the
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north-westward of it, there is great prohability

of its having been trans-ported from that spot to

its present situation by the impulse of water, aid-

ed by the nplifting power of ice. The removal

of such an enormous mass of granite, even to

this distance, is n mutter of astonishment.

I have a drawing of tlie Vessel Rock which

will appear with the illustrations hereafter. The
present wood cut diagram will give a good idea

of its present situation, and of its original bed.

o. The erratic block of granite.

b. The original bed from whence it was probably bro-

ken off.

The dark lines represent the strata of mica slate on
which the erratic block rests.

Surry Mountain contains small beds of plum-
bago which have been wrought for the manufac-
ture of melting pots for copper founders. The
mine exists on the estate of Mr. Livermore, and
is owned by some person resident in Boston.

We were unable at the time of our visit to exam-
ine the locality in order to ascertain the extent of

the plumbago.
Having belore described the outlines of the

geology of Chesterfield, and of Westmoreland,
it will only be necessary to refer to our longitudi-

nal section for the description of the remainder

of this outline of a transverse section from the

Merrimack to the Connecticut river.

On attentively examining the map of the State,

while reading the remarks which have been thus

far made respecting the outlines of our sections,

it will be perceived that they are so arranged as

to give a very comprehensive view of the prin-

cipal rocks of the State. All that now remains
to be done is to fill up this lough sketch by more
ininute explorations in order to represent the

ground plan of our work.

We have next to consider the Economical Ge-
ology, or the application of the science to objects

of practical utility.

I shall therefore select a few of tlie most
prominent subjects to which the attention of the

citizens of the State ought to be called, leaving

other yet imperfectly ascertained points for fu-

ture discussion, when I hope to be able to give a

more detailed account respecting their value.

The New York State Cattle Show and Fair.

Correspondence o( the Commercial Advertiser.

Syracuse, Jfednesday Evening, \

Sept. 29, 1841. I

The day passed off admirably, and the im-

mense assembly, amounting to several thousand
—some said as many as 10,000—seemed highly

gratified with the exhibition. Number of com-
petitors on horses 24 ; on sheep 5 ; on cattle 45

;

on swine 19.

In the evening the large Presbyterian meeting
house was filled to overflowing, to listen to one ot

the most eloquent addresses delivered on an oc-

casion of this nature, by Dr. Nott of Union Col-
lege.

Although the Dr. from engagements pressing
upon him had not had time, as he said, to pre-

pare suitably for the occasion, from the plaudils,

loud and long, which followed, I imagine the

dience felt that the\ had seldom listened to an ad-

dress of such deep interest. The Dr. sliowe<l the

necessity of industry to our happiness. That it

was an established law of our nature—and no
man ever could, from the very constitution which
God had given him, enjoy himself in idleness or

effeminacy.

He drew a picture most vivid indeed ofthe dif-

ference between the free laborer of the North,
and the lash driving system of the South. And
while he would, he said, to the very letter liiltil

the constitutional compact with the South, even to

the pound of flesh it demanded, never would
he surrender the right of free discussion at the

North. This portion of his address was most
admirable, and elicited loud applause.
He srave a rapid and graphic sketch of the

country from Schenectady to this place ; its early

history, the change from the council fire to tite

thriving cities and villages—from the Indian trail

to the migljty inland channel, and to the rail road
engines, which with mammoth strength and eagle

swiftness now course over the country, where the

savage in all his native dignity once roamed.

—

He adverted to the dark clouds around the hori-

zon, which sprung from the oppression of the

red man as well as the colored maUr-and fervent-

ly implored the divine guidance to our rulers, that

the calamities might be averted and our land be
purified and blessed to all future time.

The closing periods of the doctor's address were
in his happiest manner—and when he depicted
the idler, the loafer, the dandy, the bowie knife

man of the Soinh, and contrasted them with the

hardy sons of the pilgrim fatliers, every one
seemed to say. let me and mine be forever the

sons of toil and industry.

A copy of the address was solicited for publica-

tion by a unanimous vote of the convention, and
Harvey Baldwin, Esq. of Syracuse, Hon. Micah
Sterling of Watertown, and Maj. Israel Smith,
of Albany, were appointed a committee to wait

upon the Doctor and present to him the request
of the convention.

In the P. M. at 3, the seciety sat down to a
splendid banquet prepared by Mr. Rust. His
large room was filled ; as many as .500, I shoidd
siqipose, at the table. At the close of the dinner,

J. B. Nott, Esq. the president, after a few happy
and appropriate remarks, introduce.d to the gen-
tlemen present, Solon Robinson, of Indiana, a

celebrated agriculturist of that state, and exten-
sively known to the agricultural community for his

frequent communications in the agricultural [la-

pers. He answered the call promptly and ad-
dressed those present very happily tor some 15 or
20 minutes.

He was followed by the Hon. Micah Sterling,

of Jefferson, who gave us a very glowing descrip-

tion of tlie agricultural state of matters in Jeffer-

son.

Mr. Sterling was followed by Lewis F. Allen,
of Erie, who is a rough son of the West, and who
discoursed in an onward strain, rough and tum-
bling as Niagara's flood.

When he had closed, tea time being at hand,
the company so[)arated to meet to-morrow and lis-

ten to others who are prepared to speak. One
thing was peculiarly gratitying to day at dinner.

No wine was provided, and the occasion showed
that none was necessary to enable the farmers to

talk or to hea;. Farmers are learning that tem-
perance and industry must go together if they ex-
pect fully to succeed.

A few individuals, on their own responsibility,

called in some wine; but the attempt to get aid

in disposing of it was not so successful as antic-

ipated. The season, ujion the whole, was one of
deep interest, and passed off admirably.

Yours, J.

Syracuse, Thursday, September 30.

This morning was ushered iu with a copious
supply of fresh water fi-om above, which min-
gling with the clay ol Syracuse, makes it any
thing but pleasant getting about to-day. The
ploughing- match came off at 8o'elock this morn-
ing, amid the rain ; hut the ploughmen heeded it

not, and right merrily turned up the soil for the

owner.

At the Court House there is a fine exhibition

of the implements of agriculture, &c ; thresh-

ing machines, fanning mills, straw cutters, horse

jjowers, ploughs, cultivators, harrows, drills, Ixir-

rows, cradles, pitcli-li'rks, scythes, &,e., of all

kinds and shapes, both ne.it and durable.
I noticed a very coiiveuient and ingenious

frame for silk worms to'feed and wind upon,
exhibited by Dr. Thomas Goodsell, of Utica,
who has devoted much time and attention to

the silk business, and with very gratifying suc-

cess.

A great variety of stoves and iron ware were
exhjbiled. The ladies, too, contributed hand-
somely to the exhibition. Some footstools and
rug-cloths were exhibited, whiclr seem to have
Massed through fiiiry hands indeed. But I can-
not particularize ; the display, for the first ex-

hibition, is very commendable indeed. Some
beautiful bouquets of flowers must not be for-

gotten.

1 was much astonished yesterday at the mea-
gre exhibition of sheep. Only seven fine wool-
ed sheep were exhibited out of the immense
number owned in this state, and those very in-

ferior. There were on the ground several sheep
men who desired to buy for their own flocks,

but they found, as regarded to sheep—" it was
great cry and little wool." It will not be so
again. Many of the first wool growers in the

state were here, who, for various reasons not ne-
cessary to be named, did not bring their sheep.

—

Among others our respected friend. Dr. J. P.

Beekman, of Columbia. One of these gentle-

men said—"If alive next year, and my flock is

spared, there shall be an opportunity for 10,000
people to look upon more than seven sheep, as

a sample what the empire state can do in fine

wool."

At 2 o'clock the reports of the various com-
mittees were made, the premiums ileclared and
paid in Benton mint-drops. This is as it should
be ; for all our farmers, after all, like once in a
while to finger a few of the yellow-boys, and
on such an occasion as this there is no danger
of an explosion before they get borne—which
sometimes occurs in other establishments. Af-
ter dinner to-day several animating and cheer-
ing speeches or addresses were made—and all

in partmg were evidently much gratified at the
result of this first meeting, expecting at the next
to behold a still greater display in every depart-
ment May their best wishes be realized. J.

Kennebeck County Agricultural Society.

Hallowell, October 7th, 1841.
To THE Hon. Isaac Hill:
The undersigners. Trustees of the Kennebeck

County Agricultural Society, in accordance with
a vote of said Society, hereby tender you the
thanks of the Society for your "able, interesting

and instructive Address" this day delivered be-
fore the Society, a copy of which they request
for publication ; and as a further, though slight

testimony of their sense of obligation to you beg
you to accept at their hands the amount of your
travelling expenses to this town and back again
to your own residence.

With great respect, yours,

H. G. COLE,
GEO. WILLIAMSON,
JAMES PAGE,
JOHN A. PETTINGILL,

The Address was the hasty production of a
day written on the eve of an unexpected visit to

the State of Maine: nevertheless without further

apology Mr. Hill presents it through the columns
of the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

ADDRESS.
About one year since, in the first visit made to

the political capital of the youngest State ofNew
England whose destiny is to be the most impor-
tant, as it is the largest in territory of the six

States of the North, I marked the prosperity and
the beauty ofyour fine villages—the activity of
commercial enterprise upon your bays and rivers
—^the ships and barks upon your waters and ly-

ing along side of your wharves, bearing to you
the varied rich products of other states and
countries purchased with the surplus taken from
your forests and fields, or drawn from the bosom
of the great deep by the hardy enterprise of your
mariners. I saw here evidences of enterprise

and wealth in a country which had been settled

to no considerable extent filty years ago, a sub-

stantial prosperity which other parts of the world

have gained only after the lapse of centuries.

Much WH« 1 deli^hi<Hl with the almost continued
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city embracing the three most considerable

towns in the interior upon the Kennebeck—witli

their city as well as their country aspect ; and
not more magnificent did these towns api>ear

than the noblo stream upon which had been float-

ed to them the means of wealth. But what to

me was most interesting of all was the soil capa-

ble ofproducing the meansof sustenance for man
and beast to every desirable extent—the soil bear-

ing upon its surface in all seasons of vegetation
evidences ofa depth of richness beneath, which
encourages those who cultivate it to dive deeper
and deeper into its bosom. The county of Ken-
nebeck, already richer than many older counties
of the older New England States, possesses ad-
vantages that few interior counties possess : her
soil, deep, rich and retentive, gathers capacity lor

increased production the more it is cultivated : it

is a soil which can never wear out so long as it

shall be fed and nourished—it is a soil which
will become more surely productive, under an
improving cultivation, the more crops shall be
taken from it. Within a few years we have
heard of the discovery of extended marl beds on
the Atlantic seaboard, especially in the State of
New Jersey where it has already been extensive-
ly and advantageously used as a manure. By
means of this material, underlaying large dis-

tricts of country where a natur.illy light sterile

soil had been rendered more sterile by a system
of farming which takes every tiling away and
carries nothing back, fruitful fields have been
multiplied, the face of the ground has itself

changed, and the means of subsistence have
been greatly increased. The richness of the
coimtry which siu-rounds this capital and its sis-

ter villages results from that same quality of marl
in which the better soil of almost every agricul-

tural district abounds. Pas.«ing over your excel-

lent roads we have the evidence of a better qual-
ity of soil in its deeper excavations ; and if the
upper saface of such a soil shall become exhaust-
ed, the new labor which overturns that and
brings to the surface what has laid hidden below
for bundi-eds of ages will be repaid many fold in

its increased capacity.

The inherent sources of wealth and happiness
exist perhaps to a greater extent in the State of
Maine than they do in any other State of the

Union : but it is here, as it is in every other State,

that we should look to Agriculture as that most
ennobling pursuit which will give vigor and
health to every other calling, whether it shall be

mechanical, mercantile or professional. And
what rule of life can be better and mole safely

established than to make that calling the most
honorable which contributes most to our com-
forts ? Let it be our feeble purpose in the best

efforts that remrfiu to life to extend that calling

and make it no less honorable than it is useful.

In themselves the occupation and the operations

of the successful farmer present attractions that

are scarcely equalled by the best results of the

highest mental efforts. There is a charm in the

rich vegetation that grows out of the efforts of the
skilful agriculturist vvhich the ingenuity of tlie

best inventions in morals or science can scarcely

reach.

The value of agricultural associations and of
agricultural exhibitions is found in the knowl-
edge which they collect and diffuse, and in the in-

ducements which are offered for the trial of new
improvements by the developed results of suc-

cessfid experiments. Man does not live for him-
selfalone,nur for the generation oftbe present day.

Miserable would he be in the pursuit of any busi-

ness if all his knowledge must be confined in his

own personal practice. Each generation is or
should be wiser than the generation which pre-
ceded it, because every new generation combines
all the new advantages of a longer experience.
The whole world had continued to be shrouded
in barbarism, had not the means in the progress
of succeeding ages been discovered of transmit-

ting the experience of the father to the son ; and
not the individual experience of a single family,

but the collected wisdom of a previous age, is

brought down as man " who is but of a few days"
enters and passes over the stage of life.

Compared with much of the civilized world
this country, and even our own New England
the elder part of this country, is recent and t

We have in this land of freedom evidence of the

greater advance and advantage that belongs to

aciencB—to a knowledge of t!i« better experience

hich comes down to us and has remained with

us since the first settlement of the country. We
have seen this new people keeping pace with all

the best improvements of civilization—we have

seen them advance at once fiirther than any other

nation to a knowledge oftbe true principles ofself-

government—we have seen them managing sys-

tems and plans lor the regulation of society, for

conservation and safety of the public and in-

dividual rights which are a step and I might say

I many steps beyond the best rules of the best

foreign state or nation or municipality on earth.

lU 1 will not detain you with an essay upon
the great improvements that are taking place in

the world. I will at once bring you to the sub-

ject which has called us together on this occasion

to the matter upon which depends every other

matter connected with the prosperity and welfare

oftbe State; for without attention to the Agricul-

ture oftbe country—without the improvement of
our soil, without perseverence in a course which
shall make our lands more productive, we must
degenerate as a people—we must, in the absence
of means for our best enjoyments, either become
miserable from want, or resort to new countries

for those enjoyments which only can be appreci-

ated by those who earn them by their own efforts.

I take at once the position that the trade and
occupation of the farmer—I mean the man who
labors with his hands, and who pursues that labor

as his most constant occupation—is that pursuit

hich secures equal if not greater enjoyment
than that which may appear upon the surtiice the

most desirable business upon earth. If we look

in any direction where do we find the man with
so many means of happiness, with so great power

guard himself against the adverse accidents

and vicissitudes of life, as the independent farm-
Other men, even men of wealth and great

influence, depend still for the principal means of
living upon the labors of others ; and with his

coffers filled with silver and gold, with power to

direct and command those around him, the rich

man and the mighty man may not have the means
of subsistence from day to day. As every thing
springs from the earth, so upon the cultivators of
the earth is every living and moving thing in the

shape of humanity dependent.
Men accustomed to the toil and .sweat of the

face retire from the world and its business for

the purpose of enjoyment. Did you ever see a

man thus retiring before he had arrived at the

"sere and yellow leal" of life who advanced at

all in enjoyment ? It is one of the glorious dis-

pensations of Providence incident to our natures,

that man enjoys more happiness in labor than in

indolence and inactivity. The road of public

preferment is open to every man in this free

country : it is the privilege of the farmer to be-

come distinguished as the careful local officer of

our towns, in the halls of legislation, in the field

either as tiie subordinate or head of our armies,

and even upon the bench oftbe magistrate. No
men are generally blotter qualified or more dis-

creet and safe agents for executing the various

purposes of civil government, than the intelligent

farmers of our country towns. For the last thir-

ty years I have been conversant with much pub-
lic business of a State and of the nation: I have
known men of no occupation more trustwortiiy

or more able so far as related to all the practical

uses of government, than farmers who have left

the plough for one or more weeks or months in a

year to take seats in the Legislature, or manage
the prudential concerns of a town, or administer
upon estates, or even sit as judges in causes
for trial. Rarely will it be found that the well
informed man who has spent a portion of his

time in public life—who has gone his round as t

State legislator or even left his farm and his fam-

ily to occupy a seat in Congress, who does not
return to the labor of his farm, if he have been
successful in that pursuit, with an appetite in-

creased for a more zealous devotion to his occu-
pation. I have myselfbeen more or less in pub-
lic life for twenty years—I have spent the time of
several successive sessions by the side of some
oftbe most talented and conspicuous men oftbe
country in that desirable position the Senate of
the United States, and I have in succeeding years
sat at the head of the councils of the State; but
better and more satisfactory would have been the
employment, had my constitution and education
admitted the exercise, to have labored on land
which I knew to belonjs; to me, and on which I

had the satisfaction of witnessing a growing an-
nual production profitably increased by my per-
sonal efforts. I have in fact gladly retreated from
a public position when my services might be dis-
pensed with to do such work in the garden or
field as 1 know how to perform.

" Let the soldier ciult in the pomp of war,
The king in his serf-tiironed hall

;

The free-born farmer is happier far

Than kinea, and lords, and all.

His are no fields with carnage red,
And drenched with blood of the slain,

But hills and vales, o'er which is spread
A harvest of waving grain."

The gentleman farmer, he who puts not his
hand to labor but oidy overlooks and instructs

others, is comtnendable as doing a duty some-
times sufficiendy onerous: frequently the exten-

sive cares of a farm may require an oversight

that will forbid the manual labor of its owiVer.

But the man, who owns and occupies a farm ei-

ther small or large and who will manage and la-

bor both at the same time, must have the gratify-

ing anticipation of more sure success ; and pos-

sessing that, his |iositlon is the more desirable.

Thanks to the good sense of an educated coin-

niunily, the time has arrived when it is not con-
sidered disreputable for any New England man
to strip for work upon his own farm—the " strip-

ed frock" in a New England field is an insignia
" more honorable than the star and garter or any
other order that can be conferred by king, prince

or potentate." It derogates from the merit of no
man—it unfits him for no seat in the carpeted

halls of the legislator or the magistrate, or even
for the parlor oftbe voluptuary.

I am happy to perceive that the spirit of the

new agricultural journals established within the

last few years has had the effect to animate no
inconsiderable portion of the agricultural com-
munity. The number of agricultural associa-

tions in the several States is probably four times

as great as it was four years ago. In some States

these as.sociations are patronized by the govern

ments of the States in proportion to the amount
offered by voluntary contribution : in other States

associations depend entirely on private subscrip-

tions. These associations are not more impor-
tant to the members who compose them than to

the whole agricultural community. If there is a
farmer who cannot find time or money to expend
in agricultural exhibitions or to read and pay for

newspapers devoted exclusively to agriculture

and domestic economy, the successful experi-

ments and improvements elicited by the one and
spread abroad through the other will reach him
through the spirit that the information has infus-

ed into the ambition of his neighbor. He will

find that neighbor at first trying some new meth-
od of cultivation different from that pursued ever
since the forest was cleared : perhaps he will

laugh at the taste which differs from the ortho-

doxy of the former practice : the experimenter
may dig too deep or plough too deep—he may
ruin his prospect of a crop by beating down the

lightened soil with a heavy roller—he may grow
his Indian corn in a field flattened like his

mowing ground, and tiius leave it without a prop
against the winds—he may cover his manure out
of sight a foot deep below the surface, and lose

the whole by leaching—he may change his wet
ground into dry by filling the bottom with rucks

leaving a cover of earth only deep enough to go
below the reach of the plough, and thus in the

opinion of the wondering man who mows a small

remnant of sour hay on the same ground where
'

his great-grandfather mowed it a hundred years

ago, forever spoil his meadow by the change—he
may ditch his meadows or cover them with grav-

el or sand with the apparent prospect that they

will forever be as unproductive as the interior of

the bed from which the new material is taken—all

this may be the subject of scorn and derision to

the man who looks with suspicion upon the im-
provements suggested by an agricultural news-
paper or recommended through the report ofthe

committee of an agricultuial society. But afier

the courageous farmer who has ventured out of
the track long steadily pursued from father to

son to the third and fourth generation has suc-

ceeded in some capital crop once, twice, thrice

beyond his sneering neighbor—when he repeats

the crop improving it each yetir on land original-

ly of poorer quality—when he raises large crops

of hay for successive years over the turned sward
that was never moved to bo rotte<l on the sur-
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fiire, where Lis neighbor runs

the eunie time Irom |il(>nj:l/ing

amount ot'lialfu ton ollia.v lo

ter in some

is hest groniid in

lown to the low

le acre—the hit-

sight begins slily

to adi>|it tlie ini|irovenient ; by decrees lie grows

bolder in the ini.ovation till soon every farmer of

the neighhorlioodlbllows tlie example of the first

improvement.
Forty-five years ago—as long ns I can well re-

member—my liitlier occupied a little (arm seven

miles ont ot Boston, being the paternal preniises

of the first Hills settled in that part ol Cainbri<lge

long known as the parish of iMcni)toiny. I pas-

sed the place a few wei lis ago— it is now beauti-

ful as are all the garden farms around Boston.

The abundant crops taken from much of this

ground—the productive apple and peach or-

chards—every species of tree, plant and vegetable

growing on a magnificent scale, and two, three

and sometimes four crops produced in the same

year upon the same ground. My (ijtlier belbre I

was ten years old left this rround and moved
ed further into the coimtry. The lot adjacent to

the house which he occupied embraced only

eight acres :—saving a pasture i\\mn the rocky

hill a mile ilistant in which was a broken up field,

nud an acre or two of salt marsh on Charles riv-

er, these eijibt acres were all the land he cidliva-

ted. Not over three acres were annually under

the plough, and the five remaining acres in grass

filled well a forty foot barn so that oftentimes the

salt hay and corn-stuflf remained to be stacked in

the open air. It was then a new thing to make
use of rock and sea weed as manure. The exper-

iment in that neighborhood was first made -

i grc

I out. ing been led many
years tiil nearly every vestige of healthy grass

was ol>literaie<'l. 1 had not seen that spot, over

which I was wont to travel when an urchin in

pursuit of nuts in what was termed the " Water-

town woods," for al»out forty years: since tliat

time the great improvement of a tiu'npike run-

ning directly over the gromid and up the steep

hill, had been nmdehOMi Boston into the interi-

or of Middlesex, which lioni the circumstance of

taking a dill ct course over the hills had hien

abandoned and the gates thrown open, beci.iise

thn travel could i ever be inviied lo the nearer

stiTiight road. That part of the original liirm

composed of this rocky, and apparently worthless

pasture had been given by the father (the late

Col. Jeduthan Wellington) to his eldest son.

With great labor discovered ih the nuineroiis

double walls and the iiniiieiise piles of rocks laid

in the corners of the fields and upon ledges of

rocK on which it was impossible to make any

thing grow, this dry arid pasture had been clear-

ed ; and upon it to the extent of many acres

within the several wall fenced lots was a beaut"

ful flourishing orchard of appletrees. Tlie groiin

on which this orchard stands is now as teas

ble and on many accdimls more certain ofa cin

than the fine alluvioii gronud at the foot of tl

hill which used foriiierly lo he cultivated almost

exclusively: the trees of' the orchard are not gen

erally more than twenty years from the seed. Al-

though this ground which has accumulated a

greater depth of vegetable mould at each year's

ideeper ploughing has been cnltivateil and ma-

these eight acres as many as forty-eight years
|

nured principally with a view to the prosperity

ago, to which my recollection just reaches. The
| of the orchard, still the orchard alone has not

rock weed was brought from the islands in the

Bostoti bay, gathered upon their rocky shores,

conveyed to Medlbrd in a fishermati's lighter

—

carted thence about two iifdes, and spread so as

to cover the surtiice of tlie grass ground. A
neighboring gentleman of an older generation

had a lot of nearly the same size along side of

those eight acKes: he condemned decidedly the

experiment of his younger neighbor: the rock-

weed had certainly destroyed the crop, he said,

for one year, and probablylhe land would siiflfer

for many years: this was said at the time of old

election in Massachusetts, the hist Wednesday in

May, when the whole neighborhood liad a lioli-

day in hunting crows black-birds and bobolink-

horns, and when the grass in neither field had

started much ahead. In the course of the next

month the difference was seen—a dark, deep

green covering of clover, herds grass ;.nd red top,

springing up where the rockweed was spread,

fit to mow on the fourth of July ; while on the

other side of the fence the yellow dew grass with

scarce a head of the cultivated grasses stood as

different in stature as if the one lot belonged to

the kingdom of Brobdignag and the other was

in the territory of His Majesty of Lilliput. "Cap-

tain Stephen," as the man in a multitude of the

same naine was called by his Christian name-
Captain Stephen who gained reputation enough

in the war of the Revolution to become a "train-

band captain" ofa company of militia dressed in

uniform and called the ".tenotomy Fiisileers,"

and who marched at their head to quell the Shays

rebellion about the year 178G, might be a good

soldier and was ackriowiedged to be but an iu-

different officer—but was probably a still more in-

different farmer. The land described as with the

poor crop ofhay remains in the possession of the

same family line as does nearly the whole neig'h-

borhood; but such has been the improvement on

that ground since, that it would be impossible a

really poor and slovenly farmer should be per-

mitted to remain in the" Flob end village. The
people at that place now are not afraid of injur-

ing their land by the application of manure, which
if it is not produced at hand on their own pretn

ises or brought from the sea, is purchased in the

adjacent city of Boston and carted seven to
-

miles. One hundred dollars worth of inanure to

an acre, repeated at intervals of every two oi

three years, is not in that neighborhood consid

ered extravagant ; and the money expended re

turns to them increased fourfold after defraying

the expense of laboi from the city where the ma
nure is derived.

In that immediate tieighborhood is a spot of

ground which was at the length of my memory
stony, rough, mossy pasture, with stunted trees

been the entire source of profit; Iim it has annu-

ally produced very good crops, being alternately

ghed, plantetl and sowed, and l.iid dow ii to

grass in a due rotation. The orchard is grafted

almost entirely to a single kind of fruit called the

Baldwin apple. One thousand barrela of select-

ed fruit was the growth of the year 18.39 upon

this farm: the net annual sale from the orchard

two thousand dollars. Situated upon high

ground overlooking the city of Boston in the

view of elegant villages and the beaiitilid retreat

for the dead, the pride of the Bay State and its

capital, Motinl .lubiini, the neat white mansion,

its accom|i.iM\iii^' liuildiiigs with the orchard and
the evidences of iiidusiiy about it, is one of those
lieantiful spots where the man of eminence, of

wealth ami of ease might delight to dwell. The
orchard alone gives rin annual income sufficient

for the independent support of most farmers.

I call your attention lo it for the purpose of in-

troducing to the farmers ot this productive region

of country a single subject which may come to

the aid of the yeomenry of the valley ofthe Ken-
nebeck. Less broken than the valley of the Con-
necticut, your soil has to appearance no less fer-

tility ihaii that tiiir rejjion whose delightful scen-

ery and many elesant villages present attractions

to'the stranger. Not less accessible to the sea

than if you iived alona its shore, you have tl

woi Id for a mi rket (or every production. To the

vast quantities of production shipped south and
west, to your sure oal and potatoe crops, might

be added in a few years the orchard crops ae

more profit-ihle than almost any other. Fioni

the hasty glance in passing the towns on the mail

stage road between this and Penobscot county,

for which I may bo excused for designating the

splendid townof Vas.sal borough to the north

east, and from the same view on the best ground
between this place and Brunswick, I perceive

that without much effort your land adapts itself

to the growth of the apple. A little altenlion

without gredt expense might make an orchard of

grafted fruit on every farm within ten or twenty

miles of navigable water. In fifteen years from

the seed, and in some six to ten years from tli

nursery, the trees would begin to produce tli

fruit ill quantity. Let us suppose that every

farmer with thirty acres of ground and upwards
would add to his present cultivation an orchard

of an huudicd trees that should average the an

nual production of one hundred barrels of apples.

Could there be any danger that this vyould be la-

bor ill vain ? The demand for winter ajiples

from New England will always be equal to the

supply. I am not sure that our own growing ci-

ties, villages and towns will not always call forall

the apples that can be raised by our "farmers: if

no), the southern cities of the United States the

West India Islands, and even Europe may be

made a market lur them to which they may he
wafted in a lew days by the aid of fleam. There
can be no danger, if we now |ircpare orchards,

thai the new enterprise will produce so much as

to make them ofno value. A hundred barrels of
pples in the market or on ship hoard would al-

ways be worth, accurdiiig to tlie present value of
money, one liiiii<lied and liri\ dolliirs. In the vi-

cinityorKo^tnii apples are mhiuIiI by the venders

in alniosl every scr.soii, and piircliased upon the

trees before they are picked at a price »x high as

two dollars and often at three dollars the barrel.

Ifthe small liirmer by care and attention in rearing

a hundred appletrees can without essentially di-

minishing any other product add to the cash

gains finni his land one hundred and fifty dollars

a year, how can he make a belter investment?

Say the gain, after paying every expense, is one

hundred dollars a year only—it the orchard of

one hundred trees "covers two acres of ground,

we have a profit from that ground equal to the

value of six hundred dollars to the acre. What
an addition to the agricultural capital of this

county might be made, if each farmer were to

set out at once and pursue the nearest and most

sure course for rearing ami growing an apple

orchard? And how much would a thrifty or-

chard to every liuin adorn and bcautily li.e coun-

try ?

The surplus produce of Maine fr<uii the field

of the farmer ni.-iy not appear like that of the

wheat-growing States of the West. But not-

wiilisl.iiiding the iiusiirpassable fe.tility of that

reiiioii, 1 am convinced lliat even tliere, in the

present mode of ciiltivalioii, the land must soon-

er or later become exhausted. When land once

runs out, as it has already done in Virginia and

Maryland, and even at some of the best points

of western New York, it is much harder reno-

vating it there than in New England. The
southern planters go over so many acres, that

with them manuring for a croj) is out of the

question ; and when their ground fails, the more

ground cultivated, the greater will become the

poverty ot the improvident fiirmer. Plantations

on the Atlantic seaboard, in Virginia and the

Carolinas, have been abandoned by their owners,

because the production will not cover the ex-

pense of carrying them on. The agricultural

products of Maine are less per head than those

of either the State of New Hampshire, of Ver-

mont, or of Connecticut, as shown by the last

census. Maine gives $69, Connecticut 74, New
Hampshire tlO, and V'ermont -$148 of annual ag-

ricultural priKliieiiiiu for each person ; but Rhode
Island L'ives only .'<;i4, and Mas.sachusetts $38
per head. The (lifForence is due in a great de-

gree to the fact of more persons being engaged

in other occupations in some th.-in in others of

the States : Rhode Island and Massachusetts

have more persons occupied upon the sea and in

manufacturing establishments; and the greater

number of sailors and In tiberers that belong to

Maine would alone nearly a;:couni for the differ-

ence. But Maine Ijas it in her power within the

next five years to cxirry her agricultural produc-

tions, counting persons engaged in the fisheries,

in commerce, in the manufacture of lumber, and

in all other occupations, as high as Vermont now
stands—in other words to increase the produc-

tions of the cultivated soil more than two lor one

for every person employed in it. So grand an

advance would indeed be a growth in wealth

more rapid than any but an entirely new country

ever saw. It is not, however, too much to be

realized from human efforts; and the Slate of

Maine is now in that position when the energies

of her working men may be put forth to the best

advantage. Her vast tracts of unsettled country,

much of which is equal in point of fertility to

any of her lauds vet settled, open a field fiir en-

teri>risc and industry as am[>lo as any that has

ever yet been explored ; and in that field she

destined to witness a great and decided increase.

But our anticipations of itnprovement might not

be greatest fioit) this source. Take the most

valuable town of this most valuable agricultural

county of the State, and may not its production,

the valiip of its cattle, horses, sheep, and swine,

l)e easily doubled in five years with the right use

of no more capital than the farmers of that town

possess ? Still greater may and ought to be the
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iiiipioveiiifijt and iucii-'ase in towns not ytt so

innclj ailviinctd.

How tilitill production be doubled in five years?
It' every larnier wiio ploughs and plants an acre

expends twenty dollars in niainne and labor to

produce a crop worth thirty dollars, wilh double
that expense in njanure and exira labor, he may
calculate the first year to obtain a crop that will

be worth at least sixty dollars: this extra expense
will on an average double his crop on the same
ground lor three successive years. Continuing
the process until he shall have gone in a series

of years over the ground he usually cultivates,

ami so far at least 1 hesitate not to say his pro-

duction will be doubled, his invested capital will

be doubled, and his prufils will he doubled.
I have a field of ibur measured acres on w liicii

I raised hardly two tons of hay in the year I8;jy.

In the spring of 1640, as the first trial of one ot

the beautiful sward ploughs of Prouty anil Mears,
with a team of two yokes of oxen and two hor-

ses, this land, being a portion of the Concord
intervale, was turned over to the depth of full

twelve inches, being at least four inches below
where the plough had ever before reached : this

field was the handsomest ploughing I had ever
seen ; forty loads of manure, worth one dollar

the load, were spread to the acre—upon one acre
the maniu-e was spread over the grass ground
and turned out of sight—upon the three other
acres, alter ploughing, it was laid on in piles and
spread : a part was then ploughed without dis-

tuihing the sward, to the depth of about six

inches, and a part was harrowed down only, be-
iiLg more exposed to the surfiice. Last year was
a dry year—two acres of corn, planted late in

the month of May, sufjered much from drought,
but yielded all of fifty bushels to the acre—the
corn was poorest and suffered most where the
manure lay triost upon and nearest the siirliice

—

two acres were of potatoes including the entire

acre where the maimre was ploughed under
deepest: the potatoes suffered both from the
drought and mildew; hut they turned out full

one hundred and fifty bushels to the acre. So
here were one hundred bushels of corn worth
$100, aird three hundred of potatoes woith .?I00,

beiug an advance in value of the first crop of
forty dollars over the cost of the manure. The
drought lessened the crop at least one third ; so

that if I could have added another hundred dol-

lars in tlie value of that to the | loduct I would
have paid all the expense of manure and labor,

and gained as net profit for the year at least fifty

dollars.

This year the same field was ploughed lightly

upon the top without disturbing the sods at the

bottom : it was put down to herdsgrass and clo-

ver with a sowing of oats, being harrowed both

before and after sowing. No manure was ap-

plied ; six bushels of oats only were sowed upon
the four acres. It having rained inrniediately

after harrowing, I was obliged to omit passing

over the ground with a heavy roller until after

the seed had sprimg out of the ground. The
oats at first looked very thin upon the ground,
but they continued to spread and branch, and
their growth was not checked by the abeence of
all rain from the lime tliey sprung out of the

ground to the evening of the 5th of July, when
a copious rain fell. From that time till the 3Ulh
August following, very near two months, was
a contiimed drought ; but excepting on a small

ridge of the intervale, where a yellow soil, in-

stead of a black moid<l in the lower part, was
turned up at the first ploughing, the growth of
no part of the oats seemed to be anested by the
drought: there, the straw turned yellow, and did

not attain to the due height. 'J'he oats stood up-
on a level nearly five feet from the ground—they
stood for the most part perfectly erect, although
assailed once by a very severe storm of wind.
Reaping them before all were fully turned yel-

low, they were dried, bound and stooked in the

fiehi. Standing more than a week they were
brought into the barn, makmg twelve full two
horse loads of a Ion weight each. The dry
weather was .so excessive that not a few shelled

out and w we scattered in the field, as is proved
by the thick coming uj) of the new oats. Four
of the twelve loads have been thrashed by hand,
being, as was judged, hardly one third of the

whole ; and from these were taken one hundred
and sixty piled half bushels of oats, as they run
from the winnowing mill. Measured out in the

coiiinion way, it was thought that the first thrash-

ing would equal ninety bushels, making very
near seventy bushels to the acre. The value of
the straw, six dollars per ton, is thirty-six dol-

lars. There can be little doubt that the crop Was
les.sened by the drought. Which was as severe at

Concord as it was in the county of York in

Maine; and I believe I am indebted to the ex-

tended field for the roots passing into the de-

cayed sward twelve inches below the surface for

at least one half of my crop.

I was alone in opinion as to the quantity of
seed sowed : I had once before raised a very
large crop by sowing half the usual seed on laud
very deeply ploughed in intervale upon the op-
posite side of the river. The man who sowed
my field this year, said the highly manured
ground would spring up in weeds," and keep
them in the advance, so that no oats would ever
appear above them. My neighbor, whose farm
is along-side of this field, laughed at me outright

for putting on the ground less than half his quan-
tity of seed. He sowed forty-one bushels where
he planted his corn last year, and his then prin-
cijial hired man, (now my hired man) tells me
my four acres and six bushels will give me more
oats than his twelve acres and forty-one bush-
els.

The alluvion upon the Merrimack, and the
lands upon the valley of that river generally, are

not natmally as fertile as those upon the Kenne-
beck, as far as I have seen. The principle of
high manining and of deep ploughing, to which
should be added ditching and underdraining
where the water stands near the surface upon
a too adhesive soil, and we may superadd subsoil

ploughing in all heavy soils, may be taken as

among the methods of sure improvement to be
every where resorted to.

From year to year the particular seasons, and
the methods of cidtivation which best and worst
succeed, should be noted. From a table of the

depth of rain falling in the three last years, kept
by Daniel Sewall, Esq. of Kennebnnk, furnished
me by a friend, we learn that in the three months
ot June, July and August, 1839, fifty-six inches
and Sti-lOOths of rain fell ; while in the same
three n.oiiilis of 1840, eight inches 33-lOOths,
and in 1841, only five inches 58-lOOths fell in

the corresponding months.
The two last seasons have been very dry—es-

pecially the season just passed has been one of
the most trying ever witnessed in New England.
In some fields I have seen the crops entirely cut

off, while from a different management in other
places, on precisely similar ground, decent crops
liave been obtained. Dry land, highly .stimulated

with manure either spread or in the hill, has of-

ten yielded no increase ; hnl other dry land, well

manured and [doughed deep, has given good
crops. An amateur farmer, a neighbor of mine,
whose land is a dry pine plain, this year manured
his ground at the rate of forty loads to the acre

—spread and ploughed deep : he planted his In-

dian corn deep, and left the surface of the ground
entirely flat, making no hill. On some half a

dozen rows of this pretty long field, after jjlant-

iiig, he passed over a heavy roller. The corn
grew up nearly a third larger in bidk of stalk in

the rows that were rolled. But the whole crop
was a very good one for this year in laiul of that

kind : he has husked eighty bushels of ears fi-orn

an acre of this corn : tliis he thinks to be only
half the crop that would have come in the ab-

sence of all drought.

I have myself this yenr turned imder an inter-

vale field of three acres, manured quite as high
as that where last year my oat crop was i-aised.

The manure was spread upon the green swaid
as late as the 27th of May, after the planting of

my corn upon lighter land. It was all turned
under by the same plough as the last year, and
not a particle of the manure was left in sight:

the sward was tm-ned over not so deep as the

last year by about three inches: the sod of the

ground was thicker and heavier. The field is

about sixty rods long, and the furrows turned by
the Prouty plough were straight as an arrow the

whole distance. Nothing was done to it after it

was ploughed, save the drawing of chains cross-

wise to mark the place of the hills at about three
feet distance. The omission to roll down with a
heavy roller I consider to be a great mistake: I

was in a hurry to plant near the first of June,
and did not take time for any preparation either

of the harrow or roller. I have observed every
where a great difference this year in the growth
of corn planted previous to the 20lh of Mav, and
that planted a week and ten days afterwards.
Two acres of this ground wefe planted with po-
tatoes, and the other acre with corn. The hills
were dropped into the crevice of every fourth
furrow, inakuig that the row the whole length.
The corn, I supposed, like nuich other corn,
would not start at all in consequence of the en
tire absence of rain after the time of planting.
The most of it did start at length—but it looked
diminutive and yellow ; and before the time of
first hoeing the cut worms and the drought took
full one half, the place of which was then sup-
plied with white beans, a part of which oidy
came up. By the time of the second hoeing half
of the otlier half was cut off", and I continued to

plant beans. At the third hoeing of the corn, it

being too late for beans, Englisirturnip seed was
sowed

; but the continued dry weather killed the
greater part of that seed in the ground, the tur-

nips in some parts coming up in rows on the
lowest crevice of the furrows between the plant-
ed rows. The tew stalks of corn left with the
roots injured by the worms struggled until almost
the last of Jidy as between life and death.
Thence it grew up green, and wherever a ]ierfect

stalk was left, there was grown the most perfect
corn. What with the corn, the beans, the pump-
kins, and the turnips, left upon the ground, will

give me a better crop than I have seen in many
other places. But the two acres of potatoes,
being four several kinds, the Kohans, the long
reds, the piidi eyes, and a fair round potatoe sent
nie by Gen. Mattocks, from Vermont, are the
finest crop from exterior appearance, and fiom
the examination of a few hills, that I hav; ever
seen. Like the oat crop, which v\'a8 upon the
same kind of land, the potatoes, after they were
fiiirly started, have continued to grow without
interruption. When other fields, at no great dis-

tance, seemed to be drying up, these kept their

color of the deepest green. Up to Satinday
morning, Oct. 2d, they have not failed to keen
their standing and their color : a neigld)or's field,

hardly a hundred yards distant, was struck with
rust nearly four weeks previous. In the dryest
time of the lattir part of August, digging down
to the bottom of tlie hill, I found the decomposi-
tion of the manure underneath and the sod above
all going on in a moisture which I do not doubt
continued the growth of the vine and set the
roots for a large crop, while if the sward had
been torn up and the manure strewed over the
surface, the potatoes would have been poor in-
deed.

My experiments of deep ploughing and turn-
ing the manure to the bottom have succeeded
equal to my most sanguine expectations. What
thej would have done in a very wet season you
can judge as well as I can.

Gentlemen : This I am told is the first annual
exhibition of your Society. Particularly was I

gratified at the fine appearance of your cattle

and swine on yesterday. The County and the
Slate will be deeply indebted to those public
spirited gentlemen who have introduced the im-
proved breeds. Mixing with the good native
breeds, the Durham, the Herefordshire, and the
Bakewell breeds, will add much to the value of
your flocks. The price of fifty dollars for an
improved hidl or heili^r calf may be money
gained to the farmer when he shall by their

means in the course of five or six years double
the value of his stock. So when introducing
new breeds of swine that v\ill grow as many
pounds of pork on two-thirds the feeding, the
farmer who midies the change can well :.fford to

j)ay an aildilional outlay. Men who have tried

the experiment inform me that they would rather
pay five dollars for a [lig four weeks old of the
improved breed than take one at a gift of some
of the native kinds. There may be an immense
gain from improving the breed of animals ; and
I am glad to see your county of Kennelieck al-

ready farther advanced in this improvement limn
many of the older comities of Massachusetts.
The few towns on the Kennebeck have already
more of the improved breeds than all the Stnte
of New Hampshire, and perhaps Vermont. Yet
our thousand hills annually send many fine na-

tive cattle to market ; and the superior f=oil of
Vermont enables her to turn out very large flocks

of giant cattle. It remains for them to ft)llow in
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your footsteps, and extend the improved breeds,

behind, as they are in more than one respect, tliis

tlieir youngest sister.

Gentlemen of the Society—I address farmers

who have a mucli hetter and a longer experience

as practical agriculturists than I can boast—

I

address men the most of whom know more than

I ever shall know relative to Agriculture—men
who know the capacities of your soil, and all of

whom will agree with me that two spears of

grass and two blades of corn may be made to

grow where only one and sometimes none have

grown before.

The ladies, too, who have been help-meets in

your rapid march to wealth, who are the solace

to our cares, the sympathizers in all our woes,

the softeners of our manners, the regulators of

our morals, the joy of our social circles, also

come up here to cheer us on in this cause with

their bright faces and those prayers to a benefi-

cent Creator which will ahvays avail much.
Prosperous as is the State of Maine in her

navigation and ship-building, prosperous in her

traffic and commerce, with advantages of sea

coast and water communication that no other

State possesses, to be the greatest, richest State

of the Union, Maine has only to advance her

Agriculture to that point where it may easily be

elevated ; and the efforts and example of your
Society on this occasion may be among those

incipient steps which shall lead to the greatest

good of that best interest which sustains all other

interests.

Kor the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

A new Destroyer of Apple Orchards.

Chester, JV. H., Sept. ti, 1841.

Dear Sir,—I wish to obtain some intbrmatiou

as to several kinds of " creeping things " which
are this season taking most unwarrantable liber-

ties with the apple trees in this neighborhood.
I have narrowly watched the agricultural papers
for some weeks, in hopes to be informed, without
exposing my own ignorance, on subjects which
I hi»d supposed, must be generally understood by

others. But 1 have, as yet, learned nothing from
the papers, and cannot find that Kenrick's Or-
chardist touches upon my subject. But to the

point.

There have been upon my ajjple trees for six

or eight weeks past, (1 did not observe them
sooner) two species of worms, which appear to

be doing serious mischief One species 1 have

observed, when about half an inch in length, ap-

parently just hatched. They are of as many
colors "as Laban's cattle, "ring-streaked and
speckled," but principally black and yellow. As
soon as hatched, they commence eating the

leaves, and take every one, as far as they go,

leaving only the stem of the leaf upon the limb.

They finally grow to about the length of two
inches. When small, or half grown, they gen-

erally are found in a chtstei upon one small twig,

but when full grown tliey scatter over the tree.

What is their natural end I do not know, for I

have always brought llirm to an unnatural death,

whenever I had opjiortuniiiy. When full grown
they arc of very bright hues—smooth, and with-

out hair, and a very unhandsome beast, in my
opinion. To be sure, beauty is peculiarly a mat-

ter of taste, and perhaps to their fellow-worms,

or to other men, they may appear very lovely.

If unmolested, they strip a tree in a short lime

of every leaf, but do not, so far as I can learn,

touch the fruit. Indeed, there are, at this time,

in my orchard, branches loaded with fine apples,

and entirely deprived of leaves by this worm
They sometimes, after consuming the foliage of

one branch, emigrate in a body to another distant

part of the same tree, and there all in a body
commence new operations.

When a branch upon which they are at work
is slightly jarred, every worm will stop feeding

and put up his head, as if alarmed at being
calight in his mischief They do not spin any
web, or nest, so far as I can learn. I have been
thus particular in my description, because I am
confident no such creature has ever been upon
my trees before this year, and I have this season
observed them in ail parts of this town, and in

several of the towns adjoinine.

whether there is any better remedy than that

applied by myself, namely, cutting off the twigs

upon which they are, and crushing them with

the foot. I do not knoiv that they injure the tree

or the fruit, but to say the least they are suspi-

cious characters, and besides, they deprive the

tree of its beauty, and are themselves, as I before

observed, not very pleasant to behold.

When I began this letter I intended to speak

f another kiiVd of worm of a less size, which
pins a nest over branches of the apple tree,

without consuming the leaves entirely, but leav-

ing them dead, as if seared with fire. I also

wish to obtain some further knowledge as to ex-

terminating the iorer, which has injured my or-

chard seriously this season—but I have already

written so much that I will dismiss them w itliout

finther notice at present.

Resiiectfullv yours,

HENRY F. FRENCH.
Hon. Isaac Hill.

(t^ We invite further communications on the

bject of depredators upon fruit trees, and the

best means of eradicating them. We believe

ur friend Foster, of the Canterbury third tiuu-

y, from his own observation, can furnish some
'leresling facts in relation to the caterpillar and

other worms that depredate upon the ap|>le tree.

Agricultural Fair.

The Annual Meeting and Fair of the Che-
shirk Cou.NTY Agricultural Association, took

place pursuant to previous notice on friday the

8th day of October instant Notwithstanding the

unfavorable state of the weather ft was well at-

tended by the farmers of the County.

The President, John Conant, Esq., took the

Chair and proceeded to business.

Voted, To choose a Conmiittee of one from

each town in the county, to nominate officers for

the year ensuing.

Chose, James Hale, Ezekiel P. Pierce, Joseph

Eveleth, George W. Bryant, Calvin Mav, .Viiiasa

Emerv, Abel Blake, Jairus Collins, Brihu..! Far-

ley, Joseph Whitney, Levi Howe, Aaron B. Kid-

der, Jr., Isaiah Gould, S:unuel Locke, Carter

Whitoomb, Joshua D. Blake, Moses S. Perkins,

Holland Mason, Aniasa Chaffee.

Voted. To adjourn to one o'clock, P. M.
Met agreeid>ry to adjournment.
John Conant, Esq., the President, afler some

pertinent remarks on the importance of combin-

ing the science of Agriculture with practical Farm
ing, otferc-d the Farm on which he resides, in

JafTrey, to the Association, on condition that

measures are taken to raise the necessary funds

for the establishment o( an Agricultural School.

On motion of B. Cooke, Esq., it was
Resolved, unanimously, That the thanks of the

Association be presented to John Conant, Esq.,

for his very liberal offer, and that a Committee of

five be chosen to confer with him in relation t<

the subject, ascertain the amount of fimds neces

sary to be raised, and the probability of obtaining

them, and report at a future meeting.

Chose, Jonathan K. Smith, Salma Hale,
Barton Skinnek,Samuel Woodward and Luke
Howe.
The Committee to nominate officers reported

the following, which were accepted, viz:

JONATHAN K. SMITH, President.

Barton Skinner,")

John Conant,
|

Benaiah Cooke, ^Vice Presidents.

Abel Baker,
John Felt, J

Samuel Woodward, Secretary.

Azel Wilder, Treasurer.

Abel Blake,
)

Calvin Page, > Central Committee.

Abijah Metcalf. )

Corresponding Committee.—Alstead, Dim Hatch ;

Chesterheld. Mark Cheney; Dublin, Benjamin

Perry ; Gilsum, Amherst Haywood ; Hinsdale,

Stephen Jewell; Jaffrey.Benjamin Cutter; Keene,

Benaiah Cooke; Marlborough, Jairus Collins;

Nelson, Tipton Burnap; Richmond, N. Cook;
Marlow, Allen Giffin ; Roxbury, William Parker,

Jr.; Stoddard, Luke Joslin ; Sullivan, Dauphin

W.Wilson; Swanzey, Carter Whitcomb ; Surry,

Eliphnlet Dort ; Troy, Moses S. Perkins : Wal-
Westmoreland, Barton

The Association then attended to an able and
interesting address by the Hon. Salma Hale.
On motion of J. K. Smith,
Resolved, That the thanks of the Association

be tendered to the Hon. Salma Hale, lor his able,
instructive and highly interesting address, and
that a copy be recpiested for publication.
On motion of B. Skinner, Esq.,

Resolved, That it would conduce to the inter-

est of Agricultural Exhibitions, to connect there-
with specimens of nianutjicturing skill and Me-
hanical ingenuity.

Resolved, therefore. That the name of the As-
sociation be changed to "Cheshire County As-
sociation for THE promotion OF AGRICULTURE,
AND THE Mechanic Arts," and that future meas-
ures be so directed as to correspond with this

name.
The Treasurer reported that the funds in his

hands amounted to $75 00 and that some sub-
scriptions were outstanding.

Attended to the Reports of the Awarding Com
nuttees.

The Committee on the Ploughing Match
iwarded
To Chas. K. Colony, Keene, the 1st pre-

$4 00
3 00
a 00
1 00

It seems to me important that we sboul
certain wben and by what insect the egg from pole, Adams Whippl
which the worm is hatched, is deposited, whether Skinner; Winchester, Seth Willnrd; Fitzwilliam,

or not thev permanently injure tb« tree, and Geo. W. Bryant ; Rindge, Stephen Je.wett

To Chas. Chase, Keene, the second do.

To David Buckmiiister, Roxbury, 3d do.

To Benj. Kimball, Keene, tburth do.

The Committee on Working Oxen, awarded to

Charles A. Jewell of Jaffrey, the first premium
of $4 00, and also to Charles A.Jewell the second
premium of $3 00.

The Committee on Bulls and Steers, awarded
To Oliver Holman, Keene, for the best

Bull, $4 00
To Silas Brown, Westmoreland, for next

best, 3 00
To Chas. K. Colony, Keene, for the best

three year old Steers, 2 00
To Warren Shelley, Westmoreland, for the

next best do. 1 00
The Committee on Cows and Heifers, awarded

To Joseph Rugg, Keene, for the best Cow, 3 00
To Calvin Page, " for the ne.xt best do. 2 00
To John Thurston, " for the third best do. 1 00
To Zenas Metcalf, Gilsum, for the best

Ileiter,

To Calvin Page, Keene, for the next best

do.

The Committee on Sheep, awarded
To T. M. Edwards, Keene, lor the best

Buck,
To Henrv Mason, Keene, for the next best

do. '

The Committee on Swine awarded
To Ira Wetherbee, Chesterfield, for best

Boar,

To Wm. Lebreveau, Fitzwilliam, for next
best,

To Zenas Metcalf, Gilsum, for the third best, J 00
To Caleb Wright, Keene, for the best Sow
and Pig.s, 2 00

To John Lawrence, Keene, for the second
best do. 1 00
The Committee on Fruit and Roots awarded

To Samuel Woodward, Gilsum, for the best

specimens of Fruit, 1 00
To Elisba S. Fish, Gilsum, for the best spe-

cimens of other Fruit, 1 00
To David Corey, Jaffrey, for the best half

acre of Potatoes, 2 00
The Committee on Agricultural Implements,

awarded
To Aaron Davis, Keene, for an improved

Plough, 1 00
To Isaiah Gould, Stoddard, for a good Ox-

yoke, 1 00
The Committee on Miscellaneous Articles

awarded to Mrs. Moses Corey of Dublin, for three

Highland Shawls, 1 00.

A more detailed report for publication is ex-

pected from the Chairman of the several Com-
mittees hereafter.

Voted, That the proceedings of this meeting
be offered for publication in the papers publish-

ed in the County, and in the Farmer's Monthly
Visitor. ~

Voted, To dissolve the meeting.

Attest, JON A. K. SMH'H, Sec'y.

200

100

2 00

100

3 00

2 00

" How fearful a thing it is to live. At every

step we take, a stream of influences bursts forth

which must flow on tbrouj^h all eternity."
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For the Fanner's Monthly Visitor.

An Experiment.

HoN.JsAAC Hill:—About the first of June I

selected a smiill spot oCnboiit twelve square rods

(greensward ploughed the uutumii preceding, the

soil a strong loam) to whicli 1 applied liberally

tnnyard manure, harrowed it in and sowed il

with mangel wurlzel in drills, and as the seed

did not vegetate well, I sowed about three weeks
after, ruta baga, where it did not come up ; alter

which it received scarce any attention till tliey

were harvested which was on the 14th inst. and
the yield was at the rate of 34 bushels to the

square rod—SGOtp the acre, or reckoning 64 lbs

lo the bushel 35,840 lbs, nearly 18 tons. Had
the ground been mellow and the plants properly

thinned and hoed, I know of no reason why the

crops should not have been much larger ; but

the most remarkable feature of the case and the

one to which I wish to call your attention, is,

that during the whole of the long and severe
drought there was at no time when at the depth
of a single inch the soil was not quite moist,

nearly as much so as could be wished, while six

feet from where the manure was applied the
earth to a foot in depth was dry like dust. This
I think must be attributed to the pecidiar nature
of the manure consisting as it did of fleshings,

hair, and all the refuse of the tanyard, to which
was added horse manure and the whole incor-

porated by a hog Working it over and adding
what he found convenient. It contained I pre-

sume considerable salt, which I believe has been
found of service by its deliquescent property in

keeping soil moist in very dry seasons. Think-
ing of this it occurred to me that as pure salt or

chloride of sodium, as the chemists term it, is

not deliquescent, the effect must be owing to

the impiu'ities which common salt contains, the

principal of which is muriate of lime or chloride

of calcium, which has so strong an attraction for

water that a red heat is necessary to dry it. 1

then took two or three pounds of muriatic acid

and saturated it with lime, then added as many
pails full of water and applied it to some hills of
corn, potatoes and vines ; no immediate effect

was however perceived, and as rain fell soon
after, I am unable to .say what the result of the

experiment would have been ; but I think it

worth repeating, especially by those residing in

the vicinity of salt works, who might obtain at a

trifling expense a large quantity of bittern or wa-
ter from which the salt has been obtained, which
if I am not mistaken still retains in solution a

large quantity of the muriate of lime and possi-

bly other useful salts. I am inclined to think it

might prove under some circumstances a valua-

ble resoiu-ce.

Saco, Maine, Oct. 1841. S. L. G.

A good report of Coos.

Lancaster, Oct. 5, 1841.

Hon. Isaac Hill—Sir:—Your views of Coos
County, as presented in your last Visitor, are very

correct. During the last fifty-four years I have

known this country, and no drought, sufficiently

severe to materially injure our crops, has occur-

red : indeed we are more frequently injured by

a superabundance of rain than by drought Our
mountains with their absorbent power, being gen-

erally covered with forest trees, throw ing into the

atmosphere vast quantities of humidity, their

height being sufficient to attract and condense the

surrounding vapor, give us rain "in season" and
sometimes " out of season."

Marcellus, the Roman General, who wished to

take possession of a high hill, believing he should

there find water for his troops, reasoned from
data, immutable as the laws of nature ; conse-

quently our " benighted region" (according to my
theory of a gradual diminution of water on our
globe) will relatively increase in value, till our
extensive plains become Zaharas.

Perhaps no season has ever been more pro-

ductive, in the aggregate, than the last ; even our
early sown wheat was but little injured by the

weavel, while the late sown matured perfectly

;

corn is prime ; hay, peas and beans fair ; even
potatoes, for which we were alarmed in August,

are nearly or quite an average crop; melons in

great perfection and abundance : one raised by
Sir. Brackett weighed fourteen and a half pounds,

while mine, being planted on very dry soil, only

weighed between nine and ten pounds. My se-

roTul crop of beans are now as green as the first

were in July, though the thermometer fell on the
second morning of the present month to 31 (leg.

yet a fog destroyed the effect of frost.

I have been thus particular, that those who re-

side on arid sand or gravel, may know our " huge
paws" have a great supply of the necessaries of
life, except cash, which at the present moment is

a rare article, owing to want pf buyers of beef,

which is plenty and good for grass fed ; and the

fact, that our pork, butter and cheese are not yet

ready for market.

With high respect, I am, sir,

Your obedient ser\'ant,

JOHN W. WEEKS.
Our friend furnishes us facts in relation to the

incomparable mountain region of New England
that are highly interesting to us as admirers of
the " Switzerland of America." In addition to

his information we are able to say that we passed

from Fryeburg in Maine to Concord on Monday
and Tuesday Oct. 11 and 12: the higher moun-
tains, with Mount Washington peering above the

rest, were brought to our close view, although at

the distance of about thirty-five miles, by reason
of the snow that covered their tops. The sur-

rounding mountains to the height of three thou-

sand feet presented no snow, nor did the liigh

moimtains themselves below that reach : the cap-
piug of these high mountains above has a sur-

prising effect in nearing their apparent distance

—

it brings them, as it were, close to you. Doct.
Barrows of Fryeburg, who rides many times in a

year into the towns of Albany, Bartlettand Jack-
son, whose settlements run far up the valleys of
the mountains, informs us that he has seen the

snow upon Mount Washington while travelling

in the town of Jackson, at the distance of fifteen

miles on a direct line, brought so near to the vi-

sion in the month of June when all was green
and gay below, as to be seen moving and whist-

ling around the rocks at an elevation of fiill five

thousand feet above where he stood. Here the

vision was brought so near by a clear atmosphere
as to bring minute objects as distinct to the eye
at the distance of miles, as ordinarily is realized

in an equal number of rods.

The Saturday previous to our visit at Fryeburg,
Doct. Barrows was in the valley settlements of
New Hampshire among the mountains ; and
reivarkable that in that region, eight days after

the frost had stricken down all similar vegetation

eighty and one hundred miles .south in the valley

of the Merrimack, the potatoe vines were as green
as they had been at any time of the summer ; and
later than this, to the middle of the ensuing
week, (Oct. 14) a gentleman who visited the town
of Bartlett tells us every thing was then greet

that was not turned by ripening.

The highlands of New Hamjishire, up to and
including the Indian stream settlement beyond
the 45th degree of north latitude, are not as fros-

ty as many points in the lowlands that may be
found two or three degrees further south : Indian

corn in that country has been raised and ripened

this year without difficulty.

What renders the upper parts of the old

ty of Strafford, now constituting the counties of
Carroll and Belknap, peculiarly valuable as i

corn-producing country, is the freeness from ear

ly frost in many of those towns;. The towns of
Gilford, Alton, Wolfeborough, Tuftonborougli,

Moullonborough, Centre Harbor and Meredith,

situated on the shores of the Winnipiseogee, and
the towns of Sandwich and Holderness near tli

Squani lake, with Sandbornton being a peniusidu

between bays and the two main branches ofM
rimack river, are perhaps equally valuable for the

production of Indian corn with the best towns in

New England. A gentleman residing on the

west shore of Squam lake infoi-ms us that he

raised a good crop of corn in 1816 when corn

was generally cut off by frost : so il will be found,

when the forests upon the sides of the moun-
tains of Graf\on and Coos which are fast falling

under the woodman's axe shall disappear, that

the territory in the northerly half of NewHam|
shire free of injurious frost, will many years

hence sustain an immense population by its agri-

cultural products alone.

seed was taken from a tree that grew in my Iti-

ther's orchard at Hancock. This tree flourished
for some twenty-five years, and produced fiom
one to three bushels annually of such fruit as you
see this to be. If you like it you can plant these
seeds about one inch deep this fall

;
put them in

a place not very dry nor wet, but on the north or
west side of a bill if convenient, and put a quan-
tity of chip manure or old tan around the trunk
of the trees in the fall to preveul the sap from
starling too early in the spring. Experiments
have taught me that the freezing or chilling of
the sap after starting in the siiring is what kills

the peach or rareripe trees in this cold section of
the country. You can obtain fruit within five or
six years fiom these seeds, if you will be at the
trouble to take proper care of them; and the best

method to make them grow quick is to place
them on dry ground and pour the soap suds fiom
the wash tub as you have opportunity around the

ts of the trees. I consider the prevailing opin-
of our New Hampshire farmers that peach

and rareripe trees cannot be reared and preser-

ved in this cold section of country to be a great

mistake. With a little trouble any farmer may
have the satisfaction of gathering a rich harvest

of the best and most wholesome fruit that this

country affords.

Very respectfully yoiu-s. &c.
BENJAMIN PRIEST.

With the foregoing we received half a dozen of
the old fashioned rareripes, being the largest and
most beautiful of any fruit of the kind we have
seen this year. If these peaches can be raised

in open ground in Hancock and. Hillsborough

—

if they can stand the severe winters on the high-

est and coldest ridges between the large rivers

so far north—we are quite sure that they may be
raised in nearly all of our towns.

It has been thought that peach and oth-

er fruit trees grew better, lived longer aud
were more productive near the seaboard than
they were farther in the interior and beyond the

reach of the eflect of a salt water spray from the
sea. It had been mentioned to us thiil pench
trees would thrive better and live longer w hen
situated near the sink spouts and in yards where
the refuse of the kitchen is thrown. The recom-
mendation of Mr. Priest to throw soapsuds at the

roots of peach trees comes in aid of this theory
;

and we are inclined to believe the plan of laying
tan and chip-dung around them previous to the
shutting in of winter, to be an exceedingly good
one. ~Ed. Visitor.

Hillsborough Centre, Oct. 8th, 1841.

Hon. Isaac Hill—Dear Sir—I send you a spe

cimen of the productions of my front yard (viz.)

a half dozen of the oldfashioned Rareripes. The

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Harvest Hymn.
raiTTEN IN 1839 by the late mrs. e

DANIELS.

6od of th» rolling year.' to thee
Our songs shall rise—whose bounty pouri

In many a goodly gift, with free

And liberal hand, our Autumn stores

;

No firstlings of our flocks we slay

—

No soaring clouds ot incense rise

—

But on thy hallow'd shrine we lay

Our grateful hearts in sacrifice.

Born of thy breath, the lap of spring
Was heap'd with many a blooming flowe

And snTiling summer joy 'd to bring,

The sun-shitie and the gentle shower
j

And Autumn's rich lu.xuriance now,
The ripening seed—the bursting shell,

And golden sheaf, and laden bough,
The fullness of thy bounty tell.

No menial throng, in princely dome,
Here wait a titled lord's behest.

But many a fair and peaceful home
Hath won thy peaceful dove a guest;

No groves of palm our fields adorn

—

No myrtle shades or orange bowers

—

But rustling mpads of gold«n corn,

And fields of waving grain are ours.

Safe in thy care, th« landscape o'er,

Our flocks and herds securely stray
;

No tyrant master cl.iims our store

—

No ruthless robber rends away

—

No fierce volcano's withering shower

—

No fell simoon, with poisonous breath

—

Nor burning suns, with baleful power,
Awake the fiery plagues of death.

.And here shall rise our songs to thee,

Where lengthened vales and pastures lie

.\nd stroams go sinking wild and free,

Beneath a blue jNew England sky

;

Where ne'er was rear'd a mortal throne,
Where crown'd oppressor never trod,

Here—at the throne of Heaven alone,
Shall man. in reverence bow to God.
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MERRIMACK COUNTY AGRICULTO RAL
SOCIETY.

The following is a list of premiums awarded

at the late Fair of this Society, with the nameB

of the sticce:!sful roinpelitors :

Best Farm—Jeretniali Pecker,

2tl Amos Cogswell,

3d Samuel Cliadwick,

Best Wheat—Amirew Taylor,

2d Beiij. Vv'hip|)le,

3d Fisher Ames,
Best Corn—Jesse Kimliall,

2d John Peverly,

3d Fisher Airies,

Best Potatoes—Eriooli Pillsbiiry,

Best Rye—Reiiheii Johnson,

Best Garden—Jiremiah Kimball,

2(1 Geo. W. Nesiiiith,

3d Enoch Coffin,

For Plousjhinc-Isajie Virgin,

John Farmer,

3d Jeremiah Gerrish,

Working Oxen—Isaac Virgin,

2d Reuben Johnson,

3d Jeremiah Gerrish,

4th Laban M. Chadwick,
5th Henry Farnnm,

Yearlings—Jeremiah Gerrish,

2d Samuel Moore,
Bulls—Nahum Blanchard,

2d A. Burhank,
3d Jeremiah Gerri.sh,

2 & 3 y'r ol 1 Sieers—Joseph Wliitnev

2d Wm. H. Gage,
1st Henry Fai num,
2d Natli'l. Rulfe,

Cows—John Jarvis,

2d Abraham Burhank,
3d Berij. Simpson,

Heifers—Abraham Burhank,
2d Jeremiah Gerrish,

3d Wm. Hayward,
Sheep—Wm. H.-nes,

2d W.;.. Danforth,

Swine-Best Sow, Geo. W. Dow,
2d Geo, W. Dow,

Best Boar—Geo. W. Dow,
2d Laban M. Chadwick,

Ploughs—Samuel Chadwick,
Horses—Wm. H. Gajre,

2d Jolm Peverlv,

3d John P. Farmer,

Butter-F. W. Coffin,

F. Coffin,

Benj. Wiiipple,

John Kilburn,

Laban Morril,

1 Each

$7,00
(5,00

5,00

3.C0

2,00

1,50

3,00

2,00

1,00

2,00

2,00

3,00

2,00

1,50

3,00

2,00

1,00

4,00

3,00

2,50

2,00
1.00

2,00

1,00

3.00

2,00

1,00

2,00

1,00

2,00

1,00

4,00

3,00

2,00

2,00

2,00

1,00

3,00
2,00

2,00

1,00

2,00

1,00

],.50

3,00

2,00

1,00

3,00

2,50

2,00
1..50

1,00

1,00

3,0

Best SewiuL' Silk,

.irticles of Special Improvement.

James Eaton, (Rifles)

Asa Morrill, (Trunks and Harnesses,)

Monthly Visitor,

Seth Eastman, (Silver Ware) "

From the Cheshire Republican.

Reclaiming Swumps.
Mr. Cooke :—At the request of Samuel Wood-

ward, Esq., of Gilsum, I send you a short detail

of a piece of land which I have been cidtiva-

ting the past season. It contains one hundred
and sixty-two rod.s of swamp land. In the fall of

1840, it being almost covered with white moss,

and producing nothing but what was quite use-

less, I commenced ditching it. I drained it so

the water is about two feet from the top. I then

began in about the middle to turn it over—with

a common hay knife cut the two rows of turf

three feet by two and putting them together, with

a spade I took out about ten inches of mud and
put it on the turf With the knife cut anothei

row of turf and hauled it into the ditch and shov-

eled on the mud as befoi'e, thus continued work
ing both ways until all was done. The roots

and slum|)s were picked out clean and laid on

the surface ; when dry they were piled up. As
soon as there was snow sufficient, I sledded them
oflf and drew on twenty loads of horse manure,
In the spring the ditches were opened so the wa-

ter passed off freely. The fiist of May it was in

good order for planting. With a hoe I marked
out the rows three feet apart—hills twenty inches,

With a common hod placed the manure, a small

shovel-full in a hill. The potatoes planted were
ot the black kind, similar in shape to the cow-
horn, and covered them about three inches.

They were hoed but once, about the middle of

June, thoroughly, and received no more attention

till gathered. I have gathered from eighty-eight

rods two hundred and twenty bushels of pota-

toes, and the rest are as good in proportion.

When I gather my potatoes, I dig crosswise of

the rows to level it in.stead ot leveling afterwards.

The expense is comparatively less than it would
be to raise potatoes after the ground is fixed, up-

on upland—my potatoe vines are worth more
than the hay was last year—the expense of pre-

paring the land and raising the potatoes wBl be

small compared with the worth of the land after-

best land for potatoes ; and no crop is better a-

dapted to renovating and subduii'g the groimd_

than this valuable vegetable. The ditching of

most swamps will be repaid in the valuable ina-

ial taken from them in making manure. A
most valuable part of the process in many mead-
ows will be the cutting off near where the eilges

join the highland the cold springs flowing in

which unfit the sod for the production of the

best English grasses. Generally the cutting and

carrying off these cold springs will leave the

ground sufficiently drained. The draining of any

swamji with a deep black soil will be sure to in-

crease the value of the land four fold : it will

make that land worth a hundred dollars an acre

that was not before worth twenty-five dollars an

acre.

—

Ed. Visitor.

Co.MPARATivE Table, showing the money value of
the Asricultural industry of the several States of
the Union.
In the September No. of Hunt's Merchants' Mag-

azine, is a 'able furnished for publication in that

jourr.al, by the Sec retary of State, showing the

amount, in quantity, of the agricultural products

of the Uifion. This table does not, however, in-

clude Kentucky, North Carolina, Michigan, Wis-

consin, or Florida. Kentucky and Middle Flor-

ida had not sent in their returns ; and the aggre-

gate from the Southern States had not been made

With the aid of this table we have made an

estimate of the money value of the several pro-

nets, and have placed the result side by side

.ith the population of the State respectively, to

show the yield i)er head, in rouiul numbers.
Value. Population. Per Head.

2d
3d
4th

5th

F. Coflin,

J. Jarvis,
1

A. Ames,
}

the

J. West,
E. H. Pillshury, J Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Cheese—F. W. Colli M, 3,00

Benj. Whipple, 2,50

Wm. II. Gage, 2,00

J. L. C,)uch, 1,50

.Yecdle u-ork.

Veil-Mrs. S. A. Peverly, 1,.50

Collar—Miss P. Corser, 1,95

Cape— " Caroline Baker, 1,00
" Elisabeth W^ Dow, 75

Lamp mats-Mi,<s Christian W. Renton, 50
Apron— " M. L. Wilson, 25

Fulled Cloths and Cassimeres.

Wm. H. Gage, 2.00

Chase Fowier, 2,00

Wtn. Haves, Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Carpets—Mary E. Webster, 3,00

Joseph Emerson, 1,00

Rugs—Miss S. Coffin, 75
Blankets—Miss Caroline Kimball, . 2,00

" Ami Kimball, 1,50
" E. Blown, 1,00
" P P. Gise, 1,00
" S. S. Gaae, ,50

Linen—Miss Sallv C. Moore, 1,.50

" Betsy Webster, 1,00
Woolen Hose—Mrs. Joseph Pingrey, 1.00

" Saml. Chadwick, 75
Miss P.Msis Little, 50

Lin(Mi Hose— IMis. Lnl.nn Chadwick, 1,00

Flannel—Laban M. CI.,L(lwick, 2,00
Silk— Mrs. Nath"! Kimball,—best manufac-

tured SilU, L.'-.n

wards. The e.ipense so

For ilitchiug

For turning over

For manure
For seed planted

For planting

For hoeing
For harvesting

far will be i (follows:

—

$700
25 00
20 00
5 00
5 00
2 50
10 50

75 00
The crop this year is four hundred bushels of

fine i)otatoes, at 25 eta per bushel worth
$100 00

75 00

25 00
Making an aggregate of $25, free from all ex-

pense. The land will now (where it was worth
nothing before) pay the interest of a himdred
dollars per year for ten years to come without

any further expense. I have several acres fixed

in the above way, which has done it. Such lands

as these are worth cultivation. They are the

most profitable for grass, hearing from two to

three tons |)er acre—such is the worth of lands,

which were once thought useless for anything

more than to constitute a part of the earth.

With respect,

DAVID COREY.
Jaffrey, October 11, 1841.

The above operation of Mr. Corey claims a

general record, and for making the experiment

he deserves to be set down among those who
jiromote the country's best good. We are glad

to see in all directions in our own State, in Mas-
sachusetts and Maine where we have lately trav-

eled, the reclamation of swamp land. If all

would do it to as good advantage as our Jaffrey

friends have done it—if all had the tact for this

business tliat has been exhibited by Messrs. Co-

nant and Corey—what wonders might not be

complished in'the Agricultm-e ofNew England ?

Low swamp land that can be drained is the very

Maine
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The calture of the Vine.

Prospects of success in Us ciUture—Setting— Train-
ing—Pruning—Ripening of the Fruit.

Tlie vine flourishes in uliiiust every latitude in

the temperate zone, but is more prolific and use-

ful between the parallels of 40 de«r. and 45deg'.

in f^urope, and 35 deg. and 40 deg. in the United
States. Wine cannot probably be made to ad-

vantage ill a higher latitude, yet with a littlt; care

grapes for the table may be successfully cultivat-

ed 5 deg. further. It is said that better table

fruit is produced in England than in France or

Italy. Artificial heat is there frequently employ-
ed, "but the necessary trouble and expense en-

tirely ])reveiit its utility to the New England
farmer, and it can well be dispensed with. Grapes
of excellent quality and in great perfection :nay

be raised by our farmers with so little trouble

and expense as to make their culture an object

of attention. The species termed Isabella and
Catawba might be .selected as hardy and produc-
ing an abundance of choice fruit. They may
require occasional protection from the severe
frosts of spring and fall, and need to be covered
through the winter. Care should then be taken
that they be preserved from moisture as well as
cold. A little additional attention of pruning
and training secures a good harvest. Little at-

tention has yet been given by farmers to the cul-

ture of the vine, which may seem surprising
wlien it it is considered that almost every farm
possesses a suitable location for its growth, and
that the abundant return of a delicious fruit

would amply repay the cultivator, in his gratifi-

cation, and profit if in the vicinity of a market.
But the reasons are obvious. The proper way of
managing vines, and ripening the fruit, is so little

known that lew have made the attempt, or when
they have, no permanent success has resulted.

Setting.—A light soil is best, rather dry than
moist, and for the full benefit of the sun, a slope
towards the south or south-east should be se-

lected. The vine may be propagated in several
ways. If a branch of the parent stock is btiit

down and covered by a few inches of earth in

the early part of the season, it soon takes root at

the joint beneath the soil, and may be trans-

planted the second year. This has by some been
considered the best method, and it has the ad-

vantage of requiring litde time and trouble.

Cuttings are, however; more generally recom-
mended. They should be taken from the vine at

the fall pruning, and preserved for setting till

siiriiig. Each cutting should consist of a little

more than one joint of the last growth with a

](iece of the old wood, resembling together a

little mallet These are set in the soil, prepared
to sufficient depth, either in a sort of nursery or

where the future vine is wanted. If where the

vine is to be trained, two or three cuttings are

put down near together, and the strongest se-

lected af\er they have taken root, and the others

removed. Each cutting may be set in a po/iition

nearly vertical, and covered within half an inch

of the top. A strong stake should be driven

into the ground to support the young shoot, and
the soil worked frequently with the hoe and kept
clear from weeds.

Vines rarely need watering, and it should be
done only occasionally in time of drought.

Training.—Various methods have been adopt-
ed by vine-dressers. In France the main slaik

is permitted to grow only a few feet in height,

and the branches are carried ofT laterally and
fastened to upright stakes set in rows lor the
purpose. The separate vines are placed at the
distance of 16 or 18 feet a[iart, and the vineyard
appears in continuous rows, somewhat like a

New England cornfield, with wider intervals for

pruning and gathering the fruil. The branches
here shoot out near the ground which gives a
more acid flavor to the grape, a desirable "quality

for the manufacture of wine. In Italy the vine
is more frequently trained upon arbours, or trees

that produce scanty foliage. No branches are

allowed to grow upon the main stock or trunk-

until it has ascended 8 or 10 feet to the top of
the arbour, or it may be a much greater height
to the limbs of the tree. It then expands itself

and roofs the rude arbour with a gorgeous cov-
ering, and suspends its clusters beneath, or adonis
the lofty tree with its pendant branches and
tempting fruit. Arbours of lattice or trellis work
are often used in our own country, or what is

more convenient, a simple trellis either perpen-
dicular or sloping. This may be put up at small

expense, with upright posts at proper intervals,

with horizontal shits or bars, 6 inches asunder.

These need not come within 2 or 3 feet of the

ground, and may extend as liigh as necessary,

perhaps 6 or 8 feet. The vines are planted at

intervals of 8 or 10 feet near the trellis. They
may then be conveniently taken down to be pro-

tected fi'om the winter and secured again to the

trellis at the proper time in the spring. A single

trunk should cojiie from the root, and no shoot

or branch be allowed to grow within 2 or 3 feet

of the ground. Above that distance the vine

may be trained at the pleasure of the cultivator.

It may cover the whole trellis, but one shoot
should not overla|) another, which would shut
out the sun and check the growth of those be-

neath.

Pruning.—A careful and judicious pruning is

an indispensable requisite to a good harvest from
the vineyard. If the vine is proiluced from a

cutting, one shoot will be sent out the first year.

This should be cut down to two joints in Octo-
ber. The second year one shoot from one of the

joints only should be allowed to grow, which
must in like manner be cut down to two or three

joints in the fall. The third year two branches
may be preserved and cut down at the fall prun-
ing so as to leave from two to five joints, as they

may appear thrifty or otherwise. Fruit may be
expected the Ibiirth year, and as many lateral

branches allowed to grow as may cover the trel-

lis, if the vine be vigorous. All shoots that ap-
pear at parts of the vine where they are not

wanted must be rubbed out, and the main body
of the stalk kept naked. The lidl is the best

time for pruning, perhaps in October, after the

fruit is gathered. As many branches of last

growth may be left as the cultivator may think
the parent stock will sustain for the next year's

fruit, and each branch cut down to a proper
number of joints. The wounds occasioned by
the fall pruning are closed before the ascent of
sap in the spring. Any considerable pruning at

that lime would cause an exudation of sap to

the injury of the vine. It is a common fault to

allow too great an extension of the vine, and the

object in pruning should be to reduce it to just

what the vigor of the root will sustain for the
perfection of the fruil, and what can he present-

ed to the rays of the sun.

Ripening,—The rigor of our climate so retards

the ripening of the fruit that various expedients
are adopted to forxvard it, and will) good suc-

cess. In July, after the clusters have appeared,
a portion may be cut fi-om all the branches where
they are found. The superabundant nourish-
ment is then taken up by the fruit which attains

a greater perfection and becomes suitable for

gathering many ^ays earlier. Any black surface

in rear of the vines, as a painted fence, or wall,

is said to answer a good purpose. If the branch-
es be taken off with the clusters and suspended
in a warm room, they will be preserved fresh,

and continue to ripen for some time. The leaves

seem necessary to the perfection of the fruit, and
should never be removed. The most successful

practice which has been adopted is to take from
the last year's wood of the bearing branches a

ring of bark about J of an inch in width, that

is to perform what is called girdling. This is

done the first of July, and the bark is soon re-

newed, and may sometimes require a second re-

moval. When this girdling is employed, the

ends of the branches should not be cut off. The
branches treated by this latter method will ripen

much sooner than others, and an earlier and
later crop may be had from the same vine.

Hanover, jV. H. T. T.

"New American Orchardist."

The third edition of the "American Orchard-
ist," just issued from the press at Boston, has

been presented us by its author, Mr. William
Kenrick of Newton, Mass. Mr. Kenrick is the

proprietor of the extensive Nursery at Newlon,
five and a half miles out of Boston, from which
have been supplied to tlie various parts of New
England in years past, Fruit Trees, Ornamental
Trees, Grape Vines, Slirubs, Roses and Herbace-
ous Flowers. The establishment of Mr. K. is

often visited as a resort in the vernal and autum-
nal seasons for the admirers of the beauties oP
Nature, where both the appetite and the eye may!
be feBB»«i.

It will be observed that for all the purposes o
cultivating fruit and vegetables, Mr. Keurick is n
practical man : such a man can write or compile
a much better book than can the author who de-
rives his information from the works of oiliers.

Mr. K. has availed himself in this book of all the
new European improvements: all the latest and
most eminent English, Scotch and French wri-
ters have been consulted. Mr. K. also, during a
visit to England and France in the autumn of
1840, collected much information from oral and
other communications from the first rale sources,
and with this information has revised his for-
mer work with very particular attention and
care.

After giving much intelligence on fruit cultiva-

tion generally, Mr. K. takes up the subject of ap-
ple orchards. Here he presents a mass of that

particular information which cannot fail to be use-
ful to every man who would own a good orchard

;

and he presents a descriptive list of the select ap-
ples cultivated in the United States, from which
the lover of good fruit will be able to choose the
kind which shall best suit him.
The same book also treats upon the rearing of

Pears, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums,
Cherries, Grapes, Currants, Gooseberries, Rasp-
berries, Persimmon, Strawberries, Blackberries,
&c. &c. together with the cultivation of many
fruits of a more southern climate.

The appendix to the same work takes up the
subject of Vegetables, including the several Nu-
tritious Roots, Pulse, Vegetable Tops, Salads,
Pickles, Savory Herbs, Preserves, &c.
To the horticultural amateur in the United

Slates no book ever published will be more prac-
tically useful than this "New American Orchard-
ist" of Mr. Kenrick. The great work of Loudon
on Gardening, embracing 1233 condensed pages
and several hundred engravings at the cost of
fifteen or twenty dollars, we .^ay from personal
examination cannot possibly be of the value to

the American gardner ot this work of Mr. Ken-
rick, which costs from $1 50 to $2. We think
the intelligent author has done that service to the
country in writing and publishing this book which
entitles him to the thanks of all friends to pro-
duction and improvement. With his leave here-
after we will take the liberty to make the readers
of the Farmer's Monthly Visitor better acquaint-
ed with the contents of the "New American
Orchardist."

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Great Yields of Potatoes.
Li 1829, the lute Major Caleb Stark planted

potatoes (the large round red) on several small
patches of ground in Simcook Village, in the
town of Pembroke. He planted them witln,ut
assistance, and hoed them three times himself.
They were planted in drills, one piece, (cut) every
ten inches. When he dug them in tlie fiiU, they
were weighed, and he proposed from the result,

the following questions to Hon. John Vose,
then Preceptor of Pembroke Academy. I find
the questions and answers among some of his
papers, and send them to you.

" First position : 168 sq. ft. produces 1261bs
2d 147 " " 138"
3d 18 feet square 384 «

4th 43 " •' 1435

"

What will an acre produce on each of these
positions ?

(Copy.) Answer.
Dear Sir— I was much pleased with your ag-

ricultural que.stioiis:

The following are the answers.
1st plat 168 sq., ft. 1261bs.

per acre 32,6701bs. 605 bushels
2d " 147 " " 138 "

per acre 41,745 " 773.055 bushels
3d " 18 feet square 384lbs.

per acre 51,6a6?!bs. <I56.049 bushels
4th " 43 " " 14351 bs.

per acre 33,806.70lbs. 426.05 bushels.
The above results were brought about by Mr.

Brown:—ol their accuracy I have examined them
so as to.be satisfied they are correct.

Very respcctfiillv,

JOHN VOSE.
Hon. Caleb Stark.

I can only add that I witnessed the progress of
the growth of the potatoes—and the average
weight of them was 54lhs per I iisliel.

Yours respectlully, V.
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Improved Cattle.

Derby, Ft. Oct. 6, 1841.

Hon. Isaac Hitt—Dear Sir:—I huve been

hesitating for some time whether to write and

intrude upou joiir retirement from the anhi-

OU8 duties of public hfe, or not ; but from tlie

knowledge I have of tlie less active but no less

useful pursuits of your retirement I am induced

to address you—especially as my subject is one

which seems to occupy your undivided attention.

1 do something at farming or rather pretend to—
but I have long been of the opinion that 1 did

nothing as it ought to be done especially as regards

the improvement of the breed of cattle, horses,

swine, &c. My attention is now ti.\ed upon the

improvement of my cattle. A year ago last

March I purchased of the Hon. Thos. A. Stiiyner,

P. M. General of Quebec, two bulls of the full

blood short horn Durham, from the best in En-
gland as both Mr. S. certifies, and the appearances

and stock of the animals clearly show. One of the

bulls is four years old last June, and the most
perfect made animal I ever saw, and such he is

pronounced to l)e by all good judges, who have
seen him, and by some who have travelled more
or less in all the stales. The bull is not extra

large, but perfect in all his parts. I have Ibrty of
of his calves which are such as to make a/ac *i«ii7c

of their sire, and t^o good a lot I presume cannot be
found in Vermont for the chance they have had.

This bull I wish now to sell, and three or four

noble cows with calf by him, and their present

calves with them if wanted; or if chosen, I

would sell the youngest (two years old last June)
game blood. I have thought perhaps these rattle

might be wanted in your vicinity from the inter-

est there taken in the business of agricultin-e

generally. If you will take the Uouhle to write

me on the subject, you will much oblige.

Yours respectfully,

N. COLBY.

Instead of writing, we will publish Mr. Colby's

communication and answer him through the col-

umns of the Monthly Visitor. The editor truly

regrets that he is not himself better acquainted,

from personal observation, with the relative mer-
its of the different breeds of cattle. And al-

though the farmers of central New Hampshire
present as fine native cattle as can be found in

old Caledonia or any other county of Vermont,
we are sorry to say that in relation to improved
breeds of foreign cattle the State of New Hamp-
shire is not yet so (iir advanced as some of her

sister States. On this subject our farmers, al-

though desirous of improvement, have not as yet

been in the way of conveniently obtaining them
by direct importation ; and they have not felt

themselves able to pay the very high prices that

have been paitl by amateur farmers in other

States. We are not, however, by any means less

anxious to improve the breeds of our cattle. The
United Societies at Canterbury and Enfield, N.

H. have gone fiirther in encountering the e.xpense

of introducing improved breeds of cattle than

any others in New Hampshire ; and both in their

cattle and swine it is believed they have or will

be well remunerated for their effoi'ts. During
the last summer we met, while passing the street

through this town, one of the Weare farmers
with a fine heifer calf standing up before him in

his dearborn wagon ; on enquiry we found this

calf to be six weeks old from the full blood Dur-
ham heifer owned by the First Family at Can-
terbury:—for this calf he paid them twenty-five

dollars, at which price the Shakers will make their

accustomed profit after paying lor the expense of
bringing the breed from Kentucky.

While on our very gratifying visit onb year
ago to Caledonia county, Vermont, we ascer-

tained the fact that the fine cattle which swarm
on the fertile fields and hills of that country had
been considerably improved by the introduction
of the improved breeds through the province ol

Lower Canada. There was a very beautifid team
of oxen, from two years old and upward, exhib-
ited by a farmer of Waterford, of the Hereford
breed—they were ofa brown red or bay color,witli

hair ofsilken soflness and fineness,and great beau
ty and uniformity in the nostrils, face, brad and
horns. In the town of Barnet our old friend Bar-
tholomew Soinmers had introduced a fine Dm--
ham bull Irom Canada, the offspring of which had
been spread through that vicinity and over the
Connecticut river into Grafton couuty.New Hamp-

shire. Other cattle ofthe English Durham, Dev-

onshire and Scotch Ayrshire breeds had come
in, as was evident in viewing the.fine flocks up-

on the hills of Barnet, Peacham, Danville, St.

Johnsliury and Lyndon.
Mr. Colby resides noith of these towns on the

extreme border of the States, next to " the Town-
ships" of Lower Canada. He has taken the

right course, both for the improvement of the

flocks of cattle in the northerly sections of New
Hampshire and Vermont, and for the advantage
of his own individual interest. We trust the

farmers at the north with grazing lands will not

lose so good an opportunity as his offer presents

to procure some of the fine anitnals which he

Remarks on the Weather and Seasons.

Meredith, jV. H. Oct. WO, 1841.

Ho.N. Isaac Hill: Dear Sir:—I forward these

remarks (or insertion in your excellent Agricul-

tural Journal, [The Farmer's Monthly Visi-

tor,] if you think they may interest or omuse
any of its intelligent readers.

There is always something in the operations

of Nature, which inspires in the observer rever-

ential and exalted ideas of the Creator and Gov-
ernor of the Universe :—whether the scenes or

objects are ;)<acirf arid delightful,—as the tranquil

and smooth surface of the waters of the ocean,

glittering among the rocks and reefs in a calm
sun-shiny morning ; or iublime and terrible,—as

the horrific dashing of the towering waves and
ships against the same objects of terror to marin-

ers, in a raging and furious storm, still there are

circumstances connected with them which some
way or another are always interesting. It is an
object of interest to see a ship struggling with

the waves in a boisterous and tempestuous sea ;

not that we are delighted to behold our fellow-

beings in danger and distress, but because we
ourselves are safe.

Natural events which are extraordinary of their

kind, are generally of short duration, though
sometimes oflong continuance. A violent earth-

quake, thunder-storm, or hurricane, though
dreadful tor a time, seldom lasts long ; not so in

regard to the seasons. Once in a while, but for-

tunate for the human race, not very often, we
witness an extraordinary cold or wet or dry sea-

son, and we ought to be thankfid to the Great
Author of Nature, that unfavorable seasons hap-

pen no oftener than they do, especially in this

country. According to a historical and meteoro-
logical journal, there was a great dearth in Eng-
land and France, in the vear 1194; another in

122-a, 1315, 1310, 1348, 1353. and 1.385; anoth-

er in 1438, when bread, in many jilaces, was
made of fern roots and ivy berries. £ 2,000,000

sterling was paid lor corn imported into England,
in a dearth in 1565, £ 1,200,000 in 1748. In

A. D. 918 there was a continual rain in Scotland,

for five months ; a violent one in London, in 12,'33,

and another in i;J35, so heavy that the corn crop

was spoiled.

A very hot and dry, or a very wet, season, is

unfriendly to farmers, but vegetation suffers most
when great heat and drought prevail at the same
time ; nor is a very cold and wet season, though
there may be no hard frost in May, June, or Au-
gust, much more favorable to agricultural

productions, grass and potatoes excepted. And
even the moisture-loving potatoe needed an
umbrella in some parts of New England, in 183t),

when July and August were such wet months
that you could scarcely put your foot on the

ground without stepping in water.

Why the seasons should be so variable as they

are, is not so ea.«y to account for as the eftects

of many other causes. The state of the weather
as affected by the Moon and Planets can be pre-

dicted with considerable accuracy, when no imii-

sual causes interpose ; but when the elements of
the atmosphere are deranged, or in what may be

termed a morbid state, as they are in an extreme
drought, " all signs fail." Some have remarked
that when the showers g'o roi/Tw/, as they call it,

in the spring, they generally do so all summer,
and indeed it is curious to observe how common
it is for one shower to follow the track of another;
but w hy is this the case ? What are the princi-

(lal causes of a dry sunmier, and why do two or

three dry seasons generally follow each other in

succession ? Before proceeding to answer these

questions, we will first consider the causes which

jiroduce rain any where. In the first place, the
water and moisture ascend from the terraqueous
globe into the atmosphere, being generally raised
or drawn up in an invisible form, by the action of
the Sun's heat, and in this state it is called vapour.
When the vapours collect so as to become vis-

ible near the land or water, they produce fog,
mist or steam. When collections of vapours ap-
pear high in the air, as the common expressiuu
is, they are called clouds ; these rise in the atmos-
phere until they arrive at air of the same weight
as themselves, bulk for bulk, where they float,

or remain stationary, some higher and some low-
er, according to tlieh- density. The principal

agents in forming vapours into clouds, are at-

traction and cold. Clouds, which appear to rest

on mountains, are sometimes attracted by the

mountains, or blown there by ,the wind, but of-

tener formed there by the vapours being con-
densed by the cold of the higher region. When
the clouds collect so as to overspread the hori-

zon, and their humid particles are sufficiently

condensed by mutual attraction, or by the agen-
cy of cold, they fiill to the earth in the form of
rain, hail, or snow. When a cloud rises sudden-
ly, and is highly charged with aqueous matter, it

produces a shower or squall, in which electricity

is an active agent, as is shown by large drops of

rain immediately falling, most generally, after a
cla|> of thunder, in a shower.

Mountains attract the clouds more than plains

and valleys do, and like substances have a grea-

ter affinity for one another than those which are

of different natures, and if this were the whole
cause of its raining in one place and not in an-

other, all the rain would fitll on mountains, oceans,

seas, lakes, and low and wet countries, which is

not the case. It appears from observation, that

there is between the same parts of the earth and
the clouds, sometimes an attractive, and some-
times a repulsive relation; when the latter pre-

vails we have no showers nor storms, though the

wind blows long from the sea, and the clouds

hovering on the hills and mountains, and over-

spreading the heavens, may indicate "abundance
of rain." The i)rincipal agents in atmospheric
repulsion are heat and electricity. When the

clouds, or the clouds and earth, are eipially elec-

trified, they repel each other, but when one is

plus, and the other is mintis, they attract one an-
other. It is also known to every observer, that

heat causes water to ascend in steam, and pre-
vents the vapour from collecting into drops:
hence, in a dry season, though the weather may
be very hot, and consequently the evaporation

from the land and water be very copious, and
the temperature of the atmosphere may be so
low as .to form the vapour into clouds, yet if the
heat in the region ofthe clouds is so considerable
as to prevent the aqueous partjcles from uniting
no rain will fiill. In dry summers, though very
hot, there is seldom much thunder, owing to the

absence of electricity in the atmosphere, which
is perhaps also the principal cause of a drought.

In regard to showers frequently passing over
the earth in the same direction, during a summer
sea.son, it may be remarked that as mouiitains

attract the clouds, the showers in New England
would naturally pass round to the north, where
the mountains are most numerous and lofty ; but
this is not always the case, and showers would
pass round to the south oftener than they do, ifas

many showers happened in our clitrmte, when
the wind was northerly, as when it was southerly.

The first shower in a season may pass over in a
certain direction, as it were acciileiTtally, by the

clouds being driven by the wind, but whatever
the cause may be which directs the first shower,
succeeding showers will naturally follow the

.same course, according to the law of chemical
attraction until some change in the atmosphere
should give them a new direction, which would
happen sooner or later, according to local circum-
stances or causes, such as the nature of the soil,

situation of places, exposure to winds, proximity

to seas and lakes, distance from the equator, &c.
After one extreme in the weather, its .opposite

may be expected with as nmch cerUiinty, as that

day will succeed night; the reason is as obvious

as is that why a pendulum vibrates to the right,

presently after it has vibrated to the left.

History and chronology inform us that dm-ing
17.56 years from the creation of the world, it

prolmbly never rained in Asia in the manner that

it commonly does, as no rainbow appeared be-
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lore the flood, " but tliere went up a mist iiom
the eaitli aud watered the whole face of the

ground."—Gen. ii, 6. The opjiosite extreme was,

it rained forty days and forty nights, and there

was a flood which continued 377 days. It ap-

pears that a drought continues longer than ex-

treme wet weather, and in regard to moisture in

the atmosphere of the earth, observation seems
to favor the opinion tliattlie exliaustion is greater
than tlie accnnjulation, or that, all the world over,

the supply of rain is not quite equal to the de-
mand ; lor which reason we may generally ex-

pect two or more dry seasons to succeed one ex-

traordinary wet one, as did the dry summers of

1840 and 1841, that of the uncommonly wet one
of 1839. The summers of 1805, 1840, and 1841,

are among the driest ever experienced in New
England. The summer of 1805, was thought by

soiiie to be drier than any ever before known.
Near the central part of the State ofNew Hamp-
shire, there was scarcely any rain from about the

first of June till the 8th of July. From that time
to about the middle of August, so little rain (ell

that if eVer "the heavens were of brass, and the

rain powder and dust," they were literally so then.

On the 1st, 2d, and 3d days of August, the weath-
er was cloudy, and there was every appearaiice

of rain, but the prospect ended in a (few scat-

tering drops, to the great discouragement of the
industrious farmer. In the months of July and
August, 1841, the drought in many places was
more severe than that of 1805, or 1840.—There is

one way, at least, of improving a dry season to

gocd account, which I observe many of our agri-

cultural friends have wisely availed themselves
of, and that is the collecting of swamp manure.
which is both plenty and profitable.

DUDLEY LEAVITT.

For the Farmer's Monthly V^isitor.

Rearing Sheep and Growing Wool.
Hon. Isaac Hili.—Sir:— 1 am desirous of

saying a few words to my brother farmers through
the medium of your valuable paper upon the sub-
ject of wool growing. Though I am a novice in

newspaper scribbling, and do not feel competent
to instruct those who have been much longer in

the business of rearing sheep and growing wool,
yet 1 feel a deep solicitude tor the success aud
prosperity of this important part of our hus-
bandry.

It is not uncommon of late that I hear tt assert-

ed by those who have been long in the business,

and who have been much bene(ited in former
years by the annual clippings of their flocks ; that

they will abandon the business, that it is not

worth their attention, that they cannot grow wool
at the present low prices and will slaughter their

sheep (or swiue (feed, &c. &c.
Now I think these gentlemen take rather a su-

perficial view of the matter, and look at the pic-

ture only on one side. It is true that this article

for the last few years has not made very anjple

returns, especially for the present year. The
last winter was uncommonly long and severe

:

the drought in the sununer was equally so; both

of which has tended to reduce our flocks in num-
bers and condition. But these are causes the ef-

fects of which no human sagacity can foresee or

control : and their operation has been equally se-

vere upon the other branches of our industry.

But let us go back a few years and see how the

account stands. I have purchased (or the last

eight years from fifty to one hundred thousand
pounds of wool Bach year for some of the wool-
en mills in Worcester county at the current pri-

ces ; and I find by referring to the copy of my in-

voices, that in 1834, the first year I commenced
purchasing, the average price paid per pound
was 45 cents, and would have been much higher
but (or the contraction of that institution from
wliich President Jackson thought pro|)er to with-
draw the public deposites. The succeeding year,

1835, the average was 58 cents per pound ; in

1836, 60 cents; in 1837, (memorable for the gen-
eral ex|)losion of Banks, "grea/reg'u/a<or"andall)

40 cents per pound; in 1838, 48 cents; in 1839,
52 cents. In October of this year the " balance

wheeV stopped first, and put all the Bank machi-
nery again afloat south and west of New York,
which has ever since operated to depress the
price of this article. In 1840, the average was
42 cents, and in the beginning of the present
ye«r it rose to a feir price in anticipation of a re-

sumption of specie payments by the suspended
Banks : but nineteen days of specie paying
drained the vaults of the iiistitution left so "pros-
permis and happy" a (few months previous by that

honest and " able financier," N. Biddle. This, as
was to be expected, again depressed prices so that

in the purchase of 70,000 pounds thus far this

season the average is again down to 40 cents.

These prices may be considered comparatively
high, as wool sold these years in many sections
of the country. But it must be remembered
this is a section of fine wool ; there are but few
better within the United States. The quality of
this article here ranges from three-fourths Meri-
no to high graded Saxony, and is generally
cleansed in the best miinner.

I find the average price paid for these eight
years to be 48 J cents per pound ; the average
weight of fleeces is 3 pounds, giving 1,44§ c. per
head (or the fleeces. In addition to this every
flock of the ordinary proportion of ewes well pro-
vided (or,' will produce annual!; one-third as ma-
ny lambs as there are sheep in the flock. In

many flocks tlie increase is much greater : but
taking this as the average, and allowing the mod-
erate price of one dollar per head (or the lambs
(which is below the average value for a succes-
sion of years) it increases the income per head
within a fiaction o( $1,78. The cost of winter-
ing a sheep is allowed to be 75 cents by our best
(armers, and 35 cents for summering, to which
must be added 10 cents (or washing, shearing and
furnishing with salt, and 9 cents i)er head (or the
mterest of capital invested in this stock, and for

losses by escapes from pasture and the severity

of winters 16 cents per head more. Thus we
get the whole annual expense, viz : $1,45 per
head ; which leaves a net yearly income of 33
dollars on every hundred sheep (or the last eight
years, a period fraught with almost every descrip-
tion of embarrassments, a reducing tariff, Bank
suspensions, a vast foreign competition, evasion
of duties, and a total derangement of the cur-
rency.

Now I would ask my brother farmers what
have they, or wi:at coidd they have done with
their lands to have obtained a better return ? Has
the fattening of pork, the dairy, or even the mo-
rns multicaulus been more successful? From
our sheep we get our return* semi-annually ; our
fleeces are in the market early in the summer,
and nothing will command ready cash quicker.

In the autumn the drovers are at our doors soli-

citing us for our lat lambs and wethers, and we
have not the expense and trouble of going a hun-
dred miles to seek a market, nor the perplexity
of finding a purchaser. And who of any expe-
rience does not know that a home market is al-

ways the best ?

How the business may prove wlien the adva-
lorem duty of 20 per cent, on foreign wools
takes elTecl, time will soon determine. A reduc-
tion of the specific duty of 4 cents per pound,
and about 15 per cent, advalorem which njust
take effect on the 1st of next July, unless some
act of the next session of Congress should inter-

pose, will undoubtedly bear hard upon the do-
mestic wools. I am no great stickler for a strict

adherence to the compromise act, regardless of
consequences. I believe there is yet wisdom and
foresight enough in our national legislature, if ex-
ercised with prudence and discretion, to e(fect

something to save this great staple of the North
from annihilation. But " the chivalrous South"
are not all like the late knight of Roanoke who
" would go twenty rods out of his way to kick a
sheep." We do not ask for a retin-n of the tariff'

of 1828, that pernicious " American system," nor
for any partial oi- extravagant protection. All we
desire is, that when the foreign capitalist enters

our market with the raw material or the wrought
fabiic, that he shall be subjected to the payment
of a tax that will prevent his underselling our
own commodities at a price that will give us a

(air return for oiu- investments and our labor.

With this we will be satisfied. And slionld the

compromise act in its operation prove inadequate
for this purpose,! believe there will be such a re-

vision as will give us this reasonable protection.

I see no just cause why we should hastily

abandon the business of growing wool. My
flock of sheep now numbers (bur hundred. I

shall increase rather than diminish it, and trust to

events for the result. Wool and woolens are so

essential to human comfort, they never can for

any length of time be kept down below the aver,
age of the other jjroductions of our farms.

At some future time I may give my views as to
the best breed of sheep for our noithern region,
or name the kind with which I have been the
most successful. For the present I have said
enough, perhaps too much, and- do not ask you,
Mr. Editor, to insert this to the exclusion of oth-
er and more useful matter. It may need many
corrections. I am sensible of my deficiencv in
all that constitutes a writer for the press, and" re-
gret that others, far better qualified, have not
treated more upon this subject in the columns of
the Visitor.

J. W. COLBURN.
Morris Flats, Springjield, Vt. Oct. 16, 1841.

For the Monthly Visitor.

Slabbers in Horses.
What is the cause of slabbers, or drooling in

horses? Some years you will see almost ev-ery
horse (rom ten to twenty days in August drool-
ing. It has been said that " Canada thistles, or
lobelia causes it ; but this is certainly a mistake,
for these vegetables are up from May to Decem-
ber

; and I have known horses to make half their
living on Canada thistles without slabbering; and
as to lobelia they never eat it It has also been
supposed by some, that the spider's web, telae

aranete, causes the disease ; but I believe without
sufficient foundation. I know that some of our
physicians think it a medicine of much eflScacy

;

especially in nervous diseases. I have tried it

on myself, and others, and it had no effect what-
ever. Perhaps we had not faith enough.
Now I will state some facts, hoping that some

of your numerous readers will give us informa-
tion on this subject. The Messrs. Irelands of
this town had a horse which slabbered so bad,
you would scarcely have known him in two
days he had become so poor. He certainly drool-
ed much more than 1 ever saw one before. Some
said he was poisoned ; but by taking him from
the stable he was well in two days. When put
in the stable again, he began to slabber. Then
they began to mistrust it was caused by clover
hay, which proved to be the (act, by trying it on
two other horses, one x)f which ate not more
than a pound, and began to slabber in five min-
utes, and continued two hours. This hay was
cut when rather green, but was cured well, with-
out any rain on it ; yet it was very black, as all
green clover is when dried. It grew on a small
plat betbre the Messrs. Irelands' door. This plat
was sowed last year, and every weed was pulled
from it this year, so there could be no vegetable
but clover.

Now why should this hay cause the disease?
I believe for one, that what caused these horses
to slabber—causes the disease in all others. I

have for many years thought that this disease was
caused by a peculiar state of the atmosphere in
August or September. May it not be owing to
a blast on green clover at this time of the year?
And what is a blast ? Is it caused by animalculse ?
or what? We wish for information.

Yours with respect,

STODDARD.
Sept. 26, 1841.

Poni-TRr.—" When," says M. Bose, " it is wish-
ed to have eggs during the cold season, even in
the dead of winter, it is necessary to make the
fowls roost over an oven, in a stable, in a shed
where many cattle are kept, or to erect a stove
in the fowl house on purpose. By such meth-
ods, the farmers of Auge liave chickens fit for

the tal)le in the month of April, a period when
they are only beginning to be hatched in the ("arms

around Paris, although fin-ther to the soutii. It

would be desirable that stoves in (owl houses
were more commonly known near great towns,
where luxury grudges no expense for the con-
venience of having fresh eggs." It is worthy of
remark, that the Irish peasantry, whose poultry
occupy at night a corner of the cabin, along with
the cow, pig, and the family, (requently lay very
early, in conseqiJence of the warmth of their

night quarters ; and there can be no doubt that

this is the chief secret for having new laid eggs
in winter, paying at the same time due atteniion

to protect the hens from wet, and to have tliem

young, or at least eaily in moulting.

—

Dom the

Poxdiry Yard, by Peter 'RotwelU
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From tlie Vermont Chronicle.

A Vermont Oat Crop.

Mr. Tracv:— iMotioed ill yiMir paper an ac-

count of Gov. Hill's oat crop ibis season ;
and it

any man liad piuduced more, he was invited to

comuiuiiicate the luct.

1 will fjive you a brief stalcment of my oat

crop, on the sa'nie number of acres, (four.) As

he gave his manner of cultivation, I will give

mine, as they differ in some respects.

Our lands were under about equal state of cul-

livttion. to begin with. In the season of J8j39

my land was ploughed up in the sward. In the

month of May, 1840, it was ploughed and thor-

ouglily harrowed ; then twenty loads of good ma-

nure were spread l<> the acre, and all ploughed in

to the dejith of lour inches, and iK.riowed lii wii

smooth. Then the four acres were planted to po-

tatoes; and I harvested nine hundred and f^even-

ty-seven bushels from the lot. In the spring ot

1841 the land was ploughed once, and 1 sowed

sixteen bushels of oats upon the four acres. The

oats stood up remarkably well ; hut tew lodged :

and 1 think the cause was, that we had no ruin to

limber or burthen the stalk after the oats began

to till. The piece was reaped, and the oats Iioumci

in very large bundles—so large that it was ditfi-

cult in nianv instances to stook twelve bundles in

a stook. I had them stooked in that manner for

the purpose of counting correctly ; and the lesuli

was five hundred and eighly-eighl stooks, c,l

twelve bundles to the stook.* If New Hampshire

has beat Vermont on oats this y<-ar, let us know

it, and we will try them next season.

UKANCES JUNE.
Brandon, Vt., Od. 4, 1841.

•Gov. Hill's crop from four acres was 275 stooks, 1'2

bundles tn the stook—rather mure than ha\f as many as

Mr. June's. We should like to know the number ol

bushels in each.
'

EnrroR.

We acknowledge Mr. June's crop of oats i

i niucli larger than ours as the soil of Verii

which makes the Green Mountain boys the gn.-at-

est agricultural producers of the Union in pro-

port'on to population, is better than that soil dI

New Hampshire eastward of the Connecticut ri-

ver ridge.

We have threshed fourjioads of our oat crop

and we find the product ninety bushels, making

at the rale of not ipiite seventy bushels to tin

acre. Our crop miirht have been somewhat lar-

ger if double the quantity of seed had been (lui

lipon the ground, and the oats had stood up tiriu-

ly. Of this, although there was no severe rain tc

lay them, there would have been great doubt—lor

the rank stalks fell as it was where the pil

manure had rested the previous year. Besides,

we encountered here as we believe one of the

most severe droughts ever known ; and we have

reason to think tiie drought this }ear did little or

no injury to Mr. June's crop in Brandon.

The quantity of the Biaiidoji crop of oats

would seem to be incredible: if the bundles were

the size of ours and as full heads, the crop could

be hardly less than one hundred andfijty butheh to

the acre ! Practical fcrmer* will be able to judge

whether it be possible to obtain so much from an

acre. Mr. June sowed sixteen bushels of seed

-where we sowed only six bushels: there having

been no rain to limber or burden the stalk alte

the oats began to fill, it is possible the same
ground might have sustained more than double

the quantity of oats npon our ground— it would,

iiowever, be impossible, as we think, for any

ground to bear an equal burden in proportion to

the seed sowed.
The editor of the Visitor travelled in the month

of August up the Connecticut river valley and

through the county of Orange, into Washington

and back through Windsor county, Vermont,

when the drought in this part of the country was

most severe. Beyond the region of drought both

in the valley on the New Hampshire side and up-

on the fine green hills of Vermont to their very

top.^, we Saw and admired the then growing oat

fields. There wore many highly cultivated fields

about equal to our own—we saw no one field that

we thought better.

The permeability and great strength of the

Vermont soil on both sides of the moutitains.

makes it better for an oat or potatoe crop than

any land we have ever seen. Immense crops of

both have this year been raised in llie north lial;

of that rslate—^^enoiigh surplus to purchase all the

Genesee flour that the Vermonters may wish to

use. Winter wheat is little cultivated in that

Slate ; and the spring wheat is so liable to attack

from blight or the weavil, that the farmers do well

not to risque many acres of wheat where the oat
" potatoe crop is so certain. The soil of Ver-

mont, without manure, gives for several succes-

sive years fine crops of both oats and potatoes.

Peas also are easily raised, and are extensively

used for fattening pork. The Green IMouiiImIii

is in many places so fruitful in grass feed ili.it

cattle, horses and sheep are raised at about li:ilf

the labor and expense usually bestowed u|/on

them in the towns nearer to the seaboard in Mas-
sachusetts and New Hampshire.

If the Brandon crop of oats have mounted up
to 150 or even 130 bushels to the acre, it will be
such a crop as has been seldom witnessed in this

or any other country.

—

Ed. Visitor.

things is a full loss of 25 per cent, upon the iiirm-

or plantetr who is culpable enough to pay it.

Have you stabling and sliedsforall your stock?

If you have not, set to work and provide thein

fore winter sets in.

Dash ahead with your ploughing and get in

your small grain in good season.
If you have a field that is beset with St. Johns-

uori, wild Carrot, Oxeye, or any other pest,

pl(in<;li in the weeds, or mow them down, before

they have time to ripen their seed. By so doing
we will ensure yon two things—a richer soil and
cleaner field next year—neither of which are to

be lightly thought of

—

American Farmer.

Mr. Albe Morrill of Weare this year raised

a Squash which weighed one hundred and six

pounds, and which measured in circumference
six feet one and a half inches. Notice of a squash
weighing 130 pounds raised in Michigan is pub-
lished in the papers.

Having seen statements in the newspapers
relative to the weight of Sugar Beets rising

from 7 to 9 and 12 pounds, we are induced to

notice three Sugar Beets raised by the Rev. Mr.
Tenney of Concord, which together weighed Ibr-

ty pounds, and the largest ot which weighed sev-

enteen pounds.
Mr. Tenney's congregation is the West Parish,

which embraces the best farming portion of Con
cord : besides being an acceptable [ireacher, he
is decidedly one of the best liirmers of the to

lie has a mowing field on land which had been
regarded v\orlliless smoother and better than any
otiier field we have seen in the county. He has
only a few acres, but those acres are well cult

vated. The cow and pig which he keeps near
the ground of Ihe Agricultural Exhibition were
fully equal to the best that were exhibited for

premiums.
Mr. Tenney's neighbor, 5Ir, I.,evi Hutchins, who

has raised this year three hundred bushels of car-

rots on one fourth of an acre of land, exhibited
at the Merrimack County Fair, Beets of nearly
Ihe size of those just named—also bunches o"
Onions and other inamiiiolh vegetables. Hi

brought to our office two while Carrots which
had grown to the size of large lK>els. Mr. H. is

more than eighty years of age ; a soldier of the
revolution. From little more than an acre culti-

vated by his own band he galhers Hnnually prod-
uce eipial in value to all raised on some turms of
fifty acres.

Our obligations are due to Mrs. HcsE, wife of
James Hnse, Escj., and daughter of our veteran
friend Oliver \oyes, l<)r a fine sample of the
Sweet Water Grape : these grapes were produc-
ed this season on the high ground of Ilopkiiitoii.

The native grape is fiiund all over New Hamp-
shire—there are .several kinds of these of ecpially

fine flavor as the Isabella and other sidect kinds
cultivated with much care by artificial heat

;

these might be domesticated, and would annual-
ly yield abundance of the niost palatable fruit.

As an ornament for covering arbors and trellis

work the grape vine in itself is very beautitiil.

We thank our Hanover correspondent frir his

valuable essay on the cultivation of the grape in

this number of the Visitor; and we intend to

follow it up with other articles on the same sub-
ject. With little more than ordinary care and
labor, the tiirmers of the interior of New England
might add to their productions many kinds of in-

viting liuits with which to feast their own and
the appetites of their friends. A single peach or

plum tree, a solitary noble grape vine, is often an
oliject to attract the attention in the season of
bearing to a whole neighborhood.

The Melons this season in all the north parts

of New England have been very fine. For a
most magnificent watermelon, equal in size to

the best Philadelphia melons, we are indebted
to our friend Foster of the Canterbury Third
Family.

0;J*Are your wagons, carts, and implements
of husbandry of all sorts provided with suitable

places for protection ? If they are tiot, the;,

sliould be. Exposure to the weather of sucii

Value of Salt as a Manure.—In reference

to the communication of S. L. G. of Saco, we
have learned incidentally that the United Society

at Canterbury have this year increased their crop
of potatoes, as they believe, one half, by the use

of sixteen bushels of common salt to the acre:

the salt was thrown over the grass ground one
year ago last spring, and had a good effect in in-

creasing the hay crop of that year. There can-

not be a doubt that salt has a great effect in re-

taining moisture in a dry season.

THE MARKETS.
From the Boston Evening Journal, Oct. 27.

FLOUR.—There has heen a gnod demand throui;hout

the week, at n further slight improvement; the sales of
Genesee have been large at $6 3t a 6 37, and ^'fi 40 for

common brands, and Ji[6 -W- a 6 50 for fancy brands.

GR.\1N.—About 50,000 hushels of Corn liiive arrived

since Saturday, and at the close of our repirt nearly all

sold ; White, 69 a 70c ; Vellow, 71 a 73c j and Round, 74
a 75c, according to quality ; Eastern Oats, 51c ; Southern,
49 a 56c per bush.
HIDES.—Sale of 1000 Pernambuco, 12}c ; 3000 Porto

Cabello, I3ic per lb. 6 mos ; by auction, 3000 New South
Wales, green salted, 7Sc.
HOPS.—Some 400 bales have reached the inspection

office this week, and found re iily purchasers at 15 a 1.5j|c

per lb. cash, which is an advance.
MOLASSES.—The market is exceedingly dull, and

prices drooping. The private sales are light, and contined
to small parcels retailing descriptions. Haviuia. 21 a 22^0.
.50 hhds Cienftiegos Muscovado, 26c per gal. 6 mos.
OtL.—The market is less firm t'or Linseed. American

is sellinL' at 105 a 106c ; no foreign oow in first hands.
PROVISIONS.—The market is now supplied with new

Beef, and our quotations are fi.Yed tn conform to the sales
ot' new. Prices are lower than they have been for two
or three years, during which period a considerable loss
has been sustained e.ach year by packers. Pork is plenty
and dull. Public sale of 100 bills Western P. O I'nrk ;J6 ;

5U bbls chimes, »6 XI ; 18 t.bls clear, ordinary, «8 50 a
8 7,5 ; 40 do. Mess. g5 50 per bbl , I mos.
SUGAR.—Sales of about 800 boxes Havanna brown, 7

a 8n ; 306 do. White, 9 i 10c ; 100 hhds Porto Rico, 6i a
7c per lb. 6 mos.
TE \.—'The late accounts trom China have caused an

advance of from 2 a 4c per lb. Good Souchong is selling
at 45c ; other kinds 3 a 4c per. lb. above last week's

WOOL—There is a lull stock of Fleece
business, increxsing gradually as the seas^

The sales of Merino have ranged from 30c for (iilled tn
45c for 5ne full blooded fleece.

—

N. V. Jour, of Com. of
l\'ednesday.

PRICES OF FLOUR, 4.C.

At New York, on the 25lh, Flour is firm; Genesee
sells freely at g6, and a good many sales of common
brands have been made since morning at g6 06 ; 400 bhls
Michigan sold at ^5 94; Georgetown Fleur isKC12a
25. 3S0O bu Southern Wheat sold at 125c. Corn is

lower. Jersey, to arrive, is offered at 68c. A parcel of
Northern B irlev sold at 63c, and another parcel of 1000
bu at 66c, «'

steady

lite an advance.

BRIGHTON' M.VRKF.T.—Monday, Oct. 25,1841.
[Reported for the Diily Advertiser and Patriot.]

AtmarkctSiOO Beef Cattle, 1704 Stores, 6700 Sheep,
and 970 Swine.

PiiicES

—

Beef Cattle—A small advance was effected,
and we quote to correspond. First quality ,^5 25 a 5 75;
second quslity ,§4 25 a 5 00; third quality, JJS a 4.

Barrelling Ca((/f—Choice lots of Mess C'altle were
taken at g425. We quote Mess, 84 a 4 25;-No. 1, »3;
No. 2, g2 50. " '

Stores—Tvio year old g3 a 12 ; three year old, ,J13 a

Slteep—Dull, and prices low; we noticed sales at gl,
1 12, 1 25, 1 42. I 62. I 88, and §2 25.

Swine—Siles quick at a small advance. Lots to ped-
dle, at Sic for Sows and a4>c for Barrows. At retail 4 i

to Sic-
;

NEW YORK C.-VTTLE MARKET—Oct. 25, 1841.
At market, 1225 head of Beef Cattle, including 250 left '

over last week ; 400 of which were from the South, and
the balance from this State ; and 3000 Sheep and Lamba.
There was i slight improvement in the Beef market,

•iltheutjh the quality of a largo proportion was inferior.

S les were made of 1025 head at «4 60 a 6 75—averaging
S5 75 the inO lbs.

Sheep a:i.l I.-inibs were neirlv xU sold. S!ii.c,. atgl 25
to )i-i; Lambs i'l to gi 50 each.
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Carhouates of Lon &- Mangaueee, 5.54

100.00

or it contains 51.03 per cent, of lime.

Lime of Lisbo.v.

Limestone likewise abounds in tlie town of
Lisbon, near the S. VV. extremity of Mink ])Oud,

and is quarried and burnt for lime in several
places.

The principal quarries whicb are wrought be-
long to Messrs. Orren Bionson, Thomas" Priest,

David Priest, and Uriah Oakes. The limestone
is a cry.stalline or coarse granular variety, marked
with blue and grey stripes, indicating the orig-

inal lines of stratification. It is occasionally niix-

ed with particles of mica, and a little quaRz.
The bed as formerly described, is contained be-
tvveeti strata of mica slate, and pursues a N. E.
and S. W. direction with the line of strike ol

the strata.

Mr. Thomas Priest's quarry has been most ex-
tensively wrought, and the excavation measures
300 feet in lojigth. The breadth of the bed is

13 feet. Drainage is easily practicable to the
depth of more than 60 feet

Fair specimens of this limestone were taken
for chemical analysis, and its composition is as
follows:

100 grains of this stone analyzed in my labor-
atory by M. B. Williams yielded

Carbonate of lime, 90.8
Mica and quartz, 8.2
Carbonate of iron and manganese, 1.0

100.0
or it contains 51.11 per cent, of lime.
David Priest's quarry is situated 1 1-2 miles

northeastward from the one above mentioned.
A specimen of this rock analyzed in my labor-

atory by J. D. Whitney, Jr. yielded in 100 grs.
Carbonate of lime, 81.6
Mica and quartz, 15.6
Carbonate of iion and manganese, 2.8

100.0
It contains 45.56 per cent of lime.
The lime is in good repute and is employed to

some extent in the vicinity. Mr. Ward Priest
says he has used it very successfully in agricul-
ture as a top-dressing.

1 obtained at the kiln the following statistical

information fi-otii Mr. Priest.

He burns from four to six kilns of lime per
annum, when not engaged in bis larniing oper-
ations. The kiln holds about 35 tierces of lime.
Each tierce holds 6 bushels. One which I meas-
ured was 2 feet 4 inches high, ; 1 foot i) inches
head diameter; bilges to 1 foot 10 inches. Cost
the casks 42 cts. each.
The kiln is egg-shaped and measures 12 feet

3 inches in height, 4 feet diameler at the top, 6
feet 4 inches in diameter at the boshes (a little

below the centre.) Arch for fuel, 2 feet high.
The walls of the kiln are 2 feet thick, and are
made of mica slate lined with common bricks.
It costs $150.
He says that the comtnon bricks soon daze

over on the surface, and withstand the heat suf-
ficiently well. Four days and three nights are
required for burning a kiln of lime, and 10 cords
of wood are consumed in the operation. From
two to three men are employed. The cost of
of wood cut, split and delivered at the kiln is $1
per cord. Tlie lime sells for $2 per tierce at the
kiln.

Limestone near Fra.nconia.
Mr. Oakes' quarry is situated 2 miles west from

Franconia furnace, and is wrought to some ex-
tent for lime. This kiln is built like the one be-
fore described, but is of larger dimensions, con-
taining 100 tierces of lime. It is built of the
common rocks found in the vicinity, and is lined
with mica slate. The vvalls are from two to three
feet in thickness, and the lining is 1 foot thick,
llie cost of this kiln was $100.
He sells his lime for $1.50 per tierce, without

the cask, and for $2 when packed in casks.
Wood cut and delivered at the kiln costs $1

per cord. Fifteen cords of wood are required
to burn a kiln of lime. Burning requires four
days and three nights. Three men are employ-
ed m attendance on the kiln.

Estimate or cost and prokits on one kiln
OK LIME.

Cost of quarrying and hauling to

kiln, S4I
Breaking and filling in, 6
Filling out, 10
J 5 cords of wood, 15
Labor, 7
100 casks at 42 cts. 42
Interest and incidental expenses, say 5

Cost,

100 casks of ; ell for

S146
$200

Profit on one kiln of lime, fg54

By chemical analysis of a specimen of this

limestone, Mr. Williams obtained in 100 grains,

Carbonate of lime, 78
Silica and mica, 20
Carbonate of iron 2

100
Hence it contains 43.9 per cent, of lime.
This limestone is situated favorably for supply-

ing the Franconia furnace with a Hux to be used
in smelting their iron ores, and 1 belli ; thev ob-
tain it for that purpose

Mr. Oakes has employed bis lime successfully
in agriculture as a top-dressing in the [iroportion

of one tierce to the acre. This year he has mix-
ed it with compost manure and applied it to his

potatoe crop, which, he says, aj)pears unusually
flourishing.

Limestone of Lyme.
Chemical analysis of specimens of limestone

from the town of Lyme were also made by my
pupils during the winter, but we have not yet ob-
tained information respecting the quarries and
the manufacture of the lime. The localities will

be visited during the next season, and the defi-

cient information will be obtained. Meanwhile
we present the analyses.

The light colored crystalline limestone of Lyme
yielded in 100 grains,

Carbonate of lime, 71.70

Siliceous matter, 2,5.70

Carbonate of iron and manganese, 2.(10

Carbonate of magnesia u-aces,

100.00
It contains 40.35 per cent, of lime.
Analysis ofdark colored linie.sloiin from Lyme.

100 grains, yield,

Carbonate of lime, 83.6

Silica and mica, 15.0

Carbon, 0.2

Carbonate of iron, 1.2

100.0
It contains 47.04 per cent of lime.
A poorer variety of limestone occurs in Clare-

mont, but it is only useful for agricultural |)Ui-

poses, and must be burnt at a very carefully reg-

ulated red beat, otherwise it will form a slag.

Remarks on the burning or Lime.
From the statistical accounts which- I have

been able to collect respecting the burning of
lime, it will appear that large kilns are much
more profitable than small ones, since a smaller
amount of fuel is required, and there is less waste
of heat. The kilns which are used in Smithfield,

R. I., hold 500 casks of lime each, and they are
by far the best that I have seen in operation.
When the demand for lime will justify the at-

tempt, I should strenuously advise the liiiie burn-
er to construct bis kilns after that model, where-
by lime may be produced in large quantities and
at a less cost.

In my Report on the Geology and Agriculture
of Rhode Island, will be seen the statistics of the

business, and we have only to change a few items,

particularly that of the price of wood and of the

rock, and then the same statistics will apply to

tlie cost of making lime in New Hampshire.
The Haverhill lime quarry will doubtless require
a kiln of the largest class, for when the lime be-

comes known it will be sought for by people res-

ident in all the surrounding country where lime-
stones have not been found.

Since this Report went to press, I have been
informed by His Excellency Governor Page, that

Mr. Gannett has erected new kilns after the mod-
el which I described to him, but of smaller di-

mensions, and that he is now actively engaged in

burning lime, which meets with a ready market
and is in high repute. It is brought to wilhin 20
miles of Concord by teams.

I have also been informed that the depth of

the spring, where the limestone was first discov-
ered, was only three feet ; but the excavation ex-
tended horizontally to the distance meniioned in

another section of this Report.

Iron Ores.
Iron holds the first rank among the useful met-

als, and is essential to civilized man, for most of
the arts are dependant upon it for the suiiply of
instruments which are absolutely necessary for
their prosecution.

Civilized man alone makes use of iron, and to

that metal he in a great degree owes his superi-
ority over the savage. Science and skill in the
arts, and a fixed abode, are essential to its man-
ulacture, and theiefbre it never has been reduced
fiorn its ores by any but civilized people.

Its magnetic properties guided the skilful nav-
igator across the ocean, and enabled European
civilization to extend itself to this continent
Arms manufactured from it enabled the first set-

tlers to withstand the inroads of barbarians, while
the more peacel'ul implements, the axe and the

the plough, constructed also of this metal, en-

abled the colonists to subdue the forest and to

cultivate the soil.

Steel is but a modification of iron, prepared by
the introduction of a small proportion of carbon
of charcoal. Cast iron is a coarser combination
of iron with carbon, often accompanied also by
some impurities, such as the bases of sile.x, alu-

mina, and occasionally a little phosphorusor sul-

phur.

Wrought or bar iron is nearly free from these

impurities, and is in a great measure deprived of

its carbon by the processes of manufacture.
The ores of iron which can be profitably man-

ufactured are the oxides of the metal.

Those usually employed are the magnetic iron

ore, cr>nsisting of a combination of the prot-ox-

ide of iron with the pcr-oxide, in the propor-

tions of

Prot-oxide of iron, 31 ) contain. oxygen=28.2]5
I'er-oxide of iron, 69 ^ Iron 71.784

The ores of this class are black, give a black

powder when pulverized, which is strongly at-

tracted by the magnet
Its specific gravity varies from 4.74 to 5.09, ac-

cording to its purity and rompactneBB.
It occurs crystallized in the lorm of the pri-

mary octahedron, and in its secondary form the
rhombic dodecahedron : also in lamina;, and in

grains more or less rounded, and in compact mas-
ses.

The superficial portions of a vein of magnetic
iron ore always possess strong polarity, in direc-

tions coinciding with the magnetic meridian of
the place. This kind of iron is very abundant in

New Hampshire, and in many jilaces may be
economically wrought for iron.

The Franconia Works make use of the gran-
ular magnetic iron ore exclusively, and u very
tough and excellent iron is made from it.

The average product of cast iron is 60 per cent
on the ore smelted, but the pure ore contains 69.-

04 per cent of iron, as will be seen by the fol-

lowing analysis:

100 grains of the granular magnetic iron ore
of Lisbon iron mine contain

Prot and per-oxide of iron, 96.90

Silica, 2.30

Titanic acid, 1.50

100.00

96.20 per cent of the above oxides contain

69.04 per cent of metallic iron.

Capt. Putnam, the agent o{ the Franconia Iron
Works, kindly furnished me with all the statisti-

cal information which was desired.

The New Hampshire Iron Manufacturing Com-
pany was incorporated in June, 1805, when a
forge was erected and bar iron was made.

In 1811 a blast furnace was erected, which has
been kept in operation since that time, and pro-

duces from 250 to 500 tons of excellent cast iron

per annum. This is partly sold in the form of
castings; and a part is converted into bar iron in

the forges.

From 100 to 140 tons of bar iron are made per

annum.
The furnace is kept in blast from 16 to 26

weeks at a time.

The stack of the furnace was built of granite,

and it is lined with mica slate, which Is (bund in

the vicinity.
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The hearth-stones are made ofLandafF quartz

rork.

From two to three hundred thousand bushels

of cliarcoal are consumed per annum.
Hard-wood coal costs $4 00 per 100 bushels.

Spruce 2 50 " " "

Limestone used for flux costs $1 per ton.

The charge for the furnace, when in full blast,

consists of
15 bushels of charcoal,

5 boxes (56 lbs. each) iron ore.

1 box of limestone = 12 1-2 per cent.

Average product, 2 1-2 tons of pig iron and
castings ()er diem.
At the commencement of the blast 1 1-2 tons

only are produced.
The ore delivered at the works costs $6 per

ton, viz.

mining, $5 00 per toil.

Hauling to bank, 50 "

Breaking, 50 "

10 miners are employed at $15 per mouth by
the contractor.

Price of pig iron, 2 cts. per lb., castings, 5 cts.

per lb., bar iron, 5 1-2 cts. per lb.

The following statistical account of a blast was
handed to me by the agent

:

BLAST FURNACE, WINTER, SPRING, A.ND SUMMER
OF 1838.

July 1, 18.38. Dr.
To 109,709 Bushels Coal,
" 2l,940 added for wasted and dirt,

131,649 bushels Coal, at 4 l-2c 5924 20
" 690 - 17 - 1 - 21 lbs. Ore, at 6,50 4490 67
" 77 - 17 - - lbs. Limestone, at 1,25 97 31

8 Loads Clay, at 1,00 8 00
" Labor and Board of Hands, 2297 90
" Blacksmith's Bill, 85 48
" Moulding Sand for Blast, 40 00
" Use of Flasks and Patterns, 25 00
" Repairing Flasks and Patterns, 30 00
" Hearth Dravving and laying same, 100 00
" Agency and Clerks, 500 00
« 26-10-0-0 lbs. Shot Iron, at $20 530 00

Net, 7775 47

$21904 10
July 6, 1838. Cr.

By 729,749 lbs. Pig and Scrap, at 2c 14594 98
" 182,728 lbs. Castings, at 4c 7309 12

S21904 10

The ore yields 55.12 per cent, of iron.

About 160 bushels of coal are required to smelt

a ton of the ore.

The blast continued 24 weeks.

The per-oxide of iron presents itself in sever-

al forms, and abounds in New Hampshire. When
finely pulverized, this kind of ore gives a red

powder, like iron rust, but when crystallized it is

often resplendent like a polished metal ; hence
the name of a crystallized variety, specular iron

ore, comes from its mirror-like brilliancy. A-
niong the important localities of this kind of ore,

1 would mention that of Piermont, which has

been described in another part of the Report.

The ore is the micaceous specular oxide of

iron.

Specimens of this ore were analyzed in my la-

boratory, under my directions, and the following

results were obtained.

A specimen of the purest ore yielded in 100

grains,

Per oxide of iron, 93.5

Titanic acid, 3.8

Silica, 2.7

100.0

From which it will appear that the ore con-
tains 64.8 per cent, of pure metallic iron.

An average specimen of the ore yielded in

100 grains.

Peroxide of iron, 75.0

Titanic acid, 3.8

Silica (quartz) 18.2

100.0

It contains 54.07 per cent, of metallic iron.

It is evident fioin what has been heretofore sta-

ted as to the extent of the Piermont ore, and
from the above analysis, that profitable iron works
may be established at that place.

The iron ore of Barllrtl which occurs on Bald-

face mountain, near the line of Jackson, has been
described in a former section.

I shall here state its composition, and call

public attention to its value. The ore consists of

a mixture the per-oxide and the prot-oxide of

iron, the former largely predominating so as to

give to the pulverized ore a deep red color. It is

but slightly magnetic, owing to the larger propor-

tion of the per-oxide.

This ore is also mixed with a minute proportion

of oxide of manganese, which will have a favor-

able influence in the conversion of the iron in-

to steel, for the oxide of manganese, giving out

a portion ot its oxygeu, tends to reduce the pro-

portion of carbon which enters into the compo-
sition of cast iron, so as to bring the iron in-

to the condition of steel. The celebrated Swe-
dish chemist, Berzelins, is of opinion that man-
ganese e.xerts a very favorable influence in this

manner, and from dbservation, it is well known
that such is the result.

The Bartlett iron ore was analyzed by me four

years ago, and it was proposed then to erect a

blast furnace for the maniifuclure of iron, but

embarrassments in the commerce of the coun-

try prevented any investment of capital in the

business at that time. I would now again call

public attention to the immense veins of iron ore

which exist in that town, for 1 am satisfied that

few localities in New England can comjiete vpith

that locality in the abundance of the ore and
cheapness of fuel.

The ore contains from 48 to 50 per cent, of

pure iron, on the average, as ascertained by sev-

eral analyses, and from 1 to 5 per cent, of man-
ganese.

100 grains of the ore was analyzed in my la-

boratory, by Mr. Williams, who obtained,

Per oxide of iron, 69.4

Quartz and felspar, 25.2

Oxide of manganese, 2.7

69.4 of per oxide contains 48.117 per cent,

of metallic iron.

Another specimen yielded.

Felspar and quartz.

Alumina,
Manganese,
Per-oxide and prot-oxide of

iron by difference.

21.40
0.15

1.20

77.25

100.00

or 35 per cent, of metallic iron.

We may therefore calculate upon at least 48
per cent, of cast iron as the result of the smelting

operations of a blast furnace.

Copper Ores rank next to those of iron in

economical value, and it is very desirable to find

veins of sufficient magnitude to warrant the

erection of a copper furnace.

Thus far we have ascertained the existence of
a great number of small veins, and a few of con-
siderable magnitude.
The copper ores of New Hampshire, which

have been found are the sulphurets of copper and
iron, or copper pyrites.

In Franconia, several small veins of a rich ore
of this kind occur on the estate of Mr. Horace
Brooks, but they are not wide enough to warrant
the erection of works for their reduction.

A specimen of this ore, analyzed in my labor-

atory by M. B. Williams, yielded in 100 grains,

Deut-oxide ofCopper,= 35.8= Copper, 28.568
Peroxide of Iron, 46.0 Iron, 31.863

Silica, 2.0 2.000

Sulphur, 35.0 35.000

97.431

In the town of Unity, on the estate of Mr. J.

Neal, there is a vein of copper and iron pyrites

of considerable magnitude. This vein will be

found described in our North and South section-

al line.

The ore on analysis was found to yield,

Sulphur, 32.575

Copper, 6.345

Iron, 42.780

Titaniferous Iron, 18.300

100.000
Copper AND Zinc ores of Warren.

In the western part of the town of Warren, 1

examined the copper mines, on the Davis farm be-
longing to Major George Little of Litdeton.
The ore is a vein included in mica slate rocks,

and consists of crystallized tremolite, mixe<l wnth

small masses of copper pyrites, and occasionally
with blende.
The principal vein is at least 20 feet wide, but

only one wall of the vein is disclosed. Small
veins of clear copper pyrites also run along the
sides of the principal vein, between it and the
wall rock.

The tremolite is extremely fragile, and may be
easily separated from the ore by the stamping
mill "and washing table, sc that all the pure cop-
per ore may be obtained sejiarately.

The first specimens which were obtained yiel-

ded but 6 per cent, of copper in the mass, but on
working deeper into the vein, the ore became
richer and yields 12per cent, and by washing tlie

ore, we may obtain a pure copper pyrites which
yields 27 per cent, of copper.
An average specimen of the last ore which was

raised fi-om the mine yielded on analysis,

Tremolite, 55.30
Iron, 15.72

Copper, 11.97

Sulphur and loss, 17.01

100.00

The mine may be drained easily to the depth
of 114 feet without the aid of pumps, provided a
drain be cut for the distance of 342 puces down
the side of the hill to the brook.

This vein is worthy of a careful exploration

which will soon lie made by sinking a shaft into

it. On the opposite side of the road, near the

copper mine, occurs a large vein of black blende

or sulphuret of zinc associated with galena and
copper pyrites. This vein is irregular and va-

ries in width from one to five feet. It dips to the

N. E. at an angle of 34 deg. and runs N. W. and
S. E. The vein is included in mica slate, and
runs nearly in a line with the strata.

On chemical analysis, the dark color of the
zinc ore was found to be due to the presence of
oxide of iron. It is practicable to work this ore
for zinc, and it will yield by the process of distil-

lation, afler the English method, 30 per cent, of
zinc, which is about half the real amount which
it contains.

The lead ore was analyzed, and it was found to

contain a very minute proportion of silver, but
not sufficient to warrant the expense of extrac-
ting it in a large way. It contains 83.47 per cent,
of lead and 15 per cent, of sulphur.
One specimen yielded one thousandth part of

silver, but in others there was no trace of its pres-
ence, so that no estimate can be made of the sil-

ver contained in the mine, since its distribution is

irregular.

In working the zinc ore the non-volatile met-
als such as copper, lead and iron will remain be-
hind in the slag which may be subsequently sep-
arated if worth the expense.

Lead ore of Haverhill.
The lead ore of Haverhill found by Mr. Will-

mot was examined for silver, but on analysis of
200 grains of the ore, no trace of that metal was
discovered. The ore being a pure galena will
contain

Lead 85
Sulphur 15

100

Zinc and Lead ores of Eaton.
In the town of Eaton, near Snell's pond, oc-

curs an important vein of zinc and lead ores.

The dimensions of this vein, as before stated, are
sufficiently great to warrant mining operations,

since a vein 6 feet wide afibrds ample room for

the miners. Although an attempt was made
about twelve years since to work this mine for

lead, no attention was paid to the zinc ore which
is vastly more abundant and aftbrds a more rea-

sonable hope of reward. At that time no per-

son in this country knew how to manage the sul-

phuret of zinc, but now it can be done, and zinc

has come into such general demand as to war-
rant the belief that a valuable supply of that

metal will ere long be obtained from this mine.
Results of a chemical analysis of 100 grains of

the yellow brown blende or zinc ore of Eaton.

Sulphur, 33.22

Zinc, 63.62

Iron, 3.10

Cadmium and loss, 0.06

100.00
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The lead ore is but 8 inches uide, so fiii- as it

can lie seen, Imt tlie zinc ore is between 5 and
feet in the clear.

In workini; I'jis mine, the lead may lie thi-own

aside and can lit smelted when a sufficient sup-

ply is obtained. It will yield according to my
analysis, one |)ouiid of silver to one thousaiMl

pounds of the ore. If the lead is converted into

litliarge it may be subsequently reduced to me-
tallic lead in the furince. The ore contains 85
and yield 7'J per cent, of lead.

Tin or^ or Jackson.
On the estate of Mr. Enstman of Jackson, I

discovered ;i l.ir;.. ii ;iss of tin ore, which was
blasted (-III wliili I'liMiiiiiig specimens of the ar-

senical ]i\nirs Hliiili iMcursoii that estate.

The olf (cl^^i,-ts of the massive, crystallized

and granular oxide of tin, and is associated with

the arsenicid iron, but is not mixed with it. Hav-
ing reduced a lew of the crystals to metallic tin

while in the town of Jackson, I subsequently
made u minute chemical analysis, and several as-

says of the ore in mass, and obtained, after pulver-

izing and washing, from 30 to 50 per cent, of tin.

By assay in a brasqued crucible I obtained
from 57 grs. of the washed and roasted ore 22
grains of pure metallic tin, which would be equal
to 37 percent, of tin in the ore.

By washing the |)ulverized ore I found that on
an average, 53 per cent, remained, w hich was
composed of fragments and grains of oxide of
tin. The pure crystiilli7ed oxide of tin, act

ding to Beudant, consists of
Tin, 76.67

Oxygen, 21.33

100.00
betweenIn order to make a compav

crystals of oxide of tin from Jackson, and those
from other localities, I requested Mr. J. E. Tes-
chemacher, who was very familiar with all the

Cornish varieties, to take some of ours and to

measure them by the Reflecting Geometer. He
politely acceded to my wishes, and presents the
following observations.

Boston, Dec. 4, 1840.

Dear Sir:—Below you will find a drawing,
much eidarged, of the form of most of the crystals

in the specimens of tin ore discovered by you
in New Hampshire, which 1 have examined. The
planes are not sufficiently free from strite to jiermit

the use of the reflecting Goniometer in ascer-

taining the angles ; the measurements are there-

fore those of Phillips, of the accuracy of which
I entertain no doubt. The form is that of a ma-
de of the square prism, with a pyramidial sum-
mit, arising from modifications of an obtuse oc-

tahedron with a square base, the primary form
of tin oxide: P. and P. the only remains of this

primary. The figure represents a made of only

two crystals ; the originals are composed of sev-

eral united in the same way. This is, I believe,

the most conmion of the crystalline forms in the

tin deposits of other countries, and appears to me
a reason for supposing the deposit in New Hamp-
shire to be large, which L«hould have doubted
had the crystalline forms been those of rare oc-

cnrrence elsewhere. I return the best crystals I

could select from the specimens you were so kinc

aj to give me. Yours sincerely,

J. E. TESCHEMACHER.
Dr. C. T. Jackso.x, Boston.

that lias yet been (bund in which there was a no-
table jiroportion of tin.

This should stimulate to renewed search for

other veins of tliis valuable ore, which 1 doubt
not will be found in workable quantities in some
parts of the Slate when more eyes are made fa-

miliar with the appearance of an ore v\liich has
not llie least semblance to a metal, and hence has
probably been herelolore overlooked by those
conversant with minerals.

Thus far the small tin vein of Jackson mu.«I be
looked upon only as a valuable guide, lor it does,

not contain an adequate quantity ol' the ore for

supplying a furnace.

By exploring the arsenic veins more tin ore
may yet be found, and the arsenic ore will repay
the expense or labor of extracting it, since it

will sell for $40 per ton in chemical works \> here
it is used for the manufacture of arseniate of
potash.

The arsenic ore of Jackson is found on the es-

tate of Mr. Eastman, and is a vein varying from
1 to 8 inches in width, and is of unknown but
great length.

This ore, on chemical analysis, yields 60 Jier

cent of arsenic, 38 jier cent of" iron, and a small
proportion of sulphur.
On distillation, it gives up more than half its

arsenic, the remainder being combined with the

iron so as not to volatize. I obtained readily by
distilling the ore in an earthern retort, 35 per
cent of brilliant crystals of pure metallic arsenic,
and some octahedral crystals of sulphuret of ar-

senic in the states of orpiment and realgar, those
.sulphiirets crystalizing farther down the neck of
the retort, they being more volatile than metallic
arsenic.

The arsenic ore is very heavy, and occupies so
little bulk in proportion to its weight, that it may
be transported lo market at a sufficiently low-

rale.

It will prove valuable as an ore from which
pure metallic arsenic may be obtained for use in

the arts, especially in tlie manuliicture of shot,
arsenic being always mixed with the lead
make it granulate when poured through the
selves in the shot towers.

Granlxar Quartz.
This mineral aboun<ls in various parts of New

Hampshiie, and is at present wroueht only in
the town of Unity, by Daniel M'Clure. (S
page 6'Jof this Rejiort.) During the last year Mr.
M'Clure ground, bolted and sold 35 toiis of his
granular quartz to the sand-iiaper works of Rock
iiigham, Vl.

He prepares three sizes by means of a boltin-
machine, which sizes correspond to saiul papers
Nos. I, 2 and 3. Specimens of this mineral thus
prepared have been obtained for the State cab-

A fine polishing powder, equal lo emery for
all ordinary uses in polishing metals, &c., is also
put up in papers of one pound each, which pack-
ages sell for 12 cents.

The same kind of granular quartz which serves
for the manufaclnre of sand paper will also an-
swer for the manufacture of rifles for sharpen-
ing scythes. It is al.so a good substance for mix-
ing with paint in order to encrust the pillars of
public buildings so as to prevent injury lioni the
knives of idlers.

The finest powdered quartz has also been suc-
cessfully mixed with white lead in large quanti-
ties, and is said to answer the purpose better
than barytes.

I have used Mr. M'CIure's granular quartz for
mixing with fine clay in the manufacture of cru-
cibles and niuflle.s, which are employed in my
laboratory, and find it to be of excellent quality
for that purpose.

It may also be used by dentists who require an
addition of quartz for the formation of niiiieial

teeth from felspar. It will also make an excel-
lent body for fire brick when mixed with refrac-

ry clay. Where a perfectly white stucco or
plastering is wanted for ceiling it is an excellent
article for mixing with the lime in the place of
sand.

p.^„,„ ,,,„ r . It has a vei-y sharp grit, and is one of the bestFrom the foiegoing remarks it will appear that materials for sawing and grinding tnarble.

Zl r,TrJTl '^'^ ^'T'^
''''= «^i'''«"ce of an When fused with a large proportion of potash

ore of tn in New Hampshire, and I believe that, or soda, it forms a glass soluble in hot water,

tli'^",^,' f""^-^
'"'"^"',f5'«'"^ have been seen on which, ifspread upon wood, work will efiectuallv'the garnetrockofHaddatn, in Connecticut, that prevent its taking fire.

proper tin ore ' The refuse granular quartz is also used in ths

o/150d.«m. /on e ISSd. 32m. non • 135d. Plines
casually St] iated.

this may be considered the firs

manufacture of glaes. The locality mentioned
on (i/th page of this Report, is only 30 miles lioin

Keene glass works, and will doiditless be carried
there Uir the mamifarluie of glass, and the local-

ity \^ ill yield an exliauslihle su|ipl\. 1 have men-
tioned some of the various uses for w hich this

mineral may be employed. It is not improbable
there may be numerous other arts in which it

may be used advantageously. It must be remem-
bered that only a few years have passed since

granular (juartz was ranked among the useless

minerals, ai«l we may be led to a more full be-

lief in the principle that "nothing is made in vain."

although we may not at the moment discover

how they may be employed for the service of
inaiiUind.

Granular quartz quarried in masses is worth
on the spot $1 50 per ton. Ground and not bol-

ted, $5 per ton. Bolted, $20 per ton. It grinds

very easily in a common grist mill with granite

stones, but bojts slowly on account of its great

weight; hence the increased cost of the bol-

ted and assorted powders.
Mica.

Mica is obtained in large quantities in the

towns of Alstead and Grafton, where regular

quarries are wrought for the purpose of extrac-

ting it flom the coarse granite rocks.

'I'he Alstead quarry is owned by -ftlr. James
Bowers,of Ac worth, who pursues the business in

a in-ofitable manner, and sells from 800 to 1000

dollars worth per season, at the rate of from 2
to 3 dollars per lb. Ho supplies the Boston mar-

ket with a large quantity of this useful mineral.

The Grafton quarry is wrought by |iersons res-

ident in Boston, and their principal market is

New York. They quarry and sell about $1000
worth per annum, and obtain from 2 50 to 3 per

lb. for the trimmed plates stutable for use. The
rough irregidai plates are sold at prices vailing
from 1$ to 2$ per lb.

Formerly we depended upon the quarries of

Russia for this valuable ruincral, and it was
known in the market under the names of Musco-
vy talc, or isinglass. It is employed on board the

Russian ships of war in the place of glass, and
has the advantage of not being broken by the

concussion produced on filing catinon. In this

country we employ mica for the manufacture of
lanlhorns, and thotie of the Boston fire compa-
nies are generally made of New Hampshire mica.
It is used also lor stove windows, and frir the

manuliicture of caids, for the mariner's compass,
it having the property of never warping by iriois-

ture or dryness. The best compasses are made
of a single clear plate of mica, under which the

magnetic bar is secured, and on the upper side

the printed plate bearing the cardinal points, is

pasted. Mica has also been used to protect ships'

liottoms from worms, but to a very limited ex-
tent, copper being better liir that purpose.

Chlorophyllite—A new Mi.neral.
Chlorophyllite. 1 have given this name to

a new mineral found near J.Neal's mine in Unity.

The name is derived from the Greek words sig-

nifying gree7i folia, a name which is eminently
characteristic of the species.

It occurs in tabular, or short six sided prisms,
arranged in folia or in columnar masses, result-

ing from the openness of its natural joints.

The extremeties of the prisms or tables are of-

ten covered with thin layers of mica-, which cir-

cumstance has caused some mineralogists to mis-
take the true nature of the inineral.

It cleaves readily into regular six sided prisms,
with resplendent surfaces.

On trying its hardness it was found to yield to

the kiiitii readily, but it scratches glass, and is

harder than phosphate of lime.
Its powder is of a very pale greenish white.

Alone before the blow pipe it glazes slightly on
the surface, but does not fuse entirely.

It is fusible with carbonate of soda, with slow
efiervescence, and forms an opaque greenish

enamel, which becomes of a darker green in the

reducing flame.

Its specific gravity is 2.705.

Mr. J. D. Whitney analyzed a specimen of it

in my laboratory, and obtained the following re-

sults. One hundred grains of the mineral con-

sist of
Water, 3.000

Silica, 45.'J00

Phosphate of Alumina, 27.(i00

SlagMcsia, O.fiOO
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Piot-o.xitle of iron,
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By the action of alkaline matters, such as pot-

ash, soda, ammonia and lime, we may correct

this natural acidity, and at the same time convert

a larger proportion of the vegetable mould into a

soluble manure, capable of being taken up by the

rootlets of plants, and suitable for assimilation in

the vegetiiMe sap vessels.

Animal mattei-, containing a large proportion

of nitrogen, gives out a great quantity of ammo
nia when decomposed. Hence the well known
value of animal excrements as manures, even on
soils already charged with a sufficiency of veg-

etable matters.

Now we shall see that the influence of lime in

a compost heap, composed of vegetable and ani-

mal matters in a state of decay, is to eliminate

the ammonia from tlie putrid animal matters, so

as to cause it to act upon the vegetable substan-

ces, which are naturally acid, aud to render a

larger proportion of the organic matter solu-

ble in water.

The influence of lime is also exerted to neu-
tralize acids which in their free state, are nox-

ious ; such, for instance, as the sulphuric and
phosphoric acids, and their acid salts, and the

resulting combinations with lime are extremely
favorable to vegetation.

Gypsum, if mixed into a compost where car-

bonate of ammonia is eliminated, is jiartially de-

composed, and carbonate of lime and sulphate of

ammonia result, which the experiments of Mr.
Lecoq and others have proved to be valuable sa-

line manures. Carbonate of ampionia is also

well known to be a most powerful manure, but

we cannot afford to use in a large way so costly

a substance as the commercial article. We must,

therctbre, make it indirectly in our compost heaps,

as I have long since stateil in former Reports.

When we compost together through the win-
ter peat, swamp muck, rotten wood, or any veg-

etable matters, with barn-yard manure, and in

the spring season we mix into the heap, about
three weeks before we intend to use the compost,
some recently slacked lime, (or, if that is not to

be had, some unleached ashes or potash will an-

swer,) we generate, from the decomposition of

the animal matters, an enormous quantity of am-
monia, which will be absorbed by the vegetable

acids, and the manure will be powerfully aug-
meiited in strengh and value.

The proportions in which peat or swamp muck
and stable manure have been employed on a

large scale, successfully, are as ibllows

:

Three loads of swamj) muck or peat.

One load of stable or barn-yard oranyanimnl
manure.
These are made into a compost heap, and are

allowed to ferment over winter, or long enough

for decomposition to conunence.

In the spring season, one cask of recently slak-

ed lime is to be carefully mixed in while digging

over the heap. The lime e.xtricates the pungent,

gaseous alkali ammonia which penetrates every

part of the compost heap and neutralizes the or-

ganic acids, forming valuable soluble compounds.
Night soil and the urine of animals is also a

most useful addition lo a compost heap and will

produce more annnonia than any other animal

manures. Every fiu-mer shoidd provide some
means for saving the liquid manures which are

so frequently wasted, for if properly used, liquid

manures are of very great value.

If peat swamp muck or rotten wood can be

obtained, they may be made to absorb the liquids

by placing them under the stable, or a trench may
be cut from the staple and vault, and the liquid

manures may he conveyed thereby into the veg-

etable coin])ost which in such case may be pla-

ced at a distance from the dwelling house, at a

lower level.

Vegetable matters of the kind above stated,

should also be put into the hog-styes and the

hogs will soon convert it into a good compost.

Every hog, says the celebrated former Mr. Phin-

ney of Lexington, will make 10 loads of good
compost manure if you will aftbrd him the ma-
teiials. In the spring the compost is to be

thrown out from the styes, and then lime or ash-

es may be advantageously mixed with it, and it

will be ready for use in 10 days. Many intelligent

and enterprising farmers already practice some
of the rules here laid down, and it is desirable

tiiat all should know the theory of their opera-

tions.

In drawing this Annual Report to a close, I

would most respectfully invite the farmers ol

New Hampshire to keep records of their txpi

ence, and if they will communicate them to

before the 1st of January next, I shall be happy
to lay the results of their observations before tin

agricultural coiiinuuiily in my future reports ti

the Legislature, and 1 earnestly hope that whoev
er has discovered any thing which he deems use
ful ill the improvement of agriciiiture, « ill not
(ail to allow others the bcntliis wliii'ji m^iv result

therefrom. So far as I olifrivnl, a riic.?i liberal

spirit prevails among agriculiurisis, and i doubt
not that many useful suggestions will be com
nicated. Individual experience may often lead

into error, if not comjiared with the experience of
others, and it is an ancient and generally true

maxim, that " in a multitude of counsellors tli

is wisdom."
The foregoing Report is most respectfully sub-

mitted by your Excellency's obedient servant
CHARLES 1. JACKSON.

State Geologii
Boston, June Ut, 1841,

To His Excellency John Page,
Governor of "the State of New Hampshire.

Tahdar View of the Proximate Analysis of .Xtw
Hampshire Soils.

By J. D. Whitney and M. B.Williams.
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neat stock. A ton of hay, however, will not keep
five sheep— vvitli a Ranibonillet lack (hy which
nearly all the warte is prevented) it will lake a

ton of hay for four sheep and a lialtj giving thus

only six dollars and 43 cents per ton for the

Let us however take the hay at $6 per ton, and
see how much the Farmer will make by his shsep
business.

Hay for winter keep, at 44 sheep to the

ton, at $6 per ten,

Sunnner pasturage.

Washing, shearing, and finnishing with
salt.

Interest of capital invested in stock,

Losses by escapes IVoni pasture and se-

verity of winteis,

$1 33J
35

36

S2 OSk
Deduct income fleece, $1 44|, lamb, 33i 1 78

Loss by keeping sheep, wool at 48 J cents
per lb., 25J cents on each sheep, 25^
Or we will take it another way.

Income fleece, .$1 44i, lamb 33i 1 78
Deduct sumnjer iiastiirage, 35 cts.

Washing, shearing, salt," 10
Interest of capital invested in stock, 09
Losses by escapes from pasture,&c. 16
Hay for winter keep, at 4i sheep

to the ton, at gi 61, 1 08 1 78
Is the price put on the hay, six dollars a ton,

too high ? Let us try it with" a cow. It is allow-
ed, I believe, by all fanners, that seven sheep will

eat as much as a cow.
Dr. Sununer keep of sheep, 35 cents,

seven times for cow.-, $2 45
Winter keep of a sheep at $6 per

ton, 1 33J seven times for cows, 9 33J
Interest of capital iivested in stock,9 cts. 63
Losses, &c. for sheep, 16 cents, seven

times as much for cows, 1 12
Salt, 20

$13 73J
Cr. Four-fifths of a calf, $3 73i

100 lbs. butter, at 10 cts. 10 00 13 73J
1 take one hmidred lbs. of butter, that being the

quantity given for the hire of a cow the season.

I cannot, like Mr. Colburn, claim to leel a deep
solicitude in the wool-growing business, nor do I

wish for protection to that or any other branch of
husbandry. The " laisser faire" doctrine is, I be-

lieve, the only true one : that pursuit or employ-
ment will be followed, and that investment made,
that will be the most productive. We can tell

better for oiuselves what is for our interest, than

any govciinncnt can tell for us, I fomiil the price

of wool too low lo yield me a fair return. I sold

and killed my sheep. Should the price rise and
afford a profit, I can and shall soon increase my
stock—at present prices, cows for a dairy and the

raising of stock are more productive.

In one of your numbers for 1839, I recollect

yon made some observations on the fertility of

the subsoil brought down by a slide of the White
RIountains ; and as I have now tny pen in hand
I am induced to give you an experiment 1 made
in 1838, which was attended with the happiest

eftects. During the haying season of 1838, in the

rainy days that occurred, I dug a cellar under
one of my buildings occupied by a tenant. The
house stood in a very good mowing field, which
had been in grass for twenty-one years without

having been disturbed by the plough. The .soil

is a clayey loam of about a foot in depth. The
subsoil was a tenacious clay, such as is consider-

ed good for brick. The ipiantity of hay cut per
acre in 1838, by estimation, was one to one and
three-fourths tons. On a part of this field, se-

lecting that which had given the lightest burthen
of hay, I spread the clay taken from the befoie

mentioned cellar, contrary to the advice of many
of my neighbors, who assured me I should ruin

njy field. "The consequence was, as I expected,
exactly the reverse. My crop was more than
doubled. As a part was clayed and part not, we
had a fair opportunity of seeing the advantage
produced—itwas fully equal to that on an adjoin-

ing piece which had received a heavy top-dress-

ing of rockweed. •

At different times I have made use of a varie-

ty of top-dressings on old grass grounds, and
have been able to perceive but very little differ-

ence in the results, provided the dressing was

liberal in quantity so as slightly to cover the

ground. Tlie reason for this 1 tlnuk may lie that

the gieat eneujy to oui- cultivaied grasses is a lit-

tle green moss, which by being covered is killed,

and instead ol dianing away nourishment Ironi

the grasses, or strangling them in its embraces, is

converted into a powerful manure.
Your obedient servant,

EDWARD S. JARVIS.
Hon. Isaac Hill.
Remarks.—We very much regret that Col.

Jarvis should find occasion for the opinion that

tiie keeping of sheep, at the present and late pri-

ces of wool, camiot be profitable. From the

large number of sheej) on their way in droves to

the seaboard from the interior this fall, we pre-

sume that the greater number of farmers have

arrived at his conclusion. As every kind of pro-

duce must ultimately be brought to be valued by

its cost, so we incline to the opinion that there

will not soon be an end to the production of

sheep and wool in this country. The friends of

a "protecting tariff" have done but poor justice

10 tlie f;u-mers in virtually taking off the whole
duty on foreign wool, while woolen 'cloths have

been highly taxed. There has been by public

men generally much less sympathy for farmers

than for aiiy other class of people. The protec-

tion given to the fiumer's wool is a little worse

than the adoption of the free trade principle ; for

while a duty protects the manufacturer, it ena-

bles him to drive domestic wool out of the mar-
ket by tempting the introduction of foreign wool
fiee of duty.

It is believed there is no State of the Union
which produces suflicient wool for its own con-

sumption. The protection of the several tariffs,

without an adequate advance even of the large

manufacturing establishments, has operated as

death to the manutiictures of families. Thirty,

forty and fifty 3 oars ago, nearly every fiimily

manufiictured under its own roof all its woolen

and worsted clothing: and t'cNialcs, instead of the

frail cottons and silks wlii.-|] they imw wear, were
then clothed in good subslanlial dressed wool-

ens, which were carded, spun and wove at home.
The every day, not less than llie Sunday and
holiday wear of the males, all came liom the

wool grown upon their ovvn farms. How have

the times changed ! There is scarcely one spin-

ning wheel now where there was a hundred
then.

If our farmers consumed the wool in their own
households, there would be no need of a calcu-

lation of cost and profits on the price of wool.

Whether it was worth twenty-five cents or fifty

cents a pound would make no difference in the

substantial, healthy covering it woidd supply to

the husband, wife and children. Farmers using

their wool at home need never beg the manufac-

turers to take it at any piice less than the cost of

raising it. The truth is, that the man at the great

fitctory yonder, is as much a foreigner to the far-

mer as the manufacturer in a foreign land ; and

he may just as well buy and sell to the one as to

the other. Returning to the carding, spimiing

and consmiq]tion of oin- own wool at our home.s,

we may continue to raise sheep at as much |)ro-

fit as ever. If luuler that state of things the

price of wool becomes depressed, so will the price

of every thing else that is plentifully produced be

depressed.
We are glad to receive from a source so intel-

ligent as that of Col. Jarvis the facts he commu-
nicates iu relation t» the value of subsoil, con-

forming to the view we had taken of it. Our
first attention was drawn to this matter when on

a visit to the new State of Michigan three years

ago. In estimating the value of that fertile pen-

insula, it was mentioned that the under ground

was quite as good as the upper ground ; and

proof was adduced in the fact stated, that in dig-

gtuff a well some twenty-five feet deep, the ground

Thrown around the top" of this well from the deep

bottom produced the same mammoth vegetables

as the upper surface. The value of this whole

under soil of Michigan was supposed to originate

in the debris from limestone rock of which the

soil is there every where composed, constituting

the whole of a similar quality to the marl re-

gions so extensively found along the Atlantic

aboard.

It afterwards occurred to us that our own
cky and almost impervious subsoil, intersper-

sed with gravel and' sometimes 'with clay and

sand, might also be valuable if it did not possess
all the fijrtilizing qualities of a limestone soil.

We recollected the digging of a cellar at Ash-
bnrnham, Ms. some forty years ago in a pan near-
ly as hard as rock: the house was erected on a
ridge surrounding it of this hard material. In
the course of two or three years where vegeta-
tion had an opportunity to spring upon this ridge,
composed, as we supposed, of barren material,
rank grass and other vegetation sprung up, and
the surface of the ground turned to a black mould.
In subsequent years we saw some of the hardest
fields out of which rocks suflicient had been ta-

ken to wall the whole into fonrih-acre lots, grow
more and more fertile in proportion as the culti-

vator from year to year was able to drill with the
bar or the sharp point of the plough deeper into
the ground. These recollections and observa-
tions convinced us that the subsoil of some of the
hardest lands in New England might be as valu-

able as the subsoil of Michigan.
But when we came to visit the region of the

avalanches in our own rocky hard "mountains,
and see the materials from the decomposing
rocks taken from their very bosom which had co-

vered acres at the bottom, utterly changing their

color and aspect aftei- being exposed a few years
upon the surface, we began to entertain the opin-
ion that there is great virtue in the whole subsoil

of our country ; and that for some purposes on
some kinds of land, the most open and porous
sand and gravel inay be made to act its part iii

soils of an opposite character scarcely less salu-

tary than the most fructifi-ing vegetable material

on other kinds of soil.

The reason, in our belief, that the n:iked gra-

vel, sand or clay of which nearly the whole un-
derlaying ground is composed, is esteemed to be
worthless, is, .that Ou its first exposure to the at-

mosphere it is almost entirely inert, or perhaps
may have even an injurious effect upon tlie vege-

table mould with which it is mixed until the at-

mospheric action shall adapt it to the vegetable

uses for which Providence has designed the whole
upper surface of the world in the economy of
nature. In the origin of things the material of
both the upper and the under soil must have
been the same. The revolutions of fire and wa-
ter in the great la[)se of time have placed the

earth's material in different positions—they have
acted chemically upon this material, making
rocks preponderate in one position, gravel in an-
other, sand in another, clay in another, and vari-

ous- admixtures of earth in all. At the com-
ineucemeut of things, when the waters were
assuaged, or the fires were put out, or the cli-

mate became so changed from that law of the

Divine Hand v/hich placed this earth in that pe-
culiar position in relation to the sun that man and
other animals might exist, and woods and vege-
tation necessary lor their shelter and subsistence

might grow— the surface and the interior of the

earth were undoubte<lly alike. By a law of na-

turej exposure to the atmospheie caused the

earth's, fertility ; and as the material of which the

immediate surface was made was more or less

tenacious or friable, atid was so jilaced as neither

to retain too much or too little of moisture, so

vegetables and trees upon the ground were pro-

duced in greater or less abundance.
Such being the constitution and formation of

the earth, man must be truly a superficial being

to suppose that the land, in relation to produc-
tion, may be worn out. It is true, that if he shall

in a succession of years continue to plough into

the ground from four to six inches, and either

carry on vegetable and other manures just sufli-

cient to be felt in the crop of the present year,

or put nothing into the ground, he tnay expect

his land will become worthless and what is gen- .

eially termed worn out. But such worn out land,

even in its worst condition, is not valueless. The
virgin fertility is gone, but the land need not be

abandoned. Even if it shall be deserted, that

Great Being who made all and overrules all, will

restore it to its original condition : the fields that

are abandoned will in due time of themselves lay

their own foundation for the growing forest ; and
there are hundreds if not thousands of acres of

such land that have almost insensibly become to

their present owners in the course of twenty-five

or fifty years in some positions of more value

than the best cleared farms. As towns and vil-

lages have grown up and facilities of inter-com-

municiitjon have been multiplied, these lands, a.
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few yeiiis since deemed to be of no value, are fit

again for the woodiiuin's nxe—tl.ey even already
begin to turn out valnal)Ie timber ; and the second
clearing generally discovers the soil of almost
equal fertility witii the lirst clearing. Blessed be
the Hand that ci. altd all, as «ell the material

world as men nnd animals, that there is a conser-
vative jiriii(i|ilu iu the constitution of material
tilings thai will forever secure the earth's annual
produdions!
But there is much for man, the great organ of

intelligence placed by God upon the earth " to

till and to dress it," to look after und to do. La-
bor and care are those blessings Ijere which alone
can make life tolerable : if man cannot be train-

ed for a taste to these, he is but a poor machine
either for his own happiness or tlie comfort of
others.

The occupation and cidtivation of the earth is

that calling more important to man than all oth-

ers. In this cininlry this calling has been greut-

Jy mal-tn:.tL(l : and for the sin of this mal-treat-
nient il:e iiaiion at the present time suffers. The
non-productive classes are here, as they have
been almost every where, the prevailing fashion-
able classes—they seem to be the fortunate clas-

ses ; while their good tbnnne is the misfortune of
the mass of the community. Let not the cultiva-
tor of the soil longer njistake his true interest

—

let him not harbor the thought that the earth is

about to become so worthless as to be abandoned.
The earth every where, by diving deep into it,

may be made to produce more and more ; and it

may be made to yield a greater profit on the ren-
ovating process than on the wearing out pro-

It becomes every farmer, by his own practice

—

not by reading simply the succcssfid experiments
of others, but by trying to do it himself—to prove
that labor may be more profitably expended by
that good cnllivalion which shall continually im-
prove a small liact than by the same labor ex-
hausting' lonsi.mtly a large tract; and that it is

mill.' \> i-i to ci.iulile the cost laid out on land
poorly iiihiiaii.il, than to add another acre to
that « bich now scarcely pays in its product the
expense usually bestovved upon it.

—

Editor Vis-
itor.

Farming on the ICennebeck.
A paragraph in a Maine paper, which has slip-

ped througli our lingers since receiving it, men-
tions that there >vere received at llallowcll, in

one week in October, twenty thousand bushels of
potatoes for shipping, and that the price of these
in cash was two shillings the bushel. Ilallowell
lies between Gardiner, nearer, and Augusta, far-

ther Irom the sea, on the river Kennebeck : the
coimtiy which would carry their potatoes to the
middle port would not probably embrace more
than two or three townships. "Here is the sum
of more tban six thousand dollars received by
some twenty to ti^irty tiuniers for the surplus po-
tatoes dug liom Ihi'ir fields in a single week.

In sight of Ilallowell in the rear, and overlook-
ing the town of Augusta wrth its granite capitol
on the west side, and the splendid buildings at-
tached to the U. S. Arsenal and the State Asylum
for the insane, likewise constructed ofgranite, on
the east side of Kennebeck river—overlooking
also the compact village of Hallowell to the south,
and still further iji the distance the village of
Gardiner, eacli with their steam saw nulls throw-
ing constantly into the air columns of smoke and
vapor;—overlooking these villages which appear
almost as n coulinued city—is the Davis farm,
consisting of about five hundred acres of land.

—

When this farm was in its best condition, it was
one of the nioSt beautiful as it always has been
one of the most productive in that fertile region.
John Davi.s, Esq. who officiated many years

since as Clerk of the Courts of the county of
Kennebeck, and who was placed in the Second
Comptroller's Ofiice at Washington, while the
editor of the Visitor was at the head of that De-
partment in 1829, and has since remained iu that
place—a man of no ordinary address and talent
—was the projector and first improver of this fine
Augusta farm. The expense which he laid out
on the buddings and grounds about it must have
been very great. The house which he erected
was a palace—the walks and trees about it were
all on a grand scale

; but neither this palace, nor
the walks, nor the shruJjbery, enter into the esti-

mate of the present value or income of the farm.

The ample barns are indeed used lor the tenii)0-

rary deposiie of the crop of iiay ; but only a small,

and that the inlerior part of the house, is occu)jied

tiy the overseer of the farm.

The Rev. Mr. Dkew, to whose liospitality and
kindness the editor was much indebted during
the time spent in Augusta, among other points to

which he introduced us during a raw cold day,
took ns to this farm. He informed us that it had
been purchased up in speculating times, after it

had passed into various other liands since it was
left bv Mr. Davis, by a conipaiiv of teiilhmen at

tlie price of 6-25,000. Unlike oihur Va.^wxu land

purchases, this has proved to lie at ili;ii jirice a

profitable investment. The superinli-inlc nl olthe
liirm informed ns that lie had paid over to the

owners as net profits from this land for one year,

$3000, and that he hud saved from the profits

his personal coirqiensation besides, about $1000
in the same time. His ordinary crop of potatoes

was 3000 bushels ; and for these he had often ob-

tained forty cents the bushel. The farm yielded

annually fioin 120 to 200 tons of English hay,

worth from ten to fifteen dollars the ton. I'here

was a large apple orchard upon the liirm, fiom
which a profit was generally derived. The occu-
pant showed us some large corn, which had been
raised the last season at the rate of sixty bushels

to the acre.

This fiirm of late years has been cultivated al-

most exclusively with a view to present income,

and without so much regard to futiu'e permanent
profit. It might he made far more product'

than it now is. It is too large for a profitable

New England farm, cultivated under the eye oi

a single occupant iu the most advantageous man-
ner. It Would make four or five good fiunis, and
its produce might be made to reach four or five

times the present amount. Its location is so near

the beautifiil village of Augusta, the capital of the

State of Maine, that a portion ofthe original firm
has been converted into house lots set oft' on va-

rious streets, on which have lieeu erected sev( lal

houses with their appendant buildings. Among
these is the coftage bouse of Mr. Dreu , late edi-

tor of the Ilallowell Cultivator, and likewise edi-

tor of the Gospel Banner. Besiiles furnishing

the matter for these two papers, Mr. Drew sup-
plies the desk of the Universalist Church in his

immediate neighborhood. His house lot embra-
ces nearly an acre; and from this and another
lot, making about one and a halfacre in the whole,
principally from the labor of his own hands, he
raises supplies of vegetables for bis own lamily

use and (or sale : on about one-third of an acre

his annual ).roduce is equal to thirty bushels of
corn—in another small spot he rai.ses from fifty

to seventy-five bushels of onions—as many more
each of beets liiid carrots, and almost every kind
of garden vegetables produced in New England.
His fruit trees iu the same garden, especially ap-

ples and pears, are very fine—his grapes the pres-

ent year were delicious. Mr. Drew has not only-

taste for agriculture and horticulture, but he has

a tact for the business which gives him great suc-

cess. If the entire Davis farm conld be turned

into cultivation equal to the acre he occupies, it

might be made to aflord sustenance for double
the number of men that it contains acres, and lijr

at least a thousand of the cattle and sheep kind.

Mr. Drew is liimself an example of what indus-

try applied to judicious labor may accomplish.

—

In the profits derived from tlu; religious and agri-

cultural newspapers which he has conducted, in

the small stipend he has received tiom the desk
which he has supplied, ami in the fbrtimate man-
agement, principally with iiis own hainls, of the

garden about his domicil, which is, in th'e season

of vegetation, almost as pleasant to the eye as

Cusliing's paradise of exotic and native shrubbe-

ry, flowers, fruits and parterres at Watertown,
and a profit instead of great expense to its own-
er, this unassuming and amiabfe man has contri-

ved, not.only to bring up and educate a fine fam-

ily of sons and daughters, but has gained enough
of this world's goods to assure him and his (iirai-

ly a tolerable competency lor llie remainder of
liis life. He has, in short, possessed himself of

the means of independence in the acquisition of

a few thousand dollars, which will give him a liv-

ing quite as sure as some of the men of the cities

who have piled up their hundreds of thousands

and millions.

For the Farmci's Monthly Visitor.

The Climate of New England.
It is well known tluit the south of Euioije, in

the same latitude with New England, abounds in
the grape, fig, oiange, and other tiuits, which
cannot be made to flourish on our own soil with-
out the greatest attention. Our climate is subject
to greater extremes and more rapid vicissitudes,
and to such a degree that we are obliged to go
six or eight degrees farther south to find the pro-
ducts of Fiance or Italy in perttclion. The
causps of this difference have been an interesting
subject of speculation and of ohscrvalion, and
different theories have been originated. The
opinions that have most generally obtained are,
that the vast extent of land stretching to the
north and west, has ati effect to accumulate great
quantities of snow and ice in the polar regions,
which lowers the temperature of our northerly
winds, and the wild and uncultivated state of a
large part of our territory, is thought to !;ive an
asperity to our climate which has been w'orn oflf

in Europe by the increase of population and
more extensive cultivation of the soil. The first
of these rea.sons is entirely unsatisfactory, be-
cause no wind comes to us from any region with-
in the arctic circle for a sufficient part of the
year to have much effect in the climate. The
latter has long been credited with great confi-
dence, even by philosophers, but a more careful
investigation of the causes that effect tempera-
ture, and the actual result of observation, prove
the truth to be just the reverse. So far as level-
ing the forests and smoothing the roughness of
the earth's surface, do affect the climate, they
have been found, to make it cohh r. 'I'he most
satisfactory explanation of tlie piculiaiitiesof our
climate has been given in a very philosophical ar-

ticle on the "Natural History "of the VVeather,"
published in the American Almanack for 1831
and 2. It is concisely as follows

:

The teniperalnri- of liii' land is more variable
than that of til.- ur-caii. 'n,,. sun or frost peno-
tralcs only a lliin layr ,,| mmI, while at sea a con-
siderable ikplh (if \\al( r is «aiuird or cooled in
a mass. Il<!nce the ocean, at a little distance from
the shore, rarely varies more than 30 deg. while
on land the difference is often more than 100 de-
grees. In the temperate zones the prevalent
winds are westerly, as the eipiatorial trade winds
and the comparative velocity of daily revolution
at diiT'erent laliliidcs, indicate they should be.
The fact has been shown by observation on the
length of passage of the Now York and Liver-
pool packets. The average time was found for
six years, from England to the United States, 40
days, and fnnii the United Stat<'S to England, 23
days, showing a ureat predominance of westerly
winds. This being the case, it would he expect-
ed that countries on the east of the continents,
where they are swe|)t by winds coming from a
large extent of land, as China and the United
States, would be subject to great diversity sind
intensity of both heat and cold, and, on the "other
hand, those upon the western shore, as Europe
and the Oregon Territory, would he preserved
from both extremes by the more equable temper-
ature of the air coming from the surface of the
water. Such is really the fact. At the same lat-

itude on the opposite side of the Atlantic, and
also on our western coast, the heat of summer is

never so great by 8 deg. or 10 deg. of Fahrenheit,
and the cold of winter is not so intense by Dear-
ly 30 degrees.

It is a common remark that our winters seem
to have been gradually becoming less cold, and
our summers less hot. This is doubtless correct,
but not to so great an extent within the memory
of our own ancestors as many suppose. In the
.south of Europe, since the earliest observations
of the Romans on Agriculture, the weather, &c.,
the effect has been remarkalile. Directions then
given to the liushandman are found not to an-
swer at all at the- present day, but show that the
winter must have been much calder and so se-

vere as to require much care on the jiart of the
herdsman (ijr the security and support of his

slock, where now almost none is necessary.

—

This fact has doubtless given rise to the opinion
that an increase of population and the cultivation

of the soil ameliorate the climate.

iiice this has been aseert.fmed to be incorrect,

another and a more ]irnhahle reason has been as-

gned. The inclination of the ecliptic, which
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regulates the seasons, has been slightly derreas-
ing for the last 2000 years, and Las now reached
its maxinuitn variation, which amounts to about
1-80 o(" the whole. This has an effect to turn
our zone nearer the sun in winter, and iarther

away in .summer. Again, the sun is about 1-30

nearer the earth in one part of its orbit than at

the opposite point. The time of year when this

occurs lias been for the last 2000 years moving
from summer to winter and is now in mid win-
ter. Both these circumstances operate together
to diminish the heat of summer and the cold of
winter, and are suificient perhaps to account for

all the variation which has been noticed. As
they continue to move on in their periodic revo-

lution, the extremes of heat and cold will be in-

creasing for a long series of years. These cau-
ses will thus continue to produce periodical

changes in the climate of the temperate zones,
recurring at very long intervals, and then amount-
ing to only a very slight difference. The main
features of our climate musl,continue permanent-
ly the same.
Although the situation of our coimtry imperi-

ously denies its cultivators the salubrity and
abundance conmion to the same latitude in more
favored geographical locations, it yet fiu'nishes

what is more desirable, and what they cannot al-

ways boast, a sound and healthful body, a vigor-
ous mind, and a large share of substantial happi-
ness. T. T.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Summer Fallows.
It has been the practice formerly, and it con-

tinues to be so now by most of the farmers, to

plough up grass ground in May or June, and then
harrow and cross-plough in August, for a crop of
rye. But it has been proved by good farmers
that once ploughing of grass ground in August
is as good for a crop of lye, and far better for-lhe

land, than to plough twice or three times. When
grass land is turned up in May, we lose the pas-
ture for two months, which is no small item
with the farmer of lt)w acres, and the green crop
which is turned under in May, first be<;ins to rot

when you cross-plough ali<l "turn tliu cloil.s up to

the surface ; and thus the object of iinpnu jjig the

soil is lost. The object of ploughing i.< to turn

every thing under, tiiere to be left to decompose
and produce food for plants; and this can be
done with a good plough when once ploughing is

practiseil by our farmers. I know that it is

thought necessary by some of the farmers of the

interior and western New York, that for a crop of
wheat it requires a thorough summer fidlow to

clean the laud from weeds. But for our farmers

of New E[igland, who cultivate mostly the rye

crop, once ploughing is better, as it saves half of

the labor, and is in all respects better. I will

now give an extract from Judge Buel ; and I

want no better author. lie says—'-There is no
agricultural writer of note, and very few good
farmers, who now advocate summer fallows ex-

cept on stiff" clays or wet grounds wliicli cannot
be readily worked in spring or fall, and this prin-

cipally for the purpose of cleaning them iiom
perennial weeds." In another place he says— '• If

the principles we have assumed are correct, and
the practice we recommend in conformity with
the sound jirinciples of natural philosophy, then
the old tashioned farmer is admonished thereby

to change his course of practice, if he would
prosper in his business—to study, to practice, and
to adopt the new system of husbandry, so far as

his soil and circuraslances will permit—to drain
bis wet lands, economise his manures, and to ap-
ply them before they are half wasted—to till

well what he does till, to alternate his crops, to

extend liis root and clover culture, to increase his

stock as the products of his farm will permit,
and to substitute fallow crojis for naked fallows.

And the settler on new lands is admonished to

adopt a like course if he would preserve the fer-

tility of his .soil, and render his lands pwmanent-
ly productive."

—

BuePs Farmers' Companion.
And now, before I close, permit me to offer a

few words in regaifl to your valuable paper. I

liave received six numbers of your Visitor, and I

can say of a truth, that it really is what it claims
to be, a wolcojne Visitor to the Farmer every
month, and worth double t|ie price it costs. For
instance, there was an article in the June number
on grafting, which I consider is worth more to

me tlian a whole year's subscription. And al-

though I have the Albany Cultivator, yet 1 find 1

can read both with advaiitage.

There is one thing which I think your paper
excels in, that is, in the well written editorial re-

marks on the different articles which are written
ibr your paper. I wish you or some of your cor-
respondents would give us an article on Summer
Fallows.

The crops of hay, and oats, and we think of
potatoes, will he rather short in this vicinity, ow-
ing to the extreme dryness of the season. We
have, however, to-day, a regular easterly storm
set in, which promises us a good soaking, and
which we have not had before in two moutlis.

Yours with respect,

LEVI DURAND.
Derby, Conn., My 31, 1841.

FromHhe Maine Farmer.

Old Things.

Mr. Editor :—Perhaps the following remarks
may be like an old almanac, entirely out of sea-
son, but if any one can profit by a perusal of
them, 1 shall be satisfied.

Theoretical persons are apt to condemn the
conduct of their father in the management of
their farms. Although much may Justly be con-
dennied, yet I am fully persuaded that very much
Oiay be learned. These remarks have been eli-

cited by recollections of some of my father's no-
tions on farming. Although destitute of scienti-

fic attainments, he possessed a shrewdness of
character and a close power of observation that
enabled him to carry on bis farm in such a way
as to add several hundred dollars to bis real es-
tate 1 ally. Jut what I wish to pre-

sent, is, his method of replenishing his barn yard
with materials for manure. Soon after haying,
when a neighboring swamp which he called his

gold mine became sufficiently dry for digging,
he would take us boys with a hired man to a
spot a few yards from the bank, and commence
digging a trench iiaiallel to the said bank, and
throwing the nuick in a ridf;e towaids it. By this

process the muck was drained and ilried.

Now it is well known tliat muck contains car-
bonic acid in too great abundance for immediate
apjilication to the soil ; but by this process, much
of it escapes in .hying. From 50 to 100 loads
were thrown up at a trifling expense in a single
day. As soon as the ground became frozen lie

would set us at work hauling it into the barn
yard where was a reservoir sufficient to hold 300
loads, where it laid until the next year, till it be-

came saturated with the salt from the neighbor-
ing manure heaps. Now by these steps, lime
was hardly necessary to neutralize the acid, for

by the time it was ready to be applied as manure,
it was entirely free from it. Another advantage
arose from the division of the labor. For while

draining the ditch, we were kept shovelling with-

out the intermission of setting carts, besides

when ready to haul in the fall, it was so light that

a cart could soon be filled, and what without
diaining would have required two yoke, would
now be easily accomplished with one. .

1 have another recollection in regard to the ap-
plication of muck directly from the swamp.
There was in the neighborhood of this swamp a

barren sand hill which would not produce any
thing but sheep sorrel. A quantity of muck at

the rate, as near as 1 can recollect, of 60 or 70
loads to the acre, was hauled on this hill in the

month of August and siiread so that it became
dry enough to burn, and as soon as the rain came
it slacked. It was then ploughed in, and planted

early the next spring with potatoes, and such po-

tatoes to cook you never saw, their only fault

was, they were too mealy to hold together when
boiling.

A quantity of muck was likewise hauled on a

piece of .sandy mowing land soon after haying,

and spread. There was a decided improvement
in the crop the next year. The herdsgrass grew
remarkably stout, but not so thick at the bot-

tom.
It was in this way that my father from a poor

young man, rendered himself an independent
farmer. This muck heap was with him the reg-

ulator of the market, for if hay brought a good
price he could sell it without seriously impairing
the fertility of his farm, and if .stock was the

most profitabJe to sell, he always had some on
hand for the market. I am aware that " Old

Things" may not be so welcome to the readers of
this go-ahead generation as something '• New ;"

but 1 am quite sure that if we would combine
the new with the old, much greater progress
would he made in agriculture. The? more I ex-
aniine farming as a science, the more I am con-
vinced that scientific farming consiats in the ap-
plication of very simple principles within the
reach of every individual.

AGRICOLA.

Bapid Increase of Production.

The extent of the agricultural production of
this country is almost boundless. Such is the
condition of the old world, especially of those
European countries nearest to us, whose inhabi-
tants, bearing the name of Christian, are most
likened to our population—who are ground down
by the most oppressive burdens, and who in the
midst of all the means of living are deprived of
their benefits by the grasping avarice and owner-
ship of the non-producers—that emigration to
this country must come greatly in aid of the
natural increase to fill up the vast expanse of
territory that remains to be taken up at the Wegt.

Since our own memory the noble state of Ohio
was a wilderness: in the census of 1840 its hu-
man population was 1,600,000—more than half of
the whole number of the thirteen united colonies
which afterwards composed the original United
States at the time of the war of the Revolution.
The produce of Ohio, the surplus produce which
she now turns out, is almost equal to that which
supports her present ))opulation. At the close
of the late war with England tlie whole extent
of country bordering on the lakes above Ontario,
was comparatively a wilderness. Ohio, Michi-
gan, Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin presented
at that time but a few feeble settlements: indeed
that part of the old slates of New York and
Pennsylvania bordering the two lower lakes was
but a new country with few improvements. Buf-
falo, that now bright city of western New York,
it will be remembered, was burnt down entirely,
and with the settlements at Black Rock and
along the American side of the Niagara, has en-
tirely grow-.i up since the year 1816; and since
the year 1800, New York west of the German
Flats, and a few sparse settlements upon the
Mohawk, in the present county of Oneida, was
almost an entire wilderness.
Within the last ten years the settlements at

the West have been more rapid than thev ever
had been before. We have a railroad reaching
nearly all the way from Boston to Buffalo, so
that the extreme points at the distance of from
four to five hundred miles will he reached in one
year from this time in less than twenty-four
hours. The ficilities of communication, the ra-
pidity of heavy transport both summer and win-
ter, will give to the productions of the New Eng-
land States all the additional value that can be
desired : the increase of the supply both from
the soil and the workshop will but increase the
demand. Every thing wilt be rapidly carried, as
by the law of gravitation, to that point where it

is most wanted, the point of greatest production.
If articles are cheapened where they are produc-
ed, other articles wanted at the same points will
be cheapened to bring all to a level.

The increased production of wheat in that
great world at the West within the last four years
is truly wonderful. Five years ago bread stuflTs

were carried west from the lake shores of Ohio
to sustain the emigrating population of Michigan,
Indiana and Illinois : three years ago Ohio was
drained of flour and pork to feed the new settlers
bordering on lake Erie and lake Michigan.
Michigan city is at that point of Indiana which

runs down to lake Michigan .at the west of the
peninsula : it is the port of outlet for Ihe State of
Indiana through the northern lake and canal
navigation. Laporte, a new county, north of
Tippecanoe, is the county which supplies Mich-
igan city with its principal trade and business.
The Gazette, a newspaper printed at that place,
of November 3d, says up to that time, since the
harvest of the present year, ther§ had been ship-
ped from that port 110,000 bushels of wheat and
1.500 barrels of flour ; and that 45,000 bushels
more of wheat were in waiting for vessels to

transport it to the east : and not one half of the
surplus of Laporte, and but a small portion of
the wheat from the adjoining counties, was yet
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ill. The same paper says there are large quanti-

ties of wheat and corn, and an immense number
of hogs yet to be slaughtered and brought

market; "our only cry (continues the Gazette)

is, give us a' harbor, and we will astonish

East with thi& immense amount of produce ship-

ped from Michigan city."

So great are the facilities of communication
that the whole price of transporting a barrel of

flour from Chicago or Michigan city to Boston
will not much exceed, in the time of open lake

navigation, a dollar and a half—a price less than

the expense of the same bulk and weight twenty-

five years ago from any part of Vermont to

Boston.

Cutting Fodder.

Fodder is scarce and high in many part

the country. This should lead to every

means of saving it. One great means of econo-

my is the cutting of fodder. By cutting straw,

butt stalks, and other kinds of coarse fodder,

which is frequently v/asted, and mixing them
with good hay, or roots, or with small quantitys

of meal, bran, or oats, these coarse articles will

be eaten up clean, and they contain a good shaa-i

of nurrinient, irnil make a great saving of fodder

Nutricious fodder is often rejected by animala

an account of its harilness or coarseness, when
with little time in the preparation, it might be

made acceptable, and prove a valuable food : many
kinds of coarse fodder woidd be readily eaten by

stock, if it was merely cut fine and sprinkled

with salt water.

We have seen accounts of cattle being kept in

fine condition on coarse cheap fodder, cut and

mixed with bran, shorts, meal or roots, and the

expense of keeping has been but little more than

half as much as keeping on fine hay, while the

condition of the animals was equally as good.

We have had statements of this kind from re-

spectable men, who have made the experiments.

So important are the advantages of cutting

fodder that every person who keeps animals

should have a machine for this purpose. They
may be had at various prices—from five or six

poliars to twenty or thirty, according to the

Bmount of fodder to be cut, and a person's ability

to pay. Machines may be had for eight or ten

dollars that will answer a good purpose for cut-

tin" fodder for ai large stock.

—

Cole's Farmers

Journal.

Joseph Robinson, Esq. of Concord kept a pair

of horses, working them nearly every day, in

better condition through the last winter th^ii

many horses that did much less work which

were fed -with hay and grain, by feeding them

entirely on oat straw, giving both horses a peck

of meal ground from the uushelled ears of corn,

embracing both kernel and cob. The amount of

corn equalled little more than two quarts a day

each. If the value of the straw had been equal

to half the same weight of hay, the keeping of

these horses must have cost much less than if

kept in the common way.

Much depends, in the successful keeping of

cattle, horses, sheep and swine, on the manner
of feeding. Regularity of feeding—at precise

hours of the day and the same number of times

regularity of water, salting, tying up and let-

ting out, will contribute essentially to the health

anil growth of all domestic animals, as well

beasts as fowls.

Cultivation of Forest Lands.

East Hartfoud, Oct. 8th, 18-11.

Mr. Charles ./J. Goodrich, President of the Hartford

County Agricultural Society.

Dear Sir—Agi-eeable to your request, I now
give a statement of my experiment in planting

Walnuts or Hickory Nuts and Chesnuts.

About the middle of April 1839, my brother sent

me a half a peck of Chesnuts which had been

kept through the winter by being placed in a

sand bill, when in a green state mixed up with

sand. The nuts had begun to sprout when they

were sent to ine. 1 planted them in a row in my
field, near the fence, in the same manner I would

a row of peas, about the same depth, placing a

little mellow manure in the bottom of the drills

which was covered with earth before the nuts

were sown. In a few weeks they came up well,

as well asand to appearance every nut came , ,^ . . ^ , . . , ,

so many kernels of good seed corn. I harrowed ' veyed to Quincy by one ol his nwghhors, who

the row with a lioise liarrow, and hoed them as I

would a row of peas, two or three times. Their
cultivation since the first year, has been neglected.

The young trees have grown well notwithstand-

ing the neglect in their cultivation. I think, how-
ever, that they should have been ploughed with

a horse plough or cultivator, and they would have
grown enough faster to have paid for the labor.

I think the ground should be ploughed about the

middle of April, oral the season for sowing oats

and peas, and if tlie land is poor, I would place

mellow iriaiiure, swamp muck, or pond mud, in

the bottom of the row.
The rows for planting the nuts should be placed

about 6 feet apart, which would admit a row of
beans or potatoes between them, and the distance

in the rows I would have from 'i to 3 feet. The
nuts or acorns should be placed in earth in the

tall of the year, when in a green state, as drying

kills their vitality, as it does the seed of the stone
fruit such as peaches, plums, &c.
When the ground is prepared for the young

forest, the nuts or acorns should he taken from
their place of deposit, and sown immediately,
when the young trees are up 2 or 3 inches they

should be harrowed and hoed, and then harrow-
ed and hoed 2 or 3 times in the course of the

first season ; in subsequent years the horse plough
or cultivator should be used between the rows.
I think they should be cultivated 4 or 5 years, and*
then cut down, which would cause tlie young
roots, to throw up an additional number of

sprouts which would grow straight, as chesnuts

trees grow crooked when they first come from
the seed. 1 do not know at what time the balls

from pine trees should be gsilhered for planting,

but presume the fiill is the riglit time ; a few ex-

periments will tell. The seeds of white ash, ma-'

pie, elm, &c. should be gathered and sown at the

time when they fall from the trees in the summer
season. Nuts or acorns may be sown in the fall,

but a large part of them will be destroyed by
squirrels and other vermin before they come up.

The ground also becomes hard and full of weeds,
which is a serious objection to planting in the

fall,

The seeds of forest trees may be sown broad

cast, but the young forest would be much retard

ed in its growtli for want of cultivation.

After being cultivated 4 or 5 years, it would
require no other care except excluding cattle for

a tow of the first years after the chesnut trees are

cut down. The want of wood and timber, espc

ciallv chesnut timber, is seriously felt in many of

oiN- tciwiis. How 'many who have more Ian"

tliaii they can cultivate well, woidd do well to put

|)art of their farms into young forests. One y
ago, I gave my little boy (i years old, 10 green
siiag-bark walnuts, directing hiin to plant them
in a corner of the garden, and for safety against

accidents, to place a flat stone over them during
the winter and remove it in the spring. The ten

nuts all came up well, and are now growing on a

spot of ground the size of a man's hand.

I would ask if one has friends, or owns land in

one of the Western States, where timber is

scarce, would he not do well to forward a barrel

or box of walnuts, chesnuts, butternuts, beach-

nuts, pine balls and acorns, together with the

best peach, pluin, and apricot stones, packed in

dirt, before the close of inland navigation this fall,

that not only the seeds of our best forest and
garden trees, but even the soil of New England
may be mingled with the extensive Prairies of
the West.

Had American's noble adopted son, the immor-
tal Lafayette, been aware of these facts, would he

not have caused the seeds of our forests to have

mingled with the hogshead of earth he carried

borne from America, to form a bed for his last

resiing place, that while his bones were reposing

in the soil of his adopted country, they might

have been shaded by the trees of her stately

fbi-ests, emblematical of the greenness of grati-

tude which the American people will ever cher-

ish towards the memory of their illustrious friend

and eminent benefactor?

I am informed that a gentleman residing in

Quincy, Illinois, has been at great expense to in-

troduce the most valuable kinds of fruit and for-

est trees into that section of country with good

success, and in doing so, had ordered a box of

, in the fall of the year, from a neigh-

boring State, packed in sand. The hox was con-

was very negligent of his charge, and placed the
box in his cellar, which remained there all win-
ter, and the first incident that reminded him of
his neglect was, that he noticed the box had burst
open by the sprouting of the nuts within, which
were more vigilant than their conductor. He
went immediately to the gentleman lor whom he
had brought them, and acquainted him with the
fact. The gentleman was pleased to learn that

his chesnuts had come, and were then in a fair

way to thrive. He then planted them without
delay in the margin of his garden, where my in-

formant saw them growing luxuriantly. If we
will follow the example of the gentleman of Illi-

nois, I have no doubt but that many valuable new
kinds of fruit and forest trees may be introduced
and thrive in our soil and climate. I would pro-
pose, sir, that liberal premiums be now offered

for the best acre, or fraction of an acre, of forest

trees of not one year's growth, raised from the

seed. I offer it now, sir, that the competitors
may provide themselves with seeds in season for

the next year's planting, and possibly our e.xam-

ple may be followed by other agricultural socie-

ties, which may be thepreliminary steps towards
furnishing our road sides with pleasant shades,

and clothing our barren hills and sand plaia.s

with young vigorous forests, which will banish all

apprehensions of a future want of wood and tim-

ber in many of our towns. In Prussia it is said

that the laws compel men to set out shade trees

by the road side. Can we not by offering premi-
ums, effect the same object in a less objectioim-

able way than asking for a law upon the subject.

I am told, that a Mr. Zephaniah Allen of East
Windsor, in this county, planted an acre of ches-

nuts, after he was forty years old, and that he cut

two good crops of wooii and timber from the

land during his life time. I am assured by a

neighbor of Mr. Allen, ((an old gentleman) that

Mr. A. cut forty two sticks of timber from the

land wJiich he "planted, of which he made shing-

les. It must be remarked, however, that the life

of Mr. A. was unusually protracted, as he lived

to be 85 years old. If we begin forests now, if

•we do not live to reap the harvest, the crop may
prove a rich inheritance to our posterity.

Respectfully yours,

George Olmstead.
Since the above was written. Col. E. W. Bull,

of Hartford, presented to the Hartford County Ag-
ricultural Society, chesnuts which he gathered
from a tree he raised from seed, planted by him-
self only nine years ago.

—

Courant.

Proposition for a National Board of Agricul-

^'est Tisbury, Ms., Oct. 31, 1841.

Governor Hill—Dear Sir:—I have long
thought, and many times have so expressed my-
self, that we shall never place our Agriculture in

the enviable position it occupies as a pursuit in

other countries, till we shall have established a
National Society, which, free to gather and dis-

pense eleemosynary endowments, shall form the

nucleus of such an institution as exists in most of
the European nations to aid and advance the
great primeval employment of man. Opposed
to profuse expenditure, whether in private life or
in public economy, I would nevertheless become
a second Peter le Hermit with scrip and sandal to

procure a grant from the National Treasm-y of
half a million for this purpose.

I would establish in the city of Washington a
National Board of Agriculture whereof the Pres-
ident of the United States, for the time being,

should be President. The Heads of Department,
Vice President of the United States, Speaker of
the House, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court,
and Governors of Slates, should be official mem-
bers. There should be presiding officers pro
tern, appointed, as it might be inconvenient for

the President to attend every meeting. The
British Board, and most of the continental bodies
answering thereto, meet every week : this is the

general meeting when members are balloted for:

the Committees also meet every week, but not
the same evening. My object in naming offi-

I members, is to procure, us it were, a stamp
of fashion on the institution—to break up that

most miserable, that most contemptible prejudice

which assigns priority of rank to trade, and con-
fers a patent of precedence upon the " liberal

professions"—to the white hand over the " huge
paw." I wish to see agriculture elevated—not in
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intrinsic dignity, for it liatli tliat now, but in tlie

estimation of those wliose opinion of any pur-

suit is based upon the degree of favor in which
they remark it to be iield by tlie exclusive class.

Now I wisfi to impress upon all your readers,

that the most aristocratic and exclusive employ-

ment under heaven is farming, first, because of

its being the most ancient; and secondly, as it

enables one to dispense with the solicitation, and,

by some esteemed, unmanly cringing which the

trader is compelled to use to sell his goods, to

say nothing of the prevarication and artifice

which are very generally resorted to for the same
purpose. I wish to institute no invidious com-
jjarisons, to draw no anti-republican lines of cir-

cuinvallation around any class, profession or call-

ing ; but I wish to persuade the agriculturist to

put away his self-abasement, and if to take pre-

cedence be the game, to step forward to claim it

as boldly as if he were a count of Montgomerie
passing to the audience chamber of Louis Phil-

lippe.

I say then, sir, that I would establish a Nation-
al Board of Agriculture, the members of which
should be gathered from every State of the Un-
ion—the oflicers combining inlelligeuce, personal
character, patriotism, and above all zeal for the
advancement of the specific object. It should be
impressed upon the public mind that to be an
officer of such an institution woidd in any part of
Europe become an object sought after with the
greatest anxiety.

In London on the evenings of every Tuesday,
you may see those two great dignitaries of the
Church, the Archbishops of Canterbury and
York, the Lord Chancellor, the Lord President of
the Council, the Lord Privy Seal, the Prime Min-
ister, the first Lord of the Admiralty, the Bishops
of London and Durham, the Secretaries of State
for the Foreign and Home Department, the Mas-
ter General of the Ordnance, the Speaker of the
House of Commons, the President of the Royal
Society, the Surveyor General of Woods and
Forests and the Surveyor General of Crown
Lands, on their way to the rooms of the Society
in Saekville street, Piccadilly. All the above
named are the official members of the Board.
To these will probably be added the most emi-
nent of the nobility and gentry m the kingdom
who happen to be in town.

And now, my dear sir, as the showman says,

"you see the Duke of York"—you see the rea-

son why Britain has become the wonder of the

earth : it is the attention paid there to Agricul-

ture! By ii decree of one of the Henrys the

Lord Chancellor was to seat himself upon a sack
of wool—that island now grows yearly 160 mill-

ion pounds of wool. The corn laws may be
hard and oppressive, but, sir, I tell you that they

have helped to make her the greatest agricultural

land the sun shines upon.
Yours truly,

J. A. J.

Kemarks.—The spirit of our Massachusetts
friend and correspondent is excellent: we will

be glad to see, and we hope we shall live to see

Agriculture making the rij;ht advances in this

country as it has done and is doing in the island

of Great Britain. Much is done in that country

by the nobility for the advancement of Agricul-
ture. The British corn laws have undoubtedly
had their effect in contributing to the impulse
which has made Agriculture prosperous and pro-

fitable in England.
But if Agriculture can advance in this coun-

try only on the principle of the corn-laws, we
should greatly regret that state of things which
shall render a resort to this system in thi.s free

country necessary. Agriculture may be made to

advance without oppression to any class of men
whatever: it will best advance when left to that

cotnplete freedom of trade which shall invite to

its protection the markets of the whole world.
A system of taxation in Great Britain, to dis-

charge the enormous expenses of debt already
existing, its sinecures and pensions to the nobili-

ty, and its immense civil and military establish-

ments, is indispensable. The corn-laws are one
means of raising the immense amount of money
necessary for tlie support of all these. For the
benefit of the land proprietors and the owners of
capital invested in agriculture, the system which
excludes all foreign bread stuffs until it arrives at

a certain high price, is framed : it fixes the pro-

ductions of the soil at such high rates that the
poor laborer who cultivates the field cannot from
his hay purchase decent food for the support of
his family. The price of his labor will not ena-
ble him to eat bread and meat, such as the poor-
est American laborers think they caimot do with-
out, three times a week. Are there plentiful

crops, corn tnay be exported to other countries to

keep the price up ; but if the crops fail, corn may
not be imported until scarcity carries the price to

such a high point as will enable the land-owner
to sell a small crop for as much money as he
might be expected to obtain for a large one. The
consequence is, that in times both of plenty and
scarcity the poor laborer, as well upon the land as
in the extensive manufacturing establishinents

and in most other avocations, is deprived of the

ability to purchase and consume even the neces-
saries without which the meanest laborer in this

country cannot make himself and family even
comfortable. )

The British corn-laws operate much to the en-
couragement of that ancient nobility which un-
der the laws of primogeniture are continued as
the owners of immense domains : some of these

nobility, such men for instance as the Earl of
Leicester, the illustrious farmer of Hotham, do
honor to human nature by their kindness to the

peasantry in their employ, breaking through the

rigid rule which exacts the greatest amount of
labor for the smallest pay. The tenants under
the owners of the soil, who may be styled the

second rate nobility, are for the most part men of
capital who have an equal interest with the own-
ers themselves in the protection afforded by the

corn-laws. They hold the lands on long leases
;

and it is not uncommon for them to expend an
amount of capital in the outset equal per acre to

the original value of the farm they occupy. The
owner and the tenant thus go hand in hand in

supporting the policy of the corn-laws, because
they are equally favored in their interests by those
laws. But this land aristocracy, including both
proprietors and tenants, are hardly as one in a
iiundred of the whole mass of popcdation whose
intei-ests are affected by the corn-laws.

Indeed these corn-laws have been brought to

be considered such an intolerable burden, that

at the latest dates from that country the mass of
the people seemed to be ripe for revolution. The
late Ministry, fiom the alarming steps taken by
millions who had associated to put an end to the

oppressions of the corn-laws, had intimated a
course of measiu-es intended to pave the way for

repeal. The land proprietors, on this intimation,

took the alarm in the late elections ; and, restrict-

ed as is the right of suffrage which is confined
almost exclusively to the freeholders, they were
able to present a majority of the tory party known
t<i be opposed to a repeal of tlie corn-laws, for

the new Parliament. The young Queen favors

the policy of the repeal party : yet she is com-
pelled for the time being to conform to the poli-

cy of the majority in Parliament and to give the

leading tories the control of the administration.

It is nevertheless evident that the masses in Eng-
land have arrived at that state of suffering and
excitement in which there will be revolution if

there shall not be some amelioration in the re-

strictive system which has so long been pursued
by the British government.
Being opposed in principle to any system of

bounties and premiums which shall be adopted
to promote the interest of one class of the peo-

ple at the expense of another, while we would
cherish every association calculated to further the

interests of Agriculture, we candidly admit that

we are not in favor of obtaining "a grant from
the national treasury of half a million," as the

first step for instituting a National Board of Ag-
riculture. Wc would saciifice more for the pro-

tection of Agriculture than for any other interest

whatever; but our fears in the first instance

would be that this half a million taken from the

public treasury by illegilimaie legislation, counte-

nancing other appropriations for the benefit of

other classes, would in the end take a much
greater amount from the farmer's pocket than it

would carry into it. Mercantile and manufac-
turing cu])idity has always claimed more benefits

from legislation than has been asked for the ag-

ricultural interest ; and the single grant of half a

million in behalf of that interest would embol-
den those who have knocked at the doors of Con-
gress for some new favors ever since the adop-

il lortion of the Constitution lo claim :

one by way of saving grace : for every dollar of
benefit obtained from such a grant from the pub-
lic treasury, the farmer might be required to pay
ten dollars in contributions to the srfme treasury.
In all new projects of this kind, which have no
stronger than implied authority under the nation-
al compact, the safest course will be to devise no
new method for national expenditure.
Another point of objection is, that every gen-

erous project set on foot and carried on at the
seat of the national government within our
knowledge has resulted in less benefit in propor-
tion to the contributions supplied than from any
other similar attempts in any other part of the
country. Large donations have been made by
the government and individuals connected there-
with, for a College at Washington ; and, thus far,

this has been the greatest failure of any kindred
jittempt in the country within our knowledge.
The seat of the Colonization Society for the ben-
efit of the colored race has been there ; and
much of the funds and means contributed hea-e'

tofore by the government and by individuals have
been expended before they started on their point
of destination. From our own knowledge of the
place and the habits of the recipients of money
there, it would be the last place to which we
should send money contributed for any great na-
tional object of inqjrovenient ; for, beyond the
citizens of the States whose residence there is

temjiorary, there is less interest taken in whatev-
er concerns the general welfare of the country
than at any point with which we are acquainted :

the inhabitants there are foreigners to every thing
else than claiming from the public treasury the
expendilm-e.s which in every other city and town
of the Union are contributed by the inhabitants

themselves. We would as soon organize an In-

stitute for the benefit of American Agriculture at

London or Paris as at the Federal City ; and the

inhabitants of the two first would be quite as

likely to take an interest for the general improve-
ment as the latter; and far less likely to make
upon the fund that might be collected such char-
ges as would leave little for the promotion of the
intended object.

We should be more inclined to placeja Na-
tional Board of Agriculture at either of the "reat

cities upon the seaboard than at the city of Wash-
ington : we would at all events separate such a
Board entirely from the action of Congress or
the General Government, although we would not
object to making of officers of the government

—

such of them as felt enough interest in Agricul-
ture to attend to the subject—officers and mem-
bers of the Board. If a fund could be obtained
to be expended in premiums from the bequest of
wealthy individuals who could be induced to

think as well of promoting the prosperity of the
country through its Agriculture, as of promoting
other objects of less general interest—such a
foundation would be liable to none of the excep-
tions we have taken. A Board dependent on in-

dividuals for its funds would be much the most
likely to make a proper use of the means in their

hands ; and persons who should contribute might
even direct in the appropriation. Every proprie-
tor and owner of land in the country has a deep
stake in the improvements of Agriculture. Good
and improving cidtivation raises the value of all

the lands within its neighborhood, as bad culti-

vation makes the real estate of any town or dis-

trict where it prevails suffer continual deprecia-

tion. It is therefore the interest of all who have
a stake in the soil to contiibute something lor the

general improvement as well as for that of his

own immediate possessions.

Soap Boilers' or Spent Ashes. Every 110
bushels of the spent ashes of the principal soap

boilers, consist of45 bushels of lime, 45 bushels of
barilla,and 35 bushels ofwood ashes, so that every

100 bushels contain 40 10-1 Iths bushels of lime,

and hence,in [lart, their great value as an improver
of the soil. In the process through which they pass

they necessarily imbibe a large portion ofammo-
nia, and the material for its formation, se that it

is a question with ns, whether they are not better

adapted to agricultural purposes after, than before

the ley is extracted. If such were not the ca-ve,

it iippears evident to us, that the effects of the

small quantities usually applied would not be so

lasting as they are.

—

American Farmer.
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The Last Flower.
BY THE LATE MRS. ElMCE T. DAH1EL9.

Beneath a branching pine that hung
Its tasseli'd boughs against the sky,

A flowerpt of (he forest sprung,

And Heavenward turnd its quiet eye.

Tho' angry winds the branches toss'd

—

The (lark cloud pour'd the chilling shower,
And bilclul deivs, and irlittering frost,

i^'ell harmless round tliat shelter'd flower.

Each blossom of the Summer fields-
Each bud of Spring can truth impart.

But Autumn's lowly wild-flower yields

A dearer moral to the heart.

He, who through blight, and frost, and storm

—

From baleful dews, and chilling showers,
Thus gently shields its fragile form,

Will mind Him of His human flowers.

Plaster of Paris. We have been lately sur-

prised to liear the virtues of this e.\cellent manure
doubted ; but vi-hen we came to question the

doubter, as to the character of the ground on wliicli

it had been used without its good effects being
visible, our surprise ceased ; for we learned that

it had been applied on low v/et meadow, the very
place above all others, where its good qualities

would remain inert. If we understand the prop-
erties of this mineral, it consists, first, in imbibing
moisture from the atmosphere, and secondly, in

its afKiiity for, combination with, and power of
retaining for a length of time, the ammonia when
formed in the soil, so as to give it out slowly, in

quantities healthful to vegetation.

As to its good effects upon the growth of corn,
or clover, no otie who may have tried it can doubt.
For ourself, we have witnes.sed both in a degree
which astonished us, and particularly on the lat-

ter crop. On one occasion, we recollect to have
used it, at the rate of a bushel to the acre, leaving
the best acre in the patch unplastered. At the
time we applied it, the part purposely so left,was
so visibly su|)erior to the other, that you could
discover the difference at once. But when cut,
the plastered clover exceeded the other in prod-
uct fully 25 per cent.

Our own experience has taught us, that Plaster
can only be applied with decided advantage on
soils naturally dry, or made so by draining ; that
there, when judiciously used, it is of immense
value upon corn and clover, and that it always
acts most powerfidly upon ground previously
limed.

—

American Farmer.

From the Riclimond Enquirer.

We finish to-day the late proceedings of the
"Agricultural and" Horticultural Society of Hen-
rico," and do not certaiidy regret the many col-
umns whicli^ we have devoted to their publica
tioti. We feel so deeply impressed with the truths
which are conveyed in the following article from
the New York Sun, that we transfer it in txlenso
to our own paper. It is better than any we can
fm-nish from our own pen. If it can stimulate
the taste for agriculture, and the spirit for such
associations as have lately assembled in this ci-
ty, we shall be amply rewarded for the space
which it occupies. It is full of just and solid re-
flactions.

"Agricultural Fairs—TAe ri^ht spirit revi-
ving.—Tbe aiuumn of 1841 has been peculiarly
distinguished by the attention that has been giveii
to the cause of agriculture. The great Fair of
the State Agricultural Sofiety at Syracuse, the
Fair of the Aiiirri.Mii Iii>tl:ut;- in this city, nu-
merous fair.-i (if (•,.ii;ii\ .-.iiii ih s in uiir uu ii 't-'tatc,

and of oilier avriMiiiur,! .-,.ri, ii.> ii, tlie SUUl-s ot
Massachii.setts, (.'.iiiiniiii-iit, I'cimsvlvania, and
sevei-al other States, liave exhibited "products of
the soil, and improvements in the mode of cul-
tivating it, never before equalled in this country.
These assemblages have also been encouraged,
attended and conducted by the very ablest and
best men in the country, and, we cannot doubt,
have sent abroad a spirit that, will exercise a
most wholesome influence upon the pursuits,
the habits, and character of the people of this
country.
"The natural business of the American peo-

ple is agriculture. It is the basis of our wealtli
and mdepeiulence. Tlu.s is evident from the ex-
tent, fertility, and piofliictivenessof our soil. The
national anil individual welliue of our people re-
quires that agriculture should keep the position

which Nature has assigned it, in advance of all

other callings. We would not depress manufac-
tures and conunerce, but would let them depend
upon the products of the soil, and be sustained
thereby. It is impossible that they should not

be successful to a proper extent, if regulated by
that standard. It is equally imiiossible that they
should be successful, if regulated by any other
standard.

" It is gratifying, therefore, to see the lively in-

terest every where awakeniiis; in the cullivation
of the earth. It is an honest, an independent,
and a healthy business. It was grossly neglect-
ed a few years since ; farms were sold in city

lots on speculation, instead of being planted, as
they should have been, with corn, potatoes and
turnips

; our people were so deluded as to buy
grain from the shores of the Black Sea, rather
than raise it on their own land. Depravity of
morals, commercial ruin and general distress
followed as the inevitable consequences ot this
great error. We are glad to see the people re-
turning home from their wanderings, filling

their houses and barns with the products of
honest industry, and rejoicing in the sturdy inde-
pendence of thrifty farmers. Long may it be
before our fertile " potatoe patches" and " cab-
bage yards" are again laid waste by being sur-
veyed and lithographed into uninhabited cities.

" It is the duty of the press and of our public
men to eucoijrage the movement in what may be
considered our great national business, agricul-
ture. There is no danger of overdoing it.

'^ Who
ever heard of overtradiiig in this branch of bu-
siness ? No matter how extensive our surplus
products may be, there will be a market for them
in some part of the world. The business of ex-
porting and e^xchanging them will support a vast
commercial interest, and u large manulticturing
interest will also grow up as a natural and neces-
sary incident. But agriculture must take the
lead; in it is the origin of all our prosperity;
before we begin to trade, we must produce some-
thing to trade with ; and we must produce the
raw material, before we set up factories to im-
prove it.

" No matter, therefore, how much we stimu-
late, by proper means, the cultivation of our soil

;

there is uo danger but that commerce and manu-
factures will follow fast enough of their own ac-
cord. They are more liable than agriculture to
e.xcess and over-action. Their results are more
splendid, aiul ambitious adventurers are more
easily captivated liy them. There is a constant
tendency, e-i|i((ially in commercial afliiirs, to go
too fast. Ao appnlioiision need, thereibre, be
telt lest the business of agriculture should get too
liir ahead ; the difficulty is in keeping it suffi-

ciently advanced. Let commerce be regulated
by it, dealing only in the surplus value produced
in the country, and looking to no fictitious and
temporary stimulants, and how soon the business
of the country would become settled, stable, reg-
ular, and permanently profitable. We should
hear of no more ruinous revulsions and fluctua-
tions, and should have no ti-oubles with a depre-
ciated currency."

Brow.n's A.x.nual.—a very beautiful fifth

number of " Brown's Mmanack, Pockel Memoran-
dum and Account Bookfor 1812," has again come
to our table, reminding us that the year 1841 is

soon to be numbered with the years beyond the
flood, and that we are about to "take up an untri-
ed nundjcr. If one now had only this Almanack
preserved for the last four years, in which was
entered in the blank space left tor every day in
the year a brief allusion to the events most im-
portant to ourselves, to any of our friends, or to
the world, that occur every day, how valuable as
a guide would this be to the history of that time
either to ourselves or to others.' The iier.son

forty or fifty years of age who had such a diary
to recur to might look back with complacency on
a life well spent—might correct his mistakes

—

learn what were the most valuable efl^orts in the
journey of life, and how to amend whatever was
bad in iis results. Successive volumes of such
memoranda might be valuable not only to the
present owner, but to those coining after him.

In one of Brown's Annual Pocket Book and
Almanack, having the ruled blank leaves, the edi-
tor of the \'isitor has usually entered those mem-
oranda of facts while traveiling in various parts
of this State and of New England, from which

he has spun out essays which he has every reason
to believe have been well received by hundreds
and thousands vvho have read this paper. En-
tering any slight note at the time of observation,
We have found no difficulty in afterwards bring-
ing to recollection every matter and event neces-
sary to illustrate any subject. By the aid of this,

we are enabled to fix on the mind those events
laid out in the great book of Nature—those every
day matters, those wonders seen upon the sur-
face and sometimes developed from the bosom of
our mother earth, which give to the intellect the
power of describing and imparling to others what
minht never go under other circumstances be-
yond the mind where it was first conceived.
Brown's litile Manual contains, besides other

matters, the usual Almanack for tbe year; and
whether the pocket book binding and ruled
blank leaves be added or not, this work is of far

greater value than the retail price charged for it.

Large yields of Corn—the Corn Culture.

We observe in the New Genesee Farmer, the
following notices of large yields of corn:

1. In the proceedings of the Cayuga County,N.
Y. Agricultural Fair, we find that the committee
on grain awarded to Joseph F. Osborn, the Jirst

premium of $8 tor the best crop of corn, pre-
sented by specimens, both in quality of seed and
quantity produced, which yielded 144 bushels 11

pounds to the acre.

2. The second |)reinium of $5 for quantity,

(121 bu. 15 ll).s. to the acre,) was awarded to Jas.

Sherman, of Springport.

3. In the proceedings of the Genesee County
Agricultural Fair, we find that H. Brainard receiv-

ed the premium for the best acre of corn, 97
bushels.

4. The editor of tlie Genesee Fai'iiier was in-

formed by a Scotch farmer residing in the town
of Sodus, Wayne County, New York, that he
raised the past season, 400 bushels of Indian corn
on 4 acres of land, notwithstanding the dryness
of the season. He attributes his success mainly
to his manner of planting, and thinks that farm
ers generally plant too thinly. His mode is to

plant in rows three feet apart, and drop two
grains in a place only 15 inches apart in the
rows. The variety was the Red Blazed Flint.

The soil is sandy, loam. 100 loads of manure
were put on the 4 acres. The corn was ripe
and cut sufficiently early to sow the ground with
wheat.

5. In the proceedings of the Monroe County,
N. Y. Agricultural Society, we find that Robert
D. Martin received the fiist premium of $7 lor
the best average acre of corn, the average being
94 bushels to the acre ; Ebcnezer Gooding re-

ceived the second premium, $.5, his average be-
ing 90 bushels to the acre ; and Lyman B. Lang-
worthy the third, $3, his acreable average being

C. Abram Cushman, presented a memorandum
showing a product of 98 bushels, but as he omit-
ted to produce his vouchers, he was not awarded
a premium.

7. In the proceedings of the Oneida County
Cattle Show and Fair, the first premium for the
best acre of corn was awarded to Julius Curtis,
of Westmoreland ; it was 86 bushels 36 lbs. ; the
second premium was awarded to Elisha Shaw, of
R<une, his crop was 83 bushels 19 lbs. of very
good corn.

There was another acre presented for premi-
um by Mr. Stephen Scott, of Lee, 97 bushels
40 lbs.; this crop, for some reason not assigned,
the committee regret they were obliged to ex-
clude.

Croup.—An old subscriber called upon us yes-
terday, and inlbrmed us that, by the publication
in our columns a few days since of a very simple
and easily attainable remedy for the croup, we
had been instrumental in saving the life of an
infant of his on Sunday night. The ingredients
are, sliced onions, and "sugar laid on the slices in

layers—the syrup being administered. He wish-
es us to " keep it before the people," as a sov-
ereign and almost instantaneous remedy,—JV. Y.

Sun.

A DiscovERr for House-keepers. A cor-
respondent of the Boston Transcript says tliat a
small quantity of green sage placed in the closet
will cause red ants to disappear.
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Flonghiug.

The following extract Jioiii Chaptal's Agiiciil-

tuiul Clieiiiisti-y, shows the necessity of working
u crop, especially during a tirouglit:

" The air may be considered as a vehicle, con-
stantly loaded with a qnantity of water in va-

pour, of which the coolness of the night causes
it to deposit a part upon the earth. Tlie surface

of the ground and the leaves of plants are often

moist In the morning: the return of the sun, and
the heat of the-day, evaporate this liquid, to he
deposited again at sunset, and during the night;

thus, by an alternate movement, detern)ined by
the changes in the temperature of the atmos-
phere, at different periods of the twenty-four
hours, water is constantly applied to plants, to

preserve them from the excess of heat, wliich

would wither and dry up their organs.
'• The aqueous vapors suspended in the air

begin to be condensed and precipitated at sun-
set, and with them is deposited the greatest part

of the emanations which have arisen from the

earth during the day ; these exhalations, though
beneficial to vegetation, are almost always inju

rious to man, and it is not without reason thai

he fears and shuns the night damps. In south-

ern climates, where the heat of the sim is more
intense, and rains less frequent than in the north-

ern, vegetation is supported by the dews, vvliich

are very abundant. In order that the dews of

night may produce their best efiecls upon vege-
tation, it is necessary that the soil should unite

certain qualities, which it does not always pos-
sess.

" When the soil is hard and cpmpact, and
forms, by the action of the air, an inqienetrable

crust, the dew is deposited upon the surface, and
evaporated by the rays of the sun, svilhout hav-
ing moistened the roots of the plants or softened

the earth around them : so that, of the organs
that serve to convey nourishmeni to the plants,

the leaves are the only ones benefitted by the
dew, while the roots, which are the principal ve-

hicleg of nutriment, when the plant is fully de-
veloped, are not in any degree benefitted by it.

—

It is necessary in such cases that the soil sliould

be softened, lightened, and divided, so that tlie

air may convey the water with which it is charg-

ed to the roots of the plants, and to every part

of the earth surrounding them, to a certain depth
;

thus the plant can imbibe, through all its pores,

the roviving moisture ; and that which it received

by its roots is more lasting than that which it

absorbs in any other way, because the roots be-

ing sheltered from the rays of the sini, evapora-

tion takes place less rapidly, and the moisture is

retained, whilst the leaves are speedily dried by
the heat. Besides, that earth which is most ea-

sily afiected by the dews yields most readily to

the action of the roots, whether it be to fix the

plant firmly, by their extension, or to draw fiom
the soil its imtritive properties.

"This explains in a natural manner the origin

of a custom observed by all agriculturalists, and
of which all acknowledge the advantages. When
vegetables, such as peas, beans, potatoes, and
other roots, are sown in fiu-rows, at eq'ial dis-

tances from each other, the soil in the intervals

is hoed or dug with the utmost care, and iIjus

rendered light, sofi, and favorable to the air;

whilst at the same time weeds, which would be

hurtful to the cultivated plants by depriving them
of nourishment afforded by the ground, are de-

stroyed, and the soil rendered more fit to receive

the rain and convey it to the roots. 1 do not de-

ny that these benefits are real, but I hold them
to be secondary, ami subordinate to the advantage
derived from opening access to the air, and per-

mitting it to deposit its dews ujjon the roots, and
upon the earth in contact with them.

" I have uniformly observed the effects of this

method to be equally speedy and favorable in

the cultivation of beetroots, and I have never
employed any other to restore their vegetation to

its freshness, when they become yellowish and
drooping ; in three or lour hours it will become
a beautiful gieen, and the leaves spread them-
selves out, although no rain may have fallen

;

and this often- when-the soil had not contained a

single weed. I have observed the same effect

produced upon the other culinar}' roots.
" In the South of France, where it hardly ever

rains during the summer, the foot of each setting

of the vine is laid bare, by digging around it a
circular trench, deep and wide enough to con-

tain, uncovered, the stump, and the radicles pro-
ceeding fiom it ; and the opening is speedily
covered over hy the leaves and branches. It is

evident that this method has no other advantage
than that of fiiciliiating the access of the air to
the roots, that it may deposit there the dews with
which it is more abimdantly charged than in cold
climates.—If it were not thus, this practice would
expose the vines to be dried up by the scorching
heat of the sun."

Cheap Steaming Apparatus.—Amidst a va-
riety of expensive and conqilicated machinery
for steaming food for cattle, 1 beg leave to make
mention of one which has long been found fidly

to answer the purpose, and which might be erect-
ed for one quarter the cost of some of those late-

ly invented, with large pretensions. It is merely
a cast-iron boiler with a cover, fiom the top of
which rises a tube of wood or iron, perpendicu-
larly at first, then turns and enters a wooden box
having a perforated false boitoni—the steam rises
through the holes in this false bottom and mixes
with the potatoes, &c. while the condensed steam
and water which may issue fiom them, drops
through the holes and lodges on the solid bottom
of the box, from whence it may be let off oi ca-
sionally, by means of a tap. A box 8 feet long,
5 wide, and 3 deep, will serve for steaming in

one hour a quantity of jiotatoes sufficient for the
daily supply of fifty cows. The cover of the
boiler should be furnished with a valve, and the
bo.x must have a tight lid, with a valve also,

which might be merely a square trapdoor, going
on hinges—say a foot in length and width—and
falling into a shoulder or groove. The cover
must he made to lift off for the convenience of
emptying and filling again, but it niight be made
steam-tight, or sufficiently so, by laying cloths
several times folded on the edge of the box be-
fore the lid is fixed, which may he kept down by
a couple of uprights of wood, extending to a
cross beam, or perhaps to the roof or f3oor above.
Nothing can be cheaper or more convenient than
such an apparatus, the iron boiler being at all

times ready for other purposes, by merely remov-
ing the cover having the tube, and substituting
for it any other. I agree with a correspondent,
that the time will be when we shall no more

k of feeding our cattle with raw food than
ourselves. S. JONES.

Farmer's Cabinet.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Poke Root.

In the Visitor for September, 184], is a com-
munication relating to the use of Poke Root in

ime diseases of Hogs. We should like to know
whether the writer has reference to the common
poke of our meadows (veralrim) or what is gen-
erally called garget.

We should think the Indian poke given in this

way a hard dose for man or beast, and should
advise the trial of it to be made on a small scale

at first. But we presume the vvriter has refe-

rence to the plant generally called garget, in this

vicinity. Will he give us a little further infbr

matiou on the subject?
Shaker Filtasre.

The St. Johnsbury Caledonian announces the

death at Barnet, Vt., Nov. 17, of Capt. William
Bachop, aged 60 years. This gentleman was
one of those noble Scotch furniers of Caledonia
comity, visited by the editor of the Monthly Vis-

itor in Sept. 1840. He obtained premiums five

times fiom the Society at Boston for the best

butter ever exhibited in that market. Twice he
had the pi-emiuni of §100, and three times pre-

miums of §50. Mr. Bachop was a native of
Scotland, and came to this country, when he was
fourteen years of age. He had been settled on
his farm thirty-seven years : this farm consists of
about five hundred acres of beautifully fertile

I on the westerly margin of one of those

lakes which are so fre(iuent among the hills and
intains of New England : nearly one half of

the farm still remains in the original f<:rest. Mr.
B. has been during his whole life a hard laboring
man, engaged generally every week day of fiiir

weather in his own fields. He had worn out the

first rudely constructed dwelling peculiar to all

new settlers, and had erected in its place, front-

a beautifiil prospect on all sides of the lake,

ouae of granite, whose iiitcricr is the resi-

dence of easy hosiiitality and elegant and polish-
ed manners in a family of well educated sons
and daughters. Mr. B. enjoyed, amidst the lalior
and enterprise which procured all the means of
ease and comfort, as well as the man who had
heired a property of millions, all the happiness
that can be expected of this world ; and is now
gone to that brighter abode where all that is good
and worthy while here is destined to congregate.

Signs of Rain.—The air, when dry, I believe,
refracts more red, or heat-making rays

; and as
dry air is not perfectly transparent, they are again
reflected on the horizon. I have generally°ob-
served a coppery or yellow sunset to foretell
rain

; but, as an indication of wet weather ap-
proaching, nothing is more certain than a halo
round the moon, which is produced by the pre-
cipitated water; and the larger the circle the
nearer the clouds, and consequently the more
ready to rain.

—

Sir Humphrey Davy.

Wet Lands. All low retentive soils should
be drained ; for no vegetation can be wholesome
where the roots of the plants are continually
soaked in water. Meadows thus situated, if drain-
ed, would have a sweeter, more nutritious herb-
age, and more of it—the coarse, sour grasses,
which now abound there, would give place to bet-
ter varieties, and a new fiice would he put
such meadows. Corn and small grain [

situated, should by all means, be drained, as it is

utterly iinpo.'^sible that these grains can prosper
when subjected to continual immersion in water,
and it is equally plain, that any manures applied
' the crops are, by being water-soaked, deprived
of large portions of that nutriment, which in a
drier soil would be taken up by the growing
plants.

Again, the loss in winter grain, arising from
spewing up and freezing, would be greatly"dimin-
ished by judicious draining, and the efticacy of
manure increased in a corresponding ratio. Heat,
air, and moisture, are essential to healthful and
vigorous vegetation, hut how can these ends he
utjiined in a soil which is wet nearly the entire
year .' In no way ; for nothing can advantageous-
ly grow in land in a state of mortar. To secure
to your crops a chance of reniHuerating you for
your expense in their culture, yon must give them
those three great essentials, and that can alone be
done by laying your ground dry. Under-draining,
though it costs most at first, is the cheapest and
most durable in the end, therefore, underdrain
your wet lands, and thus lay the foundation ofan
enlightened system of improvement.—.^men'can
Farmer.

ut upo
lids till

Preserving Ice.—Much has been said of late
on the efficacy of sawdust for [ireserving ice, from
which it might be inferred that there is some \>e-

QwWav anti-thaw principle or property in sawdust,
which is not found in other materials. The fact
is, 1 hat the excellence of sawdust for this pur-
pose consists not in the substance of which it is

composed, as in the peculiar form of its grains,
which admits of a large proportion of inter-
vening air, which is a bad conductor of heat
H hen confined ; and the only use of the saw-
dust, is to prevent its circulation. It may be
kept a long time enclosed in a box made of thick
pine plank ; but the solid wood will not so
thoroughly exclude the caloric of the surround-
ing atmosphere as an eijual quantity of confined
air between two thin partitions of wood. Let
a box be made of very fine pine boards, arranged
in a succession of four or five |)artltions half an
inch apart extending round and over the entire
tube, and ice may he kept in it through the sum-
mer season, without sawdust or any otiitr mate-
rial.

—

J\rew York Mechanic.

celebrated Dr. Buchan
X or seven hours sleep is

Early Rising.—The
says in his writings, "Si
certainly sufficient, aiid no one ought to exceed
eight. • To make sleep refreshing, the following
things arc requisite : to take sufficient exercise in

the open air ; to avoid strong tea or coffee ; to

eat a light supper ; and to lie down with a mind
as cheerful and serene as jiossible. I hardly ever
knew an early riser who did not enjoy a good
state of health. It consists with observation, that

all very old men have been early risers. Tiiis is

the only circumstance attending longevity, to
' ich I never knew an exception."
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Epitome, of the whole Population of the States and

Ternlories of the United States, exhibiting the

general afcgregate amount of each description of

persons, hi/ classes.

FREE WHITE PERSONS.

—

MoleS.

Under five years of age, 1

Of five and under ten, 1

Of ten and under fifteen,

Of fifteen and under tv^enty.

Of twenty and under thirty, 1

Of thirty and under forty,

Of forty and under fifty.

Of fifty and under si^ty,

Of sixty and under seventy.

Of seventy and inider eigljty,

Of eighty and under ninety.

Of ninety and under one hundred,

Of one hundred and upwards,

Total nunnber of males,

Females.

Under five years of age,

Of five and under ten,

Of ten and under fifteen,

Of fifteen and under twenty,

Of twenty and under thirty.

Of thirty and under forty.

Of forty and under fifty.

Of fifty and under sixty.

Of sixty and under seventy,

Of seventy and under eighty.

Of eighty and under ninety.

Of ninety and under one liundred,

Of one liundred and upwards,

],270,790

1,024,07
87St,4:t9

75r,,0-22

1,322,440

8(30,431

536,568
314,505
174.226

80,051

21,079
2,507

476

7,249,266

1,303,349

986,721

792,168

1,253,395

779,097
502,14:3

304,810
173,299

85,562
2;J,964

3,231

315

Total number females, 6,939,842
" « free white persons, 14,189,108

FREE COLORED PERSONS.

—

MoleS.

Under ten years of age, .56,323

Of ten and under twenty-four, 52,799

Of twentv-four and under thirty-six, 35,-308

Of thirty-six and under fifty-five, 28,258

Of fit\y-five and under one hundred, 13,493

Of one hundred and upwards, 280

Total number of males,

Females.

Under ten years of age.

Of ten and under twenty-four.

Of twenty-four and under thirty-six,

Of thirty-six and under fifly-five,

Of fifty-five and under one hundred.

Of one hundred and upwards,

186,467

55,069
56,562
41,673

30,385
15,728

361

Total number of females, 199,778
" " free col'd persons, 380,245

SLAVES.—Jiato.

Under ten years of age, 422,599

Of ten and under twenty-lour, 391,131

Of twenty-four and under thirty-six, 235,373

Of thirty-six and under fifty-five, 145,264

Of fifty-five and under one hundred, 51,288

Of one hundred and upwards, 753

Total number of males, 1,246,408

Females.

Under ten years of age.

Of ten and under twenty-four,

Of twenty-four and under thirjy-six,

Of thirty-six and under fifty-five.

Of fifty-five and under one hundred,

Of one hundred and upwards.

Total number of females,

Total number of slaves,

* Total aggregate.

White persons included in tlie fore-

going, who are deaf and dumb,
under fourteen years of age, 1,919

Of fourteen and under twenty-five, 2,050
Over twenty-five, 2,707

White persons included in the fore-

going, who are blind, 5,024

Who are insane and idiots at public
charge, 4,329

Who are insane and idiots at private

charge, 10,179

* Total number of persons on board of vessels ot war
in the United States niivil service June 1, IS+l, (i.lOO.

makini; the total aggregate population of the United Statei

17.068.6M

Total number of persons employed in

mining,

In agriculture.

In commerce.
In manufactures and trade.

In navigation of the ocean.
In navigation of canals, lakes, and ri-

vers,

In learned professions.

Slaves and colored persons included
in the foregoing, wbo are deaf and
dumb.

Who are blind.

Who are insane and idiots at private

charge.

Who are insane and idiots at public
charge,

Total number of pensioners for rev-

olution or military services,

Of universities or colleges.

Of students in universities or colle-

ges,

Of academies and grammar schools.

Of students in academies and gram-
mar schools,

Of primary and common schools,

Of scholars in common schools,

Of schools at public charge,

Of white persons over twenty years of
age who cannot read and write.

15,203

3,717,756

117,575

791,545
56,025

a3,067
05,2=36

977
1,892

2,093

833

20,797
173

16,233

3,242

164,1.1

47,209

1,845,244

468,204

549,093

Indigo,

A Summary Statement

Of the value of the Exports of the growth, pro
dvice, and manufacture of the United States,

during the year commencing on the 1st day of

October, 1839, and ending on 30th day of Sep
tember, 1840.

THE SEA.

Fisheries

—

Dried fish, or cod fisheries.

Pickled fish, or river fisheries,

(herring, shad, salmon, mack-
erel,)

Whale and other fish oil.

Spermaceti oil,

VVhalebone,
Spermaceti candles.

$541,058

179,106

1,404,984

430,490
310,379
332,353

i, 198,370

Skins and furs.

Ginseng,

THE FOREST.
81,237,789

22,728

Products of wood-
Staves, shingles, boards,

liewn timber, 1,801,049

Other lumber, 270,933
Masts and spars, 29,049

Oak bark, and other dye, 229,510
All manufactures of wood, 596,305
Naval stores, tar, pitch,

rosin and turpentine, 602,529
Ashes, pot and pearl, 533,193

5,323,065

AGRICULTURE.
Products of animals

—

Beef, tallow, hides, born-
ed cattle.

Butter and cheese.

Pork, (pickled) bacon,
lard, live hogs,

Horses and mules,
Sheep,

Vegetable food

—

Wheat,
Flour,

Indian corn,

Indian meal.

Rye meal,
Rye, oats and other

grain and pidse.

Biscuit or shipbread.

Potatoes,

Apples,
Rice,

Tobacco,
Cotton,

623,373
210,749

30,698

1,635,483

10,143,615
338,3:3:3

705,183
170,931

mall
113.393
428,988
54,524
55,131

1,942,076
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Agriculture—itsp>ignity and Importance.

BY GEN. DIX, or ALBANY, N. Y.

In the countries of Europe, the quarter of the

globe with which our communications are most
direct and intimate, the state of agriculture va

rieswith peculiarities of soil, climate, and politi

cal organization ; and as might be expected, the

estimation in which it is held, is not every where
the same. In Russia the earth is cultivated al-

most exclusively by the serfs, subject to the arbi-

trary will of the noble who owns the soil. Man-
ual labor, in any art, almost necessarily partakes
of the character of those by whom it is canied
on, and in Russia therefore, agriculture, as an oc-

cupation, is degraded. In the northern parts of

Italy, in the Netherlands, and in some of the
German States, the soil under judicious systems
of husbandry and an elaborate culture, has at-

tained the highest degree of productiveness. The
southern part of Sweden, formerly subject to

Denmark, retains in some degree the reputation

it once enjoyed as the granary of northern Eu-
rope. Holsteiii, a dependency of Denmark, bor-

dering upon the noi-thern hanks of the Elbe, and
tlie shores of the German Ocean, abounds in the
richest fields of grain, and in numberless flocks
of cattle and sheep. In France, a new impulse
has been given to agricultural improvement, by
the extreme subdivision of the soil, which has
grown out of the law of equal succession and the
confiscation and sale of lands belonging to the
church and to the expatriated nobles, who follow-
ed the fortunes of the Bourbons.

To give a country the highest degree of wealth
and power, which it is capable of attaining, agri-

culture triust be sustained by commerce and man-
ufactures ; but it tnay dispense with both the lat-

ter, and yet retain its prosperity. The condition
of the United States is favorable to all thpse pur-
suits; but whatever may be the fate of our com-
merce and manufactures, we must as an agricul-

tural country, rank among the first nations' of the
earth. The extent of our territory, the extraordi-
nary fertility of our soil, the adaptation of our
climate to almost every species of production,

our distance from other countries, in which agri-

culture furnishes a sur|ilus for exportation, show
conclusively that our vast and rapidly augtnent-
ing population can, and must, be sustained by the

fruits of our own industry. In this field of labor
we fear no competition. The productions of our
agriculture have but one limit—the demand for

them. Centuries must elajise before they will be
limited, as in the densely populated States of Eu-
rope, by the powers of the soil. We have not

only the ability of expanding to an immense de-

gree, by means of the Mississippi ; but we have
the ability of increasing to an indefinite extent

upon the surface we now occupy. For centuries

after the reaction of settlement shall be felt from
the West, (an event too distant to enter into any
estimate of our future growth,) we may continue

to multiply and yet be able, by a more prudent
husbandry of the powers of the soil, to furnish

the additional consumers with the necessaries of
life.

Keep your Land Bry.

The importance of draining is not duly appre-

ciated, nor its practice well understood among us.

Although water is indispensable to vegetation,

too much of it is as hurtful as too little. It is ne-

cessary to the germination of the seed, to the de-

composition of the vegetable matter in the soil^
to the transmission of the food from the soil to

the plant—to its circulation there—and to the

maturity of the product. Ail these useful pur-

poses are defeated, where water remains in the

soil to excess—the seed rots, the vegetable mat-
ter which should serve as the food of the crop,

remains unsoluble, in consequence of the ab-

sence of heat and air, which the water excludes;

or, if the seed grows, the plant is sickly, for want
of its proper food, and there is consequently a

virtual failure in the harvest. It is not from, the

surface only that we. are to determine whether
laud is sufficiently dry to support a healthy veg-

etation ; but we are to examine the surface stra-

tum, into which the roots of the [ilants penetrate,

and fioni which they draw their food. If this is

habitually wet—if it grov.s marshy plants—if

water will collect in a hole sunk fifteen inches

below the surfiice—the land is too wet for culti-

vated crops, and means should be adopted to ren
der it more dry. From my partial acquaintance
with this country, I feel assured that much ol

your best land is rendered- unfit for tillage, or the

growth of the fi«er grasses, by reason of the ex-

cess of water, which passes or reposes upon the

sub-soil unnoticed by the cultivator. These lands
are denominated cold and sour, and they truly

are so. Cold, sour lands are invariably wet lamls

below, if not upon the surface. But if the sujier-

fluous water were judiciously conducted by effi-

cient under drains, (for the construction of which
you possess the hest materials in abundance,)
these lands would be rendered warm and
sweet, and highly productive, and the outlay

would be repaid by the increased value of two
or three of the first crops. Wet lands are
generally rich lands, abounding in vegetable
inatters, which water has preserved from decom-
position, but which readily become the food of
plants, when the w ater is drawn off. Let me im-
agine a case, which I am sure will be found to

exist in many parts of your country. There is a
slope of a little hill, half a mile in extent, termi-
nating in a flat forty rods wide, through which a
brook meanders. The soil on this slope and in

this flat, is of alight, porous quality, six to twelve
inches deep, reposing on a sub-soil impervious to

water, as clay, rock, or hard-pan. By soil, I mean
the upper stratum, in which vegetable matters are
blended with earthy materials, and which consti-

tutes the true pasture of jjlants. Near the top of
this slope, all along on a horizontal level, or per-

haps lower down, spoutsor springs burst through
the sub-soil, a thing very common in hilly dis-

tricts, the waters from which finding an easy pas-
sage through the loose soil, s[iread and run down
the slope, and upon the sub-soil, and through the

flat, till they find their level in the brook. A ther-

mometer plunged down to the sub-soil, will in-

dicate, at midsummer, a temperature probably
not greater than sixty degrees, whereas to grow
and mature many of our best fiu-m crops, we re-

quire a heat in the soil of seventy or eighty de-
grees. How shall we remedy this evil, and ren-
der this land profitable to the occupant .' Simply
by making an underdraiu or drains, in a gently
inclining direction ; a little below those spouts or
springs, and, if practicable, somewhat into the
sub-soil. These will catch and conduct off the
spouting waters, and by laying the lower plane
dry and permeable to heat and air, develope all

its natural powers of fertility.

I will suppose another case—that of a flat sur-

face, underlaid by an impervious sub-soil. This
is rendered unproductive or difficult to manage,
by stagnant waters. The rain and snow waters,
penetrating the soil, are arrested in their down-
ward passage, by the sub-soil, which not having
slope to pass them oft; they remain, and stagnate,

and putrefy, alike prejudicial to vegetable and
animal health. The mode of draining such
grounds and rendering them productive and eaey
of management, is, first to surround the field with
a good underdraiu, and to construct a sufficient

open drain from the outlay to carry off the wa-
ters. Then with the plough, throw the land in-

to ridges of twenty to thirty feet in breadth, ac-
cording to the tenacity of the soil, in the direction

of the slope, and sink an underdraiu in each of
the furrows between the ridges, terminating them
in the lower cross drain. The materials of the
uiiderdiain, which are generally stones, should
be laid so low as to admit of the free jiassage of
the plough over them. The superfluous waters,

by the laws of gravitation, settle into these drains,

and pass oft', and the soil becomes dry, managea-
ble and productive. An acquaintance called up-
on a Scotch farmer whose farm had been under-
drained in this way, and being informed that the

improvement costs sixteen dollars an acre, tile

having been used, remarked that it was a costly

improvement. "Yes," was the farmer's reply:

but it cost a deal mair not to do i7," which he il-

lustrated by pointing to an adjpining farm, like

situated, which had not been drained, and was
overgrown with rushes and scdgegrass, and then
to his own fields teeming with luxuriance and

;h in the indications of an abundant harvest.

I have dwelt upon the subject of draining with
more detail, because I have personally realized its

benefits, and am sure it may be extensively gone
into with certain prospect of reward.

—

J. Buel.

From the Farmer's Journal.

Marl—Mud—Muck.
The present season has been a remarkably dry

one in this region,leaving dry and accessible near-
ly all the swamps and marshes in thevicinity, and
our farmers have been improving every spare hour
in ditching,draining, and carting out muck on their
uplands and they have made many very valuable
discoveriesjbeside the first object ofdraining. Capt.
Win. Hall ofHanover, while ditching a low mea-
dow ofabout 10 acres on his farm the present sea-
son has discovered an immense bed ofmarl,e.\tend
ing nearly over the whole meadow and reaching
froin three to ten feet in depth. It appears to be
a mixture of clay and lime with a large propor-
tion of vegetable matter Some of it, when throw-
ing it out in a wet state, is soft, and cuts like curd
or butter, and when partly dried, is elastic and will
bend like india rubber, and when perfectly dried
it is nearly white. Other portions of it are hard-
er and darker colored, with more clay, and all of
it when dry, effervesces freely, on the application
of acids. He has hauled out about 100 loads on
to his upland for experiment. It will, no doubt,
prove a valuable manure and will probably add
to the value of his farm 5 or $600. The mea-
dow alluded to has heretofore been considered
worth but little, being frequently covered with
water, and no one mistrusted it contained so rich
a bed of marl.

There are, no doubt, himdreds of farms in the
upper part of this State and Vermont, on which
may bo found as rich beds of marl as this, and if
not marl, on almost every farm can be found a
bed of muck, which with a suitable mixture of
lime may be made worth as much as marl, or if
farmers would fill up their barn or hog yards
with it, and cart it out in the spring, they would
find it wonh as much as stable manure. At the
suggestion and advice of Dr. Jackson, who. has
lately been making a geological survey of the
State ofNew Hampshire, last spring a number
of our farmers tried the experiment of mixing a
quantity of lime wirii muck and applying it to
corn and other crops, and the general" result is

that the effects are as good as stable manure.

—

Let farmers improve on this information. Many
a poor, sterile farm has enough of this material,
well managed, to make one of the most rich and
productive pieces of land in the world. Then in
such a dry season as the past has been, why not
look around in your long neglected swamjis aud
hog yards and mud holes and sound them out,
and haul them out, on to your dry land,|put it in-
to a heap, throwing on about a half bushel of
lime to a cart-load, and I will guarantee you will
make more than to hunt for gold or lead mines.
Just try it.

Marl may he known by the most ordinary ob-
server. Every farmer or farmer's boy may read-
ily distinguish it. The clay marl is generally
of a gray or bluish color, sometimes reddish, and
when dried it frequently is light colored in pro-
portion to the quantity oflime or calcareous earth
it contains, which is generally a test of its value,
and on the application of acids, or even sharp
vinegar, it will effervesce or boil up. This is

the operation of the acid upon the lime.
The value of marl above barn yard manure on

land, especially for a top dressing, is very obvi-
ous. You are exposed from fighting a crop of
weeds all summer, that would be brought on in
the yard manure, and the marl will last at least
four times as long. Sillman's Journal says a good
dressing of marl will last fiom 12 to 20 years.
It has long been used in some of the elder parts
of the country to verv great advantage.

J. PINNEO, Jr.
Hanover, N. II. Oct. 19, 1841.

Prof. Liebig is a strenuous advocate for a ro-
tation ofcrops, and his reasons are based on the
theory of Decandolk, which he considers as fully
established :

" DecandoUe supposes that the roots
of plants imbibe soluble matter of every kind
from the soil, and thus necessarily absorb a num-
ber of substances which are not adapted to the
purposes of nutrition, and must suhsctpiently be
returned to the soil as excrements. Now as ex-
crements cannot be assimilated by the jdaut
which rejected them, the more of these matters
which the soil contains, the more unfertile
must it be for plants of the same species. These
excrcmentitious matters may, however, gtill be
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capable of assimilation by anotber kind of plants,

whicb would tbiis remove them from tbe soil, and

render it again fertile for tbe first. And if tbe

planis last grown also expel substances from tbeir

roots, which can be appropriated as food by tbe

forner, they will improve the soil in two ways."

—Cultivator.

Importance of Chemistry to Acricui-ture.

If we strew tbe floors of our stables with gypsum

from time to time, tbey will lose all their otten-

sive stnell, and none of the ammonia which forms

can be lost, but will be retained in a condition

serviceable as manure."

Pastures act a most important part in return-

ing to the soil a supply of nitrogen in place of

that taken away in tbe bay nnd grain. In large

farms, where each field in rotation is in grazing,

the nitrogen is completely replaced, and where

the manures made on a farm are carefully return-

ed to the 8oil,the quantity of this important ingre-

dient must increase every year. When the night

soil of cities shall be generally converted into

poudrette, as it now is in some places, no nitro-

gen of consequence will be lost, as the quanti-

ties used in the shape of corn and cattle will be

returned to the country and made available for

new crops and tbe feeding ofnew animals. The
following extract will show tbe loss farmers

sustain from not attending to these powerful

manures:
" When it is considered that with every pound

ofammonia which evaproates, u loss of 60 pounds

of corn (grain) is sustained, and that with every

pound of urine a pound of wheat might be pro-

duced, tbe difference With which these liquid

excrements are regarded is quite incomprehen

sible. In most places only tbe solid excrements

impregnated with the liquid, are used, and the

<lwng iiills containing them are protected neither

from evaporation or from the rain. The solid

exer-ereients contain the insoluble, tbe liquid all

tbe eolnlile phosphates, and the latter contain

likewise all the potash which existed as organic

salts in the plants consumed by the animals."-

Mechanical Trades. A good trade is worth

a thousand dollars to any young man. It is worth

more than money as an inheritance ; (or this

may fiiil ; that never will if be be industrious.

We think well of those institutions of learning,

where ihe tedium of study, is occasionally reliev-

ed by emplovments in some mechanical occu-

pations. These promote the health of body and

mind, and may give the student a trade, which

in the event of his not being able to acquire a

living by bis wits, will still enable him to derive

a sure support from profitable labor.

How TO Save in Littli: Matters.—Procure
a book and keep an exact account of all your ex-

penditures. At the expiration of three months,

review, the account, and see how much you have

expended in fourpenny and ninepenny items

which you could have done without as well as

not. Tlien see to it that each ensuing quarter

shall be minus just those things. In many cases

the aggregate will be found more considerable

than you would be aivare of, unless you keep

such an account.

Western Farming.

Land at $1,35 per acre ; rails tor fencing at .S9

per hundred: soil as fertile as the banks of the

Nile; a log house which it is four days' work to

build ; hay i;i)Ough to be had for the mowing ; no

barns required for housing cattle in winter; corn

and wheat, |)otatoes and all manner of vegetables

come in profusion where one ploughs and plants

—such are some of the recommendations of the

far and fair famed West. But—a but must come
in here too—hut there is a tough sward, which
can be broken through only by the use of a shai-p

plough, with four yoke of oxen ; and in that land

of luxuriance, n murmur rises to the lips because

the surface of the ground has a sod. There the

cattle and the ho^s are " tall jumpers," and do
not always pay proper heed to an eight rail

fence ; there the marks of " meum and tvum"
(yours and mine,) are not always regarded, for

the swine which belonged to me in the spring,

and which fed in common on Uncle Sam's pas-

ture, find tbeir way in autumn into a neighbor's

pork bun-el ; but should they happen to find

their way home, tbey are worth, if fat, two cents

per pound.
in the West, many a man with small means,

may do vastly better for himself and family, in a

pecuniary view, than he can on the rocky and
sterile lands of the East. But the social, moral,

literary and religious privileges are there much
less : industry and its attendant virtues are less.

Consequently every man who is in comfortable

circumstances here, must forego many enjoy-

ments when he takes up his abode on the rich

rolling lands between tbe lakes and the grand
river of the West. There are some among us

who would do well to emigrate ;—there are n
who will do better to be contented here.

An anecdote tells the folly of grasping for

more land than can be improved. An emigrant

from the South, " squatted" in Indiana, and find-

ing tbe lands around him rich and beautiful, be

must have section after section, until bis funds

were all exhausted ; little money was left with

him to make improvements or to stock the lands.

Soon a shrewd Yankee " squatted" by him, hav-

ing purchased only 80 acres. The Southron ad-

vised his neighbor to purchase more land—but

no. Soon the Yankee was missing. After a few
weeks be came back with a drove of stock, pur-

chasud in Arkansas ; these he pastured on the

Southron's lands and the Government's—and
soon, by the sale of cattle, grew rich enough to

buy and sell bis neighbor, with the thousands of

unstocked acres. A good lesson, our informant

says, the story was to him ; and good instruction

may be deduced from it by many another who
shall go to that tar olF region.—A'. Y. Farmer.

" Children, Come to Prayer."
'•OCOME LET US WORSHIP AND BOW DOWN; LET US

KNEEL BEFORE OUR MaKLR."
The following beautiful lines were published in the Un-

ion Annual, under the bead of " The Family Altar."

Come to the place of prayeif

!

Parents and children, come and kneel before

Your God, and with united hearts adore
Him whose alone j'our life and being are.

raise,

With one consent, the grateful song of praise,

To Him who blessed you with a lot so fair

!

Who—who hath raised you from the dream of night ?

Whose hand hath poured arbund the cheering Myhl ?

Come and adore that kind and heavenly power!

Come at the close of day !

Ere wearied nature sinks in gentle rest;

Come, and let your sins be here confessed ;

Come, and for his protecting mercy pray.

Has sorrow's withering blight

Your dearest hopes iu desolation laid,

And tiie once cheerful home in gloom arrayed ?

Yet pray, for He can turn the gloom to light.

Has sickness entered in

Y'our peaceful mansion ? then let prayer ascend
On wings of faith, to that all-gracious Friend,

Who came to heal the bitter pangs of am.

Come to the place of prayer !

At niorn, at night—in gladness or in grief

—

Surround the throne of grace ; there seek relief.

Or pay your free and grateful homage there.

So in the world above
Parents and children may meet at last,

When this your weary pilgrimage is past,

To mingle their joyful notes of love.

delivered lately before the American Institute of
New York. This address, like all the produc-
tions from the same mind on the subject of Ag-
riculture, presents matter highly animating and
interesting to the farmer, some of which, in due
time, we shall take occasion to use.

Cure for Chilblains.—Mr. Editor.—I have
tried nearly thirty different recipes to cure chil-

blains : tbe best remedy I have tried is to soak
the feet a i'ew minutes, morning and evening, in

a cold strong brine made from pure salt andvva-
ter. If this remedy is applied in season the

chilblains will not ulcerate.

Those who cannot bear cold water or cold brine

are recommended to soak their feet in weak lye,

that is lukewarm, 10 or 15 minutes. X. Y.

Remedy for Sciatica.—Apply soft soap to

the part affected. The soap may be weakened
a little and applied on a cloth like a poultice.

N. B. VVe have the name of tbe gentleman
who furnished us with the above recipes and have

much confidence in their value. The name may
be seen at our office.

—

Ed, Ploughman,

BRIGHTON MARKET.—Monday, Nov. 22, 1841.

[Reported for the New England Farmer.]
At market 873 Beef Cattle, 500 Stores, 65U0 Sheep,

and .125 Swine.
Prices—Beef Cattle—Last week's prices were fully

sustained. VVe quote first quality gd 75 a g6 ; seconil

quality g4 75 a §5 30 ; third quality j?3 25 a S4 30.

BarreUing Cattle—Mess gl 38 ; No. 1, g3 25; No. 2,

'stores—Two year old $1 a 15. Three year old, gU
, 2-t.

and

lots

THE MARKETS.
From the Boston Courier, Nov. 30.

CqffVc—Sales of 800 a 1000 bags St. Domingo, i" -c per lb. ; Rio, 10 a lOJc ; 200 bags Porto Cabel-
lO^c ; ISO do Java, I2c per lb, G mos.

Cotton.—\ few small parcels Uplands were taken at 10
a roic : 150 bales Florida, 9% a 10c ; and 200 do New Or-
leans, 104 a 1 IJc per lb, G mos cr.

Ftour.—The market has been very dull throughout the
week, with large additional arrivals, and prices of Gene-
see are about f of a dollar below the last weekly report;
Southern commands previous prices. Sales of 200 brls

Baltimore City mills JjtG 62, 4 mos, for export; 200 do
Philadelphia gC 50 cash.

Grain.—The arrivals since rur last weekly report have
been large, and prices at the close fell off, for corn 1 a 2o
per bushel.

Corn, Northern, bush 72 a 73
do Southern flat yellow, 70 a 71

Barley, fi5 a (13

Rye, Northern, 73 a 75
Oats, Southern, '18 a 51
do Northern, 52 a 51

Beans, per bush. 75 a 1 50
Hides.—There is an import of 12,000 Buenos Ayres

since the last report, of which 6000 have been taken for

New York at 16c per lb, 6 mos ; 20 bales Calcutta Cow
sold within the quoted rates ; 20 do do Buft'alo green sold

at 12ic per lb, 6 mos cr.

Hops.—Sales by growers range 13 a 14, and second
I5c

Wc Iiave the dflh number of Mr. Oilman's

"Farm Architecture" with the diagrams, ex-

hibiting the true economy of llie Barn, and fur-

nishing the outline of an iiiipiovement of that

necessary building to the farmer,which improve-

ment in an extensive establishment will be worth

more than tbe interest upon the whole cost. If

we can procure the engravings this essay will be

presented in the next number of the Visitor.

From our old friend, Judge Niles, late Post

Master General, we have received a copy of his

Address before the Agricultural Society of Hart-

ford County, Ct., Oct. 8, 1841. It is characterized

by the sound, practical good sense of the author,

who is a liirmer as well as a politician. From
this address we intend to make future extracts.

We are bound to acknowledge the repeated fa-

vors of the Rev. Henry Colman, late Commis-
er for the Agricultural Survey of Massachn-

settB. who has presented us with a copy of his

Address on the Agriculture of the United States,

Molasses.-

16|c; 100 di

per gal, 6 mos.
ProvUions.—The market has sustained an improve-

ment, since the last report, of nearly 50c perbrl,on ac-

count of the light droves of beef cattle.and increased de-
mand experienced liy barreJlers. Clear Pork is also in bet-

ter request, and commands somewhat higher prices ; sales

400 kegs Lard 7c per lb, 4 mos.
Beet, mess. 4 mo. new brl 9 50 a 10 00
Pork, extra clear, 4 mo. brl 13 00 a

do Clear,
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The vmtoi:
Correspondence of the Kariner's Montiily Visitor.

flashington CUy, jVov. 25, 1841.
Dear Sir:—This being Tliaiiksgiving day in

your good State, my tliouf^hts naturally revert to
tlie merry-meetings in which I have so often
there taUen a part in times gone by, and to tho.se
kind friends whom no la|)se of time or length of
space can efface from my memory. While thus
cogitating, it occurred to me that I could not
better devote the time than in giving you some
observations which I made in a recent visit into

tlie Slate of Virginia, and if worth it, as I have
'• taken the notes," you can " prent 'em."

A COMPLIMENT TO THE VISITOR.

I am a subscriber, and have been a constant
render of the Visitor from its commencement;
and although long out of the practice of agricid-

ture, I await the coming of its successive num
bers with more impatience than I have ever felt

for the " next nmnber" of the Pickwick Papers,
Charley O'Alalley, or any of the ephemera of the

day, however attracting the title. When you
first embarked in this undertaking, and even after

I saw you fairly at sea, 1 had many (ears that the

voyage would not prove a profitable one. 1

thought that |)orlion of the community whom
such a publi.-.ation would more immediately ben-
efit, entertained too much seli'-confidence, and
were too. willing to imitate the man who carried

a stone to mill in one end of his bag, and his corn

in the other, instead of dividing his corn to main-
tain an equilibrium : that is, 1 thought them
so clcsely wedded to old customs, as to part with
them and adopt new with great reluctance. But
in your abundant success my error of opinion is

corrected. Your third voyage is now nearly

ended, as a few more propitious gales will waft
yoii safely to the shores of 1842. What a rich
and valuable return you have laid before your
readers! Enough, if practised upon, to increase
the productions four-fold of all those who have
not heretofore availed themselves of the facts

and various information set forth in its ample
pages.

Men are too apt to believe themselves always
»t)eH ^ita/j^d for that particular kind of business
in which they have either from choice or com-
pelling circumstances, engaged. They forget

that all minds are not cast in the same mould,
and that signal benefits, which one mind may
overlook for a- series' of years, may at once be
elicited by another, occupied by the same em-
ployment ; allhough it may be much less vigor-

ous and observing in general. This struck me
as a grand difficulty in your undertaking. But
now that such ample stores of experiment and
experience, together with a mass of valuable

suggestions, are spread before the community
men can no longer doubt that the dissemination
ol' their difterent operations, and their results, is

of the highest possible consequence to the prof-
itable ptnsuit of agricultme.
IMPROVEMENT OF AGBICnLTURAI, IMPLEMENTS.
Since the commencement of the present cen-

tury, both the theory and the practice of agricul-
ture have assumed various new shapes. The
natural tendencies to improvement, iu a new and
flourishing country like ours, have undoubtedly
been accelerated by some national events. The
last war did more lor us, perhaps, in the way of
agricultural improvement, than we should other-
wise have done for ourselves in three or fom-
times as many years as the war continued. Com-
merce and manufactm-es being checked, the at-

tention of thousands was turned to primitive
employments. Among this multitude were many
individuals of learning, science, and great theo-
retical knowledge. Unaccustomed to hard labor,
such as the larmer's i.s, their energies were con-
stantly exerted to seek out new modes of saving
labor. All around them caught the stimulus.
Their efforts awakened a new impulse in the
practical farmers, and hence there grew up a
general and lasting interest on the subject, which
has elicited many of the improvements which
we now enjoy.

Another cause of improvement has been, that,

for many years, the price of all agricultural pro-
ducts has given a sufficient assurance that the
soil, when properly cultivated, will not only re-

pay the labor bestowed upon it, but will afford a
sure and handsome profit. The chaiige in th

style, finish, and convenience of agriciiltural ini

plements has been tridy wonderful. The ini

provemenis in the plough, for instance, hav
been almost as great within the last twenty-five
years, as between the plough of this time and
the original idea of one, viz: the crotched limb
of some ancient tree ! The saving to the farmer

the improvement of implements alene, I think

equal to one sixth of the whole amount of labor

one day out of six saved !

DIGNITY OF THE FARMER.
But the fact most cheering to the farmer must

be in the great change which has been wrought
in the public mind with regard to the dignity of
the employment. None now look upon it as

secondary. Still, the erroneous sentiment which
so long prevailed, has some portion of its old

leaven left. The farmtr, with his clear judg-
meiu, and morals uncorrupted by the hot-bed
vices of populous towns, should be found in

greater numbers in our national councils and
legislative halls—oftener the arbiter of litigated

suits, and the framer of our laws. But as it is,

a healthful re-action is going on. Men of learn-

ing, genius—of extensive and varied acquire-

ments—men of wealth and great public useful-

ness, are now constantly turning their attention,

and the exercise of their best powers, to the

more private, but not less dignified and honora-
ble employment of cultivating the soil. Tiieir

theoretical knowledge incites th<;m to experi-

ments, many of which result, not only in benefits

to the liu-mer, but in the positive good of' man-
kind.

But I did not sit down to indite a homily, and
will tJierefore invite you to jaunt along with me

THE JOURNEY.
Having received an invitation to pass a few

days in Northumberland county, in the state of
Virginia, 1 left this city on the 23d of September
last, and went down tiie Potomac nearly to Point
Look Out, which is at the mouth of the river, (it

being about six miles wide here,) and landed on
the western shore. Passing two or three days
near this place, and strolling more or less each
day in search of game, 1 was surprised to find

great quantities of excellent timber. I have trav-

elled over large portions of some of the most

valuable timber lands in the state of Maine, in
many instances counting the best trees within a
particular space, but from the observations made
in these rambles, I am inclined to the opinion
that quite as many thousand feet may be found
to the acre on the Potomac, as on the Maine
lands ; though the forests in the latter are much
more extensive. The yellow pines, I think, ex-
ceeded in size, straigbtness, and length, any that
1 ever saw. There were many white oaks of
great size and beauty, but the timber is very dif-

ferent from that of the white oak at the north,
the pores being larger, the grain coarser, and not
near as tough. The black gum abounds, and is

tmquestiouably the best wood known for the
hubs of wheels. A very large pair which had
been used several years for hauling heavy timber,
and which had never been housed, were then
standing in the forest. The hubs were made of
the black gum, and upon examination I found
that no bands had ever been upon them, and yet
they were perfectly sound, and with fewer cracks
than the best banded elm hubs usually have. A
gentleman present informed me that this wood

now frequently ordered in blocks in large

quantities, to be made into hubs for nil kinds of
iage wheels. In addition to the excellent

" hoe-cake" and sweet potatoe, the planter in this

section plentifiilly supplies his table with wild
fowl, rock fisii, and the finest oysters.

VIRGINIA FARMING.
Leaving the river, and travelling nearly south,

I pas.sed through extensive timber forests on bot-

tom lands, which, when cleared, prove of the
best quality. On my way lay a plantation be-

longing to a nephew of Col. Taliaferro, the pres-
ent member of Congress, but now occupied by a
Mr. Brown. On this plantation seven thousand
bushels of corn and fifteen hundred bushels of
wheat have been raised this season. A few miles
larther south I tarried two or three days on one
of the plantations of Dr. Murphy, a gentle-
man of much agricultural as well as medicinal
skill, possessing vast landed estates, and who has
set an example which is already working a revo-
lution in the modes of husbandry in the section
of country in which he resides. As the land is

generally flat, and consequently wet, he is ditch-

ing round lai'ge tracts of " old fields," fencing,

manuring and ploughing, and endeavoring to

bring them back to vegetable life, and is deter-

mined no longer to act upon the principle which
always taA-es but never gives. What is uncom-
mon, he has a fine barn and granary, a garden
handsomely laid out and well tended, and a thrifty

orchard. The house, a neat cottage, overshad-
owed by lofty locusts, and standing nearly in the

centre of a field of corn containing one hundred
and fifty acres, has a most quiet and inviting ap-
pearance. From this pohit, fields beyond fields

rise to the sight,

Every planter I conversed with in this region

stated to me his conviction that their system of
farming is wrong ; that they attempt to cultivate

too much—that their lands are rapidly becoming,
have already become, im|)Overished, and that

they do not understand the method of renovating

them, and that each succeeding year brings less

nd less under their present practice. Melan-
choly as is this |>icture, the whole aspect of

things, as you travel through much of Virginia,

Maryland, and probably all the Southern States,

)ves it to be true. Thousands upon thousands
acres lie in " old fields," lands which have

been worn out by successive crops of corn and
tobacco, with scarcely the appearance of verdure

upon them, not affording even a pasturage for

sheep worthy of the name. My host informed

me that if his field brought him fifteen bushels

to the acre he should consider it a good crop!

The land is a light, sandy loam, and is as capable

of producing fifty or sixty bushels to the itcre as
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fifteen, if rightly cultivated. A new impulse,

however, has been infused into many minils.

Agricultural papers are sent for—compost heaps

are gathered—lime, plaster, and ashes are intro-

duced, and a spirit of inquiry is abroad in the

land. But experiments will be combatted by ig-

norance and prejudice, and many years will

elapse before their fields will be divided into

" convenient lots,"—their fodder housed, their

cattle stocked, and their manure saved. But the

conviction that they are in error, is a great jjoint

gained, and we cannot but hope that, eventually,

it will embrace and correct the most prejudiced

minds.
In another part of the state which 1 have more

recently visited, Fairfax county, the same spirit

of inquiry, and desire for improvement is mani-

fested. Recently, a number of individuals, prac-

tical fartners, from the state of New York, have

purchased large tracts of the worn-out lands in

the vicinity of the court-house, and have com-
menced a system of operations which has at once

awakened the surrounding husbandmen to new
efforts, and enhanced the price of land. They
have settled upon the lands, erected barns, di-

vided the extensive fields, introduced better im-

plements, and are setting examples of industry

and carefulness, which are giving a new aspect

to all the adjacent country.

A NOBLE EXAMPLE.
Travelling through Fairfax, into Prince Will-

iam countj', I sojourned three days at the hospi-

table mansion of Alfred Ball, Esq. Here I found
myself upon one of the old Virginia ])lantations,

with all the substantials about me which go to

make life comfortable and happy. His home-
stead consists of about fifteen hundred acres,

containing all the varieties of soil common in

that part of the state, and watered by the Bull

Run river, which flows nearly through the centre

of the estate. His house, a model of the old

Virginia, palace-like mode of building, stands

upon a gentle eminence, overlooking every part

of the plantation. Around it is a handsome area,

planted with ti-uit trees and shrubbei-y, among
which are iuterspersed numerous bee hives. A-
bout one half of this estate fell to Mr. B. by in-

heritance, and while walking over a large tract

on which the new, thickset clover had almost hid

the ground, he informed nie that when he came
upon it there was not a field which would pro-

duce crop enough to pay the expenses of culti-

vation. When his determination to cultivate it

was made known, his friends remonstrated against

such a step, and predicted starvation as the re-

sult. But with most commendable ambition he

told them he had an irrepressible desire to re-

store what had been lost upon the lands of his

ancestors, through neglect partly, and the want
of a proper knowledge of the true modes of hus-

bandry ; and that he could not sit down and ap-

propriate the labors of others, with their improve-
ments and results, with that satisfaction and con-

tentedness which he fancied he should realize,

after overcoming the difiiculties which surround-
ed him by his own energies and industry. How
nobly he has succeeded—how the once barren

waste now pours into his lap the fidl reward of

all his labors and cares, may be seen by a ramble
over portions of his plantation. Still, it must be
borne in mind that this is Virginia, improvement,
and will not bear contrasting with a well man-
aged New England farm. It will he noticed by
the remarks which follow, that, notwithstanding

he considers himself amply repaid, by the crops

produced, for any extra labor bestowed, the ca-

pabilities of the soil have been nothing like fairly

tested.

Mr. Ball cultivates only about four hundred
acres. One hundred he plants with corn, the

average yield of which is twenty bushels to the

acre. He usually sows one hundred and fifty

acres in wheat, the average crop of which is not
over five bushels to the acre ; seeds a bushel and
a peck. On these crops, with the other necessa-

ry labor of the plantation, eight efficient men,
six horses, and three yoke of oxen, are employed.
There are no stones. Immediately in front of
his house he has enclosed a field containing one
hundred acres. This he calls his pet field ; and
is to be thoroughly dressed and tended in future,

in preference to every other part of the farm.
Here he has commenced the new system of cul-
tivation, in which he expects to be greatly aided
liy a careful perusal of the Visitor, of which he

is a subscriber. He reasons in tbi:? manner. He
now seeds 150 acres with wheat, and obtains five

bushels to the acre, and an aggregate of seven

hundred and fifty bushels. Now, he says, if by
extra dressing and labor he can increase the crop

to fifteen bushels to the acre, (and of which there

can be little doubt,) there will be an uiigregatc ol'

two thousand two hundred fifty bushels, and a

net gain offjleen hundred bushels, or nearly so,

taking into the account the value of the extra

quantity of straw. Now if this reasoning be
correct, and 1 have no doubt the result would
prove it so, it shows at a glance the great impor-
tance of cultivating a less quantity of land, and
of bestowing upon that more than all the labor

which has been bestowed upon a much largf^r

quantity. The same piocess will hold good with

respect to all other crops as well as that of wheat.

Mr. B. will open an account of debt and credit

with this field, and such minutes as will show
the cost and kind of dressing, the amount of

labor expended, the ploughing, harrowing, seed-

ing, time of planting, sowing, reaping, &:c. of all

of wliich he has engaged to furnish me a paper,

which shall be tbrwarded to you in due lime
when I receive it.

DEFICIE.NCY OF COMFORT AT THE SOUTH.
With all the advantages, however, of a most

generous soil, and a mild and genial climate, with

good markets for all the produce they can spare,

the planters through all the South lack many of
the comforts and elegancies of life which are a

common blessing throughout New England. Their
houses are in the first place loosely constructed,

and there is generally a carelessness about mak-
ing the necessary repairs, which gives them a

dilapidated appearance, in one or two years atler

their erection. During the short, but frequently

severe cold weather, they are cheerless and un-
comfortable tenements. Tlrey seldom have barns,

and what I believe is still more rare, wood-houses.

The consequence is, in regard to the want of the

first, that their stock requires much more feed-

ing than would be necessary if housed during

the long, cold storms of rain, hail and snow
which always prevail in the winter, and then

come out lean in the spring, and unprofitable for

milk or labor. But the wood-house, which to

the thrifty New England house-wife is deemed
indispensable, cannot be expected, where the

animals themselves are denied a shelter. The
want of it, however, is often a soin-ce of vexa-

tion, and is bad economy. On many plantations

the wood is brought up from time to lime, just

in sufficient quantities to afford a scanty sujjply,

and used in its green state—or, if collected in

considerable quantities, suffered to lie exposed to

all weathers, and consequently much of the time
unfit tor use. But particularly as regards many
of their domestic arrangements—that peculiar

methodizing, and those thousand nameless com-
forts and conveniences which give home an air

and delight above all other places, there seems
to be an indiffijrence which is altogether inexpli-

cable. And this is often the case where there is

wealth sufficient, not only to ensure the com-
forts of life, but to introduce the Graces them-
selves. But in the improved mode of husbandry
abroad, which shall bring neatness and method
into the corners, and under the fences, of every

field, we may hope to see a corresp<mding im-
provement in the out-buildings, as well as the

kitchen, dairy and parlor. To make note, how-
ever, of all to which my observation extended,

would, perhaps, make my remarks out of place

in your paper, and occupy too much of your
space.

Leaving Prince William, I passed through the

pleasant village of Aldie, in Loudoun county, the

late residence of the Hon. Charles F. Mercer, for

more than twenty years a member of Congress
from the Loudoun district. This gentleman has

done much for the agricultural interest in this

section. The grounds about the house aie laid

out and planted with great taste, and are all un-

der the highest state of cultivation. A little

north of this village commences that portion of

country denominated the Short Hills, well known
by wheat growers in "all these parts" as the

great, if not the greatest, wheat growing country

in the Union. It is, emphatically, a rolling coun-
try—a complete succession of Short Hills, in

every direction, as far as the eye can reach. When
I passed over it, (the loth October,) the farmers

were sowing, and often upon reaching the top

of a hill the same scene which I had wilnesse''

twenty times before presented itself, of six o'"

eight horses and ploughs in cheerful motion,
followed by the sowers with their bags upou
(heir shoulders. There are few slaves in this

section of the State. The houses are compara-
tively comfortable—we often see good barns, and
that air of neatness, inseparable from the Quaker
habits, pervades every thing. Their manner of
renovating the soil is by turning in clover and
the application of plaster. They make little ac-

count of any other manures. The price of land,

from this point to the base of the Blue Ridge,

ranges from thirty to fifty dollars an acre, in

quantities suitable for fiirms. This affords an
idea of the crops they are capable of producing.

Journeying one whole day along the base of
the Blue Riilge, through a fine wheat country,

I reached Harper's Ferry, the jilace which Jeffer-

son said, in his Notes onVirginia, would he worth
a voyage across the Atlantic to see. To one ac-

customed to looking upon our northern moun-
tains, and their grand scenery, this place will

hardly come up to the expectations which de-

scriptions may have inspired. The eye must
scan its wild beauties—its bold hills, so near that

in the du.sk of evening they appear as though
you could almost touch them from your win-

dows—its jutting rocks, and winding paths, be-

fore the value which Jefferson has placed upon
it can be appreciated. The village is located

upon two sides of a mountain, and upon the very

narrow strip of land between the base of the

mountain and the Shenandoah and Potomac riv-

ers, and the point formed by their junction. Small

houses dot the hill-sides in every direction, in-

terspersed by occasional mansions of a moi-e

pretending character. Half way up the mouii-

tain stands tlie Catholic Church, with its Gothic

windows and tall spire. Beyond it is the Pres-

byterian Church, and in the upper story of the

same building, the Masonic Lodge. Still above

these, overlooking a vast extent of country, is

the burying groun<l, enclosed by a faced wall of

stone. The government work-shops, for the

manufacture of fire-arms, line the banks of both

rivers, and extend uj) a consideiable distance

from their confluence. West of the town there

is an extensive, undulating, and fine country. I

viewed it from the mountain on the east side of
the Potomac, which rises nearly a thousand feet

from the bed of the river, and could distinctly

see the Alleghanies in the distance. The whole
space is checkered with cultivated farms, and
with its green spots of newly-sprung grain, and

" the fatJing many colored woods,
Shade deepening over shade,"

the whole has a most lovely appearance. There
are evidences which lead to the belief that this

beautiful portion of country was once a lake,

which in the lapse of time burst the harrier-

mountain which had for ages restrained it, and
checked its passage to the ocean.' The highlands
east of the Potomac, extending north, and the

Blue Ridge, on the south of the Shenandoah,
extending south-west to the Alleghanies, were its

probable boundaries. Several hundred feet above
the level of the river, in the side of one of the
mountains, I noticed a cavern of considerable

extent, and circular in its form, the tides and
bottom of which were worn exceedingly smooth,
as if by the united action of water and the attri-

tion of stones. The mouth of this cavern faces

the west, and as no water enters it from above,
how was this appearance occasioned, unless by
such a cause, either before or at the time the

mountain was broken through? I am of the

o|iinion that the mountain was undermined by
the water finding its way through the fissures in

the rocks, and that the superincumbent mass may
have remained for age.s, thus forming anoiher
Natural Bridge ! The grand feature of this place

is the proximity of the mountains immediately
at the junction of the rivers. Here they rise in

bold magnificence to the height of many hundred
feet. In some places standing out in detached

masses of naked, turret-like colunms of rocks,

and in others appear impending cliff's which seem
to threaten destruction to all below. Around
these the eagle wheels his airy flight, and builds

his nest where human foot hath never trod.

A full description of this interesting place

—

its business, localities, scenery, and early history,

would prove acceptable to your readefs. But
that I must leave for a more competeniipen, (say
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for a future communication ?) I will nivself afUl,

that my return was tlirough a rich portion of tlie

state of Maryland, where tiie subject of anricul-

ture has probably received much more attt-ntiuii

than in any portion of the state of Viri;iiiia.

P. S. I enclose an account ol the (irst Exhi-
bition of the Prince Georjie's (Maryland) A;.'ii-

cultural Society, a copy of their constitution and
by-laws, and their list of premiums. There is,

perhaps, rather too much of the facetious in the

description, but as I was present at the exhibition

I am able to state that it gives a good idea of the

occasion. Trulv yours,

SIMON BROWN.

From the Maine CuUiv.-.tor.

Natural Meadow or Reclaimed Bogr.

It is truly gratifvin;; to observe the increasing
estimation of this kind of land. Swamps and
bogs are reservoirs for manure that is imavoida-
bly lost from higher ground : yet tiature wills

that it be not lost to man if he will but improve
it.

Many rich and valuable bogs wear a forbidding
asjject, from being thickly covered with brush-
wood ; but by embracing favorable seasons for

burning, and closely following the fire with the
scythe, they may be reclaimed at much less ex-
pense than mayat first be anticipated.
To keep such land clear, great care is indis-

pensable. It should beannually mowed wlictlicr

clad in bushes, weeds or grass, and every tl.iu^'

carefully cut close. After haying, a few liry davs
will, generally, so dry the stubble that fire will

run over it. Burning is useful both as a means
of clearing and smoothing the ground, and also
of increasing its fertility ;—ashes stimulate the
vegetable matter of which the soil is chiefly com-
posed.

One other method of improving meadows
should not he neglected. I mean annual flowing:
this is the cause that made the land valuable at

first.

Some may not understand why covering land
with water siiould enrich it ; hut I thiids the rea-
son must be plain to every careful observer;— it

is not the pure water but its contents that improve
the land. During heavy rains and melting of
snow, every stream, brook or rivulet is charged
with the wash of forests, ploughed land and pas-
tiu'es ; if this water is still confined to a narrow
channel, it passes rapidly off with whatever it

contains; If the channel is so obstructed as to

raise the water over flat lands, its course is less

rapid, and its contents deposited, leaving a dress-

ing of the finest and richest manine.
I have observed that some farmers spend much

time in ditching meadows and swales, but none
in flowing them. Ditches may be useful while
crops are growing, by making a drier surface

and facilitating the action of light, heat and air
;

but flowing in fall and spring is, I think, of para-

mount importance.
An error in relation to the proper time for

cutting aquatic grasses has prevailed to some ex-

tent. Thej' should be cut as soon as the seed is

full and before the leaves begin to rust—sooner
will make still better fodder—and secured with-
out exposure to rain or dew. A.
Remarks.—We hod supposed that the great

value derived from the irrigation was in the "con-
tents" brought down, and not in the "pin-e wa-
ter." We have discovered our mistake on this

point. On the cultivated grounds attached to

the Insane Hospital at Worcester water is flashed

over the groimds brought from a clear cold
spring on the rising ground above; and Dr.
Woodward assured us that this "pure water"
had all the desired effect to increase the product
of hay. So we were informed by Col. Phinney,
the most successful practical a^'ricndturist we
have yet known,tlmt the clear cold water brought
over his mowing lands in the spring greatly in-

creased the quantity of good English hay. Look
upon any side hill over which the water has run
in the spring all the way up and down, even
when it shall come from the cold drain of a cel-

lar: if there be any "contents" coming down
with this water tliey must have filtered upon the
top of the ground long before they touch the soil

on which irrigation acts.

Pure water, in itself, we believe to be one of
1 the greatest fertilizers of the groun<l

;
yet if pure

' water stand upon or near the surface too long,

it will destroy almost every vegetable crop.

—

Without pure water we should have no crop

:

it is the great principle which forms vegetable

growth. When flashed over any soil if it imme-
diately runs off, its effect is seen in the early

spring of vegetation. Where the cold water of

early spring first runs, there will be seen the first

and most rajiid growth of every thing green.

We see this as well on the side hill pastiu'es of
the high mountains as in the hollows of the

streams in the valleys. We question whether
there will be any very great difference between
the water from pools carrying the "contents" of
the woods, and the clear cold water running from
springs, that shall be conducted over a mowing
field in the spring; the sun and the mild weiith-

er have all the due action in meliorating the effect

of the water.

It might be useful for farmers to ascertain the

real effect of manures and other applications to

the soil. The natural iiiipression is, that when
land is'uoiM out" all the matt-rials of fertility

must be carried to it, to bring it bairk ; that with"-

out as much ina;uire shall be a[)plied as the val-

ue of the subsequent crops, such land cannot be
made useful ; that, in short, worn out land has
no intrinsic value. Now there is a great mis-

take in this supposition ; the worn out land oidy

wants a change of action to make it productive.

This change may be made simply by the plough
and cultivator without manure—by the applica-

tion of pure water, sand or clay—by stirring and
bringing upon the surface the under soil—by
(lr.Miii:ig, and in various other ways. Warming,
stiiMMJ.itiug manuies will do good on all lands

—

tliiy "ill renovate worn out lands; but frequent

pliiugliiiig, irrigation, draining and the application

of sand upon stiff clay soils and stiff clay or marl

upon sandy soils, will do quite as much as the

bi'st ujanure in fertilizing a " worn out" field.

—

Editoi- F. M. Visitor.

Improvement of StiffClay Soil.

A friend who has a lot of very tenacious clay,

on \vhich he grew, the present season, a crop

of very excellent carrots, both in quality and
quantity, but who experienced difficulty in har-

vesting them, owing to the tenacious character

of thesoil, having asked our advice to the best

mode ofmeliorating its texture, as .there may be

others similarly situated, we will avail ourself

of the occasion, of re[)eating here, what we said

to him. He apprised us that he could get any
quantity of foundry cinders. With the knowl-

edge ofthe character of his soil, and the resoince

just named.we advised him to haul on his lot(about

an acre in quantity) in the first place, 100 loads

of sand, to spread it evenly over every part of it;

then to haul on from 40 to 50 loads of the cinders

rejecting as much as possible of that ]iart which
had runinto an oar-like substance and to spread

that on the sand. This done to i)lough the whole

under, then harrow and cross plough it, and leave

the grotind in that condition until spring, when
if he intended putting on animal or alimentary

manures to do so, then plough again, harrow and

put on either a hundred bushels of litne, or the

same quantity of ashes, when be should finish by

harrowing and rolling. Should he follow our

advice, we have no doubt that during the next

season, he will find his tenacious clay converted

into a delightful clay mould, relieved from all its

tendencies to crack and bake, and that his work-

men, instead of finding it irksome toil to pene-

trate it with their implements, will discover, that

it will cut like rich old cheese, crumbling to their

touch, and presenting an aspect to their view,

no less pleasing to their sight than the improved

condition of the soil itself will render their la-

bors agreealde. The soil in one of the very best

agricuTtural counties in England at the present

lime, was, mainly, fifty years ago, a series of

continuous beds of almost floating sand ; but

now, these bodies of floating sand, by the appli-

cation of marl, or clay, as either was inost con-

venient to their respective owners, have been

converted into sandy lonnxs, the which by proper

subsequent treatment, have been rendered as

fertile as the hearts of men could desire. If one

should be asked, what is the most profitable soil

to work ? the question nine times out of ten

would he answered thus: a deep rich mould

—

and what is such mould, but a compound of clay,

sand, vegetable and calcareous matter .' Noth-

ing else, and whatever of all these, which may
be deficient, can be artificially supplied when-

ever required ; for there are but few sands be-
neath which clay may not be found. These on
the spot, the necessary quantity of lime or marl,
in some of its forms, can easily in most instances,
be supplied, as but three or tour per cent, of ei-
ther of these will be found suflicientto produce
the desired change in the condition of the soil.

The Earl of Leicester converted an estate of
2200 acres of almost barren sands into one of
great fruitftilness by the means we have just
named, and instances are numerous in this
country, where great melioration have been pro-
duced in the same way. We know a li-iend,

whose garden was of such tenacious clay as to
be impenetrable to any thing but the pick, who
acting under our instructions, has made it by
sand, lime and stable manure, as pleasant a gar-
den mouldasgardner ever spaded—and this spot,

which seemed to have been destined by nature
for the site of a brickyard, is now one of the
most productive kitchen gardens any where to

be found.

We will close this article by this remark

—

that wherever clay lands to be reduced to mould
may lie contignous to salt-water rivers, that the
sand from their shores should be preferred.

—

American Farmer.

Woman and Agricdltcbe.—Agriculture i»

undoubtedly the first and most important of in-

dustrious pursuits ; and it is an occupation in

which, from the earliest histories of the human
race, woman has delighted to engage, and by her
labors, and more especially by her counsels, as-

sist in bringing to a state of perfection. Yes, in

this honorable pursuit man has been assisted by
that partner which the Eternal, in his goodness,
has given to hinj, to share his toils, alleviate his

cares, and embellish his life. Indeed, by looking
into the past, by reverting to the most distant

))eriods of time, we shall perceive, through the
glimmering light which succeeds the darkness
of unknown centuries, that woman, so well de-
signated as the "flower of the human specief,"

has had, in all ages, a direct share in the progress
of Agriculture.

Let us look to Egypt. By raising the veil

which fiction and heathenistn have thrown over
truth, we shall find that in remote ages, while
Osiris, the wise King of that country, who was
afterwards deified, as dictating laws to the Egyp-
tians, Isis, his Queen, was giving them those pre-
cepts in agriculture which render the Egyptian
dominions the richest in the universe. They thus
became flimiliar with the mysteries of embank-
ments, irrigations, and drainings, in order to drive
aH the benefit which could be afforded by the
deposite of the benignant Nile. Isis chose the ox
as her type, on account of its great usefulness
in agriculture ; and the Egyptians imagined that

the soul of the celebrated Queen, after her death,

animated the ox 1 in con.sequence of which, they
exalted that useful animal to the rank of a deity.

If we look to Sicily, we shall there find a Queen
who conferred the greatest benefit on mankind
by giving them lessons in agriculture—by mak-
ing them acquainted with the use of wheat and
the mode ofcultivating it. This Queen of Sicily

was Ceres, whom the ancients, by an allegory

equally just and beautiful, have represented as

the mother of Phitus, the God ofWealth—mean-
ing unquestionably, that agriculture is the source
of all riches. The Greeks, who personified all

received favors, as they deified all virtues, with a
view to perpetuate their gratitude to the Queen
of Sicily, made her the Goddess of Agriculture

and Harvest.

In the first centuries of the Roman Republic,

the care of the kitchen garden was always entrus-

ted to the mother of a tiimily. Indeed, among
the Greeks and Romans, many persons, received

divine honors on account of the services which
they rendered agriculture. In Sparta, while the

men were fighting for their country, the women
were cultivating the soil ; atid it is to the Em-
press of China that we are indebted for the mul-

berry tree and the rearing of silk worms.—fios-

ton Macantik Journal.

Statistics of Labor.

E.NGr.AND.—In England the price of labor va-

ries. The Nottingham stocking weavers, as sta-

ted by them in a public address, after working

from 14 or 16 hours per day, earn only from four
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to five shillngs per week, and are obliged to

subsist on bread and water or potatoes and salt.

Scotland.—Among the laboring classes of tlie

industrious Scotcii, meat, except on Sundays, is

rarely used.

FRA^cE.—Of the people of France, seven and

a half millions do not eat wheat or uheaten

bread. Tliey live n|)on barley, rye, buckwheat,

chesnuts, and a few potatoes. Tlio coniiiion w;i-

ges of a hired laborer in Fi ance, arc if-'i?,/.'") for a

mail, and $18,75 for woman, anmially. The ta.x-

es upon them are equal to one tilth of the nett

product.

Norway.—In Norway the ordinary food for

the jiea.saiitry, is bread and gruel, both prepared

of oat-iiK-al u ith an mcasional mixture of dried

fish. Meat is a li,.Mii\ la rely used.

PoLANii.- The ciiriiiMoM food of the jieasantry

of Poland, tlje wi.rl.iii- men, is eabbn^e and po-

tatoes; sometimes, ma f/rinM-ally. Iilai-U bread and
soup, or rather gnnl. wiilmnt ihc addition of but-

ter or meat. A recent trasdjci- says, "I have tra-

velled in every direction, and never saw a wliea-

ten loaf to the eastward of the Rhine, in any pait

of northern Germany, Poland, or Denmark."
Denmark.—In Denmark the peasantry are still

held ill boridaL'c, and are bought and sold togeth-

er Hith the land on which they labor.

ItifsiA.— In Russia the bondage of the j'.eas-

antry is even more complete than in Dennjark.

The nobles own all the land there is in the em-
pire, and tlie peasantry who reside upon it are

transterred with the estate. A great majority
have' only cottages', one portion of which is oc-

cupied by the family, while the other is appro-
priated to domestic animals. Few, if any, have
beds—but sleep upon bare boards, or upon parts

of the immense stoves by which their houses are

waritied. Their food consists of black brcad,cab-
liage and other vegetablej,withoutthe addition of
any butter.

Austria.—In Austria, the nobles are proprie-

tors of the land, and the peasants are compelled
to work for theii; masters during every day ex-

cept Sunday. The cultivators of the soil are in

a state oi' bondage.
Sweden.—In Sweden the dress of the peas-

antry is prescribed by law. Their food consists

of hard bread, dried fish, without gruel and with-
out meat.

Hungary.—In Hungary their state is, if po.ssi-

ble still worse. The nobles own the land, do
not work, and pay no taxes. The laboring clas-

ses are obliged to repair all highways and bridg-

es, are liable at all times to have soldiers quarter-

\3d upon them, and are com])elled to pay one tenth

of the produce of their labor to the church, and
one ninth to the lord whose land they occii|>y.

Ireland.—The average wages of a laborer

from nine and a half to eleven cents per day.-

Their food is "milk and potatoe.s," occasionally

varied, as one of them describes it, by -'potatoes

and milk." Truly may it be said that all over the

worhl "hard is the fate of the laboring poor."

—

Yet they are the producers of all the wealth in

every country.—.V. Y. Era.

Rev. Mr. Thomas's Address before the M. C.
Agricultural Society.

To THE Hon. Mr. Hill—Dear .Sir—In com-
pliance with your request, and a too favorable
vote of the Society, I send you the accompanying
manuscript. A sudden casualty to a very near
relative, compelled me to write it while on a
journey, and in my lodging rooms at night, in

different public houses, or to disappoint the So-
ciety when too late to procure another.
Under these circumstances it is submitted to

your indulgence, with j»ermission to publish little,

all, or none of it, as you think best.

Very resjiectfully, vours, &c.
M. G. THOMAS.

Gentlemen of the Merrimack Counly ^Agricultural
Society

:

When your committee did me the honor to
request of me an address for the present occa-
sion, they were frankly informed that I was but
little acquainted with subjects api)ropriate to their
interests, and therefore incapable of meeting
their request as it deserved to be met ; that if

under such circutnstances they chose to take the
risk, I would put my hand to the plough and en-
deavor not toturn back.

No definite and specific rules in regard to

practical farming will be attempted, for two rea-

sons—one is, that 1 do not know enough to give

them ; and tlie other. 1 doubt whether there are

ny that \\ill apply in all cases.

Good jiiil;:nM lit, lalnr anil manure arc proba-

bly the best c;.|iial il,,' A?;ricnhiiralist can em-
ploy. Vet ill ic;jaiil 111 luip of tlifsc, iaiior and
manure, liicic aic im i iilcs that will apjily in ail

cases.

Labor may be unwisely bestowed so as to ren-

der no adequate returns. Without good judgment,
actical kniiwlcdge of his vocation, no man
ipply liis h liui- ill 1 lie best, or even to good
iitaf;c. 'I he inc. hai.ic cannot makea watch,

a

li, i<r a pnincnt, though he may labor to the

ist of his lime and strength, if he has not

some practical knowledge of what he is about to

do. Neither can the lawyer manage his case,

the physician his patient, or the minister his ser-

mon, without it. it', too, a mechanic or a pro-

fessional man is well acquainted with the theory

and the science of his calling, he will work to

I'uch better advantage. When it is all plain

liling, as the phrase hath it, practical kiidw lcd;.c

alone may be sufficient, especially with these

who do not trouble themselves to make iiiiiiio\e-

ments, but are content to follow the same track,

and go the same round forever. But the moment
a new case occurs, such are at a loss. They
then need to be familiar with ll'ie principles and
the science of their calling ; otherwise they have
little to guide them.
These remarks are all true of the farmer as

well as of others. He must have some practical

knowledge of his subject, or he cannot bestow-

even his labor to advantage. Aid when a new
case occur-s, a new crop, a new mode of culture,

or a new soil is to bo tried or prepared, he needs
a good knowledge of the princi|;les, and even of
the exact science of his business, in order to

appreciate his laLor and expense of time and
money to the best advantage.

Similar remarks are true in regard to the vari-

ous means of enriching and improving diflVrenl

kinds of soils. Here some scientilic knowledge
is indispenanbic to the most successful opera-
tions. A man may expend much in plaster,

ashes, lime, and in .preparing various kinds of
compost, and for the want of such information
make as bad work in applying ihem, as the sailor

did at ploughing. In his first attempt at "'bout
ship," as he termed it, he got the starboard ox
on the larboard side, the ol<l mare straddle the

bowsprit, and all aground together.

Soils difl'er so much in their composition, that

what will benefit one will lie useless or even in

jurious to another. The more scientific, informa
tion one may have in such cases, the better will

he be able to prepare various kinds of compost
and adapt them to tlie soil and the crop, and to

distiilkute his means to the best advantage.

Since these things are so, and every good far

mer is familiar with such facts, and knows that

no definite rules will apply in all case.s, is it not

as important and useful to the farmer to have
good agricultural paper, and a few good books
or treatises on agriculture, stock, manures, fruit

trees, &c. as it is for the carpenter to have his

work on architecture, the miiiLstur his on theol

ogy, or the physician his on medicine? Tin
farmer may be as much assisted by good agri

cultural treatises, or a, good paper devoted to big

interests, as those of any other profession or
vocation. Asa man is neither fitteil to be a good
lawyer, or physician, because he has good sense
and a comn-.on education, unless he has read
some for his particular profession, so neither

will good sense and a common education fit a

man to become a successful and prosperous iiu'-

mer unless he reads and studies some with ref-

erence to his own particular calling.

It seems to me, gentlemen, that this suggestion
is worthy of much consideration. Will it not

account for the little improvement witiicsstd tor

along series of years iu culture, cnips. stock,

&c. while in mechanics improveiiiciit.s, iiivcniiniis

and discoveries, are taking place that can hardly
be estimated .' Is it not fair to conclude that if

the same amount of reading and .study had been
given by farmers to their business, as those en-
gaged in other pursuits have bestowed iipnn

tlieirs, that improvements in the one, would have
kept pace with improvements in the other.' Thai
half the present amount of labor and expense

would yield as much product and profit as the

whole now does?
Another to|iicwortby of consideration presents

itself in the proper estimate of agricultural in-

tcicsts. .Agriculture is not brought beiore the

coiMiiinnih Ui the same cxti lit thai its products
arc. Will... Ill the j.roilwi. ..ilhc liirmer, Miller's

proiiliccy would l.c fiilf lied belbre the year of
our Lord 1843. But while no one with any de-

gree of personal comibrt can withhold their at-

tention from a faithfiil discussion of larmer's

l)roducts for rlie space of fwcnty-foiir hours, the

case is some\\ hat (iilhn iii in n f.aiil in the raising

and curing of those
I

I.I. h, CIS. 'I his is a matter

with which lew liii luacticnl linnicis concern
themselves at all : an, I ihcy chi. il.v in their indi-

iiclil, ami «hile en:;age(l upon their

It is (inly on (iccasi.ins like the pres-
• pr,:<-iical matters of farming are

especially brought hclbre liic public. And these

occasions are with iis of c.iinparatively recent

III n word, tin- principal operations and
of the farm, r are in the retirement of
hill-sl.l, s, plains and valleys. It is to

iiiislanci', 111 |iai t, that we are to attribute

tluit sii liiilc th(uij;ht or interest is he-

ir lell by the public at large upon this

important subject. Until late years, it has scarce-

appeared in the imhlic jiapers, or even been

named. It has, too, been thought by many, that

those who could do nothing else would at least

do for farmers. A greater mistake could not ea-

sily be made. The farmer needs a good head,

much as a good jiair of hands. There are

V occupations that may be more li.iicl'iiud niiil

cd by sound judgment,
be called good caand wliat may

that require inore of these Traits. It is true, then,

th.-it farming oflers as much scojie for a good

mind, and I think even more, than the average

oecnpatiiiii.s of life. There is room for as much
Miuly, investigation and improvement in it as in

other vocatidiis, and if iiiirsiicd as it should be,

cli more than in many otlier,«. It ofifers an
ample field for the exercise and developement of

all the inlcllectnal poueis. Still, the business of

farming is not generally so estimated. Some,
and perhaps not a few of those engaged in it,

do not so think of it.

How is this mistake to be corrected, and a
more just and worthy estimate of the subject to

be promoted .' The same principles apply to

farmers in this matter, as to all oiher classes, or

eVv-n to individual.s. The farmer must be intei-

ested in his vocation and ;;roi((/o/'i7. He must feel

that it has a character, and that a high one, to be

developed and sustained ; that it is inferior to no
other calling whatever—no, not even to the ad-

ministration of justice, or, as the Scottish phrase

is, to " wagging one's paw in a pooiiit" The
(iirmer is God's first workman. We cannot live

without him. Only let a country be filled

with good farmers, and more than half the other

occupation.s could be spared, and the community
live comfortably. Strange indeed it is, that a

calling which is the very corner stone among the

occupations of civilized humanity, should ever

be regarded-as not quite so respectable as some
others ! Or that the larmer sjiould be lesj thought
of, as is the case with some, than the tradesman,

the lawyer or minister ! This has only come to

pass because a jiait of the world never penetrate

more than skin deep. If they see on a man a

hard liand, and a sun-burnt skin, and a garb
suited to his business, it turns what little brains

they have—just as we should supfiose it would
with such people. It is with such, a hopeless

task to give them a just estimate of any thing.

As much so, as it would be to wheel sunshine

into a dark room with a wheelbarrow.
But there is somewhat of this feeling with

others which may in some degree be well found-

ed. There are unworthy memhcis in all voca-

tions. Farmers are no exception to this rule.

There are, too, many who forget they have minds
to improve, as well as lands to till. There are,

too, many that let even the long winter evenings

go by, with little reading and little improvement.

They scarcely read their newspaper. So liir as

this is the case, the fault is indeed with the indi-

vidual, and not the body of farmers : still, there

if much in the old proverb, "a sickly sheep in-

fects the flock." .And such farmers bring dis-

credit in the eyes of the world upon their call-

iii'g. Let there be none such among you. Ratli-
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or let every one show to the worlil, that he has

not forpotten that he lias a tniiul, becaiiso he has

a i'ariii, aii<J works on it. In this respect the

a!|ric'iiltiir.ili,«t, liki; all others, must stand on his

own in 'lii.-, ami Iw .stiniatci! acconlingly.

. Wliii'' iin this point. I wonlil i;laclly whisper a

few thin-s in tin- rais <i|' lai nh-r's" ilaM!,'ht(;rs,

though I woiilJ nut iinwisdv nir.Idi.. uilh tirk-

lish subjects. I would that lll.' Iir;,lll,lid hlU.I-

ens of the farm hou.se .-luuld diil\ i-.-^iiniatr iheii-

position ill life. Tliey have been too ready to

think that the daughters of the tradesman, ortlie

professioiml man, or of those of great wealth,

were a little better than themselves, because, I'or-

sooth, the hand may be a little whiterand smaller,

and the waist more waspish. They may perhaps
from their local position get a little earlier the

latest kink in the fashions, which change you
know so rapidly, that a man who lives some way
from the village must run his liorse like a steam-
engine, or his article will be all out of lashion

tercourse, too, with those of all classes, which is

bors are nearer, than among fanners where they

are more scattered, they may e.\hibit more ease
and h-eedom in manners. Now to what do these

things in reality amount ? Todelicacy of person,
a ivnspish waist, fisliion, and ease—not one of
them more than skin dei'p, inid t\\o of them
most undesirable and cheidedly had circumstan-
ces in their condition—to wit—delicucy ot' per-

son, and no middle, 'i'hey are too often the sign

of.a constitution absolutely unfitted to bear the

duties and trials of wife, mother, and head of the

household. They point with mournful signifi-

cancy to an early shroud, and tell too often a tale

of sadness and frailty as the lot of their ])os-

terity.

Qji the other hand, what do we generally see
in the farmer's home to balance these things of
wdiich we have spoken ? There is usually firm-
ness of constitution and strength to discharge
life's duties, and endure its trials. There is usu-
ally health that is not prostrated by a dew-dro|),

or laid in the sepulchre by a snow-flake; but

shall descend the inestimable l)le.ssing of gen-
erations yet to be.

Though some may lightly esteem these mat-
ters, they are of vital tnomeut to the health, the

cheerfuluess, the happiness and good of ourselves

and our kind.

It is hut a few years since tlie attention of the

public mind has been directed to the melancholy
deterioration of tin; health and strength of the

human race
;
yet it is a plain truth, and one we

are morally hound to consider, or I would not

name it—that while there is not a farmer here,

who would not be very careful to improve his

stock of every kind, there are [>erhai)s very few
who would bestow one thouiiht on this point in

regard to their own race. With the light that has

been thrown njion this subject from the press

within a few years, this is wicked. It is suicidal.

And it is beginning to receive the attention it

demands. I need not go farther and say wktrt
our race must look for its redemptioii from phys-
ical deterioration—for to the gentlemen "a hint

ii3 better than a hunch;" and to the ladies "

«

word to the wise is sulficieiit."

Another point in which I would that the yeo-
manry of the land should rightly estimate their

position has regard to its moral influence. It

may be doubted if there is any other vocation so

tiaturally and abundantly fraught in all its ten-

dencies with good morai influences. The farmer
more than all others is led to feel his dependence
on God ; to realise that all his blessings are di-

rectly tiom Him who scndeth the springs among
the hills, that go down into the valleys, who
looseth the hands of Orion and giveth the meet
influences of the Pleiades. He is led to feel that

they are the gifts of Him who giveth summer
and winter, seed-time and harvest—who createth

the hills from his chambers, who is the Father of
the rain and hegettelh the drops of the dew

—

who maketh grass to grow for the cattle upon a

thousand hills, and herb for the service of man
—who coveretli the valleys all over with corn

and filleth us with the finest of wheat.

Nor is dependence on God the only lesson the

farmer's vocation teaches him. When the pres-

ent season arrives and vellow autumn pours her

horn of |,Ieiity all over'the land—when the full

sheaves are bound and cariieiud ui), and the

golden ears are traced and the fruitage done, and
the full cattle gambolled in what were forbidden

fields, until the meadows were shorn and the

crops harvested—wln'ii thcfse things are, the far-

mer whose hiait is not filled with gratitude and
praise ami love to llim who gives him all, is not

worthy of land enough to support one green
sod u|ion his grave. But he does feel these emo-
tions. And ' taught by that Power that pities"

him, he learns to pity the destitute and distribute

to the needy ; showing hut his love to the Father
by loving his children. He may not give them
money, but he gives them such as God gives

-llim.

Again, the farmer is exempt from many temp-
tations. Upon his own acres he hath his king-

dom and his home. He is seldom drawn from
home, that sanctuary of all good influences, to

the habitual lounging places of village idlers.

Such temptations is he removed from ; and those

among firmcrs who are subject to them, have
usually become so, befiire they had a farm, or a

house. .\ie there not fewer crimes among them
in [)i(iportion to their numbers, than among any
other class of people ? If so, it establishes the

good moral influences of their vocation.

Again, the farmer's .vocation reads him every

year the lesson of human life. Each spring he

beholds all nature germinating, budding, bursting

into bloom and beauty. Each summer hath its

fiilness of crowded vegetation and teeming luxu-

riancy. Then conieth the season of the sear

and yellow leaf, all laden with fruits, like the

coming age of man, with wisdom and e.xperi-

ence. And .soon the falling leaf the withered

herbage and chilling hosts, until winter, with

her icy fetters, binds up the waters, and with her

snowy mantle enshrouds the dying year and lays

it toVest till the resurrection of another spring.

Jt is a lesson like unto that which Jesus taught

when he pronounced the field the world, the

reapers the angels, and the harvest the end of

the world ; like, too, to that of an Apostle and
of Jesus both, when they spoke of the kernel of

corn, or it may chance of wheat, which is not

tpiickened except it die.

Yet one more moral influence, is ever, as a

page of the hand invisible, before the farmer's

eye. He beholds all nature fulfilling its mission
;

diligently, devotedly accomplishing that for which

it was designed—every herb yielding seed afier

its kind, and every tjci; after its kind, as God
appointed. It askilli of him—art thou too fulfill-

ing thy Maker's will? art thou too like the green

blade and the s[)ringing grass improving each

moment till the winter of death cometh ?

But I would not weary your patience, nor

would I on this occasion give you any more of a

iecffion than your vocation teaches us with the

voice of a God of love.

In conclusion—I will only add a few brief re-

marks on the importance of the farming interest

;

there is none of greater, or even of equal im-

portance. A good agricultural people may sup-

|)ort themselves comfortably and happily even

though they should be cut off from intercourse

with all other nations. They may be surrounded

by enemies, and every harbor blockaded, and yet

have the means of living well within themselves.

The produce of the fiuan can never go out of
fashion. It will always be called for and always

desired. It is at the "foundation of all other oc-

cupations. Without the farmer's labor and pro-

duce here and elsewhere, neither the merchant
the mechanic, the artificer, the professional man
nor any other, can carry on his avocations, for he

could not be adequately sustained and led. Farm-
ing, good larming, is better by all odds to a conn
try tlian the richest mines of gold that were ever

opened. Its gains are just so much wealth cre-

ated from the earth. Thev are so much increase

of its capital every year. "Every cullivate.l field,

every shooting bla<Ie that grows therein, and in

this vicinity, every tree of the fore.«t, as well as

those bearing fruits, is each moment of time add-

ing to the wealth ancfcapital of the country. It

is'the best kind of capital. It gives rise to no
vices or evils in its jiursnit and production, hut

on the contrary tends to the increase of health

and the promotion of every moral virtue, as well

na of a good and healthful iiopulation of the

country. 1 conceive it would be the true policy

of a state and nation to lend whatever aid may
be in their power to bestow, consistent with other

interests, to the advancement of its agriculture,

and the enriching, improvement and cidture of
every acre of land within its borders. Such a
country would have wealth and plenty beyond
estimation. It would be found in every road,
upon every hill and plain, and in every valley
and forest. If it were wise and expedient to
legislate for any one class of a community, as a
class, I would hold up high my hand for that of
the farmers ; and I would hold up both hands
high against legislation in favor of other classes,

so long as the sterling interests ot agriculture
are neglected. Farming actually enriches the
very earth and soil we live upon, and the whole
are benefitted. Its blessings are like the influ-

ences of the sun and the growth of all things

—

imperceptible at any one time, yet universal, and
in the aggregate beyond estimation. In short, to

till the ground was the original, God-appointed
duty, earliest given to man; and in Him who is

unchangeable, it shall he the last to be forsakeii,

or lightly esteemed. Nay—this shall not be,

while out of the earth cometh Bread.

From tlie Farmer's Cabinet.

American Farming.
Mr. Editor,—The present sunshine and very

pleasant season of leisure remind me of the

promise which I partially made in my last, to

take up the subject on the comparative difference

between the pursuit of agriculture in this coun-
try and England. To do this, a person should

have had experience in that line of life in the

old country as well as a knowledge of the modes
and customs in this, and the climates of both

;

and with these the writer believes he is tolerably

It is generally acknowledged that the differ-

ence in the price of labor between the two coun-
tries is the only drawback with which'lhe farmer
in this has to contend. Now, in England, it is

customary to calculate the value of things in the

firming business by the sum |)aid for rent; thus,

if a larin \s well-situated and very near an excel-

lent market, these advantages are said to be
worth half a rent extra; and if it he well water-

ed, healthy, with a dry and early soil, in a good
neighborhood, well fenced, with good dwellings
and extensive homestall, it is put down as worth
half a rent more, or double the value of the same
quantity of land ill-situated and badly circiim-

stanceil ; and I know of no better mode of esti-

mating the advantages to be derived from pecul-
iar circumstances in this country. Well, then, at

what shall we fix the difference between the
value of farm labor in this country over that of
England ? shall we put it at once to three rents?

Then all that we have to do is to show that the

advantages peculiar to this country are equal to

three times the rent paid in England, and then
we start lair.

In the first place, rents in this country are not,

on an average, one-half so high as they are in

England—here is one rent. 2d, the forwardness
of the seasons, by which the farmer is enabled
to secure his crops, both hay and grain, so early

as July, during long days and fine weatlier, often

performing the labor of two days in one, with

the advantage of immediately re-cropping his

land on the removal of his first crops for the use

of himself and his out-door stock in the coming
winter, with a moral certainty of obtaining a

season of sufficient length to bring them to full

maturity, and after that to enjoy sufficient space

to winter-fallow every acre of unemployed land

during the fine weather of autumn—all this is

cheap at another rent. 3d, then the freedom

fj-om tythe, which although it is said to amount
to a tenth only of the produce, might be .safely

put down at a fifth, for the clergy bear no part o"f

the extra expense, labor of draining, fencing,

manuring, clearing, or extra fallowing and im-

proving, nor, although they cany off a tenth of

the crop, do they ever return one tenth of the

seed with which to re-sow the land for the next

year's crop, but take their share after it has been

cut, bound, and made fit to carry at the expense

of the farmer^thus carrying away a tenth of the

farmer's labor as well as a tenth of the produce.

And if to tythes we add church rates, Easter of-

fering.s, Christmas dues—all these, with other

taxe.s, and rates, and duties which fall due every

day of a inan's life, in the shape of ta.xes upon
houses, windows, horses, carriages, servants,

roads, and lares upon these ttixes—a\\ this is far

too cheap at another rent. .\iid alter this come
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the indirect taxes, coiiinieiicing with teu at 98

per cent, on the vahie, and tobacco and suufF at

600 per cent. ; " with," as a writer observes, " tax-

es upon every article vvliioh enters into the mouth

or covers the back, or is placed under the loot,

upon everything which is pleasant to see, hear,

feel, smell^ taste—upon warnitii, light and loco-

motion, upon everything which conies from

abroad or is grown at home, on the raw material

and on every fresh value that is added to it by

the industry of man—on the sauce which pam-
pers a man's appetite anil the drug which restores

him to heahh—on the ermine wliicli decorates

the robe of the judge and the rope which liaiigs

the criminal !—on the brass nails of the coffin

and the ribbons of the bride ; while the school-

boy whips his taxed top and the beardless youth

manages his taxed horse with a taxed bridle on

a taxed road, the dying Englishman, pouring his

medicines which have paid 7 per cent, tax, into

a silver spoon, which has paid 15 per cent, flings

himself back upon his chintz bed, which has

paid 20 per cent, and expires in the arms of a

taxed apothecary, who has paid an lunidred

pounds sterling for the privilege of practising his

calling! and then his whole property is immedi-
ately taxed from 2 to 10 per cent, large fees being

demanded for burying him in consecrated ground,

his virtues being handed down to posterity on
taxed marble, atid he is at length gathered to his

fathers—to be taxed no more." Now, it may be

safely left to any man's conscience to declare

whether all this is not worth another rent. And
after all this comes the poor's rate, which is as a

millstone about the fanner's neck, and has drag-

ged many a hard-working, industrious man to the

alms-house

!

Here then are four rents to start upon, and 1

know but of one item to place against all this,

and that is, the higher rate of farm-labor : to be

sure, some articles of provisions are cheaper
here than in England, while others are higher

—

butter, potatoes, and vegetables generally ; but

even in the lower price of provisions the tiirmer

has a gain upon what he consumes, balancing in

a measure his loss upon what he sells; while the

articles which he hai^ to purchase are generally

much lower than they are in England, such, for

instiuice, as tea, coffee, sugar, foreign fruits, rice,

soap, candles, salt, vinegar, spices, glass, nails,

farming impletnents, most of the articles of do-

mestic clothing and building materials ; and if he

indulges in the luxiu-ies of tobacco, snuft, wine,

spirits or beer, he will find a difierence on some
of these to the amount, of two or three hundred
per cent.

Now, in my estimation, the greatest drawback
to a farmer in this country is, the innumerable
and rapid growth of weeds, but in the hands of
an intelligent and industrious man they are less-

ening every year, and when a better rotation of

crops is adopted, their destruction will be cer-

tain, although it is admitted that great toil and
ve.\ation must first be encountered ; but jilace

against this the advantage of being able to raise

the corn crop—which is, by the by, of itself equal

10 almost half a rent—the use of the cradle

scythe and the horse-rake, implements not yet

in general use in England, and the balance is

very much in favor of this country.

But are the wages paid to fiirm-laborers higher
than what are given to meclianics and artizans

generally? say, for instance, to the men employ-
ed in large manufactories, r.ugar-houses, machine-
shops, cotton and paper mills, &c. : if they are
not, and the complaint of agriculturists is just,

then indeed it is a fact that -agriculture will not

pay for capital invested ; and yet we see that the

price of sugar is lower in this country than in

England, with wages for the fabrication of it

much higher ; that building materials, bricks,

lime, &c. are the same, while hoots and shoes
and domestic clothing are lower, al.so, with higher
wages paid for manniitcturing ; and then come
the pay of mariners, miners, agents, book-keep-
ers, &c., all higher than in England, and yet no
complaint is made, and why.' simply because
they are e.xempt from taxation—and so are the
farmers, after standing at about a third of the
rent of land that is jiaid in England. So that,

after viewing the subject on all sides, my opinion
is, that farming in this country, in the hands of
an intelligent man, with a fair capital—and what
man in trade expects to succeed without these
requisites?— is more profitable than in England,

with far less anxiety of mind and labor of body ;

and conclude with the testimony borne to this

view of the subject by the late Mr. Geo. Walker,
that lie desired only to know the rate of wages
tor labor paid in any country, to be able to esti-

mate its state of prosperity ; when that is high,

there is the greatest prosperity and the greatest

sum of happiness, and these are always in exact

proportion,' the one to the other.

But, it is said, innumerable instances have been
known of persons comineucing fanning with

scarcely a dollar as capital, becoming rich enough
in a few years to purchase their faims. This is

true, and speaks volumes in tiivor of the busi-

ness of agriculture ; and I have at the ])resent

moment two such men iu my view. One of

them began the world as a bound boy, and at

the end of his term married a young woman
without a dollar, and commenced business by

slaughtering an animal now and then and dispos-

ing of the meat at market ; and dates his first

success to a God-send in the shape of a flock of

geese, which came down the Susquehanna on a

block of ice and landed near his cottage. This
person is now one of the very first men in that

part of the country in point of property, intelli-

gence, [irobity and high standing in society—but

he enjoyed a noble cajiital in the capacities of

himself and an invaluable helpmate, with a mag-
nificent stock of health and industry, and inge-

nuity to turn everything which they handled into

gold—a glorious capital to work upon, and far

better than thousands of hard dollars.

There is another of these "fortunate men," as

they are very improperly termed, residing near

Wilmington, Del., who, about nine years ago,

comtnenced farming upon shares the farm which
he now owns ; since which he has, by his indus-

try and his wife's capital, which consisted only

in" the art of making and saving money, the first,

by attending market, and the last by frugality and
industry—the arts of selling as well as buying

—

been enabled to rebuild his hou.se and barn, he-

sides constructing and improving every other

erection on his premises, which were proverbially

bad when he came to the farm, as also to pur-

chase some lots of land in the marshes in the

iieighborhood ! But the last time I called on
him I found him pulling with his own hands the

weeds that had sprung up in a field of potatoes

adjoining the farm-house ; while his wile had
just returned from market, bringing " iili lur .S 10,

received for vegetable.'!, fruit, &.c. whirli she had
taken herself to market that morning and sold ;

and that accounts tor all. Now, it is quite a

mistake to say these men began the world with-

out capital ; but it is equally erroneous to sup-

pose that farming, any more than any other busi-

ness, can ever succeed without capital of some
sort— it is not in the nature of things, and ought

not to be expected ; but with it, I contend that if

the business of agriculture be as well managed,
it will pay as good a return for capital invested,

as any legitimate business whatever, besides in-

suring a peace of mind "which passeth nil un-

derstanding." VIR.

From the Albany Cultivfitor.

Proper Improvement of Land.
It always gives us great pleasure to record any

facts which go to show the great advantage to

be derived from properly cultivating land. There
is no trutli in American Agriculture, we think,

more certain, than that as a whole, we cultivate

too much land for either the improvement of our
soils, or the prosperity of our pockets. On this

point there is a marked difference between the

best farmers abroad, and those of our own coun-

try. Here, the money made from the farm, if not

wanted at once tor the payment of debts, goes to

purchase more land

—

there, the annual profits are

far the greater part of them immediately applied

to the improvement of the soil ; and this fact ar-

counts in a great measure for the acknowledged
average superiority of their crops over ours.—
The United States have the finest soils in the

world ; by good husbandry they can bo made the

most productive; but this will not be until the

farmer ceases to desire the possession of all the

land that adjoins him. There has been an article

going the rounds of the papers, writteif by a Con-
necticut farmer, stating that the productions and
expenses of two iiirins of 25 and 100 acres, the

first well cultivated, and the last in the ordinary

manner ; and the result is w hat any one might an-

ticipate, viz: a decided advantage in the summing
up, in favor of the farm of 25 acres. Every well
cultivated farmer's garden, is an annual proof
that he would derive greater profit from a smaller
fiuni fully improved, than from a large one gone
over in the cnmnion mode. The immense pro-
duce, that iiKiy he diavvn from a small quantity
of tlioroii;;tily liilcil hiiid is as yet scarcely known
in tliiri cniiiidy ; liiNiaiices, however, are occa-
sionally iiin II iliiit f-how what might be done,
were iiioie correct o|iiiiioiis and a better practice

on this subject, to prevail. As a case in point,

we abridge from the Ithaca Journal, an account
of the varieties of articles cultivated in a gar-

den of that place.

The piece of groun'd was 100 by 200 feet, but
a large part of it, (or 5000 ft^et of the 20,000,) is

occupied by buildings, yards, &c. ; on the remain-
der is grown, strawberry, many varieties, and an
abundance; raspberries, 4 kinds; gooseberries,

12 or 14 kinds; currents, 3 varieties ; filberts, 4
kinds; 2 early apple trees; 8 pear trees, 4 kinds ;

8 cherry trees, 4 kinds ; 2 apricots ; 5 pliiui trees,

best kinds; 10 peach trees; 4 quince trees ; 14

grape vines ; 2 asparagus beds, with rhubarb, sea

kale, and a variety of sweet and medicinal plants.

.Most of these liuits produce abundantly, and
some of them much more than is required by

the family. In the department of flowering

shrubs and bulbous roots, are a dozen varieties of
roses, lilacs, altheas, snowballs, almonds, dog-

wood, honey suckles, j-.eonics, tuli[is, crocus,

crown imperial, narcissus, and of annual flowers

more than 50 varieties. The ground appropria-

ted to trees, shrubs and fJowers is not crowded,

but there is room for many more. In the vegeta-

ble department was grown lettuces, radishes,

cress, parsneps, carrots, vegetable oysters, beets,

onions, summer squashes, cucumbers, musk and
water mellons, egg plant, okre, cabbage, brocoli,

(Miilillower, celery, &,c. &,c.

Tills is what we call occupying the whole
ground, and in this case there was doubtless

much pleasure as well as profit derived from this

small piece of land. There is no surer way to

keep up kind feelings among neighbors than an
exchange of the tluuisand civilities such gardens
enable the piopi iiicus tn liotow ; and of tliis one
may be ci-rliiiii, tlii' cliilihrn u ho are accustomed
to the eiijiiyMieiil of liiiit and llowers at home, to

their ciiliivatiini and protection, are never a pest

in tlie ^.'nrdeiis ol tlic-ir iicigliliors ; never stealing

or pliiiiderliig the rlioiresl friiit.s, never destroy-

ing or mulililatiiig the iiiovt valuable flowers.

In every point of view then, the thorough cul-

tivator is a gainer; in his comforts, in his plea-

sures, and in his profits. Lot those who covet

larce farms, think of these things ; let them ex-

amine fiicts, and decide accordingly. The capa-

bilities of our lands can never be fully under-

stood, or the amounts of products we might ofter

for sale, known, until a more perfect system of

farming shall be made common.

To the Editor of the Farmer's Visitor.

Sir.—My experience in favor of deep plough-

ing is such I feel it a duty to give it to you. I

have in taking up my land for planting, ploughed
very deep—full one lout ; my practice lias been so

for some time. Wlicii 1 .idoiiied this mode, my
first crop was rather a^'aiiist this |,ractice, but my
after crops were in favor of it. And In a dry

season like the last it was much so, for in the

commencement of the drought my corn did roll,

as we term it—but when the roots had left their

horizontal course and taken the perpendicular, as

they do and will if you give them a deep soil

(and deep ploughing will do it) I saw but little

eflTects of the drought afterwards. I hsve grown

as good corn as usual this ^^eason ; and 1 have giv-

en the credit to deep plou^liiug._ My land would

still improve, I have mi ddulit, if I slicmld ploiigli

still deeper, as others have with the sub-soil

plough, and have had a corresponding benefit.

My experience in labor saving machines has

been very satisfactory ; such as the Corn Planter,

Cultivator, Horse Revolving Rake and the Giain

Rake. This last Rake is a simple machine, in-

vented and patented by Israel Kyes, Esq., of Put-

ney, Vt. It has two wlieel.s,two feet in diameter

attached to an axle long enough to pass^ each

wheel clear of the cradled grain, say five feel.

—

To the axle is affixed six teeth like cr.idle fingers

attached in line, aiirl two handles hi the opposite

direction fasten in thcuianirrof sythe nibs that
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may be nltered to give the liglit pitch to the fin-

gers. You have a machine totaUe up grain from
the cradle swathe much faster and easier than

taking up by the hand rake. It passes before the

the laborer like the wheel barrow. When a bini-

dle is gathered on the fingers, jou step your foot

on a wire attiiched to the handle which raises the

fingers and brings the bundle up ready to be
bound.
The horse rake is a great labor-saving machine.

No farmer that has had one will do without it.

—

And it is so with the Cultivator. The Corn Plan-
ter is a good machine for our large planters at the
west ; but few will be needed in our rough and
uneven country. Mr. Olds has happily succeed-
ed in his machine, especially in his mode of ta-

king up the seed and depositing it in the groinid,

all in sight, that you can rectify any mistake at

once, it also plants two rows at a time, and is

attached to the horse by fills which makes it run
steadily. It is giiaged for such a depth of plant-

ing and disUmce of the row as you may wish. 1

see by the Cultivator he obtained a premium at

Syracus3. I wish him success with his patent,

and can recommend his machine to those farm-
ers who may wish to purchase.

In my last letter I am made to say what I did
not intend to, that is I am reported to say that
land does deteriorate by constant manureinfr,w\uch
ought to have been constant mowing ; and again
where I am reported to say half of the mowing
would, &.C. I should have said half of the manure-
ing would produce an equal crop.

Ever Yours,

THOS. WHITE.
Putney Meadows. VI., .\'ov. 30, 1841.

Farming in Ancient Somersworth.

Somersworth, Dec. 1841.
Hon. Isaac Hill—Dear Sia:—I have been a

constant reader of your Monthly Visitor ever
since its commencement ; and nothing in its col-

umns has been more interesting to me than your
notices of the inifirovements in agriculture in

different parts of New England, especially in the
vicinity of Boston ; but I do not recollect of see-

ing any notice in your paper of improvements in

agriculture, neither do I know of any section of
country in the New England States, in which
they have surpassed, for twenty or twenty-five

years last past, that part of this town lying on the

main road and turn|)ike leading from Dover to

South Berwick, Maine.
I hereby forward you a sketch of the principal

farms lying on these roads, and you may give it

an insertion in the Visitor if you think it worth
publishing.

The first farm in Somersworth lying on the

main road from Dover towards South Berwick,
belonged twenty years ago to the heirs of James
Rollins. It then ])ro(luced short of 30 tons of
hay—about 60 bushels corn—40 grain, and 300
bushels potatoes yearly. It has since been divi-

ded into two fiirms, which are now owned by
Augustus and Daniel Rollins. The former cuts

(jO tons of hay, and raises 200 bushels corn and
grain, and 1000 bushels potatoes annuall}'. The
latter cuts 40 tons of hay, and raises 175 bushels

"corn and grain, and 800 bushels potatoes yearly.

As all the farmers on these roads follow about
the same business as the above described, and as

the proportions of these productions are about
the same, I will omit all the articles raised on
the farms I shall hereafter describe, except that

of bay: and shall confine my rejnarks to a peri-

od of time within twenty-five years last past.

The next two fiirms until within a few years
were owned by Joshua VVentworth and Paul
Ricker, and, together, produced about 30 tons ol

hay yeai'ly. The former, although he had made
great improvements in his farm, took the " West-
era fever," sold his property in Sotjiersworth, and
moved into Wisconsin. The latter sold his fiu'm

with a view of purchasing a larger one ; but re-

]iort gays both of tliem have regretted selling

their farms in Somersworth. These farms are
now owned by Lorenzo Rollins, and they produce
annually 70 tons of hay.

The farm owned by the town coines next. The
quantity of hay on this has been increased from
10 to 25 tons per year.

The farm of Capt. Ichabod Rollins, an oldfash-
ioned farmer, is situate next on the road. H'
hay has been increased from 3.3 to 50 tons per
year.

William W. Rollins' farm comes next in order.

About twenty years ago it was reported that he

had cut 30 tons of hay on it in one year, but the

truth of the report was doubted by many. He
now cuts one hundred and thirty ions of hay on the

same farm per year.

Among the most interesting improvements on

the road is that of Joseph Doe, Esq., who seven

years ago last spring set out a young orchard of

30 apple trees, on a very dry and barren piece of

plains land ; and has since at different times, in-

creased it to one hundred trees. Although these

5 when set out were not much larger than an

ox goad, yet this year he gathered more than

twenty-five bushels of ripe fruit of the best kind

from it. This orchard for thrift and beauty sur-

sses any thing of the kind in this vicinity.

The first farms on the turnpike road from Do-

V towards South Berwick in Somersworth, are

those of Bartholomew and Hall VVentworth, and

each produces anmially .50 tons of hay. These

farms formerly belonged in one, and constituted

what was psually called the hard and rocky farm

of Bartholomew Wentworth, senior. Thirty

years ago this farm did not produce more than

15 tons of hay yearly ; but twenty-five years ago

it had been so far improved as to produce 30 tons

of hay per year.

The next that I will mention is the farm of

George Wentworth, which lies about forty rods

south of the road, and in plain sight of it. The
hay on this farm has been increased from 6 to 40

tons per year.

The next in order is the farm that recently be-

longed to Geo. D. Varney and his father, and was

twenty-five years ago considered as being one of

the best farms in Somersworth. But the son, not

being satisfied with the slow process of making

money by farming, embarked in manufactories

and eastern lands. He also purchased some pas-

ture land near the homestead that was not con-

sidered of great value, and brought it into good

mowing ; he likewise commenced a system of

improvement on the old farm, and, in a few years,

increased the quantity of hay on the farm from

20 to 70 tons per year ; but the Eastern land pro-

ject did not prove successful, and he had to sus-

pend business. The land since then (which was
aliont twelve years ago) has been involved in law-

suits, and the hay on the farm has decreased to

40 tons per year. The principal part of the old

fiu-m is now owned by Leavitt H. Ycaton, who is

making the old shears cut again.

The next farm on the road is that of John

Wentworth, who has earned his entire farm by

working out by the month atfromJive to eiglU dollars

per month and by farming. He was one of the

first that commenced improvements in agricul-

ture in this vicinitv. He has increased the quan-

tity of hay on his" farm from 20 to 60 tons per

The last that I will particularly mention lying

on this road is the old John Rollins fariii, now
owned by Samuel Hale of Portsmouth. The hay

on this fiirni has been increased from 8 to 80 tons

per year, and with a small addition, in the year

1839, it produced 150 tons of hay.

Most of the remaining fjirms are owned by

men younger than the above ; and they are, with

scarcely an exception, following on with com-
mendable zeal in improvements on their farms.

Amongst the niost .enterprising are George W.
Roberts, William and Francis Plumer, and Moses

R. Wentworth.
The section of land over which these farms

arc spread does not contain more than three

square miles. The original growth was white

and red oak, and white pine, interspersed with

hemlock, elm and white maple. And the princi-

pal part of the soil is clayey loam.

There may be some sections of new country in

which the improvements in farming have been as

large as on these fiirms ; but if there be any sec-

tion among the older towns where the improve-

ments equal those of these farms, it has not come
to the knowledge of the writer.

This part of the town has been settled about

as long as any yravt of the State, and has been

in possession of what was formerly termed good
farmers, certainly as good as any in this town.

These farmers have not only made improvements
in their mowing and tillage lands, but in pastures,

orchards, fences, buildings, schools, and, in fact,

in almost every thing that can add convenience.

mfort and happiness to them and their fami-
s.

I could give you some of the causes of the
success of the farmers, and the actual income of

e of their farms, but will close this already
too protracted article, and reserve these, perhaps,
for some future communication. R.

We have seen enough of Somersworth within
the last three years to be convinced that the in-

dustrious and enterprising farmers of that town
are doing the correct thing in promoting its agri-

ulture. Our intelligent correspondent has fur-

nished the demonstration by presenting the indi-

vidual cases. Why is not this correct? The
man who, from the avails of Ins own farm, finds

the means of increasing its annual production,

ought not to blush to see his name published.

The individual like him who is named by our
correspondent, who has with his own hands from
the smallest wages of the farm laborer earned

the means of making the first payments on the

pin-chase of his farm and afterwards paid for the

whole by its products, deserves much more of

the people than some who are distinguished as

legislators and magistrates. We arc glad to

learn that such a man was "one of the first to

commence improvements in agriculture" in Soni-

crsworth : he has increased the product of his

land three-fold ; and for his enterprise fiis name
and his memory should be cherished with more
gratitude, if not more eclat, than that of either

ins namesake. Governor of the year 1717, or of

his successor of 1767.

Somersworth lies north-east of Dover upon a

peninsula between the Cocheco and Salmon
Falls river which divides New Hampshire from
Maine : these streams are branches of the Piscat-

aqua river ; the former navigable to Dover, and

the latter to South Berwick, about fifteen miles

from the sea, and twelve miles above Portsmouth

harbor. At Salmon Falls near South Bei'wick

are large factories, and at Great Falls, some three

miles further up withiu the limits of Somers-

worth, are still more extensive factories and a

large village. The old John Rollins farm lies

near the Salmon Falls river against the village of

South Berwick : that farm was settled more than

two hundred years ago, and was owned by one of

the Mandamus Counsellors of former times: it is

an heir-loom in the family of Mr. Hale, and by
him has been petted on that account. Manure is

landed from the sea directly upon this farm : it

yields annually an immense amount of hay.

The hay and potatoe crops in Somersworth,

as they are in many other towns having easy ac-

cess to the sea, are much relied on as giving a

sure profit to fitrming. These articles always

pay a good profit for shipping. We are gratified

at the information that in this ancient town where

the land has been cultivated two hundred years,

so far from being "worn out," the soil is now
made to double and treble its profitable products.

These improvements are made, as will be per-

ceived from the native wood growth, not upon

the first quality of virgin soil, but upon that

which has long been considered and treated as

" poor land." It is within our recollection that

Somersworth was set down as one of those poor

townships from which the more enterprising of a

new generation used generally to emigrate. And
Somersworth is not alone of the lower townships

where the most thriving and most improving

population has been of the generation which in

the last twenty years have remained upon the

ground occupied by their fathers.

—

Fanner's M.

Visitor.

From the Cultivator.

Profits of Farming.

We believe there are many farmers who take

an incorrect view of the business of farming as

far as its profits are concerned. They seem to

suppose that what is sold from the farm, is

alone to be accounted as profit, while no note is

taken of what goes to the support of the family,

or is invested iii improvements on the farm. To
give an instance, we will refer to a conversation

had with a farmer a few days since, a man worth

some six or eight thousand dollars, industrious

and thriving; but who complained that he was

only able to raise in cash from his farm only

some three or four hundred dollars annually. As

a contrast he mentioned a friend of his who had

about the same amount in fimds that he himself
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had iu real estate, and he seemed to consider the

interest his friend received a clear protii on his

cni)ital, and that money so invested gave more

income than a farm would. We knew our far-

mer had a large family, and suspectmg he had

overlooked the cost of providing for ihem in his

estimate of what he received from his farm, in-

quired how much he thought he should have left

in cash after maintaining such a family as his

from the sum his frieijd received as interest ? He
hesitated a moment and answered, not any thing:

his receipts would barely loot the bill of my fam-

ily expenses for one year ; in truth he has little

or nothing left, after supporting his own.

So we doubt not it often is with the farmer.

—

That which he and his family eat, drink and

wear, that which goes to make them comfortable

and respectable, because it is the product of the

farm, the gift of a kind Providence, and the re-

sult of their own toil, is frequently overlooked by

him in his estimate ofthe profit and loss of farm-

ing, and nothing is counted but the cash which

remains after all expenses and outgoes are pro-

vided for.

This is not treating the (arm fairly. In one case

the farm iscapital,in the other the capital is in the

futids. That which goes to the support of the fam-

ily is as much the [iroduct ofcapital in one case as

theother,and in both cases should be consideredas

the profit ; and if the farmer, after the maintain-

ance of his family, anil defraying the expenses

of labor, improving his farm, &c. has some three

or four liundred dollars left to purchase more
land, and dispose ofas he pleases, while his friend

the ftmd holder has little or nothing left, it surely

cannot be reasonably inferred that the farmer's

profits are least. Aye, but the farmer has to work
for his profits, while the other lives at his ease.

True, and here we suspect lies the great difficul-

ty, and it is an evil that should be corrected at

once. The object implies that it is disgracefid,

unhealthy, or unprofitable to labor,—suppositions

entirely erroneous. It cannot be disgraceful to

labor in a country where every man is the archi-

tect of his own fortune, and makes or mars his

condition for life ; it is not unhealthy, as the ex-

perience ofthe whole world proves ; and as to

profit, where can be found a class of men more
prosperous, and accumulating wealth faster than

American farmers? Before the farmer con-

cludes there is no profit in fanning, let him look

at the whole ground, and we think a different con-

clusion will be reached.

previously dissolved in a pint of lukewarm water;

this to be continued until the animal recovers:

Glauber's salts.

Cream of tartar,

Purified saltpetre,

Powdered root of althw,

C ounces
2 "

2 "

n "

It is necessary besides, to rub the animal fre-

quently during the disease,principally on the back.

But if the animal should be costive, either of the

following clysters is to be given

:

'X ake a handful of camomile flowers, two hand-
fuls of flax seed ; boil them in two quarts of wa-
ter, strain them, and add eight ounces of linseed

oil and three table-spoonfuls of coitinion .salt.

This clyster is to be applied by njeans of a syr-

inge.

Should these articles not he at hand, take one
quart of wheat bran, pour two quarts of boiling

water on it, strain, and add eight ounces off
seed oil and two ounces of common salt. This
clyster is to be lukewarm when applied to the

rectum or straight gut, by the means of a syringe

or a fit-funnel.

JOSEPH FIEHRF.R,
J'eterinary Phystcia

Ilairisburg, Oct. 6, 1841.

From the Karuicrs' Cabinet.

Horn-Ail.
Mr. Editor:—Having persuaded myself that

the practice of boring the horns and applying

spirits of turpentine, &c., in the disease called

horn-ail, which is so very prevalent in America,

is entirely wrong in |irinciple, and has the most
pernicious consequences in practice, I deem it

not improper to recommend, by the means of

your valuable periodical, a system of cure by

which, during a long veterinary practice, both in

France and in Philadelphia, New York and Har-
risburg, I have been successful in most cases

;

while by the common way ofproceeding no ani-

mal is saved, some either not having been attack-

ed by that disease, or getting curetl by nature it-

self.

This disease is also called the "red water,'

or blood in the back or loins, and arises ])rinci

pally from cattle being at grass during the sum
mer on lots which are very dry and without
shade, and from their being exposed to excessive

heat of the sun and to great cold in the winter

time ; there are various other causes, as moor
pastures, moist weather, &c., to all which cattl

in this country are generally exposed ; som- and
mouldy hay, the exclusive feeding on corn stalks,

also contributes a good deal to this disorder.

As this disea.se is of an inflammatory eliarac

ter, the application of spirits of turpentine and
the like, which produce inflannnation, is entirely

wrong. Boring the horns is at most curing symp-
toms and not the disease. I recommend to every
owner of cattle the following mode of cure, tried

by me a good many times with success

:

When an animal is observed to be sufterin^
from this disorder, one or two quarts of blood,
according to the size of the animal, are to be
drawn immediately from a neck vein ; then two
table-spoonfulls of the following powder are to be
given three times every day, the powder being

From the National lntelli;;eucer.

Agricultural Society of the United States.

A meeting of the friends of Agriculture from
the different sections of the United States was
held, pursuant to public notice, in the Hall of the

House of Representatives, on the 15th of Deeeni-
ber, 1841 ; when.
On motion of the Hon. Dixon H. Lewis, of

Alabama, the Hon. James M.tJarnett, of Virgiiua,

was appointed President of tin" mi-i.'liiii' : and
the Hon. D. H. Lewl.s, of Alabama. I Ion. Kdinoud
Deberry, of North Carolina, Dr. Ja s \V.

"hompson, of Delaware, Joseph Cales, Esq. of

the District of Colundiia, Benjamin V. French,
Esq. of Massachusetts, and Jas. T. GifTord, Esq.
of Illinois, were appointed Vice Presidents ; and
J. F. Callan, of the District of Columbia, and
Robert E. Horner, of New Jersey, were appoint-

ed Secretaries.

The President, having very ably and jiointcdly

addressed the Convention, appointed the follow-
ing Conmiittee to present the Constitution of the

Society, viz. Hon. H. L. Ellsworth, of D. C. Hon.
D. H. Lewis, of Alabama, Hon. James A. Pearce,
of Maryland, Hon. Zadoc Casey, of Illinois, H
(J. M. Keim, of Pennsylvania, John Jones, Esq.
of Delaware, Peter Thatcher, Esq. of Massachii-
sett*, and C. F. Mercer, Esq. of Florida, who.
after having retired for a few moments, reportef
the following Constitution, which was read atid

adopted :

The style of this society shall he " The Jii^ri

cultural Society of the United States.^' Its object.«i

shall be to improve the condition of Ame '

husbandry, and from its central position to serve
as a medium of conmiunication and of actic

with other agricultural societies throughout tl

Uinon.
Article 1. This society shall consist of stich

mendiers as shall, at the formation of the same,
sign the Constitution, and pay to the trcasuier
two dolhirs, and one dollar annually thereafter as
long as they shall continue members.

JlHiele 2. Any citizen of the United States
may become a mend>er of this society by paying
the fl-es required for membership.

Jirticle 3. Any agi icuhural society in (he Unit-

ed States shall become an auxiliary society upon
paying to the treasurer the sum of ten dollars.

Article 6. The Pi'esident, and in his absence,

one of the Vice Presidents, shall preside at all

meetings of the society. By the concurrence of

the Board of Control, he may call special meet-

ings of the society, giving piddic notice thereof

by adveiiisemertt, at least three weeks before

said meeting. He shall draw all drafts on the

treasurer for monies paid out, which drafts shall

be countersigned by the Recording Secretary

;

and the treasurer shall at the next annual meet-

ing make a full statement of all receipts and ex-

penditures, setting forth as well the items as the

amount thereof.

Arlicle 7. The Vice Presidents of the States

of Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Dela-

ware, and of the" District of Columbia, shall be,

ex officio, members of the Board of Control,

provided no act shall be done by said Board
without the presence of a quorum of the origi-

nal Board.
Artide'd. The Recording Secretary shall keep

a fiitl record of all the proceedings of the Socie-

ty, and supervise the publication of them as may
be directed.

Arlicle i). The Corresponding Secretary may
)e one of the five mendiers constituting the

Board of Control, and in addition to ronductiiig

II the correspondence of the S^ocicty, shall keep

roconi of all expenditnics onli-nd by said

Board, and, in short, perform iur said Board all

the purposes of a secretary, and shall receive

uch compensation tliere(i;)r as said Board, with

the consent of the President, may allow.

Article 10. The Board of Control shall consist

of fivi- Miciiilii rs. living in, or at a convenient

distaiict' iViiiii this city, wlio shall perform all the

iwcciitivr iluties iiccrssarx to the piu'poses of the

Si>ri4ly, ii"t spri-ilic;cllv:i.-"sii,'n''d to other ofticers.

Thev ih.-ill avail th.-iiisrlv.-s of all X\x>- means iu

ll„-ir pouer to liccomi- acquainted with the agri-

aiil as tlioy maybe able to receive from our di-

ploniaiic ai;ciits abroad, as well as our consuls,

shall, if cciiisir^ti'iit with the pecuniary ineans of

the Society, introduce from abroad whati'vcr they

mav think" materiallN i-alcniatcd to improve the

am-'ii-ulture of this coiinlrv, whether it consists of
information as to nmv and irnprovrd modes of

cnlture, seeds, plant-, addiliuMal articles of culti-

vation, agrii-iiiniral iniplcMiciiis, or domestic ani-

mals; the dis(Misiii()ii of which shall be made at

the first annual meeting of the Society.

Article 11. The Board of Control shall also

use the neces.sary means of having a large exhi-

bition, at each annual tiieeting, of improved agri-

cultural iniplenients and machinery, with full

and [iiihlic trial of the same ;—of improved
slocks of all kinds, ;ind particularly of inviting

the exhibition of such animals as have taken

premiums at other agricultural shows, with a

view of testing the superiority of prize anitnals

themselves;—also, of the different breeds of ani-

mals, for the purpose of comparing the advanta
of each. They shall affix to such exhibitions

such premiums as they shall adjudge suitable,

appointing such judges as they may select to

award the same, which judges shall not oidy as-

sign their preferences, but sliall draw up a detail-

ed report of their several examinations, setting

forth fully a descri|>tion of the articles or animals

adjudged, and the grounds iqion which their

preferences are awarded.
AHicle 12. It shall further be the duty of the

Board of Control, when they think it e\|)edit'nt,

to procure a model of such inipltirjcnts and ma-
chinery as may have rcrcivi-d a premium, to be

kept in some suitable and convenient place, se-

upon application, and five dollars annually there- lected as an agricultural lepertory, for the in-

after; and each auxiliary society shall receive no spection of the public, and jjarticularly of rneni-

less than five printed copies of the annual pro- hers of the Society.

eedings of this society, and shall also he repre
sented by such delegate or delegates as they may
appoint to the annual meetings of this society,

and on all questions to be decided by the society,

such delegation shall be entitled to ten votes.

Article 4. Any person paying to the treasurer

ten dollars, shall receive a diploma of member-
ship for life.

Arlicle 5. The officers of this society shall

consist of one President, one Vice President from
each State and Territory, and one fi'oin the Dis-

trict of Coluinhia, a Recording Secretary, a Cor-
responding Secretary and Treasurer, and a Board
of Control, consisting of five members, three of
whom shall constitute a quornm.

Article 13. The saiil Board may also award
premiums for prize essays, to be read before tho

Society, for well conducted and well reported

experiments in Agriculture, having reference in

the same to the prevailing Agricultural produc-

tions of the diffeient sections of the Ifnion.

Article 14. The saiii board shall give due no-

tice by advertisement, of the time and place ot

such exhibitions, the preminitis to be awarded,

and the committee by whom they are to he

awarded, and for the expense attending the dis-

charge of the duties herein imposed, they shall

diaw requisitions on the President, .setting forth,

severally, the items of expense, which requisi-

tions shall be recorded by the Recording Secro-
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fary, and the President, if he approves the same,
shall thereupon issue his draft on the Treasurer
ibr tlie amount.

Article 15. The said Board shall also be in-

structed to MjaUe efforts to ohtain lunds for the

establishmetit of an Afiricultural School in the

"District of Columbia, and appurtenant thereto, a
course of public lectm-es on Agriculture, Chem-
istry, Botany, Mineralogy, Geolo^'V, and Entomol-
ogy, as appropriate sciences to the great business

of Agriculture, which, with the buildings and
improvements thereon, shall, in the language of
Smitlison, be set apart forever "as an establish-

ment lor the increase and diffusion of knowledge
among men."

Article IG. The Board of Contiol shall pro-

cure an appropriate seal for the Society, to be

attached to diplomas or other documents or iu-

sfruments which may be issued to honorary
members or other persons, luider the direction

of the Society. They shall fill all vacancies that

may occur by death, resignation or otherwise,

either in their own body, or the list of the offi-

cers, to continue until the next general meeting.
Article 17. In further aid of the purpose of

this society, the said board shall invite some suit-

able person to establish an agricultural publica-

tion in this city, and shall also petition Congress
for the incorporation of this Society.

Article 18. The first general meeting of this

Society shall be in the city of Washington, on
the first Wednesday in May next, and thereafter

at such limes as the Society may direct.

Article 19. All monies paid to the treasurer

either for subscriptions or as donations to the

Society, shall be deposited to tlie Society's credit

in such bank or institution as the Board of Con-
trol may direct, and can only be withdrawn upon
the requisition of the President or acting Pres-

ident, countersigned by the seci-etary and trea-

surer.

Article 20. This constitution shall be amended
only by a vote of two thirds of all the members
present at an annual meeting of the Society

—

lint the Board of Control may by tlie aid of the

President establish any needful by-laws ibr the

better order of tlie Society, not incompatible

with this constitution—which by-laws may at

any time be amended by a majority of the Society

present.

Article 21. Elections for all officers of the

Society shall be held by ballot at every general

meeting thereof—but until an election at the

general meeting in May next, the following per-

sons shall be a coiiiinittee to appoint the officers

herein before mentioned, and to make publica-

tion of the same, in ten days from this time.

On motion, J. S. Skinner, Est). Hon. D. H.

Lewis, and Hon. H. L. Ellsworth were appointed

a committee to wait upon the chairman, and so-

licit a copy of his address for publication.

On motion of Mr. Torry, of ftlass. it was
Resolved, That the Board of Control of the

Society be instructed to present a [letition to tlie

present Congress of the United States to set

apart the Smithsonian bequest lor the pur[)ose of

carrviuff out the objicts of the Society.

The ilon. Levi VVoodliiirv, of New Hampshire,
Hon. Lewis F. Liiiu, of Missouri, Hon. William
C. Rive^, of Vii-iiiia, Hon. Wm. C. Johnson, of
Maryl.ihil, lion. D. II. Lewis, of Alabama, Hon.
John HasiiuiTs, of Ohio, Hon. Henry L. Ells-

worth, of the Di^jtrict of Columbia, John S. Skin-

ner, Esq. of the District of Columbia, and J. F.

Callan, of the District of Columbia, were appoint-

ed a Committee to select the Officers of the So-
ciety provide^! for in the Constiuuion, to serve
until tlie regular election in May next.

On motion, it was
Ordered, That subscri|itioii papers be left with

the Secretary of the Senate, the Clerk of the

House of Representatives, the Lilirarian of Con-
gress, and with the Secretaries of this meeting,
where persons desirous of becoming members
may enrol l\w.h- names.

Ordered, Tliat the proceedings of this meeting
be publisheil in all the newspapers of the Dis-

trii-t.

And the Convention adjourned.

J. F. Callan,
'

R. E. Horner.
ftecretaries.

The Committee, appointed by the Agricultural

Society of the United States, to select the Officers

of the Society to serve until the fust general

meeting and exhibition on the 4tb day of May
next, have met, and do hereby recommend and
report the following gentlemen to till the offices

annexed to their respective names. The Re-
cording Secretary is requested to publish the
list, and give special information to each individ-

ual of his selection.

Levi Woodbury,
Chairman for tlie Committee.

President—JAMES M. GARNET'l'.
Corresponding Secretary—John S. Skinner.
Recording Secretary—John F. Callan.
Treasurer—Edward Dver.
Board of'Conlrol—Levi Woodbury, Elisha

Whittlesey, Alexander Hunter, John A.
Smith, W. J. Stone.

Vice Presidents.

Maine, George Evans ; New Hampshire,
Isaac Hill; Massachusetts, B. V. French;
Connecticut, Eli Ives ; Rhode Island, Gov. Fen-
ner; Vermont, WsL Jarvis ; New York, C. H.
Bement ; New Jersey, C. S. Green ; Pennsyl-
vania, Geo. E. Keim ; Delaware, J. VV. Thomp-
son ; Maryland, Thos. Emory ; Virginia, Eo-
MOND RuFFiN ; North Carolina, Edmund Deber-
ry ; South Carolina, Wade Hami-ton ; Georgia,
W. Lumpkin ; Alabama, Dixon H. Lewis ; Lou-
isiana, Alex. Mouton ; Arkansas, Archibald
Yell; Tennessee, F. H. Gordon; Mississippi,

M. W. Philips ; Kentucky, Chilton Allan
;

Missouri, Lewis F. Linn; Illinois, A. W. Sny-
der ; Indiana, Solon Robinson ; Michigan,
Isaac E. Crary; Ohio, John Hastings; Dis
trict Columbia, H. L. Ellsworth ; Florida, R.
VV. Williams ; Iowa, Timothy Davis ; Wiscon-
sin, Henry Dodge.
The Vice Presidents of Virginia, Maryland,

District of Columbia, Pennsylvania, and Dela-
ware, are ex-officio members of the Board of
Control.

A new and important Agricultural Invention.

John Hernly's Patent Double Sheared
Corn Plough Cultivator.—This is a machine
tor hoeing corn and potatoes, cotton, tobacco, &c.
that in plain ground will save one half of the
labor necessary in common modes of culture.

It finishes each row by once going over it, and
the shears may be so set as to accommodate
themselves to any distance between the rows,
and give any desired form to the hills, either flat,

round or conical. With this instrument one man
will on an average in one day with one or two
horses, Iioe from six to eight acres of corn in the

most approved manner.
The inventor of the Plough Cultivator is a

Gerinan tanner of Lancaster county, Pennsylva-
nia, living in a community of the most jirosper-

ousand wealthy agriculturists in the United States.

This gentleman, disabled from field ami farm
labor by an accident, at his leisure mnuii'its set

about tlie invention and construction of a ma-
chine for saving the labor of hand hoeing.

The certificate of eighty citizen liirmers of
Pennsylvania and Ohio gives assurance that
" Hernly's Patent Corn Plough Cultivator" is

worthy of the highest praise ami patronage. "It

saves (they say) one half the labor, and performs
the work in the best manner possible. It pos-

sesses a decided advantage over coiiimon ploughs,
being lighter and more easily to keep in its place

in hilly, sideling or stumpy ground."
The proprietors of the patent right for the

State of New Hampshire and the tier of towns
in Vermont on the west side of Connecticut river

are Messrs Nesiiiith, Gaorge, Hale and Shaw of
Franklin, N. H. They have commenced the

manufacture of the Plough Cultivator, and will

be able to vend with the right to use them at

about twelve dollars each.

The way the knowledge of this instrument has
extended to New Hampshire was in this wise

:

Samuel Murray, Esq. who left Franklin about
two years ago to seek a better fbrtime at the

South than he had recently found here, travel-

ling in the interior of Pennsylvania, saw Mr.
Hernly's Cultivator advertised in some public
place. It occurred to him if there was merit in

the invention that it might furnish for him n good
business. He saw the operation of the imple-
ment, and he negotiated a bargain to divide the

avails of the sales with Mr. Hernly, who was not

himself so weU adapted to traffic in the right as

he was to invent the instrument. Mr. Murray
travelled to the west and south the better jiarl

of a year ; and in that time, as the exclusive
agent of the invention, he is stated to have sold
in rights in seven of the States to the value of
between $20,000 and $30,000. His success was
evidence of the high value of the machine. If
it operates as stated by those who have tried it,

the invention will be of immense value to cul-
tivators in the cotton and corn fields of the South,
and in the extensive prairies of the West.
Mr. Hale, the agent for the purchasers and

owners of the Patent Corn Plough Cultivator in
this State, writes us as follows

:

Fi-ankUn, December^, 1841.
Hon. Isaac Hill:—Dear Sir—Since I was

at your office with a model of "Hernly's Patent
Corn Plough Cultivator," we have had some of
the Ploughs made and had an opportunity of
using one .several days while the frost was out of
the ground, to the satisfaction of all the (iirmers

in the vicinity who witnessed the operation ; and
should you think their recommendation of the
article of sufficient interest to the agricultural

community to give it an insertion in your " Vis-
itor," you are at liberty to do so.

Yours respectfullv,

ROBERT HALE.
We the undersigned, agriculturalists, have

witnessed the operation of " Hernly's Patent
double sheared Corn Plough Cultivator," owned
by George W. Neswith, Esq. and others of
Franklin, N. H., and cheerfully recommend it to

the public as an article of great utility in the

cultivation of corn and potatoes. We are satis-

fied fioiii the operation that more than one half
ol the labor usually laid out in the hoeing of corn
may be saved by this plough ; and we are fully

satisfied that in the cultivation of potatoes three

fourths of the labor, in the common mode of
culture, may be saved by this article, where land

is not too rocky or stumpy, as the potatoes may
be covered, and nearly all of the labor of hoeing
may be pertbrmed by it.

Henry Burley, John Taylor, Isaac Hale, James
Bayley,"Joshua Heath, p-., Natlian Plumer, Enoch
Holt, Amos W. Sargent, Hiram Morrill.

For tlie Monthly Visitor.

Agricultural Lyceums.
Mr. Editor,—It is well known that general

knowledge has been very much increased in the
nation within a few years past, through the
means of Lyceums. By lectures which have
been given from time to time, and by the discus-
sions which have been held on almost all sub-
jects of a debative cli;iractcr, the people have be-
come inforini'il Car beunid tlie limits to which the
kiiOMletlge of our fallicrs extended. But among
the classes of men who have thus been benefitted",

no one has received less benefit than the farmer.
And why.' I believe it is because lectures and
discussions have generally been upon subjects
which were rather Ibreign to the pursuits of this

laboring class. For two years past I have urged
iijion the farmers the importance of forming
.lirricultural Lyceums, in which questions relating
to larming operations iniglit be freely and profita-

bly discussed. It would be a very easy matter
for any fiirnier of reflection to sit down one even-

ing, and make out a list of questions enough for

a whole winter. Let me suggest one for an ex-
ample.
When is the best time to sow Herds' Grass and

Red Top Seed .' hi the Fall or Spring ?

It will be perceived at once that there are two
sides to the question ; the affirmative would take
the Fall, and the ni'-niivr ili<- r^piiiig. Other
questions might be slariiil di'^i similar character.

I wish that the fbregoin-- hints (if you see fit

to publish them in jour next paper.) maj- gain
sufficient attention, as to stimulate fiirmers to or-

ganize associations soinethiug after the plan re-

commended.
I would add, that where there is a good num-

ber of mechanics in the village or town, one
might be formed, called the ..Agriculturists'' and Me-
rhrinics' Lycevm, in which both interests might
be promoted. P.

East C ,Dec. 13, 1841.

How many contentions have been husiied;

iiow many divideil families have been united
;

how many characters have been reformed, by in-

juuctrons uttered froin the sick-couch or the pil-

low of death 1
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From Hill's New Hampshire Patriot

LINES
Suggested bt heabino of the con

"Pine Grove Cemetery," in F .

'Tis*\vell ! It is the due, departed friends

May claim from those, who in life's pilgriraige

Were near and dear to them ; and e'en the name.
The sacred name, of friend, relation, claimed.

When " parts the body from the soul,"
—

'tie true

We drop the " scalding tear," and heave perhaps

The " deep heart-rending sigh." With measured step

And slow, we, with the funeral train move on,

And to the grave, " the narrow home of man,"
Consign the last sad relics of our iriend !

But would we for a Iransienl moment think

Oq all their love, their virtues, and their woes ?

A season weep, and wear the sable signs

Of grief; and then amidst the shiftiing light

And shadow of our brief existence here,

Forget the lesson which their death should teach ?

Forget the example which their virtues gave 1

Forget that death thinks not of place or pride ?

That in a moment, and the time untold.

We may like them be snatched from all earth's joys
;

From all youth's views of future happiness
;

From manhood's hope,—a •• good old age" to see
j

From hope that whitened locks of age express,

"To live a little longer in the world" ?

Or would we often think such thoughts as these.

And learn a lesson for our future good ?

i\nd what so well the important lesson teach,

As oft to wander in the very place

Where rest their ashes—'neath the cold, damp sod ?

And then, with fav'ring fancy's aid,

Think that their parted spirits, ling'ring near.

Arc watching us with looks of love ; that they

A holy calm around the pl.acn suftuse.

Full fraught with holy inlluence and good.

'Tis well that we such spots should ornament,
And make them beautiful to look upon.

We then shall love at summer's su.iset hour
To rove within its cool retreat ;—and muse
Upon the subjects that *e place suggests.

'Twill teach us all must die !—for here we sec

The great, the good, the wise, the ignorant.

The wretch, the fortunate, the young, and old,

" All, all are here" ! One common fata they share '.

'Twill rob grim death of half his power to fright

With visions dire ; of worms that crawl around

The face e'en once by beauty's smile illumed ;

—

The lovely form, from " Nature's tiiirest mould,"
Returning to the dust from which 'twas made ;

To see the rose tree blooming o'er the spot.

Where rest the sad remains of those we love !

All must die 1—or yet perhaps the sudden death

Of some dear friend, the painful lesson shows I

" The thought of death alone the fear destroys '."

'Twill almost make us wish to die !—to leave

These dreary scenes of trial and of woe.

And sweetly rest in such a spot as this

!

For here we see the tear drop from affection's eye,

Which, gently courfing down the mourner's cheek,

Falls on the Bowers by affection's care

Wreathed round the marble monument. Al^sl

Sad emblems of our frail i

A grave within these precincts we discerji.

That breaks the else unbroken ground.

A SINGLE grave .' How lonely seems the sound I

We half forget how sunder human ties.

When gathered kindred round each other lie.

But this grave seeins so very desolate,

AVith no remembering stone—no fellow graves

For sympathy :
—

'tis utterly alone !

But is it so '.' Though single be its sod.

Yet has it not lor this the less around,

The presence of its Ood I

When three score years
" Have knit m circling dance the rosy hours."

'

Then with me, gentle friend, (if death should spare

'r/}ee from his cold embrace) we through these shades

Will wander, and will mark the change that Death,

Sad conqueror ! has made within these walls

!

Suppose that sixty years have now flown past

;

.\nd our dim eyes can scarce discern the scenes

Around which many a thought nf yniilhful sport.

And boyhood's plcntinrcs. t'vinn <1ir (coble limbs

How clian-p.i th.- pl,„r ' \ sr:uolior build

Upon the Ml,--; ;,n,l lin.s.. uhnimm its doo
Are ciming ii-n .— I M.n witli volumes larg

And still a ^riMtcr Inui (,t s,|,„;„t looks,—
Oh! how unlike tliose luvj „,if, who wit

Did call from learning's mine the gems ol t

Together sought each other's task to cheer

And dropt for others' woes the kindly tear.

But let us pass.—The grave-yani is not far.

The white enclosure just within the edge

Of that " Pine Grove," you see. Ah I hen

We enter. Oh ! how beautiful and still

The place ! The breeze of evening through the t

\ solemn dirge to the departed spirits sounds.
The low, sweet murmur ol the distant ' Falls,"
Strikes gently on th' attentive ear, as if

'Twere fearful that it might disturb the rush
Of holy thousihts, as thick and fast they flit

Acr
And can it be, that once

This " city of the dead" had but a single grave ?

.\!as, too true ! Now, oil the marble white
Doth rear its sculptured front,—and tell the tale

That living lips no more can speak. But pause !

And let us read the names recorded here.
Perchance we may observe some name, that once
We knew :—perhaps a friend's, associate's, find !

If not, the lesson will not all be lost.

Here, 'neath the green and flowery turf, lies one
Who scarce had o'er life's fairy threshold stepped.
Her tiny foot had never made an impress on
Life's thorny road. What could have lured her hoiice 7

No sickening sights of sorrow had she seen,
Nor felt the pangs that conscious guilt doth bring.

It must liave been an angel's whisper, breathed
Upon her ear, that told of joys supreme
Enjoyed by those who walk Heaven's golden streets.

'Tis 'well with her 1 The clouds that day by day
Would o'er her spirit pass ; life's trials, woes,
.\nd bitter disappointments too—all these
She has escaped ; and in the bosom of her God
" Free from all care, from sorrow free," will spend
The endless ages of eternity

!

; the root of that tall pine,

whose long and slender trunk
w, lies one who letl the world

There,
The Shi

Falls n<

When life seemed opening brightly to his gaze,

A class-mate, dear, was he in yonder hall.

And we've together climbed the rugged mount
.\nd slaked from learning's source our fev'rish thirst ;

Together wandered through Arcadian glades.

Or sought, near cool Hesperian shades, repose.

But though no more return those halcyon hours,
They stdl are cherished in the heart's lone urn !

Peace to thy ashes, friend ! .\nd though thy brow
Once showed to all th' intelligence within.

—

And wit and wisdom from thy young lips flowed.
Death claimed thee for his own ! How sad to think
Thy lifeless form in earth's embracing mould.

Here rests our teacher ! Who long years ago
Taught our young minds to spread their tiny wings
.\nd then with Newton tread the star-pavrd sky

;

To con with studious care the classic page.
.\nd learu ol scenes which Latin bards have sung.
He through the thorny paths of knowledge led.

And o'er our way the flowers of wisdom strewed.
He souiht t' arouse the energies of soul.

How arduous his task,—to guide the mind
Through learning's mazy windings, and in part

The parent's kind, correcting hand supply.

And yet how well performed ! But though his care
His pupils here on earth might ne'er repay.
To him the Teacher's meed was long since given.
That recompense bestowed nlone by Heaven !

In that green nook, and 'neath the willows' shade, *

Whose pensile branches far around are flung,

.\ maiden sleeps ! If it be sad to mark
The bow'd with age, decrepit and infirm.

Closing the changes in life's pilgrimage,
1m the still darkness of the mouldering tomb,
Oh, what a shadow o'er the heart is thrown
When peals the requiem of the loved and young

!

They to whose bosoms, like the dawn of spring
To scented rose and the unfolding bud,
Comes the pure freshness age can never know.
Yet this is life I To mark from day to day,
How youth and beauty in its morning prime
Pass, like the " gently whispering breeze." away.
Fair reader !—thou on whom the cares of life.

Its trials, dis.-ippointmeiits never pressed
;

Though bright thy laughing eye, and light thy buoyant
step,

.\nd thy young heart doth scarcely dream of death.
Pause ! poniler ! ere yet dark years, on thy warm cheek,
Have shed autumnal shadows. Drop a tear

For her who once was like thee. Be thou taught,
And then with • •joy thou'lt gaze UiTOu the sky,
IhrougM wnose far depths the spirit's wing careers.
" There, gleams eternal o'er their ways arc flung.

Who fade from earth, while yet their years arc your

Upon that marble urn, which marks a grave

Of bi:n, who, as the liniirs oV t!iat hallowed day.

B shepherd of the little flock,

•m in the holy house of God
;

e pulpit, (what though strange its fo

h it rnckeil. at every motion made
lined between its narrow sides !)

the i

ig spiriDesigned to lead the w
He pointed sinners to t

That to heaven's golden portaU leads aright.

Supports their stumbling steps, encouraging.

Corrects the wandering of his flock, inflames
With holy zeal the lukewarm, and the holy cheers,

lie sweetened, too, afliiction's bitter draught,
.Vnd poured the healing balm upon the wounds
Death's arrows gave. I hoard his solemn voice

As in the house of mourning it was raised,

An offering pure to heaven. Oh, solemn hour,
Which called upon a father to return
The body of an only daughter dear.

Unto " the dust from which 'twas made." Sad thought

!

BlU her pure spirit, washed from earthly strains,

Fled gladly, carried in an angel's arms.
Unto the bosom of her God !

Why was she taken from our midst ? There are

In heaven, whither her pure spirit fled.

Angels enough, and earth has full too few

!

U'%, do we ask 7 God willed it ! and his will be

down, among his iriends. to die.

The grave to him was sweet—a refuge, where
" The wicked cease from troubling, and the weary rest.'

But let us pass, and homeward bend our steps

For twilight comes. The beams of setting su

Have laved in gold the hill-tops of the west,

.\nd fling the decp'ning shadows o'er these

The bird's sweet carol now is hushed.—All
The robin's melancholy evening note

j

Or yet, perhaps, the whippoorwill poui forth

I yonder shade her

And 1 I with the change ill satisfied,

The whiten'd locks of age, and wrinkles too.

For our own flesh of youth's most healthy hue.

Oh, may we learn the moral of the verse,

(Howe'er uncouth its hobbling measures are)

That when Death's summons may to us be given,

Whatever hour, or mo.nent they may come.
With holy hope and joy we then may say,

Welcome thou King of Terrors !—Welcome Death !

And welcome Heaven too— 1 am prepared ro ui
* A. :

Concord, Nov. 1841.

New Hampshire defended.

Mr. Arnold of Tennessee, in a late speech in

the House of Rcpreseutiilives of Congress, de-

clared that "he never could think ol New Hamp-
shire without thinking of black, chilly rocks, of
the screeching owl and the prowling wolf. What
(he asked) was Now Hainpsiiiie ? A most barren

and sterile piece of earth. Was she advancing
in popidation ? He helieved not. She was the

only State in the Union that had taken n retro-

gade movement ; or, at least, she advanced in

population less than any other State."

Mr. Arnold is under a mistake in more than
one point in relation to the Granite State. Al-
though her territory is farther removed to the

North and is more mountainous and wild than
any of the middle and southern Atlantic States,

she has taken no retrogade movement either in

Agriculture or in manufacturing industry. She
has earned many hundred thousand dollars which
have been carried away to aid in the wealth and
population of otherstalesof the South and West;
and still with a constant drain of her population
and property the state never jiossessed as much
wealth and as many inhabitants as it will ])0sses9

at the commencement of the year o( our Lord
eighteen hundred and forty-two.

We know that New Hampshii-e asau Aricultit-

ral State will not compare disadvantageously
with Eastern Teunesee, and especially with that

part of Tennessee represented by the gentleman.
In lonff and interesting conversations with the

late Judge White of ffie Senate of the United
States, the Editor of the V'^isilor gained the im-
pression that the community of tanner.? in the

vicinity of Knoxville, especially those who carri-

ed on farming operations by means of slave labor,

were in a much worse condition of barrenness
and sterility than the [loorest of the poor farmers
of New Hampshire. In the Granite State there
is not the farmer or day-laborer so poor and des-
titute that when in health he cannot earn a livell-

hood,and for whose children abundant provision is

not made to give them an education such as shall

quality them for the pursuit of any reputable and
useful callin;r. Look at the late cen.su.s and learn

how few of the natives of this state are unable to

read and write : look how few are the instances

of suffering from hunger or nakedness in an in-

clement climate and upon this " most barren and
sterile piece of earth." We know there is much
less of the miseries of want, of ignorance, of in-

temperance and of their conseqttent vices in this

State than there is in the middle and southern
States of the Union.

Our sterile niountains are not so had after all,

as the followiiiff statement will show: Capt. Sam-
uel Blake of tliis town pinchased a lot of about '

one hundred acres far up the side of Kcarsarire
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niouiitaiii, for which he gave four anil a half dol-

lars ])er acre. In the suiiiiner of 1840 lie cut

down and burned the forest upon about sixteen

acres of this land, upon twelve acres of which he
sowed r^-e in the fall. From these twelve acres he
obtained as his first crop 210 bushels, the larger

portion of which he sold upon the spot for a dol-

lar a bushel cash, equal to the specie—much bet-

ter than the paper currency of the suspended
banks of Tennessee. He took an accoinit of the
whole labor of clearing, fencing, sowing and
planting the sixteen acres, about four acres of
wliich were put into pasture without a crop of
grain; and after paying every expense and the orig-

inal price of the land, he obtained for every day's
work a bushel of rye, equal to the value of one
dollar. Here is the land paid for in the first year's

crop fi-orn the forest in this " most barren and
sterile piece of earth" upon the most mountain-
ous and wildest part. If it be asked what is the
value of this mountain land after the first crop is

taken off? we answer that it makes the most val-

uable pasture ground 'n the country. Upon it

are reared some of the fattest beeves that are
found in any market. Stephen Sibley, Esq., of

Hopkinton, whose fine wooled Saxony and Meri-
no sheep have been noticed in former volumes of
the Visitor, has for several years kei)t his valua-
ble animals upon his excellent pasture upon
Keai-sarge at no very great distance from that of
Mr. Blake. These mountain pastures are deci-
dedly the best for sheep ; and we remember three
or four years ago that Mr. Sibley informed us of
the great yield of rye he raised on that ground,
where he found it a profitable business even
where he cleared the land and transported the
crop in the straw about filteen miles to his own
home.
"Black chilly rocks—the screeching owl and

howling wolf" truly ! New Hampshire, they say,

is an excellent state to emig-rate from ! But
where do the settlers of any new coimtry do bet-

ter than have done the settlers of New Hamp-
shire .' On what part of the United States have
generations grown up and passed off that have
done better than the generations produced upon
this "most barren and sterile piece of earth ?"

—

What son of the Granite State going abroad that

does not greet home on his retin-n with pleasure?

What territory of equal dimensions in any State

can boast that it has produced more means of
living from the soil, more talent, more noble spir-

its ihan some of the mountain towns of New-
Hampshire ? What acres of free and easy soil

in Tennessee or any other western State that has
yielded more profit from the first year's cultiva-

tion than the crop of rye raised this year upon
the Kearsarge ?

To the Editor of the F. M. Visitor,

Sir :—Since your visit last year, the fiuniers

of this vicinity, at a meeting for ploughing and
weighing the draft of ploughs, had the following

Essay prepared for the occasion by Mr. Somers.
The ideas it contains are generally approved of
in this section. If you think it expedient to pub-
fish the Essay in the Visitor, which is diffusing

much useful information, it is at your service.

Respectfully,

WILLIAM STUART.
Barnet, Dec. 1841.

Essay on Northern Agriculture,
Read before the Farmers' Society of Barnet, Ft.,

Sept. 30, 1841, by Robert Somers.
Public exhibitions have a tendency to excite

attention, investigation and enterprise. Much has
been done in Europe towards the cause of Agri-
culture in this way. In Africa, and a large part
of Asia, where superstitious ignorance and cruel
barbarism prevails, husbandry is perhaps but little

thought of But in ancient times, when the Ro-
man Empire in all her glory ruled the world, the
cultivation of the soil was considered one of the
most useful and honorable occupations. Enter-
|>rising America is beginning to think the busi-

ness useful and honorable as well as the Romans.
Our brave and hardy forefiithers, the first .settlers

of the land, had sujficient employment to clear

off the timber, wild beasts, Indians and foreign
foes ; the next generation to clear off the stones,

build them into fences, and erect comfortable
dwellings. And it now remains tor ns to smooth
the surface and renovate the exhausted soil. Ob-
servation and ex[ierience, enlightened by science,

may be taken lijr a guide.

Our worthy ladies, the descendants of ox
plary grandmothers, can best explain the arts of
making fine butter, good cheese, strong cloth,
substantial dress, warm bed spreads, and many
other useful and ornamental articles.

To make our farms productive and profitable
at a reasonable expense, is the main point in

farming. To do this, several things should be
known and attended to. In the first |)lace, a se-
lection of laad most suitable for the produce in-

tended to bo raised, deserves some attention ; and
as we are often under the necessity of working
such as we can get, although far tioni being best,
it becomes necessary to remedy defticts. In the
second place, it is expedient to have good tools
and team, and take all reasonable measures to

have and to use « sufficiency of manure, for it is

the main thing to make profitable fiirms. In the
third place, we should have good seed, good
breeds of stock, and rotation of crops.

Cool airy situations, liish up on the hills, do
best for wheat, warm land for corn, and peaty soil

inclining to be damp, for potatoes and the "finer

kinds of hay.

Elements or fundamental principles, and practical

inferences.

After studying some of the writings of Profes-
sors Jackson, Davy, Turner, Liebigaud Comstock,
and the publications of Fessenden, Buel, Hill,

British Husbandry, &c., the following conclu-
sions have been arrived at:

Plants derive their nourishment from the earth,
in the form of liquids by means of lljcir roots,
and from the air, in the form of gas by means of
ibeir leaves. A considerable proportion of what
is derived from the earth or manures, has to be
converted into gas before it is available to crops.

Carbon, silex, alumina, potash and lime, are
found to conqxise the basis, skeleton or frame
work of plants, in variable pioportions. In other
words, common coal, containing a little sand or
flint, clay, lime, and potash, constitute the solid
frame-work of vegetables. A certain degree o(
heat, air and moisture is essential to vegetation.
Carbon forms much the largest share of the solid
materials in vegetable and animal substances.
Hence its importance. Good fertile loamy soil is

composed nearly as follows :

For one hundred parts.

Water, ."5 per cent.
Vegetable matter containing car-

bon in abundance, &c. 10 "

Sand or silex, (iS "

Clay or alumina, 15 «

Carbonate of lime, 2 "

Sulphate of lime or gypsum, ] "

Phosphate of lime,
"

]
"

Oxide of iron, 1 "

100
It is supposed that tlie soil and air must con-

tain all the substances that naturally constitute a
part of the plants intended to be raised, or they
will be defective. For example; flint or sand in

combination with potash gives hardness to the
stalks of grass or grain, and lime forms a neres-
sary part of good wheat, and plaster is an essen-

1 ingredient of clover.

A good wall cannot be made without suitable
materials, used in right proporlions. If some of
the necessary constituents are lacking, the fab-
ick will be defective. Crops cannot he made to

row without carbon more than a wall can be
erected without solid substances, such as bricks
or stones. And flint, potash and lime, are as es-
sential to certain croj)s, ns mortar for the wall of
stone house.

To have the materials in right proportions,
gives a chance to raise a larger and belter crop
without wasting manure or other applications.
Suppose an agent for some company furnishes an
architect wiili materials to build a village. It will

be much the best economy to fiirnish things in

right proportions. Hence the necessity for a far-

mer to supply his crops with manure, lime, ash-
I, plaster, or any thing else that appears to be

deficient. Good manure contains much carbon,
and some share of gypsum, animoula, potash,
acids, &c. Hence its' efficacy.

s different kinds of crops require very differ-
ent proportions of the same materials, and the
lanure and the soil if eood containing nearly a
ght proportion for airthe different kinds in a

body : it follows as a consequence, that in order
to prevent great waste of fertilizing mutters, ro-

tation of crops is indispensably necessary. The
surplus and refuse that one crop leaves, another
makes use of. -

s : ,.,_^
Plaster, in other words termed sulphate of lime

or gypsum, is composed of lime and sulphuric
acid. From the prevalence of limestone and
sulphurous rocks and stones, and hard water in a
considerable share of Caledonia County, it is to
be inferred, that in such parts our soil naturally
contains nearly a sufficiency of lime and plaster.
This applies particularly to the upland originally
covered with hard-wood timber or a mixture of
hemlock and hard-wood. But the river plains
are probably deficient in both ; that is the high
flats. The same remark will apply to any other
dry land on which hard-wood timber never
thrives. Hence the reason why lime and plaster
applied to our hard-wood hills, "is seldom of much
use, while on the clay land near Connecticut river
it hag a great effect.

Many fields that have become exhausted by
much cropping and little manure, are probably
becoming very deficient in potash and carbon.
The remedy is to apply common manure, swamp
muck and ashes to the dry land ; and after thor-
ough draining wet land, to apply lime, ashes, and
chip manure, and a year afterwards to apply a
heavy coat of stable manure, or else turn the land
into pasture.

Pine, hemlock and spruce land is apt to be de-
ficient in free potash. Wet land, although con-
taining considerable potash, is also said to con-
tain acidity, so that the potash is thereby render-
ed useless until freed from acids, either by drain-
ing, burning, applications of lime, or good chip
manure, which last substance generally contains
considerable alkali, and by Its open texture ad-
mits the air, which also contains an alkali (am-
monia.) Admitting the air to the soil by means
of the chips, also promotes decomposition. The
prevalence of acidity in wet land, accounts for
the growth of hemlock or other timber which
affords veiy little potash when reduced to ashes.
Burning dissipates carbonic acid, and leaves

the potash ; hence it slioiiJd be used as a remedy
only in cases where there is much vegetable mat-
ter present, so as to leave carbon enoiish for the
benefit of crops after reducing the acids so that
they will not prevent the potash from combining
with earth. On a thin .soil, however, burning
would do permanent injury after the first crops
by exhausting too much carbon.

Plants cannot derive benefit from manure fas-
ter than it is decomposed, because they cannot
.select such parts as they need until the food is
free or uncomliined with things not wanted ; and
further, new combinations cannot be formed un-
til old ones are broken np on account of an al-
teration in the proportion of things in most
cases.

The nutriment has to he completely dissolved
by water or converted into gas, and a considera-
ble part has to be converted into gas whether it

is dissolved or not, before it can he of any ser-
vice to the crops. As the leaves of plants seem
to be the appropriate organs for collecting one or
more of the most important materials, (carbon,) it

must, ill order to come within their reach, he con-
verted to the serial form. To convert manure
into gas, that is to decompose it, requires the pre-
sence of heat, air and moisture. Hence the pro-
priety of loosening hard compact soil, to let the
air as well as the roots [lenetrate into it, and per-
mit the carbon gas as it is loinnil, to rise, so that
the growing crop can obtain a .supply. But very
porous soil permits the gas to form and rise fas-
ter than the leaves cm catch it, if manured high-
ly, and also permits the escape of liquids down-
wards below the reach of the roots. Hence the
necessity for making open porous soil closer by
applying clay or using a heavy roller.

From the fact that yoil should be in a medium
state, neither too close nor loo open, it follows
that much of our mouin;: huul \\ ill be injured by
letting cattle on to it in the sprinir. If the soil i"s

natmally soli.l, the treading of ca'ttle will make it

too much .so. But on sonio very light soils it

might be an advantage. It is also inferred that
heavy compact land should be ploughed when
dry, just before putting the seed into the ground,
and light mellow dry soil would do best to be
ploughed in the fiill.

The compact earth requires to be often stirred
to keep it sufficiently porous. Much of this
county is of that desciiptioii. Top dreseiiigs of
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compost or manure, &c. on damp land, do away
the necessity of plougliiiit; otlen, on account of

the exposure to botli nir and moisture. Sand,

gravel, chips, or (icat, should he applied to heavy

clay soils, or else lop dressings of plaster and

compost.
The mode of laying the furrows in ploughing,

ghould be regulated by the nature of the soils. If

heavy, compact, and fine grained, they slioidd he

lapped. If light, porous and dry, they should he

laid flat. From several experiments, it appears

that a considerable proportion of this county

would produce from 10 to 20 per cent, more by

having the furrows lapped where deep ploughing

is necessary. On the contrary, deep soil which

is dry and ploughed shallow, reciuires flat furrows

to prevent injury by drought or grass ; and the

flat position is also necessary in this case to pre-

vent carbon gas from escaping faster than it can

be absorbed by the leaves of the growing crop.

That in some cases there is a loss of fertility

by leaching, is i)roved not only by the effects of

rain on piles of manure, but by the condition of

wells, springs and cellars, unfortunately located

too near barnyards and hog pens. The spaces of

time requisite to produce injury has been found

to vary from one year to twenty or thirty, accord-

ing to the nature of the soil and the distance.

But large qriantilles applied <br a great length of

time will penetrate considerably most any where.

Soils operate like strainers, the fine close ones

separating nearly all fertility from water before it

penetrates far, and coarse sand letting much pass

a considerable distance. Owing to the general

character of upland soil, which is fine grained in

this county, it is probable that f(!W of us suffer

mniOi loss of fertility by leaching.

From the foregoing, it may l)e inferred, that

the quantity of manure applied should be in pro-

portion to the fineness and solidity of the soil,

hard cold clay land requiring nuich, and .soft

warm sandy land but little at a time, and often

repeated. The quantity of gas generated, being

in some degree (Moportional to the quantity of

manure applied.

When the soil is by any means impervious

air, as by reason of solidity or the presence of

watiT, ilrcoiii|io-^iti.iii must be very slow and im-

peil'irt liihnv ill.' mm rci-i- ; and if no top dres-

siiiys ail' a|i|ilir(l, vciy liulc gas will be genera-

ted, and consequently but little growth in the

crops. Gas being an e.ssetitial (lart of the food

of plants, they must become stunted if they do

not obtain a sufticieiicy of it. Often stirring the

soil lets in the air, itiore gas is generated, and

growth is proportionally n)ore rapid.

There is reason to infer that electricity or gal-

vanism ot)erates in a favorable manner on the

growth of crops, by exriling the fibres of the

plants to action. Experiments have led to this

conclusion. This aui-my depends on contact of

things t

nature i

at first,

very different in their

ric rrspnts. The effect is greatest

grailii illy diminishes, unless some
change or alti'iatiuii is made in the materials.

New a|i|ilir,itioiis effect a change in the natural

stale, llciuc another reason for mixing soils

that are very dilKrent in their nature, such as peat

and conuuou o.irth, clay and sand, and often

stirring them to bring new particles in contact.

By means of galv.mic agency, perfect decompo-
sition and the loiinaiiou of new compounds is

facilitated. In this way some part of the food of

jilauts is probably pipparr.l lor use. \V

there is health and energy, lire I'ood is taken uj

ed land, if there is too much muck or peat m
j)roportion to the earth, or too much water, de-

nposition must he imperfect, as the decompo-
sing agents camiot do their work perfectly when

rpowered by quantity, and consequently the

food being imi)erfect and not properly digested,

the crops are more liable to be unhealthy.

From the necessity of having things in right

proportions, it may be inferred, that the depth of
ploughing should be regulated in some measure
by the natural depth of the soil, and the quantity

of majnue put on it. Much fertilizing matter re-

quires nuich earth to be mixed with it, or the gas
will rise faster than the crops can absorb it. On
the contrary a large quantity of poor earth mixed
with a small share of manure, will place but a.

scanty supply within reach of the plants. Much
rooting and little food m.ikes poor pigs.

From the tact that carbon gas is constantly ris-

ing from the ground in warm weather, and w ould

be lost if there was not herbage to absorb it ; it

follows that in this climate of warm summers,
especially on warm dry land, the surface should

not remain long exposed to the sun and dry

winds, which slowly extract the virtues of such

soil. Pastures an<l mowing land in the fall should

not be cropped very slioit. But damp clay soil

a temperate climate will liear considerable ex-

posure l)y summer ploughing, without losing

much. The advantage to be derived from stir-

ring such soil, making it mellow, letting the air

into it, and thereby promoting decomposition,

which is otliiruise im|)erfcct, and killing a vast

mmibii' of uc((ls, will, under these circumstan-

ces, miiili I ! than compensate for the loss of

g;is, uliilc till- tillage is going on. It is not pro-

lialiK. hi>vM>\ ri. ihat there is much land in this

<-oiiiii\ ili.ii \\MiiM pay li>r carrying summer til

lagr so lill a> In d.i WItl

it i.s inie. .solli

tended to do without tup dressing ; but let it be
done in the tidl and spring so as not to exclude i

crop, and when the heat is not excessive. Foi

destroying weeds, the practice of jdanting am
hoeing thoroughly, or n.siiig a cullivalor, whiil

saves labor, and after haying to go thrnugh am
pick out every weed that is lefl, is highly com
mendahle. Our systems of rotation should bi

planned with a view to keep down the weeds
Where the land is not hoed, ploughing only one
year at a time accouqilishes much. No land

should be ploughed two or more years without

having the weeds extirpated by hoeing or pulling

out as above mentioned. Cold tough sward Ian I,

coiiiaining fragments of liniesKinc, gr.-mile and
slate, when not very rich, would probably do best

to iie ploughed early in Si pteri

dined to become too compact, it should be

ploughed again in the spring just hefoie putting

the seed into the ground. It is supposed the a
"

vantage of decomposing the turf and stones in

this case, would overbalance the loss of gas.

But late fall ploughing is best to destroy grubs

and other vermin.
(Concluded in the next number.)

!-k and cle

From this I

Top dressings should be of a

lure from the surface to which they

ppeais that there are at least two rea-

icasionally stirring or ploughing the

he preparation of both food and stim-

cron.s.

Dry, it follows, that a well mixed
titiileil of all the v.-uinus ingrcd

ts. ulll

cral to the greatest piTl"i'Ctioii, and with th(

least expense. Such a .soil can be found on ma
nyof o\u- hills, originally covered with hard-wood
timber.

In a state of nature, it is not necessary that

decomposition should be very rapid, as there are

no crops taken off to exhaust the supplies. It ii

much cropping that renders every artifice neces

sary that will promote vegetation.

It also follows from the above, that in reclaim

.Veto Bedford, .U?., 12 mo. 24, 1841

Rf.spectkd FiiiEND, JoH-v M. IIii.L:—By this

thou wilt find that my number of the Alonthiy

Visitor for the ninth month (September) one num
ber only came to hand, that number was marked
two copies, but contained but one, undoubtedly by
mistake. I would be much obliged to thee to

send me one liir ili;it moiilli, .is I am very desi-

rous of having all the uuiiiliers of your useful

paper. I think much useful information has been
found in the numbers of the Visitor.

One year last ninth month, I had half an

of swamp dug over and the roots taken out: it

was then very dry. The large roots were taken

off and all tlmt remained was put into heaps and
burned. The following spring 1 thought to

plough it, but found it so .soft and mirey that a

team cuiild not go on it, being from three to six

feet deep, anil even more in some [larts. 1 wait

ed until the first week in the sivth month, (June)

and tlien finding it iuq)ossible to plough it, chop
pcd it over with hoes and planted it one half

with potatoes and the other with corn (the Rhode
Island white corn.) I had drained it so that the

water did not stand on any part of it. It was
nearly or quite a level. The summer being dry

and warm, it was altogether favorable. My neigh

boring farmers thought 1 might get some |>ota

toes, but corn they thought could not grow ; bn

to my surprise and to their astonishment it was
the finest corn I have ever seen in our neighbor-

hood. I put a small quantity of manure into the

hills of the corn and potatoes. My intention was
to have put on gravel in the winter jireceding;

but it was never frozen so as to drive on ; in con-
sequence it was thought nothing would grow. I

however thought I would try the experiment, and
had some of the finest potatoes 1 have ever seen.

The crop was not so great as I have had, but the

quality was excellent, and no small ones in the

hill, so that I hail not to sort them. My corn 1

did not think would fill out and ri|>en, it being
planted so late ; but in that I was surprised, for

it filled out to the very end—was nearly all good,

and produced at the rate of sixty bushels to the

re.

I am new in the farming business, but am ful-

ly of the opinion that corn will grow well in any
swamp where the water can be drained off with

very little manure, and without any gravel being

put on. And 1 am also of the opinion, had I

planted it nearer together, 1 should have had a

still greater crop. At som'e future time I may
give a more full account of mv farming.

Am respectfully,

EDMUND GARDNER.

Yin the Moritlily Visitor.

Mr. Editor—Sir:—In the last number of the

Visitor I have noticed a communicaliou from
Col. Edward S. Jarvis of Maine, u part of which
is in cousvMpience of one from me in the Oct.

number, in wliieh I d<;sigueil to give a correct

estimate of the expenses of keeping sheep to-

gether wilhllie iueimie per head for the last eight

years, thereby s

iniportaul part >

gam upon
Col. Jarvis'

principal uliieciiuii is to iii\ i.'slimate of winter-

Ifl were mistaken, and put this expense too

low, I think he is still more so, and has made it

very much too high. I agree with him that a
sheep will eoiisi :tuo poundsof hay per day ;

but dill I lint kiiiiw iitlierwise, I should SIIS-

peri that Cul. Jarvis lesiih'd some where near
the polar region by his esiimate of 180 days for

the time of Ibddering sheep. Generally, sheep
do not come to the barn until the first of Decem-
ber, and are out again from the 10th to the 20lh
of April. Some years are exceptions to this, and
we are obliged to feed ten or twenty diiys longer.

So likeivi.sc the winter is frequently as much
shorter, so far as regards the keeping of sheep
upon hay. 1 speak of the winters as they aver-

age here on Connecticut river, and not as they
are at Surry in Maine. The average, time that

sheep do not procure their own food by grazing
is from 130 to 140 days. I will take the highest
number 140 days at two pounds of hay per day,

allowing twenty pounds ti)r waste to each sheep,
making 300 pounds per head. Now, Mr. Editor,

we that are so fortunate as to liave our Jot cast

iu this productive valley, are so stupid as to im-
bibe the notion that if we can realize five dolkirs

per ton for our hay, by feeding it out to our own
stock and save the manure upon our lands, that

we are ultimately the gainers. This may be
counted small business by our brother farmers
down east, and so it is, but we nevertheless by
strict economy and the sweat of the brow con-
trive to increase our means however slow it may
be. We have no boundless pine forest.s, to buy and
sell, nor any sources by which we can grow rich

in a moment, but are obliged to be content witb
small gains. And it is a fact known to every
practical farmer in this vicinity, that the keeping
of cows or the rearing of cattle or horses will not

at present prices afford us a better return tor our
hay than we receive by feeding it out to our sheep
even at the present low prices of wool.

I think Col. Jarvis must have had in his miMd
the old native or Irish breed of aheep when he
asserted that it would take a ton of hay to every

4i sheep. I make the number Oj, and with our
kind of sheep, the Mcrinoes and Saxonies, it is

very near coirect.

A gentleman that resides a few miles north of
me, Doct. Leonard Jarvis of Claremoiit, N. Fl.

(and I believe a relation of the Colonel) ha.j in

former years hired some hundreds of sheep wiu-
tered.at 1)2^ to /.") cts per head ; and by going
back into the interior of Vermont contracts can
be made with responsible farmers for keeping
through the year atone dollar per head.
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Col. Jaivis says he lias killiMl and sold liis sheep
in cousequeiu'e of tlie low juices of wool, and
should the ])iices advance so as to afford a profit

he should soon go into it a<;ain. Tliis may be
pood policy for him, but it would not do for mc.
Were 1 to dispose of my flock now, I must do it

at depressed prices, and when wool should be-

ronie a good article I must imrchase sheep at n

higli rate ; and the uncertainty and fluctuations

of trade, or the contractions of the currency,
might again depress wool ere my flock became
productive.

A farmer cannot hastily change his operations
to advantage. And should every wool grower
adopt the couise suggested by Col. Jarvis, and
rid liimself of his sheep, the natural consequence
woidd be a rise upon wool ; and it might not be a
very easy affair to get possession of another flock

after they had once all been slaughtered or sent
out of the conntpy.

What little experience I have had in farming
teaches me that there is no better way than to

jMU-sue it sti-adily and systematically, and not un-
dertake to chiinirc u iih cvcrv change of prices.

The Colonel ilisclaiuis !ill "desire for a discrim-
inating protectinii of Aiunican industry. I re-

gret to hear such an assertion from a source so
intelligent. I believe that there are but few in

New England well informed practical men hold-
ing the same opinion. Where is the country, or
where was there ever a people whose agriculture
approximated to any degree of (lerfeetion, or even
became respectable, flourishing and prosperous,
that did not receive the fostering care of its gov-
ernment? J. W. COLBURN,

Morris Flats, 23d Dec. 1841.

the improvement of breeds, we think all such
dairy farmers as can afford to go to the price will
do well to purchase of the stock which is now
offered. The editor of the Visitor has seen that
stock, and he thinks it to be an improvement
beyond all others that he has ever witnessed.
The South Down Sheep, to those who would

raise wool for conunuu fiimily use, are probably
better adapted for all usefid purposes to the
farmers of New England who keep small flocks
than any other sheep ever introduced.

Short Horns and Native Cattle.

To THE Editor of the Visitor.
Much has been said for a year or tvvo past in

our Agricultural papers, recommending " Short
Horns" as being a very superior breed of cattle.

Hut it appears to me that in extolling the " Dur-
hams" so high, the good qualities of our native
.stock have been overlooked. I believe that not-
withstanding the good qualities which the Dur-

,
ham cattle possess, there can be as good native
cattle produced in old Connecticut as ever '-John
Bull" raised. It is a fact, that when any of our
fiumers purchase one of these Durham cows, that
cow has a decided advantage over his other stock
of cows in good keeping, and the result is, that

the Durham is a great milker! I do not wish to

lower the estimate put upon the introducers of
im|)roved cattle ; hut it seems to me that they do
not give our native cattle a liiir chance with the

others. The native stock have in many instan-

ces run out by neglecling to select the very best

for breeders ; and tliis by the way has been a

great fault by many of our farmers.

In this part of the State there has a general
prejudice ari.sen against the Diuhams, probably
owing in a measure to their ignorance of the

stock, and partly, to the color. I will now pro-
pose the following questions

:

And first, how will the Durhanis compare with
our native stock to do the ordinary work on the
farm .'

Second, how will they compare with our stock
for the market, when fat.'

Third, are they the best stock which a New
England farmer can invest in, living on a hardy

These queries, Mr. Editor, I wish you, or some
of your correspondents woidd answer through
the columns of the Visitor.

Yours truly, L. DURAND.
Derby, Ct. Dec. 24, 1841.

Sale of Cattle.

Mr. .Taques of Cliarlestown, Mass., will sell

at public'Sale on Tuesday the llth day of Janu-
ary, 1842, at ten o'clock, A. M., the Cream Pot
breed of Neat Cattle, bred by him, and belonging
to the Ten Hill stock Airm. At the same Time
he will sell about twenty of his flock of pure
South Down Rams and Ewes, the original stock
of which was selected in England with great
care.

Mr. Jaques' has published catalogues of the
pedigree of the cattle which he offers for sale :

they are a mixture of the Durham with the na-
tive breed, and probably the greatest improve-
ment in the quality of milkers ever made in New
England. If there be any object in attempting

Fur the Farmer's Visitor.

Cure your Chilblains.

Mr. Editor,—For more than fifteen years past
I have been much afllicted with what are called
chilblains. Some ten years ago, I was obliged to
walk with two canes, with holes cut on each side
of the balls of my shoes. Three years ago, after
trying all the " certain remedies" that I could
hear of, I purchased me a pair of Rubbers, and
put them to wear in the house, as well as out of
it. The consequence was, my swelled joints fell

away, and my feet were soft and easy all winter.
Ever since that time, as soon as my feet begin to

itch and burn, I put on my Rubbers. I was ra-
ther late this season, and consequently my great
toe joints swelled to three times their usual size.

I put on the Rubbers and still keep them on. My
feet are now as well and as easy as any other
person's. Rubbers will injure the leather, conse-
quently I keep an old pair of boots to put into
them, having knocked the heels oft'. I have an
old pair of Rubbers, into which 1 put a pair of
old shoes, pumps, to wear in the bouse. Let
your readers, who are troubled with chillilaiiis,

try the remedy, and they will most certainly find
speedy relief. Thev must nut leave them off one
d(W- P.

East C .

Diseased Horses.
In some sections of this neighborhood there

a singular disease among horses, wliich prov
fatal in many cases. It is something new hci
and MO remedy for it is generally knoun. 1"1

symptoms are a stillness of joints, swelled limbs,
body aild head, with a good deal of lever and
weeping of the eyes, and sometimes blindness,
and running at the nose. The disease is conta
gioiis, and affects whole teams, and sometimes
whole neighborhoods. A writer in the Boston
Daily Advertiser declares it the same as one that
prevailed at the south last year, and gives h
mode of treatment, to which he .says, it readily
yields if attended to in time. We give it for the
benefit of all concerned.

" Bleed the horse freely, in the neck, mouth or
nose :—1 prefer the latter ; and give immediately
a cathartic ball, composed of sulphcr, copperas
and nitre, in the proportions of three of sulphur
to two of copperas and one of nilre ; the ball

large as a pullet's egir. Then give freely a»strong
solution of glanher salts—as much as the horse
will drink for two or three days, and the cure
will be complete. The forage given, after the
symptoms appear, should be, ol' course, of the
lightest and most cooling kind ; su<-h, for instance,
as corn fodder and chopped straw, with a few
oats, &c."

a taste which should stand me in stead unde"^
every variety of circumstances, and be a source
of happiness and cheerfulness to me through
life, and u shield against its ills, however things
might go amiss, and the world frown upon me.
It would be, a taste for reading.—.Sir /. Herschel.

English Manufactures Diminishing.—Eng-
land's decline has begun,and it musT go on. She
can no longer be regarded as the work-shop of
other nations. They are manufacturing for them-
selves. Some opinion oftheir export trade can
be foimd in this extract from an English paper:—

" In a letter to the members for Leeds, Alder-
man Bateson shows but too successfully that our
export trade in woolens is rapidly declining, and
that the superiority has passed fiom us to the
continent. In the year 1824 we exported to all
foreign countries, including British possessions,
of cloths, coatings, dufiils, and kerseymeres, of
all sorts, 567,317 pieces; in 1828, 506,596: in
1830, 444,360 ; i:i 1840, 258,962. While this
downward process has been going on in England,
the Continent has been progiessively increasing.
The total manufactured in the year 1840, in on-
ly one district, in Belgium and Prussia, all within
a day's journey of each other,was .j.):i,'>4.) pieces.
Thus it appears that, in one district only, there
was made more woolens than Britain exported
to all the world, by 76,23;3 pieces. This, be it re-
marked, is not an ordinary manufacture, but the
old staple manufiicture of England. We need
not wonder at the amount of distress in Leeds
and the other towns. Alderman Bateson says
the landholders are the cause of this national ca-
lamity. The foreigners were driven to manufac-
ture in self defence."

Reading.—Of all the amusements which can
possibly be imagined for a hard-working man,
after his daily toil, or in its intervals, there is

nothing like reading an interesting book, suppos-
ing him to have a taste for it, and supposing him
to have the book to read. It calls for no bodily
exertion, of which he has already had enough,
or, perhap.s, too much. It relieves his home of

dullness and sameness. It transports him in-

to a livelier, and gayer, and more diversified and
interesting scene ; and while he enjoys himself
there, he may forgel the evils of the present mo-
ment, fully as much as if he were ever so drunk,
with the great advantage of finding him.self the
next day with the money in his pocket, or, at

least, laid out in real necessaries and comforts
for him.self and his family—and without a head-
ache. Nay, it accompanies him to his next day's
work ; and, if the book he has been reading be
anything above the very idlest and lightest, gives
him something to think ofj besides the mere" me-
chanical drudgery of his every-day occupation-
something he can enjoy while absent, and look
forward with iileasure to. If I were to pray for

Dates of the Settlements of the States.
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OJ" We are sorry to be obliged to divide tlie

Essay on Agriculture from our Caledonin friend,

Mr. SoHERS, read before the Fanners of Barnet,

Vermont. Tliut i)art of the essay given in this

number is good—that part which is to come in

the next Visitor, is better. On a perusal of this

essay rk that it combines the true th(

with the correct practice: it is more accurate and

better adapted to our soil, than any description

we have ever seen. The reader is only to be ap-

prised that Mr. Somers is among the most suc-

cessful and best farmers of Old Caledonia to put

the true estimate upon the Essay of om- friend.

05^ We re-publish from Hill's Patriot the long

poetical article on the Cemetery at F ,
not

alone for its general merit as uniting in great

beauty and harmony imagination with fact. It is

a production which would do great credit to the

accurate and experienced scholar and \me.t: as

the work of a youth of only seventeen years, we
are free to give our belief that it never has been

excelled by any native poet of the Granite State.

THE MARKETS.

(!'OTT0N.—There is a very fair demand, and sales are

considerable, amounting to nearly or quite 2000 bales,

since our last report. New Orleans at !) a 10 and lOJ for

common to good qualities. Upland at 9^, 91 and 9^0

per lb. G nios.

FLOUR.—The market is very dull for all descriptions,

nnd prices are lower. The stock in New York is large,

and purchasers buy sparingly, anticipating lower pr.ces.

Small sales of Genesee common brands g6 25, and fancy

fithout any material change

for corn ; dealers generally have a good supply, and buy

sparingly. List sales of yellow flat, old and new, at 60c
5

old yellow 62 a 64 c ; no recent sales of white. Sales of

Southern and Eastern Oats -48 a 50 c per bush.

HIDES.—The market for this article is less active, and

sales more restricted. 3 a -4000 Buenos .\yres and Mon-
tevideo h.ave sold at U c, and 500 Pernambuco, 10^ c per

lb. 6 mos. »vhich is a decline on the latter description.

HOPS.—Some parcels of Massachusetts inspection at

12 c per lb. cash. The article is dull, and stock accumu-

" INDIA RUBBERS.—Public sale yesterday of 191

cases, 20,000 pairs, men's, women's and children's, plain

and fiij'd, at 38.J a 67 c per pair, 4, 6, and 8 mos. credit.

IRON.—.\ cargo of Swedes arrived this week, which

remains unsold. "70 tons Russia Old Sable sold at J^y7 a

100 per ton, 6 mos.
MOLASSES.—Sales ol Porto Rico 21 a 22 c per gall.

PROVISIONS.—There is no variation in Beef or Pork,

and sales are limited. Lard is selling at e.J a 65 c per lb.

4 mos. Public sales of Western 5J c cash, and 6 a 6^ c

per lb. 4 '" " -•
"'

100.000 lbs. havp been sold this week, at a declme of

! c per lb. on the prices current two or three months

e. The stock of foreign is getting largo, and the ar-

idull.

Saxony and Merino, 4^ a 50 c.

Three fourths blood, 40 a 42 c.

Smyrna washed, 25

STATEMENT OF BRIGHTON MARKET FOR 1841.

36,607 Beef Cattle, sales estimated at gl,757,]36

18.791 Stores, do do 457,186

1281650 Sheep, do do 132,975

3i;372 Swine, do do 103,584

g2,400,8Sl

1810.
34,160 BeefCattle,

,1^^::;^ \
Sales estimated at ^.,990,577

32,350 Swine, ->

1839.

23,263 Beet Cattle,

ll^^et;: Sales estimated a. S.,901,863

26,088 Swine, -"

25,830 BeefCattle,

l^M iTel; i
Sales estimated at ^2,058,004

26,104 Swine, -'

1837.
31,644 BeefCatde,
16,216 Stores, ( «.lp, »,ti mated it «" 449 <»31

110,206 Sheep, T Sales estimated at J[..,4iJ,-Jl

17,052 Swine, '

BRIGHTON MARKET—Monday, Dec. 27.

[Reported for the Boston Patriot.]

At market 400 Beef Cittle, 50 Stores, and 2550 Sheep,
and 520 Swine.
Prices. Beef Cattle—The pnc.es obtained last week

were fully sustained. We quote first quality ,g5 50 a

SAeep—VVe quote lots at

1 92, and 2 25.

;?!Cmc—One lot selected 3} and 4J ; 3 and 4c was the

only ofler for the remainder. At retail from 4 to 6c.

NEW-VORK C.\TTLE M.\RKET, Dec. 27th.
At market. 900 head of Beef Cattle, including 100 left

over last week, 200 of which were from the South, and
the balance trom this State ; 35 Milch Cows, and 2400
Sheep and Lambs.
There was some further improvement in good Beef, but

the common and inferior qualities remain dull, without
any change in prices ; sales of 750 head at »5 00 a $1 SO,
averaging' J^6 00 the 100 lbs.

Milch Cows—25 sold at S'25 a .933 each.
Sheep and Lambs were mostly taken—Sheep at ^1 50

to g4 50, and Lambs at .>hI '.'.i I., s'j I'ach.

BANK NOTE TABLE.
(Corrected for the Boston Courier, Dec. 22, 1841.;

O" The Bills of all the Banks in the New England
States, which are in good credit, are received at pardon
deposit, by the following Banks, viz:—Atlas, .\tlaiiTic,

Eagle, Freemans', Globe, Mechanics', Hamilton, Market,
Merchant's, North, State, Suffolk, Shoe and Leather
Dealers', Shawmut, Tremont, Traders', Union, and Wash-

O" The Suffolk Bank transacts all the business relating
to the country Banks, for the above named Banks.
03= The bills of the Kilby Bank are not redeemed.

(Cr Counterfeit 53 bills of the Brunswick Bank, Me.
are in circulation—Perkins's stereotype plate, and signed

M, E. Woodman, Cashier, and R. Dunlap, President.

LIST OF BROKEN BANKS IN NEW ENGL.\ND.
Lafayette, South BostoiBurrillviUc, R. I.

Commonwealth, Boston
Chelsea Bank, Chelsea, M.
Castine, Me.
Derby, Conn.
Eagle, New Haven, Conn.
Fulton, at Boston, Ms.
Franklin, at South Boston
Farmers', Belchertown, Ms
Frankfort, at Frankfort, Me
Globe, at Bangor, Me.
Kennebec, Me.

Middlesex, Cambrid;
Nahant Bank, Lynn, Ms.
Norfolk, at Roxbury, Ms.
Newburynort, at Newbury-

port, Ms.
Oldtown.atOrono, Me.
Passamaquoddy,EastportMe
Roxbury, Ms.
Stillwater Canal, Orono,Me.
Wiscasset, Me.
Washington Co. Calais, Me

LIST OF BANKS IN NEW ENGLAND WHOSE
CHARTERS HAVE EXPIRED.

Bath Bank, Me. Hampshire Bank, Northamp-
Bangor Bank, Me.
*Bank of Montpelier, Mont-

pelier, Vt.

Concord, (Sparhawk cash-

ier,) N. H.
•Cumberland (old) Bank,

Portland, Mc.
Damariscotta Bank, Dama-

riscotta, Me.

ton, M:
Keniiebunk Bank, at Arun-

del, Me.
*Mendon Bank
Newburyport Bank, old
PhiEnix Bank, Nantucket
Sutton Bank, Wilkinson-

ville. Ms.
Saco Bar.k

"Waterville Bank
Winthrop Bank, Me.
• Winthrop hank, Ms.

•Thebillsof these banks are still received.

BILLS NOT RECEIVED AT THE SUFFOLK B.VNK.
MAliNE.

.Agricultural Bank, Brewer — a 75 perct.dis.
Bangor Commercial Bank, a 5 "
Calais Bank, at Calais, 10 a —
City Bank, Portland, a 50 "
Citizens' Bank, .\ugusta new emission worthless.
Damariscotta Bank, char. exp.
Frankfort Bank, at Frankfort, — a perct.dis.
Georgia LumberBank,Portland.worthless a '

Globe Bank, Bangor, worthless — a — "
Lafayette Bank, do 5 a — "
Mercantile Bank, Bangor, a 5 "

Ostord Bank, at Fryeburg, fraud.

Oldtown, at Orono, worthless.
People's Bank at Bangor, closed.

Penobscot, do do no such bank.
Stillwater Canal, at Orono, — a — "
St. Croix, at Calais, 20 a —
Washington County, do worthless. ..— a — "
Westbrook, at Westbrook, Me. 3 a 5 "

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Concord Bank, — a 5 "
Wolfeborough Bank, worthless. — a — "

MASSACHUSETTS.
Commonwealth Bank, Boston, a 50 "
Chelsea,

.
— a 80 •'

Farmers' and Mechanics', Adams,
South Village, now worthless. — a — "

Fulton Bank, Boston, — a — "
Middling Interest, at Boston, 25 a — "

Middlesex, at Cambridge, 3 a — *'

Newburyport, at Newburyport, 80 a — "

Norfolk, at Roxbury, 5 a — "
Nahant Bank, at Lynn, — a 80
Roxbury Bank, no sale.

RHODE ISLAND.
Scituate Bank, ' — a 50 "

VERMONT.
Bennington Bank, at Bennington, 60 a 70
Essex, at Guildhall. worthless. — a —

CONNECTICUT.
Housatonic Rail Rn.ad Co. _ a 60 "

" State of New Jersey,
" City of Philadelphia,
" City of Baltimore,
" District of Columbia,

Old United States Bank Bills,

Checks on New York,
Philadelphia,

Mobile,
'^ New Orleans,

Spanish Doubloons,
Mexican, do

Hall Dollars,

PROSPECTUS
OE THE FOIHIH VoirjIE OF

THE FARMERS' MONTHLY VISITOR,
Published at Concmd, N. 11. 6j/ John M. Hill, on the

last day of every month.
Conducted by Isaac Hill.

FROM the necessary absence of the Editor at the sea-

son of obtaining subscriptions one year ago, ni.any

subscribers of the previous year who intended to continue
the paper never received it. The Flditor has the best of
reasons for believing that his labors in this monthly jour-

nal have met the general approbatimi ; and iC he may be-

lieve report from the several towns uhrrr- it ti:w circulat-

ed, he can have no hesitation in d'Tlinnu tliit ilic \'isitor

has been among the means of proiii..tnij; a laii.Lilile ambi-
tion in hundreds to improve the lace of the soil j and that

thereby production has been and will be increased. If

the publication should give us little remuneration in a pe-

cuniary pointof view, its good influence and efTects would
encourage us to renewed efforts for its continuance. We
only ask those who think our cheap publication will aid

the cause of Agriculture, that they may show somewhat
the same enthusiasm to increase our subscription among
their neighbors and friends, that we feel to see the waste

places adorned with the beauty of vegetable, sustaining

animal production. There is as much of mind lays bar-

ren to the truth in relation to .\griculturc, as there is of

soil that wants no unnatural or forced effort to make it of

the highest value to its owner. Those who believe that

Agriculture is every thing to the country, and that with-

out a prosperous Agriculture all other enterprises must
flag, cannot do better in a small matter than lend us their

aid to the circulation of the Fsriner's Monthly Visitor.

Three volumes of the Visitor have already been pub-

lished. The back volumes, to those who have not already

read them, will be quite as interesting as the new nnm-
bers. 'To those volumes we have devoted many hours,

presenting the results of observation and inquiry in vari-

ous parts of t'he country. We hare had much valuable

original aid from others ; and we have embodied into our

work many excellent extracts from the most able heads

and pens of this country and of Europe. One thousand
sets of the three volumes remain to be disposed of; and
to subscribers for the Visitor we offer complete sets from
the commencement, including the subscription for the

year 1842, for the price of two dollars.

Other persons at different and distant points of the coun-
try have put a gratifying estimate upon the value of our
monthly work. Wliile writin? we receive by mail from a
gentleman at the city of Washington the following flat-

tering assurance :

'* AH with whom I have conversed express the opinion

that yours is the most valuable and interesting agricultu-

ral paper they have seen. And useful as I believe all your
previous life to have been (and I have been no casual ob-

server of it for twenty years) both as a citizen and as a
public man, 1 cannot but think you are subserving the

great interests of mankind in this noble cause as much as

you could in the Senate or in presiding over the interests

of the intelligent people of your adopted State."

We had rather the writer had placed us on equal ground,
than that tie should say ours was more valuable than the
other agricultural papers ; for in practical knowledge and
experience, in powers of analysis and description, we
know there are agricultural writers, the latchet of whose
shoes we are unworthy to unloose. Take the Cultivator
while under Buel or Gaylord—the American Farmer of
Skinner—the Farmer's Register of Ruffiii—the New Eng-
land Farmer with Fessenden, Colmanand Putnam—or ei-

ther the M.iine Farmer of Dr. Holmes, or the Maine Cul-
tivator with the good Mr. Drew ; and the Editor of the

Visitor at once confesses the superiority of one and all;

some upon all points, and each perhaps in some one point.

We profess to be a mere gatherer—a gatherer possibly of
many common facts which others think unworthy of note,
and which have little more to recommend them than their

novelty. We however take courage from such assurances
as the 'foregoing, extravagant as the authors must confess
them to be ; and \-o ask of all gentlemen whu may think
us entitled to aid to help us in carrying forward our work.

TERMS OK THE VISITOR. To single subscribers,

seventy five cents. 'I'hree copies for two dollars. Ten
copies for six dollars. For the four first volumes includ-

ing the years 1839, '40, '41 and '42, two dollars. As an
inducement for the efforts of Agents, we olrer the three
volumes of the Visitor for 1839, 18-40, and 1841, as a pre-

mium in addition to the above discount for every ten cop-
ies subscribed fur by their procurement and paid in ad-

Agents wishing to forward names or subscriptions are
authorised to do so free of postage, through the Postmas-
ter at whose office the paper is received, by a regulatien
of the Post Master General. I

Concord, Dec. 7,
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THE VISITOR.
The editors of the - New Hampshire Book" have

discovered their good taste by copying, we believe, every
scr.Tp of poetry origin illy pubhshed in the Farmer's Month-
ly Visitor Irom the pen oV the late Mrs. Eu nice T.Dan iel.s

of Plaiiitield. Her husband has favored us—and for this fa-

vor he has our thanks—with three more productions of

this sweetest singer of the rjew Hampshire hills, whose
constttutiou was too delicate and whose spirit was too an-

gelic long to linger in a worUl of p.iin and sorrow. Mr.
Daniels iiifoniis us that tliis contribution to us will be the

last, since at tiie solicitation of friends he has sent all he
could Knd to the city of New York to be published in a

For the Parmer's Monthly Visitor.

THE -WINE-CUP.
BY THE LATE MRS. EUNICE T. DANIELS.

They come ! They come ! bring forth the wine !

They are gathering round the festive board

—

See ! how those sparkling goblets shine .'

And hark ! the bubbling wave is pour'd I—
'Tis but a phantom of the brain

—

Nor wine, nor revellers are here

—

'Tis but the rattling of my chjin.

And but the mucking Hend 1 hear,

The mocking fiend ! dark withering power !

Nost.iin had soil'd my spotless name,
When first in youth's unguarded hour,

In angel guise, the tempter came

—

He sought me, with a flower-wreath'd cup
His lip the smile of friendship wc-e

—

He bade me quatf the beverage up—
I drank—and was athirst for more.

Oh ! would my phrensied hand could tear

Each pencil'd page from memory's book!

For many a pictur'd leaf is there.

Whereon 'tis madness but to look.

—

I see my sire's thin silvery hair

—

But ah ! the damp fresh mould is pil'd,

And hark a widow'd mother's prayer,

Pleads sweetly for an outcast child.

And there was one—my bosom's love

—

Oh ! madly could that bosom spurn

The sweetness ol the spirit-dove,

When gently pleading "turn—oh turn !"

I broke me from her white arms' clasp

—

I tura'd me from her mournful eye,
And wildly, madly, rush'd to grasp.

The cursed wine-cup beaming high :

But she is blest in Eden-bowers

—

Mo cloud upon her angel brow;

—

But oh ! her babes—her cherish'd flowers !

God ! those l)abes, are paupers now :

—

They quiii to wretches, basely-born

—

They drink the dregs of misery up,

—

And bide the ieering taunt of scorn

All, all for thee ! thou cursed cup !

Wretch that I am ! my sun-'aright hopes,

Sweet visions of my bbyhood's prime,

—

Rich treasured. mines, that science opes

.\nd Genius' soaring thoughts sublime,

And love, and life, and broad dom lin.

1 barter'd for the poisonous wave

;

Till goaded by a maniac's chain,

I sink to an untimely gravo.

Dark wildering visions of the past.

Blent with the future's dread unknown.
With mingling gloom, each ray oercast.

And reason spurns her crumbling throne,

—

The fiend, that lur'd me to my doom,
Sits watching by a yawning grave,

With lowering eye and raven plume.
At last the shrinking soul to crave.

Essay on Northern Agriculture,

Bead be/ore Ihe Farmers' Sociely of Barnet, Ft.,

Sept. 30, 1841, by Robert Somers.
Concluded.

A considerahle poitioii ol" tlie most valuable

parts of iTiaiuire is capable ol' being dissolved in

water. Hence land, occupied as pustuie, or

wliere top dressiiij;s are applied, should never
have the water run over the surtace. Furrows
or open ditches sliould be made to prevent wash-
ing wherever the earth will not in general absorb
the rain as it jails,

Air and moisture, being essential to the com-
position of manure, it follows that it should be
covered to a depth proportional to the dryness of
the soil. Oil damp solid laud it requires to be
on the surliice, or very noar it, but in very dry
jioious soil it should be covered sufficiently deej)

to retain moisture in the dry part of the season.

In case of leachiufr, a quantity of clay should be
mixed with the sand, tu strain or separate all

lertilily from water_befoie it penetrates too deep,

and by excluding ilie air ami retaining moisture,

the clay causes decomposition to go on more
slow and regular so that the gas will not escape
laster than is necessary. From ten to fifteen

hundred bushels per acre would be likely to save
about one third of the manure, necessary, on some
very sa:..iy plains, that is. rerltouin"- f'oi- any con-
siderable number ol years.

From the fact that seed grain needs air, moist-

ure, and warmth to make it vegetate, it should
also be covered to a depth iiroportional to the

dryness of the land. In some instances it has

been ibund expedient to substitute the plough
for the harrow, taking a shallow furrow, two or

three iuclies deep.

Geology and chemistry may furnish powerful

aid to liirmers. Different kinds of rocks and
stones, on decomposition, afford carbon, lime, or

potash, besides the usual elements of sand and
clay. The atmosphere always contains a small

quantity of carbon and probably some ammonia
(which is an alkali.) Our soils are made up of
decomposed and pulverized rocks and stones.

Decomposition is perpetually going on, wherever
heat, air, and moisture can penetrate. The rocks,

stones, air and earth contain all the elements of

fertility, excepting heat and light. Hence a pos-

sibility of renovating worn-out land, without pur-

chasing manure. Carbon, lime and potash are

the parts most likely to be exhausted by crop-

ping. If all of them are naturally abundant in

the soil, renovation will be much easier than

where one or more of them are scarce. The
roots and leaves of plants collect from earth and
air, in proportion to their number and size.

Bushes and trees that have leaves, collect more
than grass or grain, on account of extending

their roots to a greater depth, and spreading out

more surface to absorb troiii the atmosphere.

One crop concentrates a quantity of matter,

which may become food for another, if suffered

lo decomp'ose in the soil where it grew. A sec-

ond crop in this case finds materials to make a

vigorous stand, and extend roots and branches

to greater distances, and thus collect additional

matter to the former store, and so on until the

plants have a sufficiency within reach to afford

all the means of growth that their nature requires.

In this way, ploughing down green crops, espe-

cially such as have much roots and leaves, in-

creases the fertility of the land.

Provided the soil is naturally deficient, either

in common lime, plaster, or potash, renovation

cannot succeed well by ploughing down green

crops, until these things are artificially supplied.
A compound of limestone, granite, and mica
slate, indicates a well constituted soil. Chemical
analysis is a more sure criterion, if the whole
subject of chemistry combined with agriculiure
was thoroughly understood. If the natural

growth is such as will afford a large quantity of
potash, on being reduced to ashes, it is a favora-
ble indication. For example, n large heavy
growth of maple, beech and elm, especially ma-
ple and elm, are good symptoms, if t'le land is

not too wet. Much sorrel indicates too much
acidity. Hemlock, spruce, pine and other kinds
of soft wood often predominate, in consequence
of too much acid, or loo little potash and lime.

DKAIMNG.
There are various opinions of the value of

draining
;
probably much is depending on cir-

c'lmstances. Some of our best liirmers make
use of covered drains. A metho.I of this kind
has been commenced in Barnet which seems to

answer a good purpose, although expensive. It

is to dig narrow ditches about two and a half or
three feet deep, and place small stones on their

edge in an open manner in the bottom, then oth-
ers more compactly on top of the first, until the

ditch is filled up perhaps about one and a half

feet, and a covering of inverted sods is placed
on top of the stoiies, and earth on top of the

whole ; and lastly, as an im])ortant protection of
the work, open furrows are made in such a man-
ner as to carry off all surface water, which must
not be permitted to run over the drains in any
quantity. Slight variations oi' the same method
are practit;ed hi Danville and many other places.

They should have just suffic'-int inclination to

let the water run freely. If too sieep, they will

be liable to gully ; if too level, to choke.
If the land has much descent, the drains should

run obliquely across the inclination. It does not
require so many of them, when they are cut
across the direction of the water. Inclinations

varying from one to fourdegrees are perhaps the
best. One degree is probably rather flat, how-
ever, to be safe about choking. It is also impor-
tant to have the covering stones close, to prevent
holes from breaking through. All kinds of
drains do more good in proportion to run oblique-
ly across the direction of the water. This meth-
od applies to clear land, where labor and mate-
rials are comparatively cheap. It is considered
much the best method when the expense will

justify the practice.

A much less expensive system is to have open
drains ; they carry off surfiice water and all to-

gether, and thereby save the necessity of having
open furrows. They are easily kefit in repair,

but waste land, and are inconvenient to pass

with a team, and do not in general preserve the

beautiful appearance of the field so well as by
the other method.
Another way is to plough the land into ridges,

making them like turnpikes. Where a wet field

requires to he often ploughed, draining may cost

less in this way than by any other method. If

the surface soil is of a porous nature, and no
trouble from springs rising from below, they may
be made from two to six rods wide, and raised

until sufficiently dry.

In wet climales and clay soil, as is the case in

some parts of Scotland, narrow and high ridges,

in addition to under drains, are indispensable.

But in this country, where the soil in general is

comparatively open and porous, and the atmos-
phere warm and dry, the necessity for narrow
tidges probably does not often exist, where
ditching is pro()erly attended to. At any rate

they are not so important.

Another method of improving wet land, with

a hard pan, only six or eight inches below the

surface, is to get a large stout plough, and a

strong team, ami turn over the sod ten or twelve

inches deep, or what is perhaps better, to have a

subsoil plough follow one of the cdniiion biwj
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and loosen the soil as deep as practicable. There

is one disadvantage that would in case of thin

soil attend such deep ploughing ; that is, it would

create a necessity for applying considerable ma-

nure before much of a crop could be raised. But

if a sufficiency of fertility either naturally exists

in the soil, or can be placed there artificially, at

or near the surface, very deep stirring will let

the water settle down and the roots penetrate.

On the contrary, it will not probably answer in

general to have nothing but poor cold earth, with-

out manure on the top. A combination of the

foregoing methods of draining might be useful

in some cases.

If the land is not very wet, and tolerably

smooth, it is frequently advantageous to plough

but seldom, and apply top dressings of compost.

Level plains, s^ibject to injury from ice in the

winter, might receive benefit from the ridging

system ; making them from four to eight rods

wide, with a true convex surface from twelve to

twenty-four inches higher than the bottom of the

furrows, which would have to be connected with

some open space sufficient to carry off the water

when the ground is frozen.

PLOUGHS.
Ingenious mechanics have supplied us with a

variety of implements for agricultural purposes.

Philosophy affords a guide to authors of mechan-
ical improvements and new inventions.

The plough is perhaps one of the most ne-

cessary and useful implements. Much skill has

been used by various manufacturers to improve
it. It may be noticed, that different kinds of

land require a difttjrence in ploughs. For exam-
ple, new land, full of roots, requires a strong

plough, with a cutter fastened to the share.

Smooth land, free from obstructions, requires

one th.it will be easy for both team and holder,

and suitable for making good work. Wet clay,

requiring narrow lapped furrows, would jtroba-

bly be managed best by the Scotch iron plough,

which seems admirably adapted to such a soil

and climate, as many parts of Scotland are said

to be, but it requires some niodificaiion here.

It is easy to form mathematical rules tor con-
structing the mould-board and bottom work of
ploughs ; but it is a matter of considerable ex-

pense and difficulty to ascertain what rule would
work best in all sorts of cases. It is siipjjosed,

however, that great extremes ought to be avoided.

If too stunt or obtuse, they draw hard and make
bad work. If very acute or slender, they require

more careful teaming and holding, and, like a

thin ground axe, more careful usage.

Good ploughing is that which is best adapted
to raising a good crop. Straight (urrows, evenly

and uniformly laid over, handsome and close, are

best calculated to save seed, labor in covering it,

and insure a more evenly crop. The best posi-

tion of the furrows depends on the nature of the

soil and climate. In stiff clay soil, and very dry
tough sward land, the seed is "more easily covered
to a sufficient depth by harrowing, to have the
furrows lapped : and the reason for narrow fur-

rows arises from the fact that the more seams
there are the greater will be the crop. Profita-

ble practice in ploughing, however, will require

a medium width, regulated in some measure by
the nature of the plough, and the depth of the
furrow.

Covering the seed evenly has a tendency to

make the crop ripen evenly. To have the mould
board forcibly press the fiirrows close, requires
perhaps from ten to thirty percent, more strength
of team than where it is merely let tumble over
by its own weight. Sward land often requires
some preparation to make good work. Water is

best avoided by lapped furrows, and drought by
flat ones, provided the seed is ploughed down or
otherwise covered to a sufficient depth.

MANURES.
The principal sotn-ce of manure to the farmer

remote from cities or villages, is his stock. The
annual quantity made in this way depends much
in saving every thing. Good farmers are using
means to secure their stable manure from the
weather, and to cart common earth and swamp
muck into their yards to absorb the juices. In
Great Britiiin the urine is estimated at one third
the value of all the rest, or nearly so.

For connnon farming purposes' a ton of unfer-
niented manure from the barn is probably worth
about a dollar, applied to soil of medium miality

;

but applied to soil naturally good, bm reriiict'd

by cropping, it is worth more, and on rich land

less ; the value being in proportion to the pover-

ty of the land, and natural goodness of it.

Another source of some importance, often

neglected, is to have a quantity of earth, decom-
posing chips or swamp muck, or any good ab-

sorbent placed where it may become saturated

with suds, urine, and dish-water. Conqiost of

this kind is found to be valuable. Hardwood
chip manure, more or less saturated, is proper

for a top-dressing to wet mowing lands. Swamp
muck is frequently of considerable value, de-

pending on the kind of timber which contributed

to the formation of the muck, the chance for

receiving wash from rich pasture land, yards, &c.
Hardwood timber contains much of the ele-

ments of fertility ; soft wood comparatively little.

Hemlock, and white oak bark, and perhaps spruce

and tamarack, contains tannin, a substance which

is likely to injure the value of any manure. Hence
the reason why swamps receiving tlieir contents

from hardwood timber land are best. Acidity is

also a cause of injury to the value of muck.

The corrective for tannin is to mix the muck
with animal matters, such as stable manure,

butchers' refuse, &c. Fermenting a compost of

muck and animal manures also corrects the

acidity of the mud. Acidity is perhaps in gen-

eral a greater evil than tannin. A small quantity

of newly slacked lime, at the rate of five per

cent, of lime to ninety-five of nmck, thoroughly

mixed when first thi-own from the swamp, would
probably correct the sourness. Too much lime

would injure the value of the muck, in the same
way that it does barn manure, by absorbing the

carbon. A quantity of muck carted into yards

answers a double purpose. It not only absorbs

juices, but also becomes decomposable, and con-

sequently more fit for the food of plants, alter

deducting what is absorbed.

Pond marl, when good, is likely to answer a

usefiil purpose ; on any dry land, especially,

where the original growth of tirrdier was sofl

wood, on such land it is likely to do best applied

in its raw state without burning. But if intended

for wet peaty soil, it would probably do best to

be converted into quick lime.

Hardwood ashe.s, for land worn by cropping,

or natural to spiuce, or other soft wood, arc

probably worth more than the market [nice.

Unfermented nianines applied last the longest,

but do not |)roduce so much effect the first sea-

son. All manures are subject to loss, if permit-

ted to heat much, when exposed to the air.

Plaster of paris is said lo be a good sidjstance

to mix with manure ; but lime ,is not, in many
cases. Animal manures are alkaline, and vege-

table manures acid in tlieir nature. Hence the

utility of cnmliining them. Long exposure to

the atmo.sphere gradually destroys the distin-

guishing properties of both kinds.

Some animal manures, when new, contain so

much ammonia (a strong alkali) as to injure veg-

etables at fir.'st, until reduced by mixture or com-
bination with other substances, such as earth or

water. From this it is inferred that in its recent

state it should be applied only to crops that ripen

late, and in dry land be well covered with earth.

On sour peaty soil it may answer a good purpose

for any crop, by correcting the acidity. The
burning quality is soon dissipated, on exposure

to moist air, or by mi.xing with damp earth.

Some good flu-mers choose to have their manure
partially fermented before applying it; others

oppose that system ; both methods require some
precautions, and profitable practice depends on
circumstances.

Wheat and turnips require manure to be in a

forward state of decomposition when sown.

Potatoes, on the contrary, do not until late in the

season. Hence one system of rotation makes it

necessary to have the manure fermented in the

yard, and another will do as well to have it ap-

plied in its recent state. Manure loses much of

its virtue by exposure to the weather in the heat

of the season. Properly covering it in the soil

where it is to remain, prevents this loss, if done

in the spring. When it is neither profitable nor

practicable to get the manure out in the spring,

a covering of earth should be thrown over it to

absorb the gases.

SEF.P.

Some kinds of seed yield a much more valu-

able crop than others. " This may he seen in dif-

ferent varieties of potatoes, wheat, and grass. It

will often (my cost and inlcrf st to take some
pains in this matter. Old pastures and mowing
land are apt to lose the more valuable grasses,

and require to be renewed. It is said corn be-

comes early or late, according to the climate in

which it is raised for a number of years, and by
selection. Plump seed grain gives a better start

to the plants when young, by affording more
nourishment. A ton of weeds in a field of grain,

sown sufficiently thick, diminishes the weight of
the crop nearly to the same amount. One dol-

lar's worth of labor cleaning the seed grain and
pulling weeds, would in many cases prevent this

loss.

STOCK.
The size of a breed of cattle may be increased

or diminished in the course of several genera-

tions, by attention to breeding. Any quality,

good or bad, is subject to the same law. Food
and treatment are supposed to be sufficient in

time to effect a change, in the size and hardihood

of the race. Thus cattle, that for many genera-

tions are kept on poor pasture, and exposed to a

severe climate, are thought to diminish in size

and become more hardy.

Very large animals will have to work hard lo

obtain a sufficiency on short pasture, while small

ones would do it with comparative ease ; of

course one would become lean, while the other

would fatten. Hence the size of stock should

be proportioned in some nieasine to the good-

ness of the fefd.

The offspring are apt to partake largely of the

nature and qualities of their parents or grand-

sires. If any great extreme, either good or bad,

exists in both parents at the same time, it is of-

ten transmitted with interest to the progeiv

For example, in England it was found that
'

breeding horses, if both parents were remarkabl

short, or long in the leg.s, the colts were oflen

more so than either parent. The same reasoning

may apply to any other quality, in other kinds of

stoi-k.

The progeny « most apt to possess medium
qualities, when extreme points, in one parent,

are balanced by opposite qualities in the other.

That is, the peculiarities of the parents should

he exactly the reverse of each other to produce

a medium in the offspring. But to increase any
peculiarity that is considered good and useful, it

is necessary that both parents should excel, and
be alike in that particular point. The power of

habit and good keeping may sometimes be made
to operate as aids, as is the case with feeding

and milking heifers to make good cows.

Young cattle raised on very poor pasture, aiul

afterwards taken to that which is good, are said

to gain faster than others coming from a good
pasture.

The first cross of different breeds often does

best; they are afterwards apt to incline to one

side or the other, and sometimes degenerate.

This is noticed in swine. Breeding from rela-

tions always has a tendency to degenerate the

species and render it worthless. A good general

rule is, never to sell or kill the best, but reserve

them for breeders.

SYSTEMS OF ROTATION.
It is often expensive to adjust our fields and

buildings in such a manner as to have a suitable

rotation of crops. The best farmers are gradu-

ally approximating the following systems under

various modifications :

For strons land, in which grass keeps good a

long time, plough three years, mow three, and

pasture five or six ;
putting on manure, and

planting the second year. The practice on this

system is to sow oats the first year, plant corn

and potatoes the second, and sow wheat, rye, or

barley the third, along with clover and licids-

grass seed. This is an excellent method on

stock farms, and per-haps affor-ds as much w.iges

for evei-y day's work laid out after the fenchig is

done as any system. A moderate amount of la-

bor will manage a large farm in this way.

For ordinary soil, warm and quick, plough two

year-g, mow two, and pastui-e four or five ;
in this

case putting on cftnipost the second year along

with wheat and gr-ass seed. Oats are sown the

first season, excepting where planted. A large

quantity of nranur-o or compost, thiirly spread

over a large surface, is necesaary in this case.

On very di-y land, manuring where grass seed is

sown is favorable to having it grow sufficiently

thick. The resrrlt of this svstem is much labor

;
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ami much protluce in proportion to the size of

the tann.

For very poor land, plough only one year, ex-

cepting where planted, mow two years, and pas-

tm-e three or four. This is to improve the soil

and keep it free from weeds.

Rocky land, want of fences, and other causes,

often prevent perfection in any system.

The decoini'iosing sward when turned down
has a tendency to increase feniliiy, by tlie vigor

it imparts to succeeding crops, enahiing them to

extend roots and branches and collect additional

matter from earth and air. When the land is

" bound out," as farmers call it, that is, when the

turf is almost exclusively filled with the roots

of inferior kinds of grass and other diminutive

herbage, it is r|nitc an advantage to destroy them
by ploughing down, and let the superior sorts of
produce occupy their place. Some good farmers

improve rough rocky pasture land by ploughing
and harrowing in the most thorough manner
practicable ; then sowing oats or rye and grass

seed on the inverted turtj and turn the same into

jjasture as soon as the grain is large enough to

make good feed.

Rotations sliould be conducted in such a man-
ner as to have the sward turned over as soon as

the grass begins to fail, either in mowing or pas-
ture, as the case may 'be, and if the laud is too

poor to admit of taking off a crop as often as it

is necessary to turn over the sward, then it is

advisable either to plough down a green crop,
or let cattle and sheep eat it down, as before
mentioned, in the case of rocky pasture. Sy
such means, profitable fertility is increased.

For the Monthly Visitor.

All Earthly things are poor, Avlthout a hope
ill Heaven.

Start froii! k
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much. If ail animal is overfed lio becomes dain-

ty, eats lazily and renders liis mess foul by long

breathing over it ; one so kept will certainly be-

come unhealthy and grow poor.

Few animals at first will eat cut feed with rel-

ish. An animal unaccustomed to. its use should

be fed with n small quantity ; this should consist

of good hny finely cut, and having a large pro-

portion of"meal. He should not be again fed

until he has eaten up cleanly his first allowance.

The experimentalist must not feel discouraged

if the animal, notwithstanding the particular pains

he has taken to render his food palatable, should

allow it to remain twenty-four or thirty-six hours

before him untasted ; hunger at last will compel

him to eat
When he gets so as to eat his mess readily,

straw may be mixed with the hay and its propor-

tion gradually increased.

Salt should be added to one of the messes as

often as every other day. A few years smce I

kept one horse on long feed exclusively duriu]

the whole year: and also an account of the hay

and grain consumed and the bedding used by

him during this period. The expenses of his

keeping amounted to one hundred and fifteen

dollars. The average price of hay during that

year wa.s thirteen dollars.; of corn oire dollar,

and of oats fifty cents. The horse worked every

day.

Since then I kept un account for six months of

the expenses of a horse kept on cut feeil, and
working every day as the former ; the cost o

thus keeping a horse one year, according to the

eslimat'? made from my account, woidd be sc
ty-five dollars. Hay, when this experiment wag
made, was one dollar less in the ton ; the prices

of corn and oats were the same.
Horses kept in this way and used but little

he kept for a much less sum ;—suy from §45 to

$f)0 per annum.
It may be of some interest to your readers to

Jinow the relative proportion of articles requisite

to keep a horse on cut feed one year; the follow-

ing is my estimate

:

1 ton English, a $12, §12
24 tons Oat, Wheat, or Rye

straw, a §4, 10
53 bushels corn, a $1,00, or

106 bushels oats, a 50, 53

I think horses thrive better on meal made from

corn and oats in the proportion of three parts by

measure of the corn to two parts of oats, than

on meal made from either grain singly.

Before closing this article I would just say to

those who object to this kind of feed on account

of the extra labor required, that they expend
double the amount of labor in preparing food for

their swine that is requisite to prepare cut feed

for the same number of horses or neat cattle.

CHARLES A. SAVORY.
Contoocookvillc, January 10, 1841.

Farming iu Massachusetts.

From Mr. Caiman's Fourth Report on (he .Igricul-

ture of Massachusetts.

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS.
Though ill a great degree in its general aspect

unpromising, yet no county in the State is more
distinguished for its agricultural improvements
than Middlesex. It exhibits many beautiful ex-

amples of the triumph of labor and art over na-

ture ; iu which valleys have been filled, rough
places smoothed, and the desert made to bloom.
All these arc the achievements of an improved
husbandry, and exhibit the most ample compen-
satory returns of labor directed by skill and cap-

ital expended with sound discretion. I do not

know where i should in preference take a farmer,

to show him what may be done under discourag-
ing circumstances, and therefore what he may
accomplish in improving his own husbandry.

1. In the district of VVest Cambridge, and to

the west of several ponds which adorn this beau-
tiful region, there is a tract of country exhibiting
B8 much labor, skill and success in "the cultiva-

tion, and as much improvement, as are to be
found in New England. It is principally llie

residence of many market-gardeners, who sup|>ly

the city with fruit and early vegetables. In these

sheltered situations, they are successful almost
Weyond competition in bringing forward their

>t!getubl<?3 i.TjrIy in tiro sffftSoii. and i-eap a rich '

harvest from their ei.terprise. Much ot th

country had at one time little to recouunfend i

being regarded as a thin and sterile soil ; but tl

estimation in which it is now held—land which
ten years since was i>urcliased for 37 dollars

j

acre being now worth 300 dollars—is proof ol

the improvement which it has undergone. The
extensive hog-establishment of Mr. Pierce, by its

abimdant supply of manure, has materially as

sisted its improvement. But very great ijuprove

ments have been made here in ditching and
draining wet meadows, by which, within a c

paralively sliQrt time, lands which scarcely pro-

duced any thing, or else an aquatic herbage wliici

was worth little but as litter, now bear as tin-

crops of the best of hay as the rake ever gather

ed. These meadows are lut peat meadows, but

rather a rich deposit of mud. The lands I

been thoroughly drained by ditches and st

times laid into beds; a crop of potatoes well

manured taken from them, and then laid di

to grass. After this process they soon become
capable of j)roducing almost any crop.

2. A very extensive improvement is now in

progress in the eastern part of this district,

what is called the Fresh Pond meadows, wh
promises great results. An extensive tract ol

land lying to the northward and eastward iit

Fresh Pond, partly iu Cambridge and partly i

West Cambridge, embracing, as one of the con
missioners informed me, not less than five hui

dred acres, formerly so saturated and flooded

with water as to be in many places scarce!

passable, is now likely to be brought into a state

of productive cultivation ; and when once
claimed and reduced, cannot be estimated at I

than two hundred dollars per acre. If well cul-

tivated it will pay the interest of four huiu'

The outlet is at the North into Medford river,

where the influx of the tide forces back the wa
tcr upon these meadows. The first object was
to exclude the tide, and then cut ditches into

which the surfiice water might be led, and cut

off the springs on the margin of the meadow at

the foot of the hills and turn the water from
ihcin into the ditches.

The petition to iho courts by who:?3 authority

this improvement has been carried on, desired
" that the tides from the meadows during a cer-

tain portion of the season, should be sliut out

;

and that there should be constructed at the joint

expense of the proprieloi-s such principal ditchc

through the meadows as would enable the indi-

vidual owners to drain their meadows so as

be able to introduce the cultivated grasses in all,

and perhaps plough a large jiart of it." Tl
commissioners having examined the meadows,
decided under commission to put in a self-acting

gate, which would allow the water accumulating
in these meadows to run off during the recession

of Ihc tide, and which would prevent the reflux

at the approach of high water. They also de-

cided to straighten, widen and deepen the outlets

of Fresh Pond and Spy Pond, and to open ditch-

es into those parts of the meadows remote from
these outlets, so that each proprietor would have

the means of draining his own land without tres-

passing upon his neighbor. These principal

water-courses were made under the immediate
superintendence of one of the commissioners,
who is a, farmer and lives near the meadows.
Some of ijie principal proprietors followed out

the srihject pretty thoroughly, by culling oft' the

springs upon the margin, and opening such cross

ditches as were necessary to produce the desired

result. This was done the same season that the

principal ditches were excavated under the com-
missioners. Should this experiment succeed ac-

cording to its early promise, it will be one of the

finest improvements ever attempted in this part

of the country; and convert, under the skilfid

cultivators who reside near it, the whole of this

hitherto unsightly region into productive gardens

and verdant and waving meadows.
3, The most remarkable improvements in the

county have consisted in the redemption of peat

hogs and their conversion from sunken quag-

mires into most productive arable and grass lands.

Such improvements are to be found all over the

county, and are to be seen to great advantage in

Leximston, Groton, Framingham, Concord, and

many other towns. Large tracts of peat bog yet

remain in the county to be redeemed. The gen-

eral method has been to open sufficient drains

for the removal of tlie water er.tirely. or else to

reduce it so' that it may not at anytime stand
higher in the ditches than within eighteen inches
of the surface. It is indispensable that the water
should be removed, and if entirely, undoubtedly
the better. The next step has generally been to

pare the surface and burn the sward and hassocks
in small heaps, and spread the ashes over the
ground. Some persons then have immediately
sowntheh- grass seed in abundance and have
gathered good croii?. Others, as soon as it has
been thus prepared, have manured it pleiitifiilly

with a compost manure mixed wiih a large pro-
portion of loam ; and others have given it a good
dressing of mould or of sand. Others, after

draining the meadows, have applied a to))-dress-

ing of three or five inches of coarse gravel di-

rectly upon the sward; and then have sowed
theii' grass seed with a good coating of maiuire.

Sometimes, as in Groton, the land after being
pared and burnt has been broken up by a plough,
and after being exposed in this state to a winter's

frost has been planted with potatoes manured in

the hill, and then laid down to grass. It is not
easy, without a personal knowledge of the pre-

mises, to point out the best mode to be always
adopted. The covering of the meadow with a
thick coating of gravel without removing the

sward is pretty generally condemned, as in a

short time the coarse grasses make their appear-
ance again. The a|>plication of coarse sand to a
certain extent is a[>proved, as it serves to divide

the vegetable matter and to consolidate the mead-
ow so as to make it passable with teams. The
paring and burning of the turf is always an ai

visable process unless i', be in a season of droiigl

when the great body of peat might take fire and
burn large and deep holes in various parts. The
application of mould and compost manure to

almost any extent is always beneficiid, and grass

seed shoidd be sowed very abundantly in order
that the hay may not be too coarse, and that a
thick and strong sward may be fornuid. The
taking of a cultivated crop at first is not so de-

sirable as to get the meadow as soon as possible

into English hay, and after two or three crops it

will become consoldated, and may then be plough-
ed and cultivated to advantage. In redeeming
meadow land of this description, I have myselt
found an advantage in making a large open ditch
through the centre of the meadow, and then cut-

ting side ditches at right angles with it to empty
into it, and sometiiiios cutting off the springs by
covered drains round the margin of the meadow'.
The centre ditch maybe four or five feet wide at

top, and two or three at bottom, or six feet at the
surface and two at the bottom, according to tlm
quantity of water to flow in it, and of a suitable

depth to take off all the water ; and the .side

drains may be two feet at top and one at bottom,
with six inches of rough stones thrown in at the
bottom and these covered with straw or brush so
as to prevent the dirt sifting through, and these
[gain covered in with the material which was at

first thrown out. It is necessary that the top of
the stones with which the drain is filled should
be below the ordinary depth of ploughing so as
not to be disturbed when the land is cultivated.

1 do not know how I can belter serve the objects

of my Report than by allowing several of the
farmers, who have most distinguished themselves
for these improvements, to give their own account
of the methods adopted. I may hero add that

among other applications the application to a
peat meadow after it has been pared and burnt,

of a good dres.sing of clay, has been signally
beneficial. Herdsgrass, to the growth of which
these reclaimed bogsseein particularly congeiual,

peculiarly delights in a soil strongly clayey or

aluminous. Three tons of hay to the acre from
these lands is not uncommon, and their produc-
tiveness may be long kept up by good manage-
ment. Four and five tons are sometimes pro-

duced.

4. I begin with an account of his mode of
eclaiming peat meadow, with which my re-

spected friend, Mr. Phinney, to whose high repu-

tation as a farmer my praise would add nothing,

has favored me. His meadow's present exanipli-s

of some of the most judicious and productive

improvements to be found in the State.

"I consider my peat grounds by far the most
valuable part of my fariti. They are more vain-

able than my wood lots for fuel, more than dou-

ble the value of an equal number of acres of
iijiland for the purposes of cultivation, and in

le
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addition to tliese, they funiisli an inexhaustible

supply of tljo most essential ingiedient for the

coiiniost heap. Some years since, I occasionally

sold to uiy neiglibors a few rods of my peal land,

annually, to be cut out for fuel at §3 per rod

square, "iiLJiig at the rate of $480 per acre, but

tinding this sum to be less than its value for cul-

tivation, especially when laid to grass, I have
declined making further sales at that price. 1

have raised upon my reclaimed meadows, 75
bushels corn, 500 bushels potatoes, and from 4

to 5 tons of the best hay at the lirst and second
cutting, to the acre, at a less expense of labor

and manure than would be required to produce
hall this crop upon my ujjlands.

"To render these lauds productive, they should

be thoroughly drained, by cutting a ditch around
the margin of the meadow, so as to cut off the

springs and leceive the water that is continually

flowing in tiom the surrounding uplands. If the

meadow be wide, a ilitch through the centre may
he necessary, but this will be ol' no use without
the border ditches. This being thoroughly done
and the surplus water all drawn off, the next
step is to exterminate the wild grasses and herb-
age of every kind that grow upon the surface.

To effect this, the method heretotbre, and now
by sotrie pursued, is to cover with sand or gravel

from three to six inches deep, top-dress with
manure, sow the grass-seed, and rake or bush it

over, 'i'liis, lor the first year or two, will give a

good crop of hay. But alter this, I have invari-

ably tbund that the more hardy and coarse kinds
of wild grass would work their way through the

sand aud gravel, and completely supplant the

cultivated grasses, when the whole nmst have
another covering and another top-dressing, or be
abandoned as worthless. If to be planted with
corn or any of the root crops, my course has
been to turn over the turf or sward, with a plough
having a wrought-iron share and coulter, both
ground to a sharp edge, in the driest season, say
in the month of September, roll down as hard
as possible, carry on the following winter a sut-

ficieut top-dressing of compost, about 20 cart-

loads to the acre, and in the spring spread the

same, aud plant with corn or roots, without dis-

turbing the sod. When the corn or root-crop is

taken off, the surface is made smooth with the

cultivator, or hoe and harrow, and late in Novem-
ber, or just betbre the severe frosts set in, sow
witii herdsgrass and red-top seed, half a bushel

of the former aud a bushel of the latter, to the

acre ; the field is then rolled, which completes
the process. Jf the plough does not turn the

Bwurd entirely over, it will be necessary to follow

with the bog-hoe, to level the uneven places.

By keeping the sod undisturbed during the culti-

vation, a more firm and compact surface is form-

ed, upon which oxen or horses may walk, gener-

ally without danger of miring. If the ground
be intended for grass without the intervention of

a hoed crop, the turf is turned over as before

stated, in August or September, or as early in

the season as the surface becomes dry enough
to admit the oxen or horses upon it, then follow

with the hoe and roller, and make such parts

smooth as may be left imeven by the plough, and
late in November cart and spread on not less

than twenty cart-loads of compost to the acre,

made of equal parts of loam or vegetable mould
and stable dung, then sow the grass seed and
bush and roll down.

"If, after all requisite training, the land still

remains so wet and miry as to rentier the use of

the plough impracticable, the bog-hoe nuist be
resorted to, and the whole turned over by hand,

the top-dressing carried on in the winter, and the

grass seed sowed in the spring, and if done be-

fore the frost is all out, it may be bushed and
rolled down, otherwise it must be raked in by
hand. The cost of turning over with the hoe
will not exceed $20 per acre at the usual prices

of labor.

"This mode of culture completely subdues
the natural grasses and wild herbage, and gives

a compact rich sin face of vegetable mould, which
will give an abundance of crop of the best hay
for four or five year^ without the aid of more
tiiauure. If the sod be disturbed and attempted
to bo pulverised in the course of the cultivation,

the surface when laid to grass will be loose and
spongy, an extra toi)-dre.ssiiig of compost will

be required, and after all, the surface will never

become so compact, nor the j)roduce by any
means so great.

" Should meadows be found too soft and miry
to admit of being ploughed in the summer or

autumn, and the expense of turning with the hoe
be thought too great, I would recommend plough-

ing in the spring, when the frost is out to the

depth of three or four inches, carting on the ma-
nure and then sowing or planting at a conven-
ient and proper season.

"The most important parts of the business
reclaiming these meadows, consist takii oft

II the stirplus water by judicious draining, and
in thoroughly exterminating the natural herbage
and grass. This being ef}"ected, we have our
rich bottoms equally as productive as the deep
alluvions of the west, and obtained at a cost and
sacrifice very much less.

"In answer to your inqinry whether I have
turned over greensward and sowed it directly

down to grass without manuring, I reply that 1

have not ; my course. has been to top-dress the

inverted sward with compost. With reference

to the ultimate improvement of the soil, I plough
deep, which brings to the surface a consiilerahle

portion of the poor subsoil, requiring to be mix-
ed with manure to render it |)roductive. That
land may be greatly benefitted by turning over

the greensward al>er the crop of hay is taken off,

and immediately sowed to grass without manure,
I have no question ; but for present jirofit, as

well as with a vi?w to future improvement, it

may be well to dress with manure. My best

crops of grass are, however, from fields which
have been planted, the season of turning over

the greensward, with corn or roots, and suwing
to grass the next spring without disturbing the

inverted sward. I have found that when grass

seed is sowed upon the sv'ard without cidtivaling

it for one season, the poorer kinds of natural

grasses spring up between the fun-ow slices, and
in the course of a year or two entirely supplant
the better kinds of cultivated grasses. This is a
great object with farmers who raise hay for the

market. The quantity grown upon an acre,

without putting on a hoed crop for the first sea-

son after turning over, may be quite as great, but
of inferior quality."

5. 1 ho next account which I shall give is that

of Abel Moore, of Concord, in this county, whose
improvements have been remarkable and in the

highest degree productive. The land, which has

thus been renovated, before his improvements,
though almost in the centre of the beautiful vil-

lage of Concord, would scarcely have brought a

rent of twenty-five cents to the acre. Those,
who woidd see what magic power there is in

skilful cultivation, would find a high gratification

in comparing a part of this meadow which now
remains in its original state, with that "hich, 1

had almost said, Mr. Moore has raised from the

dead and adorned with life and beauty. The
mode in which Mr. Moore forms his ditches, by

inaking them so wide at top that the slope to the

bottom is so gradual that they may be crossed in

the siinmier season with a team without a bridge,

deserves particular attention. Here is no heav-

ing of frosts and caving in of baidis, or under-

mining of the edges of the ditch ; and the slope

of the" bank is so easy that grass may be grown
and tTiowed to the very bottom.

" In the winter of 1836 I began to cut off the

brush from about twenty acres of my farm, lying

between the old county road and the turnpike

leading from Concord to Boston. In the summer
of 1827 I commenced ditching this meadow land

by cutting ditches through the same about four

feet wide and from three to four feet deep. In

the fall of the same year I commenced gravelling

about two acres of the same land by carting on
about 500 loads of sandy loam to the acre. In

the spring of 1828 I sowed these two acres down
with oats and grass seed, and had a large crop of
oats. I have ever since had a large crop of grass

twice every year without any depreciation. On
about one half of this land I have never put any
manure since it was first sowed down, but it has
the wash of the road which does it considerable

good. I have continued reclaiming more or less

of this land every year since, and have already

finished about twenty-three acres. I am doing
more at this time, and shall continue to reclaim
this land until I get the greater part of it done.

" You ask iTie if I have ever pared and burnt
the Innd. Au?wr. I h'lve not; Lut I h-ive a

paring machine which I have run through both
ways so as to out it in junks about five incheii

deep. I have then turned it over, rolled it down,
adiled sandy loam and compost, and sowed it

down with oats aud grass seed. This I did two
years ago last spring, and had the best crop of

oats I ever raised, and I have had since as largo
crops of grass on this as on any other land. 1

have ploughed four or five acres of the land since
I fixed it, and have raised the first year large
crops of potatoes, and then laid it down the next
spring with oats, wheat, and grass seed. In
every instance I have not failed of having a large
crop.

"You ask me how often it requires top-dress-

ing. Answer. About once in two or three years.

I always put on the dressing in the fall if con-
venient. I spread it, then harrow it well, and
roll it down.

" You ask me if I have measured any of my
meadow and wei^ghed the hay. Answer. I

caused a small square piece between two ditches
to be ineasured. It contiiined eighty-four rods.

The grass was well tlried in two days of as good
hay weather as we had last year, and weighed
thirty-eight hundred and five pounds. I cut a
good second crop on the same which I did not
weigh.
"I have never kept any particular account of

what it costs me to redeem my meadow. But
I am sure the two first crops have amply repaid

all expense for the whole labor.
" In ditching my meadow of late, I have lefl

no raised hanks, but have levelled it back, so as
to have grass to the very edge of the bank, and
to prevent the banks from caving in."

6. My next account is from Amos Bancroft,

M. D. at Groton, whose method will be found to

be in some respects different from that pursued
by others. The ap|)earance of bis mowing fields

and the amount of his potatoe crops certainly

speak well for his husbandry.
" 1 will give you a concise account of my me-

thod of reclaiming the peat meadows. I have
tried ploughing, paring, and planting with pota-

toes. I think ploughing in the beginning does
not answer. I first drain the ground by ditching,

if it requires it. Then 1 bog and cut off the has-

socks, stack them and burn them on the ground
or remove them to the upland. Part of our peat
meadow has no hassocks or bogs. My practice

has been to plant before breaking the surface. I

place a shovelful of manure and earth, or any
good compost, in hills on the ground about three
feet apart for my potatoes, and in dressing them
with bog hoes, cover them fro.ii the surface sods
and make potatoe hills of a suitable size ; they
require but little more attention until they aro
dug. After this, if the surface is sufficiently rot-

ten or pulverized, I give it a dressing and sow
with timothy and redtop ; if not, I plough and
plant another year. The more gravel or loam I

carry on the better. The first crop of potatoes I

think pays for the labor. After it is sown down
it will require to be ploughed or dressed every
three or four years. My meadow gives me two
tons of hay to the acre. Where the ground is

too wet to be ploughed I cart on gravel and ma-
nure, and repeat every three or four years. Po-
tatoes and hay are the only crops I have suc-

ceeded in bringing to profit. Oats will grow
rank, but are liable to be blasted and fall down.
Wheat and rye, I think, will do no better; but I

have experimented on a very small scale on the

two latter. Lime, plaster and ashes I have never
tried. The reason I plough my ground on the

meadow, instead of letting it lie and dressing it

every few years, is because I raise my potatoes

on it easier than on the upland. I thmk likewise

the process of ploughing and harrowing improves
the soil by pulverizing and warming the surface.

The annual quantity of potatoes raised on the

meadow is from three to five hundred bushels."

Dr. Bancroft's crops are excellent. Two win-

ters since his grass was entirely killed out by
severe freezing, the meadows being covered with

ice. The gravel which he speaks of applying is

from a clay bank in the neighboriiood, and con-

tains a large portion of alumina.

The meadows in Groton are quite extensive to

the cast and west of the town : in the former

case a tract of one hundred acres ; in the latter,

of one hundred and fifty aeref. The soil is peat

;

but of fill" jrrnin. not' alvoui^ding eo much in
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but little of it is in which many a beast had fallen aiid been lost, neighbors had made up their minds not to pur-
fibrous matter as soino peat, and but little of it is

suitable for fuel. Much of this land is now un-

der very high improvement, though some of the

proprietors with an incredulity and obstinacy

peculiar to some men, and evidently in a degree

constitutional, will not see the improvements,

though their own land in its original swampy
and tangled condition, presents a strong contrast

with the improved meadows of their neighbors.

There are none so blind as those who will not

see. Much land remains to have its face washed

and its hair combed. These meadows are easily

drained; tbe level of the meadow being one

hundred and fifteen feet above the Nashua river,

and there being an outlet at each end.

When these lands become perfectly subdued

and enriched, lying as they do open to full view

with the beautiful village of Groton upon their

margin, with the wide horizon and the distant

mountains bounding the prospect, it will not be

easy to find a more charming landscape.

7. Another farmer in Groton, Rufus Morrs,

whose farming is excellent, has effected great

improvements in the reclamation of peat mea-

dows. His premises indicate indefatigable indus-

try directed by great skill and judgment.
He disapproves, he says, from long experience,

the application of gravel to these lands. He
" bogs" the meadow with a hoe, that is, turns

over all the sods ; carries on a compost of loatn

and manure mixed, plants potatoes, or lays it

down with oats to be cut green, or sows it in the

fall without any grain. He has sometimes taken

up a piece in the autumn; re|)eatedly harrowed
it until it was reduced to a fine state ; manured
it ; then sowed grass seed at the rate of half a

bushel of herdsgrass and a quantity of red-top,

but no clover, and the next season has taken a

large burden of grass from this land.

From the Farmers' Cabinet.

Advantages of Travel.
IMr. Editor.—Having cut my corn, and re-

moved it to an adjoining mea<low for the conven-

ience of husking, cleared the ground of the roots,

and ploughed and sown it a' ilh wheat, I thought

I could not do better than put in practice the

plan recommended in the Cabinet, and go and

see what my friends were doing. Accordingly,

one fine morning during this remarkably fine In

dian summer, 1 mounted my horse, and rode

across to my old neighbor Curtis's place. I bad

not seen my friend for many years, but had often

heard of him as a tip-top manager, well to do in

the world, but rather singular in his systi

farming. I foimd him on a noble farm of 250

acres, which he cultivates with the hand of a

master; and after a week spent with him, if I

have not returned with ihe-exiierience w hich will

pay me cent, per cent for the capital invested in

travelling expenses, it will be my own fault.

All hands were busily employed, although his

wheat was sown, his corn husked and put safely

away, with the stalks snugly built into a stack

adjoining his bullock-liouses, and covered with

straw—for while one party with a couple of ox-

teams were carting a lot of capital rich earth

from the roadside, at the bottom of the hill half

a mile from home, where it had been accumulat

ing the last year, a drainage fiom several estab

lisliments near, where the custom is to permit

the washings of their cattle yards to pass away,

by the ditch leading down the road, and placing

in it a large pen, to the depth of three or foil

feet, upon which to feed his hogs, fifty in numbe
during their first season of fatting, and by which
it will be trodden and rooted into capital manure
for dressing corn-land, anotlier party was busily

employed in throwing the contents of a muck-
hole on to a dry bank, preparatory to the forma-

tion of a magnificent compost-heap, during win-

ter—the straw-yard furnishing the means of con-
verting it into a dressing far more valuable than
the best stable dung, more lasting in its effects,

and better suited as the food of plants, from the

purifying processes of fermentation and pulver-

ization. Two other men were cutting a very
Wide ditch, or narrow canal, to drain an adjoin-

ing swamp, that had formerly been the cause of
much sickness, liut now, having come into his

hands, it will soon be rendered the most valuable
spot of his possessions, giving many hundred
loads of earth and muck for future dressings, and
rendering what had hitherto been a nuisance, a

healthy spot of rich pasture—an old quagmire,

in which many a beast had fallen and been lost

into a lovely meadow, vfith a stream meandering

through it, and supplying with water a second

cattle-yard below.

Bly friend is a stickler for the theory and

practice of top-dressing, in all its variety of ap-

plication, having followed it for years, and de-

lved ample proof of its efiicacy ;.,and offers to

cultivate a field in tlie following manner, the

whole to be managed exactly alike in its prepar-

ation. One half to be manured, and turned in

before sowing ^^ iih wlient, the other half to he

sown at the sauii' liuic, u-ilhout manure; the

same quantity of uiaruirc, however, which had

been given to the wlji-at on one-half, to he re-

served as a spring top-dressing for the other,

after being composted during the winter; and if

one-third more wheat, and of equally superior

quality, be not reaped from this half the field

than on the other, then he will forleit any sum
that might before have been agreed upon. He is

strong advocate for top-dressing meadovvs

in the autumn and winter,and has a heap of com-
post ready for carrying abroad, that will cover

many acres, by which he argues, that grass will

be greatly pro"tected from the frost, and be ena-

bled to make earlier progress in the spring, af-

fording a bile to his cattle a week or ten days

earlier at that important .season of the year.

Like many others of our improvers, he limes

heavily, but his mode of application is singular,

and appears to have an excellent effect, judging

from the herbage which now clothes his fields,

of most excellent quality, white clover and green-

iss predominating, lie spreads his lime thick-

on the grass-land tbe year before he intends

to top-dress with compost, and declares that the

effect is surprisingly beneficial, the natural herb

age springing after, feeing of quite another spe

cies, and peculiarly adiipted for fatting purposes

and thus he is in no danger of liming to (Excess.

On a meadow on which he jiractised this mode
of top-dres.sing the last year, he has, at the pres-

ent time, second growth of the finest verdtu'c,

far superior in quality to many of the first crops

in the neighborhood ; and the cattle eat the whole
indiscriminately, leaving no tufts, as is so usual

on meadows at this season of the year.

On my asking if he did not find it expensive,

thus to take up and put down, and mix and turn

his muck and dung, so often before carrying a

broad, he replied—"Certainly: and that is thf

perfection of the system. When I go to Phila

delphia, and sec the men in Market street busily

packing and preparing for sending abroad their

merchandise, I do not hear them complain of tin

labor and time which it lakes. The liope of re-

ward sweetens that, and the more persons they

can find employment for, the greater they calcu-

late their profits will be ; it is labor, not leisure,

to which they look for remuneration, and I find

that this principle works quite as well u|)on the

farm ; for the more it costs me for labor, the

greater are my profits, and also my pleasures—for

i love to see fat meadovvs and fiit cattle, and have

long been convinced of the truth of that beauti-

ful passage of scripture, where it is said, ' there

is, that scattereth and yet increaseth.' 1 always
debit my fields with the labor bestowed upon
them, and they never yet have deceived me in the
' promise to pay,' that I receive from them at

the time, with compound interest for years after.

A middlhig crop never yet paid a profit ; if it pays

expenses it is well—and then the fanner enjoys

the satisfaction of having 'spent his strength

fur nought,' thankful that it is no worse ; it is

the additional bushel which constitutes the profit

—and if that be sufficient, I have carried my
labor to a good market; and what can, what
ought I to expect more ? But this doctrine is

Greek to most of my neighbors."

I was amused to hear one of his neighbors de-

scribe his activity and circumspection during the

hay and grain harvest; he seemed to be evei-y-

where, urging the men to cut low, observing, his

profit consisted in the last half inch of tlie grass-

crop, and telling thetn he did not care if they left

the top standing, provided they cut the last half

inch ! remarking of him, that whatever he took

in hand was seen to prosper, he was such a for-

tunate man; and then he related what took place

at the last sale of sheep in that county, where
the drovers demanded a higher price than what
was generally supposed to be their value : My
friend thought otherwise, and after asking if the

neighbors had made up their minds not to

chase? and received for answer, "Yes,"
the whole ; telling thetn he would be glad to sell

them as many as they wished for, the next morn-
ing, at his farm, and at the price which he had

given, running them out—tjiat is, not permitting a

selection of them ; and by. daylight the next

morning, they had all been taken oft' his hands,

not, however, before he had selected as many as

he required for his stock, which happened to be

just the best sheep in the lot!

During this season of aclivHii with my friend,

but of leisure with iiiiiuy of ilie rest of us, his

other teams were liusily i'iiii>lo_v('(l turning every

acre of unoccupied laiul fur wiuici-lallow, plough-

ng an extra depth, and laying an inch or two of '

the sub-soil to the influence of the frosts, to be ,

returned to its bed in the spring, by running back •

the furrows, preparatory for crossing and work- |

ing for crops. But I must conclude for the pres- I

ent, and after having practised some of my friend's I

precepts, I may preach again. 1

Subscriber.

itS

Mr. Amos Hill's Farm at West Cambridge.

Fiom Mr. Colman^s Report.

Mr. Hill's farm consists of one hiuidred and

ninety-four acres. Tillage twenty-five, English

mowing sixty, wet mea<low sixty, pasture twenty,

orcharding fifteen, wood ten, salt marsh four

acres. The salt marsh is distant from home
The greater part of the remainder is in

body, and most of it on a level surface.

Mr. Hill commenced some years since the

draining of his meadows. He completed, at his

own individual expense, the draining of one hun-

dred acres, before a|)pliciition was made to ihi

Legislature to effect the great improvement

this way of which I have given an account

page 354. To this tract his land lies adjaceni

This improvement is still going oi-i, a second gate

having been erected by which the water is brought

entirely under command. The advance in the

value of these lands by this improvcinent is enor-

mous. It may well quickeu the andjition of

others to improve their grounds, wherever im-

provement is practicable. Before this operation

this land was sold for twenty and sometimes ten

dollars per acre ; that which is now thoroughly

redeemed and cultivated would readily command
two hundred dollars per acre, and will pay the

interest upon a larger sum than this, and keep

up its condition. The svholetax for the common
improvements has been about two dollars an

acre ; but even of this trifle some of the propri-

etors have complained. This reminds nie of a

case in which a kindly disposed man having

given a poor neighbor his winter's fuel from his

own wood-pile, was in the spring presented by

this same neighbor with a bill for cutting the

wood given him. Where are the limits to hinnan

cupidity.' As 1 observed before, the greater part

of this soil is a deposit of rich alluvial mud and

decayed vegetable matter, though in some parts

a small amount of pejt is found. Mr. Hill speaks

with strong emphasis of the value of clay ap-

plied to these lands as to be preferred to any

manure which can be ]>ut upon them. He puts

no clover ujion them, but sows herdsgrass, red-

top, and fowl-meadow, which last he considers a

valuable gras.s. These meadows when subdued

are capable of producing almost any crop. From
some acres the last season he obtained crops

which yielded him one hundred and fifty dollars

per acre. This improvement promises to be one

of the most beautiful as well as one of the most

productive in the commonwealth.
Mr. Hill's objects are the production of vege-

tables, fruits, milk and hay. His ordinary num-
ber of cows is from ten to twelve. These he

changes twice in a year ;
purchasing new milch

cows in the autumn which he turns off in the

spring for fatting, and gelling in the fall the cows

which he purchases in the spring. He owns

pasturage in New Hampshire to which his cows

are sent in the spring to be fatted ; and his sales

of beef the present year amounted to about fif-

teen thousand jiounds. In this way he has the

full advantage of his cows in the best of their

milking condition ; and his sales of milk average

about eight hundred dollars. The average yield

of milk he considers about Gi quarts, or a can a

day to a cow, which seems not a large yield un-

der this ruanagemeiu. In c!]auging his cows so

frequently, he pcrh-'ipt; docs not give tlie san:e
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attention to the selection, as if tbey weio design-

ed to be kept longer. Tlie average cost of his

new milch cows is twenty-five dollars; and their

value when turned off in the spring is estimated
at fifteen dollars. He fats a«inuaily about one
thousand pouuds of pork.

The returns which he has given me of some
of his crops are as follows : English hay, seventy-

five tons, of which he sells about forty tons ; salt

hay six tons; fresh meadow hay thirty-five tons;

pease sold green, two hundred and seventy-five

bushels; potatoes, one thousand bushels; onions,

two hundred bushels; beets, two hundred and
fifty bushels ; ruta baga, four hundred bushels

:

winter apples, three hundred and fifty barrels;

cider, ten barrels ; asparagus, squashes and mel-

ons, five, hundred dollars' worth ; horseradish,

one hundred dollars; celery, one hundred and
fifty dollars; five acres of cabbages, savoy and
drumhead. These are principally drumhead,
which are sold to coasters and ships, and bring
from four to seven dollars per hundred ; the price

at the present time is ten dollars per hundred.
His sales of cucumbers for pickling this year
amounted to one thousand dollars. There are

many small items which it is unnecessary to par-

ticularize.

Mr. Hill has usually six or seven acres in

squashes and melons, and one acre in asparagus.
His melons are planted in the rows of his pease.

Tlie pease are sowed in rows five feet apart. The
melons in every other row of pease, in hills ten

feel apart. The hills lor the melons aire manur-
ed with two good shovelfuls of manure when the
pease are sown, though the melons are not plant-

ed until some weeks after the pease.

The cultivation of asparagus was formerly a

laborious and expensive affair. It has ceased to

be so. Mr. Hill deems his lightest and most
sandy soil best suited to this crop. The land
after being well tilled, is laid out in furrows or
trenches, three feet apart and about a foot deep

;

the |)lants are then set in the trenches; and the

land kept clean and well manured. In this way
it is us easily cultivated as Indian corn, and is a
very profitable crop. Horse-radish is cultivated

much in the same way ; the land requires very
high manuring, and the plants are set out by cut-

tings in narrow rows. As the root is taken up,

this requires a frequent planting. I have known
two square rods of horse-radish to produce sixty

dollars in one season in the market.
Mr. Hill's cabbages are set out in rows three

feet apart, and the plants two feet apart in the

rows. This would give seven thousand two
hundred and sixty plants; but of these a great

many must be expected to fail.

From an acre in apples Mr. Hill in one case

obtained three hundred barrels. As a wash for

his trees, he uses a composition of one pound of

potash to one gallon of water ; but is of^ opinion

that this or any application to the bark will sel-

dom be required, where the land is well manured
and cultivated.

Mr. Hill differs from many farmers, in prefer-

ring to feed his meadows in the autumn ; as he
thinks they will produce more hay than when
the " old fog" is left upon them. Where the

grass is cut early, this may be the case ; but

where a late haying is practised, and an opportu-

nity is given for the thorough decay of the old

vegetation, I apprehend a different result would
be found. At any rate, the poaching of the mea-
dows by cattle, where the land is soft and clayey,

so as to leave many holes for the water to stand

in, must be prejudicial. The observations and
experience of so successful a fanner, who has
been exclusively devoted to agriculture for thirty-

seven years, and, in that time, has sold nnich
more than seventy-five thousand dollars' worth
of produce from his place, exclusive of the con-
sumption of his family, are highly valuable, and
I, therefore, make no apology forgoing into these
details.

Here is the encouraging example of a man
making himself rich and independent by farm-
ing, unassisted but by his own labor and the re-

sources of his own farm, which his improvements
have continually multiplied and enlarged. He
began before the mast, and now walks tlie quar-
ter deck. Many men think it extraordinary that

they cannot walk the quarter-deck without know-
ing, far less pulling, a single rope in the ship.

Tiiey are afraid of getting tar u[)on their hands.

A^'riculture i^^ a trailo or profession to be studied

and learnt as much as any other trade or profes-

sion. The general opinion is, that any dunce
may he made a farmer ; so any dunce may be

made a merchant, or a lawyer, or a minister ; but

what sort of merchants, or lawyers, or ministers

will dunces make ? Not long since, in one of

my exclusions, I visited a gentleman brought up
in city habits from his childhood, who had re-

cently removed into the country with a view to

farm for profit. As a farmer, he had not got a

single wrinkle upon his horns, for he was then

only about six months old. He showed me his

plantations, his buildings and multiform conven-

iences, and above all, his Berkshire pigs, which
he proposed to tat upon ruta-baga and hay-tea.

He then told me, with admirable self-complacen-

cy, that he had thought there was some mystery

in farming ; but he had found none, and in three

months had learnt all that there was to be known
about it. Had he said all that he could learn of

it, I should have agreed with him. It would
have been hopeless in me to have allempted to

undeceive him ; but the barrenness of his pro-

ducts, and the bottom of an empty purse, soon

brought home the conviction of a too common
error; and, I am sorry to add, provoked some
curses upon farming, which belonged entirely to

his own ignorance and indiscretion. He was not

the man who. because his beans came up the

wrong way, caused them to be turned and plant-

ed with the top down; but he was first cousin in

the same family.

Mr. Hill employs five men in the winter, and
twelve through tlie sunmier. He pays high wa-

, because the best services are required, and
men work more hours in a day than men em-

ployed by the farmers in the vicinity of the cap-

ital, why supply the market.

Mr. Hill purchases the right for a portion of

the lime, of clearing the refuse from the plat-

forms in the hog-establishment in his neighbor-

hood, which I have described. He knows no
manure so efficacious as this wherever applied.

It is always composted. Next to this, he ranks

ght-soil, which is likewise mixed with mould
or peat mud.

Sandy Soil.

There is more value in every dry sand bank
than those who regard them to be entirely use-

less suppose. We often come in sight of vacant

naked spots of sand where no vegetation springs

because the wind is continually moving the sur-

face. The difiiculty with this land is not more
in its sterility than in the operation of the wind
blowing upon it. Could the surface remain still,

there probably would be sufficient strength in

much of this ground for vegetation.

There are hundreds and thousands of acres

of dry sand near the, sea, embracing whole inlands

s, and much of the main land in

others. A large portion of the towns on the

lower end of Cape Cod in Massachusetts is land

of this description. The wind moves this land

in many places as it moves a bed of light snow.

id it banks up high vvhere\ any obstacle in-

tercepts it. It is proved that wherever a location

can be made so as to arrest and fix in any one

point the moving sand, the ground can be made
)roductive. The quantity of alumina or vegeta-

ble matter necessary to change the appearance

of the flowing sand is scarcely equal to ten per

cent, of the soil made.
In a former number of the Visitor we men-

tioned, on the authority of a gentleman living in

South Carolina, that Edisto island, situated near

the (lort of Charleston, had been converted from

fields of flowing sand into plantations producing

the beautiful sea-island cotton, simply by the

application of marsh mud and muscle shells

found on the mouths of inlets and about the

shores of the island ; and that the value of the

improved land much exceeded the expense laid

out upon it.

The Hand of the soa-islands probably possess-

es more powerful innate properties of fertility

than the sand banks formed from tlie flowage of

fresh water rivers ; and the sand banks of the

rivers are yet more valuable perhaps than the

sand of light hard pine plain lands.

The sand-banks of the higher intervales on
the Merrimack nearest the river are often treated

as too sterile for cultivation. With the applica-

tion of no very great quantity of compost, in a

pan of which slaked liino w,"is niixcl, ijio editor

of the Visitor has succeeded in changing entirely

the complexion and texture of a portion of flow-

ing sand. Some of this ground, partaking slight-

ly of the sediment which sometimes accompanies
sand brought on in a freshet, sprung up sponta-
neously in white clover and redtop. Water wil-

lows, standing where the sand washed, have not
prevented rank grass growing almost in the
shade.

Isaac Hale, Esq. of Franklin, lately mention-
ed to us the unexpected success he had on about
two acres of light sandy land upon the bank of
the Merrimack river above. In a lime of leisure

in winter he carried upon this ground about one
hundred and fifty half cart fulls from a clay-bank
at no great distance. This he spread over the
ground five years ago, and ploughed in deeper
than common, afterwards sowing down with oats

in expectation of ploughing in the green crop
preparatory to a crop of rye the ensuing fall.

The oats came up and grew so rank that he took

them off as a very decent crop. The crop of rye

followed much greater than usual on that kind of
land ; and the whole five years have been follow-

ed up with alternate crops of potatoes and corn

under a slight manuring, succeeded by grain

without manure—the land holding well its

strength and against drought. Mr. Hale, since

the last crop was taken off, has made a new ap-

plication of over two hundred loads of the same
clay ; and is full in the confidence that this will

do the land quite as much benefit as an equal

quantity of good stable tiianure.

Young Farmers in Concord.

We have observed the progress made by sev-

eral young men of Concord within the last five

years in renovating and adding much to tlie value

of their farms. Of these, without their knowl-

edge, we will name a few.

Mr. Charles Hall, on the farm formerly

owned by his grandfather, Samuel Bradley,

westerly of Mill Village, has, at the least calcula-

tion, doubled its products in the course of the

last eight years. Our attention was first called

to his imiirovements five years ago, where be

had torn away rocks nearly covering the ground

and inveterate bushes and briars, making the

rank grass grow where none grew before. He
keeps two large yoke of oxen and many cattle,

and still brings the best hay to market when it

will sell in the street for $18 per ton—taking
good care not to return without a full load of

manure. He is both a manure maker and a ma-
nure buyer.

Jeremiah S. Noyes, Esq., half a mile out of

the main street, left trade and commenced upon
a farm of white pine plain land a few years ago.

This land, when he came upon it, was so poor that

in a tract of forty acres, one of his neighbors

told him if a strfped snake should set out to

cross it he must starve before he got over. Mr.

Noyes has brought this land to produce fifty

bushels of corn to the acre, and has increased

the product of the ground four-fold. He keeps

up about his |)reniiscs constantly a herd of swine

as manure makers ; and he increases the quanti-

ty and quality by the use of mud and lime, and

composting in his yards.

We have before alluded to Mr. Washi.ngton

Dow, whose farm is near the West Parish vil-

lage. He has literally made a new farm out of

an old one ; and now" obtains four and five times

the produce of hay and grain that the land yield-

ed when he first commenced. He brings grain

to market, and carries home manure—a practice

which he has stuck to for years. They have a

set of good and thriving farmers in the West

Parish of Concord : some of them have thought

Mr. Dow goes too far in buying manure, that he

has ploughed too deep, raised too much ruta-baga

and root feed for his cattle, and attempted other

improvements which will not " pay the vv-ay.

But some of them are becoming convinced at

last that they have labored under a greater mis-

take than ho has.

Mr. J. B. Knowles, on the plam about a mile

from the West Parish village, has done wonders

in the cultivation and reclamation of a farm of

the light pine plain soil : h(i has brought new
land into use, and doubled, trebled and more, the

produce of the old land. He too understands

the value of manure, and know..^ how to make it.

Within n year past he has purchased a lot of six-

teen acres from which the wood and timber liad
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recently been taken, for an inconsiderable sum,

Iiaving his eye upon a morass of about two acres,

which he has conveniently drained, and finds in

it a bed of rich material worth, (as he says) all of

five hundred dollars for the use of his fiirm.

From this he hauls some hundreds of loads in

the winter to he mixed, rooted amongst, and con-

verted into excellent manure for liis farm one

year hence.

Next neighbors to Mr. Knowles upon the plain

are the Messrs Abbott's, sons of Mr. Nathan A.

(there is a regiment ot Abbotts in Concord, and

many of them good farmers) who have a better

farm, and are not much behind their neighbors

in making improvements and in going ahead as

farmers.

The examples of these and other enterprising

men, young and old, cannot but have a salutary

eflfect on the growth and prosperity of Concord

as an agricultural town. To make a flourishing

place of business of any village in the interior,

there must be first a flourishing Agriculture

around it. To this point the whole comnuinity

should have an eye.

BY ALEXANDER COCHRAN.

The wares are high, the night is dark,

Wild roam the foaming tides,

Dashing around the straining bnrii,

As gallantly she rides '.

" Pilot ! take heed what course you steer

;

Our bark is tempest-driven !"

" Stranger,"be calm, there is no fear

For him who trusts in Heaven 1"

"Oh, pilot! mark yon thunder cloud

—

The lightning's lurid rivers,

Hark to the wind, 'tis piping loud—

,

The mainmast bends and quivers I

Stay, pilot, stay, and shorten sail,

Our stormy try-sail's riven !"

" Stranger, what matters, calm or gale,

To him who trusts in Heaven ?"

Borne by the winds, the vessel flees

Up to that thundering cloud,

New tottering low, the spray winged seas

Conceal the.top-mast shroud.
" Pilot '. the waves break o'er us fast,

Vainly our bark has striven!"
" Stranger, the Lord can rule the blast,

—

Go, put thy trust in Heaven !"

Good hope ! Good hope ! ! little

" Stranger, good hope He giveth thee,

.\s He has often given
;

Then learn this truth,—whate'er may be,

To put thy trust in Heaven !"

EPIGRAM.
Ofdiamonds, each component part

We learn by chemis
t of those, by cl

never diamond made.

Bradford, Jan. 10, 1842.

Gov. HfLL:

—

Sir—I have long been gratified

in seeing that the fume and good name of almost
every class and kind of farmers, housewives,
farms, orchards, gardens, buildings, horses, cattle,

sheep, swine and fowls, liave had the friendly

attentions of your excellent Monthly Visitor; and
each in its turn has left indelible impressions of
praise and respect upon the fair sheet, which
travels season after season round tlie year, to re-

late to neighboring towns and counties their

prosperity, management, condition and produc-
tions, fruitfiilness and kinds, beauty, and benefit,

location and construction, breed, colors, weight,
&c. and as the celebrated " Beikshires" have
grunted loudly of their superiority for some time
past, I have some desire that they would just
permit my white pigs to walk into the ranks, and
modestly boast of their weight with the rest of
the good natured story tellers.

In 1839, one weighed, killed, 290 lbs.

In 1840, " " " 312 "

In 1841, " " •' 322 "

each about eight months old.

Yours respectfully,

JOHN GILLlNGHAiM.

Woman i.n Sick.ness.—In no situation, and
under no circumstances, does the female charac-

ter appear to.siioIj advantage as v^'hen watching

beside the bed of sickui'sf. The chamber of dis-

ease may indi'dl be s.iid to be woman's home.

We there behold Iut in her loveliest, most at-

tractive point oi'vimv— firm, without being harsh,

tender, yet pot uctik; active, yet quiet; gentle,

patient, uncompluiiiing, vigilant. Every sympa-
thetic feeling that so peculiarly graces '.lie Itjiui-

nine character, is there called Uinli : uliile the

native strength of mind, which has hiilieitu slum-

bered in inactivity, is roused to its liillest energy.

With noiseless step she iMo\es about llie cham-
ber of the invalid; her listening ear ever ready

to catch the sii^hlest inurunir, her (piick, kuid

glance to interpret the unuttered wish, and sup-

ply the half-formed want. She smoothes with

careful hand the uneasy pillow which supports

the aching head, or with cool hand soothes the

fevered brow, or proffers to the glazed and parch-

ing lip the grateful draught, happy if she meet

one kind glance in payment for her labor of love.

Her's is the low whis|)ered voice, which breathes

of life and hope—of health in store lor happy

days to come ; or tells of better and of heavenly

rest, where neither sorrow nor disease can come
—where the dark power of death no more shall

have dominion over the frail, sufl^eriiig, perishable

clay. Through the dim silent watches of the

night, when all aroiuid are hu.shed in sleep, it is

her's to keep lone vigils, and to hold communion
with her God, and silently lift up her heart in

fervent prayer, for the prolongment of a lite for

which she cheerfully would sacrifice her own.
And even when exhausted nature sinks to brief

repose, forgetlulnes is denied. Even in sleep

she seems awake to this one great object of her

care. Starts and rises from her sluuibers, raises

her drooping head, watches with dreamy eyes

the face she loves, then sinks again to rest, to

start with every chime of clock ordistatit sound,

which formerly had passed uidieard, or only

served as a lullaby to her sw^et sleep.

How lovely does the wife, the mother, the sis-

ter or the friend become to the eyes of grateful

aftection, while administering ease, comtbrt, nay,

altnost life itself, to the husband, the son, the

brother, or the friend !

—

Spirit of the English Mag-
zines.

The Silk Culture.

We have received a communication relative to

an improved apparatus for feeding the silk worm,
recently invented by Dr. A. Spuulding of this

city, which with pleasure we notice. Everything
upon the subject of domestic silk maniilacture

claims attention. We doubt not the period is at

baud when Ohio will produce Iter own silks. We
subjoin an outline of Dr. Spaulding's invention.

It seems to us from brief examination, to com-
bine numerous excellencies.

1. It secures the most i)erfect ventihitiou to

the worm in all its stages.

2. It enables the feeder to change them as of-

ten as he pleases, with the utmost rapidity, even
an hundred thousand per hour, at any stage.

3. It furnishes the most complete winding
chambers for the worm, exactly suited to its

wishes.

4. The cocoons can be gathered from these
chambers 500 per cent, faster than from any other
known.

5. It may be adapted to a room of any size,

and may be used in a parlor, without inconveni-
ence.

C. It can he made by any one who can use a

handsaw and hammer.
7. It can bo furnished by the inventor, at an

expense very little exceeding plaiti shelves. ,

A patent is about being secured, and, in the

course of a few weeks, it will be in market.

Further information may be obtained by ad-

dressing Dod. A. Spaalding, Marietta, Ohio, pos-

tage being paid.

We take the above from an Ohio newspaper
sent us tor the purpose of calling attention to

this subject.

Of the imports into the United States the aver-
age has been in silk and themanufactures of silk

over twenty millions of dollars a year for the last

four or five years. The quantity has been much
increased since the duties were thrown off" of all

articles of which silk was the greatest part Fi oni

high to low our females a|>pear now in silk

dresses; and rich silk velvets Ibrm no inconsid-
erable part of the fashionable clothing of tha

males. We have seen overcoats of silk—silk

without and silk within, manufactured as the

wale-doth of bedticking—wadded and quilted

—

which were heavy and warm for wiuter wear as

the best and most expensive furs.

Although we do not hold that the importation
of so much silk abstracts the full value in money
front the coimtry— for it is our belief that the

fVee importation of silk from France and o;lier

Eiu-opean countries, invites a ti'ade with those

coimtries by which lliey take at least an equal
amount ot our surplus products : yet it is desira-

ble, if we can raise and manufacture silk to as

good advantage as we can any thing else, that we
should do it even to the exclusion of foreign silks

which come to us cl.-eap, and which are exchang-
ed readily for such products as we can spai'e

from our own use.

Three years ago, when the silk fever was rag-

ing—when enormous and ruinous speculations

were set on foot in that species of mulberry
called Moriis .Miilticaulis, we studiously withheld
every thing that should contribute to the excite-

ment: in the columns of the Visitor, which we
then published, we threw cold water on the l)ro-

ject—we asked for no legislative bounties and
|)reiuiums on silks; and many men, zealous for

the improvement ii' the raising mulliBrries and
manutiicturing silk, thought us much too cold a

trienJ of that kind of domestic improvement.

We took our position then, partly fiom our

fears that the Morns Multicaulis would not turn

out what it was rec. muiended to be, and partly

from the coiiviciion that if it should succeed in a

warmer and milder climate, the plant was too

tender to grow and flourish in New Hampshire.

From personal observation it was likewise but

too evident that the common mulberry itself in

many positions coidd not withstand our severe

climate. We had seen the winter frosts cut down
the tree in various positions after it was one year

old and upwards. Most of the experiments made
with mulberry orchaids in this State, for some
cause, have failed : the common white mulberry

tree for the last six years has not, it is manifest,

had the growth of the trees indigenous to our
climate.

Yet in the face of this want of success, we are

of o|iiniou that the silk culture may be made to

succeed in nearly every State of the Union.
There is no doubt that the mulberry may be ac-

climated ; and we think the northern States will

have the advantage of more health and certainty

in the production of perfect cocoons from the

worms than perhaps even a moi-e southern cli-

For more than thirty years the late Rev. Dr.

Wood of Boscawen succeeded in amuially pro-

ducing silk. We believe one or more mulberry
trees of that age are still standing on the premi-
ses where he lived and died. He continued that

business from year to year with a perseverance
which was truly characteristic of the great tnan

—

as great he was not only for his talents as the

preacher lor more than half a ccjitury, but as the

instructor in the higher branches of educatiou for

a long series of years of more youth than any
other man of the State. We also remember to

have seen a white mulberry tree in the garden of
the late Maj. Stark at Dunbarton, of healthy

growth, which must have been nearly forty years

of age. But the orchard set out some ten to fif-

teen years .ngo by the children of Maj. S. although
well succeeding while the enterprising ladies of
that family were not di'awn from its personal at-

tendance by other and more mournful duties, has
since been abaiuloiied— the trees having failed to

hold on in a healthy growth.

A lady of our acquaintance at Hopkinton, in

this county, (Mrs. Kimball) has succeeded in

the cuKure of silk for a series of years. Slie has

not only reared the worms and obtained the co-

coons, but has carried out the production with

her own hands to the maniilacture of various

fancy silk cloths, some of which have been ani-.u-

ally exhibited before the Merrimack County .Ag-

ricultural Society.

In conversation with Doct. Caleb Plastridce
of Lebanon, a successful farmer, as well as an

eminent practitioner of (ihysic, we found him
sanguine in the o|)iuioii th-.it the rearing of the

murberry and the prodneliiju of
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made a profitahle and successful business in New
Hampshire. The position and residence of Doct.

Plasirid;^e is near tlie outlet of the beautiful

Mascomy pond or lake on the north side about
three miles from the Shaker villages in Eutield.

One characteristic of the cultivution upon the

borders of the numerous lakes of New Hamp-
shire of the extent of three miles and upwards
is, that the early frost seldom injures any crop.

Dr. P., situated U|)on lanil facing the south, has

raised some of the finest crops of corn. He this

year produced the Biowu corn at lh<; rate of one
hundred bushels to the acre. He has, with the

assistance of his wife and dau<;hters, raised tor

several past years from ten to fifteen pounds of
raw silk ; and he considers this a more sure and
profitable business than the grovvin;; ol sheep
and wool, which has better succeeded lor the last

thirty years in Lebanon than in almost any other

town of the State. The ladies of his family have
made it almost a pastime to teed the worms and
to draw out the delicate fibres from the cocoons.

One thousand of these are wound into raw silk

in a day by a practised and dilitrent female hand;
and this, when manufactured, is worth five dol-

lars. Doctor P. partly promised to commit to

writing a more particular account of the progress
he has made in the silk culture ; and this we hope
to submit to the public through the columns of
the Visitor.

It has occurred to us, that the apparatus for

feeding the silk worm noticed in our extract from
the Ohio paper may come greatly to aid in the
production of silk in this country whenever ra-

tional people shall be disposed to take hold of
this business in a rational manner. All corpora-
tions and joint stock associations with salaried

men for managers and operators for growing
trees and worms and i)roducing silk, may be ex-

pected to fail in this country as they have failed

heretofore; but individuals taking up and carry-

ing on the business as the shoe and leather busi-

ness has been carried on in Massachusetts, as the

straw and palm-leaf braiding business has been
carried on by females in many families in our
country towns, as various other nianufactm-es are

carried on having no other expense than the

work of the operators themselves, may and doubt-
less will in time make the silk culture a success-

ful pursuit in New England.

From the Albany Cultivator.

Reasons for eagasin? in the Silk Culture.

We give another paper from the same source,

setting forth eighteen reasons why the people of
the Utiited States, especially the tanners, should
engage in the business of silk growing:

1. Because silk forms the heaviest item in the

catalogue of our im])ortaiions.

2. Because we i)ossess the means of doing it

to better advantage than any other nation.

3. Because the necessary skill is easily acquir-

ed, and no nation ever possessed better talents to

acquire it.

4. Because the nation is under heavy embar-
rassments on account of excessive itnportations,

and no other means are so sure of success in pro-

viding the necessary relief.

5. Because it can be effectually engaged in

by all classes of j)eople, requiring little or no
capital.

6. Because we have more spare land than any
other nation, and much well suited to the growth
of the mulberry, which is worn out for other
purposes.

7. Because we are already well stocked with
the mulberry trees, which will be lost to the na-
tion if not used for that purpose.

8. Because a stock of silk worms may be ob-
tained the first year, equal to what could be rear-

ed of any other live stock in a great portion of a
lifetime.

9. Because raw silk or cocoons are always
surer of a market than almost any other com-
modity.

10. Because it is a very certain crop.

11. Because a pound of silk worth six dollars

can be grown in less lime than a pound of wool
worth fifty cents.

12. Because it will cost no more to transport a

pound of silk-to m;frket worth six dollars, than
a pound of bread stuff or pork v/cirth six or eight

cents.

13. Because the labor of growing a crop oi

silk requires only six or .<'vcn weeks, while that

of almost any farming crop requires more than
as many mouths.

14. Because most of the labor will be perform-
ed by women, children or invalids—who, though
willing, are unable to perform other profitable

labor.

1.5. Because there are hundreds if not thou-
sands of skilful silk manutiicturers in the coini-

try, who are unable to find regular employment
for want of raw silk.

10. Because the growing and manufacture of
silk has never failed to be a source of wealth to

any nation which embarked in it.

17. Because the Legislature of our State, (New
York) having observed and duly weighed all the
foregoing reasons, have wisely [?] offered a liberal

bounty tor its encouragement.
18. Because the American Institute, with a lib-

erality which speaks volumes to its everlasting

credit, has offered, tor the encouragement of lit-

erature as well as this most eminent branch of
industry, a premium of fifty dollars and a gold
medal for the best treatise thereon, and a like

medal lor the best silk reel.

The person who would not be stimulated to

exertion by such reasons and liberal offers of re-

ward, must be sordid indeed.

A. OF THE NORTH.

The Massachusetts Agricultural Socie-
ty's Premium for the best Orchard, has been
awardeil to George Randall of New Bedford.
Mr. John Welles, Chairman of the Counnittee to

whom the examination of Orchards was intrust-

ed, made a report to the Society, on the Kith of
Decem!)er, wliich was accepted and its publica-

tion directed. At the request of the Committee,
Mr. Randall turnished for publication, with the

report, his manner of planting and treatment of
the trees. Tfie following paragraphs embrace
the substance of his communication—which may
be recommended to all farmers and gardeners as
highly worthy of attention.

The extent of the orchard is 3 1-2 acres; the
number of trees, 213 ; their distance apart, 25
feet ; and the number of varieties, 57. The soil

is a sandy, gravelly loam, generally light. In

planting the trees, Mr. Randall says the mutilated
roots of each tree were carefully cut off smooth

;

even the small fibrous ones, and engrailing salve
put over large cuts. The roots were immersed
in water for above one-half hour lietore planting,
therel)y inducing the mould or loam to l)ecome
attached to them. The hole was dug large, so

that every root might extend without bending or

being cramped. Nothing was put round the

roots but surface eartli, and that carefully worked
in by hand, each root and fibre lying horizontally

and naturally. No manure was used in setting.

One bushel of fine stp.'ole manure was put round
each tree the first of November, and repeated for

two years. Mr. Randall preferred raising the

earth around trees, when first planted, above the

common level, to give them firmness, to planting

deep. He prefers Spring to Aviunm [ilanting.

Shallow planting he thinks succeeds best, and
this, he t'.iinks, may be accounted for philosophi-

cally. The roots are luxuriating in a good soil,

and are more immediately under the influence of
the Sim.
The orchard was planted in 1837, and the

g'oiind has been planted every year since, and
including 1837, with potatoes, carrots, ruta baga,

sugar beets, and mangel wurtzel. The manures
used have been common stable, com|)ost of sta-

ble, loam and swamp mud, lime compost, spent

ashes, plaster, and a small quantity of saltj.etie.

The trunks and lower limbs of the trees have

been well washed with oil soap, sand and water,

every spring and fall since they were planted out

;

after which a coat of oil soap has been put on
with a painter's brush. The first pruning was
done the first of IMay last, at which time the

earth was removed from around every tree to ex-

amine for borers; not one was found, or any in-

dication of one. In reply to the inquiries of the

Committee respecting the Oil Soap, Mr. Randall

says—that ii-om eight to ten pounds of oil soap
are put into a common pail, with such a quantity

of warm water as will render it about as thick as

paint when mixed for use. With this pail of

soap, thinned as de.scribed, a man having a small

tin pail, or bag, or pocket, filled with fine sand,

tied rounil his waist, with a coarse crash cloth

and a paint brush, is ready for operating. Ik-

first wets his cloth with soap, then scatters on
some dry sand, and gives the trunk and branches
a good rubbing; after which, with a paint brush,
he puts on a co.it of the soap, prepared as above,
equal to a thick coat of paint, to is well, he says,
to select tor this work the terminatioti of a storm
of rain, vvlien the moss or any rousliness on the
bark, will yield more readily to rubbiug.

This World, This Life, not iMiserable.—
" They who say that this is a miserable world, or
this is a miserable life, say not well. It is mis-
anthropy, or a diseased imagination only, that
says this. Life is liable to misery, but misery is
not its very being ; it is not a mu^erabl
fence. Witness—I know not what thi 1 to say,
or how many. The eye is opened to a world of
beauty, and to a heaven—all sublimity and love-
liness. The ear heareth tones and voices that
touch tiie heart with joy, with rapture. The
great wide atmosphere, breathes upon us—bathes
us with softness and fragrance. Then look deep-
er. How many conditions are liappy ! Child-
hood is happy ; and youth is prevailingly happy:
and prosperity hath its joy,and wealth its satisfac-

tion ; and the warm blood that flows in the ruddy
cheek and sinewy arm of honest poverty, is a
still better gift. No song is so hearty and cheer-
ing—none that steals forth from the windows of
gay saloons—as the song of honest labor among
the hills and mountains. Oh ! lo be a man

—

with the true energies and affections of a man, all

men feel it to be good. To be a healihful, strong
true-hearted and loving man—how much butter

is it, than to be the minion, or master, of aiiv con-
dition—lord, laiul,-i ave, king or Ctesar !

" How
many affections too are happy—graliiiide, gener-
osity, piet}', love, aiul consciousness of being be-
loved ! And to bow the heart, in lowliness and
adoration, before the Infinite, all-blessing', ever-

bless'ed One—to see in the all surrounding bright-

ness and glory, not beauty and majesty only, but
the all-Beautiful, all-iMajestic, all-Conscions'.Wnrf
and Spirit of love—this is to be filled with more
than created tidiness— it is to be filled with all

the fullness of God !

A world where such things are—a world above
all, where such a presence is—seemeth to me, a
goodly world. I look around upon it,l nieditatenp-
onitlfeel its blessings and beatitudes; and I say,

surely it is a world of plenteonsness and beauty
andgladness, of loves and friendships, ofblessed
homes and holy altars, ofsacred commimionsand
lofty aspirations and immortal prospects ; and
I remember that He who made it, looked upon
it and saw that it -was very good."

—

Rtv. Dr.
Deweifs Discourses.

Beautilul Sketch of the Itlissouri River.
The following beautiful and highly interesting

sketch of the Missouri River, is from Catlin's
Notes on the North American Indians, not yet
published in the United States.

Tlie Missouri river is, perhaps, different in ap-
pearance and character fioiii all other rivers in

the world; there is a terror in its manner which
is sensibly felt the moment we enter its muddy
waters from the Mississippi. From the month of
the Yellow-Stone River, which is the place where
I am now writing, to its junction with the Missis-
sippi, a distance of two thousand miles, the Mis-
souri with its boiling turbid waters, sweeps off in

one unceasing current; and in the whole dis-

tance there is scarcely an eddy or resting place
for a canoe. Owinir to the continued falling-out

of its rich alluvial banks, its waters are always
turbid and opaque, having at all seasons of the
year the color of a cup of chocolate or coffee,

with suitar and cream stirred into it. To give a
beiter definition of its density and opacity, I li::vo

tried a number of siiiiple experiments witli it at

this place, and at other points below, at the result

of which I was exceedingly snrpriseil. By plac-

ing a piece of silver (anrl afterwards a piece of
shell, which is a much whiter substance,) in a
tumbler of this water, and looking through the
side of the glass, I ascertaineil that those substan-
ces could not be seen through the eighth part of
an inch.

This, however, is the spring of the yeju-, when
the freshet is upon the river, rendering the water
undoubtedly much tnore turbid than it would be
at other seasons—though it is always muddy and
yellow, and from its boiling character anil ni\-

coininnn color, a stranger would think, even in
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its lowest state, tliat there was a freshet upon it.

For a distance of one thousand miles above f
Louis, the shores of this river, and in many pi

ces the whole bed of the stream, are filled with

snags and rafts, formed of trees of the largest

size, which have been undermined with the lall

ing banks and cast into the stream—their roots

become fastened in the bottom of the river, with

their tops floating upon the surface of the water,

and pointing down the stream, forming the niosl

frightful and discouraging prospect for the ad-

venturous voyager. Almost every island and
sand-bar is covered with huge piles of these float

ing trees; and when the river is flooded, its sur-

face is almost literally covered with floating raft

and drift-wood, which bids positive defiance to

keel-boats and steamers on the way up the river.

The scene is not, however, all so dreary ; there is

a redeemable beauty in the green and carpeted

shores, which hem in this huge and terrible de-

formity of waters. There is much of the way
through which the mighty forests of stately cot-

ton wood stand and frown in dark and liorrid

coolness over the filthy abyss below—into which
they are ready to plunge headlong wheu the nmd
and soil in which they are germed and reared has
been washed out from underneath them, and is

with the rolling current mi.xed and on its way to

the ocean. The greater part of the shores of tliis

river, however, are without timber, where the eye
is deiightfidly relieved by wandering over beau-
tilul prairies—most of the way gracefully sloping
down to the water's edge, carfieted with the

deepest green, and in the distance, softening into

velvet of the richest hues, entirely beyond the

reach of the m'tist's pencil. Such is the charac-
ter of the upper part of the river especially—and
as one advances to its source, and through its up-
per halt; it becomes more pleasing to the eye, for

snags and rafts are no longer to be seen, yet the

current holds its stiflfand onward turbid charac-
ter. It has been, heretofore, very erroneously re-

presented to the world, that the scenery on this

river was monotonous, and wanting in pictur-

esque beauty. This intelligence is surely incor-

rect, and that because it has been brought per-

haps by men who are not the best judges in the

world of nature's beautiful works; and if they
were, they always pass them by, in pain or des-

perate distress, in toils and treiiibling fears for the

safety of their furs and peltries, or for their lives,

which are at the mercy of theyellingsavages who
inhabit this delightful country.

One thousand miles or more of the upper part

of this river was, to my eyes, like fairy land

—

and, during our transit through that part of cur
voyage, I was most of tlie time riveted to the deck
of the boat, indulging my eyes in the boundless

and tireless pleasure of roaming over the thou-

sand hills, and bluffs, and dales, ai;d ravines,

where the astonished herds of buffaloes, elks, an-

telopes, and speaking wolves, and moimtain goats,

were to be seen bcnnding up and down and over
the green fields ; each one and each tribe, band
and gang, taking their own way, and using their

own means to the greatest advantage possible, to

lose the sight and sound of the pufling of our
boat—which was for the first time saluting the

greet- wild shores of thtJ Missouri, a distance of
two thousand six hundred miles in one continued
prairie; with the exception of a few of the bot-

toms formed along the banks of the river, and the

streams which are falling into it, which are often

covered with the most Inxin-iant growth of forest

timber. 'J'he summit level of the great prairies,

stretching oft' to the west and the east fi'om the

river, to an almost boundless extent, is from two
to three luuidred feet from the river—which has
formed a bed or valley for its course, var\ing in

width from two to twenty miles. This cliannel

or valley has been evidently produced by the

force of the current, which lias gradually excava-
ted, in its tlond> and gorges, this immense space,
ami .sent its drhris into the ocean. By the con-
tinual Dvcifiowing ofthe river, its deposites have
been left and lodged with a horizontal surface,
epreadin:.' the deepest and riche.-^t alluvion over
the Eurfuce of it.^ meadows on either side, thro'

vvhich the river v.ind.s its serpentine course, al-

ternately running from one bluff' to another,
which presents themselves to its shores, in all the
most picturesqe and beantifid shapes and colors
imaginable—some with their green sides grace-
Inlly sloped down in the most lovelv irroups to

li" water's edge: whilst others, divest?'! of their

verdure, present themselves in inmiense masses
of clay, of diff'erent colors, which arrest the eye
of the traveller with the most ciu'ious views in the

world. These strange and picturesque appear
ances have been produced by the rains and
frosts, which are continually changing the dimen
sions and varying the thousand shapes of these
denuded lulls, by washing down their sides and
carrying them into the river. Amongst thesf

groups may be seen tens and hundreds of thou-

sands of different forms and figures of the su-
blime and picturesque ; in many places, fur miles
together, as the boat glides along, there is one
continued appearance before and behind us, of

some ancient and boundless city in ruins—ram
parts, tei-racea, domes, towers, citadels, and cas
ties, may be seen ; cupolas end magnificent por
ticoes, and here and there a solitary column and
crumbling pedestal, and even sjiires of clay
which standalone, and glistening in the distance
as the sun's rays are reflected back by the thou-
sand crystals of gypsum whicli are imbedded in

the clay of wliich they are formed. Over and
through these groups of domes and battlements,

(as one is compelled to imagine them,) the sun
sends his long and gilding rays, at morn or the
evening, giving life and light, by aid of shadow
cast to the different glowing colors of these clay
built ruins, shedding a glory over the solitude o(

this wild and pictured country, which no one can
realize unless he travels here and looks upon it.

REMARKS BT THE EDITOR OF THE VISITOR.
The vast amount of alluvial deposite which for

ages has been coming down the Mississippi, a
river which is but a continuation ofthe great Mis-
souri, with the Mississii)pi above, the Wabash,
the Illinois and perhaps the Ohio itself as its in-

ferior stems and branches, has made up the great
ma.ss which constitutes the most fertile soil ofthe
West. The sugar and cotton plantations in Ar-
kansas, Mississippi and Louisiana are of that

made-laud which has come down in the course
of ages. As compared with the origin of the
world, the existence of these g'-eat rivers pursuing
their present course is recent ; Ibr in this west-
ern world the marks of a ridge broken through
running from west to east which must have inter-

cepted these waters and turned them towards the
north and east, still exist in the states of Indiana
and Illinois continuing westerly ofthe Illinois and
Mississippi rivers which have broken through it.

We ask what is the material which constitutes
the rich alluvion upon all the banks of the west-
ern rivers.' Whence was it derived.' It must
come from the very bosom of the mountains in

the water which every succeeding rain has borne
alcnig on its way to the ocean. Sometimes the
undermining of the percolating waters brings
down the immense avalanche—sometimes the
gentler streams bring along the finer particles so
that the innnediate observer heeds not the change
that is constantly going on. That the material
coming from the mountains at the sources of all

our rivers constitutes the extraordinary fertility of
all alluvion lands,mnst be evident to every reflect-

ing observer : the masses of sand that appear in

some jilaces upon the river h.inks are probably
separated at some eddy retaining the heaviest
particles, while the lighter and richer float on-
ward and are deposited where the stream has le-s-s

force. This separation continuing for a series of
years makes the rich soil richer and the poor soil

poorer. Where the swollen river in a freshet
throws over its banks with direct force a quanti-
ty of soil, we find on the receding of the stream,
this addition generally will he pure sand: where
the rising waters back in upon the low alluvion,
there a rich deposit is left equal to a spread of
the richest coating of manure. These successive
deposites are con.stantly raising the surface ofthe
ground over which they flow, especiallyat all

hose places where the stream backs in.
" Some-

times indeed the direct force of a strong current
sweeps oft' the surface on an alluvion bottom.

—

The tracts of intervale upon the rivers in the in-

terior were formerly in most cases the locations

of ponds and lakes which have gradually been
"lied in ; and there is in the case of the Merri-
mack and other rivers existing evidence that the
iver itself passing through these beds is gradual-

ly chr.'.iging its position more or Ics.s overv year.
The mouths ofthe Missi:^?ijlpi, ul.irh pVo"bably
schargrs more water than all the rivers united

upon tife Atlantic coast of the United States, are
diiTeri'nt from the forming of allinion. pfsiK-ciallv

in the interior upon the smaller rivers of the
country. That mighty stream has been long
bringing down the material which has turned the
ocean itself into land. It operates like the swell-
ing of a stream in a sudden falling of rain, which
sweeps the surface of the ground along with the
water to the bottom, filling up the cavity and
throwing the stream at an elevation above the
ground around it. The banks of the great Mis-
sissippi below the bluffs are uniformly higher
than the back land. At a distance from the' riv-

er on either hand the ground recedes from a low
swamp to a lake and finally to deep water : at the
mouths of the river the land is constantly extend-
ing further into the ocean which is there called
the Gulfof Mexico. Along the banks of the riv-

er on either side above and below the city ofNew
Orleans the sugar and cotton plantations of un-
surpassed richness have been formed and are pro-
tected by a levee or artificial hank, through which,
if the waters sometimes break, great injury is oft-

en sustained. The lakes in the vicinity of New
Orleans to the north and east were undoubtedly
a part ofthe ocean itself until the matter swept
down by the river made its lodgement and form-
ed the land. Of the quantity and quality of this

immense deposite some notion may be gathered
from the fiict that all the. distance of two thou-
sand miles above the junction of the Missouri .

with the Mississppi the water is so highly charg-
ed with material that it has the "color of a cup
of chocolate or coft'ee, with sugar and cream stir-

red into it." Turbid and muddy as this water may
be, it is extensively used at the cities and towns
on the river for the usual domestic purposes after

it is filtered or settled. Mr. Benton, who has long
resided at St. Louis, assured the editor of the

Visitor that this water was the most grateful and
pleasant and conducive to health of any water he
liad ever used.

Our object in remarking on the beautiful ex-
tract from Catlin's notes, was to impress on our
readers the fact important to the agriculturist,

thai all our mountains, ivhether composed of rocks,

gravel, soil, trees or other material, are rife u-ith the

elements of fertililif ; that they are valuable re-

maining in their position as being wherever
there is soil upon the surface the very best graz-
ing land, and still more valuable when brought
down through the numerous streams to be dif-

fused over the surface of the alluvion grounds to

whose richness they constantly contribute.

Many of the secondary mountains of New
Hampshire have been cleared within the last

twenty years far up their sides and even to their

tops ; and from these pastures we find on inquiry
come our fattest cattle and sheep. Small as are
our limits, thousands of acres of mountain lands
remain yet to be cleared in this state. So fertile

are these mountain lands that in many instances
the first crop after clearing has not oidy repaid
the whole labor but the cost ofthe land likewise.

Hon. I. Hill:—Sir—I have been a constant
eader of the Visitor, and have been so much in-

terested and profited by its contents, that I have
wished it might have a place in every family, and
I rejoice that the subject of Agriculture is finding
friends among all the professions, for all will be-
friend it when they rightly appreciate the sub-
ject.

An article in the JVetv Hampshire Baptist Reg-
'ster the other day pleased me, and I find it is

having a favorable influence in behalf of the Vis-
itor. As you may not have seen it, I enclose tho
same, and should be glad if you see fit to have

much of it, at least, as refers to your paper,
inserted in the Visitor.

Yours, &c.
HOPKINTON.

Agricultur.il Papers.—We congratulate our
agricultural friends on the many fiicililies brought
to their aid at the jiresent day. The occupation
of the iiu-mer—the cultivation of the soil—must
be considered as the foundation of all others.

It is believed there has been a considerable
change effected in the public mind, and that

those of other, and what have been thought by
ome, the more respectable professions, better

ppreciate the labors of the hu.sbandman. More
attention is now paid to the subject of agricidture

than formerly, and the artist and scientific are

levoting their eneigios to the advancement of
msbandry in its various hrnnchr;. Ht;nce tho
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very {ireat improvement in tools, slock, seed and
buiifliiigs, and tlie prepaiation and cultivation of

the soil.

Tlie publication of papers devoted to the in-

terests of agriculture have no doubt contributed

nnicli in bringing about this change. And we
were surprised the other day in learning that the

iiunjiier of such papers, published in this coun-

try, was so large. Among these we consider

The Farmer's Monthly Visitor as one of

the best. We think it must certainly be so to

the citizens of the Granite State—we say citi-

zens, for it is not the farmer alone who may read

it with profit, liut those of every profession. As
our readers may generally know, it is conducted

by the Hon. Isaac Hill, and published in this town
by John M. Hill, on the last of every month, at

tlie low price of seventy-five cents per year in

advance, to single subscribers—three copies for

two dollars, and ten for six dollars. We have

been a paying subscril)er from its commence-
ment, and make these remarks from a conviction

of the value of the contents of the Visitor, and
by aiding its circulation, we feel we shall be do-

ing the community an essential service. The
form of the Visitor is very convenient for bind-

ing, and when bound, makes a handsome and
valuable volume. The first three volumes, in-

cluding 1842, are offered for two dollars.

The "Granite State."

The Portsmouth Jom-nal says—' We have
been highly gratified with a portion of the remarks
made by Mr. Bmke of New Hampshire, on the

floor of Congress, about a fortnight since, in re-

ply to the following taunting inquiry by Mr. Ar-
nold of Tennessee

:

" What was New Hampshire ? A most barren

and sterile piece of earth. He never could think

of New Hampshire without thinking of black

chilly rocks, of the screeching owl and prowling

wolf Was she advancing in population? He
believed not. She was the only State in the

Union that had taken a retrograde movement;
or, at least, she advanced in population less than

any other State. She was in favor of free trade !

He would like to know what New Hampshire
had to trade on ?"

After some other remarks. Mr. Burke reiilied

to the inquiry, " What is New Hampshire .'"

" New Hampshire is, indeed, thrown among
the hilLs. She is the Switzerland of America.

Her mountains point high up among the clouds,

where eagles take their (light, and enjoy unre-

strained the freedom of the skies. She is a land,

sir, of ' mountain and of flood.' Her cloiid-ca])t

hills, even in midsummer, glisten with the frosts

and snows of winter. The terrific avalanche

Korings from their simimits, and thunders down
their sides. But, sir, she is also a land of crystal

streams, of glassy lakes, end)osomed among her

hills—and of beautiful valleys and meadows,

dotted with neat and pretty villages, teeming

with feitility, the hum of industry, and all she

evidences of wealth and prosperity. She has

more of those noble triumphs of liberty, common

schools, more village spires pointing to heaven,

and more of the moniunents which mark a lii,L;h

and advanced state of civilization, than any other

State of this Union, with perhaps one or two

exceptions. If there are any exceptions, lam
not aware of them. And, Mr. Speaker, if she is

indebted to any cause under heaven for her ad-

vancement in prosperity, wealth and civilization,

it is to her lofty mountains and her beautiful and

fertile valleys. Her people breathe the mounta'

air—the air of heaven and of liberty ; and hi

rugced surface, not barren and sterile, calls forth

their mental as well as physical powers, and
makes them what they are—a hardy, vigorous

intelligent, and energetic people."

Great Yield of Corn.

We find in the Union Agricultmista comminii

cation from Col. Joel Walker, of Belvidere, Illi-

nois, giving an account of corn raised by him tht

past year. The kinds selected for the experi

inent were the Chinese tree corn, twelve rowed
;

Yellow Dent, twelve rowed; and New Jersey,

eight do.

The ground was highly manured, at an expense

of three dollars per acre, lightly ploughed and

otherwise prepared in thc> ordinary manner. The
seed was planted in hills four feet apart ; number
of kernels to the hill not rcmen.ibcred. The

crop IS Harvested, and the result is as follows:

Chinese tree corn, 1694 busli. shelled, per acre.

Yellow Dent, 170 " "

New Jersey, 99? " " "

To be sine there was no mistake, each parcel

was measured twice ; and as the editor of the

Agricidtnrist has vouched for its accuracy, it may
be considered one of the most enormous yields

on record. Col. Walker also planted a small

juantity of the Brown corn ; and from its fine

appearance and yield, expresses the opinion that

it will one day supersede every other variety.

Such yields of corn as this, and some of those

recorded in our December number, for which
premiums were awarded by our county societie.s,

will make Kit Cornhill, who in his communica-
tion in our last insinivated his doubts of the re-

ality of such crops, open his eyes wider than

ever.

—

Albany Cultivator.

Col. Walker is an old acquaintance: before

ir residence in Concord he served an appren-

ticeship here to the business of a saddler, and
afterwards pursued the precarious business of

merchandizing at Peacham, in Caledonia county,

Vermont. Preferring the life of a farmer, he has

removed to the West, where every thing is on a

great scale—great debts, great crops, as well as

great improvements. Col. Walker has taken the

Visitor, and procured of us through his friend at

some of the Brown corn.

—

Ed. F. M. Vis.

a large portion of the learning, rank, and beauty
of both sides of the Tweed ; and . even Ireland
had its representatives there. There were entered,
for competition, 962 head of cattle ; including
horses, neat cattle, sheep, and hogs. The premi-
ums ranged from 200 to 5 sovereigns, anil inclu-
ded every thing which has any connection with
gricultnre.

\Ve observe that, at the fairs of the Highland
society, sales of cattle, &c. at auction, always
take place ; and we believe that the commissions
on the sales go into the treasury of the society.
This is a i)ractice which ought to be adopted at
all the fiiirs in this country. It would tend great-
ly to increase competition and the size of the
meetings.

In one of the speeches of the Blarqnis of
Tweeddale, he stated that a great deal had been
lost by some farmers in liming their poor land.
But be stated that land containing much
vegetable matter was as much improved as ever
by lime. No fact is better known than that lime
is of little use on land bare of humus of vegeta-
ble matter; but certainly none is better establish-
ed, by the experiments in England as well as iu

this country, that lime is eminently beneficial on
land containing a fair proportion of vegetable
matter. It is beyond doubt very beneficial in

mellowing stifT, cold, and clayey soils.

—

Louisville
Journal.

Agricultural.

The Highland Society of Scotland is the most
powerful, and perhaps the most useful, agricultu-

ral institution at present existing. A Scottish land-

owner would blush to acknowledge he was not a

member, and many of their tenantry have their

names enrolled on"the list. Nor is it absolutely

necessary to be a Scotchman to become a mem-
ber.

Besides the large amount given in premiums
at the annual cattle show, immense sums have

been expended in forwarding the inclosing and
improving the " nmirs and mosses many" with

which Scotland used to abound ; and under the

fostering care of the society " barren wilds" have
become "fruitful fields." Premiums for any thing

new in the arts connected with agriculture have

been liberally given, and a repository provided

for the models. High premiums and honorary
medals are given for the best essays on agricultu-

ral subjects; the prize-essays being recorded in

Ihe Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, which be-

ing conducted under the auspices of the society,

and containing an account of its transactions,
'

found a useful and instructive work.

Premiums have been distributed with a spi

ing hand to those who inclosed water-drained

morasses, i)lanted trees, &c. ; to those who made
the best butter and cheese: in fact, in relation to

every subject connected with the purposes of the

institution, the improvement of Scotland.

The society, for the first two or three years

held their cattle-show in Edinburgh. The gen

tleinen of the west of Scotland having offered a

handsome addition to the premiums, it was one
year transferred to Glasgow. A rivalry spran

up among the districts, and each vied .vith the

other in making the show splendid. Fairs I

now been held In the principal towns of Scotland;

and this year it took place in the ancient horde

town of Berwick, ui)on Tweed. As the EuglisI

side was allowed to compete, the anticipatior

since realized, was entertained, that this would
be the most magnificent show ever held ; and so

it vvas.

Betwixt the border counties of Northuniber

laud, York, and Durham, on the English side, and
Berwick, Roxburgh, and Haddington, on the

Scotch, a rivalry exists as intense as it vvas in

days of yore, but now much more beneficial to

the country. Durham was the birth-place of

short-horns, Northumberland their nurse; hut the

Scotch have asserted that they could be reared to

perfection north of the Tweed, and the tria'

which took place on the 29th of September, at

Berwick, pioved tiiat the Scotch were right.

A worthy Scotch friend has placed in our hands
a Berwick Advertiser, of October the 2d, i

tainiug a full account of the great agricultural

meeting. We wish it was iu our power to give

to oin- readers some idea of its magnificence. The
picture would arou.se our American fiuniers to

greater exertions in the same way. The con
' course cf pt^ople was immense, and it cmbraccc

Although the following facts have before been
alluded to in the columns . of the Visitor, they
will bear repeating for the benefit of whom it

maj concern :

A Gentleman Farmer.—Mr. Derby gave, at

a late agricultural meeting, a sketch of a farm he
owirs on an island in Winnipissiogee Lake—a re-

gion where one would liardly expect the state of
things he described. This farm includes 500
acres ; 170 acres in wood, 280 acres in pasturage,

50 acres in mowing and tillage ; usually eight or
ten acres under the plough. There are now 37
cows, and sometimes 44. The original cost of
the farm and stock was $4,200. The sales in

1838 had amounted to.SI,968; in 1839, $1,500;
the falling off being attributable to the decline in

the prices. The sales consist of butter, cheese,
and pork. The cows and swine gave him abun-
dant resources for manure, which he applied lib-

erally ; on cidtivated grounds,from 38 to 40 loads
per acre. Mr. D. had, this year, ten acres under
the plough : two in potatoes, one in wheat, one
in oats, and six in Indian-corn. His six in corn
produced him 400 bushels. One acre of this corn
gave him 131 bushels, and he applied to the agri-

cultural society of that county for a premium,
but was defeated by a conqjetitor, who claimed
it for 132 bushels. Mr. D. stated that one ground
of his success was, that his farm-manager was
directly interested in the results.

In the first place, he has what he needs from
the farm for the sup[)ort of his family. In addi-

tion to this, he had in cash $300 a year, and on
his sales was allowed, when his butter sold at 30
cents per pound, four cents per pound ; on cheese
sold li cent; on pork, 1^ cent. This gave the,

farmer nearly $500 per year. His sales the last

vear were, new milk cheese, 5900 lbs. ; butter,

2350 lbs. ;
pork, 2600, besides reserving enough

for the consuu)i)tion of the family ; themale la-

bor of the fii-.in consisting of the farmer and two
hired men. The fi^male department is filled by
one woman, the wife of the manager, who !)er-

forms all the household work and makes all the

butter and cheese. Under this management, Mr.
Derby has received from his farm an income of
15 per cent, on the original investment, and the

farm is in a course of improvement.

—

Carolina

Planter.

A Great AVokk or Art : The box Tunnel.
—The Great Western Railway, England, is, a

magnificent work, and is marked by many extra-

ordinary indications of labor and enterprise. It is

the longest independent line of rail way completed

in England. The "box tunnel," which from ono
of its principal features, pierce sthrough Box Hill,

betwen Chippenham and Bath—part of which is

400 feet above the level of the railway. The
Tunnel is 9,680 feet long, 39 high, and 35 wido,to

the outside of the brick work.' The exciivation

amounted to 414,000 cubic yard.s and the brick

work and masonry to more than 54,0C0 cubic

yards. A liout 30,000,000 of bricks were used. A
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toil of gunpowder iind a ton of candles were con

sunied every week for two and n lialf years, and

1,100 men and 250 horses were kept constantly

eniploved. For u considerable distance the tun

nel passes through freestone rock, from the fissure_

of which there was iit times an immense influx of

water. This formed such an impediment that the

work \vas on one occasion discontinued for a long

time. But the water was finally pumped on

llnough the agency of a steam engine of .50 horse

power, which threw it out at the rate of 32,000

hogsheads a day. The contractors, Messrs Bremer
and Lewis, deserve immense praise for their

'

detiitigabie exertions
'

Enfield, Jan'y 22, ]841

Friend Hill:—Having taken your valuable

paper, the Monthly Visitor, from the coinmence-

inent, up to ihis time, and being aware of its

rirciil:itiou particularly in Vermont, where we
vend our garden seeds ; for the information of

tijose who purehnse them I wish you to favor me
with the iiisertion of tlie following:

We have added some few new and useful

kinds of g.irdeu seeds to our former assortment,

which we intend to improve every opportunity

we have.

The Mammoth Squash, a very good and large

vegetable of that species, having weiilied one

ton from six hills, and one squash of one hun-
die(\ and forty-six pounds.
The French Pumpkin, very sweet and good for

pies.

The SiBset Potafoe Squash, good for b:iking.

Likewise, some new kinds of Pea, which will

be found to be very nice : I will name the Black

Chit and Ilie French—these take the pla<'e of the

Mnrroicfals.

From your friend,

CALEB M. DVER.

From Graham's Mag.izine for Januiry.

The Daughters of Dr. Byles.

A SKETCH OF REALITY.
BV MISS LESLIE.

On my first visit to Boston, about nine years

since, I was offereil, by a lady of that kind and
hospitable city, (the paradise of strangers,) an
iutroduction to the two daughters of the cele-

brated Mather Byles ; and I gladly availed my-
self of this opportunity of becoming aer]uaiuted

with these singular women, whom I had been

told, were classed among the curiosities of the

Their father, a native Bustonian, (born in 1706,

during the reign of Queen Anne.) was couiiected

with ^he family of Cotton Mather. His educa-

tion was completed in England, where he studied

theology at Cambridge, and was afterwards or-

daiiieii a minister of the gospel according to the

Episcopal failh. On his return to Boston, Ma-
ther Byles was inducted into the first p.istor-ship

of the Hollis sheet church, then a newly erected

edifice, cojistrucled entirely of wood, as were
most .\meric:m churches of that period. He be-

came proprietor of a house and a stnall piece of

ground near the junction of Tremont and Nas-

sau streets. lu this house all his children were
born, aiul here the two that survived were still

living. His wife was a daughter of Governor
Taylor.

'the position of Dr. Byles as a clergyman, bis

literary actpiirements, his shrewd sense, and his

ready wit, caused him to be highly popular at

home, anil brought him into personal acquaint-

ance or epistolary correspondence with many of

the principal men of his time, on both sides of the

Atlantic. He frequently exchanged letters witli

Pope and with Dr. Watts; and among the visi-

tors at his " modest mansion," might be enumer-
ated »!im3 of tlio most distingiiislied persons of
his native proviiice—.while strangers of note ea-

All went smoothly with Dr. Byles till America
became imiiatieiit of her dependence on the

oiowii of IJritain : and, unfortunately for him,
hi^ sympathies were on the side of the mother
country. He could not be persuaded that her
ohildren of the new world hud sufficient cause
lor ubrogaliug the authority of the nation from
whence they had sprung ; and he considered
their alleged grievances as mere pretexts for

throwing off a chain which, in his opinion, had
pressed but lightly on them ; and that, in short, as

Fatsfiifl" raid of the Terey and Monimcr insur-

rection,—" Rebellion lay in their way, and they

found it." His congregation had warmly and al-

most unanimously espoused the jiopular cause,

and, consequently, were much irritated at the

ultra royalist feelings and opinions of their pastor,

whose difficulties with his flock seeming daily

to increase. Dr. Byles eventually thought it best

to resign his situation as minister of HoJIis street

church.

The war broke out ; the battle of Bunker Hill

was fought, and Boston was subsequently occu-

pied by the British army, and besieged by the

Americans, who cst.iblished themselves in hostile

array upon the heights that commanded the town,

—and, with a view of dishnlging the enemy, they

vigilantly exerted thrniMlves in stopping all sup-

plies of fi.'el and prmi>i.)iis. After holding out

against the patriots dnrini; a leaguer of more
than eight months, the British finally withdrew
their forces, and embarked them to carry the war
into another section of the country. Now, that

something like order was again restored in the

town of Boston and its vicinity, it was thought

time to punish those who had rendered th

selves obnoxious by aiding and abetting ttie c;

of the enemy. Some of the most noted royalists

were expelled from the province and took refuge

in Nova Scotia, others went into voluntary exile

and repaired to Enghiiul, where they preferred a

claim of indemnification for the los.ses they had

sustained by adhering to the cause of monarchy.

Among others, Dr. Mather Byles was denounced
at a town-meeting, for his unconcealed toryism;

for having persisted in praying lor the king: and
for interchanging visits with the Bi itish office

mo.st of whom were received familiarly at his

hou.se. Upon these charges he was tried before

a special court, and at first sentenced to hiive his

property coiifi.sciited, and him.self and family

transported to England. But Ihe board of war,

out of respect to his private character, commuted
his punishment to a short iinprisomiient in his

own house, under the gnanl of sentinels, and al

lowed him to retain his possessions.

The rebellion eventn.iied in a successful revo

Intion ; and honor, timie, and the gratitude of

their country rewarded those who hail ussiste

the gloriouscontest for independence ; while all

who had held back, and all who had sided with

the enemy, were contiimeliously cast into the

shade, regarded with contempt by their for

associates, or ccmpelled to wear out their 1

in exile from the land of their birth. Most of

the connections of the Byles family quitted tl

States. But the doctor remained, and finding

that he could not regain his fbrtner place among
his townsmen, he lived in retirement during the

residue of his life, and died at his own house ir

Boston, in 1788, in the 82d year of his age. Hf
was interred beneath the pavement of the chan-

cel ill Trinity church, having worshipped there

with his family after quilting that of llollis street.

In the old family house liis two survi^
'

daughters had ever since continued to reside,

steadily refiising to sell either the building or the

lot of ground attached to it, though liberal offer:

for its purchase hail repeatedly been niiide to

them. So deep-rooted was their attachment to

this spot, where they had been born anil where
they had always live'd, that they considered it im-
possible for them to exist in any other place, con-

tinually asserting that a removal from it would
certainly kill them. They had a trifling source

of income which brought them two hundred dol-

lars annually, and they contrived to save nearly

the whole of this little sum. Also, they possess-

ed a tolerable quantity of old-fashioned plate,

which they had put away in a chest up stairs,

never to lie used or sold while they lived. In the

mean time their wants were chiefly supplied, (and,

indeed, many little luxuries were furnished them,)

by the benevolence of certain ladies of Boston,

who, in the goodness of their hearts, overlooked

the anomaly'of two women who had the means
of a comfortable independence within their reach,

submitting to receive assistance from elemosyna-

ly bounty rather than reliiiqiiish the indnlgeni;e

of what, in those matter-of-fact times, would, by

most persons, be regarded as a mere morhiJ liin-

cy. But on this point of feeling they believed

their happiness to depend; and their tolerant

benefactresses kindly enabled them to be happy
in their own way.
The Miss Bylcses kept no domestic; but a

man oainc every morning to attend to the wood

and water part of their Hi*»icrgc, and to go their er-

rands—and a woman was employed every week
to do up the Saturday work. A newspaper was
sent to them gratuitously—books were lent them,
for the youngest was something of a reader, and
also wrote verses; and they frequently received
little presents of cakes, sweetmeats, and other del-

icacies. 'I'hey rarely went out, exce|)t to Trinity

church. Then they put on their everlasting suits

of the same Sunday clothes; their fiices being, on
these occasions, shaded with deep black veils sus-

pended from their bonnets, not so much for con-

cealment as for gentility.

The lady who volunteered to introduce ine to

the daughters of Dr. Byles, was, as I afterwards

understood, one of those who assisted in affording

them some of the comforts which they denied
to themselves. We set out on our visit on one of
the loveliest mornings of a Boston summer, the

warmth of the season being delightfully temper-
ed by a cool breeze from the sea. After passing

the beaiilifiil Common, (why has it not a better

name?) my eompanion pointed out to me, at what
seemed the tei iiiinalion of the long vista of Tre-
mont street, an old black looking ti-nme-house,

which, at the distance from whence 1 saw it, seem-
ed to block up the way by standing directly across

il. It was the ancient residence of Mather Byles,

and the present dwelling of his aged daughters

;

one of whom was in her eighty-first and the other

in her seventy-ninth year. This part of Ti^emont

street, which is on the south-eastern declivity of a
hill, carried us far from all vicinity to the aristo-

cratic section of Boston.

At length we arrived at the domain of tlie two
antique maidens. It was surrounded by a board

fence, which had once been a very close one, but

time and those universal depredators, "the boys,"

had made numerous cracks and chinks in it.

The house (which stood with the gable end to

the street) looked as if it had never been painted

in its life. Its exposure to the sun and rain, to

the heats of a hundred summers and the snovvs

of a hundred winters ; had darkened its whole
outside nearly to the blackness of iron. Also, it

had, even in its best days, been evidently one of
the plainest and most unbeautified structures in

the town of Bo.ston,where many of the old frame-
houses can boast of a redolence of quaint orna-

ment about the doors, and windows, and porches
and balconies. Still, there was something not
unpleasant in its aspect, or rather in its situation.

It stood at the upper end of a green lot, whose
long thick grass was enamelled with field flow-
ers. It was shaded with noblo horse-chestnut
trees relieved against the clear blue sky, and
whose close and gracefiil clusters of long jagged
loaves, fanneil by the light summer breeze, threw
their chequered and quivering shadows on the
grass beneath, and ou the mossy roof of the ven-
erable mansion.
We entered the enclosure by a board gate,

whose only fastening was a wooden latch with a
leather string ; like that which secured the wick-
et of Little Red Ridinghood's grandmother.

—

There was a glimpse of female figures hastily

flitting away from a front window. We ap-
proached the house by a narrow [lathway, worn
by frequent feet, in the grass, and a few paces
brought us to the front door with its decayed and
tottering wooden steps. My companion knocked,
and the door was immediately opened by a rath-

er broad framed and very smiling old lady, habi-

ted in a black worsted petticoat and a white short

gown, in the neck of which was tucked a book-
muslin kerchief—Her silver hair was smoothly
arranged over a wrinkled but well-formed fore-

head, beneath which twinkled two small blue
eyes. Her head was covered with a close full-

bordered white linen cap, that looked equally

conve'nient for night or for day. She welcomed
us with much apparent pleasure, and my com-
panion introduced her to me as Miss Mary Byles.

She was the eldest of the two sisters.

Miss Mary ushered us into the parlor, which
was without a carpet, and its scanty furnituro

seemed at least a century old. Beneath a sur-

prisingly high mantel piece was a very low fire-

place, from whence the andirons having bffen re-

moved for the summer, its only accoutrement
was a marvellous thick cast iron btick-plate, of a
pattern antique even to rudeness. There were a
few straight tall-backed chairs, some with bot-

toms of flag-rush, and others with bottoms of list-

ing ; and theie was one /aii/oii'V, to be described
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li»:rearter. My aileiitiiiii was attracted liy the

oldest-looking tahle 1 liad ever seen, aud of so

dark a hue that it was difficidtto tell whether it

was inaliogany or walnut.— When opened out it

must have been circidar ; but now that the leaves

were let down, it exhibited a top so stranf,'ely

nurrow (not more than half a foot in width,) that

it was ijiipossibic to divine the object in making
it so ; unless indeed, it was the fasliionnble table

ofthe time. And fashion, at all periods, has been
considered reason sufficient for any thing, how-
ever inconvenient, ugly or absurd. To support

the narrow top and the wide leaves, this table

seemed to be endowed with a hundred legs and
a proportionate nuinber of bars crossing among
them, in every direction, all being of very elabor-

ate turned work. I opine thai this must have

been a great table in its day.

My coni[iaiiion inquired after the health of

Miss Catherine Byles. tlie youngest of the ladies.

Miss Mary replied that sister Catherine was quite

unwell, having passed a bad nicfhtwith the rlieu-

matism. Regret was expressed at our losing' the

pleasure of seeing her. IJut Miss Mary iiolitcly

assured us that her sister would exert herself to

appear, rather than forego an opportunity of pay-

ing her respect to the ladies; and we as politely

hoped that, on our account, slie would not put

herselfto the smallest inconvenience. VVhih;

compliments were thus flying, the door of the

next room opened, and Miss Catherine Byles
mad'' her entrance, in a manner wliich showed
us that slie went imicli by gracefulness.

Miss Catherine was unlike her elder sister,both

in figure and face ; her features being much
sharper, (in fact,excessively sharp,) anil her whole
person extremely thin. She also was arrayed in

a black bombasin petticoat, a short gown, and a

close lined cap, with a deep border that seemed
almost to bury her narrow visage. She greeted

us with much cordiality, and complained of her

rheumatism with a smiling countenance.
My eyes were soon rivettedon a fine portrait of

Dr. Mather Byles, from the wonderful pencil of

Copley—wonderful in its excellence at a period

when the divine art was scarcely known in the

provinces, and when a good picture rarely found
its way to oin- side of the ocean. And yet under
these disadvantages, and before he sought im-

provement in the schools of Europe, did Copley
achieve those extraordinary fac-similes of the hu-

man face, that might justly entitle him to the ap-

pellation of the Reynolds of America, and are

scarci'ly excelled by those of his coiiteniporary,the

Reynolds of England.
The moment I looked at this picture I knew

that \lmust be alikeness ; (or I saw in its linea-

ments the whole character of Dr. Byles, particu-

larly the covert humor of the eye. The face was
pale, the features well-formed, and the aspect

pleasantly acute. He was represented in his

ecclesiastical habiliments, with a curled and

powdered wig. On his finger was a signet ring

containing a very fine red cornelian. While I

was contemplating the admirably depicted coim-

tenance, his daughters were both very voliible

in directing my attention to the cornelian ring,

which they evidently considered the best part of

the picture; declaring it to be an exact likeness

oflhat very ring, and just as natmal as lite.

Before I had looked half enough at Copley's

picture, the two old ladies directed my attention

to another portrait which they seemed to prize

still more highly. Tliis, they infoi med me, was
that of their ne|)hew, "poor boy," who)ii they

had not seen for forty years. It was painted by

himself His name was Mather Brown, and he

was tlie only son oftheir deceased elder sister. He
had remoi-ed to London, where, as they inform-

ed me, hehad/a/fcn the Prince of Wales and the

Duke of York—"and, therefore," said one of the

aunts—"he is painter to the royal family." They
both expressed much regret that they had not

been able to prevail on their father, after the rev-

olution, to give up America entirely, and remove
with his family to England. "In that case," said

Miss Mary, "we should all have been introduced

at comt; and the king and queen %vould have

spoken to us ; and I dare s;iy would have thank-

ed lis kindly for our loyalty."

The trntj) was, us 1 afterwards found, that a

much longer period than forty years had elapsed

since their nephew left America ; Imt tliey al-

ways continued to give tliat date to liis depajture.

He had puinted..hitnself with his hair rearod up

perpendicularly from his forehead, pow dered well,

nd tied behind—and, in a wide blue coat with
yellow buttons, and a very stiff hard-plaited shirt-

frill with hand rufHes to iriatch. In his hand he
held an open letter, which, both his aunts inform-

ed me, contained the very words of an epistle

sent by one of them to him, and, therefore, was
in exact likeness of that very letter. To gratify

hem, I read aloud the pictured missive, thereby

)roving that it really contained legible words.
Having looked at tlie (lictures, I was invited by

Miss Mary Byles to take my seat in the large arm-
chair, which she assured me was a great curiosity,

being more tiian a hundred years old, having been
sent over from England by ' government,' as a
iresent.to their maternal grand-father. Governor
faylor. The chair was of oak, nearly black with

age, and curiously and elaborately carved. Tne
back was very tall and straight, and the carving

on its top terminated in a crown. This chair was
furnished with an old velvet cushion, which was
Ivvays (by way of preservation) kept upside
down, the underside being of dark calico. Miss
Mary, houever, did me tlie honor, as a visitor, to

turn the right side up, that I might sit upon vel-

vet ; and as soon as 1 had placed myself on it,

she inquired if I found it an easy seat? On my
ng in the affirmative, "I am siu'prised at

that'—said she, with a smile—" I wonder how a

epuhlican can sit easy under the crown." Be-
(iiiniiig to understand my cue, I, of course, was
iroperly diverted with thig piece of wit.

Miss Catharine then directed my attention to

the antique round table, and assured me that at

this very table Dr. Franklin luul drank tea on his

ast visit to Boston. Miss Mary then produced,

i'om a closet by the chimney-side, an ancient ina-

;hine of timber and iron in "the form of a bellows,

which she informed me was two hundred years

old. It looked as if it might have been two thous-

and, and must have been constructed in the very

(itncy of bellows-making, about the time when
people first began to grow tired of blowing their

fires with their montlis. It would have afforded

a strange contrast, and a striking illustration of
the march of intellect, if placed by the side ofone
of those light and beautiful, painted, gilt and var-

nished fire-improvers which abound in certain

shoos ill Washington-street. This bellows of
other days was so heavy that it seemed to require

a strong man to work it. The handles and sides

were carved all over with remarkable cumbrous
devices; and the nozle or spot was about the size

and shape of a very large parsnip with the point

cut oft:

Miss Mary now asked her sister \i she had no
ciniositios to show the ladies? Miss Catharine

modestly icplied that she Itjared she had nothing

the liidies would care to look at. Miss Mary as-

sured us that sister Catharine had a box of extra-

ordinary things, such as were not to be seen every

day, anil that tliey were universally consiilered

as very great curiosities. Miss Catherine still

seemed iiicckly inclined to undervalue them.

My companion, who had seen the things re-

peatedly begged that their Philadelphia visitor

might lie indulged with a view of these rarities

—

and, finally, after a little more coquetry, a sort of

square lianil-box was produced, and Miss Cathe-

rine did the honors olher little museum.
[To be cniilinued.]

BICMARKS BY THE EDITOR OF THE VISITOR.

The nine years that have passed since tlie visit

of Miss Leslie at Boston, have carried to their

graves both of the venerable maiden ladies who
are the subjects of her story ; and in the yeai

1840, the old house, exposed and " darkenec

nearlv to the blackness of iron" by alternate heats

and fieezings, has been torn away so that the re-

membrance of it will soon be forgotten. In our

early moriiimr walks, while a temporary resident

in Boston little more than a year ago, we saw the

old house at first attacked and torn down, and
afterwards in successive mornings the ground

and soil on which it stood were gathered up as

manure in dirt carts.aiid carried away. The old

mansion was calculated to attract attention from

the liict that it had stood outside of the line of

buildings on the two streets where it cornered.

This house, when first erected, must have stooil

without tlie compact part of the town of Bos
ton; for since our recollection the giound of the

beautiful row of buildings tionting the Boston

common on tho north-eust was either vacant

pace or occupied by inferior wooden tenements.
If we remember aright, as long ago as 1798, the
Haymarket Theatre stood somewhere near that
position. About that time the selectmen of the
town exchanged a small lot of ground in what
was then called Cornhill, being now a part of
Washington street, and received as part pay sev-
eral acres of land at the lower end of the beau-
tiful common of which the burial ground is now
a part ; and at the time were reproached by their
udging opponents as having made a had bar-

gain, paying more than its worth for ground too
far out of town to be occuj)ied for any usefiil pur-
pose. This purchase, could it now be used for
buildings, would readily sell for several hundred
thousand dollars.

The house of Mather Byles stood out of the
settled part of Boston ; it is .said there was a frog
pond and niudhole directly in front of it. He re-

peatedly petitioned the town authorities to abate
the nuisance. The " fiithers of the town," in

passing in a very wet time, went over the ground
up to the knees in this mud; and the fiicetious

divine accosted them from his front door :
" Aye,

gentlemen, I am glad at last to see you moving m
this business.'

Our readers will excuse a little vanity, if we
hold conversation now of the recollections of ex-
treme youth ; and on this point Mather Byles
conies to us as long ago as forty-seven years
when the editor of the Visitor was first aide to

spell out a sentence of wiiting.

Mather Byles once owned the premises on
which our ancestors were born, anil where sever-

al generations of our name have lived and died.

The reader will have remarked our repeated ;d-

lusions to the garden farms in \Vest Cambridge ;

and in another part of this nuinber will be found
the ilescription from the pen of Mr. Colmaii of
the largest farm in that town owned by Amos
Hill, the greater part of which has been reclaim-
ed by its present owner and occupant from n
swamp nearly useless into arable and grasj land
worth $200 per acre.

Abraham Hill, grandfather to the editor of the

Visitor, was the uncle of Amos Hill, of Jairies

Hill and David Hill, three among tho very best
practical garden fin-mers in the State of Massa-
chusetts : the two former are brothers, and James
Hill now owns the premises vvliich Abraham Hill

owned at the commencement of the war of the
revolution. There are eight acres of the home-
stead whose annual cultivation can be traced
back more than a hundred years, which in all

that time have never been " worn out," and which
to this day continue to return a net annual profit

I'requenily of over a hundred dollars the acre.
Abraham Hill inherited this ground from his

immediate ancestor: the property was divided
among several of eleven sons and daughters,
leaving quite a small patrimony to him who was
the eldest son. Abraham was a soldier of the
French war of 1756 returning from which he
married and occupied one-half the house of his

father, which, metamorphosed into a more mod-
ern shape, is still standing almost under the
shade of one of the largest elms in the country,
which seems neither to have increased or dimin-
ished in size for the last fifty years Abraham
Hill, at the close of the French war, pursuing the
occupation of farmer and inarketer, was well ac-
quainted with Mather Byles. With a family of
three sons and four daughters, he was anxious to

increase his quantity of land : he had not suffi-

cient pasturage fi>r his cattle. To complete pay-
ment for the purchase of the "Stedman lot," he
borrowed of Mather Bvles thirty pounds lawtiil

money, a little less than .$100; and to assure pay-
ment, mortgaged not only that, but the home-
stead. Soon after this time the revolutionary

war broke out ; and the great drama opened at

Lexington within hearing and almost in sight of
this ground : this was in April, 1775. Abraham
Hill and his two elder sons were in this fight—

-

all three of them on the I7th June following were
at Bunker Hill ; the eldest son. Abraham, had his

hat pierced viith a musket ball from the enemy.
The youngest son, father to the e'oitor of the

Visitor, then only nine years of age, tarried at

home in sight of the flames of Charlestown and
within hearing of the cannon ; and with his

mother and Sisters spread and took care of some
liimdred copks of hay which had been mowed in

the beautiful field whose recollection is associated

with the firat lispings of childhood. Abrnhain
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Hill the elder, with the second son who still sur-

vives at the age of nearly eighty years, served

afterwards in various campaigns some three

years each : they suffered with the American

troops in the Jerseys—they witnessed the defec-

tion of Arnold and the execution of Andre near

West Point. Returning home, the wages they

had enined were paid in paper promises, which
availed them little or nothing. The representa-

tives of Mather Byles foreclosed for their debt

;

and the whole of Abraham Hill's little real estate

hecame the priest's property for the single thirty

pounds and interest. His misfortunes were pro-

bably precipitated from several successive peri-

odical returns of constitutional derangement
which unfitted the war-worn soldier for busi-

ness.

Judge Tudor, a distinguished lawyer of Bos-

ton, and father to the enterprising gentlenian who
a few years ago originated the traffic in ice which

is taken from the ponds a few miles out of Bos-

ton, was the agent of Mather Byles while absent

from the country, and for his heirs after his

death. After the property had passed into his

hands, it was leased several years on very favor-

able terms to the family of its former owners.

The written leases of Judge Tudor in the name
of Mather Byles, authenticated with the formali-

ty of those days, were the first written instru-

ments of our scanning : tlte language of those

leases, the witnesses and the hand wrilvng are

fresh in our recollection. Josiah Quincy, the pre-

sent President of Harvard University, who was
])robably then a student of law with Mr. Tudor,
was the writer of one or more of the leases and
a witness. At that time writing his name in close

capitals, it was not until we heard of Mr. Quincy
as a public man, that we could dccypher his let-

ters.

Although this preperty, which was sold by the

heirs of Mather Byles about the year 1790 and
passed through several hands, never returned to

Abraham Hill or his branch of the family, yet he
passed his whole life under the same roof: in a

few years, at the death of his mother, the other

half of the same house with some half a dozen
acres directly alongside of his old premises and
of equal fertility became his own : here he lived

in circimistances of as much comfort as could

be expected from that day till the year 1807, when
he died at the age of about eighty years.

The grandfather of this Abraham Hill of the

same name, was probably the first settler upon
this ground seven miles out of Boston about one

hundred and sixty years ago. His grandfather,

(probably the progenitor of the greater part of

the race of New England Hills) more than two
hundred years ago, was among the first settlers of

Charlestown. The ground of this settlement,

anciently the north-west extremity of Cambridge
adjoining on Lexington, in its whole extern, at the

expiration of more than a century and a half, re-

mains in the descendants of the male line bear-

ing the same name to this day. The farm of

Amos Hill, described by Mr. Colman ir> his last

Agricultural Report, is no piirt of those premises.

Mather Byles' family was soon alienated from
that land. And if our story have no other inter-

est, it goes to establish the fact that real property

remains longer with the nKwe humble laboring

classes than with those who are possessed of the

pride of high family names and wealth.

Cultivation of Indian Com in Middlesex Co.
Massachusetts.

Fi'om Mr. Caiman's Fourth Report.

Of two of the larg.^st crops of corn ever rais-

ed in the county it may not be amiss forme to

give the particulars of the cultivation.

The land had been used for pasture ground for

nearly thirty years. In the fall it was ploughed.
Jn the ensuing spring it was again well plough-
ed, and planted with corn in the hills, in the

common form; but well manured in the hill with
a mixture of horse-dung, lime and ashes. When
the corn was fit for weeding, half a pint of un-
leached ashes was apjihed to each hill; a part,

however, was left without any ashes. The difll-r-

ence between the corn whicli had ashes applied
to it and that which had none, was very appar-
ent. The corn had a slight ploughing "wIilmi it

«as weeded, and was halt-hilled early on account
of its rai)id growth. After this, a plough was not
suffered among it, nor had it any mure hoeinu,
except to destroy the worst of the weeds, and to

stir in the turni[)-seed which was sown among it.

The product of this corn was at the rate of 78
1-4 bushels to the acre.

The same field was ploughed again in the fall

after the gathering of the crop ; and again well

ploughed in the spring and harrowed out at a

distance of four ftset, leaving each furrow one
foot wide. The furrows were well manured with

a compost of horse-dung, lime, ashes and dock-
mud. The seed raised the last year was planted
in the drill on every furrow, making three rows
to each. Care was taken to drop the seed about
six inches apart. Whea the corn was at a pro-

])er stage, it was carefully thinned ; and after

weeding, it was dressed with unleached ashes
through each drill or furrow. It was half-hilled

early in the season ou account of its rapid

growth, being undoubtedly strongly .stimulated

by the high manuring of the land the previous

season. It had a slight ploughing at this season
;

and soon after half-hilling, the suckers or barren

stalks were all carefully cut off.

The corn was planted in the latter part of
May ; the stalks topped the first week in Sep-
tember, at which time most of the corn was dry

enough for gnnding. On the 13lh of October it

was gathered, and a measured acre of this corn

produced one hundred and eleven bushels and
one peck. The soil was deep black upon a yel-

low loam, and that resting upon a gravelly and
clayey pan. It will be found that, by this mode of
planting three rows to each furrow, there will be

more than double the stocks of corn on the same
surface than if planted in the usual way.

I subjoin an account of the cultivation of anoth-
er field of corn in the comity.

The soil is a deep yellow loam. It was ma-
nured with ten cart-loads of green barn manure
spread on the ground, and eight loads of com-
post manure put in the hills, and a crop of corn
taken from it. The ensuing year it was twice

ploughed in the spring, and twenty cart-loads of
green barn manure S|)read on it. It was furrow-

ed in rows about three feet and a half apart ; and
about twenty cart-loads of barn, hog and slaugh-

ter-yard manure were put in the rows : with the

last'inanure was mixed a hogshead of lime. The
kernels were planted eight inches apart in the

rows. The corn was hoed three times; all the

suckers were pulled out in July; and in August
were taken away together witli the false and
smutty stalks. On the first of September the

stalks were topped; and on the 26th the corn was
harvested and spread on a floor, under the roof

of a long shed, that it might dry well. On the

14tli Nov. the whole was shelled : it measured
one hundred and sixteen bushels and three and
a half pecks of clear sound corn. Weight of the

corn 5t) lbs. to a bushel.

Tlie value of the stalks and suckers was con-

sidered equal to two tons of English hay. The
expenses of the cultivation were estimated as

follows.

Ploughing 2 50, manure 25 00, seed 50. 28 00
Furrowing and plamini: 4 00, hoeiiig4 00, 8 00
Silckeringandtopping4 00, liarvest'g 4 00, 8 00

$44 00
This, it inust be admitted, is an extraordinary

crop, but the account is well attested.

It has been made a question whether more
corn can be obtained from an acre planted in

drills or rows. In an experim(.>nt to test this

point, made with much care by an intelligent

fiirmer, half an acre, planted in drills, gave twen-

ty-eight and a half double bushels of cars, and
the adjoining half-acre gave twenty-three and a

half double bushels of ears, making a difference

of five bushels in favor ofthe half-acre planted in

drills. This does not, in my opinion, settle the

point: the result must dejiend on the question,

by which method the largest number of plants

can be produced on an acre—allowin-' to each

plant ample room for its culture and the expan-

sion of its roots and leaves, with sufflcient space

for the free admission of tlie sun and circulation

of the air. Where corn is intended to be plocigh-

ed both ways, it must be planted in hills at a dis-

tance of not less than three feet each way. Corn
planted iu rows three feet apart, and in double

lines in alternate distances eiglit inches apart,

would give many more plants than if planted in

hills of three feet square, leaving from three to

four plants in a hill. The iiroduCe from a field

thus planted in rows is likely therefore to lie con-

siderably larger than if planted in hills. Where
tnanm-e is spread likrwij-e on the field, die tepar-
alioii of the plants, which is tiiore likely to be
provided for in drills as above than in hills, where
the seeds are commonly thrown into close prox-
imity, will enable their roots to come more im-
mediately at the Mianure. Where the corn is

manured in the hills, there of course the plants

come directly upon the manure. The land is not
benefitted equi.lly by manure put in the hills on-
ly, as by tnanure spread broadcast, and the plant-

ing is in a trifling measure more expensive ; but

then, on the other hand, as much manure is not

applied. For the benefit of the land, the manure
should alwaj's be spread: at the same time,

where manure is abundant, it is well to put some
directly under the corn at planting, that the de-

velopment of the plant at its first "starting, when
all its nourishment is derived through the roots,

and before the leaves are unfolded in order to ga-

ther food frotn the air, may be as much pos-

sible assisted and stimulated. The largest crops
of corn which have come wifhin my know-
ledge have been raised iu drills, with manure
placed under the drills and likewise spread liber-

ally broadcast upon the field. At the same time,

I know farmers in the State whose crops average
seventy-five bushels to the acre, who always plant

in hills because they deem the cultivation easier.

I submit these facts to the judgment of the

reader.

The following extract from an excellent ad-

dress delivered laijt August before the Greenville

Agricultural Society in South Carolina, although

it presents but a sombre picture of the condition

which a constantly exhausting system of cultiva-

tion has produced on the former fertile fields of

the Southern States where slave labor seems to

have blasted every thing valuable and thriving

—

will still ap[>ly to the careless cultivation which
has caused the abandonment of many New Eng-
land farms

:

Permanent Improvements.—What impover-
ishment, what ruin, what desolation has the spirit

of emigration p.oduced in South Cacolina ? What
wealth, what energy, what talent and virtue has

it robbed her of? Look at the south-west and
see there the outpouring of her citizens and her
treasure! Look throughout the State and see

their deserted fields and waste habitations ! But
this great loss of property and jxipulalion is not
all. The paralyzing effect which it produces on
the country and those left behind, is a still great-

er evil. No one considers himself permanently
settled. No one expncts his children to live

where he does, to inhabit the house he does, or
cidtivate the soil which he is improving. The
consequence is, that he makes no permanent im-
provements, but works and manages his farm as

if he were not the owner, but a lessee for years !

The truth of this remark is strikingly exemplified

by the present condition of our country. " If,"

said a once distinguished son of Carolina, "some
desolating influence were to spread over our
counti-y and sweep from it every human being,

what vestige would there be a" hundred years

hence -of our civilization, or even of our exist-

ence as a people ?" None at all. There might
perhaps be here and there a pile of rubbish,_^

which possibly would indicate to some aiitiqna-'

rian that there was once a human habitation.

But it would be in vain to look for those monu-
ments of art and genius which are to he found
in Rome, Greece and Egypt, after the lapse of
thousands of years.

Improvements IN Agricdlture.—In all ages
.•itid in all countries, agriculture and civilization

have gone pari passu. They may well be termed ^
twin sisters. To Egypt is awarded the most an-

cient distinetion in agriculture, as well as in all

arts and sciences. As Greece emerged from
barbarism she became an agricultural nation.

Rome, in the proud days of her glory, her sci-

ence and her literature, was renowned for her
agricidtiire ; but when she sank into barbarism,

her system -of husbandry became equally barba

reus. Carthage stood pre-eminent for her cul-

ture and the jiroducts of her soil, whilst sli!

the great rival of Rome. During the dark agei

of Europe, when learning was confined to the'

Clergy, agricultuie sought and foi,ind the samel

patrons. The Church lands were very often cul-

tivated in part by the hands of Friars, .Monks, am
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Abbots themselves. , As the nations of Europe
once more rose froin ignorance and barbarism,
tliey began to make advancement in the cultiva-

tion of the earth. In France, agriculture began
to flourish iu 1621, under Heury the Fourth. A
neve impetus, says Mr. Loudon, was given to ag-
riculture in France by the establishment ef So-
cieties for the promotion of husbandry in 1761.
But the French Revolution completely burst
asunder the chains of agriculture throughout
Europe, as it did the manacles and shackles, in

which the liberty and intelligence of the masses
had been so long fettered. The improvement in

the agriculture ofDenmark, is dated from 1660,
when an edict of freedom went forth to the en-
slaved peasantry of that kingdom. In Prussia,

agriculture was greatly advanced by Frederick,
who advanced all the arts and sciences of his
age. Iu Bavaria they dated their agricultural im-
provements from the establishment oftree schools
In Russia, her agriculture conmienced with her
civilization, under Peter the Great. In England,
the revolution which established on a constitution-
al basis the liberties of the nation, greatly pro-
moted the condition of their agriculture.— Green-
ville Jlddress.

Abuse of Spirituous Liquors.—Among the
causes ofconsumption, a free indulgence in ar-

dent spirits holds an important place. While
this pernicious habit is one of the most powerful
means of debasing the morals of the people, and
extinguishing the best feelings of human nature,
it is no less effective in destroying the physical

constitution. There is good reason to believe that

the abuse of spirituous liquors among the lower
classes in this country is productive of consump-
tive and other tuberculous diseases to an extent
lar beyond what is usually imagined. The blanch-
ed cadaverous aspect of the spirit drinker be-

speaks the condition of his internal organs. The
tale of his moral and physical degradation is in-

delibly written on his countenance. The evil

unfortunately does not rest with him ; by destroy-

ing his own health, he entails on his unhappy
offspring the disposition to tuberculous disease.

—

Sir James Clark on Consumption.

Importance of Agriculture.—Agriculture
is not only the most ancient, but it is the most
useful, as well as the noblest and most nniversal

of all the arts. It is the basis of all others.

Without agriculture, man would still be a savage

—the population of the world, thinly dispersed,

nomo die tribes, wandering from forest to forest,

and inhabiting the hollows and caverns of the

earth. Seven-eighths of mankind are engaged
in Agriculture. The pursuits of agriculture are

eminently conducive not only to health of body'

and vigor of mind, but to virtue, purity of moral

character, religion and patriotism. Such has been
the universal opinion of the wisest and best men
of ancient and modern times. Many of the first

writers of Greece and Rome have devoted a large

portion of their literary labors to the improve-
ment of this science, esteeming it above all oth-

ers. Hesiod, a Grecian poet, supposed to have
been contemporary with Homer, wrote a poem
on agriculture, entitled " Works and Days," mi-
nutely describing the system of husbandry in

those days. This poem sets out by declaring that

man has no alternative by which he can live, ex-

cept " honest industry or imjust violence." At
the present day peaceful fraud is substituted for
" unjust violence." Varro, a Roman writer on
a|;riculti.''.e, says there are more than fifty Gre-
cian works on husbandry, and amongst them he
enumerates Democritns, Xenophon, Aristotle,

Theophrastus and Hesiod. The Carlhagenians
also had their writers on agriculture, and carried

the art to a higher degree than any of their con-
temporaries. Mago, one of their most distin-

guished Generals, wrote no less than twenty-eight

books on agriculture. Amongst the Roman writ-

ers there were Cato, Virgil, Pliny, Varro, Colu-
mella and Pollodius, distinguished either as gen-
erals, poets, statesmen or philosophers.— Green-

ville Mdress.

Industry.— Demosthenes, when asked the first

requisite of eloquence, replied, "action"—when
asked the second, he replied, "action"—and the

third, he still replied, "action." Industry bears

the same relation to agriculture that "action" did

to eloquence in the estiuiaiion of the Athenian

orator. ^Vilh industry the farmer may accom-
plish every thing, and without it he can do noth-

ing. Let him then study the value of time.

Time is his great capital, and should be well in-

vested. The wealth of the world, its high civili-

zation, all its magnificent improvements, have
been created and fashioned by the labor and in-

dustry of man. The poorest soil and the most
unfavorable climate are scarce impediments to

an industrious and energetic people. Look at

Holland, reclaimed from the ocean, fenced in by
her embankments and mud walls, literally a

smiling garden, where once there was nothing
but bogs and ocean's wave. Look at Switzer-
land, where an industrious and hardy peasantry,
contending against the avalanches of snow and
ice, and the emboidment of mountain masses of
rock, falling and crushing for miles square every
thing before them, have cut the hills and moun-
tains in terraces, and planted them in vines.

Lands which, before, were worth nothing, by this

improvement sell for ten thousand francs per
acre.— Greenville Mdress.

Wearing out soils.—It is an idea conceived
in profound ignorance, that the soil of a country
must necessarily wear out, or become less fertile

by long continued cultivation. With proper care
and judicious culture, the soil, instead of wearing
out, must necessarily improve. How is it in

England, in France, in Germany and Italy ? A
large portion of those countries has been in cul-

tivation for centuries. Instead of becoming less

fertile, they produce more abundantly than they
did an hundred or thousand years since. This
has been effected by manures, rotation ol crops,

judicious culture and good management. It is

easier to manure a field than clear one, and when
manured it will produce more and is more easily

cultivated. Every farmer knows the difference

between ploughing in a fresh field, filled with
stumps and roots, and plougbiufr one where he
encounters none of those obstacles.— Greenville

Mdress.

Antiquity of Agriculture.—Man, in his ru-

dest or primitive state is supposed by modern
philosophers to have subsisted on fruits and roots.

The art of hunting and fishing was, in their opin-
ion, the first step towards civilization. Then came
the pasturage of animals, and lastly tillage, or the

culture of the soil. The planting'and growing of
seed are supposed to have been in imitation of
the effects produced by sand and mud, left by the

inundation of rivers. Hence, Sir Isaac Newton
and others have considered that corn was first

cultivated on tlie banks of the Nile.

Be these learned suppositions as they may, it

is certain that, in the remotest periods of anti-

quity to which the knowledge of man extends,

the science of agriculture was practised and es-

teemed by the wise, the great and mighty of the

land. We are informed by the sacred scriptures

that God se-nt Adam forth from the garden of
Eden to till the ground. "Cain was a tiller of
the earth." Noah began to be a husbandman
and planted a vineyard. Abraham purchased

the field of Macphela. Isaac is said to have
sown and reaped a hundred fold. Moses gave
directions to the Jews as to the cultivation of the

vine. The demesne or crown lands of King
David are said to have been under tb.e manage-
ment of certain ofBcers. Elisha was found in the

field with twelve yoke of oxen before him. In

Egypt, corn was purchased by King Pharaoh
and stored away, tfomer, iu the Odyssey, (the

earliest composition extant, save the Bible) gives

a beautiful description of Ulysses finding Ids fa-

ther, old King La?rtes, who had been robbed of

power, wealth and grandeur, happy and content-

ed in the cidtivaticn of his little fields. Hero-
dotas, the fatlicr of liistoruins, tells us that the

soil of ancient Babylon was so rich and so well

cultivated that it produced two or three hundred
fold. Xenophon says that Cyrus, the wisest and
best of ancient fllonarchs, distributed jireniiums

with his own hands, to the diligent cultivators of
the soil.

The invention of manures was so highly es-

teemed by the ancients, that Pliny ascribes it to

Augeas, a Grecian King ; and declares that lands

used to be cultivated by the hands of even Gen-
erals, and that the earth ih.liglited to ho ploughed
with "a share adorned with u triumph." Cin-
cinnatus was found at his plough when called to

the Dictatorship of Rome. The Emperor of
China, by an immemorial usage of his "Celestial
Empire." is required annually to go into the fields,

with all the high dignitaries of his Court, and
plough a furrow with his own hands, as an exam-
ple of industry to his subjects, and as an illustra-
tion of the importance of agriculture. Amongst
the Egyptians, the invention of agriculture was
ascribed to superhuman agency, and so absurd
was their gratitude that they worshipped the Ox
for his services as a laborer in the field!

—

Green-
ville Mdress.

Large and Small Farms.—If those who have
poor farms of large size were to curtail the di-

mensions of their fields fifty per cent, and expend
the amount they receive in labor, in inanure, they
would be enabled, in a liiw years devoted to

such policy, to improve all their arable lands, and
bring their entire estates into a condition of
profitable fertility ; and while this would be go-
ing on, they would find, by the increase of ina-

nure applied to their corn-land, and attention to

its culture, that their crops would increase.

—

The great fault with us is, that we attempt to

achieve too much ; and owing to that circum-
stance, fail of achieving any thing worthy of the
character of good farmers. Large corn-fields un-
manured and half tended, reflect no credit, and
give no profit to their owners.

—

Jim. Far.

Influence of Railways in Developing the
MINERAL Resources of a Country.—On our re-

cent trip to Darlington, at the opening of the"
Great North of England Railway, the probable in

fluence of that undertaking on" the commercial
interest of the district through which it passes
was naturally a subject of inquiry. While obtain-
ing information as to this point, in reference to

the line just completed, we learn a number of
facts in relation to several of the previous existing
northern railways, which appear worthy of being
recorded to illustrate the power of the great
means ofcommunication to develope the resource
of a country. Before the opening of the Stockton
and Darlington Railway, the export trade in coals
might be said to be confined to the rivers Tyne
and Wear. That railway was originated chiefly
in order to supply the wants ofthe district it trav-

erses in reference to fuel ; and the estimate then
made ofthe probable quantity of coals which
would pass along the line, was, that there would
be 80,000 tons for the neigborhood, and 10,000 for
export annually. The number of tons now carried
by the company is, for the neighboring districts,

180,000 tons ; tor exportation, 560,000 tons yearly.
In the mean time, the Clarence Railway, terml-

natinff on the Tees, has been brought into opera-
tion, and contributes to the coals exported prolia-
bly not less than 150,000 tons per annum. At a
later period the Marquis ofLondonderry construc-
ted his harbor (rfSeaham, a port about four miles
south of Sunderland; it is ilifficidt to state the
quantity thence exported yearly, but it probablv
exceeds 300,000 tons. At a still more receilt

period, the ancient fishing town of Hartlepool has
become the scene ofthe export ofa still larger
quantity. How striking is the contrast betwen the
state of Durham at the present time and at the pe-
riod when Domesday Book vvas compiled. Thea-
mountofmoneyannually received within 30 miles
of Darlington, for coals alone, may be roughly sta-

ted at four millions sterling (ofcourse this area
embraces Newcastle and its vicinity :) but a large

proportion of this enormous revenue flows into

that country, of which nothing better could be
said by the surveyors of William the Conqueror,
than " Durham is waste."

—

Leeds Mercury.

Raise Every Thing,—Every farmer should
make it a rule to purchase nothing that he can
raise or make on his farm. There can be no
higher evidence of an unprofitable farmer, than
to see him purchasing his pork, his beef, his hors-
es, his corn, his floiu'. He sliould be ashamed
to have it said that he is a purchaser of any of
those articles. If he thinks it cheaper to pur-
chase than to raise, it is only athiitional evi-

dence of his folly. If we look through the dis-

trict for our best fiirmers, we shall find them
scWtjtg- instead of purchasing those articles.

—

.1m.

Far.

The farmer is identified in a peculiar manner
with the earth that he cultivates—when that is

poorjie is poor ; when that is rich, he is rich also.
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Patro.ns of Agriculture.—If we lurii to

modern hislorv, we sliiill see the greatest generals,

pliilosopliers, statesiuen and monarchs devoting

a large portion of their thoughts, wisdom and
power, to the science of agriculture. "Peter the

Great." the great civilizer of Russia, was the first

to commence the agricultural improvements of

those vast dominions. J'^rederick of Prussia, the

best general and the wisest monarch of his day,

made as many extraordinary improvements in

agriculture as he did in war and architecture.

Oliver Cromwell was the '• Huntington Farmer,"

and twenty years of his life were spent in agri-

cultural pursuits. Napoleon Bonaparte was the

great pratron of agriculture, and established Pro-

fessorships of agriculture, formed Agricultural

Societies, and created botanical and economical

gardens. In our own country, it is a remarkable

fact that all of our distinguished men have been

farmers and the patrons of agriculture. Dr.

Franklin, the wisest and simplest of men, the

greatest Philosopher of his day, excelled by none
for viitue and patriotism, made many valuable

discoveries and useful improvements in the sci-

ence of agricultme. He was the first to intro-

duce gypsum, or Plaster of Paris, as a manure in

the United States. In order to show its virtue,

he made one of those simple and convincing
illustrations which characterize all his great dis-

coveries. In a lucerne field, near Philadelphia,

be scattered this manure so as to form tlie letters—"This is sown in Plaster of Paris." Every
one who looked at the field, read in the grass,

thus manured, the cause of its superior growth.
Gen. Washington was a practical farmer and a
writer on agriculture. It is well known that far

the happiest portion of his illustrious life was
spent on his farm at Mount Vernon. IMr. Jeflfer-

son was an extensive farmer, and delighted in

the retreat which his fields afforded him from the

bnsde and turmoil of jioliiics. In one of his

letters to Baron Gfismer, he says, "I am so nnich

of a savage as to [)refer the wilds and solitude of
Monticello, to the wealth, grandeur and splendor

of Paris."— Grteni-iV/e Address.

Acknowledgmeut.
To the Rev. Henry Colman, late Agricidtural

Commissioner for the State of Massachusetts, are

we indebted for a volume of 528 pages, being his

Fourth Report on the Agriculture of Ma.ssachu-

setts, relating to the counties of Berkshire and
Middlesex. This hook contains facts collected

by their author, highly interesting to the farmer,

and demonstrates the grand effects of the efforts

which are making to improve Agriculture. We
liave made copious extracts for this number of

the Visitor. The office of Agricultural Commis-
sioner having expired in Massachusetts. Mr. Col-

man continues his efforts in the same channel,

and has become the sole editor and joint proprie-

tor of the New Genessee Farsier, published at

Rochester, N. Y., a paper issued once a month at

the price of fifty cents a year, and which cannot

fail to obtain an" immense circiihilion all over the

country.

The" Albany Cultivator, the best monthly
agricultural paper published in the country, be-

cause it contains the most original matter and is

conducted at the greatest expense, has an almost

unbounded run throughout the whole agricul-

tin-al part of North America: its price is $1,00

per year: yet, as if this was not enough for the

enterprise of the great State of New York, we
have the first number of the " United States'
Farmer and Journal of American Institutes"
published monthly in the city of New York at

82,00 per annum; and along with it comes the

first number o( the "Central New York Farm-
er" published at Rome, Oneida County, month-

ly, at 50 cents per annum.
.\i;ricultinal papers are becomiu!; fa.^liionabli'

in almost evoi'y state of the Uiiicm. .Mcuiy ol'

these are valuable—all of them are ;iiuong the

cheapest piililiiMtiims of the <l;iy. Thev contri-

biitp to uu'bld the results of the bi-.-^t c\|ierii>iM-i'

of faniiiTs ;—and in alniost every dircclioii wr
are beginning to sne the I.en.-lirial' etllTis the ex-

amiile of those who make the greatest improve-
ments is having on the whole face of the countrj'.

OJ^'The valuable number of Mr. Gilman ou
Farm House Architeitiuo has been delayed thus
long in consequence of the diiigrauis having ;ii

leu'^th been returned from the |)eison we had em-
ploj-ed to cngi-a>-e former nuiuUerg with the in-

formation that he could not now do ll—too late

to procure it engraved elsewhere fort his number.

THE MARKETS.
NEW VORK MARKET.

From the Journal ol' Commerce, J.in.
"'.

ASHE:?.—Pots are held at $1 with tew sales, and
Pearls at g6, by the principal holders, though sales were
made by other parties at So 75 a »a 88.

BEESWAX—Sales ol' yellow at Wh cts.

COFFEE.—The market remains (]uite inactive. There
are quite moderate sales of Brazil at 8| a 93 cts ; Angos.
tura at Sj cts ; Maracaibo, at 9S

; Sumatra at 9i ; St. Do-
mingo at 7| a S cts. &e.
COTTOiS.—The sales of the week were as follows—
aWO bales Upland and Florida, 7 a 9i cts.

700 do. .Vfobile, 7^ a fO do.

500 do. New Orleans, 7| a 10 do.

The stock is about 12,000 bales.

CORN E.KCHANGE.—Some sales of Genesee Flour
were made earlv in the week for shipmsnt at go flS. It

can be had, liowerer. of good brands at JJJ5 94 a $f>. Troy
sold at $h 81 a 5 84. Georgetown at g6 a S6 12. Rye
Flour is worth ,5t p»r bbl. Cornmeal sold at S3 a. 3 25
for barrels and a(U .50 a j;i5forpuncheons. 5000 bushels
Uliuois wueat were taken for shipment at 1241 cts. bu.'shel.

being the only lot in market, but thesamo price could noi

be salely calculated on for another lot. Corn iB cliiefly

in demand for exportation. Southern is worth GO els. and
Northern 63 cts. 56 lbs. Oats continue without alteration

—Jersey 45 cents bushel ; 2500 bushels Southerri sold at

46 cents bushel j 2100 bushels Northern Barley at 74^i
cents. Small white Beans sold at gU cask.

HEMP.—Moderate sales are made of clean at ^232 50
ton; Manilla is held at 5165 ton.

HIDES.—Prices are low—Buenos Ayres command but

I2ial3c. lb; 1600 Montevideo sold at Hi cts; 700 La-
guavra at 10 cts ; 500 Cur.acoa, 23 lbs. at 12^ cts.

HOPS.—Small sales are raakinj by retail .at 13a 16 cts.

150 bales have been sold for export at a considerable low-

er price. The demand is fair.

MOLASSES.— I'he sales of new crop New Orleans
reach 600 barrels and SO tierces at 25 cts. early in the

week, and 24 cts. later ; 50 hhds. new crop Matanzos sold

at 17i cts.

METALS —Sales were made of English Bar Iron, by
invoice, nT <*n7 vi :i ^o\ ton; Pig Lead at 4 cts. and of

TmPlatf- . ,
'.

OILS —

I

,,kin-800bbl8.crude Sporm Oil

were snlil ,i: _ i , and for dirk 85 cts. Sum-
mer Straiin 1

- . .:. ,- . 'iiii-at90cts. and Winter at 100

cU.. as the top pruo.-. Palm Oil is G.J cts. lb. American
Lmseed Oilie sold at 90 cts. cash, and English at the

same price. There is not much demand for Olive. 300
b.asketa Marseilles Sallad sold at about gj.
PROVISIONS.—There is very little demand for eithor

mess or prime Beef, and prices remain much the sarais.

Sale of 100 barrels old prime Beef, good, at 53 25. Me is

and Prime Pork are excessively dull, a sale of 100 barrels

new mess State Pork, city inspection, at 5« 88
;
prinye

do. is held at 57. Old Ohio mess and prime have been
offered at less than 58 and ,56 without saies. Lard—city

rendered 7 to 7.^ cts ; State do. 6 to 6^ ; Ohio do. new, 6

cts; old, 5cti. and dull. Cheese in ly be quoted i ct.

higher. .\ large salo was maiip on S.ilunln at M^ cts. lb.

RICE.—There is a good deinui,! Inr .x;..;!! jtiuii. The
sales reach .500 tierces at $2 7;. a .S: i ->.. |„ r liio lbs.

SALT.—A cargo of iO.OOO buih. Is Iripiiii w.as sold,

and is retailing at 23 cts. bu. ; 1000 .sacks Liverpool weri^

received from New Orleans. The price of sacks is con-
siderably reduced.
SEEDS.—Flaxseed is dull at 512 for rough, and gI3

for clean. Clover Seed is lower ; several sales were
made at 11 cts. for ordinary to 1 1^ for prime.

SUGAR—The market is quite inactive, and prices low
;

shipments from the West Indies realize just about the

charges, Iftving nothing for the cost. Sales 80 hhds. St.

Croix at 6j a 7"cts. lb ; 100 do. Porto Rico at 5^ a 6 cts ;

50 barrels White Brazil at 7j cts.

GRAIN—Sales of yellow flat have been made at 61 a

62i-, and white, which is very sf:arce, 58c—old yell'iw, 65
a 66 per bushel—Delaware oats: 47c do do. Considerable
supplies of Corn are expected from New Orleans.
PROVISIONS—The demand for Beef and Pork has

been chiefly for vessels' use. The public and private tran-

sactions in 'Lard embrace 2500 kegs at from b\ to Gc per
lb. 4mo3 cr—100 bbis Western Prime Pork common,
g+l per bbl.

SUGAR—The sales have been very considerable the

past week and comprise 7 to 800 boxes Cuba brown, part

for exportation at 5 a 5-Jc, and to the trade at 51 a .Wc per
lb—.300 boxes do white, ordinary to good, 7J a 8c per lb.

By auction. 4 to 500 boxes Cuba brown in lots from 4J to

6^c per lb 4 mos.

, many

BKIGHTON MARKET—Mo.vDAV, Jan. 24.

[Reported for the Boston Patriot.]

.At market 300 Beef Cattle, and 1475 Sheep, and 140

Swine.
Prices. Beef Cattle—We quote to correspond with last

week, viz :—First quality gS 50 to 55 75 ; second quality

5 1 75 a 55 25 ; third quality iJ3 50 a 4 WJ
S/iffp—Sales dull ; two lots were sold by live weight,

one at 3.1 and one at 1, both stall fed ; lots were sold from

51 50 to 4.50.

Sieinc—Two lots were sold, one for less and one lot for

a fraction more than 4c, more than half Bano-.vs. Very
few were sold at retail.

REVIEW OF BOSTON .MARKET. Jan. 2C.
[Ki-i m the Boston iMorning Post.]

COAL—No 1 ,te arrivals, and biit litile sf consequence

loiii'. Sales In v"o been made ol Sydney at 57,50 cash,

:ind ,>.7.7,-ip,>r chal.4mo3.cr.
( 't'ii'i'KF.— Tlio transactions of the week embrace about

,;iin 111 -s St Domin'Jo f -r hipment and to the trade, at 8 a

; ; c iir r lb. ; 1511 1, i^s J,.v ,. Hi a 1 Uc ; 250 do Rio, 9 a 9^0 ;

:m,|.. i'.irt.. Cabell",
'.'i

a lOc per lb.

COT rUX—The sales "f the week eiibrace about 80O

bales of the various descri;itions. v:z :— Uplands 9 a 9^0
;

Florida 9 a 9^ and New Orleans 8] a lOc per lb. Our fast

ibreign advices per Steamer Unminia represent a slight

vein"iit for the :

lij-ed by the adv
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last daii of every month.
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FROM thence.-, I, ,b-. ,i. - ,,i tin- Editor at the se;

son of obtaiiii i_ ',
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i ..:- mic year;
subscribers of the pr- > I'liondedto

till.- pafn-r ti'ver rt I' J I In I'.i 1 1 tor ins the best of
t.- i.o t-
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: iiobiihoii , and il' he niay be-
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; t.wtis whore it has circulat-

. ,, !, ..
: '.ii ileclann!; tliat the Visitor

tioii III Imn.lrcfs to improve the face of the soil ; and that

thereby protluction has been and will be increased. If

the publication should give us little remuneration in a pe-

cuniary point of view, its good influence and effects would
encourage us to renewed efforts for its continnahoc. We
only .ask" those who think our cheap publication will aid

the cause of Agricultun;, that they may show soiiicwhat

the same enthusiaam to increase our subscription among
their neighbors and friends, that we feel to see the waste

places adorned with the beauty of vegetable, sustaining

animal production. There is as much of mind lays bar-

ren to the truth in relation to Agriculture, as there ia of

soil that wants no unnatural or forced effort to make it of

the highest value to its owner. Those who believe that

.'Agriculture is every thing to the country, and that with-

out a prosperous AgriciTlture all other enterprises must
flag, cannot do better in a small matter than lend us their

aid to the circulation of the Fsriner's Monthly Visitor.

Three volumes x)f the Visitor have already been pub-

lished. The b,ack volumes, to those who have not already

read them, will be quite as interesting as the new nnm-
bers. To those volumes we have devoted many hours,

presenting the results of observation and inquiry in vari-

ous parts of the country. We have had much valuable

original aid from others ; and we have embodied into our
work many excellent extracts from the nnost able heads
and pens of this country and of Europe. One thousand
sets of the three volumes remain to be disposed of; and
to subscrioers for the Visitor we offer complete sets from
the commencement, including the subscription for the
year 1312. for the price of two dollars.

Other persons at different and distant points of the coun-
try have put a gratifying estimate upon the value of our
monthly work. While writing we receive by mail from a
gentleman ,at the city of Washington the following flat-

' All with whom I have conversed express the opinion
that yours is the most v.aluable and interesting agricultu-

ral paper they have seen. And useful a9 I believe all your
previous life to have been (and I have been no casual ob-

'

server of it for twenty years) both as a citizen and as a
public man, I cauno't'but think you are subserving the
great interests of manhin:' in this noble cause as much as

you could in the Senate or in presiding over the interests

of the intelligent people of your adopted State."

We had rather the writer had placed us on equal ground,
than that he should say ours was more valtiable than the
fOther agricultural papers ; for in practical knowlcd'.'e and
experience, in powers of analysis and description, we
kr^ow there are agricultural writers, the latchet of whose
shoes we are unworthy to unloose. Take the Cultivator

while under Buel or Gaylord—the American Farmer of
Skinner—the Farmer's Register of Ruffin—the New Eng-
land Farmer with Fessenden, Colman and Putnam—or ei-

ther the Maine Farmer of Dr. Holmes, or the Maine Cul-
tivate r with the good Mr. Drew ; and the Editor of the

\'isitC'r at once confesses the superiority of one and all;

some upon all points, and each perhaps in someone point.

We p,-ofcss to be a mere gatherer—a gatherer possibly of
many common facts which others think unworthy of note,

and which have little more to recommend them than their

novelty. We however take courage from such assurances

as the foregoing, extravagant as the authors must confess

them to be ; and ' ve ask of all gentlemen who may thiiiK

us entitled to aid to hein us in carrying forward our work.
TERMS OF THE VISITOR. To single subscribers,

seventy five cents. Three copies for two dollars: Ten
copies tor .sir dollars. For the four titst volumes incluri.

ing the years 1839, '40, '41 and '42, two dollars. As an

inducement for the effort? of Agents, we offer the three

volumes of the Visitor for 1839, 1840, and 18 H, as a pre-

mium in .addition to the above discount for every ten cop-
ies subscribed for by their procurement and paid in ad-

vance.
.\gents wishing to forward names or subscriptions are

authorised to do so free of postage, through the Postmas-

ter at whose office the paper is received, by a rcgulatien

of the Post Master General.

Editors of newspapers who will give the foregoing pro-

spectus three insertions and send the papers marked con-

taining it directed to the Farmer's .Monthly Visitor shall
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Extract froiM an Address delivered at Leb-

anon, N. H., Jan. 8, 1842.

BY THE EDITOR.

Dean Swift wrote nearly a liundretl years ago

that the fanner '• who made two blades of corn

or two spears of grass grow where hut one grew
before, is a greater benefactor lo his country than

the whole herd of politicians put together." Dean
Swift was a writer in favor of monarchy—he

lived in a government where it was the policy of

the rulers to have few politicians among tlie n

of the people—and where the expression of

free opinions was considered criminal. In this

free country we change the Dean's proposition,

and say that he is the sofist and best politician who
makes two blades of corn or two spears of grass

grow where but one grew before ; and the opin-

ion of one such practical man who carries the

doctrine into every department of life is worth

more than that of the combined race of men wlio

make politics their whole trade, and wlio are

looking for promotion through mere political

speculation and management.
The example of our ancestors, who settled the

greater part of thi.s country since Dean Swift

wrote, is still more deserving of commendation
if possible than that of the man who merely

doubles the production of his land. Looking up

and down the fertile valley of the Connecticut

and reflecting that it is scarcely one hundred
years since the greater part was a forest, and that

during that time much of it has been made highly

produelive, contributing its full share to the crea-

tion of that wealth which enables millions to live

in comparative ease and competence, we are

brought to the inference that the Dean's compli-

ment for dottble production fails to do justice to

the pioneers of our forests, who have made every

thing to grow where little or nothing useful grew
before ; for of what utility were the stately and
beautiful forest trees that fell before the wood-
man's axe until a portion of the ground was
opened to the sun which warmed into life the

rising germs of vegetable production wliicli were
to sustain animal existence?

The whole interior of New England grew up
on the investment of little capital. In much the

larger portion of cases the original settler came
upon his ground without the means in posses-

sion of paying for the comparatively small price

of the land on which he settled ; and such were
the thrifty and industrious habits of these first

settlers, that in as many as nine ca.ses often they

were enabled not only to i)ay the full purchase
money with interest, but soon to double and
four-fold and in some instances ten-fold the value

of the tracts of land upon which they first made
their pitch.

Numerous are the cases where a man witli lit-

tle more property than a wife and perchance a

child'orchildren,witb articles hardly sufficitnt for

cooking, covering ami lodging, has made his pitch

in the wilderness, and in the course of ten or
twenty years, in the neighborhood of others like

conditioned with himself, has made himself with
the aid of his own labor well to live, pioducinj^

in abundance the means to make life comfort-
able.

A nobler race of men never existed in any
country than the first settlers ot New England:
(hey were of that safe class of politicians who
fiiiled not to make progress

—

they created the means,
and they gave directions for building up and sus-
taining the wonderful institutions which make
this country more prosperous and blessed than
any other country.

The Dean of St. Patrick would have had our
ancestors attend to their business and their farms
at home. He would have given them the due
praise for doubling their products, for making
two spears of grass grow where hut one grew
before ; hut if these men liad presumed to be pol-

iticians—if they had felt the dignity of human
nature as giving them a right to speak and think
for themselves in matters of government, this

would have been a presumption calling lor loud
prehension.

Haj)py (or this country and. the world, our
fathers were not only workers upon their farms,
but they were working politicians. The race is

not yet entirely extinct who procured the mighty
boon of Liberty which has made ub as a nation
doubly blessed—blessed in the abundant products
of industry, and blessed in those noble institu

tions which do honor to man, preserving the
equal rights of the many against the encroach
ments of the few.

The man now resides yonder who carries in

his own body the mark of the unerring aim of a
savage foe then prowling in this wilderness
country near the site of one of our most flourish-

ing villages scarcely twenty miles distant : so re-

cently was the former generation here living in

the fear that themselves, their wives and children
might at any moment be the victims of the
cruelly of the foe which spared neither age nor

Let us take any given territory of the State of
New Hampshire as an object of retros[iect since
its first settlement. There is not a more beauti-

ful country than is to be found in the single tier

of towns of this State bordering for a hundred
and fifty miles north and south on the easterly

bank of Connecticut river. Much of its soil was
originally as rich as the fertile pi-aities of the
West; and if it be not as productive at the pre-

sent moment as the best new land of the West,
it is because it has been longer cultivated until it

has been deprived of its virgin fertility.

This town is a fair sample of the other towns.
Carry back your minds seventy-five and eighty
years in the history of Lebanon. The present
apparent property of the town is not all the capi-

tliat has been created. The pioneers of the
forest brought here little property as a beginning.
They depended upon the labor of their hands
not only as a present means of subsistence, but
this labor created for them in a rapid ratio annu-
ally the capital which afterwards made them in-

dependent. Reflect how much value is now here
in cultivated fields, in fences which will last for

ages, in comfortable buildings for the use of man
and beast, in the flocks and herds which roam in

your fields, in the education and instruction you
have imparted to the rising generation, in the
provision you have made for your own and their

support; and i.-i it not wonderful that so much
could be so soon and so insensibly accumulated ?

Carry your reflections still further, and consider
how large a portion of the men and women born,

nursed and cherished here has removed to oth-
er towns and to distant lands to swell the popu-
lation of some still newer coimtry—how many,
after receiving an expensive education, have gone
to other places as professional men, mechanics
and farmers : what hundreds and thousands were
expended on them or by them carried away, all

of which were earned here : is it not still won-
derful that so much in so short a space of time
should grow out of human exertion ?

Our ancestors of New England, when their
noble deeds shall come to be written in iinparlial
historj', must be accounted a wonder of tlie

world such as no other country ever exhibited.
They not only doubled, but "they created the
mighty means which in the course of a single
century have built up this nation as among the
greatest, certainly the most intelligent of the na-
tions of the earth ; because they laid for it the
foundation and have sustained the most rational
and most salutary freedom that has yet existed.

Let it never be said that a new generation has
lost the great benefits conferred by their prede-
cessors. The safest and best politicians of the
Granite State must never forget what has built us
up, and what has made us all that we behold.—
The preservation of our rights and privileges re-
quires our constant exertion: God has granted
Liberty to man oidy on the condition of perpetu-
al vigilance ; but to render our Liberty worth
preserving, ^ve must never permit any portion of
our country to go back in the work of improve-
ment. The exercise of the physical powers is

indispensable to the preservation and the vigor of
the moral [lowei's.

The country, this inviting and healthy part of
it, could never have attained to its present pros-
perity, if the laudable ambition of its proprietors
had not extended beyond the wants of tlie pre-beyond
sent moment. The men w ho cleared the forests
and erected the substantial enclosures of our
fruitful fields, looked further than to-day. Tliey
dressed and tilled the ground as if it was to re-
main with them and their children forever.

I repeat the proposition, that our best and our
safest politicians are they who cause two blades
of coin or two spears of grass to grow where
but one grew before. They are but a worthless
herd of politicians who devise ways and means
of gaining wealth by plans to convert to their
own use the labors of others, and by wresting
from the mouth of industry the bread it has
earned.

Among the jihysical causes calculated to pro-
duce moral pollution is the abandonment of those
pursuits which produce moderate gains to lay
hold on a tnore fascinating contrivance which
sometimes fills its coflfers without any real bene-
fit or gain to the community. By adroit specula-
tion an apparent gain of liiJndredsand thousands

often made ; but somebody loses what the oth-
accumulates, so that nothing is created for real

benefit to any body.
The mischiefs resulting from the contrivances

of trade, and especially the contrivances of un-
just speculation, do not stop with their own ac-
tion. They furnish an example, a temptation
hich is highly injurious to the community—they

drive honest labor from its high position by teinpt-
ing it into the illegitimate path—they discourage
the best efforts of the most usefiil and most hon-
orable inembers of .society.

Every true philanthropist will lend his aid to
the cause of indu.stry—to aid and encourage the
great producers of our country. The miser may
grasp his gold and retain it to no good purpose
for others : the benevolent man of wealth will
make use of his means so that he shall increase

ealth while he furnishes food for the hungry
and chjthing for the naked.
The means of sure prosperity exist in all our

towns. Some portions of the country, more ad-
vanced than others, can best carry on the work
of improvement. There is no region of ihe
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United States where these means are to l)e fonnd

in a position better adapted to their siiccesslul

application than in the fertile valley of the Con-

necticut. Here is a point in New England where,

if the work be not already begun, it should be

entered on immediately.

We have only to succeed in proving the propo-

sition not only that those are the best men and

the best politicians who double the productions

of the soil, but that they who do it best consult

their own enjoyments in life and make the most

sure advances to wealth, to etlect om- whole ob-

ject.

It is not considered disreputable Tor any man

to accumulate ; and it is perhaps a fault that the

moral sense of the community fails to discrimi-

nate between the man who has gained a fortune

from making cent per cent, by the use of money

in the hands of others whore it has done little

good in the use, and the man who has gained

competence while he has contributed to real pro-

duction.

There cannot be a more gratifying use of cap-

ital than its application with a prospect of in-

crease to the means of comfort to those around

us. Say that a farmer has gained in the increase

cf tlie products of his fields, one, two or live

hundred dollars. The too frequent use of this

addition has been, when it was not loaned to

some improvident neighbor on security of real

estate with a prospect that it may fall into his

hands for less than it is worth, to iiurchase addi-

tional acres, or perhaps buy a new farm. In such

a course the good manager makes a pretty sure

advance to wealth ; but experience proves that

his advance is much slower in proportion the

more land and buildings he accimiulates. lie

adds acre to acre, ;ind house to house, but every

new addition adds to his carej and his vexations

with no pecuniary advantage compensating for

his troubles. All experience proves, that the

gains upon property placed beyond our per.sonal

supervision, are much less than where we have

and e.xercise the opportunity to give our personal

ins))ection to every thing as it passes.

Discouraged at the progress made in this way,

the avaricious man sometimes takes the course

of making a more sure gain by usury, or at least

by the swift accumulation from bis spare money
of "interest upon interest," extending sometimes

as the man said of old Hunks so as to " look a

little like extortion."

A better and a more sure use of honest surplus

gains, in my apprehension, remains to be more

extensively adopted in this country. Could our

wealthy yeomen be induced to adopt my recom-

mendation, it would be the spending their spare

capital in the improvement of the ground they

already possess. The price of labor and the

produce of labor should always bear its fair rek-

tive proportion. When this is the case, the judi-

cious farmer will not mistake his true interest if

he expends in improvements atlioine the surplus

be would apply to some foreign object.

A prosperous Agriculture, and that alone, must

pave New England from poverty and sad depre

elation. Good and substantial farmers, whosi

means place them above-board, make thriving

and prosperous villages at every waterfall ca);

ble of propelling mechanical and manufacturing

machinery, and at every point where two or more

roads meet. A neglected Agriculture shows ir

its vicinity deserted villages, wasted and dilapi-

dated buildings, warehouses closed, houses un-

occupied, property sacrificed.

Men of the professions who look upon the til-

ler of the soil as of humble occupation ought to

realize that their dependence is even greater on

a prosperous Agriculture than that of the laborer

himself; for wliile the latter consumes all that he

raises in a daily subsistence, the former will

starve. It is the surplus of Agriculture which

makes the men of all professions permanently

thrive ; and to the accumulation of this surplus

chould the men of every occupation direct their

efforts.

The question of improvement must here be

treated in short hand. The application of capi-

tal in the judicious expenditure of labor may
make every town of New Hampshire yield dou-

ble, and many towns four-fold their present pro-

<luction. Now this increase of production oper-

ates in a four-fold ralio. If a man with the same
or very little more labor can obtain fifty bushels

cf coin or two tons of hay to the acre which he-

capital

d Ibiir-

fore gave half the quantity, the

the value of each ;icre will be

told. I speak of the intrinsic value ot' the laud,

merely supposing it suffers as little deterioration

in the one case as in the other. But the smaller

production generally is on land running down
every year, while the larger production must be

u|Min land whose strength suffers no depreriation.

Ne''.v in the intrinsic value of the land in the two

cases there is even a w ider difference than in the

present apparent pioiluclion. The contrast is

almost as great as between any thing growing in

usefulness and a thing becoming absolutely

worthless. It is the change from worse to worse

that will not fail to iTiake of New Hampshire.

tely designated by a Southern member
on the floor of Congress, "a most barren and

sterile piece of earth," the residence only of the

"screeching owl and the liosvling woll"' It is

the change from better to better that shall con-

tinue and accelerate the march of our Granite

State to a state of health and happiness, of wis-

doin and wealth, such as is hardly enjoyed by any

community on the lace of the earth.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

The Child's Grave.

BY THE LATE .MRS. EUNICE T. DAKIELS.

Tause gently here ! This flowery mouad
Contains within a sacred trust

;

Tread liglitly ! for 'tis hallowed ground

Where love yields up its "dust to dust."

For every flower that blossoms here,

And every wild shrub waving by,

llath oft been wet with many a tear,

And oft embalmed with many a sigh.

For here upon its silken h.iir

From a voung mother's fostering breast,

With soft "sweet eyes and features fair,

A cherub form was laid to rest.

The velvet cheek and fragrant lips

Where love its dewy kisses presa'd,

All—all beneath death's chill eclipse

Are gather'd here in dreamless rest.

And fond alTection lingering near,

Hath strewn her sweetest flow'rets round :

—

Breathe softly ! for the dead are here—
Tread lightly, for 'tis hallowed ground.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Ho.N. Isaac Hill—Sir:—1 noticed in your
valuable Visitor of the last month under the bead
of "Young Farmers in Concord," you have in-

troduced my name. I feel, sir, that although I

have made some iiiiprovcmcnts on my farm, yet

I fall iiir short of being a thorough liirmur ; 1

suppose not only from the want of knowledge
on the subject, but also from the want of health,

having not been able to perform a full day's la-

bor since I have been on a fariu. I know that

some people consider the occupation of the far-

mer far beneath them ; hut having been engaged
in vajious kinds of business in my life, I am rea-

dy to say that the farmer enjoys more real hap-

piness and true independence than men of any
other profession or trade. Drawing his substance

direct from mother earth, as prepared by the

great Giver of all good, and constantly surrouud

ed by the broad fields of Nature, he is taugh

to look up with a grateful heart from Nature to

Nature's God.
I find in general, farmers are not careful enough

in the selection of their tools ; the plougl

instance, the most useful of all, is made t(

swer the purpose year after year, of the same
pattern and make that were in use thirty years

ago, without the owner taking the trouble s

much as to examiim his neighbor's to see if h
has not got one a little better.

I tried an experiment last fall with (bur differ

ent ploughs in turning sward land, and was as-

tonished at the difference, tdl considered good,

I found that Piouty and Mears' Plough would do
the work far the best; and as much of it as any
other, wFth two thirds of the team, and 1

to the conclusion that the difference in the cost

of ploughing six acres would pay the full price

of one of their ploughs.

I am happy to sue tlie improvement iu the

manufacture of compost manure which has ta-

ken place within a {<d\\ years. I believe the

means exist within the reach of every farmer,

that he may make his land as rich as he pleases,

by a judicious application of those means. My
method has been to pile up a quantity of swamp
mud in the driest part of the season, mixing one

k of lime to about five loads of mud,
leaving it to be used the next season, by which
time it becomes pulverized and lighter to draw.
I then, after clearing my low ground in the

spring, cover the whole surface about three inch-

es deep with this mud, there to remain until lidl,

when the yard is again cleared, and covered as

before for winter. 1 also look well to my hog
pens, and see that they are replenished as often

as the occupants thoroughly prepare what they

have oil hand. Besides the mud I put into my
hog pens weeds, leaves, grass and bushes, from
hedges and meadows, also fresh houce manure ;

and my swine, being workers, mix all together,

and make it, I think, of as much value as clear

stable manure.
I also purchase some manure every year from

the stables. The way I nianage that is, to re-

move it to my field in the fall, where I have ready

to mix with it a pile of the pulverized mud ; I

first spread a few inches in depth of the mud
over the ground, for the bottom of my heap;

then stable manure throe or four inches; then

follows mud again, of the same thicknes.s, and
so on, until the heap is as high as it is conven-

ient, taking care that the whole ,is well covered

with mud at last. This compost I esteem of

more value than the fi;esh stable manure drawn
on to the ground in the spring.

There are other subjects which might be men-
tioned ; but not considering myself wise above

my neighbors, I leave for some more competent

pen than that of A YOUNG FARMER.
Feb. 1849.

From the Maine Cultivator.

Treatment of Horses.

The horse is so useful a servant that we can

afford to bestow some attention on his wants as

well as on his capacities iind powers.

No animal has been more abused than he, as

lie are more spirited and free; and it is too of^

11 his fate to die in the cause of his master. Ill

atmcnt is ofien experienced, through passion

caielessness, and sometimes through ignorance

of the proper mode of feeding anti of driving.

It is a good rule to consult one's own feelings

when we hesitate what treatment will be proper

for our horses, and no man will he likely to in-

jure his beast when he makes his case his own.
Farm horses that are never driven rapidly re-

quire far less attention than those which are
ged to the top of their speed ; and those which
e never driven faster than a walk will live and

be usefiil for a third longer term than horses

used in chaises and coaches. It is fiist driving

and high feeding that shortens the days of a

horse's usefulness; and six years of high feeding

and rapid driving are sufficient, in general, to

render a horse unfit for very active service.

High keeping is e.ssential when great service

is required, but great care is necessary in dealing

out the food. Much difference of opinion exists

among drivers as to the best moJe of feeding

and of watering, and it w:is an old rule never to

let a horse drink when he is warm ; but this is

now generally disregarded, and horses are in-

vited to drink little and often while in the har-

ness and when they are to stop but for a few
moments. In regard to the kind of water proper
for them, it has been supposed that puddle wa-
ter, or such as has much earth and mud iiii.xed

with it, is better than any that comes pure from
the brook ; but this is not a very philosophical

rule, as pure water is known to be less injurious

to a healthy animal than any which has foreign

ingredients in it. Puddle water, therefore, can
be no better than pure water unless it is because
it is usually warmer; and horses generally know
enough to prefer this on that actjount.

Though horses are often injured or destroyed

by being suffered to drink too much cold water

when they are warm, a much greater number
have been ruined by giving grain at improper
seasons. It has very generally been supposed
dangerous to feed with grain a horse which has

just come into the stable very warm and sweaty

;

but what evidence have we that they have suf-

fered from this cause .' Do men lear to ent im-

mediately after quitting the scythe or the flail ?

Horses will not eat much immediately on stop-

ping after a hard drive. What reason, then,

for supposing they have ever suffered from this

cause ?

It is violent exercise immediately ajttr eating
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that niiiis horses and causes distress in all ani-

mals that are put to it. And though every man
of reflection knows violent exercise, ijimiediate-

]y after eating, causes pain in his own stomach ;

yet many will give horses the most solid food
jnst before commencing the labors of the. day.
Stage owners in the vicinity of Boston formerly
directed that mertl and water should be given to

the teams on stopping for a few moments to take
bieath ; and it was not till many of tliese animals
dropped dead in the service that the practice was
discontinued.

_ On opening the stomachs of these
horses the meal was found in bard cakes und
gested. Violent exercise probably prevented the
proper action of the gastric juice on the food
Such exercise might cause an absorption of these
juices and rob the stomach of its great means of
disposing of its load.

Men of sound understanding on subjects in

general, conduct most foolishly in regard to feed-
ing their horses while on journies^we hear
them order grain to be given just before starting
in the morning, instead of giving the heaitiest
portion of tlieir food at night when they would
iiave time to lie down and to be comforted, instead
of tormented by the rich repast. This is done by
practised travellers; and they fancy they have
managed adroitly to get as much as possible of
the taverner's hay into the horse's .stomach before
he is allowed to taste of what is more nutricious.
They chuckle like the foreigner who would not
inform the landlord that he had found a chicken
in one of the eggs, set on the table (or his break-
fast, for fear that a greater price would be
charged for what he considered an tmnsually
rich repast.

Men who give their horses no grain, except on
extraordinary occasion.s, will administer a dose
of it just heibre starting for a day's ride. They
would not give it on the night preceding, lest all

its virtues should evaporatebefore daylight. Such
practices ought to be ridiculed if we cannot rea-
son peojjle oui of them.

In former years we have travelled through the
counlry and tried various methods of feeding,
and have come to the conclusion that the best
tuid heartiest food should bo given at night; and
this should be very soon after the horse is put in

the stable. He will then soon eat enough to sat-

isfy his appetite and will have time to lie down
and rest— his food will serve during the whole
of next day, and he will need but little baiting
till he stops again at night.

This will be found a more economical practice
than to bait three or four times in the twenty-
four hours. You buy your grain by wholesale;
that is, you buy hal/n bushel of oats tor the night,

and the taverner will seldom charge more than
fifty cents— double the first cost of the oats. Now
if you keep your horse on hay and let him have
but half a peck of oats you must pay quite as
much as for half a bushel. We do not say that
oats are always the best food for a horse, but
they are the most convenient article you can
generally find at public houses. If oats cannot
be had, a peck of corn may be given at night
without injmy, i>rnvided your horse has been
used to grain, and the price of this will equal the
price of half a bushel of oats.

This will be found the best mode of feeding
even when you can find the best of hay at public
houses : for your horse will be all ready to start

in the morning—he has had his breakfast the
night preceding, and if be has stood a whole
hour in the morning without eating, he will be a
belter traveller for it through the day.
But good hay is not always to be found at pub-

lic houses; and though it may be considered
tnerchantable, horses often smell of it with sus-
picion, and wish themselves at home. You can
scarcely exiicct to find the sweetest hay at tav-
erns, when that which is inferior will bring quite
as high a price, and no farmer ever sells his very
best hay. Your principal reliance must therefore
be placed on grain if you would have your horse
perform well. B.

Effects of Poisoiis.

It is not generally known, perhaps, that sub-
stances which are higldy poisonous to one spe-
cies of animals are frequently not so to others.

In some cases, indeed, articles that are ex-
tremely deadly in their efect upon one species,
ore medicinal to others, and to some even Jiighly

nutritive.

Thus, swine are destroyed by pepper-seeds,
while by man the same snlistance is highly priz-

ed as a most grateful and salutary spice. On the
contrary, the roots of the hen-bane which are a

most virulent and liital poison to man, are a ser-

viceable and « holesome food lor swine.
Aloes, also, which constitute so valuable an

article in the Materia Medica of our physicians,

and which are so beneficially applied in many
diseases to which the human system is subject,

proves a rank poison to the canine race—at least

to the fox and dog. The horse, which is destroy
ed by the phelandrum aqiiaticum—or water-hem-
lock, and by corrosive sublimate, even in small
quantities, will nevertheless take a drachm of ar

senic daily,- and improve in conseqricnce, botl

in his coat and ^es{\.—Maine Cultivator.

For the Knnnci-'s Monthly Visitor.
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what means he succeeded to the throne of Eng-
land, and often said " lie was afraid he was keep-

ing some honest man out of his place." His ma-
jesty's pen-maker was palpably unworthy of hold-

ing that office, for, in this autograph, both up
strokes and down were so thick that they look-

ed as if done with the feather of the quill instead

of its point.

."Vfterwards was displayed a commission signed

by George the Second. Here the royal caligraphy

seemed on the mend. The signature was well

written, and his majesty's pen-provider was evi-

dently fit for his station.

Last, was a papei' bearing the name of George
the Third, written in a fair and easy hand, but ra-

ther inferior to that of his predecessor, notwith-

standing that the second of the Hanoverian mon-
archs had " never liked tainting or 6oeiry in all

his life, and did not know what good there was
in either."

It is a most fallacious and illiberal hypothesis

that the haud-wriling is characteristic ofthe mind.
And those who profess that theory frequently em-
ploy it as a vehicle for the conveyance of imper-
tinent and unjust remarks.
We were next shown to a small portion of

moss gathered from the time-honored roof of
Bradgate Hall, the mansion in wjiicli the ujfor-

tiinato Lady Jane Grey first saw light.

These relics of the departed great were follow-

ed by the exhibition of some little articles, only
remarkable as specimens of mechanical ingenui-
ty. Among them was a large deep-red mulberry,
looking surpiisinj;ly like a real one.

" And now. (saiifMiss Catharine,) I will show
you the greatest cmiosity of all." She then took
out an inner paste- board bo.x that had been placed
within the larger one, and setting it on the floor,

produced, from a round hole in the lid, an artifi-

cial snake, that looked something like a very long,

very close string of button-moulds. By giving it

some mysterious impulse, she set the reptile in

motion, and caused it to run about in the neigh-
borhood of our feet. We thought it best to be a

little startled and a little frightened, and greatly

surprised at the ingenuity of the thing. After
we had sufficiently enjoyed the sight, Miss Cath-
arine attempted to replace her snake in the box,

telling him it was time to go home. But beseem-
ed rather refractory, and quite unwilling to re-

enter his prison. " What"—said she—chastising

him with two or three smart taps—" won't you
go in—are you a rebel too ?" Tlie serpent stood

rebuked, and then obediently hm-ried back inio

his hole,—and we laughed as in duty bound also

with some admiration at the old lady's slight of

hand in managing the reptile.

Miss Catharine, having completed the exhibi-

tion of her snake, now addressed Miss Mary, and
proposed that her sister should show usan extra-

ordinary trick, "which always astonished the la-

dies." To this Miss Mary made some objection,

lest we should have her taken up and hanged for

a witch. On our promising not to do so, she took

a scrap of white paper which she tore into four

little bits, and then laid them in a row on the

table.

Having done this, she loft the room, shutting

the door closely after her, so ns to convince us,

that while remaining outside it was impossible

for her to see or hear any thing that was done in

her absence. Miss Catharine now desired me to

touch, with my finger, one of the bits of paper

—

any one I pleased. I touched the setfond—and
Miss Mary was then called in hy her sister, who
said to her, as she entered, "Be quick." Miss

Mary immediately advanced to the table, and un-

hesitatingly designated the second paper as that

which I touched wiiile she was out of the room.

Being unacquainted with the trick, I was really

surprised ; and Vvondered how she could have
guessed so correctly. The trick was several times
repeated, and every time with perfect success.

After 1 had been thoroughly astonished, and
declared my utter inability to fathom the mystery,
the sisters explained to me its very simple pro-

cess. The four bits of paper, arranged on the

table in a row, denoted the first four letters of the

alphabet When I touched the second, which
signified B, Miss Catharine directed her sister to

it by saying, as she returned to the room—"Be
quick." When I touched the third—D—Miss
.Mary, on her entrance, was saluted by her sLster

witli the words—''Do you think you can tell?"

After T had tourhed the first paper, A. Mips Alaiv

was asked—" Are yon sure you can guess ?"

—

and when I touched C, Miss Catherine said ro

Miss Mary, "Come and try once more." And thus,

by commencing each sentence with the letter

that had just been touched, she unfailingly point-

ed out to her sister the exact paper. To succeed
in this little trick, there must, of course, be an un-
derstanding between the two persons that exhib-
it it : and to most of the uninitiated it appears
very surprising. By adopting a similar plan of
collusion, some of the professors of IVlesmerism
have contrived to obtain from the magnetized
sleepers, replies, which, to the audience, seemed
truly astonishing.

We now arose to fake onr leave ; anrl our at-

tention was then directed to a square pine table

standing by one ofthe windows, and covered with

particularly uninviting specimens of pin-cush-

ions, needle-books, emery-bags, &.c. The old la-

dies informed us that this was a charity talile,

which they kept for the benefit of " the poor." 1

had thought that the Miss Byleses were their own
poor. However, we gratified them by adding a

trifling sum to their means of doing good ; and I

became the proprietor of the ugliest needle-book
I had ever seen. But I magnanimously left the

less ngly things to tempt the choice of those per-

sons who really make an object of their purcha-

ses at charity tables. " Dear good little me."

The Miss Byleses were very urgent in inviting

me to repeat my visit, saying, that any time of the

day after nine o'clock, they'were always ready to

see company, and would be happy to receive me
and such friends as I might wish to bring with

nie,—and they enumerated among their visitors,

from other parts of the Union, some highly emi-

nent personages..

While we were listening to the " more last

words" of S.tiss Catharine, her sister slipjied out

into the very short passage that led to the house

door, and then slipped back again. We, at last,

paid our parting compliaients, and Miss Mary es-

corted ns to the front door, but seemed to find it

locked, and seemed to find it impossible to un-

lock. This gave her occasion to say' wittily—
" The ladies will have to send home lor their

uigbt-caps; as they are Jikely to be kept here all

night." Luckily, howeve.r, this necessity was ob-

viated, by the key yielding as soon as it was turn-

ed the right way : and fint'lly Miss Mary Byles

curtsied and smiled us out.

Having thus become acquainJcd with the two
Miss Byleses, and understanding that they were
alwaysdelighted when strangers were brought

to see them'in a similar manner, larterwards be-

came the introducer of several frieneLs from oth-

er cities, who successively visited Bo.«!Xon in the

course of that aunimer, and who expressed a de-

sire to pay their compliments to these singular

old ladies.

In every instance, the same routine was pur-

sued upon these occasions by the two sisters, and
the practice ofnearly halfa century had, ofcourse

made them perfect "in it. I was told by a lady

who had known tlie Miss Byleses long and inti-

mately, and had introduced to llieni, at their

house not less than fifty persons, that she had
never observed the slightest variation in their

usual series of sayings and doings. And so I al-

ways found it, whenever I brought them a new
visitor. Miss Mary always came to receive us at

the front door,—and Miss Catherine always pro-

duced her own effect by not making her own ap-

pearance till we had sat sometime in the parlour.

The attention of the stranger was always, in the

same words, directed to the cornelian ring on

their father's picture, and always the new guests

were placed in the great carved chair, and the

same wonder was expressed that "they should

sit easy under the crown." Always did their

visitorhear the history of "their nephew, poor

bov, whom they had not seen for forty years."

Always did Miss Catherine with the same diffi-

dence exhibit the snake,—and always was the

snake unwilling to re-enter his box, till he had

been brought to obedience by a little wholesome
chastisement. The astounding tric'k ofthe al-

phabetical bits of paper was unfailingly shown
;

and, always when the visiters gave symptoms of

departure^ did Miss Mary slip out of tin room,

and lock the front door, that she might have an

op[)ortunity of.repeaiing her excellentjoke about

the ladies' night caps.

I must do the Miss Byleses the justice to say,
that they appeared to much less advantage on
these the first visits of new people, than to those
among the initiated, who took sufficient interest

in them to cultivate an alter acquaintance. I

went sometimes alone to sit an hour with thetn
to>vards the decline of a summer afternoon,—and
then I always found them infinitely more rational

than when " putting themselves through their

facings," to show off' to strangers. In the course
of these quiet visits, tiiey told me many little cir-

cumstances roiiiiPcti'. I uiili the royalist .side of
our revohitii.D.iiy roiiicM, that I could scarcely

have ohtaiiiiil Innii any other source,—the few
persons yet renuiiuiiig among us that were lories

during that eventtid period, taking care to say as

little about it as possible : and every one is

so considerate as to ask them no questions on a
subject so sore to them.
But with the daughters of Dr. Byles, the case

wasqinte different. "They gloried,—they triumph-
ed, in the firm adherence of their father and his

fanjily to the royalty of England,—and scorned
the idea of even now being classed among the

citoymnes ofa republic ; a repuhlic which, as they
said, ihey had never acknowledged, and never
would; regarding themselves still as faithful sub-

jects to the majesty, of Britain, whoever that

majesty might be. Of the kings that they knew
of| they had a decided preference for George the

Third, as the monarch oftheir youthful days, and
under whom the most important events of their

lives had taken place. All since the revolution

was nearly a blank in their memories;—they da-

ted almost entirely from that period,—and since

then, they had acquired hut a scanty accession to

the number of their ideas. From their visitors

they learnt little or nothing, as they always had
the chief of the talk to themselves. With English

history, and with the writers ofthe first halfofthe

last century they were somewhat conversant, but

all that had transpired in the literary and political

world since the peace of '83, was to them indis-

tinct and shadowy as the images of a dream not

worth remembering. But they talk of what, to

us, is now the olden time with a vividness of rec-
ollectinu that seemed as if the things had occur-
red but yesterday. In the coloring of their pic-

tures, 1 of course, made allowance for the pre-

dominant tinge of toryisni, and who for a large
portion ofthe lingering vanity, which I regarded
indulgently, because it injured no one, and their

self-satisfaction added to the happiness of these
insolated old ladies. They once showed me, in

an upper room, portraits ofthemselves at the age
of seventeen and eighteen, painted by Pelham,
the brother-in-law, 1 believe, of Copley. The
pictures were tolerably executed ; and I think
they must have been likenesses, for the faded fa-

ces ofthe octagenarian sisters still retained some
resemblance to their youthful prototy|)es. The
Miss Byleses were not depicted injthe prevailing
costume of that period. They had neither hoop-
petticoats, stomachers,nor powdered heads,—both
were represented in a species of nondescript
garments, imagined by the painter,—and for head
gear, Miss Catherine had her own fair locks in a
state of nature,—and Miss Mwy a thing like a
small turban.

From their own account they must have been
regarded somewhat in the light of belles by the

British ofKcer.s. They talked of walking on the

Common arm in arm with General Howe and
Lord Percy: both of whom, they said, were fre-

quent visitors at the house, and often took lea

and spent the evening there.

1 imagined the heir ofNorthumberland, taking
his tea in the old parlor, by the old fire-place, at

the old tea-table,—entertained by the witticisms
of Dr. Byles, and the pretlinesses of his daugh-
ters ; who, ofcourse, were t!ie envy of all the

female tories of Boston, at least of those who
could not aspire to the honor of being talked to

by English noblemen. Moreover, Lord Percy
frequently ordered the band of his regiment to

play under the chesnnt trees, for the gratification

ofthe Miss Bylses, who then, as they said, had
'God save the King" in perfi-ction.

The venerable ladies told me that the imifuacy
of their family with the orincipal- British oflicers

liecaine so well known, that In a short time they
foimd it expedient to close their shutters before

dark as the lights gleaming through the parlor

windows made the house ot Dr. Byles, a mark
for the Americans to fire at fioni their foilifica-
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tioiia on Doicliester lieights, in the hope that ev-

ery ball might destroy a red-coaled visitor. Also

that the caiinoii-shot, still sticking in the to%ver

of Brattle-street church, was aimed by the Cam-
bridge rebels at General Howe, who "had estab-

lished his head-quarters at the old Province

House. Unpractised artillerymen as they then

were, it is ditficidt to believe that, if the Province

House was really their mark, they could have
missed it so widely.

The Miss Byleses related many anecdotes of

their father, some of which were new to me,

and with others I had long been fitmiliar. For
the benefit of such of my readers as have not

yet met with any of these old-fashinned jenx rf'-

espril, I will insert a few samples of their qua-

lity.

For instance, his daughters told me of the

doctor walking one day with a whig gentleman,
in the vicinity of the Common, where a division

of the British troops lay encamped. His com-
{lanion pointing, to the soldiers of the crown,
said—"you see there the cause of all our evils"—" But you cannot say that our evils are not

red dressed" remarked Dr. Byles. "Your pun is

not a good one," observed his companion, " you
have mis-spelt the word by adding another d."
" Well," replied the clerical joker, " as a doc-
tor of divinity, am I not entitled to the use of
two D's .'" N
They spoke of their father's captivity in his

own mansion. And one of them repeated to me
the well known story of Dr. Byles coming out
to the sentinel who was on guard, in a porch
tliat llieu ran along the front of the liouse, and
requesting him to go to the street pump and
bring a bucket of cold water, as the day was
warm, and the doctor very thirsty. The soldier,

it seems, at first declined, alledging his reluc-

tance to violate the rules of the service by quit-

ting his post before the relief came round. The
doctor assured the man that he would take bis

place, and be bis own guard till the water was
brought. The sentinel at last complied, and
took the bucket and went to the pump, first re-

signing his musket to Dr. Byles, who shouldered
it in a very soldier-like manner, and paced the

porch, guarding himself till the sentry came
back, to whom, on returning his piece, he said

—

"Now, my friend, you see I have been guarded
re-guardeu, and dis-regarded."

The Miss Byleses also referred to the anec-

dote of their father having once paid his address-

es to a lady who refused him, and afterwards

married the Mr. Qtiincy of that time, a name
which then, as now, is frequently in Boston pi-o-

noiuiced Quinsy. The doctor afterwards meet-

ing the lady, said to her jocosely—"Your taste in

distempers must be very bad, when it has led

you to prefer the Qifuisy to Byles."

In front of the house was in former times a

large deep slough, that had been suffered by the

municipal authorities to remain there for several

winters, with all its inconveniences, which in

wet weather rendered it nearly impassable. One
day Dr. Byles observed from" his window that a
chaise, containing two of the selectmen, or reg-

ulators of the town, had been completely arrest-

ed in its i>rogress by sticking fhst in the thick

heavy tnud, and they were both obliged to get

out, and putting their shoulders to the wheel,

work almost knee deep in the mire before they

could liberate their vehicle. The doctor came
. out to his gate, and bowing respectfully, said to

them—" Gentlemen, I have frequently represent-

ed that slough to you as a nuisance to the street,

but without any effect. Therefore I am rejoiced

to see you sibring iu the n/alter at last."

Certain fanatics who called themselves New
Lifjlits had become very cbno.\ious to the more
rational part of the commmiitv, and were re-

garded with much displeasure by the orthodox
churches. A woman of this sect, who lived in

the neighborhood, came in as usual one morning
to annoy Dr. Byles, by a long argiimefttaiive, or

• rather vituperative visit. " Have you heard the

news?" asked the doctor, immediately on the

entrance of his unwelcome guest; he having just

learnt the arrival, from London, oftlue.: hundred
street lamps.
She replied in th§ negative.
" Well, then," resumed the doctor—"not less

than three hundred new lights have just arrived

from England, and the civil authorities are going
immediately to have them all put in irons."

The lady was shocked to hear of the cruel

treatment designed for her sectarian brethren

that had just cotne over, and she hastened away
directly, to spread the intelligence among all her

acquaintances, in the hope, as she said, that

something might be done to prevent the inflic-

tion of so unmerited a punishment. And the

doctor congrat(dated himself on the success of

the jest by which he had gotten rid of a trouble-

some visitor.

A sou of Dr. Byles, that retired to Halifax,

must have probably inherited a portion of his fa-

ther's mantle ; ior his sisters repeated to me one
of his conundrums, the humor of which almost

atones for its coarsenes.s. " Why xlo the leaders

of insurrections resemble men that like sausa-

ges ? Because they are (bud of intestine broils."
' The Jliss Byleses told me much of the scarci-

ty of provisions and fire-wood, throughout Bos-

ton, during the winter of 1775, when the British

and their adherents held out the town against

the Yankee rebels, as they called them, and who
had invested it every where on the land side,

taking especial care that no supplies should pass

in. Jt was then that the old North Church was
torn down by order (Sf General Howe, that the

soldiers might convert into fuel the wood of
which it was built.

Several yeais elapsed before I again was in

Boston. In the interim, I heard something of
the Miss Byleses from ladies who knew and vis-

ited them. I understood that, at length, .they

had found it impossible to prevent what they

bad so long dreaded, the opening of a street that

would take in their little green lawn, their old

horse-chesnut trees, and that part of their house

that stood directly across the way. For this sur-

render of their property, they received from the

city an ample compensation in money; also, their

house was made as good or rather better than
ever, besides being new roofed and thoroughly

repaired. The despoiled sisters, though another
and more comfortable residence was ottered to

them during the time of their destruction, as

they termed it, steadily persisted in remaining on
their own domain during the whole pi-ocess of
its dismemberment. Their house, as they said,

was cut in half; that part wliicli faced the end
of Tremont .street being taken away. • They
niournrd over the departure of rvi ly beam and
plank as if each was an old iVieiid—and so thi.^y

tridy were. And deep indeed was the affliction

of the aged sisters when they saw (idling beneath
the remorseless axe their noble horse-chesnut
trees whose scattered branches, as they lay on
the gra.«s, the old ladies declared, seemed to

them like the dismembered limbs of children.

At this juncture, their grief and indignation

reached its climax: and they excited much sym-
pathy even among professed utilitarians. There
were many indulgent hearts in Boston that felt

as if the improvement of this part of the city

might yet have been delayed for a few short

years, till after these venerable and harmless fe-

males should have closed their eyes forever upon
all that could attach them to "this side of the

grave. And that even if the march of public

si)irit shoidd in consequence have allowed itself

to i>ause a little longer in this part of its road,
" neither hea\ en nor earth would have grieved

at the mercy."
Miss Mary Byles, wlio with more spriijhlliuess

had less strength of mind than licr ynuii^'cr sis.

ter, never, as the saying is, held up her head
again. Her health and spirits declined from that

time—she sunk slowly but surely : and after lin-

gering some months, a ihw days of severe bodily

suffering terminated all her afHictions, and con-
signed iier mortal remains to their final resting

pUice beside her father. In the meantime she
had lost her nephew, Mather Brown, the painter,

w iio died at an advanced age in London and
who was to have been the heir of all that his

aunts possessed.

In addition to the rest of their little wealth, the

Miss Byleses had in a sort of strong hold up
stairs a chest of old-fashioned plate, no article

of which was on any occasion used by them.
Also, they retained some rare and valuable books
thaj had belonged to their lather, and a tew cu-
rious and excellent mathematical instruments
brought by him from England, and which the
University of Haivard had vainly endeavored to

purchase from them. Among other articles was
an immense burning-glass, ssiid to be one of the

largest in the world, and which the old ladies
kept locked up in a closet, and carefully covered
with a thick clotli, lest, as they said, it should set
the house on fire.

On a subsequent visit to the metropolis of the
American east, t went to see the surviving Miss
Byles; and when I reached the accustomed
place I could sc.^rcely recognize it. The main
part of the old house was yet standing; but the
loss of one end had given it quite a different as-
pect. There was no longer the green inclosure,
the fence-gate, and the narrow path through tlie

grass—the door opened directly upon a brick
pavement and on the dusty street. To be sure
there was a fresh-looking wooden door-step.
New tenements had been run up all about the
now noisy vicinity, which had entirely lost its air
of quiet retirement. All was now sym])toniatic
of bustle and business. The ancient dwelling-
place of the Byles family had ceased to be pic-

turesque. It had been repaired and made com-
fortable ; but denuded of its guardian trees there
was nothing more to screen from liill view its

extreme unsightliness. Above its weather-black-
ened walls (w hich the sisters woidd not allow to

be painted, lest it should look <oto% unlike itself)

the new shingles of the roof seemed out of keep-
ing—I thought of all the poor ladies must have
suffered during the transformation of their pa-
ternal domicile.

On knocking at the door, it was opened for

me by an extremely good-looking, neatly dressed
matron, who conducted me into a room which 1

could scarcely believe was the original old par-
lor. The homely antique furniture had disap-
peared, and was replaced by some very neat and
convenient articles of modern form. The floor

was nicely carpeted; there were new chairs and
a new table,—a bed with white curtains and
counterpane, and window curtains to match.
Nothing looked familiar but the antique crown
chair and the pictures.

I found Miss Catharine Byles seated in a rock-
ing chair with a pillow at her back. She looked
paler, thinner, sharper, and much older than
when I last saw her. She was no longer in a
white short gown, but wore a whole gown of
black merino, with a nice white muslin collar
and a regular day-cap trinmied with black rib-
bon.

Though ghid to find her so much improved as
to comfort, J take shame to myself when I con-
fess that I felt something not unlike disappoint-
ment, at seeing such a change in the ancient
lady and her attributes. The quaintness, and I

may say the picturesqueness of the old mansion,
and its accessories, and also that of its octogena-
rian mistress, seemed gone forever. I am sorry
to acknowledge that at the moment I thought of
the French artist Lebrun, who meeting in the
street an old tattered beggar-man with long gray
locks and a venerable silver beard, was struck
wilh the idea of his being a capital subject for
the pencil, and engaged him to come to him
next day and have his likeness transferred to
canvass. The beggar came; but thinking that
all people who sit for their pictures should look
spruce, he had bedizened himself in a very gen-
teel suit of Sunday clothes, with knee-buckles
and silk stockings ; his face and hands nicely
washed ; his chin shaved clean, and his hair
dressed and powdered ; the whole man looking
altogether as impaintable as possible. All artists

will sympathize with the disappointed Lebrun,
as he contemplated his beggar witli dismay, and
exclaimed—"oh! you are spoiled!—you are
spoiled!" 1 suppose it is because I am a pain-
ter's sister, that 1 caught myself nearly on the
point of making a similar ejaculation on seeing
the new-modelling of Miss Catharine Byles, and
her domicile.

But a truce with such unpardonable thoughrs
—Miss Catharine recog-nized me at otice, "and
seemed very glad to see me. She soon began to
talk about her troubles, and her sorrows, and al-

luded in a very affecting manner to the loss of
her sister, who she said had died of a broken
heart in consequence of the changes made in
their little patrimony, having always hoped to
die, as she had lived, in her lather'"s house just
as he had left it—"But the worst of all," pursued
Miss Catharine, " was the cutting down of the
old trees. Every stroke of the axe seemed like

a blow upon our hearts. Neither of us slept a
wink all thnt night. Poor sisfr Mnry ; she -=o<,n
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fretted herself to death. To tliink of ourhavJHg^

to fiiibmic to these dreadful changes, all at once;

when for ten years our dear father's spectacles

were never removed from the place in which he

had last laid them down."

I attempted to offer a few words of consola-

tion to Miss Catharine, but she wept bitterly and

woidd not be comforted. "Ah!" said she, -'this

is one of the consequences of livinp in a repub-

lic. Had we been still under a king, he would
have known nothing about our little property,

and we could have enjoyed it in our own way as

long as we lived. There is one comfort, that

not a creature in the states will be any the better

for what loe shall leave behind us—sister and 1

have taken care of that. We have bequeathed

every article to our relations in Nova Scotia since

our nephew, poor boy, was so laifortunale as to

die before us. In all oin- trials it has been a

great satisfaction to us to reflect that when every

thing was changing around, grace has been given

us to remain faithful to our church and king."

The loyal old lady then informed me that, on
liis accession to the throne, she had written a

letter of congratulation to his Britannic Majesty,

William the Fourth, whom she remembered
having seen in Boston before the revolution,

when he was there as Duke of Clarence, and an
officer in his father's navy. In this epistle she
had earnestly assured him that the family of Dr.

Bylea always were, and always would be, most
true and fervent in their devotion to their liege

lord and rightful sovereign, the king of England.
To have attempted to argue her out of this feel-

ing, the i)ride and solace of her declining life,

would have been cruel ; and moreover entirely

useless. 1 did not hint to her the improbability

of her letter ever having reached the royah per-

sonage to whom it was addressed.
The old lady told me that her chief occupation

now was to write serious poetry, and she gave
me a copy of some stanzas which she had re-

cently composed. The verses were tolerably

good, and written in a hand remarkably neat,

handsome, and steady.

Miss Catharine B\les survived her sister Miss
Mary about two years, and died of gradual decay
in the summer of 1837. Her remains repose
with those of her father and sister beneath the

flooring of Trinity Church. They left the whole
of their property to their loynlist relations in No-

va Scotia, true to their loni^-cherished resolution

that no republican should inherit the value of a

farthing from them. The representative of the

family is said to have come to Boston and taken
possession of the bequest.

" Much yet remains unsung."
TILLAGE.

" 'Tis folly in the extreme to till

Extensive'fields, and till tlicm ill

;

The larmer, pleased, may boast aloud,

His bushels sown, his acres ploughed
j

And pleased, indulge the clicering hope
That time will bring a plenteous crop 5

Shrewd common seiise sits laughing by

—

Importance of the (jtiality of the Salt
USED i>- MAKING Butter.—At a late Agricultural

ting in Augusta, Me., Dr. Bates stated that the

Quakers in Fairfield were in the habit of buying
the best description of coarse salt and cleansing

it, and having it groimd, and this salt they used
in the manufiicture of butter. The consequence
was the butter made by the Quakers of Fairfield,

had a better reputation and bore a higher price

than the butter ujude iu other towns. He held

them up as worthy of imitalidu. He stated that

the loss of the buttor mauuliictured in this State

was greater in auiouul every year than the sum
raised for the Stale tax—more than two hundred
thousand dollars. He believed that, if this fact

was generally luiderstood, if the people could be

made aware, of the loss incurred by bad manu-
facture, we should at once see an improvement
in this article of which is so much produced and
which enter into our daily consumption.

—

Maine
Farmer.

Important Suggestion at this time of the
YEAR.—According to Liebig, (and the evidence of

our senses, too,) a large portion of the valuable

part of manure, escapes from stables and other

places of collection, in the form of gaseous am-
monia. Now by strewing the floors of stables

with gypsum, this gaseous manure immediately
combines with the sulphuric acid of the gypsum,
forming a solid compound, destitute of smell, and
of great value as manure. The offensive odor is

destroyed and the manure is retained. Those
who have tight stables may successfully tiy this

with great ease.

—

Cult.

Hung or Dried Beef.—The |)ractice of a su

cessful farmer, is as follows:

Eight oz. of salt, ) made into

Two oz. of salt-petrc, ^ brine.

This quantity, to he applied to ton lbs. of beef.

It should lay iu the briue foiu- weeks; and then
be hung upiu the kitchen to dry. In suauner tc

preserve it from insects, it should be lied up in i

linen cloth.

Yeast.—Boil one pound of good flour, a quar
ter of a pound of brown sugar, and a little salt,

in two gallons of water for an hour; let it after-

wards stand until it becomes milk warm, bottle

it and cork it close. It will be fit for use in twen
ty-four hours. One jiint of this will make eigh
teen pounds of bread.

—

Ladi/'s ^Innual Reg.

For when maturing seasons smile,

Thin sheaves shall disappoi

Advised, this emplv pride e

Till LlTTlF.and iinUMlc

toil;

1 fields.

Neat be vour farms; 'tia long confessed
The neatest farmer is the best.

Each bog and marsh, industrious drain,
i\or let vile balks deform the plain

;

No bushes on your headland grow,
For briars a sloven's culture show.
Neat be your barns, your houses neat,
Your doors be clean, your court-yards sweet;
I\o moss the sheltering roof enshroud,
Nor wooden panes the windows cloud,
No filthy kennels foully flow,

JSor weeds with rankling poison grow
;

Bul shades expand and fruit trees bloom,
And flowering shrubs exhale ]>erfume

;

With pales your garden circle round,
Defend, enrich, and clean the ground

;

Prize high the pleasing, useful rood.
And fill with vegetables good."

Clover Seed might, with great safety, be sown
upon aiitimm grain, any time during tliis month

;

and as there is nothiuu' more promotive of suc-
cess than judicious anticipations of labor, it is to
he hoped that many \\ill avail thcuiselves of this
hint.

Among the most spirited Agricultural bene-
factors in the State of Maine, we count onrfrictid

Doct. James Bates, late a member of Congress
from the O.xford district. Through the Agricul-

tural pajiers of that State he fiKiuenlly imparts
the lights drawn from his own experience. The
following article will apply as well to the north

erly half of Vermont and of New Hampshire us
to the colder region of Maine.

—

Ed. Vis.
From the Maine Cultivator.

Cultivation of Indian Corn in Alainc.
J^Torridgeicock, Jan. 28, J843.

Messrs Editors:—Although I have not been
idle since my last communication, the time may
seem long to you and your readers in which 1

have delayetl to redeem my promise.
It may seem strange to some that we " up

north" in Somerset should make any part of otu-

rotation consist in the attempt to cultivate Indian
corn. But so it is, and often with very good suc-

cess.

It should, as in the case of other hoed crops,

occupy the first year on light and free tillage, and
the second on harsher or heavier grounds, un
less treated in a mode somewhat common in

Bloomfield, on heavy, wet land, with a hard,

stony subsoil, in which, after spreading long ma-
nure liberally in May, they turn two furrows to-

wards each other and ])Iant corn wliere they

meet. This appears like a very slovenly mode,
but so far as the frsl crop is concerned, ofter

very successful. I have never practised it, nor

should I be much disposed to plant corn on land

which required it.

When a mellow soil, which has been either

mowing or in pasture, is to be prepared for this

crop, my mode has been as follows:

From tenth to twentieth of May spread and
plough under with a deep, smooth (iirrow, eight

to ten cords of long manure, and roll smooth

—

then spread ten or twelve loads of old manure
from the barn or hog yard, or compost of
preceding season, and thoroughly incorporate it

with the soil by cultivating lengthwise the fur-

ows and harrowing very fine. With a marker
made by putting three strong pins, eighteen inch-

long, at a distance of three feet si.\ inches, in

piece of slitwork— a pair of thills—with two
handles niadeof the halves of an old o.x-bow, I

trace out my rows both ways. By the aid of a
horse and boy, letting the right or left han* pin
(as the case may be) follow its last track, and
using care to straighten any crooks, the whole
thing will look verj neatly and be much easier

cultivated through the season than any I know of.

Forty-eight hours previous I pour copperas
ater on my seed corn,aud when ready to plant,

put in about a gill of tar to half bushel, and stir

it until every kernel has received a thin coating,

pour oft' the water aiul dry w 1th plaster.

It is necessary to sunk it .sio lung, or you are in

danger by your coating of tar of preventing the

access of the necessary luuislure to the germ ;

but ill this way you will see on Ihe first and sec-

ond day of your dropping, the sprout already

making its appearance, and actually requiring

some care to prevent injuring it. Last year I

planted tlii'ee acres close by a lookery, froin

which flocks of crows daily visited it, and they

did not destroy twenty hills. Wherever they
ilid take up a hill they uniformly left the plant

on the ground.
Some men put several more seeds in a hill

than they wish to have stand. If the seed is

good I would never do this, for the number of ,

stalks is " rarely right adjusted" afterwards, un-
j

less you do it yourscli; and then it costs much
stooping labor. As I wish never more than five

nor less than four plants, so I drop njy seeds.

This distance gives you 3,!i5o hills to the acre,

and room enough each way lo pass your harrow
and cultivator, with which most of the after cul-

ture is to be done, freely.

As soon as the plants are of sufficient height,

a harrow should be passed twice in a row length-

wise the furrows, aiul hoed. Before the second
hoeing put about eight bushels of wood ashes,

one of plaster and one of slaked lime to the acre

around the hills. The cultivator may now be
passed each way without danger of disturbing

the sod, if the ploughing has been as deej; as it

should be.

I shall not enter into the discussion about
which so much ink has been shed, as to breaking
the small roots of the corn by deep culture, nor
as to the advantage or disadvantage of ollen stir-

ring the earth to avert the evils of drought. It

is probable that both |)artics are light under
certain circumstances, and both wrong under
others.

It is asserted that everj' root broken off throws
out a greater number of rootlets than it possessed
before ; and as the nourishment is taken up by
the absorbent power of these, ergo, the plant will

grow faster. The assertion that more are thrown
out than the long fibre broken off did, or woidd
possess, is easier made than proved, I imagine

;—be that as it may, I should not be very anxious
to mutilate my corn roots for the sake of making
more of them. I have been told, the ncted Da-
vid Howe, of Haverhill, whenever he saw a far-

mer tearing the roots of his a])ple-trees with a
plough, never failed to go to, and expostulate

with him, to spare his favorite tree.

Whether corn should be cultivated and hoed
twice, or more than twice, must depend on cir-

cumstances of which every farmer can best judge
at the time ; of one thing however I am well

satisfied, that it should be left as level as possi-

ble ; and when I come to the ne.xt year's culture,

1 expect to show a very strung reason for this, in

addition to its effects on the present crop.

I do not expect to settle the question as to cut-

ting stalks, or topping corn, as some call it. I

shall state iny practice. If, as has sometimes
happened about the first of September, a frost

should come, I cut all my corn if po.-?sible next

day close to the ground—but if I can have ten

or even twenty days more before this visitation,

I cut before the frost strikes and shock it uj). To
do this, two men with sickles or corn hooks lay

four rows in bunches large enough to bind, or

set up without binding—I prefer the former. If

bound immediately, rye straw or rope yarn should

he used—if the latter, wliich will in tj^e end he

cheapest, as it will last several yeaii?, it should

be tied in a bow knot, otherwise it will be wast-

ed, as llio tar pievenis its bring untied. I said it
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would be "dieapest in tlia end," liecause in the
uiimerous handlings these bundles are destined

to undergo, much time is lost in binding over.

In shocking we use a stake five feet long with
cross-pieces near the upper end to steady the

liundleb' till ready to bind at top, when it is lifted

out and the tops turned over and bound together.

By taking care of any which may fail it may
stand till all your roots are boused.

Yoiu's, &r.,

.TAMES BATES.

F.om the N. H. Baptist Register.

Bb. Worth :—Having read n quotation from
the Portland Tribune in your paper of the 27th
ult. of a remarkable Shingle M.ichine by a JMr.

Chapman of Philadelphia, &c. I thought it [los-

sible your readers might like to hear a few words
concerning one just put into operation in this

place ; and if you please to insert it us an article

of news it is at yoin- service.

A. ARiSrOLD.
East Jjcbanon, Feb. 5, 1842.

Another Shiugic Machine.

Mr. D. M. CuMMiNGs, now residing in this vil-

lage, has recently invented and put into opera-
tion a Machine of the following description as
near as I can give it. The Machine is so con-
structed that it rotates horizontally with two
cutters on the upper surface, nearly opposite
each otiiei-, over which is a cap fitted for receiv-

ing eight blocks to be wrought into shingles;
with permanent rests, under which the cutters

pass at the rate of sixty revolutions per minute.
Above the cap are eight levers so arranged as to

feed down the blocks to the surface of the wheel
as fast as it is cut off. The levers are borne
down by means of weights attached to the ends
of the levers and falling outside of the machine
—and cuts 16 shingles at one revolution, and is

capable of cutting at that rate six hundred and
ninety one thousand and two hundred shingles i»i

TWELVE HOURS.
N. B. A sjiecimeii of the shingles will be sent

by Mr. Cumitiings, to be divided between your-
self and Ex-Governor Hill, to be exhibited at

your respective offices.

Yours tiuly,

A. ARNOLD.
The specimen of shingles received with the

above is of the most beautiful kind : they .arc

as true and unifoiin as if adjusted to an exact

mould—as smooth as if worked by the carpen-

ter's foie-plane. The.se shingles are made from
the beautiful |)inc which is common on the

plains of the streams running into Connecticut

river. They are taken from the heart of this

elegant timber which is the most noble tree of;

our forests, and is really more valuable than any
other tree of North America. This heart pine

for shingles, on a roof of the i)roper pitch, will

last as well fifty years as the common sap shin

gles wotdd last fifteen years. If the one sells

for two dollars and a half in this maritet, the bet-

ter kind will be cheaper at the prii'e of five dol-

lars the thousand. E\cc])tingforsecurity against

fire, the Welsh slate roofs will be hardly superior

to roofs covered with these sliingles.

The sample of shingles from Mr. Cummings'
machine may be seen at the counting room of
Hills' printing establishment. The pine frotn

which they are made grew in the valley of the

Mascomy river and lake, which are discharged

into Connecticut river. The best building ever

constructed in the State of New llainpshire, the

large and spacious stone house erected by the

Church Family of Shakers at Enfield, is finished

in the interior with this pine. This wood is very
remarkable for its straigbtness of rift and clear-

ness, as well as for its equal grain. When once
completely seasoned, there is very little expan-
fiion or contraction in the work. The stone

house is finished with the remarkable workman-
ship that leaves not the bead of a nail or a knot
hi view, either in the floors, ceilings, doors or

.window trimmings. The color of panels in the

natural state of the clear pine is capable of re-

ceiving a ])olish that presents the work equal-

ly elegant and rich as that of mahogany or the

more expensive foreign woods : the common
mode of the Shakers has been to stain their in-

side finish; and this is perhaps equally valuable

for durability on inside work as the best painting.

There is no wood in the world probably that re-

ceives oil paints better than the pine. A coat of
red paint upon roofs covered with seasoned heart

pine shingles, su?h as are ruanufactured by Mr.
Cummings from the Connecticut river timber,

would probably make a roof not shut out from
the sun last the conunon age of man.

—

Ed. Vis-

itor.
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Insects. The last number of the North Amer-
ican Review contains a good article on "Dr. Har-
ris's Report on the Insects of Massachusetts injuri-

ous to Vegetation," made by authority of the Leg-
islature. The Ibllowing is an interesting extract:

"It is really curious to see bow the animals
around us are formidable, not in proportion to

their size and jiresence, but rather to their little-

ness and obscurity. Since the days of the dwel-
lers in Samaria, we hear of no race of men who
are much troubled with lions. That large and
powerful beast is easily disposed of If it resists,

it is destroyed ; and if it submits, it is led about
in a cage, to expire at last, a driveller and a show.'
But the small fry of creation laugh at the idea

of such a hondagr. The musquito, for example,
can no man tame. lie sounds his horn through
the chamliers in wild independence. The blow
which we aim at him falls lieavily upon our own
heads. At the very same moment when we arc

calling ouiselves lord of the creation, his venom
ousbite destroys all our composure of mind, and
makes us feel "that the little are mightier than the
great. The amount of injury inflicted on man
by larger animals, is nothing compared to that

which we suffer from these creatures: of no maik
nor livelihood, in.significance is their shield

and safeguard. Dr. Harris has described their

persons, traced out their operations, aiid put the

public on their guard against them ; if after this

we choose to lie still and be eaten by them, the
I'lame and lesponsibility is our own. As it is

not tlie part of the naturalist to find the remedy,
Dr. Harris makes no mention of that, which u"c

have, elsewhere in this jotnnal, dc
the only effectual one. We miaii,

iatory measures, and giving tlirm

that if they eat us, we^sliall eat tli

certaiidy tlie alternative to w hicli we at last must
come; but at present the |uiblic mind is not quite

prepared for it, ami we have no recourse but to

keep on in our I''lorida war against theui, in which
:an hoiie neither for vengeance nor victory,

and which promises to end only with the history

of man.
Dr Harris is induced by the natme ofhis instruc-

3ns, to consider the subject chiefly in reference
to vegetation,and the enetnies by w liich cultivators

e harrassed ; which cei'taiuly offers a field suf-

•iently large fur any single observer, and one
requiring time far more e.xiendcd than tltat which
this commission allovven. It has been said,

that there is on an average, six different enemies
to every plant. This is probably oidy another
way of stating that each plant has many destroy-
ers ; but when the number of s|!ecies in the state

is between four and five thousand, and each must
get a living by some moans or other, it is clear

that no plant worth taking has much chance of
escape, and insects too. The thought of such
an army, all engaged in foraging upon man's do-
minions, is enough to fill the cultivator with di.s-

may ; and many, finding the havoc among their

fruits and flowers by these innumerable agents,

have left the field in despair. But, pro|)erly

regarded, it appears to be one ofthose evils which
are necessary to bring out the energies, to quicken
the attention, and to call into action those higher
faculties which make the bmnan anitnal a man.
Doubtless it would be pleasanter to the housewife,

to be exempt from the visitation of those spectres

which make night hideous, and to live where no
moth might corrupt food and raiment; the agri-

culturist, too, would be greatly delighted, if tdl

his minute persecutors, like those which once in-

fested Egypt, could be swept off wholesale to

the Red Sea. But the question is, not what they

would like best, but what would be best for

them ; and, thus considered, it is evident thatthese,

like all other physical inconveniences, are bles-

sings in fantastic disguise, and could not be re-

moved without opening the way for more evil

than themselves."

plant produces flowers only, the female fruit.

—

We shoidd remember, too, that Adam was crea-
ted out of paradise, and Eve in it, and something
earthly therefore still clings to Adam's race. Even
in the heathen mythology, we find that though
the gods often transformed themselves into
beasts, the goddesses never did.

The Vermont Oat Crop.
In our last volume we gave an accotmt of a

crop of oats grown on four acres, by D. June,
Esq. of Brandon, Vermont, which i)roduced 588
stooks, of 12 bundles each. It will be seen by
the following letter froin Mr. June that he has
since thrashed, measured, and weighed the oats,

and that the four acres produced 514 bushels
and 20 quarts, being an average of 128 bushels
21 quarts to the acre. Who can equal, not to

say beat, this ?

—

Cultivator.

Brandon, Vt., Jan. 22, 1842.

Messrs Gati,ord &. Tucker—Having been
requested to communicate the result of my oat

crop, and manner of cultivation, to your paper,

as it has an extensive circulation among the far-

ming commui>ity, I would state that the land was
pastured several years previous ; in the season
of 1839, it was ploughed up in the sward, (the

soil black muck ;) in the month of May, 1840, it

was thoroughly tilled, harrowed down smooth,
then twenty loads of good manure spread to the

acre, and ploughed in to the depth of four inch-

es, and harrowed ; then planted to potatoes. In

the spring of 1841, the land was ploughed once,

four inches deep, which made it very light and
mellow ; the 16th of May, I sowed sixteen bush-
els of barley oats on the fonr acres. I reaped
.'588 stocks of 12 bundles to the stook, from the

fom- acres ; having thrashed and measured them
in the half bushel, (not by the stook or load) the

resHlt is 514 bushels SOxjuarts, making 128 bush-
els 21 quarts to the acre, and weighing 36 pounds
to the bushel.

DRANCES JUNE.

Trom the Albajiy Cultivator.

Culture of Indian Corn.

Messrs Gaylord &; Tucker—I now propose
to redeem my i>romise, made some time since,

by giving you !ui account of my crop of corn.
There were four acres in the field—one acre of
Duiton, two do. of Brown, and one do. of China.
The followmg is the amount of each variety per
acre

:

1. Dutton.—One acre produced 7,711 lbs. ears;
100 lbs. ears, taken promiscuously, made 82i
lbs. shelled corn—equal 361i lbs. shelled corn
per acre, or 1 13 bushels 33i lbs. per acre.

2. Brown Corn.—7,300 lbs. of ears per acre
100 lbs. ears made 811-4 lbs. of shelled corn--
equal 5,931 1-4 of shelled corn, making 105
bushels 51 1-4 lbs. per acre. There were two

of this variety in the field; I know of no
difference in it, but think one acre as good as
the other.

3. China Tree Corn—third crop, from seed
obtained of Williiirn Thorburn. Esq. of Albany,
in the spring of 18:39. It produced 7,020 lbs.

ears per acre : 100 lbs. ears made 79i lbs. shelled

corn—equal 5,580 3-4 lbs. of shelled corn, or 99
bushels 36 3-4 lbs. per acre.

The above crop of corn was all raised in the

same field ; the Dutton and China were on a part

of the field that has been under cultivation for a
time that extends beyond the knowledge of any
of the present inhabitant.? of our village. The
Brown corn was on a part of the field that was
broken up to subdue the sweet elder, with which
it was covered about si.v years ago, and has been
under cultivation ever since, with a crop of corn
or oats, without manure, e.xcept the two last

summers. The China corn grew on the same
acre of ground that yielded mo 100 bushels of
Dutton corn in the summer of 1840, and 80
bushels in the summer of 1839. For the present
crop, the ground was ploughed late last fall ; this

spring, the ground on which the Dutton and
China corn grew had fifteen loads of uoferment-
cd stable manure per acre, spread broad-cast

and ploughed jn, the ground marked across the

furrows four feet apart for the China, Jind three

feet apart for the Dutton. Corn planted across

Woman.—How valuable arc wonuin's labors, as I the marking, the same distance apart, making
mother, as nurse and teacher ! so much so that the China corn four feet apart each way, and the

the two eexf-s are like the dat>' tree ; the inale ' Dutton three feet apart each way. Seed at the
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rote of one half-hiishel per acre, soakeii id cop-

perns water and lollecl in |)laslei- ; the corn thin-

ned down to four spcnrs in a hill at the second
hoeing. The China coin was planted 28th May,
Button corn 29th of Way, and the Brown corn
2d and 3d of June. 'J"he corn was hoed three

times, and worked twice with the cultivator—no
hilling allowed ; the ground kept ns level as jms-

sible. I comtnenced cutting up the corn at the

ground the 16th September, and put it in small
stouts to ciu'e.

The Brown corn was planted in rows three

feet apart, and hills from sixteen to eighteen
inches apart in the row ; manured in the liill

with fifteen loads unferniented manure per acre;

three-fourths bush, seed j)er acre, soaked and
plastered as the above. A part of this corn failed

to come up, from bad planting on coarse manure
in the bill ; it was replanted about.the 12tb June.
This corn suffered more from drought than where
the manure was spread broad-cast; it suffered

in earing, also, from being left too thick in the
hill, causing the ears to be short.

I was absent from home at the time of hoeing
and thinning the corn. On my return, about the
last of August, I saw the lault, and inquired of
the man wlio Imd charge of it why it was not
thinned as I directed^ he said "it looked so ower
when they hoed it, that the men all thought it a
))ity to destroy it; so they killed it with kindness;
but it was too late to remedy the evil, and I let it

go with Irom five to ten stalks in a hill. This
corn was cultivated in all other respects as the
above. J think with proper management I can
get a much largei- crop of this kind of corn per
acre than 1 have this year.
By measure, the Brown corn will outshell the

Dutton, as will the China, but they both fall short
by weight, as will be seen above—the Brown
1 1-4 lbs. in 100 of ears, and the China 3 lbs. in

100 of ears.

The China corn makes a beautiful meal for
family use, but is too lute a variety for elevated
lands in this latitude. The acre of China corn
produces about four tons of fodder, the Dutton
three tons, and the Brown two tons. The Biown
corn produces more corn lor the amount of stalks
than any variety I have cultivated.

I am anxiously waiting for a statement of the
method pursued by Mr. Osborn in raising 144
bushels of corn and 130 bu.shels of oats per acre ;

also Mr. June's statement in reference to his crop
of oats, both of which I trust will appear in the

Cultivator. I never have had any success in

raising oats, and am desirous of learning liow it

is done by others, who do succeed. I should be
glad to learn something about raising barley

:

which is the best variety to cultivate, which the

best method of cultivation, what amount of seed
per acre, &c. &c. If some of your readers
would furnish tho information, they woidd con-
fer a favor. E. CORNELL.

Ithaca, M y., Dec. 27, 1841.

0^ Ithaca is in a legion where the season
may be calculated as always at least one month
longer free from frost than on the interior hills of
Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire and the higher
parts of Massachusetts. Of couree the Chinese
and the large Dutton corn is each better adapted
to that climate than to ours. It is not safe to

plant the larger corn where the season is liable

to be cut short by early frost : the Dutton corn
may be ruined by freezing both cob and corn
after the Brown corn shall be ontirelv out of way
of frost.

It will not answer in any case at the far north
to bring seed corn frojTi the south after it has
adapted itself to the climate whence it is taken.
If we plant a large kind of corn with iieavy
stalks, let the seed be brought from that raised
at the north.

It will be perceived that while the Chinese
and Dutton corn of Mr. Cornell was planted on
ground with spread manure ploughed in,tho Brown
corn was planted with nnfermented manure in
the hill. Under the severe drought of last sum-
mer, it is almost a wonder that tliere should be
half a crop of corn with manure in the hill. It

was undoubtedly helped by making none or very
flat hills. Unfermented manure i"n the'hill was
fatal in this vicinity to almost every corn crop of
the last season. Had the Brown coin been treat-

ed exactly like the other kinds, we have faith in
the belief that it would have yielded Mr. Cornell
the larger crop.

—

Ed. Visitor.

PLAN OF -MB. PHINNEt's HOO-STVES.

The anne.xed is a rough plan, which may servo
to give you an idea of the compact manner in

which my hogs are kept. It is intended for a
plan of the upper story and one end. The low-
er Biory corresponds with the upper, except that
the promenade is extended out about six feet

from the line of the upper outside promenade
line.

PLAN OF TJIC FLOOR OF THE CPTER FTORY.
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apart, &c. These numbers are ohtiiincd by divi-

ding 43,560, the number of t^quaie feet in an acre,

by the square of the number of feet the plants

are distant from eacli other; thus—tlie square of

2 is 4, and 43,560 divided by 4 gives 10,890, as

above. If the plants be set in an oblong form, as

five feet by six apart, multiply the two distances

together, and divide 43,560 by their product, for

the answer. V/hen setting out trees, farmers gen-

erally name the distance in yards, la this case,

divide,4840, the square yards in an acre, by the

square of distances apart, if they be equal, or by

their product if they be unecpial, and the quotient

will be the number of trees in an acre. For ex-

ample: at 7 yards apart, an ai-ro contains 98
trees; for the square of 7 is 49, and 4840 divided

by 49 gives 98, the nearest whole number. If the

distances be 7 and 10, their product is 70, and
4840 divided by 70 gives 69 tvees—Mwbern Spec-

tator.

-mr
plant! plants

35

435G(I
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some species always growing in liummocli

With the Carices are some of the Cyperi, dis-

tinguished by the inflorescence being in branch-

ing heads and of greater beauty, but coarse and

wiry in structure.

Tlie Scirpi enter largely into fresh meadow

Equisetum Arvense, L.—Horse-tail ; Mare's-

tail.

Equisetum Hyeinale, L.—Scouring Rush.

Equisetum Sylvaticum, L.—Wood Horse-tail.

More or less common in moist meadows, and

sometimes increasing rapidly when the soil has

been ploughed and again laid down. Although

silicious in their structure, and very brittle when
dried, yet cattle are said to devour them greedily.

A fourth species, viz: Equisetum Uliginosum,

Mtihl.—Pipes; is considered valuable as hay.

Aspidium, several species.—Polypodium, do.

(lo.—Osniunda Cinnamomea, L.—do. Rogalis, L.

do. Ipterrupta, iNIx.—Are usually known as Poly-

pod, Brake, Fern, Buckhorn, &c., and of little if

anv value.

Pteris Aquilina.—Eagle Brake; a tall, tritidly

leaved fern in damp woods.

The Mosses (Musci) are generally small plants,

scarcelv distinguishable as species by any but the

botanist. They in some species cover the ground

with a speedy growth, even wlien under cultiva-

tion. Several are imrasitic on trees, and injurious

to the orchard, as the refuge and hiding places for

insects, and should be removed by scraping the

bark. Several species of Sphngmm) are the

es|]ecial agents in the production of peat. Some
of these are used in packing boxes of butter and

tlie like, being retentive of water and very cool.

The Lichens and Fungi, are also pajasites, on

timber and orchard trees, and oftentimes iiidiciite

decay.

The Algce arc especially useful in manuring

land contiguous to the sea, and the most valuable

for this purpose is Laminaria Saccharina, Agardh.

Kelp, or Devil's Apron. Next to tliis, perhaps,

Fucus Nodosus, L., and F. Veaiculosus, L., Ulva

Lnctuca, &c. &.c.
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valuable lliat a

1 to tliink tins gn or the mn
G. B. E.

MuKRAi.N AMONG Cattlk.—Within the List

twelve niontha, cows and oxen have suffered very

severely in various parts of England, iisomnch

that manv small graziers and dairymen have lost

their whole stock. This disease was at first con-

sidered tn be only epidemic, but the veterinary

surgepns throughout the country have pronounc-

ed U to be highly infectious, and the consequence

has been thai cattle affected with the above ina-

liguaut disorder have been very properly kept

apart from those which were healthy and sound.

A gentleuiiin residing near Plmusted, by way of

experiment, caused tlie cows on his estate to be

inoculated with the raceme diVks (pus,) which ap-

peared to operate as a preventive to the malady,

lur althou;;li his neighbor's cattle were dying

around him in all directions, not one of his cows

(seven ill nuiiiber) evinced the slightest symptoms

of murrain.^

Fihe proof Wood.—Doctor Fnehs, member
of the .\cadeniv of Science ut Munich, has dis-

covered a coinposition by vvhicfi he renders

wood inconibustihle ; the composition is made of

aramilated earth and an alkali. To obtain it the

inventor says, vou must dissolve some moist

gravelly earth, which has been previously well

washed, and cleared from any heterogeneous mat-

ter, in a solution of caustic alkali. This mixture

has the property of not becoming Jccoiniiosed by

liro or water. When spread upon wood, it forms

n vitreous coat, and is jiroof against the two

tleineiils. The bniUliiig committee of the royal

theatre have tuice |iiihliclv tried the composition

on two sninll huildings of .six or eight feet in

Icnith, iropor lite i'lhi the one '

wiih tlie composition, and the other

built in tln! nsiial manner. The fire was put

cqi ally i!i the two buildings ; the one which was

no! covered with the comiiositiou was consumed,

while the other leaiaiiied perfect and eiitire.

The cost of this process is very insignificant com-

I
ared to its greit uiility, lieiiig about two francs

tliree centimes I'cr 100 square feet. The royal

theatre at Municli hr.s undergone this process,

laving about 400,000 square feet ; the expense of

^^hich was about 4 or 5000 francs.

A Valuable Table.—The following valuable

tabl«'wus calculated by James M. Garnett, Esq.
of Essex Co. Va., and first published in Mr. Ruf-
fin's Farmer's Register

:

Table.—A box 24 inches by 16 in. square and
28 in. deep, will contain a barrel, or 10,753 cubic
inches.

A box 24 by 16 in. square and 14 in. deep, will

contain a half barrel, or 5,376 cubic inches.
A box 16 in. by 16 8-10 in. square, and 8 in.

deep, will contain a bushel, or 2,1.50 4-10 cubic
inches.

A box 12 by 11 2-10 in. square and 8 in. deep,
will contain half a bushel, or 1,075 2-10 cubic
inches.

A box 8 in. by 8 4-10 in square and 8 in.

deep, will contain one peck, or 537 6-10 cubic
inches.

A box 8 inches square and 4 2-10 in. deep,
will contain one-half peck, or 263 8-10 cubic
inches.

A box 8 in. square and 4 8-10 inches deep, will

contain half a gallon, or 131 4-10 cubic inches.

A box 4 in. square and 4 2-10 in. deep, will

contain one quart, or 07 2-10 cubic inches.

These measures cnnie within a small fraction

of a cubic Inch of being perfectly accurate, as

near indeed as any measures of capacity h.ive ever
yet been made for common use ; the ditliculty of
milking them with absolute e.xactness has never
yet been overcome.

METHOD or DETERMINI.\(i THE WEIOHT OF
CATTLE.

The following rules are given in an English
agiiciiltural work of established reputation. I

cannot vouch for their exactness ; hut should they
-upon trial be found of use, the table, calculated
upon these principles, might be easily published
in a convenient form for general use, like an In-

terest Table.
"The following method of asceitaining the

dead weight of cattle by measurement wlien
alive, has been adopted to a considerable extent.

It is (bund to be an expeditious mode ; and if not
to be implicitly depended upon, at least furnishes
a very im[)ortant assistance to the judgment of
the dealer.

Rule.—Take the ffiiih of the beast by measur-
ing round with a string or tape close behind the
shoulder-blade, and the length by measuring from
the fore [.art of the shoulder-blade, along the

back, to that bone of the tail which is in a per-

pendicular line with the hind part of the buttock.

Midlijily the girth (iii feet) by itself, and that i)ro-

duct by the length, and then again by 42; the

last product, divided by 100, will give the weight
in Smithfield stones of 8 lbs. each. If stones
of 14 lbs. are n^quirad, the multiplier will be 24
instead of 42."

—

Baxlcr's Library of ^Agricultural

Knowledge, p. 364.

EXTRACT FROM CHAP. 28, REVISED STATUTES OF
MASSACHUSETTS.

All beef cattle, except bulls, sold in market by
weight, shall, when slaughtered, be prepared for

weighing, in the following manner ; the legs shall

be taken oil at the knee and g.'iiiibrel joint, the

skin shall be taken from all other parts of the

animal, the head shall be taken off" at the second
joint of the neck, the entrails taken out, and all

the lilt of the .same be taken off and weighed as

rough tallow: and every other part of the ani-

mal, including the hide and rough tallow, (the

udder of the cows excepted,) shall be weighed.
All beef shall be weighed upon the first week-

day succeeding that on which it may be slaugh-

tered; and every person, who shall slaughter

beef, .so sold in market by weight, and prepare it

lor being weighed, in any fther manner than as

herein prescribed, r' 'I 1^ i

'

ii a sum not exceed-

ing thirty dollars i. i : : provided, that

nothing herein ccni i
' ni> vent the buying

and selling of be; f . iti; un tiie foot, or the

slaughtering or weigliing i.f cattle in any mode or

at any time, which shall be agreed upon between
the buyer and seller.

—

.Mass. Revistd Statutes,

p. 260.

Close Planting.—A Scotch farmer residing

in the town of Sodus. Wayne county, N. Y., in-

forms us that he raised, the past season, 400 hush

els of Indian-corn on four acres of land, not-

withstanding the dryness of the season. He ;tt-

tribufcB bis success iriainly to his manner of

planting, and thinks farmers generally jilaut too
thinly. His mode is to plant in rows three feet
apart, and (hop two grains in ii place only 15
inelies apart in the rows. The variety used is the
Red Blazed Flint. The soil is sandy loam, and
100 loads of manure were put on the four ncies.
The corn was ripened and cut sufficiently early
to sow the ground with wheat.

Shoeing Horses.
Nothing engenders so liightlul a chain of dis-

eases in a horse, all tendingto disable him, as im-
proper treatment of the animal's loot. Naturo
bad never taken greater pains to form an exquis-
ite anatomical specimen of mechtmical power,
than when it formed the fool of a horse ; and to

this beautiful, delicate, and complicated forma-
tion, does he owe his power of speed over most
others of the brute creation. In a state of na-
ture, the horse's foot is seldom if ever diseased :

in a state of domesticity, it is more or less un-
sound in seven cases oi)t of ten. In a state of
nature, the foot, being unencumbered by a shoe,
is not prevented from assuming that position on
the ground which keeps it in a sound condition,

and enables each of its component parts to dis-

charge their several functions. In a state of
domesticity, the animal is obliged to wear a shoe,

for the purpose of ))rotecting its hoof from the

roughness of hard roads; and the shoe is gener-
ally so constructed, as to inflict considerable in-

jury upon the foot, by incapacitating its several

component parts from performing their functions,

thereby producing a slate of disease. Contract-

ed hoof, sand-cracks, thrush, grease, stiffness in

the flexor tendon of the leg, weakness in the

pastern and knee-joints, and a tendency to genu-
flexion, are some of the various disturbances pro-

duced by improperly shoeing a horse, so as to

impede any of the necessary actions of the foot.

."Vnil yet, most farriers, totally ignorant of the

anatomy of the horse's foot, and of the various

uses of its several parts, apply the shoe so as

always to produce the eftects wc have just en-
deavored to describe.

One of the most important organs of the foot

of a horse is that [lortion which every body
knows under the designation of the frog. Upon
the health of this organ depends that of the

whole feet ; and yet, the ignorant farrier seems to

have conceived so violent an antipathy to thia

frog; that be always endeavors to cut as much of
it away as he possibly can, without actually
wounding the animal ; and as, from the mode of
shoeing generally adopted, a great portion ot the
frog is olten <lried up and decayed, the black-
smith finds no great difficulty in jiaring it away
to almost nothing. The consequence of this we
shall endeavor to explain, by describing the use
of the frog.

This organ is seated at the heel just beneath
tlie hoof and behind its bars. It forms a sort of
case for the end of the flexor tenden, which it

covers like a bulb. It likewise secretes an nnc-
tuous liquor, which serves to keep the horn of the
hoof moist and to prevent it from cracking. The
frog is also an elastic wedge, which contracts and
expands with the hoof, and when this wedge re-

ceives its due pressure as the aniuial walks, it

keeps the bars in their proper state of expansion,
and counteracts any tendency in the hoof to per-
mameiit contraction. Thus then, its functions
are indispensable to keep the foot sound ; for,

if it were destroyed, the bottom of the fle.xor

tendon of the leg would be exposed to disease ;

again, if it did not secrete oil to keep the hoof
moist, the latter would crack, as is oflen the case

;

lastly, if it were dried up and deprived of its

elastic power, the foot would become permanent-
ly contracted, and the horse lame, which is also a

matter of very common occurrence.
Two things are evident from what wc have

just stated:—I. The secretion, elasticity, and
mechanical action of the liog, arc absolutely ne-

cessary to keep the foot of tlie horse in a sound
state; 2. If, from improperly placing the shoe,

or from any other cause, the frog should he de-

prived of the stimulus necessary to enable it to

carry on its natural action, the foot must fall into

a state of disea.se. With reference to this latter,

from the position of the foot and the resources

provided by nature, it can occur but very seldom
that any accidental cause deprives the frog of its

power of action : and, as it is an undoubted fact

that the shoe, when improperly put on («s it is in
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seven cases out of ten) ]iiO(liices this effect, by

raising the heel and preventing the fiog tVom re-

ceiving the slightest pressure—and the necessary

jtressure can alone give the proper stimulus— it

is reasonable to conclude lliat, in most cases of

diseased leet in horses, the iliscased action is the

effect of bad shoeing.

If the tarrier would ohserve the horse in a

state of nature—if he would examine the yet

unbroken, and consequently unshodden colt,

he woulti find that the broad, circular foot

presses fully on the ground, the li-og receiving,

Bs the animal walks, at each elastic rebountl

caused by the play of the pastern, a slight

pressure against the ground, which excites it,

keeps it in~ healthy action, and indeed preserves

the whole foot from disease. He would also per-

ceive, after a more minute observation, that not

only is the frog an elastic body, but that the hoof
itself, though a horny substance, is elastic, and
that it contracts and expands by the action of the

muscles of the sensible foot, of which it is only

the case or covering, preservhig it from injury,

but yielding to all its impulses. He would then,

if he were not a dolt, reason upon what he had
observed, and infer that for a horse to he sound
upon its feet, it must walk in that exact position

which nature designed for it ; and that any devia-

tion from that position is unnatural, and deprives
the horse of a portion of its ))ower. He would
'also think that nature, by placing the animal
firmly on its heels, and not on the front edge of
its hoof, as most horses stand when injproperly

shod, did so for some wise purpose, and that the

slight blows given to the frog as the animal walked
were not without an object, and therefore ought
to be continued even when the shoes were on.

It is much to be desired tliat a sljoe were in-

vented which should have the faculty of yielding

to the different impressions w hich the hoof would
impart to it through its elastic .-.ciion, which action,

however, is but slight. In applying a hard, ini-

yielding iron shoe to a linniy substance which
gently contracts and expands during the action of
walking, a degree of inconvenience must always
be felt by the animal ; but this inconvenience is

greatly increased when the natural position of the

foot is altered. It becomes, therefore, a matter of
vital importance to the well-being of the animal
that the shoe shoidd be so formed and fastened

on as to allow that action to continue unimpeded
which nature has imjiarted to the horse's foot.

Fortius pm"pose we offer the following directions,

hoping that, as we have called the attention of

our readers to the subject, they will give it their

earnest attention.

The horse's foot being circular and not oval,

the shoe should he made in that form ; or rather

the hoof should be measiu'ed, and the shoe made
exactly to correspond. An oval or elliptic foot

is generally, nay, we may say always, diseased.

It has assumed that shape in consequence of the

contraction of the bars, brought on solely by a

diseased state of the frog for want of pressure
;

and in no one instatice of oval-formed feet will

the frogs be found healthy. The moment the

foot is lifted from the ground, the smell indicates

the diseased frog, though perhaps cockney
equestrians consider this the natural perfume of

the organ when in health.

The shoe should be as light a.3 possible con-
sistently with the labor the animal has to un-

dergo. Before it is jiut on, the hoof should be

pared away toward the heels, in such a manner
that without the shoe the horse .should stand with

the frog close to the ground, as when in a state

of nature ; when the shoe is on, it should be filed

away towards the heels, being left only sufficient-

ly thick to enable the frog in the natin-al |)Osition

of the animal without a rider or burthen, just to

clear the ground ; so that when the horse bears

its burtlien or its rider, the frog of the shood ftiot

should receive the same pressure from the groimd
that it would do if the shoes were taken off and
the animal turned loose. When a horse is shod
according to the present system, besides the va-

rious diseases brought on by the want of the ac-

tion of the frog, the animal w<dks upon its toes

(the expression cannot be misunderstood,) and
the proper muscular action of the foot and leg

is perverted. - Hence many horses fall dead lame
without the farrier being able to a.ssign any cause

for if, although he will talk dogmatically enough
on the subject to confound those who know no
better Ihan himself.

ChoctaAV ludians.

Few of our citizens know that we live nearer
to civilized Indians than almost any other section

of the United States. The country owned by the

Choctaws extends Irom Arkansas to Red River,

commencing at Fort Smith, and running up tlie

Arkansas to the Canadian, to the lindts of the

United States, and with said limits to Red River,

down Red River, to where a due south line with
Fort Smith, from the State line of Arkansas,
strikes Red River. The Choctaws number about
fifteen thousand, and are unquestionably highly
advanced in civilizatitm. The constitution upon
which their laws are based has- been printed in

English and Choctaw, and circulated through
the nation. Their government is systematic,

and regularly organized by the people, in a dem-
ocratic form. It consists of a coum-il of forty

members. The territory being divided irto four

districts, each district elects representatives as

we do, in proportion to the amount of their pop-
ulation. Each of the four districts have a chief,

who sit as a body, for the approval of such laws
as are enacted by the council. In the council a

speaker and clerk are annually chosen. The
members receive $2 a day and their mileage.

The council convenes annually on the first Mon-
day in October, and is in session generally about
two weeks. The house in which the assembly
meets is a spacious and comfortable building,

erected by treaty stipulations, with convenient
rooms for committees, a gallery, and seats lor

spectators.

There are no laws among the Choctaws in re-

gard to debt, and the creditor, when he trusts,

trusts to the honor of the debtor. It is cmioiis
how beautifully republican this one fact makes
the government. The people are left with the

largest limit of jiower, and it is their loss if this

power is not honestly exercised. For the arbi-

tration of civil matters, and the trial of criminals,

there exists, in form, a judicial system; .ludges
are appointed by the Legislature, and they hold
their courts at stated periods. The judicial sys-

tem is, with some exceptions, very sinjilar to the
codes of many of our Slates.

The cotton produced by the Choctaw [)lanters

on Red River will amount this year to over one
thousand bales. There are seven cottoi> gins in

the nation, with a prospect of a rapid increase
;

and on Red River, there are several grist and
saw mills. On Baggy, about fifteen njiles from
Red River, a very intelligent Choctaw of the

name ol Col. David Folsom, has very excellent

salt works, which supplies even Texas planters

with a large quintiiy of salt. There are eight or

ten blacksmiths' sho]is, lour of which have black-

smiths liitiiislied muU r treaty stipulations, and
the .rest, principally in the ploughing season, are
worked by natives.

The schools of the Ctioctaws are well attend-

ed, and an ambitious rivalry exists among their

pupils. By our- treaty stipulations, the United
States have exj)ended from the date of the first

treaty with them (January aOth, 1825) to that of
the two last, (Seplend)cr 27th, 1830) the simi of
.?aO,.'iOO ; .S2,500 of this sum was appropriated to

the general schools in the nation, and the §18,-

000 dedicated to the "Choctaw Academy."
The effect of education is visible at every step.

The rude wigwam is- gone, and in its stead may
be seen neat and comfortable frame and log

dwellings; the matrons, sewing, spinning and
weaving; and around them, large plantations,

yielding corn, oats, pumpkins, potatoes, and great
varieties of vegetables. There have been lately

erected several splendid mansions, entirely by
native mechanics, and they are now filled and
adorned with all fiishionable furniture.

It must be pleasing to all ourcitizens to behold
this advanced slate of society among the Indians

of their border country. To every one, indeed,

under the American flag, it will be highly inter-

esting. We have been accused of injuring and
phmdering the Indian—let these facts he our de-
fence.

The Choctaws w ill greatly add to the trade of
Red River. This season, they will send down
one thousand bales, and next season they will

double it. Our interior counUy is very large,

and it becomes us as citizens of a town that in

time may be of vast extent, to take advantage of
every opportunity of securing the trade around
us. Tlie rapid increase of the Indians, when
employed in civilization, is astonisliiiig. An In-

dian patriarch will have a dozen pickaninies,
where we cannot raise but fvi'o or three; while
the difference in Jihysical strength is unequivo-
cally in favor of the Indian.

—

J\/'atcli{toches Herald.

Mutation of Plants.—The Courier of No-
vember 1th contains a paragraph from the Ken-
neheck Journal, stating that " Mr. John Smiley
of thiit place last year raised potatoes, as he says,
from the fiuit or bulbs of the gilliflower. Of
the veracity of Mr. Smiley there is no question.
The only question is, can he and his family all

be mistaken.^" The Maine Cultivator, also, some
time since, contained several brief statements of
the alleged change of one plant into another.
Thus, according to credible accnmits, gilliflower
tubers have become potatoes. Tiger ijlies have
been procured lioni an aquatic plant, and yellow
lilies from the peony. Wheat, in Western New
York, has oftentimes turned into chess. Barley
has been known to produce oats. A respectable
gentleman in the town of Mount Vernon, (in

Maine, we presunre) lately remarked, " that some
how or other, he did not know why, the farmers
of that town could not raise barley with succes.s.

They sow barley, and it comes up oats." A sin-

gular instance of this was lately mentioned by
one of the most respectable physicians in Maine,
himself a skilful fitrmer. When he attended the

medical lectures at Dartmouth Collage, he bad
occasion to sow a batch of barley. It came np,

and developed the barley leaf, stock, and heads.

In this early state, some cattle broke in, and ate

down, in several places, those jilants to the

ground. The last grew and ripened into barlc}',

but these sent up new stalks, which, proceeding
from the old roots, yielded oats in every case.

This is ccrtaiidy very strange. Jt would be well
for oiu- own curious "farmers to try some experi-
ments in tills way, and inform the public of the

result.

Mnapotis, MJ. Jan. 2G//i, 1842.

To THE Editor of the Courier:—A feu-

days after reading the preceding, I by chance
met with an article in an old English periodical,

[English Annual Register, for the year 1759, p.

381] noticing the phenomenon of the transmuta-
tion of one species of grain into another. It was
first observed in.Sweden, and the discovery was
purely accidental. A husbandman, who had
sowed oats, being in want of provender for his
cattle, mowed them as soon as they were high
enough. They quickly took a second growth,
and he again cut them. He did this, at intervals,
three times. The winter then coining on, no
more blades put forth until the following spring,
wheii, shooting up as before, they \'\ere permit-
ted to grow to perfection ; but the grain, to the
surprise of the sower, proved to be "good rye."
This fact, on being made public, as might be ex-
pected, awakened both astonishn>entand inquiry,
and Mr. Jop-Bern Vergin, a distinguished nati'i-

ralist of Sweden, suspecting that there might he
some deception in the matter, determined to
make the experiment himself. Accordingly, in

the year 1750, he sowed cats, and having cut
them three .several times, as the peasant had
done, the residt. was precisely the same—they
were transtmitcd into " gnnd rye." Influenced
by curiosity, and a desire to promote knowledge,
oilier naturalists of Sweden made similar ex-
periments, and amongst them, Mr. Syi)ersteiii,

President of the Society for the Imiuovcment
of the Arts and Sciences, at Harlem, and the
issue was the same—the oats he sowed and treat-

ed after tlie mjnner of the peasant and Mr. Ver-
gin, changed to, and yielded "good rye."

Respectfiilly, jour oh't servant,

JOHN HAMMOND.

Lime mixed with peat mlck.—Though we
have not been guilty of extolling the virtues of
lime in agricuhiac, we have often admitted that

it mij:lit po.'-sihly be of some service in certain

acid soils to correct the acidity ; but wo have
long considered liming in this .State a very ex-
pensive mode of improving any soil.

Capt. B. Porter, of Danvers, who owns and in:-

proves in that town about forty acres of land,

which once belonged to Gov. Endicott, tells us
of an accurate experiment which he has recently
m.ide wiih jieat muck. He .says ho carted a

number of loads of muck on to high land and
laid it in two piles ; that in one he put fifty bu.vh-

c!6 of ashes and mixed them intimately with ihe
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muck ; in the otlier heap he put as many dollars

worth tif new slaked hme and mixed this with

the heap as he had mixed the ashes. VVitliinlen

days the muck Iieap wliich contained the ashes

had become ijuitc hot, and lie carted this heap to

his field and used it for a crop of potatoes. T
ashes caused tlie ra|)id decomposition of the

fibrous matter of the muck and made excellent

manure, giving him an unusual harvest of pota-

toes.

But the heap in which he put the slaked lime

did not ferment—the lime seemed to have no
operation upon it—the mixture caused no heat,

and the whole mas.s seemed of very little service

on his potato field. Still we constantly sec lime

recommended by those who guess at con.^equen-

ces, but will take no method to prove clearly its

nee on lands.

Capt. Porter manaaes his little farm in a very

judicious manner, fle has a fine cellar under

his large barn where he keeps his manures, his

pigs, and his roots to feed them. His cows are

in excellent order and are as clean as most cows
in the sunulier season, since a gutter behind them
conveys all the liiiuid manure directly into the

cellar, and the remainder falls below the planks

on which the hind feet of the cows stand.

—

Mass.
Ploughman.

Form the Farmers' Cabinet.

Subsoil Ploughing.

Mr. Editor-t-I am glad to see the notice of a

day's ploughing, imder the auspices of the Penn-
sylvania Agricultural Society, for the purpose of
testing the merits of the Centre-draught plough,

as also for the trial of the subsoil plough, an in-

strument of whii-li we hear so much and know
so little. I had understood that thoy were always
made of inonstroii:* size, requiring great power
of draught, but Mr. ProiUy informs us the plough

intended for trial is to be a two-horse ijlough

only, and if with that we are enabled to break up
our subsoils, I shall coni'ider the implement above

all price, for although 1 .have never witnessed the

operatioii, I am prepared to expect the greatest

and best results from a jnode of management
which carries conviction to the mind of every

practical man. The efiectof a pulverized subsoil

must indeed be i)eculiarly friendly to the growth
of potatoes, while to any crop, be it of what de-

scription it luighl, its power of retaining moisture

in a season of drought, or of permitting a super-

abundance to pass away, must be of paramount

importance to any soil.

In a late number of the Southe.'Ji Cidtivator

mention is made of a person who, " while taking

in his corn fodder, observed a great difference

between two pieces which were plantod at the

same time and in the same soil : the fodder in

one piece of ground dried up so fast that he could

scarcely get through with stripping it, bcfoTC it

was entirely burnt up, to use the common phra-'^e ;

when, on going to the other piece, he fbimd it

green to the ground, and in good plight for strip-

ping. He was struck with this diflferencc in the

two lots of corn, and, on reflection, recollected

that, on getting ready to plant his corn in the

spring, he ran a furrow with a large bar-share

plough, after which he followed with .-i small

|)lough, called a Bidl-tongue, running it pretty

deep in the same furrow, until he had proceeded
over half the piece, when he concluded to plant

the balance in the single furrow, and discontinu-

ed the use of the bull-tongue. The result was,

the part plained in the opening made by the small

plough, where the large one had been previously

nm, produced a tliird more fodder, and of abetter

quality than that planted in the shallow one made
by the large plough alone ; besides the great dif-

ference there must be in the weight of the corn

when dryini; too fast, for the purpose of niakinjx

hread. This should ho rrniemhered, and the

evils of slmllow |il;;iiting l)f avoided." Now, here

was an iiislancc of sul.isoilinu' on a very simple

plyr., wliicli all iiiiuht adopt and reap the benefit

of, wiiliout luucli e.Mia i-n.-tor labor. I look for-

^^•aril to tliR trial of the ahovo ploughs M'.tli very

great iiitm-^st, and consider tliat Mr. Prouty has

taken just the best mode possible to bring his

ploughs into notice. 1 hope he will provide a

very strong span of horses.

A. C.

The Cut-VVokbi.—My corn i\ns been almos
totally destroyed several times by the deprcda

tions of the cut-worm ; in fact, their ravages have
become truly alarming. I have resorted" to vari-

ous expedients to avoid this great evil, but have
observed that the lands ploughed in the fall, the
winter, and the spring, botU in the sanio field and
in different fields, to sulFer equally by the mischief
occasioned by the cut-worm. I flatter myself,
however, with the belief that I have at length dis-

covered a remedy for this scourge, which consists
in mowing the crop—not feeding it. I connnonly
mow for iiay in the sixth month, and again in the
fall for seed ; then, early the next spring, I plough
up the same field for corn, and have never known
a ])iece of land thus prepared to be attacked hy
the cut-worm. One close mowing in the eighth
month may probably answer the same purpose

;

but of this I am not so positive. In the few cases
which have come uinlcr my notice, however, the
plan seemed to answer. Now, I am not prepared
to otier any reason lor the success of this plan ;

it may be that the egg of the fly being deposited
on the high grass, is carried with the hay into the
the barn ; or it may be destroyed by the scorch-
ing rays of the sun on the removal of the crop

;

or the fly may seek other fields better adapted to

their purpose than that which is fresh mown. I

e.\pect to make farther observation respecting
this very interesting matter, but wish the reader
of the Cabinet to know all that 1 know about it at

present, and to profit hy the information if they
will.

—

Farmers' Cabinet.

rdlCAJAH T. JOHNSON.
Short Creek, Harrison Co., Ohio, 23d of 1st mo.,

1842.

The Yankees : Their Mode of Begging.—
Our Yankees, if they beg at all, never beg as

other people do—once a month perhaps you are
accosted by somebody well-clothed, and so well-

fed that he would not touch your cold victuals,

who has been shipwrecked, or starved out—per-

haps by the deluge, perhaps by the last eruption
of Vesuvius, or the last earthquakes of the south,

and who comes up to you with a specific sum, or

specific article ; and even this he will ask of you
as one neighbor would ask it of another. A ii;w

years ago a fellow who had lost his arm in the

late war, as he said, for which he enjoyed a |ien-

sion of eight dollars a month, went about among
our houses on the Sabbath day, refusingfood, but
demanding foin-pence-balf-pciinies, which were
given him, I dare .say, at almost every door. He
probably picked up, therefore, about irve times as

much as another would by a hard day's v\ork.

Such men live by travelling, spend their time as

they like, and eat of the iiit of the land. They
have literally retired from business; they beg for

sport, and live upon their incomes.
But to give the rentier a more failhfiil idea of

the imimdence of a Yankee beggar—he should
be wished a happy new year by some hoy in the

street ; and after giving a smooth nine pence have
him turn it over, and eye it, and perhaps ask if it

would pass for more than half a pistareen ?

The very beggar alluded to above, in the course

oi" conversation at the door of a friend's house,

let fall a remark which, apart from the pension

advrited to by him, proved that he was not obli-

ged to beg for a livelihood—he was returning from

^it to his relations in a distant part of the

country ; they were poorly ofl^, and he had been

trying to g-ive them a lift.

I knew ot" one who walked up to the window
of a room where a laige company were taking

tea. A good iiHtured girl handed him out a plate

of cakes, for him to choose one for himself He
took the plate and emptied the whole into his bag

with a look that sltowed he knew belter. Yet
the scoundrel got olT without a horse wliipi)ing.

PortsnwtUh Trihime.

Fifteen Minutes to Spare.

In passing liom one engagement to another,

during the day, there are often small portions of

time for which many make no special provision,

.-uid so lo.-'e them entirely. A good economist,

however, of lime, which is money, and to many
their only capital, will always have something to

fill up these sjiaces. Put together they make days

and months and years, and are worth saving.—

Some persons are so constituted, that it is next

to impo.^sible for them to be systematic, method-

ical, and steadily and continuously diligent. They
can work only by fits and .starts; and they work
best when the spirit moves liiem, compensating.

by the earnestness and enei'gy with which they
labor, for the seasons during which they loaf or
lounge. Such gentlemen of genius are, however,
rare ; a good inany lazy fellows, who imagine
themselves members of this class, having, in iiict,

no right to be ranked with them, and deserving
to be talked to first (or their idleness, and second-
ly for iheir impudence in trying to excuse their

drone-like propensities, by pretending to he like

the few eccentric great men, who are, in respect
to the way in which they do things, a law unto
themselves. Most people, to accomplish any
thing, need to be constantly industrious ; and for

them, it is wiser never to have "fifteen minutes
to spare," and always to have some little matter
to which they can turn their hand. A certain

mathematician, we liii-j;rt who, is said to have
composeil an chihoiate woik, when visiting with

his wife, during the imcrval of lime between the

moment when she first started to take leave of
their friends, and the moment she had fairly fin-

ished her last words. We heard once of a young
man, eager for knowledge, who read the whole
of Hume's History of England whilst waiting, at

his hoarding house, for his meals to be served.

—

No excuse is more common for ignorance, than a

want of time to learn ; and no excuse is more
frequently false. Jt is not always false. Uncon-
sciously one may get engrossed in business and
entangled with engagements, so that he cannot
well release himself and escape. But it is bad to

do this ; and against it one should be on his

guard. In many cases, however, such entire oc-

cupation of time is not the fact; it is only imag-

ined to be the fiict. Every body, every day, wastes

moments, if not hours, which might be devoted

to useful ends. "Where there is a will, there is

always a way," says the proverb. A systematic

arrangement of business, habits of rigid punctu-

ality, and a determination to gather up the frag-

ments, will enable a man to make wonderful ad-

ditions to his stock of knowledge. The small

stones which fill up the crevices have almost as

nmch to do with making the fair and firm wall as

the great rocks : so the right and wise use of

spare moments contributes not a little to the

building up in good proportions and with

strength, a man's mind. Because we arc mer-
chants and mechanics, we need not be ignorant

of all that lies without the boundaries of the

counting-room or the shop. Because the good
woman looketh well to her household, she need
not abstain entirely from looking into hooks. If

to make money, oi' get a dinner, the mind must
be entirely neglected, it were belter lo be poor
and starve. But there is no such necessity as this

as any one may discover, who will with justi-

fiable avarice make good use of every "filtcen

minutes he has to spare."

—

Muiwi/port Herald.

To WASH Iro.n or Steel with Copper.—Dis-

solve sulphate of copper in water, in the propor-

tion of one lo three ; wash iron or steel with it,

and it will instantly be covered with reduced
copjier. This is best performed by applying the

solution with a brush, which must be followed

directly with a sponge of clear w.iter. In this

manner any letters or figures may be drawn with

a camel-hair pencil or a pen, and if it be on pol-

ished steel, the letters or flowers will assume the

brilliaucy of the steel, and appear like highly

polished copper. It may sometimes be requisite

to cleanse the metal by washing it with diluted

muriatic acid, that the copper may adhere the

more readily. If the steel thus ornamented be

held over a charcoal fire, the copper figures be-

come blue first; and when the steel becomes
blue, the copper lakes a gold colour ; but is re-

stored airain to its original color by diluted mu-
riatic acid.

Coloring Walls.—It may not be generally

known, particularly in the country, that blue vit-

riol, when mixed with lime, foims a very beauti-

ful as well as exceedingly cheap coloring matter

for walks. Take good lime and slack it as usual,

one and a half pounds of blue vitriol, dissolve the

chrystals with boiling water, when dissolved mix

it with the white-wash, and add one pound of

glue well dissolved. Tliis should he prepared in

a glue pot if possible, to prevent its being burned

or scorched. When well mixed the first coat

must be put on horizontally, or from side to side,

and the second coat vertically, or iij) and down.

The wall will be of a bright blue color, rcscni-
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bliii!,' tlie bine bottles sometimes seen in iijjothe-

cary shops. By following these directions; women
can pnt on the coloring as smoothly and as well,

generally, as men.

Mahomet.—Carlyle thus interestingly speaks
of the great oriental :—" From an early age he
had been remarked as a thoughtful man. His
companions named him ' .4( .<?mm—The Faith-
ful.' A man of truth and fidelity; true in what
he did, in what he spake and thought. They
noted that fe always meant something. A man
rather taciturn in speech : silent when there wa.?

nothing to be said, but pertinent, wise and sincere
when he did speak—always tin-owing light on the
matter. This is the only sort of speech u'orth

speaking ! Through life we find him to have been
regarded as an altogether solid, brotherly, genu-
ine man. A serious, sincare character

; yet amia-
ble, cordial, companionable, jocose, even—a good
laugh in him withal ; there are men whose laugh
is as untrue as any thing about them—vvho can-
not laugh. One hears of iVIahoniet's beauty—his
fine, sagacious, honest face, brown florid com-
l>lexion, beaming black eyes—] somehow, too,

like that vein on the brow, which swelled up
black when he was in anger; like the 'horse-
shoe vein' in Scott's Redgauntlet. It was a kind
of feature in the Hasheni family, this black, swell-
ing vein in the brow; Mahomet had it prominent,
as would appear. A spontaneous, passionate, yet
jiist true meaning man! Full of wild faculty,
fire and light; of wild worth, all uncultured;
working out his life-task in the depths of the de-
sert there.

Lunar Phenomenon !

—

Sandusky, Jan. d9.

—

On the night of Tuesday, the 2.5th inst., our at-

tention was called to the extraordinary ai)pear-
ance of the moon. Ii was truly a singular, but
most beautiful sight. The moon was at the full,

or within a few hours of it. At the time, there
was a thin haze in the atmosphere, and there
were seven distinct circles around the moon, dis-
playing all the colors of the rainbow, with near-
ly, if not quite, ecjual brillianoy. It is not easy to
designate the different colors "of the circles with
exactness, but we made the following note at the
time: " VVithin the inner ciiclL-s, a luiijlit white
(or rather a dead white,) then a bjown (circle) then
a green, then a faint blue." The last was dis-

cernible. This appearance lasted ten or fifteen

minutes after we first saw it, and it is said that a
similar appearance was presented about half an
hour afterward.— Clarion.

Westward Ho!—We were struck yesterday
afternoon with the queer appearance of an emi-
giant's " outfit," which went by oin- office on its

westward way. U|)on the running part of an or-

dinary waggon, with rather a long rcac-ii, was
constructed a cabin, svell roofed and clap-board-
ed, with curtained windows—while a stove pipe
protruding through the roof betokened that ap-
pliances and means for warmth and cookery were
not lacking—the apparent comfort and snugness
of the whole arrangement forming an agreeable
contrast with the hardships usually eneountered
by the venturous pioneer to western wilds.

This non-descript d^velling was drawn by three
horses, driven very conveuiently from within, and
thus sheltered from the iuelement elements, the
enterprising euiiurant, while sitting by his own
fire, with all bis household goods around him, was
pushing onward to the new home he had chosen,
with scarcely a deprivation, while in transitu, of
the comforts of the one he had left behind him.

—

Buffalo Com. Mv.

Wild Geese at Fault.—During several of
the warm days last week, the wild geese were
seen flying in flocks of all sorts, sizes and num-
bers, over om- city to the north. But on Sunday
last it snowed a little, on Monday it grew cold,
and yesterday yet^older, oven as cokf as Spitz-
horgen or Nova Zembla ; and since Monday our
birds of passage have been seen and heard
making the best of their way back to "the balmy
regions of the South," just as fast as before they
bad retreated therefrom. We had before been
induced to beUeve tlrat the passage of the wild
geese to the north was a sign of the break up of
winter ; but in future we will believe that the bird
knows no more of the weather to come than the
almanac makers themselves know.—S/. Louis
Rc.v..9th inst.

From Blackwood's Magazine for January.

Galley Slaves—Leghorn.
" Nempe in Lucanos vel TuscA ergastula mittas."

* * * Went this morning to see the galley

slaves in the interior. The nest of these hornets

is sadly picturesque. Unaware of the place, we
came upon it somewhat mioxpectedly, from the

summit of a steep sliort mound, like the Monte
Testacio at Rome, raised out of broken earthen-

ware and rubbish. We looked right dow n on
the stagnant ditch of the fort vvithin which they

are confined, and saw a mass of beings, the clank
of whose chains miglit be heard for several min-
utes before they could be discovered. As they
came up, two by tw o, through a narrow covered

I)assage, frotn tlie recesses of the fort, upon a

platform, where they drew up in ranks, we saw
about thirty marked men, with their fijces towards
us, of whom the law tells frightful tales behind

their backs, while their physiognomy, air, and de-

portment, too readily sustain sotiie damning word
on the reverse of the medal. There they stood,

and so vivid was the impression made by thirty

picked scoundrels, that they seem even now to

stand, some utterly reckless and sullen; others,

like mountebanks at a fair, glad to court the

astonishment of those who contemplate them in

security across the moat. Our attention is at first

called to the distinction of two uniforms, yellow
and red, of which you will not be two days iu

Leghorn without learning the interpretation.

The faded yellow is to last for life ; the " red," al-

though you read on it, " onjicidio iu rissa," '• furto

violento con mano armata," house-breaking, in-

cest, or other appalling felonies, is but for a defi-

nite, though always tor a long ])eriod. These
ruffians are coupled like hyenas together, and,

like them, live only as the useful scavengers of
this foul town. Soldiers with loaded guns stand

by, but stand aloof, as if even they dreaded com-
ing in coutact with them ; and there are eight or
ten policemen for ordinary disiipline, who ex-

ceed our hardest ligatured turnkeys. This |)arty

were waiting for the boat, which was to convey
thejn across the moat into the town. Another
had already landed, and was reeeiiing, out of a

ueiuhhoring shed, the .shovel and the rake, with
which tliey are to ciillect anil fjius into4beir cart

the feculeuce of the drains. Two old men, of
very unequal stature, but both grey-headed, in

whom the fire of the eye had been quenched, but

not its sedate, satanic glare, led the van ; one of

them, the murderer of a sister, stands the full

glance of the timid visitor in silence ; his com-
panion, with a face, of wliich, ii)i- ferocity, we
never saw the equal, wdiincs for alms, and coolly

refers you to the himip on his back, where the

half-oblite'ated word 'grassazione," makes you
look again. The house-breaker and the cattle-

stealer, " abigeato," clank their fetters rythmically,

unless they happen ;o fight fur the end of n cigar

whieh has been thrown away, and discourse on
the mysteries of their particular line, or change
permitted jokes with their keeper, as they draw
the empty hand-cart towards the next embank-
ment of dirt. The other detachment is now on
boaid, and is neariiig our side of the moat. A
crew of braiKled slaves passing the fosse of Leg-
horn, and ferried over by one of themselves,

chained to his post to work the old rude craft, is

a picture ready for the artist! At six in the

morning the ferryman is jiadlockcd to bis boat

:

having carried over these unblest spirits to their

vile lalwrs, be goes for more, and takes the differ-

ent relief gangs, consigning the last of them to

their quarters at sun-set. As we, too, had to go
over, we pressed our way through the set just

landing—between rape and murder, and all other
revolting enormities—who seem surprised at our
surprise, and dis|)0se(l to say. What do yon stare

at ? Did you never see a bloody hand before .'

We commit ourselves, however, to the slave

er, and would no doubt
sixpence ; a horrible of-

fence is stamped on his jacket for life, an offence

which none convicted of it in England can ex|>i-

ate with less than life itself. We spring out im-
patiently before the boat has well touched the
opposite shore, and are directed to a covered
archway which leads ns to the slave-yard. After
passing the guard-house, we descend a narrow
stair into a sort of impulvium or court, with a

shed round it; some of the criminals were saw-
ing, some breaking wood, and some trundling a
wheel-barrow fiill of filth, to a place from which

turn

jn, vvho tugs us (

verboar

it is to he precipitated into the water of the calm
sea sleeping at their feet. How calm I how beau-
tiful ! does the sea look to-day with the Gorgona,
Elba, Corsica, in the distant view, and the ship-
ping and the boats in the harbor ! How cheering,
after such sights as we are leaving, and glad to

leave, is the oar's light stroke, and the plash of
the sporting bather, and the voices of the distant
market, and the cry of the itinerant fisherman or
bennseller ! How invitingly tlie boats glide about,

in and out through the bar; how sparkle those

broad spread nets from their sterns, with the sil-

very scales of fish they are conveying to the

steamer ! How finely colored is yonder distant

ridge of the Carara quarries, and how animating
the grou])S of the lookers on—the soldiers, with
their women and children ; the idlers sitting on
the wall, and gazing like ourselves ; and the priest

or the monk taking the morning's walk along the

lampart. * * * * ^Ve are now
in the parlor of the head of the " Busea ;" he sees

we are strangers and Englishmen. He hands us

over to a tali jovial fellow, who expects a reward
for showing his menagerie, else would he treat

our curiosity and interest with derision. He first

takes ns to the dormitories—filthy rooms they are

not ; but dingy, crowded, incommodious, and rare

places for the spread of any contagious disease

;

they are four rooms, two over two, with sixty and
forty beds in each, disposed in tiers, for the econ-
omy of space, like sailors' hammocks. Each bed
has a straw mattrass and a bolster, and the con-

vict's cloak or coverlet, similar in color to his

jacket of the day, lies on it. Inside the cloak, the

name of the critninal ; outside, the crime. At
sundown they all return to tlie fort, get their

irons unclinched, walk about half an hour un-

chained, take off their jackets, and lie down un-

der their cloaks. " Silence is now rigorously ex-

acted, and blows from the custode fall on such as

are refractory. A few whose fi lends enable them
to eat a second meal in the evening, are allowed

to do so, and they take this coveted addition to

their common allowance by themselves. The
dormilories, the dining-room, the kitchen and
parlor, have one miserable table in the midst, on
which, at ten o'clock, twenty-four ounces of
bread and six ounces of beans are given to each.

They thrive on this spare diet; besides vvhicli

they get, every now and then, something extra.

They have four quattrina, (about five futhings
English) for doing particularly dirty work ; for

work iu which there is particular danger, half a
paul is given them in consideration of the added
risk ; and they must go to mass once a week, and
confess ! Confess! !

" The forced confessions of
branded galley slaves must be strange indeed

!

But the Church is here in more ways than one,

and in some more promising. By every convict's

bed hangs a little lead riucifix, Vvith holy water;
coarse prints of sacred subjects, placed here with
the best intentions, graced the begrimmed walls;
devotional verses are printed upon each ; and a
colored print of the Madonna, behind a small,

ever-burning lamp, is placed at the bead of each
room, to which the guard, making the convicts
imilato his example, touches his hat as he passes.

Over every bed, the convict's shoes, stockingg,

and civil costume, are bung up, to remain there
during his legal death, like dead men's garments
at the morgue at Paris ; and here they often re-

main for many years ! You see the shoes, by
whose nails the house-breaker may have been
tracked ; the hat that he wore in the murderous
scuffle ; the linen still stained with his own or
his neighbor's blood ; the coat rent in the affray.

We asked for a little glossariannformation. " La-
trocinio's" jacket turned up, aiid the convict him-
self had no objection to tell us. " Mine is only

highway robbery; but if I rob you with violence

at the corner of a street, 1 wear a yellow jacket,

and am marked ' Grassazione'—grazia ! If I slay

you off-band, it is only red homicide for a few
years; but if I bear the badge of 'omicidia pro-

meditata' on my yellow jacket, it is for thirty

years"— Jpiic' We saw a group of " galerien"

collected roimd the miserable table. One was
seated, the rest were standing in their chains, and
dictating to him who was writing. " What is

this ?" " They are getting the secretary to put
down what they want to have iiurchascd, and he
is calculating it all u\>, before be sends it to the
' custode.' " One poor wretch, seated in a corner
by himself, much arrested our attention. His age
aijout the "mezzo cammin' dclla nostra vita," but
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lie looked old from sickness ami suftering. His

face livid, his lips blue—his uncles, from which
the chains had lieen removed, swelled ; he sat

anxiously absorbed in his own painful sensations,

and was" breathing quick. We needed not feel

his pulse, but we did. The custode smiles, and
asks if we are medical. " These are three days

that he has been off work," said the custode.
" Caro lei die voleie ?"—" How can I work ?"

asked the breathless man. " He is not fit to work,"

«e interposed. "II sigiior chirurgo," said the

keeper, " must settlfe that—my present orders are

so and so; but he has a diseased heart!" And
so in fact had the custode, only of a different

kind ; so he merely shrugged his shoulders, and
said, as he turned "away, " Xon so !" Sometimes
they employ him, it seems, to write letters to their

friends—" but we always see what they write,"

said our amiable guide, who was the last jierson

we should have chosen for our confidant; "some
w rite long Ictturs to their wives, some to their

children, lor no wuiiien are admitted here." Here
is a life where there is no admission for love or

friendship—a life of degradation and privation

—

a life of peril, hard fare, and reproach. Can any
live such lives long? Yes; I saw many there

who told me, with glee, that they had passed

within a few months, or years, their full period of
suffering, and would be liberated at last I

For tlie Monthly Visitor.

Farm Architectnre, No. 5.

ECONOMY OE THE BARN.
In this number I propose to show the details

of the Barn and its appendages. It may not be

superfluous to add to the illustrations of my last

ninnber a few remarks upon the accommodations
of the sheds and out-houses. It may be seen by

a reference to the ground plan, that the vat-house

is situated immediately in the rear of the dwel-
ling-lionse and in the centre of the ont-house.

—

The object in doing this is most probably appar-

ent to those who have examined the plans ; to

those who have not, and to those to whom the

plans may not be sufficiently intelligible, a fur-

ther reference may be necessary. By i)laeing

this room as it is in" the plan, the labor of cook-

ing the food for cattle and swino is greatly les-

sened and ceases to be that severe task that many
fiinners considfer it. The vats are conveniently

situated to the house, tha barn, and the piggery.

A spout from the pumii-room will conduct water

to the vats and boilers when needed. A door

opens into the passage! Uading lu the piggery, and

II door into the barii-yard : whether vegetables

lor stock are kept in the house-cellar or the barn-

cellar, each is near by, and it requires but trifling

labor to bring them to the room for cooking.

Taking it as granted, that the superiority of cook-

ed food over raw tbod for cattle and swine, is ac-

knowledged by all, it would seem that this de-

partment in the farm buildings is not misplaced.

The same conductor which leads to the vats

and boilers may lead from the pump to the wa-

tering-troughs," situate in the cattle shed, suffi-

ciently sheltered, and always accessible. The
(liggeries arc laid out large, and it would seem,

well located in every res|)ect; a good distance

from the house, convenient to the outbuildings,

adjoining the barn-yard—avoiding on one part all

disagreeable odors, and securing on the other the

benefit of all juices and manures arising from

them, with the convenience of allowing the swine

the range of the barn-yard when needed. If the

granary is located in the attic of the wood-house,

it will be no less convenient to the barn, than to

the house and vat-room, and will begot at liy the

flight of stairs in the shed, leaving a good room
near the vat-room lor a dung-room, which can be

furnished with a boiler leading into the chimney
ill the centre of the building.—This with the ar-

rangement proposed in the last number will reu-

der'the dairy a well situated and convciiieut room.

The wood-shed, tool house, poultry-houses and
cattle-shed need no further explanation. "J'heir

situation is indicated on the floor plan, showing
iheir connection with the other departments of

the farm buildings.

In the barn-yard near the front of the barn a

vat is sunk to receive the juices and wash from

the cattle st^ills and stables, by means of drair

.f tli(

M-lloor, iiicru-.cil from the ce

iiciently to allow the liquid to run

towards the vat ; v, in the centre lliey join in a branch,
e, leading iiito the vat. In order to facilitate the collection

of the liquid in the drain, the inclined part of the stable
floor is raised two inches above that whii'h is usually level,

but in this case should incline also towards the principal

inclined floor, and nnderlap about two inches.
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Hernly's Pateut Double Sheared Com Plough
Culti% ator.

The lollouiiij IS d hediitiliil pTtlein of Ilcin-
ly's Ploiuh Ciiltiidtoi a paiticulai desciiption of
nhich V, A- sivrii m No 12, Vol. 3, of tlje Visjioi
and owned by Robert Hale, &. Co., Fianklin
N H.

Manchester, S. H.-Feb. 23, 1843.

Nearly two iiiillions of dolluis Imve been in-

vested by Massaclinsetts capitalists in expendi-

tiues near the great Amoskeag fulls upon the

Menimack within the last five years. Aided by
the fmther investment of Massachusetts capital

ill the Concord Railroad of two hundred thou-

sand dollars, with a f;reater amount subscribed
by citizens of New Hampshire, an immediate
effect of these two investments has been the

rise in value of property in New Hampshire to

at least an equal amount. A large portion of
these iuvestnieuls has been ex|)ended in the pur-

chase of lumber, bricks and other materials and
in waj;es of laborers. And this is not all—the

erection of every new worksliopand factory cre-

ates a permanent demand for work that fin--

nishes the means of increasing wealth to al-

most every young man and woman who had
rather find employment for their hands than to

remain idle. Female employment in factories,

under generous rejiulatioiis such as we believe

exist at Lowell, Nashua, Manchester, Dover, Ex-
eter, New Market, &c. is a blessing to the poor
and an advantage to those who are even well to

live. It takes off, it is true, some of the best
" hell)" of our families ; but still it helps hundreds
who would not otherwise be able to help them-
selves. There are numerous cases in this State,

as there is more than one in this town, where
the daughters of indigent parents have furnished
from their wages at inanufactnring establish-

ments the means of purchasing little farms; and
to enable the waning strength of the father to

keep this " little farm well tilled," the generous
daughters have even assisted with the further
means necessary to pay for the labor.

Well might .our member of Congress, Mr.
BcRKE, present as the evidence of our greater
prosperity over the State of Tennessee the pro-

ducts of our manufacturing capital and industry
as so much additional advantage. As this part

of Mr. Burke's triumphant reply was npi)lauded
by the ijewspa[!ers of all parties, so we ha
light to infer that tiiere is very nearly a ur
mous sentiment in favor of every event or i

suie which shall be made to conduce to

manulhctnring prosperity.

We are getting away from our subject, which
was to notice the rapid growth of the village at
Amoskeag, situated on the east side of Merri
mack river, which has almost entirely grown up
within the last three years. That village, ;

late census of enumeiation by the firewards,
leady enumerates a population of 3700 souls and
upwards, and together with the other population
on that side of the river within the limits of th(

town of Manchester, embraces nearly 5000 in

habi'ants. The entire village is within the limiti

of lots laid out during the last four years by the
Coi|ioration of the Amoskeag Company. Seve-
nl denominations of Christians have already
elected large and spacious churches within these
limns, for each of which tiie ground has been
piesented by the Corjioration. "]t also presented
to the town a lot for the erection of a splendid
town house, which has just been com|.'leted. The
town house is situated on tlie westerly side of
Elm Street, an avenue which is a sort of dividing
line between the citizeiis' houses and the lacto-
nes and dwellings belonging to the several Cor-
poiations. The town-house is sixty by eighty
feet on the ground : on the basement is the post-
ofhce and stores and slii)|is of various kinds.
0\ei these is the piiiii'ipal ball, being a square
of about sixty li'et, o^palile of holding about one
thousand people, with, a gallery over the entrance
at one end. Over this great hall is a finished
storj 111 the roof, containing a large hall in the
centie and apartments for the deposite of fire-

aims and other jiroperty of the town. The up-
pei hall is very suitable for the dining or drilling
niihtiry companies. Central ujion a slated roof
with gable ends is the cupola and bell of dimen-
sions sufficient to carry the sound many miles

;

and in the open air, upon the balcony where it

rests, is a pitlendid prospect up and down the
iver over the magnificent falls for the distance
f eight or ten miles, and of the compact huild-
ngs already erected.

In the basement of the town house are several
splendid blocks of hewed granite. The largest of
them were taken from Rattlesnake ledge in this
town ; several of these weighed after they were
prejiared fifteen tons each. The contractor, Mr.
Farnum, in the coiuse of a few weeks, being
very successful in lif;iiiii:g on a ledge of peculia
ly straight and ready rift granite, cleared in

small job of a few weeks one thousand dollars.

The hall was dedicated by a splendid ball on
Thursday evening, Feb. 24: and on the succeed-
ing evening the editor of the Visitor, by request
of a committee which waited on him three days
before, delivered a political address before a very
civil and ailenlive audience of gentlemen of mix-
ed o|iinions, all of whom deserve our praise for

the perfect order and silence observed for the
space of nearly two hours, where many could not
be seated.

The houses already erected by the citizens are
partly of wood, upon streets running at right an-
gles ; but the buildings erected by the Corpora-
tion, we lielieve, arc all of bricks. With the
quality of these bricks we have as yet seen none
in any part of the country that coidd compare:
they are of a deep bronze red, and so effectually

burnt that tlii^y will bo |)roliably equally lusting

and i)cruianent as giMuite itself.

Such is !\Iai;cliester as it now exists—a town,
which under some circumstances, may four-fold

its present pnijulation and wealth iu ten years;
and uuflerolher circumstances, may fall back and
become the rcsideiire of tlie "moles and the
bats" where humanity now inhabits.

The canal which lin-uishes the water power to

the great machine shojjs and factories, is extend-
ed already from the head of the liiUs to the dis-

tance of nearly a. mile. This canal is cajiacious

and direct: its posiiion, some fifty feet above the
bed of the river below the tails, is secure. Along
side this canal, passing up and down the river,

the railroad has been laid entirely out of the way
of interruption to the buihiings and business of
the inhabitants, and crossing very few streets or
other avenues.

THE STARK TARM AND MANSION.

the tract of land for many years owned by Gen.
John Stark, one cf the best, if not the very best
partizau officer this country ever produced ; and
on this ground, upon a somewhat abrupt rise
some fifty rods from the river, rest the mortal re-
mains of thtt veteran. Over these remains is a
granite monument erected by his eldest son
bearing the simple inscription ".!/. G. John Stark
died May 8, 1822, .^l. 94." At the head of
another grave at his side is a slate-stone slab with
the inscription " In memory of Mrs. Elizabeth
Stark, who died June 29, 1814, in tlie. llth year of
her age."

The tract of land composing the first Stark
farm consisted of about five hundred acres lying
upon the east side up the Merrimack river about
half a mile and running back. Like nmch of the
town of Manchester, within the last fifty years, it

has been considered as rather poor land. Archi-
bald Stark removed "into the woods" upon this
land soon after the first settlement of Concord,
about the year 1734 : he came from the flouri.^h-
ing town of Londonderry, some ten miles to the
east, when his son John was about six years of
age. There were several brothers of the family.
A variety of causes operated in the course of

time to make the tract of land taken up by
Archibald Stark less productive than several oth-
er flirms of the vicinity. The M'Gregoie farm,
on the west side below the falls extenduig on the
river more than a mile, had always, been consid-
ered more valuable: this farm was purchased by
the old Amoskeag company, whose mills are and
were located near the head of the falls upon this
side and upon islands in the falls, some fifteen
years ago, at the ])rice of $25,000. It has been n
profitable farm at that price, and has been con-
stantly improving.
The Stark farm, until recent I v, has not been

much improved. In the days of' its first owner,
the sons, in the first spirit of the rough enter-
prise of that day, fearless of Indians or other ob-
stacles, were "mighty hunters," absent in the
dense forest many miles from home for weeks
and months in succession. It was on one of these
excursions that John Stark was taken prisoner,
escaping death by his sintiular resolution and
courage, and returned back'from Canatla on p;iy-
ment of his ransom.

Possibly other means for a livelihood might
have been relied upon than the farm soon after
'ts early settlement. Much of the soil in the
•ourse of one hundred years seems, until quite
ately, like most other farms that possessed not
the resources for making niaiiiire,to have degen-
erated into sterility : lonie of it, if we mistake
not, lost its greensward surface and became run-
ning sard beds. The absence of the sons, first
on hunting excursions and afterwards in the Ran-
ger service of the old French war, probably con-
tributed to this result.

The following is a literal copy of a1i original
parchment commission now in possession of John
Stark, which we were permitted to copy, viz.

:

By His Excellency Hilliam Shirley Esg. General
and Commander in Chief of ail His Majesty's
Forces in JVorth America.

To John St«rk Gent
I do hereby Constitute and Appoint you the

said John Stark to be Lieutenant of an Indepen-
dent Company of Rangers whereof Robert Rog-
ers Gent is Captain ; You are therefore to take
the said Company into your Care and Charge as
Lieutenant and to use your best Endeavours to
koep them in good order and Discipline. And
I do hereby Command them, the inferior Officers
and Men of of the said Company to Obey you as
their Lieutenant. And you a.ie" to observe and
follow such orders and directions from time to
time as you shall receive from his M.ajesty, my-
self, your Ca|)tain or any other vour superior Offi-
cer according to the Rules and Discipline of
War

Given at Albany the twelfth day
of April one thousand seven
hundred and fifty six

W Shirley
By His Excellency'is Coinm.ind

Wm Alexander. Secy
Soon after the close of the war of 1756, Gen.

then Capt. John Stark came into possession of
the premises. The house in which he died in

1822 was by him erected in the year ir(),5. The
late Dea. John Kimball of Conccrd. was master

Directly north of the head of the great falls is I carpenter ; and his work now remaining thero
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was such ns might put to tlie Mush some of the

best cariJeijters of the preseut day. Charles

Stark, Esq., grandson of the General, the present

owner, with whom resides John Stark, Esq., third

son and only surviving child of the General at

the age of 79 years, has altered and repaired this

mansion within the last three years. The size of

the house is about fifty feet by thirty on the

ground, with a hall of nine feet crossing it in the

centre :—the house is of two stories with a pitch-

ed roof of an angle near forty-five degrees and

gable ends. The finisli of the lower rooms was
of clear white pine boards, sometimes two and a

half feet over ; and as well in the rooms belo.v as

in the chambers above the wide panels still tell

of the giant pines from which the boards were

taken, which were the first growth upon this

land. There is a beaufette or China closet at the

corner of the sitting-room—an ornament and

convenience deemed mdispensable in those days-

whicli is a cmiosity as displaying the taste and

workmanship of tlie olden times: the head or

cap is beautiful carved work from^ a laige log.

The work expended upon this inconsiderable

corner seemed to be equal to tile whole of the

best finish of a large room of modern times. It

must have employed the good Dea. Kimball, if he

did the work alone, nearly a full month. Tlie

stairway and stairs of this venerable house yet

remain as an evidence that scenty-five years ago

expense was not regarded in the construction of

a good house : those stairs were made of stout

inch and a half clear hard pine boards, and in all

. this time, from the excellence of the material,

have been so little worn that they would wear out

several sets of stairs of modern date. The ban-

isters and st<iirs, as well as the doors and wain-

scoting of this house, were constructed in a style

of magnificence such as we might conceive of

some one of the Higldand chieftains described by

Walter Scott.

As characteristic of the manners and amuse-
ments of the days in which this house was built,

the surviving son, being the third child of the

General, related the following anecdote. While

the work of finishing was going on, a work bench

and shavings remained in one of the unfinished

rooms. A party of neighbors were collected, of

which the good Mr. Kimball, the carpenter,

then not a deacon it is presumed, was one, and the

music had commenced in another room that had

already been finished; John, then about three

years old, while the dance was going on, crept into

the room unfinishedand drew fire into the shavings

which soon kindled into a blaze ;
and owing en-

tirely to tlie snow on the ground the fire was ar-

rested and the building saved. Previous to re-

moving from Londonderry, the elder Stark once

lc-.;t his house by fire. ^ , , „
John Stark was married to Elizaboih Page in

1758. Between the termination of the French

war of 1756 and the revolutionary war, he proba-

bly pursued the busines?^ of agriculture mainly :

tho first alarm of the battle of Lexington found

him at work in his saw mill on Amoskeag falls.

His two elder sons, Caleb and Archibald, were of

age to participate with him in the public service ;

but John, the third son, was then too young, and

tarried at home.
John Stark, jun. ever resided on the homestead

with tho General, and inherited the estate after

his death. He married Polly Huse iu the year

1782; and their children, twelve in number, six

sons and six daughters, all survive as follows:—

Emily Stap
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to undertake a voyage as I'erilous as one across

the Atlantic. What was the value of surplus

produce then, should it be necessary to cany it

over the country from Connecticut river to Bos-

ton .' Good roads over tliat section of country

would never have existed, had not llie enterprise

of the people of this Slate asked for the privi-

lege of constructing turnpike roads where there

were not inhabitants able to make the usual town
roads. Until turnpikes were erected, the com-
mon roads over the rough lands and through the

forests were nearly iinpassable.

We do not anticipate too much wlieri we pre-

dict that within one hundred years of the time

when Judge Woodward and Capt. Page dragged
their mill crank through the woods from Concord
to Connecticut river at the imminent peril of

their lives, and in a journey of some six or seven

days, there will exi.st a railroad passing over or

through the same heights of land wliich shall

carry thousands of tons in a less number of hours
than the days then employed !

Are these great and magnificent improvements
of no value to the people .' With the addition

of such facilities, how must the value of land

and other property be improved !

Let the Farmer be heard.
The following preamble and resolutions, ns

natural to be passed by farmers as resolutions for

the jirotection of commerce and manufactures
by those engaged in such pursuits—will serve to

add to that pile of proof amounting to demon-
stration, that a higher tariff intended for protec-

tion than the legitimate wants of the government
require fur revenue, injuring all interests in the
general scale, can be of little essential benefit to

any interest. The resolutions were passed at a
meeting of farmers in Massachusetts:

—

Whereas the general liappiness and prosperity of the
United States must ever be intimately connected with the
condition of our agriculture—and whereas three-fourths of
our whole rapidly increasing population must and ever
will depend on the products and profits of the farmer for

the supply of their physical wants, and the means of moral,
religious, ?.nd intellectual improvement:
And Whereas Congress has given bounties on the

fisheries to make them a nursery of seamen, and has given
none on agriculture, which is the best nursery of freemen
—has appropriated millions .innually toprotectcommerce,
and has given nothing to encourage agricultu.-e. the basis

of commerce—has protected manufactures wit,'; a heavy
tariff, and left agriculture, which consumes their ulbrics,

to protect herself:

Resolved—That it is the duty of the General Govern-
ment not to extend protection and encouragement to
manufactures and commerce, unless she adopts a like

policy towards the great agricultural iiiteresta of the

country.
Kesolved—That the protective system, as at present

established, is manifestly unjust to the agriculturalists of

the country—imposing upon them thre^-fourths of the
tariff duties, as consumers, without afforu?ng them any
adequate consideration for the payment of their tariff

Resolved—Thn if the i

tective duty, so should al

ufacturer i I receive s pro

i seed-grower
wno, in consequence of the importation of foreign seedi
into the United States, is obliged to abandon this profit

able branch of industry.

Resolved—That the business of wool-growing has be
come unprofitable, and cannot safely be followed by out
farmers under the provisions of the present tariff, whici:
admits all kinds of wool of less value than eight cents pel
pound, at the place from whence it is imported, duty free
of such qualities as come in direct competition with oui
wool of coarser quality. Therefore,
Resolved—That it will be the imperative duty of the

American farmer to protest against a tariff to protect the
manufacturers, if nothing more be done to protect this
important business from foreign competition.

Resolved—That the present tariff is partial and unequal
to farmers, wherein it provides that the duties on r.iilroad
iron shall be refunded when the rails are actually laid, and
does not provide that the duties on the scythe and the
sickle shall be refunded to the farmer when he shall have
applied them to the grain.
AsD Whereas large quantities of potatoes, grain, but-

ter, cheese, pork, wool, hides, and other articles, are an-
nually imported from foreign countries into the United
States—therefore,

Resolved—That it is not the interest or the duty of the
farmers to submit to be taxed, to build up commerce and
manufactures, unless they also can be protected in the
full enjoyment of the home market for all our great agri-
cultural staples.

2
125

1,104

121

1

1,000

U.S.

804
2SG,903

795
197,233

528,110

A NOBLE Maple !—Mr. David Harriman of
Warner tapped a Sugar Maple of the original
growth, measuring two and a half feet in diame-
ter, on Thursday the 10th March. This tree in
eighteen hours run out eight ten quart pailfiills
of sap, which was boiled down and made .^even
ind a half pounds of sugar: one pail ftill of this
<ap was sufficient to make one pound of drv
•igar.

Statistics of the State of jVeio Hampshire, and of
the United States, on llie 1st of June, 1840.

MINES.
M H.

Iro^. Cast Iron—No. of fur-

naces, 15
Tons produced, 1320

Bar Iron,

No. ot bloomeries, forges,

rolling mills.

Tons produced.
Fuel—Tons of consumed,
No. of men employed in-

cluding mining opera-

tions.

Capital invested, £

Lead. No. of Smelting hou-
ses, counting each
fire one.

No. of Pounds produced.
No. of men employed, 2
Capital invested, 8,500

Gold. No. of smelting houses,

Value produced.
No. of men employed.
Capital invested,

Otuir Metals. Value pro-

duced, 10,300

No. of men employed, 11

Capital invested, " 9,500

Coal. Anthracite,

Tons raised, (23 bushels each,)

No. of men employed.
Capital invested.

Bituminous—No. of bush-

els raised,

No. of men employed.
Capital invested.

Domestic Salt,

No. of bushels produced.

No. of men employed.
Capital invested.

Granite, Marble, and other stone.

Value produced, 16,038

No. of men employed, 43
Capital invested, 5,714

AGRICL'LTURE.
Live Stock. Horses and

Mules,
Neat Cattle,

Sheep,
Swine,
Roultry of nil kinds esti

iTi.'ited value.

Cereal Gbai.ns.

No. of but^heli of Wheat, 422,124

Bjirlev, 121,899

Oats," 1,296,114
" Rye, 308,148

]i!ickwheat, 105,103
• Indian Corn, 1,162,572 377,531,875

Various Crop?

29,920

,200

2,500

43,892
275,562
617,390
121,671

30,497

20,432,131

120

31,239,453

1,017

1,346,756

157

529,605

1,046

234,325

370,614
728

238,980

86:3,489

3,043

4,355,602

27,603,191

3,768

1,868,862

6,179.174

2,365

6,998,045

3,6!)5,884

7,859

2,540,159

4,335,669

14,971,586

19,311,374

26,301,293

107,092 9,344,410

84,823,272

4,161,504

12.3,071,341

18.645,.567

7,291.743

Pounds of Wo.;.'.

Hops.
Wax,

1,260,517

243,495
1,345

6.'i06.fi06

496,11;."'

26i

35,802,114
1,238,502

628,303i
108,298,060

10,248,1081

65,251}

Bushels of Potatoes,

Tons of Hay,
" H?mp and Flax,

Pounds of Tobacco gath

ered,

Rice,

Cotton, Sugar, Silk, &c.
Pounds of Cotton gathered, 790,479,275

Silk Cocoons, 419 7-8 61,.5.52i
" Sugar made, 1,162,368

Cord.<! of Wood sold, 116,266

Value of the jiroducts of
the Dairy, 1.638,544

" Orchard, 229,979

Gallons of Wine made, 94
Value of home made or

family goods, 538,303

HORTICULTIRE.
Garde.ns. Value of produce

of market Gardens, 18,085

Value of produce of Nur-
series and Florists,

Nurseries. No. of men em-
ployed, 21

Capital invested, 1,460

COiMMEKCE.
No. of Commercial Houses

in foreign tiade, 18

No. of Commission Houses, 6

Cariml invested. 1,330,600

115 219.163,31

80,841,422

155,110,809

5,088,891

33,787,008

7,256,904

124,734

29,023,380

Retail dry goods, groce-
ries and other stores, 1,075 75,505

Capital invested, 2,602,422 350,301,799
Liuiiher yards and tratle,

Capital invested, 29,000
No. of men employed, 626
Internal transportation. No.

of men employed, 1 17
Butchers, packers. No. of
men employed, 38

Capital invested, .54,120

FISHERIES.
No. of Quintals smoked

or dried Fish, 28,257
No. of barrels pickled

Fish, l,714i
No. of gallons Spermaceti

Oil,

Whale and
other Fish Oil, 1.5,234

Value of Whalebone and
other productions of the

fisheries,

No. of men employed, 399
Capital invested, 59,680

PRODUCTS OF THE FOREST.
Value of Lumber pro-

duced, 433,217
Barrels of tar, pitch, tur-

pentine, and rosin,

Tons of pot and jiearl

ashes, 113i
Skins and Furs—value pro-

duced, 2,230
Ginseng and all other i)ro-

ductions of the forest

—

value, 1,929

No. of men employed, 553

35

2,601,196

593,534

8,.5.53

2,945,774

1,408

2,881

119,295,367

1.793

9,848,307

35,963

4,808

11,526,950

773,947

472,359i

4,764,708

7,.536,778

1,153,234

36.584

16,429,620

12,943,507

619,106

15,935i

1,065,869

526,580
22,043

Stalistic3 of the State of JVew Hampshire and of
the United Stales, on the ls< of June, 1840.

MANUFACTURES.M H. U. S.

Machinery.

Value of machinery manu-
factured.

No. of men employed,
Hardware, Cutlery, Sfc

Value of manufactured.
No. of men employed,
No. of cannon cast,

No. of small arms made,
Precioiui Metals.

Value manufactured.
No. of men employed,

Various Metals.

Value manufactured.
No. of men employed.

Granite, Marble, S(C.

Value manufactured.
No. ofmen employed.

Bricks and Lime.
Value manufactured,
No. of men employed,
Capital investetl in preceding

manufactures, 166,003 20,620,869

ffool.

No. of Fulling Mills, 153 2,585

No. of Woollen Manufactures, 66 1,420

Value ofmanufactured goods, 795,784 20,696,£

106,814
191
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123,514
776

386,402

2,131

712,151

230,649

10,900

28,845

51,244
1

3,000

7

15,998

No. of persons employed, 3-t

Capital iiivesled, 40,570
Tobacco.

Value ot muDufactured ar-

ticles, 10,500
No of persons employed, 17
Capital invested, 2,100

Hals, Caps, Bonnets, ^c.
Value of hats and caps
manufactured, 190,526
Value of straw bonnets, 9,379
No of persons employed, 2,048
Capital invested, 48,852

Leather, Tanneries, Saddleries, Sfc.

No. of Tanneries, 2.51

Sides of sole leather tanned, 43,396
Sides ofupper leather tan-

ned,

No. of men employed,
Capital Invested,-

All other manufactories of
leather, saddleries, &c.

Value of manufactured ar-

ticles.

Capital invested.

Soap and C((ndks.
No. of poinids of soap,
No. of pounds of tallow can-

dles,

No. of pounds of spermaceti
and wax candles, 50,000

No. of men employed, 20
Capital invested, 13,550

Distilled and Fermented Liquors.
No. of Distilleries, 5
Gallons produced,
No. of breweries,

Gallons produced,
No. of men employed,
Capital invested,

Powder Mills.

No. of powder .Mills,

Pounds ofgunpowder i

No. of men employed.
Capital invested,

Druses and Medicincs,Paints and Dyes.
Value of Medicinal drugs,

paints, dyes, &c. 10,039 4,1

Turpentine and varnisi

value produced,
No. of men employed,
Capital invested,

Glass, Earthen Ware
No. of Gla-'s Houses, 3
No. of Glass cuttin<^ establishments.

No. of men employed, 85
Value of manufactured articles

inelucling looUinff-glasscs, 47,000
Capital invested, ^ 44,000
No. of Potteries, 14
Value of manufactured ar-

ticles, 19,100

No. of men employed, 29
Capital invested, ' 6,840

Sus:ar Refineries, Chocolate, Sfc.

No. of Sugar Refineries,

Value of produce.
Value of chocolate manufactured.
Value of confectionary made 11,300
No. of men employed, 10
Capital invested, 3,100

Paper.
No. ot Matm factories, 13
Value of produce, 150,000
Value of all other manufac-

tures of paper, playing
cards, &c. " 1,500

No. of men employed. 111
Capital invested,

_
104,-300

Printing and Binding.

No. of Printing Offices, 36
No. of Binderies, 22
No. of daily newspapers,
No. of weekly newsiiapers, 27
Nu. of semi and tri-weekly newspapers
No. of periodicals, 6
No. of men employed. 2.56

Capital invested, 110,850
Cordage.

No. of ropewalks, 1

Value of produce, 15,000
No. of men employed 10
Capital invi-sted, G.OOO

Musical Instruments.

Value produced, 26,750

lade, 185,000
11

S.000

2,289
9

3.589

S,-c.

15,905

4,368,991

5,819,568

8,384

3,437,191

8,704,342

1,476,505

20,176

4,485,300

8,229

3,463,611

3,781.868

26,018

15,650,929

33,134,403

12,881,262

49,820,497

17,904,507

2,936,951

5,641

2,757,273

10,306
41,402,637

406
23,267,730

12,333

9,147,368

137
8,977,348

496
875,875

660,827
1,848

4,597,675

81
34

3,236

2,890,293

2,084,100

059

1,104,835

1,612

551,431

43
3,250,700

79,i.'00

1,143,965

1,355

1,769,571

426
5,641,495

511,597
4,726

4,745,239

1,553

447
138

1,141

135
227

11,533

5,873,845

388
4,078,306

4,4(54

2,405,577

923.931

No. of men employed.
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sided vessel formed of zinc plates twelve inches

long, eight inches wide, and six inches deep,

with a false bottom one half the depth. The
only communication to the lower part is by a lip.

through which it may he filled or emptied. A
plate of perforated zinc is placed in the bottom,

which is equal in size to that of the false bottom

with ringed handles, by which njeans the whole

of the cream can be lifted oft' in a sheet without

remixing with the milk. The milk, fresh drawn
from the cow, is strained into the pan, and re-

mains at rest for twelve hours, when an equal

quantity of boiling water is poured into the low

er compartment, through the lip ; it is then per-

mitted to stand twelve hours more, when the

cream will be found perfect, and of such con-

sistence that it may lie lifted off with the finger

and thumb. In a trial of twelve successive ex-

periments with the above apparatus, the follow-

ing results were obtained : from four gallons of

milk treated as above, produced in twenty-four

hours, four and a half pints of cream, which af-

ter churning only fifteen minutes, gave forty

ounces butter. The same quantity of milk treat-

ed in the common mode, in earthen ware pans,

and standing forty-eight hours, produced four

pints of cream, which after churning ninety min-
utes gave thirty-six ounces butter. The increase

of cream was twelve and a half per cent, and of
butter eleven per cent.

From the above suggestions, I caused a pan to

be made six inches deep, to receive one of one
half the depth, which was set into the other,

resting on the edge of the lower one, and care-
fully soldered together ; near the top of the outer
pan, a tube one inch in diameter was inserted, to

admit the hot water, and on the opposite side a

small hole was made to let the air escape when
pouring in the water. With this double pan 1

tried several experiments, and the results, though
varied, were very satisfactory.

In one instance, eleven pounds milk, fresh

drawn from the cow, and after standing twelve
hours, boiling water was introduced into the
lower pan, and stood thirty-six hours more, when
it was skimmed, and twelve hours after the cream
was converted into butter, with a spoon and bowl,
in seven minutes, and produced five ounces.

In another trial, eleven and a half ))ounds of
milk, subject to the same process, except it stood
only twelve hours after the hot water wus put in

;

skimmed and churned immediately, whicli took

only one minute to convert it into butter—produce
seven ounces.

In the next case eleven poimds of milk was
conducted in the same manner us before, except
standing twenty-four hours after the hot water
was put in : skimmed and churned in eleven

minutes, and produced six ounces of butter.

Several other trials were made, with a view of

ascertaining the best time to let it stand after the

introduction of the hot water, and the result was
that in some cases it took four, seven, ten and a

half, eleven and fourteen minutes to cliurn, and
the tjuantity varied from eight to twelve oimces;
and in no instance did the quantity of milk ex-

ceed twelve and a half poiiiid,s, which was the

most successful as to quantity, giving one ounce
of butter for every pound of milk, which rates at

one pound of butter from six quarts of milk,

which is equal to the celebrated "llaskin's cow,"
the reputed motherofCol. Jaccpies "Cream Pot"
breed, as noticed in Mr. Colman's Fourtli Report.
The inilk with which the above experiments
were made, was taken from a two year old heifer,

a cross of the Durham and Ayrshire, seventeen
days after calving, and a heifer's milk is never
considered as rich as when more advanced in

years.

Allowing that we got, as we did in the last

trial, one ounce of butter for every pound of
milk, which will average twenty-three pounds
daily, would be over ten pounds of butter per
week.
From the foregoing experiments I have arrived

at the following conclusions:—that the most
pi-ofitable method is tu let the milk stand twelve
hours—then add the boiling water, then stand
twelve hours more, then skim, and churn the
cream from the evening and morning's nfdk at
the same time.

An improvement may be made in liaving the
pans separate, but fitted tight where they come
together, by which means they can be much ea
eier cleaned and dried ; as in the above method

it would be more difficult to dry them when to-

gether.

I am inclined to think, too, that the same pans
may he made useful in the sunmier when the

weather is very hot, and the quantity and quality

of the cream much increased byfiliing the under
pan with cold well or spring water, ]>revious to

putting in the milk. C. N. BEMENT.
Three Hills, Feb'y, 1842.

From the Alb;iny Cultivator.

The Garden.
There is one great principle which with the

farmer should have due weig^it allowed it, and
that is, looking for happiness at home. To en
sin-e this, all the appliances and additions neces-
sary to secure such a result should be attended
to ; and perhaps there is no one thing, out of tlie

house, more conducive to this, than a well arrang-

ed and well cultivated garden. Into the minute
details of gardening we cannot be expected to

enter ; for these, we must refer such as wish to

become acquainted with the miniitite of garden-
ing, the cultivation of flowers and plants in all

their varieties, to those works on the subject,

such as " Bridgman's Gardener's Assistant,"

where these matters are treated amply, and in

detail. The fanner, however, should remember
that every tree, shrub and flower he cultivates,

constitutes a new link of attachment to bind him
to his home, and render that home more delight-

ful. They midtiply our means of enjoyment,
they make additions to our stock of knowledge,
they invite lis to a more intimate communion
with nature, and tliev jirevent the concentration

of the mind on wealth, and the narrow selfish-

ness that is too often its attendant. The garden
is a place where many experiments may be ad-
vantageously made. It is a farm in miniature,

where the difterent varieties of plants, their adap-
tation to our climate and our soils, and the mer-
its of particular modes of culture may be tested.

Most farmers are not able, nor is it desirable they
should attempt experiments on a large scale

;

they have neither tlie time, or capital, to expend
where the result may be doubtful to any extent

;

but in the garden the case is different, and fail-

ures can never produce serious losses.

For the farmer's garden there may be a few
general rules laid down, which will apply to their

construction, management, and general cultiva-

tion. The soil is' one of the most important
considerations, and the first that demands atten-

tion. If naturally good, a very great point is

gained in the outset : since if this first requisite

is not present, nothing can be done to advantage.

The garden should be of a deep rich loam, not
too dry or porous, as plants would be liable to

suffer from drought ; but a still worse fault is ex-

cess of moisture, since this renders land cold

and heavy, difticult of cultivation, and wholly
unfit formany of the most valuable garden plants.

If too wet, it must first be drained effectually,

then heavily manured, and by the spade, or trench

ploughing, made loose and friable to the depth
of eighteen inches or two feet. If inclining to

clay, or containing so much as to beat down and
set hard on the surface after heavy rains, the ap-
plication of sand will be of essential service, or

still lietter if sandy marl can be used. The soil

should be such as'to work easy, retain suflicient

moisture for plants, allow all that is superabun-

dant to (low oft" easily, and be ke|)t constantly

rich. The garden should also have a good fence

about it, to secure it against the encroacliments

of animals. Many a farmer has had the mortifi-

cation of seeing a flourishing garden destroyed

in a single night by a neglect of his fences and
gates.

Many farmers fail in having good gardens,

even where the soil is good, from not performing

the culture as it should bo ; not selecting good

seeds ; not planting them at suitable times ; or

not giving them their proper position, as to sun,

shade, &.C. Avoid as much as possible having

trees about tho.=;e parts of your garden where
you grow roots, vines, or any plants that require

the full warmth and light of the sun. There are

few trees of which the drippings are not posi-

tively injurious; and besides, their roots exhaust

the soil around them. Trees may be advanta-

geously planted on the north, west, or east side

of gardens, as they break the cold winds from

those quarters, and the ill effects of their shade

is little felt. Thick hedges, or copses of ever-

greens, on the most exposed sides of gardens,
are useful, and their appearance adds much to

the general effect of the buildings, and agricultu-
ral improvements. .

To ensure the germination of seeds when
placed in the earth, the earth should be brought
in close contact with them. This is necessary
to secure the requisite moisture, to exclude light,

and to furnish a hold for the young roots. Seeds
should never be (ilaced too deep in the soil, nor
is deep planting necessary to secure a covering,
if the earth is properly rolled or pressed around
the seed. Corn does not demand more than a
covering of two and a half or three inc'jes in

thickness, if the earth is properly pressed over
the seed

;
yet in the ordinary way of planting, it

oftener gets a covering of five inches than three.

Small seeds are often Tost from this cause. They
are planted so deep that the young plant cannot
force its way to the upper air; it is literally

buried alive. A liglit covering, well rolled or
pressed down, is far better for all seeds than a
deep one, not brought in contact with the seeds.

There are some seeds that will germinate much
better if soaked in warm water previous to plant-

ing. The shell, or envelope, becomes so very
hard by drying as to prevent the germination,

unless nature receives aid in the way suggested.

The onion, the beet, and many of the smaller
flower seeds will succeed better if treated in

this way than if planted without preparation.

All plants cultivated in our gardens, that aro

natives of tropical cli: .es, feel every variation

of the weather and depression of temperature'

more sensibly than others, and consequently re-

quire additional precautions in planting and in

cultivation. A cold ruin will fi-equently prove

fatal to the Lima bean, while the coinmon gar-

den bean is iiiihurt. So, too, the cucumber, to-

mato, melon, jiepper, egg plants, &.c. will feel a
frost which the pea or cabbage would wholly
escape. There are many plants which arc called

hardy ; such as the (lursnip, onion, asparagus,

parsley, pea, &c. wjjyjih may be planted early

without fear of rotting, or in general without
failure of germination ; and many plants which
at first require considerable moisture are much
better planted early than late. The carrot, cele-

ry, onion, spinach, &c. are of this class; and if

the sowing of them is delayed until hot, dry
weather comes on, good plants can hardly be
expected. The lettuws, too, may be sown when-
ever the ground is free from frost and sufficiently

dry, since, should it germinate only, it rarely suf-

fers from frost, although its growth may be re-

tarded. For this reason, many fiirmers as well
as gardeners are in the habit of preparing and
sowing some beds of lettuce in the fall, that this

plant may be in season for early salads. It

should be remembered, however, that the rapidi-

ty of germination is mainly depending on the
temperaliiie. Thus, at the same teinpcraturo,

the bean will sprout as quick as the pea; hut if

the temperature is low, the bean would rot,

while the pea would retain its germinating pow-
er, and he ready to t;ike advantage of the first

favorable increase of temperature to vegetate.

Where it is desirable to procure early vegeta-
bles, it has become quite common to use hot
beds or forcing frames ; and the process of con-
structing and managing these has been so sim-
plified and rendered so easy that every farmer or
owner of a garden may avail himself of their

use. Occasional failures will indeed occur, but
with reasonable care, not oftener than in open
culture; and a supply of early vegetables is so
conducive to health, not to speak of them as a
luxury, that we think few will regret the trifling

exfienditure such hot beds will occasion. In our
northern climate, the use of such beds enables
us to procure a supply of early or summer cab-

bages, early radishes, early lettuce, tomatoes, pep-
pers, egg plants, &c., for transplanting, as well

as for the taV)le.

In the ordinary method of cultivating the far-

mer's garden, or the common vegetable garden,

there is, in our northern states, little more than

prepaiation for coining months that can he ad-

vantageously performed in March. The manure
may be drawn upon the garden and piled in

heaps for spreading preparatory to ploughing.

It is always better tiiat fine rotted iimnure or

co'iipost be used for the garden, as the straw

I

mixed with fresh stable manures renders the

I working of tho earth into beds difficult, and pre-
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vents the fineness of mould so necessary for the

germination of the smaller seeds. AVhere the

condition of the soil will admit, a few beds of

carrots, lettuces, peas, and similar hardy plants

may be put in for early use, although it would
not be best to plant all intended for the year at

this time. Asparagus beds should now be clear-

ed off, the litter put upon them at the beginning
of winter removed, compost spread over the

beds to the depth of three or four inches, and
well worked in with n strong fork, avoiding dis-

turbing the crowns of the roots as much as pos-

sible. This is one of the most delicious of veg-

etables, and is deserving of far more general

cultivation. There is an impression that there is

something mysterious and difficult in the growth
of asparagus; but this is all idle, as there are

few plants cultivated with more ease and certain-

ty. It is idle, it is true, to think of growing fine

asparagus where the soil is wet or compact to

within a few inches of the surface ; or where
there is no richne.ss to give vigor to the plant.

Asparagus requires a soil preamble to the depth
of at least two feet, as the roots, like those of
most other perennial plants, run deep; and on
the richness and good condition of tlie soil, the

size and ipiality of the shoots will mainly de-

pend. It may be cultivated either by roots trans-

planted or by seed ; and in either case, when
properly performed in the early spring, success

may be considered as certain. A few potatoes

may be planted in March, and early varieties

should be selected. If the seed end, or that end
containing the greatest number of eyes, is select-

ed for planting, the product will come to matu-
rity some ten or twelve days earlier than when
other parts of the root are used. The Lanca-
shire gardeners, who mainly supply the London
market with potatoes, are very careful

this rule.

From the Albany Cultivator.

Work for the Month.
Liebig's beautiful explanation of the manner in

which |)laster performs its effects in promoting
the growth of plants, has given an increased im-
pulse to the use of this invaluable article, and we
hope every farmer will try some of it on his clo-

ver, grain, corn, potatoes, &c., this year. On san-

dy soils, its value will he more apparent than on
any others, and though little used on the potatoe

crop, we have heard of instances where it has

been nearly or quite doubled by its application.

There is no manure of this class, which will at

all times, and on all soils produce the expected

effects, and occasional failures will never deter

the experienced farmer from their further use. On
suitable soils, plaster is the most efficacious as

well as cheapest manure that can be used.

It is well for a farmer to be looking ahead, and
securing such seeds as he is intending to plant

or sow the coming season. He who has noticed

the difference in the crop between plants produ-

ced from good ripe, perfect seed, and those from
inferior, imripe, or perhaps injured seed, will un-

derstand the propriety of attention to this point.

It is not too much to say, that thousands of acres

of corn fail,almost annually, from using bad seed.

Better to pay douhle prict^ for good seeds, than

use poor ones, if they could he had for nothing.

To attempt economy in this way, would be to in-

vite certain failure.

j

If every farmer would see the roads to the ex-

I tent of his farm were planted with trees, it would
require but a few years to change the whole as-

pect of our country for the better. The maple,
elm, ash, and in suitable soils the Iocust,might be
profitably used, and if these were not to he had,
fruit trees, such as the pear, cherry, or apple,

might be substituted. In transplanting make your
holes large, but not deep, give the roots space to

H
spread, use rich soil in filling up, and do not cov
er much higher than the earth naturally was
around the tree. If the top is heavy, it should be
secured against winds. There are multitudes of
fittnilies in New England that make all the si _
they need, from maple trees planted within forty

years; and such plantations are annually increas-

ing. It has been ascertained at the south, that

the attacks of some of the insects so fatal to fruit

trees, particularly the jjeach, may be prevented
by planting a small red cedar in the same hole
with the fruit tree ; the odor of the cedar being
offensive to them. Wormwood has also been
tried in the same way, and it is probable any

strong scented plant would produce a similar re-

sult.

Have you made all the i>ecessary preparations

for the coming season? Are your agricultural

implements in good order, your ploughs, hoes,

scythes, rakes,harnesses,carts, &c. ready for use?

Farmers find it most unpleasant, when a piece of

work is to be done, to be obliged to go to a neigh-

bor for the necessary implement, and it is not un-

frequently the case that the time spent in borrow-

ing and returning a tool, would purchase a new
one, or, if applied in season, repair the old one.

Don't rely loo much on borrowing ; the practice

is a bad one. Be neighborly but if you exhibit

your good will in sojne other method than a de-

pendence on yom' neighl)or for the n>eans of car-

rying on your farm work, you will probably be

quite as much respected.

—

Cultivator.

A Brilliant Stdcco Whitewash.—Take
clean lumps of well-burnt lime, (say five or six

quarts,) slack the same with hot water in a tub,

(coveret) to keep in the steam,) pass it in the fluid

form through a fine seive ; add one-fourth of a

pound of whiting or burntalum, pulverized ; one

pound of good sugar; three pints of rice flour,

made into a thin and well-boiled paste, and one

pound of clean glue, dissolved by first soaking

it well, and then putting it into a small kettle,

which should again be put into a larger one

filled with water, and placed over a slow fire.

Add five gallons of hot water to the whole mix-

ture.

This wash is applied with a painter's brush,

where particular neatness is required. It must be

put oil while warm, if upon the outside of the

building; if within doors, cold. It will retain its

brilliancy for many years. About one pint of this

mixture will cover a square yard upon the out-

side of a house, if properly applied. If a larger

quantity than five gallons is wanted, the same
proportions must be observed in preparing. Co-

loring matter may be added to give it any requir-

ed shade.— Gen. Fiir.

Manures.
From a prize essay on making compost heaps, and the

value of liquid manures, written by Mr. James Dixon,

.and published in the Journal of the English Agricultural

Society, we make the following extracts:—

-

" Having brought great quantities of both peat

and sawdust into my farm yard, I laid out for the

bottom of a compost heap a space of considera-

ble dimensions, and about three feet in depth:

three-fourtha of this bottom was peat, the rest

sawdust : on this we conveyed daily the dung
from the cattle-shed, the urine also is conducted

through channels to wells for its reception—one

on each side of the compost heap; common wa-

ter is entirely ])revented fiom mixing with it.

—

Every second day the urine so collected is thrown

over the whole mass with a scoop, and at the

same lime we regulate the accumulated dung.

—

This being continued for a week, another layer,

nine inches or a foot thick, of peat and sawdust

(and frequently peat without sawdust) is wheeled

on the accumulated heap. These matters are

continuously added to each other during winter,

and in addition, once in every week never less

than 25 cwt.—more frequently 50 cwt. of night

soil and urine ; the latter are always laid next a-

bove the peat or bog earth, as we think it acceler-

ates their decomposition. It is perhaps proper

here to slate that the peat is dug and exposed to

the alternations of the weather fbr several months
before it is brought to the heap for admixture

;

by this it loses much of its moisture. In some
cases, peat contains acid or astringent matters

which ai-e injurious to irsef'ul .vegetation. On this

I have not tried any 'decided experiment, but am
led to the supposition by frequently seeing

stones, some in a partial stale of decomposition,

others wholly decoinposed in bogs, and at the

dejilh of several feet from the i>urface. Some
years' experience has convinced me of the im-

propriety of using recently dug peat; proceed-

ing in tl«? n>anner I recommend, it is superior

and more convenient on every account—very
much lighter to cart to the farm-yard or any oth-

er situation where it is wanted ; and so convinced
am I of its utility in composts for every descrip-

tion of soil, except that of its own character, that

wherever it can be laid down on a farm at less

than four shillings per ton, I should recommend
every agriculturist and horticultiu-ist that can

command it, even at the cost here stated, to give

it a fair trial. So retentive and attractive of mois-

ture is peat, that if liberally applied to arid, sandy
soil, that soil does not burn in a dry season, and
it so much improves the texture and increases

the produce of an obdurate clay soil, if in other

respects rightly cultivated, that actual experience
alone can fiiirly determine its value.

" For the conveyance of night-soil and urine,

we have the largest aud strongest casks, such as

oils are imported in ; the top of which is provi-

ded with a funnel to put the matters through, and
the casks are fi.xed on wheels like those ofa com-
mon dung-cart. For the convenience of empty-
ing this carriage, the compost heaps are always
lower at one end ; the highest is where we dis-

chai-ge the contents, in order that they may in

some degree spread themselves over the whole
accumulation. The situation on which the wheels

of these carriages stand while being discharged

is raised considerably ; this we find convenient,

as the compost heap may be sloped six or seven

feet : low compost heaps, in my opinion, should

be avoided. The plan here recommended I have

carried on for some time. I find no difficulty in

manuring my farm over once in two years; by
this repetition I keep up the fertility of my land,

and it never requires more than a moderate ap-

plication of manure.
" The beneficial effects of top-dressing young

clovers or mixed grass seeds is scarcely ever re-

garded with due attention. By this help crops are

not only much increased, even thirty or fifty per

cent, but they are also ready for cutting much
sooner, whicli in a backward spring gives the

stock fai-mer inestimable advantages for sorting

his cattle, and thereby raising manure at his plea-

sure. The full effects of this practice I first ex-

perienced in the dry season of 1826: I had some
clovers which had been manured the previous

winter ; ray land was soon covered with crop, and

that so vigoi-ous a one, that the hot weather did

not overpower it. My cows that summer were ti-

ed up during the day-time, and in the night they

were tui-ned out into the pastures ; most of the

stock in my district were much distressed from

over-heat as well as from being short of food for

some weeks ; milk yielded little butter ; scarcely

any for a time was offered in our large market

town : no doubt that year will be remembered by

many gentletnen on tho Agricultural Society's

committee. I, however, was under no difficul-

ties on account of the season ; my clovers pro-

duced plenty of food for my cattle, and in return

they yielded as much milk and butter as I ever

recollect from the same number. I am persua-

ded that the same satisfactory results would have

followed if the same system had been adopted

fur feeding stock ; it was that year my attention

was first directed to raising compost heaf)S from
urine. This I now do frequently without the

help of any dung from the cattle-stalls. The
sairre occasion called my mind to another matter

well worthy every farmer's attention—I allude to

the great superiority of the manure raised la

sumiTter-stalling to that produced in the ^Itor
during tire winter. I verily believe the di(t&eaC9

is fifty per cent, unless stock are fed in a great

measure during winter with artificial food. In are

arrangement for making compost heaps from

urine, I would recommend a receptacle to be

made at tire back of the cattle-stalls just outsidq

the building; this should hold about twenty cart-

loads of mould, or any other matters to be em-
ployed; if its situation were a little lower than

the cattle-sheds, all the urine would pass into it,

and remain there until the mass is completely

saturated, which will be sufficient; when the

earthy matters are covered over with it, the com-

|)ost may then he thrown out and the proceeding

again renewed. In order to show part of the

benefits of this practice, 1 beg here to observe

that the most foul or weedy mould may be used

;

the action ofthe urine, if not reduced by water, is

so powerful, that wire-worms, the black slug,

many other destroying insects, and all vegeta-

bles, weeds, &c. when in contact with the urme

for a tiiTio are deprived of their living functions.

The situation for raising this compost should be

protected from the weather by a covering simdar

to a cart-shed ; indeed, the deteriorating influen-

CCM of rain, sun, and arid winds, on all putrescent

matters of compost are so serious, that in my

humble judgment it would be worth while to

have places under cover where these are usually

laid down."
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The following, from the Genesee Fiii-iiier, is not

only scientific, but plain and |ii-aotical. It is, we
presume, from the pen of tliat distinguished gen
tieman, the Rev. Henry Coleinan.so ivell known
for his contributions to agriculture.

We hope no one will be deterred by the scicn

tific title from a perusal of the article, nor by the

little trouble that is required from instituting the
experhiients recommended.

Agricultural Analysis.
To determine the value of soil, or to be able to

correct any fault in tlje original constitution, or
any deficiency arising from improper cultivation,

it is necessary that the nature and projiortion of

the substances composing it should be under-
stood. In agriculture this examination is termed
analysis; and in a.simple, yet .still effectual meth-
od, may be practised by every farmer. The im-
plements used are a pair of scales, accurate to the
tenth part of a grain; a crucilile; some muriatic
acid, and a few small ves.'sel.s of china and glass.
The earth to be tested by the farmer, should

be taken from a few inches below the surface,
and be an average specimen of the field, or the
soil to be examined. The quantity to be examin-
ed, say two or four hundred grains, i.s to be
slightly pulverized or well mixed together. Put
of this, two himdred grains in a crucible, and
heat it to three hundred degrees of Fahreinheit,
or bake it in an oven heated for bread for fifteen
minutes; cool and weigh. Tiiis will show the
absorbent power of the soil, and as this is de-
pending mainly on the animal and vegetable
matter, if the loss is consider.ible, it is decisive
proof in this respect of fertililv. The absorbent
power varies from one to twelve per cent.

After weighing, heat it again in the crucible to
a red heat, and until the mass shows no bright or
sparkling particle.-i, stirring it with a glass or iron
rod

; cool and weigh, and the loss will be the
animal and vegetable matter in the soil.

Take two hundred grains of the dried earth,
mix it thoroughly with a gill of water, by stirring
it for several minutes. Let it stand for three
miniite.s, and turn off the muddy water into
another glass. Dry the sediment in the first glass at
high heat, weigh, and it gives the silicia contained
in the soil. Let the water turned ofT .settle clear,
turn it off, dry it at a high heat and weigh : this
gives the alumina or clay.

Put into a suitable glass or flask, one-fourth of
n gill of muriatic acid and water in equal propor-
tions, and balance the scales careHilly. Put into
this mixture one hundred grains of the earth, let

it stand till all the effervescence has ceased,
which will sometimes bean hour, or more; care-
fnlly note the weight required to again balance
the scales, and that may be set down as the
weight ot carbonic gnss expelled, say six grains.
Then as forty-five is to fifty-five, so is this weight
to that of the base, or the lime. In this case the
lime would be seven and one-third percent.
To ascertain if the earth contains iron, stir the

muriatic acid and water with a strip of oak bark,
aiid if iron is present in the liquid, the bark will
turn dark. To ascertain the quantity, put in prus-
gjate of potash, till it no longer forms a blue pre-
cipitate, let it settle ; heat the deposit to redness,
tarefully weigh the remainder, which is oxide of
ii'on.

To determine the presence ofgypsum, take one
liUndred grains of earth, mix one-ihird the quan-
tity of powdered charcoal, keep it at a red heat
in a crucible for half an lioin-. Then boil the
egrth in a pint of water for thirty minutes, filter
the liquor, and expose it for some days in an open
vessel. A white deposit will be sulphate of lime,
and the weight will determine the proportion.
These processes are all simple, and can be per-

formed by any one. By them we obtain, 1st, the
absorbent powers ; 2d, the amount of animal and
vegetable matter; 3d, the silicia or sand; 4th,
the alumina, or clay; ."ith, the carbonate of lime;
6th, the oxides of iron ; and 7th, the gypsum, or
plaster of Paris. The salts exercise a great in-
fluence on vegetation ; butas they principally de-
peiid on the animal and vegetable matter in the
Boil, and as the determining their qualities and
kmds IS too difiicult for the analysis of the farmer,
the processes are omitted. The above ingredi-
ents are all that exert a marked influence on the
Jerti ity of sods, and on their proper proportion its
goodness depends. If soils comain too much si-
licia or gravel, they are porous: a„H if too much

clay, retentive. The last is usually the worst
fault, and may be known by the water standing

upon it after rains, remaining unsettled for a long

time, owing to the clay held in solution. Winter
wheat kills on such soils; on calcarous, gravelly

oues, rarely. Good soils usually contain from
si.xty-five to seventy-five of silicia; from ten to

sixteen of alumina ; from four to ten of lime, and
varying proportions of vegetable matters, animal
and mineral salts, &c. The analysis of soils forms
one of the most decided steps in the improve-
ment of agriculture, as it clearly points out what
is wanting to remedy any defect, and give ease of
working, and abundance in product. Every
fanner should understand the nature and compo-
sition of his soils, and may do so with little time,

and at a mere trifle of expense.

From the Horticultural Register.

On the General Mauageraent of Forcing
Frames and forwardiag Early Vegetables.

BY EDWARD SAVERS.
The season being now advanced for forcing

early vegetables, I herewith subjoin some papers
that have been written at different times, when
opportunities have offered to the most advantage
on the suliject.

Befoie i enter into a general method of forc-

ing frames, it will l)e proper to give some direc-
tions of size and form of fVanies best adapted to

the purpose. Where' many frames are required,
the best method is to have two sizes ; one for

early and the other for late forcing. The size

that I would recommend for early forcing will be
to make a frame of three lights or sashes; the
frame to be of the following dimensions?, viz : the
length to be the same as plank from twelve to
thirteen feet back and front, the width to be five

feet, the depth in front ten inches, in the back
eighteen inches, which is to bo sloped at the ends—which will give a good slope for the purpose

;

the second size for general cropping may be
made of the same length, but one foot under and
a little deeper at the back and front.

Compostfor Forcmg Frames.—It will be proper,
at all times, to have a quantity of well incorpora-
ted coinpost for framing, which should be of such
a quality as to answer most purposes; for which
the best method is to procure a quantity of the
top sod of a rich loamy pastin-e ; to two cart-
loads of this add one cart-load of goi>d rotten ma-
nure, and if a quantity of leaf mould is incorpor-
ated therewith, the better ; when the compost is

collected, it may be formed into a regular heap
and turned over two or three times during the
summer, and if not wanted to be used may be
often turned in the winter.
This compost will answer most vegetables, with

the exception of adding some maiden-loam for
melons, and a quantity of sharp river-sand for
radishes and the like. It will be proper to have
at hand a quantity of sand, loaf-mould, maiden-
loam, and the like, to mix with the other com-
posts, that may be wanted for different purposes.

Preparing the Materials and making the Hotbed.
-—Having pointed out the method of adapting the
size of the frames, and compost proper for forc-
ing frames, the next thing is the preparing and
collecting the materials for the hot-bed. The best
material for this purpose, is a quantity of hot
horse-manure from the stable, with about one-
half good oak or other leaves, that have been col-
lected in the fall, mixed therewith ; however, if

the leaves are not at hand, horse manure will do.
Having procured the proper quantity, it is to be
thrown into a heap and well shaken together
with a fork, and beaten moderately close on the
outside, with the back of it—but not trod with
the feet. So soon as the heat begins to ferment,
which will be in a few days, it is again to be turn-
ed and well mixed in the same manner, and the
satne process may be followed three or four times,
until the whole is in a lively state of fermentation
and the rank heat is passed off. when the bed is

to be made in the fiillowing manner.
The making the Hot-bed.—The first considera-

tion is to select a well sheltered situation, facing
to the south, for making the bed ; having selected
the place, the ground is then to be measured off
for the bed, a foot larger all around than the in-
tended frame; this done, the bed is then to be
made, by shaking the manure well together, and
beating it down with the back of the fork—keep-
ing the sides in a neat, compact, upright manner.
Th^ Fame process mnv lie followed for all kinds

of plants to be forced, and the height of the bed
will depend on the season and heat required for
different plants.*

FORCING THE CDCUMBER.
Making the seed-bed—To obtain early cucum-

bers, prepare some good horse manure as before
directed, to make a seed bed, preparatory to the
fruit bed. A one light box or frame five feet by
three, will be large enough for the purpose.

—

Commence the bed as before directed, in a warm,
dry southern aspect—on a level surliice ; the bed
may be made from three to four feet high. 'J he
bed being made, the frame is to l)e placed on it,

facing to the south, and covered in order to draw
the heat, when it rises. The inside is to be
covered six inches deep with light soil, and a
thermometer placed at the back of the frame to

try the heat, which should be from sixty to sixty-

five degrees by night, and from seventy to seven-
ty-five degrees by day, sun heat, when the seed
may be sown in the following manner.
Sowing the seed.—Some light, rich earth should

be prepared for sowing the seed, which, when
sifted fine, may be pnt into pots nine inches in di-

ameter. VVhen the |)0ts are filled with the com-
post, they are to he pul into the fiame to warm
the earth, and the fiillowing day the seed may be
sown, about an inch in the pot.s, and lightly cov-
ered ; the pots may then be plunged in the earth
nearly up to the rim, if the heat is not too power-
ful, but in case of a burning heat the pots may be
placed on the surface of the earth. The fi-ame
will now require to be regularly attended to, by
giving air of a morning and taking it away of an
evening, and keeping the temperature as near as
possible us before directed ; if there is much
steam in the bed, a little air should bo lef>, by
night at the corner of the back of the (lame, to

pass it off; as too much steam is very injurious to

the young plants of Cucumbers.
Potting the Plants.—When the plants are eight

or ten days old 'they will be fit for potting off,

which must be done in a fine day, about twelve
o'clock ; for the pur|)0se, some light, rich earth
may be prepared, and some pots the .same size ns
befl)re named—the pots may be about half filled

with soil, when the plants may be taken carefiilly

from the seed pots, and these plants may be care-
fully put into each pot, in a triangular manner,
when the pots may be filled with soil to the rim.

In the operation of potting, care mu.st be ta-

ken not to injure the plants by letting in the cold
air ; the potting should be performed by lifting

up the sash at the back of the frame and covering
the sides with bass mats.

Covering of the frames is very essential and
should be regularly done at evening, a little be-
fore sundown; it should never be omitted in the
early part of the seasmi ofa mild evening, which
perhaps, in the middle of the night will change
severely cold, and the crop will bo lo.st. Recol-
lect one neglect of this kind will destroy the
whole crop. Uncovering should be as regularly
attended to as the covering; for nothing injures
plants more than to be confined in a frame when
the sun is shining strongly on it. The sun must
be considered the best stimulant to vegetation,
nd a lay-a-bed firmer will seldom succeed. The

longer plants are kept in darkness, the inoro fee-
ble will he their growth.

Giving air, only requires a few hints to be per-
fectly understood. In the first place, it must be
in all rases done gradually; that is to say, begin
early in the mocuing by giving a litde, at the back
of the frame, and continue to increase as the sun
grows stronger, until noon. At one or two o'-

clock the air may be gradually taken away till a-

about an hour before sunset, when the frame may
losed with the exception ofa little air being

left at the back to let off the steam.
MANAGEMENT OF THE FRDITING FRAME.

Having a ijuantity of manure prepared as direct-

ed for the seed bed, [U'oceed to make a bed for

fruiting the Cucumber. The bed may be made
about three feet, or three and a half high, and a

foot all round wider than the frame intended to

be put on, as directed fir the seed bed. The bed
being made, place the tVame on it and draw the

heat as before directed, letting off the rank heat

at the back of it; when the bed is in a proper

temperature, which can be ascertained by press-

* In all cases the bed should be made in as mild weather
possible, and tlie turning the manure the same ; ifdone
cold days it often pets cliilled, and it i^ very clifTicult

'.lit! to recover the heat.
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n? a pointeil stick into it, and (hviwing it up, and
l)y pressing tlie point in tlie hand; tlien proceed
to prepare tlie hills for [jlanting.

Preparing the compost for pianting.—Tlie best

cotnpost for the cucumber is a rich mellow loam,

from the top of a pasture where cattle have been
layingand enriching it. This oompo<t should be

collected in the fall, and about one third of good
rotten leaf mould fro/n a frame, or other gooil

manure mixed therewith ; the com[)Ost should be

turned, and mixed well together before it is used.

Preparing the hills and planting.—In preparing

the frame tor planting, the top oi' the bed may be

shaken up about three inches deep and levelled

all over, when the hills are to be prepared as fol-

lows : under the centre of each sash, put enough
of the above soil to form a conical hill in sncli a

manner that the top may be eight or ten inches in

diameter, and about four or six inches under the

glass; when the iiill is warmed through, which
will be in a day after it is made, the cucumbers
may then be planted, by making a hole in the

centre of the top of the hill, an<l gently turning

the plants out of the pot, with the ball entire ; af-

ter which, the mould may be carefully drawn a-

round them and moderately watereil, to close the

soil to the ball.

Earthing the Jdlls.—The manager should be
careful always to have some compost in the back
of the frame, to keep it in an equal temperature
with that in the hill. As the young roots of the

plants are seen to grovv through the hill, a little

earth may be gradually drawn around them with
the hands, at difiTerent times, until they are large,

when the whole of the inside may be earthed, as

the plants will then be well e.stablished.

Temperature of the beJ.—The internal heat of
the bed may be kept from 65 to 75 degrees of
heat, and care must be taken always to leave a
little air at the back of the frame, to let oft' the in-

ternal steam ; of very cold nights a mat may be
hung over the place where the air is given, to

mollify the harsh air as it enters.

Stopping and thinning the vines.—The young
plants may be stopped as soon as they show out

one or two rough leaves, by nipping out the cen-
tre, close to the lirst rough leaf Tlie after man-
agement is, to lliin the vines in such a manner
that they will not be matted too close together;

hut can in every way enjoy the sun and air.

—

When the fruit begins to show on the vines, the

shoots are to be regularly nipped oft' two joints

from it, in order to throw the strengtii and sup-

port into it.

Ifateriiig, ^c—Tlie cucumber requires plenty

of water when in a growing state, and if a quan-

tity of soap suds or li(iuid manure is often ap-

plied, the belter. Every attention must be paid

to giving air in a regular manner, covering well

of a night, &c. Let the c(dtivator bear in mind,

that strict attention is requisite, and that a negli-

gent farmer must never expect to succeed.

Lining the bed.—When the internal heat of the

bed decreases, it should be renewed, by lining the

outside of the bed with two or three feet of hot

worked manure, which must be augmented at

difTerent times, to keep a continual and regular

internal heat.

FORCING THE MELO.V.

The melon requires nearly the same treatment
nsthe cucumber, in the preparing of the bed, the

management of tlie seed bed, and the potting of
the young plants. The time of sowing the seed
niay be nearly the same as the cucumber, altho'

it is generally the practice to sow a week or two
later.

Fruitingframe.—The; fruiting bed for the mel-
on may be prepared in the same way as for the

cucumber, except that the encumber reiiuires

more bottom heat than the melon, the melon be-

ing liable to have its roots burnt by too much
lieat. Having the bed in proper order for plant-

ing, a hill may be prepared under tlie centre of
each light as directed for the cucumber. The
compost may be nearly the same, only more
loamy. The plants being placed in the hills, the

frame should be- regularly aired every fine day,

and covered every night a little before sunset, and
uncovered in the morning as soon as the sun
shines full on It ; every attention should be jiaid

to the welfare of the plants as recommended for

the cucumber. The compost for the earthing of
the bed, should be a strong mellow loam, with a

portion of well rotted hot-bed manure mixed with
it. The melon docs not require so rii-h a soil as

the cucumber, nor so much watering. Having
the compost prepared, the bed should be earthed

ia every way as recommended for the cucumber,
in a gradual manner.

Stopping young plants.—This ought to be done
when the first rough leaf is fully grown, by nip-

ping out the leader in the centre of the plant, and
again, when the plants have made a growth of
eight or ten joints in length. This last stopping

will be the means of throwing the plants into

fruit at once.

Watering the plants.—The melon requires less

water than the cucumber. And in many cases

when over watered, the vines canker and rot off.

especially if the hills are dished so that the water
collects about them. The hill of the melon should
be always a little above the level of the soil in the

frame, to let off the surface water about it. Wa-
ter, at the roots, on a mild evening, as often as

once a week ; when the frame should he closed

and well covered, in order that the vines and in-

side may not be chilled. After very hot days, the

vines may be sprinkled over with a water-pot

with a rose on the spout, of an evening, about an
hour before sundown, and closed and well cov-

ered. In this state, the frame will be steamed in-

side, which will keep down the red spider, and
be congenial to the growth of the vines.

Thinning the vines.—Thinning the vines nuist

be regularly attended to ; that at no time through-
out the season of their growth they should be al-

lowed to become crowded or matted together.

—

Every part of the frame should be filled with

vines in a regular maiiiier. Of the two extremes,

1 should advise the cultivaKu- to keep the vines

rather too thin than too thick, for by crowding
the frame with either too many vines or fruit, the

crop will be materially injured.

Stopping the vinesforfruiting.—When the fruit

of the first flowers are swelling as big as mar-
bles, the shoots may be nipped off one joint fiom
tne best formed fruit, in order to throw the

strength into it, and make it swell freely.

Thinning the fruit.—When the fruit is set free-

ly all over the frame, it may undergo a regular

thinning, by selecting that which is the best form-
ed and of a healthy appearance to remain ; and
taking off any deformed fiuit, and a portion

where it is too thick ; this thinning will throw
vigor into the vines and cause the fruit left on to

swell and form in a handsome manlier.

Ripening the fruit.—When the fruit is begin-

ning to color, the watering must then be sus-

pended ; as too much water spoils the flavor of

the fruit. Plenty of air must also bo given at ev-

ery opportunity, when the fruit is ripening.

FORCING RADISHES AND POTATOES.
A moderate liot-bed may be prefiared at any

time after the first of March for forcing radishes

and potatoes. The tiianner of making the bed
and materials is the same as that recommended
for cucumbers, with this exception, namely—that

if possible, nearly all leaves are the best to be

used to give heat, and the bed should not be so

high, as the heat required will not be over 50 de-

grees.

Having the bed made, place on the frame as

before directed to draw the heat. When the

heat has risen, cover the whole of the inside of
the frame with light rich earth about eight inches

thick, and close the frame again to draw up the

heat ; when the heat begins to rise, the seed may
then be sown regularly over the bed, and gome
fine earth sifted over it and gently beaten down
with the back of a spade or shovel. Care must
bo taken in this stage of forcing, that the frame is

not kept too much confined, but plenty of air ad-

mitted in the day, and some left on at night to

let off the steam that will arise: the temperature
should be kept from 45 to 50 degrees, and never
over; when the radishes begin to appear, which
will be in a few days, every attention should be

paid to give them plenty of light and air, or they

will be drawn into a weak and sickly state from
which tliey will never fully recover—take care to

let off" the steam at the back of the frame, partic-

larly when the sun shines on it ; but this must be

done cautiously when it is freezing severely, or, in

many cases, the cold air let in being too powerfulfor
the inlemal, freezes the young plants, and the sun
acting on them, scalds them in a manner that they

never can recover. This remark I hope will serve

through the v/hole process spoken of in forcing

frames. The temperature m.ay be regularly kept
thrtiugh tlie process ol"n imder.ite di^grce of ,50

to 513. Every precaution must be taken to give
plenty of air of a fine day and cover well at

night. When the young plants are coming into

rough leaf, they are to be then thinned to a regu-
lar distance of two or three inches apart. The
bed may now be regularly watered on a warm
morning about sunrise if not frosty, and the frame
may be closed an hour or two, but not too long
to scald the leaves of the plants: this process
may be continued, and if the heat of the bed is

declining, a fresh lining may be applied. Recol-
lect the bottom heat should increase with tho
season, and not decrease as is often the case.

FORCING THE POTATO.
For forcing the potato, a bed may be in every

manner prepared as for that of the radish, with
the exception that six inches of soil will be suffi-

cient at the first commencement: having the bed
prepared, the potatoes may be planted in rows a-

bout a foot apart and eight inches in the rows;
the planting may be performed by pressing the

potatoes on the surface of the soil ; when the

earth is warmed through three inches, more may
be covered over the potatoes ; and after the plants

come up some inches, six inches may be given as

a final earthing.

During the process of forcing, plenty of air

may be given of a fine day and every precaution
taken to cover well of a night to keep out the

frost, which, if allowed to freeze the tops, will

greatly reta.'-d their growth.
FORWARDING CABBAGE CAULIFLOWERS—LET-

TUCE.
In order to forward cabbage, lettuce, cauliflow-

ers and other esculent vegetables, a moderate hot-

bed may be made about the beginning of March
and covered with about six inches of good soil,

and in every way managed as tor the radish ar.d

potato.

When the bed is in order, the seed of the dif-

ferent kinds of plants required to be grown may
be sown in drills three inches apart and lightly

covered with leaf-mould—when the plants are

come up and the rough leaf appears they inay be
thinned to a regular distance and moderately wa-
tered of a warm morning. In order to have the

plants strong and vigorous for replanting in the

garden they may be transplanted out into a sec-
ond frame two or three inches apart each away.

In the proccssof growing the plants every care
must be taken to give plenty of air of a fine day,
and covering the frame of a night, that the frost

may not retard their growth.
TOMATO—EGG PLANT PEPPER.

The above kinds of vegetables, may bo for-

warded in precisely the sariie manner as the lat-

ter—with the exception that more heat will be-
required and less air given. The heat given for

the cucumber will answer, and if manure and
frames are not to be had at the early part of the
season ; the seeds of the different kinds may be
sown in large pots and placed at the back of the
cucumber frame until the middle of March, when
they are to be transplanted out into a bed, with a
little bottom heat in the same manner as recom-
mended for the cabbage and lettuce. The egg
plants must be planted four or five inches apart,

in order lo give them room to grow to large

plants before putting them out in the natural

ground.
HARDENING OF PLANTS FOR PLANTING OCT IN

OPEN GROUND.
Before closing the subject of framing, I must

give some few remarks on hardening plants for

planting in the open ground. There is nothing

that is more simply done than forwarding the

vegetables spoken of, and few things generally

worse managed.
In the manner of framing, the plants are gen-

erally at first mismanaged by growing them too

tender, owing to keeping "the frame too tnuch
confined, and consequently they are by the heat

and steam drawn weak and succulent. The next
common error is that so soon as a change of
warm weather or days appear, the sashes are al-

togther taken off in the day, and in many cases

arc left off at night, and often the consequence ia

that the plants are frosted, and retai<led in their

growth. The plants should be gradually hanlen-

ed off as the warm weather increases.

FORCING OR FORWARDING VEGETABLES IN TIN
CANISTERS.

The credit of this novel mode of forcing or

forwarding vegetables is due to a French gen-
tleimn, some years since, a superintendent to the
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late Dr. Hosack, of Hyde Park, N. Y. who prac-

tised it very successfully at that place. The
method is so simple that any intelligent person

may practise it with every facility, whcu once

acquainted w ith the process.

The canisters are simply made of a piece of

tin forming a tube of different dimensions, from

eight inches to a foot in length. The width on

the top is from three to six ; on the bottom from

four to eight. The different sizes must he used

according to the vegetable to be cultivated.

Having the canisters prepared, the bed may
then be made in the usual manner, of a heat cor-

responding with the nature of the plants to be

forced. The bed being made, place on it the

frame and level the manure ; draw the heat,

&c. as before directed. When the bed . is in

proper order to receive the earth for planting,

then place the tin canisters into it, the largest end

downwards; when the frame is filled with the

canisters, fill them with soil, and the places be-

tween them, so that the whole is level with soil,

to the top of them. 'I'his done, close the frame

to draw the heat, after which, seeds of the differ-

ent kinds of plants required, may be sown in

the centre of each canister, to form hills or the

like for transplanting. The management of the

frame must be in every way corresponding to

the nature of the plants; and they must be man-
aged in a manner to harden them previous to

their being transplanted into the ground, as be-

fore directed.

Transplanting the plantsfrom the frames.—The
operation of transplanting must be very carefully

done, as the plants will be much injured if the

roots are broken by removing them. The meth-
oJ I have generally adopted, is first to take a-

way the frame, then clear away the soil from the

first row of canisters ; this done, take up the

canisters carefully, by placing a sharp spade un-
der the bottom, cutting it from the soil, and care-

fully placing it with the ball entire in a wheel-
barrow. Having the ground well prepared, the

planting is performed by preparing a hole the

depth of the canister, which is placed therein and
the earth placed about it in o neat compact man-
ner: the canister is then gently slipped up,
without disturbing the roots, and the plants wa-
tered, in order to close the loose soil about it.

This system is particularly adapted to Indian

corn. I hope to see the time when this method
will prove of advantage to the forcing of early veg-

etables ; but I am of o])inion that it will be much
improved by making moulds of jjot earth of the

same consistence as for flower pots, of the same
dimensions recommended ; and I give a word of

advice, for potters to commence on a small scale

Another Vermont Oat Crop.
From the Cultivator.

Messrs. Gavlord & Tdcker—I have raised

the past season a good piece of oats. I am sen-

sible it has several times been exceeded ; but the

result in profit is good, and I have been asked to

communicate to you by my brother farmers. It

\vill come in competition with Gov. Hill's crop,

but nowhere near Wr. Junes', if his measuring
after threshing should be as high as his guessing.
My piece consists of four acres, from which I

have threshed and measured 389 bushels. The
result in profit is as follows:

389 bushels of oats, at 45cts. per bushel, $175 05
976 bundles of straw, at 2i cents, 24 40

Expenses, $199 45
2d days' ploughing with team, $5 00
24 days' sowing, and harrowing,

and team, - ' 5 00
9 bushels of oats, 50 cents, 4 50
13 days' reaping, bindingand stook-

ing, 13 00
2 hands li day with team, hous-
ing, 4 50

16 days' work threshing and clean-

,
ing. 10 67

Interest on land, 100 dollars per
acre, 24 00

Whole expenses, 06 67

Clear profit, $132 78
The soil on which the above crop grew is al-

luvial. I came in possession of it (with the re-
mainder of my farm) in the spring of 1339 ; it

was then what is termed bound out meadow. I

broke it u|>. put 25 loads of barnyard manure to

the acre, and harvested 60 bushels of corn per

acre. 1841 again planted with corn, applying 30
loads of same kind of manure to the acre, and
harvested 65 bushels shelled corn peracre. You
see the land is not in debt for previous manuring.
F observed your remark in the account of Mr.
Junes' crop of oats, recommending sowing thick.

I don't know but my crop might have been in-

creased by using a larger quantity of seed. I

have some doubts, however, as they appeared to

be thick enough, especially as I stocked the land

to grass with the crop. I will try the experiment
of sowing more to the acre.

JONA. C. THRALL.
• Big Elm Farm, Rvttand, Vt., Jan. 31, 1842.

The crop of oats on the premises of the ed

of the Visitor, which was an extraordinary crop

for the dry year of 1841, measured when thresli

ed full 300 bushels. The result may be taken as

follows:

300 bushels oats, at 50 cts. per bushel, §150 00
6 tons of straw, at $5, 30 00

Expenses.
2 days' ploughing with pair ofhorses, $4 00

2 days' sowing, harrowing and roll-

180 00

4 00
3 00

8 40
6 00
1125

6 bushels of oats for sowing, 50,

10 days' rea|)ing, bindingand stock-

ing, average 84 cents,

2 hands and team two days' housing,

15 days' threshing, &c.
Interest on land at 50 dollars per

acre.

One sixth of $150 worth of
put upon the ground in 1840,

73 65

Clear profit, $106 35
The land on which the oats were raised was

bound out grass ground giving less than ten hun-
dreds of indifferent hay to the acre : it was
ploughed 12 inches deep in the spring of 1840,

and planted with corn and potatoes, manured
with 150 cart loads of common stable manure, a
part turned under the turf, and a part laid out

and spread aller ploughing. The four acres

gave the fir.<t year about 100 bushels of Indian

corn and 300 bushels of potatoes. The crop
that season was not worth as much as the oat

crop, and the expense of labor was three times

as much.
It may be calculated, if the grass seed sown

shall have a good catch, that these four acres will

average two tons of hay to the acre for at least

foin- years. This hay at .$14 the ton will give

$112 per year. Twelve dollars will cover all

expenses, and the portion of manure consumed
each year, say a sixth part of S150, twenty-five

dollars, woidd leave a clear profit of $75, or 18}
dollars per acre, after paying all expenses.

It certainly seems to us, that independent far-

mers, who save much' in their own labor, who
cultivate and treat land in the manner we have
treated the ground where we raised the oat crop,

must be doing a better business than it is possi-

ble almost any other class of people can do.

Five years' improvement of'tliis land may be

stated as follows:

Dr.

150 loads manure in 1840,

Expenses of cultivation, gathering and
securing crop in 1840,

do. in 1841,

Expense of cutting and curing hay

at $2 per ton, four years, 8 tons.

Interest on land, 6 years, $19,
Taxes and sujierintendence, at 5,

$150 00

125 00
61 65

64 00
72 00
30 00

§502 65
Cr.

100 bushels corn in 1840, $100 00

300 do. potatoes, 25, 75 00 175 00

Oatcroj).of 1841, .
180 00

Hay crop foiu- years, 8 tons each, $14, 448 00

Gain in five year

Bunker Hill Survivors.

Another.—Mr. Aaron VVillard, of Marlboro',
ill this County, formerly of Sterling, aged 85,
visited this town on Friday last, with other pen-
sioners, to receive the needful ; and we find he
was at the battle of Bunker's Hill, and also at

Monmouth, and Saratoga. We give a list of sur-
vivors as far as has come to hand.—A'ecjie Sen-
tlnel.

Andrew Ely, Marlboro', Ulster co. N. Y. 87
John Slade, Brookfield, Vt. 95
Stephen Read, Weathersfield, Vt. 87
Philip Bagley, Newburvport, Mass. 86
Enos Reynolds, West Boxford, Mass. 86
Gen. Gideon Foster, Danvers, Mass. 93
Abraham Perkins, John H. Boardman, Jere-
miah Ross and Samuel Lancaster, Ips-
wich, Mass.

David Howe, Haverhill, Mass. 90
Tilly Mead, Barre, Mass.
Timothy Ross, Topsfield. Mass. * 93
Jeremiah Cady, Hadley, Mass. 93
Ebenezer Bean, Corni'sh, N. H. 90
Isaac Andrt^ws, Hillsborough, N. H. 86
Solomon Kittredge, Mt. Vernon, N. H. 90
Jona. Butler, Lyndeborough, N. H. 89
Uriah Wright, Brookline, N. H. 90
Annis Merrill, Lyman, N. H.
Ebenezer Ely, Conway, N. H.
Eliakim Walker, Boscawen, N. H.
Capt. David Flanders., Franklin, N. H.
Sylvanus Conant, Mansfield, Vt.

Reuben Kemp, Sterling, (Jonn.

Capt. Josiaji. Cleaveland, Oswego, N. Y.
Capt. Jerome Clark, Cherry Valley, N. Y.
Peter Brown, Wilna, Jefferson co. N. Y.
Nehemiah Porter, North Yarmouth, Mass. 83
Eliakim Nims, Sullivan, N. H. 90
Stephen Emery, Winchendon, Masg. 94
Timothv Moors, Hancock, N. H. 87
Aaron Willard, Marlborough, N. H. 85
Eleazer Spaulding, Dover, Mc. 83
Ebenezer Allen, Montville, Me. 84

An Alphabet of short Rules well worth remem-
bering.

Attend well to your business.

Bo punctual in your payments.
Consider well before you promise.
Dare to do right.

Envy no man.
Faithfully perform your duty.
Go not in the path of vice.

Have respect for your character.

Infringe on no man's right.

Know thyself.

Lie not, ibr any consideration.
Make few acquaintances.
Never profess what you do not practice.

Occupy yoiu- time in usefulness.

Postpone nothing that you can do now.
Quarrel not with your neighbor.

Recompense every man for his labor.

Save something against the day of trouble.

Treat every body with kindness.

Use yourself to moderation.
Vilify no person's reputation.

Watchfully guard against idleness.
' Xa?nine your conduct daily.

Yield to superior judgment.
Zealously pursue the right path.

The late David How, Esq.—The Haverhill

Gazette contains the following interesting and
important reminiscence of ttiia worthy soldier of
the Revolution :

—

"Mr. How was in the fort at the battle of Bun-
ker's Hill, and he attributed the glory of that day
to Col. Prescott. A few months ago a person
rcadto him from the Daily Advertiser, certain

articles relating to Gen. Putnam, and asked him
his opinion about Putnam. He then said he
never heard any thing against him in the army.

He then asked him what he thought of Col.

Prescott. He answered in a very low voice, for

of late years he had almost lost his voice, that

had it not been for Col. Prescott there would
have been no fight. Tlic person pretended notio

imderstand him, and repeated the question, when
he made the same answer. The person again

pressed the question, whetr he loomed up from
his chair, stood erect held out his hand, and
straining his voice to its utmost pitch, reiterated,

'/ tell you that hadil not bee7i for Col. Prescott there

would hove been 7w fight, fie ii<as all night and
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knowleclge as the highest of airattainmentp, will
never rest satisfied with present acquisitiotiB

;

will regard thai Whicli is conceivable as luiowa-
ble; like a vigilant and skilful officer before a
besieged fortress, whose direct approach is pre-
cluded, will be continually seeking some private
or concealed mode of access ; or, like the man
in the Scripttues knocking at his nei<>hhor'sdoor
at midnight, and hoping [iresently to be heard
for his importunity.
The immense importance and value of knowl-

edge in this case no sensible man can doubt. If
knowledge and science are useful in any art or
department of business, why should they not
be in agriculture, an art which involves many
others, and which in its success combines the
influence and operation ot more elements than
any other? It is well ascertained that certain
plants will grow only in certain situations, and
under certain circumstances ; that difl^erent soils
have different properties, prejudicial to the
growth of some plants, favorable to the perfec-
tion of others ; in some cases distinguished by
an exuberant fertility, in others by ;m almost in-
cm-able barrenness, but yet in most cases capa-
ble of modificaiiun, remedy, or improvement;
that the operation of various manures is various;
and that their efficiency or injury depends upon
their condition, preparation, or modes of appli-
cation. It is equally well ascertained, that by
some modes of cultivation, double the produce is

obtained on the same land that is obtained under
a difl%rent cultivation, and the land, at the same
time, placed under a progressive iniprovement
It is ascertained that by the application of gyp-
sum, or potash, or soda, or salt, or various animal
substances, an e.\traortiinaiy productiveness iiril-

lows, and the crops arc ofteii trebled and quad-
rupled. How shall we pretend, then, that there
is not here the most ample room for the applica-
tion of science in the resolution of these re-

tnarkable facts, and in profiting by these remark-
able means for the improvement of the soil and
the increase of its productiveness ? Separate,
however, from the obvious utility of such in-

quiries, it is difficult to conceive of sulijects niore
interesting to a |)hilosopliical curiosity than all

those connected with animal or vegetable lifo

and growth ; for what in nature is more wonder-
ful than the birth and progress of a human being,
or the gui-mination of a dried seed, and its ad-
vancement to the perfection of its uses and
fruits?

There are besides grotmcis of encouragement
in this case, which the philosophical mind will
duly appreciate. In the ordinary course of na-
ture lhe..-e. is no such thing as accident or mira-
cle. As far as inan's sagacity lias penetrated in-

to the material world,—and of the spiritual

world, we know nothing luil by divine revela-
tion,—all the i>hcnomena of nature are found to

proceed u;!oi) fixed principles and laws, and to

be the results of nicely established and well ba-
lanced, com[iounded, and adjusted influences and
forces. Many of these operations man is capa-
ble of imitating, and the most extraordinary re-

sults are obviously at his coniinand. \Ve cannot
have a doubt, therefore, that the most recondite

ns well as the most familiar operations of nature
are all the result of established principles and
laws. Many of these laws we have already as-

certained, and they are of ilaily apjilif-alion and
use in the conmioii business of lilc'. Hon- much
further w-e may proceed in the discovery of
them, time only can tell. As yet we have only
placed our foot on the first step of the thres-

hold.

Professor Liebig illustrates the spiiit of which
we speak. He is a bold inquirer of ualure for

the laws which govern her operations. He is for

explaining the idienomena of vegetable life and
growth upon the established priiici[)les of chem-
istry, as far as their apjjlicution can be traced :

and he is not willing to take a general answer
where a particular answer can be obtained. lie

does not feel satisfied to be checked in his in-

quiries under the presumption of inexplicable

tnystery, when further inquiry would untie the

Gordian knot, and show that some of the pro-

blems, hitherto considered most difficult, are ex-

plicable upon the established principles of chem-
ical science.

" A rational system of agriculture," says he,

" cannot be formed withour the application of
scientific principles; for such h system must Iw

all the morning talking to the soldiers and moving
about his short sword among them in such a way that

theij all felt lihefght:
"

We have seen the drunkard melt into tears,

and exhibit contrition and sorrow, at the mild and
affectionate appeals of an uncomplaining and
heart-stricken wife ; we have seen the passionate

man subdued to the docility of a child, by the

soft and appeasing answers of an amiable daugh-
ter ; we have seen the unblushing libertine bend
with reiTiorse before the pure and dignified, and
lovely of the earth, who, instead of encouraging
his vices with smiles of approbation and blan-

dishment, turned from him with virtuous and
maidenly resene.

Agricultural Chemistry.

Better than many pages from our own pen, w
present below the review of the late work of
Professor Liebig from the North American Re-
view. The article is from the pen of the Rev.
Henry Colman. To the common reader there

is nothing more discouraging than the use of
technical terms which he does not understand;
and to all but those who have studieiland under-
stand something of the science, the chemical
terms in general use are almost like a sealed
book. These terms ti-eating of things not ma-
terial are not easily miderstood : chemical opera-
tions and i-esults nuist be made much more fa-

iniliar than they now are, to enable the great
mass of agriculturists to avail themselves of the
advantages which this science discloses to those
who have gone deep into it. The discoveries

and illustrations of Sir Humphrey Davy many
years ago have thrown a flood of light which is

not all lost even to farmers who have never read
his work. Professor Liebig has gone even deep-
er than Davy : and the researches of other philo-

sophers are destined we cannot doubt, in future

time, to disclose those operations in the laws of
nature which may enable every man at once to

apply the true principle of action to each kind of
soil which comes under his care and observa-
tion.

The fact in relation to soils and manures
which scientific enquiry and experiment has
educed, that much the greater -portion of the natund
requisite of production exists even in that ground
which is considered most sterile—is a discovery

worth every thing to the irian of enterprise.

This truth once established, every man of enter-

prise will take courage, in whatever position he

may be placed, to improve where all was dark

and discouraging. Hundreds and thou.sands of

acres of " worn out lands," deemed good for

nothing because all good upon them had been

apparently exhausted, will be reclaimed when it

is once imderstood that this may be every where
done with an increase of value greater than the ex-

pense actually thrown upon them: for it isa demon-
stration to our mind that even the poorest sand-

heaps where there is not in its natural state suffi-

cient strength of soil to enable the green sward
to form upon the surface, may be made,_^with the

apjjlication of a material little more e'xpejisive

than the sand itself, a profitable and a fruitful

field ; and fhat an exchange of soils alone with

deeper penetration of the earth will convert

some of the worst land into the very best.

Such a book as that of Professor Liebig is

calculated to awaken the attention of farmeis to

facts which had long remained undiscovered: it

will raise a taste for enquiry and experiment
such as all men who are imbued with the enthu-

siasm. of. discovery and enterprise entertain fiom
the iove of irriprovement. We wish to infuse

this spirit so that every man who strikes an in-

struinent into the earth may feel that he has a

right to say to those who are looking on and
consider themselves too good to work—" Stand

aside, for I am holier and l)etter than thou."—JEA
F. M. Visitor.

From the North American Review.

Organic Chemistry in its applications to Agri-
culture and Physiology

:

By Justus Lieeig, j\1. D., Ph., D., F. R. S., M.

'R. L a., &c. Professor of Chemistry in the

I'niversity of Giessen. First American Edi-

tion, with intreduction, A'otes and Appendix, by

JoH."! W. Webster, M. D., Professor of Chem-
istry in Harvard University.

Thfs Treatise makes a contribution to the

cause of an improved agriculture, of extraordi-

nary value. It has been received with great in-

terest in England, and will be read with equal
eagerness by a large poition of our own people.
Intelligent minds among us are everywhere
awake to the immense and universal importance
of the subject to which it relates.

The perfection of agriculture, as an art, im-
plies the obtaining the greatest amount of pro-
duct from the earth, with the least injury to the
land, and at the least cost of labor. It has been
often remarked, that the actual productive pow-
ers of an acre of laud have never yet been fully

tested; the niaximum of product has not been
reached. Magnificent and surprising results have
been attained ; but in no case can it be said with
confidence that more might not have been effect-

ed. In geneial, the agricultural art fitlls fitr be-
low the condition of productiveness and im-
provement which it might obviously attain ; and
the aversion among fai'mers to change their es-

tablished habits, and the slowness with which
agricidlm-al impiovements of great and decided
advantage extend themselves, even into neigh-
boring districts, are well known and sufficieiitly

remarkable. Something of this has been owing
to the stationary habits of farmers, to a want of
education, and neglect of reading and inquiry
necessarily growing out of this ; and much to

prejudice, the natural child of ignorance, against

scientific suggestions and the application of
science to an art which, so far as they are con-
cerned, is wholly of a practical character. This
prejudice against the applications of science to

agriculture, or to what in vulgar parlance is called

book-farming, has, we confess, tbund some natur-

al encouragement in the liict, that many |)ersons,

wholly destitute of practical knowledge and
skill, have undertaken to apply purely theoretical

rules, without regard to differences of s< il, cli-

mate, nature of the crop, and nameless circum-
stances by which the application of these rules

should be varied, or might become unseasonable
or futile: and that in truth, many persons have
undertaken to make books, and to give directions

in husbandry, who were grossly ignorant of its

great principles, and possessed little knowledge
of its various practical details and rules. It tnust

at the same time be admitted, that science has
accom[ilisliea comparatively little; and that, be-

yond tliat knowledge whicli any intelligent, prac-

tii-al and experienced man easily and almost
necessarily acquires of soils, raanures, vegetation

and crops, little has been ascertained of a jiracti-

cal value; and the profound seciets of vegetable

life, or what is properly termed vital action in

yegetable organism and growth, remain iii all

their oiiginal nbstruseness and mystery. The
little success therefore which scientific men
have had in their attempts to resolve and ex-

plain them, and especially the little practical-

utility which has come from their theoretical ex-

planations, have created, with the purely prac-

tical, a prejudice against such inquiries as invin-

cible as it is unworthy of sensible men.
But it will not be denied, in this case, that we

know as much of vegetable as we know of ani-

mal life. AnatoiTiy "may be termed an exact

science ; it is to a great extent matter of sensible

observation and measurement; but the opera-

tions in the human organism, which are strictly

vital, are altogether undisclosed. We know in

truth as much how the stems and leaves and

fruit are formed and perfected, as we know how
the food, which we receive, is converted into

blood, and serum, and bile, and muscle, and fibre,

and tendon, and lione ; and we know no more.

Shall we despair of going further ? By no

means. There seems, indeed, in this case, to be

a limit to inipiiry ; an impassable barrier, where
human sagacity and inquisitiveness are at once

repelled ; the "darkness is intense before, above,

and around us, and the mere rush-light, which

we hold out to guide us, serves no purpose but

to render this darkness visible. Shall we then

be discouraged in all attempts at further ad-

vancement? Nptat-all. It may be indeed that

we have reached 'the end of our line; and that,

until new endrfwments are bestowed, the mind
can soar no higher in its flight. But with equal,

nay, with mi'ich more reason may we suppose,

that the ctiuse of failure is not so much attribu-

table to the limitation or impotence of our facul-

ties to proceed further, as to the imperfection or

error of our modes of approach and inquiry.

The philnsophioal mind, valuing truth and
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based on an exact acqiuiinlance with the means

of niitriiion of vesceiahles; and with llie influ-

ence of soils and the action of manure upon

them. This kiiowledjie we must seek from

chemistry, uhicli teaclies tlie mode of investiga-

ting the'coin|iosition, and of studying tlie char-

acters, of the different substances from which

plants derive tlieir nourishment."

"Innumerable are the aids afforded to the

means of life, to manufactures and to commerce,

by the truths which assiduous and active m-

quirers have discovered and rendered capalile of

jiraclical application. But it is not the mere

practical utility of these truths, which is of nn

portance. Their influence upon mental culture

is most beneficial ; and the new views acquired

by the knowledge of them enable the mmd to

recognise in the phenomena of nature proofs of

an infinite wisdom, for the unfathomable profun-

dity of which human language has no expres-

The work is devoted to an explanation of the

proper food of plants, and the modes in which,

and sources from which they receive this nour-

ishment. Connected with these matters, come,

of course, the value and uses of manures, and the

true art of culture. These subjects are all ob-

viously of the highest importance; and it is ex-

ceedingly interesting to see how a nfmd so pow-
erful and learned discusses them. The author

speaks with just respect of that distinguished

man, the late Sir Humphrey Davy, who first

taught systematically the application of chemical

science "to agriculture ; and he shows himself not

an unworthy pu[iil of so eminent a master. We
can do but imperfect justice by an abstract of his

views; yet it is all for which we have room.

The elements or constilnet-.ts of all plants are

carbon, water, (or its elements, hydrogen and

oxygen,) nitrogen, and some earthy or alkaline

salts. The food of plants can be received only

in a gaseous or soluble form, and it must come
from the atmospheie, from the earth, or from

both. No earthy substance can ever be received

into a plant indess in a dissolved or coudiined

state ; and though crude substances, incapable

of assimilation, may in some cases be taken up
by the roots of the plant, which seem to have no

power of selection in regard to their food, yet

they will he exuded from the roots in the s^tateir

which tliry were received. The alkaline sub

stances received and assinfilated by plants car

only be ascertained by iheir ashes alter incinera-

tion, and consitute a very minute portion ; but

however nfnnite, they are evidently essential to

the perfection or nuctification of the plant. Be
sides these there are certain organic acids,

which are found in the juices of plants and usu-

ally combined with some inorganic Iwses. The
alkaline bases or earths must exist in the soil, or

they cannot be found in the plant. In some
cases, however, one kind may be substituted for

another.

The author discusses at large the doctrine of

humus, humin, ulmin, humic acid, apotheme,
geine, all referring to one substance, as the food

of plants. This matter is generally understood

to be a certain brown or carbonaceous substance

resulting from vegetable decomposition. Some
portions of it are soluble in water or alkalies;

other portions are insoluble but by extraordinary

means. The common opinion has been that it

constitutes directly the food of plants, and
quires only to be dissolved to be taken up by the

roots of the plants and assimilated by them.

Others have maintaiiied that it requires to be
dissolved by the application of alkalies, and com-
bining with them in the form of an acid, it be-

comes then prepared for the food of plants.

—

Our author wholly denies these positions by
showing that so far from humus being extracted

from the soil, it is in f;ict increased by cultivation,

as in the case of a forest, the more abundant the
growth of wood upon it, the greater the amontit
of humus in the soil, where the debris of the
wood is suffered to remain upon the land.

'•A certain quantity of carbon is taken ever
year from the forest or meadow in the form o"f

wood or hay ; and, in spite of this, the quantity
of carbon in the soil augments; it becomes rich-

er in humus."—p. 68.

"The opinion that the substance called humus

sues, is so general and bo firmly established, that

hitherto any new argmnent in its favor has been

considered unnecessary ; the obvious difference

in the growth of plants according to the known
abundance or scarcity of humus in the soil,

seemed to afford incontestable proof of its cor-

Yet this position, when admitted to a

strict examination, isfoiuid to be untenal)le: and
it becomes evident that humus in the form in

which it exists in the soil does not yield the

smallest nourishment to plants."—p. 61.

He attempts to prove his position, that the car-

bon of the plant cannot be derived from the soil,

by a calculation in weights and measures. Humic
acid, or the humus of the soil, can only be ab-

sorbed by the plant in combination with some in-

ganic bases or metallic oxide. VVe do not think

it important here to give anything more than the

results of some of his calculations. Ue suppo-

ses that upon an average 40,000 square feet of

land, Hessian measure, yield annually 20.50 lbs.

of dry fur wood, which contains 5.6 lbs. Hessian

of metallic oxides. Now it is ascertained in what
proportion humic acid combines with the metal-

lic oxides, with lime for example. Having deter-

iied the metallic oxides existing in such a pro-

duct, he easily determines the amount of humic
acid thus introduced into the trees; and allowing

humic acid to contain 58 per cent, of carbon, this

would correspoiul only to the production of 91

lbs. Hessian of dry wood. But 2050 lbs. of fir

wood are actually produced. These calculations

are well worth e.xamining, and, if accurate, it is

difficult to deny the inference which lollows from
them, that the humic acid existing in a soil, sup-
posing all its carbon to be taken up and assiu

'

ted, will supply but a very small jjortion of that

which exists in the crop grown upon the soil

The same remarks are applied to a crop of
wheat. From the known properties of metallic

oxides existing in wheat straw (the sulphates and
chlorides also contained in the ashes of wheat
straw not included,) it would be found, that the

and

wheat growing on 40,000 sipiare feet Hes
land would average J780 lbs. Hessian of straw, in-

dependently of the roots and grain, and the com-
position of this straw is the same as that of woody
fibre. Now, according to well-ascertained prop-
erties, it could receive hut 57 1-2 lbs. of humic
acid, which wonid supply with carbou only 85
lbs. Hessian ofstraw.
Another calculaliim respects the amount of hu

mic acid which plants can receive through the

agency of rain water. The amount of rain fall-

ing in one of the most fertile districts of Ger-
many, during the months of April, May, June,
and July, is estimated to b'! 17 1-2 lbs. Hessian
upon every square foot of surface, or upon 40,-

000 square feel Hessian, 700,000 lbs. Hessian of
rain water. Now this extent of laud averages a

product of 28.')0 lbs. Hessian of corn (wheat)

;

3D0 lbs. of humic acid calculated to be absorbed
in this case, cannot account for the quantity of
carbon contained in the roots and leaves alone,

even if we siqipose the whole of the rain water
to be absorbed by the plants, whereas a large

portion of it must necessarily be lost or pass off

in some other form than through the orgau.s of
the plants. If these oalculaiions be correct, it is

evident that a small portion only of the carbou
existing in plants can be derived from the hu-
mus of t!ie soil. Another idea is suggested, viz.

:

that as humus results from the decay of plants,

none existed at the time of the creation to form
the pabulum of the primitive vegetation. This
must have had other .sources of supply. Dr. Da-
na is of opinion that geine or humus is an origi-

nal creation, coeval with the creation of hydrogen
and oxygen and carbon. The conjecture is suffi-

ciently |)lausible, but it would be idle to advance
any opinion on thesuhject. The only (act which
can be said to favor one o|)inion above the other

is, that the plarits found in the earliest coal form-
ation are plants with small roots and expanded
foliage, implying that they drew their chief nour-
ishment frora the air.

Ti;e inquiry which next arises is, if plants do
not derive their carbon, or but a very small por-

tion of it from the soil, whence is it obtained?
This intoreslins question I/iebig discusses at

large, and certainly with much ability. The^eed
itself contains thefirst supply of noiu-ishment for

d froin the soil by the roots of plants, j-the roots of the infant germ of the plant. Before
- ...I !....:„.-. ..

it appears above the surface, the humus in the

soil quickens and invigorates its growth by Ihp

upply of carbonic acid. This snp|)ly of car-

bonic acid is furnished by the accession of atmos-
pheric air from the loosening of the soil, the car-

bou of the humus combining with the oxygen of

the air to produce nourishment for the young
plant. When it rises above the surface, and its

external organs of nutrition, its stem and its

leaves, are fully developed, it ceases to draw
nourishment from the earth, and obtains all its

carbon from the air. It is not a new doctrine

that plants absorb carbonic acid from the atmo-
sphere. This fact has been long established;

but it is new that this is the principal source

;

and the inquiry naturally arises whether the at-

mosphere, containing, as it does, only a thou-

sandth part of carbonic acid, can furnish in this

way a supply of all the carbon which i^ required

by the plant. To this inquiry Liebig replies as

before, by making it matter of exact calculation.

"It can be shown, that the atmosphere con-

tains 3,000 billion Hessian lbs. of carbon ; a quan-

tity which amounts to more than the weight of

all the plants, and of all the strata of mineral and
brown coal, which exist upon the earth. This

carbon is therefore more than adequate to all the

purposes for which it is required."—p. 74.

The absorption of carbonic acid from the air,

in his opinion, is a purely chemical process.

—

Many others have chosen to regard it as a vital

operation ; and have considered the leaves as re-

spiratory organs, resembling the lungs of ani-

mals. He does not admit the analogy, and thinks

that the cause of science is injured by the suppo-

sition of a resemblance, where no similitude ex-

ists. The absorption of carbonic acid from the

air, the assimilation of its carbon, and the return

of its oxygen to the air, are chemical processes,

effected "under the operation of light and heat.

—

Without the aid of chemistry, they are inexplica-

ble ; with it, they become perfeclly intelligible.

The vital action creates nothing. It does not pro-

duce carbon, oxygen, or hydrogen ; but it puts

them into activity; and they then arrange them-
selves according to chemical principles; each or-

gan of the plant having ita own specific influence

in the production of the results.

The author discusses, at large, the nature and
action of humus. Humus is merely decayed
vegetable substance, whose decay or destruction
is effected by the absorption of oxygen from the
air. Exclude it from the external air, and the (\j-

cay would cease; but would be renewed again as

it should be brought in contact with the oxygen
of the air. Woody fibre, in a state of decay, con-
sists of carbon and the elements of water. Alka-
line substances assist its decay. Humus, howev-
er, is not composed exclusively of woody fibre;

other substances are asssociated with it. We have
not the room to follow Liebig in his curious and
profound remarks on this subject, and can give
only a summary of his views. The constant ten-

dency of humus is to form carbonic arid by the
abstn'Ction of oxygsn from the air. The stirring

of the soil, and opening it to the effects of light

and heat and moisture, assist this process, by
bringing it in contact with the decaying humus.
It forms around itself an atmosfihere of carbonic
acid, and supplies carbonic acid to the plant in

Ihe first period of its growth. The roots of the
plants, in the beginning and before the formation
perform the functions of the leaves. They ex-
tract fi-om the soil the carbonic acid generated by
the humus. When a plant is matured, and when
the organs by which it receives its food from the
air, are perfected, the carbonic acid of the soil is

no further required. Humus does not afford

nourishment to plants, by being taken up into

their vessels in an unaltered state ; but only by
the supply of carbonic acid, which it generates
from the presence of atmospheric air.

Hydrogen is another constituent of plants; for

woody fibre is composed of carbon and the ele-

ments of water. Water is decomposed under
the power possessed by plants of separating it.-*

elements, and of assimilating its hydrogen, and
dispensing with that portion of its oxygen not re-

quired by the plant in other processes of its

growth. Nitrogen is another constituent, found
in all plants ; abounding in some, and supposed
to form tho principal portion of the nutritive

properties of some of the cereal grains. The ni-

trogen of the air cannot enter into combination
with any element excepting oxygen. Tho com-
bination of nitrogen with hydrogen, in the pro-
portion of one volume of nitrogen and three of
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hydrogen, produces nrninonia. It is in the form
of ammonia, tiiat plants receive their nitro),'en.

—

This ammonia is fm-iiished to the roots of the

plants by the decomposition of animal matter in

tlie soil,"and to their leaves by the effluvia arising

from decayed and decaying animal and vewtable
substances. This decay is continually going on,

and, together with the excrements of animals,

su|)plies the ammonia contained in the atmo-
sphere. Tliere are, indeed, some natural subter-

ranean sources of ammonia, connected with vol-

canic action ; and ammonia is found in many
springs, which, Liebig supposes, derive it wholly
from the atmosphere. The principal part of the

nitrogen, which is found in plants, is, in his opin-

ion, obtained in the form of ammonia in rain wa
ter. Though it appears, that it as been discover-

ed by others, that rain water contains ammonia,
yet it is believed that Liebig has been the first to

annoimce the fact. He goes on to show, by the

elements made use of in a former calculation, that

by means of the rain falling annually upon 40,-

000 square feet of soil, the field must receive 80
lbs. of ammonia, or 6.5 lbs. of nitrogen, which is

more nitrogen than is contained in the amount of
crops usually produced upon such a surface.

—

The experiments made to ascertain the presence
ofammonia in rain water, are decisive, and this

interesting (act may be considered as now estab-
lished. He likewise detected ammonia in the
juices of the maple and the birch tree; this being
obtained remote from any house, was evidently
derived from tlie atmosphere.
There are facts connected with cultivation, and

allowing the effect of different manures upon the
quality of the products, which are extremely cu-
rious. Different wheats are found to contain very
different proportions of gluten, of which nitrogen
forms an important constituent. Some French
wheat was found to contain 12.5 per cent of glu-

ten, while Bavarian (contained 24 per cent. Davy
obtained 19 per cent, from winter, and 24 from
sununer, wheat. Sicilian wheat afforded 21 per
cent.; Barbary vvlieat, 29; Alsace, 17.3; wheat
grown in the Jardin des Pinnies 26.7, and winter
wheat .3.3-3 per cent. In regard to these differ-

ences, Liebig remarks:
"An increase of animal manure gives rise not

only to an increase in the number of seeds, but
also to a most remarkable difference in iIk- pro-

portion of gluten which they contain. Animal
manure acts only by the formation of ammonia.
One himdred parts of wheat, grown on a soil ma-
nured with cow-dung (a manure containing tli.-^

smallest quantity of nitrogen,) affording only

11.95 parts of gluten, and 64.34 partsof amylin or

starch ; whilst the same quantity, grown on a soil

manured with human urine, yielded the maxi-
mum of gluten, namel}', 35.1 per cent. Piitrified

urine contains nitrogen in the forms of carbonate,

phosphate, and lactate of ammonia ; and in no
otlier form ihan that of ammoniacal salts."—p.

136.

As illustrative of the value ofammonia in veg-

elation, Liebig refers to guano. This is the ex-

crement of sea-birds, and fomid in large quanti-

ties on several islands in the South Sea. Tlie el-

fect of this manure is understood to he most pow-
erful. It renders the soils, which consist of clay

and sand, and contain, as is represented, no or-

ganic matter, highly fertile. This manure is com-
posed principally of suits ofammonia, and a few
earthy salts.

LieVig, if his theory be well founded, has solv-

ed the secrets of the operation of gypsum. It has

been supposed, that gypsum acteil upon plants as

a stimulus, or like ardent spirits upon animals.

—

•But plants are not animals. They have no nerves,

which may be tightly drawn or relaxed ; and such
suppositions, which serve only to betray our ig-

norance, are without foundation. No siibstance

can cause the leaves of plants to appropriate an
excess of carbon from the atmos])here, when the

other constituents of the plants are wanting.

—

The influence of gypsum is to fix the ammonia
which is brought into the soil, and preventing its

evaporation, give it out as the plants may receive

it. This efject is produced by the double decom-
])osition of the carbonate ofammonia, and of the

gypsum or sulphate of lime, by which sulphate

ofammonia and carbonate of lime are tfjrmed.

—

His notions on this subject, being the first satis-

factory attempt' at a solution of the mystery al-

ways cnuuected with the application of this ex-

traordinary substance, are curious and interest
ing.

"In order, (he says,) to form a conception of
the effect of gypsum, it may be sufficient to re-
mark, that 100 lbs. Hessiati of burned gypsum
fixes as much ammonia in the soil as 6,250 lbs. of
horses' urine would yield to it, even on the sup-
position that all the nitrogen of the urea and hip-
puric acid were absorbed by the platus without
the smallest loss, in the formof carbonate of am-
monia."—p. 143.

He is equally original in his explanation of sev-
eral other facts.

" The advantage of manuring fields with burn-
ed clay and the fertility of ferruginous soils,

which have been considered as facts so incom-
prehensible, may be e.xplained in any equally
simple manner. The oxides of iron and alumina
are distinguished from all other metallic oxides
by their power of forming solid compounds with
ammonia. Minerals containing alumina or oxide
of iron also possess in an eminent degree the
remarkable property of attracting ammonia from
the atmosphere and of retaining it."

Powdered charcoal is another element which
powerfully absorbs ammonia ; and will take up
ninety times its volume of ammoniacal gas,which
it gives out upon being wet with water. Decay-
ed wood resembles charcoal in this property, ab-
sorbing seventy-two times its own volume. This
explains further the operation »f humus, which
supplies not only carbonic acid, but likewise
nitrogen, to the growing plants.

Liebig concludes this chapter with a beautiful
reflection

:

" Carbonic acid, water and ammonia contain
the elements nece.ssary for the support of ani-
mals and vegetables. The same substances are
the ultimate products of the chemical process of
decay and putrification. All the innumerable
products of vitality resume, after death, the ori-

ginal form from which they sprang. And thus
death,—the complete dissolution of" an existing
generation,—becomes the source of life for a new
one."
The next subject of discussion with Liebig re-

lates to the inorganic constituents of plants.

—

These are potash, soda, lime, magnesia, oxide of
iron, manganese, silica, and other substances.
The plants cannot be perfected without them.
Alkalies of one kind may often be substituted for
those of another ; but they are always found in
equivalent proportions. These inorganic sub-
stances are admitted to the plants in combination
with some acid. They exist independently of
tlie plant, and are not the product of vital action.

They are fomul in different soils, and are the re-

sult of the decouiposition of various rocks. Pot-
ash is an important constituent of most felspars.

Some of tlie salts are evaporated in sea-water,
and in that way carried far into the interior, and
alter being spread upon the e;irth, are carried

down by the rains. They are returned to the soil

iu decayed vegetable and animal matter, and in

tiie excrements of animals. They are found in

the ashes of plants, in the form of carbonates;
and by careful analysis their amounts in differ-

ent cases have been accurately ascertained. The
amomitof alkaline substances required by plants

is very minute. But tiiat amount is i-equisite to

the perfection of the vegetation. It is easy to

conceive how small an amount is required in

ths soil, viW.n it is umlerstond that sea-water
contains only 1-12400 of its weight of carbonate
of lime, and yet that is sufficient for the forma-
tion of all the banks of coral in the ocean, and
the various shells of the marine animals.

Having given this account of the constitur'nts

of plants', and the sourcos wlience they are de-

rived, Liebig proceeds to <liscuss the art of cul-

ture and tlie action of manures. I should he

glad to quote the whole of this chapter, but must
limit myself to a brief sketch. Humus is not

soluble in water; if it were, a great piart of it

would he carried off the giound by rains. Its

office is, by the presence of water to convert the

siu-rounding oxygen into carbonic acid, which
plants absorb, and then return to the soil a large

portion of carbonaceous matter, that thsy alistract

from the air, so that the liumus of tlie soil is not

diminished. The frequent ploughing of the soil,

so as to promote, by admitting the oxygen of the

air to the humus, the formation of carbonic acid,

the application of alkaline substances, and what-
ever tend-i, as T.ir^big (expresses it. to put the or-

ganic matters of the soil into a state of oxidation,
increase the fertility of the soil. The oxygen
then assists in the formation of carbonic acid to
go to the nourishment of plants.
Knowing the substances which go to form the

plants, the object of a wise agriculture will be to
supply thent, and to render them accessible to
the plants. Potash, the most common and im-
portant of the inorganic constituents of plants is
more universally and abundantly diffused over
the earth than any other alkaline substance. But
the alkalies, by continued cultivation, may be ex-
hausted, and the soil cease to be produclive
This indicates the necessity of a fallow or rest' to
the soil, by which, under the operation of air and
moisture, a further disintegration of the rocks
may take place so as to furnish the necessary al-
kalies to the soil, or, without resting, they may
be artificially supplied. Plants themselves in
their decay return alkaline substances to the
earth

; and it is well ascertained that plants
themselves act powerfully in the disintegration of
rocks.

Some crops may be repeated on the same soil
more frequently than others, because some con-
sume more of the alkalies than others. One
hundred parts of the stalks of wheat yield 15.5
parts of ashes. The same quantity of barley, 8.54
parts ; and of oats, only 4.42. The ashes of these
different plants are of the same description, but
it is obvious that the demands which they make
upon the soil must be difterent.

The interchange of rotation crops and the ap-
plication of manures are materially connected
with this fact, and with another in "the habits of
plants, to which we shall refer. Plants of <|jfl%r-

ent kinds absorb or take up different substances,
from the soil ; and one kind therefore may flour-
ish, where another would fiiil. The same kinds
of plants cannot be cultivated in succession on
the same soil for any length of time without de-
clining iu productiveness. Some plants, as flax
for example, will not bear a repetition on the
same soil oftener than once in five years. It has
been supposed that plants themselves assimilate,
and consume in their growth, certain ingredients
in the soil necessary to the perfection of the plant,
which should not be repeated on the same ground
until this material is again supplied. But this is

not all. No artificial supply of any a.«certainable
ingredient can control this general law of the ne-
cessity of a change in the rotation, growing out
of other circumstances. Decandolle suggested,
and may be said to have established, anot7ier the-
ory, namely, that plants excrete from the loots
certain substances, which are innutritions or hurt-
ful to the same khid of plant in succession, but
which may serve us the food of other plants. But
there are difliculties, in respect to this subject,
upon which we cannot dwell, which Liebig's the-
ory solves with remarkable ability and ecpial rea-
sonableness. The exudations or excretions of
plants may be considered of two kinds. Plants,
as we have before said, have no selection in their
food, but take up with little discrimination what
is accessible to their organs of nutrition, and in a
condition to be absorbed. Tliey consequently
may take up many things, which "they can assim-
ilate but in part, or not ai all. These are exuded,
anrl inay serve as the food of other plants of a
difieieiu cliaracter. But there is another class
of excretions, or properly speaking, excrements,
which are purely the result of the vital action of
the [ilants, and which, in the form of gum or
otherwise, after having' served the purpose de-
signed in tlie iiutritiuii of tin; plants, pass off by
the afipioprialc oiirans into the soil. These, o"f

cours.', cannot serve as the food of the same
kind of plants, or oi' any other in their present
conilition ; and these fro to nssi-t in fliniiing the
liiimus of the soil. In Iht-ir iiiicIkuijciI condiiion,

these excrements ara |i."riiicioiis to the kind of
plants from which thi'V ucre discliargL'd, and, it

may be, to others; and after buconiing converted
into humus, under the operaiioii of air and

, the effects are the .same as those of

After all, wirore tlie crops are ri'mnvrd finin

the soil in the iiirms of .seeds, mors, .-un! ,'eaves,

the soil is of course deprived of nrwy of the
constituents requisite to a healthful and |iroduc-
tive vegeUition. The substances removed are
then to be supp!i<nl by maijiire. The seed of the
plant contains within itself the food, which it first

reqtiii-.'= hi order to the protru-iion of it-J radicles.-
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The linmus in the soil will give oulits carbonic

acid, until the plant rises aljove the ground, and

the leaves and other portions of its organism are

formed to enable it to irather, in the form of car-

bonic acid, its food tioni the air. Its organic con-

stituents must be found in the soil or in the

manure in the form of silicates, carbonates, or

phosphates, and may be supplied in a'crude form

as in potash, nshes, lime, bones, &c. Its nitrogen

is to be supplied, in the form of ammonia, from

decayed animal or vegetable substances in one

way or another. The excrements of some ani-

mals are in this respect much richer than those

of others. The excrements of man are much
richer in nitrogen, tlian those of any other ani-

mals, and those of men living upon animal more

so than those of men living upon vegetable diet.

lu the urine of aninjais nitrogen is found in much
greater abundance than in the solid excrements.

In respect to nitrogen, 100 parts of the urine of

a healthy man are equal to 1300 parts of the fresh

dung ot' a horse. This ammonia is supplied m
the soil ; or floating in the air, it is taken up by

rain water or by snow, and supplied to the vege-

tation in that form. The manures of difTerent

anitnals likewise return to the soil the inorganic

constituents of plant.s, the various salts which

have formed a part of the vegetable products,

which have been taken from the fields and been

consumed by the cattle; and thus every thing

goes on in an 'eternal round of reciprocity.

I have thus given a general and imperfect

sketch of the main principles of the work of Lie-

big. I have confined myself to the part, which

is principally agricultural. The second part, on

chemical transformations, fermentation, putrifac-

tion, decay,-and various kindred subjects, is equal-

ly interesting. The work of Liebig displays ex-

traordinary philosophical acumen, and confers

upon him the highest honor. The more it is ex-

amined, the deeper will be the interest which it

will create, and the stronger the admiration of

the ability with which it is written. It is not a

work to be merely read, but studied ; and if fur-

ther inquiries and experiments should demon-
strate, as seems to ns from many facts within our

own knowledge in the highest degree probable,

the soundness of his views, his work, not merely

as a matter of interesting philosophical inquiry,

but of the highest practical utility, will be inval-

uable.

There are various notes, appended to the vol-

ume, of great interest. A long and highly inter-

esting note is appended, containing some letters

from Dr. S. L. Dana, of Lowell, to Dr. Hitchcock,

of Amherst College, and taken from the forth-

coming third edition of Dr. Hitchcock's "Geolo-

gy of Massachusetts," on geine or hmnus, and

some views of Dr. C. T. Jackson, of Boston, on

the same subject.

The views of these gentlemen in some mea-

sure conflict with each other, and with those of

Liebig. I shall not presume to arbitrate between

them, but only to remark on them, in a very [ew

words, with a perfect respect for all the parties

concerned. The eminent Swedish chemist, Ber-

zelins, had discovered in ."several vegetable sub-

stances, a residuum, which he regar<led as the

proper food or pabulum of vegetables, and which

iie denominated humus or geine. Dr..Dana, by

his independent Tesearches, had arrived at the

same result. This geine or apntheme was found

to be the universal result of d.cayed vegetation;

and soils are in general found productive or

otherwise, as this vegetable substance or residu-

um is more or less abundant in them. The opin-

ion of Dr. Dana has been thatgoinein a dissolved

state is taken up as the food of plants. If obliged

to relinquish this ground, and with Liebig, re-

gard geine as only a .source of carbonic acid to

])lants. he would regard its value to vegetation in

the same light. But he obvi;ites in a most in-

genious manner one of the difficidties of Liebig,

in respect to the sohihilit;,, or, we may more pro-

perly say, the solution ot'geine, by showing that

it contain?! within itself the insti-ument, tr> a con-

siderable degree, of its own resolution, in the

water forin«d by the union of the hydrogen of

the geinn with the oxygen of the atmosphere.
" The amount of water produced in this case," he

remarks, "is truly astonishing. It has been found
equal per hour, fiom an acre of fresh ploughed
sward» to f).50 lbs. This is equal to the evapora-

tion per hour from an acre, after most copious
ains To show that this denpiids upon the de-

composition of the geine, the quantity of water

evaporated per hour in the day-time, from a well-

mamu-ed acre, was found eijual to 5000 lbs."

That humus or geine does not constitute the

actual food of plants, would seem to be estab-

lished by various considerations. Liebig has

shown by several calculations, as exact as the na-

ture of the case would seem to admit of, that the

amomit of hunfic acid contained in any soil is

insufficient to supply the carbon in the average

product of that soil, in the proportion of 91 to

2,650. Secondly, volcanic soils containing not

the slightest trace of vegetable matter, as is e»i-

dent fiom their origin, with a due nfixture of

earths, are among the most fertile in the world.

The ashes being exposed to air and moisture, a

soil is gradually formed, and the decomposed
lavas furnish alkalies in abundance, which, by

being exposed to air and moisture, become the

source of rich nourishment to plants. A third

reason, and certainly a strong fact in the case, is

that the humus in a forest, so far from being di-

nfmislied by the growth of wood, is continiially

increasing. It is so likewise in a cultivated fiehi,

where the produce of the field is returned in the

formof manure.
Berzelius is reported to have altered his opin-

ions of the nature of geine by a more exact anal-

ysis of its composition, and now denies its exis-

tence as a proximate principle ; and Dr. C. T.

Jackson, who has distinguishetl himself as a

chemist by his analytical researches, appears to

have made, without knowing what had been

done by Beizelius, the same discoveries!, in ascer-

taining that the substance called geine is only a

combination of crenic and apocrenic acids, with

some other substances, all of which are not yet

determined. How many of these may have been,

as suggested by Dr. Dana, the mere product of

chemical manipulation, or whether any of them,

are questions which, iu the present state of the

inquiry, cannot be determined. Upon the sup-

position that these are original and fixed ele-

ments in the composition of geine, we consider

Dr. Jackson entilhsd to nnich honor for his inves-

tigations. All truth is valuable ; but in the pres-

entcondition ofour knowledge,in a practical view,

these points arc not of great importance, or rath-

er not of immediate utility. According to the

principles of Liebig, Raspail, Dana, Jackson,

Hitchcock, and others, the presence of humus in

a soil is, quoad hoc, an indication of fertility.

Now, whetiier it be a proximate element, or a

mere combination of crenic and apocrenic acids

with other substances, though exceedingly inter-

esting to the philosophical inquirer, is, without

some further light on the subject, of little mo-
ment to the farmer. Dr. Jackson has not, as we
understand, discovered either of these acids in

the lilants themselves ; he has not as yet shown
us how they are to be used, or what part they

perform in "vegetation.—He is not able, by any ar-

tificial process which he can adopt, separate from
the vegetable organism, to prot'luce an atom of
geine; and however nearly he may have ap-

proached it, and we commend him for every step

in his progress,he has by no means reached the ul-

tima ihule, for crenic, and apocrenic; anil ulmic
acids, are themselves resolvable into certain por-

tions of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and ox-

ygen. The question however, whether geine

constitutes iu itself the food of plants in its

solution by water or by some alkahne sub-

stance, or whether it merely acts as an instru-

ment of the supply of carbonic acid to the

[ilaiit in the first stages of its progress, is another
question which is certainly not Ivithout its difli-

ciihics.

lam not able to understand by what process

it is ascertained, that, after the leaves of the plant

are fornietL it ceases to draw any nourishment
from tlifTe.-Ji-th. This is a fact in vegetable physi-

ology, of v^Tii'h at present- we are without the

proof Dr. Dana has never denied that jilants

receive much of their nourishment from the air.

His inquiries were limited wholly to what they

gather from the earth. Nor is there nnydiflicul-

ty in the supposition that geine may serve, in its

decomposition, as the food of plants. For, if geine

according to Dr. Jackson, is a mixture of crenic

or apocrenic acids, and if crenic and apocrenic

acids are resolvable into carbon, hydrogen, nitro-

gen, and oxygen, these are the very elements of
vegetable substance ; and we may leave it to the

subtile operations of the vital action, wonderful

and mysterious as it is in its operations, to ac-

complish what human skill and sagacity have as

yet iu vain essayed, the separation and appropri-

ation to itself, by the living plant or animal, of
the proper materials of its own growth.

It is exceedingly gratifying to see men of sci-

ence engaging in these, I will not say humble, for

scarcely any are more important, but useful sub-

jects of investigation. Every department ofnature
abounds in matters of interesting inquiry ; and
none more than that of organic life. Nature iu

her various changes, transformations, and pro-

ductions, is everywhere full of the miracles of
wisdom, power and goodness. The perfections

of the Creator are written all over her in letters

of living light. The highest duty of rational be-

ings is " to read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest

them."
In looking at the infinitely multiplied produc-

tions of the vegetable w;orld, iu observing a small
seed rising into a towering plant, an acorn chang-
ed into an oak, and what .seems a pellicle, driven

about by the wind, growing up into a wide
spreading elm, we must be lower than the beasts

which repose under its grateful shade, if we do
not ask. How do these things come.' When
vveseethe earth in a measure obedient to our
commands, and in return for our labor pouring
into our lap the means of subsistence and luxury

with an unstinted liberality ; when we see the

dependence everywhere existing between what
wo do and what we receive, what we sow and
the harvest we gather; when we observe the

changes ofthe seasons, and the obvious effects of

lightand heat, and moisture and manure, wo can
hardly claim the character of rational beings, if

we do not seek to understand these thing.s. It is

idle to pretend that the mysteries of nature are too

sacred for inquiry. The gifV of understanding
and the power of its use imply Ihe duty of inqui-

ry. It is as idle to pretend, that they are mys-
teries which never can be understood. The hu-

man understanding has its limits, doubtless, be-

yond which it cannot pass ; but how far is it at

present from having reached them .' Every day
is disclosing to ns some new truth. Mauy things,

once enveloped in all the terrors of mystery, are

now fiimiliar to the understanding of a child.

The works of God and the courses of his provi-

dence, are not so many isolated facts, but they are

facta compacted together, and under the control
of general laws ; so that, beyond all question,
many of the most extraordinary phenomena,
which present themselves in nature, are explica-
ble upon the simplest principles. In many cases
a single key will open the most complicated lock,

and is at the same time applicable to a thousand
other.s. Tlie discussions of Liebig fm-nish some
beautiful illustrations of these principles.

In order to solve the secrets of vegetable life

and growth, we must watch the plant from its

germination to its maturity, and remark, with all

possible exactness, the various influences which
bear upon it. We must study its nature, its re-

lations, its changes ; its relations to the soil, to

the climate, to the light, to the moisture, and to

its whole culture. Botany, considered as a mere
form of classes and a mere catalogue of arbitra-

ry names, is a meagre and comparatively worth-
less science ; but when it involves the whole
physiology of plants in all their aspects and con-
ditions, in their growth, culture, maturity, and
use.s, it becomes a profound philosophy. Chem-
istry, likewise, must here come to our aid. In
otdertoknow wliat the plant needs, we must
know what it is composed of; in order to learn
what it obtains from the soil, we must ascertain
what the soil has to yield to it ; nnd we must
consider the condition of the iilant, in reference
to the condition of the soil in which it is planted.
Manures, likewise, everywhere the acknowledg-
ed means of fertility, require the most exact ex-
amination. Ascertaining, by the aid of chemical
inquiry, the elements of the plant, wo shnll at

least learn something of what it requires; ascer-
taining the nature of the soil, we shall see how
it is suited to the plant cultivated ; and knowing
the composition of the manures, we may como to

gnder,statid their operations. Chemical analysis

seems to offer the only means of solving these
mysteries.

It has already made distinguished advances;
but yet they can be regarded only as first steps.

There are difficulties in the case, "which it would
be in vain to deny. All chemical analyses are
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necessarily destructive of the subjects to which
they are applied. We cannot take the separate

elements Irom the analyses of a plant, a manure,
or a soil, and put them togetlier again like the

pieces ofa dissected map. We can easily infer

from a thousand facts, which chemistry has al-

ready disclosed, how iiiucli depends upon the

form of combination of the most simple elements;
and when we consider of what an almost infinite

number of permutations and combinations a few
simple substances admit, we perceive difficulties

in the nature of the case which must certainly

very much qualify our confidence of success.

They sliouldat least check all haste in our con-
clusions, and disarm all severity of judgment in

respect to the conclusions of others, how much
soever these may difler from our own. Truth
should be our great and only object. Philoso-

phy stimulates to the |)ursuit of it as the most
precious of all gems. Nothing shoidd abate our
zeal ; nothing should discourage our efforts in

the search. Fifty years ago chemistry was
hardly known as a science. Now, what tri-

imiphs has it accomplished, and what a world of
wonders has it opened to our view ! In its appli-

cation to agricultme it presents itself as the nat-

ural solvent of its now difficult mysteries. Its

whole tendency and aim, in this matter, unlike
many other of its applications, are to confer un-
mixed good upon mankind It discloses to our
adoration more and more of those mighty ope-
rations ofa beneficent Providence, by which, in

an unbroken circle of dt- |)endence and subservi-
ency, the most offensive substances are con-
verted into all that is nutritive, delicious, and
beautiful. It shows us how, by the exact and
wonderful combination ofa thousand subtile in-

fluences in the earth, the air, the rain, the light,

the dew, daily and hoin-ly the table of the Divine
bounty is spread forall that live; and not one of
his great family is, by the master of the feast, ever
sent empty away.

Remiuisceuces of Bishop Chase.
The venerable Liisliop Chase, who lias been a

pioneer in the cause of Episcopacy, first as a
missionary in western New York, when that

State was comparatively a wilderness—after-

wa;ds in Louisiana soon after the [lurchase of
that country from France—still later in Ohio,
where by his perseverance he bas founded a col-

lege with ample funds solicited by him hi per.son

in Europe and elsewhere—and last of all in the

wilds of Illinois, where he has pitched in a "log
cabin with a clay chimney" under the quaint

cognomen of the " Robin's Nest"—is the young-
est child of one of the most remarkable (amilies

ever produced in the Granite State. In the chil-

dren of one mother there probably never has

been so many distinguished for talents and en-

terprise as the fourteen Chases, who were the

sons and daughters of Dudley Chase, that old

first settler of the town of Cornish.

Bishop Chase, in a periodical pamphlet which
he is issuing frotn the press at Peorin, Illinois,

gives an account and history of his own fiiinily

and name, and some of the remarkable events

and vicissitudes in his own personal history.

The family name of Chase in some parts of the

country is almost as numerous as that of Smith :

it is probable the most of this name may be trac-

ed bacu to the man born in England two hun-
dred and twenty-two years ago. The Bishop
bas done well to preserve in print what tradition

has brought down as the history of their great

progenitor. It seems his first pitch was within

the limits of New Ham|)shire, at Hampton ; and
he was induced to change his position and be-

come the first regular commander of a ship that

ever sailed from the mouth of Merrimack river

by some pecuniary rewards. The incidents con-

nected with the first Chase after his arrival in

this country will be interesting to all those who
trace with .a curious eye the rise and progress of

the more mniierous family iiames which have

descended from the pilgrims'

But not the least interesting piut of the Bish-

op's reminiscences is that which relates to his

own father and mother and his numerous broth-

ers and sisters, with the first settlement of one
of those beautiful towns on Connecticut river, in

which have been born and bred men nud women
who have done honor to the age in which they

lived, and whose homes and firesides remain as

the abodes of the greatest amount nf human

intelligence. The fourteen children of Dudley
Chase, vviio first pitched down, away from all

travelled roads and almost beymid the call of
neighbors in "a forest of the largest and tallest

trees," deserve a more extended noticu than we
can here give them: we have personally known
several of the males and some of the females in
the line of this family ; and this acquaintance has
been among those events which convince us that
not only superior physical powers hut greatly in-

creased powers of intellect often descend through
several generations of the same family.

We copy the first chapter of the Reminiscences
of Bishop Chase, believing that all our readers
will be interested in the events and scenes which
it describes.

—

Ed. F. M. Visitor.

CHAPTER I.

Aquila Chase, according to a tradition among
his descendants, was a native of Cornwall, in

England, and was born in 1618. It is certain
from the records of the town of Newbury, at the
mouth of Merrimack river, that he was the first

captain who in a regular vessel ever sailed into

that port. By reason of his nautical skill and
enterprising character, he received an invitation

fro;n the inhabitants of that infant settlement to

bring his family from Hampton, not far off. where
they had lived a few years on coming to America,
and make his home among them ; and to ensure
his compliance, the '^sekdmen," who acted as
(what is called in other places than New Eng-
land) a loion council, tendered him the donation
of several lots of land and some other immuni-
ties. He complied with their wishes and became
an inhabitant of that then promising maritime
village.

It appears from the records which the writer
caused to be examined in Newburyport in 1826,
that Capt. Aquila Chase had several children
and an affectionate wife, who made liome to him
more than onlinarily agreeable. Connected
with these fiicts and circumstances there are re-

corded on the town books many events, which,
being i>ut together, fully justify in its main fea-

tures the truth of the following singular story of
this venerable ancestor of most of the New Eng-
land Chases.

It appears that the captain and his indnstrious
family had improved the lots, which had been
presented to him by the "selectmen," into a
pretty garden ; and while the enterprising and
hardy parent was at sea, buffeting the waves and
enduring the hardships of a voyage across the
Atlantic, the wife and children felt that they
could do no less than try to tnake him comforta-
ble on his return and during his stay (short enough
always) on shore.

It happened on a year of peculiar vernal for-

wardness in gardening, after the captain had
been absent a great part of the winter, and had
del.iyed his return beyond the expected time,

that this most affectionate family mutually con-
ferred together on the great question how they
could most acceptably, by their skill in garden-
ing, welcome his return whom of all earthly

beings they loved most. The boys proposed to

force forward the potatoes ; the girls thought
that the sweet flowers of May would please him
best ; but the mother observed that she knew of
something which would gratify him more than
all. " Green peas are your "father's favorite,"

said she ; "and it is my wish that we try to force

them forward to the utmost of our power."
There was somelhing more than th;it which

met the eye in this expression. Mrs. Chase had
often heard her husband complain of the danger
to bodily health, in long voyages at sea, from the

want of vegetable diet ; for acids at that era

were not known as means to obviate this evil.

She therefore could not but mingle with the mo-
tives which prompted her to treat her husband
with kindness, in presenting him with the first

fruits of her ganlen on his arrival, something be-

side the mere pleasure of seeing him regale his

ajipetite, and tliat was a settled conviction that

the same would be for his health. " He must
have been a long time at sea," said she to her
children, when cultivating the favorite bed of
peas; "and who knows but this precaution may
not prevent some deadly disease ?"

Never were children more mindful of a pa-

rent's commands than were those of CajJt. Chase
in all things relating to the cultivation of the gar-

den peas meant to greet him on his expected ar-

rival. The dark green vines of this delicious

vegetable grew apace ; the flowers put forth, and
the pods formed and swelled ; and, just as they
were ready to pluck, a vessel was seen crowding
all her sails to get into port.

It was Sunday morning. The news came that
she had passed the bar; then that Capt. Chase
himself had been descritd as if giving cheerful
orders to his men ;—again it was reported that
lie had arrived and laid his ship Hong side of JVeic-
buru 014 tvharf.

This indeed was a reality, and the grateful
father was soon on shore, "snrronuded by his
sons—full of talk, of questions, and of glee. "But
it is the Sabbath," said the youngest boy ;

" we
must not talk loud ; the deacon will hear us if
wp. do." "Suppose he do, my child," said the
father, tenderly embracing him; "God hears us
too, and knows our hearts and thoughts, and how
thankful we all are for being perniitted, after so
ong a voyage, to meet in peace and health."
As they were walking to their home another

of his sons said, " Dear father, it will give mother
a great deal of pleasure to see you." "

I hope
so, my son." " But she will be additionally hap-
py when she sees you eat lier green peas." " What
green peas ?" said the captain. " Some that we
have all been raising, at mother's particular re-
quest, to regale you on your arrival. No one
else in Newbury has any half so forward. Yes.
they are ready, mother said, to pick this moment;
and when we came away she said she wished
you liad come on a week day, for then you
should have them for dinner." "Suppose we
were yet to have them ?" said the father. " Did
not the disciples of our Lord pluck the ears of
corn, and rub them in their hands, and eat them
too, on the Sabbath day ; and may we not pick,

and eat the green peas without incurring the di- .

vine displeasure ?"

This was reported to the ears of the mother,
and consent was obtained to prepare the peas.
-And now comes the difficulty. Some one who
was going home from "meeting," (for it was
thought sinful to say "going home from cAurcA"
in those days) saw the captain's family in the
garden on the Sabbath day, and that they were
gathering peas ! The next day he was cited to
ap[>ear before the minister. The captain plead
his own cause— it seems one against many—and
cited the passage alluded to in his justification.
At the close he alleged that he had been long at
.sea, and that the peas were necessary to his bod-
ily health, and would be adjudged so by the phy-
sicians. It was unfortunate for him that he at-
tempted to draw a contrast between his accusers
and the ancient Scribes and Pharisees. This
shut the door of mercy on him, and they pro-
nounced him "guilty." They did not punish
him corporeally, as in those days was common,
with "forty stripes save one," but they laid a
heavy fine upon him, and compelled him to pay.

It does not appear that Capt. Chase retained
any ill will towards the people of Newbury oa
account of this treatment: on the contrary, all

his descendants have had and still have a tradi-

tionary affection for the place and its inhabitants,
where their venerable ancestor was invited to re-
side, and where he spent so many of his happi-
est days.

Moses, the youngest son of Aquila Chase, was
born the 24ih of December, IG63. He married
Ann Follansbee, November 10, 1684, and had
many children. His first was Daniel, born Sept.

20, 1685. He (Daniel) moved to Sutton, and
married Sarah March, .January 2, 1707. This
couple, also, had many children. Their first

born was Samuel, who married Mary Dudley

;

and these were the grand-parents of the writer
of this memoir. Their seccnd son, Dudley, was
the writer's father, who married Alice Corbett,

of Mendou, August 23, 1753. They lived in Sut-
ton about ten years, and then moved to New
Hampshire, where, having obtained the grant,

from Governor Bowdoin, of a township of land
on Connecticut river, they settled, and called it

Cornish, in honor of the parent country of their

common ancestor.

This happened previously to any eeltlementg
being made to the northward of Charlestovvn,

then called Fort No. 4, on the fore-mentioned
river Connecticut, which divides Vermont from
New Hampshire. The writer's father, Dudley
Chase, the second son of Samuel Chase, vyas the

first, with his family, tlien consisting of his wife

and seven children, to take possession of the soil,
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vvliicli was then coveretl by an entire forest of

the largest and tallest trees.

When tlie family, in their painful journey

through the woods, arrived at Fort No. 4, it was

thought advisable that his mother and children

should remain there for shelter, and for their

greater security from the Indians. To this ar-

rangement his mother consented, although, at<

she told him, it was with the greatest relu(-ta"i:e.

"I shuddered," she said, "at the thought o>;be"ig

penned up with my precious bairns within the

precincts of a i.anow fort, rudely built tor de-

lence a^-Ujist savages, for a period of time I knew

not owlonu; (or it was sixteen ujiles up the

river whither your lather and bis company ot

workmen were going, where ihe land was to be

cleared, and theVrop for tl-e approachmg season

was to be planted. But necessity is an imperi-

ous dictate, and submission was my duty. It

was nevertheless a hard parting when your father

pressed his babes to his bosom, and mine to his

manly cheek, as he stepped into his canoe, and

took command of his little fleet of stout and

cheerful men, both able and willing to subdue

the forest and plant the virgin soil.

" It was some time in the early spring that this

parting scene took place on the banks of the

Connecticut river. The bud was then bursting

from its wintry fetters; the birds were commenc-
ing their wooing songs, and the wild herbage

sprang up all around me. Among these 1 wan-
dered, adtnired their beauty, and inhaled their

sweets : but all had no charms for me vvliile your
father was gone. I tried to banish iny fears for

his safety when l thought of his defenceless

state and the proximity of the ruthless savage';

for there was then war between France and
England, and no fort between us and Canada. 1

also endeavored to seek refuge from my painful

feelings in employment for myself and children ;

but onr condition in the fort precluded the ob-

servance of regularity, and without that, little

can be done. So iftuch mingling of contending

interests, especially among a crowd of little chil-

dren, bade defiance to all efforts for order or

peace. Days seemed weeks, and weeks seemed
months ; and scarcely did a sun rise without wit-

nessing my wanderings on the banks of the flow-

ing stream where I had parted from your father

and his blithe comp.my of Cornish woodmen.
" It was in one of these walks, that, with my

children by my side, I saw, as the day drew to

its close, a canoe coming round u point of the

river bank above me. 1 first thought of the ap-

proach of savages ; but before I had time to flee,

1 recognized the well-known canoe of your fa-

ther, and in it our trusty neighbor Diah Spalding.

My heart leaped with joy ; and no sooner did

the canoe reach the shore than the children were

in it and on his knees ; nor did they suffer hiin

to stir till they had told him I was resolved that

we should all return with him to their father in

the woo<ls. ' Do you know, are you apprised,

dear madam.' said" he, respectfully approaching

me, ' are you aware that such has been our anx-

iety to put in a crop and plant the ground lor the

coming summer, that we have found no time to

erect the semblance of a bouse ? I am come to

tell you your husband is well and all his men are

well, and to ob'ain information of your health

and safety, and to carry back with me a recruit

of provisions for their comfort ; but we have all

slept upon the uncovered ground, and as yet have

no place to shelter ourselves, mucli less you and
your little ones, from the pelting of the' storm :

iind will yon venture with them into the woods
before you are sure of a refuge.-' 'I will go,

and with all my children endure any storm, i"

you will give me hut a safe ami speedy convey
ance to my husband. If there he no shelter, or

feni-(!, or fort, his faithriil arm will guard me, and
his trusty men will aid him; and their God, who
is ahnve all, ruleth all, and directeth all, will

provide.'
" A much smaller degree of sagacity than our

neighhDr Spalding jiossessed, would have been
sufficient to make him sensible that it was in vain

to thwart a resolution so firmly taken ; and the

speedy removal once determined on, all the force

of his ingenious and friendly mind was called

into action to make things ready. Such goods
as we needed least were secured in the fort: and
such as the boats would carry, ainl we needed
most, with ample provisions, were (Hit on board

;

and the morning sun had scarcely riacn, ere the

indefatigable exertions of Spalding, and the anx-

ious assiduity of my children, had made all

things ready ft)r the voyage.' Spalding was a

good canoe man; and under the protection of

the Almighty, in whom our trust was placed, the

exertions of his strong arm, and the industrious

aid of my elder sons, made our speed, though
slow, yet unceasing ; and in time of war ascend-

ing a rapid stream in a frail Indian canoe, we
reached before night the little opening among
the towering trees, from whence the spot of your
father's choice appeared to our longing eyes.
' There they are,' said the mingled voices of my
children ;

' there is our dear father, and yonder
are his men ; I bear bis voice, and the sound of
their axes.' For a moment all was hidden from
our view, by the density of the intervening for-

est trees. This gave me time to utter what was
laboring in my bosom—a prayer of faith and ben-

ediction. ' God of our ancestors, bless your fa-

ther, and me your helpless mother, and yon my
loved children, now, even now, as we shall, in a

few minutes, take possession of this our dwell-

ing-place in the wild woods ; and though, like

Jacob, we have nought but a stone for our pillow,

and the canopy of heaven for a covering, may
we all find Gad indeed to be in this place ; and
may this place be to us a house of God and a

gate of heaven !' What a moment was this to

one who had left all for her husband and the fu-

ture fortunes of her children ! The wealth of

India would have been meanly estimated in com
parison of the endeared spot before me.

"' With your leave,' madam,' said pilot Spal
ding, ' I think it prudent that your husband come
to us, and give orders where he will have h
fatnily landed.' Accordingly he maile fast the

canoe to the willows, and desired us to await
'

return. Vonr father could get no direct ansi

from Spalding as to the nature of the cargo he
had brought. ' Come and see,' was all he would
say. ' Is all well .'' said your father; 'have you
brought us a good sii|;plv of food .'' ' Come and
see.' replied Spalding with animation, and in an
instant they burst upon our view ; and as your
dear father stood on the margin of the high bank,

he saw beneath his feet the frail bark in which
were his wife and children. The emotion was
almost too much for him. I saw this, and sprang
forward, the children quickly following. He re

ceived ns with a mixture of joy mingled with

agony. 'Are you come to die here," be exclai

ed, ' before your time ? We have no house
shelter you, and you will perish before we can
pet one erected.' ' Cheer up, cheer up, my faith

full' said I to your father; 'let the smiles and
the ruddy faces of your children, and the healtl

and chetu'fulness of your wife, make you joyful

If you have no house, you have strength and
hands to make one. The God wo worship will

bless us, and help us to obtain a shelter. Cheer
up, cheer up, my fiiithful

!'

" The sunshine of joy and hope began to beam
from his countenance ; the news was commui

'

cated throughout the company of workmen, and
the woods rang with shouts at the urriva'

the first white woman and the first family on the

banks of the Connecticut river above Fort jYiim

ber Four. All assembled to see the strangers,

and strove to do them acts of kindness. Tl
trees were quickly felled and peeled, and the

clean hark in large sheets was spread for a floor

other sheets, being fastened by thongs of twisted

twigs to stakes driven in the ground, were raised

for walls, or laid on cross-pieces for a roof; am
the cheerful fire soon made glad onr little dwell

ing. The space of three hours was not consum
ed in effecting all this ; and never were men more
happy than tliose who contributed thus speedily

and thus effectually to supply onr wants. Beds

were brought from the canoe to this rustic pavil

ion, and on them we rested sweetly, fearless o

danger, though the thick foliage was wet witi

devv, and the wild beasts howled all aiound us,

trusting in the (irotecting hand of Providence,

and the watchful fidelity of our faithful neigh-

bors.

"The next day all hands were called to build

a cabin, which served us for the coming winter,

and in which, cheered by the rising prospects o

the family, and the niulual affection of all nrouuc

us, my enjoyments were more exf|uisite than a

any subsequent period of my life."

Thus far the story fiom the lips of his venera

ble mother. It will serve to show with what un

subdued, pure and patriotic spirits New England
IS first overspread with inhabitants.

The names of the children of Dudley Chase
and Alice his wife are as follow :—before moving
to Cornish, N. H., Mercy, Louis, AbimU, Simeon,
Salmon, Ithamar, Baruch. After coming to Cor-
nish, Jllice, Sarah, Corbett, Heber, Dudley, Rachel,

Philander.

Of these, Salmon was a barrister in Portland,

Me., of whom the late Judge Dawes of Boston
was heard to say he " never saw him enttjr iho

court but with feelings of respect." Died in

1806. Ithamar was for many years member of
the cnumril of the state of New Hampshire,
Died in Keene, N. H., in 1819. Baruch was so-

licitor for Hillsborough County, N. H., for many
years, and president of Merrimack County Bank.
Died March 4, 1841, at Hopkinton, N. H. Heber
was a physician. Died in 1799, in Demerara,
South America. Dudley v/ns long a member and
speaker of the legislature of Vermont, afterwards

chief justice of that State, and senator in the

congress of the United States, and of whom the

writer has heard the late President of the United
States—the lamented Gen. Harrison—say, that

during the last war with England, while associ-

ated with him in congress, he bad no friend on
whose steady patriotism he could more confi-

dently rely in that trying crisis. He is still liv-

ing. The youngest of the whole family, and
the fifth educated at college, is the writer of this

memoir.

From Hill's N.H. Patriot.

Death of Col. Philip Carrigain.

In this town, on the liith inet. Philip Carrigain,
Ksq. in the 7l8t year of hie age : for the last three or four

.!.» u..»i*i. ..rf..^) f u...) Ka»n ,.i-..iii..ii.. i*n:i;«» ....A

than himselt.

Haines and Richard Bartlett—men who have been
highly distinguished as among the first scholars of the

Granite State—were each patronized by Col. Catrigain

when boys, and may be said to have had their minds
moulded into their literary shape by his plastic hand. Sev-
eral yeiirs their senior, he lived long enough to mourn

igain was educated at Dartmouth College, studied law
and was admitted to the practice about the year 1800.
From 1805 to 1809 he was Secretary of State for New
Hampshire; during that time he engaged with zeal in-

making surveys to complete his elegant Map of JVew
Hampshire, and expended from his own means many thou-
sand dollars. Several years were employed in this busi-
ness ; and liis resources being exhausted, he went to Phil-
adelphia, and there associating himself with the first ar-

tists of the country, by exchanging work with the engrav.
era and by subsisting on the stinted means procured by
the labors of his own hands, he brought out in the year
1816 a Map of this State of more accuracy and elegance
than at that time had been produced in this country. In
the construction of this map, as men of his talents are
paid lor labor while in the public employment, Col. C.
should have realized a fortune. Other States of the Un-
ion since his map was made have expended thousands
from the public chest to make maps less valuable than
those of Col. Carrigain. Since he returned from Phila-
delpliia, Col. C. lias resided a part of his time in this

town, and partly in Epsom and Chichester—has kept up a
lawyer's sign—assisted hundreds with gratuitous advice
to extricate them I'roiii the meshes of the law, and labor-

ed weeks and months, sometimes for a pittance, some-
times without compen.sation, to aid the old soldier and
the widow in procuring the bounty of the government.
Whether himself in affluence or penury, his h.ind and
heart were always devoted to the cause of the distressed.

There was no misfortune, no difficulty of life so great as

at any time todestroy the native vivacity and cheerfulness
which left him not when strength of body and even mem-
ory had deserted him. To the literary amateur—to thn
lover of the history of men and things for the last sixty

years, the mind of Col. Carrigain was fike a never-failing

stream of pure water.—.-Vniination and even eloquence in

rocit:iI, good nature and playfulness, made him the inler-

estinj companion of voung and old ; and no human beine

IN MEMORY OF PHILIP CARRIGAIN.

A requiem for the dead !

.\ dirge of passing wo

—

The solemn measur'd tread

Of mourners as they go
;

The shroud that wraps the clay,

In silence of the tomb

—

The " dust to dust"—all say,
" F.artli ! give the sleeper roor

Room ! for the wasted form

—

The spirit's sunken eye

—

Rnoin for a iieartonce warm
With tenderestsynipathy.

Room for the brother worm
Hio revels dirk to hold—
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but not—oh no !—no room
The spirit freed would claim

—

Earth has no power to doom
To dust the immortal frame.

Soaring to worlds above,
She scorns the things of earth-

Dying to time, to prove
The bliss of heavenly birth.

Sure, then, that noble part,

"Touch'd to tine issues,"

That spirit, and that heart,

Joy still receives and gives
Brother 1 thy memory green

Shall in our souls abide.

Despite Time's scyth
Or his effacing tide

keen

What though no kindred near

Wa|f h'd o'er thy parting sleep

—

Thot^ few by nature dear
Are cali'd to '* wake and weep"

—

Thy country was the world.
Thy countrymen mankind—

. Thy fame, so wide unfurl'd,

Like thy heart, unconfind.

A chord responsive wakes
In many a throbbing breast

—

On our rapt vision breaks
That song—" <hir Nation's Guest.

Nor shall it be his fate

To pass unsung away.
Who gave our " Granite Stite"
A name to live for aye !

The following meterological notices have been
furnished for pubhcation by tlie Hon. D. L. Mor-
RiL, embracing a period of one fomlh of a cen-
tury. The personal daily attention of an individ-

tlfis subject in a continued series of

1822, In Concord, N. H,
Jan, i, 11 below
' II, 11
" U, 14
'• 17, 13

• 1823. In Concord, N. H,
Jan, U, at zero

Feb. 17, 9 below
Uoffistown,
Jan. 7, I

In Portsmouth, Jan, 7, the
mercury sunk to 8 deg,
low zero ; in Saco, to 2c

Keene, to 26 ; in Hanover,
to 28; in Montreal, to
at Bellows Falls, to 20,

1824, I

Feb. a,

Goflstown,
Feb. 2,

Goffstown, 26 b

Dover, N.H. 21
Bath, " 27
Brunswick, Me. 29

Concord, "

Epsom, "

Haverhill, "

Keene,
Londonderry, "

iVew Ipswich, '

1825, In Goffstown,
Jan, 4, 5 below
Feb. 3, 9
Dec. 13, 10
" 23, 8

1826, In Goffstown,
Jan, 27, II below
•' 31, 14

m 1, 182G,

Deg.
Pembroke, N, H, 16 belo«
Warner, " 23
Boston, Mass, 14
Chelmsford," 17
Dorchester, " 17
Danvers, " 16
Wiscasset " 24
Bellows Falls,Vt,29
Brattleboro', ' 27
Weathersfield, " 24
Montpelier, " 33

4KY 18, 1827,

ses below ; great snow.

twenty-five years discovers perseverance worthy
of praise and imitation.
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to two rods nearly, cost 64 cents to a rod. In

both these instances, the cost waa exclusive of
the setting.

Good four and a half feet stone wall varied

from $1 to $'2.!i0 the rod, according to the ease

with which the stone could be procured, and the

manner in which it was laid—whether by trench-

ing or otherwise.

Hedge fence made of the Virginia tlioru, set

21 to a' rod, cost at the end of the fourth year,

including planting, trimming, &.C. 40 cents to the

rod.

Mr. Shurtleff found his white cedar posts to

rot oft' at the ground in about 15 years; and this

agrees very well with our experience with this

liind of timber. Farmers err much in making
their posts to set in the earth so small as is usu-

ally done. We have a cedar bar-post now stand-

ing, and promising to retnain so for several years
to come, that was cut and set 40 years since. The
post was from a green tree, and some IG inches
in diameter ; and our experience has uniformly
been, that durability was much depending on
size. The method of setting posts recommend-
ed by Mr. Ellsworth, that is by merely driving
them, is certainly much the quickest and easiest

;

but a board fence, the posts of which are so set,

we have found would not stjind as well as when
the holes were dug to the requisite depth, and
the post secured by either filling in wiih stnne
firndy packed, or earth driven solid and close by
a heavy square headed piece of timber. The
frosts of the north are more destructive to the
post and rail or board fences than any thing else ;

and the securing posts against its action, one ol

the most necessary, yet difficult, of fence making
operations.

—

Cultivator.

54 a i55c per bushel. Southern Oats, 46 a 47 Rye, small
stock, andlitUe wanted; sale.by auction of 1800 bushels
New Orleans Corn, 55^ a 56 per bushel.
PROVISIONS.—There is a little improved demand for

Beef and l^ork, and prices are more settled. Sales of a
few hundred barrels at the quoted rates. In Lard there'
have been some heavy operations for a French market,
embracing 6000 Uegs Western, first qualitv, ojc per lb.'

30 days credit ; 5 a 6000 do. do. 5J a 6c, cash, and 4 mos.
credit. The sales by auction consist of 100 bbls. Mess
Pork, 8 37aSS 755 40 do. do. Clear, SIl ,- 68 do. do:
yilperbbl; 20 do. Mess, 8 62 a g8 87 do; 40 bbls.
VVeslern Lard, 4J a 5Jc, 4 mos ; 43 kegs do. do. 5 cents

SUG.\R.—For good box sugars there has been a fair

demand, and some slight improvement has been realized
in prices ; the low grades are dull of sale
tions ; sales consist of 3 a 400 boxes H
dad, new crop, 5.J and 6ic ; 200 do. old do. 4!} a 5.\ ; 100
do. white, new crop, 7^ ; and 50 do. old ' " "

MOLASSES.—The transactions during the past week
have been upon a more extensive scale than has been
noticed lor some time. The sales of distilling

a cargo Havana, old crop, 2 a 300 hhds. at 12}, ' and
another at, supposed, I3c ; 500 hhds. do. do. 12Ac. 6 mos.
.\ cargo Trinidad, old crop, arrived yesterday,"was pre-
viously sold at 124c. 5 per cent, oft' for cash ; a small lot

Surinam, old crop, received coastwise, sold at 14^0. 6
months credit.

New York Market, March 19.—(Spirit of this morn-
ing's Review)—.'Vshes—Pearls are in requost at §5,50.
Beeswax—Sales southern yellow at 31^. Coal—Orrel is

dull at §9. 4 mos. Coflee—no change. Cotton—Sales
for the week 6250 bales

;
prices declined ^c lb. Dye-

IT-rln

Castine, Me.
Derby, Conn.

I
NefcHaven, Conn.

.^
ton, at Boston, Ms.

ranklin, at South Boston
', Klchertown, Ms

Frankfort, at Frankfort, Me.
Globe, at Bangor, Me.
Kennebec, Me.

Norfolk, at Roxbury, Ms.
Mewburyport, at Newbury-

port, Ms.
01dti>wn. at Orono, Me.
Passamaquoddy,EastportMe
Roxbury, Ms.
Stillwater Canal, Orono,Me.
Wiscasset, Me.
Washington Co. Calais, Mo

LIST OF BANKS IN NEW ENGLAND WHOSE
CHARTERS HAVE EXPIRED.

Bath Bank, Me.
Bangor Bank, Me.
*Bank of Montpelier, Mont-

Bank,

woods—Sales 50 t

Fish—Dry Cod at

511 oOfnr J\o 1.

St. Domingo Logwood at ,916 25
nuiates ; Halifax Mackerel sold a

uit—Bunch Raisins sold at gl 08:
t3ia6. Flour, Grain, &,c.—Sale:
bio and Genesee Flour at g6 18J ;

sw Orleans, from the wharf, at J(;

Cattle—attention to tliem now.
Lice.—See that all lice upon your oxen and

cows be destroyed forthwith. Recently we quo-
ted from some other paper a statement which
averred that water iu which potatoes have been
boiled will kill cattle lice ; if this be true, it is a
cheap and safe remedy. The suds of whale oil

soap are foimd destructive to these pests. There
are many other remedies, some of which are
known to every faimer. We are not anxious to

prescribe any particular remedy—but our pur-
pose is to enjoin it upon every owner of lousy
stock to apply to their backs something that will

destroy the lice ; we urge it as a matter of com-
passion and of profit. Do save the speechless
brutes from the itchings and irritations which
the lice cause, from mercy to the beasts them-
selves—do it also because the lousy brutes will

not thrive as well as others.

The Cards.—Let the card be often and faith-

fully applied at the season of the year, not to the
ox only, but to the cow also; and if it find

its way to the hog's back, it will do hint no
harm.

Care in Feeding.—Feed your stock carefully
and well—keeping them from falling away at

the coming of warm weather, when the appetite
often decieases, and the animals lose flesh unless
well tended.

Cows about to Calve.—Cows that are soon to

calve, should be well fed upon good, but diy
food. Much inflammation in the udder is often
caused by feeding upon roots, meal, or the like

before the calf has been dropped. There is no
advantage in disteiuling the bag by such feeding.
The painful distension produces a feverish habit,
and often does permanent injury to the cow as a
milker. After the calf is ready "to draw the milk
and take off the hai-dness of the udder, food may
be given freely of such kind as will cause a copi-
ous flow of milk.—.v. JE. Farmer.

rr, r.

S5 ,j a^

els Jersp

y;i. Th
orthern Rv
and Nortii

arket is bare of Wheat. 1000
arrive, at 60c ; 2000 bush-

t 63 and 64c, and 5500 bu
\'irL;iniaand Noith Carolinii at 58c ; both weight. Hemp
—Sales Sunn at JJI47 50 and Manilla at S162 50,
Hides-Sales 2000 Buenos Ayres (23.^ lbs.) atI3cts ; 1000
St. Martha at 10 4; lOOOOroncco (21* lbs.) supposed
I2i ; iJO Southe I O.J ; ^

THE MARKETS.
BOSTON MARKF/r, MARCH 21.

FLOUR.—Tlie market for Genesee assumed features
of some improvement at the close of the week, and a
more active business was done with the trade, principally
at S6 50 a 6 66 for common, and $6 62 for fancy brands.
As no supplies can come forward, via Canal, much
earlicT than the 1st of iMay, and the stock in New York
and this market bein./ quite small, holders seem less in-
clined to hasten sales, and some prefer holding for a
further advance. The sales of Ohio have been 56 12,
and selected brands g6 37.
GRAIN—The arrivals dunng the past week beini moder-

ate, and demand somewliit inijiroved. prices for Corn have
about 4 cts. per bu: '

' —
of ecveral cargoes yellow Hat. 52 a 63 and I vhite.

(. ii.vii
; 2 JO blih. ("rude

Paris—Sales 200 tons a

sales Beef and Pork

Metals—Iron

mos. Molasses

—

': •
' n cts; 200 bbls. N.

1 I. ,^,al6ia 16J. Na-
!': -1 Whales at 36 cts

;

-L . J 1,1 '-. -uid American at 91,
Spprm at 73 cts. cash. Plaster

It §2,624, cash. Provisions—Fair
former rates. Lard in fair demand

at j :i.j.i lor iie\.- western. Rice—Sales fair to good at

S-.7,-„"5:-, |,. r If^n II,-;, rash. Seeds—Sales 300 tes.
CI

' : T :
.i:v is held at §17,00. Spices

— - I., 82A cts. 6 mos. 100 bags
I'i '

, - ,
' .lyenne, Cloves at 27 cts;

r.i~:, ~,ir!' — , J 1 1 ,;. \\ liiskey via N . Orleans sold at
17 ct.s, c;isli. SuL^ari—A steady demand for Muscovadoes
without change in prices. Tobacco—50 a 60 hhds. run-
ning parcels Kentucky, new crop, sold at about 4^ cts, and
25 hhds. crosses at Sj. Wines—50 Ind. bbls. Red Sweet
sold at 37.i cts. 6 mos. Kxchange—Bills on London sold
at 74 a 7i per ct. prem. Freights—No change in Foreign.
Genesee Flour to-day, is steady at §6,25. Gentlemen
from the West continue to represent the prospect of the
growing crop as very good. A cargo of Southern Corn
sold at 56 cts. 56 lbs. which is a decline. Sales of Fair
Clover Seed at 8A cts. lb. The sales of Cotton are 500
bales.

—

N. V. Jour. Com.
Philadelpui/

tire. The prices

to notice. -A favo

March 18.—There is no new feature

in the market—it is yet dull and inac-

md uuutatmns are annexed ; most of
minai. .American Fabrics—uo revival

iblc change in the currency and money
matters being anticipated soon, a fair business may yet be
done in the trade.

Philadelphia Cattle itfarfcci.-BecfCattle—670 at mar-
ket. Sales 3i a 6 ; 100 left over. Cows and Calves—270
at market. Sales §16 a 23; extra 28; Springers §12 a

17 ; Dry Cows go a 10 ; Calves in the drove yard §2 50 a
3 50 each ; live weight 3i a 4 c per lb. Hogs—150 at

rket. Sales §475 a 5 per 100 lbs; 70 left over. Sheep

and prices dec
Sales ,51 a 175

ned.

stra §2. The

BANK NOTE TABLE.
(Corrected for the Boston Courier, .March 22, 1842.;

\W The Bills of all the Banks in the New England
States, which arc in good credit, are received at par, on
deposit, by the following Banks, viz :—Atlas, Atlantic,
Eagle, Freemans', Globe, Mechanics'. Hamilton, Market,
Merchant's, North, State. Suffolk, Shoe and Leather
Dealers', Shawmut, Tremont, Traders', Union, and Wash-
ington.

[D" The Suffolk Bank transacts all the business relating
to the countrv Banks, for the above named Banks.
lD=The bills of the Kilby Bank ai-e not redeemed.

IT Count,
are in circula

M. E. Woodi

rfeit §3 bills of the Brunswick Bank, Me.
;ion—Perkins's stereotype plate, and signed
aan, Cashier, and R. Dunlap, President.

LIST OF BROKEN BANKS IN NEW ENGL.AND.
Burrillville, R. 1. iLafayeltc, South Boston
Commonwealth, Boston Middlesex, Cambridge, Ms.
Chelsea Bank, Chelsea, Ms.lNahanl Bunk, Lvnn.MG.

pelier, Vt
Concord, (Sparhaw

ier,)N. H.
•Cumberland (old)

Portland, Me.
Damariscotta Bank, Dama-

riscotta. Me.
Farmers and Mechanics',
Pawtucket, R. L

Hampshire Bank, Northamp-
ton, Ms.

Kennebunk Bank, at Arun-
del, Me.

"Mendon Bank
Newburvport Bank, old
PhtenixBink, Nantucket
Sutton Bank, Wilkinaon-

viUe. Ms. .

Waterville'Bank
Winthrop Bank, Me.
* Winthrop bank, Ms.

these banks are still received.

rthless.

char. exp.
perct. dia.

20

* The bills c

BILLS NOT RECEIVED AT THE SUFFOLK BANK.
MAINE.

Agricultural Bank, Brewer SO a 90 perct.dis.
Bangor Commercial Bank, a 5 "

Calais Bank, at Calais, 7 a 8 "
City Bank, Portland, 12 a 15 "
Citizens' Bank, .Augusta new emission wo
Damariscotta Bank,
Frankfort Bank, at Frankfort, — a

Georgia LumberBank,PorlIand.worthless a

Globe Bank, Bangor, worthless — a

Lafiyette Bank, do 5 a

Mercantile Bank, Bangor, a

Oxford Bank, at Fryeburg, fraud.

Oldtown, at Orono, worthless.
People's Bank at Bangor, closed.

Penobscot, do do uo such bank.
Stillwater Canal, at Orono, — a

St. Croix, at Calais, lo a

Washington County, do worthless. — a —
Westbrook, at Westbrook, Me. 3 a 5

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Concord Bank, 2 a 5
Wolfeborough Bank, worthless. — a —

MASSACHUSETTS.
Commonwealth Bank, Boston, 70 a 76
Chelsea, 80 a 90
Farmers' and Mechanics', Adams,
South Village, new worthless. — a —

Fulton Bank, Boston, — a —
Middling Interest, at Boston, 50 a 60
Middlesex, at Cambridge, 2 a 4
Newburyport, at Newburyport, 75 a 80
Norfolk, at Roxbury, rodeemed
iXahant Bank, at Lynn, 75 a 80
Roxbury Bank, worthless

RHODE ISL.VND.
Scituate Bank, — a 50

VERMONT.
Bennington Bank, at Bennington, 70 a 76
Essex, at Guildhall, wortliless. — a —

CONNECTICUT.
Housatonic Rail Road Co. 5 a 10

Banks in New York city.
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wood will come in, our opinion would be that the

bptter course is to Jet the wood or hushes gain to

a sufficient size to cover the ground when cut

down for burning. Wood is becoming so valua-

ble in many places that a growth often or twelve

years to white birch, or of fifteen to twenty years

to more substantial forest trees, will pay well tor

the use of the full value of the land all tiiut time.

A growth of eight or ten years, burnt upon tlie

ground, would put it in a condition to receive the

useful grasses for feed.

We are far from thinking sucli land of as little

value as we once thought ; for we have formerly

looked upon pastures bound out where rocks

shut out the plough as absolutely useless. Such

pasture land should be carefully treated while it

will continue to bear grasses; but the most effec-

tual steps should be taken for its restoration

when it has run out. We have thousands of the

rocky mountain pastures in New Hum[isliire

;

and we must not suffer them to run down.

In easy, arable soil pasture land may be culti-

vated like mowing grounds. Pasturing should

succeed mowing one or more yeare. A farm

partitioned into ten or twenty acre lots with wat

er in each would be most profitably cultivated in

a rotation of one or two years planting corn or

potatoes with manure—.sowing with wheat, rye

or oats one year—hay one or two vears—pas-

ture a like term ; and a return again to the plough.

Land thus treated will always produce good crojis,

and may be kept in a high state of improvement.
Ed. F. M. I'isilor.

Scientiiic.

Two great agents are continually at work uimn
our globe—fire and water—the former iuckuli«g

all substances which fire can melt, and the latter

all that water can dissolve. These two involve

all the agencies at work upon the Earth, ami to

these may all others be attributed. Let us look

first at the igneous agencies. There is no one

present who has not heard of volcanoes. We
have indeed a general knowledge of only a few

—such as are found in countries which are much
visited, as Vesuvius, ^tna, &c. ; and these are to

be regarded only as specimens of the whole. Of
these magnificent valves, these breathing-holes

for the in-dwelling fires of the Earth, exist in an

active state at least the number of three hundred;

though it must be borne in mind, that we include

in the. list of active or eruptive volcanoes all tho.se

of whose eruptions history or tradition gives us

any account, for if by history we know they once

have been active, we have every reason to believe

they will be so again, though teng ages may in-

tervene. I observe that Mr. Lyell, a distinguish-

ed English Geologist, now in this country, redu-

ces their number to one hundred ; but he includes

in this number only those which are now real-

ly in action. At their geographical [wsition I can

only give a hasty glance ; and first, all along the

Western side of this continent, from Behring's

Straits to Cape Horn, we have a vast line of vol-

canoes, extending through Mexico, Central Amer-
ica, Peru, Chili, and Patagonia. We often read

of their terrible eruptions, of the cities swallow-

ed up, and the vast destruction of life and pos-

sessions caused by their agency ; and we pass

them without the slightest thought of their real

relation to our own comtbrt and h ell-being. We
little dream how much we owe to their agency,

nor does it once occur to u.s, that weie these

events sealed, as they will be bye and bye, by the

solid masses falling into their mouths, the seat of

this volcanic fire must then he transferred to our

Bide of the Continent, nor can we hope to parry

off this result.

If we look at the Pacific Ocean, we find it all

dotted over with volcanic islands. In the Island

of Owyhee is one of the most remarkable in the

world. There is no mountain there ; but an im-

mense gulf yawns from the surface. The trav-

eller approaches, descejids a little, then comes to

a plane—descends again, and arrives at another
plane; where the gaping gulf—seven miles in

circumference—appears beneath. Upon its sides

the fiery billows dash and break like the waves of
ocean upon its shores, nor is the surface ever
tranquil. All the islands discovered by naviga-
tors in the Pacific are either composed of coral
reefs or are of a volcanic origin. So are nearly
all those south of Asia, in the Indian seas, the
Phillippine, Spice, Loo Choo Islands—Sumatra,
Java, P.orneo and New Holland. Thus, too, mav

the same agencies be traced in the Atlantic

—

through the Cape de Verde Islands, up through
the middle of Greece, in Palestine and Central

.\sia; and in the other direction, to Kamschatka
and back to Behring's Straits.

The extinct volcanoes, as they are called, are

equal in n'jtnber, and even more numerous than
those in an eruptive state. All along the banks
of the Rhine, and to the centre of France, may
be seen the craters of hundreds of extinct volca-

noes, with lips as perfect as in those now in ac-

tion. Loose scoria; are found around them, and
in many cases they have stopped rivers, filled up
lakes, and caused other wonderful changes in the

Earth's structure. Still, we have no history of
their action ; no tradition or story of their erup-
tions has survived. Even Julius Csesar, who
travelled among them, and planted his camp at

the foot of one of the largest, makes no mention
or even allusion to them ; and yet so acute and
observant a traveller would scarcely have omit-

ted it, had any such eruption taken place within

the knowledge of his time. But all along the

Rhine, through Hungary, Transylvania, and Cat-
alonia, as well as in Palestine, Syria and Central

Asia, there is evidence that volcanoes have exist-

ed, as powerful in their action as Vesuvius or

./Etna. We are told by Darwin, who travelled in

that region, that in the centre of South America,
near the Equator, may be seen two or three bun
dred of these extinct volcanoes.

It is well established, concerning volcanoes,

that many of them have a submarine origin ; that

they began their action at the bottom of the sea,

and went on piling up their matter, until they fi-

nally rose above the surface, and constitute is-

lands. This is the history of a multitude of vol-

canoes, nor is there any reason in nature why they
should not break forth at the bottom of the

OcejMi. The immense power of this volcanic

action may be inferred from the consideration,

that (or every hundred feet of water, there i

pressure of fifty pounds upon a square inch, and
that the sea is from four to five miles iu depth;
and yet against this immense force the internal

matter is thrust forth with tremendous velocity.

In this way, in 1831, an island rose off Sicily ;

but the volcanic action soon subsided, and the is-

land is now sunk beneath the surface of the sea.

Prof. SilHinan.

KortheF. M. Visitor.

Statements of the character following are cal-

culated to make the New England farmer con-
tented with lii.< farming operations at home. In

New England he has the advantage of friends,

society and climate to which he has been accus-

tomed, the comtbrts of good roado and a steady

and certain market for his surplus jiroduce—his

salt, salt-fish, tea, molasses, sugar, coffee, nails,

iron, leather and other ai tides of consumption
within a reasonable distance, and at jirices prob-

ably less than one third tiiat is demanded for

them in some portions of the western country.

The advantage of meetings, schools and society,

can be appreciated only by lliose who have been
accustomed to them in New England and find

themselves in a measure deprived of them in the

west. In those states too taxes are necessarily

higher than xvith us.

Extract of a letter from one ot tlie tax-payers of Illinois.

*' That you may form some idea of the profit of my
farming operations, I will give you the result of my Pork
Speculation. 1 purchased ten pigs a year old, paying for

the whole fifteen dollars. By feeding them with 200
bushels of corn, I made them weigh 200 pounds a piece,

or 2,000 pounds altogether. I carried seven of them to

market, requiring two days with my team, and was obliged
to sell them at

1
J cents per pound, slore-pay—so that

these 7 produced 21 dollars in goods, equal perhaps to

about 10 dollars in money. I thiuk the three I have re-

maining unsold would probably produce five dollars, and
thus reimburse me for the first purchase of the pigs. The
time devoted to them, the expense of going to market,
and the 200 bushels of corn, are the gain or Joss of the
doeration."

—

N. Y. Tribune, March b, lS-i-2.

from Colman's Fourtli Report.

Oriininental Trees.
The cultivatioii of ornamental trees ought to

be strongly pressed upon the farmers. " Put a

tiee down; it will be growing while you are

sleeping." Many of tliein enrich the country;

all adorn it, and thus e.ssentially increase the value

of an esuite, and render the country more health-

ful as v.ell as beautiful. Every place on a farm,

where they can grow without injury to the crops,

ought to be planted with trees. Timothy Walk-
er, of Charlestovvn, Middlesex county, lately de-
ceased, left a legacy of some hundred dollars to

be expended in planting ornamental trees on
some of the great roads in that town. This was
a noble bequest ; and places him among the

benefactois of the coininumty. It is an example
worthy of imitation. A taste for the beauties of
natuial scenery cannot be too much cultivated

among us. A taste for natural beauty is closely

allied to a taste for moral beauty. The more
attractive our homes are rendered, the luoi-e shall

we love our homes ; and the love of home is the

parent of many kind and noble affections.

A taste for natural beauty is an original ele-

ment of the mind. It may be strengthened, ele-

vated, and enlarged by education ; but it apiiears

even in the rudest minds, and thus speaks its

divine origin. I believe the perception of beauty
exists iu all animals; or why should they have
been made so beautiful .'

Natick in this county was the seat of the first

christian mission to the Indians, where the be-

nevolent Eliot, designated as the Apostle, sought
to pour into the minds of these children of na-

ture, benighted with the thick darkness of super-

stition, the heavenly rays of inspired truth. El-

iot was followed by a worthy successor, Oliver

Peabody. The Indians appreciated the blessings

of the religion of peace and love which he taught

them : and in gratitude for his services, these

sons of the forest, to whom the trees seemed as

their own kindred, came in a deputation bring-

ing two elms, and asked leave to plant iu front

of the humble dwelling of the missionary these
" trees offriendship." This was in 1722, and these

trees stood for ninety year8,wlien one was rived by

lightning, and the other seemed to perish through

sympathy. When the successor of Mr. Peabody,

Mr. Badger, was settled in 1753, the Indians of-

fered the same token of re.spect and the same
pledge of good will to him. These trees are

still in full vigor, and remain as beautiful monu-
ments of affections, which have gone out on
earth, but are destined to be re-kindled and burn
with a purer flame.

Nature is every where prodigal of beauty, as if

she would stinuilato the passion for it to the ut-

most extent. Among the varied combinations of
charniiug objects, which mingle in a rural land-
scape, the trees are pre-eminent. Sometimes
rising in -single cones so exact and symmetrical
in their form, that they seem the [lerlection of
art ; sometimes spreading their umbrageous
limbs iu curves and lines of the most graceful
expansion ; sometimes bending their houghs to

the earth loaded with golden and crimsoned fruit,

and when the sun pours his bright rays U|>on
them, pi-esenting notau inapt image of that sacred
bush where the divine presence wrapt itself in

robes of fire ; sometimes seen iu long single
lines skirting the traveller's path ; sometimes in

beautiful chniips and clusters, affording a grate-
fiil shade to the panting herds ; at other times
in the wide spread forest, shading a valley with
their deep and black green ; here again burnish-
ing the mountain's side with their thick and mat-
te(l foliage ; uow iu autmnn robed in the gorgeous
vestments oT more than oriental magnificence

;

and often in winter bending under their piled-up
fleeces of snow, or glistening with matchless
splendor when cased in ice and changed into a
crystal forest of glass and diamonds; in all these
cases how suited are the trees to charm the eye
and delight the mind ! Why should not the eye
be charmed .= Why should not the imagination
be delighted ? Why should we not take pleasure
in the beauty of God's works .' Why should we
not do what we can to make our homes contiim-
ally more and more beautiful; and lo multiply
and fill to overflowing these innocent sources q£
pleasure ?

^
The counti-y is full of poetic sentinieut and le-

ligious monitions. The privileged inhabitants of
the country should seek to rise above ihe niei'e

drudgery of life, and make themselves familiar
with natui-e in her ever varying and charming
aspects. It will not hurt their industry, hut it

ivill cheer their toil to stuily the benevolence of
the Creator in the perfection of all his works

;

lud, I tiust I may add without irrevei-ence, to

second his provision for the happiness of his
creatures in multiplying every where around them
the forms (if beuutv.
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For the l-'armer's Jlonthly Visitor.

Mr. Hill—Forty-eight years .igo our friend, the late

Co). C.4RRIGAI.V, wrote, and delivered at Dartmouth
Colleije Cominenceinent,a Poem on Agriculture. It was
thou;^ht to possess so much merit that I understood ex-
tr.icts from it, as puiilished at that time here, were repub-
lished soon afterwards in England. I never recollect to

have seeh any of it in print,—and your readers roay per-
haps peruse with pleasure the following concluding ex-
tract. The allusion to Blanchard and his balloon, then

ted espec
itempor'aiics of Col. C.

Hail AanicuLTCRE, hail ! thy chastening ray

Converts the midniglit of the soil to day ;

Like Spring tlie fetters of the globe unbinds,

Dispels the mists, and purifies the winds.

Then health ambrosial blooms where poisons bred,

And plenty smiles where famine droop'd her head.

The wealth of nations, and their social laws,

Behold in thee their origin and cause
;

By thee the rolling wheel of Commerce runs,

And hence she peoples oceans with her sons.

Thee their sole prop—town, city, country, see

—

And all the living world depends on thee.

With thee reign innocence, content and peace.

And the sweet cherubs of romantic bliss

;

Thy votaries' breasts no torturing crimes alarm—
The vulture vices shun the peaceful farm.

On Quixote wings let mad ambition soar,

.\nd strive for arts transcending mortal power
j

Let Blanchard launch his airy bark, and rise

O'er the light surges of the shoreless skies
j

And—thought some angel by astonished crowds,

Cradled in winds and pillowed upon clouds

—

Sail from the lessening earth, with dauntless breast,

To where the lightnings sleep, the thunders rest.

But know, rash artist ! Heaven's omniscient plan

Design'd this globe the best balloon for man
;

Taught him, while o'er its whirling a.\is hurl'd,

To delve the surface of his rolling world.

And till that dust that garbs our spheric bourne,

From whence we sprang, to where we must return.

.\nd may the present age those honors give,

Due to that art by which all others live
3

Twine the green laurel round the Farmer's brow,

And learn to use and venerate the plough.

Its rugged sons a country's bulwark form

—

'Twas such whodar'd to brave oppression's stona;

Twas such, Columbia, when a tyrant's hand

Spread death and darkness o'er th' indignant land,

Who bade on high thy starry banners wave,

And fought the battle, of the free and brave.

To Prepare Veget.^ble Mould Quickly.—As
early in November as the leaves of trees can he

collected, let them ho brought in a considerable

quantity, into a close place, and dressed up there

in the form of a hot bed. Let this be well satu-

rated with the draiiiinfjs from the duiigheap, with

the suds from the wash-house, and with the urine

from the stable and cow-house, where this lat-

ter article can be procured. Lot this bed or heap
be covered and lined with fresh stable dung to

make it heat. When the heat is sufficiently sub-

sided, let the leaves be uncovered and turned

over, to mix the dry and wet well together, and
if moisture be required, let them have it of the

same description, repeating the process till all be
reduced to a fine mould. This will be ready for

use in two months from the time of collecting the

leaves, and to prevent any waste of the liquid re-

commended, a layer of maiden earth, two feet

thick, should be made the suhstrautum, which
would receive any of the valuable liquid that

would otherwise run to waste. Leaves of slow
decomposition should be avoided, as those of the

oak, &c. which, howevei', are the best for retain-

ing heat in hot beds and pits. The leaves of Fir

should also be avoided, but those of the Sycamore,
Elm, Alder, Maple, and all the soft kinds are

* best suited tor the pin-pose. This compost should
lie kept dry in an airy place, and ridged up, so

that the rain cannot wash out the salts with which
it abounds.

—

Dorjle^s Practical Gardening.

House Plants,
Are an article in whose culture, to our shame

Ik; it said, we have tiever had much experience.

Yet we do admire them—vastly anil sincerely

love them, and wherever we see their cultivation,

we must in spite of ourselves and the little pre-

judices which sometimes intrude themselves up-
on our feelings, entertain kind charitable feelings

towards the indwellers. What cheerfulness
they present in the gloom of winter when
the world without lies sorrowing under the
influence of decay and the elements are heav-
ed in commotion by the rocking storm ? Then
they lifted their bright smiling heads an reminded
iisof summer past, and awaken strong ho|)es

and bright expectations of smiling sims and
flowery scenes in summers to coine. For so
much pleasure as they afford, they require but
l-rltle attention, and this little time, if not employ-
ed in their behalf might be much worse sj)ent.

The propagation and culture of house plants is

very simple and easy in the process. Though
each variety may require a somewhat different

soil to suceed well
; yet as a general rule, a mix-

ture of pond-mud, sand and common soil, about
one third of each, answers a good purpose.
We have found mould taken from "the woods and
from around roots of trees blown down, where
the soil is considerably mingled with sand, to be
very useful. Some require altiiost a pure sand,
and in putting out slips this is probably valuable
as it is loose, allowing the feeble roots to strike

freely, and lets off the superfluous water which
is often injurious and fatal to the young plant.

In selecting slips for putting out, the beauty
of the plant will be more effectually secured by
taking those of upright growth. Sire h rise high-
er and from better heads, while iflaternal ones
are chosen, a bushy uuseemingly plant may be
expected. Pruning should be carefully attended
to, both as regarcb the top and roots. The top
may be pruned into any form to please the fancy.

Pruning the root is a matter of much importance,
both as respects the growth and the flowering of
the plant. We have a beautiful and varied Pom-
egranate, which in 1840, gava .so few flowers
that we found that if some expedient were not
adopted, it would be of little value. In the au-
tumn of that year, we took it out of the box and
found that the roots had increased so much there
was no more room for them to grow. We took
away about one half of them and replaced it in the
box with new earth. In the spring of '41, the
leaves atid new wood came out vigorously. In
June it commenced blossoming, and notwith-
standing the dry eeason and frequent neglect of
watering, (it is a thirsty plant,) it continued in

full bloom until September, producing hundreds
of its large elegant critnson blossoms. We last

fall pruned a sickly Geranium in the same way
and a like good effect was produced. This root

pruning should be performed when the plant is

not gi'owing, and it should be kept shaded for a

few days imtil the new roots begin to strike.

Mount Osceola, Feb. 1824. W. B.

From Colman's Fourth Report.

Forest Trees.

The ])rincipal growth of the county is white
and yellow oak, pine both white and yellow,

hickory, soft-maple and white birch. Very little

if any wood is standing, which is not compara-
tively recent. The original forests have long
since disappeared. The value of wood in the

county as fuel makes its increase and preserva-

tion of great importance; and I shall merely
recur to such facts having a bearing upon this

subject as have come within my knowledge.
Edmund Parker, of Reading, m whose state-

ments entile confidence may be placed, s.ays that

he had occasion to sell 40 acres of woodland in

Wilmington, on which the wood was of only 20
year's growth. The wood ou one half acre of
this land was cut and measured, and produced
;iri cords, 5 of white and yellow (or pitch) pine.

This was at the rate of 73 cords 2 feet to the

acre. The whole lot averaged more than 40
cords to the acre. The pitch-pine had ceased
its growth ; the white was still growing when
cut. The soil was sandy ; and, it is evident, pe-

culiarly favorable to the growth of this kind of
%vood.

Addison Flint, of Reading, states upon his own
knowledge that a lot of wood in Andover of 33
years' giowth, consisting of fifty acres, yielded

900 cords of wood. Tsvo thirds of the wood
were walnut and maple; one third was pitch-

pine.

The value of standing wood in Reading, is

from 2 to 3 dollars per cord. The price of cut-

ting and cording it, where it grows, is from 58 to

t)2 cent?. Mr. Flint speaks of four iarins within

his vicinity devoted entirely to wood. On one

of them the greater part of the wood then stand-
ing was blown down in the tremendous gale or
whirlwind of 1816. It now yields wood to the
value of 100 dollars per acre. -A white pine with-
in his knowledge, 39 years old, produced 15i
cubic feet of wood.

A lot of 40 acres was, seventy years ago, com-
pletely strijiped excepting 110 trees. Since that
time 200 cords have been blown down upon it

and sold. In this time the owner has, besides,
obtained the fuel necessary for the family, and
sold 20 cords per year. It is judged that there
are now 1500 coids standing upon the lot. He
is of opinion that no property furnishes a more
productive investment of capital than wood land
thus situated. The facts in this case would seem
fully to confirm this opinion. The land after the
wood is ent off is usually sold for ten dollars an
acre. I have found it a prevalent conviction,
both in this and Norfolk and Plymouth counties,
in all which much land has been thrown out ofcul-
tivation and devoted to the raising of wood, that
in general it may be cut over once in twenty
years, and yield in that time at least 20 cords.
The return therefore upon the purchase at ten
dollars per acre, may be considered as equal to

one cord per year standing, which can seldom in

any situation be rated at less than $2,50 per cord.
This would be at the rate of 25 per cent per
year, without any risk of being indicted for tak-

ing usurious interest ; and without any of those
compunctious visitings which some men must
feel, if such men had any conscience, whose ac-

cmnulations are wrung fi'oni the sweat and toil

of the oppressed and defenceless, the over-work-
ed and half-fed victims of avarice.

Wm. Blanchard, one of the oldest farmers in

the county, and since my visit to him called by
Pi-ovidence, I trust, to a higher field of labor,

gave it as the observation of a very long life, that

a thin and exhausted soil will give 25 cords of
wood to an acre in 25 yeai-s, and that good land
in 30 years will give 50 cords to an acre. Three
years previously, from a lot of seventy acres he
cut 3000 cords of wood.

Elpalet Loring, of Hingham, Plymouth county,
states that oak wood may be cut once in 15 or
20 years, and that he obtains 30 cords of wood
to the acre. Nathaniel Brooks, of Scituate, in
the same county, cuts his oak wood once in 15
to 20 years. This subject is, in my opinion, of
so tnuch importance that I shall subjoin the
opinions and experience of some farmers, whose
authority is entitled to respect and confidence.

Elijah Atherton, of Stoughton, Norfolk county,
writes me thus :

—

" Wood land is considered to be the most pro-
fitable in our vicinity. Land that is favorable to

the growth of wood, with proper care will pro-
duce twenty cords of wood per acre in twenty
years; (to wit,) one cord per year per acre, for

twenty years, at which time it is generally fit to

cut off. The price of good oak wood in the
centre and westerly part of the town, is $5,50
per cord, and in the easterly part, $6,00 per cord.
Pine wood is about two thirds that sum. There
are nearly a thousand acres of land in Stoughton,
which twenty years ago, were either mowed or
pastured, but are now turned out and growing'

up to wood. The raising of wood has now be-

come a subject of great importance with us.

We consider it almost as injurious to allow cattle

to go into our young sprouts and browse, as into

our cornfields. Pine wood may easily be raised

in our old, worn-out fields and pastures of light

land. Some of our farmers have already begun
to sow the pine seed, and transplant small pine

trees. Where this has been done, the prospect

of a fine growth of wood is very flattering. It

often happens that when the seeds fall from the

large pine trees, the young trees come up five or

ten times as thick as they can grow to advantage.

In this case a large portion of them may be pull-

ed up without injury to the others ; afid if the

ground is properly prepared, a man may trans-

plant as many of them in a day as he could of

cabbage plants, and with as sure success. In

doing this, with a very little pains, he may have

his trees completely in rows, which will add

much beauty to his forest, and to his convenienc*

when the wood is cut off."

Morrill Allen, of Pembroke, Plymouth county

among the farmers in Massachusetts most dis

tiuguished for intelligence, practical skill an»
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success, in reply to inquiries as to tiie best mode
of cultivating wood, writes to me :

—

" From limited observation and experience 1

should recommend leaving the land without any

culture, where the wood removed was of a kind

and age that shoots would be likely to grow from

the slumps. It may be true that shoots will grow

more vigorously after stirring the soil in prepar-

ation for a crop of rye ; but the burning, an op-

eration necessarily preceding, will often be so

deep as to prevent the springing of many shoots.

" Where there is no prospect of a second^

growth from the stumps, either from the age of

the cut timber or the kind of wood, then it will

be prudent to burn, plough or harrow, sow rye,

and with it such forest seeds as we would choose

to have the next growth proceed from. Two ad-

vantages may be anticipated in this management

;

first, wood will grow sooner from seed so«n on

a pulverized soil than it would from that natu-

rally scattered among the rubbish of woodland
bottom ; a second advantage is, where we sow
seed, the kinds of wood comprising tlie future

growth are placed very much within om- choice."

John Welles, to whom I have before referred,

whose intelligence and strong interest in the

agricultural improvement of the Commonwealth
for many years claims for him the grateful re-

spect of the farming community, has favored me
with the following note :

—

" As a general principle it is considered by

many that after cutting off a wood lot, a ])eriod

not far from 30 years may be advantageously al-

lowed before the re-growth should be again re-

curred to. A period of little over 20 years is

allowed by some, prompted often by a desire to

avail of the capital.

"But when the annual growth in circumfer-

ence in each thrifty tree is considered as about
one inch, the latter period appears too short. If,

however, the wood isof birch, &:c., or the smaller

growth is wanted for hoop.s and other uses, a

different calculation must be made. These dif-

ferences of time may bo corrected and brought
to a better result by the observation and experi-

ence of our farmers.
" The growth of an apjde tree in one year, is

from 1.1 to 2i inches in circumference. An elm
in 20 years gave 13 inch. An ash in 20 years

gave l| inch. These trees stood alone. In some
instances where trees have stood from half to

three fourths of a century, their growth has been

found to be li inch per year."

I have entered somewhat upon this subject in

my First Report, and shall not, therefore, e.xtend

my remarks. Tlie subject cannot be too earnest-

ly pressed on the consideration of the fiu'mers in

every part of the State. The growth of the com-
mon white birch is a source of considerable

profit in many parts of the State, as it will gen-

erally answer to cut in 7 or 8 year.s. If suffered

to stand until twelve years, it is often in a state

of decay. Our forests should have as much at-

tention as any portion of our husbandry. The
cattle, at least in the early growth of the trees,

must be effectually excluded from them. On the

island of' Nantucket, wliere no wood scarcely is

grown, and where the impression prevails gen-
erally, that none can be grown, the sheep which
run at large over the island, niiitton-hcads as

they are, if they could speak, would at once solve
the mystery. On the island of Tuckernuck near
by, and equally exposed, I saw a flourishing
growth of young oaks of seven years old, which
as well as I could learn, forttmately for the owner
of the lot, the Nantucket sheep "had not seen,
unless it were across the water. The exposed
situation of such places undoubtedly affects the
growth, and especially of detached trees or clump
of trees ; but where large plantations are made,
if proper pains be taken, all reasonable success
may be expected. It may require in the outset
much care and expense to get the trees under
favorable way; but there is hardly a situation
where llley may not be siiccessfidfy cultivated

;

and success will abundantly compensate the ex-
pense.

The Power of Kindness, and the Power of the
I^aw of Kindness.

We find this Anecdote of William Lndd in the
last number of the Democratic Review : -

*It was not mere good nature, but the adoii-
tion of the Peace principles, wliicli made him
thus gemle-hearted. A story which Im often lold

with peculiar relish, will illustrate this moulding
of his character—the gradual progress of his

mind in adopting the Peace principles. '1 had,'

said he, ' a fine field of grain, growing upon an
out-farm some distance from the homestead.

—

Whenever I rode by I saw neighbor Pulsifer's

sheep in the lot, destroying my hopes of a har-

vest. These sheep were of the gaunt, long leg-

ged kind, active as spaniels : they could spring

over the highest fence, and no partition wall

could keep them out. 1 complained to neighbor
Pulsifer about them, sent him frequent messages,

but all without avail. Perhaps they would be

kept out for a day or two, but the legs of his

sheep were long, and my grain rather more
tempting than the adjoining pasture. I rode by
again; the sheep were still there ; I became angry,

and told my men to set the dogs on them, and if

that would not do, I would pay them if they would
shoot the sheep.'

" I rode away much agitated, for I was not so

much of a peace man then as I am now, and
felt, literally, full of fight. All at once a light

flashed in upon me. I asked myself, would it

not be well for you to try in your own conduct
the Peace principles you are preaching to other

I thought it all over, and settled down my mind
as to the best course to be pursued.

" The next day I rode over to see neighbor
Pulsifer, I found him chopping wood at his door
' Good morning, neighbor.' No answer. ' Good
morning,' I repeated. He gave a kind of grunt,

like a hog, without looking up. ' 1 came,' i

tinned I, ' to see you about the shee|).' At this,

he threw down his axe, and exclaimed in a most
angry manner, ' Now aren't you a pretty neigl

bor, to tell your men to kill my sheep ! I heard
of it—a rich man like you to shoot a poor man'i

sheep !'

" I was wrong, neighbor,' said I ;
' but it won'

do to let yoin- sheep" eat up all that grain ; so 1

came over to say that I would lake your sheep to

my homestead pasture, and put them in with

mine, and in tho fall you may take them h

and if any one is missing, you may take your
pick out of my whole flock.'

" Pulsifer looked confounded—he did not know
how to take me. At last he stammered out, ' now
Sqinre, are you in earnest ?' ' Certainly 1 am,' I

answered ; It is better for mo to feed your shccii

in my pasture on grass, than to feed them here
on grain ; and I see the fence can't keep them
out.'

Alter a moment's silence—'The sheep shan
trouble you any tnore,' exclaimed Pulsifer. ' I

will fetteV them all. But Pll let you know that

when any man talks of shooting, I can shoot too

;

and when they are kind and neighborly, I can he

kind too.' The sheep never again trespassed oi

my lot. ' And my friends,' he would ctttilinue

addressing the audience, 'remember that when
yon talk of injuring your neighbors, they talk ot

injuring you. When nations threaten to fight,

other n:!tioMs will he ready too. Love will beget
love : a wisli to be at peace will keep you in peace.
You can only overcome evil with good. Tliere
is no other way.'"

(t^ William Ladd, the person alluded to above,
was a native of Portsmouth, and the son of
rich man : he had the means, and he could aflbrd
to pasture his neighbor's sheep, without feeling
the expense.
The editor of the Visitor has been troubled to

tlie extent of extreme vexation in the same way
as named above. He has submitted repeatedly,
year after year, to a depredation from two cowg
of two neighbors much greater than the value of
keeping cows through the season, and for turning
them from his field to his yard he lias given of-

fence to be repaid with vengeance wherever it

could do him iiijin-y.

Last year we liad a field of twelve acres of rye
one mile off that lookcil remarkably promising
before the severe drought of the season : the
ground was as well fenced as was practicable,

ftluch labor had been expended In clearing the
ground and getting in the crop. In the same
enclosure was a corn-field on wliicli he had laid

out great expense. Notice came to us once or
twice that a large flock of about one hundred
sheep had been in the rye field. Information
was brought from the month of one of tlie own-
ers that he had turned these sheep into the plains
and would there keep them in spite of us, or of
any owner of land wlio<;e crops they mitriil dc

stroy. One of our neighbors had his field an-
noyed by the same sheep, and said that he would
do almost any thing to be rid of them ; but that

such was the obstinacy of the owners he de-

spaired of the ability to jirotect his land. AVo
informed him that we would make trial of what
the law would do for us whenever we had an
opportunily of arresting the sheep upon our
ground. He said there was always some loop-

hole in the law which let the offender off without
damage. We had visited our rye field, and found
the sheep-tracks in every part : it was in tho

month of May, and one acre at least had been
cropped oft' near the ground ; and a good judge
on the ground made up the opinion that our
damage was ten dollars. The next day after our
neighbor, who had watched for us as well as for

himself, came with information that the great

flock was in the rye field. At the distance of
one and a half mile was the field in one direc-

tion, and about two miles in another was the

pound ; but in less than two hours with our own
help we had the whole committed to the custody
of the pound keeper. The same afternoon per-

sons were appointed to assess the damage, at all

events not to exceed the actual loss, and the

proper notifications were issued. The damage
was laid at $8, and the whole expense of im-
pounding, &c., was between $13 and $14.

The next day one of the owners of the sheep,

who had been repeatedly treated with kindness

under a similar trespass, came forward and said

he understood we had his sheep in our custody,

and that he presumed we would release them on
his engaging to look to them. We informed hitn

that the sheep were in the custody of the

law, and that he would obtain them only by com-
plying with the requisitions of the law. Tho
owners waited about the door a few hours, tak-

ing care to show themselves when we weiit_

abroad, as if expecting an order for release of

their flocks. Finding that course unavailing, all

three went to the pound keeper, settled, and
paid the whole expense. We had intended to be

almost as kind to these sheep-owners as was the

great peace-maker, by refunding to them the

amount of damage and all the expense of im-
pounding saving only the small sum charged by
the jiound keeper. But we found in a day or
two afterwards that the sheep owners had con-
sulted a lawyer in the full confidence that they
would recover back the damage, the fees and
smart money beside. As the first step, they em-
ployed men to go upon the ground for the piir-

[)Ose of reporting that the damage assessed was
unreasonable and. e.xtravagant. These returned
with information that the damage could not fair-

ly be lessened ; and, as we presume, by advice of
council, the slieeii owners desisted from a fur-

ther attempt to recover back what we might
have refiinded had they been disposed to treat

us fairly.

Afterwards the sheep were turned out of the
great highway upon tho plains of the east side

into the proper pastures; and our field was not
again troubled by them. Some of our Pembroke
neighbors however in the dry season sent their

sheep upon the plains; being more accommo-
dating, they got oft' with less expense than the

first trespassers, and took away their flocks also.

The peace doctrine of Mr. Ladd may some-
times be well apjilied ; but if we had pursued a
similar course the place of the hundred tres-

passing sheep would have been filled by a thou-

sand ; and our neighbors who with ourselves

had siift'ercd from repeated depredations will

join with us in saying that we did a better service

to all concerned by carrying the war to tho ex-
tent of the law—that we did more to preserve
fiiture pe.ice—than we could have done by the

offer to furnish gratuitously a pasture for the

sheep for the whole season !

Culture of the Peach.
Tiic most extensive peach orchard which has

come to my knowledge, is that belonging to

Messrs. Isaac Reeve and Jacob Ridgeway of Phi-

ladelphia. It is situated forty-five miles below
the city, on the river Delaware, at Delaware city,

and contains 200 acres of trees, in iliffereiit stages

of growth. In 1839, tliev gathered from this or-

chard, 18,000 bushels of "first rate fruit from 170

s of trees, whereof only 50 acres were then

in ftill bearing. When the fruit has attained the

of a small musket ball, it is thinned. One of
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tliese gentleiuen infoimeil me, that of that small
size, tliey had gathered in that year, 700 bushels,
by measure, of the itrimatiire fruit. By this judi-

cious iiiauagement, while the amount of fruit was
but little diminished, eilher in weight or measure,
its size and beauty were thus greatly improved,
so that their fruit was the handsomest in the
Philadelphia market, and during the best of the
season, much of It was sold at from $4 50 to $6
the basket, of three pecks in measure. Since that

period, they have increased their orchards, which
now comprise 300 acres. Their trees are usually
transplanted at a year's growth from the bud

;

they usually )irodnce a full crop of fruit in the
fourth year after being transplanted, and from
some oftheir trees two bushels of fruit have been
gathered in a single year.

They prefer a dry soil, light and friable, on a

foundation of clay, or gravelly clay—a good, l)ut

not a very rich soil. Like all other good cultiva-

tors, the whole land is always kept in cultivation.

For the first two or three years, corn is raised in

the orchard, but afterwards the ti'ees are permit-
ted to occupy the whole ground, nothing being
suffered to grow beneath their shade, as this

would rob the fruit of its nourishment. In Dela-
ware, where the climate is warm, and the soil

good, twenty feet asimder is the suitable distance
recommended by the tree ; while on the eastern
or Atlantic side of New-Jersey, sixteen or seven-
teen feet asunder are deemed sufficient by some
of their most experienced cultivators on good
soils ; while liirther north, or on |)oorer soils, a
less distance will suffice. Even ten feet asunder
finswers well in the latitude of Boston.
The blossoms of the peach tree, as well as

those of the cherry are sometimes liable to be cut
off by winter,or by spring frosts, which occurafter
the sap has arisen ; the danger in this case being
caused by the occurrence of unusually warm
weather, either during an open winter, or during
the progress of a very early spring, which causes
the tree to advance prematurely. Those trees

being more especially exposed which are in warn)
and sunny expositions, while those trees which
are situated on the north sides of hills, the most
exposed to cold winds, and on the north sides of
fences and of buildings, almost invariably escape.
In Switzerland, it has been stated that a mound
of earth is sometimes placed over the roots of
trees in autumn as a protection from winter frost,

which is removed in spring. Completely to pro-

tect the tree, and to insure a crop of fruit in all

situations and seasons, let the surface of the earth

beneath the tree, be covered to the depth of eight
or twelve inches either with leaves or coarse

strawy manure, or with coarse hay in January
and February, and when hard frozen. This will

preserve the ground in a frozen state, and effect-

ually retard the advancement of the tree till the

danger is past, and to a late period in spring.

The peach flourishes and ripens well its fruit,

usually wherever and as far iwrth as the Indian

corn or maize will produce a certain crop. But
by attending to the above directions, we are per-

suaded that it will succeed and flourish, produc-
ing fruit perfect and mature, and abundantly,

even still further north. It is eminently deserv-

ing of trial.

—

KenricKs J^tw American Orchmdist.

Cultivation of the Plum.

In the Magazine of Horticulture, for March,
just issued by I. Post, of this city, (says the jV. Y.

Eve. Post) is an article by Mr. Downing, ofNew-
burgh, author of the book on Landscape Garden-
ing, containing a description of a nmv and very

fine variety of plum, called the Columbia Plum,
which was recently produced in the city of Hud-
son. The soil of that city, and its vicinity, is a
stiff, heavy loam, and is exceedingly favorable to

large and abundant crops of plums. At the end
of Mr. Downing's communication, are some valu-

able suggestions as to the manner of destroying

the curculio, which makes such havoc with this

kind of fruit.

The curculio is a winged insect, which conies

out of the ground when the tree is in blossom,

and punctures the fruit as soon as it is formed,

laying its eggs in the tender skin of the germ.

When the frujt has reached a third of its size, the

scar of the puncture is perceptible; and some-
time after, the egg having become a worm, the

fruit falls off. In this way we often see a plum
tree, which has promised an abundant crop of

fruit, entirely stripped of it? lo.id. After the fruit

has fallen, in a few days, the worm leaves it for

the earth, arid the next'year emerges with wings,

to deposite ks eggg, in turn, within the germ of
the fruit.—Mr. Downing gives the following di-

rections :

" As it is found that the curculio, though a

winged insect, is not a very migratory one, the

means taken to destroy it in one garden arc not

without efficacy, tho' the neighboring orchards
may not receive the same care. As the fruit,

when it falls from the tree, contains the larva, it

is evident that if we destroy it before the insect

has time to find its way into the soil, we shall de-
stroy, with it, the curculio.—In small gardens, it

is sufficient to gather all the fallen fruit every
morning, during the period of its fall from the

tree, and throw it into the hog-])eiis, when the

whole will be speedily consumed. In large orch-
ards, where it is practicable, the hogs may (the

trees being protected) be turned in for the short

time in the season while the fruit is dropping,
and they will most effectually destroy the whole
race of insects of the current season. Indeed in

large plum orchards, this practice is found a vei-y

effectual remedy for the attacks of the curculio.

In small gardens that have come under our no-
tice, formerly much troubled with the attacks of
this insect, where the practice of gathering the

fruit and destroying it daily for a short period,

has been pursued, the insect has failed to make
its ajipearance after a couple of years, and the

trees have borne abundant crops offine fruit. In

addition to this, we would recommend the appli-

cation of clay about the roots of plum trees, in

very light sandy soil.

It is sometimes the case that the plum will be

many years in coming into bearing, where the

richness of the soil induces too great a luxuriance

of growth. When this is the case, the ground
should he partially removed from the roots, which
should be pruned or reduced in number one-fifth

or one-fourth, and the soil replaced. This should
be done in the autumn, and will rarely fail in

bringing about a profusion of blossom buds and
and a good crop of fruit."

05^ Although the following letter was address-
ed to us one year ago, it was not until the last of
March, 1842, that it came to our peru.sal. It dis-

covers too good a spirit to excuse us for omitting
to give it to our readers :

Conway, Mass., March 15, 1841.

Hon. Isaac Hill—Dear Sir :—Noticing in the

eighth number, volume second of the Farmer's
Monthly Visitor, a description of the Scotch Oats,

sown by a Mr. Tilton, a friend of mine and a

constant reader of yoiu- Visitor, wished me to in-

quire of you if any of the above oats could be
obtained, a few for seed. He having a. small

piece of very steep .side hill to sow this spring, is

anxious to get a few ; if you will be to tlie trou-

ble to give iiie information where they can be ob-

tained, you will ttiuch oblige a subscriber to your

Visitor.

P. S. My having been a sidiscriber to your
Visitor for the last year, allow me a few remarks

by way of giving my high approval of yotir valu-

able work. Since I became a subscriber. I have

received much (ileasure in the perusal of the Vis-

itor, not on account of its giving me much infor-

mation directly about my own avocation, for I am
a manufacturer, but for the highly gratifying in-

telligence that our New England farmers are

turning their attention from western speculation

to their own farms, with the firm belief that they

can obtain ample sup|)ort for themselves and
families from them, by a wise and judicious course

of culture, and by which the Visitor in particular

will give a large share of such information as

will greatly assist them in such a course ; and
also for the judicious system you have adopted of

inserting much of historical matter, that "mirror

of past events," which, laid beside the experi-

ments of the present day, gives us ready confir-

mation of the best course to he pursued.

Your Visitor is eminently calculated to give

much iiractical information: hence the lively in-

terest I have taken in the success of your work,

knowing that what enriches the agricultural class

in a town enriches the whole town.
If you will not think me egotistical, I will re-

late the manner of your subscription in this place.

Being in the Post Office about the time that our
subscription expired, the thought occurred that

your snhpcription might easily bp made up to ten

subscribers, the number which you afford for $6-
1 took a slip of paper and wrote in a large and
legible hand, "Who will take the F. M. Visitors"
and put it in a conspicuous place. Presently in

came our worthy Doctor, and wrote directly un-
der the above, " I will take one copy," and anoth-
er •' so will I"—" so will 1," till the list was soon
made up to the number and transferred to your
prospectus, which now has I think about fifteen

subscribers, a goodly number for a town of our
population.

But, sir, I will not trespass more only simply to

express my best wishes for your welfare, both in

public and private life.

Yours resjiecifully,

J. O. L.

Oy" Will any friend inform us what has been
the fate of the Scotch oats? Have they proved
superior to the common oats ? Please inform the

editor of the Visitor.

Auecdote of Catlia and his Horse " Charley."

The " Westminster Review" for January, in a

review of Mr. Catlin's recent work on " The Man-
ners, llab'rts. Customs, &c. of the American In-

dians," quotes the interesting anecdote subjoin-

ed :

" On this journey, while be and I were twenty-

five days alone, we had much time, and the best

of circumstances, under which to learn what we
had as yet overlooked rn each other's characters,

as well as to- draw great pleasure and real benefit

from what we already bad learned of each other

in oiu- former travels.

"I generally halted on the bank of some little

streatJi, at lia"lf an hour of sun-set, where feed

was good for Charley, and where I could get

wood to kindle my fire and water for my coffee.

The first thing was to undress ' Charley,' and

drive down his picket, to which he was fastened,

to graze over a circle that he could inscribe at

the end of his laso. In this wise be busily fed

himself until nightfall ; and after my coffee was

made and drank, I uniformly moved him up, with

his picket by my head so that I could lay my hand
upon his laso in an instant, in case of any alarm

that was liable to drive him from me. On one

of these evenings when he was grazing as usual,

he slipped tho laso over his head, and deliberately

took his supper at bis plea«ure, wherever he chose

to jirefer it, as he was strolling around. When
night approached,I took the laso in hand and en-

deavored to catch him, but I soon saw he was de-

tcrminedto enjoy a little freedom ; and he contin-

ually evaded nie until dark, when I abandoned
the pursnif, making up my mind that I should in-

evitaWy lose him, and be obliged to perform the

rest of my journey on foot. He had led me a

chase of half a mile or more, when I left him
busily grazing, and returned to my little solitary

bivouac, and laid myself on my bear skin and

went to sleep.

In the middle of the night I waked whilst 1

was lying on my back, and on half opening my
eyes, I was instantly shocked to the soul, by the

huge figure (as I thought) of an Indian standing

over me, and in tho veiy instant of taking my
scalp! The chill of horror that paralyzed iiie,

for the first moment, held me still till I saw there

was no need of moving—tliat my faithful horse
' Charley' had ' played shy' till he had ' filled his

belly,' and' then moved up, from feelings of pure

affection, or from instinctive fear, or possibly from

a due share of both, and taken his position with

his fore feet at the edge of my bed, with his head

hanging directly over me, while he was standing

fast asleep.
" My nerves, whfch had been most violently

shocked, were soon quieted, and I fell asleep, and

so continued until sunrise in the morning, when

I waked and beheld my faithful servant at some

considerable distance, busily at work picking up

his breakfast amongst the cane brake, along the

banks of the creek. I went as busily at work

preparing my own, which was eaten ; and after

it I had another half hour of fruitless endeavors

to catch Charley, whilst he seemed mindful of

success the evening before, and continually tanta-

lized me by turning around and around, and keep-

inij out of my reach. I recollected the conclusive

evidences of his attachment and dependence

which he had voluntarily given in the night, and

I thought I would trv them in another way
;
so
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I packed up my tilings and slung the saddle on

my back, trailing my gun in my hand, 1 started

on my route. After I had advanced a quarter of

a mile, I looked back, and saw him standing with

his head and tail very high, looking alternately at

ine and at the spot where 1 had been encamped,

and left a little fire burning. In this condition he

stood and surveyed the prairies around for a while,

as I continued on. He at length walked with a

hurried step to the spot, and seeing every thing

gone, began to neigh very violently, and at last

started off at the fullest speed, and overtook me,

passing within a few paces of me, and wheeling

about at a few rods distance in front of me trem-

bling like an aspen leaf
" 1 called him by his familiar name and walked

up to him with the bridle in my hand, which 1

put over his head, as he held it down for me, and

the saddle on his back, as he actually stooped to

receive it. I was soon arranged, and on his back

when he started off upon his course as if he was
well contented and pleased, like his rider, with

the manoeuvre which had brought us together

again, and afforded us mutual relief from our

awkward positions. Though this alarming freak

of Charley's passed off and terminated so satis-

factorily, yet I thought such rather dangerous

ones to play, and I took good care after that night

to keep bitii under njy strict authority ; resolving

to avoid further tricks and experiments till we got

to the land of cultivated fields and steady habits."

The foregoing reminds us of a blood mare
which the Editor of the Visitor has owned for the

last five years. The natural gait of this mare
with some drivers, is six or seven miles an hour
but she only goes, when we have hold of the rein;

while travelling on a journey, from four to five

miles. With some persons she shows herselfof-

ten in bad humor: with us, saving in one respect

alone, she has always been kind. Three or

four years ago her hatred of going down hill in a

wagon or chaise was bad : she would take the

bits in her mouth as if to run down swiftly, ma-
king it necessary to hold on in full strength ; and
Eornetimes she threatened in that position to kick

high with her heels : in short, in the most dange
rous part of the road, she seemed no better to

be relied upon than an unbroken colt. Return-

ing with the youngest boy of our family from a

pretty long journey three years ago in a heavy

chaise, we came to the lop of Dimond's hill on

the line between Hopkinton and Concord : pro-

ceeding part way, the beast discovered herself

like the beast, headstrong and seemingly ungov-

ernable. At the steepest point of the hill, while

dancing and pressing down under the tight hold

of the bits, the chaise forcing itself heavily on the

horse, one of the reins broke ! The first thought

was that of being dashed to pieces on this very

steep road before we arrived at the bottom ; but

the breaking of the rein was at once the signal

for the mare to stand still, holding the chaise

•with her body until we alighted upon the grotmd

;

and this was done where the angle in the road

was as steep as that of the roof of some houses.

In this act the creature discovered the knowledge
that if she misbehaved, she would do it when
her driver had direction and control of the reins,

and not when the breaking of a rein transferred

to her the responsibility.

The same creatiu'e, a few days before writing

this, came very nigh taking the life of the man
who had been driving her. For some cause he
had in drawing a loai tackled with two other

horses, used the whip upon her freely. The team
caine home to the barn in a sweat just before sun
down, and the driver undertook to smooth the

horses down with the use of the curry-comb. He
commenced upon the mare by stooping before

licr: she reared upon her hind feet and he retreat-

ed backwards while stooping. Not satisfied with
aiming a blow at him once, she pursued him into

a corner near which he stood—struck again with
her fore feet—as he said, not seemingly with the
force of anger but as if determined to give him
just such a blow as he could bear. With this
fore foot blow, she made an incision upon the top
of his head and forehead several inches in length,
from which the blood issued copiously. Had the
blow been such an one as would have been natu-
ral from the manner in which it was laid on, it

might be expected that death would almost in-

stantly ensue, as a woodman's heavy axe with the
strength of a man woidd be scarcely more dan-

gerous tliriii llir- biow from a horse's houi" «ith a

sharpened sIiul^ It was in this case only a flesh-

wouud, which although it might have been fatal

to some constitutions, was attended with no worse
result than confinement of the man a week to

house after it had been sewed up.

From ("olman's Fourth Report.

Farming in Massachusetts.
Fruits and Ouchabds.—Middlesex comity

is distinguished for the abundance and excellence

of its fruit, embracing many varieties.

One of the largest products of small fruits is

that of strawberries. These are cultivated in

great perfection and with corresponding profit.

In one case, 1 have known an individual to sell

six hundred dollars' worth from an acre in a

single season ; and in another case, from a little

more than an acre, another farmer to sell 3000
quart-boxes, averaging, after commissions of sale

were deducted, 25i cents per box, or, in the

whole, 765 dollars. These are cultivated in wide
drills, on narrow beds. In the autumn, they are

covered with straw, sea-weed, or fresh-meadow
hay : in the spring this is raked off, and good ma-
nure is abundantly dug in between the drills, and
then the litter is replaced between the rows. This
serves the double purpose of keeping the grounrl

moist, and likewise ol^ keeping the fruit from the

dirt. The vines require to be replanted once in

three years.

Peaches are cultivated to some extent, though
under many discouragements. They were raised

nearly half a century ago with much more suc-

cess than of late years. A farmer in Waltham
has sold 700 dollars' worth in a season from his

peach orchards. I mention such facts as these,

which are unquestionable, with a view to stimu-

late the farmers to the cultivation of fruit of
every description. With the present rapid in-

crease of the population in the cities, and the

multiplication of manufacturing villages, there is

no danger of over-production. With the extra-

ordinary increase of wealth likewise, to which
our community is evidently destined, we may
expect an increase of luxiny ; and I have known
within the two last years, peaches, which were
brought forward very early in a green-house, and
were of the best kind, to be sold for six dollars

per dozfu in the market. The cultivator, whose
establishment is small, sold to the amount of
seventy dollars in a season, and could have
doubled his sales, if he had had the fruit. It

need not trouble the conscience of the farmer to

administer to so innocent a luxury as that of in-

dulging in fine fruit, however lilierally his cus-

tomers may be willing to pay for it. In general,

peaches are a short-lived ti'ee, but as tliey are

easily cultivated, and come soon into bearing, a

supply should he constantly coming forward. A
rare-ripe peach-tree, on the farm of John Welles,

of Natick, in this county, producing fruit of an
excellent quality, continued in bearing more than
a third of a century, and being a natural peach,
that is, not engrafted, the trees from the stones

of this fruit preserve entirely the character of the

original. The best cultivators advise to keep a

peach orchard constantly cultivated, and cover
the roots of the trees with salt hay or littei-, in

the autumn. Some prefer to jilant these trees on
land with a northern rather than a southern as-

pect, as in the former case their vegetation is re-

tarded in the spring, and they are not so liable to

the alternations of freezing and thawing.
A very successful and most skilful farmer,

George Pierce, of West Cambridge, who, by his

skill and industry, deserves all the success which
he obtains, succeeded last year in spite of the

drought, in obtainhlgun abundant crop of peach-
es, when many otliers failed. The quality of his

fruit may be determined by the fact, that many
of them brought at once in the market, one dollar

per dozen. They were grown in the open air.

He surrounded his peach-trees, which he culti-

vated with the same care as his corn and cab-

bages, with a bedding more than a foot thick of
litter, being his refuse bean vines, embracing a

space of two yards or more in diameter. Sever-
al times during the drought, he poured one or
two barrels of water from the neighboring pond
upon his litter, so that it was kept constantly

moist. He did this once a week until rain came.
The effects upon the trees were excellent and al-

most immediately apparent. His trees yielded

an abundant and perfect crop. When such re-

directed labor in cases most ujip. >mising, it is

lime for many of us to cease talking about our
bad luck." A large part of mankind neversuc-

ceed because they are not willing or arc too in-

dolent to take the obvious means of success.

They want the reward without complying with

the conditions ; and to have the pleasure of the

dance without paying the fiddler. It is not

strange that such persons find " no luck about
the house."

The cidtivation of apples in Middlesex county

is carried on to a large extent, and might he in-

creased with great advantage. Great pains are

taken to produce the very best engrafted fruit,

especially for winter, and among these, the Bald-

win Apple and the Golden Russet, are in most
esteem. The Porter Apple, which is an early

autunmal fruit, is greatly valued. The amount
of sales from some of the farms in the county
are quite large. A farmer in Waltham is accus-

tomed to put up for market, from 500 to 700 bar-

rels. On a farm in Woburn, which has been
almost created by the labor of its present pro-

prietor, now in a green old age, enjoying the

fruits of his indomitable industry, the sales of

apples the year before the last amoimted to J200
dollars. There are other farms, where the pro-

duct in fruit is greater than here, but as I have

not the |)recise accounts, I do not state them.

These results may surprise many of the farmers

in the interior. "l hope they will surprise them
into the imitation of such industry and enterprise.

To many of the farmers in the interior, the ex-

tension of the railroads will afford, in this matter

and in many others, an opportunity of coming
into equal competition with the farmers in the

immediate vicinity of the capital. There are new
reasons for the cultivation of apples since their

value for the feeding of swine and cattle has

been discovered. If Ihey are only half as valua-

ble as potatoes, and many farmers deem them of

equal value for this purpose, the ease with which

they are raised strongly recommends their culti-

vation.

There are many orchards in Middlesex of large

extent and in excellent condition. Two were
some time since the subjects of premium from
the Massachusetts Agricultural Society. The
one belonging to Nahimi Hardy, of Waltham,
who reclaimed eight acres of land from a wild
and rude state, and planted it with 500 ai)ple-

trees, all engrafted fruit; the other of E. Phin-
ney, of Lexington, who brought a rough piece of
land into a suitable condition and planted it with

400 trees. Both these farmers have extended
their cultivation since that time, and the admir-

able condition of their trees evince the skill and
care of their management. The product of the

orchard of the latter, makes a large item in the

returns of his farm. He has more than a thou-

sand trees in bearing.

Mr. Phimiey saved some of his trees a few-

years since by a process which is worth record-

ing. They had been completely girdled near the

groimd in the winter by the mice, who had eaten
the bark round to a width of two or three inches
or more. But cutting scions, and inserting the

ends of several of them in the spring round the

tree, under the bark, above and below the injury,

so as to form a communication for the sap, the

injm-ed parts have begun to grow together, the

whole wound may ultimately be covered, and the

tree live and flourish. To most persons, after the

injury their situation would have .seemed des-

perate. Mr. Phinney avoids planting his trees

deep; but cultivates them as near the surface as

he can, and at the same time sufficiently to cover
the roots.

John Welles, whose farm is in Natick, in this

county, and than whom i'cw men among us have
given more attemion to the subject of fruit and
forest trees, considers the ordinary life of apple

trees about sixty years; but it would be desirable

to replace them' soon after their decline com-
mences. The situation most favorable to an
orchard is a sheltered situation with a moist soil.

He succeeded in producing a valuable growth of
trees on a light and unfriendly soil, by making a

hole for planting four feet square ; after remov-
ing about a foot of the top soil, which was to be
returned round the tree, taking out the hard pan
at bottom to a sufficient depth to deposit in it

a load of stones, and then sprinkling some mould
on the stones and planting his tree. The stones
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served to presei'vo moisture for the roots ami
gave Jikewise in their iiilerstices room for the

roots to extend themselves. No farmer need
complain that his land is not suitable for an or-

chard; because he may make it suitalile at an ex-

pense wliich the fruit of the tree after it conies in

bearing will soon compensate.
James Cutter, of Weston, has been remarka-

bly successful in transplanting trees of more than

ordinary size. He has removed pear trees of

8 and 10 inches in diameter. His practice is

to clean the dirt entirely from the roots of the

tree ; to cut off all the roots, at a distance of four

or five feet from the tree ; and to put no manure
in the hole.

1. M. Gourgas, of Weston, a farmer of much
experience and intelligence, disapproves of ap-

plying white-wash or any caustic wash to the

trees ; but lie has found great advantage in the

application of ashes to them at the roots. To
my inquiries of one of the best farmers in the

county, whose trees were in the most healthy and
perfect condition possible, what wash he applied

to the bark, he answered the only wash he ap-

plied was to the roots ; that is, he kept the trees

themselves enriched and cultivated in as careful

a manner, as he would if they had been the most
delicate and valued exotics. An apple-tree grow-
ing in Kingston, Plymouth county, and planted
in the year 1660, the year of Philip's war, bore,

in 1838, thirty bushels of good fruit. It is a high-

top sweeting, a favorite apple among the settlers

of the Old Colony. Many of these "trees, plant-

ed many long years ago, still remain, productive,

and of a large size. They resemble the pilgrim

fathers and their early descendants in the vigor

of their growth and the energy of their endur-
ance ; and the virtues of the good men whom
they have survived, in the sweet and precious
fruit, which they continue to yield.

The largest apple-tree, which I recollect, I

found in Duxbury, in the same county ; audit
was evidently an early settler. On measuring it,

I found its girth at the smallest part six feet seven
inches, at the dividing of the limbs, twelve feet

five inches, and the girth of one of the limbs,

two feet live inches. It produced in one vear,

laid bushels.

The fine orchards in the highly cultivated dis-

tricts of West Cambridge, to which 1 have refer-

red, have been, in a great degree, exempt from
the scourges of the canker-worm, from which
others, in places not very far distant from them,

have suffered. Some of the farmers have given

as a reason for this exemption, thai they make
friends with the birds, never suffering one of

them to be disturbed, or scared, or killed.* The
birds, grateful for this hospitality, destroy the

canker-worms, who are much like pirates, who
plunder tlie cargo and burn up the vessel. I am
not convinced that the birds are entitled to all

the credit in the case, though, undoubtedly, they

should have a due share of it; but the protection

which these good farmers show to the innocetit

and defenceless, is as creditable to their humani-
ty as to their discretion. The birds are, in gen-

eral, good friends to the farmer ; and the man
who can wantonly destroy tlie life of one of tliese

beautiful creatures can hardly with safety be

tru.sted with a diild.

The crows who come into the field when the

corn is just coming out of the ground, destroy

the only means of supply, and strangle all the

hopes of the hnsbandman in their birth, are not

entitled to the same indulgence. If any f.ffjnce

should be made capital, this would seem to be

one. O. M. Whipple, however, of Lowell, sug-

gests a protection, which is effectual and harm-
less.

" A quart of corn soaked in strong saltpetre

liquor, and sown upon the surface of an acre of

*The practice at that point has clmnged within the last

fifty years. The first eight years of the life of the editor

of the Visitor were expended in that charming neighbor
hood. Early recollection carries us back to the last

Wednesday in May—" election day"—the great holiday

of the year, in which young and old used to turn out for

the destruction of bobolinks, blackbirds and other birds

considered mischievous, which were bred in myriads on

the swampy grounds (now reclaimed) in the vicinity of

Fresh pond and the Spy ponds. The boys made no less

havoc with the breed o£ birds in hunting their eggs, than

the grown men in shooting them. The sagacity of the

West Cambridge farmers, at length, discovered that these

birds did much more good than harm ; and with the civil

treatment they receive , the birds of that neieborhood are

almost as tame as the domestic fowls.— Kd. F. M. Vis.

ground at the time the corn is coming out of the

ground, or at the time the crows commence pull-

ing it up, will serve as a sure protection against

their interfering at all with the corn. I have

practised it for fifteen years without ever know-
ing a hill of corn being touched after the corn

was sowed upon the field."f

t If the depredations of the crows can be prevented

by Mr. Whipple's simple process, we beg leave to put in

a plea in behalf of that colored race ; for although thi

crow, when very hungry, sometimes takes a lamb or j

chicken, yet he deserves much more indulgence than thi

hawk : his destruction of field vermin, innumerable worm
and bugs, much more than compensates for the injury ht

does to cornfields, &c. Wo are opposed to any legisla

tive bounty upon the heads of crows.

—

Ed. F. M. Vis.

For the I'armers' Monthly Visitor.

A Lecture.

Delivered before the Hopkinlon Lyceum, March 16,

1842.

BY DR. CHARLES A. SAVORY.

From the great variety of subjects which pre-

sent themselves as appropriate for an occasion

like this, I have selected one which should be of
interest to every young man preparing himself to

become an actor on the stage of life.

As this association is composed mostly of
young men preparing to enter or having just en-

tered upon tills great stage, I deemed that no
subject could be more interesting than an enqui-

ry into some of those causes by which men have
risen to eminence in any of the varied pursuits

which occupy the attention of mankind.
In each of the different callings of life, we find

some few individuals, (few when compared with

the many engaged in the same pursuits,) emi-
nently conspicuous; conspicuous in consequence
of the greater amount of knowledge, tact and
skill they possess.

And, although it does not always follow that

a man excelling in his particular vocation meets
with a success proportionate to his merits, yet it

is certainly true that if by an unusual combina-
tion of circumstances he" be placed in a promi-
nent situation before the public for which he is

unfitted either by nature or education, or both, he
cannot retain it;—he may have friends, wealth,

advantageous location and all other extraneous
facilities, desirable adjuncts to rapid success, and

f that success is dependent upon individual

qualification and public opinion for support, he
must fail.

It matters little with an intelligent man when
involved in legal difficulties and seeking counsel,

that the lawyer of his town is the son of a popu-

lar advocate or of some other great man : he

wants advice and asks it of one who he feels as-

sured is competent to render it. True, at the in-

stance of some influential person, he may con-

sult one of whose abilities to render him the as-

sistance he needs he may not be able to judge

correctly at the time, yet if in the final issue he

finds that his case was lost in consequence of

the incompetency of his counsel, rest assured he

will never employ him again; but such will be

his chagrin and his vexation towards liim that he

will allow no opportunity to pa.=s. where, by dila-

ting upon the unfortunate termination of his own
case, he can bring the luckless attorney into dis-

repute.

So mankind judge and act in regard to the la-

borer, the mechanic, the divine and the physician.

Certain qualifications are, by common consent

considered necessary in each ; when these are

found wanting the pretender is discarded.

It is not enough that the impression of the coin

is seemingly fair : the wise man tests the mefai ;

if, on letting it fall upon a hard and elastic sur-

face it sends forth the ringing soiind peculiar to

the true coin, he is satisfied ; if this test lie unsat-

isfactory, the aid of chemical re-agents or the

fiery ordeal of the crucible at last determines the

question—a spurious coin and an incom|)eteTit

public man may both be palmed upon communi-

ty and meet with general acceptance for a time,

but sooner or later the proper tests will be appli-

ed ; if there be any doubts on superficial exam-

ination one goes into the crucible of iiublic opin-

ion, the other into that of the silversmith, and in

the end both are appreciated at iheir true value.

True greatness of character is not conferred

by any occupation, profession or office,—it may
exist in the humblest labors of life and it may
adorn the throne of an emperor. Titled distinc-

tion may extend the sphere of its influence, may
herald its advent to an admiring world, notwith-
standing this,

"Rank is but the guinea's stamp,
The man's the gow'd for a' that."

"Every man is the architect of his own fortune,"

observes some one, the truth of which we most
heartily believe. "Good luck," in its general ac-

ceptation, is a phrase vThich should he banished
from the vocabulary of every youthful aspirant

;

it contains the germ of the destructive doctrines

of fatalism, and assigns to the province of blind
chance what is the true prerogative of human
exertion :— it makes man a mere automaton upon
the chess-board of life, moved by the directing

impulses of his destiny; it paralyses individual

exertion and looks upon hini like a vessel at sea
without rudder, chart or comjiass. "Good luck"

may drive her into the destined port, but the

frightful odds are, that the unfortunate vessel with

all its inmates must be
"In the deep, dark bosom of the ocean buried."

A correct [ihilosophy looks upon him' as a well

trimmed bark upon the ocean of lite, containing

all necessary nautical instruments with reason in

command. This ocean abounds in rocks and
quicksands, maelstroms and icebergs, all of

diicli threaten her well-being, but the chart re-

eals the location of the former, and vigilance

the vicinity of the latter—ability and attention to
"
ity on the ])arf of the commander alone can af-

ford her any safety, alone can bring her into the

iesired haven.
There are those who believe that in certain oc-

cupations, men are qualified by intuition to act

their parts in the great drama; this opinion ob-

tains chiefly in relation to two of the professions,

divinity and medicine.
It is most confidently believed by some, that the

ly qnalific-atiion necessary for the ministry is a
igious convi'Ction on the part of a believer that

is his duty to instruct his fellow men in things

pertaining to their eternal welfare : this is a cher-

ished opfuron, nor should it be examined irrever-

ently.

If preaching be one of the natural means em-
ployed by the Almighty to reconcile the world
unto himself, does it not presuppose that means
are to be used to prepare the preacher? Will it

be contended that a deaf and dumb man is as

well qualified to exhort a congregation as one
o.ssessing the sense of hearing aud use of the

vocal organs? I take it for granted that it will

not. If then these organs, by which the mind re-

ceives and expresses thought, are so essential in

the preacher, how much more necessary is it that

the mind itself should be properly trained to

think deeply, understand fully, and impart cor-

tly tliose great truths contained in Divine Rev-
elation. This view of the case is compatible
with the belief "that in and of ourselves we can
do nothing," but it requires the religious teacher

to improve and invigorate by long and constant

exercise the difficult faculties of the mind, so as

to enable him to search out fully, and set forth

truly, the will of our Creator as revealed to us in

s word—to distinguish truth from error, right

from wrong, promised good and impending evil,

and to enn!]ie him to present the fruits of his la-

bor to his flock by teaching them truth, exposing

error, advocating the right, denouncing the wrong,
entreating them to lay hold of the proffered goo'd

and warning them against threatening evil. As
in divinity, so is it in medicine. We have our
"natural born doctors," qualified at birth for the

responsible office of taking in charge the health

and lives of their fellow men.
The profiessional mantle of the sire descends

upon the son, and without any initiation into the

mysteries of Anatomy, Physiology, Pathology or

Chemistry, he, armed to the teeth with saddle-

bags full of the most potent drugs, sallies forth

upon a credulous world, and by a confident as-

sumption to a knowledge of which it cannot cor-

rectly judge, deals out disease and death.

This evil owes its continued existence to the

fiilse idea that a physician may possess intuitive

knowledge of disease. And yet how far is this

from the fact. Should any man of common sense

believe that a physician can form a correct opin-

i<iii of a disease in an organ when he is ignorant

of the very existence of that organ ? As well

might you ask of the wild savage of the forest

his advice in relation to some defect in the oper-

ation of a complicated steam engine, and expect
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from him a ready solution of tlie difficulty. Tliis

idea of intuitive kiiowledfje in the ordinary pur-

suits of life is a i'a\^e one, mid lie who would suc-

ceed in his especial vocation must wholly aban-

don it.

The earlier years of childhood are devoted to

the acquisition of such knowledge as is neces.sary

in any situation in life. All, during this period,

travel upon the same highway together : after

advancing in age to that point when it I.ecomes

requisite to determine what shall be the business

of the man, divergent paths open from the main
road, each of which is the legitimate route of

some particular calling. The flintier, the me-
chanic, the merchant, the divine, the lawyer and
the physician, each diverge into their appropriate

paths, and apply themselves to the acquisition of

the special knowledge belonging to their selected

vocations.

Their future success depends vpon the degree of
qualification, and the use made of such qualification.

To secure it in each, certain prerequisites are

necessary. Among these industry and persever-

ance are the most prominent. First in order
comes industry, w ithout which nothing great can
ever he accomplished ; it is a "sine qua non" in

all human undertakings, and there is little dan-
ger of placing too high an e.stimate upon its val-

ue. Poets, historians, warriors and statesmen
who have become renowned, have established

their characters by habits of industry. To con-
firm this position, recapitulate some of their

works and actions. Shall I direct your attention

to the labors of a Virgil, a Homer, a Millon, a

Southey, a Schiller, a Goethe, in poetry: in histo-

ry, to those of a Sallust and josephiisiii ancient,

and of a Rollin, a Robertson and a Gibbon in

tnodern times; the last of whom it is .said was
engaged forty years in writing his great work on
"The decline and fiill of the Roman Empire .'

If we pause a moment and contemplate the

collossal work of this historian, what a multitude
of reflections rush in upon us, and what an in-

valuable lesson does it teach us !

In it are brought together a mass of historical

facts gleaned from the ponderous tomes of an-
tiquity and interspersed with tlie deductions and
reflections of the writer, to rend which is the la-

bor of months, to remember which hut imper-
fectly is the labor of years. What a Herculean
task, then, it must have been to collect, coniiiare,

arrange and illustrate these fiicts and to write out

those profound thoughts which resulted from
them ! Genius, learning, all other mental facul-

ties and acquirements, never could have rai-

sed such a monument of human excellence and
greatness without the aid of industry.

Genius has been a stumbling stone to those

wlio supposed they enjoyed it, and a rock of of-

fence to others who believed they were without

it : it has cramped the energies and dissuaded

from great efforts the one, and impressed the

other with the belief that its possession did not

require protracted and at times -severe and pain-

ful application.

What is genius ? It is simply great intellectual

power. Among individuals we find different de-

grees of muscular strength and varied capacities

for endurance; so in the same iudividual.o, differ-

ent degrees of mental force and powers of endu-
rance obtain. He who possesses a larger share of

mental power than the mass of mankind, is

styled a genius. Now a mati of feeble muscular
strength and with delicate health, by persevering
ipdustry.can in time accomplish a vast amount of
labor, while he with a vigorous constitution, with
habits of idleness, in the same period will accom-
plish merely nothing: so in the intellectual, one
widi moderate mental powers may attain excel-
lence and secure literary or professional fame
and success; while lie with the noblest gift of
God to man, may pass his life in obscurity and die
unknown, by "hiding his talents in a napkin."
Men pass in the estimation of the world for

geniuses who have attained their prominent sit-

uation in the public eye by diligence and ine-
f)ressible perseverance; having moderate abili-
ties, they compensate for these by increased ap-
plication. The world, after all, contains but few
geniuses, and young men should know it; by
knowing it many will be stimulated to renewed
exertion, who, discouraged by their apparently
slow progress are about abandoning further ef-
fort; it will teach them the great truth that

" Chir doubts are traitors,

It will teach even genius itself, that to rise it must
labor.

Betbie entering into any pursuit it is well that

we comit the cost—essential that we (in in a just

estimate of oiir own powers and determine their

capacity lor accomplishing the end in vicnv. Al-
though much may be accomplished by the pres-
ence of the habits, to which we have alluded,
it must be conlijssed that in some instances the
intellectual powers are wholly incompetent and
unequal to the task. Uvery man, then, should
endeavor to form a just estimate of his powers;
this in the nature of things cannot be expected
to be correct, but may be sufficiently so fur all

useful purposes.
One important effect of mental application i.s,

that it strengthens the several faculties brought
into use.

To the tyro in intellectual labor, long continu-
ed thought is jiainful. At first, he launches his

bark upon its sea willi a trembling hand and
dares not venture ought of sifiht of liinil. He is

yet to learn the managciiiciit dl' his liiile craft

and acquaint himself wiili the use t.\{' the com-
pass, the quadrant and the chionoineler before
he boldly pushes fbrlh upon the boundless waters
to some distant port.

His first cruises are short and require liltle ef-

fort: success crowning these, his confidence in

himself justly increases; he makes longer voya-
ges until at last no place is too distant for him to

altempt to reach if it offers inducements sufficient

to compensate for the trial.

Education has more effect in forming the man
than is usually conceded.
The intellect of a Newton, that discovered the

laws of gravitation—those laws which hold the
material universe together, born in China, might,
with her greatest philosophers, have supposed
ihat the earth was a square body,—that it was
motionless—and that the sun, nioon and stars

performed diurnal revolutions around it. Lu-
ther, born in Hindoo, would have offered his ob-
lations at ilie sfnine of a Juggernaut and endow-
ed a senseless block of wood with the attributes

of a god. Sir Humphrey Davy, an eastern phi-
losopher, would have looked upon a chemical ac-

tion as sure evidence of the presence of vitality.

Among the most ignorant nations it cannot lie

doubted that there exists genius of the first or-

der; this lies dormant, until education and cir-

cumstances call it into action.

A striking illustration of the force of calcula-

tion may be seen in the different members of the
same family pursuing diflTerent occupations.

—

One is sent to college, one into the workshop,
and the other remains upon the homestead—all

in youth apparently possessing equal bodily and
mental capacities.

Years pass away ; they arain assemble under
your eye, but what a change has come over "the
spirit of your dream ?" That bold and massive
forehead,—that keen quick eye,—that pale face

furrowed with the lines of inlen.se thought, to-

gether with the delicate developement of the

physical organs, the soft and flabby aven around
the bone of which the muscles are so easily mo-
ved and which feels under the pressure of the

hand as soft and yielding as wool, points to the

first—that more strongly developed ,ind manly
form, with features blanched by exclusion from
the light reveals the second ; and he, with the
stalwart and brawny arms,—with muscles of the

consistence of whip cord,—with a bodily organ-
ization capable of the greatest powers of physi-

cal labor and endurance, with an honest, intelli-

gent and sunburnt couiiteuance, discovers to you
the third, the farmer. In each you see the strik-

ing changes wrought by education and occupa-
tion.

Ihit we must leave this digression upon edu-
cation.

Napoleon was a genius—a genius of the first

order; but what would his mighty intellectual

l)ovvers have availed him without habits of in-

dustry ? He would have lived and died in insig-

nificancy—he would have passed away with his

own generation and his memory would have
been lost in the children and grand-children of

his own family. He xvas industry personified.—
Read his history ; sixteen, at times twenty, of the

twenty-four hours were devoted to business, and

in cases of gieat emergency two and three con-

secuiive days and nights passed over his head
without his giving sleep to his eyes or slumber to

his eyelids, being engaged in the toils of the
camp, in tlie deliberations of the council cham-
ber, or in maturing and carrying into effect some
great scheme of ii»tioii;i! pulicv.

His powerliil intehect f;iive liiilh to those lofty

schemes of conquest and of government w hicli

characterized his career: it was his habits of
personal industry that finally consummated them.
Without these, they would have had as liltle ef-

fect upon the world as the day dreams of the

cloistered student; with them, they "disturbed
the repose of nations," toppled princes from their

thrones, effaced the boundaries of ancient king-

doms, compelled millions of his race to do hom-
age to his person and kings acknow ledge their

fealty.

William Pitt, England's great statesman, her
prime minister at the age of twenty-five, and
passing almost his whole life in that exalted sta-

tion, from his first entrance into parliament was a

model of industry ; so completely absorbed and
busied was he in the affairs of state (to his shame
be it spoken) that he never could find time to get

married, but died a bachelor at the age of forty-

seven.

But industry cannot effect any one great de-

sign without the concomitant attendance of per-

severance: this makes every effort of that sub-

servient to the main purpose— it keeps industry

in its pro()er channel, and prevents it from frit-

tering its action upon objects foreign to its inter-

est.

Perseverance has been a characteristic of all

great men, and is as essential to real greatness as

industry. A man may be industrious in every

sense of the word, and yet never attain success

or excellence. At one time you will find him a

pettifogger, again a tinker ; liow a Tiionipsonian

])hysician, again a scissors-grinder ; at one time

a teacher of penmanship or music, at another a

pedlar; so multitiirions are his several occupa-

tions that he succeeds in none, and fails in ull.

Success, then, depends also on stability of char-

acter.

Continued prosperity attends no pursuit ; each
has it.s "lips and downs." Instead of abandoning
our own, when the prospect iqipeiirs di.scourag-

ing, it is the dictate of wisdom that we adiipt

ourselves to the change in circumstances, re-

double our energies in discharging the duties of
our vocations and "rather bear those ills we have
than fly to others we know not of"
Very many of the wise and knowing ones of

earth have risen from the very de|)tlis of indi-

gence and obscurity: why is this? Because
stern necessity compelled them into habits of in-

dustry and perseverance : adversity gave firm-
ness and consistence to their characters ; the

rude jostlings of the world quickened their per-

ceptive and inventive powers, while their com-
peers, nursed in the lap of luxury, became ener-
vated from satiety and their intellects enfeebled
from disease.

What in youth was a matter of necessity, in

riper years becomes one of choice. Hahils of
industry and perseverance, formed early are not

easily afterwards abandoned ; to be active and
busy, requires no effort of the will, inclination

requiring constant employment.
The young man who started in business, toiling

for months and years to acquire a competency lor

the decline of life with the hope when that time
did arrive he should cense from his labors and
enjoy in rest and quietness their fryits^ finds

when that time arrives these very habits are es-

sential to his happiness. Rest and quietness

bring ennui and uneasiness; the stern duties of
youth become the pleasures of age ; he pursues
the business of his early years not so much for

the accumulation of wealth or the love of fame
as to satisfy the restless demands of his active

spirit.

We see instances, where men by their diligence

and attention to business have accumulated
wealth, after having retired from it for the above
mentioned purpose, return to it again as Noah's
dove did to the ark having found no rest in their

retirement.

Here, again, we have an important lesson.

—

IVhut is dxdy, if submitted to, in time becomes a

prominent source of happiness : it is one which 1

, forces itself upon the attention of the young as
I on incentive to the iiractice of wholesome self-
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fletiial, every successive net of wliU-li requires
less effort, until, to use au Hilieniicisiu, selt-de-

iiial beromes a pleasure.

The injunction imposed upon man that "he
should earn his bread by tlie sweat of his brow,"
rightly viewed, will be considered a blessing, not

a curse. All Ihinf^s around us. are in a state of
progression to maturity or decay : man forms no
exception. The laws of chemistry and vitality

are at continual war during his physical existence.

]n the end, the former gains the victory. Without
entering into any metaphysical abstractions one
great truth is plain, that his existence here is on-
ly preparatory to his spiritual existence hKreafler,

—and that however well he may provide for the
wants of the body he cannot enjoy happiness
without providing for those of the soul. The
same cruises that |irocure the former, assist in

obtaining the latter.

High intellectual attainments can never confer
happiness U))on the possessor unless enjoined
with tnoral virtue.

The early acquisition of correct and virtuous
principles of action is an object of the first im-
portance.

To learn them requires not the labor of years;
in the plain and simple language of the New
Testament, they are so nicely adapted to the ca-

pacities of each and all, that "he who runs may
read."'

The man who is intellectually great and mor-
ally vile is justly entitled to the appellation of
"scourge of God" to his fellow men, and enemy
to himself: he who make.s his faculties pander to

vice, entails upon himself misery and woe, and
subjects all over whom he may have influence to

the same evils.

Men have obtained notoriety in the world by
the force and splendor of their talents,—have se-

cured a lasting fame by the miglityacts they have
accomplished^ but never have secured tlie es-

teemand love of their fellow men, only as these
acts have had for their end their good and wel-
fare.

A misguided and blinded people may have
given their affections to one great in iniquity as
in person.

The gift, however misplaced, was the result of a
conviction that lie was a bonelactor to his peo[ile.

Time rectifies all such errors: time, the avenger,
exposes the wicked piu-poses of his heart and
sulitracts from his character whatever of great-

ness he may have added to it Iiy such unhallowed
practices

The page of history reveals the mournful trutli

that men have boi rowed llie garb of virtue and
of humanity to cover tliinr selfish and detestable

designs, anil by so doing have misled and decei-

ved n trusting people,— have gained the titles of
fathers and benefactors of their country, and died

in the full tide of worldly honors and pros[ierity

;

but the retributive hour arrived, and ample justice

is done their memories by their being held up as

objects of scorn and detestation to posterity.

Who would endure the rankling mental ago-
nies of him who has proved a traitor to himself
and his professions, for all the worldly honor and
fame such a curse may confer? They who are

most guilty of such devices acknowledge the

sovereignly of virtue by stealing her livery.

A man cannot succeed in any great underta-
king if he is openly and professedly bad. His
talents will avail him nothing—the world spurns
him from her concerns—avoids him as it would
an adder: he must seemingly acknowledge his

vassalage to her- must outwardly conform to her
requirements, or else public opinion ostracises

him.
If their virtue is so essential to true greatness

of character—if the vicious are obliged to use
its counterfeit in order to attain their purposes

—

how important it becomes that the young man
shall establish early virtuous principles of action

—that for his own hafipiness he should avoid
the spurious and seek the true.

In selecting an employment for life, soine

adopt that of one of the professions or enter in-

to mercantile pursuits to avoid the labor imposed
by the mechanical trades and agriculture ; or

perchance the aristocratic idea that one business

is more honorable than another, determines their

choice.

He who enters a profe.ssion for the sake of

ease, finds out his mistake in the chagrin and
mortification he meets with in his repeated fail-

ures. The professional man must work equallv

with the fanner and the trieclianic, or else his

qualifications are useless; eminence, here as

elsewhere, is only attained by industrious appli-

cation. With regard to the latter, absurd and
anti-republican as it is, it has too much influence

with the young and giddy, and with children,

too, of a " larger growth."
It has been said before, and we again repeat

it here, that profession or employment neither

adds to, or detracts from, true dignity of char-
acter.

If the nobleness of occnpatioii is to be deter-

mined (as it should be) by the benefits it confers
upon mankind, Agricidture must take the prece-

dence ; and yet how greatly has this honorable
occupation been neglected

!

While the Arts and Sciences and the mechan-
ical trades have been rapidly advancing—while
each year constitutes a new and important era

in the history of matiy of them, a Cliiuese policy

has been pursued in Agriculture. Until within a

few years, the son trod in the footsteps of his

fiither, and looked upon the slightest deviatiou

fi-om his practices as an alarming and dangerous
innovation.

When a more enlightened and experimental
neighbor, by a new and more rational system of
I)olicy, produced double or treble the amount
from the same extent of surface and at the same
expense and labor, he listened to the account ap-

parently as much edified and convinced as he
would have been by a grave discourse upon the

same subject in the Choctaw language. Thanks
to Heaven, the prejudices to improvement in the

cultivation of the soil are rapidly passing away ;

it is taking its proper place among otlier pur-

suits, and the greatest intellects of the nation are

turning their attention to its interests.

Already has a National Agricultural Society

been formed ; smaller societies are springing up
on every han<l, and agricultural papers are start-

ing in every Slate ; men of talent, disgusted with

the turmoils and intrigues of public occupations,

are engaging in this and giving it the aid of their

enlightened observations.

We believe the day is not far distant when
agricultural schools will be permanently eslab

lished, and when ttie varied toils of the husband-
man will be greatly ameliorated, become more
[irofitahle, and reduced to a regular system.

Agriculture affords an ample field for experi-

ment and oliservation worthy the attention of

the highest order of talent. The same prepara-

tory education given to the farmer that the law-

yer or divine enjoys, would enable him to pro-

duce results in his vocation equal in value.

What, say you, cive the farmer a liberal edu-

cation ? Certainly, and why not? Oh, but it is

impracticable. liiipracticable is it? and why
more so than in giving it to a son designed for

a profession ; in incurring an equal amount of

expense during his professional studies, and fi-

nally in sU|.porting him afterwards through long

years of idleness ?

Unnecessary then ; is it unnecessary ? Let us

examine this objection. The fiiriner has differ-

ent_ kinds of soil requiring diflTerent kinds of

treatment. Geology teaches him the differeiici:

between primary and secondary fbrniatioiis

:

Chemistry their" constituent princi|)les. His

whole farm is a chemical laboratory, in which
chemical combinations and decompositions are

taking place, some of which enrich, others im-

poverish its siirfiice. How important it is for

him to know this, and to possess such knowledge
as to prevent the one and promote the other!

Will not Natural Philosophy facilitate his at-

tempt at improvement? will it not teach him to

dig his ditches in his lowlands on iheir outer

borders, so as to cut off the cold springs which
flow in from the surrounding highlands and kill

out the more valuable grasses, in ])reference to

digging his ditches directly through their cen-

tres, according to ancient usage ? Will it not

aid him in the constrnclion of his buildings, his

yards, his water-works and his implements of

husbandry? Will not Botany afford him valua

ble aid by instructing him in the physiology of
plants, their pro]>er nutriment, and the soils to

which they are best adapted ? The whole circle

of the arts and sciences afford valuable aids and
help to the agriculturist.

To the yomig farmer we would say, discard

the idea that because you have chosen agricul-

ture as an occupation, education is unnecessary.
It is necessary ; it is a duty you owe to yourself
and o your ( iuntry to obtain it. In your hands,
as a class, rest the destinies of this nation ; in

the hour of her tribulation, in the moment of
her danger, whether from the attack of foes

without, or the corrupt and treasonable intrigues

of faction within, it is lo your hands of iron and
hearts of steel she will look for succor. Re-
member that " knowledge is power;" obtain it

;

allow no man to do your thinking ; allow no man
to prescribe your rule of conduct when you may
be capable of discerning it yourself. To be
truly independent you must be intelligent ; the
ignorant are always the tools of the designing,

however honest their purposes. Removed by
occupation from the corruptitig influences of one
extreme of social life, and comparatively inde-

pendent of cabals, you will be enabled to judge
more impartially, and act more correctly in po-

litical affairs than those engaged in other em-
ployments, and congregated together amid the

deiise population of large towns and cities. But,

gentlemen, I must draw to a close.

New England is the birthplace of J\/'ahire's

noblemen. The enterprise, energy and genius

of her sons are everywhere present: in track-

less seas and distant oceans, in remote nations

and in strange countries her commerce every

where penetrates. The benighted Pagan re-

ceives at her hand the words of instruction nnd
life ; she raises her voice against the desolations

of intemperance, and surrounding nations Uike

the alarm ; she applies the correction—they fol-

low her examjde. She proclaims and vindicates

the rights of man to listening millions. At the

south, in the regions of the fiu- west, her sons

like so many stars in the firmament are dispen-

sing the ray's of light anil truth to a varied popu-

lation. The stern and rigid morals—the uncon-

quered and unconquerable spirit of liberty of

the pilgrim.? descend to the children : wherever

they go, wherever they settle, they infuse and
propagate their same traits and feelings around

them.
New England is a jewel—yes, a mother of

jewels ! Her gems dot the whole surface of our

beloved country, sparkling throughout her great

and increasing" population and assimilate them
to the principles which constitute her own great

character. New England, the home of industry

and enlerprisp, "the land of good morals and
steady luiliits," a light of hope to the oppressed
—a polar star to the wandering— "a hand wri-

ting on the wall" lo tyrants—the mother of sons
as mighty and free as the wild waves that breaU
upon her shores. New England, God bless her;

iriiiy slio hold on jn her onward course until ihe

sceptres of all tyrants shall he broken— until the

oppressed shall go free, until mankind shall he

reclaimed from Ihe tliraldoin of vice and the

rays of truth and knowledge shall burst upon a
darkened world.

American Institute Premium Reports.

We subjoin some extracts I'loiii the manuscript
reports of the American Institute of New York,
on the exhibitions of products of Aineiican art,

li-oiii stateineiits ofTercil at their Annual Fair,

October, 1841.—./?m. .iirricutiurist.

Silk.—"It is a subject of regret that among
ihe large nniiiber of silk growers who aic now
producing the raw material in considerable quan-

tities, the competitors should be so few in num-
ber. They, however, take great pleasure iu

statins that some very handsome and interesting

specimens have been exhibited at the [iresent

fair, and indulge u hope that ihe number may
be greatly increased iu time lo come, for there

is no doubt hut a nnich larger assortment could

easily have been sent to the Fair from the differ-

ent sections of our country where attention has

been devoted to the producing the raw material

and manufacturing it into sewings, hosiery,

shawls, handkerchiefs, dress patterns, ve.stings,

velvets, &c. &c. which your commitlee is in-

formed is now done to considerable extent in the

United States. The silk business seems to have

obtained a footing here. It is satisfactorily ascer-

tained that it can be conducted so as to afford

females and children, who from their situation

are incapable of performing hard -labor, an easy,

|)leasant, and profitable employment.
One of Ihe specimens offered for exhibition

has afflirded great satisfaction. It was produced
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bv two ladies, who, at an actual expense of .9100

15, have the imst season produced a crop «oitl

nearly $500, beside the state bounty, (50 cts. per
lb ) which, it is understood, is anfficient to pay
all the expenses of production, besides the inter-

est on the investment of $1000 for land, trees

and cocoonery. Some other fine specimens
were also exhibited."

" The Steam Excavator," originally invented
by Wm. S. Otis, for the purpose of excavating
earth for canals, roads, &lc. received the following
high commendation from the intelligent commit-
tee a[ipointed to report upon it.

" It is calculated to do the work of 1.50 men.
Allowing for stoppages, &c. one minute is suffi-

cient to load a car containing li cubic yards.
This would give ;»00 cubic yards per day of ten
hoins.

"The interest on the cost, wear and tear, la-

bor, &c. is $13 50 per day, which if we call $20
per day, gives us the labor of 150 men for less

than 14 cents per day each. The steam engine
by which it is moved is 14 horse power, and is

easily managed by two men. It works well in

clay, sand, gravel, and all soils. Being jilaced

upon a car, its position is easily changed, and
advances or recedes in the manner of a locomo-
tive as the case may require."

"Sixteen acres of cabbages, planted on the
farm of Lambert Wyckoff bv Peter Walsh, in

Bushwick, Kinsrs Co., produced 61,120 heads,
which sold for .S2,434 77.

"The sod was turned over in tlie fall, and
cro.ss-ploughed in the spring. Fifty cart loads
of street manure from New York city was put
on an acre, at a cosi, delivered on the farm, of 40
cents pen load, and the whole cost of cultivation

$10 per acre."

"Cultivated Cranberries were exhibited by S.

Bates, Billinghaiii, Norfolk Co. Mass. grown on
his own land. He states that ' low meadow land
is best for them, prepared in the first instance in

the same manner as for grain. The wild cran-
berry is transplanted into this in rows 20 inches
apart. At first they require a slight hoeing, af-

tcirwards they spread and cover the field, produ-
cing crops annually thereafter without (in-ther

cidture. In this condition tliey produce (nuch
larger and finer fruit tlian in their wild slate, the

yield being from 200 to .300 bushels per acre,

worth on an average in the Boston market at

least one dollar per bushel.' A damp soil, or
when wet predominated, has generally been con-
sidered necessary, but Mr. Bates thinks this not
essential to their successful cull^vation ; any soil,

unless when inclined to bake, vvdl answer. Ear-
ly in the spring is the best time for Irnnsplanting."

From the N. Y. American Agriculturist.

Geology applied to Ag;riculture.

Among the subjects claiming the attention of
farmers, after an intimate knowledge of the di-

rect process of planting and securing their crops,

and the proper application of the ordinary ma-
nures, and the raising and matining of their firm
stork, we would place a general and finiiliar

knowledge of Geology. And the reason of it is

perfectly obvious. In its general character 4t
embraces, not only the solid structure of our
globe, its vast and almost illimitable ranges of

rocks, the sterile mountains and barren deserts,
but it comes home to every farmer's own business.
Every portion of the soil he cultivates, the male-
rials of his manures, and all the constituent por-
tions of his vegetable products—yes, and of his
animals also, in other condiinatiniis, are the legit-

imate subject of the Geologist. .\ knowledge of
these materials, and their coml)ination.i, their e.x-

istence in the various soils that may be subject to

his cultivation, the character of "tlie stinmlants
and nianm-es, (other than animal and vegetable,)
Buch as lime, peat, marl,gypsuin, &r. necessary to
enable bim to afford tbegreatest crops ; all these
are not merely instructing the man of science,
but are directly and highly beneficial to the prac-
tical husbandman.

In the fintherance of a ta.ste for geological in-
formation and the means of affording it, to sav
nothing of the great and important discoveries of
mines and quarries and salt springs ; and beds
of gypsmn, marl, peat, and coal ; we conceive the
State Geological SiU'Veys have done more for

the benefit of the farming interest, than the ex-

penditure of the same amount of money in any
other way whatevei-. In corroboration of the

practical bearing of this subject, we subjoin some
observations from one who is high in authority

in this department of science.

Extractfrom Professor Joknson^s lecture on Geology
as applied to Agriculture.
" From the detritus of certain rocks, we find

clay, lime, and sand mixed, consstituting a soi

best fitted for growing crops. The soil performs
various functions in regard to vegetation, one
very important one to which I will allude. If

you burn a tree, a certain portion ofashes is ob-
tained, or take any vegetable matter whatever
and burn it, a certain quantity of ash soda, and
silicious matter. These substances are all de-
rived from the soil. Now, observe if a plant

contains lime, it cannot grow upon sand ; if pot-

ash, it cannot grow upon lime; thus a fertile soil

must contain soda and potash, and, among other
important substances, also phosphate of lime.

Geology tells us in what rocks the soda, and pot-

ash, and phosphate of lime exist ; and it tells us
what we are to add in any case, or which of all

these ingredients are requisite to form a soil.

In the common farm yard manure you add all

the ingredients required, potash, soda, and lime.

.^11 the vegetable substances contain a certain

quantity of phosphate of lime: now, all animals
fed upon grass, and their bones contain a cer-

tain quantity of phosphate of lime, and this must
be derived from the soil. Geologists have found
animals of a former age embedded in the solid

rock. Bones have been found in large quantities;

and if you suppose one clay rock contained a large

quantity of the bones of these animals, you are
bled to conclude that the earth of hones will

not be wanting in the soil that is formed from it.

Without them, animals can neither bo nourish-

ed nor grow. And here we have reason shown
why some soils that are appaVently as good as
others, should not be capable of producing good
herbage equally capable of fattening cattle,' and
increasing their size, with rocks, which among
other substances, contain the phosphate in suffi-

cient abundance. In some remote period of
time all rocks that occur in masses have been
melted and thrown up in their present state;

they are in fact lava, and their capability of being
Ited. arises chiefly li-om their containing pot-

ash and soda. Certain plants cannot erow with-
out potash and soda ; and hence it is that the soils

formed by the crumbling down of these rocks,
ire more fertile than others. The watt;r trick-

ing down, carries the soda and potash alotig with
it, and thus enables soils to sustain vegetallon,
which it otherwise would not have been able to

Certain sand stones, the red, fi)r instance,
are full of the particles of these un.straf'died rock.

Great layers of shining little particles are discov-

ered, which arc known by the name of mien,

bich renders it susceptible of very rem.Trk.ihle

applications In soiiio c.ises ii ncciirs in the fcnni

of a rock in tlnn Immts, and when this mass is

taken out and exposed to the air, it crumbles in-

fo fine powder, and is full of these particles.

—

Chemists have shewn this mica contains a cpn-
siderable quantity of potash, and when applied
to grass lands, it forms a most important top dres-

, increasing the growth of the cras.s. In

Zealand and Sweden, the beech trie prows
luxuriantly, and this is attributed to the mica in

the soil. The most natural application to land is

the farm yard manure, but when this cannot be
obtained, some other manure must be had re-

course to. In some regions destitute of lime and
reqifu'ing manure, where there is nothing hut

slate, granite, and some magnesia rocks available,

I have recommended crushing the granite to a
powder and applying it in a finely comminuted
state as a top dressing, believing it will prove a

beneficial application, as containing so 'many of
these substances which the land requires before

it can grow vegetables."

The constituent principles of these intractable,

and so far as vegetation is concerned, apparently
useless appendages to a soil, the rocks that sur-

round, and loose stones that sometimes abound
in it. have been found on analysis by chemists,

to afl^ord several ofthe constituent principles of^

vegetation, without which, they can live but a

short time, and can never afford the fiill and ma-
tured fruits which are the objectsof their cultiva-

tion, The whole mass of sojl.o, and the loose

earth, and drifting sands, that constitute so large
a portion ofthe surface of our globe, is very |irop-

erly supposed by geologists to have once constitu-
ted solid rock, but which the various causes here-
tofore and now operating, have coverted into their

present condition. But of these changes it is

not our pm-pose now to speak,our intention being
simply to reiterate and further illustrate the fact

above stated by Prof Johnson, that many of them
abound in those principles, essential to the fer-

tility of soils. It is found for instance, that the
mica above mentioned, which is an important
fossil from its very extensive distribution as an
ingredient in granite, mica slate, and other ag-
gregate rocks, consists ofsilex, 48-3; alumina,36,8;
oxide ofiron, 4-5; potash 9-2; fluoric acid, 1-8. Here
we have nearly one-tenth ofthe entire mass pure
potash, one ofthe most stimulating and valuable
manures, and of the silex and almnina nearly one
half is pure oxygen, a large and es.sential ingre-
dient of every vegetable. This, however, is yiel-

ded up only under peculiar circuitistaiices.

Finite, considerably dift'used, is nearly identical

with mica, wanting only its fluoric acid.

Felspar, another fossil extensively perva-
ding the globe, being next to quartz and oxide
of iron, the most abundant of minerals, and con-
stituting a large portion of Granite, is composed
of silex, 6(3 ; alumina, 17

;
potash, 12; with the

addition of a little lime and iron.

Some varieties ofclay slate or argillaceous slate

afford potash, and nearly all the clays afford some

Jade of Nepheitic stone contains about eight

per cent of potash.
Elaoliie or Fettstein has siiiecn or eighteen per

cent ofpotash.
Lazulite or Lapis Lauzi, the beautiful azure

stone used for Mosaic work, the powder of which
aflRjrds the paint known as ultramafine, exceed-
ing all other pigments in beauty and durability,

according to one analy.sis, affords carbonate of
lime, (connnon limestone,) and sulphate of lime,

(Plaster of Paris.)

Ilaune, another beautiful mineral of a sky blue
color, affords fifteen percent of potash.

Leucite afforrls twenty-one per cent of potash.

Sod.i, .so essential to productive soils, exists in

many ofthe minerals.

The almost universal dissemination of com-
mon limestone, and the extensive, though less

generally diffused sulphate of lime, or gypsum, is

well known, which, by their almost impercepti-
ble decomposition, aflfbrd stimulus and nutrition
to the growing vegetation.

'

Thus it will bo seen that Geology, but a few
years since considered as an ab.struse science, or
at liMst as in no degree connected with agricui-

tine, is by subsequent developements, shown to

have a direct and intimate connection with it.

The experience of every farmer, shows him the
great benefit derived from the apjilicnlion of
ashes as a manure ; and these are hut the earthy

/wiY.? of the plants which hnve been derived in

the last instance from the soils, but remotely from
the rocks. They are princijiles as es.sential to

the sustenance of plants, and constituting as
necessary portions ofthem, as the carbon, o.vygen
and hydrogen, which furnishes the nutrition lo

animal.H consuming them. Thus, Prof. Johnson,
in his Chemical Agriculture, has shown that the
ashes of the fi)llowing articles, after being dried
at a temperature of 2.30 Fahrenheit, being a heat

e that of boiling water, constituted of oats,

4 per cent ; clover .seed, 3 ;
peas, 3; wheat, 2i ;

potatoes, 1.5 ; hay, 10 percent.
The above are some of the fiicts es.sential to

the scientific farmer, which under certain cir-

cumstances may have an important bearing on
his practical operations.

Illuminatio.n in the West.— Already, from
the aid chemistry has afforded to agriculture,

has the West begun to turn their productions in-

to new and more profitable forms than have been
'leretofore given them. Tallow and lard are |

ubjected to a great pressure, by which the fat is ;

separated into two principles, one a pure oil litpiid

at all times and equal to " winter strained ;"and
another, a compact firm matter, analogous to,

and said to be equal to, spermaceti. Oil is also
urnisbed of the finest quality from corn ; and
from castor oil, abundantly produced there, " the
best s[ierm candles" are "mannfactured.
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Work for the lUontii.

Repairing ami puttinj,' in complete order every
fence on the farm, and particularly rond and di-

vision fences, is one of the tirst and most essen-
tial of spring labors. Good fences prevent eruc-
tations of bile among neighbors, contribute much
to the good appearance of the farm, prevent the
destruction of crops, and check in the bud that

disposition to live at Iari,'e which exists in most
animals. Our winter winds make sad work with
our worn, unslaked fences ; and too frequently
the rails blown oft", Jie the whole year buried in

grass or weeds, decaying thrice as fast as they
would if occupying their proper places on the
fence.

It will prove injtn-ious to a soil to plough it.when
so wet as to smooth over and render compact
the service moved by the implement, as it dries
into a kind of unburnt brick, fatal to all hopes of
a good crop until again [julverized by frost. Clay
soils, and those unrlrained, are most apt to suffer

from this cause, which locks up all manures, and
renders the part consolidated impervious to all

atmospheric agency. Loamy or sandy soils may
be ploughed without danger of being rendered
compact ; and there are a few soils so constituted,

that though they may exhibit a smoothed surface
on ploughing,they become friable and tall to pieces
as soon as wet after drying. Such soils belong
to the class called marly. One imijroper plough-
ing on compact clay soils, undrained, will render
uarless all cultivation for the season.
Manures may now be drawn upon the fields

for the crops to which they should be given.
These should be corn, potatoes, and other roots,

all of which will bear high manining; while if

the manure is applied to the grains directly, tin

product is very apt to be more straw than berry

There is scarcely any one thing in which farmers
are more deficient than in the management of
manures. Mr. Haggerston, the manager of IMr.

Cushing's farm, ne7ir Boston, finds by experience
that a compost made of two-thirds swamp muck
and one-third stable manure, fermented together,
makes a manure as valuable, and produces as
good crops of hay, grain, and roots, as if stable

mamn-e alone was used
;
yet how few there an

who ever used a load of muck to enrich thei

lands, when perhaps they have thousands of load

on llieir premises. Stable or barn-yard manures
when put unfcrmented upon land, should be cov

ered, that the earth in;iy absorb the fertilizing

gases evolved during the process of decomj
tion. If they are made into compost with muck
or vegetable earth, and decompoised in that slate,

they will be sufHciently incorporated if spread on
the surface and mixed with stich earth with the

harrow. Compost manures are the most proper
for top dressing and renovating pastures or mead-
ows, where ploughing cannot be well adopted; but

its application should be accompanied with fresh

seeding, and a thorough harrowing.

If the ghosts of starved-to-dcath animals were
permitted to hunt the men who have so cruelly

used them, we have some men in our mind's eye
who would have little quiet sleep about these days.

Domestic animals were not given to men to be

maltreated and starved ; and no man has a right

to undertake to keep more than he can supply
am|)ly with food. Accident or disease may, how-
ever, cause the occasional loss of an animal ; and
when such is the case, don't draw it out into the

field to invite the dogs and crows, or leave it by

the roadside to offend the olfactories of the travel-

er ; but take it to your field and throw on a few
bushels of lime, and cover the whole with earth.

Decomposition will take place with little or no
offensive exhalation, and the mass used as man-
ure will rival the most powerful. There is not a

more diagreeable siglit to a good farmer, or one
more indicative of an unthrifty one, than to see

the apple trees around the barn decorated with

dead lambs, or the adjoining meadow strewed

with the defunct carcases of older sheep. If an
animal is weak or sick, save it if you can ; but if

it dies, bury it where it will still profit you.

We hope all our readers will remember the

advice that has been given in the Cultivator to

farmers, not to sell their ashes, and act upon it.

There is scarcely any kind of soil on which ashes

do not produce a decided benefit ; and for the

grasses which require so much silicate of potash

to the formation of their stems, some alkali is in-

dispensable. Mr. Putnam, of Mass., has lately

on ihe publican account of some expfriuieuis.

de by him to test the comparative value of
ashes and lime in making compost.

Don't allow your boys, or your neighbors' boys,

any biped who calls himself a man, to be

strolling about your fields and orchards with a

gun, popping away at the beautiful little birds

that are such effectual aids in extirpating or

checking the progress of the whole race of mil-

lers, worms, bug.s, grubs, &c., that commit such
depredations on the farmer. If you allow this

vile slaughter of birds, do not be surprised ifyour
ajiple trees are stripfied by the canker worm,
your apjtles destroyed by the larvte of the codling

moth, your plinns by the curculio, your cabbages
by the black grid), and your peas by the pea grub.

These little birds are the farmer's best friends.

True, they occasionally take as a reward for their

l.ibor some of the fruit or seeds they have been
so active in preserving; but this is no more than

equal and exact justice. The person who could

dispense with the early carol of the song spar-

row, the merry song of the bobalink, or the sweet
notes of the brown thrush, may possibly be an

honest man, but he has no car for the fine melo-

dies of nature ;
" he has no music in his soul."

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Mr. Ewtor :—Many farmers are in the habit

of considering straw, poor hay, and the refuse or
orts of corn buts and stalks as helping much in

making manure; hence they throw them into

their barn-yards, for the cattle to [lick over and
tread under foot. The following extract from
Count Chaptal's "Chemistry applied to Agricul-
ture," will give his views upon the value of such
substances for manures:

" According to the experiments of Davy, the
straw of bailey contains only two per cent, of
substance soluble in water, aiid having a sligh

resemblance to mucilage; the remainder con
sists entirely of fibre, wiiicli can be decomposed
only after a long time, and under circumstances
calculated to facilitate the operation.

"I do not believe that there is in the whole
vegetable kingdom an aliment affording so little

nutriment, either for plants or animals, as the
dry straw of grain ; serving only to fill the sto-

machs of the latter, and furnishing to the former
but about one hundredth part of its weight of
soluble manure.

" Weeds, leaves of trees, and all the succulent
plants which grow so abundantly in ditches

waste lands, under hedges, and by the road side,

if cut or pulled when in flower, and slightly fer-

mented, flirnish from twenty to twenty -five times
more manure than straw "does. These pi;

carefully collected, fiirnish to the agriculturist an
immense resource for enriching his lands. Be-

sides the advantage arising from Ihe manure
f'urnished by these plants, the agriculturist will

find his account in preventing the dissemimi
of their seeds, which, by projiagating in the

fields, deprive the crops of the nourishment t

'

the soil. The turf, that borders fields and higl

ways, may be made to answer the same purpose
by cutting it up with all the roots and the earth

adhering to them, rotting the whole in a heap,

and afterwards carrying the mass upon the fields,

or what is still better, by burning it, and dress

ing the land with the products of the combus
tion.

" If straw did not serve as beds for animals,
•iiid did not contribute, at the same time, to their

health and cleanliness, it woiilrl be better to cut

the ears of corn and leave the stalk in the field,

since they sei've only as absorbents of the tr

manures."
If farmers in New England would set tin

boys to bringing leaves from the roads and by

the sides of their fences, they would get as good
beds for their stock as they have in their stra

and refiise hay, and would make much better

and more manure. It may be done in the fall,

after harvesting, at a very little trouble and ex-

pense. Make a light i-,\ck with stakes close to-

gether, and weave in poles in a sort of wi

work, put this upon v.agon wheels, and a boy or

two, and a horse, would get up several loadi

a day, where leaves are not at a great distance
from home. Let every farmer try it. P.

Fulfil your Aqreemest.—Be particular in

fulfilling your agreements at the appointed time.
If you promise to be at a certain place at an ap-

pointed hour, be there. Let nothing but death
ent you. iS^evcr keep a friend wailing a sin-

gle moment after the time elapses at which you
agieed to see him. If you have obligated your-
self to perform particular things, remember you
can ne\er honorably be released from that obli-

gation. Should it put you to much inconveni-
ence, remember your plighted word, and never,

ler break it. ' The heaviest feller that ever
ighed down the limbs of a captive, is as the
b of a gossamer, compared with the pledge of

a man of honor. The wall of stone, and the bar
of iron may be broken, but the plighted word
never." Remember this sentiment ; engrave it

on your heart, and resolve that your word shall

not be broken.

From the F.irmer and Crardner.

Soil aud liocatiou for Planting Trees.
I apprehend that many persons who purchase

trees, are not acquainted with the soil and lo-

cation, naturally the best adapted to each partic-

ular species of trees or shrubs, and sometimes, it

has happened that for want of this knowledge,
trees that I have carefully cultivated for years, on
being ordered, which were carefully dug and
packed, have died because not planted in a soil

suited to their nature.

I therefore i)ropose to state what in my hum-
ble opinion, would be useful to some of iny cus-
tomers on the above subject.

To enable us to form a correct judgment on
such subjecLs, we ought to study nature's works;
some .sorts of trees (but it is the fewest num-
ber) thrive best on a stiflfwhile clay, many others
on upland, mellow loam, and other trees and
shrubs will hardly grow at all, unless on wet or
moist land, and some grow best on saiyly land.

An hour's ride through our woods, by a person
ofcommon observation, will at once convince
him ofthe way nature works ; the White Oak
abounds in stiff white clay, the Walnut, Po|>lar,

Hickory, Dogwood and Yellow Locust are found
flourishing on the upland mellow loam—but on
all wet ground or damp situations, we find the

Maple, Magnolia, Willow, Black Alder, Birch,
Winterberry, &c., not because those trees are
planted where they are found, the winged seed
of some of them are carried by the wind a long
distance, but they will not grow unless they light

on the sort of soil congenial to their growth,
which to me is very instructive, showing the ne-
cessity of planting each sort of tree on ground
suited to its nature as near as we can ; liowever,
there are very many species of trees not so par-
ticular, but giound may be imiJroved to suit them.
The greatest number of trees grow best on a
deep, open, fre^nellow loam, which is the best
for most of frulPtrees—our climate (Virginia) is

rather warm for the Pear and Gooseberry. To
obviate the blight of ihe first and the smut ofthe
last, select the coolest soil and exposure, made
rich, particularly for the last—and it has been
highly recommended, and I think with good rea-
.son, to cover the ground aroinid those trees and
shrubs to protect tliem from the summer's
dioiight and beat, with stone, rotten wood or
hoard.

The European Cherry does best on high gran-
ite laud, hut not so well on lime stone or low
bottom land. The Peach will thrive on all sorts

ofland (except a stiff white clay, or swamp,) if

high'and wavey, hut delights in a rich saiuly

loam. But plant the Willow, Maple, Magnolia,
and such trees in damp sitiKiiions, or where the

ruin or other water can be led to their roots oc-
casionally.

ROBERT SINCLAIR, Sen.

For the Far

This I <e which of late has [iroved so dc-
iuit tiees throughout New England,

is one which admits of an early remedy, provi-
ded it he taken in time. Its ravages, however,
have already been so extensive and fatal that
there are, comparatively, but few trees left. Of
the plum and cherry tribes we may say that they
have already nearly disappeared, and the day is

oJ)viously not far" distant, when, unless some
speedy and efVectual reme.ly be devised, these
valuable fruits will cease to be longer known.

It is curious to peruse the various hypotheses
by which farmers and physiologists have endea-
vored to account for the origin or cause of this

disease.
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By some the wad U attiibiited to u noxious

and venificial jiriiiciple in the soil, which deterio-

rates the vital fluid, and corrodes the sap vessels

in passing throiigli the tree ;—by others to a re-

dundance of nourishment which distends the

cutaneous vessels, and the irruption of which

operates astlie cause of the disease in question

by extravasation of the sap, and the formation of

fungi or ivarls upon the limbs.

Tlie most philosophical solution, however, it

must be admitted, is that which attributes the

tvart to the labors of an insect, or fly, which iit-

tacks the tender cuticule of tlie tree, and perfo-

rates it In order- to (intl a nidus for its eggs and

young. This position is corroborated by the

fact, now generally well ascertained, that in all

these warts orfunp;nu3 excrescences there are eggs

which produce maggots, and also by the gene-

rally well known fact that the amputation of dis-

eased lirnbs, if timely adopted, is certain to effect

a cure.

The Hon. Rufus M'Intire. oflhis State, recom-

mends this practice as iiifdlihle, if adopted be-

fore the disease is too far advanced. His views

upon this subject are predicated upon well known
physiological principles, and well worthy the

attention of every one who is anxious to secure

his trees from the evil to which we allude.

H. D. WHITE.
Windham, Mc. April 7, 1843.

From the American Farmer.

Calture of the Sugar Beet and Mangel Wurt-
zel.

As the culture of both these varieties of beets

is precisely the same, we shall treat both under
one general head. And before we proceed to

lay down our plan of treatment, we will say to

our agricultural brethren, that it they consult

their interest, or give heed to the comfort of

their milch cows, they will at once proceed to

make arrangements for entering into the culture,

though their fir.st experiment may be made upon
hut a single acre. At three [loimds to the acre,

that quantity of ground will produce upwards of

n thousand bushels, and wlren we say that we
have seen beets, of either variety, weighing more
than twenty pounds, we think we cannot be charg-

ed with exaggernlion when we assume three lbs.

as the average uiieht (jf an acreable product.

—

With this hriif iiiinnluction, we shall now pro-

ceed to give such diiections as we believe will

ensure a good crop.

PREPARATION OE THF. GROUNn.

As soon as the ground is sufHciently dry for

the purpose, it should he iilonghcd up with a

strong team and heavy plough, as deep as possi-

ble. The ploughing completet^let the harrow

reduce the clods by being passe"over the ground

lengthwise and cross-wise. The ground thus

prepared should be permitted to remain until

just before it is time for jiutting in the seed,

when manure—well rotted is best—should be

hauled on and evenly spread over the surface,

at the rate of twenty double horse cartloads, say

forty bushels each, "to the acre. As spread, this

manure should be ploughed in about three

inclies deep. .Vs soon as this second ploughing

is finished, the ground sliouhl bo thoroughly
harrowed to render the tilth tine, after which
the roller should be passed over it, when it will

be in a condition for seeding, which operation

should be jjei formed as pooii tliereafter as possi-

ble, as it is all-important to put the seed into a

fi-csh bed.

TIME rOR PLANTING.
For a general crop, from the first of April to

the 20lh of May, is the period when the seed

should be sown, though good sized beets could

be raised, In strong ground, at a much later pe-

riod, say the last of May. We, however, recom-
mend early planting.

OF THE son,.

The soil best adapted to the growth of beets,

is a deep loam, or rich sand moderately dry.

METHOD OF PLANTING.
If you have a drilling machine, (and if you

have not one, we would advise you to get one,)

all you will have to do is to put your seed in it,

and ijfter staking off your ground in rows two feet

apart, to drill in your seed. But if you have no
machine, then get a wide mouth bottle, or tin

horn with the large end stopped, ]int your seed
into one or the other, and after having a drill

made an inch deep, go along the drill with your

bottle, or liorn, in hand, and drop the seed there-

from, about four inches apart, let a hanil follow

the dropper with a rake, and coiVer over the seed

as dropped, reversing the riike and iircssing down
the furrow with its back.

Ill this way, two smart, active hand.s could

put in an acre a day. With a machine four

acres may be put in, in the same time with ease.

The machine makes the furrow, drops the seed,

covers them, and rolls the ground all at the same
time.

PREPARATION OF THE SEED, AND (JUANTITV TO
THE ACRE.

Make a decoction of horse dung, in suflicient

quantity \.o float the seeil ; into this put in the

proportion of four ounces of saltpetre to each
gallon. In this soak the seed from 24 to 48 hours,

when they will be fit for drilling. As you take

them out for that purpose roll them in plaster;

2 lbs. of seed to the acre is about the right quan-
tity, though 1 lb. sowed with great care would
answer.

AFTER CULTURE.
After the beets come up and are three or four

inches high, let careful hands go througli them
and thin them out, so as to stand from eight to

twelve inches apart in the rows. And as the

beets generally come up double, one must be
drawn out, otherwise they are liable to grow
crooked, or lap over each other, and materially

lessen the product. At the time this thinning is

going on, the beets should have the ground stir-

red around them and between the rows, so as to

loosen the earth, and cut up every vestige of
weeds or grass.

If a small cultivator, 18 inches wide, were to

be procured, to run between the rows, it would
lessen the cost of culture wonderfully, as then
the hoes would only have to stir the earth around
and between the roots. The great object in cul-

tivating these root.s, is to keep the grass and
weeds down until the leaves expand sufiicieiitly

to repress their growth. In a woril, keep the

earth loose and clean ; but never hill. If the

cultivator bo passed tliree limes through them,
and the hoers weed between and around the

roots that number of times effectually, the busi-

ness of culture will be found to have been per-

formed.
PULLING THE LEAVES.

Late in the summer, when pastures begin to

decline, and afibrd but little succulent food to the
milch cattle, the leaves of either of these beets
will hefoundto furnish a most e.xccllent resource,
as they may be stripped of all their foliage, except
the crown leaves, without injury to the root, at

least three times between that time and their be-
ing harvested. In stripping their leaves, they
should be pinched off with tlie finger Hndtlinmb.

For the Monthly Visitor.

Are Sheep a Beuelit to the Soil I

Mr. Editor:—The i|uestion at the head of
this article is often discussed, and pretty confi-

dent opinions given pro and con. Without pre-
tending to discuss the matter myself, I will give

two or three fads which go to establish the af-

rirmative, and leave it to the aftention of some
of your correspondents who understand the sub-
ject better.

When 1 was in Lebanon, Me. some three years
since I learned that a young genflenian of sci-

ence, (name forgotten) who had a mind to try

some agricultural experiments, had taken a farm
in town, which had been much reduced by over
tilling. He had put a large flock of sheep upon
it, which, to appearand^ was bringing it up sur-

prisingly. The pastures, especially, were very
much improved. His reasoning was, that a sheep,
by the oil in her wool, and by the manure left,

would dress her size of ground in a night, by
lying upon it.

Another man, who lives not far from the State

House in N. H., is a firm believer in the sheep's

being an improver of the soil. He thinks tliat

they are a benefit to mowing lands, if turned

into them in the fall, by scattering the manure,
so minutely divided, among the grass roots.

Will not some of your wool-growing corres-

pondents give the results of their experience

upon this s-iibject ? BOW.

Gardening. There is not in life a more de-

lightful occupation than gardening. To breathe

the jiiire mild air of spring, to prepare the beds

and borders for vegetables, plants and floweiii

;

to sow the seed and set out the various slips and
cuttings, arranging every thing with order and
taste ; look earnestly tor the first leaf and bud
and flower; to watch their growth, to enjoy their

beauty and fragrance, to show them to one's

friends, to talk about them, to have them admir-
ed, and to know that all is the work of your hands
or directions^this is an enjoyment, scarcely to

be equalled,and accessible, in this country, to all.

Let none then neglect to secure it. We always
thought it evidence of a good wife, to see her of-

ten in the garden and fond of inspecting and at-

tending to its proper cultivation and manage-
ment. Depend upon it she is a bles.sing to her

husband and fiimily. We would advise our
young friend.s, who want to marry, and they are,

in truth, a goodly number, to avoid those young
ladies who seem to have an aversion to the primi-

tive, useful and beautiful art of gardening. We
never knew a lady or gentleman, who was ex-

tremely fond of flowers and shrubbery, who had
not a warm heart and generous disposition.

Mississippi Giuirdian.

Trees and Shrubs
Considered toith reference to their Importance trt the

Economy of J^'ature and to Man.
From a forthcomin'' work on the " Trees of America,"

bv D. .1. Browne, C. E.

Few objects can be more innocently pleasing

anil of more importance in the economy of na-

ture, and to man, than the various vegetable

productions of the earth. The large proportion

wliich its surface bears to its herbage, and the

immense extent of the forests in comparison
with that of meadows, pastures, prairies or plains,

seem to indicate that trees and shrubs act an

important part in the economy of our globe. In

countries uninhabited by man, the influence of

forests must he on the climate, on the soil, and
on the number of wild animals, and herbaceous

vegetables. In civilized countries, to those influ-

ences must be added tlie relation in which they

btand to man.
It appears highly probable that the greater

part of the surface of our globe has been, at

one time, covered with wood ; because, among
other reason.s, coal is found in nearly all coun-
tries in both hemispheres, from the equator to

the poles ; at all events, it is certain that this has
been the case with the greater part of the tem-
perate regions of the globe at no very distant

period. The wholo of the American contiuent

was, until lately, almost entirely covered with
trees and shrubs, and presented few naked sur-

faces, except those of the prairies, alluvial de-
posits on the banks of its larger rivers, and oil

the tops of the highest mountains; and what
was so recently the condition of America must,
we may reasonably suppose, have once, at least,

been that of every other part of the world.
Tlie influence which a predominance of forest

must have in a country uninhabited by man must
have extended to the animal.s, the herbaceoua
vegetables, the soil, the waters, and the climate.

To wild animals of every kind, especially to

those of the more ferocious tribes, forests have,

in all countries, furnished shelter, and, in a great

measure, food—birds, insects and reptiles are

more common inhabitants. Herbaceous plants

are, for the most part, destroyed by dense for-

ests ; but some kinds are encouraged by the

thickness of the shade, and the moist heat which
prevails among the trunks and the branches of
the trees. But the great influence of forest

scenery in a wild state is on the .soil ; and, in

this jjoint of view, natural forests may be regard-
ed as a provision of nature for preparing the

surface of ihe earth for the cultivation of the

chief productions which constitute the food of
man, and of domestic animals. It would be in-

teresting to show how the soil is furnished with
that organized matter, so essential to the growth
of perfect plants, by the decay of leaves, and ul-

timately, by the decay of trunks and branches.
The waters of a country, the rivers and lakes,

are invariably affected by the state of the woods
of that country. These woods, and their mossy
beds, must, in all cases, act more or less as a
sponge in retaining the water which falls on
them ; and water must thus be supplied more
gradually to the rivers, in countries covered with
wood, than in those which are cleared, and reg-

ularly drained. A striking instance, illustrative
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of the above facts, occuired in the valley of Aru-

giia, in the Itepubllc of Venezuela. Oviedo, who
towards the end of the fifteenth century, so of-

ten traverged this valley, positively affirms that

New Valencia was founded in 1555, at the dis-

tance of half a league from the lake of Tacari-

gua. The same place was visited by Humboldt
in 1800, and it was found that the town was sit-

uated tiiore than three miles distant from its

banks. In the mean time, new islands appeareil

in the lake, and the space which had been ex-

l)osed by the retreat of the waters, was trans-

formed into the most fertile fields, where the

cultivation of indigo, sugar, cotton and cocoa

had been carried to a great extent. In the year

1800, the valley of Aragua maintained a popida-

tion as dense as the most populous j)Ortions of

France. The cheering prosperity which existed

in the numerous villages, teeming with an indus-

trious yeomanry, could not be witnessed without

the greatest satisfaction, .\fter a lapse of twen-
ty-two years, this coimtry was again visited, and
it was remarked by the inhabitants for many
years, that, not only the waters of the lake had
ceased to subside, but, on the contrary, that they

were rapidly rising.

Within the period which had intervened, im-

portant political transactions had occurred.^
Venezuela now no longer belonged to Spain.

The smiling valley of Aragua had been the

arena of the most bloody contests, and war and
death had desolated those happy scenes, anil

greatly reduced the population. On the first

cry of independence, a number of slaves obtain-

ed their liberty by fighting under the standard

of the new republic. Its wide-spreading culti-

vation was neglected ; the forest trees, so luxu-

riant within the tropics, had again, in a great

measure, usurped dominion over that region,

which its inhabitants, after a centm-y of constant

and painful labor, had reclaimed. During the

growing prosperity of the valley of Aragua,
the numerous streams which fed the lake, had
been arrested and employed in innumerable irri-

gations, and their beds were found dry for more
than six months in a year. At the last epoch to

which we have alluded, 1832, the streams being

no longer so diverted, flowed without interrup-

tion. Thus, then, the progress and continuance

of agricultural industry in the valley of Aragua,

when the process of clearing was carried farther

and farther, and when cultivatiou in every varie-

ty was advancing, the level of the water gjadu-

ally subsided. More lately, on the contrary, din--

inff a period of misfortune, when the clearing

was no longer continued, and the cultivated lands

liave fallen back into their primitive wildness,

the waters having ci?ased to fill, and are now
very speedily assuming a rising movement.

The same facts are corroborated by numerous
other instances. " In laying low the forests,"

says Humboldt, "which cover the tops and the

flanks of the moimtains, mankind, in all climates

are, at one and the same time, entailing two

great calamities upon succeeding generations—

a

scarcity both of wood and of water." The truth

of this remark we find verified by examining the

history of all the civilized countries of the globe.

The influence of forest scenery in increasing the

moisture of the atmosphere, and in preventing

n climate troni being so hot in summer, and so

cold in winter, as it would otherwise be, is well

understood, and need only be mentioned.

The utility of studying the influence of trees

in an uncultivated country is to afford usefid

hints with reference to the planting or thinning

of them in countries which are civilized. That
which is applicalile on a granil scale, where for-

ests cover many thousan<f acres, must operate

more or less in the same manner where they ex-

tend oidy to a few acres; and, consequently, this

influence must he kept in view in the ibrmation

of plantations both usefid and ornamental. If

forests, in their primitive state, supply food to

birds and insects, or aftbrd shelter to larger ani-

mals or reptiles, in a civilized country birds and

insects, larger animals and reptiles, may be ex-

l)ecte<l to abound more or less wherever there

are trees and shrubs to supply them with food

and shelter. ,HencQ the advantage of knowing

what trees and shrubs are obnoxious to particular

insects, and what insects attack trees and shrubs

generally. The total destruction of herbaceous

plants in dense forests enables us to know, that,

where we wish the grass or other herhuge nude

trees to thrive, we must plant or leave the trees

thinly ; and the influence fiom the decay of

leaves, branches, and trees, in adding to the soil

teaches us how barren soil may be improved by

trees; and this natur,al effect has been imitated

by trenching down entire plantations of Scotch
pine, grown on extremely poor soils, in some
parts of Scotland. Undrained woods ai-e known
to retain the water which falls on them much
longer ttiaii open groves or plains ; and as in-

creased exhalation and evaporation must be going
on from such woods during the period of reten-

tion, an increased moisture must be thus produc-

ed ill the atmosphere, and the circumstance may
demand consideration in planting extensive shrub-
beries near dwellings; and, more especially, in

planting such as are intended, by frequent (jig-

ging, always to present a surface of naked loose

soil. The influence of trees in modifying both

the temperature and moisture of the atmosphere
in civilizeil countries and in artificial scenery, is

generally known ; and this knowledge sliould

not be lost sight of in the disposition of trees

and shrubs about houses, more especially in low
situations. There is gieat reason to believe that

many residences in this country and particularly

in England, naturally healthy, are rendered uu-

heallhy by the superabundance of trees and
shrubbery, and by the quantity of loosened earth

in their immediate vicinities. The insects which
often infest the rooms of our houses, are also

very much increased by the proximity of wood.
From trees and shrubs in a wild state wo can

only truly learn their primitive natures ; because

plants, like animals, begin to change their hab-

its as soon as they are taken into cultivation.

—

The fiict that this change takes place ought to

be borne in mind, when we wish to improve a

tree by placing it in a difterent soil or situation

iVom that in which it is found in its natural state.

There are certain soils and situations, however,

in which plants are found in a wild state, that

can hardly bB improved by art ; these are peat

bogs or swamps, such as are found in many
parts of our country, and Alpine situations.

So various and so important are the uses of

trees and shrubs to man that to say nnich on the

subject here would go beyond our circumscribed

limits. In spring, when they put forth their

young buds; in summer, when,"lhey exhibit their

tiilly-expanded leaves; in autumn, when robes of

every variety of hue are hung upon their branch-

es ; in winter, when the glory of summer is

trodden under foot, presenting around a scene of

a|)parent desolation, he beholds them on all oc-

casions, as attbrding the means of enjoying the

most varied pleasures. Their great utility in

many arts, and their absolute necessity to animal

life must contribute to give him a reverential

feeling for his Maker, who has created all these

things lor the comfort and happiness of the ani-

mal world, more especially for us mortals.

—

Look at the beauty and variety of their growth!

What cradles, arches, avenues, pyramids of ver-

dure, loaded with fruit, piesenting the most en-

chanting habitations. What haiPpy natioris live

under tiiese peaceful coverts! What delicious

banquets are liere prepared! Nothing of them

is lost—man feeds upon the fruits, quadrupeds

eat the tender leaves, birds the seeds, and other

animals the roots and the rinds, and, lastly, the

insects devour the offal. Every part is of use

to some animal—all nature teems with living

matters through its ever-varied and innumerable

|)roduclions.

Influence of Water npon Nutrition.

Wati'r influences vegetation not only by the

nutriiive principles furnished to plants by its de-

composition, but by means wholly physical, and

which we shall first consider.

The first eflbct of water ui)on a soil appropri-

ated to vegetation is, to moisten and divide the

earth, and consequently to favor the extension of

roots, the introduction of air, and the develop-

ment of seeds.

The second is that of conveying to the seed

the first aliment required by it, oxygen, which
that liquid always holds in solution in a greater

or less degree, and which is, as I have already

observed, the jirincipal agent in germination.

The third office performed by water is that of

dividing the inanure applied to the soil, of dis-

solving' some portions ol it, and conveying thetn

to the organs of the jilants in a state fitted for
their digestion and nourislnnent.

All kinds of water are not equally suitable for

this purpose ; rain water, which is the purest, and
contains the most air of any, is also the best for
supplying the wants of plants. Generally speak-
ing, those streams which have their rise in gran-
ite or primitive calcareous nioiiiitaiiis, are favor-
able to vegetation ; but it is necessary that they
should flow through soils free fiom metallic salts

or earths ; and that they should have traversed,
before being used in agriculture, a sufficient

space to have become impregnated with a due
portion of atmospheric air.

Streams may not be pure, and yet may be very
serviceable for watering the soil, especially if

they carry, or hold in solution, certain salts favor-

able to plants, and some vegetable or animal
substances. * * * * *

When plants have yielded to water all their so-

luble portions, the subsequent decomposition of
their insoluble fibres furnishes new soluahle pro-
ilucls, which serve for nourishment ; water im-
bibes these as fiist as they are formed, and trans-

mits them to the plants with which it comes in

contact. In this manner dead plants supply food
to tlie living, and all the elements composing the

first are found differently combined in the last.

—

ChaptaVs Chmiistry.

The Tomato.
The celebrity of this plant has become aston-

ishing. A few years siuce, prejudice reviled at

its excellences with its most vindictive tuuntings.

.Voijj, it is an article of so general popularity,

scarcely a garden, or an apology for one, is to be
found where it is not cultivated, and almost every
voice is loud in procl.-iiming its excellences. The
tomato has three kinds or varieties, to wit : the

large common, the egg, and t!ie golden drop.

—

We prefer the two last kinds for culture, as they
are firmer, or more solid in their texture and
more delicate in their flavor. The tomato may
be started in a hot-bed, or in boxes in the house
in March. Then by care, large thrifty plants will

be ready for putting out as soon as the season of
frost is passed. They do not require a rich soil

;

this causes them to run too imicli to vine, but
rather an excitement to ])usli forward to perfec-

tion. We know of no more sure effective to pro-

duce this, than to put say halfor a third ofa com-
mon shovel full of hen or jiigeons' dung in the
hill. It is admirably calculated for pepper or for

tomatoes.

After the early frost had killed the vines last

fall, a friend of ours, of close observation and
exact calculation, experimented feeding the toma-
toes that remained to her cow. They were rea-

dily eaten, and the quantity of milk was increas-

ed. This certainly adds another to the thousand
and one uses to which they have been applied.

W. B.

Night soil for Manure.
Night soil forms an excellent manure ; but

farmers allow it to be wasted, because it is too

active to be employed in its natural state, and
they know not how either to moderate its action,

or to appropriate it during different stages of
fermentation to the wants of various kinds of
l>lants.

In Belgium, which has been the cradle of en-

lightened agriculture, and where good modes of
cultivation are continued and constantly improv-
ed, they make astonishing use of this kind of
luanure. The first year of its decomposition,

they cultivate upon tiie soil to which it is ap-

plied, oliginous plants, such as hemp and flax ;

and the second year, sow the land with corn.

They likewise mix water with urine, and use it

to water the fiehls in the spring, when vegetation

begins to unfold. This substance is likewise

dried and scattered upon fields of cabbage.

The Flemings value this kind of manure so
much, that the cities set a high rate upon the

privilege of disposing of the clearings of their

privies; and there are, in each one of them,
sworn officers for the assistance of those who
wish to make purchases. These officers know
the (legrees of fcruienlaiion suiteil to each kind

of plant, and to the difterent periods of vegeta-

tion.

We shall find great difficulty in bringing this

branch of industry to the Kame degree of peifec-

tion among us, that it has arrived in Belgium,
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because our farmers do not realize its impor-

tauce, and have a rc|Higimiice to etiiployiiij; tins

kind of manure, lint, rould they not collect

carefully all those matters, mix them with lime,

plaster, or gravel, till the odor woa dispelled, and

then carry the whole upon the fields ?

Already, in most of our groat cities, the con-

tents of "the privii^s arc used for forming /?o»-

drette: this pulverulent product is sought ibr by

our agriculturists, who acknowledge its good

eflTects; let us hope, that, becoming more en-

lightened, they will employ the fecal matter it-

self, as heiiiginorc rich in nutritive principles,

and aboundiiig ecpiiilly in salt; they can easily

govern and moderate the too powerful action of

this by fermentation, or what is still better, by

mixing with it plaster, earth, and others absorb-

ents, to correct the odor.

—

ChaptaVs Chemistry.

A Singular Incident : A Locomotive Ar-
rested BY Worms. On the com|)letion, a few

days since, of the rail way, on the tressel and

bridge over the Gongaree Swamj) and River, a

general migration of the caterpillers of Richland

took place toward the St. Mathews shore. An
army of worms, occupying in solid column (he

iron rail for upwards of one mile, presented, as

was supposed, but a feeble barrier to the power
of steam.

A locomotive, with a full train of cars loaded

with iron, and moving at a speed of from JO to

12 miles an hour, was arrested notwithstanding

at midway in the swarm by these insects, and
through the agency ofsand alone, freely delivered

on the drawing wheel, was it able to overcome
them. It was a sanguinary victory in which mil

lions were crushed to death ; though the caterpil-

lars maintained their ground and enjoyed a tji-

uniph in resisting, for a brief period, even the

power of the locomotive. Charleston Patriot of
Jipril 7.

From the Maine Cultivator.

On Greeu Crops for Manure.

Although our most thoughtful farmers are

now well satisfied that the raising of crops to be

ploughed in while green will much enrich all

kinds of soil, there are still large numbers '

seem to doubt the eflicacy of such a meas
At any rate the number of those who practise

upon this principle is still quite small, and the

friends of improvement in agriculture must wait

with patience the operation of judicious exam
pies.

It is strenuously asserted by some, that a gree

crop draws just as much of the tbod of plants

out of the earth as can be returned to it again by

the [ilough which is made to bury that crop I—
They arc led into this error by assuming that all

plants obtain their whole nourishment from the

earth ; when the probability is that much the

largest portion of the food for idanls is taken

from the atmosphere through the leaves. When
a stick of wood or a tree is decoiM()osed by ihc

action of fire, what do we find of the whole con

tents hut a little mess of ashes ? Nut one lOOOtl

part of the weight of the wood. In these ashe:

will be found a small quantity of earthy matter

while all the remainder of the log has gone oil

with the smoke. We say that the log is burnt

up,—but philosophy tea(dies that fire annihilates

nothing—that it only produces a change in sub-

stances on which it acts. A log of wood, then,

subjected to the action of tire vanishes into air

and passes oflT directly into other plants ihrough

their leaves, or it fulls to the earth to be taken up
by the roots of other pdanls.

Furthermore we find that a jilant weighing

many |)ounds may he reared in a box of earth,

nothing but water being added ; and that when
the plant is removed, the earth in the box will

weigh nearly as much as when it was put there

—

showing that hut a very little earth has been taken

up into the plant.

Now tlie philosophy of raising green crops lo

enrich the soil on wliich they grow is based on
the principle tliat plants obtain a large proportion
of their food from .-^oincfs other than the soil on
which they .>t:uid. P.ut the tpieslioii is often put,

why is not one kind of soil jiist as good as an-
other, if plants obtain niohtoftheir living through
the medium of the atinospliere ? The "pl'dn an-
.swer is, that the roots do obtain some nourish-
ment from or through tin; soil

; yvt if they ob-
tained not a imrlirie of anything lim moisture,

a g-oorf soil would nfibrd a better medium ihrough

which to convey such moisture than a poor soil

could do. A good soil lies more light and porous,

nitting freely the roots of planla and suffering

them to extend in every direction ; while a poor

soil lies so compact that roots cannot enter; or it

s so open and exposed to the sun and air, that

he root^ perish for lack of moisture.

To give the soil a proper consistency, there-

lore, neither too close, nor too open ; neither too

heavy, nor too light, is one great object with

every good farmer. And it may be, that quite

nutch depends ou this circumstance as on the

quality of the food which we are supposed to

supply when we apply our manures. The rich-

est manures will fail lo give a good crop unless

they are so prepared and so placed that they af-

fortl a convenient jiassage for the roots, while al-

most any kind of manure, well applied, will prove
" great service,

A leading complaint among farmers is, that

they have not enough manure, that they cannot

purchase it, and therefore their lands must lie

till a more convenient season. This, with many,

is only an apology for negligence and sloth ; for

we often find th« very men who complain of the

want of manure, neglecting year alter year, to

clean their barns and yards of the manures madt
by their own stock.

But if it be true that green crops, grown on
soil, will enrich the same if ploughed under and
suffered to rot, then every man who has a lean

may dispense with his excuse for suflfering large

portions of his farm to lie unproductive. Mucl
of the pasture land of Maine is unproductive foi

the want of the plough. A tow crops of graii

were taken from the ground after the first clear

ing—no grass seed was sown—bushes or moss
or both have taken possession, and if, in modern
days, a plough is brought into one of these pas

tures, it is for the pin-pose of filching out of th(

soil one more crop of grain, and then the land i;

suffered to recruit itself again till another harvest

of rye is wanted.
Farmers of Maine, you should not further re-

duce your pastnro lands with grain crops. Giain

is an exhauster, and when it is cultivated, the

land which bears it should be manured in si

form or other. Pasture lauds wliich have lain

long and are covered with moss may be ploughed
in Autumn and -sown with grass seed and with

rye, to be fed the next summer by the cattle.

This process will enrich, instead of impoverish-

ing iho soil. And any field may be made rich

as it need be for any product by sowing and then

burying the growth by ineans of the plougf

Three crops of buckwheat may be turned under
in one season ; or two crops of rye may be treat-

eil in that manner to great advantage. But who
will dare to bury with the plough a cro|) of buck-
wheat or rye ? Some think it an unpardonable
sin. Why it may be reaped and saved, say they

But as to impoverishing the soil by taking oflfex

hausting crops without putting ou maniu-e they

Now TO THE Work.—The lime has come to

keep the team at the plough and harrow—lobe
throwing over the dung heai)8—to be getting

the spring grain.

At the plow and the harrow, have a team
strong that it can move forward at a vigorous

pace wilhout being worried. In a clear land

with a furrow a loot wide, let the team travel fusi

enough lo (dow one acre in from seven to eighl

hoiu'.-'. If pioperly lid, yoin- team will do tht

spring work easier at this" pace than at the slow

gait vvhich takes from eleven to twelve hours for

the acre. Let the oxen be fed early in the mor
niiig—take them out at a little past si.t—give

them an hour and a half at noon to feed, and re-

turn them to the barn as early as six o'clock

Feed well with good hay and some grain—keei
the teani well littered and well carded.

Stir the land deep—stir the whole of it—and
have it well pulverized before you put in the seed

The harrow may lug the team, biit it is an imple-

ment that does much to increase the crops, if it

i.-- heavy—if its teeth are made to penetrate deeji,

and if it be drawn over the land hoik ways. Any
slighting of this work will he recompensed vex-

atiously at hoeing time, and will he complain

of by the growing crop.

Now dig up the sod by the wall or fence, which

the plow cannot get hold of—stop the linshr;

from growing there—if they have possession al-

ready, cut them down and dig up the roots.

—

Here is the 6fs( soil in the field : it has been en-
riched not only by the snows and dust which have
lodged there, but by the alkali of the rocks which
compose the wall. Appearance too—the looks

of the thing—is a reason for digging up all bu.sli-

es and planting your crops close to the fence.

.Veut and thorough work is best.

The Manure heaps. Let them be well thrown
over—well mixed up—well pulverised—before
they are applied to the land. In this State they

are much more efficacious than when put upon
the land in lumps.

—

JV. E. Farmer.

To DESTROY Lice on Cattle.—Wood ashes
are effectual when properly sifted on. Any kind
of sand or dirt, if frequently applied, will kill or

drive away the lice. Cows that lie in the sand or
loam, are less liable to be troubled with lice than
those which lodge on plank floors. This is also

the case with fowls.

Young cattle are more troubled with lice than

old ones ; and they should always be kept in

open sheds, and be sufttjred to lie loose. They
pass the winter heller thus and are not so liable

to be lousy. Some farmers take the trouble lo

burn loam and pulverise it, then sift it on the

backs and heads of their cattle. As to applying

lime or any scented substance to the floors of the

barn we should doubt the eflicacy ; we should

prefer to pull the floor entirely away. All oily

substances are destruclive to lice, but one appli-

cation is not always sufficient, since it cannot

easily be made on alf parts of the body.

A correspondent of the Central N. Y. Farmer
recommends rubbing the skin all over with the

water in which potatoes have been boiled. He
•says the lice will be all dead within two hours-
thai he has used ten kindsof the strongest poison

lo kill lice, all with eftect, but none so perfect as

this.

—

Mass. Ploughman.

The true Policy or the North.—The first

thing which is wanted by a great and busy peo-

ple, is stability. It is of less importance what
the laws are,than that they should not be subject to

frequent changes. The whole country adoiits

the opinion that the revenue necessary for the
support of government under an economical ad-
ministration, ought to be raised by diuies on
goods imported from foreign countries. No body
disputes the power of Congress lo create a Tar-
\ff for this purpose. These duties, it is generally

admitted, nnist be made as high as twenty-five

per cent at least, upon all merchandise except
raw material for manufacturing. This rate, with
the other expenses of foreign trade, would givfl

onr own manufactures an advantage over for-

eigners in supplying our own market, of at least

thirty-lhree and a tlurd per cent, or one third the

original cost. So that if our countrymen can
produce calicoes at eight cents a yard as good an

call he bought abroad for six, and broadcloths ft

lour dollars a yard as good as can he purchased
abroad at three dollars a yard, they will be able

to sustain themselves in the competition. So
much protection as Ibis, our manufacturers may
enjoy with the acquiescence of the whole coun-
try, and wilhout the iear that the principles of
ihe Tariff will be disturbed by Free Trade or the

planting interests.

The second great requisite is cheap raw mate-
rial. It is hut a limited view which lakes in the

home market only. The ultimate object should
Ik', succe.ssfiil competition with other nations id

the open markets of the world. This can only
he accomplished byjnen who have raw material

as cheap as it is to be had any where. Ameri-
cans have already carried their manufacturing
industry to such an extent that in many articles

the supply of foreign markets is necessary to re-

lieve our own. Tills has been the case with cot-

ton fabrics for years. Canton, South America
and other parts of the world, have often relieved

our overloaded storehouses. The supply of for-

eign markets is quite essential as a regulator of
our own. If the laws are so made as lo shut our
inaiuifacturos in, to the supply of our own mar-
ket alone, the fluctuations in prices will be much
greater than if they are so shaped as that ex-

Travagantly high prices will be checked by impor-
tations of foreign goods, and extravagantly low
jirices by the exportation ofour own. Americans
have succeeded as much better than the ppopl*-
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ofany other country in maniir;icturing, as they

have in their other pursuits. We possess the

elements of a great manufacturing iinlion. We
have industry, enterprise,ingenuity, liberty, clieap

food, and light taxes. With or « ithoiit protec-

tion, we liave succeeded in our enterprise, and

borne off the victory in hard competition ; and

yet it is scarcely thirty years since manufacturing

upon a large scale was commenced in our coun-

try. The men are not yet gruy-headed, wlio re-

collect when the cotton gin was invented by

Whitney, and who saw the daughters of the Pil-

grims card wool and cotton on their knees and

spin them in single threads upon a " great wheel."

At the rate of the past, what will be the position

of the United States at the close of the present

century ?

So lar as our acquaintance goes, the manufac-

turers in general are aware of their position, and

the destiny which is before the interest with

which they are connected. Their wishes in re-

gard to government protection are of a very mod-
erate character. They have seen so much mis-

chiefresulting from reckless home competition,

and have come to jjlace so much reliance upon

themselves, that they now desire less protection

from government than the Journal ofCommerce
advocated in 1830, though we were then counted

the enemies of manufactures on jiccount of our

moderation. In their present moderate views,

there is a very extensive concurrence. We trust

therefore, that we are not to have a second Tariff

war, however much mere politicians may desire

it: but that as sensible and liberal men, the dif-

ference which exists among us respecting the do

tails of a Tariff, will be adjusted as becomes the

citizens ofa great and prosperous Union.—.V. Y.

Journal of Commerce.

All Manner of Travelling. A traveller

writing from Illinois, states that in getting to his

place of destination, he experienced all kinds of

goaheaditiveness. In the first place he took a

steamboat— in the second the railroad—the third

the mail coach—the fourth on horseback—the

fifth went six miles on foot to Terra Haute—an<l

was finally rode out of the village on a rail. He
says he don't know which to prefer out of the six

;

but thinks the latter method is unquestionably

the cheapest, though its accommodations are the

most wretched.
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Trees are very much benefited hy scraping off llie moss
id rough bark, in the spring; and immediately washing

them thoroughly with a weak potash ley, or soft soap re-

duced with water to the consistency of thick paint.

*Nine tenthii of the deaths by transplanting arise from the
illovvs left among the roots of trees, by a careless and rapid

ode of shovclin!. the earth in about the roots.
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Trausplantins Trees.

Transplanting trees is a very simple process, and yet

there are comparatively few persons who practise it well.

Trees will often, by a desperate struggle, recover in a half

a dozen years from the effect of unskilful management in

transplanting ; but it is a thousand times preferable to

perform the business well and thoroughly in the first in-

stance, which will be followed by a luiuriant and healthy,

instead of a starved and meagre growth.

We shall suppose (in the case of planting an orchard,)

that the land is mellow and in good condition. For plant-

ing a moderate sized tree, tlie hole should be dug three

feet wide, (diameter) and from 12 to 20 inchu.s deep. In

every instance, the hole should be sufficiently large to

admit the root easily, and without beniling. Before plant-

ing, any bruised or broken roots should be shortened and

smoothly pared with a knile. Hold the tree upright while

another person, making the earth fine, gradually distrib-

utes it about the roots. The greatest sccic* with successlul

planters lies in carefully filling in the mould so that

Knitting Machine.—We are informed that

the rotary knitting loom, of which mention wtis

made in our paper some time since, is soon to be

in readiness for operation. The inventor informs

us that a good knitter with two or three ordinaiy

tants,' with a section of these looms, will turn

out 100 pairs of stockings or gloves per day. The
machine may be operated by a large dog, or any
other simple power, and the cost will not exceed

$300. This, if successful, of which there can be

no doubt, will introduce a new era in the busi-

ness of manufacturing hosiery, and will jirobably

ensure a successful competition with foreign

countries in this important branch of domestic in-

dustry. We hope that the worthy inventor will

receive, aii he will surely merit, a liberal reward
for his important and valuable invention

Springfield Gazelle.

'Transi'lantinij from the Forest.—Trees
and shrubs transplanted fi-oin the woods to open
situations seldom grow. The cause of failure is,

tliat they arc taken from shade and moisture and
exposed to the hot sun, which stops the circula-

tion ; the body of the plant perishes, and the

root in consequence dies also. It is well known
that if briars are cut in the heat of the summer,
the roots generally decay and die. So with the

trees and shrubs in question. To remedy this

evil, it is suggested to cut off the tree or shrub
close to the ground, and plant the root only. The
yoimg shoots grow out with the spring, are natu-

ralized to their situation, and soon attain a height

and size as great as that which was cut off at

planting. The fact that tran.-^planted trees some-
nies die at the top, and yet spri.ut from the root,

|)roves the correctness of the above suggestion.

The wiiter has been informed that the trial of

this method has been made in another State with

complete success, and recommends the experi-

ment the ensuing spring. It is obvious that trees

which do not sprout are unlit subjects for this

process ; .such as pines, cedars, &c.

—

Albany Cal-

tivntor.

ithii

Whe

maUest fibre, may meet the soil.* Ti

the operator, with his hand, spread

to a pail of ' Thii viU settle the soil nd fill

that may remain. Whpn the wate

has sunk away, fill up the hole and press the earth inoder

ately around the tree with the loot.

It is a common but very injurious practice to watc

newly planted trees upon the top of the soil. The w:U,-

IS not only soon evaporated, but the moist earth adoun

the roots, exposed to the sun and wind, dries hastily am
becomes baked so hard ,as to prevent the access of the ai

and light, both of which are, to a certain degree, neces

sary. The hole being partly filled, and the roots fairly

covered, water the tree well, when the moist earth, over-

laid by the loose surface soil, will retain its humidity for

a great length of time. Indeed, we find it rarely, if ever,

necessary to water again, even in dry seasons, after plant-

ing in this vv.ay. The trees should never be planted more

than an inch deeper than they stood before.

If your soil is not good, you should improve it by the

addition of manure, tolerably old, or compost. If it is

positively bad.where the tree is to be planted, you had

better remove it at once and substitute a couple or more
cartloads of good garden soil. Vegetables, like animals,

must have proper nourishment, or they cannot be expect-

ed to thrive well. Those who wish to see their young

trees grow with ten times the usual rapidity, may easily be

gratified, if they will be at the trifling expense of prepar-

ing the soil for the space of four or five teot in diameter,

From the Lady's Book.

The Tomb of Rachel.

FROM THE GERMAN OF HERDF.R.

u Jacob was returning from the holy place

(lull had once revealed him*ell", when he,

yiiiith, saw the heavens open, his heart

ill of gladness; for Jehovah had just es

-d anew with him a covenant of" friend

But .=0011 he was smilten with deep sorrow,

Kailiel, the beloved of his youth, died in giving

birth to her second son ; atid when her soul was
di'lKUtiiig, luiil she saxv tlint she must die, she

kissed ilic child, and uiili her last breath named
him iJrnoiii, the child of sorrow.

And when she appeared before the Eternal she

wc|il, and .-;aiil, "Grant me, O Fathei-, the first

pmilion which I ask at thy throne ! Let me some-

limes see mine own beloved ones fioin whom
thou hast separated me, that I may stand by them

in their sufferings, and dry their tears."

"Three times shall thy pi'ayer be granted,"

said the Almighty, "to revisit thy children upon

earth, but thou canst not alleviate their troubles."

When she came down to earth for the first

time, she found the aged Jacob sorrowing bit-

terly for both her sons. Joseph's bloody gar-

ment lay near him. " My gray hairs," cried he,

" will be brought down with sorrow to the grave,

for now also Benoni is taken away from me."

Sighing, she reascended to heaven, when, after

awhile, the blessed spirits of her husband and
sons rejoined her, and told her how beautifully all

thrir sorrow had been turned into joy.

She came the second time to visit her tomb.
She saw her posterity driven into exile as herds
of cattle are driven. She fotmd everything deso-
late ; even her grave had not been 8|)ared. Sho
lingered a long time by that solitary tomb, and
"he air was filled with the sighing of an invisible
spirit.

She went down to earth the third time. Beth-
hem was fiowiiig with the blood 'of innocent

children. Their mothers wept because they were
not, and Rachel at her grave wept also. Long
was heard from that tomb a voice of wailing
" they are no more—they are no more."
And when she returned, the All-merciful said,

" Rest now, my daughter, and disquiet thy heart
no more with the sorrows of thy children. The
ptith of mortals leads early into a valley where
only complaints resound ; but soon there ie a

turn ill the valley, and behold the dirge is chang-
ed into a song ofprai.se. Trust thy children with
me ; they are m^ children also ; thy heart was
not made to bear and to soften the woes of the
earth-born."

Henceforth the spirit of the beautiful Rachel
remained content in Paradise. She inquired of
the newly-arrived concerning the destiny which
they had fulfilled upon earth ; but she never re-

visited this world ; and the sighing of her moth-
erly heart was no more heard upon her tomb.

The sepulchre is silent, and Rachel rejoices

with her children in eternal rest.

C.

Strabismus.—On Tuesday of last week we
witnessed an opei-ation, performed by Dr. Timo-
HY Haynes, of this town, for Strabismus, or
ross eyes. The operation was upon the eye of

a lady ; the right eye turned in towards the nose
so much that the sight had become very much
impaired. Tl'e operation did not occupy more
than two minutes, was simple, being performed
by cutting the internal tendon, which, having
become contracted, had drawn the eye"inward

so as to prevent its action, and almost its entire

use. Tlie operation was successful—the eye be-

gan immediately to assume its natural position

and appearance.

It will be perceived by his advertisement, that

Dr. Haynes has opened an infirmary in this

place, where the great advantages of similar op-
erations may be derived by those afHicted. And
we understand the operation will be performed
gratuitously, especially upon those in indigene
ciicurastances, between this and the first of June,
if performed at the infirmary before his medical
class. We recominend to those thus afflicted to

avail themselves of the opportunity.

—

Bapthl
Register.

The Millenium at Hand.—The precincts of
John street were thrown into a great commotion
during the past week, and the old women into

hysterics, by the miraculous appearance of an
egg in a hen's nest, with the words "be prepared
for 1843" standing out in hold relief upon the

shell. The whole neighborhood were in agonies.

No one could divine the cause; and presages of
future destruction now bore heavily upon the ga-

zers, and the parson of the parish was sent lor.

The cause was still in mystery ; but the sequel

is out, and we have seen a duplicate.

By marking with grease "be prepared for 184-3,"

and dropping the egg in vinegar a little while.

the wh<de mystery of Miller may be seen ; anil

who believed before that all the grave prognos-

tications of Miller could be in an egg shell. A
similar egg was found a year since,marked "1842."

Although the feathered tribe in their incubations

have already [(roved themselves no adepts in

chronology, we fi^ar their contemporaneous

friends will only follow, to deceive us likewise.

—

Providence Journal.

Comparative naval force of Englakd
France, and America. England has n foreign

tonnage of 3,3 17,400 ; 27,895 merchant vessels;

184,612 seamen, and 765 vessels of war of all des-

criptions.

France has a foreign tonnage under a. million

;

her number of merchant vessels and seamen not

exactly known by us; and her vessels of war of

all descriptions number 350.

The United States have foreign tonnage of 2,

000,000:16,666 merchant vessels; 108,000 sea-

men ; and sixty-eight vessels of war, exclusive of

those now hciiigCopstructed. .Yor/olk Beacon.
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Manufactures.—The whole amount of cap-

ital invested in the niaiilactiu-t; of cotton in the

United States is §51,102,359, and in the mannfac-

tiu-e of wool 815.'tJ5,124. The whole number

of cotton factoiies is 1210—number of persons

employed Iji them, 7:3,119. Whole iminber of

woolen factories, 1420—number of persons em-
ployed in, fhem, 21,342. In both the cotton and

woolen .jjjatiufacture, Massachusetts staiuls first.

—.YorihamptoH Democrat.

Splendid.—William Norris, the celebrated lo-

co-motive engine maker in Philadelphia, has re-

ceived from the Emperor of Russia a ring valued

at si.\ thousand dollars, as a comitlinient to his

skill and ingenuity.

A VICTIM TO SUPERSTITION.—A lady arrived

in E.xeter last Monday week, bringing a female

servant with her. On the day after her arrival

the latter broke a looking-glass. She became
greatly alarmed at the trilling circumstance, cov-

ered over the glass with her handkerchief, and

turned it to the wall that she might not see it.

She expressed her conviction that it foreboded a

life of trouble and misfortune, and could not dis-

mis.o the subject from her mind. She said she

could never pros|)er in the world again. Haun-
ted by this idea, she became sad and dejected,

and went to bed on Wednesday, two days after

the accident, poorly and miserable, reliriiig earli-

er than usual on account of her illness. The next

day she was worse, and her mistress desired her

not to get up. On Friday one of the most expe-

rienced medical gentlemen of the place was call-

ed in. He found her free from bodily pain, but

suffering under a perfect prostration of strength

and spirits. She conlinncd to sink till 12 o'clock

next day, when she expired, a victim to the ab-

surd superstition of the dreadful consequence
of breaking a looking-glass.—.V. H- Standard.

The apportionment bill reported to the

Senate by Mr. Tappan, proposes 68,000 as the

ratio. This would give—to Maine, 7 members,
[now 81; New Hampshire, 4 [51; Massachusetts,

10 [12] ; Rhode Island, 1 [2] ; Connecticut, 4 [6]

;

Vermont, 4 [5] ; New York, 35 [40] ; New Jer-

sey, 5 [6] ; Pennsvlvania, 25 [28] ; Delaware, 1

[1] ; Maryland, 6 [8] ; Virginia, 1,5, [21] ; North
Carolina,"? [13] ; South Carolina, (i [!•] ; Georgia.

8 [9] ; Alal)ama, 7 [5] ; Mississippi, 4 [2] : Loui-

siana, 4 [3] ; Tennessee, 11 [13]; Kentiickv, 10

[13] ; Ohio, 22 [19] ; Indiana, 10 [7] ; Illinois, 7

[21; Missouris, 5 [2] ; Arkansas, 1 [1] ; Michigan,

3 [1]. Whole number of representatives, 224;
number in present Congress, 242.

NAnaow Escape of a RAii.noAD Train.—Mr.
Rogers, the architect, relates a thrilling story about the

removal of one of the ponderous pillars of the Boston
Exchange Irom Quincy lo Boston. The weight of the en-

ormous mass was neir sixty tons, to remove which requi-

red a team of seventy oxen. He was goiMj into the city

some time before linht, and on arrivini; nt one of the rail-

roads he found the gite closed and every tiling quiet, so

be pushed across.—When the team was about halfway
over, the g.ite-keeper appeared, shouting with all his might
to go b-ick. for the cars were coming on at the rate of 20
miles an hour. Itwasdjrkand no warning to the train

could be given. Toturnbiek was impossible, and the

only hope was to strain every power to brin.^ tlie pillar

over before the train could come up. On they urged the
eluggish beasts, goading Ihem to their utmost strength;
but as tlicy were pushing forward the chain thnt held them
in one line parted ; it \vas an awful moment, but there
was no lime to unite the broken chain, and those still uni-

ted to the pillar were driven and urged with a desperation
thatthe terrible altPrnalive required. On they went and
onward c.ime the cars, tlie whistie and the bell giving use-

unconscious of the dan ;er before them. On urged tlie

stone, its car creaking and groaning with the ponderous
weight, and it had barflv cleared tiie rails a few leet, when
the train flew by ami p issed on in the darkness, and the

anxious and horror-struck men, who had charge of tlie

pillar, wiped the sweat from their brows and breathed as

though they had themselves just escaped from a dreadful
death.

—

Niwbwyporl Hernld.

lington (fowa) Gazette
of two Indi 111 traders,

1 party of Siou.i Indians.

)it and Burkhalter, left

ith the Sacs and Foxes

Traders Killed.—The
of March 19 reports the mu
and the wounding of a third.
These ineu, nained Jones
Burlington in the Fall t<, irai

for peltries and furs -, and th

the spot and Burkhalter wounded. Particulars of place,
lime and cause are wanting.
The same paper says that the principal cliinfs of the

Sacs and Foxes have applied for leave to visit Washing-
ton, there to ncgociate a treaty fur the sale of the country
now owned by them, or part of it

THE MARKETS.
BOSTON PRICES CURRENT.

From the Boston Courier's Review, April 18.

C.VNDLES.—Duty on tallow 5 eta. per lb. Sperm 8

Nothing-doing beyond a slight retail demand, and for-

ler quotalions continued. Sperm 26c. and Moulds lie.

"f-OFFEE.—Free".'

The principal operations of the week have been confin-

the trade, for the s

9* a 11
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side-hill above, cleared off fiom tlie ground now
converted into pasture or from a field ploughed

up to be laid down to S'nss. have been disposed

of out of sight. These covered rocks extending

in all directions cany off the redundant cold

water, and the soil stirred to a good depth by the

plough, have made the land highly productive in

hay. It probably will continue to jirodiice lor

ages with no other than u surface application of a

few loads of compost manure once in a half a

dozen years.

High u|) the hill is the pasture ground produc-

ing where the ground hns been cleared of a por-

tion of the rocks, abundance of summer feed for

the cows: lower down is the highly productive

inowing field: at the bullom, is the sunken mo-

rass, on which an interesting experiment has

been made by ditching. Here the effect of two

operations is seen. There are several owners of

this low swamp. One or more of them have

tried the experiment of ditching, turning oyer

the bogs and applying rich manure. A portion

of the swamp belonging to the Asylum has been

prepared by ditching—by paring and burning or

carrying away the upper sod and supplying its

place with a "surface of saud and gravel brought

from no very great di-^tance, mixing witli these

and the black swamp soil some eight or ten loads

of barn or compost manure to the acre. Tlie

swamp treated in this way produces eicellent

herds grass and red-top hay at the rale of more
than two Ions to the acre, while the other land

yields comparatively little. Tlie swamp evident-

ly wants the warming influence of sand and
gravel to counteract the extreme cold sourness

of the black soil, which of itself is too cold to

force vegetation without the aid of a stimulant.

The superior farming and gardening at the

Worcester Asylum has undoubtedly contributed

much to awaken the farmers in and near llie

beautiful village of Worcester, now approximat-
ing a city in its elegant laiildings and in its in-

creasing business, to that point of improvement
which is every where a|)parent. That tlio.se

who make the improvements do well for them-
selves is evident to ;ill who look about their pre-

mises, and conclude from the fair exterior that

comfort and intlupendence find their welcome
residence along side of industry and diligence.

Cold Water Song.
UV riKRPONT.

Air—" Auld Lang Syncr."

Shall e'er cold water be forgot

When we sit down to dine !

O no, mj' friends, for is it not
Poured out by hands divine ?

Poured out by h:inds divine, my friends.

Poured out by hands divine
;

From springs and wells it (tushes forth.

Poured out by hands divine.

Cold water too, (tho' wonderful,
'Tis not loss true, again)—

The weakest of all earthly drinks
Doth mike the strongest men ;

—

Doth ninke Ihe strongest men, my friends,

Doth make the strongest men :

Then let us take that we.akest drink
.Vnd grow the strongest men.

And as the bulls of tulip turn.

To drink the drops that fell

I'rora Summer clouds ;—then why should not

The two lips of a belle ?

The two lips of a belle, my friends-,

The two lips of a belle,

What sweetens more than water pure,
The two lips of a belle ?

The sturdy oak full miny a cup
Doth hold up to the sky.

To catch the rain ; then drinks it up.
And thus the oak getn high ;

'Tis thus the oak gets liigh, my friends,

'Tis thus the oak gets hinh ;

By having water in its cupi".

Then why not you and 1 ?

Then let cold water armies give
Their banners to the air

;

So shall the boys like oaks be strong,
The girls like tulips fair

;

The girls like tulips fair, my friends,
The girls like tulips fair.

The boys shall grow like sturdy oaks.
The girls like tulips fair.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Mr. Hill—Si> ; You will recollect that some
timesince Imenlioned toyou that I had been
oporatinj upon some meadow hollow.; or low

lands, and suggested ihat I might furnish some
account in writing of my experiments and the

results.

A few years since I purchased about fifteen

acres of land bordering on the northerly bank of

the Bradford branch of the Contoocook, nearly

all of which was in its natural state, and a part

of it was low swampy land, but so located tluil it

could be drained by ditching. About liulfof the

whole is now under some sort of cultivation.

—

But it is mainly my purpose at this time to speak

of my operations upon the low lands. The
growth of wood in these places was principally

ash, hemlock, and alders, and after the wood was

cut off, the produce was fire weed, brakes, f^ags,

and sundry other sorts of wild herbage lor which

I am unable to furnish names—and not at all

comely to look at nor proiiiisiug as to |)roHt.

—

Under such circumstances 1 set about reclaiming

these waste places. I would here mention that 1

have had with me, this being the third season, a

son of Erin, ([uick and sensitive when he suppo-

ses himself crowded upon but true and faithful

when he is satisfied that he is well treated, who
has been a prominent operator in this busines.s.

—

In a dry season of ihe year I had ditches dug of

sufficient depth to dniin off the water—then lUig

around and drew off the stumps and roots-

took off the old wood which was on the surface

or embedded in the mud and also the brake ham-

mocks—then dug up the soil with a large hoe

look out the pieces of old wood aud wild roots,

and after the clods were sufficiently dried, level

ed the surface with the hoe and rake, and then

before the fall rains, scattered on herds grti.ssaud

clover seed with a liberal hand. The soil being

composed principally of decayed vegetables aud

wash from the neighboring high lands, 1 drew on

no manure nor any additional soil—but I should

think that meadows which cannot he sufliciently

drained, would require some such addition. I

had large crops of grass last year, and the pros-

pect is, that they will be still better this year.

—

On one piece there was last year lierdsgrass

and clover taller than I ever saw before. I have

inctiri-ed considerable outlay iu this business, but

I ihink the crops will pay good interest on th

invi!,-itmcnt. Be tliisa.s it may, I have the gratifi

cation of seeing thousands of spears of valuabl

grass now growing where formerly there was
none. If you lia|i(>«n to pass this way soon, you
may see a small piece of the reclaimed land of

whu'.b 1 have spoken, on the southerly side of the

post road between the north meeting houL-e and
the iiiill village iu Bradford ; aud you will not

perhaps find a more verdant spot between Con-
cord and Claremont.

ir iu what I have written you find any fiict or

sugL'c.siiou which may be of any service to the

agririiltural inteiost, 1 have no objection to your

making it know!) to the public through the col-

umns of your valuable Monthly Visitor.

W. TAPPAN'.
Bradlbrd, N. II., May, I84'3.

From tlie Cheshire Republican.

The Agricultoral School.

.\t a meeting of the Cheshire County Associa-

tion tor the improvement of Agriculture and the

Mechanic Arts, hnlden at the Cheshire House in

Kecuc, on Tuesd:iy the a5tli day of Jan., 1842—
John Conant, Es(|., one of the Vice Presidents,

was called to the chair by the President.

Mr. Smith, chairman <if the cominitlee appoin-
ted at the annual meeting in October last to con-
ti'r with John Conanl, Esip, of Jatfiey, relative to

the donation of his tiuin to the Asscn-iatioii lor

ihe establishment of an Agricultural School, pre-

sented the report of said committee, which was
adopted after some pertinent remarks by Mr.
Prentiss, of Keene.
The resolutions accompanNing the report of

Col, Smith were then taken up, and on motion of

Mr. Page of Keene, were axlopted.

Fb/edf, That, in order to carry into effect the

.second resolution, a committee of three be rais-

ed to call the Central Committee, with power to

appoint a siib-commillee, consisting of one from
each town in the county.

In accordance with a vote of the Association,

Messrs, Bitmap of Nelson, Baker of Troy, and
Farr of Westmoreland, were appointed by Ihe

chair to nominate the Central Cnuimittef, who
reported

Beiuiiah Cooke of Keene, Saniiicl Wondwnrd

of Gilsum, and Abel Blake of Keene, for said

committee, which report was adopted.
John K. Smith of Dublin, Calvin Page of

Keene, and John Felt of Jaffrey, were apjiointed

to cany into effect the third resolution.

Voted, That the report of Col. Smith be pub-
lished, with the proceedings of this meeting, in

the papers pulilislied in Keene, and in the Farm-
er's flloiilhly \ isitor.

Voted, To adjourn sijie die.

SAMUEL WOODWARD, Sec'y.

The committee appointed at Ihe last annual

meeting of the Cheshire County Associaliou for

the promotion of Agriculture and the mechanic
arts, to lake into consideration the proposition of

John Conant, Esq., of Jaffrey, to make a dona-

tion of the liirm on which he now resides to said

Association lor the purpose of establishing a

School in which scholars may be instructed the-

oretically and practically in Agriculture and in

the natural sciences connected "therewith, and al-

so be qualified for superior usefulness as teach-

ers in common schools,

REPORT,
That, in pursuanci; of tlieir appointment, the

committee met at the farm aforesaid on Tuesday
the 7th day of December ult,, and made such ex-

amination of il, as, at that season of the year,

was practicable. It occupies a high swell of

land about a mile and a half north of the centre

village of Jaffrey on the road to Dublin. Its ele-

vated posilion cominaiuls a fine prospect towards

the south and east, while on the west and north-

west, the lotly Monadiiock,
' Lilts up its bald suuimit in pride to the sky,"

giving a crandeur and beauty to the landscape,

rarely equalled, and affording a high gratification

to the lover of iiatinal scenei-y.

The farm appeai-s to be of a strong, deep, fer-

tile soil, is w.'ll adapted to lillageor graziiig,and,

under the skilful management of its present pro-

prietor, hns liberally repaid the expense of culti-

vation. From accounts of the annual sales of

stock and produce of the farm, for the last nino

years, it appears that the gross amount has varied

iiom five hundred to eleven hundred dollars per

amium. The firm is also well watered, wooded
and fenced. The fences are mostly of suhstaii-

tial .stone wall and in good condition.^ The
buildings consist of a two story bouse, of wood,
30 by 40 feet on the ground anil well finished ;

three barns, wood-house, carriage-house, cider-

mill, anil piggery, all of which are in good re-

pair. From Ihe examination, and from informa-

tion obtained in the vicinity, your committee ad-

judge Ihe farm and appurtenances to be worth at

least fiiur thousand dollars.

At this meeting Mr. Conant renewed bis offer

in writing of which the Ibllowing is a copy, viz:

" Be it remembered that I, John Conant of

Jaffrey, in the county of Cheshire and stale of

New Hampshire, feeling a deep interest in the

advancement of Agriculture and the iinprove-

ineiit of Primary Schools, did. on the eighth day
of October last, offer, as a donation, the firm on
which I now reside, in Jaffrey, containing about
two hundred aud thirty acres of land, with tho

buildings thereon .tnd the privileges and appur-

tenances thereunto belonging, (not meaning to

include the Gibbs furm, so called, nor about ten

acres of pasture and woodland situated north of

est of the road, nor a small piece of land

about three-fourths of an acre on which the dis-

tillery stands, nor my cultivated meadow consist-

ing o"f about six acres,) to the Clieshire County
Association for the promotion of Agriculture aud
the Mechanic Arts, for the purpose of founding

a school iu which Science and Agriculture should

he taught in connection, or in other words, where
young men should be educated scientifically and
practically in all the multifaiioiis branches of

Agriculture and the natural Sciences connected

therewiili, and qualified lor teachers in primary

schools, in which it is exiiected that all the stu-
" e practic al operations of

1 the said Association did

a committee to take the

subject into consideration, I therefora do hereby

and by these presents renew theoffer of .said do-

nation to said Association throuih Jonathan K.
Smith, chairman of said commitlce, and agree to

convey said farm, &c., to said Association for the

purjioses above mentioned—provided that within

one year from the said eighth day of October

lentsshal

he farm.
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last, funds not le«s than Com thousand dollars in

amount with nliicli to oicct u suilahle school-

liouse and siirli other liuildiM^s as may he ncces-

wn-y, and to |inivl]asc a|i|.aiatu.s, lihrary, slocU,

tools, &,c., shall be raised so as to afibrd a rea-

soiiahle prospect that the said school can go into

operation vvitli a good de!;r(!e of success; and
also that said Association shall take measures to

obtain, ami shnll obtain at the next session of the

Legislature of New Hampshire, an act of incnr-

poralion empowering it to hold real and personal

estate, and to manage it, and ihe concerns ol' the

scliooi; and also that the said act shall pro\ide
for the choice by the association of seven trus-

tees, four of whom to coiistitute a quorum, one
always when cliosen to be a resident of said Jaf-

frey and the others of as many difterent towns in

the county of Cheshire ; the first chosen to

Ijold his office for seven years, the second six

years, and each subsequently chosen one year
less, so that the time of one shall expire every
year, and all subsequent elections, except to liil

vacancies which njay occur otherwise than by ex-
]>iration of the term, shall be made for seven
years and also provided that any trustee may be
removeil by vote of two-thirds of those present
at any annual meeling.

_

And I »ish it lo be furl her remembered and
fully undcrslood that if said Association shall fiul

to erect the abovi^ buildings, &c., and to com-
mence said school for two years liom tlie iirst

day of Decendier instant, or if, alter the com
mencenient thereof, the said school shall wholly
cease more than lour months in any one year, or

more than ifme months in any period of three
consecutive years, or if ihe avails of said farm
shall be fiadnlently perverted lo any other pur-
poses than those intended by the donor, as here-

in before stated, then, in either of the above ca-

ses, the said tiirm shall revert to me, or my heirs,

us the case may be.

And, iji case the provisions first above specified

are complied with, I hereby pronfise and bind
myself to make a good and valid conveyance to

said Association of the premises aforesaid, ujion

the terms and condition last above stated.

In testimony whereof, I have hereimto set my
hand, this eighth day of December, A. D. 1841."

JOHN CONANT."
In presence of

Levi VV. Leonarp,
Elizabeth M. Leo.nard.

Such is the offer, and verba! assurances were
re|)eatedly given to the coiumittee that if any of

the conditions were objectionable they would be

modified, so far as could be consistently done, to

meet the wishes of the public.

On the eighth of Decemlier the connnittee ad-

journed 10 meet again at Keeue on Tuesday the

twenty-fiist of December. At this meeting the

cojnnfittee, alter deliberation, caujc to the con-

clusion that it will be necessary, in order fully to

carry out the design of the donor, to raise funds

to the amount of t()m- thousand dollars ; and, al-

so, that it is expedient for the associ.ilion to ac-

ce|>t the donation upon the terms specified, firo-

vided any means can be devised to raise the

funds ni-'cess.-iry lo comply with tiie conditions.

Of the utility of snch an institution, establish-

ed on the right principles and those principles

fiilly carried into effect, the committee do not en-

tertain a doubt. " J know of no pursuit,^' enys

Washington, " m wfti'c/i more real and important

services can be rendertd to ani/ couTilri/ than hij im-

proving its agriculture," And how is ibis to he
done ? Various causes may contribiue to its im-
provement, but what one so efficient as training

the youth thoroughly in both the science and the

art of agriculture.' One of the greatest defects

in our farming operations is the want of scientific

knowledge on the subject, not tuerely in the ab-

stract, but of causes and their effects and of the

laws of nature which constitute natural science.

Says Judge Story, " such is the quickening power
of science that it is scarcely possible that its sim-
plest germ should be planted in the human nfind

without expanding into a healthy growth. It

generates, as it moves on, new thoughts and new
inquiries, and is forever gathering; without ex-

haustion and -vvilliOMt satiety. The cnrioi-ity

which is (Uice awakened by it, never sleeps—the

genius which is once kindled at iisiiltar burns on
• with an miexiingnishable flame."

How little <lo farmers generally know of the

peculiar charactyristics of the soil they cultivate—

of the partictdar quality of the several manures
they apply—and what kind, qiiaiuily and applica-

tion of manure will he.st lit a given soil lor a giv-

en crop? Again, liow Imiited is their kiu)wledge

of Geology, Alineralogy and Botany .' Vet these

are intimately coimecled with Agriculture. And
still less perl]a|is do they know of those insect

enemies whieli freipienily render abortive the

entire labors of a seasoii—a knowledge of their

discovery of soirie mi;aus of preventing their

ravages. That in all these instances, and many
others that might be named, knowledge

—

ur.cur-

ate, scientific knotcleilgc m)u\(\ have a iluect ten-

dency to improvement, cannot for a moment be

doubted. The least reflection satisfies us of the

truth of the proposition. And no^ the qjestion

arises, how shall this knowledge, so essential to

improvement, be diffused among our fiuiners ?

—

In the eloquent words of another ;" By ihe es-

tablishment of liberally endowed scltools in

which the sons of tarmers can be educated in a

manner suitable to their future occupation. It

was wisely said by an ancient Greek philosopher

that boys should be first taught vi'hat they intend

to practise when they become men. So the sons

of tiirmers should be sent to a school where Ag-
riculture is taught as a science, and where the

advancement and perfection of that science is

the primary object, and where a practical appli-

cation of all the sciences shall be made to the

useful purposes of life—where the mind shall

properties, a' (I the treasuries of the earth shall

he developed lo the yotithliil mind in such a man-
ner, thtit it shall iM>t forever thereafter be lost, bill

shall be carried with him into the world, into Ihe

field, and the work-shop; sheihling its light and
diffusing its blessing upon all within the reach of

its influence."

Is it objected to the establishment of such a

school that we have already an abundance of
academies and colleges where all that desire it

can obtain an education ? If we adntit this to its

full extenl does it fiunish any argument against a

school of ihe character now proposed to be insti-

tuteil.' These literary institutions are useful in

iheir sphere, but this is designed to occupy a

difterent sphere, and therefore it crosses not their

track. They are designed and calculated to pre-

pare young men for the learned professions—to

make eminent lawyers, skilfiil physicians and
learned clergymen. This is their object, and, in

some good degree, this object is attained ; but it

is certaitdy no prominent part of their iilau lo

unlock the vast stores oi Agricultural knowledge,

and distribute them broadcast over the whole
stirliice of the coiujunnity. The agricultural

class, as aoricnltiu-alists, derive little benefit from

them ; but on the contrary, their influence is lo

draw most of the young men of superior talents

from agricidtiiral and mechanical pursuits to

crowd the professions. This is no fault of theirs,

feet, in some deiirec, if aurieiihural schools were
established. A lar^e proportion of the scholars

of this school would be likely lo he those who,
ishment, would not no beyond
rimary schools and perhaps a

idemy. It will be seen, there-

hools', and academies, and col-

workers in the same ureat field.

lit will be, that the field will be

-that a larger proportion of the

community will come (iirward lo receive at their

haufis an education adapted to their respective

pursifits in after life ; and consequently, fitted for

a higher degree of usefulness in their day and
generation.

Is it not then apijarent, from this view of the

subject, Ihat a school, iiislead of trespassing up-

on ground sacred to other seminaries of learn-

ing, will but carry out the republican and philan-

thropic maxim, -Ho do the greatest good to ihe

greatest number ?"

In another point of view it is thought that such

a school may exert a salutary influence. Man
natmally loves ease. Thousands ;ire toiling now
with the hope of acquiriuu a coiupetencywhich
shall cxoneiale them from the burden of labor.

"Six days shalt thou labor," is lo them the most
oppressive conmiaiMl of the Decalogue. This
natural propensity has been ministered to by the

feelings, habits, tastes and eduraiimi prevalent in

the coiTimunity. If men are freed by their cir-

tl
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eis so that they may become mutual helpers to

each other—the body sustaining and invigorating

the mind, and the mind, in return, imparting

cheerfulness and elasticity to the body ? Tl»e

proposed institution, it is thought, will combine
these advantages in an eminent degree.

Another point, to which the proposed school is

to direct its attention, is to qualify teacliors lor

common schools. This the committee consider

an important object. To the deficiencies of
teachers, more than to any other cause, perhaps,

may be ascribed the low state of our schools.

—

Elevate the standard of their qualifications, and
the character of our schools at once rises.

—

Teaching is almost the only art, or employinent,

in which a preparatory course of instruction and
discipline is not required. To acquire any of
the common trades, fully, an apprentieesl]ii» is

necessary; but the teacher is put to no such in-

convenience. If he has the usual quanlum of lit-

erary attainments the question is not often asked

whether he is " apt to teach ?"—whether he can
govern a school tlirougli any other principle than
that of fear?—or whether iiis knowledge of hu-

man nature, in its various aspects, is sufficient to

enable him to discriminate between the various

dispositions of his scholars and to vary his disci-

pline accordingly ? These, and other similar

questions, are not thought of either by the teach-

ers or those who employ them. This deficiency,it

is thought, may be remedied by the establishment
of schools for the special purpose of instructing

teachers in all the duties to which they may be
called by their important employment. Hence
in Massachusetts three schools have been institu-

ted for this sole purpose ; and the example is

worthy of imitation elsewhere. Could the plan
be fully carried out, in the present instance, there
is no doubt that the beneficial results would at

once be visible in the improvement of our prima-
ry schools.

Deeply impressed with the correctness of thi.s

statement of the advantages to be derived from
the establishment of such a echooj, the commit-
tee are an.\iou:j that an effort be made by the A
sociation to overcome the obstacles that present
themselves at tlm outset. The principal of these
are, the difficulty of raising the requisite fund
and the indifference towards it of a large portion

ot the community. The magnitude of these

cannot be accurately estimated beforehand.

—

Large as they appear in the distance, they may
dwindle into insignificance as we approach
them. The liberality of the donation siiould in-

duce corresponding efforts to give it effect. This
liberality and these efforts may call forth a dispo-

sition to "devise liberal things," and ensure suc-

cess beyond our most sanguine anticipations

The committee therefore report for considera-

tion the accompanying resolutions.

JON A. K. SMITH, for tJio Com.
January 25, 184'J.

Resolved, That it is expedient to accept (he do-

nation of John Connnt, Esq., of his farm in Jaf-

frey, agreeably to the terms of his written offer.

Resolved, That measures be immediately taken
to raise the funds necessary for the establish-

ment of an agricultural School at Jaffrcy.

Resolved, That a committee bo raised to ])ro-

cure an Act of Incorporation at the next session
of the Legislatine.

I-'rom Hunt's Merchants' Magazine for May.
Capture of a British Merchantman.

(An Incident of the Revolutionary War of 1776J

The following incident is related by 3Irs. Ad-
ams, utider date of "Braintree, Mass., April 7th,
1776," in one of those very interesting letters to
her husband, the late venerable John Adams,one
of the leaders of the revolution, and afterwards
President of the United Stales :—
" Yesterday, was taken into Cohasset, by throe whale

boats which went from the shore on purpose, a snow from
the Grenadas, ladened with 125,000 pounds cofiee, -U
barrels of sugar and 35t. puncheons of rum—a valuable
prize."

The capture of this vessel at an early period of
the war, was thus related a few years ago, by one
of the survivors, Mr. Luther Barnes, of Hingham,
since dead.

.\ young man of Boston, just then a graduate
of Harvard College, being at the time spoken of
en a gunning excursion to Cohasset, a little village
»ifnr tlie seashore, about twenty iiiih-s tVoin Bos-

ton, descried at an early hour of the morning a

British vessel in the offing, deeply laden, and
armed, but which had the appearance of being a

roe.rchantman. He attentively surveyed her with

a glass, i;nd perceiving but few irien astir, a

thought occmred to him that if instant means
were used, she might be surprised and captirred.

Of an ardent temperament, aird excited by the

.spirit of adventure, he hastened back to the vil-

lage, and roused from their beds^ight tnen whom
he knew, and in whom he could confide, and to

them communicated the discovery iie had made

;

his belief that she could be taken, and his pur-
pose ; together with an offer to lead them on to

the attack, if they would join him. The men
thus aroused, readily agreed to take a look at the
craft, and see what could be, done, and then to

determine whether or not to peril their lives in

the nndertakitig. Providing themselves hastily

with such weapons as were at hand, consisting of
ducking guns and fish spears, they litirried to the

quay ; and, on coming within sight of the vessel,

she vpas again carefully sin-veyed by every one
in tin-n with the glass. The sea was calm, for

at that hour the morning breeze had not yet
sprung up, and she was drifting out with the ebb
tide.

A council was held, and after protnpt and quick
deliberation, all hands agreed to join in the ad-
venture, and attempt her capture, A whale-boat
lying on the beach was shoved through the surf
and maimed, a-nd the strictest silence being enjoin-

ed, off they rowed towards her; the young man
taking the helm.
On coming within musket shot distance, her

ports were opetied, and a tier of tour guns on the
larboard side displayed ; a voice at the same time
hailing them, " keeji off, you d d Yankee
rebels, or we'll sink you !" The little band, noth-
ing daunted, quickly laid «[>on their oars, and
bent their bodies downward, as had been already
concerted, so that the first broadside might pass
over them ; intendinj, if they escaped destruction
from the fire, to board her in the smoke, before
lime was given to reload. After waiting in this

breathless and fearfid state of suspense a miinite
and 'no guns being fired, they again at the word
of connnand, sprung to their oars, and in a short
space of time, the little bark was shot rapidly
alongside, and irnder her guns. In another mo-
ment they had climbed up her sides, their fisl.

spears now served them for boarding pikes, and
gained possession of her deck, little or no resist-

ance being made. By this time the captain was
ascending the companion ladder, and learning
the fate of his vessel, stnrendered himself a pris-
oner.

It appeared that he had made land about mid-
night, and believing from his proxiuiity to the
British fleet, (then riding at anchor in Boston
harbor, almost in sight,) that no danger was to

be apprelieoded, his usual vigilance had slumber-
ed, and part of the crew on the watch below had
not yet turned out. The captors w ere soon joined
by a reinforcement of men in two more boats,
and the jirize was towed into Cohasset harbor,
and at once uidaden. She proved to be the
British snow Industry, 250 tons biu-ilen, from To-
bago, bound to Boston, with a cargo of coffee,

sugar ami rum for the use of the British fleet. It

afforded a very ojiportuue supjjly for the colonies
of Massachusetts Bay, as the articles were then
much needed.
The names of the captors were Colonel La-

throp, Seth Stoddard, H. Oakes, Luther Barnes,
Mr. Tower, and fom- others. The young man
who projected and led on the enterprise, was
Isaiah Doane, Esq., of Boston ; afterward a well-
known merchant of that citv, lone since deceas-
ed.

"
D.

Hon. Isaac Hill—DiiAR Sir: I have been a

reader of your -'Monthly" ever since its first

publication, and I think I can say, without inten-

tion to flatter, that it has been a source of profit

and pleasure to me. It has especially given me
an interest in the agricultural resources of my
common country, more than lever telt before. 1

have travelled and resided in different jKirts of
the Union, and have not been an idle observer,

altogether, of the labors and results of the farm-
ing community. But there are .some portions up-
on which I have formerly looked as worthless,

which now are of great value in my estimation.

I had resided on (^ipe Cod. a .9/n); o/" /ff(i(/. and

had travelled a little in New Hampshire, before I

took iq) my residence in the flourishing, wealthy
Stale of Ohio. While witnessing the abundant
crops of corn and wheat, which were gathered
from the rich '• bottoms" of that State, with com-
paratively no labor, I used to wonder that any
young man, wlio looked to farming for a liveli-

hood, would consent to drudge lor a mere pit-

tance on the lands of the Cape, and rocky moun-
tains of New Hampshire, when such a rich, easy
country was open to him at the West. I confess,

I thought the Editor of the Visitor one side of the

mark when (in the 1st or 2nd vol. I believe,) he
set forth the farliimed West in rather a disparag-

ing light, as compared with "the Granite State."

But upon counting up the figures on all sides, I

feel obliged to kiioik under, and face in, with
some slight excel .lou?, with liis opinion.

In Ohio, one huiuheil Imslicls of corn to the

acre is a large crop; auci so are forty bushels of
wheat. But up in the vicinity of Winnipisio-
gee Lake in New Hampshire over one hundred
and thirty bushels of corn to the acre have been
produced, and also over thirty bushels of wheat,
it is true, it takes more outlay in labor, dressing,

&c. in New Hampshire than in Ohio; but then

the crop brings a price as much larger as to pay
the difference. At the time that I lived in Oiiio,

corn was 20 and 25 cts. per bushel, and wheat 50
cents. In New Hampshire corn was at least

80 cts, and wheat Sl,,50. Suppose that where
they may raise 100 bushels of corn in Ohio, they

may get 75 bushels in N. H. by taking extra

pains ; and where they got 40 bushels of wheat in

the former State ; they may raise 25 bushels in

the latter. We will make a cast of figures and
see the difference:

I.N Ohio.
100 bushels of corn at 25 cts. $25,00
40 '• " wheat at 50 cts. 20,00

$45,00
I.N New Hampshire.

75 bushels of corn at 80 cts.

2.5 '• ' wheat at $1,50

amount to Ohio
.S'97,50

45,00

§52,50
From this rough estimate, which I consider a

very fair one, we have a sufficient sum over
and above for N. H. to pay for extra labor, man-
ure, &c.

In this comi>arison I have not noticed the su-

periority of "the Granite State" over "the Buck-
eye" on the score of health, schools, settled soci-

ety, &c. These should be taken into the account
by every person who proposes to emigrate to the
West.
But I must close this protracted communica-

tion. I would not disparage Ohio. She is a
noble State. Her citizens possess a spirit of en-
terprize which Iain bound to believe she has in

a great measure derived from those sons of New
England who first settled down upon her soil.

P.

May 16, 1842.

(U°In the opinion of the Editor of the Visi-

tor, the saddest prospect of the West remains to

be revealed. In general w manure is applied to

the very fertile lands of that region, and the opin-
ion seems to prevail that no manure will ever be
necessary. It is a matter of absolute certainty,

that the best land will run down under a contin-
ual exhausting system of cropjiing. They say
one hundred bushels of corn to the acre are
raised on the best lands of the West. Two cen-
turies ago the lands of Virginia, South Carolina
and Georgia were as valuable as the lands in the
Western country—they were certainly as easy of
cultivation, and it is believed produced corn and
tobacco in as great quantities as the best lands in

the country. They have been cultivated with
e labor—they have been cropped year after

year without any care about improving the soil,

I the owners have lost the ability and ftie

means of inqirovement. In South Carolina, we
are told, the labor of the negroes is barely suffi-

cient lor their own subsistence. Fifteen bushels
of Indian corn to the acre is now thought to be an
uncommonly large crop in that State. It is with-
in our own recollection that South Carolina and
Gcorsia furnished almost the whole world with
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cotton. A very fcilile region is more apt to be

run out limn a tiard soil requiring severe labor to

obtain the virgin produce.

—

Ed. F. M. Vis.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

JMr. Editor:—I noticed in tlie last number of

tlie Visitor an enquiry by a correspondent whetb-

er slieep were a benefit to the soil. The " lacts"

mentioned in hi.s brief communication " which
go to establish the affirmative" are worthy of no-

ti(;e. My own experience of seven years dura-

lioji convinces me that none other of the domes-
tic animals are so great an iinj)rover of the soil

as a flock of sheep, not too numerous ibr the

quantity and quality of the lands that are to sup-

port them. They crop the herbage much closer

or nearer the surface than cattle; and if the pas-

ture is overstocked, the consequence is, (especi-

ally in a dry season) the surface and grass roots

beroiTie so much exposed to the scorching rays

of the sun as to destroy the last and most choice?

part of the feed. The land will then become
iinf bound, or overrun with irioss and other wild

herbage affording but little that is nutricious.

When the soil is not too hard and flinty to ad-

mit the plough there is a remedy, and one or two
good crops of grain can be taken oft" and the

grazing nnich improved by new seedinjr. But
much of our high and mountain lands which are

naturally the best grazing for sheep, are too arid

and sterile for tillage. 1 think the better way is

not to overstock or feed too close ; or stock such
pastures with cattle every .second or third year,

and they will hold good and rather improve.

—

Two and a half sheep to the acre are enough in

a common season for such pasture.".

1 feed my intervale mouing lands with sheep
generally from September until the grass ceases
to be nutricious by the action of ihe frosts and
snows, and feel confident that the soil has been
improved. As I am obliged to drive my sheep
some few miles distant for summer pasture,—

I

am under the necessity of turning them on to a

part of my mowing lands for a few weeks in the

spring, until the pastures get started. If a severe
drought comes on early in the season it proves
injuriou.s, and the quantity of bay is much less:

olherwisK I have thought my crops of hay were
quite as good if not better for the spring feeding.

The grass will not mature so early as that part

which was not spring fed, and this I find rather

convenient than otherwise, as it will not diminish

in quantity nor de[)reeiate in quality before I get

through my haying. I would not lie imderstood

as recommending spring feeding of mowing
hinds when it can be conveniently avoided; nor

do 1 write to instruct an^- one : there are hun-

dreds of your readers that have more knowledge
upon these matters than I can have, yet I am al-

ways ready to give my own experience, however
liniited it may be, on any subject pertaining to

the advancement of agriculture.

I will now state my reasons briefly, why I have

come to the conclusion that .sheep are the best

kind of stock to improve the soil. It is now
seven years since I became the owner of the

fnm from which I am now writing, which to-

gether with a lot adjoining of which I then took a

lease, gave me sixty-seven acres of intervale to

cultivate for hay, grain, &c. I took out that

spring 110 common ox-cart loads of manure,
which was the product of all the winter feed of

the year previous. I stocked altogether with

sheep except the necessary team and two cows.

Pinco that time I have more than doubled the

number of sheep, proporlionably increased tlie

quantity of hay and grain, and at this time liavi

Just completed the drawing of manure for pres-

ent planting, and find that I have put out 257
loads in the same cart equally well filled as it

was seven years ago, and the product of precise-

ly the same land from which the 110 loads was
then taken. The query may arise, how many
loads of swamp tniick, turf, &.c. were mixed with

the barn manure to make tip this quantity. I

must say th.at this is a jjrivilege that I very much
desire, of which I would gladly avail myself were
it in my j.'ower : but unfortunately there are not

nn my premises any such advantages. I have

annually used about twenty pounds to the acre

of gypsiun- broadcast on my grass and spring

grain, and a compound of slaked lime, ashes and
gypsum on the planted fields, |)Ut into the rows
[liter the first hoeing, at the rate of about twelve

bushnls to the acre. Thi-' together with the kind

of stock I have kept to consume the autumn and
winter feed has been my chief source of improve-
ment, I am satisfied that sheep are the best of
all the domestic animals for enricliing the soil

;

and my only fears are, that fcr want of a suffici-

ent and reasonable protection against foreign

competition, the wool grower will be obliged to

abandon the business." In conclusion Mr. Editor,

permit me to say that I most heartily rejoice to

learn the fact that the protection of American
ndustry has found an able advocate at the capital

of New Hampshire.
J. W. COLBURN.

Springfield, Vt. May 9th, 1843.

The bloody narratives connected with the early

history of the country lose none of their interest

as time recedes. Lovewell's fight took place one
hundred and seventeen years ago; yet the names
of the actors in that event are still familiar to

those acquainted with the towns which supplied
the little band. The battle was one of the hard-
est and longest fought by a few in nHiiiber of
any upon record in this country. As the most
accurate and intelligible account of this affair,

we present the following, extracted from the La-
dies' Companion for August 1840.

The course of the Saco river winding through
alluvion brought down in the lapse of time

from the White Mountains above, formerly was
thirty-six miles within the limits of the present
town of Fryeburg. This fine position was a

most eligible point for the residence of the Pe-
qnawket tribe of Indians—it was a hunting
ground such as is seldom found. Although far

to the north in a warm, fertile soil, the Indians

could here raise corn. Animals of the fur kind

—

the bear, moose and deer in the mountains, and
the beaver, otter, sable, mink, &c. on the numer-

:ams—presented fidl and successfiil em-
ployment to the hunter. The village or wigwam

nn elevated point near the Saco : from
this point the savages navigated downwards thir-

ty-six miles on the river—at no time more than
seven or eight miles from home : and at the ex-

treme point were able to return by backing their

light birdi-bark canoes and carrying them only
the distance of one mile and a half over land

!

Around Lovewell's pond, at no very great dis-

tance, winds the Saco river, embracing the long
reach. That reach, by cutting an artificial ca-

nal a Cew years ago, was shortened several

miles. The change of the course of the river

has oi>ened several hundred acres of swamp
lands, draining them so as to produce hay spon-

taneously. The soil which has been brought
down in the lapse of ages from the mountains

—

the rains and snows, aided by the frost and ex-

posure to the atmosphere, coming down in re-

])eated floods, have doubtless lowered the apex
of the highest mountain in the long lapse of

time many thousand feet: the gorge at the eel

brated Notdi of the White Mountains is only the

track of one of the branches which all unite in

the level that composes the beautrful intervales

of Conway, N. H. and Fryeburg, Maine. The
material of which this fertile ground is comjios

ed certainly all came ont o-f the bosom of th(

mountains above, and is standing demonstration

that the great strength and richness of the

consist in the rocky, precipitous masses which
seem to be forbidden ground as the lesidence of

man. Of late years, however, mirch new hind

besides the rich intervales has been opened on
the sides of the mountains up the passes, from
whence flow the numerous mountain streams.

Rich and productive farms have within the last

ten or fil'teen years been added to the towns of

Albany, (late Burton) Jackson (late Adams) and
Chatham, each of which is situated on a diff^er-

eut stream composing one of the branches of the

Saco river : the young settlers who pitched upon
these lands in the wilderness have in many cases

made themselves comfortable and indepenilent.

In the town of Jackson, very lately, has been

discovered one of the richest mines of Iron ore

in America ; and we anticipate less than has

been realized at other points, when we predict

than twenty years from this time a rail road from
the seaboard will transport thousands of tons of

this mountain iron to those points where it will

be wanted for use.

But we will no longer detain the reader from
the story which will be interesting to many who
peruse our Montlilv Yi-^ifri-.

Lovewell's Fight.

From the Ladies' Companion

BY SEBA SMITH.
' Old men shall shake their heads and say,

Sad was the hour and terrible,

When Lovewell brave 'gainst Paugus went
With fifty men from Dunstable."

Old Neio England Ballad.

Let us turn for a moment from the airy crea-
tions of fancy and imagination, which grace so
large a portion of these pages, to the contempla-
tion of a sober historical incident. I do not be-

lieve, Mr. Editor, that your twenty thousand fail-

readers, will gri'dgingly descend from the regions
of romance and poetry to review with me a stern

in real life. The earlier history of our
country abounds in incidents of romantic and
thrilling interest, which are scarcely surpassed in

the brilliant regions of fiction, and which, though
floating rn loose and ill-digested masses in pam-
phlets, public addresses, and old records, will one
day become embodied in a history of uncommon
value and unrivalled interest. The long and
bloody catalogue of Indian hostilities which have
marked every section ot' our territory, from the

time the English settlements were commenced at

Jamestown and Plymouth down to the present

day, presents scenes of heroic daring, toilsome

endurance, poignant suffering, and sanguinary

conflict, which may challenge the world for par-

allels.

Lovewell's Fight, of which we propose to give

irief account at this time, occurred one hun-

dred and fifteen years ago ; May 8, old style,

172.5. The scene of the action was in the pres-

ent town of Fryeburg, in the State of Maine,

about fifty miles inland from Portland, and thirty

or forty from the White Mountains of New
Hampshire. That part of the country at that

time was one deej) and wide wilderness. Thero
were a few sc;ittered settlements along the coast

of Maine, south of the Kennebec ; but at the

time of Lovewell's fight, it is said there was no

white iidiabitant residing within fifty miles of

his battle ground. For many years the white

inhabitants had suffered exceedingly from the

incursions of the savages. The Penobscots, the

Norridj?ewocks, the Androscoggins, and the Pe-
quawkets had committed the most cruel and
bloody oxces.-'es year after year upon the defence-

less inhabitants of Maine and the frontier settle-

ments of New Haui|ishire. Incited by the French
settlers in Canada as well as their own warlike

and blood-thirsty natures, they had broken up
settlement after settlement, murdering most of
the inhabitants and carrying off" the rest into

tedious and almost hopeless captivity. These
outrages roused the government of Massachu-
setts, who at this time held jurisdiction over the

territory both of New Hampshire and Maine, to

more vigorous measures for the protection of the

inhabitants. Men and money were liberally fur-

nished for this purpose, and to give a stronger

stimulus to the exertion of the vohmteer com-
panies, a hundred pounds sterling was offered

for every Indian scalp that should be brought in.

A volunteer company of brave, daring and de-

termined spirits, was organized in the town of

Dunstable, New Hampshire, under the command
of Captain John Love .veil, in the spring of 1725.

In their first excursion they found a wigwam
containing one Indian and a boy. They killed

and scalped the Indian and carried the boy cap-

tive to Boston, where they received not only the

reward offered by law, but a handsome present

besides. On their second excursion they dis-

covered a party of ten Indians asleep around a

fire in the night. They killed every one, and

with the ten scalps stretched on hoops and ele-

vated on poles, they entered Dover, N. H. in tri-

umph on the twenty-fourth of February. They
then proceeded to Boston and received n thou-

sand pounds out of the public treasury. Stimu-

lated by success, Lovewell now conceived the

bold design of marching a hundred miles in the

wilderness and attacking the Pe<piawket tril)e at

their principal village on the Saco, where now
stands the pleasant village of Fryeburg. His

company seconded him with zeal, and all things

were soon in readiness for the important and

daring campaign. In this enterprise of so much
hazard and solemnity, they were accompanied

both bv a surgeon anil chaplain. The chaplain's

name was Jonathan Frye, a young gentleman of

liberal education, who had been graduated at
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Harviii d Collfge two yeaic liefbie, anil WH8 niiieli

liulovfd for liisniniiiliie qualities, and lor his pious

devotions for tlie company dining the huttle, and

«hile dyiii" of ljis own wonnds. The other

officers nnder Caplain Lovewell xiJere Lieutenant

Farwell, Lieiitiiiant Wyinaii, and Ensign Rob-

bins. But few of the names in this brave l)and

have iieen preserved to lis. The primitive muse

however, from whicli we luive ah-eady quoted at

the head of this article, has handed down one

other name to us in a marked and paiticular

manner, mainly, it would seem, on account of

his domestic relations. Tlic strain is as fol-

lows :—
" With Lovewell br.ive John Harwood came

;

From wile and babes 'Iwas hard to part;

Youna: Harwood took her by the hand,

And bound the wueper to his heart.

" Repress that tear, my Mary, dear.

Said Harwood to his loving wife
;

It tries me hard to leave thee here

And seek in distant woods the strife.

" When gone, my Mary, think of me,
And pray to God that I may be,

Such as one ought that lives ior thee.

And come at last in victory.

" Thus left young Harwood babe and wife.

With accents mild she bade adieu
;

It grieved those lovers much to part.

So fond and fair, so bind and true."

The whole company numbered forty-six, in-

cluding surireon and ci.apl.iin, and all things

being in readiness, they inarched from Dmistahle
on the 16th of April into the deep wilderness.

After they had made some progress in their

inareli, two of the company became lame and
returned ; and when they liad reached within

about twenty-five or thirty miles of Pequawket,
another fell sick and was unable lo proceed.

—

Here they stopped and went to work and built

a small stockade fort, both for the accommodation
of their sick companion, wlioin they must now
leave behind, and tor a place of retreat, of which
they might nvnil themselves should circumstances
require it. Here they deposited n good portion

of their provisions, and in a most noble, heroic

and benevolent spirit they left their surgeon to

accompany the sick man, although going right

into battle themselves. They also left eight of
their soldiers for a guard. Thus reduced to thir-

ty.four in number, this forlorn hope again set

forward in search of their ferocious and blood-

thirsty foe. When they approached near the

Saco river they came to a pond, and encamped
for the night. Early next morning, which was
the eighth of May, (or nineteenth, N. S.) and the

day which was to decide the fate of their daring
enterprise, while they wore at their morning de-

votions, they heard the report of a gun, and on
looking round beheld an Indian about n mile dis-

tant on a point of land running into the pond.

Suspecting that they had been discovererl, and
that the Indian had been placed there to decoy
them, they concluded the hour of conflict was at

liand, and prepared for action. Tliey divested

themselves of tlieir packs, which tliey piled to-

gether and left without a guard, and supposing a

body of the enemy to he in the woods between
them and the point of land w here the straggling

Indian stood, they marched forward with loaded
muskets towards the point. Their conjecture,

however, was erroneous, and was the means of
leading thein into a position of extreme peril, at-

tended with tlie most severe and melancholy
consequences. While on their march through
the woods they encountered a single Indian, who
proved to be tlie same one they had seen on the
jioint. Some of the party fired upon him with-
out effect. The Indian returned their fire, and
wounded Captain Lovewell and one of his men
with small shot, his cliarge having been prepared
for shooting ducks on the |)ond. A second fire

brought the Indian lifeless to the ground. His-
tory and song both agree in giving the honor of
this first victory to Lieut. Wyman. Our ancient
and unknown bard gives the record thus:

—

" Seth Wyman, who in Wohurn lived.
(A marksman he, of courage true.)

Shot the first Indian, whom they saw,
Sheer through his heart the bullet flew.

" The safiige had been seeking game,
Two guns and eke a knife he bore,

And two black ducks were in his hand
He shriek'd, and fell to rise no more!"

Having taken the scalp of tbie Iii(lian,nnd find-

ing no more of the miemy in that direction, they

tinned back to the spot where they had left iheir

pack.s. In the nie.intiiMe a party of Pi (|iiawkpt

hunters and waniors, headed by "tlieir chief, Paii-

gns, retiiriiiii;; tVoin a scoiitiiil; tour down the

Saco, ha.l lall.Mi upon tlie iiail of Lovewell's
march, which tliey followed 'till they came to the

packs. The.se they counted, and iiiferring from
the number that the force of the enemy was much
inferior to their own, they placed ihemselves in

ambush and waited to attack them on their re-

turn. When Lovewell's party came up to the

spot where they had left their packs, they found
they had been removed. In the moment of con-
sternation, when Ihey were casting round to r<ee

if they had missed the spot, or if their packs
were any where in sight, the savages rose and
rushed towards them, rending the air with their

shrill and horrid war-whoop. Again the old bal-

lad helps us on with our description.

Who
^hoir kn
Thefj

here eighty Indi;

lid themselves in ambush dread
;

; they shook, their guns they aimed,
IS Paugus at their head.

" Good heavens ! they dance the Powow dance
;

What horrid yells the forest fill

!

The grim bear crouches in his den.
The eagle seeks the distant hill.

A severe and hot battle now commenced. This
was about ten o'clock in the morning. A well-

diri^cled fire was opened on both sides with great

spirit and deadly effect. Captain Lovewell and
eight of his men soon tell dead on the battle-field,

and Lieutenant Farwell and two others w
wounded.

" John Lovewell, captain of the band,
His sword he waved, that Klittered brijlit.

For the last time he cheered liis men,
And led them onward to the tight.

" Fight on, fi^ht on, brave Lovewell said,

Fight on while heaven shall give you breath;
An Indian ball then pierced him through.
And Lovewell closed his eyes in death.

The Indians also suffered severely from the
galling fire of Lovewell's gallant band, and many
of tlii:m fell to rise no more. But being much
siqierior in numbers they now endeavored to sur-

round tlio remnant that remained of their foe,

which the little hand perceiving they retreated to

a more favorable position by the side of the pond.
Here they had the pond on their rear, on their

right was a deep brook, on their left a rocky
point, while their front was partly covered l)y a

deep bog and partly exposed to the approach of
the enemy. Here the forlorn hope took tlieir

ground and renewed the battle. The enemy
pressed hotly njion them and galled them in front
and flank, and had the Indians understood well
how to use the advantages they possessed, not one
while man would have escaped to tell the melan-
choly story of their misfortunes. Captain Love-
well being dead and Lieutenant Farwell wounded,
the command devolved on Lieiilenant Wyman,
under whose direction the retreat had been ef-

fected, and whose jiidicoiis management helped
to keep his little hand in resolute countenance
through the remainder of the day. The firing

was kept up on both sides wilhont much cessa-

tion 'till near night. The Indians .several times
invited them to surrender, hut they preferred
death to captivity and resolved to fight to the
last. One of Lovewell's men by the name of
Chamberlain was personally acquainted with
Pangiis and some of his tribe, liaving in times of
peace been with them on hunting excursions.—
Chamberlain and Paugus hailed each other sev-
eral tiines during the battle and threatened each
other with death. At last Chamberiaiu, who car-

ried a long heavy fowling piece, was as good .is

his word and brought Paugus to the ground.
Our favorite bard has not forgotten to record this

passage of the action.

'•'Twas Paugus led the Pequa't tribe ;

As runs tlie for, would Paugus run;
.\3 howls the wild wolf would ho howl,
A large bear-skin had Paugus on.

" But Chamberlain of Dunstable,
One whom a savage ne'er shall slay,

Met Paugus by the water side.

And shot him dead upon that day."

The fate of the young and accomplished chap
lain seems to have e.xcited peculiar .sympathy.
He fought by the side of his companion.^ wilh
great determination and courage 'till about the
middle of the afternoon, when he received a
inortHJ womii! that disabled him from (iirlhor

action. Still he t:xertcd himself to cheer and
encourage the little band, and several dines pray-
ed aloii.l with much lirvnr for ilieir preservation
and sucites.s. He had a tender conversation with
Lieutenant Farwell: told hini lie wa.s moiially
wounded, and ilesiied him, should he escape, to
convey his <Iyiiig blcssiiiir to his parents and
comfort Iheiii in iluir afliiction. The closing
scene of this inieiview is toiichingly described in
the fine old ballad fiom which we have ulreadv
so largely drawn.

" Lieutenant Farwell took his hand.
His arm around his neck he threw.

And said, brave Chaplain I could wish
That heaven had made me die for you.

'The Chaplain on kind Farwell's breast
All languishing and bloody fell,

JS'or afterward said mure, but this,

I love thee, soldier, fjie thee well."

Harwood was not permitted to return to " wife
and babes," whose sad and tender parting has
already been described.

"John Harwood died, all bathed in blood,
When he had fimglit 'till set of day

;

And many more, we may not nam?.
Fell in'that bloody battle fr.ay."

By the skilful and unceasing firing of Love-
well's men, the Indian forces were gradually
thinned off during the day; their war-cries be-
came fainter and fainter, and just before night
they yielded the field, carrying off their killed
and wounded, and as evidence of their weakness
and brokenness of t-pirit they left the dead bodies
of Lovewell and his men uii.^calped. It was af-

wards a.scertained that forty-five of the Indians
were killed during the engagement, and many
more wounded. The little heroic band came off
with victory at last; but what a victory I

' Ah, many a wife shall rend her hair.

And many a child cry * woe is me,'
When messengers the news shall be.ar

Of Lovewell's dear bought victory."

The remnant of the company at the close of"

the day, collecting themselves together, f'ouii^

there were nine only who had escaped unhurt.
Eleven of the wounded were able lo march, but
the Chaplain, and Lieutenant Farwell, Ensign
Robbins and one other had not strength to leave
the battle-ground. There was no allernative,aiid
painfiil 118 it was, the.se must be left to die alone
n the woodd. They thought it probable the In-
dians would return again in force the next day,
and Ensign Robbins desired them to lay his giin
by him charged, that in case he should live 'till

they returned he might be able to kill one more.
After the rising of the moon the little band, with
the consent of their dying companions, left the
battle field, and made the best of their way to-
wards the fin w here the surgeon and guard had
been left, ho|)iiig to recruit anil return with fresh
hands to look after the dead and dying. But
when they reached the fort, to their great sur-
prise, they found it deserted. It turned cut that
one of the company in the first onset of the bat-
tle, seeing Lovewell and eight of the men fiill,

supposed that all vv.is over, and fled to the fi)rt

with the news that the company was cut down,
and " he alone had escaped" lo bring the sad
tidings. Ujion which the inmates of the fort

speedily set out upon their homeward march.

—

The returning company found some provisions at

the fort, which saved them fiom llimine, and af-

ter thus being recruited they pursued their slow
and painful march in separate detachments ac-
cording as they were able to move, and with the
exception of some of the wounded who died on
the way, re.iched at last the frontier settleineiUs
and their homes.

This bold and severe battle had such an cfTect

upon the Indian tribes, that they did not renew
their hostilities in that quarter for many years
afterwards. The centennial return of this hard-
fought day was celebrated, M ly 19, 1825, on the
battle ground, by the inhahitaiitsof Fryeburg and
the adjacent country, and an elegant address was
delivered on the occasion by Charies S. Davies,
Esq. of Portland.

It is one of those events in the earlier history
of our country fraught with too much interest to

forgotten. The name of the lamented Frye
!s in the name of the town which white men

have built up on the fair domain of I'angiis, and
the unfortunate Lovewell has bequeathed his

.- .!,_ i-..]f. i^i^g vvhosa waters were
d. We take leave of the

lie
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siiliject in the full belief tliat the inojilietic hiii-

giiuire of our bard will be true prophecy for iimiiy

a century to come.
• With footsteps slow shnll travellers go
Where Lovewell's I'ond shines clear and bright.

And mark the place where those are l.iid,

Wlio fell in Lovewell's bloody fight."

From the American Agriculturist.

Relative Value of the different Manures.

To show the extreme care with wliii;h Eiiro-

Iio;iiis iiusbaiiil their iiiuniires, wo sulyoiii a li.«t

of some articles systematically collected for this

purpose, and their relative fertilising properties.

We cannot too earnestly inculcate upon our read-

ers the necessity of the strictest attention to this

important subject. Manures are the Ibunilation

of the farinei-'a |#roaperity. He can do noihini?

withoiit—hecando every thing with them. Their

importance has been hitherto undervalued by a

large portion of our countrymen, in consequence
of their occupying new land.s, which, being charg-

ed with the inulisturbed remains of vegetable

inntter accumulated through centuries, need little

assistance from art to sustain successive crops,

sufficiently large to satisfy the occupant. But
we have two remarks to apply to jiersons culli

vatiiig such lands : there is comparatively little

land, e.xcept the richest of the alluvir.n bottoms,

that cannot be made to increase its crops by ma-
inue ; and a .series of crops will soon exhaust

even the best, unless it is subject to a periodical

renewal of its fertility, by accessions from allu-

vial de|)0sites furnished by the overflowing of

streams.

A strong example of this is shown in the Vir-

ginia laiKis, which at one time were as rich as

any on this Continent, but by severe cropping for

a long tiine, many of them have become so much
impoverished, as to be comparatively worthless,

and in many cases have been absolutely aban-

doned. In this condition they will prob.ibly re-

tnain fill exhausted Nature is allowed to recruit

herself by the decomposition of such fertilising

mineral resources as abound in most soils ; and
the accumulation of fresh vegetable matter has

restored her former enbrgies. But in the interim,

the land is abandoned and worthless, and the

capital invested in it, totally unproductive. This

disastrous result may not only be avoided by a

careful application of manures produced on the

farm when properly stocked, but the original fer-

tility of the soil be"gnidually augmented. That

we do not mistake this case, it is sufficient to

quote recent European experiments in confirma-

tion of our opinion, which show that the urate

liroduced from a single adidt in one year, affords

nitrogen sufficient to" produce 800 lbs. of wheat,

or over 1.3 bushels ! And this with all the exere-

mentUiotis matter aboimding on every farmer's

premises, if carefully collected and retained to be

applied to the proper crops, and at the proper

season, would rapidly increase its productive

powers, even while undergoing a severe cropping.

There is no difficulty under ordinary circumstan-

ces, in getting good crops from good land, and we
shall feel it particularly incumbent on us there-

fore, to provide our readers most liberally with

all information relative to manures.

The following articles have been recently ana-

lysed liy Koussinganit and Payeii, with reference

to their ferliliziiig principlesas manures ; and the

figures below indicate the number of i>ounds re-

spectively, which in their ordinary or moist state

contain the equivalent of nitrogen to be found in

1000 lbs. of farm yard manure.
lbs.

Woollen rags 22
1 Codfish (damaged, washed and press-

ed) 23
Feathers 2i5

Blood, dry (insoluble)

Horn raspings

Cow hair

Miiscidar flesh

Blood, dry (soluble)

Graves
Pigeon dung

2 Bones boiled

Do. fat (exposed to air)

Do. liioist

Linseed cake
Rape cake

3 Bolloni's poudrette

4 (drains of white hiiii'.i

5 Cockeliafers
Blood liquid

Urine of the horse
Pea straw
Binied root of clov

127
140
153
223
248
29t)

Wheat straw, being 5 from the upper
end including the tlireshed-out ear 300

Animalized charcoal (recently pre-

pared uiih night-soil) 322
Soot fiiini wood 347
Wheat cIkiIV, and carrot to[is, each 470
Dung hill drainings IJ77

Potatoe haulm, and horse dung, each 727
Saw dust, oak 740
To|)s of green beet root 800
Saint foiu straw 8.33

Urine of the cow 909
Farm yard manure 1000
Cow dung and ovster shells, each 1250
Oat straw " 1428
Saw dust. Acacia 1559
Wheat straw 1660
Barley do. 1739
Sawdust, fir 2119
Rye straw 2352

It must not he supposed that this li.«t indicates,

under all circumstances, the value of these ma-
?s, even with reference alone to their nitrogen.

It is only the analysis of each in certain states,

and those states vary materially. Still it affi)rds

a good general criterion of comparative value,

and m.iy now and then be of some u.'^e to the

ler under certain circumstances. When bis

own farm yard dung is deficient, he may be able

to make uj) from other sources within his reach,

-some substances which, properly managed, will

afford a good substitute for the ordinary supply

of the farm.

1 Frequent in Roman Catholic countries.

2 It will be seen that "boiled" give more nitrogen

than ' moist'' or •* fat bones." This refers to equal
i-eights. With equal measure the result would probably

be the reverse.

3 Poudrette is slowly dried and old night soil.

4 These are absolutely grown for manure on the Tirscan

Appenincs, whence more bulky crops are not easily trans-

ported, (lathered when nearly ripe, their seeds contain

rly all the azotized principle of the plant. They are

boiled or baked to destroy vegetation.
In the south, where these dies abound, they are col-

lected to prevent the damage done to crops by the grub,

ich quantities as to render them available for ina-

Oi' Mixed Earth and Creek Mud.—" What
experiments have been made of creek or har-

bor iniiil from the sea flats.' what ol mud tak-

en from fresh-water ponds.' what of the soil

taken from swamps overflowed .' bow have they

been used .' on what soils, for what crops, for

what gr.tsses, in what manner, in what quanti-

ties, and what advantages has been derhed froiiv

them ?'

Mr. Berden, of Wcthcrsfield.—K piece of laud

in my neighborhood w;is manured with earth

thtit "had been leached to make saltpetre— the

earth had been leached JO years before—the land

has borne surprising t rops ever since this earth

has been applied. I have never witnessed so

great and lasting efiects from any s|)ecies of ma-

Mr. Hurt, of Berlin.—One of my neighbors

carried on to his up-land mowing a number of

loads of earth from under an old barn. It has

improved his land surjirisingly. For several

years the crop has been very great.

Mr. Abel Bronson, of IVaterbury.—I have tried

the earth, taken from the ditches in my meadows,
but never foutid that my land received any bene-

fit. I have cairie-d large quantities into my hog
stye and barn yard, in autumn, and in the spring

have manured my Indian corti with it. I have

found a load of'this mixture of the earth and

manure, as beneficial as a load of unmixed ma-
nure, from the barn yard or the stye. I have used

the mixture, when it has lain in this situation a

year, and never found any dung better.

Of Yard or StableDu.ng, Tan.nek's Bark,
&.C.—'• What methods liave been taken to i

_

ment the manures taken from the yard or stable?

What means have been found to succeed best for

that purpose .'"

Mr. Andrew Hall, Jr., of Cheshire.—I have found

no maniu-e so beneficial, on poor land, for pota-

trips, as the dro|)ping-j of the cuttle intermixed

with straw, thrown into the yard to make mix-
ture, even before it is matured.

Mr. Abel Bronson, of Walerbury,—I have thrown
pumice, tanner's btirk, &c., into my hog stye, and
tbiind them to become very good mainire.

.Mr. Blakeslei/, of Plymouth.—More than twenty
years past, I had a large nursery of fruit trees.

To prevent weeds, &c., from growing, I covered
the ground over with tanner's bark. It prevent-

ed every thing but the trees from growing. Af-
ter some years had elapsed, when the trees had
all been taken from the nursery, I sowed the land
with oats and clover. The oats were good, and
the clover excellent. Since the clover has gone
out, the natural grass has come in, and the land

has continued tis good as any I have. I have
fbimd bark one of tlie best kinds of manure.

1 find, from experiment, that two loads of dung,

carried on the land in the spring, are worth three

loads carried on in the fall.

To the Editors of the .\merican Agriculturalist.

Plaster of Paris.

Gents.—We have heard many complaints

among our farmers who use this important stim-

tilaiit, and particularly from those who have but

recently commenced its application, that it failed

in nmnerous instances last year in developing its

usual benefits. They doubt the goodness of the

article, or its adaptation to their soils.

Our solution to their complaints and inquiries

is, that it requires rains to dissolve or decompose
the plaster, without which its application to crops

is fruitless. The spring and summer of 1841

were unusually dry throughout a great part of

the Northern States. For two or three mouths,

we had little or no rains, and the grass, and early

grairt crops were uncommonly short. This we
apprehend is the principal cause of the failure.

We advise our agricultural liiends, however, to

repeat their regular course, and soon the present

season may give a good account of the last year's

application. At all events, om- confidence is in

no way impaired in the virtue of this stimulant.

Yours truly, F.

As the application of Sulphate of LiME,inore

familiarly known as Selenite, Gypsum, or Plaster

of Paris, i:= extensively and most beneficially

maile in this country as a manure, perhaps we
cannot occupy the attention of our readers more
advantageously, than by throwing together some
fads connected with it. Of theories, we have
many: but as they have not yet attained that

certainty which we deem essential to any subject

claiming the attention of practical farmers, the

rule we have adopted for our present limits, will

not allow our communicating them. The mate-

rials of gypsum, are lime, chemically combined
with sulphuric acid; commonly known i\s oil of
vitriol, or vitriolic acid; which is one of the

strongest nfincral acids, and consists of sulphur

and o.xygen, with the addition of a little water.

This cotnbination is essential to be understood

by such as are making experiments on its use,

and will serve to throw much light on the reasons

fur the difTereni results obtained.

And, 1. It generally has little or no eflTect on
strong clay lands; unless applied in large quan-

tities, say 15 or 20 bushels to the acre, when it

has been known to change the character of a stiff

clay in a single season, to a loose, friable, mellow

and rich soil.

2. It is used with great effect on dry, sandy,

(not a barren sand,) or loamy soils.

3. One to two bushels per acre, is considered

a sufficient quantity to apply at once, though as

high as six, liave been sowed with marked ad-

vantage.

4. Its eflfects last through two seasons, and fre-

quently much longer.

5. It should be sown generally in April or May

;

(and always applied when the ground is dry,)

thus affording an opportunity for dissolving it by

the rains. Its application to crops as late as June,

have frequently been attended with decided ad-

vantages, though the large quantity of water re-

quired for dissolving it, being about 500 parts of

water, at a temperature of 60 degs.to one of gyp-

sum, renders the advantage much more conspic-

uous when sown earlier.

6. The efiects are much more striking when

applied with manure, and sometimes with lime.

7. It is a stimulant, as well as manure, and baa

a tendency to exhaust the humus or geine already
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in the ground, which renders it necessary to nild

manures occasionally, when the crops are carried

oft' the ground ; when they are consumed on it,

the soil is constantly iinproVing without the addi-

tion of inanure.

8. It is in some instances a specific {ooi} of veg-

etables, by this means greatly increasing the

quantity of some plants, as clover, sainfoin, and
other of the broad leaf grasses; peas, corn, roots,

&:c. ; while some of the narrow leaf grasses,

and wheat, barley, oats, &c., are scarcely benefit-

ed by it.

9. In opposition to the suggestion of our cor-

respondent, we have well attested experiments of

its immediate beneficial effect on crops sulfering

from drought, before any rains had come to its

aid ; it having been in some slight degree dissolv-

ed hy copious dews.
10. Its application in the neighborhood of salt

water, has seldom been attended with benefit,

owing luidonlitedly to its combining with the sa-

line vapor, wafted to it by the sea breezes.

11. Frequent benefit is derived from its use, on
vines and other plants infested with insects, for

though the diluted acid constituting a portion of
it, may be highly beneficial to the vegetable, it is

poison to the insect.

12. Wet lands are not improved by it.

Vi. Many soils are already so highly charged
with gypsum in their natiu'al condition; as to de-
rive no benefit from an ndditiunal quantity. There
is scarcely any saline substance more generally
diffused, it constituting a portion of almost every
soil, and is contained to a greater or less extent,

in all river and spring water ; and giving to the
latter especially, when in considerable quantity,

the character of hardness.

From this cause, (its general and large diffu-

sion,) is unquestionably owing the want of effect

on clay land.«i. These almost invariably contain
considerable portions of sulphur and lime ; we
liave then but to add a portion of oxygen to tlie

sulphur, which is abundantly found in the soil,

and water, and atmosphere, and we have the sul-

phuric acid, which brought into combination with
the lime, gives us the gypsum. This enters di-

rectly into the substances of some plants, as we
have seen above ; and on others, it acts favora-
bly, by its subsequent decomposition, and union
with other substances, as potash ; and es|iecially

by seizing on and fixing the ammonia, brought
into contact with it by the dews and rains from
the atmosphere. These midtifarious operations

of nature in her secret laboratory, with all the

elements and under all the varied circumstances
in which she works, are not so clearly detected,

as to develope her modus operandi with sutS-

cient certainty, to establish well defined and ac-

curate theories. We therefore leave the subject

for the practical farmer to experiment upon, with
what little light we have thrown together on the

subject above. Am! with all the theory in the

world, experience as to its value to certain crops,

under certain circumstances, and on certain soils,

would be of more value to the farmer; and to

liim we must look for such experiments, as can
alone afford any reasonable or correct foundation
of the theoretic action of this important mineral.
We will add, that another reason for the want of
eflwct on clay soils, may be found in the abund-
ance of the sulphates of anunonia, potash soda,
magnesia, alumina, &c., whi<-h they contain.

Our own use of gypsum has been limited, as
the land we have cultivated for a few years past,

has been a tenacious clay. On n field containing
twenty acres, which was occupied with oats,

sown on a freshly turned and unmunured soil

;

oats sown on a well manured piece, occupied for

several preceding seasons with roots ; and a large
clover patch ; we sowed in the latter part of May
last year, about seven acres in diflTerent patches,
at the rate of five or six pecks to the acre. The
ground had become quite dry, and we had but
.slight rains afterwards, and though the whole
season was remarkably dry, we had a large crop
from each part of the field, (thus showing the
superiority of a clay soil in drought); vet so far
as we could discover, there was no apparent dif-
ference in the plastered and unplastered portions
of the field. There may have been some ad-
vantage in the weight or nutritive character of
the crop aflforded by tlie plaster, but of this we
could not judge, as our experiment did not go
far enough to settle this point.

From the Ladies' Companion for IVlay.

Tlie Cemeteries of New Orleans.

BY WILLIAM G. HOWARD.

-So li
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ot corn, that there be no delay, (for sonietinios a

ievv kernels may be dropped on the gi-oiind in

planting) in putting round the outside of it stakes
about the size of connnon bean poles, say six

feet liigh, once in six or eight rods: then run
twine made of coarse cotton warp, doubled to a

suitable size and twisted from one stake to the

next all around the field ; but do not draw the

twine tight: leave it slack enough to have the

line wave with the wind. It will likewise do
good to fiisten a strip or two of white cloth to the

line between the slakes. It is well to examine
the line every day or two. If once broken the

crows will soon know it and begin there to take
up your corn first, just before it makes its appear-
ance above ground, and afterwards till large

enough to weed. You may also shoot a charge
of powder into the ground by holding the muz-
zle of your gun about a foot from the ground in

different parts of the field. It will leave the

scent of the powder in the ground, and the crow
is not so fond of the smell of powder as be is of
the taslc of corn. I have practised this plan for

years with good success, seldom losing a hill of
corn by the crows.

A VERMONTER.
May 12th, 1842.

The Silk Business.—The Editor of the Con-
cord Freeman, in an interesting article on this

subject, says:

—

" In reading tlie autobiography of Col. Trum-
bull, the painter, a most interesting volume re-

cently published, we marked a passage in relation

to the silk culture in Connecticut in old times,

the subject of which in this connection may not

be uninteresting or unprofitable. As earlj', lie

states, as 1793, a large portion of the sandy, un-
productive .soil of that state had been planted
with mulberry trees, and not only was the quan-
tity of silk produced very considerable, but suc-

cessfid attempts had been made to manufacture
it—.so that an agent in that year went from Hart-
ford to Philadeljihia with a quantity of silk goods,
resembling a coarse black satin. He there ibiind

Gen. Washington, who, with other friends of
domestic industry, became purchasers. Colonel
Trumbull wa.< attached to Mr. Jay's mission, and
was about sailing for Europe. He liought a pat-

tern for a vest and small clothes, which were
made up, and which he subsequently carried with

him 10 London, where he became acciuainted

with a IMr. Titlbrd, a silk manufacturer in Spital-

fields. This gentleman pronounced the quality

of the silk excellent, and remarked that if the

peo|)le of Connecticut would raise such silk and
ship it to London in its raw state, they might rely

Iqion receiving the highest market price, as none

of a superior qiralilii was received eitherfrom France

or Italy. The business, however, then beginning

to engage public attention to a very cosideiable

degree, soon received a check from which it has

but lately began to recover. About that time

immense wealth was suddenly acquired at the

South by the culture of cotton, which gave its

retiu-n in one season, and silk and mulberry trees,

of slower though not less certain production, be-

came eclipsed in the eyes of Northerners, anil

were neglected, and the business declined, until

at this time but little silk is produced in Con-
necticut, except at Mansfield—whose wiser in-

habitants now obtain an annual income of about
.$'50,000 from labor performed principally by their

children f^

The Largest Tree iu New Knglaud.
A giant of the forest, for many years the fre-

quent subject of admiration to the curious visitor,

has at length fallen, and we are enabled to give

a more definite and certain description of it, than

has been given of any of the large standing trees

in our country.

The Tree to which we refer is an interval Red
or SiJGAR Maple, which has been standing

the farm and near the residence of Joseph Hob
Esq., of Ossipee, in this State. The circumf

eiice of the tree at the ground was 28 feet, and
continued of about the same size 17 feet, per-

fectly straiglu and .smooth as common blistered

bar "steel. At this height it parted into twc

branches.

The first grand branch extended 34 feet, mea-

suring at .^l feet from the ground 4 feet ii

diamiMcr, or rather more than 12 feet in circum-

ference: this branch then divided into 5 branch
es, which after running 15 feet were on an aver-

age 3i feet in circumference.
The second grand branch, after extending 39

feet from the main trunk measured 11 feet 6
iiclies in circumference ; it then divided into two
(ranches, each of which at 19 feet (or 73 feet

from the ground) measured 3 ft. 9 in. in circum-
ference.

The length to the top was 96 feet.

Mr. Hobbs informs us, that he has made forty

r>ounds of sugar in a year from this tree. It was
iijured by tapping, had partially decayed near

the roots, but was sound after a few feet above
the ground. In a severe gale of wind it was
rostrated to the ground, and although much dif-

ficulty attended its preparation for the saw-mill,

mastered, and its product has just been
ascertained to be 3300 feet of inch boards, and
nine cords of wood for fuel.

The tree was perfect in its symmetry, larger in

ircmnference than any tree in New England,
nd probably as great in bulk as any tree in the

United States. A gentleman who has seen the

Ossipee Maple and"the Ohio Sycamore (which is

very low tree) pronomices the Ossipee as de-

cidedly of the greatest bulk.

With its owner, we sincerely regret the depar-

ture of this noble specimen of the bandy-work
of nature. But the revolutions of the globe will

go on, and the march of decay follows closely in

the train :

—

"The cloud-clapt

The solemn tempi
Yea, all which it iniients, snail dissolve,

And like the baseless fabric of a vision,

Leave not a wreck behind."

We give below a list of all the large trees i

the United States which we have seen reporte-

ith their circumference.

Names. Place. Ft
Sycamore, Ohio, 60 Cedar, Canada, 21

N. V
Penn
S. C.

Ossipee,

N

Penn.
N.J.

Elm,

White Oak,
Live Oak,
Oak
Charter Oak, Conn.
Chestnut. Ponn.

Portsmouth Journal.

N.C.

SGlHickorj
SHAsh,
32jApple,

Roxb"v.Ms.25
Bostoii, 22
Nthmpton, 22
Springfield, 2.5

K.I. 2.1.

Ctmn. 24
Ken. 17

do. n
RoxbT, Ms. 12

From the Northern Light.

The Woodland.
BY W. BACON.

In a climate like ours, where wintry wind;

hold such imlimited control over the .=easons

;

where, in the intensity of cold, the mercury
sleeps so many nights below zero ; in a country

like ours, where cities are springing up on every

hand, and populous villages, dressed in the fresh-

ness of yesterday, greet the eye at almost every

corner; in our ciwn country, where enterprise,

smiling at the mockery of restraint, throws its

curling smoke from every mountain and valley,

rill and secluded dell ; iu such a country and in

such an age, where every thing moves by steam,

economy in fuel, and the protection of wood-
lands isa subject of universal interest, and may
well call furtli the attention of the philanthropist

and the economist in its behalf.

In remarking upon this subject, we shall pre-

se;it the results of our own observation, and if

they are wrong, we hope some one more skilled

in these matters will have the goodness to cor

rect them.
First, then, too much indifference toward

woodlands is manifested by the general praclici

of allowing them to lie iu common wiih high

ways or pasture land.s, where cattle without rr

straint range over them, destroying all yOmn
shoots which are .starting up to supply a nev

gener.ilion of trees, when the present crop shall

have been removed. If this practice

versal, fifty years hence, and we believe n much
less period."would find our country as destit

of trees as the .leserts of Africa. Where then

would the siqiply for fuel and for building be

found .' Our coal mines might, in some mea-
sure, remedy the evil ; but it would be in a very

slight degree. The quarry luight furnish mate-

rials for fe
------
d for buildi but tl

innumerable purposes to which even the trea

sures of the quarry cannot apply. There is, in

fact, no substitute for wood, no getting along
without it, unless an individual would go through
the world by a mere get along impulse. How,
then, can the present course of wastefulness,
which so generally exists, be tolerated, even by
owners of lands kept in this sad predicament of
commonalty ? Surely, it cannot be because the

l)rofits will not pay the expense of fencing, for

no lands yield a greater profit in proportion to

expenditure than forest lands. The present
prices of fuel and timber warrant this assertion.

The second consideration we ofler in regard
to economy in timber land, is the time of felling.

Here public opinion is at variance. So far as

durability in the timber taken off is concerned,
some suppose that winter is the best season, as

in common iihrase the sap is down ; others pre-

fer midsummer. As regards the two seasons
tor the operation, we do not imagine that any
material diflference can exist .where favorable

circumstances are brought to bear upon the ob-

ject. There must be a circulation of sap in

winter, else how can the buds retain their vital-

ity ? Indeed, we know there is, unless it is im-
peded by frost, for we see it exude from the

tiillen tree. And in evergreens, which are cut

down in December, the leaves usually dry and
fall from the branches before spring. That sap

flows more freely in spring and autumn we do
not doubt, for every observer knows it does. But
we consider the argument vain, and contrary to

nature, that supposes that the vital fluid of trees

does not, like that of animals, flow through llie

system at all times, unless impeded by counter-

acting causes. Yet, as the flow of sap is most
abundant in spring, when the freezing and thaw-
ing of the earth are the consequence of day and
night; and in autumn, when like causes are in

operation, we should give it as our unscrupu-
lous opinion that these are the two worst sea-

sons ol' the year for felling timber, either to in-

sure its durability or a new crop from the roots

of the trees fallen.

Timber fallen in midsummer is rendered very

firm and durable by immediately divesting it of

the bark ; or if it is designed for fuel, splitting

is immediately necessary, in order that the liquid

matter it contains may pass oflf. Unless the.-;i>

processes are performed, as every farmer may
well know, decay soon sets itself to work. Two
chcsnut rails, taken fiom the same tree, will

give an example : the one, if of a proper size,

with the bark immediately stripped, will last

thirty, forty, perhaps fifty years; while one, with
the bark on, will do well if it lasts a dozen year.«.

Thus we see, that durability iu timber depends
somewhat on precautionary measures to make
it so.

For fire wood, if only the present profit is to

be consulted, September is undoubledly the best

month lor cliop[)ing, as by this tlie growth of

the present year may be gained, and yet the

wood, if profierly prepared, have suCicicnt time

for seasoning before winter, and will in:ike a

livelier, better fire than that pre pared a year pre-

vious. Yet this is only a teiii|ioi-,u'y advantage,

one for the present few days, while the many
fiiture ones have a claim upon operations.—
Where timber is cut at this season, the land is

slow to produce a new growth. Tlie roots, ex-

hausted by the labors of summer, send up feeble

shoots, if "they send up any; and these, for the

most part, sicken and die before reaching ma-
turii)-.

On the whole, all things considered, we think

the weight of evidence goes strongly in favor

of winter chopping. It is the season of leisure

from other employ inenis to the farmer: hence

the appropriate one for this; and timber cut at

this season jiosse-sses every desirable quality, if

means to esfiblish those qualities arc employed,

for the wood cut now mii?t be split and housed

in order to make it excellent ; and the timber,

whether for fences, buildings, or any other jiur-

pose, must pass through a seasoning process,

(unless employed under water) with the hark

ofi^ <^bich m,iy be divested in spring, in order

to substantiate' its full value: and where repro-

duction is desired, it is, of all " times tuid sea-

sons," decidedly the best.

When it is exfiected that a new growth will

ensue, particular attention must be paid to the

manner of felling the trees. Ecnnniuy requires
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that the tree should be cut as near the grouml

as possible, ns tlieieby wood will be saved. And
where trees aie so cut, lliey iriuch more readily

throw lip shoots, than when ii high, unsightly

stnnip remain?. And these shoots will be of a

healthier and more vi<;orons character. Care

should also be taken, in chopping, that the stninp

he not left hollowing inward, like a dish ; for in

this case it woultl become a reservoir for the

rain.s, and the water collected there would be-

come a fountain of mischief, working through

the stump to ilie roots, which sustain the new-

plant, and inducing diseases which would defy

remedy.
Another error in regard to the management

of woodlands, nnd which has no claim to appro-

bation, save its popularity, is the prevailing prac-

tice of choppiiig only tlje old trees and such as

are beginning to deciiy. By this process, much
valuable vonng timber must necessarily be de-

stroyed ; the woodland becomes thin ; the winds

pass through it with fury, twisting the remain-

ing trees greatly to their injury, and in the event

making them a sickly, short lived affair. Cut

clean as you go, is a motto which cannot be too

clearly adhered to with regard to woodbinds;

then there will he no lodging trees; no regrets

at breaking down young limber; no necessity

for paths here and there, which, in many wood-
lots, occupy almost as much space as the wood
itself. A new and oven growth will spring up,

which will protect itself from the violence of

winds, and shield the earth and roots from

scorching sunbeams. As it advances in growth,

the sicKly plants will die out, and nature, by a

))rocess of her own, will prune such as remain
to her own advantage. Where shoots start from
stumps, however, it may be well to thin them
with an axe the second year, for such shoots are

liable to start in so great abundance as to ex-

haust, to a groat extent, the source of nourish-

ment. This i- especially the ca.se with the chcs-

iiiit. But let it be remcnd)ered, that from wood-
hiiuls so nianani'd. cattle and shee[) must be kept

at a respectful distance.

Where timber lauds are cut off with a view
of renewing their growth, then the winter uioiitbv

are the preferable lime for performing the opera-

lion. When trees are cut in spring or summer,
shoots will stait ; but they are less vigorous than

those which spring from winter clearings, and

The perio<l necessary for a forest to renew it-

self varies with the soil and location to from

twenty to thirty years. We have seen very

pretty woodlots," of tall, handsome trees, which

were said to have been entirely cut off twenty

years before; ami there are instances mentioned

in which, by cutting off well covered woodlands,

a new crop has appeared in that time, more val-

uable than the one taken off.

A new variety of trees is Usually introduced

to the .soil. Evpr;;reens never start from the

stump or root of ohl trees, hut are succeeded by

birch, beech and maple. Be(!ch, though a re-

pinductivc tree, is usually succeeded by maple
and white ash. Thus nature gives a rotation of

crops, which may, to some extent, account for

the rapid growth of tress on lands which have

been cut over.

Mount Osceola, Jimuwy, 18i1.

Sto.nes on Cultivated Land.— It is an error

to suppose (s:iys the Boston Mer. Journal) that

stones should be entirely removed from land
which is under cultivation. Those stone.s, which
would he in the way oi' the sevllie while mow-
in-, of cour>.' ^-hoi'ihl 1,0 n'lnie.ed, but all the

Sinaller stones should r.uu.iu ; and if wholly or
partially embe.lded in llie soil, thoy preserve the

moisture during' a ihnualit, and thus serve mate-
I lally to increase tli.- nop. The following article

frcun the Geiitlejneii's .Alagazine, published in

1773, is to the jioiut:—

"It has been long known to exfierienced far-

nier.s, that taking away verv small stones and
flints is delriinputal to 'i.loiis'hed lands in gener-

aud all lands of u l;;nil:,;_r nalure. It was, how-
ever, never iuiagiiie,! il,.it the ilamage could be
so great, as a is leju iiuuui to be since unusual
([juantiiies of flints and other stones have been
repeatedly gathered for the use of turnpike roads.
In the p'ari-h of .Stevenage, in Hertfordshire,

there is a field known by the name of Cbalkdell-

field, containing about 200 acres; the land in

this field Wiis formerly equal, if not superior, to

mo.^t lands in that county ; but lying convenient
for the surveyors of the road.s, they have picked

it so often, and stri|)ped it of the flint and small
stones to such n degree, that it is now interior to

lands that were formerly reckoned not much
above half its value, acre for acre. Nor is it

Chalkdell-field alone that has materially suffered

in that county by the above-mentioned |iraciice
;

several thousand acres bordering on the turnpike
roads from Wellwyn to Baldoch have been so
much impoverished, that the loss to the inheri-

tance forever must be computed at a great many
thousand pounds. What puts it be\oiKladouht
that the prodigious impoverishment of the land

is owing to no other cause hut picking and carry-

ing away the stones, is, that those lands have
generally been most impoverished which have
been most often picked; nay, I know a field, part

of which was picked, and the other part (ilough-

ed up before they had time to pick it, where the

pint that was picked lost seven or eight pai ts in

ten of two succeeding crops; and ihough the

whole field was manured and managed in .all re-

spects alike, yet the impoverishment w'as visible

where the stones had been picked off, and extend-
ed not an inch farther; an incontestible proof of
the benefit of the stones."

ProBCuy of Men of Geuiiis.

A writer in the Quarterly Review presents a

very striking fact in relation io the fuiiily history

of men eminently distinguished by their intel-

lectual attainments. He was discussing ai: ob-

jection to the copyright bill—that jivpchiili/ in

literary properly would establish an aristocracy,

would found another noblesse—and shows th.at

there is no danger of this result from the bill in

(jueslion.

" We are not going to speculate," he says,
" about the causes of tlie fact—but a fact it i-s*—

that men distinguished for extraordinary iiilel-

leeiual power of any sort very rarely leave more
than a very brief line of progeny behinil them.
Men of genius liavti scarcely ever done so—men
of iiiiaginative genius, wo might say, almost nev-
er. With ihe one exception of the noble Surrey,

we cannot at this moment point out any represen-
tative in the male line, even so fir down as in the

third generation of any Knslish |ioer, and we
bilieve the case is the same In France. The
blood of beings ol' that order can seldom be
tracejl far tlown eren in the female line. With
the exception of Surrey and Spenser, we lu-e not

aware ol' any great English author of at all re-

mote date from whose body any living person
d.aims to he descended. There is no other real

English poet prior to the middle of the eighteenth
century, and we believe no great author of any
sort, except Claremlon mid Shaftsbury, of whose
blood we h ive any inheritance amongst us.

—

Chain-er's only son"died childless. Shakspeare's
line expirird in his danghrer's oidy tianghter.

None of the other dramatists of that age lelt any
proireny—nor Raleigh, nor Bacon, nor Cowley,
nor Butler. The grand-daughter of !\Iiltoii was
the last of his blood. Newton, Locke, Pope,
Swift, Arbuthnot, Hume, (Jibbou, Cuwper, Oray,
Walpole, Cavendish—and we might greatly ex-

tend the list—never married. Neither Boling-
broke, nor Addison, nor Warbnrlon, nor Johnson,
iiorBurke, transmitted their blood. ftl.Renonrd's

last argument against a perpetuity in literary

property is, that it would be fonudini; another
noblesse. Neither jealous aristocracy nor envious
jacobism need be under much alarm. When a

human race has produced its 'bright consum-
itjate flower' in this kind, it ' seems commonly
to be near its end.' Poor Goldsmith might have
been mentioned in the above list. The theory is

illiistrateil in our own day. The two greatest

names in science and literalm-e of oin' time wcre
Uavy and Sir Walter Scott. The first died chihl-

less. Sir Walter left four children, of whom three

are dead, only one of them (Mrs. Lockhart) leav-

ing i.isiie, and the fourth, (his eldest sou,) tbnugh
living, and long married, has no issue. These
are curious facts."

Cabbage Worms.—A writer in the Southern
Cultivator says, "he had a square of very fine

cabbages in his garden, upon which the worms
had commenced making great ravages. Peimy-

royal was gathered ami scattered over the cab-
bage heads plentifully, and the work of destruc-
tion ceased." The writer did not know whether
the discovery was a new one, hut it seems to have
been a very easy ami effectual one, and well

worth a trial.—.4/6. Cult.

Observations of a random Journey.
A NEW HAMPSHIRE VILLAGE.

PiTTSFiELD has a neat village situated fifteen

miles east-north-easterly from Concord on the
Suncook river, which has its most northerly
source in the Gunstock mountains in the north-
easterly section of Gilford and in .'\lton, only a
few miles from Wimiipisseogee lake, and takes
its course south-westerly where it unites with
the Merrimack two miles above Hooksett fulls

at the south-western corner of Pembroke. The
village of Pittsfiehl in this valley is surrounded
by fertile swells of land on which are situated
elegant farms with their neat houses generally
painted while or red, having in all cases ca-
pacious barns and other establishments. South-
erly from the village, and .at no very great dis-

tance, the most elevated laml is the mountain
called Catamount, which can be seen a little to

the left of the Nottingham and Northwood hills

at the distance of seventy, eighty, and a hun-
dred miles on the high grounds of Worcester
county in Massnchnsetts; and fiirther on the

Gunstock and Ossipee mountains, the Jecor-
way peak, &c. in a direct line—a littlu further

to the south-east the nionntains in Alton—slill

further east the mountains iu Strafford and
Brookfield, and southerly from the whole the

isolated mountain Agamenticus, near the sea in

York, state of Maine. Catamount is surrounded
from its base to its top with farms and firm
buildings: perched nearly at its top is the splen-

did farm of the late Elder Ehonezer Knowhon,
w ho was tempteil to letive this eligible spot with
a personal popularity both as a preacher of reli-

gion and as a political man which lasted him to

the close of life, to take up his abode on a fin-m

that might be more easy of cultivation, biu could
hardly be more fruitful, in the county of Waldo,
.Maine.

You look down upon the Pittsfiehl village in

almost every direction from the hillt!, west, north,
east and south. The ])osition of the village is

much more interesting—the landscape is far
more beautifiil than Concord ever can be, he-
cause the hills are made up of that siibstanlial

soil which in the vcru.al season preserves the
most lively green, and of the chequered texture
of idtcrnate arable, mowing, pasture and wood-
land, with now aifl ilien a scattering of tall

pines an J a craggy high steep in the extreme
distance. Pittsfiehl li.is grown within the last

ten years to be as large, if not a larger village,

than Concord was ten years ago: within thp
last five or six years there have been erected in

the village three elegant new churches, each
supplying a coniireuailonal, calvanistic baptist
or freewill baptist society: theio are besides,

within the limits of ibe town, another freewill

or Christian, and a Fri(Mids' ineeling-hou.se. The
buildings of which this village is composed are
neat and durable : Ihe main i)art is on a street

six rods in width, running south cast and norlh-
wcst nearly one mile. Passing into the village

from Concord at the to|) of a hill is an elegant
farm with its ample fields north and south of the
main road : from this point the flowing stream
widened by a dam which raises the water above
the road where the biidge p.asses over it, with
the extensive brick factory near it, surrounded
on all sides with neatly painted dwellings, first

strikes the eye almost at your feet ; and fiirther

off appear the spires of the churches with a
continuation of the main village further east.

Many of the buildings had been erected within
the last two years—some of them of brick aro
belter buildings than have usually been erected
in Concord : the bricks are so well burnt that

they would seem to be as durable as granite

itself. We observed a block of brick tenement*!

erecting by .Maj. Berry on the north-east side of
the main street below the old meeting-house.
So careful w.as he in its erection that we men-
lion Ihe case as an example for erecting other
buildings of brick : a space was left in the wn\l
ihr the circulation of the air between the tiers

of brick suflicient to exclude both frost and
(himji from finding its way into the interior. A
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propneiors ol pews',

converted into rooms
two lurge scliools, ;ii]

lectiiieii, in wliicli is

securiiiijthe town rvr

story is made a ;ilat

with slips construrtei

the bottom snflicient

brick wall constructed in this manner effertiially

phiits llie frost from a cellar even if the larger

portion of it shall l)e above the surface of tlie

ground.
We have mentioned the three new nieeling-

liouses in the villii<;e: tlie old town nieeling-

lioiise, erected in 1788, stands there too, far more
neat and trim—for it had not llien been painted

—than it appeared when we first saw it thirty-

(Nree years ago. And what use, do you suppose,
can be made of this ancient house, whose tim-
bers are of lieavy white oak, standing with posts

more than twenty feet from the sills, fitted on all

sides with numerous windows? It has been
made a bnililirjg of two stories, and by expend-
ing on it twelve hundred dollars, including three

hundred <lollars p;iid by the school district of
that part of the village i'or the [)roperty of the

the lower story has been
for the Hccomriifidatioii of

(I into an office for t\n- se-

conslrucK'd a brick sale,

ords from fire. The upper
•I! for III.; town meetings,
1 fiom the original peusat
to seat at le:ist lour hun-

dred people. This building is very convenient

:

it has been improved at a small expense con-
sidering its great additional value. There are
many old meeting-houses of giant frames that

would long endure with but slight labor for

their preservation standing in our country towns
that ought to be treated like the old meeting-
liouse of PlttsfieUl. New shiufilod sometimes,
new clapboarded and painted, they will endure
as long as the best morlern buildings; and :liey

may be made to llujiisli ami-le rooms for varf-

ons public purposes.
A SPLENDID IMPROVEMFNT.

But the most important improvement to fiu-m-

ers remains to be inenlioned : it is that made in

a swamp or .<uuken meadow almost within a

stone's throw of the old meetiug-liouse and main
."^treet. Allusion was made to this improvement
in a letter from John Hi'rry, Esq., published in a
former nundier of the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

The swamp contains about six acres ; and tive

years ago when it was purchased by Mr. Berry
it was an almost impervious impassable morass,
with a growth of water maple, swamp .asli, dog-
wood, &c. so wet and shaky that cattle would
inire upon it, and even dangcious to the tread

of any human being. From lliiss\vam|) thci'e is

an outlet running towards f-'um-ook river, and
the water instead of hcing sliii:;:ish on its pas-

sage fulls awav direi-ilv, so that a few open
ditches take off lli.- waier at once. A part of

ter, inasmuch as it shakes to a considrrable dis-

tance uniler tlie treail of the feet. The whole
mass of matter in this bog is of the richest

black soil, at some jjoints to the depth of many
feet, but cortung down to about eighteen inches

at the shore near the outlet, where it rests upon
a iiure white jiravel and hard rocks worn smooth
in the water. The uhole of this swamp has
been cleared liv Mr. IJeiry within the last live

.y dra

Th.
the trees spreailing o
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wliicli he comtnenced liliy years nso; yet the old

gentleman seemed to be impressed With the idea

that he might better his condition at this time-
when his family of children have all been pro

vided for in comfort awny from liome—by
movmg to soini of thoso cheap,easy western lands

where no rocks were in the way, and which would
never reqnire manure. Those who have labor-

ed hard to clear away immense trees in an almost
impervious forest, and wlio find in their cultiva-

tion obstructions from rocks in a hard soil, think

it would lie delightful to get nyion the rich prairie

lands where there are neither trees nor rocks in

the way. They do not fully comprehend the evils

of an entire destitution, on rich prairie lands, of

both rocks and trees. For all the purposes of a
comfortable subsistence, the farmer with his fam-

ily might as well be located in the deserts of

Arabia as upon the rich lands destitute of rocks

and trees : indeed there are districts of prairie

lands extending many miles where the inconve-

nient rocks and trees do not exist that are consid-

ered of little value on that account. The farmer
is much more likely to succeed on the rocky hard
land, than upon the easy soil : if he continues on
this land twenty years, he will find a greater ad-

vantage in his permanent stone fences than is to

he found in the easier cultivation. This striking

fact appeared to us in less than one hour after

parting with our veteran friend.

Through the town of Epsom, running east and
west, is a brancii of the river originating on the

high ridge of the Saddleback mountain easterly

in Northwood, iiassintr through a succession of
meadows ;in(l liiiJR lakes called the Suncook
ponds. l''rom tin- lii;;li ground in Morthwood,
easterly of Epsom, tlie waters rim the other way
tov.ariis the oi-oan. « hii li may he distinctly seen
at some points wilh the naked eye at the dis-

t.ince of nearly tliiity miles. This branch of the

Sinicook unites wilii Uk; main branch coming
down through Pittsfield from the north in the

westerly part of Ep.-Jom : at the point of meeting
of the two streams is a large turn of intervale,

composing the farm of Cul. Daniel Cilley, the

only surviving child of the gallant Gen. Joseph
Cilley of the revolution, and the uncle of that

Joseph Cilley who led the forlorn hope under
Col. Miller vvhen he captured the British artil-

lery at Bridgewater, and of that Jonathan Cilley

who ingloriously fell at Washington in an unne-
cessary contest into wliit-h he was drawn by

that false notion of honor which treats the moral

courage of withstanding the taunts of the mere
duellist as cowardice.

The farm of C.)l. Cilley

land, easy of cultivation ;

where it is well cultivated

at the meeting of the two
of fencing on each of two roads : on one side of

it rocks are readily obtained for making a wall

—

but on the other side reliance is had exclusively

on the wooden fence. The cheapest fence is

one of posts and boards which will decay and
rot away in the course of ten or fifteen years.

The intervale ground will in time lose its fer-

tility—the best land in the world will run out

afier a succession of crops. Our alluvial soils

lliat are not oficn overllowcil rerpiire as much
or more manure than our rocky hill lands to

keep them in heart. The facilities for building

ihe best permanent fence and for stoning walks
a?id cellars and underpinning houses and barns
which the multitudes of our granite rocks af-

liird, make tliem oiiinnst (arms much more use-

ful than iiijmious: when a system of suhsoiling

and undcrdrainiMg shall he intnniuced in New
Enu'laud on rocky moist lands that grow mine
heav'v fiom ciiiuiMual cullivalion, we think the

myriads of small stones will he useful in the

construction of those cmored drains which in

clayey retentive soils will give a new character
and value to hmidreds of our lields frojn the

great aid which a lightened sm-face will impart
to the ordinary mniiiufs which arc laiil upon it.

Col. ("iljpv l::is arri\r,l at the a^e when the
elder pan of' liis iainilv (ifsons—one a respected
clergyman of ihp iirr\iill baptist order in Pitts-

field—one a araiul r:;iiii rat Nottingham on pre-
mises picspnlcl l.v I, is liiicle, the late Bi

Cilluv, l..n!.'knou„ f,,

the ofli.'os which he

ing his own name—
'farm in Epson:—witl

s a beautiful piece of
111 highly productive

His inrn of intervale

leqifires a mile

his two youngest sons who are twins married to

two sisters. These young men, carrying on the

farm mainly with their own hands, are im|)rov-

ing and putting a new face upon it. They find

at this time a drawback on the amin.il iticome

in the necessity of constructing a mile of new
fence, protecting their extensive iiUcrvale from
the road running directly through it, which was
formerly the second New Hampshire turnpike.

Col. Cilley has himself always been a hard
laboring ntan: at the age of seventy-three, un-
der a severe sickness of the last vviiucr, it was
feared he would not survive again to go abroad.
We were happy to meet him abroad, just started

on his way to visit his son and "salt his young
cattle" which had been early tin-ned upon the

pasture of ;m out firm. Too feeble to be abroad
in the field with his sons, he had quite recently

employed his time in the farmer's workshop, and
com[)leted from old anfl new materials more
than twenty hand-rakes to he used next haying
time.

Among the improvements and cmiosities

w hich we have lately seen worthy of notice is

the corn and grain barn lately erected by Mr.
William P. Cilley, one of the twin brothers.

This granary is so constructed as to give the

corn in the green season the advantages of air

usual in corn houses with open slats, and at the

same time by the simple process of shutting an
open door afterwards securing the grain bin

fiom the effects of the storm without and from
the egress and ingress of rats and _ mice. The
bull, ling for the granary is about" twenty by

twenty-four feet standing upon posts and raised

from the gromul. In the roof upon the south
end Mr. Cilley has constructed a room six feet

by seven as a residence for the industrious

workers who are an example worthy of infita-

lion by those claiming a greater intelligence.

The idea of this bee-house Mr. Cilley took from
the Monthly Visitor; he believes it to be an im-
provement upon Mr. Searle's p!an. It is how-
ever such a hee-hive as may be conveniently

constructed entirely out of the way in the gable

ends of many farm houses. The hive in so laid

as to lead to on almost indefinite extent of a

lodgement of the comb containing the honey,
which may be taken away in just such quantity as

shall be desired, without the necessity of de-
oyiug the bees. The hive of bees have no

occasion to swarm, since they always have am-
ple room for extension. Slats are laid so that

the drones and other vermin and filth cleared off

from the bees fall upon the floor of the hive lo

which a door opens, enabling any one to sweep
and cleanse it at pleasure.

Of our ride home in a gig waggon ten miles
•ar night fall we might tell a tale of woe and

distress in a destitute, deserted, sick fiunily that

should teach the child of plenty and affluence

that it is a sin to waste his substance while ob-

jects of real charily, native horn children of our
own State, exist, demanding not only the appli-

"in of our spare substance, but all om-
sympathies; but while this accidental event
might be interesting to those who have hearts

to feel for snflfering poverty, others tnight attri-

bute the relation to a worse motive than that of
mere benevolence.

lis neighborhood

liury

personal wealth and
u this State, for bear-

1 third upon another
inly d mghter married
left home excepting

Transactions of the Jfew-York State Agricul-
tural Society.

We are indebted to the politeness ofi^. Tucker,
Esq., the Secretary of the N. Y. State Agricultu-
ral Society, for a copy of their tran.sactions for

the year 18-11, which comprises a large octavo
ilmne of -lia pages. This work is neatly print-

I ON heaniiful pa|ier, emhi-liishrd with ninuer-
is engravings of fine animals, as also of a pnul-

y house, feeding crib and fountain. WV' have
ail the hook through with no less attention than
iterest, and .are tiee to confess, that we have

scarcely ever )>erused a volume, of the same ex-

tent, so full of ufeliil matter to the agriculturist.

Besides contribmions from the citizens of the
Slair' of New-York, the work contains many ex-
cellent papers from gentlemen of oilier States, as
well as one of great power by John Hanncim, of
North Leighton, Wetherby, Yorkshire, England,
entitled, " Em;lish Agriculture—n glance nl Us pro-
gress and Us prospects." The writer of this essay
wields a masterly pen, is evidently a gentleman
of education, extensive reading, profound thought,
discriminating mind, and withal, a practical far-

mer. He traces the history of British agriculture
from the period of the Roman invasion up to

Dec. 1841. Covering so much ground, through
such an extended period, the author has neces-
sarily been compelled to be brief in his details,

hut so thoroughly master is he of his subject,

that brief as are those detail.s, he has traced them
with a pencil of light, and made so jierfect a pic-

ture, that one is forced to acknowledge the just-

ness and accuracy of the likeness. The entire

paper comprises but 28 pages, but such is the
graphic power of its author, that we hazard
nothing in saying he has, by his peculiar tact of
analysis and comparison, imparled to it more
matter than is often met with in a volume, and
we promise our readers a rich treat by its re-pub-
lication in our columns.
To give our readers an idea of the truly valu-

able contents of this volume of transactions, we
will state, that it contains papers by difTerent

gentlemen, givinjj descriptions of the agriculture

of many of the counties of the Empire State
;

one from Joel R. Poinsett, upon the agriculture of
South Carolina ; one from if. Penn Kizer on that

of Pennsylvania; one by James M. Garnett, on the

progress of agriculture in Virginia— which, by
the bye, is not one of the most prepossessing
lineaments ; an essay on tillage, as also on Geol-
ogy, as connected with agriculture, by WiWis
Gaylord ; one on the Fruit Garden, by David
Thomas, which we look upon as truly valuable,

comprising as it does, a complete treatise in it-

self, not only upon the culture, hut upon the di-

.seases and curative treatment, of nearly all the

maladies to which the cultivated fruits are sub-

ject—a paper on the increase and prospects of
the Silk culture in the U. S. by G. B. Smith—om
on the Mulberry culture, by D. Stebbins—a treat-

ise on Neat Cattle, by Heivy S. Rnudall—llm
contains notices of the native stock of the U. S.,

Devons, Herefords, New Leicesters, Ayrshires,

Alderneys, Holderness, Teeswaters, Dnrhams,
Holsteins, Sec. In this pajier the writer has taken

a very candid and free view of the several breeds

cnunieraled, and gives his opinion as candidly of
what he considers the most profitable breed. He
writes evidently with a thorough knowledge of
his subject, and with the evident desire of ar-

riving at the truth ; there is another paper of
kindred import, by Herman Chapin—one on (bat-

tle. Sheep and Root Culture, by D. 5. Ciirtis

;

one on the efficacy of Charcoal as a manure, by
J. H. Hepburn, of Pa. Mr. H. is strong in the
charcoal fiiith, and backs his opinion by many
striking fiicts—his paper is highly interesting

;

there is a paper on wintering horses by JErm
Meech, which, li-om Ihe economy and simplicity of
his plan, we fear will find too many advocates.

—

IMr. M. does the thing as folka took the small
pox a hundred years ago— in the natural way

;

on th«! most profitable breed of Horses, there is a
very excellent paper by JV. B. Ludlow ; from the
pen of H. S. Randall, we have the " History and
characteristics of the several breeds of Shecii," a

most notable paper, fiill of research and thought;
one upon Merino and Saxony Sheep, by William
Jajtis, a gentleman well known as one of the

largest wool growers in the country, who was for

a long time one of our Consuls in Ein-ope—a pa-

per on Saxony Sheep, by H. D. Grove, in which
he exposes various frauds in injportations of grade
sheep for genuine—this |>aper will put folks on
their guard, and is therefore truly valutdile ;

—

there is also a third paper on the Merino Sheep,
by -S. fV. Jfwett ; a most excellent treatise on the

management of Sheep, by L. .t. Morrell—this

paper is distinguished for its good sense, thorough
knowledge, and humanity; one on Fences, by
H. S. Moore; one on the ciillure of Hemp, by
Joseph Saioyer ; one on Italian Wheat—its intro-

duction and culture by J. Hathaway ; an essay of
passing interest by our good friend, C. JV. Bement,
on Poultry. In this essay the Major enters into

the subject with the zeal of an enthusiastic atna-

teur, and the skill of an enlightened connoisseur.

From the adjustment of the rooster to the nnm-
her of hens to be attached lo his harem ; from
the pre|)aration of the feed to the arrangement
lor its consumption ; from making of the nests,

to the laying and setting of the eggs anil raising

of the young; from the arrangement of the poid-

try-yard to the erection of the house—elegant

aiid" tasteful enough by the way for a nobleman's
cottage, with its saloon or promenade in damp
weather—we sav, from each and all of these
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tilings to the other, tlie Major is just as familiar

as he is with his garter. The description of va-

rious breeds of fowls which he gives, and his

opinions of the relative merits of each variety,

is as inslructive as pleasing. We have said that

liis poidtry house is elegant and tasteful—and so

it is; and we only regret tliat we have not the

cuts, or we would show our readers what a pretty

affair a man of genius can create. There aie

otlier essays—one on raising Swine, by B. P.

Johnson, one on the culture of the Grape, by L.

B. Langu-orthy, and one on the Manufacturing

and Wool-growing interests, by S. Lawrence.

This bird's-eye sketch of contents, will give

the reader a faint idea of the vast fund of valua-

ble information which the book conUiins—suffi-

cient, however, to excite their curiosity—and as

we deem it to be our duty, we shall transfer such

of those essays as are of most interest to our

columns—and we shall do so with the more
pleasure, because we know that the matter con-

tained in a single leading one, is worth more than

a year's subscription to oin- paper.

Amencan Farmer.

A Jaunt to Connecticnt.
A journey of a single day from our home in

the first week of April, with a nooning of four

hours in Boston, carried us on the first Monday
of April to Norwich in Connecticut. How
strange, that we may leave one point not yet

emerged from the icy fetters of winter, and on
the same day find ourselves in a region where
the early fruits are in blossom, and vegetation is

springing from the ground! This single day's

journey made the difterence of four weeks, at

least, in the season.

We had beencalleil to Norwich in the perfoini-

ance of a service for which we had few qualifi-

calinns, and had been unable to take but little

time in jireparation : somebody who heard our
lecture on the "Mountains of New England and
their Agriculture," at the city of New York, took

it into their heads that we might deliver another
lecture before the Norwich and New J^oudon
Lyceums; and we chose the subject of the Mu-
tual Dependence of the Liberal and Mechanical
Professions of Trade, Commerce and Agricul-

ture. Two lectures, being the last of the season,

were to be delivered before the satne Lyceums
in one week; and at the moment of our arrival,

Professor Silliman of New Haven was delivering

his very best ideas and acquisitions on the subject

of Geology, which had been to him the study of

years, when we came limping after him on a

plain, every day a jbject which had been the re-

sult of the thoughts of not more than a single

week, and the steady work of not much more
than a single day. The contrast presented us,

following in the tracks of one of the most learn-

ed men and philosophers of the age, in that liu-

rtiiiiating.plight which would gladly have crowd-

ed us into a ()lace of small dimensions. We did

not, in this performance, satisfy ourselves, if we
w ere so fortcmate as to satisfy any body else.

And when we came to look upon the Agricul-

tural and Horticultural beauties of Norwich in

those parts of the town where the traveller sel-

dom visits—to see how much in advance the farm-

ers and gardeners of that part of Connecticut

were of the best farmers and gardeners of New
Hampshire— we, as one of the least among the

inferior, thought it great folly in us to travel to

Connecticut to give instruction on a subject Jiot

so well understood by ourselves as by many of

om- auditors.

The city of Norwich is situated at the head of

navigation of Thames river, at the point of land

formed by the junction of the Shetucket and
Yantic rivers, whose uifited waters constitute the

Thames, which runs into the ocean at New Lon-
don. The main part of the city is bifilt on the

southern declivity of a high and rocky hill : the

houses are built in tiers risingone above another.

Higher than the rest is the court-house for New
London comity. The city, as it is approached
from the south", presents one of the most beauti-

ful, interesting and romantic jirospects in New
England. The buildings, which are mostly paint-

ed white, appear in fidl view for a considerable

distance dow-n the -river: these, contrasted with

the deep green foliage covering the rocky and el-

evated banks of the river, give a picturesque va-

riety to the scene, forming on the water u de-

lightful avenue to the city.

The Norwich railroad, now a principal ave-

nue for tiavel from Boston to New York, sixty

miles in extent, on its route from Worcester, soon

finds a valley and one of the head branches of

the Shetuckei; river, down which it travels by va-

rious manufacturing villages to the navigable

water of the Thames. The building of this road,

although injurious and even disastrous to some of

the enterprising citizens of Norwich, has been of
essential benefit to the projierty and business of

the city : it is said to connect with the city and its

trade between eighty and a hundred nianufacttn--

ing villages in Connecticut and Massachusetts,

that fnrniorly went to more distant and inconve-

luent points for the purchase and sale, shipment
and transshipuient of various merchandize.
The capital of the citizens of Norwich has in

times past suffered much from the vicissitudes

and changes in its extensive manufactures: much
money in these establishments has there been
sunk by the wealthy, not however without con-
tribiuing to the prosperity and welfare of the

coimtry surrounding it. At this time it was not

the least of our unpleasant sensations to find sev-

eral large and beautiful manufacturing establish-

ments of cotton and wool standing still iVom the

little jirospect of profitable sale of domestic
goods existing in the redundancy of manufactur-
ed goods forced on us from foreign countries.

Our first engagement for a lecture at Norwich
was for the first Wednesday in March : it was
made when we had supposed that no new test

question, in our connection with a political news-
paper, could draw us into any controversy, in the

then coining election; but the arts of our per-

sonal enemies to create a new issue were not un-

availing, and we found ourselves, jio/en« votens, in

the midst of a controversy such as no man would
engage in, but from obstinacy of principle—

a

controversy in which we could personally gain

nothing except the consciousness of doing the

State some service iioni breaking groimd against

the fetters of an intolerance as despotic as it was
wicked. Within a few days of the time appoint-

ed for this lectiu-e, we were obliged to notify the

Norwich and New London Lyceums that we
must disappoint them for the first Tuesday and
Wednesday of March.
With the notice of that appointment we re-

ceived a verbal invitation from Elisha Tracy,
Esq. a gentleman of talents and popularity in

Norwich who had done mucii for its institutio is

and prosperity, whom we had seen at Washing-
ton, to make liis hos|jitable residence our place

of stay while we remained there. Within the

sliort interval of one month that eminent citizen

and philanthropist closed his mortal career at the

age of about seventy years, precluding the antic-

ipated enjoyment of his hospitality and renewed
acquaintance as one of the most pleasant antici-

pations of om- visit.

With the exception of one gentleman whom
we had only seen several years bel<)re, all the

people of Norwich were to us strangers: making
our journey so rapid, we found we had two lidl

days to spare in viewing the place before the

evening of the lecture. General Cleavelaiid,

the new Governor of that State, who resides for

the most part upon a beautiful farm in Hamjiton,
a country town twenty miles distant, has a law
otlice and partner in the city of Norwich. Find-

ing an actpiaintance with this young gentleman,
he invited us to the court house, high up on the

steep acclivity, to witness the proceedings of the

Supreme Court then in session. Just as we
came together upon the ste|is, turning to look

back n[)on the steep up which we had climbed,

an aged gentleman was stepping up. "There is

a iiiaii," said our new acquaintance, ''of whom I

think you nuist have heard, to whom I should be

pleased to introduce you : it is Judge Goddard
who in old times was a member of the Hartford

Convention." The words were no sooner spok-

en than the introduction was made: all of us

passing up the stairs, we entered the court-room,

where the aged and venerable man, himself hav-

ing been Chief Justice of the same Court, now
no longer a Judge but a member of the bar, in-

sisted upon OTU- taking a seat within the bar. The
trial of a land case was going on ; but the sud-

den introduction at once brought forth so loud a

conversation between us—we thought the Judge
himself to be the loudest talker—that a rap from
the sheriff w:;rued ns we w^ere interrupting the

judicial proceedings. After a few moments

whispered the Judge—"I am nearly through my
j)ractice at this court: I have but a single ques-
tion in the court in which I am interested, aiul
that is a case of eleemosynary gift, in which I

w.-is a trustee. I can leave that— will you walk
with me abroad, and I will show you some of the
rural beauties of our city ?" The day was quite
unpleasant, there being a cold easterly wind with
a spitting of rain.

Judge Goddard said he had encountered n se-
vere sickness of several months in which his life

had been despaired of: but that he was now re-
covered so far as to be able to walk as far as we
could w ithout tiring. We mounted the steep hill

still fiirthtjr ; and the first object that attracted
our attention was a steepled observatory, over-
looking the country to a great distance, erected
by Julius Rockwell, Esq. to whose munificence
and i.ublic spirit the Norwich railroad is indebt-

ed tor much of the means which sustained it

when the stock was depressed to less than half
of its value. This gentleman had retmned to

his native country with a fortune of some hun-
dred thousands, which he had gained in England
in the employment and under the partnership of
some of the most wealthy merchants of London.

His splendid mansion, his ample gardens, and
improved grounds, with all the varieties of fruits,

flowers and vegetable productions—his artificial

watering spouts and jet (Peavs, will vie in ele-

gance, if not in expense, with those of Mr. Gush-
ing at Watertown. Near the beautiful seat of
Mr. Rockwell, were the premises of our deceas-
ed friend. Col. Tracy, a newly erected mansion
house with those imuroveinents about it indica-
ting abundance of means to procure the elegan-
cies and the comforts of life.

Turning the point of the hill the country part
of Norwich, the ancient comity seat three miles
from the Landing, appears to the view. 'J'hat

part of the town which was the residence of
Judge Goddard, was comparatively new : it is

called the Plains, and embraces some hundred
acres, a part of which was reserved by Uncas,
the Indian sachem, when he and his two sons
ceded the territory to the first white inhabitants,
" nine miles square of land lyeing and being at

Mohegan, and the parts thereunto adjoining,
with all ponds, rivers, woods, quarries, mines,
with all royalties, privileges and appurtenances
thereunto belonging," for" the full and jnst sum
of seventy pounds:" this deed, a copy of which
is before us, was subscribed with the peculiar
marks of the chiefs Onkos, Owaiieco, and Attaw-
ardiood, and was recorded in the county book,
August 20, lt)f)3.

" Tlie Plains" are a high, soft and coarse allu-

vion, resting as the base of a lake previous to the
breaking through of the waters of the Yantic be-
low, of which the first barrier was the rocky
steep and ridge upon the side of which stands
the city of Norwich at the landing below. This
plain is full otje hundred feet above the bed of
the river below the falls which rush down a nar-
row channel above, compressed in a ledge of
rocks, near the foot of wliich are situated the ex-
tensive factories, and near which, upon the plain
above as well as in the valley, have grown up
considerable settlements and numerous dwell-
ings. A beautiful church erected here for llio

accommodation of the operatives at the factories

has been shut up, as have several stores doing
formerly an extensive business.

But the flight of prosperity from the manufac-
turing business seems in part at least to be made
up in the beauty and fertility of the plains above.
The alluvial ground of which the Plains are
composed is very fertile under such care and cul-

tivation as are here bestowed upon it. It rises in

an abrupt steep from near the bed of the river,

so direct as to be difficult of ascent to a person
on foot: the level of the plain above, and the
regularity of the slope upon the side, give the
banks from the river the appearance of a fort.

—

The houses upon the streets are dis|iosed of at

convenient distances and the lots are laid oft' into

beautiful fields and gardens with all the varieties

of fruits and ornamental trees tastefully arranged.
Near the residence of Judge Goddard are the
graves of the Indian Chiefs, Lfncas and his suc-
cessors, celebrated in the history of that part of
the country: several of these have monuments
of stone on which the name and age of the Indi-

an are inscribed. Uncas was the head chief of
the Mohegan tribe, .^t war with the Narragaii-
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setls, he was besieeed by iliem, niitl relieved by a

paity of the English (Voni Saybiook, some thirty

miles to the south wsst, who raised Ihe siege.

—

This was a part ot" the consideration paid for llie

imrchase ol Norwich.

Wo imdcrsKiofl Jmk'c Goddard that himself

and olhers purchased the Indian reservation

vvhicli inchidt'il nui only the Plains, hut the great

water power iii-iii- ihem where the factories were

erected. The nvf\- :a the tiills is compressed

within a snipiisiiij;ly narrow channel down
which the water rushes for a distance of about

twenty rods, at some points nearly perpemiiciilar :

an artificial channel cut with greet laboi- through

the rock, con\-eying the water to the n;ills, is as

great a curiosity as the natural channel itself

wliich is here made with no apparent reason

why the water should not as readily have broken

through at many other points as at this. There
is a ])erpendicular rock a short distance below

th(; falls of some seventy-five or a hundred feet

fall. The story is, that while in close pursuit,

having missed their place of crossing, u body of

hostile Indians, pursued by the Mohegans, run

oft' this rock, fell into the stream below and per-

ished.

It was at the point of the grave of Uncas that

.Judge Goddard informed ns he addressed Gen.

Jackson when he visited Connecticut in 1833.

The scenery from the hills looking down upon
the plains and from the plains looking towards

the hills, is fine beyond description ; and the

views about the fulls looking in almost any di-

rection are uncommonly beautiful and pictur-

Over these grounds, much of which discovered

tasteful as well as profitable cultivation, climbing

the fences, descending and ascending steep hanks,

was spent the afternoon of the 5th of April near-

ly until nightfall, stop|iing to rest a moment at

his house with a half-engagement to return at

tea. The Judge had two sons settled in his own
profession, the one twenty years ago in Ohio, and

the other recently at New York city—both of

tliPiTi eminent: a younger son, not so fortunate in

business, « ho had recently taken up his residence

father's house with v'ife and

interesting hoys, almost of a size, one of iheiii,

Calvin Goddard. had commenced fanner, and
was pmsning that as his business for a livelihood,

TIm! fimlly proper consisted of Judge Goddard
and daughter. The Judge was a representative

ill Congress from 1801 to 1805, ntul was contem-

porary with George B. Upham, Judge Tenney ol'

Exeter, Silas Betton of Salem, and Clifton Clag-

gett of this State. He was a native of Shrews
bury, Mass. and cousin to the late John Goddard
of Portsmoulh. He stood fast and unmovci
those federal doctrines opposed to Mr. Jett'er

from which doctrines he claims never to have

deviated. Practically, from what we saw and
heard about him, he is probably one of the most
liberal and tolerant of New England politicians:

his (laughter, who presided at the tea table, ob-

served of her father that she made her way well

with him at home, but abroad at a distance and
among strangers she always felt that he was
looked upon to be a monster in hmnan shape

We assured her that there were cases of persons

the opposite of her father in politics who had
been looked upon to be as great monsters as the

siift'est aiul most uncompromising n)Oinber of the

Hartford Ci.iivention.

To show "what shadows we are and what
shaflows V. e [iinsin" it may be mentioned that

it/ three \mm;!;s (in e linn] our interesting visit the

veteran Jiul.'e and Polilieian was no longer mim-
bored with the living ! The account of his death

came to ns in the newspapers sometime about
the first of May: he died after an illness of oidy

three days. He said, in the arrangement of the

lecturers with the Lyceum, he had engaged to

ai'iomiuodiite at his own house Mr. Bnller, late

Attorney General of the U. S., because his fimily

was imi'niate with that of his son at New York;
and his friend Tracy had proposed to entertiiin

the lectmer from New Hampshire: he wished
and urL'ed oni- stay with him while we tarried at

NiM-\vieli, uliirli wns not conveinent. We found
linn verv .-inxions en tlie subject of the larifl' law
whieh u;:s lH.r,,r.. Con.;ress : hut as the dnv pre-

\i.nis the elenion lia.l swept the high tanfi'"part\

ill Coniieelicnt into a minority. ;m' declined, as

we. always do in a company of strangers of op-
positf* polities, going into any snbjeet which

gilt lead to clashing of opiinons. In the great-

experience and ol>seivationofa man approach-
: Icituscore years, we found sufBcient eiiter-

iinicnt to be a listener, and it coidd not enter

our heart to dir'pute with a man of that age
amiable, so ingenuous, and who had been so

fortunate both as a politician and in enierpris-

whieli deserved a better fate. Judge Goddard
(led upon us at our ludi;iii;;s the next day and

left a letter with tlie p.uiipldet speech cif Mr.
Smith of Indiana in ri'pU to Mr. Wriylit of New
Vork in the Senate of ilie L'aited States, .March

:!, ^S^'i. As we had not found lime to read Mr.
Wright's speech U|ion onr own side, which was
^aid to be strong and conclusive, as arc all the

speeches of that <listinguished Senator, so we
had not read the very long speech of Mr. Sitiith,

nor had we opened "the letter of Judge Goddard
until we read the notice of his death ! This was
one of the last, if not the very last letter written by
a man who has been conspicuous in his own State

as a jurist anil a politician, who was, as we be-

lieve, eminently an lionest man, and who believed

himself to be a patriot:—we hope we shall not

trespass on the delicate feelings of his friends

either in making that letter or the circumstances
which we have related public.

JVorwkIt, April C>, 1842.

Hon. I Hill,—Dear Sir; An accidental meet-
ing uith you yesterday on the steps of the Court-

house, I being in the leisure of old age, and you
waiting, to succeed a lecturer who had told us

hnw the Earth was made, and you to tell us liow

the secondary formation should be cultivated,

gave me the opportunity of a long walk to show
you the beauties—rustic beauties of Norwich

—

Indiiui graves, and all; and onr progress to the

JaUs of the Yanlic. carried us directly by large

mannfucturing e.^tablishments standing, and 1

coulil not but point you to the remains, what
tire had left, of one, where, without the aid of

culinary fire, I had consitmed the fruits of a long

professional life. This occasioned you to speak ol

what 1 rejoiced to hear, the good dividends whieh
you bad received at the tiills of Amoskeag.*—
All this would iiuturally lead us, on our return lo

my old doinicil, while si])ping a cup of black tea,

(ill olden lime, as I believe, y'clept bohea,) to speak
of Wi'i' trade, maiiiit'acture.s, protection, &c., &c.;

and to think of the rca.sons why (if tho fact he
so,; liiy tea, whieh I may he too poor to buy,

slionhi have its jirice increased, to protect your
maimfjictures at .\moskeag, which afford such
dividends as to enable yon to drink •'gun-jmioder

tea" if you choose, and indulge yom* taste for

horiieultine anil agriculture, by adorning y
..irdens and fields ill the Granite State!

Finding this might lead to political di.scussion,

in which for many years I have been " hors du
combat," and supposing that I must Im ronsidcr

ed as heterodox on other points also. I wished to

avoid, especially at a time when this political

"whirlwind" had just swejn over this land of
'steady habits," 1 contented myself with some
expression of surprise, that the Grtmitfi State,

alone in the Yankee coimtry, should assume a

hostile attitude in relalinn to the protection and
advancement of her great capital, skill and in-

dustry.

1 believe also I ventured a prediction, from the

signs of the limes, that a levoliilion was about to

occur in the sentimenls of many ponticiiins on
that subject—not so much perhaps lo enable you
to sell cotton goods for more, or me to pay more
for "bohea tea" (never, perha|)s, worth much
hilt to begin, or accelerate a revolution,) but to

leach foreign nations tli.it free trade—really so—
must be reeiproiMl, ami to te.-ich them, without

hie contest, whieh should do each other the most
harm."

.All this is a long preface to a short request,

that you would amuse your leisure hcnns here,

hy reading the speech "of ftlr. Sinitli which ac-

eninpanies this—a man, it seems, whom neither

ol' ns know, and therefore can read without pre-

- The impression i,f our conversation til;,-?, iVr,-;, .1:,,' ,,

iidice, but who lives south of Mason and Di.xon'd

ine, although he does not conceal his party pre-

judices, and which I may tolerate better than
you, yet I think he understands the subject, and
is lucid in his explanations of it. Seriously, how-
ever, 1 am free lo admit tli.it at limes I have
doubted whi-tlier the prosperity of manufactures
ill this land of the Puril.ius woiild be for good or
evil, anil whether onr yomii: men bad noi better

learn of you to cultivate this sterile soil, and our

ning-wheels; yet, a vish to Lnw.'ll Inst ye.Mr, and
reading the " Lowell Offering," and recollection

of my neighbor Rockwell's hasty rides from his

attendance in our Legislature at New Haven, ev-

ery Saturday, to attend upon his Sabbath School
to instruct factory children, as well in human
learning as in the great truths of the Christian re-

ligion, iiad in some measure dissipated fears,

which I also admit have been somewhat revived

by reading later "Lester's Glory and Shame of
England."
But my mind has come to the conclusion, tlint,

whether for good or evil, the manufacturing in-

terest had obtained such a fast hold at the North,

that they must be suiiported and i- ade to support,

in their turn, the steady habits of New-England,
and keep our population where they must work,

for the good, as I hope, of both body and soul.

Excuse this hasty efl'usioii, and believe it to

be intended to amuse if not to do good ; and be-

lieve me, with sentiments of respect,

Your obedient servant,

CALVIN GODUARD.

A portion of the next day (April 6,) was spent

at Norwich in a ride three miles out to the an-

cienl site of the town, where stands the old court

iKUise aiiil other public birihlinga laeinntfe com-
mon. Here stand the larue honses which were
the residence of the Hiniliiigtons of tin; revolu-

tion, one of \\ lioni still remains: around them
are fields which have been cultivated and con-
tinued their lertilily for more than a century and
a half. In this, and other towns of Connecticut,

have long resided the families of independent

farmers on n grand scale ; and whether it be in

the character of the people or in the nature and
constitution of the soil, with comparative case

wealth has been gained sufficient to furnish the

ready means of education and for the fitting off

the rising generations thtit have swarmed for the

peopling of newer States, there again to be on
the lead to which the Yankee character aspires.

On the way to the ancient town we passed tho

hon."!c, still standing, which was the birth place

of Benedict .Arnold, as we did the day after tha

momiinent at Groton, which tells of his barbarity

and cruelty to the men of his own country after

he had sold himself lo the enemy.
The ground abmit Norwich Landing is like

much of that rocky, hard land that is so frequent

near the sea, requiring id'uost incredible labor

and perseverance to clear it and make, it produc-
tive. A bridge passes the Yantic stream very
near the wharves of the landing below. But a

short distance, less than half a mile from the

landing, the ijremises of a man who had dug
wealth out of this hard soil were pointed out to

us. He came upon it poor, and v-as able lo pur-

chase at first but a small spot: he cotild scarcely

read or vvrite. He improved and brought into

high cultivation all the land he first owned: ho
bought other lots and added to it. The contrast

between the lands he had cleared and ihe lauds

lying uncleared along siile, was such that one
would hardly believe they ever were alike. Here
on the Gih April tho early vegetation had already
made its ap|iearance above ground, upon a rich

soil dug out of the rocks and hard pun.

—

The old gemleman made while he lived no other

show than the improvement of his groimd : he
was constant in market with the articles for sale

which his land produced. To the aslonishment

of every bodv, he died with cash property on
hand to the amount of $.50,000. Some half u
dozen of his children, male and female, find room
enough for all on his premises: some of them
are said to go helbre their fiither, and before their

neiiihbors, in tlie production of crops upon lliid

land. Of all the houses of lliis liunily—and one
or two cottage houses were erecting the present

spring—none are more than one story in iieight:

the barns are much more conspicuous than the

houses. The fences are substantial stone walks
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for which the mnteiinl is abuiidiiiiL Layinj,' these

walls, the young men were at work; their I'omi-

dationsi weVe made by digging into tlie pan, and

laying at least two tiers of stones below the

surface.

Ashes.

In answer to our correspondent's inqiiiiy "s

to the operation of ashes on grass or on hoed

crops, we would state they operate well on all

dry and light soils, but they always have innch

more effect when the soil is full of vegetable

iriatter which we wish to decompose than when
it is destitute of it. llejice a handful of ashes

—

a gill—ou a hill of corn, in green sward land,

has four times as much effect as on land desti-

tute of such matter.

Leached ashes, in large quantity, improve the

texture of liglit soils, render them more cohesive

and more capable of retaining moisture. For

this reason they shoidd never be applied to hea-

vy soils—the low, clayey grounds. At five or

si.x cents per bushel they will prove as cheap as

manure at one dollar for a load, (thirty bushels;)

they operate for a longer term.

On grass lands we think dry ashes not suita-

ble, (done, for a top dressing—there is nothing

on which they c.in operate to advantaije—hut

they may be mixed advantageously with any kind

of vegeiahle matter, ll' mixed in large qiumli-

ties with stable manures they may cause a more

rapid decomposition than is desirable—but wiili

peat muck they operate adnfn-ahly. On corn

lands one gill of ashes is enough for one hill,

and this gill should be dropped on the surface

as soon (is the coi-n is planted— it then operates

quicker and keeps away the worms.

—

Massachu-

setts Ploughman.

Geological Changes.—It is stated in a late

number of Galignani's iMessenger that a geologist

who has lately" travelled in the west of France

has made some curious observations on the ac-

cretions of the shores principally in Vendee and

the ancient Poitoii. Their alluvial increase has

been so great thai the snot where an English (i4-

gun ship was wrecked in the middle of the last

century is now the centre of a field of corn.

—

The harbor of Pryny is dry, and the portjjf Ra-

baud, where not long aao vessels of 170 tons

entered easily, is now 3000 metres from the sea.

The port of St. Gilles is filling up, and the harbor

of Gachere is barred. All this has occurred vyiih-

i?i a century, and has proceeded altogether from

uccumidations of sand, for it has been demon-

strated by numerous observations made at Ihest

that no change has taken place on the coast of

France of the level of the ocean.—jBos<071 Mer.

Journal.

The above changes arc hardly as rapid as those

continuallv taking place within our own observa-

tion. Wliere the Rlerrimack river flowed tleep

in its bed, sufficient to float a 74 gun ship thirty-

three years ago, (the time of our first ac(iuaiiaiu-e

with i"t) we have for several years past mowed
good English grass at the rate of two tons of hay

to the acre; and where we raised stout corn

twenty-five vears ago is now the centre of ihe

greatest dejiih of the riv(!r. No human i)0wt'r

can alter these changes constantly going on in

the Concord intervale, since the encroachments

of the river commence in a quicksand at the ceii-

ayers of rocks or trc

driven sjiiles have little effect.

—

Ed. Visitor.

Nothing like Sheep for the Soil.

Ho.v. 1. Hill:— I noticed in your last \ isitor

the following question is asked by one I>o«—
"Are sheep a benefit to the soil ?" requesting a]i

answer from some of your wool growing corres-

pondents.

By experience I can answer Mr. Bow in the

affirmative, t now occupy one lot of about

twenty acres to sheep grtizing, which has been

thus treated for the past fifty years: this lot by

the process may now be said to he too rich, for

there are actually many spots of from one to l()ur

or five square yards whore the grass has killed

out by an excess of manure.

I don't think at this present time the lot is as

profitable as it wouhl.be ro clear the pine stumps

from this clay pasture and mow it two or three

consecutive years, as I have treated an adjoinmg

pasture of a'larger size. Many of our clay fields

will not make sward after being ploughed a few

years: it has been tried to give them a long rest,

but unless stocked with sheep they produce but

little herbage.

For fiun- or five years 1 have stocked n loam
side hill that is now in fine grasses for sheep.

—

Where toriiierly nothing but cattle were permit-

ted to craze them, and it was foul in the extreme,

the prin(ii>le herbage was white daisies and
johnswort—now scarce a stalk of either can be

found. We have an abundance of jiroof that

sheep grazing is a safe and easy method of reno-

vating Ibid lands.

Close fieeding will not injure the older sorts of

grazing land, but beneficial results will be the

conseipienci: : on new lays it should be seldom
attenipteil, as injiny may be done to such land.

Close feeding will make most kinds of any grass-

es fine, sweet and productive ; but this effect de-

pends altogether on its being constantly fed close,

that is, all seed steins being prevented from
rising. Close feeding a large pasture is not as

good lor the stock as a small one, because too

many are constantly rambling from one end of

the lot to the other together.

The Season.—Respecting the season we have
had an uncommon one for tillage, and working
our teams. In traversing this section of our

State one is led to the conclusion that instead of

making rrrsidents, or lounging about places of

lUihlic resort, boasting of being on the eve of a

Western tonr there soon to set up or tend a gro-

cery, we have all been as busy as the laboring

bee; and I presume that many years have passed

since we have trusted so much seed to be bmied
in the bosom of the earth as this year—and let

me predict if we have a middling season for

cropping that our harvests will be abundant, and
our granaries filled. This conclusion has been
the more strengthened on the account of the two
past dry summers giving our land a rest. After

these there generally fijilows a heavy burden, as

I have noticed.

That it may be the ultimate result is the wish
of your friend,

S. VV. JEWETT.
Weybridge, \^t. May 20th, 1812.

I

Col)bett on Gardening.

IMr. Luther Hamilto.n, bookseller of this

town, has done the [.rodueers from the ground a

great service in the re-publication of a neat edi-

tion of the celebrated work entitled, " The Amer-
ii-aii Gardener: a treatise on the situation, soil,

teiiein- and laving-out of Gardens; on the mak-
ing and managing of Hot Beds and Green-

II«n!<cs; and on the propagation and cultivation

of Vegetables, Herbs, Fruits, and Flowers. By
WILLIAM COBBETT."
Reading tins treatise lor the firet time, we were

sui-prised it should be suffered to go out of print.

The products of gardens may be doubled and
trebled sinqdy by following the advice given in

thi'se pages. William Coubett was well known
as a politician thirty years ago. He came to tiiis

country \vl\r\i young, a mere adventun.-r. A sol-

dier in tlh' iiiitish army, without ednealion, with-

out prnpe[i\, and without friends, he commenced
as a political writer. His first e.-^say in this conn-

try was as the editor of a federal paper at I'hila-

delphia of great asperity and no contemptible

tact: his p'ditics \vere purely Brilisli ; and he

attracted so much attention in England as to ob-

tain the cninplimeiit on the floor of the British

Parliament, from Mr. Windham, at the head of a

lory niinisiry, that he -'deserved a statue of go!d

(Iji-his .•^er\ires to Great Britain in America."

—

He v.as too high toned a monarchist long to be

patronized liv iiioderate federalists, and left this

country aboiit the year 1800. Men of Cobbett's

cast ge"nerally go upon extremes; and he had not

longbeen in England before he was on the side

of tlic ullra democracy. Never had the monarch-

ical parlv in England a greater thoin than they

founil in" William Cobhett. Having been jn-ose-

cuted and imiirisoned long for liliel, he came a

second time to this country, and commenced
liirmer on Long Island. In that occupation while

he here remaiiied lie was very successful; and

here he gathered the facts anri experience which

are presented in his book on Gardening that

are ^'ivmi in that |H'euliar felicitous and graphic

style which flowed so easily from his pen.' Cob-
bett's Gardening twenty-five jears ago presents

all those prominent points of iniprovemenl which

are now just opening upon the New-England

Agriculturist : these are the results of experience :

they apply to all times, and will be found true

yesterday, to-day and forever."

As a beautiful compliment to a lady, a moat
comprehensive jirefiice. and a production worthy
of Addison or Franklin, we present Cobbett's

Dedication of the "American Gardner," ad-
dressed

" To Mrs. Treadwcll, of Salishurrj-Place, Lone;-
Isl'nnd.

London, 20ih June, 1821.

Dear Madam—Be i)leased to receive the fol-

lowing little work as a mark of the highest re-

spect which it is in the power of the author to

show to any human being. The work was, for

the greater part, written while I lived in your
neigliborhood, and while I had the happiness to

enjoy the numeious advantages of an intercourse

with your family. Real [ileasures, when once
possessed, are alway.'5 enjoyed until memory quits

the mind. Those who once have seen a bed of
beautiful tulips, carnations, or auriculas, enjoy,

during life, the delightful sight, in recollection
;

and, in defiance of time and of local distance, I

shall, as long as memory remain, still enjoy the

l)leasure arising from that politeness untainted by
affectation, that unostentatious hos[»itality, that

kindness coming from the bottom of the heart,

which will, in my mind, always be associated

with the name of Treadwell.

That part of this work which relates to flow-

ers, owes its being written to the great del ght

which I observed you to Uike in the cultivation

of this beautiful class of the productions of the

garden ; and if it should be found calcululed to

add, in the smallest degree, to your pleasures in

that healthful, innocent, rational, and instructive

pursuit, that circumstance will afford a singular

gratification to.

Dear Madam,
Your most obedient.

And most hnml)le servant,

W.M. COBBETT.

A Milk Farm near Bosto.n.—Mr. Josiah

Houghton of Chelsea occupies a large farm of

420 acres. He has 47 cows—33 of which now
give milk daily whiidi is brongh'. to the Boston
market. Mr. Houghton sells his milk at twelve

cents |ier gallon, at his door ; he has sold 44 gal-

lons of milk per day. We inquired of Mr. H. if

he could not realize more by the sale of hay than
of milk. He said he could, much more, provid-

ed his farm was suitable mowing land, but it

was much of it rough and fit for nothing but pas-

turing.

Mr. Houghton's cows are not large but they
are well shaped ; many of them are young and
fi-om their n[)peaiaiiee will make great milkers at

six and seven. He milked lOi quarts from a two
year old heifer in a day in December last.

. Mr. Houghton's rent" is now $700; he has for-

merly paid $1000 for the same farm. His town
taxis $129. Last week he brought one of his

cosset sheep to market; the carcass weighed 104

pounds, and the tallow 20] i)omids. The sheep
was three ye:)rs old; the meat was sold at ten

cents per pound.
Mr. Houghton has some very fine mowing

land near the dwidling-hoiise. He winters his

cows in part on marsh hay. He attends strictly

to the milking himself, and he finds that the only

way to ])revent loss lioni the shrinking of the

This row of S^ cows in one barn is the longest

we have seen for some time. These cows are

kept neat and clean and show that they have
been well tended. The Boston milk market is

immense and requires a sweep of fifteen to twenty

miLes to supply it. Some IJirmers are alarmed
lest too much milk should be brought on the rail-

roads. Mr. Houghton says he could not have

supplied his regular customers last winter with-

out the aid of milk brought on the Worcester
cars.

—

Mass. Ploughman.

Trees and Flowers.— Whilst the produce
of the nurseries and flowerists of Mass. is $111,-

418 annually, liir a capital invesied of only S43,-
170—the value of the like products in N. H. is

reported in the last census returns to be only

$35 annually—not one-tenth part of the jiroduct

of any other state in the ('nion. This return is

too small to our certain knowledge, but we are

nevertheless too much dependent upon si.ster
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states for our tree?. If the returns of Massa-

chusetts be correct, three hundred per cent, is re-

alized froui their nursery investments. Farmers,

this is worth bearing in miiu].—Ports. Jour.

AcK.NOWLEDGMENTs.—A pair of hand rakes,

sent the editor of the Visitor by JNlessrs. Barrett

and Aiken of Waiiier, iiianufiictured of the ash

and maple from our tnonntains, are certainly su-

perior to any rake vve have any where before

seen. Tf these bea specimen of the article which

they generally furnish, and there is not a vast

difference in price from that ordinarily paid, the

farmers will do well to go far to make inquiry

for Barrett and Aiken's rakes. An implement

made with their accustomed neatness from our

own native timber looks better to us than the

most splendid mahogany or marble furniture of

the parlor brought from afar.

Mr. Barrett has proved himself to be a first

rate manufacturer of wooden agricultural imple-

ments : his scythe snaifhes are better than any

other we have seen. Nothing seems to come
imperfect from his hands. In the town adjacent

to Warner there is a manufactory of scythes that

iiave become somewhat celebrated. We hope,be-

fore haying time, to have as good evidence on

hand to s|)eak m their praise as we have of Mr.

Barrett's rakes. Scythes will wear out ; and we
shall be glad to have occasion to speak well of

the manufacturers of our own State.

We have used for the last few years a revolving

horse rake which has been a great labor saving

machine : in the construction of this rake we
have found a difficulty from the catching of hay

in the revolving joint, which much obstructs the

work. As this instrument is not a patent, we
would suggest that Messrs Barrett and Aiken, if

they have not already, add the revolving horse

rake to the other agricultural implements of their

manufacture: Deac. Barrett will know how to

cure the evil of entangling the machine from the

winding in ropes of hay. The Shakers have for

some years manufactured the horse rake, and we
jM-esume they now have that article in perfection.

Of all the'hoes that have come to us for trial

we have found none so good as those manufac-

itiu-eil in this town by Mr. Eliphalet Uale, black-

emitU: vve had two or three of them four years

ago—tliese and numerous others have since that

time l)e«ji\ worn out in our hard hoeing. After

tookitig about us, although Mr. Gale's price was

a shiJlJug higher, we thought his cheapest, and

bouglit two more. We shall want more to do the

hoeing of fifteen acres, a |)orlion of which is

among grass and stumps of new ground. If Mr.

Gale eaunot afford to give these fur our recoin-

inendatiou, we must buy them. Two "^negro

boes" made by Mr. Gale at the price or$l,25 each,

have done a great work within the last fortnight

in clearing oije acre and a half of swamp laud :

they bring out the roots and stumps a little bet-

ter than any edged instrument we had ever before

Been. They bid fair, at no very distant time, to

make the best mowing ground of several acres of

hitherto useless swamp.

comes full of small roots. Then cut off" the limb

ust below the parcel of earth, and set it in the

ground. The .«inall roots soon become large

ones, and the limb speedily forms a productive

tree. If tlie earth be put on a good limb in

\pril it would probably be fit to plant in Novem-
ber; though I cannot say it would not require

another year. This method may, in many cases,

be belter than grafting, cutting off roots and

planting the sprouts that run up from thein, or

any other method in use among us for multiply-

ng the nuiTiber of trees bearing choice kinds of

apples, or other fruits.— Vermont Chronicle.

Care should be taken to include a bud or eye

in the earth, and it will be better if one or two

incisions are made through the bark, about one-

third of the way round. With shrubs, it is more
convenient to peg down a twig in the earth in

which it grows.

Curious Facts.—The mite makes 500 steps

in a second, or 30,000 in a minute. Allowing the

horse to move at an equal ratio, he would perform

1,0'22 miles an hoiu-. The journey from London
to Birmingham would then occupy but six min-

utes and a fraction. There is another insect

which may, in some measure, rival the above in

the celerity of its motion, and is itself unrivalled

in strength in proportion to its size. Although it

is generally disliked, and has not a very fair repu-

tatton, yet, to the eye of the naturalist, it is rather

a pleasing and interesting object. Its form, as

xamined by the micr()scope, is extremely ele-

ant, and has an appearance as if clad in a coat

of tnail. It has a small head, with large eyes, a

clean and bright body, beset al each segment
th numerous sharp and shining bristles. All

motions indicate agility and sprightliness, and

muscular power is so extraordinary, as justly

to excite our astonishment ; indeed, we know no

other animal whose strength can be put in c

petition with (its name iiuist come out at last)

that of a common Hea ; fbr, on a moderate com
putation, it can leap to a distance at least 200

limes the length of its own body. A flea will

drag after it a chain 100 times heavier than itself,

and will eat ten times its own weight of provis-

ions in a day. Mr. Boverich, an ingenious watch-

maker, who, some years ago, lived in the Strand,

London, exhibited to the public a little ivory

chaise with four wheels, and all its proper appa
ratus, and a man .-iitting on the box, all of whicl

were drawn by a single flea. He made a small

landau, which opened and shut by springs, witl;

six horses harnessed to it, a coachman sitting or

the box, and a dog sitting between his legs, four

persons in the carriage, two footmen behind it,

and a postillion riding on one of the four horses,

which was also drawn easily along by a fiea. He
likewise had a chain of brass, about two inches

long, containing 900 litiks, with a hook at one

end and a padlock and key at the other, which
the flea drew very nimbly along, f^omcliiing of

the same kind is now exhibiting in London.

—

Eiinb urgh Encjjclopcdia.

There seems to be but three ways for a nation

to acijuirc weallh: tlie first is war, as the Ro-

mans did, in iiluuderiug their conquered neigh-

bors— this is lobbery: the second by commerce,
which is generally cheating: the tliird by agri-

culture, the only honest way, wherein a man
receives a real increase of the seeil thrown into

the ground, in a kind of continued miracle,

wrought by llie hand of God in Ins favor, ai

reward Cur his innocent life and virtuous ind

try —Franklin.

Chief Object of the Farmer.—Judge Bu
el, who was well versed in every part of agricul-

ture, says in his excellent " Farmer's Companion,'

that the great object of a farmer should be to

to obtain the e:reatest return for his labor, tvithoiU

deterioratins: the fertility of the soil ; and to restore

fertHUi/ in the most economical way, lohere it has been

impaired or destroyed by bad husbamlry.
Farmers, think of this !

Chinese Method of propagating Frui'
Trees.—Take about two quarts of moist earth

and tie it around the limb, which you wish to

make a new tree of, by means of a "piece of ol

cloth, or any thing else that will kce|) in place.

Let it remain several months, till the earth be-

in arms, "Gen. Brooks, this is beautiful! beau-

tiful!" What would tiKitold hero now say could
he stand on Bald Pate Hill and view in a moment

lozen little cities Lirger than Haverhill was at

; time of his visit.'

—

.Mass. Plousrhman.

It is said that the wheat crop of Michigan the

present year will give a surplus of three millions
of bushels : last year it was 2,200,000. Four
years ago large quantities of wheat and flour

were carried to Michigan from Ohio for the sup-
port of the population.

Wool.—To supply the Middlpsex Mills in this t^ity one
year with wool, it requires the fleeces ol' three hundred
and seventy-four thousand four hundred Sheep ! A
handsome liltie flock, truly ! Twelve hundred fleeces are

-Lowell Courier.

THE MARKETS.

Avery ready method of disposing of the small

colible stones lying ujion the sin'face of ploughed

fields laid down to grass is the passing over them
with a heavy roller in the spring while the ground

is yet damp. By this process the stones will be

sunk so low as not to he in the way of the scythe.

These stones, we are confident, will bn of essen-

tial benefit to the subsequent grass crops.

—

Ed.
F. M. Fit.

A FINE PROSPECT ON THE MeRRIMACK.—

A

little west of Spofford Hill stands Bald Pate, the

highest land in the county of Rssex. From this

may be seen a large portion of the valley of the

Merrimack river; a bcautilul view comprehend-
ing the pretly villages on or near that river, and

among them ojie of our liivorites, Metlmen.

—

The large village of Haverhill is very distinctly

seen. Bradford and West Newbury are also con-

spicuous.

Mr. Liltie (the owner of a farm in George-

town) says that when Gen. Washington made his

last visit to the north, some years after the revo-

lution, and pa.ssed through Haverhill on his return

from Portsmouth, he admired the scene on the

banks of the river. He stood on the high land in

Bradford au<l faced the village of Haverhill.—
" General Brooks," said hu to his old eompanion

New York Market, May 24.—Gotten remains dull and
prices feeble—the sales arc small. Genesee Klour aells

freely at gG 31. Ohio and Michigan, JjfG 18 a g6 25

;

Troy.C 25, and held at 6 31. The price of Corn haa
broken down considerably. Northern sold at 61^ c, wt.

A handsome parcel of Ohio, or Illinois north, at about 54
c, measure, and a cargo of Southern at 54 c, mcisure.
Sales of Northern Rye at 6G c, and Oata ,it 43 a 44 c—
There was some Madeira sold to-day, thirty-five years
old, but in consequence of the hardness of the times it

brought only S13 50 per gallon. 150 hhds Porto Rico
Molasses sold by auction at 19 a 20 c. 800 bbls Potashes
sold at «5 25, and 50 bbls at K5 ; Pearls are still g5 25.

A sale of Whiskey was made at 17 c. 25,000 lbs Whale-
bono sold at 25^0, and Whale Oil at 33 c, 214 hhds
Porto Hico Sugar sold at 4| c, all round. Sterling bills

.are S.J prcm.; France 5 3%. Money quite plenty, so that

the Hanks are glad of paper at six per cent.

. Boston .Market, May 25.—The activity which prevailed

at the clo.se of last month and early part of this, has

wholly subsided—purchasers now onlyoperate to supply

their immediate wants. The transactions in some of^ the

more prominent and leading articles will be found below

;

ASHKS.—Sales to a limited extent of Pot at 5^ a 5gc,

Pe.irl8 5Ja54cperlb.
COTTON.—The demand continues limited, but there

is rather more inquiry for the article since the arrival of

the Acadia. The sales of the week are 5 a 600 bales at

COKFEE.-The market is without activity, and prices

remain the same. Sales to supply the wanU ol the trade,

of St. Domingo, 75 a 7|c ; Cuba, 8^ a 9.]c ; Java Govern-
ment, prime, 11 a 11 Ac per pound, 6 mos.
FISH.—Codlish have met with good demand this

week, and prices are firm. Sales of Grand Bank at ;J2 25
a 52 87. Small Bay and large, gl 37 a ,^'1 75; new Had-
dock g I 25 a 1 37p'erqtl.
FLOUii.—There is a good demand for all knds, and

prices are rather higher in consequence of the small

stock. Sales of Genesee common brands, gG G2, and

fancy «G 75; Ohio, perfectly sound, KG 00 a .^G 13.—
Howard street, 56 37, all cash. Baltimore City Mills, at

56 12. and Fredericksburg 5G 25, four mos.
GRAIN.—Corn is very dull and lower. A cargo of

while and yellow mixed sold yesterday at 58c per bushel.

5Gc for white and 58c for yellow is the highest price now
oHered. Oats remain the same.

HIDI!S. The market is without a~tivity. Sales for

the week are 4 a 5000 Buenos .-Vyres, 12Ac, 6 and y mos

;

IJUO Buenos Ayres. woaded Gic per lb, 6 mos ; 10,000

Cur.tcoa Goat Skins, 42 a 45c each, S mos.
MOLASSES.—'I'he demand is exceedingly limited and

sal»s smaller than for several weeks past. Holders gene-

rally are asking the r.ites current last week, but the ma-
jority of the sales are lower. Sales of Havana and Ma-
tanzas, ISA a 16c ; Trinidad and Cienfuegos 18 a 19c ; a

a cargo ot Havana sour, 14c per gal,G mos.
OILS.—There are no movements of much interest.

Small sales of Olive at 90c, and 2 a 3000 gals English

Linseed 85c per gal, 6 mos.
SUGAR.—There is little doing in box, but prices have

undergone little or no change. Sales of 3 a 400 boxes

Havana brown, 5^ a 6Jc ; small parcels of white 8 a SJc ;

and Porto Rico 4^ a 5Jc per lb, 6 mos.

[Reported for the Daily Advertiser and Patriot.]

lirishton Market, Monday. May 23, 1842.—At market.

220 Beef Cattle, 12 pairs Working Oxen, 25 Cows and

Calves, 200 Sheep and 650 Swine.
Vricks.—Beef Cattle.—Sn]es were quick, and last

week's prices were fully sustained. We quote to corres-

pond. A few extra 56 00. First quality gd 50 a gS 75

;

cond quality «5 50 ; third quality gi '75 a 55 2

Working Oicn.—Sales at 75, 80, 88, 92 and 95 _

C'oio.i and Caiucs.—-Sales at 20. 25, 30, 35, and 38 dels.

Sheep.—Sales not made public.

Swine.—Lots to peddle at 34c for sows and 44c for

barrows. Large barrows 34c. At retail from 4 to .54c.

New York Cattle Market, May 23.—In market, 50
Beef Cattle, left over fi-om last week ; and 900 received

sinco. of whicli 100 were from this State, and 800 from
the South and West; 500 Sliec|> and Lambs.

Beel—Prices advanced. Sales ranged from 55 60 a

7 50 per 100 lbs. 75 unsold.

Sheep—All sold. Lambs al ,^'1 50 a 53 50, and Sheep
at S'J a 5'> per head.
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THE VISITOR.
From the Albnny Ciiitiv.itnr.

Dr. Dana's Muck lUaunal.

Ill oiu- brief notice of tliis woi-l< Inst month, we
inliinatecl our inlention of again recurring lo it,

for tlie purpose of giving our renders a more full

account of the principles advanced, and the man-
ner in which they were supported, than could be
done at thai time. We do this the more willing-
ly, both from the intrinsic value and importance
of the Manual itselt; and becau.se it is the first

coiitribinion, which can properly he named as
such, made by American philosophers to the
cause of agricultmal science. Circumstances
have demanded that in many respects the pro-
cesses of cultivation should lie different in this

country from those pursued in Europe. The
climate, the crops, the seasons, have contributed
to give a distinctive character to American agri-

culture, and this difference is destined to become
still more marked; but the jirinciples which gov-
ern the germination of the .^I'ed, which regulate

the nutrition and growth of the plant, which
control the maturity and peifeclion, are and must
be the same every where ; and hence the various
questions which come inider the name of scien-

tific agriculture, have not received the attention

here,thej' have in the old world. Admitting that

the principles and laws of vegetable nutrition

and growth were as well e.stablislied and defined,

as they are uncertain and obscure, the application

of these principles would be a legitimate object

of investigation; but while all iuriuirers can as

yet be considered only on the threshold of the
temple of nature, the field open to the competent
observer both here and there, must be considered
abundantly ample. We trust the success of this

attempt, will induce Dr. D. to continue his ex-
plorations.

The method pursued by Dr. Dana in the Man-
ual, is very direct and perspicuous. His leading
object appears to be, to convince farmers that
in " MucU," that is, in decayed vegetable matter,
they have all the elements of fertility, and that
there is no sod which with pro[)er care and cul-
tivation cannot be made productive. The work
is divided into sections, which contributes greatly

. to facility of reference, and prevention of repeti-
tion in the facts or arguments.

Dr. Dana first establishes .some general princi-
ples in regard to the action of soils and salts in

producing vegetation. This has led hiin to con-
sider their structure geologically as well as chem-
ically ; and ill our remarks we propose to follow
him in his iiive-^ligatioiis, allowing him to rpeak
for himself as'lUr as "possible. Dr. Dana remarks—"Referring rocks to their origin, they are di-

visible into two great classes. 1st, those formed
by fire. 2d, those formed by water. This division

relates both to their origin and their distiihution.

!n their origin, all rocks are truly igneous or by
fire. In Iheir distribution they are aqueous or by
water. This is the only division necessary to the

farmer. It is the division taught and demanded
by Agricultural Geology."
Fiom this view of the origin of rock, and the

consequent general sameness in the chemical
composition, lie derives his first principle in Ag-
ricultural Chemistry, "one rock and consequent-
ly one soil." As a necessary consequence of this

principle, in his further inquiry how rocks and
soil afl^ect vegetation, he lays down his second
principle—" that rocks do not affect the vegeta-
tion which covers them."
We apprehend that this principle, nnderstood

in its broadest sense, and without reslriclion,

would be erroneous. Rocks do certainly exert
a powerful influence on the soil that covers them
in many cases, but this is owing to their physical
condition, and not to their chemical constiluiion,

ill which sense Dr. Dana would intend to be un-
derstood. Temperature is the great agent which
aflects the vegetation of any strata or region, ac-
cording to Dr. Dana, and this isdejiending on the
physical coinposition, rather than the chemical
constitution of the rock. In this view of the
subject, there will be little room for dissent to

this princi|)lo. Take, for instance, a north and
south section of western New York. This would
pass over strata of sandstone, lime rocks, gypse-
ous shales, clay sh:,les, &c., i;i lepeated alterna-

tions, and the soils and the crops grown on them,
are as well marked as the strata themselves.
Those on the limestone strata are the most pro-
ductive as a general rule, and these are also the
warmest and driest; two qualities owing to the
rock below, which, allowing water to pass off
freely, give as a necessary conse(pience a higher
temperature to the soil than belongs to that on
the more retentive portions of the district. If

soils were always formed of the rocks immcdi-
ly below them, there would be more room for

disjuitiiig the disposition : but this every farmer
knows is never the case, and consequently the

chance for the chemical constitution of rocks
affecting vegetation above them is much les-

sened.

To show that it is temperature that governs
the distribution of plants, ami not the soil. Dr.
Dana gives some interesting tables respecting the

northern limits of some of the cultivated grains,

such as barley and wheat, thus proving that it is

not the .average temperature of tlie year, or of the

er, but the temperalure of the time employ-
ed in the growth of the plant, or of the summer,
that determines its "habitat." North latitude

degs. is the highest northern limit of barley
;

nd liUitudu CA degs. the highest northern limit

f w heat. Barley grows the highest of the cereal

grains, and a little beyond the line of this grain,

is the northern boundary of the potatoe. " This
belt," says Dr. D., "is the zone between agricnl-

e, and fishing and hunting ; between races of
?n subsisting on animal and on vegetable diet,

d those whose chief food is animal." It is

inewhat remarkable that in ascending inoiin-

ns, the grains cease to grow at heights which
correspond to the latitude marking the isoiheral

"ine, or their northern limit. Thus on the Swiss
Alps the grains cease at the following heiahts:

—

• Wheat at 3,400 feet corresponding to lat. 64 degs.

0.its at 3.500 " " " 65
Rye at4.C0O " " " 67
B-irley at 4 ,300 " "

_ " 70.''

From these facts, and the singular uniformity

of identity in the chemical coni(iositioii of the

soil. Dr. Dana adduces his third principle, viz

:

;ks have not formed the soil which covers
them." The evidence of this is so ample, and so

open to every observer, that we shall pass it with-
it further remark.
Dr. Dana's second chajitar treats of the chemi-
1 constitution of rocks, and is one of the best

|

expositions of this subject we have yet seen.

"Seven simple minerals compose uU rocks, viz:
quartz, mica, fijldspar, hornblende, talc, serpen-
tine, carbonate of lime. Other minerals are
found in, but these seven compose all rocks
termed geological formations, and which form
the crust of the globe." Of the 55 elements
which chemistry has detected, 14 are found in

rocks. This includes the elements of water,
o.xygen and hydrogen. Without these only 12
remain. Of (he earthy and metallic, eight; of
the volatile and cotnbustihle, four. These ele-

ments of all rocks may be divided into four pairs

—the alkalies, potash, soda; the alkaline earths,

lime, magnesia; the earths, silex, alumina; the

metals, iron and mangane.se. We have not room
to follow our author throngh the instructive de-
tails of this chapter; lint the man who wishes to

become acquainted with the combinations which
these elements assume, will do well lo consult it

carefully. The following table will show the

constitution of the simple minerals:

—

Oxide of
Alurn' Manga- Iron and

Silex. ina. Lime. Potash, nese. Manganese.
"Feldspar, 66.75 17.60 1.25 12.00 0.75

Mica, 50.82 21.33 9.86 9.08

Hornblende, 45.69 12.18 13.83 18.79 7.32

Talc, 53.02 water. 33.02 4.06

Serpentine, 43.07 0.25 0.50 12.75 40.37 1.11."

Thus it appears that silex is the most abundant
ingredient in rocks, and alumina is next. "The
average of these elements in the most important
rocks, is silica 62.79, alumnia is 25.15." In the

best constituted soils, the pio])ortion will not be
found to vary widely from whal is here stated, a
proof that soils have originated from the decom-
position and mingling of the elements of rocks.

The third chapter is devoted to a consideration

of the properties and chemical action of the ele-

ments of the soil. Here the important part per-

formed by silica in vegetation is clearly develop-
ed, and its various combinations with other
substances pointed out. The manner in which
soils are supplied with lime and potash by the

decomposition of rocks is here shown. The com-
position of granite, composed of two-fifths quartz,
two-fifths feldspar, and one-fifdi mica, according
to Dr. D., is as follows :

—

" Silex,

Alumina,
Potash,

74.84
12.80

7.48
0.99

0.37
1.93
0.12."

Magnesia,

Oxide of Iron,

O.Kide of Magnesia,

To show that soils are not exhausted of their

ime or alkali. Dr. Dana shorts the quantity of
each on an acre of soil, made from the decompo-

n of such rock as the above would produce,

taking the soil only six inches deep. "The cubic
foot of such soils weighs about 90 lbs., or at six

inches deep, -15 lbs. The acre at this depth, con-
tains 21,780 cubic feet, which will afford 3,026 lbs.

of lime, and 73,311 lbs. of potash, or nearly a

and a half of lime and 36 Ions of potash."

The probability of the exhaustion of these sub-

stances may be inferred from the following esti-

mate. The straw of a crop of wheat of 30 bush-

els per acre, will weigh about 5,000 lbs. Burned,
• will yield 220 lbs. of ashes, of which one-

fifth is soluble in water, and consists of one-half

of that dissolved, of pottish. The part not solu-

ble, contains 5.80 per cent of lime. Thus an
ere of wheat straw contains 22 lbs. of potash,

nd 10 lbs. of lime. From these facts Dr. Dana
deduces his fourth principle, viz : "that all soils

contain enough of lime, alkali, and other inor-

ganic elements, for any crop grown on them."

When it was stated in Prof Hitchcock's Geo-
logical Report, on the authority of Dr. D., that all

soils coutaineti phosphates and sulphate of lime,

a principle of great importance to the farmer, it

s received with doubt and distrust by many,
ncipally from the fact that many crop,s, wheat

in particular, for the production of which lime is

deemed essential, could not be grown on much
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of the soils of New England. The proofs, how-

ever, are abundant. The bones of annnals, a

great variety of vegetables, contain phosphates

and sulphates. All onr cereal grains contaui

them both in the grain and in the straw, and half

the weight of houe is a phosphate. On these facts

is based Dr. Dana's fifth i)rinciple, "that all soil

contains sulphate and phosphate of lime."

Dr. Dana's fourth chapter is on the "Organic

constituents of the soil." " Whenever plants die,

their elements are again subject to the laws ol

affinity, and during the decay of vegetables, they

return to the earth not only those substances

which the*])l!ints liad taken from the soil, but also

those which have been elaborated by their living

structure. The former are silicates and salts, or

the inorganic elements; the latter are organic^

parts of the soil." The organic elements of

plants "are the product of substances once en-

dowed with life;" and "the great difference be-

tween the two divisions, is this, that while the

inorganic are simple combinations of two ele-

inenlary substances, the organic are combinations

of three or four elements, but never less than

three." From the fact that plants are always

composed of several elements, Dr. D. draws his

sixth principle, "that soil, consisting chiefly of

one silicate, or salt, is always barren."

Dr. Dana's seventh principle in agricultural

chemistry, is based on the fact, "that one base

may be substituted for another, in an isonior[)hous

proportion," or the law by which one element

may be substituted for another, which produces

a like form. For exainple, the alumina in alum
may be replaced by iron ; the form will not be

changed, but its chemical properties and relations

will be totally destroyed. This fact of substitu-

tion is of the highest practical value, since where

one element happens to be exhausted in a soil,

the organic acid of the plant will appropriate

another, and thus be enabled to jjorfect all its

functions.

The great mass of organic matter in soils, is a

well defined chemical compound, called by Dr.

Dana gtine, by Liebig and Berzelius humus, and

by Braconnet, Boulay and others ulinin or ulmic

acid; and consists of carbon, hydrogen and oxy

gen. The product of decayed organic matter

;

the name is of very little consequence to the fiir-

mer, so long as he remnrabers that without the

presence of this substance in the soil, plant

cannot grow and perfect their seed; that without

geine or humus, crops are never raised. Dr. Dana

well remarks, "that geine is as essential to plants

as food to animals; and so far as nourishment is

derived from the soil, geine is the food of plants."

On this is based his eighth principle, "that geine

in some form, is essential to agriculture."

So far as the value of geine is concerned, it

matters nothing at all to the farmer, whether he

believes with Liebig that plants derive their nour-

ishment almost entirely from the air, or with

Dana, Johnson, and others, that some portion of

it is taken up by the root : since in the first case,

the carbonic gas absorbed fioni the air is gener-

ated by the geine, and in the last, is furnished

directly to the roots of the plants from the de-

composing geine of the soil. It is the changes

which this substance undergoes, the various com-
binations it forms with the several alkalies and

acids vpith which it comes in contact, which gives

it its great importance in the estimation of the

agricultural chemist and farmer. Vegetable mold

is a mixtin-e or compound of soluble geine, with

earths and metals, mixed with soluble and insolu-

ble geine. In ricji mold there is usually a large

portion of free organic matter. With lime, alu-

mina, iron, &c., geine, or geic acid, forms com-
pounds called salts or geatcs. These salts are

soluble in water, and are of the utmost conse-

quence to the farmer. Into the chemical history

of geine or humus, we cannot here enter. Those
who take an interest in the matter, will find a

good account of it in the appendix to chapter IV.

It is sufficient to state that Dr. Dana prefers the

term geine, to any of the others that have been
given this substance.
"The elements of soil, are silicates, salts and

geine. The silicates as such as have no tenden-
cy to re-act on each other. They are gnidiMlly
decomposed by the action of the'air. The great

agent in this action is carbonic acid, which grad-
ually combines with the alkaline base of the sili-

cates, and the potash and soda are converted into

so'uble salts, whilst the silex and alumina re-

main." Dr. Dana's exposition of the action of

the class of salts is admirable, and shows how
the effect of the carbonates upon soil is produc-

ed. From their action as explained, is drawn the

ninth principle ; "carbonic acid, and the carbon-

ates, decompose the earthy, alkaline and metallic

silicates of the soil."

Dr. Dana gives an interesting accotmt of what
the French call action of presence, or catalysis.

It is well known by chemists, that the mere pre-

sence of a body, influences the nature of a second

body, so as wholly to change its properties. For
example, starch is converted into siigar by oil of

vitriol. The acid suffers no change. It acts by

mere presence, and converts the starch into sugar.

A distinguished German chemist maintains that

all decomposition takes place in obedience to a

third substance acting by its presence. So the

vital principle of plants, let it be called life, elec-

tricity, galvanism, acts by its presence and gives

power to enter into new combinations. A living,

growing plairt, in soil, will in one year effect a

greater amount of decomposition, than all atmos-

pheric influences can in many years.

To determine how salts or mineral manures

act, is one of the most important inquiries of the

chemist or the farmer. It is not enough to say

they are stimulants; that "they are to plants

what condiments are to the food of man." " Some
general principle is demanded which will enable

the farmer to say what the action of a salt will

be ; and whether he may apply one or less than

one per cent, of it, without risking his crop." Th'

general priiiciple, according to Dr. Dana, is found

in the following, which is his tenth principle of

agricultural chemistry. "The base of all salti

acts ever the same in agriculture. Peculiarity of

action depends on the acid of the salt." On this

principle, the Dr. lays great sU-ess, and we think

deservedly. Lime for instance, which forms the

base of avast variety of salts, can never act oth-

erways than as lime ; but when united with phos-

phoric acid, as in bones, or with sulphuric acid,

as in plaster of Paris, very different results ensue

from its application to plants. Our readers are

aware of the theory of Licbif in regard to the

action of gypsum, which he aipposes to ari.se

soldi/ from its absorption of the ammonia of the

au- and water, by vvliich soluble sulphate of am-

monia is formed and appropriated by the ])iant.

The theory is a beautiful one, but docs not ap-

pear to us perfectly satisfactory, as not account-

inj; for all the facts connected with its action,

Were this absorption of ammonia the sole cause

of the efficacy of idaster, it would be equally

efficacious on all soils, and in all places, but far

mers are well aware that such is not the fact.

That this action on ammonia takes place, cannot

be questioned ; that this is the only cause of the

efficacy of gypsum, is what is doubted. Dr. Da
na's account of the action of plaster, we shall

here give in full, not only as showing his views

of the matter, but also of the changes which a

salt of lime can produce in soil:

—

" Supjiose plaster or gypsum has been applied ;

the cfl^ects of a bushel of plaster per acre, or

even the four-himdredlh part of one per ce

produce effects on alluvial land which shows

good results, as far as the eye can reach. It

seems almost incredible tbat so minute a portii

of a mineral can act at all, yet how beaiitiliilly

this restdt explained by the princijjle, that plants

decompose, first, this s'alt ; the lime, for ])laster

'

sulphate of lime, then acts on geine, which

thus rendered soluble; while the acid, tlie oil of

vitriol or sulphuric acid, immediately acts on the

silicates. If silicates of alkali exist in the soil,

we have now changed sulphate of lime for

alkaline sulphate, and if silicate of lime is also

present, the potash or alkali having been exhaus-

ted, i)laster of Paris is formed anew. So long as

there is in the soil organic matter, this action

continues and will conlinue, till Tlie plant has

gradually withdrawn for its own use the acid of

the salt which was introduced. Fertdity depends

wholly on salts and geine. Without the last,

there "is no fruit formed; without the salts, the

geine is locked up or insoluble. The base of the

salts acts always in one uniform way ; its action

is wholly upon geine; the aciil of the salts acts

upon the silicates."

Dr. Dana goes on to show at length, and with

much ability, the manner in which lime, ashes,

&c., perform their part in the growth of plants,

and we think that any one who will study this

part of the volume, will agree with us, that one
of the worst things a farmer can do, is to sell his

ashes from the farm. To convince those who
allow their leached ashes to be lost, of the waste

of valuable matter they sustain, we quote the fol-

lowing :

—

"A bushel of good ashes contains about 54 lbs.

of real potash. In leaching ashes, generally about

peck of lime is added to each bushel of ashes,

and as it loses no bulk during the operation, a

cord of leached ashes contains about the follow-

ing proportions, allowing the usual proportion to

be leached out, or ih lbs.

Phospliofic acid, 117 lbs.

Silex, .
11'' "

Oxide of iron, . 1] "

" of manganese, ^^

Magnesia, ^ 119 "

Carb. of lime, including that added in leach-

ing. 3,072 "
__

Potasl' combined with silica, 50 "."

In chapter VI. Dr. Dana commences the dis-

cussion of the subject ol' manm-es properly so

called, and very properly says that the first requi-

site to successful farming is manure. Manures

are composed of geine and salts; and by their

elements are divided into three classes: "1st,

those consisting chiefly of geine. 2d, those con-

sisting chiefly of salts. :id, mixed, or consisting

of salts and geine. # * * ^^
. ,

the greater part of manures belongs to the third

class. Such are all composts, all stable manure,

and all the usual products of the cow yard and

hog pen. In discussing this subject, therefore,

there ought to be some starting jioint, some stan-

dard common measure of value, to which can be

referred all manures, and by which then- worth

can be determined."

For this standard of value, Dr. Dana selects

"pure fresh fallen cow dimg," as one of the ttjost

common manures, and of which the chemical

constituents have ueen well ascertained. Dr. D s

analysis of this manure gives the following pro-

portions of water, organic matter, and salts, in

100 lbs. of cow 5ung:—
"Water, 83.60

C Hay 14.00
Or£;anic \ g^,^' resinous and biliary matter, 1.275
'"^"'^'•' ? Albumen, "*

rSilica, • •'*

Sulphate of Potash, -05

Geate of Potash, -07

Salts. <! Muriate of Soda, -08

I
Phosphate of Lime, -'.^3

Sulphate of Lime, .12

I Carbonate of Lime, -12

99.86

Loss,

This agrees very well with analyses made by

European chemists, some giving more water, oth-

ers less, while the other substances do not vary

essentially, or more than was to be expected from

the diflTereiice in food, &c. The composition of

cow dung may be stated as follows:

—

Geine, 1.''.45

Salts, -as

Water, 83.60

Or in 100 lbs. of cow dung, only one-sixth is

of any value in agriculture. 100 lbs. of fresh

cow dung affords five-eighths of a lb. of pure

ammonia, or 2 lbs. 2 oz. of carbonate of ammo-
nia of the shops. A bushel of fresh cow dung

weighs about 86 lbs., and this contains in round

numbers 2i lbs. of salts of ammonia, potash, so-

da, and lime. Dr. Dana found by actual experi-

ment, that a single cow, an average producer of

the article in question, her food and water beiiig

accurately weighed, consumed and produced in

seven days as follows:

—

Water, 612 11)8.

Potatoes, 87 "

Hay, 167 '•

Total of food and drink 866 lbs.; and voided,

free from her liquid evacuations ,599 lbs. of dung.

This cow produced from 24 lbs. of hay and 12

lbs. of potatoes, daily, about one bushel or 8^).57

lbs. of dung. One cow therefore forms
Or per year,

4.400 lbs geine,

71 " bone dust,

37 " plaster,

.37 " lime, marble or clialk,

13 " sulphate of potash,

Estimating the nitrogen of dung as ammonia,

a cow in a year produces 188 lbs. of pure ammo-
nia, or 550 lbs. of carbonate of ammonia of the

Daily,

12 lbs. geine,

3 oz. phosphate of 1

14 07.. plaster of Pa

U 07,. of chalk,
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shops. The great vahie of dung for agriculture,

it is clear from tliis statement, depends on the

ammonia and the ireirie : ajid Trom tlie statements

of Dr. Dana, as well as those of Lichjg, it is evi-

dent that the salts of lime, \yhich are the annual

product of one cow, are sufficient to supply the

irrain and straw of a crop of wheat of 30 hushels

per acre, on three acres. Dr. Dana's inquiry into

the use and origin of the nitrogen of dung, "that

organic element to Avhicli must be attributed its

chief enriching quality," will well repay perusal.

]t was found by ('xperiiiient, tliat the formation

of nitrogen depondeil in ,i ^reat degree on the

kind of food given the animal, and that the dung
of a cow fed on meal and water, gave of nitrogen

2i per cent., or five times as tnuch as common
cow dung. This accounts satisfactorily for the

fact of the dung of fattening animals being richer

for agriculture than that of store animals.

Having thus determined the agricultural value

of cow (hmg as a standard, Dr. Dana [.roceedsto

com|)are with this the dung of some other ani-

mals. Of these, the first is the horse. As com-
pared with cow dung, horse iDanure gives in 100

l)arts,

Geine, 27

Salts, 0.96

Wiiter, 71.20

The quantity of geine then in horse dung is

nearly double that in cow dung; the salts, which
are mostly phosphates of lime, magnesia, and
soda, are about the same. As in the fermenta-

tion o{' manures, the heat is usually in the pro-

portion to the formation of ammonia and nitrates,

the greater product of these substances in horse

dung, may in part account for its value as a heat-

ing material in hot-beds, &c. Horse dung con-

tarns in 100 parts, 3.24 of carbonate of ammonia.
Dr. Dana ranks in his analysis, hog manure an(i

night soil together. He states the composition of

the latter in its purest state as follows:

—

Water, 75.3

Geine, 23.5

Salts, l.a

"Night soil, including that of the hog, contains

in 100 pai-ts,

Geni 23.

1.2

Here we have the three most common sub-

stances used as manures; cow, horse and hog'

dung, including night soil, reduced to geine, salts

and anmionia, or ii.-^ equivalent nitrogen ; and we
believe c.\|)erience fully proves that their Value is

in direct proportion to their power of firoducing

ammonia. E.xperiments made by authority, in

Prussia, proved that on soils which, manured
wilh cow dung gave a product of seven for one

sown, if manured with horse dung the yield was
10, and if with night soil. 14, which is about the

proportion the nitrogen in these manures beai's

to each other. We Think therefore, that Dr. Dana
is fully justified in saying "that the nitrogen

present in a manure expresses its true value."

"Among the mixed manures, poudrette and

guano rank next to the night soil. Poudrette is

night soil, ])artly dried in ))ans. and mixed up
with variable quantities of ground peat and plas-

ter. Its value will depend on the circumstance

whether its ammonia is saved or lost in the man-
ulacture. If sulphate or muriate of lime is ad-

ded before drying, then the volatile carbonate of

ammonia will be changed into sul[)hate of am
mouia, and sal-am moifiac." Besides these solu

ble salts of ammonia, the peat retains a portion

of the gaseous ammonia, and its geine is render

ed more soluble. Plaster should always he mi.x

ed with night soils, to prevent the escape of

ammonia. Guano, which is coming into usi

England as a manure, is the excrement of sea

birds. It is found in vast beds from (30 to 80 feet

thick, on some islands in the South Pacific, near

the coast of Peru. Of the various salts of am
monia it contains some 33 per cent.; and of sol

ubie organic matter 12 per cent.; facts} which
sufficieruly indicate its origin and its richness.

We have not room to follow Dr. Dana throu

his analysis of other animal matters used as n

nures, such as hair, horn, wool, &c. &c., but must

not omit to state that the Dr. fmnishes inciden

tally, a solution'of a fact which has caused somi

bad blood, and some hard swearing, viz: the

greater hardness of the heard when compared
with other hair, when he states that hair contains

from one-half to two per cent, of bone earth, the

beard far exceeding in quantity any other va-

riety.

It will not do to pass over Dr. Dana's account

of soot so easily, l(jr this most valuable manure

is entirely overlooked by the greater part of our

tiirraers. There are few substances so rich in

geine and salts as this, as the analysis of Dr. D.

will show:

—

Geine. 30.70

Nitrogen, 20.

Salts oC lime, chalk, &c., 25.31

Bone dust, l-SO

Sails of potash, soda and ammonia, G.14-

Carbon, 3.85

Water, 12.50

The salts contained in ]00 lbs. of soot, aie

|ual to those in one ton of cow dung; and its

niti'ogen in a similar comparison, is as 40 to 1.

Mixed with water in the pioportion of six quarts

of soot to a hogshead of watei-, it has been found

St efficacious liquid in the culture of green

house plants," and we can add our testimony to

its value, when applied in proper quantities to any

ordinai-y crop. We have, however, known it used

on tender gaiden plants to e.xcess, destroying ma-

ny of them.
The sections devoted to bone dust, slaughter

house offals, urine, spent ley, &c., will be read

with advantage by cveiy fai-mer; certainly all

those who wish to have a reason for the action of

such snb.stances as promoters of vegetation.

But to the practical farmer, one of the most

intei-esting sections of the book, will be that in

which it treats of artificial inanures. Ther
scai-cely a farm in the connti-y in which there arc

not deposits of vegetable matter in the shape of

peat, swamp muck, or pond mud. Such substan

ces aie composed mostly of geine or humus,

soluble and insoluble, and have been hitherto, al-

most iantirely neglected, when in fact they are

the veiy elements of fertility. These deposits,

dug out and thiown upon soil, pioduce little ben-

eficial effect, unless subjected to pi-evious prepa-

lation ; hence the little value placed upon them.

Agrieultuial chemisti-y has led the way to their

use, and now peat bogs, or swamp muck, is just-

ly regarded as a source of wealth. An analysis

by Di-. Dana, of 10 specimens of peat froin dif-

ferent localities, shows the average composition

of this substance. Soluble geine, 29.46; insolu-

ble geine, 55.03; total geine, 85.39; .«alts and sil-

icates, 15.59. Pond mud is less rich in geine,

containing more salts and silicates; but still when
prepai-ed is an excellent manure.

It is a singular fact that fresh dug peat of avei--

ace quality, scarcely differs in its elements fi-om

cow dung", 100 parts containing,

Water, 85.

Salts of lime, 0.50

Silicates, O.oO

Geine, 1^-

A cord of 103 bushels of cow dung and of peat,

will compare in composition as follows:

—

Weight Soluble Insoluble Total Salts of

per cord, geine. geine. geine
'-'--

Dung, 9,289 lbs, '
""

1,41(1

9:216 " 376 673 1,049 91

"The salts and geine of a cord of peat, are

equal to the manui-e of one cow for three months.
» * And the power of producing

alkaline action on the insoluble geine of peat, is

alone wanted to make it good cow dung." The
great point in rendering peat useful to the agri-

culturist, is to supply that lackin gelement, ammo-
nia ; since without "this, cow dung would not be as

valuable as peat in its natui-ul condition. Abun-

dant experiments pi-ove that the addition of an

alkali to peat, is all that is required to effect this

change; an! the calculations into which Dr. D.

enters to ascertain the quantity of alkali necessa-

ry, ate extensive and minute. Fortunately the

question is only one of economy in the use of

alktili; as a larger quantity than is demanded to

render the geine soluble is no injiiiy to the land.

Dr. D. states, that

59 parts of ammonia, are equal to

58 '• soda or white ash, or to

72 ' 1st quality pot or pearlash, or

86 " 2d " pot or pearlash.

100 lbs. of fi-esh peat require 2 lbs. of soda ash,

or 3 lbs. of pot or pearl ashes, to render it equal

to cow dung. Peat in drying, loses three-fourths

of its weight; hence the quantity or per cent, of

alkali for di-ied peat must be pr'oportionahly in-

I

creased. Everv cord of fresh dug peat requires

I 92 lbs. of pot ash, or 61 lbs. of soda, or 16 to 20

bushels of common house ashes will effect the

which the peat demands. Mr. Phinney
of Lexington, a high authority in agricultural

matters, has found by experience, "that a cord

of green dung converts twice its bulk of peat

nto a manure equal in value to itself; that is, a_

;ord of clear stable dung, composted with two of

peat, forms a nianiu-e of equal value to three cords

of green dung." The dung fm-uishes the requi-

site alkali, and ammonia in increased quantities

the residt ,

The value of peat when combineij with ashes,

either new or spent, does not however depend
on theoretical speculation alone ; and it is in

combination with ashes that this substance quick-

ly proves its importance as a fertilizer. Mr. G.

Robbing of Watertown, Mass., an extensive man-
ufacturer of soap, has one of the finest and most
productive farms in that vicinity ; and although

he keeps eleven horses, four cows, and one hun-

dred hogs, he has not for four years used a shovel

full of their manure, or that made by any animal,

upon his farm. His animal manure is carefully

saved and sold, while his spent barilla ashes,

mixed in the proportion of one part of ashes to

three of |>eal dug up in the fall, and mixed in

the spring, for(ns a manui-e that keeps his land

in the best possible condition. The following

extract will show how easily this manure may be

p:-epai'ed:

—

" The best plan for preparing the artificial ma-

nui-e would l)e to dig the peat or swamp muck in

the fall ; in the spring of the year let this he mix-

efl in the proportion of 30 lbs. of potash, 20 lbs.

of soda ash, or 8 bushels of common house ashes,

to evei-y cord of fresh dug peat, estimating this

by the pit dug out, anil allowing nothing for

shrinking. If ashes are used, they may he mi.\ed

in at once with the muck, but if potash or soda

is use<l, they must be dissolved in watei-, and the

pile evenly wet with the solution. The pile is

then to be well shoveled over, and used as other

manure. But it has been found by experience

that the peat may be dug in the spring, immedi-

ately mixed with the alkali and used forthwith.

If spent ashes are used to prepare this muck, add

one cord of spent ashes to three cords of peat or

swainp muck."
Animal matters convert peat or muck into ma-

nures with great rapidity. "It has been proved

by actual experiment, that a dead horse can con-

vei-t 20 tons of peat into a valuable manui-e, rich-

er and more lasting than stable dung; 'a barrel

of alewives is equal to a waggon load of peat.'

"

Uiine is a most prolific source of ammonia, and
Di% Dana says : " that the urine of one cow for a

winter, mixed up as it is daily collected, with

peat, is sufficient to manure half an acre of land

with 20 loads of manure of the best quality."

Can a stronger argiunent be offered to farmers,

why they should fill their barn-yards and hog-

pens with muck, to detain and become saturated

with the ammonia of the urine ?"

Dr. Dana seems inclined to question the cor-

rectness of that part of Prof Liebig's work which

affirms the existence of volatile carbonate of am-
monia in rain water. That ammoniacal salts ex-

ist in both snow and rain water is not question-

ed, the existence of the free carbonate only is

doubted. Dr. Dana's explanation of the presence

of these salts is ingenious, and as the subject is

one which, since the publication of Liebig's vol-

ume, has excited much attention both in Europe

and in this coimtry, it will undoubtedly ere long

receive a full elucidation. In treating of the ad-

vantages of iiiigation, Dr. Dana dwells at length

on the composition of water and its use in pro-

moting vegetation. From a series of careful ex-

periments, he estimates the quantity of salts and

o^eine which were carried past Lowell, in the

river Merrimack in 1838, at 839,181 tons. In

river water "the dissolved salts are sulphate and

geate of lime, and the fine deposit occurring after

the water has settled, is composed of one-half of

geine, and the remainder of salts of lime and sil-

icates."

Dr. Dana's concluding chapter is on the "Phy-

sical properties of Soil," in which he has eni-

bodied much useful information in regard to their

chai-acter and ti-eatment, but for which we must

refer the reader to the work itself, having already

much exceeded the limits we usually allow to

such subject.'!. The importance of the trintters

ti-eated will be a sufficient apology. There can

be no question agitated of more vital interest to
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ihe farmer than that of imnurcs, and the best

means of preparing and using lliein, will ahvajs

command lus atlenlion. The volume treats plain

euhjeets in a plain manner, and in our notice we
have endeavored to conform to the evident de-

sign of the author, that of writing so as to be

understood.

Cultivation of the Cranberry.

We have had several inquiries in relation to

the cultivation of tliis fruit, tlie demand for wliich

is rapidly increasing in cur markets. Few tilings

are more easily grown than tlie cranberiy, and
the cultivation is very simple Notliing more
seems necessary to success than hog or peat

earth ; if the bogs are sandy, so much the better,

but too much wet is fatal to the hopes of an abun-

dant crop. On the sandy coasts of Massachu-

setts, where wet bogs or meadows abound, the

cultivation of the cranberry is increasing, and
pieces of ground hitherlo of no v.clue, now yield

handsome incomes. It is found they grow well

on these sandy bogs after draining, and the fol-

lowing is stated to be the method pursued by Mr.
Hall, of Barnstable, who has for some lime pro-

duced them in great quantities:—" If tlie bogs
are covered with brush it is removed, hut it is not

necessary to remove the rushes, as the strong

roots of the cranberry soon overpower them.
It would be vvell, if previous to planting, the

ground could he ploughed, but Capt. Hall usually

spreads on beach sand, and digs holes four feet

asunder each way, the same as lor corn ; the holes
are however deeper. Into these holes sods of
cranberry roots are planted, and in the space of
three years the wiiole ground is covered." Mr.
Kenrick remarks, that "allho'igha moist soil is

best suited to the plant, yet, with a suitable mix-
ture of bog earth, it will flourisli, producing
abundant cro|)s, even in any dry soil." Lou-
donasserts that Sir J. Banks, who obtained this

plant from America, raised in 1831, on a square
of 18 feet eacli way, three and a half bush-
els, equal to 4(50 bushels per acre. Any man
who has a bog swamp may raise cranberries, by
draining it so that the surface at least shall be
dry, either inverting the surface, if hard enoueh,
with a plough, or covering it with sand, and
planting as above directed. When well set, the

yield of an acre will not be much, if any, .short

of 200 busliels.

—

dlbamj Cultivalor.

From Cudy's Ln.ly's Bi.ok.

Fanny Lincoln ;

OR, THE VILL.V(;E Ai1IANUE?f.SIS.
BY T. S. ARTIIUE.

"Indeed, Frank, it is time to end this nonsense.
Ever since you have taken that foolish crotchet

into your head, the house has been overrun. I

wonder that you can find nothing better to do
than writing letters for love-stricken clod-hop-
pers, or silly house maids."
"Quite a flourish of trumpets, sister mine,"

Frank Beverly replied, laughing.

"No, hut Frank, I am in earnest. Tlie fact is,

people are beginning to talk about you !"

"And what do they say P'
" Why, they say—they soy—

"

" What do they say, Isabella ?"

" Why they say that you must have but little

to do !"

" The allegation I confess to he true, sister,"

Frank said, assuming a mock serious counte-
nance. " But who, pray, are so much interested
in me ? Really, I ought to feel flattered."

" It is nothing to jest about, Frank. Every-
body is beginning to wonder at you. Florence
Milton told mo this morning that you were the
talk of the whole village."

" Indeed !"

'Yes, she did. And she says that many strange
things are said about you."

•Did you ask what those strange things were.

"Yes, but she hesitated, and then declined tell

ing me. You don't know how it worries me
brother. 1 do wish you would act a liltle more
sensibly, and visit oftener in the respectable fam-
ilies of the village. You are inquired alinr wliere-
ever I go. Indeed, there is not a family within
twenty mdes round, witli which you might not
form a connexion, if you would. "l know ha
dozen young ladies, handsome, rich, accompl._..
ed, the pick of the county, who would jump at
the offer of your hand."

I am perfectly aware of that, sister."

Then, Mr. Vanity, why are you not up and
doing, instead of making yourself a subject of
ridicule for the neighborhood. Surely you do
not think so highly of yourself as to decline the

first connexion for wealth aiul beauty in Green-
lawn village."

" And why not.'"

"Frank!"
" Isabella !"

"Really, brother, I am afraid you are demen-
ted."

"As people say that I am."
"Do they say that, then?" the sister asked,

while a cloud fell upon her face.
" O yes. But what of it ? It does not make

me crazy. Now, the fact is, sister, I have become
so tired of the sliallow-mindedness and insincer-

ity of the elite of Greenlawn, that I have cut off

the whole tribe ; at least for a time. For the

past two months, as yon know, I have almost dai-

ly held confidential intercourse with the lower
order of society in the village, as they are called ;

and in that time I have seen more integrity of

l)urpose, more deep feeling, more tenderness of
sentiment, than I have ever witnessed in my life.

Truly it is refreshing to hear human nature speak-

ing out in its own im|)ressive language, full of
energy and truth ! It may be rough at times,

for want of conventional polish, but it is honest

for it comes from the heart."
" Really, Frank, I do not know what to make

of you."

"You do not think me crazy, at least ?"

"I do not know what to think. A man of your
position in society, it seems to me, acts very

strangely, when he lets himself down and con-
sorts with pleheianism."

"It is not a good word for an American lady to

use, Isaliclla. This is not the country for patri-

cian and plebeian distinctions. The man here is

the noble. All else is but factitious, and not to

be weighed against the man. In all classes, truth,

tntegrity, and virtue, should make honor, and the

want of these, dishonor. Come, sister, let the

gold of your real character shine clear. Be true

to yourself, to the spirit and impulse of this age
and this country, to human nature !"

" How strangely you talk, Frank ! But hark !

there is the bell, again ! Another of your elegant
visitors, I suppose. Ah, me ! I wish I could see
the end of all this."

"Fanny Lincoln wishes to see Mr. Francis,"

said the old servant, opening the door of the room
in which sat Frank Beverly and his sister.

"Tell Fanny to walk up into my study, and I

w ill be there in a few moments."
The servant withdrew, and Frank said, as he

rose from the sofa where he had been sitting l)y

the side of his sister,

" Who is Fanny Lincoln, I wonder ?"

" Why, she is the girl that old Mrs. Grand, the

dairyman's wife, raised. I wonder what in the

world she wants ?"

" A letter written to her sweatheart, I suppose,"

Frank said, laughing. "1 leatn some strange

things, sister, that you would like to know very

much, for all your light estimation of the plebei-

ans, as you call them. But, good morning; I

must see what Fanny Lincoln wants."

When Frank Beverly entered the room he call-

ed his study, he found there an apparition that

he little expected. In the centre of the floor stood

a fair girl, just blushing into gentle womanhood;
and she glanced up at him with a modest, yet

not bashful mien, as he entered, that had in it so

much of innocence and truth that Ihe young man
was instantly interested, and not lighll.v, in his

new visitor. He saw that her face was beautiful

as to regularity of features and harmony of color,

but far more beautiful than any he had seen in its

sweet expression, that b.lended so much of gen-

tleness and truth of character, with maidenly
2:race and unassumed dignity.

"Faimy Lincoln, I believe," Frank saiil, bow-
ing with his best grace, and smiling at the same
time encouragingly.
"Yes, sir, that is my name," replied the maid-

en, while the color deejieiied upon her cheek. " I

have made hold," she conlinued, " to come and
ask of you to write a letter for me, il' it will not

be too much trouble. They tell me in the village

that you will write for any one who asks yon."

"Certainly I will Fanny, and always with the

greatest pleasure. But who do you wish mc to

write to for you ? Some sweetheart of course'
he added, smiling.

"O no," replied Fanny, blushing. "1 have no
sweetheart; but I have a brother," and her man-
ner changed, " from whom 1 w as parted when but I

a child. We were orphans, and were separated
early. He was canird -.iwus ijiaiiy hundred nules,

and I have never mjiii liiiir.siiice." Of late I have
thought ot' liiin much, and so constantly within a
few days, that I have made hold to come and ask
you It) uiite Id him a letter for me. I cannot

There was a niini^Tnii; of <;iihiess and regret in

her tone as she n:;. ii ;l lii^ rli-.ing sentence.

"Do youkno^v uIm lo y in- l.iuther is, Fanny ?"

Frank Beverly asked, loukiug on his visitor with

a feeling of lively interest.

" 1 know the name of the place to which he
was taken, and I suppose he is there still, if

alive."

" What shall I say to him ?'

" O you know best. I want to let him know
that I am living, and that I still remember him
and love him, and that I want him to write to

nie."

On this hint, Frank Beverly wrote the letter,

in a neat and delicate hand, imitating as far as

he could, that of a woman. After it was finished

he read it to Fanny, and asked if that would an-

swer.
" O yes," she said, " it is just as I thought my-

self. You are very kind and good, sir,"andcourt-

seying as she took the letter which he had fcildcil

and directed, she moved towards the [door, still

keeping her eyes upon the young man with a

look of gratitude.

"You must let me see the answer when it

comes, Fanny," Frank said.

" I will bring it to you as soon as I get it, if it

should come at all," siie replied, and dropping a-

nother courtesy, glided quickly fiotn the room.

Two weeks pas'serl without F'rank Beverly again

seeing Fanny ; hut every day he thought of her,

and wondered if she would come again. He did

not attempt to account for the interest he felt in

the fair but humble stranger, contenting himself

with feeling the interest, as he had a perfect right

to do. He'was sitting before his table engaged
in writing one day, about the end of the period

just named, when a gentle tap at his door was fol-

lowed by the entrance of Fanny. She held in

her hand a lettci; which she extended, while a
glad smile lit up with new beauty her sweet ex-

pressive countenance.
"He is alive and well, and here is his answer,"

she said—" Read it."

Frank took the letter, and read it through with
emotions of lively iutere.st.

" Words are too inexpressive, my dear sister,"

it said, " to convey to you any idea of ilie delight

your letter gave me. In our separation, so young
all recollection of the place to which you were
taken was lost by mc. In vain have I sought to

find you out. But now yon suddenly reveal your-

self, with every evidence that you are an elegant

and accomplished woman. How this evidence
gladdens my heart ! You have not been left to

neglect and ignorance, I know, although you say

nothing of your exact condition. The style, the

characters, the language of your letter, tell me all

this.

" When shall we see each other ? Will you
come to me, or nnist 1 come to you ? Circum-
stances which I caimot control will prevent the

latter for many months. Say then that you will

come to me, dear sister ! How ray heart yearns
towards you !"

After Frank Beverly had read the whole letter,

which was a long one, and had handed it back to

the maiden, who still stood near, he looked iq) in-

to her face, and said,
" Do you wish an answer written to this ?"

For a moment or two Fanny paused, thcught-

fully, and then replied,

"I do. But " and she hesitated, and look-

ed perplexed, even distressed.
" Birt what, Fanny ?" asked Frank, kindly.
" My brother," replied the maiden, " has been

deceived by the letter whit h you wiote for mc,
into the belief that I could write ; he, therefore,

imagines that I am different from what I really

am. I must not continue Ihis false idea ofmyself

;

and it troubles me to have to tell him the truth."

"But why need anytliing be said on the sub-
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jocl? lean write your letters for yon, nndbe
need know iioihing ot'il."

Tlie ciilin, tlioiightful expression of Fanny's
countenance instantly cliangecl,and looking Frank
steadily in the lace with something like offended

dignity in her tnanner, she answered.
"I never wilfully deceive any one, sir; much

less woidd I deceive my hrother."

"Admirable girl!" Frank mentally ejaculated,

as he gazed upon her innocent fiice, now lit up
with the impulse ot trutli roused in opposition to

a false principle that had been presented as a ride

of action. "How far superior art thou to the

courtly dames who despise such truth of charac-

ter as thine, as much as they despise thy humble
binh and lowly condition."

There was now a i)ause of many moments, dur-

ing which Fanny stood near to the young man,
her eyes cast upon the floor. At length he said,

looking up into her face,

"Fanny, !i thought occurs to me, which may
relieve you from your present embarrassment.—
Say nothing to your hrother, now, of your defici-

ency, but learn to write, and when you can write

well, then tell him the whole story frankly."

"There is no one tn teach me, sir, and how can
1 learn ?"

" ])o you wish to learn ?"

"Then, if you will accept my service, I will

be your teacher."

Fanny looked at hiin with a bewildered air,

not apprehending, on the instant, his whole
meaning.

" Will you not let me teach you to write, Fan-
ny ?" he said, after the pause of a few moments.

" 1 wish to learn very much. But 1 cannot
come here often, and besides, it would be giving

you too much trouble."
" O, the trouble will he nothing. To me it

will be only pleasant recreation ; and besides, 1

shall have the delight springing from the per-
formance of a good action."

" It would take inc a long time to learn," urged
the maiden, " and before my task was half aecom-
])lished my brother would be probably here, and
then he would be sadly disappointed in me, and,

I fear, cease to love me as much as he would were
he to find me innocent in all my ignorance and
deficiency."

"When the affection is in anything, we soon

come to perform it well. Your eager desire to

learn to write, will do more ibr you than you
dream of. Come, let me give you your first les-

son now."
Fanny hesitated a motiient, and then, as direct-

ed, seated herself in Frank's chair at the table,

while he stood, writing-master like, and com-
menced instructing his fair pupil. He found that

she already knew how to make all the letters,

rudely enough it is true. And as she could read

well, 'manuscript as well as letteri)ress, there was
nothing to do but to teach her to Ibrni the letters

after correct models, and then to unite them skil-

fully. The first lesson occupied an hour, at the

end of which time, even Fanny was surprised and
delighted at her own improvement. Her heart

was in it, and where th;;t is the case there is lit-

tle difficulty in learning' to do auvthing.
" Well, what do you^'tlunk of tl;at ':" asked her

teacher, hs lie held up her last trial at writing a

whole sentence.
" 1 can hardly believe it," she replied.
" You will learn fast enough, and in six weeks

will be able to write your brother anything you
])lease."

" Do you think so?" Fanny said, looking tjie

young man earnestly in the face.

" Do I think so, Fanny r Yes, I knoiv so."
" 1 am afraid that it will be asking too much,

and yet my brother's letter is not answered," the

maiden said, in a hesitating tone.

"True, true, Fanny I Come here to-morrow
at this time, and the letter will be ready for you,

and then you can take another lesson in writing."

With a graceful inclination of the body Fanny
Lincoln withdrew, and left Frank Beverly in a

somewhat mystified state of perception as to his

own true intQrnal thoiights and feelings.

" She is a sweet girl," he said musingly ; "and
would grace, with a little education, a far higher

circle in society than that in which she now
moves. Indeed, as she now is, I would not give

her for a dozen of the gilded, artificial women
it ha.s been my lot to meet in society

"

" Who is this Fanny Lincoln, sister ?" he asked

that evening, lifting his eyes from a book that he

had in vain been endeavoring to understand, the

sweet fiice of Fanny ever forming in his imag-

ination, and interrupting bis concentration of

thought.
" How do you think I should know, Frank ?"

Isabella said with some surprise in her tone. " All

I know about licr is, that she is servant to Mrs.

Grand, the dairyman's wife."
" Don't say servant, in that peculiar tone ofcon-

tempt. If it is the lot of Fanny to serve others

—even a dairyman's wife—she is none the less

beautifid, iimocent, and excellent in character.

—

Isabella, if you really want to do something good
and noble, go to Mrs. Grand's and interest your-

selffor that sweet flower, springing in the wilder-

ness. Take Fanny under your care, and teach

her all she swishes to learn. You will find iier

an apt scholar, and she will fully repay, in gratitue

and affection, all your kind care and generous

" Really, Frank, you are getting into a strange

way !" Isahellasaid. " You certainly don't think,

for a moment, that I am going to imitate your er-

ratie folly. It is enough for one of us, surely,

to consort with the vulgar, unrefined and uned-

ucated. As for me, let me tell you, Frank, 1 am
not going to join you in any of your mad
schemes for breaking through the just distinctions

of society."

"You misnnderslaiul me, Isabella, entirely,"

Frank urged " I have no desire to break through

any just distinctions. I only wish to give to those

below us in the social rank, all the aid I can to

enable them to rise, even above me, if by native

excellence of character, justly developed, they are

able to do so."
" You work alone in this, let me tell you," Isa-

bella replied, with marked emphasis.
" I am sorry for that, sister. I was in hopes

tliat you woidd take Fanny under your kind care,

but, as you will not, the duty must devolve upon
your brother."

" Frank !"

" Dont look so astonished, my gentle sister."

" Well, I am astonished, and mortified."
" Mortified at what ?"

" That you should have no higher or more man-
ly ideas—nothing more elevated as a rule of ac-

tion than the simple, vulgar desire to become the

amanuensis, and now, I suppose, the schoolmas-

ter, of the whole village."

" Could there be any higher or more manly de-

sire, than that of doing good, Isabella ? I think

not. For my part I am learning, every day, to

estimate actions by a new standard of usefidness

to others. And I feel glad to think, that I ex-

perience as lively a pleasure in doing good to the

ploughman or a dairymaid, as to a so-called lady

or gentleman."
" But see where it will end, brother !"

" That I am yet tmable to see, and would be

very glad if my sister would enlighten me."

"Then I can tell you in a very few wotds.

The end will be this: Your position, and my po-

sition, will be broken down in society. We witll

be respected neither by the high nor low ; the

one will avoid, while the other will trespass upon
and annoy us."

" Fear no such consequences. We possess an

antidote to all this."

" And what is all that, Frank ?"

" We are, brother and sister, alone in the world,

and were tliere not some talismanic influence at

work, should long since have passed from the eye

ofgeneral observation, and from the point ofinter-

est."

"And, pray, what wonderful power is that

which makes us hold our rank
.""

" That power is money, sister ! We have been

left rich by our parents, and herein lies the secret

of our estimation. Thousands are passing their

lives in obscurity, with better hearts and better

principles, and more extensive knowledge than

we. What makes the difference .' Money! It is

not our worth, tlien, that gives us consideration,

but our money. For my part, I am learning every

day to despise this grovelling estimation. I

would not give the single expressive look of grati-

tude on tfic honest face of an old, unsophisticated

farmer's wife after I have written for and read to

her a letter to her absent daughter, for it all."

Isabella could not satisfy her mind as to the

kind of reply that she should make to this, and

so remained silent. Frank resumed the study of
his book, and the subject was dismissed for that

evening.
For several days in succession, Frank Beverly's

study was graced by the welcome presence of
Fanny Lincoln. Her simple manners, and in-

genuousnes.s, pleased the young man more and
more every time be saw her. But he was more
pleased at witnessiiig the remarkable progress
that she made in learning to write.

One morning, about a week after she had coin-

iTienced taking lessons, young Beverly was disap-

pointed in not seeing her at the usual hour. He
knew not how deep an interest the simple-heart-

ed maiden had awakened in his bosom, until, by
her failm-e to come at the regular time, the real

strength of this interest became apparent.

On the next day he looked for Fanny at the

usual hoin- of her visit, but she came not. Her
fiiilure to appear on the third day determined him
to call over at Mrs. Grand's and see what detain-

ed her. As he came up the walk that led to the

cottage door he caught a single glance at Famiy's
face at the window, but it was instantly with-
drawn. It was some moments before his knock
was answered, and then he was admitted by Mrs.
Grand herself, a woman of many excellent quali-

ties, not the least of which were good sense and
an affectionate disposition. She had often seen
Frank, and knew him very well, although he had
no recollection of her gentle, tnatroidy face, for

she had resided in the village but a few years.
" Mrs. Grand, I believe ?" Frank said, with a

bow.
"That is my name, Mr. Beverly. Will you

walk in, sir ?"

" For a moment or two, if you please. I have
come over," he resumed, after he had taken a
chair, " to have a word with you about Fanny
Lincoln. You know, I suppose, that I have been
teaching her to write. For the last few days she
has not come as usual, and as she makes such
great progress it is a pity that she should not
keep on until she can w'rke well. It is to talk

with you about this that I have dropped in.

Frank paused, and Mrs. Grand remained silent

for some moments, in the effort to collect her
tlioughts,and then raising her mild eyes to the face

of the young man, and looking steadily at him,
she said

—

"Fanny is an innocent-minded, simple-hearted,
good girl, and did not imagine, until I su<;gested
it to ii;;r, that there was any imjiropriely in one of
her age visiting, regularly, at his rooiii, a young
gentleman."

Mrs. Grand paused here, and let her eyes fall

to the floor, while Frank smiled good-humoredly
as he replied

—

"I certahily respect your sentiments, and now
that my thonghls recur to the subject, must own
that you are right. But I am sure Fanny came
to me only under the impulse of genuine inno-
cence of heart."

" In that you arc right, M r. Bevcily," Jlrs. Grand
replied witii warmth. "I know Fanny well, for,

fiom a little child I have been to her a mother,
and she the gentlest and most affectionate of
diiughters. vSiie is pure-minded and innocent as
the snow-drift."

"1 am sure of that, Mrs. Grand," Frank said;
and then after a brief pause added, "The more I

have seen of Faimy the more have I been in-

terested in her; particularly in reference to her
strong desire to learn. This desire, Mrs. Grand,
ought, by all means, to be fostered, and as you
rightly suggest the impropriety of her coming to

niy room, ifyou will permit me to call here every
day, and give her a lesson, in your presence, if

you choose, I will most willingly come."
" Your offer is too kind a one for me to reject,

and I therefore willingly accept it, knowing as I

do so well the character of Francis Beverly," Mrs.

Grand replied, frankly. "I know," she con-
tinued, "and have often grieved over Faimy's
want of education. But since she came to us, a
friendless orphan, we have had hard struggling

to get along in the world, and have been unable
to send her to school, except but for a very short

time. I taught her to read, which was about ns

far as I could go, and she reads, I think, very well

indeed."

"Then, if it is agreeable to lioth Fanny and
yoinself, I will give" her, now that I am here, a-

nother le'sson," Frank said, for he was altogether
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unwilling to go nway without seeing his fair pupil,

and having a word or two with her.

Mrs. Grand arose w ithout replying and left the

room. In a few minutes she returned with Fanny
whose heiKlitened color, and slight embarrass-

ment and agitation, told the yoimg man at once,

that since lie had last met her, new thoughts and

emotions had stirred in her bosom.

We will not linger to detail the particulars of

this interview, nor to chronicle the wonderful

improvement apparent at each new lesson that

she received from her excellent teacher. Cer-

tain it was that she never seemed tired of ac-

quiring, nor her preceptor of teaching her. From
mere penmanship her attention was soon turned

to books, and day after day, and week after

week, nay, and month after month, Fanny Lin-

coln wandered by the fountains of learning, and

explored new regions of knowledge opened to

her eager thoughts, with Francis Beverly, her

faithfuf Mentor^ ever by her side. In a month
from the time that she took her first lesson, she

wrote to her brother with her own hand, and
so much did it resemble that in which Frank
had written, imitating as he had, purposely, a

woman's small light chirography, that the differ-

ence was not known. The correspondence be-

tween thein now became exceedingly interest-

ing. He was, it appeared, a lawyer of standing

and intelligence in Charleston, South Carolina,

engaged in an extensive practice, important

biisiiiess, he said, would keep him asvay from
her at least six months, but he urged her to

come to him at once. But she wrote to him
that she would prefer remaining with the kind

friends, though poor and humble in life, who
had been to her tather and mother when there

was none to take her in, until he could come
to her. He then sent her a considerable sutri

of money, and ke|)t up with her a frequent cor-

respondence, in which he seemed desirous of
learning as much of her cast of mind and hab-

its of thinking as possible. All these letter.», in

the simplicity of her heart, she submitted to

Frank, and also her answers ; and any sugges-
tions of his were jjroiTiptly adopted by the niaid-

The frequent visits of the young man to Mi-s.

Grand's soon became village talk, greatly to the

annoyance of his stately sister Isabella, who let

no opportimity pass of remonstrating with biiii

upon the subject. This he took all very kind-

ly, and still continued to pursue his own course.

One evening as they sat together, she said to

him in a tone of concern

—

"I wish you would gi«e up your foolish vis

its to that Fanny Lincohi."
" Why so, sister?"
" Because, everybody is talking about you."
" Well, and what do they say ?" inquired Frank

quite composedly.
" Why, they say, of course, that you are go

ing to marry that girl," Isabella replied in ai

indignant tone.
" Do they, indeed ! Well, really, it is strange

how things of this kind will get out."
" Brother, what do you mean ?" exclaimed Isa-

bella, springing to her feel as suddeidy as if !i

pistol had been fired by her ear.

"Why, 1 mean to marry Fauny Lincoln." re-

plied the young man in a calm tone of voice.

For a few momeula the sister was so bewil-

dered and confounded that she could not speak
At length she said

—

" You but trifle with me, brother."
" Indeed I do not," Frank said in a serious

tone. " 1 have spent fom- months now, in the

daily study of Fanny Lincoln's character, and
am prepared to pronounce her far superior to

any young lady that it has been thus far my lot

to meet."

Poor Isabella was for a time mute with sur-
prise.

" Surely," she at length said, " my brother
is not going to disgrace himself and his sister

thus !"

" How can it be disgrace to marry Fanny Lin-
coln ?" he asked.

" Who is she, or what is she, but the servant
of a dairyman's wife?" Isabella replied with
warmth.
"I will tell you," Frank said, calmly. "She

ia the adopted daughter of Mrs. Grand, who has
raised her with all the care her condition would

allow her to bestow. She is pure, and gentle,

and innocent—

"

"And ignorant, and vulgar, and forward,

"Not by any means," Frank said, interrupting

his sister. " For four months she has been ap-

plying herself to books with an eagerness and
issiduity that has produced what I must call

ivonderVul results. Few young ladies of my ac-

piaintance, in this village, except indeed my sis-

ter, have mastered more subslantial volumes than

And what she reads she uiidcrstaiuls and
IIS. As to vidgaiiiy, Isabella, you are again

mistaken. Nature formed her a laily, in ujind

and action. Few, let me assure you, have more
ease of maimer or more true maidenly dignity

of character. And forward she is not, but is

ather inclined to shrink, and this shrinking dis-

position seems to increase more and more every

day."

But nothing that Frank could say had any
effect in reconciling his sister. She would not

consent to see her, and solemnly declared, that

if he married her, and brought her to the house

she woidd leave it.

It soon became known through all the village,

for Frank took no pains to conceal it, that he

was going to marry Fanny Lincoln. All won-
dered, but the young ladies in the high life of

the place, with their mothers, were indignant

that the young man should so disgrace hiinselt;

Poor Isabella was pitied, and sympathized with,

and one young lady actually volunteered to try

aud charm the lover off, all for the sake of her

dear Isabella; but to no pm-pose. Frank was
impenetrable. Fanny was talked about, and
sneered at, and made the subject of all kinds ot

ill-natured remarks; but she was happy in the

love of an honest and generous heart, and kiiew

nothing of the indignation that she was exciting.

"He needn't think to introduce the low crea-

ture here," said Miss Elvira Comstock to the

circle of yomig ladies who were passing an af-

ternoon with her.
" Indeed he needn't," responded her sister

Thom?sine. " If he chooses to lower himself in

that way, let him, but such as Fanny Lincoln

never darkens our door."
" What a strange preference !" reitiarked one.

"That proves what he is," said another.
" How much I have been deceived in my esti-

mation of him!" added another.
" Well, girls, we have all made a happy es-

cape," said Elvira Comstock, " for there are some
of us, I am thinking, who would not have said

' no' to Frank Beverly.
" Indeed, then, you are mistaken ifyou think I

woidd," broke in one.
" I never liked hitn," said ai>other.

" I always thought him low minded," added a

third.

" It is all just as I expected," remarked a IburtI

And then all joined in abusing Fiaidi Beverl

and Fanny Lincoln with might and main.

But tiine wore on, and the period was fixed

for Frank's marriage : one week before it took

|)lace a stage brought to the town two strangers,

a gentleman and a lady, whose appearance at

once drew the attention of the gossiping villa-

gers.

Scarcely half an hour elapsed after their arriv

al before the man walked out from the inn a

which they had stopped, and took his way to

wards Mrs. Grand's cottage. His knock at the

door was answered by Fanny.
" Faimy Lincoln ?" said lie, in an inquiring

tone.
'• That is my name, sir," replied the maiden,

her heart leaping in her bosom with a sudden
bound.
'And mine is Henry Lincohi," he said, and

instanllv the happy creature was clinging to liirh

and sobbing like a child, in the ecstacy of a new
delight.

The wedding was celebrated at the old family

mansion of the Beverly's, where Frank and
sister resided. Among the guests were Elvira

Comstock, her sister, and indeed the whole

de of the village exclusives, each of whom vied

in attentions to the lovely bride, whose beauty

and excellence were all suddenly discovered and

appreciated. Ainong the most conspicuous of

the company were Henry Lincoln, the distin-

guished and wealthy member of the southern

bar, and his young and beautiful wife, to whom
he had been married only a few months.

All but Fanny, from this time, forgot her hum-
ble origin, but she remained as affectionate and
as attentive as ever to the friends who had loved

md clierished her from childhood. Isabella

soon learned to appreciate her and to love her

tenderly, aud Frank Beverly ever after blessed

the day that brought F'anny Lincoln to the Vil-

lage Amanuensis.

From the Wew Genesee Farmer.

Maine Report on Agricultnre.
The Report on Agriculture iircseuted at the

Agricultural mcetingheld in the Capitol, in Au-
gimta, Maine, January 3d, 1842, and signed by

James Bates, Chairman, is given in the Maine
Cultivator of January 22d. It is drawn up with

signal ability; and in u clear and direct manner
points out the most important objects of agricul-

tural iiir|uiry, experiment, and improvement. We
subjoin some extracts, and regret that our limits

forbid the insertion of the whole.

Although Maine stands unrivalled in its inari-

ime faciliries and inexhaustible water power, is

ich in minerals and forests, its growth and pros-

lerity must mainly depend on its agricultural re-

sources; and that to develope these and increase

their jiroductiveness are objects worthy of the

best effort of its citizens and government.

In bringing forth the productions of the earth,

he is the most successful agriculturist who ma-
nures and cultivates best. Whether a man cul-

tivates many acres or few—whether his soil bo

rich or poor

—

his precept and example arc most

important to the community, who makes the

greatest improvement of his means and position.

The man who turns a barren plain or heath to a

fruitful fiehl, or reclaims a worthless bog, which

was before only a nuisance, may do more for

himself, and be" of more use to his neighborhood

than he who cultivates the largest intervale liirin

in the Slate. We do not feel sure that there ex-

ists a correct public sentiment on this part of the

subject ; be that as it may, it cannot he concealed,

that much diversity of opinion exists as to the_

best mode of cultivating almost every variety of
soil, and the kinds and conditions of manures and
the modes of applying them—and for the want of
the necessary information upon this subject,

much loss of labor annually results from ill di-

rected effort. Men must already be in possession

of facts of high practical importance ; which are

either not known or not duly estimated by oth-

ers; which if spread before the people, would
advance the interests of our entire agricultural

population. Such men possess the means and
infbrmalion necessary for instituting experiments
which would continually aid and increase such
advancement.

In order to avail ourselves of what is already

known and to keep pace with improvements
which are daily developing themselves, measures
are required to diffuse extensively that know-
ledge which is already possessed by sotne, and
well conducted and judicious experiments are

needed to add to what is already known.
They believe the time has arrived when in-

ducements should be held out for well conducted
and faithfully recorded experiments.

1st, To test the comparative value of different

manures as applied to similar or dissimilar soils.

2, The best mode of manulacturing manures,
and the titrie and manner of applying them.

3, The most profitable crojis to be grown on
different varieties of soils, having reference to

locality, market, &c.
4, Tlie best mode of preparingthe soil for, and

managing of, different crops.

5, The advantages to be derived from admix-
ture of soils, by supplying those constituents,

found to be materially wanting, or in too small

proportion. The materials for doing this, exist-

ing in abundance in every part of the State. It

seems of great importance to ascertain not only

the best mode, but the time when, and place

where, increased production will compensate the

outlay of labor and expense. We doubt not the

time is approaching when our sandy jilains, stiflT

clays and stubborn bogs, will, by simple admix-

ture, with the addition of a small quantity of lime

or other alkaline substance, be rendered abund-

antly productive.

6, To test the comparative value of tlio differ-
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ent grnins and roots to be consumed on the farm
in feeding and fiutening animals.

7, What animals are best suited to our climate,

and most profitable in the different sections in

the State.

We cannot doubt that such experiments judi-

ciously made and faithfully recorded, would
greatly conduce to the public good ; and since

such experiments would often require a sacrifice

of expense and labor on the part of those who
make them ; we believe sound policy requires

that inducements should be offered at the public

expense, sufiicient to secure the attention and en-

list the efforts of those com|)etent to make and
record them.
No mode of doing this, has giigge.sted itself to

yom- committee, which seems so feasible and at

the same time so equal, as to offer such indnce-

menls through the medium of the County Agri-
cultural Societies. In several counties such so-

cieties already exist, and should our views be
adopted, others will doubtless be est.iblished in

every county in the State. The general interest

already taken in these societies, the manifest good
they have done and are doing, very materially

points. lis to them as the proper instrmnents to

be employed in bringing about the greater good
tve seek to accomplish.

Annual Meeting of the United States Agri-
cultural Society.

Mashington. Ma;/ 4, 1843.

The Society met to-day at the riitent Office,

when a number of delegates fiom the several
States appeared with their credentials, and the
Hon. J. M. Garnett, of Va., at 11 A. M. took the
chair, and J. F. Callan was chosen Secretary.

On motion of the Hon. H. L. Ellsworth, a
committee of three was appointed by the Chair,
to inquire into the e.xpediency of establishing in

this city, a periodical, to he devoted to the cause
of agriculture, and to he the official organ of ibis

society, viz: Hon. H. L. Ellsworth, D. C, Dr. Eli
Ives, Conn., and Rev. J. O. Clioide.-^, N. Y.

Robert E. Horner, N. J., T. B. WaUeman, N.
Y;, Rev. O. B. Brown, D. C, Dr. G. B. Smith,
Md., and Hon. H. L. Ellsworth, D. C, were ap-
pointed a committee to report the order of busi-

ness for the future action of this meeting, and
the Society adjourned until to-morrow morning.

Thursday, May 5.

At 9 o'cli;ck, A. M., the Society met at the Pa-
tent Office, and proceeded to the election of offi-

cers, and upon counting the ballots the following

named gentlemen were declared duly elected,

Hpn. .Tames M. Garnett, Va., President.

3. F. Callan, D C, Rec. Secretary.

Oliver Whittlesey, Ohio, Cor. Secretary.

Edward Dyer, Treasurer.

Board of Control.

Hon. H. L. Ellsworth, D. C.

Hon. Elisha Whittlesey, Ohio.
John A. Smith, D. C.

John S. Skinner, D. C.

William J. Stone, ]>. C.
Fice Presidents.

Maine, Hon. Georce Evans.
New Hampshire, Hon. Isaac^Hill.

Massachusetts, B. V. Fj-encli.

Connecticut, Di. Eli Ives.

Rhode Island, Gov. Fenner.
Vermont, William Jarvis.

New York, J. B. Nott.

New Jersey, E. S. (Jreen.

Pennsylvania, Hon. G. M. Keim.
Delaware, Dr. J. W. Thompson.
Maryland, Thomas Emory.
Virginia, Ed. Ruffin.

North Carolina, Hon. E. Debcrry.
South Carolina, Wade Hampton.
Georgia, Hon. Wilson Lumpkin.
Alabama, Hon. Dixon H. Lewi..;.

Louisiana, Hoji. Alexande'r Mouton.
Arkansas, Hon. A. Yell,

Tennessee, F. H. Gordon.
Missis.sippi, Hon. R. J. Walker.
Kentucky, Chilton Allen.

Missouri, - " Hon. L. F. Linn.

Illinois, Thomas L. Hinde.
Indiana, Solon Robinson.
Michigan, Hon. J. C. Crary.

Ohio, Hon. John Hastings.

Dist. of Columbia, Amos Kendall.
Florida, Hon. C. F. Mercer.

Iowa, Timothy Davis.
Wisconsin, Henry Dodge.
The Vice Presidents of Virginia, District of

Columbia, Maryland, Pennsylvania and Delaware,
are, ex officio, members of the Board of Control.
The President addressed the Society in his

usual felicitous manner, at- the conclusion of
which, on motion of Dr. G. B. Smith of Md., the
thanks of the Society were voted to Mr. Garnett,
and a copy of his address was solicited for jiub-

lication.

The committee to inquire into the expediency
of establishing an agricultural periodical, report-
ed favorably to that measure, and their report was,
after some debate, adopted.
The committee on business, reported the order

in which the business of the Society should be
taken up and acted upon, and a<lvised the amend-
ment to the Constitution as follows, in Art. 19:

"and the Board shall have power to prescribe
the mode in which it shall be withdrawn," and
that a "draft from the President, countersigned
by the Recording Secretary," as now required,

shall no longer be necessary.
The Board of Control, through its chairman,

the Hon. Levi Woodbmy, made a written report,

in which they state in consequence of the severe
pressure of the times, and the Society's limited

means, they had declined holding a Fair in the

present month, as required by the Constitution ;

but in the hope that tliey would find their pecu-
niary condition much improved during the com-
ing summeraud fall, they recommend the holding
an exhibition in this city, early in the month of
December next.

T. B. Wakeman, Esq. of New York, from the

committee on business, made a report, conclud-
ing with the following resolution, which was
adopted :

—

Resolved, That vtith a view to holding an exhi-

bition under the auspices of the Agricultural

So.':iety of the United States, in December next,

in the city of Washington, a committee of two
be appointed from each State and Territory, and
the District of Columbia, whose duty it shall be
to ascertain, how far the agricultural and scien-

tific societies of the country will unite in the pro-

posed liiir; and that this committee meet in Phil-

adelphia, at the U. S. Hotel, on the 6th day of
July next, at 5 o'clock, P. M., to decide n[ion the

expediency of holding the contemplated exhibi-

tion It shall also be the duty of this committee
in co-operation with the Board of Control, to

make all the necessary arrai>genients for this first

annual fair,and to associate with tliein such other

persons as they may think necessary in further-

ance of this object, all of whom together, shall

constitute the Board of Managers to conduct the

exhibition to its final conclusion.

The Chair appointed the following gentlemen
to select the general committee above, viz : Dr.

Eli Ives, Conn.; Thaddeus B. Wakeman, N. Y.

;

Robert E. Horner, N. J. ; Dr. Gideon B. Smith,

Md.; J. F. Callan, D. C. : Thomas Crux, Va.,and

Hon. R. J. Walker, Miss.; who reported the fol-

lowing committee :

—

Maine—Wow. F. O. J. Smith, Hon. E. H. Allen.

JVew Hampshire-^Hoa. Isaac Hill, Hon. Levi

Woodbury.
Massachusetls—B. V. French, Hon. G. N. Briggs.

Vermont—Wm. Jarvis, Hon. Hiland Hall.

Rluide. /s/aji(/—Christopher Rhodes, Solomon
Townsend.

Connecticut— 'Dr.^XWves, Hon.J. H. Brock way.
JVeu> Yort—Thaddeus B. Wakeman, E. P. Pren-

tice.

.Ve(« Jersey—S.. E. Horner, C. S. Olden.

Delaware—\)i: Jas. W. Thompson, John Jones.

Pennsylvania—D. Landreith, Geo. M. Coates.

Maryland—Hon. J. D. Jones, Gov. Geo. How-
ard.

Virginia—R^\. Jesse H. Turner, Thos. S. Plea-

AorM Carolina—B,Q\: S. Weller, Hon. E. De-

berry.

South Carolina—lion. J. C. Calhoun, Hon. W.
C. Preston.

GVorg-ia—Hon. Lot Warron, J. A. Merrivvea-

ther.

OMo—Hon. John Hastinss, Thos. Affleck,

Tennessee—F. H. Gordon,' Hon. W. B. Campbell.

jHahama—Hon. W. R. Kins, Hon. D. H. Lewis.

Louisia7ia—Hon. E. D. White, Hon. Alexander
Mouton.

Mississippi—M. W. Phillips, Hon. R. J. Walker.

JiTeniitc^—Chiltonllen, Hon. P. ATriplett.

Missoun—Hon. L. F. Linn, W. H. Saunders.
Illinois—Thomas L. Hinde, Hon. Z. Casey.
Jlrkansas—Hon. W. S. Fulton, Hon. A. Yell.

Michigan—Hon. J. E. Crary, Hon. J. M. How-
ard.

Florida—R. W. Williams, Hon. C. F. Mercer.
M'isconsin—Hon. Henry Dodge.
/oim—Timothy Davis, A. C. Dodge.
District of Columbia—Hon. H. L. Ellsworth, J.

Pierce.

Mr. Adam Lindsley, of the District of Colum-
bia, exhibited n piece of black Satinet, contain-

ing 23 yards, manufactured in his family in this

city.

Mr. T.B. Wakeman offered the following reso-

lution, which was unanimously adopted :

—

Resolved, That the thanks of this Society are

due to the Hon. Henry L. Ellsworth, Commis-
sioner of Patents, for the agricultural statistics

contained in his annual report to Congress, and

that the continuance of such statistics is worthy

the patronage of the national government.

Silk in Massachusetts.

One of the most satisfactorily conducted ex-

periments in the silk culture which we have seen,

was made in the family of Mr. Barton, Gill, Mass.,

and reported by Mr. Colman, in his 4th re-

port. The management was under the direction

of Miss Barton, who not only fed the worms
but reeled the silk. Mr. Deane, the narrator,

says :—" Partly at my suggestion, the details of

this experiment were accurately noted. The
weight of the eggs hatched was 2i oz. The
worms spun in 28 or 29 days. The amount of

leaves consumed was 2,500 lbs. The weight of

cocoons was 248 lbs. The weight of reeled silk

was 20 lbs.; and the amount of labor was one

month; that is, the first half was greatly less

than that, and the last days something more.

The building used was the vacant corn house,

which of course should not enter into the list of

expenditures, and the fixtures were merely tem-

porary shelves of rough boards, and a few hurdles

to contain the worms, during their three first

ages. Neither sliould there be any charge for

eggs, as a great quantity were produced for

future use. The expenses therefore stand as

follows :—
Labor, one month, ^12,00, board do. ^6,00 §18,00

2,500 lbs. mulberry leaves, 50 cts. per 100 lbs. 12,50

Gatherino: cocoons, camphor for curing do. 2,50

Reelins; 20 lbs. silk at Id cts. per lb. 15,00

Interest on reel and fixtiires 1,00

Income.

20 lbs. silk, for which Mr. B. refused g5 per lb. ;? 100,00

The State bounty of 15 cts. on 218 lbs cocoons 37,20

Deduct
Sl-17,'.

»,00

Profit, including bounty, Ji;98,20

Without it . 51,20

In this case the cost of cultivation was less

than S2,50 per lb.; from which tl>e State bounty

was to be deducted. Miss Barton was able to

reel without difficulty, one and a half lbs. of silk.

Durini the three firs"t ages, the worms were fed

with choi)ped leaves ; during the two last, on

branches. The worms passed each entire age

without the removal of their litter, which service

was oidy performed immediately after moulting.

In what other way, we may ask, could a young

lady make as iiroiitable a use of her time, as was

done by Miss B. in feeding these industrious la-

borers ? And we may hope that such examples

will be followed, until such instances of success-

ful industry shall not be as rare as they now un-

fortunately are.—Mbayiy Cultivator.

From the New Genesee

State of Trade, Prospects t

Agiicultnral Pre

Flour and corn now bring

in om- Atlantic ports, pork =

hut when the reduced dutif

feet as per Sir Robert Pee'

tin export of beef, pork, la

land : even under the la'
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thiit oiir bnlter would have sold at a pood profit

in England, if it had been made as good as Irish

butter. Strange as it may seem, when good Or-

ange Co. butter is selling in New York at twenty

eents a pound by the firkin, our western butter

or rather our iniserable imitation of butter is sell-

ing there in large quantities at eight cents per

jiound, and yet it takes as much milk to make the

bad butter a-s the good. Under the proposed re-

duction of the duties on imports in England we
may even export apples there to a profit.

Thus while in the United States we are clam-
orous for a prohibitory tariflf, as the only antidote

to that ruin brought upon the country by the a-

buse of the credit system, England, sick unto

death of prohibitory restriction, is now adopting

a plan to encourage foreign trade, while it also

increases the revenue of the nation.

I was about to admonish Farmers not to ex-

pect present prices for wheat after the coming
harvest, as Russia, Prussia and Germany will

have their Granaries filled, ready for every for-

eign market, and if England tshonld be once
more favored with a good crop, she will need no
foreign corn until her crops again fail ; but we
have now, 15th of May, every prospect of another
cold dry season which must seriously curtail our
summer crops; this, owing to a wise provision of
providence only increases and improves our
wheat crop, and its price for home use must in-

crease in proportion to the diminution of our
summer crops.

Butter and cheese are at fair prices with the

prospect of an increased demand for export

—

pork must improve as less will be made and more
exported, so that those farmers who live out of

the pale of the wheat growing region need not

be discouraged; let them be true to nature, and
nature will reward tliem. S. W.

Waterloo, May 15, 184->.

THE LITTLE STEP-SON.
BY MRS. AMELIA R. WELBY.

have a little step-son, the loveliest thing nlive,

sturdy boy is he, and yet he's only five ;

' glow, Ilia eyes a:

as jet,

And his lids .ire like two

His days pass off in sunshin

•buds, all tremulous and

Is the young 1

igs itsell' alo

little one, that's only five years old.

happy couch before the day grows

the wind, his fiii

He's dreaming
dark,

He's up with r

Where'er the I

With light locks waving
seen.

Amid the whistling March winds, amid the April show-

ns with the

ot for the

only five years old.

clasp his dimpled hands in

He cares not for the summer heat, h

cold.

My sturdy little step-son thi

How touching 'lis to

prayer,

And raise his little rosy face with reverential air

!

How simple in his eloquence ! how soft his accents fall

!

When pleading with the King of kings to love and bless
us all.

And when from prayer he bounds away iu innocence and
joy

The blessing of a smiling God goes with the sinless boy.
A little lambkin of the flock, within the Saviour's fold,

Is he my lovely step-son. that's only five years old.

I have not told you of our home, that in the summer

Stands in its simple modesty, half-hid among the flowers,
1 have not said a single word about our mines of wealth—
Our treasures are this little boy, contentment, peace and

health
;

For even a lordly hall to us. would be a voiceless place,
Without the gush of his glad voice, the gleams of his

bright face :

And many a courtly pair, I ween, would give their gems
and gold.

For a noble, happy boy IWo ouis, some four or five years
old.

From the New York Express.

Agricultural Prospects.
In the present position of mercantile affairs and

the great depression of business, the prosiiects
of the coming crops naturally excites anxious

,jattention. We have kept our renders advised

^^ *^m day to day of the apparent condition of the
c'^ '8r^ in various parts of the country, and they

have been generally of the most cheering char-

In Virginia, all accounts concur in stating the

wheat crop as very promising, although there has
not been quite as much seeding as usual, owing to

the failures of two or three years past.

The wheat harvest lias already commenced on
James river. For ten days past the farmers have
been rea|)ing the early May wheat. The crops

turn out well. There will be a good yield.

In Pennsylvania, present indications warrant
the belief of a heavy yield of wheat, rye, oats,

barley, grass, &c. Indeed, we hear from some
parts of the State that the prospect at this period

of the .season has not been so good before for the

last ten or fifteen years.

In New York and Ohio the farmers are antici-

pating an abundant harvest of wheat.

The prospect is equally flattering in Indiana,

Illinois, and in fact the whole Western States from
which we have heard. The wheat crop has been
harvested in some portions of Arkansas as early

as the 19th nit., and it is stated to have come in

very fine—fully as productive as the grain-grow-
ing States.

Of some other of the great products it is too

early to speak with any degree of certainly. Corn,
for in.'itauce, has generally come up thrifty, but

its yield must of coiu-se depend upon the charac-

ter of the two or three coming months. Fruit

will |)rohalily fiill below the average.

Of^ the great grain crops of the West, as is

above stated, we have the most cheeritig indica-

tions; and if the prospect now held out is fully

realized, it cannot fail to have a salutary effei-t

upon busine.-'s. There is at the present moment
a comparative calm in the business world. T
wholesale dealers in the Atlantic cities have been
curtailing their operations, while their agents in

the South and Westare em|>loyed in putting theii

heavy accounts there in a proper train of adjust-

ment. While the East is tlius looking to the

West for remittances, the West must, in a great

mea.sure, depend upon the extent of its crops to

obtain exchange at lair rates, and thus liquidate

the heavy balance due the East.

Tho Pittsburg American estimates that the six

Western States will send to the seaboard this

year thirty-five millions of their growth and pro
ducts, say

Miolugnn, $3,000,000
Indiana, 7.000,000
Illinois, 6,000,000
Ohio, 12,000.000
Kentucky, 5,000,000
Missouri,' 2,000,000

$35,000,000

Capt.\in Hale and Major Andre.—Wo ob-
serve by yesterday's news from Washington, that

in the House a bill for erecting a monument to

the memory of Nathan liale, was read twice and
referred. The tragical death of Captain Hale is

one of the most patriotic yet melancholy episodes
in the history of the revolution. But few of om-
readers are probably acquainted with the story,

and a brief recital may not be inappropriate, re-

cording a.« it does one of the most brilliant acts

of self-sacrifice and devotion ever recorded in the
annals of any country.
Nathan Hale was a native of t!ie town of Cov-

entry, in Connecticut. He graduated from Yale
College in the clas.s of 1773, with the highest
honors, and was remarkable fbr quiet and studi-

ous habits, and his gentlemanly demeanor. Im-
mediately nfler the battle of Bunker Hill, he a-

bandoned his intentionsof entering into the min-
istry, and received a commi-ssion as lieutenant in

one of the Connecticut regiments, commanded by
Major Thomas Knowlton. He was in the de-
tachment commanded by that gallant officer when
he destroyed the barracks of the British troops on
one of the islands in Boston harbor; and after tlie

evacuation of that city, accompanied the regiment
to New York, and was for a time stationed on
Bergen Heights, to keep the Jersey tories in check.
At the battle of Long Island this regiment acted
nobly— Knowlton was raised to the rank of
Colonel, and Hale was commissioned a Captain.
The regiment was taken into the line of the army
as a corps of light infantry, or ranger.-;. I

After the retreat from Long Island, Gen. Wash- I

ington was anxious to ascertain the situation anil

intentions of Sir William Howe, and requested I

Col. Knowlton to ascertain if any officer of his

regiment was willing to cross to the enemy's
camp as a spy. Col. Knowlton called his officers

together and related the request of the command-
er-in-chief. Capt. Hale at once voluntered his

services, to undertake the dangerous enterprise.

He crossed to Long Island in disguise, was in

the British camp for two or three days, and, after

fulfilling his mission, was about to return, when
ho was recognized by a refiigee and carried be-

fore Sir William Howe. On being questioned

he acknowledged that he was an ofiiccr in the

service of his coiintiy, and proclaimed his object

in entering the Brili.-iii camp. A coiu't martial

was instantly ordered, and Captain Hale was tried

and condemned to suffer death next morning as

a rebel and spy. He received the notice of his

execution with the serenity of a Christian and
patriot, and asked that he might be allowed a bible

and pen and paper the evening previous to his

death. He wrote several letters to his parents

and sisters, and the morning light ushered to his

ear the drum beat that told his last moments were
nigh.

He was taken in charge of the provost guard to

an orchard, where a rope had been afiixed to a
tree, ami was hung up like a common felon amid
ihe taunts and jeersofa licentious soldiery, while

the last sentence he was heard to utter was, "I
regret that I have but one life to lay down for my
country!'' Noble death—and glorious expres-

sion! Now mark the contrast. The bones of

John Andre, adjutant-general of the British army,
Arnold's victim, who was hung at Tappiin, were
dug up and carried three thousand miles across

the sea by order ofthe government of Great Brit-

ain, and they now re.st amid the ashes of Eng-
land's glorious dead in Westminster Abbey, sur-

mounted by a monument that tells in gorgeous
marl)le his career and his death.

But where is the remains of the chivalrous

Hale ? The place of his sepulchre is unknown.
No marble column tells his story to his country-

men—the gallant soldier, the devoted patriot, the

noble Christian, rests almost forgotten and un-

known. The inhabitants of Ashford, his native

town, have petitioned Congress to erect a monu-
ment to his memory, and God speed their re-

quest.

—

Hartford Courani.

Daniell's New Artificial Manure.
At length we have notice of the mode in wliich

this new mixture is formed. The ingredients aro

as follow. Any wood mechanically reduced to

powder, in plain words, sawdust : this is the ba-

sis, and it is to be thoroughly saturated with bitu-

minous matters, of all, or any kind ; to this is to

be added smalt proportions of soda and quick-

lime, and a very small quantity of sulphur. The
principles on which this compound is formed,
appear, at first, rather obscure, but one thing is

apparent, it is an attempt to make an artificial

bituminous coal, and to kee|) this in a state of
slow combustion with only the substitution of
soda for the potash of the wood, and the addition

of quick-lime. The proportions arc not told,

nor how long the compost is to remain before

used, nor what the bituminous matters are ; the

only additional information is, that in using, it

sliriuld be buried two or three inches under the

surface of the soil, to prevent the evaporation of
the volatile, and valuable parts. Mr. Hall produ-
ced a sample of the manure—a coarse, black

powder having a strong smell, somewhat resem-
bling coal tar. Samples of the wheat grown by

Mr. Daniell were also exhibited ; and it was stat-

ed, in reply to questions, that the crops produced
were greater in quantity, better in quality and
weight, and produced with one-third the ordinary

quantity of seed. If this new manure will give

us artificial coal, which will, of itself, enter into

slow combustion, ami furnish vegetables with its

ammoniacal product, by degrees, as required, it

must be of immense importance to agriculture.

;

The value of bituminous soot as a manure has

never been doubted, but, like many other man-
ures, it has too often been applied in such large

quantities, or in such strong solutions, as have

rendered it injurious instead of beneficial. Bit-

"tious coal contains from 13 to IG per cent,

of nitrogen or azote, and from 4 to 12 per cent,

of hydrogen. When coal is burnt, these two
gases unite and form ammonia; when burnt in

the open air, the ammonia goes partly into the

atmosphere, and is pai tly condensed in the soot;

'/ol
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but when biii-iit in retorts, for the purpose of af-

fording gas for illumination, tlie ammonia is dis-

solved in the liquor used for purifying the gas,

and is called the ammoniacal liquor of gas-

works. The manure will probably be about one-

third the price of bone-dust.

The following account of it was given to the

Rojtal Agricultural Society, and is extracted from
tlie Boston Courier.

—

JVew. Gen. Farmer.
" It had long been a subject of inquiry, what is the food

of plants, how are they supplied, and what are the ele-

ments of their growth ? There was every reason to be-

lieve that a reply could be now given of a more satisfac-

tory natuie than had ever been hitherto known ; besides
which, by the discovery of Mr. Daniel!, a most important
corroboration had been obtained of what had been consid-

ered the elements of vegetable growth ; those elements
were carbjn or charcoal, hydrogen or inflammable gas,

oxygen or vital air. and nitrogen. All these elements ex-

isted in the atmosjihere, in combination with other ele-

ments, in which state tliey were found to be the sources
of vegetable deveb-Tnient. It was known to persons ac-

customed to rural pursuits, that the heaps of vegetable
substances collected for the purposes of manure, during
the process of decomposition, became greatly reduced in

bulk and weight. If they investigated the causes of this

reduction, they would find that it was occasioned by tiie

evaporation of the carbonic acid and ammonia, the prin-

cipal sources of nutriment to plants. The discovery of
Mr. Daniell contained all the elements of vegetable
growth. It did not supply new elements, but the same
derived from other sources. It was known, that by com-
bustion substances were rapidly decomposed, and its oper-
ation produced the elements of vegetable growth. There
were on the earth numerous plants' which were apparently

useless, but it was a principle in nature that nothing
should be lost, and they were capable of a reduction into

their elements, and being made the means of vegetable
growth in other forms. The discovery of Mr. Daniell

was suggested by the fact that, while burning vegetables,

he obJerved that the ashes became blackened by the sur-

rounding smoke, and when used in that state were very
fertilizing. This led him to investigate the cause, and as

the result of his investigation he had produced the new
manure, the elements of which were carbon and ammo-
nia. With it the principal propcitie^ would not fly off

during decomposition, as that would take place in the

earth. Among othur advantages, it was light in weight,

cheap, and capable of being produi od in any quantity.

'' This manure has been applied by the discoverer to

his own crops, on three acres of poor land, in an elevated
situation, on some of which he has grown wheit four suc-

cessive years with improving results each year ; its good
effects are therefore founded upon experience, personal

observation, and the testimony of other observers compe-
tent to judge. From the nature of the manure, it is ap-

plicable, with some varfttions in its composition, to every

kind of crop. It is not a stimulating manure, in the ordi-

nary sense of the word—that is, it will not have a ten-

dencv to call into activity the existing resources in the

soil—but its direct effect is to convey to the soil the di-

rect nutriment of future growth, Tiiis effect is produced

by the supply of ammonia to the soil in substance calcu-

lated to retain it for a time—to again absorb it from the

atmosphere—as they give it out to plants during their

growth. It will probably prevent also the ravages of in-

Its mode of application may be various, according to

the circumstances of the crops. The application by drill

is conducive to economy of the manure, and a direct ap-

plication to the infant plant, as is the case with bone-dust.

Care, however, must be taken that it is not applied too

directly to the plant, or without some portion of mould
around it. This is the only precaution needed to avoid

danger in its use. There if one required to prevent waste,

as it is of a volatile character ; that is, to place it several

inches in the earth as the earth will absorb and retain the

volatile and valuable part. For grass lands, for similar

reasons, it will be well to have it mixed with a considera-

ble portion of ordinary unvalued mould. If the manure.
as manufactured, be mixed with an equal bulk of mould,
it will be perfectly safe for applicition ; or if the mould
of the field be stirred over it, when drilled, it will suflice.

The quantity to be used will vary according to the crop,

like jthe

nded for wheat, and I

or thirty-six bushels, might be beneficially applied for tur

nips or mangel-wurtzel. The most beneficial quantitie

will easily be ascertained by the intelligent farmer."

Taking in Work.
It is no discredit to a female to be obliged to

maintain heiself by work. On the contrary, it is

an honor to have it said that she can support
herself. It is her glory, and tlie best recommen-
dation to the society of all whose good will and
friendship aie alone worth posse.ssing. But there

aie females who have been so educated by their

jiaients, that they look U[)on labor as something
derogatory to their sex, and esteem those who
are willing to work as far beneath themselves.

They do not care to associate with those of their

own sex whom misfortune or jjoverty compel to

take in work, or who labor in shops or factories.

Hut which is the most honorable, to doze away
e.xistence in following the foolish fashions of the

day, in dressing in the latest style and be wailed

upon by servants, caring nothing for the poor

and distressed around, if self can only be decor

ated and the first circle of society be entered, or
to rise with the dawn, support youi-self and en-
joy the blessings of life by living as the God of
nature designed ?

Which, we ask, is the most honorable, the
most useful life .' And who are the best calcu-
lated to become real companions and happy and
contented wives ! Who but a fop, a drone, or a
fool, would choose the former for a friend and
companion through life, if it wei-e not lor her
wealth? and who lives the happiest, and enjoys
the most of this lite .' The answer is plain, and
yet there are nuiltitiides aroimd, following after

the foolish fashions of the day, spending the
property of their fathers in gew-gaws and silks

to make a splendid appearance to tickle the fan-

cy of the simpleton, or unloose the purse strings

of the miserly wretch. Girls, if you know what
belongs to your happiness you will never be
ashamed to woik; you will never let the crimson
mantle your cheeks when it is said, " She takes
in work," or " she enters a shop or fuctoi-y." No,
it will be your joy and yoin- (ui.ss[iort to success
to a cheerful and contented home, and all the
blessings of a virtuous life.

We have been led to these remarks, by hearing
from the lips of a young woman as we passed
her in the street a lew days since, in a tone of
haughty pride and a toss of the head, as she re-

marked to a companion in reference to an ac-

quaintance, "I want to know if she takes in

work !" We know not the femide, but we
thought what a fool the young man must be to

choose such a one for a companion. If we vvei-e

in want of a wife, and possessed a princely for-

tune, we should search out that poor, industrious

girl, and she shoidd be made independent. Wc
know she must make an excellent coinpanion, an
industrious, useful wife, and a kind and devoted
friend. " She takes in work I" In a few years,

thotigh now despised for her industry and econ-
omy, she will far, far outshine her (iroud and
haughty acquaintance, and be introduced to bet-

ter society, while she, poor thing! may be glad
to work in her family or wash in her kitchen.
Such cases have occurred.

Females, love labor, despise sloth. Care not
for the sneering remark, or the scornful look, and
your reward, though slow, will be certain. Years
of trial and anxiety, with prudence and industry,

will work out for you blessings and favors in-

comparably great and lasting. "Take in work ;"

do any thing but live a lazy, fashionable life. We
abhor and detest it ; and so do all whose favor

and fiiendship you would ever care to gain.

Though others may wonder at your course and
smile at your disposition, they shall be led in the

end to regard it as the height of wisdom and
sound philosophy. If your parents are wealthy,

remember riciies often take to themselves wings
and fly away ; nothing earthly is more unstable

Of your industiious and economical habits you
will never be deprived. These are far more val-

uable to bring to a young man than a princely

fortune. Secure these, whatever may be your
situation in life, and nevei', never be ashamed to

have it remarked of you, "She takes in woilt."

Portland Ti-ibunc.

Niagara Falls in the WiiNter.—It is not

fashionable to visit the Falls of Niagai-a in the

winter season ; hence but few persons, except
those who are di'awii to its vicinity in tlie way of
business, see this mammoth of woiidcis in its in-

teresting and imposing winter aspect. It is often

described as surrounded by the foliage, and fan-

ned by tiie breezes of summer, but seldom as

fringed with tlio ice and snows of winter. A
descri|)tion of the Falls, however, I shall not pre-

tend to give; for, besides having been a thousand
times <lescrilii-d, it inny truly bo said, in the words
of Auilubon, " ;VI1 the pictures you may see, all

the descriptions you may read of the.se mighty
Falls, ran only produce in your mind the faint

glimmer of the glow worm compared with the

overpowering glory of the meridian sun."

The scenery as now iiresented, is truly impos-
ing. The warm weather of the jiast ii^w days
has loosened the ice in the lake, and it is gliding

down the Niagara, dashing thiough the rapids,

and swee|)ing over the precipice in immense
masses. One must have nerves of iron and sin-

ews of brass, to maintain his equilibrium in view
of the scene.

The winter sceneiy at the Falls is peculiar in

other respects, and is indescribably beautiful.

The trees and shrubbery on the islands and
banks of the river, near the Falls, are covered by
the spray which is constantly rising with trans-
parent sleet, presenting the appearance of innu-
merable brilliants of all sizes and desciiptions.
The mist from the Falls freezes upon the trees
so gradually and to such thickness, as to present
a most e.xact resemblance to alabaster. This is

often set off by the beautiful variegated color of
the rainbow, which arch the river from a dozeu
different points.

Another peculiarity of the winter sceneiy is

the immense number of ducks and geese seen
almost daily in and above the rapids. They are
not unfrequently found in the morning- with n
wing or leg broken, and sometimes dead, in the

river below the Falls.

This generally happens in a dark and foggy
night, when they are insensibly carried down by
the rapids, till they find themselves going over
the precipice ; and then, in attempting to fly,

they dive into the sheet of water and are buried
for a time under the Falls, or dashed upon the

rocks. Gulls, in great numbers, are seen at tho

luesent time performing their inimitable gyra-
tions, enveloped in clouds of mist fearfully ap-
proaching the boiling cauldron diiectly under
the Falls, and would be any where else, in their

numbers and movements, objects of great attrac-

But what shall I say of the combined scene!
The dashing rapids, the leaping, foaming waters,

the rush, the roar, and of the sublimity and beau-

ty of it all ! It were vain to attempt a descrip-

tion ; for the scone so imiiieasuiably exceeds ev-

ery thing of the kind elsewhere seen, or even im-
agined, that no power of language can give an
adeqtiate idea ol' it to those who have not been
here to see and hear for themselves.
Two miles above the Falls, in a|)pioaching

fi'oni Buffalo, you come in sight of the white
crested breakers, more than a mile in width,

dashing, foaming, and tossing above the main
current, and at the same time you hear a low,
monotonous roar, and as you approach nearer,

feel n tremulous motion of the earth. TIh; broad
river, as it coidps thimderiiig and foaming down
the declivity, at length leaps the cataract, and
fidls apparently into the bowel? of the earth.

One who can witness the mighty rush and con-
flict, and hear the deafening roar of the Halers
unmoved, and without amazement, ni;iy comliule
the Falls " weie not made for him."

—

Methodist
Protestant.

iim the American Farrr

A Golden Maxim.
' VVhe

order will inevitably be the consequence."

The above sentence, in despite of the s;uiie

which it points against human nature, contains a
moral, whose value cannot be too higlily n|ipreci-

ated by every proprietor of an estate. It may be
humiliating to our [iride as men to acknowledge
the fact, but it is nevertheless true, that where the
employer does not give personal sn[ieriiiteiulanco

to the affairs of his fin m, or planiation, that those
eiiiployeil by him, whether slaves or hirelings,

will neglect their work, and thereby cheat him
out of labor to which he is entitled by every con-
sideration of justice and right. We do not ven-
ture upon this assertion upon light grotuids—u[i-

on vague suspicion—hut from an experience of
years, which cost us no little in money, but more
ill painful feelings.

It may be said that all the nobler feelings of
our natui-e conspire to check in the very bud of
tlieir inception, all sus|)icions of the motives and
conduct of other.s, and that we tire taught by the
admonitions of the sacred volnme, "to judge not,

lest we be judged." The rules of conduct here
indicated, tmd the spirit of admonition whicli
they breathe, are worthy of all commendation

;

but they presuppose, and are based upon, a st.ite

of exalted morals, and a degree of jiurity of con-
duct, which unfortunately for the dignity of hu-
manity, and the interests of the community, are
not often to bo met with in those upon whom the
husbandman has to rely for the labor to be be-
stowed upon his estate. We v.'ould not unneces-
sarily impugn the motives of a fellow-creature,

however humble he may be in the scale of soci-

ety ; neither are we disposed to clothe with the
attributes of |!eifection mere erring ma« ; for in
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the whole rtmge of philosophy tlieie is no truth

more susceptible of defence th;iu this, that it is

the lot of hiimniiiiy to err, and niir own experi-

ence liaclics 11:^, lli.it the i'in)ilii\fd too orten eon-

ceivr iliat it istliL-ir (/(»<-, .-111(1 iHit the exertion of

their jiliy.-icMl and mental energies, which they

have disposed of We have seen hands, who had

come to us with the best of reputations for indus-

try and fidelity, displaying more ingenuity, and
wasting more time, in efforts to kill time, than

would have enabled them to acrpiit themselves

well, and done us justice, had that energy and

time been properly and honesily directed. We
regret to be compelled to s|)eal< thus, but as we
are justified by truth, and tlic pid)lic interest re-

quire, its utterance, a sense of duty constrains us

to admonish every one engaged in the pursuits

of agriculture, to con over in his memory the

moral developed in our text—to recollect that,

" where the e;/e of the mastey is icnnling, ruin and
disorder will inevitubly he the ennscquence." We
care not what may be the constituent elements of

a farmer or planfer's force, we say that if the

master omits to give to his operations personal

observation and inspection, from day to day, that

his interests will be neglected, and that though
ruin may not come at once, siill come it will, as

the necessary consequence of his own neglect.

Upon a large estate, where many hands are daily

engaged, we hazard nothing in affirming, that the

master's fyc is more than the- equivalent of twen-
ty-five per cent, of his entire force. It is not suf-

ficient to success, that the master may |)lan the

various operations on his place ; he must see that

they be faithfully executed; that what he directs

to be done, shall not only be done, but done well,

and at the proper lime. In none of the avoca-

tions of life, is time more precious than in that of
the husbandman. A few days delay in doing a

thing may prove fatal, or impose twice the

amount of labor upon his haiuls and his beasts

of burthen. So important is it, that every thing

connected with the business of fariifing, should
be done timely, that the delay of only a few
days, frequently increases the cost of labor more
than a hundred per cent.; nor is this the worst
feature to be found in procrastination; the Biic-

ce.ss of the crop may be thereby jeoparded ; the

prospects and comforts of a liuuily ruined, and
the peace and quiet of its protector destroyed.

Such being the contingent evils arising out of

neglect, surely every reader to whom we address

ourselves,will see the propriety of these remarks,

and conclude with us. that he must rely upon his

own et/e, if he desires to prevent those inroads of
" ruin and disorder" upon his own estate, which
have so often brought desolation upon the hopes

and homes of his acquaintance.

The Russian Serf,

The following is extracted from a lecture de-

livered by Mr. Dallas, late minister to Russia. It

pictures to the life the characters of the Russian

serf Of them, there are no less than forty mill-

ions, twenty of whom belonir to the Emperor
Nicholas:

"Imagine a human being covered, we cannot

say clothed, in undressed sheijpskins, the wool
turned inward, that which slioiiKI be a coat re-

sembling a loose gown—having no collar, and a

cape lapped/.over by a piece of rope or other ma-
terials, as a belt around the waist. His neck is

uncovered, red, rough, and lii'.rd, his beard long,

matteil, and coarse, his moustache hanging down
luid covering his mouth. He wears a bell shape
cap of woolen stufl^ trimmed with dirty fur, and
shoes either |iieces of hnni wood scooped out, or

a kind of sock or pebled iiliable bark—he has

hung at his back a sort of axe or hatchet, anc

his exterior is altogether harsh, soiled, or dirty

mill repulsive.

"A man thus characterised and habited, sud
denly appearing in our streets, or in any part of
the couiury, would awaken at once alarm and
])ity, as some escaped wanderer from the cells of
hinaey or crime. In the moral and mental quali-

ties of the Russian serf there are mingled traits

of good and evil. He is mild and amiable, hut

imbecile and servile. To the iMofoundest igno-

rance and vilest superstition, he unites a Chinese
imitation, quick. less, and uii ehject reverential

faith in the dogmas of his clmreh. He crosses
himself at every flash of li!;litning, and faces

death fearlessly under i)ricstly promise of para-
dise. Be endures without complaint the most

frightful extreme of physical exposure and pri-

vation. He is content with a block of wood or

stone for a pillow, a plank for his couch, and
some black bread and onions for his daily meal.

Like our western savage he yields at e\eiv op-

portunity to allurements of intoxicaling dunks.
In the presence of power he falls prostrate in the

dust, propitiating safety or kindness from his su-

periors, in the most disgusting servility. Yet,

notwithstanding the rigor of his destiny, he is

utterly unconscious that there exists hajipier or
fairer regions on the earth ; be loves his country
with enthusiastic and unbounded ardor, and when
fighting his lialtles abroad he is almost a willing

victim to tlie enemy, in the confident belief that

after death, but before he takes his final flight to

heaven, he is suflered to visit for three da\ s his

native cottage."

So0ND Remarks.—Here are a few scraps of
wisdom quaintly expressed.

The reviewers give long extracts from bad
books; they ought rather to be like churches
which receive not the dead but oidy their monu-
ments.
We give to great men the tribute of our praise

when the grave shuts them up from hearing it;

we take off our hats to them after they have
gone by.

We have abandoned the simplicity of the

ancient Greeks; men will no longer lave in

the limpid stream—they must have mineral
baths.

A book, to last, must not only he witty, but
concise; meat, to be kept, must not only be salt-

ed, but compressed.
We hang upon Time a bell, as we do upon an.

imals, that we m.ny know its moveinent.s.

Youth, especially female youth, gives a poetic

tinge—a .softened coloring to its sorrows: thus
the sea, when the morning sun shines upon it, is

covered, even in the storm, with rainbows.—.V.

O. Pic.

Criticisiw.—A correspondent of the New York
Commercial Advertiser, in criticising the pictures
in an exhibition, lauds several, and then adds

:

"25. Portrait of a Lady—R. A. Paulding—Good
background!" Alas! how many, both of ladies
and gentlemen, are there, whose only title to i

tice is their backgroimd ! Nothing inthemselv
nothing in mind or body to warrant the conlidei

in which they stand before the world, taking ili

place among the respectable and excellent in

ciety ; nothing in their plans or achievements to

warrant any assumption or position—all depend-
ent upon some backgrourul of accidental or in-

herited vvealthjorthe favor ofsome wealthy friend,

or the influence of some accidental profession.

—

It is the palace against which he leans; it is the
robe that gathers in majestic folds at his back ; it

is the pledged hostility to others, of thos,; tiiat

support him ; it is the (anility of i)olitical change
or the accomodation of political creed ; it is the art

which ineserves the exercise of flashy talents for

popular exhibition, but never displays in private

the cant of poitular doctrine, or the fiorward cham-
pionship of well-received opinion.s. All these,

and a thousand other means, are contrived to

good background to men of little personal wei
and to insure to them a position almost enviable
with those who do not pause, or luno not the

power to see that the goodness of the background
makes the prominent figure only the more ridic

ulous. .\nd the very commendations built on
such "f!;roiinds'' are, in reality, the keenest i

sure with minds capable of ap|)recialing the force

of strictures, and able fo discriminate helvv-een

direct deserved prai.se, and the qualified com
mendatiou that looks to some extraneous reflec

tive ohjecl— United Slates Gazelle.

The grovelling ambition of some is satisfied

with a kind of negative superiority, v.'hich is ac-

quired by lowering its superior instead of el

ling itself. It has had the surprising sagacity to

discover, that a standing shrub is taller tliii

prostrate oak.

The sacreil rights of mankind are not to be
rummaged for in any old jiarchments and musty
records. They are written as with a sunbeam
the whole volume of human nature, by the hai

of the Divinity itself; and they can never be
erased or ob«cured by mortal power.

FARMER'S MONTHLY VISITOR.

CONCORD, N. H. JLUNliaO, 1342.

Two graud Improvements in New Hampshire.

The Farmer's Monthly Visitor has been pub-

lished forty-two months, or three years and u

half. In tiiat time we have good reason to be-

lieve this cheap little paper has done more for

the improvement of the Granite State alone

than all that has been originated by politicians

in all the political newspapers of the State. We
will mention two jminis, hi either of which the

imjietus it lias given to improvement may have

been of all the value we claim for it.

1. Reclamation and improvement of swamp lands.

There is scarcely a town or even a neighborhood
in which the Visitor has been taken where the

cleaning and draining of low swamp and bog
lauds has not been commenced. Hundreds and
thousands of acres are already under way : at

an expense of from ton to fifty dollars the acre

this swamp land is made to pay the annual in-

terest of from one to two hundred dollars.

Taking a swamp where the w.-iler rests upon
and at no very great distance below the surlace

to the destruction of all useful vegetation, full of

stumps and roots which this water will preserve

sound for ages ; and the expense and labor of

improving such a spot appear truly formidable.

Taken hold of in the right method, the labor of

improvement will turn out far less than it ap-

pears to be. The large and appalling stumps
whose roots extend far upon the surface come
out much easier than the stumps upon the high-

lands which cover less surface but run into the

ground much deeper. In swamp ground where
no rocks are in the way the upper soil is always

soft and easy to be turned up with the plough or

the sharpened breaking-up hoe.

The swamps adjacent to hard wood highland.^

olmost invariably contain a rich black and deep

soil near the surface. Such grounds are com-
monly in a position to ho effectually drained, he-

cause there is a rapid iiassage where the stream

falls off below them. This kind of swamp ground
is not as flat and extensive t\M that which is com-
mon near the heights of land where the waters
part, or nearer to the ocean where there is much
low land preserving a long level with the sea.

The swamps among the hills of from one to a
hundred acres, which were the beds of former
ponds whose waters have broken through and
been drained off, are the most valuable. Gene-
rally they may be effectually drained by digging
to no very great distance ; and with a black veg-

etable mouTd eighteen inches in depth and up-
wards, these swamps, when cleared and drained,

will present a fertility more lasting and equally

productive as the very best prairie bottom lands

so filmed in the western country.

Many of these low meadows cleared when
the country was first settled without draining, at

first productive in wild grasses, have been mowed
many years, iiroducing less and less of fresh

green hay that is hardly as valuable as rye straw
mulled in the fields either to hiake manure or to

feed cattle. These old meadows with one ex-

tensive drain encircling them near the edge cut-

ting ofl" the cold springs, and communicating at

difierent jioints with the larger open ditch or
brook, near the centre which carries the water
away from the swamp, may be made to produce
not only grass, but will be found excellent for

the cultivation of potatoes and even corn. Where
half a ton of the wild hay now grows, from two
to three tons of herdsgias.s, clover and redtop
hay may be made to grow. If the natural ground
he too black, cold and heavy, loads of gravel or

sand carted upon it will he as valuable as so

much manure. A slight covering of warm com-
post will perform wonders on this ground.

The reclamation of swamp lands may be made
of double value. The first family of Shakers at

Canterbury have a swamp of some sixty acres at

the foot of the hill on the west of the road which
runs through their village ; and we are informed
that their best potatoes this year are growing up-

on that swamp. This ground was so much sat-

urated with Wiiterin its natural state that it yield-

ed little or nothing. It has been ditched", and
the material, the mud taken fi-om these ditches,

hai been made of equal value to so much stable

manure] In their leisure time one of the breth-
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ren informeil us, that their tenms cannot do a
lieticr bnsinuss than to cart Thoinaslon lime fit

teen miles from the Concord hmding, which
ihcy purchase at the price of one dollar and fifty

cents to two dollars Ihe cask. This lime they
mix with the muck taken from the swamp ditch
es, where hoth are kept in a pile from one yeai

over to the next : the mixture is at the rate of
one cask of lime for every eipht or ten ox-cart
loads of muck. As a siiniulant spread u

grass groimds this composition works wonders
in ])ushin{f to an early yrowlh and in adding to

the quantity of hay. The winter season, when
snow is on the ground, is found a very conven-
ient time for transportinij the muck from the
meadow to the yard ; and upon many soft mead-
ows, the same season is found the only time in

which gravel, suml or compost may be taken up-
on the low meadows.
We wish there could he some ready method

of ascertaining how much value of agricultural
capital has been added to our Slate in the hist

three years from the reclamation and new culti-

vation of low ground.s and meadows. The
Monthly Visitor must do the gentleman farmer
of Jaffrey the justice of saying that he has been
a pioneer in this improvetnent in New Hamp-
shire ; and we claim no more than the credit of
liaving spread a knowledge of his example he
fore the people, and in this matter to have ' doni
the State some service."

But not less important than this first object of
improvement has been

'i. The improvement of old, and the clearing up
of new mountain and hitl pastures. The new light

which burst upon us more than two years ago
as to the value of our high hill and mountain
lands has by no means diminished, In that time
the attention, not only of those who live near
them, but of liirmers at a distance has been
tiirne<l to oiu' mountain grounds. There is no
more valuable grazing 'and in the world than
.some of our rough, rocky mountain grounds.
Farmers who cleared these grounds several
years ago have made themselves rich by the pro-
ducts of these lands. We hear of the farmers
at the Hamptons near the sea, goijig back within
the last year to purchase the mountain forests

for clearing, seventy miles distant. They think

it a good bargain to pay the neighboring farmers

something (or clearing where all the heavy
growth is burned upon the ground, and give

them the first great crop of rye, wheat, oats or

potatoes taken from it. A friend in this town
who has chopped over and cleared in the last

two and present summers fifty acres of moun-
tain land upon Kearsarge assures us that after

paying all expen.ses he has obtained from the

profits of the first crop the value of one dollar

a day for every day's labor he has done upon his

mountain ground. After this ground is cleared

and well catched with a sowing of conunon hay-
seed, there is no natin-al pasture groimd that

gives so much and so nutritious feed as the high
mountain grounds. The land in its wild state

has sold from fifty cents to three dollars the

acre : it is worth, when cleared, at least ten dol-

lars.

We have good reason to believe that the suc-

cessive notices of the country in the vicinity of
the White Mountains in the Visitor have con-
tributed their share towards the growth and im-
l)rovement of that fine country. The represen-
tatives from the upper coi-nty have assured us
that many emigrants have come and are coming
in, and many new farms are opening. Some
young men in Merrimack county, instead of go-
ing a greater distance west, have gone there.

Fears were expressed at first that the imtimely
frosts of the present June, like those of the om-
inous year 181G, would drive back the pbpula-
tion of Coos. But from the town of Jackson,
(the region of one of the richest iron mines in

the United States) lying within fifteen miles of
the top of Mount Washington, we were glad to

be informed that the frost which cut the corn
down upon the plains one hundred miles south,

did not there touch a leaf of vegetation upon
their hills. The fact is, that when the fine swells

of land surrounding the higher mountains in the

north of New Hampshire shall come to be clear-

ed, the climate there will not vary much from
that of the counties of Hillsborough and Che-
shire away from and between the two rivers

which course along their eastern and western
homidaries.

An unusual cold season—a frost in Jime, July
or August—in any part of the country is equally
injurious. The cotton crops of Carolina, the
sugar crops of Louisiana, are as often injured
by an untimely cold season and by frost, as are
the crops of Indian corn in New Hampshire. If
the seasons were uniform in all places, the crops
would always be adapted ij each peculiar cli-

mate. If the frost cut off the corn every year,
no corn would he planted : so of the other crops
in every part of the country. Should the season
in Coos not be long enough for the growth of
corn or potatoes, in more than half the years,
rye and wheat, oats and peas might be substitu-
ted and answer all the purposes." Should none
of the cereal grains be more likely to succeed
than fail, still the fertile region might be profita-

bly cultivated for hay and grass, for the materi-
als solely of growing cattle, horses and sheep,
when by the aid of intercourse with no very dis-

tant |)arts and by railroad communications which
nuist be extended through the whole country in

the next fifty years, the fine cattle, sheep and
horses tnay be exchauged for every thing neces-
sary for the sustenance and comfort of the in-

habitants.

The mountain region of New England, from
its extreme points, is destined to be the best and
most productive ]n:vt of the United States—sus-
taining a race of noble men and women, worthy
of all the privileges of the tree, and fit for the

liighest enjoyments of which the human
suscejitible.

Manure at the Bottom

!

We are not often able to present from our own
experience any new facts in relation to Agricul-
ture that may he considered valuable. We ven-
ture on no experiments where the chance is that

we may encounter loss.—We have however sat-

isfied ourselves on one point that we deem con-
clusive; and that is, that manure covered deep in
the soil where the water does not stand, wilt yield a
greatet heneft to the series of crops than where it is

laid upon and near the surface.

There is a piece of oatsnow(Jime .30) growing
near the lower bridge on the east side of the
Merrimack river better than we have elsewhere
seen this season upon the Concord intervale.

That j)iece of* land had been laid down to hay
some ten years, and produced not much over half
a ton of hay to the acre. Manure from the stable

which liHd been taken out in the fall of 1840
laid in piles near this ground through the winter:
tliis manure was spread over llic ground at the
rate of about twenty-five loads to the acre. The
ground was broken up and turned over with
Frouty and Mcars' plough No. 2, carrying a fur-

row of about twelve inches in width and full ten
inches deep. The sword of the plough cufing
<lingonally brought the sward at the bottom far

out of the way, aiul the edge of each furrow with
such an inclination that no part of the grass ap-
peared. The field was left clean for tillage with
the under soil turned upas a piece of old |ilough-

ed ground free of wpeds. The sod was down at

the depth that no conunon ploughing or harrow-
'ng could disturb it; and the whole body of ina-

nire was still below the sod. The soil was
pjincipally a heavy black mould upon the top

:

the ploughing however was so deep that in .some

es it turned to the top a soil of a bluish or
clay cast and of a yellowish cast at others, full

tour inches deeper than any previous ploughing
'lad touched it.

Without doing any thing beyond the first

ploughing— not even passing a harrow or roll

• if, this ground was planted, two-thirds with
potatoes and one-tliird with corn. Instead of
furrowing out, the potatoes were dropped on the

ine between every third row, and pressed into

the ground with a stick sharpened just enough
to make a hole for their reception. The season
was without rain from the time of planting, and
the corn came uyi and looked sickly at (ir.st, until

the grub worms took away nine-tenths of it:

beans at the two first hoeings supplied the (ilacc

of corn, but the extreme drought suffered only a

portion of them to come out of the groiuid, and
the worms still preying on some of these. The

tinned drought also prevented the conung up
of English tm-nip seed, except in small numbers,
and the grasshoppers lefl only a few of these.

What corn, bean.= and turnips were left, grew to
a large size, so that we (d)tained a decent crop at
the end of the year. The potatoes, after a long
time, came out of the ground—they vegetated
better than other potatoes on similar ground .en-
countering the same drought; but iii the first

part of the very dry season their progress was
slow. Gradually they came on, and notwith-
standing there was no rain until August they as-
sumed tr.-ore and more that deep green which
indicates a healthy plant. When the first rains
came on and other potatoe vines were dead, these
potatoes continued to grow, and the green vines
were arrested oidy by the first frost. The yield
was full two hundred bushels to the acre, where
other grounds of the same quality rarely gave
one hundred bushels. The potatoes rooted down
into the manure through the decaying sod and
received continued aliment. They were taken
from till grc very handsomely, being in a
nest entirely above the turned over sward.
The present spring this same ground was sim-

ply ploughed once without disturbing the sod.
Not a particle of the manure has yet been moved
or made its appearance above. After harrowing,
one and a half bushels of oats to the acre have
been sowed—harrowed again and rolled; and
again rolled after the oats were about two inches
high. The oats have as much assistance from
the manure, although no plough or other instru-

ment has disturbed it, as they require—they are
as large and of as deep a color as manure can
well make theiu. The woriris so prevalent on
this ground have destroyed some

;
yet there are

oats enough left to make a crop as great at least

as was our croj) of last year.

About half an acre of alluvial land near the
railroad, being a portion of a cornfield of last

year, and that part because it was a ridge nioie

elevated than the rest of the field which failed in

the crop of corn has been excavated and remov-
ed for the use of the rail road. The excavation
will average about the depth of four feet : in that

depth are several layers or strata alternately of
sand and vegetable soil, showing that the river

has formed the ridge sometimes l>y an overflow
washing the sand directly over it; and at oth-
er periods liy more gently backing in a richer
sediment. The roots of vegetables running hor-
izontally without any commmiication with the
surface and retaining the freshness of life are
found at the depth of three feet, showing that

mayhap after the lapse of hundreds if not thou-
sands of years, these may spring anew into life

when exposed to the surliice.

The digging of this spot was not comidetcd
until since the commencement of the month of
June. Alter it v\as done a plough was passed
through the surface ground at thebollom of the
excavation, and without manure or other dress-
ing, oats have been sown. In about three weeks
time these oats have sprung up so as to cover the
ground with green, and tiiey really look better
than most crops of oats sowed on land previous-
ly well cultivated. This is more than we expec-
ted from land where the surliice h;id so lately

been exposed to the atmosplieri'. Another |iiec«

planted with potatoes where the exc;;vation was
only about three feet, also without manure, shows
a handsome growth thus far. This experiment
demonstrates that the undersoil of our intervales

is as valuable as the surface soil—jierhaps much
more so than tlie upper soil long ciillivalcd and
scantily manured.

The crop of rye in New Hampshi -e will be
very heavy iroin the present prospect: the late

wet cool' weatlier has stretched it upwards and
multiplied greatly its bearing stalks, lengthening
out the heads which are setting to he well filled

with grain. The height of some rye is very re-

markable, being seven and eight feet. The spread
of s[ienrs from a single seed is also remarkable
in some cases. We" this day counted fifty-six

heads shooting from a single kernel.

The corn also on wartn ground during the last

two weeks of June has grown surprisingly on
some kinds of warm land : on cold land, where
the worms infest the inaiuire, it turns yellow and
seems to grow less. The worms in some jilaces

have much injured the corn fields.

Potatoes have come out of the ground stronff

for the first hoeing.

Beans that have escaped the frost look well.
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Gardens have been nuicli injured by the cut

worm, and squashes, rnelou.s and cucumbers are

eaten up by tlie yellow bugs.

The difference between a community offarmers and

tnechunics who are producers, and a community

of traders and speculators who sometimes ma/;e

money and often lose, but rarely add to the real

wealth of the country.

The town of llenniUer with u population of

near two thousand inhabitants as yet has present-

ed only a single case of biirjkruptcy under the

late law of Congress ; and tli.it case, we under-

ntand, to be that of a professional man recently

from Lowell who no longer belongs to the town.

There are several trading villages in New Hamp-
shire of hardly half the population of HenniUer

which have presented twenty, tliirty and as high

as fifty applicants for the benefits of bankruptcy.

The herds grass and clover seed sown with the spring

crops has been nearly a dead loss tlie two last years.

Some of our best grass land has yielded at best but the

barren production of a luxuriant growth of Borrel ; and

perfect herdsgrass horse hay has become a rare and ex-

pensive article.

It is our belief that the fall sowing of grass seed after

the spring crop is taken off is far better than the previous

spring sowing. Generally, if thr f.dl months be not very

dry, the young grass will obtain a footing before the win-

ter closes up. We shall get a tine crop of herdsgrass

from land broken up last fall and sowed down in Decem-

ber : about twenty loads of compost, a mixture of stable

manure and limed muck, were spread upon the acre, and

harrowed and rolled in.

The greatest enemy to herdsgrass in many of our sward

tields has been a species of white worm resembling the

old fashioned muck worm. Many tields have been laid

bare, the sward coming off like lug's hair after a scald;

here the worms have been discovered. In other fields

the dainty vermin have selected the best grasses, and

left sorrel and the like : here, nine times in ten, the own-

ers have not been aware that tiie worms have done the

damage, but attribute it to the cold or the dry weather.

What can be done to rid our grounds of these eaters

whose maw is never satisfied, we have not the power of

devising. We hope that their course will run out so

or Inter, like the grasshopper.

There is a chance that m.any of

year go too early into their mowii
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that, if well secured, they may b.

joint is yet green. Rye cut and

makes bread as good and as swcf

wheat. Great care must be taken

heat while in the bundle or packet

be well if our farmers shall suffer

gr.ass to stand while they early sec

tields. The farmers in western Nc

ing last after their great wheat tiel

In the month of .\ugust four years

uga county, New York, great stand

or timothy, with the heads turned

the farmers had just begun the \vn

our farmers will this

ig fields. The herds-

early ; but an old and

river tells us that the

lost substantial suste-

rye. oats and perhaps

.' taken off when the
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t as tlie best flour of
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nearly black, in which
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For the farmer's Mo:itl.ly Visitor.

The JManure Heap.—No. 1.

Mr. Editor,— 1 wish to call tiie attention of those

farmers who read the Visitor, to the importance of cnlarg

ing their manure heaps. There iMnnat be ton much said

and written upon this subject. Most ofonr farmers

to be satisfied with what they merely make from the hay

consumed in their birns, and do not even in this way al-

ways return to the soil what they have tiken from it, for

many who make no more manure than what the consump-
tion of the hay affords, sell off a portion of their hay, and
thus rob their fields and their own pockets.

If I may be allowed to lecture farmers a little, I would
»ay—

1. Make your hogs toori.—Many farmers are now-a-
days looking out for the best breed of hogs to fat easy ;

but such hogs are not always the best for the farm, espe-
cially if it is run down. Fat hogs are generally lazy.—
Whether their corpulency indu<.es laziness, or vice versa

not able to say ; but of this I am sure, they will not

work well. If you wish to have help from your hogs m
making manure, get raw-boned, long-snout fellows, that

plough a furrow six or eight inches deep. If you

wish to have a fat one to kill, you might put one into the

ty as a kind of overseer. By occasionally casting an eye

t the laborers, and grunting .and lounging, he would per-

3rni his olbeo as well, probably, as many overseers of our

ublic works, at two dollars per day.

But you niu-t give your working porkers room enough,

nd stork to v.urk over. If you have inuck near at hand

ring it to the yard. 11' you cannot get at that, plough up

sods by the ruad-side. in your pasture lanes, and by your

walls in the fields. Children may not like it so well to

have the raspberry bushes and blackberry vines ploughed

up, but the hogs will be glad to work them over, and you

save having your grass trodden down. When you

get a good heap by the side of your hog yard throw in a

little at a time, for if you put in a large quantity they will

get discouraged. If their pIoiiijAs got dull, so that tliey

tt torn over the furrow well, dig a few holes and scat-

1 some corn or oats. If the hogs get the scent of

your deposit, they will work over the whole mass.

Brakes and leaves may be thrown in to help loosen up

the muck or sods. In this way you may do much towards

arging the manure heaps. Every hog should make .at

St six cart loads of good manure, and he will do it if

you give him a chance.

2. Get Muck or Soil into yow Barn-yard.— I know

of many farmers who are in the habit of draivinginto their

cow yards several loads of muck or soil in the spring, and

frequently ploughing it up with the manure which the cat-

tle drop during the night. This is carried out in the fall on

to the grass land for a top dressing, being left in heaps till

spring, or else thrown into heaps by the side of the yard

or in the middle, so that it may not be in the way of thi

cattle. Late in the fall another laying is spread on tli.

bottom of the yard, for the stock to run over during thi

winter. Throw down a load or two untler each windov

where you throw out your dung, and it will become si

well saturated with mire as to be good manure in thi

spring. If possible, let all be thrown together in the

spring, as soon as the t>ost is out ; then let it ferment t

it is time to draw it to your fields. It is a good thing

have the dung which the cattle make durinir the winter

under cover, as the rains waste the heap, and disenga

portion of the ammonia, which escapes into the air.

ny are in the habit of drawing their summer manu
the fall on to the ground which they intend to plough the

next spring. This is probably a convenience, but there

is a loss in its strength, especially when it can be kept u

der cover by remaining in the yard.

JETHIIO.

I

ry valuable as a manure.

1 since a wool merchant in Montpel-
j

lis wash-house for wool in the midst I

t of which he had transformed into a 1

his vegetables he had used no other J

t is well known that from the hairs of wool transpiro

d which hardens upon their surface, but which pos-

:s the property of being easily soluble in water. This

substance has received the name of animal sweat ; the

water in which wool has been washed contains so much

of it .as to make it very valuable

" I saw thirty year

ier, who had placed his '

of a field, a great part i

garden. In watering his vegetables 1

water than that of the washings; and the beauty of his

productions was so great as to render his garden a place of

general resort. The Genoese collect with care, in tho

south of France, all they can find of threads and rags of

woolen fabrics, to place at the foot of their olive trees.

" According to the analysis of M. Vauquelin, this ani-

mal sweat is a soapy substance, consisting of a base of

potash, with an excess of oily matter, and containing be-

sides, some acetate of potash, a little of the carbonate

.and of the muriate of the same hise, and a scented ani-

mal matter."

To what 1 have already said. 1 might add, have a heap

of loam or sods under your sink spout. The soap-suds

and greasy dish-water which are so frequently running

from the sink, should not be lost. The vessels from your

chambers should be emptied upon it, and also the blood,

when you kill any of your creatures. If you do not wish

to throw all together, have another pile a little removpd

from the house. Some ashes or lime thrown on occasion-

ally, would remove all unpleasant scent.

Do not be without a poudrelte factory. If you do not

understand the term, guess at it, as I have done.

Now, sir, I will tike mv leave of you upon this subject.

JETHRO.

The Manure Heap.—No. 2.

Mr. Editor,—In No. l,lattempted to discourse a little

to farmers upon the importance of increasing the Manure

heap. I had advanced as far as the consideration of

ondhj, w hen my time was out. With your leave I w

resume the suljject, and s.ay

—

3. Gather up the Addments.—There is a great deal of

valuable matter in leaves and brakes, which ifgnthered in

season would be valuable as manure. Brakes, while they

are green, might bo mown and thrown into heaps, and

then covered over with a little loam or mud, when they

would rot very soon. Leaves can be gathered in the fall.

and thrown into heaps in the same miiincr as brakes, or

what is better, carried into a spare room into the barn or

shed, and used as litter for the cattle.

Old woolen rags, horns, bones, hairs, &c. can be thrown

into a pile and covered over, which in process of time

they will rot and make the most valuable manure. The
sweepings of woolen factories, carding-millii and tailors'

shops, v.'here they can be obtained, are not to be despised.

In Chaptal's Chemistry 1 find the following, which is

worthy of notice :

".\ very good manure is formed from wool. Accord-

ng to the ingenious experiments of M. Hatchett, hair,

feathers and wool are only particular combinations of gel-

atine, with a substance analogous to albumen ; water can

only dissolve them by means of fermentation, which takes

place slowly and after a long time.

" One of the most surprising instances of fertile vege-

tation that 1 have ever seen, is that of a field in the neigh-

borhood of Montpelier, belonging to a mnnufacturer of

woolen blankets. The owner of this land causes it to be

dressed every year with the sweepings of his work-shops
;

and the harvests of corn and fodder which it produces are

astonishing.

For the Fanner's Monthly Visitor.

Is Salt useful as a Manure 1

It would seem that the ancients made use of salt as a

manure. The Saviour in his discnurse, says :—" Salt is

good ; but if the salt have lost his savor, wherewith shall

it be salted 7 It U neither fitfor the land, nor yit for tlie

dunghill ; but men cast it out."

Col. Johnson of East Haverhill, Mass, (influenced

probably by this passage) saved once a field that ho was

about to plant with coin, by sowi.ng a quantity of coarse-

fine salt, in quantity about equal to what .we usually sow

of grain. The land was a light white pine plain originally.

The corn was very good that year, and the field, when

laid down, produced very stout clover. The salt proba-

bly acted as stimulant to the soil. Whether the land

would not run down afteriv,irds, like men who stimulate

with the ardent, remains to be seen. 1 have not noticed

Col. J's field very lately, and so cannot decide upon tha

experiment. But all manures arc more or less stimulat-

ing. The same argument probably mig'it be brought

against lime and plaster, that would be used against salt.

Chaptal, in speaking of the action of salts upon vegeta-

tion, says :
—" A little marine salt, mixed with dung and

spread upon the soil, excites the organs of plants and pro-

mctes vegetation ; but too much will produce a pernicious

effect upon them."
'• Too much'' salt, according to Cliaptal, is injurious to

the soil. It was upon this principle that the ancients,

when they wished to render desolate a city or country

which they had conquered, sowed it over with an abun-

dance of salt. Thus when Abimelech took Shechem,

which had rebelled against him, " he beat down the city,

and sowed it with salt."

Volney, in describing the Dead Sea and its borders, says,

" the true cause of the absence of vegetables and animals,

is the acrid saltness of its waters, which is infinitely great-

er than that of the sea. The land surrounding tlie lake

being equally impregnated with the saltness, refuses to

produce plants; the air itself, which Is by ev.apor3tion

loaded with il, and which moreover receives vapors of

sulphur and bitumen, cannot suit vegetation ; wiience the

dead appearance which reigns around the lake."

I submit these few remarks to the consideration of

your correspondents.

JETHRO.

It is generally imsafe to leave a stiuation to

which we are adapted. We should smile at the

idea of watering a sturdy oak, or transplanting n

thistle to a richer soil: jet how many men sigh

that they are not dillereiitly situated, and put

forth their sturdiest efforts, to effect a change
which would destroy both their happiness and
their usefulness.
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YaKKLE daring and ENTEKPRI9E.—The iiatiiial

bravery ami boldness oC the New Englandmen is

most lVoi|iieiitly brouglit out in tlieir various en-
ter|irise.s in the pursuit of wealth. A remarka-
ble specimen of this trial is found in the two
sniall volumes of Clevehuul's Voyajjes, just pub-
lished. The first voyage in wiiich Mr. Cleveland
was master was made more than forty years ago,

and it is more than twenty since the last was
completed. In the iiiterveniug twenty-five or

twenty-six years, Captain Cleveland prosecuted
many daring enterprises, ran many desperate
hazards, \vas frequently successful, and ,is fre-

quently lost all the advantages he had gained.

—

He was alternately rich and poor, and the changes
were sudden, and contrary to all reasonable ex-

pectations. He finally wound up his romantic
career in n situation less favorable than such a

series oflabors, hardships, boldness, and persever-
ance deserved.
At the age of foiu-leen, young Cleveland was

received into the counting-house of Elias Hasket
Derby, of vSalem, an enteriirising merchant, and
'he father of American commerce to India. He
was highly liberal to all, whether oflicers or sail-

ors, in his employ. In 171>'2, at the age of about

38, young Clevehmd left the counting-room, and
embarked on his first voyage, having determined
to follow the seas as a iiitLU'e profession. In

1795, when about 21, lie went out master and
supercargo of the barque Enterprise, on a voj'age

to the Isle of Bourbon.
In 1797, Captain Cleveland imdortook a voyage

from France to the Isle of France, in a small cut-

ter of only 38 tons ! She cost him, ready for sea,

about .«!l,000, and had a cargo of !S3,.':00! "It is

not probable (says the bold adventurer) that the

imnals of commerce can furnish another example
of an Indianian and cargo better fitted and ex-

pedited on so humble a scale." He put into the

Cape of Good Hope for water, where the British

admiral gave him $),000 for the cutter and her
stores; and after losing it!'2,000 of its cargo by its

being seized, he finally had remaining the net

sum of .¥11,000 in Spanish dollars, with special

permission to export 810,000. The cutter w.is

sent ofii'for India, under a British lieutenant, and
was never heard of afterwards.

With the SI],000 in his pocket,at the Cape, as

above stated, and $7,000 more added by some as-

sociates, Captain Cleveland undertook a voyage
from China to the Northwest coast. The furs

procured there sold in China for StiO.OOO: and,

finally, in about two years, the .$18,000 capital oi'

.his voyage yielded upwards of §100,000. His
own §2,000—the amount of his property ou first

leaving Em-ope—together with his commissions,

wages, and half profits, amounted to above §45,-

COO. His next enterprise of three years was also

fortunate ; so that in 1804 he possessed, clear o(

debt, 870,000.

In 1807, he experienced disastrous losses, by

which his property was reduced to$'aO,000; and
soon after, by the confiscation of the ship he was
in, he lost the remaineder. After various seiz-

ures, confiscations, shipwrecks, &c., be afterwards

acquired $35,000. This sum was embarked in

an adventure for Handiurgli. wliicb, owing to the

defeat of Napoleon in Russia, turned out nearly a

total loss; and he retm'ned home to his family

pennyless. In a yovage, from 1817 to 1820, he
made §75,000: biit this was mostly swept oft" lie-

fore it reached the Unitec.' States. In 1835, he

had about $16,000 left, which was swallowed up
in an imsuccessful speculation in 1836.

In twenty years, between 1805 and 1825, his

losses exceeded $200,000, though he was never
worth, at any one time, more than $80,000. Yet
he says, "it is not in the power of any individual

to say, with truth, that 1 have injured him to the

amount of a dollar." He lost his own property,

not that of others. A consoling, though a most
imfashionable boast

!

Since 1836, om- adventurer has not, I believe,

embarked in any new enterprises. He concludes
this account of his " Voyages and Comniei
Enterprises" thus: " With a small annual i

from the Neapolitan indemnity, I have been
abled to support myself,jill this was ou the point

of ceasing by the cancelling of that debt ; whei
1 was so fortunate as to obtain an office in the

custom-bouse, the duties of which I hope to pc

foriu faithfully, and in peace, dm-ing the tew re-

maining years, or months, or days, which may be

allotted me on this earth."

Oregon.
We find, in the Globe of the 18th inst., '-Ex-

tracts from tliB Journal of Capt. Spaulding of the
ship Lauzenc." inserted at the recpiest of the Hon.
L. F. Linn ol' the Senate ; who, it is known has,

for a series of years, manifested a deep interest in

every thing relating to the American settlements

in the Oregon territory. We make the following
selections iVom the extracts:

At present, I he Hudson's Bay Company culti-

ite about three thousand acres of land, and raise

about eighteen thousand bushels of potatoes,

three thousand bushels of peas, and have both
flour and saw mills. They have seven thousand
head of cattle, two thousand sheep, hogs, &c.,
and have engaged to supply the Russians with
8,000 bushels of wheat annually. I do not know
how inany thousand pounds of butter at 6d ster-

ling per pound. They have a large number of
men in tlieir employ, four ships, two schooners,
and a steamboat. They have several forts on the

south side of the Columbia, and take out of the

river probably not less than five hundred thousand
rfo/fars in value per annum; while our govern-
ment remains perfectly passive and unconcerned.
I must conlL'ss iliat when I saw all this, I felt a-

shamed that 1 was an American. lam convinced
hat not anoilier nation ou earth would submit to

It, or cinild lie so negligent of the interest of its

people. The company have all the cattle, sheep,

&c., but will not sell to a settler a single cow or

a sheep; they will, I believe, sometimes sell a

pig, but norhing else alive—not even a horse;
nothing that breathes. They have now contract-

ed to supply the Russians at Sidka and all the

northern (larts, with goods of all kinds that the

Russians require, at twenty-five per cent advance
on the London invoice, to be delivered at the

ports where they are wanted, without charge for

freight, or ex|it!use of any kind. It is also well
understood that they purpose taking possession
of the Sandwich Islands, which the British Gov-
ernment claim under an old grant from Tamaah-
maah. Ther ; is good reason to believe, (indeed,

the opinion is prevalent in Oregon) that the grasp-
ing ambition of the British will not, with all this,

be satisfied, but that they intend to add even Cal-

ifornia lo their possessions ; meaning and intend-

ing thereby to obtain possession of the bay of
San Francisco, which is decidedly the best place

the whole west coast of America for a naval

depot, and where the combined navies of the

whole world could anchor with perlect safety,

accessible at all times for vessels of any draught

The Colony from the United States is situated

on tlie W'ollamm, a branch of the Columbia, a-

bout iiiiuiy miles from the mouth of the river,

which is, (uidoiihtedly, the finest grazing and
wheat coiinli y in Oregon. At present it consists

of about seventy families, who raise considerable

grain, and have about three thousand head of cat-

tle. Thi! mission last year raised one thousand
bushels of wheat, and made butter, cheese, &c.,

enough for their own use. They have five hun-
dred head of cattle, and two hundred horses;

and last year they sowed four hundred bushels

of wheat, and one hundred and twenty bushels

of peas, a:ul planted a large quantity ni' potatoes

and vegciables of all descriptions. They have
hogs, poidn '. . «S;e. in abundance. Last year they

raise<l over iiiteen hundred bushels of polatoes.

The extent of the coimtry comprising Wollamut
Valley is about tiiree hundred miles long and two
hundred broad, interspersed with ravines of wood,
generally of sufficient quantities for fuel and
fencing.' The land in its nattiral stale is usually

ready tor the plough, and is very fertile, produc-
ing from twonly-five to forty bushels ol' wheat to

the acre; and the climate is so mild that the cat-

tle subsist in the fields without (odder or shelter

of any kind being prepared or provided for them
through the winter. Salmon can betaken at the

Wollamut falls, (which, however, the British have
taken |iissession of, and comiielled our people

to build Iheir mills at the tails above,) with little

trouble, from May to September, in almost any
quantity ; 1 have no hesitation in saying ten

thousand barrels per annum. Probably no place

in the world offers greater inducements to t

grants. Provisions might readily be procured to

support one thousand emigrants at any time.

Flour was this season high, in consei]Uence of a

want of mills—a difficulty which is now obviated

by the erection of two new ones, viz : one by

Mr. McKey, and one by the mission, as also two
saw mills. Wheat is nominally worth one dollar
per bushel, beef six cents per pound

;
pork ten

;

s fifty dollars each, oxen sixty, horses thirty-
five. Potatoes bring about twenty-five cents per
bushel. Labor is woi th about thirty-five dollars
per month, the laborer being found by bis em-
ployer.

Our colony is located above the principal falls,

which are situated about forty miles from the
mouth of the Wollamut. The British having
taken possession of tliese falls, our people were
compellbdto make their settlement further up the
river.

The rise and fall of the tides at the mouth of
the Columbia, is about eight feet, gradually di-
ininishing until you come to the mouth of the
Wollamut, where" little or no difference in the
tides is perceptible.

At present, or until the channel is buoyed out,

and a light-house erected on Cape Disappoint-
ment, it is unsaftj for vessels of a greater draught
of water than from ten to twelve feet to attempt
entering the Columbia, between the months of
November and Ainil, on account of the prevalent
westerly winds which make heavy breakers on
the bar.

The Uncertaiaty of Wealth.
We are informed, says the Baltiinore Republi-

can, that it has been but lately discovered that a
lease for a large portion of the land which thici

city occupies, was executed for but 99 years, and
not renewable. Since the original lease, thou-
sand of leases have been made, and improve-
ments to a vast amount have been erected ou this

property by various persons, who all confidently

believed that the original lea.se was perpetual.

—

The consequence is, that the entire property will

revert to the original owners at the expiration of
the stated term of years, unless some new ar-

rangements can be made with the present heirs,

whom we are informed are 30 in number, and
of the State of Kentucky. The property is said

to be 188 acres, running from the northeast cor-
ner of Baltimore and little Aisqiiith streets north-
erly, embracing all the property called Gallows
Hiil, and the northeasterly portion of the city to

that extent.

Natural Curiosity : the Tuunel & Cavern Lake.
This beautiful lake, in Kinderhook county, in

this State, and about 35 miles distant from War-
saw, we had the pleasure of visiting a few weeks
since. It is situated upon a high dividing ridge,
at the entrance of the lake, it is similar in shape
to the upper part of the tunnel—the circumfer-
ence of which, at the mouth, is about 150 feet,

and about ten at the bottom. After descending
.30 or 40 feet from the natural winding stairs, we
came to the mouth of the cavern leading to the
lake, which is the elliptic circle. We now en-
tered the silent cavern, and had another descent
to make, of some 40 or 50 step.s, before we stood
at the brink of the waters of the lake. The sur-
face of this sheet ol' water contains about 2000
square feet, and the cavern has some appearance
of being the work of art—but its high and vault-

ed chambers, and its stupendous and magnificent
ceilings as of the impenetrable adamant, prove
to man that man knows but little of the bowels
of the earth. The Cavern Lake would be a rich

and pleasant treat to the tourist or geologist, and
should be visited by all the lovers of nature.

Osage (Mo.) Valley.

The Horrors of War.
Gen. Ponsonbi/ on the Field of Waterloo.—The

late General Ponsonby gave the following account
of his being wouude<l at Waterloo: In the melee

I was almost instantly disabled in both of my
arms, losing first my sword and then my rein,

and followed by a few of my men, who were in-

stantly cut down. I was carried along by my
horse, till receiving a blow from a .sabre, I fell

senseless on my face in the ground. Recovering,
I raised myself a lilile to look around, being at

that time, I believe, able to get up and run away,
when a lancer [lassing by struck his lance through
my back. My bead drooped, the blood gushed
into my mouth, a difliculty of breathing came on,

and I though all was over. Not long afterwards,

(it was then impossible to me.isure time, but I

tnust have fallen in less than ten minutes from
the onset,) a tirailleur stopped to plunder me,
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tliieatening my life: 1 directed him to a small

side pocket, in which he fotmd three dollars ; all

I had.- But he contiiuied to threaten, and 1 said

lie misht search nie. This he did immediately,

unloosing my stock, and tearing open my waist-

coat, and leaving me in a very uneasy posture.—

But he was nosoonergone than an officer bring-

insnp some troop.s to which ihe iiraUleur proba-

bly belonged, and happening to halt where I lay,

stooped down and addressed me saying he feared

i uas badly wounded. I answered that I was,

and expressed a wisli to be carried to tlie rear.

—

He said it was against their orders to remove even

their own men; but that if they gained the day,

(and he understood that the Duke of Wellington

was killed, and tliat six of our battalions had sur-

rendered) every attention in his power should be

shown to me. I complained of thirst, and he

held his bottle to my lips, directing one of his

soldiers to lay me straiglit on my side, and placed

a knapsack under my head. He then passed on

into the action, soon perhaps to want but not to

receive the same assistance, and I shall never

know to whose generosity 1 was indebted, as I

believe, for my life. By and by another tirailleur

came up, a young man full of ardor. He knelt

down and fired over nie many limes, and con-

versed with me very gaily all the while; at last

he ran off saying: " Vons serez bein arise d'ap-

prendre, que nous allons vous retirer. Boa jour

nionami!" (You will be pleased to hear that

we are going to retire. Good day, my friend.)

It was dusk when two squadrons of Prussian

cavalry, each of them two deep, came across the

valley "and passed me in fnll trot, lifting me from
the ground, and tumbling me about cruelly. The
clatter of their approach and apprehensions they

excited, may easily be imagined. A gun taking

that direction must have destroyed me. The bat-

tle was now at an end, or removed to a distance.

The shouts and imprecations, the outcries of
" Five H Empereur!" and discharges of musketry
and cannon -were over, and the groans of the

wounded all around me became every instant

more and more audible. I thought the night

would never end. Much about this time, I found
a soldier lying across my legs. He had probably
crawled thither in hi.-i agony; and his weight, his

convulsive motions, his noi-ses, and the 'air rush-

ing through a wound in his side, distressed me
greatly: the last circumstance most of all. I

had a wound of the same nature myself It was
not a dark night, and parties were wandering

about to plunder. Several stragglers looked at

me as they jjassed by, one after another, and at

last one stopped to examine me.
I told him as well as I was able, for I spoke

German very imperfectly, that I was a British of-

ficei', and had been j>hmdered already ; he did

not desist, however, and puiled me about roughly.

An hour before midnight, I saw a man in an Eng-
lisli uniform walking towards me; he was, I sus-

pect, on the same errand, and he came and look-

ed me in the face; I spoke instantly, telling him
who I was, and assuring him of a reward if he
would remain with me. He said he belonged to

the 40tli, and had missed his regiment ; he re-

leased me frotn a dying soldier, anil stood over

me as a sentinel, pacing backwardsand forwarils.

Day broke, and at six o'clock in the morning,
some English were seen at a distance. He ran

to them. A messenger being sent to Hervey, u
cart came for me, and I was placed in it, and car-

ried to the village of Waterloo, a mile and a half

off, and lain in the bed from which Gordon, as I

understood afterwards, had just been carried out.

I had recfived seven wounds.

A Peep at the Lake Fisheries.

Detroit Uiver—St. Clair River—Lake Hd-
RO.N, iMicHiGAN AND St;pERioR.—With the im-
mense business which is destined to be done on
our lakes, that of the fisheries should not be over-
looked, as it has already become a considerable
item in our exports. The number and varieties

offish taken, are worthy of notice, and it is sta-

ted tliat no Iresh waters known, can, in any re-

sjiect, bear a comparison.
From the earliest period of the settlement on

the shores ol" the lakes, lisliing has been carried
on to supply the inhabitants with a part of their

food, but not until within the last five years have
they become an article of export. Since that
time the business has rapidly increased. The
number of barrels taken, so far as information

can be gathered, in 18-35, was 8,000, and in 1840 it

reached 32,005 barrels.

The weight to which some of the fish attain, is

unparalleled, except on the Mississippi, as fol-

lows :

Names of Fish. Greatest Weight. Average.

Stumeon 120 70 lbs.

Trout GO in to 20

Muskelunjah -JO 10 to 15

Pickerel 13 n io 6

Mullet 10 3 to 6

White Fish 2 to 3
At the Sault Ste. Mane 'I to o

Perch 1

Roach 1

Black Bass 2 to 3
Bill Fish 6 to 8

Cat Fish 10 to 20

Sisquoette 8 to 10

The varieties usually taken for pickling are,

trout, pickerel, white fish and sisquoette ; the lat-

ter, however, is only to be found in Lake Supe-
rior.

Since the projected canal at the Sank Ste. Ma-
rie has been suspended, Yankee enterprise, at

great expense, in the absence of artificial locks,

has surmounted the difficulty in getting over the

falls, leading from Lake Michigan to Lake Su-
perior, and within the two past years two vessels,

by means of slides, rollers, &.c. have reached the

upper lake. Oue of them is owned by J. L. Ank-
rim and others, and the other by a Cleaveland

company.
Three vessels have also been bnilt on Lake

Superior by the American Fur Company. The
two former vessels will hereafter bp engaged in

the fishing trade, in freighting salt, provision.*, &c.
to various points on the lakes, and returning with

fish. Heretofore the American Fur Company
have monopolized the trade. This will open a

new era in the upper lake fisheries, as they are

said to be inexhaustible.

From the following table, of the amount bar-

relled, which was obtained from various sources,

the rapid increase of the business will be seen :

183(5. 1837. 1840.

Lake .Superior
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and Oregon, now on their way home, and may be espec
ted early in July. These two vessels left at St. Helena !

week before the Vincennes called there, for Rio Janeirc
and home—all well.

crew of the brig U.\or, of Mystic. Ct., wreck
Kdward's Island, are also on board the Vitt'Prin

nly eight of the men, have died

Although the officers and crew of the Expedition have
been exposed to every variety of climate, the gent '

health of the squadron has been vvithouta precedent. I

one officer (Mr. V'anderford, master's mate, who died
the passage home.)
from disease.

The officers, and scientific men, have been constantly
employed, as will appear by the labor performed, and the
results of the cruise.

In addition to the larse collections already receivi
from the Expedition, tlie \niccnnes has now on board
large and valuable collo^iion. including several boxes of
live plants, bulbs, &c., collected in the Pacific, Sooloo,
Phillipines, Singapore, Cape of Good Hope, and St.
Helena.
Vindova, one of the principal Chiefs of the Fiji Islands,

who directed and assisted at the massacre of ten of th
ciew of the brig Charles Daggett, of Salem, and assistei
in eating their bodies, is now on board the Vincennes as

capital,

added,

<

trusty c

Rail Road Accident in France.
Mr. Walsh in his last letter to the National Intelligen-

cer, dated Paris, May 14. gives a very interesting descrip-
tion of this great calamity, from which we make the fol-

_ lowing extracts :

"Instead of accompanying the younger members of my
family, afler dinner, to tlie gardens, I strolled to the cm-
barmdere of the South, and happened to see the depart-
ure, between five and six o'clock, of the train which was
to experience so awlul a doom. It had the ordinary fes-
tival aspect—the eagcrest competition for places, the wild-
est gaiety, and the closest pressure; disappointed hund-
reds left behind for the greater part of an hour, whoso
dinner awaited them in P.aris. The number of passengers
is reported from the books of the clerks as seven hundred
and thirty; it could not have been less; each of the first

five cars had its complement—fifty ; and they were not of
the common people, but of the substantial classes of the
capital, provincial visitors of more or less consequence,
foreign strangers and office-holders, whose presence at
the celebration in Versailles was a tribute of loyalty.

—

There were Prefects, Deputies, superior officers of the
Kavy, Lawyers, whole families able to figure in the dress
and with the ornaments of rich bourgeois. It would have
been difficult to luing together, studiously, an equal mass
to whom such a dis.istcr could occur with more diffusive
sensation and pain to tlio better orders throughout the

a suspected engine of four wheels, there was
rdinarily, a most powerful one of six ; the
ngincer. George, an Englishman, went with

the train out of abuiid.int caution or from secret misgiv-
ing

; near a relay, half-way, the axletree of the weaker
locomotive (the first) snapiied; the second dashed upon
it, crushed it, and dragged or cast upwards the whole five
of the nearest cars, which took fire from the craters on
which they were piled ; and as the doors were all locked,
there was no possibility of escape from within, except
through the windows on each side, remarkably small. A
more horrible funeral pyre w.is never imag'ined by any
poet or sketched by any pencil; a Dante might be une-
qual to the proper description of such a holocaust, i be-
lieve that the havoc of life by the flames and leaps and
struggles is net less than one hundred and fifty ; some fifty

or sixty are so mutilated, or stricken in mind, if not in

body, that immediate death would have been preferable to

their condition. There are survivors hopelessly insane
;

some still inii(fs, from terror and the If ss of friends and
relatives ; not a few of the hundreds in the cars which es-

caped concussion, were so much affected at the scene,
and preserve the imagery with so much vividness of ago-
nizing recollection, that their situation is either precarious
or piteous in the l.ast degree. The newspapers at first in-

cluded three young Americans, together with three young
Greeks, in the bill of mortality. Three of our country-
men had seats in the seventh vehicle, but they felt merely
a concussion, and saved themselves by the windows."

" Extreme velocity is cited among the causes of the ac-
cident of Sunday. 1 have noted, in the United States,
that the majority of the folks most earnest for expedition
in their journeys by steam, are those who can best spare
hours and days, and who waste the most of them every
where. The spirit of wild despatch, however, has seized
the world, and will prove an effectual auxiliary of the
King of Terrors. A clamor is raised here against four-
wheeled engines and in favor of six-wheeled. Controversy
has ensued, which the Academy of Sciences has underta-
ken to decide by investigations that will settle various
other points important to the main consideration—safety
in steam conveyance. It is agreed that if the doors of
the cars had not been under lock and key, and the keys in

the pockets of attendants without, who attended not at
all, the casualty would have been much less destructive.
Several of the passengers were pulled through the win-
dows, and more cleared the tops before the bodies of the
cars were enveloped in Haines ; the boilers did not burst.

Rumor carried the event rapidly, and with all the exag-
geration possible, over the wliolo capital; the multitude
became so indignant at the station that troops were sum-
moned to prevent the immediate demolition of the build-

ings and the road itself, and the sacrifice of all the agents
of the establishment who could be discovered. Every
thing and every body, .says the Courier Erancais, would
have been torn to pieces, if we had not interposed a regi-

ment of the line. The number of guards and soldiery
prevented popular disorders. On Monday, the rail road
bill was made the order of the day in the Chamber of

Deputies; the discussion was not suspended, but atten
tirely diverted by the impressions from with
stry gained by the hasly adoption of three oiut; the I

their

1 wo circumstances may be mentioned
in perlect keeping with the fttreur dovtoiireuse, (rage of
sorrow) as the journals call it, of the mob at ttie Pari:
station. Later in the evening, and quite near, along the
walls, dancing was kept up, as usual, in the many resor
lor the purpose. On Monday, the mutilated, defaced,
may say calcined, remains of some thirty of the victim
who had not been recognized, were transported to the
principal entry of tlie cemetery of Mount Parnassus ; anc
in that neighborljood there are lines of tippling-houses
and ball-rooms, m which the operatives of both sexes in-

dulge themselves, by established customs, after 2 o'clock
on that day, styled the %Varkman's Sabbath. They inter-
mitted their revels to gaze at the contents of the biers oi

tumbrels as they were emptied, and returned to their cups
and music, laughing and joking, says the journal L'Ame
de la Religion. The notorious rendezvous, the College
of the Sttideiits, where the youth of the medical and Law
schools, or the more dissolute of them, assemble to ca-
rouse with the operatives, had, that evening, an extraordi-
nary frequency and joviality. This may remind you of
Mr. Burke's notice, in his Regicide Peace, of the scenes
in Paris under the guillotine, the area of which was hired
out for sets of dancing dogs. On the other hand, abund-
ant edification was afforded by the unwearied, humane.
ind Christian the

:harity, and public
:1 on the theatre o

private dwelling:
llergymen issued"

e of the
* Mendon and Issy, cai

of every kind of aer

The administrators of the railway
of the Seine, published this day a seri(

h they have

rs physicians,

iritips, with the

ccident, and in

hich they were
all the burning
seminaries and

forth and

en tbey
nay. They am that ;

AtVf

night,

millions of passengers, witlioul
I III, and the Belgian railways, frnir

). to December, 1341, nearly twelve
iss of only three lives ; and that the

cars have run altogether in tliat trans-

llionof post leagues."

es, for the five successive days after thi

groups were to be seen, from morning til

,
disputing, gesticulating on the subject

an me articles and fragments of dress which could b.

gleaned by sifting and raking on the road were first brought
to the register office of the Versailles Court House. Or
Friday, 1 entered with a throng of the curious to look al

the collection, which consisted of coin of every descrip-
tion, trinkets—such as rings, chains, medallions—specta-
cles, buckles, keys, canes, umbrellas, blood-stained rem-
nants of apparel, and a quantity of fused metals, in ingots
or lumps, .all smouldered. There were nine watches, two
of which indicated the moment of the Bhock. The rest

h.ad stopped at diff'erent short intervals. The contempla-
tion of this poor residue of all the finery of the fleshy ta-

bernacle, w.as fitted to startle and sadden any spirit next to
that of the shattered human relics. The two locomotives,
which were likewise first brought back, exhibited a singu-
lar wreck. It is ascertained that three only of the passen-
gers in the second car escaped. A Versailles family of
10 perished altogether. Nine respectable persons from
Burgundy, who "indged at the White Horse in the Ru
Beaubourg, and formed a party of pleasure for the festi

val. are still missing, and were probably consumed c
masse. The skeletons yet unrecognized and unclaimei
will bo interred at one time, with a solemn religious sei
vice and a funeral discourse."

interposed and vvithui-evv from the contract, and
entered into a new one with a cotnpany of mer-
chants, by which it seemed to itself one-tliiid of
the profits afler the deduction therefrom of all
expenses. I understand that it hrinijs, in Eng-
land, about $120 per ton. It is einbaikcd on
board the ships with as iiiucli facility, and with
as httle expense, as if it were sand from the most
convenient banks. Specimens of the Huano
have recently been forwarded to the United
States.

-Til

thi!

annually paid in the
" In Ohio theboui

183U w
1841

The whole amount of
set down at 3000 pounds

'. Cincinnati Gazette gives the fol-
cts showing the progress of the
ntry.as indicated by the bounties
oral .States :

paid to silk growers in

«71 10
2681 76

led silk produced last year is

n Massachusetts the bounty

1836 was g85W
183y " 439 99
1841 " 4«7610

In New York, the increase in the quantity of cocoons
produced, has been very rapid, in 1840 being 2000 pounds,
while in 1841 it w.as 6426 pounds.

In Pennsylvania, the bounty paid in

IS40 was ^2101 89
ISH " 4418 55

The Rev. Frederick .\. Ross has probably raised more
silk than any other person in the country. During the
last vear he sold 300 pounds of reeled silk in Burlington,
N. J. for 1600. A silk filature has been recently estab-
lished in Philadelphia."

Bird Lime for Manure.—A correspondent
of the Journal of Commerce, under date of Val-
paraiso, (South America) April 2, J842, thus
speaks cf the article known as bird lime :—
"The Euglisli vessels, for the most part, take

the Iliiaiio, a s(ie(;ies of lime (i;enerally supposed
bird lime) \\'\]\ch aliounds on the islands on the
coast of Peru, particularly flic Chincha, which
yields high piotifs and freight.-. This article be-
came a monopoly, just about the time of my ar-
rival on the coast— before which it had been long
used to a liniitrd extent by tlie agriculturalists of
flie coiiiitiy as a manure—and the Chincha Is-

lands, from whii-h the present exportations are
made, bid lair to become more valuable than all

the gold ami silver mines on the coast, combined.
They are said to be inexhaustible. That is doubt-
ful, however, as the Hiiano is evidently the de-
posito of the numerous water-fowl of the cotist,

has been probably accumulating ever since
the flood, as there are no rains, or none suffi-

cient to wash it aw"y, on the coast of Peru. A
French gentleman obtained the exclusive privi-
lege of exporting the article about the time I

came to the coast, on the payment to the Peru-
ian Government of $80,000." He introduced it

into England as an experiment—and was so suc-

Dr. Percival.—Perhaps one of the most exact
nd perfect geological surveys made of any coun-

try, is that which Dr. Percival, a man as eminent
for his scientific knowledge as for )iis poetic
talent, has made, or rather is now making—for
we do not know that it is yet completed-—of the
State of Connecticut. A report from his pen has
been laid before the Legislature of Connecticut,
and on Saturday a proposal to give the copyright
to the author, after a certain number of copies
should be printed for the use of the State, was
discussed. On this occasion one of the members
said that Dr. Percival, in his examination of the
geology of the State, had been upon one side at
least of every .«fpiare mile in the State, except
where river or lake had interrupted his progress.
He had walked over every hill, plain and morass
ill Connecticut, with his basket on his arm and
his bag on his back; stopping at the farm-house
at night, and re.siimiiig his examination at early
light. He has been engaged in this work for five
years, and his salary has never exceeded three
hundred dollars per annum. The Legislature of
comse adopted fhe proposal of le.tving to him the
copyright.—Aeto York Evening Post.

Useful Hints.—An excellent way to get rid
of trouble from corns is to go barefoot.
When a man is hungry it is good for him to

eat, provided he can obtain any thing edible.
In case of catching a Tartar, it may be wisdom

to get rid of him as quick as possible.

When you have got any thing particular to say,
it is worth while to be particular about saying it.

Wheii you don't know what to do with your
money, inform some friend of your perplexity,
and, ten to one, he will suggest a ineans of re-
lieving you.

If .you are desperately enamoured of a pretty
face, be sure to see it at the breakfast table. This
remedy has been ofleti taken with success.

If you desire to be quite comfortable in mind
jjay the printer.

When your wife scolds you, hold your tongue.
If you want to be enlightened, read the news-

papers.

If you want to see confidence in the currency,
don't be too ready for panic yourself

If you want to be wi.se, take a hint.

Taking a hint sometimes saves taking a kick--

ing.—JV. O. Pic.

Farmers' wives in olden time had lots of work
to do. In the reign of Henry VIII, Sir A. Fitz-
herbert wrote a treatise entitled the "Rock of
Husbandry," in which he says:

" It is a wyve's occupation' to wynowe all man-
ner of cornes, to make malte, to washe and
wringe, to heye, sheve corn, and such other.

And to go ryde to the market and sell butterj
cessfnl as to have cleared, it is said, within a few

I

cheese, milk, eggs, chickens, capons, beeves,
months, about .'^1,000,000. The Government then I pygges, geese, and all manner of cornes."
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Willioiit Agriculture and Manufactures flourish in a

country, it is Impossible to attain an ailvantageous com-

merce. The excellent raa.vim of Cato should never be

lost siTht of. that " a master of a familv nhould beaseller.

not a buyer." All the comforts of a family, all the wealth

of a city, and all the grandeur and power of a State de-

pend on selling much and buying little, or aellins mori

than is bought.

The New Genesee Farmer recommends a mode of

ting rid of the visits of tlie little striped bug, which i

destructive to vines, as follows:
" As soon as the leaves beginto start, and the striped

bug begins to eat out the leaves, go and pick a handful of

lansy, and lay two or three spears around in each hill

;

they will soon move off for some other place, Jand wi

not trouble you any more."

Never EX-pres$ what you should svp-press ; nor

jL^-prcss what you should EX-press. CoN-press

your ideas into as smiill a space as may be, and

you will never need to press others to listen to

you ; neither will you OF-pres3 them with the

length of your diseoiuse—but you will im-bi

them with the wisdom of your remarks. Tl

you will never VE-press the spirits of your hear-

ers.

We are not happy because we are exempt
from afflictions, nor unhappy l)eeause we a

obliged to endure them ; happiness consists

the ability to endure affliction, and affliction is

sometimes requisite to enable us to bear happi-

ness. The hope of prosperity, often enables us

to endure adversity, the fear of adversity as often

enables us to bear prosperity.

The old Greeks observed a beautiful festival,

called "The Welcome of the Smillows." When
these social birds first returned in the sprins;-

time, the children went about in procession, with

music and garlands ; receiving presents at every

door, where they stopped to sing a welcome to

the swallows, in that graceful old language, so

melodious even in its ruins, that the listener feels

as if the brilliant azure of Grecian skies, the

breezy motion of their olive groves, and the gush

of their silverv fountains, had all i)assed into a

monument of liquid and harmonious sounds.

There is nothing purer than honesty—nothing
sweeter than charity—nothing warmer than love

—nothing richer than wisdom—nothing brighter

than virtue—and nothing more steadfast than

faith. Tlie.se united in one tnind, form the purest

the sweetest, the warmest, the richest, the bright-

est, and the most steadfast hafpiness.

The tallest yet.—The editor of the Baltimore Pat-

riot has seen some stalks of rye each of which is eight feet

foiir inches long! They grew on the farm of The
Matthews, Esq., eighteen miles from Baltimore.

We had stalks of rye from the pine plain at

Sugar Ball in this town this week that were over

eeven feet, not having attained its full growth.

Will Capt. Blake if he goes up there when the

rye gets its full growth, or any of our friends

round Kearsarge send or bring us down the tall-

est rye that grows there this season ? We believe,

if the Maryland inches are not shorter than om-.s,

that we can outstrip iuiy rye to be found eastward

of the Allegany.

lIoME.^The only fotintaiu in the wilderness

of lil'e where man drinks of water totally unmi,\-

ed with bitterupss, is that which gushes up in

the calm and steady recess of domestic life.

Pleasure m.iy heat the heart with artificial excite-

ment; amliiiion may delude it with golden
dreams; war may eradicate its fine fibres and
diminish its sensitiveness, but it is only domestic
love that can render it truly happy.

Peuiisylvania Debt and Improvements.
A proposition has been made in the Pennsylvania Leg-

islature to sell the State works to a company, to be in-

corporated with a capital of gI5,000,000, in order to ena-
ble the State to get out of its pecuniary difficulties. The
funded debt of the State is as follows ;

—

Pekssvlvania State Debt, 1842.

Redeemable Redeemable
Debt. in the year Debt. in the

S270,0S1 1841 3,225,0(
62,800 1814 200.000 136.3

3,31(1.568 1816 2,515.000 1864
50.000 1847 1,798.010 1865

1.000,000 1850 2,524,000 1868
2,000.000 1853 1,9.57 362 1870
3,000,000 1854 3-«),y33attlieexpira-
2,7S3,161 1856 tion of ccr-
7,070,661 1858 tain bank

•.year

1362

1,250,000 laS'J charters.
2,618.680 1860

120,000 1861 Total, ,§36,331,005

This debt has been contracted fur the following pur-

For Canals and Railwavs,
; debt,

K30,055,013
3,304,303

For the use of the treasury, 1,571,689
For turnpikes. State roads, bridges, &.c., 930,000
For the Union Canal, 200,000
For the Eastern Penitentiary, 120,000
For the Franklin Railroad, 100,000
For the Pennsylvania and Ohio Canal, 50,000

Total, g36,331,005

The value of our public improvements, esti-
mated at cost, is ^'29,292.165

The Slate owns bank stock, which cost at par, 2,103,700
The State owns Turnpike and Bank stock, 2,&13,048
The Stale owns Canal and Navigation stock, 831,778
The State owns Railroad stock, 350,546
Money due on unpatented lands, estimated at 1,000,000

Total, 536,425,239

The immediate difficulty of their situation, arises mainly
Irora the payment of the interest annually accruing on
this debt. This interest is about J*l,800.000; and this

sum, it is incumbent on the State to provide as it becomes
due. The income especially appropriated to the paynieiit
of this interest is derived from tolls on Canals, railways.
auction duties, tax on collateral inheritance, dividends on
turnpike, bridge and navigation stocks, escheats, and the
tax levied on real and personal property, i3cc. The reve-
nue from all these sources last year was as follows ;

—

From tolls on canals and railways, «762.360
" Auction duties, 77,022
" Collateral inheritances, 21,591
'' Dividends on turnpike, bridge and naviga-

tion stocks, 30-355
" Escheats,
" Tax on real and personal property, &c., 33,292

Total, 5924,959
The bank stock owned by the State is as follows :—

.Vo. of Par Market
shares, value. Amotmt. value. Am't

Bank of Pcnnsvlvania, 3,7."i0 400 1,860.000 160 600,000
Philadelphia Bank, 5,233 100 067.780 48 2,51.181

Farmers & Mechanics" 1,708 50 103,896 30 5i;2'f6

2,533,676 902,424
These internal improvements, for the construction of

which the principal amount of the Slate debt has been in-

curred, consist^ of 76S| miles of canals and railways com-
pleted, and 165J miles of canals in progress of construc-
tion and nearly completed.
The finished works are the following :

—

mies.
The Delaware Canal, from Easton to tide at Bristol, 59J
The main line of canal and railway from Philadel

I Bea
nf Er,

the Ohio,t
395i

Canal from Franklin, on the Allegheny river, to
Conneaut L ike,

49.J
Canal, Susquehannah and North Branch, from Dun-

can's Island to Lackawanna, 111^
Canal, West Branch from Northumberland to Far-

randsville, 73
Several side cuts and navigable feeders, 7

Total canals and railways completed, 768j
Canals in progress and nearly completed ;

—

North Branch extension, from Lackawanna to New
York line, 90

Erie extension from Greenville to Erie Harbor, 63i
VVisconisco Canal, from Duncan's Island to Wie-
conisco Creek, I2.J

Total
The cost of tl

The aggregate
6,i;94,206

5512,582Excess of expenditure.
This is without the inlerest on the debt

their construction. The following will show the amount
required to complete the unfinished lines, and pay arrear-

Require,! to

complete

.

North branch, 1,298!416
VVisconisco canal, 81.836

Due for work
done.
574,406

Total.

1,110,518

1,688,092
108,589

Duec shedl
1,916,394

51,601,115
These figures give a complete expose of the utter

worthlessness of these works as business operations. It

is therefore not reasonable to suppose that any company
in the present depressed state of business, could maie
them profitable.

BRIGHTON IH.VRKET—MoNivAY, June 27.

At market 220 Beef Cattle, 18 pairs Working Oxen, 20
Cows and Calves. 1500 Sheep, and 140 Swine.
Prices—Bff/ Cattle.—A small advance was realized.

We quote a few extra at 55 75 a .i8'6 00. First quality.

55 S{l ; second quality 55 a 55 25 ; thud quality 54 50 a

ivorking Oj-e«—Sales at 575, 585 and 590.

Coios and Calves—Sales at 522, 524, 525, 527, and
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Some of tlie goor] people in Scotland were op-

posed at first, to the new vegetable, declaring

that "potatoes are not mentioned in the Bible."

—

Some of the priests in the Ionian Islands, at a

latter period, exponents probably of the preju-

dices of the people, manifested their hostility by

alleging that the potato was the forbidden fruit,

the cause of man's fall; and of course its use

was both immoral and irreligious. Of a piece

with this was the hostility cf the French to the

growth of the potato in their country, in their

voting against a benevolent gentleman, who took

pains to foster its culture, under the plea that he

had invented the potato.

The potato was introduced from England into

the Netherlands and thence into Germany, in

the early pari of tlie last century. It was first

cultivated in Sweden in 1720, but notwithstand-

ing the exertions and recommendation of Lin-

nteus, it did not come into general cultivation un-

til 1764, when a royal edict was published for

the encouragement of this branch of husbandry.

In France, tnucli of the final success of its

more extended cultivation, was due to the exer-

tions of the benevolent Parmenter, who perse-

vered amidst open opposition and ridicule of all

kinds. For a while the king, Louis XVI, and his

court wore the flower of the potato in the but-

ton-holes of their coats, as a means of enlisting

popular favor, or, what at that time was equiva-

lent, fashion on its side. The dearth in the first

years of the French revolution, served to direct

attention more and more to the cultivation of the

potato, which, after a time, became general. To
it were the people of France and some other

parts of Europe indebted for protection against

famine, in the disastrous years of 1816 and 1817.

We might suppose, however, from the following

incident, that the prejudices against the root

were not so great in all parts of France, even at

the time in which farmcnter was laboring so

bard in its favor. In the seven years war— 1750

—1763—a small detachment of the French army,
while in Saxony, having its supplies wholly cut

off", the soldiers subsisted for eight or ten days
entirely on jiotatoes obtained from the iields

;

nor was the manner of living considered among
them as by any means a hardship. Less than

thirty years before this event, the potato was un-

knownto the agricidturists of Saxony.

About the middle of the last centiuy, the cul-

ture of the potato in Switzerland, which was be-

gun in 1720, had so much increased, that it con-

stituted the food of two thirds of the people.—

In the present day it still forms a leading article

of food among the peasantry of that country. It

likewise makes a veiy prominent figure in the

productive husbandry of Poland, where it is

cultivated to an extraordinary extent. In 1837, .ns

much as 4,288,185 kovzecs ofpotatoes(each kovzec

being nearly equal to two hundred weight) were
produced in that country. In Italy, within the

present century, the cultivation of the potato has

been greatly encouraged: and the traveller, in

the city of Naf)les, for instance, must rememlter

the large vessels filled with boiled potatoes, in

the public streets, and near the royal palace it-

self, from which, at a cheap rate, the poor and
lazzaroni can procure a wholesome meal—the

supply oftheir fiivorite maccaroni being deficient

or too dear.

The potato waa introduced into India some
sixty or seventy years ago, and it is now success-

fully cultivated in Bengal, and it has been in

duced into the Madras provinces and Java, the

Phillippines and China. But in common it does

not thrive within the tropics, unless it be gn
at an elevation of 3,000 or 4,000 feet above the

level of the sea, so that it can never come into

very general use in those regions. It has well

been remarked by Mc'Cullnoli, "So rapid an ex-

tension of the taste for, and the cidlivation of an
exotic, has no parallel in the history of industry:

it has had, and will continue to have, the most
powerful influence on the condition of mankind."

In the U. States, potatoes are cultivated to a great

extent, and form a regular part of the daily food
of a vast majority of the inhabitants. During the

year 1840, there were upwards of a hundred
millions bushels raised, of which the State of
New York yielded thirty millions, Pennsylvania
more than nine millions and a half, Maine up-
wards of ten millions, Vermont more tlian eight
millions. New Hampshin; six millions, Massa-
chusetts five millions, Oiiio about the same quan-

ty. From the most northern to the extreme
southern limits—from Maine to Louisiana, we
find this esculent root largely cultivated, in this

country, the potato has its proper rank, as an ar-

icle of food—auxiliary at nil times, and in re-

serve on extra occasions, but not as in Ireland

the chief subsistence.

Potatoes eaten raw, have been found to be a-

tnong the best retnedies for the scurvy, as well as

an excellent preventative.

—

Hartford Courant.

From the Northern Light.

THE NORTHERN PINE.
BY KREDEKICK W. COLE.

When the mournful wail of the autumn gale

Was heard in the pathless wood,

And its golden pride o'er the hill's strewn wide,

Fell around me where I stood

—

The same strong hand that so harsh could seize

.\nd wring such woe from the leafless trees.

Brought tones as soft as the zephyr breeze,

From a harp of a happier mood.

'Twis the brave old Pine that disdained to whine

For the loss of the summer sheen

—

Through the sultry heat and driving sleet.

He can keep his tranquil mien.

The winter may come—it will not alloy

His dreamy song of contented joy,

And he smiles at the frost that can never destroy

His robe of perennial green.

L'nblenching Pine' be thy courage mine,

In the whirl of changing time
;

That the chilling breath of approaching deatll

On my heart-strings soft may chime :

Let my springs be uot in earthly clod

By the step of the dark despoiler trod

—

But by holy trust may I dwell wiUi God,

In his pure and changeless clime.

Albany, May, 1842.

The Bushel of Corn.

BY T. S. AltTUlR.

Farmer Gray had a neighbor who was not the

best tetnpercd man in the world, though mainly
kind and obliging. He was n shoemaker. His
name was Burton. One day in harvest time, when
every hand on the farm was busy as a bee, this

man came over to Farmer Gray's, and said,

rather a petident tone of voice

—

"Mr. Gray, I wish you woidd send over and
drive your geese home."

" Why so, Mr. Barton ; what have my geese

been doing?" said the fanner, in a mild quiet

tone.

"They pick my pigs' cars when they are eat

ing, and go into my garden, atid I will not havt

it!" the neighbor replied in a still more petulent

voice.

"I am really sorry for it, neighbor Barton ; but

what can I do ?"

" Why yoke them, and thus keep them on your

own premises. It's no kind of way to let y
geese run all over every farm and garden in the

neighborhood."
" But I cannot see to it now. It is harvest time

friend Barton, and every man, woman and child

on the farm has as much as he or she can do.

Try and bear it for a week or so, and then I will

see if I can po.ssibly remedy the evil."

" I can't bear it, and I wont bear it any longer !"

the shoemaker said. " So if you don't take care

of them, friend Gray, I shall have to take care of

them for you."

"Well, neighbor Barton, you can do as you

please," farmer Gray i-eplied in his usual quiet

tone. "I am sorry that they trouble you, but I

cannot attend to them now."

"I'll attend to them for you, see if I don't," the

shoemakersaid, still more angrily,and then turned

upon his heel and strode off' towards Ids own
house, which was quite near.

"What upon earth can be the matter with them
geese.'" Mrs. Gray said about fifteen minutes af-

"I really cannot tell, unless neighbor Barton is

taking care of them. He threatened to do so if I

didn't yoke them right oft'."

"Taking care of them! How taking care of

them ?"

"As to that I am quite in the dark. Kilhng

them, perhaps. He said they picked at his pigs'

ears and drove them away when they were eating.

and that he would not have it. He wanted me to

yoke them right off, hut that I could not do, as all

the hands are busy. He then sai<l, that if 1 didn't
take care of them, he woidd. So 1 suppose he is

engaged in the neighborly busiuess of taking care
of our geese."

"John! William! run over and see what Mr.
Barton is doing with my geese," Mrs. Gray said,

in a quick and anxious tone, to two little boys
who were playing near.

The iMchins scampered off', well pleased to

perform any errand.

"Oh, if lie has dared to do any thing to my
geese, 1 will never forgive him!" the good wife
said, angrily.

" Ilu-s-h, Sally ! make no rash speeches. It is

more than probable that he has killed some two
or three of thciii. But nevermind if he has. He
will got over his [.et, and be sorry for it.

" Ves ; but what good will his being sorry do
me. Will it bring my geese to life?"

"Ah, well, Sally, never mind. Let ns vvait until

we learn what all this disturbance is about."

In about ten minutes the children came home,
bearing the bodies of three geese, each without
a head.

"Oh, isn't that too much for human endin--

ance?" exclaimed Mrs. Gray. "Where did you
find them ?"

" We found thein lying out in the road," said

the oldest of the two children. "And when we
picked them up, Mr. Barton said—'Tell your fii-

ther that I have yoked his'gee.se for him, to save

him the trouble, as his hands are all too busy to

do it.'
•'

"I'd sue him for it !" suid Mrs. Gray in an in-

dignant tone.

"And what good would that do, Sally?"

"Why it would ilo a great deal of good. It

would teach him belter manners. It would pun-

ish him ; and he deserves punishment."
" And punish us into the bargain. We have

lost three geese now, but we still have their good
fat bodies to eat. A lawsuit woidd cost us a good
many geese, and not leave us even so imich as

the feathers, besides giving us a world of trouble

and vexation. No, no, Sally—just let it rest, and
he will be sorry for it, 1 know."

"Sorry lor it, indeed! And what good will his

being sorry for it do us, I should like to know?
Next, he will kill a cow, and then we must be

satisfied with his being sorry for it! Now, I can

tell you that I don't believe any thing about his

being sorry, the crabbed, ill-natured wretch."

"Don't call hard names, Sally," farmer Gray»

suid, in a mild, soothing tone. " Neighbor Barton

was not himself when he killed the geese. Like

every other angry per.son, he was a little insane,

and did what he would not have done had he been

perfectly in his right mind. When you are a little

excited, you know, Sally, that even you do and

say unreasonable things."
" Me do and say unreasonable things !" exclaim-

ed Mrs. Gray, with a look and tone of indignant

astonishment ;
" Me say and <lo unreasonable

things when I'm angry ! I don't understand you,

Mr. Gray."
"May be I can help you a little. Don't you

remember how angry you were when Mr. Mel-

Ion's old brindle got into our garden, and tramp-

ed over your lettuce bed, and how you struck her

with the' oven i)ole, and knocked off one of her

horns ?"

" But I didn't mean to do that, though."
" No, but then you were angry, and struck old

brindle with a right good will. And if Mr. Mel-

lon had felt disposed, he might have prosecuted

for damages."
" But she had no business there."

"Of course not. Neither had our geese any

business in neighbor Barton's yard. But, perhaps

I can help you to another instance, that will be

more conclusive in regard to your doing and say-

ing unreasonable things when your are angry.

You remember the patent ciiurn ?"

" Yes, but never mind about that."

"So you have not forgotten how unreasonable

you were about the cliurn. It wasn't good for

any thing—yon knew it wasn't ; and you'd never

put a jar of cream into it as long as you lived—

that you wouldn't. And yet, on"trial, you found

that churn the best you had ever used, and now

wouldn't part with it on any consideration. So

you see, Sally, that even you can say and do un

reasonable things when you are angry just us wel
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as Mr. Barton can. Let us then consider him a

little, and give him time to get over his angry fit.

It will be ninch better to do .so."

Mrs. Gray saw that her husband was right, but

still she felt indignant at the outrage comtiiilted on
her geese. She did not, however, say any thing

about suing the shoemaker— for old brindle's head
from which the horn had been knocked oft', was
not entirely well, and one prosecution very natu-

rally suggested the idea of another. So slie took

her three fat geese, and after stripping off their

feathers, had them prepared for the table.

On the next morning, as Mr. Gray was going
along the road, he met the shoemaker, and as they

had to pass very near to each other, the farmer
smiled and bowed, and spoke kindly. Mr. Barton
looked and felt very uneasy, but farmer Gray did

not seem to remember the unpleasant incident of
the day before.

It was about eleven o'clock of the saine day,

that one of farmer Gray's little boys came running
to him, and crying

—

"Oh father! father! Mr. Barton's hogs are in

our corn field."

" Then I must go and drive them out," said Mr.
Gray, in a quiet tone.

" Drive 'em out !" ejaculated Mrs. Gray. " Drive
'em out, indeed ! I'd shoot them, that's what I'd

do! I'd serve him as he served my geese yester-

day !"

" But that wouldn't bring the geese to life again,
Sally."

" I don't care if ic wouldn't: it would be pay-
ing him iu his own coin, and that's all he de-
serves."

" You know what the bible says, Sally, aliout

grievous words, and they apply with stronger
force to grievous actions. No—no—1 will return
neighbor Barton good for evil. That is the best

way. He has done wrong, and I am sure is sorry

for it. And as I wish him still to remain sorry

for so unkind and unneighborly an action, I intend

making use of the best means for keeping him

"Then you will be revenged on him, any how."
" No, Sally—not revenged. I hope I have no

such feeling. For I am not angry with neighbor
Bartoti, who has done himself a iiuich greater
wrong than he has done me. But I wish him to

see clearly how wrong he acted, that he may do
so no more. And then we shall not have any
cause to complain of him, nor he any to be grie-

ved, as I am sure he is at his own hasty conduct.

But while 1 am talking here, his hogs are destroy-

ing my corn."

Ami so saying, farmer Gray hurried oflT towards
his corn field. Wlien he arrived there, he found

four large hogs tearing down the stalks, and pul-

ling off and eating the ripe ears of corn. They
had already destroyed a good deal. But he drove

them out very calmly, and put up the bars through

which they had enteied, and then commenced
gatherin<; up the half eaten ears of corn, and
throwing them out into the lane for the hogs that

had been so suddenly distm-hed in the process of

obtaining a liberal meal. As he was thus engag-
ed, Mr. Barton, who had from his own house seen

the farmer turn the hogs out of his corn field,

came hurriedly up, and said—
" I am very sorry, Mr. Gray, indeed I am, that

my hogs have done this: I will most clieerfully

pay you for what they have destroyed."

"Oh, never mind, friend Barton—never mind.
Such things will happen occasionally. My geese,

you know, amioy you very much sometimes."
" Don't speak of it, Mr. Gray. They didn't an-

noy me half as much as 1 imagined they did. But
how much corn do you think my hogs have de
stroyed .' One bushel, or two bushels—or how
much .' Let it be estimated, and I will pay you
for it most cheerfully."

" Oh, no—not for the world, friend Barton.
Such things will happen sometimes. And be-

sides, some of my men must have left the bars
down, or your hogs could never have got in. So
don't think any more about if. It would be dread-
ful if one neighbor could not bear a little with
another."

All this cut poor Mr. Barton to the heart. His
own ill-natin-ed language ami conduct, at a much
smaller trespass on liis right;;, presented iLself to

his mind, and deeply mortified him. Altera few
monents' silence he said

—

" Tlie flict is, Mr. Gray, I shall feel better if

you will let me pay for this corn. My hogs

hould not be fattened at your expense, and I

kill not consent to its being done. So 1 shall in-

sist on paying you for at least one bushel of corn,

for I am sure they have destroyed that much, if

not more."
But Mr. Gray shook his head, and smiled plea-

santly, as he replied

—

' Don't think any thing more about it, neighbor
Barton. It is a matter deserving no consideration.

No doubt tny cattle have often trespassed on you,

and will trespass on you again. Let us then bear

and forbear."

All this rut the shoemaker still deeper, and he
felt still less at ease in mind after he parted from
the farmer than he did before. But one thing he

resolved, and that was to pay Mr. Gray for the

corn which his hogs had eaten.
" You told him your mind pretty plainly, I

lope," Mrs. Gray said, as her husband came iu.

' I certainly did," was the quiet reply.

"And I am glad you had spirit enough to do it!

I reckon he will think twice before he kills any
of my geese."

expect you are right, Sally. I don't think

we shall be troubled again."

"And what did you say to him ? And what did

he say for himself.'"
" Why he wanted very much to pay me for the

rn his pigs had eaten ; but I wouldn't hear to

I told him that it made no difference in the

world. That such accidents would happen souie-

mes."
"You did.'"

"Certairdy, I did."

"And that's the way you spoke your mind to

" Precisely. And it had the desired effect. It

made him feel ten times worse then if 1 had spok-

en angrily to him. He is exeedingly pained at

hat he has done, and says he will never rest

until he has paid for that corn. But I am resolv-

ed never to take a cent for it. It will be the best

possible guaranty I can have for his kind and
neighborly conduct hereafter."

" Well, perhaps you are right," Mrs. Gray said,

after a few moments of thoughtful silence. " 1

like Mrs. Barton very much—and now I come to

think of it, I should not wish to have any differ-

ence between our families."

"And so do I like Mr. Barton. He has read a

good deal, and I find it very pleasant to sit with

him occasionally during the long winter evenings.

His only fault is his quick temper—but I am sure

it is much better for us to hear with and soothe

that, than to oppose and excite if, and thus keep
both his family and our own iu hot water."

"You are certainly right," Mrs. Gray said, "and
I only wish that 1 could always think and feel as

you do. But I am a little quick, as they say
"

"And so is Mr. Barton. Now just the same
consideration that you would desire others to

have for yon, should you exercise towards Mr.
Barton, or any one else whose hasty temper leads

him into words or actions that in calmer an

Tuore thoughtful moments, are subjects of regret

On the next day, while Mr. Gray stood in lii

own door, from which he could see all over the

two or three acres of ground that the shoemaker
cultivated, he observed two of his own cows
his neighbor's corn field, browsing away in quite

a contented manner. As he was going to call

one of the farm hands to go over and drive the

out, he perceived that Mr. Barton had become
aware of the mischief that was going on, and had
already started for the field of corn.

"Now we will see the eftect of yesterday's les-

son," the farmer said to himself, and then paused

to observe the manner of the shoemaker towards

his cattle in driving them out of the field. In t

few mimiles Mr. Barton came up to the cows-
hut, instead of throwing stones at them, or strik

ing them with a stick, he merely drove them out

in a quiet way, and put up the bars through which
they bad entered."

"Admirable!" ejaculated farmer Gray.

"What is admirable?" asked his wife, who
came within hearing distance at the moment.

" Why the lesson I gave our friend Barton yes-

terday, works admirably."
" How so ?"

" Why two of our cows were in his corn field

afe linutes ago, destroying the ' tpid

" Well ! what did he do to them .'" in a quick

ixious tone.

"He drove them out."
" Did he stone them, or beat them."
" Oh no. He was as gentle as a child towards

them."
You are certainly jesting."

Not I. Friend Barton has not forgotten that

his pigs were in my corn field yesterday, and thai

I turned them out without hurting a hair of one
of them. Now, suppose I had got angry and beat-

en his liog-s, what do you think the result would
have been ? Why, it is much more than proba-
ble, that one or both of our fine cows would have
been at this moment in the condition of Mr. Mel-
Ion's old brindle."

I wish you wouldn't say any thing more about
old brindle," Mrs. Gray said, trying to laugh, while
her face grew red, in spite of her efforts to keep
down her feelings.

" Well, I won't, Sally, if it worries you. But it

is such a good illustration, that I cannot help us-

it sometimes."
I am glad he didn't hiu-t the cows," Mrs. Gray
I, after a pause.

And so am I, Sally. Glad on more than one
account. It shows that he has made an effort to

keep down his hasty, irritable tem|)er—and if he
can do that, it will be a favor conferred on the

whole neigldrorhood, for almost every one com-
plains, at times, of this fault in his character."

" It is certainly the best policy to keep fair

patlier witli him," Mrs. Gray remarked, "for a
an of his temper coidd annoy us a good deal."

"That word policy, Sally, is not a good word,"

her husband replied. " It conveys a thoroughly

Ifish idea. Now, we ought to look for some
higher motive of action than mere policy—mo-
tives grounded in correct and unselfish princi-

ples."
" But what other motive but policy could we

possibly have for putting up with Mr. Barton's

outrageous conduct ?"

" Other and far higher motives, it seems to me.

We should reflect that Mr. Barton has naturally

a hasty temper, and that, when excited, he does

things" for which he is sorry afterwards—and that,

in nine cases out of ten, he is a greater suflferer

from these outbreaks than any one else. In our
actions towards him, then, it is a much higher and
better motive for us to lie governed by a desire

to aid him in tlie carre<ition of this evil, than to

look merely to the protection of ourselves from
its effects. Do you not think so?"

" Yes, it does seem so."

"When thus moved to action, we are, in a de-

gree, regarding the whole neighborhood, for the

evil of which we speak, affects all. And in thus
suffering ourselves to be governed by such eleva-

ted and un.-elfish motives, we gain all that we
possibly could have gained under the mere insti-

gation of policy—and a great deal more. But to

bring the matter into a still narrower compass.
In all our actions towards him and every one
else, we should be governed by the simple con-
sideration—Is it right ? If a spirit of retaliation

be not right, then it cannot be indulged without
a mutual injury. Of course, then, it should never
prompt us to action. If cows or hogs get into

my field or garden, and destroy my property, who
is to blame most ? Of course, myself I should

have kept my fences in better repair, or my gate

closed. The animals are certaiidy not to blame,

for they follow only the |)romptings of nature

—

and their owners should not be censured, for

they know nothing about it. It would then be

very wrong for me to injure both the animals and
their owneTS for my own neglect—would it not ?"

" Yes—I suppose it would."
" So at least it seems to me. Then, of course,

I ought not to injure neighbor Barton's cows or

hogs, even if they do break into my corn field or

garden, simply because it would be wrong to do

so. This is the i)rinciple upon which we shoidd

act, and not from any selfish policy."

After this, there was no more trouble about far-

mer Gray's geese or cattle. Sometimes the geese

would get among Mr. Barton's hogs, and annoy

them vvhile eating, but it did not worry him as it

did formerly. If they became too troublesome, he

would drive them away, but not by throwing sticks

and stones at them, as he once did.

Late in the fall, the shoemaker brought in his

hill for work. It was a pretty large bill, with sun-

dry credits.
" Pay day has come at last," farmer Gray said,

good humoredly, as the shoemaker presented his
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acrount. " Well, let us fee !" and lie tooU tiie bill

"Cr. I{y one bushel of cor\t, fifty cents."

"li's ."oriie corn I hud from \ou."

"I reckon you must be nikitaken. You never

got any corn Iroin nie."

"Oh yes I .liii. I remember it perfectly well.

It is airri!.'hl."

"But when did you get it, friend Barton? Inm
sure that I hav'iit the most distant recollection

of it."

'• My hog.s got it," the shoemaker said, in rather

a low and hesil.iling tone.

"Your ho-a!"
'• Yes. Don't you remember when my hops

broke into ^ou^ field, nnil destroyed your corn?"
" Oh dear ! Is that it ? Oh, no, no, friend Bar-

ton ! I cannot allow that item ill the bill."

"Yes, hut J
on must. It is perfectly just—and

I shall never rest until it is paid."

" I can't indeed. Vou couldn't help your hogs

(retting into my fieM ; and then you know, friend

Barton (lowering his tone) my geese were very

troublesome !"

The shoemaker blushed and looked confused;

but fjirmer Gray flapped him fiimiliarly on the

ahonlder, and said, in a livi ly, cheprfiil way—
" Don't think any thing more about it, fiiend

Barton ! Ami hereafter, let us endeavor t.) rfo as

we would be done bi/, and then every thing will go

on us smooth as clock-work."
" But you will allow that iienri in the bill.'" the

shoemaker urged, perseveringly.

"Oh no, I couldn't do that. I should think it

«'rong to make you pay tor my own or some of

my men'.s negligence iii leaving the burs down."

"But then (hesitatingly) those geese 1 I killed

three. Let it go f()r llienu'"

"If you did kill them, we ate iheni—so that is

even. "No—no— let the past be forgotten, and
"

it makes better neighbors and friends of us, we
never need regret what has happened."

Farmer Gray remained firm, and the bill whs
Bellied, omitting the item of "corn." From that

time forth, be never had u belter neighbor than

the shoemaker.
The cows, and hogs, and geese of both, wi

o-casiofially trespass—but the trespa-ssecs v

always kindly removed. The lesson ivas not lost

on either of ihem—fi>r even Farmer Gray used to

fee', sometimes, a little annoyed vvheii his neigl

hoi's cattle broke into his field. But in leaching

the shoemaker u lesson, he had taken a little of it

to liiiiiself.

Risk of Mercantile Life.

Gen. Dearborn, in a lecture delivered last win-

ter, before the (armers of the Alassacliiisetts Leg-

islature, declared that ninety-nine out of every

one hundred persons, who oblaiiied their liveli-

hood hy buying and selling,y<<i/e(/, or died insol%

vent. This fact lie a.scertained by relijrenci

the books of the custom-house, the banks,

Probate ofiice, and from the recollections of the

oldest merchants. If this sUitement uppro.v

mates the truth in relation to the risks of nii'i

cantile life, it should induce fiiiher.s, who ca

place their sous upon a farm, to instil into the

minds a love of ugriciiltiirul pmsnits. General
Dearborn declared, that "he would prefer a cot

tage in the country with five acres of ground, t(

the mo.st splendid palace that could be erected ii

the city, if be must depend upon the success u

merchandize to support it."

There are six manufactories of buttons in the

United Stales, emploving when in full operation,

2,500 persona: capital emploved, Sl,40(),000; the

value of annual product, $1.1,000,000; persons
depending on the trade for em|iIoymenland sub-
sistence, 10,000.

There are two manufactories of Pins in tlie

United States, vet in their iiifancv; persons i

jdoyed 100; annual product !5|00",000.

Value of Combs made in the L'nited Stij

81,700,000; ilo. Brushes, 81,7.50,000. Al
5000 persona einployed in the two ; waffts per
day SI, for males, a'lid 76 cents for females.
Europe the cost of similar labor is only twenty
cents per day. In the nianufacline of bellows,
COD hands are employed: capital, $100,000.
The value of cotton goods iTmnufaciiired in the

country is $46,000,000 per nnnnm ; capital em
|)lo;'»d in tU« wauufacture, $51,000,000. Thtirt

;irc 141 fiictories in the cotton crowing Slat

pital, $1,700,000 ; annual prodiict. $ 1 ,'.>00,'000.

Tliereare550 vessels engaged in the whale

fishery alone. Tlie ag£regate expense of the

tfii'is over §10 000,000 Vor each voyage. Value

of ship- and outfits over $-20,000,00U. Annual
product over $7,000,000 perannum.

"Charcoal as a Manure."
We wish to call attention to a paper under

tJiis title in the Tiansactiojis of the N. Y. Wtate

Agricultural Society, fbrnislied by J.ll. Hepburn,

l'.s,|. of Luoii,iiig,'Pa. The fi.cts there stated,

:igittiMg as they do with what everyone miisl

secure for charcoal as a manure, a greater de-

gree of consideration than il lias yet received.

As it is pidiiable some of our readers may not

meet with the "Transactions," we shall con-

lense some of his stiitements for the benefit of

" During the last autumn, businei«s called me
into Harfijid county, Maryland. Widle there, I

was sur|)rised at" the exceedingly luxuriant

growth of a crop of grain, but lately seeded

into a field on l).-er Creek, and also at the pe-

culiar uppearaiii-e of the soil. The soil upon

which the giniii w.is growing, had a remarka-

blv dark appearance, iiiid appeared to be so

mellow and triable as nearly to bury the foot at

every .ste|>. * * \ mq'iired if the fieli"

had not been covered with cjiarcoal, and was

told that it had l)eeii. I incpiiied when it w
done, and was lold that it bud been spread n

on it more than twei\ty years ago.' I then aski

what was the general cpialily of the crops ruiseil

upon it, uiiil was told they were invariably fine,

lioih as to qtianiily and qiialiiy." Mr. Hepburn
gives, among other experiments, one made by

gentleman in the iron businefS. " He had

huge qiianlily of coal that had becniiie too fine

to he used in his fiiniuce. and not knowing

what lo do with it. coinludcd as the easiest way

to dispose of it, lo haul it out, and spread it on

his grass land. He spread it late in the liill, and

for many years he infiirmed me bus olwervcd

the most uslonishing effect produced upon his

yield of grass. The quantity was neiirly dou-

liled, and the good eftect coiuiiiiied as long ns

he owned the priqierty, which was at least ten

years." .Mr. Hepburn" also suites the important

tiict, lliut " wherever charcoal has been .Tpplied,

rust never affects the growing crop of wheat"
Every coal burner is aware that a vigorous

and healthy vegetution always .siiriounds the <dd

hearths, or coal bed.*, us the place when; the

coal bus been burned is called. We have known
a blacksmith who made his own coal, that al-

ways used ihe hearth tor an onion bed, and his

uniform success justified the use to which he

appropriated those filuces. In another instance

a fanner who whs remarkable for his gardening

operations, lohl us tlial his practice was lo make
his garden beds lor his onions, ca'iots, &c. and

llim spread over them a layer of straw some ten

or twelve inches in thickness, which was burnt

on the ground. The charcoal and ashes made
bv this dressing was sliL'hily raked in, and then

the .seeds sowii. In this way. his crop never

lo this facility of absorption that charcoal owes
its sweeteninir properties, as its effect on partially

s|ioiled meat is termed.
As charcoal is almost indestructible, and its

effects as a manure remain as long as it exists

in the soil, it is possible ihat idiarcoal o ay be

found one of ihe cheapest us well as most effi-

cient manures for some crops, and on some soils.

It appears evident from the inunner of its action,

that plants requiring the t'lealesl supply of ni-

tro;;en would be the most bencfilled hy it.! apjili-

cation, and hence its efficacy when given to

wheal. It conid prortiice little effect on extreme-

ly wet soils, us alternations of dryness, lo allow

the contact and condensation of the ga.<es, and

of moisture to render such absorption available,

are necessarv lo u'ive effect lo charcoal. Char-

coal has a physical, as well as a chemical effect

on .soils, deci"dedly ii-elid. It renders them as

far as ills present, li-lit aiidfii.ihie ; and jiixes

ndililional wariinli to ilieni by iis color, which

absorbs and ntains nailily the i;iys of liie .mmi

iluring the day. It i< not siirpi i>iii:: that those

fi>iin(l more effective and durable, than those in

which its place is occupied by peat or even com-

mon mould.

—

Albany Cultivator.

Mr. Hepburn remarks Ihat he shall not at-

ternpl to exjdain the chemical action or affinities

which imparl such value to charcoal. We think

the following quolalion from Liebi:;, will exhibit

one great caiise of its efficiency. In speaking of

the power of various sidistances to absorb am-
monia from the atmosphere, he says:—"Pow-
dered chan-o.il surpasses all other substances in

the power which it possesses of condensing uni-

moiiia within its pores, particularly when it has

been previously heated lo redness. Charcoal

absorbs 90 times its volume of iimmoniacal gas,

which may again be separated by simply nioist-

eiiing it with water." The experiments of Lucas

given in the appendix lo Liebig, are also most

s-triUing proofs of the value of charcoal to vege-

tution, and the miinner in which it operates.

They show that plants thrive in [lowderetl char-

coal, and maybe broiiLdil to blo.^soni and hear

fVuit, if exposed lo the influence of the rain and

the atmosphere: n result almost impossible to

obtain in any other simple suhsiancc, and which

can only bn owing lo the facility with which

gases, whether carbonic or amiuouiaeal. It iii

Robert Lincoln's Song.— I was a little alarm-

ed the other day, .Mr. Hdiior. on reading a notice

in your paper, regarding my old " Hny day" friend,

Robert Lincoln, Esq., commonly called in this

deinocralic " good-as-you" country, "Bob Link."

This led me to believe, or rather feaiMliat among
the innovations and changes of the limes, he hud

also changed his song.

Judge my gratification, however, when yester-

day I made" a special visit to the fields of Jecsey,

to ascertain what change, if any, he had under-

gone, either in song or costume. I knew his

haunts. I was sure, if lo be found unywhere, I

should meet him where I soiighl him—and I was

not disappointed. I saw him on the bough of

an apple-tree that stood on the skirt of a meadow,

amusing himself in tuning his pipes, as il were,

to catch the right pilch, at times striking " B and

E fiat." and again a semitone, approaching "C
sharp"—wearing as usiiid, the summer cosiiiine

of his father and grand-fatlier, and 1 don't know
but that of his great-grand-father loo—black

satin vest and pantaloons, and while round-ahoiit

j icket. Just then, his old fiivorile, Mury Lincoln,

in a dark grey riissell morning dress, started fioin

a tuft of high grass on a shopping excursion,

when "Robert." alive lo the duties of gallantry,

instantly ofll-red his services, " wing-fnlly" aiitl

"song-liill," and the air at once was filled with

his delicious melody

—

"in linked sweetness long

ilrawM out;" the same " time-cherish'd ' note, and

line, and word, precisely, as I heard in ch Idhoml.

For the information of some of your renders,

who may not have a copy of Robert Lincoln's

son:;, I iiow transcribe it; and, if they WiiUt to

hear it sung, let thciii go to the hay-fiehU of New
Jersey.

Tho Song.
Miry LiacMn—M:iiy Liiic.ln—

Won't you w lit for Bobby Lincoln 7

Don't you fee—don't you see

Bobby Lincoln—satin pantaloons

And summer jacket?
Tackle to—tackle to—Marv Lincoln

—

Not so last—not so fist !

I'll Ibllow thee—round about clover-top,

And dock-wee.i, and apple tree

—

Bobby Lincoln never lets iVi-iry Lincoln

Gad .about ilone with Harry H mse—inuckle weayerj

JNor shall she marry Michael Man-jcl wurtzel.

— iV. Y. American.

Importation of Wool.
We make the lollowiiiK extracts from a late

number of the Boston Cultivator, and invite fiir

them the attention of our readers. Every one Is

aware that wool, costing less than 8 ci nts per

pound, is admitted free of duty ; as it was sup-

posed that none but the coarse Smyrna or Bue-

nos Ayres wools, which would come in com peti-

lioti with none grown in this country, could In

procured al those rates. Such, however, itseeins

is not Ihe fiicl ; but Ihat grades of wool, vUiicIl

directly compete with a huge proportion of our

wiiol, raii!;in:; from middlini; lo line, ar'! import-

ed to a jireal exlenl, liiid at prices which exempt

it from duty. Of this diity-liee wool, the im-

porlation aiinuully ii iVum teu to Gt'teeu luiiliou'
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of pouMiN, anil is con?Iaiitly Wiereasing. Tlie

iniiiiliHi- oftilmep in tlie United States may be es-

tiinate<l at twenty millions, and llie clip of wool

nt fiCty millions, about equal to the wiinls of tlie

rounti-y. There is a vast capital engaj;eil in lliisi

produolion of wool by the farmer, and the prices

aeem to have reached the lowest point compwii-

ble with the business, and further reiluciion

wonhl be destruction. We think farmeis have
n right to ask that in the mutual adjustment of

the claims of the various interests of ilie comjtry,

one so vitally important to its interests, and their

l)rosperity, shall not be overlooked. The eilitor

of the paper named, savs:
'• We have now before us on our table, six

kinds of wool imported duty free from South
Ainerica, furnished us as samples by one of the

largest importers in the United St.-ites, which
nciually cost in South America from 3i to less

than 8 cents per lb., and therefore all admitted
duly (i-ee.

" The first kind is a lonjr coarse wool about 7
inches in len^'tii, about as fine as wool of our
coarse long wool sheep, such as is manufactured
into coarse lilaid<et!>, carpets, worsted, and coarse
cloth.i. This sample is very white and clean,

and may be afforded for 12i to J6 cents per
]K)iind.

"The second is n coarse wool of a finer grade,

fully equal to the wool of our best old-liishioned

common sheep, and is adapted for middle satin-

et:s, coarse woolens imd comiuiiu blankets.

],2C0 bales of this wool were imported into Bos-
ton in one week, duty free. If sold at one siiill-

iriL' per pounil, it would atibrd llie importer ov.-r

]G(1 per cent, profit. This woul, 1 v comparison,
is equal to some taken from a half "l.lood Dishley
ewe, anil cleanses white and fine.

"The third is fidi as f-ood as our half blood
merino wool, ami may be cleanetl, as the import-
er said, at an expense of from \h to 2 cents per
poimd. This v.'ool is fit fiir the second grade of
broadcloths, cassiiiieres, flannels, and the fin-^t

class of satinetts, and may be imported so that

it sIihII not cost the inanufacturer, when perfectly
cleaned, twenty cents per II).

"The fointh is of the same grade, fiill of burrs
and dirt; may be cleaned for two cents per lb.

and may be purchased abroad at the lowest rate

above slated, or -ih cents jier lb.

"The fifth is a .sample of wool about the same
grade as the two ibrmer, short and fine, cleanseil

i.n South America, very wliite and clean. We
were much surprised when the iia porter assured
IIS that this wool <;ost in South America, posi-

ti»ely less than 8 cents per lb. and was imjiorted

duty free.

•'The sixth is very similar to pure merino
wool, and tiie sample which we have washed in

hot soap suds is beautifully white and clean.

When compared with some wool from the Hon.
Isaac C. Bates' flock, we were unable to decide
which was the finest, and so we called in a third

per-son, who declared Mr. Bates' a little the

finest, but the difference was trifling. This wool
being iincleaned, cost le.-s than 8 cents, and was
imported duty free ; while the cloths maniilac-
tiired from such wool, by the compromise act,

have been protected by a iluty ransini' from 50
to 214 per cent, down to Jupre, 1842."

—

Jilbany

Cutlivalor.

'•WiM. YOU siG.N THIS NOW?" — A beautiful
incident occurred at a tem|)erance meeting in

this rriiy a few evenings since, which is worthy
^of a more extend<'d record than that made on
the hearts of the few who witnessed if.

The hall was crowded by an intelligent and
nttptitive audience ; many were moving up the
aisle to sign the pledge, urged to this course by
the eloquent pleadings of their own minds anil

consciences. Suddenly a young and beautifid
girl left her seat, anrl taking the pleilge from the
secretary's desk, walked steadily down ihe aisle

and presented it to a youn;; man, with this sim-
ple request, in tones soft and musical as Eolian
notes

—

" Will you sijin this noii) ?"

We were sitting just in front, and turned our
bend to witness the eflTeci of the apjieal. The
young man colored slightly, and we feared would
decline. But when he looked up into her mute
but imploring eye.s,-and read in every line of her
sunny cciunienance the deep interest which she
felt in the result, be took the pej) from her ex-

tended hand aiiil placed his name to the sheet.

A loud and long burst of applause testified the

gratificaiioii of those who witnessed the act, ami
the fiiir enthusiast returned to her seat with light

step, and doubtless a light heart.

Was she a sister or a betrolhed ? Did she
.save a brother, or one who was to be her bus-
hand ? We know not— it matters not. Suffi-

cient is it to know that some strong im|iidse
()rompted her—that some deep and holy sympa-
thy urged her to this step.

And was it not noble and generous thus to

exert an influence which she posswssed for good?
Is it not worthy of imitation ? It may be that

that young mtui was treading in a dangerous
way, and that he lia<l lisiened night after night

to the dark details which the drunkard's experi-

ence gives, without eflfect. It may be that she
alone had the power to save him, and that had
she omitted to exercise the power he would have
been lost.

.^re there not hundreds of young men in this

trity, who, noble ami generous and manly as they
are, need a like interposition? Have they no
sisters or fi'iends whose words of entreaty may
arre.st (hem in their headlong coiii-.-e, ere it be
loo late ? Let the young n\u\ beautifid of the
other sex bethink them of their duty, and fol-

lowing the example of the girl here alluded to,

say to each and every young man within their

influence—"Will you sign this now ?"—JV. Y.

H'ashtngtonian.

Hints to the Working Classes,

AND ALL OTHERS.

If a man at 21 years of age began to save one
dollar a week, and put it .-it interest every year,

he would have—at 31 years of ajre, $650; at 41,

.*l,8a0; at 51, .•53.680;*at 61, S6.150; at7l, $11,-
500. When we look at the.-e sums, and when
we think how much temptaiiin and evil mi^hl
he avoided in the very act of saving them, and
how much good a man in humble circumstances
may do for hisfiimily by these .sjinis, we cannot
help wonileriiig that there are not more savers of

$1 a week. He who saves this sum may not on-
ly pay his own way, but be may help the afflicted

and snbsciibe to various beijevolent societies.

—

In short, he may show mercy to thtius.-uids in this

world, and he may help them on their way to a

better.

The above calculation is from an English pape
and the interest is reckoned at about one-hal
the rate in this country. }f a man here were t<

save one dollar a week dining the time above
specified, he would, at seventy-one, be worth
nearly $20,000^ provided the interest be compu-
ted semi-annually at (J percent, per annum.

Earthquakes.

It has often been remarked that there is nf

calamity from which men shrink with so miicl

dread as from an earthquake. In countries

which are subject to them, and which are among
tlie most fertile and pleasant in the world, tlu

oldest resirlents live in continnal fear and trem

ling at the omens of an earthquake. They nevei

become fiimiliarizcd to it as lliey often do to oth

er calamities. A writer say.s, "tlte feelings ex

[lerieiiced at such a time are wholly indescriJiable

and must be tiell to he known. I have tieen in

many trying situations, but I have never found a

a place or ciicuiiistances that made one feel .so ut-

terly helpless, and so wholly dependent upon the

mercy of God, as in the moaient of un earth-

quake. The stable earth upon whicb you have

walked without fiiar, is stable no more. Your
habitation in which you have rested securely,

becomes your place of greatest danger, and you
flee from it t()r your lite. You turn to your

fiiends, and they are helpless as yourself You
flee from the city to escape it.s falling walls, and
the aaping earth threatens you on every side."

The last earthquake which was felt with any
degree of severity in the United States, was that

in Loui.siaiia in 181 1, and vvliich was felt through

the whole of the valley of the Mississippi, mak-
ing a great change in the siu-face of n large por-

tion of the country, which was then however but

a wilderness. The memorable earthquake in

New England, which was in the recollection of

many who have lived since the present genera-

lion came on the stage, was on the night of the

29ili of October, 1727. The air was calm and
the atmosphere clear at the lime; and there was

Warning of the first shock, which took place
about a quarter before eleven, and was attended
by a very loud rumbling, saiil to have resembled
the noise of many coaches driven with rapidity

over paved streets. Ttie shock continued at in-

tervals until six o'clock in the morning. Vast
quantities of stone wall wer<; overturned, huge
ledges of rocks broken down, and chimneys and
some buildings thrown down or damaged. Slight
shoirUs wete lult for a week afierwards.

In January, 170.5, there was a slight earthquake
in Massachusetts and Connecticut. In January,
1663, an earthquake was felt, which sensibly
rocked the houses all over New England. In
October, 1653, and on the 2d January, 1(>J8, was
one so severe as to shake articles fioiii the shelves
in the houses, and to nearly throw down many
people who were in the roads, and who were ob-
liged to lay hold oti what was near them to sava
themselves from falling. This earthquake was
sensibly felt by vessels on the coast.

In the old world, there were in the last century
several disastrous earthquakes; the most recent of
importance occurred in the northern part of Sy-
ria, on the 13ih of August, 1822. The city of
Aleppo was destroyed lo its foundations, and
about every village in the province. 20,000 per-

.sons are supposed to have perished in the ruins.

A writer, who was in Aleppo at the time, says,

on the eleventh and iwelfili the wind blew strong

and was insupportably hot and oppressive. The
frequent remarks of the people during the two
days were that "the wind came from an oven;
that it was like fire," etc. It seemed to strike the

Ijice upon exposure, as if it had been the blast of
a furnace. On the evening of the I3ili, a slight

shock was felt about 8 o'clock. Soon after, the

people discovered that the water in the wells was
so hot that it could not be drank.

About ten o'clock the earth began to move, as

if it had been placed upon the waves of the sen.

This rapidly undulating motion continued for

some seconds, but produced no very serious in-

jury. Some walls cracked but resumed their

places when the earth rested. A moment after

the undulating motion ceased, came the dreadful

shock. It was strictly vertical, seeming to strike

directly beneath the city. The confu.>iioii and
ruin that succeeded that awful moment is beyond
all description. The crash of falling houses, the

shrieks of the dying and wounded, husbands
calling for wives, childreu entreating help from
their parents, and pan nts seeking for lost child-

ren, mingled with prayers and groans in many
languages, presented a scene of sufteringnnd wo
fixuii which the mind turns instinctively away.
The first iminilse of the surviving inhabitants

seemed to be to rush to the gates of the city.

—

Many were crushed in their flight, and those >vho

were permitted to reach a |>lace of comparative
safely, outside the walls, were compelled lo pass

over mangled and dead liodies, and fly amid
"ten thousand deaths on every side."

In 1731, in China, four whole populous pro-
vinces were suddenly swallowed up l>y an earth-

quake. In 1754, a great part of the city of Con-
stantino|ile was destroyed by an earthquake; and
the same year two thirds of the houses of Grand
Cairo, and 40,000 of the inhabitants were swal-
lowed up.

In 1775, a very remarkable and destructive

earthquake was felt over a large part of Europe,
Africa ami America. It was most terrible in

Portugal and the neighboring countries, St.

Ubes was overflowed by the sea; Lisbon was al-

most destroyed ; and several towns in Spain and
Barbary were destroyed or very much injuretl.

Ill 1783, a great pa'rtof Calabria, in Italy, was
destrojed by an earthquake, and more than 40,

000 people lost their lives.

In South Anierica, in the early part of the last

century, there was an earthquake, which in a
quarter of an hour laid the country of Peru in

ruins, lo the extent of three hundred leagues in

length, and ninety in breadth. In 1730, a great

part of the kingdom of Chili, together with its

capital, St. Jago, was swallowed up by an earth-

quake.
The earthquake in Venezuela, in 1812 was one

of the most dreadful of modern times. In the

Caraccas, the shock lasted less than one minute,

yet nine tenths of the city wag entirely destroyed.

In 1822, an eartlwpiake was experienced in

Chili, which extended 1200 miles, but was not so

violout as to be attended with much Ip«m of life.
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Earthquakes are almost always preceded l.y

unusual agitation of the waters, drying of the

springs, and which have sometimes sent forth

hlack. fetid mud. They are generally preceded

hy long droughts and electrical appearances in

the ail-.

—

.Vewburyport Herald.

Power of the A'oice Over Children.

/tis usual to attempt the management of child-

ren either hy corporal punishment, or hy rewards

addressed to the senses, or hy words alone. There

is one other means ofgovernment, the power and

importance of which are seldom regarded. I

refer to the human voice. A blow n)ay be in-

flicted on a child, accompanied by words so ut-

tered as to counteract entirely its intended effect.

Or, the parent may use language in the correc-

tion of the child, not objectionable in itself, yet

spoken in a tone which more than defeats its in-

fluence.

We are by no means aware of the power ot

voice in swaying the soul. The anecdote of a

good lady, in regard to her minister's sermons,

is to the point. She heard a discourse from him

which pleased her exceedingly. She expressed

to a friend the hope that he would preach it

again.
'

"Perhaps," said her friend in reply, "he may
print it." "Ah," said she, "he could not print it

in that holy toiie." Tliere is a tone in the pulpit,

which, false as is the taste from which it pro-

ceeds, does indeed work wonders. So is there a

tone in our intercourse with children, which may

be among the most efficient aids in their right

education.

Let any one endeavor to recal the image of a

fond mother long since at rest in heaven. Her
sweet smile and ever clear countenance are

brought vividly to recollection. So also is her

voice: and blessed is that parent who is endowed
with a pleasing utterance. What is it which lulls

the inlant to repose? It is no array of mere

words. There is no charm to the untaught one

in letters, syllables and sentences. It is the

sound which strikes its little ear, that .soothes

and composes it to sleep. A few notes, however
unskillfiilly arranged, if uttered in a soft tone,

are found to possess a magic influence. Think

we that this influence is confined to the cradle?

No, it difl^uses ovei' every age, and cea-ses not

wliile the child remains under the i)arental roof

Is the boy growing rude in manner or boisterous

speech ? I know of no instrutnent so sure to

control these tendencies, as the gentle tones of a

mother. She who speaks to her son harshly,

does but give to his conduct the sanction of her

own example. She pours oil on the already ra-

ging flame. In the [jressure of duty, we are lia-

ble to utter ourselves hastily to our children.—

Perhaps a threat is expressed in a loud and irri-

tating tone. Instead of allaying the passions of

the child, it serves directly to increase them.—
Every fretful expression awakens in him the

same spirit which produced it. So does a plea-

sant voice call up agreeable feeling.s. Whatever

disposition, therefore, we would encourage in a

child, the same we should manifest in the tone

with which we address him.

There is nothing more desirable in a daughter,

than intelligence joined to a gentle spirit. The
mind is fashioned and furnished, in the main, at

school. But the character of the afl'ections is

derived chiefly from home. How inestimable is

the confidence of that mother in producing kind

feelings in the bosoms of her children, who nev-

er permits herself to apeak to them with a loud

voice, and in harsh, unkind tones.

I have heard of a father, who, when his child-

ren became engaged in a dispute, would at once

require them to unite in a song. The blending

of their voices in harmony was soon found to

subdue their angry and contentious feelings.

—

There is a native, spontaneous untaught music.

It consists in the tones which issue from her who
is overflowing with Christian love. While, then,

I would advise the mother to the culture of a

pleasant voice, and warn her of the evils of ad-

dressing her children harshly, I would still more
earnestly counsel her to discipline her heart.

—

Out of a kind heart come, naturally, kind tones.

She who would train up her family in the sweet
spirit of Christ, can succeed best and most en-

during of all, by cherishing such sentiments as

shall seek their own unbidden expression in gen-

tle, yet all powerful tones.—Hartford Courant.

Political Anomalies or Inconsistencies.

BY RKV. HENRV COLMAN.

We are not willing to plunge into the political

sea, turbid and bitter as it waters are too often

rendereil by parly excitements, prejudices, and
resentments; hut any calm observer camiot fiiil

10 be struck with the anomalies and inconsisten-

cies, which every where present themselves.

—

We are told even by those who have lived long-

est, that the times were never harder tliiui at

present ; and that there has never been mure
general distress and suffering and want than now
prevail in our community. Yet all this in a coun-

try, where there is neither war, nor sickness, nor

famine, nor o[)pression ; where the ta.xes are not

even felt by the people; where the blessings of

education, and law, and order, and civilization are

enjoyed to the full ; where the most li^rtile soil

under the sun is to be had for asking; and where
in the free States is enjoyed as much of personal

liberty, as ever fell to the lot of man in a social

condition, and a perfect security of the fruits ot

his own industry. Now, where is the cause or

the seat of the disorder and suffering, which are

so prevalent, and every where the topic of com-
plaint ? Again look at the foundation of com-
plaint everywhere explicitly avowed ; over-pro-

duction—over-production. It is not want: it is

not failure of crops; it is not universal indolence

and inactivity. No, it is too much bread ; too

much clothing ; too much luxury ; loo much of

every thing that is pood ; too much personal in-

dustry and labor. We must cut offthe producers

and increase the consumers. Ah! is all griiti-

tiide to Heaven, and all humanity dead in the

soul of man ?

Then again another cause of complaint is, that

our farmers are losing the market for their grain

and their meat, becau.se of the Temperance ref-

ormation and tlie progress of Graham principles.

That is, we are becoming too moral ; too absti-

nent : we are not willing to indulge oursel

enough; we are not willing to poison curselv

we are not willing to make ourselves and our

friends miserable and iiifamou.s, in order to en

courage agriculture. How selfish and unpat
riotic !

We might go on to extend this table of social

anomalies and inconsistencies until we reached

the end of our humble sheet, but we must for

bear. We throw out these facts, if facts they are

for reflection. So far and so intimately do they

connect them-selves with the condition of our

ral population, that we hold them open to, and
invite discussion in oup column.^. We bel

tor ourselves that the source of them lies much
deeper than most persons imagine. We bel

that no government that has ever existed can

cure them. They are far beyond the reach of all

artificial remedies. They grow out of the fi.xed

and unalterable laws of Divine Providence,

which in its certain retributions men seek con-

tinually to contravene. We have had already a

great deal too much law and too much political

quackery. The diseases of the social condition

spring out of the unmitigated selfishness, and

unbridled rapacity and availce of the human
heart.

Sir Robert Peel, in his late extraordinary

speech on the revision of the British Tariff, re-

marked that his proposed reduction of the duly

upon cured fish, (by which condition the poor

would be greatly alleviated,) was very warinly op-

posed by' n man extensively engaged in the

Herring Fishery in the island of Jersey, who
very frankly wrote to him, that, "he was for

free trade in every thing but herrings." Here is

the secret out. "I mistook ; it was your bull that

gored my ox." "Ah !" said the impartial magis-

trate, "that alters the case," entirely.

From the Transactions of the N. Y. Agricultural

English Agriculture—A Glance at its Progress
and Prospects.

By John Hannam, J\lorlh Deighton, fVetherhy,

Yorkshire, England.

The paramount imporlance of agriculture, as

a producer of national wealth, its capability of

rendering a people independent of others for the

means of life and enjoyment, have always enti-

tled it to take the first rank in a nation's estima-

tion. And, although it has not always secured

this estimation, we shall find, if we examine care-

fiillvthe record?, both of sacred and profane histo-

ry, that the policy which has sanctioned this neg-

lect, has caused the ruin of the best interests of

the coimlry.

But although this truth has been open to the

eyes of the world for ages, it is an extraordinary

evidence of the perversity of human intelligence

that it is only within, comparatively speaking, a

few years, that it has been perceived, or at least

acknowledged, so as to be acted upon in England.

The efltict, however, of this knowledge has been

so magical, yet so palpably evident ; the improve-

ment and extension of agriculture, as a practice,

has been so rapid, and its estimation, as a sci-

ence, so great, that it would be a labor worthy of

the ablest pen to trace that progress, because it

is a labor that would be fully appreciated by
every inquiring mind. Composed, however, as

such an inquiry should be, of n history of its

condition, principles, [iractice and statistics, and
that too, in a country where an endless variety,

seasons and climate combine to make exceptions

to every principle, to vary every practice, and to

mystily every calculation, it would seem to be a

work which, if not above the power of an indi-

vidual, would re(|uire every assistance that time

and talent could secure him. To attempt, then,

had we the ability requisite, to give such a histo-

ry, of even one branch of the subject, in a paper

like the present, and that too, in the few days

which circumstances over which I have no con-

trol, (I am now writing at exactly one month
from the day, yet more than four thousand miles

from the place of publication,) I am able to give

to its consideralion, would be absurd. Yet, al-

though th; comprehensive nature of this subject

prevenis any attempt at such a view of it, it is

attended with one advantage, its high importance

will give, even to this cursory "glance,'^ which it

would not otherwise |)ossess. That this interest

will not be entirely wasted, I have the presump-

tion to hope. luforniatioii is the corner stone of

interest, and few inquiring minds can be led to

the view of any subject in its past and (iresent

phases, without making some lesson for the fu-

ture.

In entering upon the first part of our subject,

the progress of English agriculture, the course

that suggests itself to us is to divide it into those

marked epochs of transition, or change, which
are discoverable in the progress of every thing

connected with, or influenced by, liumnn nature

;

and to look at the spirit pervading the practice at

each period. Taking, however, a general view

of the subject, we observe but one period of

marked transition ; a change froma state of things

under which agriculture languished tor hundreds

of years, without making any a.dvance, to one,

under which, in fewer months, it has made won-
derful progress and improvement. This is the

great [ihenomena that presents itself to us in tra-

cing the progress of English agriculture; and
indeed that a science which was necessarily prac-

ti.«ed and extended with the increase of popula-

tion, should remain, comparatively speaking, sta-

tionary ; at least that it should be surpassed by

every other art or science, in all approaches to

permanent principle ; and that, after a torpid ex-

istence of more than UiOO years, it should start

at once into the vigor of youth, develope, in the

course of a generation, the energies that centu-

ries had failed to elicit, is one of no mean order.

In order therefore, to illustrate this progress it

will be necessary for us to look, first, at the prac-

tice of agriculture previous to the transition ; at

the influences tending to produce a change ;^a

third, the result of these influences, us developed

in the practice up to the present time.

Of tiie practice of agriculture in England be-

fore the Roman invasion, we find little mention

made by historians. We are tohl by Ccesar that

it had made some slight progress in the counties

of Somerset, Hants and Wilts; that they grew
corn, manured the hind, and had abundance of

cattle ; while the rest of the people led a more

savage life, jiving upon the game of the forest

and the spontaneous productions of the earth.

After the conquest of Britain, a change took

place. ''Wheresoever the Roman conquers, he in-

habits," says Seneca, (Consolat. ad Helvatiam c.

6:) and where he inhabited, history assures ns

he always carried the language, the manners, the

arts and the vices of Rome. Africa, Spain, Gaul

and Pannonia, are, as is attested by Apuleius,

Strabo and Paterculus, evidences of the manner

in which "the nations of the empire insensibly
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melted away into tlie Roman name and people."

And Britain, if we may helieve Tacitus, was not

an exception. Tlius, lie tells us that Agricola,

"to wean them froin their savajfe custorns,eiitic-

ed them with pleasure, and encouraged them to

build temples," &c. Also, that, "to establish a

system of education, and to give the sons of the

leading men a knowledge of letters, was a part

of his policy," and that by these and other means,
" they who had always disdained the Roman lan-

guage, began to cultivate its beauties. The Ro-

man apparel was seen without prejudice, and the

toga became a fashionable part of dress. By de-

grees the charms of vice gained admission to

their hearts; baths, porticoes and elegant ban-

quets grew into vogue, and the new manners,

which in fact seemed only to sweeten slavery,

were, by the unsuspecting Britons, called the arts

of iiolished humanity." "With the other arts of

Rome, it is but fair, therefore, to presume tliat

her colonists introduced and practised her agri-

culture. Indeed, it must have been both intro-

duced and encouraged, for we have it from the

Emperor Julian himself, (Oral, ad S. P. Q. Athe-

niensum, p. ^80,) that he at one lime freighted a

a fleet of 600 vessels with corn exacted from the

Britons. "And if," says Gibbon, (ch. I'J, Decline

and Fall of Rom. Empire,) "we compute those ves-

sels at only 70 tons each, they were capable of et-

porting 120,000 quarters, and the country which

could hear this must have attained an improved state

of agriculture.^^

From these facts, then, it will be evident that

if we would look at the condition of Englisli ag-

riculture during the first five centuries, we must

turn to that of Rome. Indeed, our reason tells

us that, practised by Romans themselves for more

than 400 years, it must have approximated to that

of the mother country almost as much as cli-

mate and otiier diflerences between tlie two

countries would allow. But although we have

no records illustrative of the subject, it is impos-

sible for the fact to be otherwise ; for at the pe-

riod when Rome sent her colonists to Britain,

agriculture was, and continued for ages after-

wards, to be the most honorable and esteemed of

all professions. Her liighest characters, amongst

whom it will suffice to mention Cincinnatus and

Curius Dentatus, employed themselves in the

pursuit; and Cato himself tells us that "when
they would praise a deserving man, he was call-

ed a farmer and a good husbandman." But not

only had it attained this estimation as a profes-

sion, but had made no mean advance as a prac-

tice. Industry and observation had removed the

errors of ancient custom, and Cato, Varro, Cicero,

Virgil, Columella and Pliny bad employed then-

pens in promulgating its principles. Thus, we

are told that they cultivated wheat, barley, oats,

beans, peas, flax, lupines, kidney beans, tares,

turnips, &c.; also, the vines, olives, &c. Gibbon,

too, tells (Dec. and Fall, c. 2,) that "the use of

artificial grasses became familiar to the farmers

both of Italy and the provinces ; and that the as-

sured supi)ly of wholesome and plentiful food for

the cattle during the winter, multiplied the num-

ber of flocks and herds, which, in the.r turn,

contributed to the fertility of the soil." Thus, in

fact, they had partly approximated to that system

which has enabled the farmer of the present day,

bv alternate white and green crops, to double tlie

value of his produce and to increase the (ertihty

of his soil.
.

Of manures, they used those animal and vege-

table ones which are at the present day employ-

ed. Lime, marl, and various composts were in

use. Of the value, too, of liquid manure, and of

the injury done to the dung heap by being too

long exposed to the action of the atmosphere,

they were conscious, and dug pits in which to

store it, in order to prevent the double waste. In

this, they made a slight approach to the Flemings

of the present age, whose careful management

of their farm yard manure, and the liquid from

it, is worthy of our imitation. A slill further

knowledge of the value of manure is displayed

by the Romans in their burning the stubble, col-

lecting ashes and even sowing green crops for

the purpose of iloughing in. (Varro. 1. c. 3.)

They also used top dressings of hot manures,

such as pigeons' dung, powdered, which was put

iu with the hoe. In the practical operations of

agriculture, v\hen we take into account the sim-

ple mechanism they employed, they were by no

means contemptible. Thus. Pliuy tells us that

they were particularly careful in ploughing, en-

deavoring to have perfectly straight and even fur-

rows. They |)loughed the land three times over,

always before sowing; sometimes taking a fur-

row nine inches deep, and sometimes only tliree.

On heavy soil, nine ploughings were frequently

given. They made a fallow every other year.

Indeed it would appear that the advantage aris-

ing to vegetation, from the soil being well pul-

verised, was well known; for Cato being asked.

What is good tillage?" answers, "To plough."

What is the next ?" " To plough. The third,

to manure. The remainder, is to sow plentifully,

to choose the seed carefully, and to eradicate as

many weeds as possible."

For this purpose, the hoe was used liberally.

Crops, when too luxuriant were, as now, depas-

tured for a time. The seed was sown in the

ridge, as well as broadcast furrow, a practice now
termed " ribbing," and which, with an efficient

system of ploughing, if not superior, is equal to

the drill system.

Among"the permanent improvements, draining

was esteemed and practised in some degree, if

we may judge by the mention made by the Latin

writers, of the good effijcts derived from it, and

by the particular directions given as to their con-

struction.

Live stock, in which we include horses, oxen,

asses, sheep, goats, swine, geese, ducks, hens,

bees, &c. &c., occupied their care and attention.

And the various breeds were propagated upon

principles, some of which '"ould be well worthy

of attention at the preso day.

Indeed, let us look which way we will upon

the subject, we find the high estimation in which

it was held as a profession, an index of its ad-

vance as a practice. It is, therefore, fair to pre-

sume not merely that the Roman colonists intro-

duced a system of agriculture into Britain, as

stated by all authorities, but that they introduced

the Roman system, and made use of Ronian ex-

perience in practising it. Reason tells us it must

have been so ; for facts, some of which we have

mentioned, show that she did so, with respect to

every other art, science, or custom, not merely

in Britain, but wherever she carried her victori-

ous arms,
In the preceding sketch, therefore, of the prac-

tice of the Romans, we obtain a pretty ccrrect,

and indeed the only view of the agriculture of

Englanil during the first five centuries of the

Christian era. It is true that a difference in the

climate, &,c., might cause some slight variation in

the practices of the two countries. But, in the

foregoing summarv of agricultural knowledge, as

practised by the Romans, during the time Britain

was a part of their Empire, it will be obvious

that we have recorded nothing but what was

adapted to England. It would, therefore, be fair

to infer that every practice there mentioned was

adopted. Assuming this, and looking forward

for a thousand years, we observe the phenomena

which we have before mentioned, as character-

izing the progress (if it be not an Hibernicism, so

to call it.) of agriculture till a late period. For

even if we make the liberal allowance for a de-

generacy in the science, owing to the transplant-

ing it from Italian to English soil, we cannot, till

affer the sixteenth century, discover the least im-

provement developed in the practice.

Thus we can find no advance made in the use

of tillages, in the construction o£ implements.

so badly fed that it required

1 acre per day ; and that four

reckoned a fair crop, under

their oxen, too, we
six to plough half

times the seed wa
this management.

Their variety of crops was very limited, oats,

barley, rye, pease, being the staple productions.

Wheat, the farmers' paying crop, was then very

T
Suffolk aaain, where wheal i

upor.

in permanent improvement;s. The old Roman
system of alternate crop and fallow, or at most,

of two crops and a fallow, still held its unques-

tioned sway. Nor do we discover any traces of

those artificial grasses which Gibbon tells

creased the number of herds and the fertility of

the soil. It is possible, however, that the Romans

never did introduce these into England, or they

could scarcely have gone completely out of use.

Owing to this, we find that the principal part of

the land was grazed on open commons ; while

those lanils nearest their habitations were culti-

vated for the growth of corn. The consequence

of this was, that as there was no fodder to be had,

but such as was grown on natural meadows, the

cattle starved upon the hungry common during

winter, and the enclosed land, owing to no ma-

nure being made, grew gradually less productive

Thus wo are told that they experienced the great

ttle known. Thus, Tusser says:

"oik again, where wheal never grew."

Even at the commencement of the 17th centu-

ry, it was a luxury confined to the tables of the

nobility of the land.

The most important part of the farmer's pos-

sessions, was the live stock. And it only wanted

a better system of management in the production

of food, to have made him progress in this branch

of his profession. Cattle, however, could make

but a poor growth on the common pastures, or

indeed, upon any pastures during the winter

months, and consequently, they were a scarce

stock. Sheep could do no better upon this me-

thod, and this, with the demand for wool, caused

them to be kept in great quantities. The neglect

of cattle for sheep, had so increased, that we find

it ordained, in 1533, that no man should keep

more than 2,400 sheep, (25 H. 8, c. 31,) and in

1555, that wherever there were 66 sheep, a cow

should be kept; and a calf bred wherever there

were 120, (2 and 3, Phil, and Mary, c. 3.)

Nor was its standing as a profession very high.

The position of the farmer was that of the hum-

ble and contented laborer, and his qualifications

were industry and sobriety. Education and re-

search were unnecessary, and consequently un-

known. His path was the path of his predeces-

sor ; it was well beaten, and was easily travelled

no where do we discover so cleariy,

characteristics of a people, as in the customs

and duties of their women. No where do we

see the station of the man more plainly than in

the bearing of his help mate. Apply this princi-

ple, in the'present instance, and the farmer's true

position will require no further illustration ; for

we are told by Sir A. Fitzherbert, that it was " the

wife's occupation to winnow all corn, to make

malt, to wash and wring, to make hay, to shear

corn, and in time of need, to help her husband

to fill the muckwain, or dung cart, to drive the

plough, to load corn, hay, and such," &c. &c.

Such then was the position which agriculture,

after a practice of more than 1600 years, had as-

med. From the middle of the 17th to the mid-

dle of the ISlh century, a change began to creep

over its spirit, the efl^ects of which are evident in

the practice of the present century. And it is

now our duty to examine the influences which

promoted this change.

Time is the parent of change. As there is a

natural tendency in man to increase in knowl-

edge and in strength, up to a certain period, so is

there in every art or science, to advance towards,

if not to attain perfection. That this spirit should

operate upon agriculture, is natural ; that, how-

ever, it should be so long nnmanifested, is a phe-

nomena produced by certain influences ; and to

the removal of these influences we must ascribe

its manifestation at all. Thus, if we saw a youth

making no progress in size, from the age of 5 to

15 years, and then beginning to shoot upward, it

woiild be his former stoppage, not his present

growth, which would be marvellous. We should

ascribe this to the removal of some disordered

functions which had obstructed his natural ten-

dency. What then was the disorder which ob-

structed that progress which agriculture ought to

have made, and to the destruction of the influ-

ence of which we owe the after progress of the

science.

That frequent clianges of proprietorship horn

the Romans to the Saxons, the Danes, and the

Normans, the ravages of war, the iron band of

feudalism and priestly domination over the mind,

are amongst these influences, cannot be doubted;

and for some centuries we may allow that they

would be predominant. When, however, we
consider that it was long after these influences

were diminished before agriculture began to a-

wake from its letbariiv; when we look at the

great progress made in every domestic, polished

art during the 14lh, 15th and 16th centuries, and

when we consider that science had fixed upon a

footing of security, trade, tnanufacturesand com-

merce; and that the paths of learning and litera-
est difficulty in keeping their cattle alive during - r „,„i, „,„„ ««
winter; that many died and many were killed (to ture could show «h\*^'''^«P^*,°' ^"^^ men as

use an Irishism) to keep them from dying. That I (Chaucer, Leiand, Ascham, Tyndale, Caxton, byd
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ney, Spenser, Shnksppare, Bacon, Milton, &c.
&(., helore af;rfoiilliiic li.-iil mlvmired one f;|i|i

tovviiids layin:; the I'uiiiuliitioii of I'litiiie exoel-

lenee, we iiiiir<t chII io onr iiid some oilier inflii-

eiiee to ni-cimnt (bi- llie |ilit-noiiiena. This \'

e

shiill find in ii.-elt: Every afre Ims a niiirked

spirit wliieli stumps with its iiiflneiice every im-

priivenient, i\nd tinjjes every event. Every sci-

ein-e, too, sit •ertaiii periods, (eels a pei-ulinr

infliienre, wliieh Inrns its energies to the devel-

opment or non-development of truth. And hy
the rondiined operiilioii of one spirit npiui ii^ri-

eidinre we may expluin the lethargic existence of
English a^nicnliure.

It was theoldest science, and consequently \vns

considered Io be the best known practice ; whence,
to nse language we have belore employed, "it

became the younfrest in theory; and withnnt

principles to regulate its connoon iisajre, sanc-

tiotird by ancient doirmas, rnled in their stead.

Under all circumstances, these remained the

same, and ofcourse llie practice varied not. 'J'he

road which custom had marked out was beaten

unil smooth, and the farmer continued to travel

upon it. It was a circle too, and brought him
always to the place he st.-u'ted fiom: and he never
lost himself. But in travelling upon one path,

and at one pace tor a lenjrth of time, we both
wear out the road and incapacitate ourselves li)r

tra\ellinir at any other pace. So, a lonj; com-se
of injudicious management ami cropping, not

only exhiUisled the arable land, but, as the tii-

l;dism of the Turks has prevented them from
mirching on with conteinp(n'ary nations, in the
scide of civilization, the praclice'id' a science, the

cultivation of which (lli- satne here and every
where) rerpiired no exertion of nfiiid, deadrncll
the spirit of inquiry in the farmer, and left him
an easy nnincpiirinL' being, knowing nothing from
him-eli; bill uoverned bv an hereditarv feeling ol'

'I'liis, then, w.is tiie weight which bounil down
our agriculture to one Ioiil' mediocrity. It was
considered merely nn imitative scii'iice, instead of
an trpemnentid one, which, owing to its great va-

riety of operation.*, and the many different cir-

cumstances affecting these operations, it must
also be considered, if we would cultivate it with
success; for, says Varro, "Nature bus «iven us
two ways to agricultural kno^ li'(l;;e ; liiiitalion

anil experience. Preceding Imsliandimii, In cx-

peritnent, have established miiiy m ixinis which
their posterity generally imitate, but we ought not

onl:/ to imitate others, but to make experiments, not

diduted by chance, but by reuson."

But it was not till the middle of the 17th cen-

tury, that this evil inflnence began fairly to lose

its power. In the Elizabethan age, the nnud of
man appears to have received a general .stimulus,

the effect ot which is sufficiently manifest in the

progress of every branch of human knowledge,
and agriculture appears soon after to show some
marks of general advance.

It was not however till n much later period in

the 18th century, when modern science (by piir-

Biiing a system of observation and research, in

\vlii<-h the I7iind of the observer and the stores

of the science were improved ut the same time,)

had, hy its achievements, became justified in

acknowledging no perfection and knowing no im-

possibility, that the principle of imitation entirely

lost its influence. Then, when every branch of
science hud reared itself a structure founded
tipoii the rock of observation, when the eye of
the philosopher took a wider range, the hitherto

unexplored grounds of agriculture were peered
into Here a neglected spring was brought to

light

—

and there a " mine of rich discovery." At
la.sl the jiroprietors of these undeveloped resour-

ces began to awake ; confideiice in the hitherto

unresisted axioms grew weaker, imiin/ion became
subordinate to research, observation and deduction,

governed upon Cato's principle, " no: by chance
but by rea.sou." Or the whole case may be thus
suminarilv stated:

—

It was III,

irifallihk

pracli to take ancient customs nf

!)tliing was then doubted :

nothing invesiigateil, and conseqnenllv nothing
improved. It is now the principle to do nothing
without a reason; every thing therefore, is in-

vestigated and cousequeiidy every thing impro-
ved.

The truth of the former position we have al-

re«d/ showed ; the results «f tha other are as

clearly developed in the practice of agriciillure

up to, and at llie present time.

To trace tijc priiL'ress of tie practice of agricnl-

coiiiidei I'd a biancli of nutiiral scieiicp,and <-ap:

of eliH-idaiion by the iipplicatlon of the true r

of philosophy, is not our aim. From the first

birth of this principle, as we have already she
it was some time beliirc it becaini' vi.-ihle n

Filzherbert, Tusser and Tlalt, the three first w

of the aiicienls.and urg-il many practices whi
had lieiMi neglecttd ; their works sliou us wl

an educated amateur considered ought Io be done
rather than what was done, in the KJlli century;

and it was not until the middle of the J/tli, that

in the writings of Bligh and Weston we see the

actual operation of the spirit of change. Bv the

tbriner. (in UiTyl,) we have recommendeil theciil-

livMtion of clover. .And hy the latter ( l()8-l) the

tiirnip as the winter fodder, the nse of which
crops have completely revolutionized the state ot

asricultiire. But it was not till the next century,

that they c;inie fairly into use, from which time

the present practice may be said to date its ex-

istence ; nor till .some time after this, that the tri-

umph of the modern spirit of improvement be-

cime tullv developed. The bohl views of Toll

(1740.) giive at once the finish to the new .systen

of cropping (which arose Iroiii the growth of

clover and turnips,) and a lastiiiL' impulse to

the practical lab'irs of B ikewell. and the IMessrs,

Ciillcy, and the endeavors of such men as Lord
Kanies, " to improve ngricu'lnre by subjecting it to

the test nf rational principles," we see the ci.mil

tiire. the results of that operation. The natur

of this position will be seen in its elevated stan<l

ing and high estimation as a science, which liav

secured to it within the last 1.5 vei.rs, the labors

of such men as Davy, Sinclair, Uaiibeny, Hei

lowe, Johnston, Loudon, Lowe, Stephens, Job
son, and Madden, the aid of prolessors at o

universities, and the united efforts of more tli

three hundred societies, estalilished fin- the |ii

I the

patronized by all that have a name or standing

the coimiry. Thus the Royal Society of Ei

land, though but of 3 years standing, po.sses;

not merely the sufferance, or passive patronage
of roy.ilty, but the active support of that illu.stri-

oiis iiiiliv idiial. u ho, it is reported, is soon to as-

siimi^ the dignity of King Consort,* and of inoi'e

than five thousand other member.*.

Its position as .". practice exhibits an equal ad-

vance. The first and cliii;f evidence of this,

which we shall notice, is seen in the change trom
the old infield and outfield system, and the alter-

nate crop and fallow, or two crops and a fallow, to

the pre.sent system of drill husbandry, and the ro-

tation otbarley, clover, wheat and fiillow upon stiff

land; and of barley, clover, wheat and turnips

ii|)on light and dry soils. The first advantage
arising t'rom this change, on strong lan(<, is tiie

gain of a crop instead of a fallow, and as this crop
is one of fodder or pasturage, the consequent
ability to supply the market with a greater weight
of stock; the second is an increase of ttjitility in

the soil from the increased quantity of manure
made upon the liirm ; the third is a better chance
of the wheat crop trom its naturid liking to fol-

low clover; and the tbiirlh an increase of lerti i-

ty in every crop from the drill system and from

the facility with which weeds may lie extirpated,

half a fidlow made, and the soil at the roots of

the plant stirred—a practice which theory and
experience inove to be highly beneficial to vege-

tation.

But this is not all; by the introduction of the

mangel wnrlzel, the carrot, &c., into cultivation,

the fiirmer is at times able to do without a fiillow

in the rotation. By judicious and effectual druiii-

This the report the Princ- of Wales' birth.

oil

of the son taking precedence of the father

Prince Alhert is now a Governor of the Royal A^ricul

tural Society, and has taken into his own hands a farm a

Windsor. He was aUo elected on the 12th of this month
(D«c. 1841,) 8 member of tie Smithfield Club.

siibsoi longhing, many fi

turnips on this stiff land; atid i

renita whether or not the lidlov

lirely dispen.sed with. This is

that iiiaiiv of the best pniciical

think it 'p'>^sil>le, an.l manv ii

which are thoroughly diained, i

I have nodoiibt'butthatei'tl'i'er't

i can groy
et a questi\

not be en
•ertam, liowever,

men ol the day
1 a lew fiel.ls

Io dispense with
illow and produce a fiir turnip rio|i. And
e no doubt but that either this or some other

green crop will, in the course of time, extend the
system, so tli.it the fallow loitl become the exception

find not the rule, li.r the old idea that the land
wants rest is quite ahamloned.
The effect of the turnip and clover liiisbandry

upon the light and iliin soils of ICndand is stiU

more marked. Witlioiit llnliler, it is an old axi-

om, that there is no caiilc, uilliuiit c.-ittle no ma-
nine, and without inaninc no corn. The total

abolition of the fallow, and the snhslitmiou of
two crops of green fiiod, has, therefore, upon the
light lands, produced in a greater degree lho.se ad-
vantages which we have einiineruted as having
arisen by a partial adoption of the same system
upon the heavy lands of England. Moreover
the treadins of sheep has a most benelicial ef-

I'ei^t; so that tho.'e soils, which liiriiieriy would
scarcely return the seed, now produce as fine

crops of corn as can be met with in England.
The Yorkshire and Lincolnshire wolds are start-

liinr cvidein-es of the truth of this; and I ctm
lotik out at the present nioment upon 500 acres
of thin limestone soil which 50 years ago paid,

and with difficulty, 5 sliillinL's per acre rent, and
which now are let at 2o shillings per acre. That
the produce has increased in an equal or greati-r

ratio than the rent, is evidenced by the prosperi-

ty of the present tenants. I know also a village

a" tiiw mile.s from the city of Vork, the soil on
one side of which is strong and deep, and on the

other of liuht texliire iq a limestone base. Not
many yeais ago seier.il fiirms of the heavy land
were exchanged for twice the number of acres
of the high laud, the latter being considered very
bad. At the pre.sent time, however, this quondam
bad land, by the turnip and seed niMiiageinent,

and the nse of bones and rape dust, is con>idered
the crack land of the district, and is letting at £2
and £> lOs. per acre, while the heavy ^oils on the
other side of the villiige are not worth more than
15 shillings pi-r acre, as they are not drained, and

Biit there are several other rotations iif crop-
ping ii.seil in particular localities; hut as they, tor

the most pari, depend upon the same principle as
the one we have noticed, they are lint exceptions
to the general rule, and space will not allow us
to particidarise them.
The next evidence of the improved practice

of the present time is seen in the variety of cropn.
Wheat is no longer a partial crop—one produced
in the garden soils of England—hut is the fiir-

mer's paying crop. Countless varieties of seed
iire to be fiiiind adapted to almost every variety
of soil and climate. In Imrley, oats, beuiis, pea.«,

tares, rye, potatoe.s, liirnips, i-arrots, parsnips,
inangel-wurtzel, hops, line, and the artificial gra.s-

ses, the same endless varieties are used, each
variety being selecleil lor some peculiar quality.

In this small township, last year, I connted no
less than fifieen varieties of turnips. Six sorts I

myself introduced from the splendid slock of Mr.
Matson, of Winghaiii, Kent. None of the sorts

had been grown here beliire, and they have an-
swered so well in w hat is called a bad year, that I

have no doubt but that in a year or two they will

be extensively used in this part of the country, to

the equal benefit of the purchaser and the pro-
ducer of the seeil. Now, in every article of pro-
duce the same improvement is yearly progress-
ing, becimse farmers are no longer averse to

rational experiments, and not so nnicli prejudiced
in fitvor of old plans. It is, consequently, worth
the while of such men as Mr. Matson, Mr. Skirv-

ing, (of Liverpool,) cum mnltis aliis, to devote their

time, talents and capital, in raising the best and
most pure varieties of seed.

In manures we have manifest the results of the

same spirit. Along with a greater skill in the

economy of the manure heap, an increasin-r nse
nd saving of the liquid from the cattle yard, and

JIKIICIOIIS i if the '

posts wliicli have been employed fin- ages, we
have now in nse a variety of bund tillages which
ai-e of modern ilate, at least as i'ar as regards

llieir general use, amongst which we cna> men-
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tidii bones, nipe dust, nitrate of potash, nitrate of
Mid.i, );.vpvimi, Mi-iitf, (-OIIIIIIOII salt, soot, Lance's
c.iilxiM, Liiiice's ! r^, Clarice's dessii-ated cotn-
post, PoittevinV disinti-cted tiianin-e, Alexander's
Ciiiiiese nianiiie, riif?", graves, soap-ashes, fi.c.

Of the chnii<re in asriciiltnral implements, il is

nniiL-cessnry to sny tliat it has liuen wonderful.
The tninsitioii fmni tiie state of thinu's nnder
wliicli the hariiiiiir and the nxe were the alpha
and ilif ornfj;.i of ilie liirmer's .stock of iniple-

iMiiils, (ivlii-n it was a sine qua non ainon!;>t tlie

p^•ll^||||lall's c]n.ilific.iiii)ns to lie able to make his
own plough,) is i-vidiMit to all. If, however, we
lo.ik at the adv-irice in the it)cchanism of imple-
nit'Ots within the hist few yc:iis, and take into

account the slinrt time in wh'irh the several chan-
ges have taken phice, we shall at once allow the
part to be more astoiiishinir than the whole; that
the improvemirits m ids! in the last dozen jears
aie far more m.-iiked than all that were made
previously. The fart is iliat the exhibilions and
rewards of our a^'rienhirral societies have giv
iin impetus to the spirit of experimental rcsear
in Ihe hosoiii of the meclianie, and the result

an adv.nice in kni)wled;;e efpial to that made
any other branch of Hie practice of aKricultiire,
by the ndoptimi anil agency of the same spirit.

A practical coimMcntary upon these remarks is

oftVieil by tlie fict th.'it one maker, (Rmsome,
Ipsicich,) exhibited no less than thirty-six varie-
ties of ploughs at tlie last meeting of the Uoyal
Agricidtin-al Socieiy of England.

Ill the live stuck of the farm the working and
the results of the siiiie spirit are apparent. A-
boiit ten years after Tiill lannched boldly the
barrpie of thcoielic.d ••lu'ricidiine, and set opiii

forever the door of improvement, Mr. Bakewell
cnmmenced those experiments upon breeding,
which, as he liased tliem upon rational principles,

and upon a deep.md observing knowledge of the
tiaiin-e of the animals he wished to improve, were
aiiendetl wiili ilie niost decided success. Thus
the slieep which he introduced, and the Messrs.
Cnllev carried to perliiction, possessed the qiiif'ity

of lii'iiig faired at little more than two year? old,

while the old hired were scarcely ever tit tor the
shambles till tliey were twice thai age. This ad-

vantage was apiireci.ited, for we know that one
of his rams was let liir the season tor 800 guin-
eas, ami that the produce of one ewe and one
birth (three rams) were let for 1200 guineas. His
bulls, too, fetched 100 and 1.50 guineas each.

Since this time, breeding has continued to he a

brancli of nL'ricnltmal science by no means at-

taiiieil without time and study and capital. Yet
it is still growing more and more popular ; and
ulthongli the eradnal diff'iision of the sheep and
cattle descended from Mr. Bakevvell's slock lias

reduced the piices, a sood animal of any pure
breed is yet sought after with avidity, and piir-

cliased at n sum far idjove his intrinsic value for

atiy other purpose than breeiling. Thus we read

that Mr. Jonas Webb, of Babrahain, Sussex, let u

Ponthdown ram lor 100 euineas, to the Duke of
Kichmond, at his last show; and, (I take the first

case which comes to my hand,) Mr. Smith, of
Burley, let fifiy-ono rams at an average of £10
4s. each, and twelve at an average of £18 lOs.

each. The follow in^ statement of the prices

fetched by animals of the Short Horn, Hereford,
Sussex and Devon breeds, nt the latest sales of
each sort which we can meet with, will show in

what estimation well bred cattle are held. Thus,
Short Horns.

Bulls.

"Bnchnn Hero," (prize bull at Berwick)
gold to Messrs. Whittakerfc Tempest,
Yorkshire, for 200

Messrs. HiiTiiinson & Wilson's "Sir Tho-
mas Fairliix," fhr 155

Mr. Jacques' ' (Richmond, Yorkshire,)
" Clement i," LTO

Mr. Wilson's (Yorkshire) "Young Sir
Watkin," 100

Cows.
Mr. Jacques' "Mermaid," 165

do. "Golden Drop," 160
do. "Lilly Ann," 135
do. "Raciiel," 100

Mr. Higgiiison's (Yorkshire.) "Amazon," Via
do. do. "Alexandrina," 140

Mr. Wilson's " Brawith Bud," 160

Calves.
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ton, (vide '• CoiiipeiKliiiiii of Evidence helore

Ci>imiiitiee of House of Commons, 1837,") tliut

on the whole of the lands /rom Lowlh to Barton,

\vhere thirty or forty years !ij;o wheai was scarcely

known, and the IhiuI was, generally speaking, im-

cultivatcd, much i.nprovenient li"s been rr.ade

even within tea years; that 28 to 30 bushels ol

wheat is an average crop ; that it is of a tine

qnality.and can compete in the niarkeis with that

srrowii on strong lands ; also, that when clay iand

has been drained, in some districts, it will bear

green nops.
And the general results of the same agency

tinonghont England are, that wheat, instead ol

heing^a luxury confined to the rich, is now the

staff of the poor man's strength. The quaking

morass and the arid moor wave with the golden

grain, and the acre which formerly gave back

four times the seed, now returns it from mght to

ten fold. Instead, too, of winter being a season

of starvation to the cattle, when existence was all

that could be hoped for, it is now essentially the

season for fat and plenty; for if the turnip culti-

vation has given the grazier the power ot in-

creasing the quantily, the skill of the breeder has

equally increased the quality of his stock. This

will be seen from the estimated weight of cattle

and sheep at Smithfield market, at three ditTei-

ent periods, by Daveuant, McCulloch, and Youatt.

1810, Daveiiaiit estimates cattle at 20 stone t5 lbs.

Sheep and lauihs, 2 stone each.

J830, McCulloch estimates cattle atSO stone 4 lbs.

Sheep and lambs, 3 st. 8 Ihs.

1840, Youatt estimates cattle at 46 st. 12 lbs.

Sheep and laml)s, (i st. G lbs.

But all these may be summed up in one grand

national result, that while we have waxed in name

and in numbers, we have increased still faster in

wealth and in the means of life*

Such, then, is a brief glance at the progress of

English agriculture. Trivial as has been the

record which we have been able to give of it,

sufficient of both cause and eftoct has been de-

veloped, in the history of the past, to make our

prophecy for the future a golden one. Such
prospects, we are inclined to believe, are not de-

lusive, not merely because it is natural to look

through the past to the prospective, and it is

natural also for the object to assume a tinge from

the medium through which it is viewed, but be-

cause it is an axiom that like causes proiluce like

effects; so the means which have done so much
for agriculture, being continued in operation, it

is fair to presume will yet do more. And that

the same agency will continue to operate, we
may the more safely judge, because nearer we
look to the present, and more we see its effects.

Thus we know that since the commencement of

the present century, our produce has increased

faster than our population. Between 1800 and

1820, this is evident, hut it is more so from 1820

to the present time. Thus even Mr. McCulloch

says, "The price of wheat in England, at an

average of the ten years eixliug with 1820, was
no less than 8^s. 6rf. per quarter; its average

|)rice has since, as we have just seen, been re-

duced to 56s. l\id. per (juarter; and yet, not-

withstanding this trf'inendous fall, a most extra-

ordinary improvement has taken place in agri-

culture since 1820, so much so, that tve now
provide for an additional population, not only tvilh-

out any increase, but with a very considerable dimi-

nution of importation"

If we look, however, from 1830 to 1840, we see

slill more clearly the operation of the spirit of

progression; and in the individual and united

eflbrts of the agriculturists, in fostering every

germ of improvement, at this present moment,
we have a still surer evidence that it is not yet

inoperative. If we know, then, that tlie wheel
of iin|iroveuient has had an impetus, and that that

impetus has kept increasing up to the present

lime, may we not conclude that it will not yet

Slop?

But there is another consideration which indu-
ces us to picture bright pros|)ecls for agriculture.

The progress which has been lately made has
not been a progress or extension of the practice

merely, but nn extension of the knowledge of the

duced tin 66 nc

8^ bushels per
bushels per aci

lum's Hiwste
busl-.els ; (12 ac

fnrmat HiwstoaH. (Su!T..lk,) pro-

i
.'j.')2 bushels of wlieat. or not quite

The average of Knijland is now 24

•science of agriculture ; for if we look to the 20

years preceding 1820, we shall find ihat 1677 en-

closure bills were passed, and that 3,068,910

acres of laud were brought into cultivation, while

in the ten vears after 1820 only 186 enclosure

bills were passed, and 340,380 acres reclaimed ;

and yet it is a remarkable fact that the necessa-

ries of life were more plentiful in the latter pe-

riod than in the tbrmer.

The advance, therefore, that has been made is

an advance that cannot be forgotten. It is an

achievement of mind over the mysteries of matter ;

and now, that the fruit of the conquest is tasted,

it will incite to other and more extensive ex-

ploits.

But while the past performances and present

principles of agriculture entitle us to hold out

such prospects, and to anticipate, with a hope
amounting to conviction, that they will be glori-

ously realized, we must not forget that the hiiglit-

est object has a shadow. So, it is our duty to

notice that even now a cloud hangs about the

horizon, which, by threatening the glory of the

day, throws a partial gloom over the brightness

of the morning of these prospects. Thus, with

a full knowledge of what has been done, and

what may yet be done, if he be permitted to use

the same "means, the English farmer is, at the

present time repressed in his e.xertions by a fear

wliich is not without some foundation. The im-

mense eftbrts made by a certain class to deprive

him of the protection, on the faith of which he

has buried his capital in the improvement of the

soil, is this foundation. It is not our object to

discuss the merits, or the demerits of the free

trade theory; so tar, however, as it interleres with

the pros|)ects of agriculture, as faithful chroni-

clers, we must allude to it. And that it should

in some degree mar these prospects is not strange,

when it is considered that the declared object of

the theory is to reduce the price of the English

farmer's products to a level with those of the

continent, and tlie declared effect (vide Lord W.
Russell's speech) that 3 or 3 millions of acres of

land must go out of cultivation ; and according

to Lord Spencer, that even the good land would go

out of corn cultivation, and be converted into

pasturage.

Knowing, then, these designs, knowing too

that in his present situation in society, with hea-

vily taxed soils, and with dear labor, he cannol
compete with the produce of the untaxed soil

and cheap labor of the continent; and that thf

laud upon which he has invested the most capi-

tal in improvements or in tillage, must suffer first,

because the interest of this capital has to be re-

paid by the increased crop, and becausn the man-
agement of such soils is the most expensive (as

natural deficiencies cannot be supplied artificially

without expense,)—knowing, we say, this, is it

possible for him, at the present time not to feel

misgivings, to hesitate, and often to finally relin-

quish those improvements which, were he sure

of reaping a fair return for his capital, he would
undertake ?

Whether or not it be proper national policy to

experiment witlrsuch a great and important
terest, and to produce so much certain evil for

unc-ertain good; whether or not it be justice to

unroof one house to repair another ; and whether,

or not, Mr. Van Buien's opinion, that "nothing
Clin compensate a nation for a dependence upon
others for the bread they eat," be a fiillacious one, 1

leave. Thus iiiiich, however, we are compelled
to say, that the very agitation of the question, and
iliepo*»f6i7i7^ of a measure being passed by the

Legislature which would reduce the farmer's pro-

duce to a rate lower than ho can afford, has a

tendency to mar, in some degree, the present

prospects of English agriculture, and to check
that spirit of improvement that has already se-

rnred to England, along with its fast increasing

population, a still faster increasing production of

ihe necessaries of life; and //lis aWnmerf, it is said,

that population is th^ measure of a nation's pros-

perity ; without it, the index of its ruin.

This, then, is the cloud which, by threatening

the future condition of agriculture, throws a par-

tial gloom over its present prospects. We say a

partial gloom, because we have every assurance

Ifiat it will sonu pass away. The reasons adduc-
crl at the comrrenceinent of this portion of our
subject, incline us to believe that bright prospect.^!

have yet to be realized; and a knowledge of the

position which the friends of jigricultui'e hold in

the country, the exertions which they have mad®
)roaiote its improvement, and their knowl'

eilge of its importance as a national interest, con'

es us that this cloud will not be permitted to

destroy them. Had this " heavy blow and great

discouragement" been contemplated betbre Eug-
ish agriculture had assumed its present standing,

IS a science, it might, perhaps, have been carried

into eflect. It never can now. Ignorance anil

apathy are no longer the characteristics of the

guardians of the soil. The lamps of science

shed their light over the once dreary waste, and
n it the statesman sows the seeds of national

independence and prosperity, and the philoso-

er finds food for the mind; and it will not be

made the subject of an experiment. Never will

such a great interest be risked for the sake of try-

g a novel theory.

This then assumed, what a field opens to our

view. By developing the same spirit of progress

which actuates modern science, agriculture has

become identified in principle, and consequently

equally identified in progress with it. Moved,
then, by the spirit, and directed by the pioneers

of science, who can point out an end to its pro-

gress, or say, '• thus fiir" to its prospects. Before

the philosophic mind, whatever may be its favor-

ite sphere of action, there is ample food. In ani-

mal and vegetable physiology, in the formation,

classification, constitution, and fertilization of^

soils, and in the elucidation of, and the supply-

ing the wants of vegetation, much has already

been accomplished ; but our best guarantee that

much wilt yet be done is the fact that much loants

doing.

For instance, we know the structure and pe-

culiarities of vegetables, the chemical constitu-

tion and mechanical process of vegetation ; but

we are ignorant of the elements of vitality. We
know that certain soils are more fertile than oth-

ers; we can trace the constituent elements of

each, and discover i;xternal or mechanical causes

influencing the fertility, but of the essential prin-

ciples of nutrition—the elixir vita— or of the com-
bination best adapted to the wants of the vegeta-

ble life, we can scarcely he said to know the

least. We may apply this ignorance to a single

vegetable, to a single soil, how much, then, has

to be accomplished before it he removed in toto.

We know something of the uses of animal
and vegetable manures; but how can we know
their proper economy till the mystery of vegeta-
tion'is more clearly developed, and the constitu-

ents and conditions best adapted to special cases
ascertained. Much, in fact, has yet to be devel-

oped before the essential elements of the soil, the
operation of each constituent, the operation of
various manures, and the eflfects, mechanical and
chemical produced by certain crops, are clear to

us; yet these must lie known before agriculture

reaches its fair and legitimate standing as a sci-

ence, and before we can produce the conditions
most essential to fertility.

To the practicalist are duties no less urgent.
It is for him to banish from his vocabulary the
word best; to think nothing good because it is

old, and nothing worthless because it is new, but
to lend an observing eye to its proof, and to en-
deavor to promulgate the truths that practical

observation or scientific knowledge may have
taught him. For much that is known has yet to

be applied to practice. Thus geology has given
us a key to the formation, nature and properties

of soils, and their bases ; and affords us, as is

evidenced by Sir J. V. Johnson, (Jour, of R. Agr.
Soc. of Dngland, vol. 1, p. 273,) such practical

results, as, "1. The knowledge of applying lime
;

2. Laying down fields to advantage to grass, and
svheii anil how to plant wheat ; 3. What trees to

plant in each stratum."

Chemical analysis, too, supplies us with the

relative proportions of the constituents of the
soil, and shows us what element or earth it is de-

ficient in. Geology again teaches us where that

element is found ; yet how seldom do we find

tliis method of improving the soil resorted to,

although Davy long since made known that "the
be.st natural soils are those of which the materi-

als have been derived from difti^rent strata, which
have been minutely divided by air and water, and
are intimately blended together; and in improv-

ing soils artificially, the farmer cannot do better

than imitate the process of nature. The mate-
rials necessary for the purpose are seldom far

distant ; coarse sand is often found immediately
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on clialk, and beds of sand and gravel are coiri-

inoidy below clay. The labor of ini|iroviii<.' the

texture is repaid by a great peraiaiient advan-
tage ; less manure is required, and its fertility

insured; and ci)|iital laid out in this way secures
forever the productiveness, and consequently the
value of the land." (Lecture, p. 204.) Although,
too, we are aware, lioni the writings of agricul-

tural chemists, of the high value of liquid ma-
nure—that, in fact, 1 lb. of urine will produce 1

lb. of wheat, how seldom do we see iti)rcserved
at all. A writer in the Prize Essays of the High-
land Agricultural Society of Scotland, (Quarterly
Journal of Agr. for this" month, Dec. 1841,) cal-

culates that as much is lost os would, if applied,

have an effect equal to the whole of the lime,

rape dust and bones which are commonly used.

J. H.
North DeigMon, Wetherby, Yorkshire, Dec. 3!, 1812.

Apoetical friend of ours has paper folder
with the following lines from Gray, marked on it

:

" The ploughman homeward plods his weary way.''

On looking at the quotation, it occurred to him
that it might be expressed in various ways with-
ouj destroying the rhyme or altering the sense.
In'a short time he produced the following eleven
diflerent readings. We doubt whether another
line can be tound, the words of which will ad-
mit of so many transpositions, and still retain the
original meaning:
The weary ploiighn)an plods his homeward way.
Tlie weary ploughnian homeward plods his way.
Tlio ploughman, weary, plods his homeward way.
The plou^hm.Tn, weary, homeward plods his way.
Weiiry the ploughman plods his homeward way.
Weary the ploughman homeward plods his way.
Homeward the ploughman plods his weary way.
Homeward the ploughman, weary, plods his way.
The homeward ploughman weary plods his way.
The homeward ploughman plods his weary way.

Boston Ttmiscript.

Watering Plants.—Watering plants, though
so strongly recommended in English gardening
books, and so much in practice, is a thing of ve-
ry doubtful utility in any case, and in most cases,

of positive injury. A country often endures
present suffering from long drought; but even if

all the gardens and all the fields coidd, in such a

case, be watered with a watering-pot, I much
queslion whether it wordd be beneficial even to

the crops of the dry season itself. It is not, ob
serve, rain water, that you can, one time out of a

thousand, water with ; and to nourish plants, the

water must be prepared in clouds and mists and
dews. Observe this. Besides, when rain comes,
the earth is piepnred lor it by that state of the air

which precedes rain, and which makes all things

damp, and slackens and loosens the earth, and dis-

poses the roots and leaves for the reception of

the rain. To pour water, therefore, upon plants,

or upon the ground where they are growing, or

where seeds are sown, is never of much use, and
is generally mischievous; for the air is dry, the

sun comes immediately and bakes the ground
and vegetation is checked rather than advanced
by the operation. The best protector against fre-

quent drought is frequent digging, or in the fields,

ploughing, and always deep. Hence will rise a

fermentation and dews. The ground will have

moisture in it, in spite of all drought, which the

hard, unmoved ground will not. But idways dig

or plough in dry weather, and the drier the weath-

er the deeper you ought to go, and the finer yon
ought to break the earth. When plants are cov-

ered by lights, or are in a house, or are covered

with cloths In the night time, they may need wat-

ering, and in such cases nnist have it given them
by hand.

—

CobbetVs Jlmerican Gardener.

Attachment ok Birds to Man.—A traveller

in Catalonia hiis furnished the following relation

of the attachment of the feathered race to a

member of a hermitage, formed on the pictur-

esque mountain of Montserrat. This hermitage

bears the name of St. Catharine, and is situated

in a deep and .solitary recess, but connnanding,
nevertheless, a most extensive and pleasing |)ros-

pect at noon-day, stretcTiing wide to the east and
west. The buiiding.s, garden, &c., are confined

within small liniit.s being fixed in a most pictiir-

escpie and secure locality, under the foot of one
of the high pines. Though this hermit's habita-

tion is thft most retired and solitary abode of the

many which are established on the mountain,

and far removed from the din of men, yet the

courtly, affable, and sprightly inhabitant seems
not lo'feel the loss of human society. Although

not much accustomed to hear the voice of men,

he is somewhat recompensed by the notes of

birds, for it is their sanctuary as well as his;

since no part of the mountain is so well inhabit-

ed by the leathered race at this delightful spot.

Perhaps, indeed, they have sagacity enough to

know that there Is no other so perfectly secin-e.

Here the nightingale, the black-bird, the linnet,

and an infinite variety of little songsters dwell In

perlisct security, and live in the most friendly in-

timacy with their protector, and obey his call.

He has but to speak the wish, and instantly the

birds quit their sprays, and surround his person,

some settling on his head, others entangling their

feel in bis beard, and, in the true sense of the

word, taking bis bread even from his mouth. In-

deed their confidence is so great, that the strang-

er too partakes of their familiarity and caresses.

If the hermit's meals be scanty, his dessert is

served up with a song ; and his repose is linslied

by the voice of the nightingale. Breathing pure

air, feeding on light food, his mind never ruffled

by worldly affairs, his sleep is sweet and refiesh-

ing; and living In confidence of finding in death

a more heavenly residence, his life Is more lo be

envied than pitied by the rest of the world.—in-

dagator.

A Valuable Table.

The annexed tohle, showing the value of imports and

exports annually, from 1821 to 1841 inclusive—the re-

ceipts into the "treasury annually, from customs, during

the same period—and the value of bullion and specie im-

ported and exported—communicated l(» Congress on the

17th ult., having been prepared by the Register ot' the

Treasury, in compliance with a resolution of the House.
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It has been estimated bv some that there was of specie

and bullion in the country on the 30th September, 1820,

gl8,000,000; butsay §20.000,000
Imported trom 1821 to 18H, in 20 veara 181,589.841

From the JSew Orleans Picayune.

Sketches of Mexico.

The Freebooters.—Numberless are the sto-

ries told of the banditti Infesting the high roads
of Mexico, and not a few of them glow with sin-

gularity and interest.

Not long since, six travellers were in the dili-

gence between .Talapa and Perote, having among
them several thousand dollars in gold, of which
fact the freebooters became duly informed
through their spies, who are ever on the alert.

'1 he travellers, however, bad old knowledge of
the road, sufficient to teach them caution and
the necessity of going prepared lor danger.
They accordingly armed themselves with pistola

and double-barrelled guns, keeping a lively look-
out along the road as their journey progressed.

A Mexictiii diligence is similar in almost every
respect to a common American post coach or
mail stage, and a stranger from the United States,

taking his scat in one of them, while all else

around him i.s nearly the antipodes of what he
has been accustomed to, feels old sensations re-

vive, as he once more finds somcfAijig' that looks

like home. No better stages are used anywhere
than are those employed upon the roads of Mex-
ico, and for the best reason in the world, which
is that they are all Troy manufacture, and finish-

ed in the best possible style, excelling in neat-

ness, comfort and durability ; the latter quality

being particularly necessary In this mountainous
region.

As was anticipated, a band of some eighteen

or twenty robbers appeared in a secluded wind-
ing of the road, and were not long in manifesting

their design. VVitbout much ceremony the gen-
tlemen of the road saluted the diligence with a

discharge of fire arms, which, passing off with-

out serious effect, the travellers did not return,

but waited for a nearer approach of their ene-
mies, who, on this occasion, were all on foot.

The diligence moved on, slowly climbing the

road, while the thieves continued to follow, and
the six passengers set calndy watching, with their

fingers on their trlggcis, for a chance to " blaze

away." The tliieves discharged another volley,

and this time their balls entered the body of the

diligence, but without injury to any one. It was
now returned by a salute from the six double-bar-

relled rifles, at which the cowardly rogues nearly

broke their worthless necks in their anxious e.x-

pedilion to more distant groimd. Again, howev-
er, they were daring enough to rally and fire,

when a shot passed through the coat sleeve of
one of the passengers, slightly grazing the flesh.

Again the double-barrelled guns were popped
ofif) and still no further efl'ect than to set tlie ban-
ditti hurrying and scrambling neck and heels out
of the way. The diligence continued moving
on, and the robbers tbilowing. In this manner
keeping up a sort of skirmishing fire lor several

miles, when at length a sharp aim from the coach
laid one of the rascals out, and put a stop to hos-

tilities at once, for the robbers then disappeared
and were not seen again. The freebooters this

time got nothing for their rascally work but the

trouble of burying their dead comrade.
On another occasion, and it was but a few

months ago, ihe diligence was proceeding with

nine passengers along the same road, when It

was ordered to stop by two ruffians, w ho sudden-
ly darted Into the road from a thicket, and jiolnt-

ed their weajjons at the driver. Here the result

was very opposite to that we have just related.

None of the passengers were armed, all were
immediately terror-stricken, and the driver obey-

ed the freebooters' demand instantly, for fear of
being shot down from his seat. The poor fellow

sprang to the ground with all speed, and stood at

the head of his team, while the bewildered end
trembling [uissengers quietly subniitted to he

plundered. One of the thieves reiniiined on his

horse, while the other, with his carbine cocked

in one hand, was busy .'searching the pockets and
baggage of the travellers with the other. And
this piece of consummate audacity on one side,

and cowardice on the other, took place In full

daylight. Nine men .«at like blubbering school-

boys, and suffered them.selves to be rifled, when
nothing eonhl have been ea.-ler than to have dis-

armed one robber and shot down the other in a

twinkling, or at least scare him off, detaining Ihe

other a prisoner. Men who i.ould submit so

tamely to a force so despicably unequal, deserve
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all tlie misioitUMi; in \\»y of loss that may belall

tlu-in.

Aiiorhpi- inciili-iit 1« cmipiilly relate'l, which is

more reniark.ililc ilmri •itln;r of ll]esc,nii(l whii;h

shows foicihiv liinv ta-iiy llie inaraiiiliiig rancli-

ei'os niiiy lie irri ilieil nvIh'ii travellers have nerve

to deleiid iliiiiiselves. Thev are off like smoke
at the first iiiiiiiilesiatiDiis uf real danger, and no

man ^vltll > |iariii-lc ot' (•(iiirn<re about him need
ever fear lliem. A solitary Frenchman was once
travelling; alone in the diligence from Puchla to

Mexico, with some five or six hmidred dollars in

S|iecio, which he re>oivfd to defend as long as

lie had litis. He cariied w'w'n him the hest douh-
le-harrelled afim he could find, and liad catridges

made to fit his piece, each containinii a full

chariTe of hiickshot, which he determined the

rohhers slionld pocket helore tliev should get at

his gold.

Soiiiewhero ahoiit midnight, when the moon
was kindling into hiirniiig silver the ice-encrust-

ed siiles of the mountain, the driver of the dili-

gence suddenly iliscovered, upon turning a l)end

yards in advaiici-. 'llie solitary traveller was
hate llie fict, and the ahtri

is horses at on<-e. Tineil driver piillt

Frenchman asked if it was not possilile to se-

crete his iiuiiiey in the diligeii<-e, hut the tremh-
ling driver gave aiisucr in the negative. At once
jireparing liiniselt' fur war, the Frenchman swore
they should not get liis nioni'V witlmiit .-i fight,

and he was soon rciidy for action. lioth hariels

of his gun were loaded, and lie coolly drew his

ramrod and held it lietweeii his fingers, while he
took two more caiiiilL'es tioin his hell and |daced

in reloachiii;-. 'J'lieii cocking his pieic, and .see-

ing that the rolilieis were not iidvancing, he com-
manded the cow.'irdly driver to resume his seat,

and the diligence .>-l(iuly proceeded. Calm us a

liloek of stone he .nvaited the event. When
within a few p:ices of ll\e rascals, who were teti

ill iininher, nine on horseback and one afoot, the

driver w.is connnanded by the robbers to stop,

and he did so.

One of the freebooters tlien came to the side

of the diliL'ence, deliberately opened the door
and ordered the pas-seiiger out. But the muzzle
of a gun was at the robber's breast, and the in-

slanianeoiis reply he recei\ed was a charge ot

buckshot in his heart! A wild shriek sprang op
fearfully, and started away in the moonlight
among (lie mountain echoes, as the freebooter

j;ave a convulsive death hound, and fell Ktonc

dead on the road !

The brave Frenchman had another catridge in

the ilischarged barrel instantly, and the same pre-

liiiunaries were observed as before lor quick re-

loading. Had the whole ten men beset the door
of the vehicle, the Frenchman would have shot
down every one of them. They possibly may
liHve had some vamie tiotion of that fact for in

thirty seconds atier the robber fell there was not

one of the other nine in siLdit, atid our solitary

hero in the diligence reserved his remaining nine
fires and preserved his cold.

not be got from books alone in a year. So too

as it respects machinery and inoilels. Nothing
will do so much towards introducing among us

the best implements, and towards improving
those which we iilreatly have in use, as an actual

observation of the varieties, which have already

been produced and used, and the improvements
already made; and it is reasoiuddc to think that

, the meduuiics of the coniiliy and the iinentors
' of useful machines, w ill gladly enihrace the fa-

ble 0|pportiiiiiiy, whicli would he thus pre-

As ;m illustration of iIm; benefits to lliriiieis of
preserving specimens of agiicuhural products—
the editor tells us that in Lawson's celebrated

Agricultural Aliise of Edinburgh, I'ounded

by individual enterprise, they show more than
eighty distinct varieties of wheal, twenty varieties

of bailey, and thiny-six of oals, together with

many varieties of i\e, millet, maize, leguminous
plant.s, such as beans and pease, and dried speci-

mens of many difleicnt glasses and other pi ints.

Now it is easy to see what extraordinary benefits

the agriculturist would derive from seeing these

vaiieties and being able to compare them with

each other; or even from a mere collection of
he weed.s in the state, which are pernicious to

ultivation.— Boston Evening; Journut.

Agrici;lti;ral Museum.—We learn from
late number of the Genesee Farmer, that it is

lirotiosed to establish in Rochester, an Airriciiltn-

ral Museum, which may presently grow into a
Mii.seiim ol Natural History. With this view, .a

ineiiioi-iid has been presented to the Legislature
of the State, who have at their disposal speci-
mens of all the gi'ological foniuitions, fossil re-

mains, minerals, anil soils in the State, in the
hope that ihey svill eft" ctnally aid this patriotic

object by fiiinisliiii^ from their duplicates a com-
plete .set, and likewise that they will add to these,
botanical specimens, and likewise the hooks
plates, and maps connected with the geology am
topography of the State .iiid published by thei

nuthorily. This museum is to he considered as
the property of Western New York.

This is a project worthy of every
ment—uud wo wish that the suggestion would
attract atieiitioii in oilier States—and that everv
state in the Union, would esrahlish and foster an
Agricultural Miiseniii. We aunee with the editor
of the Farmer tiKit to the agricultural communi-
ty, such an iustitiiii,,,! would hrinuriminense ben-
efits. That kiiowleiLr,; „|- minerals, soils and
l>l.itits, can be obtained in „ ,|iiy from an actual
inspection of the thinjfs themselves, which could

The tallest Kye yf.t.—As the season ad-
vances when rye has gained its full growth upon
our mountains, we continue to stretidi up in our
accounts id' tall rye. New Huinpshire will stanii

heliind no other State:

I tllnt if it had been
le Its Icnath would
ned as found wet^t (

ul of beint; rul :ibo

HUl. Juhj U, ISie.

th a BUjijestion hi the

1 send .1 stalk of rye which was
lie in this tnwa iibi'iut first of the

iurcs S I'cet 2 inches, and I doubt
ilfered to ltow until the present
<ve exceeded the one you men-
the Allc'rhnny. es|ieciallv if in-

the yrou-id the rout had been
preserved The tield from which it w.ia tilien contai

about three acres; the rye is quite thick and pretty u

form in height aver.iginV about six feet.

Kespectfully youra.

C. W. SUMNER
Hill is on the west side of the Merrimack,

twenty-five miles above Concord.
With the •ibove we hud the stalk enclosed in a

letter measming to the full extent: the head
showed that the stalk had not atlaini'd to its full

growth, i^leasiiriiig the root, and !<laiiding the

lidl liine,tliis stalk of rve mi;;ht have been made
to exceed ei>:lit feet and a half in length !

ASOTHF.R TALL STALK OF RyE ! Mr. JoH.^

B. Tasker, of F.ast Northwood, twentv inile;

easterly from Concord towards Portsniou'th, in at

the Suncook heights, by the staire of Monday
sends us a stalk of rye, measuring over tin

joint above the roots, ei^lU feel three inches and c

half; and another falling short only about two
iiKdies. We .says "the field from which these
were taken contiiius four acres, which will avt

age seven feet! Foi-ty .separate stalks lia

been taken from one kernel."

"Hay.—Much grass has l>cen cut the past week,,nnd
the prfispect ol" a pood crop wis never more promtsil
Tlie stalks of some grsss are almost like c.ane-poles.
noticed last week some herds grass in Str.itham five feel

in lieight j we iiave this week seen some from the field of
Mr Reuben L Lane, in Newins;ton, measurini; five and a
half feet.

—

Portsmouth Journal.

Haying commenced in this vicinity upon thi

intervales generidiv not until Monday of thi

week (July 18.) 'I'he ol 1 fields upon the hills, ii

ilie towns iiinnd about ns, it is said, will not givi

as large a crop as last yeai-. The usual amount
of hay will he lessened in quantity much on (

ccunt of the almost universal Ijiilureof the hei

grass and clover sowed with the small gi'nin

the spring of the two last years. We think
much more sure method will be the ."sowing of
glass seed in the fall. Maj. Hutchins of this tow-

has a fine field of henis grass no%v growin
where he niised luilian corn last year; and w
have an acre ami a half of good grass where soi

rel grew last year, that was ploughed late in tli

hill and the seed sow n in December last.

At the fi)ot of the declivity of the pine plain
on the east side of the Merrini.ick rivtr in this

town where the spring freshet had washed dow
abundance of sand covering several square rods
and preveniiiiij the growth of the grass, near the
edge we fiintid herds grass standing full five feet

high, one single head of which, now l>efoii

neasiires, in the cjit-tail part, twelve inches iin'l

a quarter in length. We have no where seen
land more fertile tlam that which has been made
in the course of time hy the washing down of
the soil of the surhice aiicl underlaying the pine
plains upon the river—fnrnishiiig to us new proof,

if any were wanting, that the elements of fertil-

ity every where exist underneath, and that the

liuiner has only to plough anil di^'' deep with the

use of iiKUiiires to make most productive fields

of what has often been treated as almost useless

waste lands.

MERRIMVCK COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIE-
TY.

At a meeting of the Directors of the Merrinnck Agri-
cultural Society, held a::ieeal>ly to previous notice, at

scawen. Monday, July Ilth,

Hill. Concord, tl'hair-

innibal Haines, Canter-

Reuben Johnson's
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A Imnel of flour weiv'lis 300 imiitids iicurlv, find

3000 liiiiiL-ls of flour iiiav I.e .«et down at oiih

I Irnd tons. 'J'lie tr.ins|joit of this weijilit aii<l

I.iilk iroMi Boston to GreenlMisli dnriMff the last

war at filiy dollars a (and at that lime the

cost was nearer one hnndreil than filty dollars a

ton hetween tliose two points) would have heeii

five Ihou-and dollars: in the hest of travelling.'

teams of horses or oxen could not have accoin-

]ilislied the joiirnej' one way in less than a fort-

ninht.

These " private" concerns, the railroads, ju-

diciously adapted to the wants of hiisiness, can-
not tail to Hglit their way into the tavor of the

transport of 1000 liantis of flom- lieyoiul the in-

vestiuenl in the road and carriage, is a few cords
of fuel with half a dozen persons lo attend the

of I

the I

•riage, is

rsoiis n

i-ars. We have none
piufr dead of horses

u : these are left at

more pro(lucti\e In-

1 the land. The ce-

I consideration to the

liner: the two first

the time that one
ml u whole city of
iider the slow move-
isions two hnndred
and transporied in

lerity too

seller, purchaser and
mav make three pioti

uoiil.l have heeii ma
hread-eaters mi;;ht slai

miles .V m'iVlTt I.e'lei

two days, a less lime tl

to live between meals.

As matlers tijr nalio' nl defence, railroads rmi-
ning alouR our coast and towards the rronti«:r

lire of more value lo the countiy than all the

forts or other military preparations that ever have
been set on foot in time of peace. We want our
government to build no raihoads: we had miicli

rather these great pulilic aceummodalions shoiilil

go along with the business of the country.

Where this will warrant their consii uclion, in-

dividual enterprise, under the fostering care of
the government which consulls the best good of

the greatest nuinher, will he siifficieiit lo make
all our necessary railroads. These will he our
best protection iit all points: they will at once
carry the whole military streni-'th necessary for

defence or offence to the desirable point : they
will cany the means of sustenance to the army

—

at the moment they are the ready mode of con-
veyance to whatever point an enemy shall i

From the New H iven Herald.

Sociability of Birds—Beautiful Incidents.

[Letter frou) a Voung Luiy ti> the Rev. Mr. Lindsle^,

Stratforii.J

Dear Sir: Having often heard that yourself

and family were very fond (jf birds, and some-
ihiiig of a very inteiesliiig nature coiiceriiiug

them having come directly under my own ob-

servation, indeed, entirely in connection with my-
eelf, I thought an aceoiiut of it might not prove

uiiiuieresiiiig to you. Early in the summer of

1840, as I Was one morning reclining on my
couch, in the back room, the doors being open, a

very small bird came bopping in, and ran about

the floor, apparently in quest of something to

eat. 1 happened to have a soda biscuit about

nifi, and instantly threw it some crumb.*, which
it ran to eat, as if v^'i-y hungry. In a few min-
utes it flew out. I>el()re long it returned, bring-

ing another with it. 1 fed them both plentifully,

and tliey flew out. In a short time one returned,

and partook again ; alter a while the other; so

they continued through the day. 1 did not think

of seeing them any more, but I had no sooiK-r

taken my accustomed place on my conch the

next morning, when in i-aine one of my lillle

visitors, (piite tame, and (piite at home ; it ran

near me, took a Inisly biraklast and ran onl.

Soon its inatu came, and took his in <|nite as

friemllv a manner. Thus they conlinued coui-

to til tun IV, be.

hostess th: y»(
ing irom
came so attached to th

seldom take their me:

paper by I he door, but would run close to my
couch, and look n|) to me, to have me drop it le

Iheui at my side; which iliey would take, per-

fectly lUfoncerned. They appeared t'm- a liiiic

quite afraid of strangers, particularly children

ask, i.s it safe? riow'ever, lliey soon lost Ilieii

fears of them, and would come in when lliree oi

tour wefB present. Ai'ter a. lew week* they be-

gan to carry away large pieces every time they
came, after satislyiiig their hunger, which cmi-

vinced me they had little ones lo feed; and I

was asloiiislied lo I'ee what a little load they

would cany, ol'teniiiiies three pieces at once, as

large as h.-iif a larje pea. Thus they cnntii.ued

visiting me for months, unlil some time in the

last of Sepleiiiber, just alter tea, at the edge of a

delightful evening, I heard such a chirping and
chattering as almost dealeneil me. In uti instant

the little mother appeareil, enlicing along her
dear liltle ones, which weie almost splitting their

little throats with their chaitering ; and soon
their lather appeared. They ran up the steps

into the room, and stopped just at the door, per-

fectly still, except the nioiher, who ran to me,
very hastily, stopped at my side, looked in my
liice, and began to talk, she Iboiight as intelli-

gently as any person would, conversing with me.

I never was more aslouisbed. I supposed that

she was asking nie to protect her little ones.

She stood in this manner a few moments, talk

ing as fast as she could, when she ran back to

her children, and they all commenced eating

their abundant meal, which had been prepared
lor them. When tiiiished they flew out, and vis-

ited me no more. I was then convinced thai

the mother was expressing her gralitude, instead

of asking protection.

I mourned the loss of my dear little family,

not expecting I'ver to see them again ; when. 6,
how was I delighted, as silting at my bedroom
window one Sunday morning, early in llie month
of the next June, the dear little creature who
first made its appearance came rnmiing up the

walk direcily lo the door. Feeling very ill, and
the mornin'r being rainy, I could not go to let il

in, (the liimily being at church) and was obliged
to let it go away (which it did very broken hearf-

edly, after waiting for some time) without giving
it a welcome. I reconciled n yself, thinking it

would return the next (l;:y : but I wailed Rir it

and it did not come, and I had entirely given up
the idea of seeing it any more; when, how was
I overjoved one morning, to see it fly into the
door and 1 11
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cm uiiing lii'ly, or of the amiable und talented

poet, Cowper, who wrote that

" The tim'rous hare,

Grown so familiar with liis frequent guest,

we might perhaps see men and women and the

flocks of birds who came to tarry with us for

a season and miniate to a warmer climate dur-

ing winter, as intimate as the tamed lamb that

feeds from our handy, or the faitlij'ul dog or cat

who seeks our caresses.

—

Ed. Visitor.

Enfield, N. H.. July 6, 1842.

Gov. Hii.L —Dear Sir— I have noticed with pleasure

that you liave liad an ardent desire to promote the interest

ot the farmer and mechanic ; and I thought I would con

tribute my mite from my own experience. I have been

in the habit of keeping a fcW cosset sheep, which run in a

small pasture with one cow. I sheared them about the

20th of June. Jason Kidder, one of the trustees of the

Society of Shakers in this town, examined the wool and

pronounced it in good order for sale as to being clean and

dry. The fleeces" weighed as follows :

lbs. oz.

One 3 years old wether, fleece weighed 9 9

do. do. ewe do. do. 7 .5

One 2 do, do, do.

do. do. weather do.

One yearling wether do.

39Total from five sheep
Very respectfully, your ob't serv't,

D.WID F. JOHNSON.
N. B. The above sheep are about 3-4 blood merino.

I took no extra pains to select them, but have taken good
care of them. 1 have not fed them with very extra teed

as to grain ; once or twice a week in winter gave a few
oats and little oat meal, and had salt and water kept by

them all the time.

Five years ago, when sheep liore the liighesst

price, the editoi- of the Visitor jinrchased a pair

of cosset wethers, then in condition for the butch-

er which were on their way from Vermont with

fat cattle for tlie Brighton market. We paid ten

dollars for the two: from that time to this these

wethers have never been in a condition in which
their meat would not have lieen a temptation to

the eater who best enjoy.s llie earthly " feast of

fat things." In the spring o( the year the butcher

has offered us ten dollars a piece ; but such has

been our attachment for the animals that we
have not yet parted with them. In sununer they

go a full mile and a half each way morning and
night with the cows, feeding wherever they feed

and taking the exact fare of the cattle : in the

winter they never leave the cattle yard, and live

out of doors sheltered in rain or snow storms

under the cover of open sheds—decidedly the

best method, as we thuik, for keeping all young
cattle under three years of age. It seems to

have cost us little to keep these two wethers:

they have lived with the yoimg cattle in winter

upon the inferior hay, preferring to nibble and

select the leaves of bushes from the wildest

produce of the intervale. If there was any i'eeA-

ing of cattle with turnips, or the carrying of

grain to throw out to the fowl.s, or threshing of

grain or husking of corn at any time about the

l)arn yard, the cossets would not fail to beg or

steal a mouthful ; and they seem to have been

standing teachers to the young calves, heifers

and steers, to ask, and familiarly take from the

hand their share. The co.=sets have been tlie

tamers of their associate young cattle, so much
that a child a dozen years old may readily milk

the two and three year old heifers as soon as

they are calved. With the characteristic timidi-

ty of shee[), these cos.sets at the sight of any
dog or .strange animal in the pasture or on the

highway, flee at once to the cluster of cattle and
seek protection almost under the bodies of the

creatures to whom they have been accustomed.
The two wethers are nearly of equal size in

body ; but while one gives a

about nine pounds, the other gives oidy about
five pounds of vva.«hed wool. The former, not
absolutely coarse-wooled, is one of
specimens of native sheep, when his locks have
had the growth of a year: the latter is half

perhaps three-quarters Merino blood, and his

fleece to us, although finer, is not actually worth
as much by at least one third as that of the
former. The two sheep at tliis time, a montl
af^er shearing, appear nearly of the same shape
and size.

We consider the wool taken from tlie.se sheep
to have paid twice over their keeping. It is said

(and we do not doubt the fact) that a few cosset
sheep contribute inucli to the health of the cat-

Da. Dana's Muck iMancal for Farmers.
The July number of Silliman's Journal
n excellent review of Dr. Dan.t'a work. We

give the concluding paragraph :

"In conclusion, we can cordially recommend
this work to our agricultural friends for its prac-

tical character. It is not saying too much to as-

sert, that Dr. Dana has done foV the farmer in

this treatise, what Dr. Bovvdich did for the sailor

when he published his Practical Navigator. In

this respect this treatise contrast.' strongly with
such a work as that of Liebig on the Organic
Chemistry of Agriculture, &c. which, notwith-

standing its originality and the philosophical

beauty of its tlieories, is apt to make the impres-
sion upon the farmer that he is not at present to

expect much from agricultural chemistry hut in-

genious conjecture. We are sure that Dr. Dana's
work will remove this impression, while on the

other hand, the chemist will see in it evidence of
the nipid advance of this science. Within two
years, three able European chemists, Liebig,

baubeny and Johnston, liave given to the world
most mature and valuable treatises upon it; and
now we have a cis-Atlantic effort, which will not

sulfer by a comparison with any other. Truly
the genius of agricultiue may exult'iu the bright

prospects that are opening before her."

e with which they live. Some persons keep
one or more goats about a stable of horses witli

sole purpose of preserving their health. A
of well educated cossets in a flock of cows,

we think, would be no real loss even if we did

not get the profit of an annual fleece of wool
from them.

Green Crops for M.^.nure.—We are happy
to perceive that, as a general thing, our farmers
appear now to be fully persuaded of the utility

of turning in green crops as an enrichment to

their soils. There is obviously no method by
which a farmer can economize more, or more
rapidly increase the fertility of his farm, than by

plougiiing in, as a dressing, such crops as derive

a portion of their nourishment from the air. No
ni.itter how sterile and unproductive the soil may
be, he may, by following out this system, speedi-

ly make it rich. Peas, millet and buckwheat are

all excellent strengtheners, and operate both me-
chanically and chemically by their decomposi-
tion, upon the constitution and texture of an arid

and barren soil. But in selecting crops fb'' this

purpose, it is e-ssenlial that we choose such as

will (haw the most from the air, and the least

from the fertility of the soil. Of the three crops
above mentioned, buck wheat is probably the

most valuable ; the haulm being more vigorous

and succulent, and yieUling more readily to the

laws of chemical affinity when buried beneath
the soil. It is also preferable on account of the

superior facility of ploughing it in, the crisp na-

ture of the stalk rendering it easily crushed by
the roller, which, in turning in all kinds of crops
tshould invariably precede the plough.

—

Mai
CuUivnIor.

Rye.
Mr. Cooke, editor of the Keene Farmers' MU'

seum (a better title for Mr. Cooke's usefulness ai

a farmer " worthy and well qualified," than that

of the lordly English cognomen of "Cheshire
Republican" as one looking for political distinc

tion or emoluments) says there are very fine look

ing fields of rye in his town and vicinity ; and
mentions "one little patch of one himdred and
fifty acres" in the North Woods of that town
which was cleared by the fire in the drought
season, that " looks grandlv." The little lot m.-iy

give this year from 2500 to 3000 bushels of rye.

The same editor mentions a bundle of rye ir

the straw sent liiin tioin Mr. Oliver Dow of Han
cock, being the product of three kernels and
seven and a half feet in length : Mr Dow has

about eight acres of the same kind of rye.

We (Visitor) have this year over twenty acres

of rye instead of ten acres as we supposed last

fall. Our ground is that not favorable for crops
when first cleared: it is pine plain where the

wood had been cleared off witliin the last three

years, which in its first clearing could neither be

well burnt over or well ploughed, altliough both

methods had been attempted. Last year we had
an indifferent crop of rye upon ten acres' of tl

kind of ground, and concluded to let the land

rest for one year. In the heat and drought of
last summer, the rye was hardly tall enough for

reaping, and was cradled vvitli a scythe at a time
when the wind blew and scattered no inconsid-
erable part of the crop : we got not over seven
bushels to the acre when thrashed and cleaned.
Afterwards when clearing a new field along side,

we observed the springing up of young rye at

the distance of six or eight inches apart pretty

generally through the first field. This spring the
rye early sprung up green, and before the month
of June looked like a young field of grass. The
rye has grown generally in clusters, stands at

least two feet higher, and will be a larger crop
than it was last year. On the 20th of July it is

ready for the sickle.

Draining and Irrigation.

Water is a necessary agent in the production
of vegetation : the redundancy of water is scarce-

ly less deleterious than the entire absence of it

on any piece of cultivated land. Where the

water stands a large part of the year upon and
near the surface, the production will he little or
nothing. Lands drowned in time of rain and
wet of\en in time of drought suffer as nnich
for want of wet as the most dry and porous
soils. The difficulty with much of this land is

that there is no action of the soil but upon a

very thin surface, becau.se the standing water
in spring and fall hardens all to the surface;

and as soon as the dry weather succeeds, the

corn and potatoes droop, and sometimes wither

and die. So in any sunken swamp which may
not be flowed and drained at pleasure, the water
stand.sa part of the season, leaving only a chance
for the growth of wild grasses, while the con-

tinued absence of rain in the summer months
leaves the swamp itself high and dry, and the

growth of the poor vegetation is weak and
stunted.

The land thus rendered little lietter than waste
possesses the elements of more fertility than

much of the upland. Drainage and submersion
are the two great princi|)les to be brought into

u.se on sucii land.

1. Drai.nage.—There are many swamps in

most towns that may be very easily drained by
ditches deepening the natural passage of the
water. In some cases a single ditch will carry
oft' all the water that may be required. Lower-
ing the water one foot in some in.stances may
be sufficient: the nnid in swamps that have
been submerged for ages may he brought into

action as the best of soil, yielding hay and other

vegetable productions (bra long time almost with-

out the aiil of manures. If cold sprit.gs come in

near the edges, these may Ix; cut off and carried

away by means of ditches filled in with rocks

that are often found near at hand ; or where
rocks are not to be found, the logs and stumps
dug from the swamp may be used in the place

of stones, leaving apertures in the drains for the

water to pass off. Large swamps are by these

means reclaimed, and a vast quantity of the

richest soil brought into use.

Of the hard lands contiiuially suffering from
surface water, there are thousands of acres that

may be changed entirely by drainage : when an
imder-drain cutting off cold springs and receiv-

ing the water from the surliice is once made, the

ground or subsoil may be stirred below ; and
the deeper we go less than eighteen inches or

two feet, the greater will be the cajvicity of the

ground to produce. Even stiff clayey soils may
be drained so as to become light and permeable.
The action of stimulating manures upon such
gromuls often brings out of the ground giant

vegetable productions.

In the cultivation of all lands, whether they be

wet or dry, the stirring of t',;e subsoil or deep
pluiighiug is always of great advantage. The
ground cannot be stirred too deep. It is true the

turning up of mere cold saiuj or gravel or clay

upon the surface, and the burying deep of the

vegetable mould already upon the surface may
injin-e present crops; hut the stirring of uu<ler-

soil while the vegetable mould is kept above will

always be of advantage to the cropS. In some
instances crops are doubled simply from the mo-
ving of the under soil : this is orten done in gar-

dens by trennhiug, taking care to keep the mould
upon the surface.

Whether the ground be ib\y and porous sand or

gravel, or whether it be stiff' clay or loam or gra
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velly pan, the moving of the ground is alw.-iys

advanta-jeous. It leaves an ample field for the

roots of the erops. If the season be very dry,tlie

roots seek the inoistnre deep in the stirred ground:

if it he very wet, the superabundance of wet set-

tles off at once into the deeper stirred ground-
so that vegetation in ground thus prepared better

stands both drougiit and wet.

2. Irrigation. Strange as it may seem, that

although cold waler kills and destroys the crop if

suffered to stand long, so it invigorates and stim-

ulates when it passes over or lays for a short

time upon the surface. The effect of the wasli of

roads and from other sources upon mowing
grounds is often seen Tons of hay are produ-

ced in a succession of years where little or noth-

ing would grow without this wash. Every good

farmer willtjike advantage of all these sources of

gain. The idea generally is that the increase of

production rejulls not so much from the water as

from the fructifying materials Itrought along with

it—the droppings of cattle, sheep, swine, &c. Hut

if we reflect a moment we will perceive that the

amount of these droppings. &c. is by no means
equal to the effect produced. The simple cold

water running from a spring flashed over ground

in the spring and fall will have nearly as great

effect as water washed from roads. The wash-

ings from the melting snow or from the spring

or fall rains is as good and as strong a stimulate

as the earth will at any tiaie require.

The hilly groimds ofNew England, the lands

of small rocks and hard pan, as well as the lands

of deeper, richer mould, are very favorably situ-

ated for irrigation. Every part of a man's farm

may bo overflow'ed where there is a higher spring

near it, or where water from the melted snow or

rain.s may be collected into a stream from above.

At little expense the water in the spring may be

flashed over an extensive side hill : where this

can be done annually there will be little need of

frequent ploughing and manuring ; and when-
ever either or both are resorted to, the flashed

water coming in aid of the other stimulants will

have its greater proportionate effect.

Extensive meadows drained in the manner we
have described, by means of a dam, might be

submerged for a short season in early spring or

after the crops come off in the fall for a few

weeks to great advantage; the complete drainage

afterwards will leave such ground in the very

best condition for the growing of crops.

In the month of April last, while on a journey

through Massachusetts, our attention was attract-

ed to a conical field belonging to Doct. Na-
THA.viF.L Pierce of Ashbm-nham : the frost had

not yet been extracted from the ground ; but

this little hill was clothed in living green much
in advance of the grounds around it. We went
early in the morning to ascertain the cause of

the difference. A brook run down a valley at

the foot of the hill, where the effect of the su-

perabundance of water had been the injury in

the lowest ground rather than the benefit of tl

hay had been doubled. This season the prospect

of the crop was as good as it had been in any
previous year.

Doct. Pierce, so well pleased with his first ex-

|)eriment, was extending the water spout upon
this cone to mowing fields below with great suc-

cess. This ])iire cold water process as far as it

was carried on made abundance of liny, and in

itself created a material for niakiiig manure that

would soon bring a farm to its highest point oi

cultivation.

In whole countries in South America the agri-

culturist depends entirely upon irrigation, there

being no rain through the growing season. Where
the waters of the rivers can be taken out and
flashed over the ground immense crops of grain,

rice, &c., can be procured—where no water can

be brought, the grounds are bairen. This, we
have been told, is the condition of the countries

in Peru and Chill from the feet of the high Andes
to the western or Pacific ocean.

In the United States we are happily not reduc-

ed to that position : we have here alternate rains

and shines ; but we do not doubt the time ap-

proaches when irrigation will be here introduced

among those grand agricultural improvements
which the spirit of the times will call into ac-

tion.

Acknowledgments of the Editor of the Month-
ly Visitor.

The tallest and the largest stalk of Rye we
have ever seen is one sent us by that good far-

mer and constant patron of the Merrimack Ag-
ricultural Society, Benjamin Whipple, Esq. of
Dunhartou : this stalk is somewhat over seven

feet full measure, and carries a more beautiful

and graceful uniformity in its whole length than

any isolated stalk we have y.'t seen.

Among other samples we should have ac-

knowledged that furnished by Blr. William Cil-

LEy, from the farm of Col. Daniel Cilley, in

a field of second alluvion upon Suncook river

in Epsom : there were several stalks in a single

cluster each of which was more than six and a

half feet high.

The most acceptable, if not the most valuable

of the gratuities which the Visitor has this sum-
mer to acknowledge is that .sent with a letter

from our friend Deac. Ezra Barrett of War-
ner, being a pair of patent Scythe Snaiths of his

manufacture, together willi a pair of best patent

double set premium Scythes, nianuliictured l)y

Messrs. Phillips, Messer and Colby, of New
London, N. H.

It is evident that with a scythe and snaith to

which a complete finish like these has been giv-

as the world have termed it, into the woods
The land is his own, and he has every induce-"

nient to improve it ; he finds a healthy eiupluy-

ment for himself and family, and is never at a

loss for materials to occupy his mind. I do not

think the physician has more occasion iur re-

search than the farmer; the proper food of vege-
tables and animals will alone constitute a wide
and lasting field of investigation. The daily

journal of a farmer is a source of much interest

to himself and others. Tlie record of his lal)ors,

the expression of his hopes, the nature of his

fears, the opinions of his neighbors, the results

of his experiments, the entire sum total of his

operations, will prove a deep source of pleasure

to any thinking man. If the estalilishment of
agricultural societies, and the caltle shows of our

country should have the effect of stimulating one
farmer in every town to manage his land and
stock upon the best principles of hn.«bandry,

there would be a wonderful and siieedyalterntion

in the products of the earth, because comparison
would force itself upon his friends and neigh-

bors ; and his example would be certainly benefi-

cial, for prejudice itself will give way to profit.

Chowles' Oration.

ind lich 1
' a change of hang and position

of the handles may be made to work in the ea-

siest manner, more and better work may he done
in the application of the same efliirt. The snaith

is so adjusted to receive the scythe as lo be unit-

ed with very little trouble and" is fastened with-

out wedges and in a mode which precludes the

possibility of continually working loose. With
crop. Doct. P. with very little labor had gu^h Scythes and Snaiths as those presented us,

"' " " "" " even the strong lazy man must he tempted to

the field ; and when once under way that man
mi'st liave but a poor ambition who can lay down
such an instrument until he has done a fair day's

turned the course of this stream, which was al

ways nearly dry in summer, to a point as high as

it could run upon the conical field. In several

channels one below the other winding round the

hill, the water was carried. The channel was
such a one as might be made with a common
sward plough with the furrow turned upon the

lower side : through the bank at short distances

small crevices were made for the leakage of the

water. With very little labor these were stopped

up and new ones made at pleasure, so that the

water by this extra attention was made to do its

work over the whole surface.

The field on which this experiment was in op-

eration we were acquainted with from a child

—

before we knew the State of New Hampshire.

In the rough point of that town wliich is very

Btoiiy like most ofthe higher ridge towns bet weiiu

the Merrimack and Connecticut rivers, it was one

of the fertile hills which might be cleared of

rocks and ploughed. Fields thus cleared em-
bracing only a small portion of the whole hind

have generally been kept under the plough

for the longer portion of the time. Now and then

they are laid down to grass and continued for two
or three years. With spare manuring, they can-

not long be kept profitably in grass. Doct. P. in-

formed us that this field had not been ploughed

for about ten years; that he had irrigated it par-

tially for the last seven yeais, and that lite crop of

work.

Magnify your Calling.

auhl see in all our farmers a disposiI wish I

tion to magnify their calling; but I have been
grieved in many a farui-house, to listen to lamen-
tations over what they term their " hard lot." I

have heard the residents upon a noble farm, all

paid for, talk about drudgery, and never having
their work done, and few or no opportunities for

ih(! children ; and 1 have especially been sorry to

hear ilie females lament over the hard fate of

.=iome promising youth of seventeen or eighteen,

who was admirably filling u|) his ihiiies, and
training himself for extensive usefidness and in-

fluence. They have made comparison between
his situation, coarsely clad and working hard,

and coming in fatigued, with some cousin at col-

lege, or young man who clerhed it in a city store,

till at length the boy has become dissatisfied, and
begged off from his true interests and happiness.

I arn convcrs.int vviih no truer sreur's of enjoy-

ment than I have witnessed in American farm-
houses, and even log cabins, where the father,

imder the influence of enlightened Christiimity

anil sound views of life, has gone with his family.

The Pleasures of a Country I/ife.

" I have but one word more to add to the ad-

vantages of husbandry, which is, that of all pro-

fessions, none is more innocent or more pleasant.

The business of it goes on in a known and cer-

tain cotirse from season to season, from year to

year ; the gains from it are most satisfactory to a
scrupulous conscience fiecause onr goods are sold

in open market; are set up together with those

of our neighbors, and of the same kind and spe-

cies, whereby ihe ignorant may make the better

comparison of their worth. We do not grow
rich by jobbing or by buying and selling again,

the profit of which too often consists in outwit-

ting and preying on one another, but our advan-

tages arise from the gifts of onr beneficent mo-
ther, the Earth, whose gratitude generally requites

the tiller's care, and by whose increase we hiu't

no one. Our dependence, next toGoil's blessing,

is in our own skill and industry, and though the

season disappoints us sometimes, yet that is nei-

ther so offjii, so great, or so fatal as the disap-

pointments of those in other professions, wtio.se

trust and dependence is upon man. What mis-
erable calamities fall out from the neces.sary trust

in trade which one citizen must give to another

and to his customers! whereas, the farmer sells

for ready money. He may thrive also, without
supplanting his brother, which the courtier or

tradesman can rarely do. And certainly, that

person must live a pleasant life, whose death

every one desires to die—and there are very few
of any art or employment but who propose to

themselves, if they are able, a country retirement

with at least some little of husbandry, in the last

stage of their lives: if so, although other occu-
[)atlons may be in themselves innocent, yet this

almost universal desire in men to quit them be-

fore they die, looks as if they found it difficult to

discharge their consciences in them. They must
be sensible that they can make no great figure as

husbandmen—but there is some delight, even in

negative virtue, in being awake and doing no ill.

And, as I have had some taste and relish of these

pleasures, I am desirous to propagate the sense

of them as universally as 1 can ; and it would
greatly add to my satisfaction to have partakers

with me in the enjoyment of it."

Edward Lisj.e.

Free accession of air necessary to Decompo-
sition.

The decomposition of the vegetable matter of

the soil requires the free access of air to every

part of it; for if any substance, however rapid

its tendency to decay, lie completely secluded

from the atmosjihere, little or no change in it can

take placi'! : it is on tlii.-^ principle Ihal various ar-

ticles of food are now preserved for subsequent

use in tin cases completely closed, and possess

their perfect flavour after exposure to every vari-

ety of temper.ilure for several years. Every p;ir-

ticle of the soil needs to be surrounded with ox-

ygen for the production from it of carlionic acid
;

and lo prociu'e this condition is one of the chief

objects, which is effected by tilling and loosening

the soil ; in this respect, therefore, it is manifest

that a tenacious clayey soil is infelior to all olh-
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more extensive than they could be in alluvial

grounds where there are no rocks.
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notice<l .111 alluvial lands—sometimes from the

fiowiiiL' 111' w. Iters imcler;4roiind in a sod soil, or

wliere they have loiij; [lercolated tlirougli a clay

bed.
In the allnvion directiv fronting the falls of the

Yatvtic at Norwich, Ci. where the alluvial fortna-

timi is more than a hundred teet deep lis appears

by the b ink, we lately observed the cinkiiig of

the proiind in a cultivated fielil for a consklera-

Wedi.-taiiio. Atoiliei spots shown lis by tiie
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Emiguatio.n to A.mekic.*.—Whole villages, inclu

ding the rich as well as the poor, are emigrating, (says i

letter from Mentz) from Germany to North Ainenc

Three of those of Upper Hesse fi.ave, withi:

months, been entirely abandoned, and several

Prussia are preparing to follow their e.\ainpli

time ago the whole pnpul

these few
Rhemish

these villages

I America, accoinpan

i schoohnai

Ma.sure FOit Cranberries,
cultivated in tiardens or fiehl.s
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—When these are
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One of the chief errors of our husbandry is,

cultivate loo mucli land ; because it is only

lalfdone. Halflbe cpiaiitiiy, with double the

vork on it, would insure iloiilile crops, which

vould be Ibund more profitable.

COAL—The market is

depressed. .A few cargoes .va Scotia have sold at li 00

.
5 50 a fi 01) per ton, i and f.

demand whatever lor English, and little

COTTON.—There is no particular alteration in prices

since our I nt report. The market, however, is full as fa.

vorablc t.i buyers. Sales for the week reach -i a 500 bales

Upland and New Orleans at 7 a lUJc |)er lb, according to

qu ility.

COKFEh"..—The demand, though limited and confined

wholly to the wants of the tride, is greater than last

week, but prices are generally lower. Silesof 3 a ilUO

b igs St. Domingo, 6J a TJc ; 3 a 400 do. St. Jago, 8 1 a yj
e—one parcel triage, 71c ; t a 30O do. Rio. 6\ a 9c par lb,

S moB. Small parcels Java and Porto Cabello have sold

at Itimier prices. Public sales of 81) baois Porto Cabello,

8jc ; 30 do. Java, common, Uc ; 70 do. St. Domingo, C§c

per lb. cash.

KISH.—Old Codhsi. ;.re al.o.ii nil out of the market.

Sales of llniKl Bull, ' J... sh .1.. ii.il'J 12 a '2 17 per qll.

,M,,ki-r.-l liiMrin tn mIv. Silesof No. 1,

511; .N". J.7 :n ,. : '
,., at 4a4 25perl.U.

There an- vi:rv few --iiil in in ili.t A parcel of Mess
sold at 1(1 75 a 11 00 jier bbl, cash.

FLOUR.—An improved demand has caused a slight im-

provement in prices. Closing rates of Genesee, com n

brands, C, l'> a 6 IS, and fancy 6 18 a fi 25 ; Richmond
iitrj G VI

i
Howard street 6 a 6 Yl; Philadelphia, 5 75

.\treinely snull,

IS as are usu illv taken for

Corn Meal sold at 2 75 per

Gre.it Mortality.—Dii

months of the present year tin

great in several towns border

of Coiiiiecticiit river in Ne
V'ermnnt. Up to the month
been ivilhin a few miles of

alxtut one hiiiidrcd deaths, p
The <li<or(ler inonl fat.il has

adults, iiiiil the ilisorder is in aliiiusi all cases fa

when it falls from the throat to ihe stomach a

liiiigs. The towns of Bath and lAinan, sitnal

on the New Hampshire side of the river diiec

above Haverhill, have encountered a iiiortalily

an extPtil equal almost to the destruction by I

cholera in I8.T2 in some of the cities. Lyin

liasa popnliitioii of 1500, and Baih lliOO sou

the imiiilu'r of de.iths from the first of Febrni

tothistiiiie {short ol six iiiontlis.) has been si:

in Bath, iiiakiiijral the rule iif niic death per yi

ill everv limrteen iiilialiitants. r^i\ persons i

lid I

" We should be sorry to have every body agree

with us, or ourselves to agree with every body

else— Ibis would be dull work, and put an effect-

stop to all imiiiiry, consequently, to all iiitel-

lectnul inogress."

The lulick respcdint^ Mi: If'hipple's lall rye on

pane 111 was u-rillen he/ore Ihe iiill lyc of Mr. Sum-

(iiid Mr. Tfislier, on /r/y. 108, tea* received.

per bbl, cash. The stock of Southi

particularlv such descriptioi

export. 300 bbls Missouri

bbl, cash.

GRAIN—The supplies of Corn are pretty large, and

exceed the dem ind. which is more limited ; prices in con-

sequence are again lower. S.des of Southern yellow (lit

57 a 58c. and white 55 a 56c ; Pennsylvania round, (JO a

file per bushel. The public and private sales of New
Orleans are quite large, at 42 a 53c per bushel, according

to qu.ility, cash. Siles Northern Oits. 37 a 40c, and

Southern 33 a 36c ; Northern Rye 75c per bushel, cash.

HIDES & SKINS.—The demand for Hides has ceased.

A sale of 120O Rio Grande, heavy. 33 lbs caeli, sold lor

export at 1 lie per lb. fi mos. Skins are dull, and there

have been no recent salea.

HONEV.—Small sales of Cuba to the trade at67a5Sc,
larcel for export at 50c per gal. short price. 6 mos.

Further sales of Scotch pig at 25 OO a 26 CO

per ton, 6 mos Bar Iron is dull. No Russia old sable in

market. Stock of new sable about 100 tons. No sales

for some months, and quotations nominal. Swedes is also

dull.

LEAD.—The market is quiet, and no sales making.

The last transactions were 3^c per lb. cash.

MOLASSES.—The stock is I irge, and nrices continue

pressed. The sales for the w^ek are 13 to 1500 hhda

ivaiij and Matanzas sour, II a Hi j smill parcels do do

eet. 13 a U.Jc ; 4 to 500 hhds Trinidad sweet. Ikja
c .accirding to quality, 6 mos. Public sales of 10 hhds

Porto Rico, lei a 17c ; 40 bbls New Orleans, 16 a Ifi'c

OIL.'—Sales of about 8000 gals English Linseed at Sfic

.subsequent sales at 87c for small lots. G mos. Tvvo

crude While. 3000 bbls, sol.l for export at 31|e-
r gj|.

d a pa

lRo^

THE MARKETS.

July 19—2 P. M.
From the Journal

NEW YORK M.XRKE
The movement in Cotton continues very moderate, sales

sonic .')00 bales perhaps. Flour steady with light receipts

and sales Genesee at gC; round hoop Ohio Jj5 75a81.

rhietlySl; flat Ohio and Michigan 5 88; Howard street

and Georgetown G a 6 12
i
5000 bushels very handsome

Illinois Wheat sold hard upon 1 30 perbushel. Nochange

in Rve or Corn ; Ohio Corn, north about, is worth 55c 5o

lbs.
;' Outs are cheaper, canal cm only be quoted at 31 a

a'JC. Pork is quite tirin at 5 25 a 5 75, and not much to be

had at that. Whiskey lil-i a JLic. Sales by auction of

1000 b.ags Rio Coffee at 7J a Dijc. and 75 hhds. Porto Rico

Su"ar at 43 a -H, both i mos.; 2000 boxes Sicily Oranges

at T 37.i a 3 12i ; 900 boxes Lemons at I 37A, cash.

Sales 150 tons large Scotch Coal at go. 6 mos. per

chaldron ; 200 logs Cuba Cedar, were sold tor export «n

terms not public ; 8c is asked for another lot.

ESCHVNGES INCLUDi.NG CKIUI FICATE5 AN D CHECKS.

1}a-
Philidelphia

lidiuiiore

day in 1$;, i.liiy
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when, from tlie neglect of the custom, every bee

in the.apiary hail perished! Mr. Loudon men-

tions, that he was informed of an old man who

sans a psalm in front of some hives that were

not doing well, hut which, he said, would thrive,

in consequence of thai ceremony. I observe, that

when u hive is fixed over a swarm, the bees will

generally go into it of their own accord, uttering,

at the same time, their satisfied hum, and seem-

ing to be aware of the purpose for which it had

been placed; but how the queen-bee is made

acquainted that so convenient a place for her to

retreat to is near at hand I know not, but so it

is ; for surrounded by thousands of her subjects

who press around her, she makes her way through

them all, and enters the hive, followed by the

whole swarm; and here the work of preparing

future cells is instantly commenced; and I have

found that, although a swarm has not been able

for two or three days to quit tlie hive alter they

had taken possession, a considerable number ot

cells had been nearly completed ; and that, even

as soon as the foundation of a cell has been fi"

ished, the que -bee will sometime de|)Osit

egg upon it, the sides being afterwards built up.

As the cells increase in ntmiber, tioney and the

farina of flowers are stored in them.

Nothing can be more melancholy than the ap-

pearance of bees in wet weather ; some of then

will come to the mouth of the hive, as if to take

a view of the passing clouds, and others who
quit the hive, return to it with the greatest d

culty. A sunny day in May is their delight, and

it is then that the bees seem most active and

most joyous, as well as every other living crea

ture !"

The Bargains.
BY T. S. AltTHUR.

"James?"

" Blest power of sui

What balm, what lif

To feel thee, is suet

That, had the world no joy b

To eit in sunshine, calm and i

It were a world too exquisite

! genial day,

" Men are so inclined to cnnten

is commonest, the spirit and the

dead to the impression of the hea:

that every one should study and n

faculty or feeling these things_ b.

and the p<

d the

....„, -., - -., thod in his

jear to be entirely deprived ot

ly because they are not used to

tastn (.(''what is excellent, that the generality of people

take doHnht in silly and insipid things, provided they be

new. For. this Akason, we ought evekv dav. at

LEAST, TO HEAR A LITTLE SO.NG, READ A GOOD POEM,

SEE A FINE PICTURE, AND IF IT BE POSSIBLE, TO SPEAK

A FEW REASONABLE WORDS."
Goethe in WUhelmaMer.

THE WIDOW OX WINDERMERE SIDE.

(From the new volume of W'ordiipotik's Poetry, as

yet unpublished in America.)

How beautiful, when up a lofty height.

Honor ascends among the humblest poor.

And feelins sinks as deep 1 .See there the door

Ofc . left beneath

Of blameless debt. On E'

She wasted no complaint, but strove to make
A just repayment, both for conscience sake

.^nd that herself and hers should stand upright

In the world's eye. Her work when daylight failed

Paused not, and"through the depth of niirht she kept

Sue vigil that belief

With some, the noble creature never slept;

But, one by one, the hand of Death assailed

Her children from her inmost heart bewept.

The Mother mourned, nor ceased her tears to flow,

Till a Winter's noon-day placed her buried Son
Before her eyes, last child of many gone

—

His raiment of angelic white, and lo I

His very leet bright as the dazzling snow
Which they are touching

;
yea, far brighter, even

As that which comes.or seem.s to come,from Heaven
Surpasses aught these elements can show.
Much she rejoiced, trusting that from that hour
Whate'er befel she could not grieve or pine

;

But the transfigured, in and out of season,
.Appeared, and spiritual presence gained a power
Over material forms that mastered reason.

Oh, gracious Heaven, in pity make her thine !

But why that prayer ? as if to her could come
INo good hut by the way that leads to bliss

Through Death—so judging we should judge amiss.
Since reason failed want is'her threateiied'doom.
Yet frequent transports mitigate the gloom :

Mor of these maniacs is she one that kiss
The air. or laugh upon a precipice ;

No.passing thro' strange sufferings toward the tomb.
She smiles as if a martyr's crown were won

;

Oft, when light breaks thro' clouds or wavin'' trees
With outspre.ad arms and fallen upon her knees
The Mother hails in her descending Son

'

An .\ngel, and in earthly extacies
U«r own angelic glory sterna begun.

" To-morrow is going to be a hard day with

me, 1 shall have to pay about three .tliousand dol-

lars in Bank, besides, a gtsod deal of borrowed
money. It will be necessary for you lo sell as

many goods as possible."

"Sell at a profit, if you can. But sell any
how."
"Yes, sir."

The storekeeper remained for sonic moments
silent and then said

—

" Even if you have to take less than cost, sell.

It will be much better than paying two per cent

a month."
" Yes, sir."

Further instructions were prevented by the

entrance of a customer.
" Let me look at some of your thread lace,

sir," said the lady, addressing the clerk, and seat-

ing herself, at the same time, quite leisurely by
the side of the counter.

A bo.v of lace was handed down briskly, the

cover removed, and some twenty or thirty pieces

of all prices, patterns and qualities, displayed to

the eyes of the cu.stomer.

"A beautiful article," the clerk remarked lift-

ing a piece. " We have the best assortment it

the oJty."

" Very pretty," the lady said, musingly, pro

ceediiig leisurely to examine piece after piece

until she had got entirely through the box.

"Have you no other?" she then said, with a

snfde and bow, looking U|) innocently into the

face of the clerk, who had stood patiently aw
iiig her selection from (he very choice patterns

before her.
" None, except a very inferior quality, Mrs.

Shannon."
" Let me look at them, if you please."

Another box was taken down, and a great por-

tion of its contents turned out upon the counter,

when Mrs. Shannon discovered that none of the

patterns in either box pleased her.

"They are very beautiful, Mrs. Shannon, and
we sell low," the storekeeper now said, coming
fiirward. " I am sure you will not meet with ii

finer assortment any where."

"I don't know, Mr. Bradley, but 1 tlwnk Dra-
|ieran<l Cordovan have a much better assortnienL

What do you ask for this?" lifting, as she spoke,

with a careless, indifl\;rent air, a piece of lace of
exquisite fineness.

" That is four dollars a yard, Mrs. Shannon.
Aiid it is very cheap at that, I do assure you."

"O dear, no! Mr. Brailley. I saw a piece at

Griffith's much finer for three dollars."
" You must have mistaken the quality, ma'am.

We bought our laces at the same house in New
York, and paid tlie same jirices. Now this arti-

cle cost ine every cent of three dollars and three

quarters a yard, by ihe piece; 1 have asked you
only enough to cover the cost and charges, he

cause I am anxious to sell. These are close

times, ma'am, and wc are all anxious to turn our
goods into money as quickly as possible."

And Mr. Bradley attempted lo smile with
pleasant air, but the effort was a failure. The
smile was anything but a pleasant one. The
customer's quick eye detected the counterfeit and
readily took her clue. Shaking her head with a
knowing air, she replied

—

It's no use to tell me, Mr. Bradley, that 1

don't know the quality of a piece of lace,

have seen too much in my time. Griffith's piece

of lace at three dollars, I would just as soon
have as this."

The storekee|ier stood musing for a few
meiits, and then .said

—

" How much of it do you want, ma'am ?"

" Only a few yards, sir."

"But how many, Mrs. Shannon ?"

" O, some five or six yards."

"If you will take six yards, you shall have tt

for three dollars and a half, and that is a quarter
of a dollar less than it cost me."
The customer shook her head.

"I am sure that is very low, ma'am."
"I couldn't pay that much for it, Mr. Bradley.

It is not worth it. Griffith's is only three dollars,

and if there is any difference, I like his best."

" 1 can't afford to take three dollars," the store-

keeper said in a half desponding tone.
" Well, if you will take three for it, 1 might be

induced to buy a half a dozen yards or so. I

don't care a great deal about it, but am willing to

give that, iHiii no more."
The storekeeper hesitated a few moments

—

"Three times six is eighteen," he said to himself.
' Eighteen dollars is too niticli, too much to let

go out of the store, and I so hard run."

"You can have it ma'am, though it's actually

ihrowiiig the goods away," he at length said, in a
tone and with a manner that showed the real re-

hiciance lie lijit in sacrificing his goods.
" You can measure off six yards then," the

customer responded.
The six yards of lace were accordingly cut off

and handed to Mrs. Shannon, with the stereotyp-

ed question

—

"Is there tiny thing else that I can show you,

madam ?"

"Have you a handsome assortment of silks?"

"Yes, ma'am, a large and beautiful assortment.

What color would you like ?"

"Let me look at a lew pieces. I have hardly

made up my mind yet."

Piece after piece, was now taken down, open-

ed, and the beautiful material within displayed.

Each passed in turn, a careful examination, and

each was successively tossed aside with an air of
dissatisfaction at the result.

" Don't you like any of those, Mrs. Shannon ?"

asked Mr. Bradley.
" No, sir."

"Are they not fine enough in <]Hality ?"

"Not so fine as I wish, falways like the very

best of every thing."

"I have a beautiful piece of plain colored

Gros d' Afriqtie."

"Let me see that, Mr. Bradley," and the custo-

mer's face Inighteiied.

The plain colored Gros de Afrique was hand-

ed down from the shelf, and its shining fold

opened to the eyes of Mrs. Shannon.
" Is not that beautiful, ma'am ? I think I have

never seen so rich a piece of goods."

"It is handsome, Mr. Bradley, what is the

price ?"

" This piece of goods cost me three dollars a
yard, and I will sell it for cost, if you will take

the whole of it."

" How much is there in the piece?"
" Fifteen yards."

Mrs. Shannon shook her head.

" Indeed 1 think it high."

"I'll give you two and three quarters for all

you will bring me, ina'ani."

Mrs Shamion again referred to the silk, hold-

ing it up to the light, examining the thread and
noticing its rich lustre.

"You will take two for it, I know, Mr. Brad-

ley," the customer said with a captivating smile.

"No ma'am, not of any one's money," was the

positive leply.

"I'll give two for it."

" I cannot take that, Mrs. Shannon. Only
think, ma'ain, it cost me three dollars. Surely

you do not wish to get my goods at a price that

would leave me a serious loss."

"If you will sell it at two dollars, I will take

the whole piece Mr. Bradley."
' Indeed, ma'am, that's too hard. I should

prefer leaving the goods on my shelf, to selling

at that rate."

And the storekeeper commenced folding the

silk, and replacing it in paper envelope, in quite

an earnest, business like manner. There was a

brief silence, broken only by the rustling of the

Gros d'Afrique, when Mrs. Shannon said

—

"If you will sell the piece for two and a half,

I will take it."

" Mr. Bradley pausnd, looked upwards, as if

engaged in a calculation, and then drawing a

long sigh said

—

" I suppose you must have it Mrs. Shannon,

hut it is a terrible sacrifice."

" It's not dear at that price certainly," Mrs.

Shannon remarked, in a quiet satisfied tone, and
with a self complacent air.

The silk was measured off and folded up.

" Have you any handsome shawls ?" Mrs. Shan-

non now asked ;
" I shall want one this Fall."

" Opened a case yesterday of most superb

embroidered erape, just from New York."
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" Let me look at them," the customer said,
" not that I «isl) to piiicliase this moniiiij?, hut I

shoulil hke to see some shawls, so that I can
make up my mind when I come to buy."

" O, ceitaiiily, ma'am."
And the store keeper displayed several really

beautiful articles.

" What do you ask for this?" referring to one
of very ricli pattern.

" We caimot sell that shawl for less than one
hundred and fifty dollars^ Mrs. Shaanon."

" One hundred and fifty dollars!" in tones of
astonishment.
"Why that is very low for such a superb arti-

cle. We sold one of the same style pn-ecisely lo

Mrs. General Harper, yesterday, immediately on
npeninj; tl>e case, for one hundred and sixty dol-

lars. And this is the match o«e to it. I ask you
but one hundred and fifty, because I know you
deal close, and wish to accommodate myself, as

far as I possibly can, to yoin- views. Mrs. Col.

Jenkins was with Mrs. General Harper, and liked

the shawl so much that she thought she would
come in to-day and buy it. But as she dWf not

engage it, I do not feel' bound to retain it for her,

if you are pleased with both the shawl and the

price."

"I think the shawl most beautiful, Mr. Bradley,
but really the price is enormous."

" I make notliing on it, I do assure you, ma'am."
" ^Von't you take something less for it, Mr.

Bindley?"
"I can't indeed, ma'am."
"You'll take a hundred and twenty-five, 1

know."
"That would be doing a poor business, Mrs.

Shaniion. I had better shut up my store at

once."

"Say one hundred and twenty-five, and you
may send it home."

" Well, I clon't care! I hate to disoblige a

good customer. Take it along. But it wont do
for me to saciirice my goods in this way every
flay. If I do, 1 shall go to the wall before tiuee

iTionths. Shall I show you any thing else,

ma'am .'"

"Nothing more, I I elieve. How mucli do all

the.se come to ?"

" One hundred and twenty-five dollars for the

shawl—thirty-seven and a half for the silk, and
eighteen for the lace—one hundred and eighty

dollars and fifty cents, ma'am."
"That's a very heavy bill. Call it one hund-

red and seventy-five dollars, even, Mr. Bradley."

"That would be too hard, indeed, Mrs. Shan-
non," and the store keeper shook his head, forc-

ing a smile to his countenance at Uie same time.

"Here's just one hundred and seventy-five

dollars, even money, Mr. Bradley. You'll take

that, I know, indeed," and Mrs. Shannon smiled

with an arch, self-compl.icciit air :
" it's all that I

will give yon—so you might as well take it with

a good grace."
" Well, if I must, I suppose T must, Mrs. Shan-

non. But indeed you are too hard for me."
And as he said thi.«, he counted over the mon-

ey and threw it into the drawer.

"Will you send the goods home at ouce?" ask-

ed Mrs. Shannon.
"They shall go home immediately, nia'am."

And the customer made her bow and depart-

ed, delighted with the great bargains she had
made out of the store-keeper.

As she withdrew, ftf r. Bradley glanced know-
ingly at his principal salesman, and said, with a

smile

—

"Did you see that operalion, James?"
" ( ) yes. That was delightful !"

" That shawl cost sixty dollars."

"Yes, I remember."
"And the silk a dollar and a quarter a yard. I

lost, on the lace, but made it up handsonjely on
the other articles."

" Rather too handsomely," the clerk remarked,
smiling in return.

"Well, it was her own fault, James. If I had
asked her a fair price, slie would have beat me
down, so that I would have been compelled to

lose the sale, or lose my |)rofits. I had forgotten

her real character when I asked her but four

dollars a yard for the lace. Had I said six dol-

lars, I could have got four and a half easily."

"It's the' only "way to deal with such people.

As a general rule, I can get more for an article

out of one of our real jewing cusiomers, iban

out of the fair dealer, who buys at the pi ice you
name, if she buys at all."

"Yes, that is the only way to get along, and I

believe nearly every retailer does the same.
"O yes; it's the ordinary practice.

A customer here interrupted the conversation,
and we are unahleTurther to enlighten the read-
er on the subject under consideration by Mr.
Bradley and his saWstujin. Enough, however,
transpired to give a word lo the wise.

In the mean time, Mrs. Shannon returned
home in the course of an hour, and in a few min-
utes after, a friend, an elderly lady, named Mrs.
ClevelatuI, called in to see Mrs. Shannon.

" Ah, good iiioriiing, Mrs. Clevelanil, I am glad
to see you. I've been out shopping this morning,
and have made some rare purchases."

" Have you, indeed ?"

"That 1 have. Just look at tliis splendid
shawl."

"It's very beautiful indeed, Mrs. Shannon."
"Aintit? And what is better, I got it foi-

something like twenty-five dollars less than

"For less than cost?" Mrs. Cleveland asked in

tones of astonishment.
"Yes, indeed. The store keeper said he made

nothing at all on it at one hundred and fifty dol-

lars. But I beat him down to one hundred and
twenty-five. I saw plain enough that he was
pushed for money, and would sell his goods at

almost any price. It was only yesterday tliat

Mrs. General Harper bought the fellow to it at

one luindred and sixty dollars. 3Irs. Colonel
Jenkins wanted this one, and I have no doubt
would have taken it to day, at the same price

paid by her friend, Mrs. General Harper. When
1 heard that, I determined to have it, and so

made my offer. Bradley thought a bird in the

h-and worth two in the bush. How disappointed
Mrs. Colonel Jenkins will be when she finds the

shawl gone ! 1 am so glad I happened to see it

before she called again. And just look at this

elegant pattern of Gros d' Afriqiie. It was three

dollars, and was cheap at that price. Rather
than to have missed it, I would have given three

and a quarter for it. Now what do vou think 1

got it for?"
" Really, I do not know, Mrs. Shannon."
" Well, 1 got it for two dollars and a half—fiir

below cost."

"You did!" with a grave countenance.
" Yes indeed. I saw that be would sell at al-

most any price, and so I beat him down hard. I

could have obtained this piece of goods at two
dollars a yard, if I had held out a little longer.'^

" But don't you think it wrong to do so, Mrs.
Shannon ?"

" Wrong!" with a look and tone of astonish-

ment. " Wrong ! how in the world can you

Why, wrong, Mrs. Shannon, to ask a man to

take less for his goods than Iheycost him. partic-

ularly when the jrnods are actually worth all that

is asked for them."
"Really, Mrs. Cleveland, I cannot understand

you. I think it right, indeed commendable, for

every one to purchase goods as low as possible."

" But is it right to have so little regard for the

interests of olliers, as to take advantage of llieii-

necessities to their injury? Really, 1 cannot see

it to be right."

" I am sure, Mrs. Cleveland, that I can see no
reason why I should pay a man more for an arti-

cle than he is willing to take. Indeed, as it ap-

pears to me, I have nothing to do with his con-

cerns. If he sells below cost, it is his look out,

not mine."
" I cannot take the same view of things that

you do, Mrs. Shannon. It seems to ?ne, that we
should regard as carefully the interests of others,

as our own, in dealing with them. Instead of
l>eing willing lo buy an article at less than its

real cost, when that cost is not above the market
value, it seems to me that we ought to refuse to

take that advantage even if oflTered to us."

" Why, Mrs. Cleveland ! 1 should call that

cheating one's self."

" Not atall, Mrs. Sliannon. It w-ould be simply
doing by others as we would wish others to do
by us. It would lie acting towards our neighbor
from a principle of true charity."

" If you act from that principle, Mrs. Cleve-
land, you will be cheated at every turn."

" I dift'er from you. There is in the minds of

most persons, a wish to deal openly and fairly.

A close customer makes a close salesman. 1
have no doubt that in most cases where persons
cheapen goods, they are ultimately made to pay
more for them than they are really worth."

" Well, I can tell you that I always (Cheapen
when I buy, and I know very well that I never
pay too much for an article."

Mrs. Cleveland smiled meaningly.
" You needn't laugh, Mrs. Cleveland. I know

that no one pays less for her dry goods than I
do."

" There you arc mistaken, Mrs. Shannon. As
for instance, in the case of this beautiful piece of
Gros d'Afriqne. It was only yesterday that I
bought twelve yards off that very piece from
Bradley, at two dollars a yard, which was all he
asked for it."

"That cannot be, Mrs. Cleveland ! You must
have bought from another piece of goods."
"No, it is the very same ; I cannot be mistaken

in the article. And now I remember that he said
Jhere were just fifteen yards left."

Mrs. Shannon's countenance felt instantly, and
then grew red with indignation.

"Tlienhe has cheated me shamefully !" she
exclaimed, "and I'll make him refund me the

half dollar on each yard,"

"Say rather Mrs. Shannon," remarked her
plain spoken friend, "you have cheated yourseIC
Mr. Bradley put the price up because he knew,
that ask what he would, you would never buy
without beating him down. It has happened
that you did not beat down hard enough, and so

have had to pay for your error."
" But it's downright cheating, Mrs. Cleveland,

and I'll expose him."
"If it is wrong for Mr. Bradley to take advan-

tage of your ignorance, and receive from yon
more than an article is really worth, it is no less

wrong for you to take advantage of his necessi-

ties, and pay him less than the article cost him.

As I look at matters and things, the wrong is

equal."
" I dont see as you do, Mrs. Cleveland, I do

not compel a store keeper to take less than cost

for his goods. I tell him what I will give, and
he is at liberty to sell on the terms 1 propose, or
not."

" Still, Mrs. Shannon, his necessity is his com-
pulsion, and of this you take advantage."

" But for me to pay him a firofit on his goods,
when he was willing to sell lielow cost, would
be a little too generous, it seems to me."

" He b not wiUing, but compelled; and surely it

would be noble in any one to regard his condi-

tion, and take no advantage of it."

" As I said before, I cannot see it as you do,

Jlrs. Cleveland."
" 1 feel anxious that you should .see it as I do,

Mrs. Sliannon ; and therefore,! will try and make
it plainer to you. Imagine yourself a widow,
compelled to do some kind of business for the

support of your family. You set up with a small
capital, not sufficient to buy a good assortment,

and you have to make purchases on credit. For
a time you get on tolerable well, and are enabled

to make your payments without trouble. But
after a while, old goods and remnants accumu-
late, and customers make little bills, the aggre-

gate of which is quite an important sum to you.

You cannot now so readily meet your payments ;

and of course, become more anxious to sell

goods. Rather than let a customer go out, you
will sometimes take cost for an article. A press-

ing demand for money will cause you, as a tem-

porary expedient, to take even less than cost,

when nothing more can be obtained from one

who perceives your anxiety to sell, and takes ad-

vantage of it. Now, placing yourself in the po-

sition that I have placed you, would you not

think it very unjust for any one to profit by your

necessities ?"

Mrs. Shannon did not reply. This was a new
mode of reasoning on the subject Like too

many others, she could not see the bearing of

any rule of action, until, applied to herself.

" I hardly think the cases parallel," she at length

siiid.

" They are precisely parallel, Mrs. Shannon.

A dry goods merchant does business, in most

cases, for the benefit of his fimily, the members
of which are dependent upon him for a support.

There are but few of them who are not, at some

lima or other iu similar djfficultjea to those I
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have imagined to exist in your case. Mr. Br.-id-

Icv I happen to know, to be in precisely that sit-

uation. He is much in want of money at this

time. His anxiety to **ell caused him to act up-

on what 1 think aValse principle. He knew that

you would cheapen the goods, and therefore he

asked vou a very high price. Perhaps, had he

not been so much pressed, he would have asked

only a fair price, and not receded fiom it."

ftirs. Shannon began to have a glimpse of the

principle of action laid down by her friend. But

It was only a glimp.=e.
'• I suppose," she said, after a pause, " that my

shawl is not much of a bargain after all. But I

hardly think I have paid too much for it."

"Only fifty dollars more th;m Mrs. Harper

paid for hers."

.- "What!"
" I was with Mrs. Harper when she purchased

her shawl ; and seventy-five dollars was all that

iMr. Bradley asked for it. His price was i)aid

without a word, for Mrs. Harper had the fullest

confidence in him. .^nd you see now how hon-

estly he is disposed to deal with a fair customer

Mrs. Jenkins was very anxious to have the fel-

low that you have bought, and she told me this

morning that her husband was willing that she

should buy it, and that she was going out at once

to secure the shawl. She has doubtless before

this met the disappointment that awaited her.

The error that you have committed, Mrs. Shan-

non, in picking up that shawl so eagerly, to pre-

vent Mrs. Jenkins from getting it, has resulted in

a disappointment to you botli. I trust, my friend,

that you will not soon forget the lesson, and that

its efl'ect may be salutary."

Just then llie servant handed a sealed letter

which was instantly broken open by Mrs. Shan-

non. It contained a bank bill for fifty dollars,

and run thus:—
"To Mas. Shannon—iUa<iam: The value oF the

Bhawl that you bt.-u;,'ht of me this morniu!;, was seventy-

five dollars, at which price the profit to me is a fair one.

But as 1 knew that you would not buy it, unless I fell

considerably on the price I doubleil to leave ample room
to come down. You did not beat hard enough, and so

paid, and willingly too. hftv doll.ira more than it was
worth. The silk you paid hail' a dollar a yard more than

ray living price -, but as you got the lace at a dollar a yard

less than it cost me, those two items w ill balance each

other. The fifty dollars enclosed will reduce the shawl

to its real value. And now, madam, I shall be happy to

wait on you again : but remember, that I shall ask you only a

fair profit, and I will deal fairly with you. But do not
" mpt me to adopt a principle of action that "I can-

) feeling to be wrong. Yours,

John Bradley."

A burning blush of shame covered the fijce of

Mrs. Sliarnon as she finished this letter. She
sat musing a few moments, and then handed it

to Mrs. Cleveland. On reading it that lady re-

marked

—

" I cannot say, Mrs. Shannon, that I regret the

occurrence of this incident. It will be a lesson

that you can never forget."

"Indeed it will. But pray, Mrs. Cleveland do

not mention it. I shall be mortifjed to death if it

gets out And as to this shawl, tell Mrs. Jenkins

that she is welcome to it if she wishes to have

it. Indeed, I shall never put it on, that's set-

tled."

"Do not fear that I shall mention it, Mrs.

Shannon. I shall be far more gratified in seeing

you act from higher principles than such as have

influenced yon, than in giving circulation to an
afiair calculated to wound the feelings of a

friend."

"You are always kind and generous in your
feelings, Mrs. Cleveland. Would that I could

act from as high motives," Mrs. Shannon said,

grasping the hand of her friend as fhe other rose

to depart.

"Try, then, to think right ; and afterwards to

act from those true perceptions of right. In this

way, you will gain the power to do unto others

as you would have others do unto you."

.4nd so saying, Mrs. Cleveland shook the hand
of her friend and turned away from the door.

The lesson was not lost on Mrs. Shannon. She
never again indulged in the evil of trying to get

goods at less than cost. The offer of her shawl
to Mrs. Jenkins was accepted, and one was as

willing to part with it as the other was to receive

it.

As to Mr. Bradley, his conscience troubled him
after Mrs. Shannon had left the store. Fifty dol-

lars, he felt, was too much to take from" her.

While debatiog iu his tnind what to do, a custo-

thclpf

mer from the country came in and (laid him a

liill of five hundred dollars. This determined the

(juestion in his mind, and produced the note and
enclosure sent to Mrs. Shannon.

Carbon, Oxygen, Ilvdrogeu, and Nitrogen.

Of the 55 simple sulislaiices into w liich the

solids, fliiid.'i, and gases of the inorganic world

may he separated, vegetaldes ai-e principally made
up of four; and of titese, only three exist in any
large proportion ; these three are carbon, oxygen,
and hydrogen. Of these, carbon is by far the

iMo.^t aliiind.uit : it is nearly identicd with char-

coal, u liich consists of tlie carbon of the wood
niixrd up with a small quantity of earthy mutter.

If this charcoal be burned, it passes off in the

form of carbonic acid gas, leaving a uiiiuite por-

tion of white ash, which is principally of a min-
eral nature. It is chiefly to the carbon which ii

contains, that the hardiitss and solidity of wood
are due ; and in so large a portion does it exist in

that ti.ssue, that when the other elementary bodies

—the n.xygen and hydrogen—have been separa-

ted, the carbon retains the form of llie tissues in

great beauty and perfection, so that a pieca of
charcoal will indicate the character of ihe wood
fiom which it was made, nearly as well as would
a section of an iinbiirnt branch. On ihe oilier

hand, in proportion as (he tissues of the pl.uit

are defined in carbon, do we find them defiiirni

in firmness of structure. When, therefore, we
consider the large quantities of carbonic acid

extricated by the respiration of animals, and by

the immense amount of combustion o;' coal

which is consta;u!y going on in onr large towns,

there would seem no difficulty in understanding
how it may be supplied to plants; but so vast is

the extent of the atnio.'sphere through which the

carbonic acid bus to be difliised, that any given

bulk of air only contains about 1-lOOOlh jiart of

this gas. Hence, it might be supposed impossi-

lile for the gigantic mass of carbon contJuneil in

the wood of a wide-sjireading forest to have
been derived chiefly, if not entirely from this

source, and such is seen to be the case; for al-

though the soil may contain carbon, none of it

is taken up in a solid form ; and its quantity

rather increases than diminishes in the course of
years.

Oxygen is contained largely in plants ; and the

presence of it in the air which surrounds them,
is very necessary to their healthful existence,

chiefly as affording the means by which, as al-

ready explained, the superfluous carbon is re-

moved. This element is equally necessary to

animals, and it constitutes about a fifth part of
the air we breathe. A portion of this air is dis-

solveil, as it were, in water, and it is in tiiis man-
ner that IJeli and other aquatic animals as well as

plants are supplied with oxygen. Most, if not

all, however, of the oxygen which is contained

in vegetable substances, is taken up by them,
either in combination with carbon, or in unison

with hydrogen—a body with wliich it forms
water.

Hydrogen is also contained largely in plants;

and in most of the -iibstances into whose com-
position it enters, it is combined with oxygen
nearly in the sjinie proportion as in water; al-

though it is probable that a small quantity is in-

troduced with nitrogen in the form of ammonia—
the pungent gas which gives strength to harts-

horn, smelling .salts, &c. We may regard the

water introduced into the substance of plants by
their roots, and also in part absorbed by their

general surface, as the chief source of this ele-

ment, a.s well as if the o.xygen contiimed in the

vegetable structure.

JVilrogen has not been commonly regarded as

an important element of the vegetable structure,

but it has been lately shown to exist largely in

the growing parts of plants; and there seem.<

reason to believe its presence to be essential to

the increase of their fabric by the formation of
new parts. It is an important ingredient in the

substance called gUiien, which exists largely in

the seeds of the various kinds of corn or grain,

and most of all, in wheat; and it is in part on
this account that wheat-bread is the most nutri-

tious of all vejictable substances ordinarily used
as food, since it approaches nearer in compo-
sition than almost any other to animal flesh,

which contains a much larger piopnrlicui of ni-

trogen than exists in most vegelable substances.

It is. Indeed, on account of their entire deficiency

in nitrogen, that gn
products are not lit

themselves. Nitro:;(

tlie Htinospliere, but

ite qufiMiily

forms aiiiiiionta, of

iKvays c\i.-.ls in the

er; and this "is absoi

ip by the roots; and
ey

! other similar

iiiiiuud life by_

fbur-fili'is of
111 to be taken

; but this gas

' 1^" ihe

supply ot ammonia wliicli they yield, that the

principal benefit of animal manure seems to con-

sist.

—

Treatise of Veg. Physiology.

The Highlands of New Hampshire.
[By the t:ditor of the Congregational Journal.]

STODDAnD.
Agriculture is the first interest of our country;

we love ro see its iiiipiovenients aiul progress,

espici,dl> Hhoii it is obliged to combat with bro-

ken liill,~, i;iaiiiiic- m.isscs. and a steril soil, and
wins its Mii-torirs with the toil and energy of a'

New llaiiipshire "Highland" fiiniier.—The road

we travelled was must admirable ; for a part of

the way it was Mcldamlzal by nature, and firm

as a rail road ; such granite block.s, and piles,

and boulders, we never saw; they looked like the

sea, ulicii the waves are "chopped up" by the

"iii(l;aiid wliciicesoever they came, whether
they Were hurled down in the Titanic war with

the gods, or hurled up by the fires raging at the

centre of the globe, their profusion and magni-
tude would almost assure us little of the material

was left liidimd. Still the soil between the rocks

is productive, and yields the sweetest and richest

pasturage ; we observed the highest hill, rather a

high nioimtain, cleared to its very summit, along

which a lc;nce was run at a giddy elevation ; flocks

were nipping the tender grass on the slopes, and
the beeves for which the town is fltmous, were
lazily reposing at the base. With all its disad-

vantages, the town is independent and thrifty un-

der the industry and economy it has long practi-

sed, while in oilier sections there is le.ss occasion

to complain of the evils to which we allude. Our
fellow traveller called our attention to a little

garden of remarkable neatness, and as flourish-

ing as it was neat : between large rocks rising

four or five lt;et above the ground, beds had
been laid out with the taste and proportions of
city horticuhurc ; not a weed was to be seen, and
over the whole iiiaiilled the most luxuriant vege-
tation ; the house of which the garden was an
appendage, was small and (infinished ; few wind-
ows admilled the light, and not a clapboard cov-

ered the seams between the rough boards nailed

on to keeji out the cdlil and (lie storm; still in

the garden and the huirible dwelling there was
an air of taste and eonilort iiidicaliiig ciihivation

and inielligence. As we were puzzling our wits

to search out the cause, we discovered a little box
fastened to a post tiy the roa<l-siile, in which the

news carrier weekly drops his paper, without the

inconvenience and delay of leaping over the gate-

less and stileless fence, fronting the house.

The Congregational minister of StoddartI, Rev.
Mr. Uobiiison, is a rare instance of eelf-timde

men. Without the advantages of a collegiate ed-

ucation, without the excitement of a cultivated

and lea»ne<l congregation, and without that com-
petent support which jrerniits the minister to

pursue his studies, and the duties of his calling,

uuembarrassed by secular cares and labors, Mr.
Robinson has attained a high reputation as a
scholar and tliviiie. Obliged to cullivate the soil

with his own hands for a part of his support, we
have been told he was accustomed to take his

Greek and Hebrew lexicons and giammars to the

field, where, when tired wiili the plough, the hoe
or the scythe, he applied himself to the acquisi-

tion of these hmguages, in which he attained to a
critical knowledge, putting to the blush many a
ilignified professor and divine, who has stupidly

and uselessly slept out his lili; in the walls of a
college. In a controver.'sy with the Unitarian
minister of Keene, some dozen years ago, the

pamphlets he wrote are replete with critical acu-

men in the discussion of the controverted |)as.<a-

ges in the original Scriptures, and with profound
views of the principles of theological science.

Willi other departments of learning and sci-

ence he is not less fiimiliar, and especially geol-

iiioiive in the magnificent developeinems of na-

ture about hitn. In such n fplaca, and under such
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firriiinstances, did 1ip fii;i!;e liinisclf .imh a man.
We s.iy not this lor his gloriticalicni, Imt to show
that tlie cliai-ucter and userulnK.ss of a minister
are Mot dependent upon oirrumstanccs, luit upon
lii.-nself; any where lie may he learned, good and
fe'reat.

SULLIVAN.
The road from Harrisville to Snilivan follows

the stream having its soin-ce in the pond, and
proceeding v.ith r.Mi.arknlile iK-auIv all its way
till its jnnetion «ilh III' Aslnii lot ; now d;'sliing

ng the trees which
lis heaiitifnl stream,

and the "forest road," which folloivs its course,

we began to ascend the loiiir and lii,;;h swells ot

land, on whose summit is situated tjie meeting
honse of Sullivan. If we forget not, the ascent
is nearly three miles, some part of which is con-
siderably arduous, tliongh the traveller will not

stop so often from weariness, as to gaze upon the
magnificent scenery. It is a well wrought road,

going np to the house of God like those which
once conducted the tribes to Zion, and like them
we are happy to learn, well trod upon the S.ib-

halh.— HiL'hl'y ciiltivateil farms succeed each oth-

er, with houses and oiiihuildings worthy of Cen-
tral IMassacliiisctts. Indeed llie whole town is

admirably adapte.l to .-i^iricnllure, especially graz-

ing, nor have the owners been slow to improve
their advantages. The pnpnl.iiidn dues not ex-
ceed 500, and yet we were tolil iliat the inonev
they had at interest proliahiy was s(iO,CiOO, wliicii

equally divided wonlil gii e "six or seven hundred
dollars to every fimily. f>iieh u sweep of pros-

l)ect is seldom taken in by the eve, as from the

house of the pastor. Rev. I\lr. AlvoVd ; New Hamp-
shire, Massachusetts, and Vermont, at once offer

well rounded and lcin<_dv mountain, .-ind voiider

Wachusrtt, and voiider still Aloinit liolyoke and
Tom, with iiinni'iierable hills int.Mvonin"- all lit

up in the uorgeoiisni'ss of ihc setliim sun, and as

spires, and happy inhabitants—a magnificent dis-

play. Tlinnlis to Heaven ! 'I'here is but one
SPOT in the creation without its beauty and at-

traction ; and that no one will visit but as a wil-

limr traveller.

On this high hill ofSullivnn, with heaven above,
the world lK/iicatn,aiid universal stillness around,
we found tlie ministers and delegates o-f the

churches asseu>hled " to take sweet counsel to-

gether"—a place, as we tho't, such as Christ

would have selected for retirement and devotion

with his disciples.

ishment to the animal w hen about to pass in

state of complete inactivity, 'fhe plant spn
by the extension of its fiwii siriicinrc, and
by the production of minute gerii.s, which
taken up by the circulating blood and carrici

distant pans of the body ; the disease invariably

occasions the death of th& silk-worm, hut d

not show itself externally until afterwards, when
it rapidly shoots forth from beneath the skin.

The cater|iillar, chrysalis, luid moth are all sir

ptili

till-

but it is oidv
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nearly double that of dung, a ciiciiiTistance easily

aceoimled for bv the friealer quantity of other

salts, being nearly double those ni cow dun:,'.

The actual amount of salts in 100 parts of hu-

man, cow, and horse ilung, is in round numbers,

1 per cent., while in the liquids it averages 15,

beiujr in the cow 35, and in the human 4.24 per

cent., horse (j.

All urine of course varies with the food of the

animal. White turnips give a weaker liquor than

Swedish. Green grass is still worse. Distillers'

grains are said to be better than either of these.

Doubtless the liquids of fattening kine is richer

in ammonia during this period, tor it contains a

part of that nitrogen not carried away in tiiilk.

Whatever may he the food, it is evident from the

above statements, that rivers of riches run away

from farms, from want of attention to saving

that which ordinarily is allowed to be wasted.

Each man evacuates annually, enough salts, to

manure an acre of land. Some forni of geine

only is to be added to keep the land in heart, if

the farmer had but the heart to collect and use

that which many allow, like the flower unseen,

"to waste its fragrance on the desert air."

But with all the farmer's care, with every coii-

venience for collecting and preserving these ani-

mal [iroilucls, still the amount which can be so

collected, is often wholly inaileqnate to the wants

of the farmer of small means. All these accu-

mulations presuppose a goodly stock of animals

on the farm. This again is limited by tlie means

of keeping, and so one influences tire

The farmer wants some source of manure, which

while it produces all the salts and geine of an

unlimited amount of stock, hogs and hens, shall

yet require no more barn room, fodder or team,

than every man who means that his hands and

lands shall shelter, feed, and clothe him, can easi-

ly command.
The salts and geine of a cord of peat are equal

to the manure of one cow for three months. It

is certainly a very curious coincidence of results,

that nature herself, should have prepared a sub-

stance, what^agricidtural value approaches so

near cow dung, the type of manures. This sub-

ject may have been now sufficiently explained.

Departing from cow dung and wandering through

all the varieties of animal and vegetable manures,

we land in a peat-bog. The substance under our

feet is analyzed, and found to be cow dung, with

out its musky breath of cow odor, or the pov.er

of generating ammonia. That process is over

—

a part of the ammonia remains, still evident to

the senses by adding caustic potash. It exists in

part, either as a comjtonent of crenic and apo-

crenic acid, or as phosphate of ammonia, and

when the presence of ammonia is added to the

salts, whose existence has already been pointed

out, it may be said, that peat approaches dung,

moistened with the liquid evacuation of the an-

imal.

Captain Kidd.

[The American Jinist in its last number, con-

tains a sketch of the life of this adventurer. It

is given in an article relative to the defective

administration of criminal justice in former
times. It is told in a plain and natural manner,
without any high wrought colors. We extract it

as an interesting sketch of the " pirate."]

Few names in the annals of our country havt
been more familiar to every class in the commu
nity than that of William Kidd. Childhood has
listened with terror to the tales of his unnumber
ed crimes, and credulous love of gold has sought
with the confidence of assured succes.s the ill-

gotten treasures which he buried in the lonely
recesses of the sea-shore.

Tfla ballads of the nursery, too, have imi
taiized this renowned freebooter of the ocean,
and, although it was not true that "his name
Robert Kidd, as he sailed," yet " most wickedly
he did, as he sailed," iind among other things,
"he murdered William Moure, and left him in
his gore, not many leagues from shore," and
when at last justice overtook him, he made a sol-
emn appeal to "young and old to see him die;"
most disinterestedly telling them they were "wel-
come to his gold, for by't he'd lost his soul, and
must die."

Romance, also, has borrowed from the same
storehouse, and has told us how carefully the
treasures which the pirate and his crew coiiceal-
e<l have been watched over, from time immemo-

' ial, by a certain grim-visaged personage, who,
'or a valuable consideration, made known its hi-

ding place to that curious gentleman, "Thomas
Walker."

Although these romantic incidents iiave made
their abiding impression iq)on the youthlid iiiing-

ination of thousands, tew have stopped to draw
from the personal history of Kidd, the illnstraiioti

which it affords of the manner in which jus^tice

was administered in the English courts, a centu-

ry and a half ago.

Although fiom a simple perusal of the in-

dictments against Captain Kidd, and the evidence

adduced to sustain them, no one would he led to

imagine that his trial had any connexion what-

ever with the political affaii-s of the country, yet

such in fact was the case ; and it becomes neces-

sary, theiefbre, to offer a brief explanation of his

previous history, in order to understand the full

degree of importance which was attached to his

arrest, trial, and conviction as a murderer and a

l)irate.

The first we learn of his history was in 1696.

Before that time he had been an enterprising ship

master, sailing liom New York, where his fiunily

resided.

At this time there was an universal alarm felt,

in consequence of the numerous acts of piracy

which had been committed on the high sea.s,

jiecially in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, and

the attention of the government of England was
|)arlictdarly <lirected to the means of arresting the

evil. The war, which had been terminated by

the |)eace of Rysvvick in 1697, had given rise to

an extensive system of legalized piracy, called

"privateering," many of the vessels so employed
having received commissions from James the

Second, then an exile, to cruise against the com
iierce of England. Many of these privateers had

aid aside the flimsy veil that covered their true

character, and waged war indiscriminately u|)on

whatever vessels came in their way.

Under the administration of Governor Fletcher

of New York, many of these piratical vessels

sailed from ports within his government, and

Smollet, in his history of England, gravely af-

firms that "during the war, the colonies had
grown rich by piracy."

Upon the removal of Fletcher from his govern-

ment, the king resolved to appoint some one who
would be certain to adopt efficient measures to

break up the system of piracy which ha<l become
so alarmiag ; and lor this purpose comnfissioned

Lord Uellamont.H nobleman of high rank, as gov-

ernor of New York, and soon after added the

provinces of Massachusetts and Nesv Hampshire
to his jurisdiction.

It was proposed to fit out a naval expedition to

take command of the enter|)rise.

Hy a singular and most unfortunate fatality,

Kidd was the person so selected. He was then

in London, and was highly recommended for the

place by Mr. Livingston o'f New York, who had

known him there, and who happened then to he

in London, wliere he was consulted upon the

huhject by Lord Bellamont.

It was proposed to fit out a government shi[)of

thirty guns, to be manned with one hundred and

fifty men. But there was so matiy difficulties in-

terposed by the admirality that the expedition, as

a public one, failed, and a private adventure was
planned as a substitute.

It had twool)jectsin view,one to cruise against

the French with a commission as a privateer, the

other to seize and send home for trial all who
had been engaged in jjiratical enterprises, and
high expectations were raised of making the ad
venture a profitable one. Mr. Livingston offered

to be concerned with Captain Kidd in one-fifth of

the vessel, and to be bound for the faithful execu
tion of his commission.
The king not only countenanced the enteprise

but was to share one-tenth in the profits so confi-

dentally anticipated to result from it. Several of

the nobility took ehares in the adventure, among
whom were the duke of Shrewsbury, the earls

of Romney and Oxford, and lord chancellor So-

mers.
The chief management of the affair was en-

trusted to Lord Bellamont, through whom the

commission of' Kidd was regularly issued.

lender this he sailed from Plymouth for New
York in April, 1698, in a ship called the Adven-
ture Galley. On his way thither he took p

French ship which he carried into New York

where she was condemned, and there he enlisted

a large number of men by promising them a share
of the prizes he might take. His whole crew, in

the end, consisted of about one hundred and filly

men.
Bellamont did not reach New Y'ork till nearly

two years after Kidd had sailed from England,
and found, on arriving there, that, instead of hav-
ing exterminated piracy, the man whom he had
commissioned for that purpose had become the

terror of the ocean, by the bold and indiscrimi-

nate war which he had been carrying on against

the vessels of all nations.

Such an issue of an expedition, which the min-
istry and leading whigs had originated, could
hardly fail to bring reproach upon its authors,

especially while party spirit was as rife as it then
was in England.

Lord Somers, though of long tried worth and
great sagacity as a political leader, was particu-

larly obnoxious to the tories, and after holding

the great seal for seven years was, by their insti-

gation, dismissed from office.

In 1701, he with the earis of Portland and Ox-
ford, were impeached for high crimes and mis-
demeanors, and one of the articles against the

late chancellor was his connexion with Captain

Kidd. Kidd was even examined at the bar of
the house of commons, with a view to make evi-

dence against the ministry, but the attempt to

connect him with them, in any way calculated to

impeach their moral or pdlitical character, wholly

(ailed. The commons (li<l not pursue their arti-

cles of impeachment, an<l no trial was ever had
upon them, and when the trial of Kidd took

place, the entire innocence of all who were inter-

ested in the enterprise which had been entrusted

to him, was conclusively established.

The course which Kidd pursued, after leaving

New York with his augmented crew, was direc-

ted to the Indian Ocean, where he made many
rich prizes, and having divided his booty with his

crew, about ninety left him, and engaged in other

similar adventures. He tlieroupoa burned his

own vessel, and embarked in one of his prizes

for the West Indies. Here he purchased a sloop,

and leaving his prize in charge of a [lart of his

crew, he sailed with the remainder for New Eng-
land, and with a strange degree of fool hardiness,

ventured to appear openly in Boston, and to en-
gage in traffic there.

As soon, however, as his arrival there was
known, he was sent for hy the government, and
required to render an ascount of what he had
done under his commission, within three days.

As he had failed to comply with the order, an
officer was sent to arrest him on the 6tli of July,

1699, but Kidd, being determined not to surren-

der, drew his sword upon the officer, and only
submitted after he was overpowered by superior

force.

The governor made no delay in sending notice

of his arrest to England, and so important was it

deemed to secure him ft-om escape, that a man-
of-war was fitted out for the purpose, and order-

ed to Boston to bring him to England.
Upon his being arrested in Boston, his plate

and other valuable property was seized in New
York, but subsequently given up by the govern-
ment to his wife, upon lier representation that

she had come honestly by it. True to her char-

acter as a woman and a wife, she came to Boston
and visited her husband in prison, and made a

most urgent application to the governor to extend
favor towards him. This application, as well as

that for the restoration of her property, is anong
the curious papers preserved in the secretary's

office of the commonwealth.
The same ill-fortune, which first involved the

ministry in a connexion with Kidd, attended

their effiirts to remove him to England. The
vessel sent out for the purpose, after encountering
tren.endous storms, was obliged to put back with-

out reaching her destination, and it was openly

charged that she dare not bring the matter to the

test of a public trial.

Kidd, however, together with one Bradish, a

famous pirate, was at length sent home, where he

was indicted and put iqion his trial for murder
and piracy. This did not take place until the'Sth

of May, 1701, although, as has been stated, his

original arrest was made nearly two years prior

to that date.
* « » »

In regard to the charge of murder of which he
was convicted, it seems to have been the result of
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a hasty brawl between bim and his i;uiiner Wil-
liam Moore, and at this day would have been le-

Kanloil as an act of nianslaii;;hter only. The
blow which caused his death uas inflicie,! wiilia

bucket, and was given in cmi:sei|iieiiie of irritat-

ing language useil by the deceased towards his

commander in angry dispute.

It made however, but little practical difference
with the prisoner, whether the verdict was right

or wrong, for upon each of the five rndictments
which followed, he was convicted, and a general
sentence of death was pronounced upon liini.

Eight of his associates were convicted and sen-
tenced at the same time, but Kidd protested to

the last, that he had been sacrificed by perjured
witnesses.

'J'liis sentence was soon after executed upon
hiin, and the name of "Captain Kidd" has ever
since been associated in the legends of our early

history, with that of the powers of darkness, and
the unsolved mystery of countless heaps of buri-

ed treasure.

Knowledge is Power.
In a late admirable report by Horace IMann

Esq., Secretary of the board of Eiincalion of
Mass., the following striking e.\emplification is

introduced of the iriaxim that "knowledge is

power."
"M. Redelet, in his work, ' Sar I' Art de Bath-;

gives the following account of an experiment
made to test the difRrent amounts of force

which, under different circumstances, were ne-
cessary to move a block of squared granite weigh-
ing 1,080 lbs

"In order lo move this block along the floor of
a roughly chiselled quarry, it required a force
etpial to 758 lbs.

"To draw the same stone over a floor of planks,

it required a force equal to G52 lbs.

" Placed on a platform of wood, the retjuisite

force was reduced to 182 lbs.

"Placed on rollers of three inches in diameter,

and a force equal to 34 lbs. was sufticient.

"Substituting a woodeji lor a stone floor, and
the requisite force was 98 lbs.

'• With the same rollers on a wooden platform,

it required a force equal to 22 lbs. only.

"At this point," says Mr. Mann, "the experi-

ments of Mr. Redelet stopped. But, by improve-
ments since effected, in the invention and use of
locomotives oil railroads, a traction or draught of

eight lbs. is sufficient to move a ton of 2,240 lbs.

;

so that a force of less than four pounds would
now be sufficient to move the granite block of

1,080 lbs. ; that is, one hundred and eighty-eight

times less than was required in the first iiislaiiee.

When, therefore, mere animal or muscular force

was used to move the bo<ly, it required about

two-thirds of its own weight to acconqilisli the

object; bul, by adding the connivances of mind
to the strength of mUsde, the force necessary to

remove il is reduced more than one hundred and
eighty-eight times. Here, then, is a |iarlnershi-p,

in which mind contributes one hundred and eigh-

ty-eight shares to the stock to one share contrib-

uted by muscle ; or while hrule slienglli represents

one man, ivgeiiuily or intelligence re|)resents one
huiulred and eighty-eight men.—.Va;. Int.

Uses of Botany.

Very many excellent people—men, women
and children—have made it a constant nde of

their lives, when they purpose doing anything,

to ask themselves what good i)urposo it would
answer. So we are now to answer the question

—What good will it do to study Botany.' Our
answer shall not be very long.

First, it is a healthy employment. When we
say that the study of Botany is healthy, we mean
that it will lead you into healthy practice.^. You
will be abroad, every opportunity you have, rov-

ing among the trees, in the fields, or perhaps on
the mountains. You will be glad lo do so to

breathe the fragrant and pure air. And it is

liealthy.

Secondly, it will lead you to observe what is

before you. Many boys and girls go through the

world almost without seeing it. Now, he who
has eyes, and does not use them in such a beau-

tiful world as this, is very much to be pitied.

But the study of Botany will learn him to keep
his eyes o|)en. The habit of noticing things

around you is called observation ; and a very im-
portant habit it in, too.

Thirdly, the study of Botany—in which you
are obliged to sort, and arrange, and classify

things— will teach yon to be orderly and syste-

maric in other thii)g.<. Some boys and girls nev-
er have a particular place for every thing, and so
when they wish to find a needle, a pencil, a book,
a pair of scissors, or a penknife, they do not
know where to find it, and a great deal of t'

is often wasted in looking for it: this is a bad
habit, but is one which the study of Botany will

help to correct.

Fourthly, it is said that the study of Botany
helps to make the temper mild and agreeable

;

and has a tendency to refine and improve the
mind ; it is also among the tiiost innocent things
in the world, as an .amusement.

Lastly, it has a tendency to lead us to think of
God. Who can view the world of wonders con
tained in a single plant—its stems, branches, ves-

sels of sap, leaves, flowers, and choice fruit-
without turning his thoughts toward the grea
Maker of all things ? And this habit of looking

up lo God when we see his wonderful works—
in the flowers, the fruit, the beasts, the birds, the

insects—as well as the things that do not live,

move, or breathe—is said, by a great and goo
m-in, to be one of the best habits of mind wliic

we can possibly form.
Some people, we know, think it very foolish to

spend time in wandering about the fields and
woods, and looking at the flowers and trees; but
if they knew how pleasant an exercise it is, they
would soon cease to thiidi so.

"For my part," says an eminent writer for

children, "I love to leave the dusty town and
streets—and I did when I was a boy—and wan-
der through fields and woods to the tops of the

mountains and rocks, where there is a cool
breeze, and see the beautiful pro.spect, and sit by
the little brook as it tumbles and nunmurs over
the rocks and stones, and gatjier the wild flowers
that grow on its banks—while the birds are sing-

ing in the trees, and the squk-rels are chirping
around me."

—

Every Youth^s Gazette.

Sarah Curran.

She sings the wild song of her deir native plains,

Every note which he loved awaking

—

Ah ! little did they think wlio delight in her strains,

How the heart of the minstrel is breaking.

He had liv'd for his love, for his country he died,

They were all that to lite had entwin'd him—
JVor soon shall the tears of his country he drieii,,

JNor long will his love stay behind him.

The evening before Robert Emmet's death,

Miss Curran was admitted into his dungeon to

bid hitii an eternal farewell. He was leanin;>- in

a melancholy mood against the window of his

prison, and the heavy clanking of his chains

smote dismally on her heart. The interview was
bitterly affecting, and melted even the callous

soul of the gaoler. As lor Emmet himself, he

wept and spoke little; but as he pressed his be-

loved in silence to his heart, his countenance be-

trayed his emotions. In a low voice, half choked
by anguish, he besought her not to forget him

;

he reminded her of their forjner happiness, of

the long Jiast ilays of their childhood, and con-

cluded by requesting her sometimes to visit the

scenes where their infajicy was spent, and though
the world might repeat his name with scorn, to

cling to his memory with affection. In parting

she turned round, as if to gaze once more on her

widowed love. He caught her eye as she retir-

ed ; it was but for a tnoment ; and as the door
closed on him, it informed her too surely that

they had met for the last time on earth, but they

should meet in a better world, where man could

not sepernte them.
She loved Aim with the disinterested fervor of

a woman's first and only love. When every

worldly maxim arrayed itself against him ; when
blasted in fortime, and disgrace and danger dark-

ened around his name, she loved him the more
ardently for his very sufferings. If, then, his

fate could awaken the sympathy even of his foes,

what must have been "the agony of her wliose

whole soul was occupied by hie image ? liCt

those who have had the portals of the tomb sud-
denly closed between them and the being they
most loved on earth—who have sat at its thresh-
old, as one shut out in a cold and lonely v\'orId

from whence all that was most lovely and loving
had departed.
To render her widowed situation more deso-

late, she had incurred her father's displeasure by
her m)fortunate nitachmenl. and was an exile
from her paternal roof. But could the sympathy
and offices of friends have reached a st)irit so
shocked and driven in by horror, she would have
experienced no want of consolation, for the Irish
are proverbially a people of quick and generous
sensibilities. The most delicate and cherishing
attentions were paid her by families of wealth
and distinction. She was led into society, and
they tried by all kinds of occupation and amuse-
ment to dissipate her grief, and wean her from
the tragical story of her lover. But it was all in

vain. There are some strokes of calamity that

scorch the soul—that penetrate to the vital seat
of happiness—and blast it, never again to put
forth bud or blossom. She never objected to fre-

quent the haunts of pleasm-e, but she was as
much alone there as in the depths of solitude.

She wallted about in a sad reverie, apparently
unconscious of the world around her. She car-

ried within her an inward woe, that mocked all

the blandishments of friendship, and " heeded
not the song of the charmer, charm he ever so
wisely."

On the occasion of a masquerade at the Ro-
tunda, her friends brought her lo it. There can
be no exhibition of far-gone wretchedness more
striking and painful than to meet it in such a
scene. To find it wandering like a sceptre, lone-

ly and joyless where all around is gay—to see it

dressed out in the trapjiings of mirth, and look-

ing so wan and woe-begone, as if it had tried in

vain to cheat the poor heart into a momentary
forgetfulness of sorrow. After strolling through
the splendid- rooms and giddy crowd with an air

of utter abstraction, she sat herself down on the
steps of an orchestrii,and looking about for some
time with a vacant air, that showed insensibility

to the garnish scene, she began, with the ca[)ric-

iousness of a sickly heart, to warble a little plain-

tive air. She had an exquisite voice ; but on this

occasion it was so simple, so touching, it breathed
forth such a soul of wretchedness, that she
drew a crowd, mute and silent around her, and
melted every one into tears.

The story of one so true and tender, could not
but excite great interest in a country remarkable
for enthusiasm. It completely won the heart of
a brave olficer, who paid his addresses to her,

and thought that one so true to the dead could
not but prove affectionate to the living. She de-
clined his attentions, for her thoughts were irre-

coverably engrossed by the memory of her form-
er lover. lie, however, persisted in his suit.

He solicited not her tenderness but her esteem.
He was assisted by her conviction of his worth,

and her sense of her own destitute and depend-
ent situation for she was existing on the kindness
of friends. In a word, he at length succeeded in

gaining her hand, though with the solemn assur-

ance that her heart was unutterably another's.

He took her with him to Sicily, hoping that a.

change of scene might wear out the remem-
brance of early woes. She was an amiable and
an exemplary wife, and made an eilort to be a

happy one ; but nothing could cure the silent

and devouring melancholy that had entered upon
her very soul. She wasted away in a slow but

hopeless decline, and at length sunk into the

grave, the victim of a broken heart.

For the Farmers Monthly Visitor.

Microscopic.

Sometime since I saw in your Visitor a state-

ment that appletree lice were legged animals.

Doct. Z. Fisher of Kennebunk.I believe, was the

one who made the discovery. I have a small

double glass, that magnifies but 10 lineally, 100

superficially, and of course 1000 in magnitude.

What is commonly called appletree lice are

but their hulk or houses, and never move more

.han any house. It contains from twenty to forty

eggs, which look very much like the pismire's

eg", but 1000 times smaller. They begm to

hatch out the first of June. After they are out

of their shell, and hulk, they look much like theif

eggs. Thev have many lege* and eat ihroiigh
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tlie liiirk into the wood; and wlieii lliere are

many of lliein, kill tl:o liml), anil soiiielinics the

whole tree.

Scraping their houses off, and washing wiili

strong lye, or lime, so.i|) suds, or many other

things, will kill tliein. The best time to examine
with a I'liiri'-iicppe is a little before snn down,
letting till' light stjikcon what yon are observing.

h i.s .<i,i!« il in the lAlinburg Encyclopedia, that

the Miite lake.<five hundred steps iu a second ol

time. 1 know not what mites they mean ; hut

the mite on old cheese is a very slow walker for

so small a thing; five steps instead of five hund-

red are all he can make out, and his .-itep-s are

easily counted. The mite on the outside of figs,

and the weavil in rye meal, and grain, are about

the same size of those in cheese; hut they have

more legs, and take more steps—perhaps twenty

or thirty in a second of lime. 'I'his is the extent.

They ail appear very much like cabbage lice on-

ly one thousand times smaller.

This same Encyclopedia says also that the

gnat or midge moves his wings two thousand

times in a second. Now the heron, and eagle

which weigh about ten poimds move their wings
but twice a second—the crow twice—tlie swallow

three or four times, (which weigh about an
ounce) the bund)le bee forty—Ihe honey bee six-

ty—the nnisipiitoe one hundred—the gnat about

two hundred by "comparing great things with

sniall"(as Milton would say)—the partridge, which
is larger than the crow, moves her wings oftener,

on account of a heavy body, compared with her

wings—probably ten or twelve times in a second.

So as to bees, they itiove their wings faster than

flies because their bodies are heavier in coiniiari-

It has been said that every i)ebble is peopled
with aifunalcida^; and that all fluids are filled

with them. I think not so. True in vinegar and
other mucilaginous litpiids there are many, and
sometimes so large as to be seen with the naked
eye, but distilled vinegar or pure water has
none. I have not been able to discover but two
or three kinds in water ; one looks like an eel,

another which is very small like a toad or fiog.

In most flowers two or three kinds also can be

seen ; the smallest is very like Ihe red lady bug,
or garden spider, only a thousand times smaller.

You will see the same on rocks, especially where
there is new and very fine moss. Their step is

not over thirty in a second.

1 have seen by the solar microscope a louse

magnified as large as an ox; but in a drop of

pure water thus magnified, tiothiiig was to be

seen but water, or perhaps a little dust. There-
fore Ido not believe iu these millions of aifiinal-

culoB. Indeed, it there were as many as some
pretend, I coidd see them with " my"jnicroscope
even if they were one himdred times smaller than

the red bug in flowers, and on the moss of rock.s,

or the frog looking creature in water, which is

the smallest I have been able to see. These are

sufficiently minute, and ctuious for me, but some
people are like my aunt Sally, who could not

think of mediocrity; but e>ery thing was the

very biggest, or a " leetle the leetlest she ever did
see," and her last cold was always the worst.

I wish some one could tell how to destroy the
powder bug on vines. I have tried many ways
to no effect—except catching them and knockiiig
their brains out.

The wind was east when 1 wrote the above.

n. F.
Stoddard, July IGth, 1842.

Covered Draius.
Underdraining should be performed during

the dry season, and those farmers who have wet
spots of ground in cultivated fields should no
longer delay this simple mode of rendering such
land ])roductive. 0|)en drains nhould never be
made but to carry off surface water. No drain
for any other purpo.se should be much less than
three feet deep, but an open one this depth must
be nme feet wide to prevent the banks sliding,
and this is an enormous waste of land. But'a
covered dnxin oocup: no gr d. The ex-
pense of digging, from this cause is also much
greater in case of open drains.
Covered drains niny be filled with stone or

brush. The stone may be laid so as to leave a
small open channel at the bottom

; or if they are
quite small, and the quantity of water passing oft
Hot large, such channel ie not necessary. Brusb

drains are filled by placing the branches of trees,

freshly cm and villi the leaves on. in a sloping

diii'Clii.n i;i tlic ditch, the leaves upwards, and
ihfii c-ovcrin;;- tiii'm wiih earth. The sp,ices-be-

twceii the branches below allows the water to

flow off This method of filling is best in sandy
ground where stones are scarce.

In cutting off underground channels of water,
partiiMilarly those whicli ooze out of the surface
of sloping ground, by means of covered drains,

the mode of ojierating should be adapted to cir-

cumstances. The common error is to cut in at

the wet spot; whereas, the proper [ilace is a lit-

tle above, before t!ie current reaches the siirlage.

The juilgmeiit and close exaniiiiarinii alone can
ilirect the pro|)er course and situation for the
drain in such cases.

—

Culiivotor.

The Laboring People of England.

W^ill the Whig Federalists of this country per-

sist In their attempts to fasten upon these United
States a sy.stem wliicli h; sheen tried in England,
and which has brought a great portion oflhe'peo-
ple of that country to the brink ol starvation and
death.' The following we copy from the Lon-
don Globe of July 4th, brought by the Acadia,
whose arrival wc announced yesterday :

—

Globe.

"Evidence of the appalling extent an<l disor-

ganizing tendency of distress, among the labor-

ing population of the country, accumulates with
a ra[iidily whirh defies all our attempts to des-

cribe it in detail. The conviction is forced upon
our minils that we are on the eve of a disriiplion

of the social ties, unless immediate and effectual

relief be brought to the suffering multitudes who
fill the .streets and highways of all the thickly

populated portions of the land. The accounts
which reach nsbyijvery post, concur in depicting
the victims of compulsatory idleness and starva-

tion according to law, as becoming more and
more fierce in their demeanor, more and more
reckless in their conduct, and more and more
threatening in their language. Th;it hunger,
which breaks ihroiigh stone walls, and braves
death in pursuit of the means of lile, is iloing its

work among our population with a haste tli.it

should arrest the solemn attention of all who
dread the consequences of an ignition of the com-
bustible masses of .society.

" We have just learnt from a respectable in-

(brmant, who came up fnwn Hull to London in

the sleatner W.itei-Wilrh on S.iturday, that there
were twenlv-lwo n-nuilsoii lionid—eleven or
twelve from" Lccils, and the rest Irom Shclliield.

he stated that, during, Iburteen days, he had been
obliged to subsist on a half penny roll a tiay. All
these men declared that their sole motive for en-
listing was the want of the necessaries of life,

and tliut it was at last a choice between death
and the profession of arms. Our intbrinani, who
is a member of the select vestry, belonging to

the township ol'llolhcck,(Leeds,)says: 'Every
day wdiiKii with families apply for relief, whose
hiislianils Ij.ivc enlisted or emigrated to escape
starvation ; and tliiit many mechanics in Leeds,
eighteen months ago, were earning twenty-four
shillings per week, are no;v working in the same
shops, anil the same length of time, for fifteen

shillings |ier week. And yet the Prime Miiusler
tell.-; us that he will resolutely oppose that mea-
sure which alone promises employment and the
means of honest subsistence to the people of this

"' What a spectacle does this island present!
Though no awful visitation has befallen us in the

shape of invasion, or civil war, or pestilence, or
blight, or earthquake ; and though, as a nation,

our power at once of production, consumption,
and the currying on of an extensive and honora-
ble commerce, is nm'ivalled, we are in a condition,

with regard to the most truly deserving portions
of the people, which might command the pity of
the unlutored savage. This canmjt last. On the

ministration, and their majorities in the two
Houses, rests the responsibility of those conse-
quences which are now apprehended, with trem-
bling anxiety, by all who are not blinded by
selfishness and the love of party.

" ' It is THE SPIRIT OF MONOPOLY which
has brought us lo Ihe verge ofruiiu It is the spirit

of FREE COMMERCIAL INTERCOURSE
thai must inspire again the drooping, and ahiost

Unci energies ({four country' "

A Muck Manual for Farmers.
BV SAML'IOL L. DANA.

Dr. Dana has long been known as one of our

most accurate aiul learned chemists; and his

pnil( >sii.ii:il (Imii s, as connected with the large

call. I, iir:i,r,ii- lal.lislitnent at Lowell, have led

him Iu uiiiiM- nian\ rare ltd experiments upon sub-

jects bearing diiiflly upon agricnlturid chemis-
try. He has written his work, therelbre. In the

full maturity of experience and judgment. His
statements and reasonings are not those of a

novice, but we see at once that he has looked at

every point again and apaiii, and that he give? ns

the final conclusions id' long and patient examin-
ation. It is well known that on many points the

theory of this science is not fully settled. The
author, however, shows, and this wc regard as a

most valuable part of his labors,) that these dif-

lerent views are of very little practical impor-

tance. His own peculiar opinions ho states with

great frankness, and merely gives a sunmiary
of arguments on which he founds his conclu-

sions, with scarcely any personal allusion to those

of different views.

The conilensation of matter in this volume is

one of its marked features. The amount of facts

and reasonings brought into so small a compass
is truly astonishing. We think it is sometimes
carried to extreme ; tliat is, it produces obscurity.

It is truly a book of apliorisins. There is so

much of generalizaiiiMi. iinlcc-d, that we suspect

the author will som.ninrs l.e nn.sund.Tstood. it

would not be stianiii' if lliis very notice should

furnish some examples.
The present work is a very original one. The

author's views, generally, do indeed correspond

with those of the most distinguished chemists.

But he has his own method of stating, proving,

and correcting them ; and wc^ have been agreea-

bly surprise<l to see how straight and luminous a

path he has cut thronuh the entangled vines anil

brushwood of this snbjict. A brief account of

his arrangement and (Jomentaiy principles, will

give our readers some-idea of iiis manner and
matter.

The whole work is divided iiUoeight chapters.

I. The Geology of Soil. 2. The Chemistry of
Soil. 3. The Properties and Chemical Aeiionof
the Elements of Soil. 4. Of the Organic Con-
stituents of Soil, with an Appendix, containing
the History of Geiin-. ,5. Of the Mutual Action
of the Organic and Inorganic Elements of Soil,

(i. Manures. 7. Aniliiial iMainiri^s and Irriga-

tion. 8. Physical I'rop.rties of Soil. In the

first five chapters he announces, defends and il-

lustrates ten fundameiit.'d principles, which con-
stitute the essence of agricultural chemi.stry.

These we shall cojiy, with a few remarks upuii

some of them.
The first principle is, " that there is one rock,

consequently one soil." It is true, that the later

rocks contain from 4 to 7 per cent, of lime and
magnesia more than the older ones; but since
all of them contain enough of these and other
mineral ingredients for the wants of plants, an
excess of some of them cannot sensibly affect

vegetation. The mineral composition of this

•'one soil," by amean of numerous analvse.e, the

author stales'to be, in 100 part.<, 8U.3) of sand, or

silicates, and 0.85 salts of lime.

Thus far we agree essentially with the author.
But there are some other facts, which lead us to

question whether the statement of this first prin-

ciple does not require modification. ItcMinot be
doubted, iu the first place, that some silicates,

(varieties of liildspar, for instance,) are decom-
posed, both by atmospheric, agencies and by
growing plants, with much more facility than
others ; and consequently vegetation obtains fiom
some soils the alkali, lime, and silica, which it

needs, more easily than liom others. In t!ie sec-

ond place, where an extensive region is under-
laid by limestone, a large |)er cent, of the soil

(from 5 to .30 in some parts of Europe) consists of
carbonate of lime, and this is usually more easily

decomposed than silicates, and will more readily

supply carbonic acid.

The second principle is, that " rocks do not af-

fect the vegetation ii'hich covers them." Here again,

while we agree with the author that this princi-

ple is generally true, far more generally so than
is commonly admitted, we would suggest to liiin

whether there are not exceptions to it, too impor-
tant to be overlooked in slating it. A similar dif-
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ficiilly we feci in respect to liis third principle,

i\tiu ^^ rocks have not formed the soil which covers

them.'" And we can coiivenienlly, perliyps, state

our exceptions to botli of them in the same jiara-

graph.

It is true that what has been called diluvial ac-

tion, as well as alluvial agency, has mixed up the

detritus of difiereut forinalions, and spread the

soil derived frou! one rock over others. But the

great mass of the soil has in very tew cases been

removed more than a few miles. allhouf.'h siu-^le

liovvlders have been cariied hundreds of miles.

Hence, when we linve gone a lew miles from the

bottlers of a formation, the soil is nuule np al-

most entirely of its pulverized fragments, remov-

ed, it may be a short distance, but still derived

from precisely the same rock as ibat beneath it.

Again, limited formations are sometimes so situ-

ated that little if any foreign detritus has been

left upon them, as lor instance, the trap ranges

along t;omieeti( nt river. From belli these caus-

es it liappens, thai over a large part of our coun-

try, each rock Hiiinalioii of much extent, does

present n peculiar soil, u liich the geologist easily

izes I he

Thai above granite and irneiss, for instance, is

light colored and saiuly ; that from argil aceons

and mica slale, dark colored and clayey ; ihat

from irap rock, brown and finelv coniininuted,

but not argillaceous. We cannot but believe,

therefore, tii.it lire slaleineiit, Ihat rocA'* have not

formed the soil ichich covers Ihcm, is far too general

in its terms. And if the preceding statements

are correct, we must believe that rocks do some-

times affect the vegetation ivhich covers them. We
believe there is some truth in the common opin-

ion, that limestone regions are more prolific of

vegelalion ihan any others. IIow very difTerent

is the Flora of the Irap ranges in the Connecticut

valley from lliat of the primary ranges of equal

height on the fides of the valley ! How diiferent

the oaks, maples, beeches, and hemlocks of the

floosac mouhlain, from the chestnut groves of

the 'rai-onuic! Alnst not these differences be in

part iuipuied lo the peculiarities of ihe soil ircri-

\cA liom the rocks?
The authcir lelers to the cullivalion of the dif-

ferent sorts of grain on all soils and in all the

temperate regions of tl.e globe, as proof that

rocks do not affect the veaetalion above iheni.

But some species of plains, like some species ol'

animals, are adiipted by the Cie.itor lo almost all

climates; and as m;in is one of them, we should

expect a beuefieeiit I'rovideiice would give the

food. But let n>- altempt lo'cullivale the numer-

ous peciili;ir siieeies toniiil in paiticolar localities

in all [daces' uhi'ie grain will grow, and w
should tiiil in nine cases out of leu. Does Ihi

argument llien liom the cereals prove the point

Would not the argument from the other specii

referreil to, be equally good on i he other side ?

But we have neiilier time nor s[Kice to say all on

this subject w hieli we could wish.

The luurlli piiiiciple of agiiciiUural chemistry

is that "-all soils rniitciin CHOiigVi of lime,a!kali, and

other inorganic ekmenls, for anj crop grown on

them." We are constraineil to say that we could

wish this rule also were expressed in terms less

general and sueeping. To prove it, the author

has taken a strong case—the soil of a barren

pine plain, lie supposes it formed of the drift

of granite, which, upon an average, contains

seven and a half pounds of potash, and three

eighths of a ponn<l of lime. An acre then, six

inches deep, would contain 3620 pounds of lime,

and 73311 pounds of potash.

Granting the premises, the conclusion is irre-

sistible. We will admit that the soil of a (line

plain may have been originally derived from the

disiiitegratinii or abrasion of granite. But let al-

most any soil of this description be examined,

and it w'ill be found that the feldspar and often

most of the mica have nearly disappeared ; while

liille remains but grains of quartz, which contain

neither lime nor alkali. Thus nearly all of these

ineredients may be removed from the soil; and

such we apprehend to be the fact in respect to

the soil of most barren, sandy plains'. Most feld-

spars, it is well known, decompose with great

readiness; and in our ojiinion, it is from this

mineral rather than the mica, that plants derive

their supply of lime and potash.

We have made these exceptions to Dr. Dana's

rules, not with a view to prove tlietn entirely er-

few soils. But th

Dana on ibis point,

roneous, but to suggest to the author, whether m
another edition, lluy may not be so modified as

to obviate all oliji I- is. lOven in their )iresent

state, we regard llirin as nearer the irutli than the

that widely prevail. But we think they

can tie mipioved.
riie tifth principle of agricultural chemistry

;erts, that "«// sol/ contains sulphate and phos^

phate of lime." For the difcovery of this import-

ant principle, imrieulliiial chemislry is indebted

to Dr. Dana. It was fust annonuced in the Re-

port on the F.connniieal Geology of Rlassachn-

setls, writleu in 1K!7 and published in lt>J8, and

is there accompanied by what Dr. Dana calls the

"agricultural prool ;" that is, the evidence deriv-

ed tioin the composition of plants. This evi-

dence was abundantly confirmed by the analysis

of no less than one bimdied and Ibrty-six soils

from every variety of (brnialiou in Massachu-

setts. In all these soils, (except one, which was
entirely made up of pure limpid quartz in the

form of .sand,) sulpluiie and phosphate of lime

were found. (See final Report on the Geology of

Massachusetts, Vol. 1, p. 4d.) The difliculty of

iletecliug the pbospliates had |)roduced the be-

lief lhat they exist only in :

D
.

If that almost

everv pla'nt-heaiiiig soil contains |)bosphates,

usually less than one per cent. In Liebig's Or-

ganic Chemistry of Agrieiiltnie, &:c. published

ill 1840, this same principle, so kir as phusphoric

acid is concerned, is advanced; hut whether the

results of bis own discoveries or of a knowledge

of Dr. Dana's announcement, nearly three years

earlier, does not appear.

The sixth principle is, that "soil, consisting

chiefy of one silicate, or salt, is cdwnys barren."
'

' is, that " o/ie tase may he

an isomorphoiis propor-

phons substitutions in

he veiietable or organic

holds true in respect to

Is, and admits of several

impoiTantap'pliialious made with great ingenuity

liy the author. But our limits comi'ei us to pass

them unnoticed.

The eighth iiiinciple is, that "geine in some

form is essential lo agriculture." As discussions

perplexing to the iiii uier have arisen in our coun-

try respecting geine. Dr. Dana has thought it ne-

cessary to be be very explicit as to the sense in

which he uses theleriii; and be has added an

appendix to the chapter on this subject, detailing

its history. He uses the term in two senses, viz.

an agricultural sense and a chemical sense.

"In all its forms," he says, '-it is .•igricullnially

one and the same thing. They are all iuchided

in its agricultural sense, is a generic term. Ji

incliulc's all the decomposed organic mailer ol

that '•the great mass of organic matter of soil is

a well defined chemical compound termed geine,

coiisisling of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen."

p. GO.

Agricultural geiiie, then, we understand to be

the equivalent of the huiiins and mould of olliei

chemists, and lo embrace the extract of nioidd,

the bumic acid, huniiu, crenic and apoereiiic

acids, and whatever oilier compound has lesnlt-

he seventh princip

suhslituted for another i

tion." These "isoiu

plants relate only to

acids;" yet the pi iiiii|

Berzelius, it is well known, originally gave the

name geine to this compound, in the French edi-

tion Of his works published in 1832; and the

same name is retained in Esslinger's French
translation of his Traite de Chimic, published in

1840, which lies before us. But very recently, it

would seem, he has substituted humic acid liir

geine; u mere change of name, but not of opin-

ions respecting the nature of the compound.
Indeed, the distinct and definite nature of this

substance seems to be admitted by as high chem-
ical authority as almost any organic compound
can claim, ahhougb the name is not yet sellled.

The ninth principle of agricultuial chemislry
asserts that " carbonic acid and the carbonates, de-

compose the earthy, alkaline, and melulic silicalcs of
soils." This is an exceedingly important princi-

ple, and applicable especially to the agriculture

of |irimary regions.

The tenth principle is, that "the base of all salts

act ever the same in agriculture. Peculiarity of ac-

tion depends on the acid of the salt." This the an-

thor regards "in all its length and hreadih, as the

great practical principle of agricullural chemislry.

It opens veins rich in results, more precious than

mines of gold." This is no idle boasting. The
author in a chapter of thirty-seven pages, on the

Mutual Jlclion of Organic ayid Inorganic Elements
q/" /Ac SoiV, has o|)eiieil some of these mines

—

enough to bring up to view rich samples of the

golden ore. In plain language, we have never

met with so luminous aiuf satisfactory a view of

the.mutnal and complicated action of silicates,

salts, and geine, as this chapter presents. Glad-

ly would we lay before our readers an analysis of

its contents, but we must forbear.

Similar remarks will apply lo the still longer

chapter ^on manures, and to that on artificial

niaiinres. For the tiumeroiis analyses by the au-

thor of several sorts ol" manures, and the import-

ant resulls he hence derluces, and for the import-

ant suggestions he makes as lo ailificial manures,

he deserves the gialilude of his country and the

patronage of its government. For it heeded by

the farmer, the doubling at least of our agricul-

tural productions will undoubtedly be the result,

and fijvv farmers can read these chapters without

being convinced that " rivers of riches run avvay

from farms liom want of attention to saving that

which ordinarily is allowed to be wasted." ]).

175.

In conclusion, we con cordially recommend
iliis woik lo onr aurlciltiiral liieiuls lor irs ).rac-

lical character. It is not savin- loo much to as-

sert, that Dr. Dana has done lor ilie farmer in

this treatise, what Dr. Bowdich did lor the sailor

when he piiiilislied his practical Navigator. In

this respect this treaiise contrasts strongly with

snchaunikas lhat of Liehig on the Organic

Cheniisliy of ALririiltiue, &c., which, notwilli-

staiidiiig
"

ils oriijiniilily tiiid llie jihilosophical

beauty of its theories, is .'ipt to make the imprrs-

orsoi
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iiiieiTerence, resume and finish it as soon as the

ol striiction is lenioved.

Beware of self-indulgence : no business can

I
ossibly thrive under tlie eh;ide of its iniiucnre.

Do not assume to yourself more credit for what
you do, than you are entitled to : rather he content

with a little "less; the public mind will always

discover where merit is due.

Familiarize yoursi'lf with your books, keep
them accurately, and frequently iavestigate and
adjust their contents. This is an important item.

Cultivate domestic habits ; for this, your family,

if you have one, lias a strong and undeniable

claim; besides, your customers will always be

best pleased when they find you at home, or at

the place of your business.

Never let hurry or confusion distract your

mind.
Under the influence of such habits as these,

with a suitable de|iendence on Providence for a

blessing on the labor of your hands, you will

have a good foimdation to rest your hope upon,

for success in whatever business you may be em-
ployed in.

Napolkon and Mubat.—The external ap-

pearance of Napoleon formed a striking contrast

to that of I is royal brother-in-law. When they

rode together along the front of the troops, Mn-
rat attracted universal attention by his command-
ing figure, his superb theatrical costume, the

splendid trappings and beauiifid figure of his

liorse, and the im|)Osing military dignity of his

air. This dazzling display contrasted strangely

but characteristically, with the three-cornered

hat, dark smtout, leather breeches, huge boots,

corpulent figure, and careless seat on horseback,

which have become immortal in the representa-

tions of Napoleon. The imposing aspect of Mu-
rat, was, howsoever, weakened, rather than

heightened, by the rich and fintastic dress which
he wore. Dark whiskers on his face contrasted

with piercing blue eyes; his abundant black

locks spread over the neck of a splendid Polish^

dress, open above the shoulders, the collar of

which was richly adorned with gold brocade,

and from a splendid girdle of the same material

hung a light sabre, straiijht in the blade after the

manner of the ancient Romans, with the hilt set

in diamonds. Wide pantaloons, of a purple or

scarlet color, riclily emliroiderrd wit'li gold, and
boots of yellow lealher, com|ik'ted this singular

costume, wliich resembled rather the gorgeous
trappings of the melodrama, than the compara-
tively siju|)le uniform of modern times. But his

greatest distiiiclion was a large three cornered

bat, suruiouiited hy a profusion of magnificent

wliite ostrich feathers, rising from a broail gold

band, wliioh enclosed besides a superb heron
plume. His noble charger was set off with gor-

geous bridle and stirrups, richly gilt after the

Turkish fashion, aiul enveloped in trappings of
azure blue, the tint of the Italian sky, which was
also the prevailing color of his liveries. Above
the fantastic but dazzling attire, he wore in cold
weather a magnificent pellisse of dark green vel-

vet, lined and fringed with the richest sables.

Blackwood.

Crops and Markets.

TIn'oughout the whole country the crops of

wheat and grass are represented as most abund-
a t md fine. There arc some .^m;dl complaints of

rust in some (daces, as iiido'd llicre :dways will

be, but they are of little moment ; and a finer

season for harvesting never was known. It has
been almost imexiimpleil.

Indian corn, likewise, which at first seemed
likely to fail, is making rapid advances, and
promises a good crop. The same with potatoes,

barley, and all oilier products.

The crops of wheat in Ohio and Michigan are
likewise as good as was ever known. Th'e price
of wheat in Rochester can hardly be considered
as settled or even fi.xed, as no new wheat has as
yet come into the market. Some millers have
expressed the opinion tliat it will begin at a dol-
lar but soon CO down to 75 cents.
The lifefMiid Pork markets titNew York and

Boston remain without material change. Prob-
ably a nnieli sin;iller r|uanlity of pork will be
made this so.-ison tlwn usual, and the prices for
pork or for live lioirs are not likely to recede from
their present position.

Wools of a fine grade c^tnmand only 25 cents
;

and in many cases only half of this is paid

cash, and the rest in cloths. The free impor
tioii of South American wool costing less than 8
ci'iits, and the raising of wool on tlie Western
Prairies, tin- wliich there are large preparations-,

must keep prices duu ii, tarift or no tariff.

In the midst of the greatest plenty tluit ever
fell to the lot of any country, we are crying our
eyes out for distress; and the National cow, with

a swimming pail of milk under her, seems de-

teriifmed to kick it all over.— Genesee .\'ew

Farmer.

At a meeting of the officers of the Cheshire
Count}/ Association for the promotion} of Agricul-
ture and the Meclianic Arts, held at Keene, July
l()th, it was determined to oflTer the following
Premiums at the next at
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A coiTet-ponileiu requests lis to insert tlie fol-

lowing article Iroiii the New England FiinirCV,

being an experiiiieiit of the editor of tiiat ]>a[jer,

who is a practical farmer:

A trial ot Crushed Bone as a Manure for Win-
ter Rye.

In the month of August, last year, we broke up
between two and three acres, of plain pasture

land ; the soil rather light, and the surliice quite

mossy. After it was ploughed, the roller was pas-

sed over the whole. Sept. 8, we marked out a

portion of it into squares, three rods by three, and
on to 16 of these squares, we put 8 biislfels of
bone—a half bushel on each square. This bone
was applied diy and unmixed, just as it came
iioni the cask. The rate was a little less than 9
bushels per acre. Another and contiguous por-

tion of the land had applied to it at the same time

four bushels of bone at the rate of 16 bushels per

acre. This is all the application that was made
to any part of the lot. 'I'he ground not covered
by this hone was left without any manure.
On the 8th of Sept. the rye was .sowed, 5 pecks

of seed per acre,an<l this with tiie lione were har-

rowed in together. The harrow passed first

lengthwise the furrow, and then crosswise, and
after this the ground was again rolled.

The weather immediately after this was warm
and the ground was moist. In one week the

grain was well up, and in three weeks, that where
the hone was applied, was very |)erceptibly in ad-

vance of the other. It kept in advance through
the autumn, became more firmly rooted, and
much less of it was killed out by the winter. Late
in March, the field was again rolled. In April, a

considerable portion of the iiiece was harrowed ;

the teeth of the harrow used being so set that they
run six inches apart.

Also in April, we spread bone at the rate of
bushels per acre upon a portion of the rye where
none had been applied the preceding autumn.
This hone was left upon the surface, and was nei-

ther rolled nor harrowed in.

During the spring and early part of the sum-
mer, the straw looked nearly as well where we
applied 9 bushels per acre as where the rate was
16 ; and this that was boned had ajiparently four

times as much bulk of straw upon it in June as

the other.

At one time this rye wore a strange appear-
ance ; nearly every straw was as while as it is

now, in places an inch, an inch and a half, or two
inches long, and extending entirely around the

straw. On some straws these wliite rings were
near the head, on otiiers as low down as the mid-

dle. We never saw or heard any thing of the

kind before ; we supposed the crop was ruined,

and commenced cutting up and feeding out to our

stock. In two or three days, however, we Ibund

that the sap continued to flow, and we left off

cutting. The affection was seen as well on the

I)arts not boned as on those that were.

On the 16th of July, the rye was fit for the cra-

dle, and we then cut portions of it to he bound
and threshed separately, for the purpose of as-

certaining the effect of the different applications

and different treatment.

To do this fiiirly as possible, we took in the

centre of the field, the half of one of the lands

made by ploughing ; and in measm ing, went from
the centre of the hollow or dead furrow, to the

centre of the ridge or back furrow. Our appli-

cations had been so made that each of them cros-

sed this strip at right angles. We cut July 16;
threshed and measured July 28 and 29. The lots

were as follows

:

No. 1. Containing 10 1 7 square rods. Had
bone, 9 bush, per acre, ap[)lied in the spring, and
was iiot harrowed. Gave 18 qts. of rye, or 9 bush-
els per acre, by measure. The weight was 334 Ihs.

No. 2. Contaiiung lOi square rods. Was har-

rowed in April, hut had no manure at any time.

Gave 1.5 qts. or 7 bushels 8 qts. per acre 6^ mea-
sure. Weight 29i lbs.

No. 3. Containing 13 2-5 rods. Had bone in

Sept. ; 16 bushels per acre ; was harrowed in

April
;
gave .52 qts. or 19 bushels 12 qts. per acre,

6^ measure. Weight 98 lbs.

No. 4. Containing 13 2-5 rods. Had bone in

Sept. ; 9 bushels per acre, and was harrowed in

April. Gave 39 qts., or 14 bushels 17 qls. jier

acre, by measure. . Weight 73 1-2 lbs.

No. 5. Containing 8 3-4 rods. Boned in Sept.;

9 bushels per acre. JVot harrowed in April. Gav4

27 1-2 qts., or 15 bushels 23 qts. per acre, by mea
swe. Weight 5U lbs.

These several lots give an average weight of
the grain per bushel, of 60 2-5 lbs. nearly.
The results arrived at by this trial are

—

1st. That harrow ing in the spring redticeil the
crop from 15 bushels and 23 qts., to 14 bushels
and 17 qts.; i.e. caused a loss of 1 bushel and 6
qts. per acre.

2d. 9 bushels of bone gave an increase of 7
bushels and 9 ([ts. of rye per acre.

3d. 16 bushels of bone gave an increase of 12
bushels and 4 qts. oer acre.

4th. Theappliciiion of bone(9 bush.) in the
spring seems to have given an increase of 1 bush,
and 24 qts. p.erucre ; hut this giound was not har-
rowed in the spring, and it may be hut fair to as-
cribe one half the gain to this cause.
The above trial was as fair as is often made.

—

The soil of lots 1 and 2 was a little lower and a
little stronger than that of the other.s. This cau-
sed it to sufi^iir more in the winter from the frosts,

but gave it an advantage in the summer.
Shoidd results generally he such as we have

here obtained, Mr. Ward's bone should find a
ready sale; for the cost tons at the mill is 35
cents; truckage, 20 miles, 6 cts. per bushel, and
cost of sowing 1 cent—whole cost 42 cts. per
bushel. Now each bushel of bone where we ap-
plied 9 bushels per acre gave an increase of grain
of 25 8-9 qts., and where we used 16 bushels,
each bushel gave as increase 24 1-4 qts. The in-

crease of straw amply pays for the increased ex-
pense of harvesting and threshing the larger crop,
so that it is i)roper to reckon the grain at the
market price in making up the account. If 3
pecks and more of rye can he obtained .-it 42 cts.

and the hone be left in the ground to benefit the
future crops, and we know it will work foi' four or
five years, then the fainier does well by such an
o|)eration. We honestly think that those who in-

tend to sow winter rye this ijdl upon light lands,
w ill find it a good operation to apply to ihem from
12 to 20 bushels of bone per acre. Oin- figures
lead to this opinion.

ultural

From the New Genesee Farmer.

Prospect of Prices of Western Agr
Products.

As over-production and a reduction of the cur-
rency have reduced the price of most manufac-
tured commodities, and steam is now employed
on the i)rairies to drive the plough, it would" be
very strange if agriculiural products (pork ex-
cepted) did not also decline in price. The cash

d for a bushi ol eat, will pur-
chase in this village, 10 lbs. of good Rio coflTee.

or 20 lbs. of inferior N. O. Sugar. A pail of
butter will exchange lor a bundle of domestic
calico or muslin, as large in bulk as the butter it-

self (Juglit farmers to expect this unequal ex-
change of commodities to continue so much in

their iiivor always? I think not.

Flour is now selling in New York at $6 the
barrel to export to Eiigland ; if Great Britain has
good crops this year, and there is no failure of
crop on the continent of Europe, nothing can
prevent very low prices for flour in New York in

one year from this time, but a failuie of our own
wheat crop, which is improb.ible, or a partial fail-

ure of oiu- summer crops, which, (lorn [iresent

appearances, is very possible. In either case
farmers tnustex[)ect and prepare themselves lor

small profits, as high prices from failure of crops
is a calamity, which compels even the farmer to

eat dear food. I: is common for farmers to com-
plain of the low price of wool, yet wool is much
lower in Europe than in the United States; the
English manutiicturer gets fine wool from the
continent for 25 cts. a pound, while our mami-
facturers pay our own farmers 40 cts. for wool of
like grade. The fact is, what is a low |)rice to

an extravagant, expensive man orfiimily, is a high
price to those whose wants are fevver,who practice
a better industry, economy, and self-denial ! In
this reduction of profiis and the consequent
means of expenditiue, who does not see a pre-
cious result, even to the farmer .' Ask a thriving,
wealthy Atnerican lord of the soil what are his
troubles; if he is honest, he will tell you it is the
effeminate habits and expensive wants of his
children. With iminterru|(ted pecuniary suc-
cess, where would the troubles end ? S, W.

Waterloo, N. Y., 8th June, 1842.

Horses and Mules
Pigs

From the Boston Daily Advertiser.

The last Monthly Chronicle contains a statisti-
cal account recently published, by which it ap-
pears that the agriculturalists of France pos^ess
the following number of animals:
Oxen and Cows 6,681,0C0
Merino Sheep 766,310
Common Sheep 30,845,852

31,612,162

1,656,000

3,900,162

J.T^8£M*^2

In Mr. McCulloch's statistics of the British
Empire, published in 1839, the numb-r of ,.xeu
and cows in Great Britain is estimated at

5,220,000
Sheep and Lambs in England 26,148,463
do do Scotland 3,500,000

29,648,463
Horses, probably including Mules 1,.500,000
Pigs, the number now stated by
McCulloch, but are estimated
by another writer, including
those of Ireland, at 18,000 000

_54 308,463

By the census of 1840 there were found in the
United States,

Neat Cattle 14,971,586
Sheep 19,:«1,394
Horses and Mules 4,335,669
Swine 26,301,298

64,919,6-22

Supposing the foregoing estimates of the num-
ber of those animals in Great Britain and France
to he correct, it follows that there are in the Uni-
ted States upwards of three millions of neat cat-
tle more than in both Great Britain and France
together. France has upwards of twelve mill-
ions of sheej), and Great Britain upwards of ten
i7iillions more than the United States.

If to the number of horses in France used for
agricultm-al purposes be added, thrcfi hundred
and fprty-foiu- thousand, for the cavalry and other
uses, it gives for that kingdom a total of two
millions—these added to the fifteen hundred
thousand in Great Britain fall short of the num-
ber in the United States by more than eight hun-
dred and thirly-five thousand. The su iiie in the
United States exceed those of France, Great
Britain and Ireland together by about four mill-
ions four hundred thousand.

Froni the above it will be seen, that with the
exception of sheep, there are many more of each
of the other animals in the United States than in
France and Greiit Britain together. Q.

ToB.vcco.—The Editor of the Baltimore American, in
an al)stract of a document on the suhject of tobacco,
lately furnished Congress hy the Secretary of the Treasu-
ry, says, that from the year ISJl to IS W."inclusive, there
were exported from the United States, 1 ,792,000 hogs-
heads of tobicco, valued by the Treasury Department at
gl3I,316,5I-t; being an annual avora;je of 80,000 hoi.s-
heads of the value of ,g6,oG7,3i5. From the year ISSl'to
1839; inclusive, there were exported 708,1.77 pounds of
snuft', and 57,196,201 pounds of manufactured tobacco,
valued together at ^5,500,581. During the Hrst ten years
of the series, 18'21 to 1830, there were exported 824,24o
hogsheads of tobacco, valued at S.il),S8;).29I ; and durin"
the last ten years, 1830 to 1840, yG7,735 hogsheads, va|t
ned at ^74,-lo7.223. Kxcess in the last ten years over the
first ten years, 143,510 hhds., valued at gl7.oG7,1132. Av-
erage annual export in the first ten vearsi 82,124 hhds.,
valued at g5,683,9:y ; during the second ten years, 96 -

775 hhds., valued at ^7.445.722. The average price dur-
ing the whole twenty years was jlTi 31 per liogsiiead.—
Host. Mer. Jour.

Sublime Calcdlation.—The voice of a locust
can be lieai-d one eighth of a mile ; and it is cal-
culated that if a middling sized man had a voice
as strong in proportion to las weight, he could
be heard 2,776 miles. It is also calculated that
if a man was as nimble in proportion to his size
as a flea, he could hop more than 12.000 miles or
about as far from New York to Chiiui. Should

ike to see 'cm go it."

—

1m. Mechanic.

Theory without practice, is wisdom to no ad-
vantage. What should we think of a man, who
would descant fipon the merits of a banquet
prcad before him, wiihout once tasting it?
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par!

if Danvcrs.

: of the Shoe and Leather business

r r thr- •:r IRH. compiled fjO[n

I ft!. - " )MMited in each de
II. il specially wha!

iiitrodiiflion of rorcign hides, lias not siiflur-

c any CdiiBiclfiiible i-xtent, because the enoi-

is increase of I lie business has cieati'il a <le-

1(1 foi- his artirle as well as loi- ihiit broiiL'lit

I abroad. Only think of a single town away
I Ihe sea piviii:; employment to live .xliips

filly men in the traiisiiortation nf raw hides

if^onth Anieriral What a capital is annually

i;;lit by these live ships tn that coniniuniiy :

Ihe the lu

> inurh

I'as do
}H,a1. /loots <r., I .^'..., . ;;..;.!.:

Estimated valui'. \^U- u rc;i.lj I'ur niiirket.

40 per cent of tins is labor applied—1255

males are consUintly employed, and 946 fe-

males.
2. running and Cunying—313,800 sides of

10 per cent of labor applied in the process

of tanning.—20 per cent of labor applied in

the process of curryini; upper leather. A large

proportion of the leather tanned here is also

curried, 328 males are constantly employed in

this business.

The Real Estate.
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tfieir necessary aliment from the flecajiiig tinf

nnd manure below, while tlie croi) is laUtii at

harvest near the surface niul ahove all. 'j'lie

lioeing the first year is entirely clear of weeds
and us easy as an old field. The turf and
manure below are never necessarily disturbed

afterwards. The two first years, planting Ihe

first and sowing with oats the second, present

as large crops on groimd wliere all Ihe manure
lies ten inches under ground as we ever raised ;

and from the experience of Col. I'liinney on
ground laid down to grjiss with the sward under,

we (eel warranted in giving it as our belief that

such ground will continue its bearing tuucli lon-

ger than ground where the sod is consmned on

the siu-tiice.

We prefer the Pronty «Sc iNIears plongli as well

for the reason of its better execution of the work
as for its more easy (bauglit: it refjuires not so

nnich briUe slren:;tli by iroui one loiulli to one
third as those wliicli "were Ibrujeily considerc

d

our best ploughs. The diiniiiutioii of power
results t'roin the invention of the true centre

draught. This principle has been carried into

the Ruggles & Nourse, perhaps into the Fair-

banks Vermont plou<rli, and we presiuue into the

Howard, and may be other ploughs. Messrs.

Prouty& Mears consider the adoption of that

principle an invasion of their rights ; and have

appealed from the decision of Mr. Justice fStory,

who ruled them out of Court, to the Supreme
Court at Washington.

Oin- experiment of sowing grass seed on new-
ly broken up sward land has succeeded beyond
om- expectations. The grocmd was broken up
deep last fall: the sward was not so perfectly

tinned under that the harrow did not distinb it

in some places. About fil'teen loads of a mixed
compost of .stable manure and black niuck pre-

viously tempered with lime, were spread to the

acre. This was harrowed, sowed with nearly

one bushel berdsgrass to the acre, again harrow-
ed and rolleil. The grass seed did not appear
until the following spring. In some places it

was too thick— in other places the destructive

worm which bad belbie desti-oyed the best grass-

es upon the same licld, took a portion of ibis:

the rust evideu'lly iiijiued the growth where the

sowing was too thick. The field of about one

and a hall' acre, mowed about the first of August,

[iroduced full at the rate of one and a half ton of

hay to the acre. The ground was on alluvial

clay, too cold and generally too wet for either

corn or potatoes, on which hail grown for sever-

al years oidy sour wild grasses and sorrel. The
ground in one (bitulght from its first mowing
looks favorable for a second crop of hay this sea-

son. No other cultiv;'.ted crop was taken from

this ground since the last ploughing until the

L'lass was sowed.

For the I'armcr's Monthly Visitor.

RIr. Editor :—Many have expressed surprise

that the price of hay should be greater in the

vicinity of Concord, than of Portsmouth and

Newbiiryport, When hay was $17 per ton at

Concord, Hooksett and ISlanchester, last s|)ring,

it could be bought at Portsmouth as low as §14,

nnd 1 believe Hu- less. It was about the same at

Newburyport. Now the diflerence is to be ac-

counted for ill this manner: In Hampton and
Hampton Falls, and al.so in North Hampton, Sea-

brook, and Salisbury, M.s. (towns adjacent to

Portsmouth and Newburyport) there are thou-

sands of acres of salt marsh, upon some portions

of wliich enormous burthens of salt hay are cut.

The liiriners feed this out to their cattle, and

carry their English bay to market. They send

their young cattle and oxen back into the coun-

try to pasture in the summer, but keep large

stocks at home dining the winter. This pro-

duces abnudauce of dung, which they mix with

muscle mud brought up from the river in scows,

together with seaweed and kelp, which being

put on to the land in good measure, luepares it

to bear large burthens of English hay. This,

then, is a reason of the comparative cheapness

of bay in the lower towns of New Hampshire.
JETHKO.

Chenango Potatoes,

John Lamprey, Esq., now of North Hampton
nnd who several years ago, while he resided witli

lis, set the farmers of Concord a good example
iulbnna tis that hia crop of Chenango potatocE

ist year was worth the full value of the land on
wliicb iiey ' cultivated—say from 60 to 7.')

dollars the acre,

riie Chenango potato, which bears the high-
est price in the market, has nut generally grown

large or yielded as much in a hill as some
other kinds. Mr. Lamprey has greatly improved

ese potatoes by a selec-tion of the seed. From
e potato weighing 2 lbs. (J oz. he first raised

i-ee pecks. Tliis product he planted in several
hundred bills, and these tliroii-li the season were
distinguished by a more liixiiiiaiit growth and a

larger size than other potatoes of the same spe-
cies. He finds a clay loam to be the most suita-
ble soil for the pr'odiiciiou of these potatoes.
They are early and he obtains for them a ready
sale at Porlsmonth—that being made an improv-
ed market by the rail road which carries the sur-
plus at once to other large towns lietween that

[own and inclniling Boston. The choice pro-
ducts of the neighboring farmers cannot now
as formerly be long a drug in the Portsmouth
market.

Mr. Lamiuey has a young orchard of grafted

apples, the growth of uliicli in lour years he has
ore than doubled, and increased its product in

e last three years liom 8 to 105 bushels : this

g. His crop of potatoes last year on this acre

The way larujing is dune in the towns about
Portsmouth slioidd instruct farmers fiirllier in

the interior. The Pierce larm in (Jreenlaiid is

lably the best ba) -producing farm in this

Slate— it has been long known as such. Two
hundred tons of' hay is a common crop for this

fiHie farm. Air. Lamprey, who lives in this vicin-

ity, informs us that Col. Pierce has recently re-

lied .some forty or fifty adilitional acres upon
this farm—low pasture ground, in its natural

stale too wet and heavy to be productive. The
ground has been broken up—large ipiantities of
gravel have been drawn upon it. Stimulaled with
generous coating of forty and fifty loads of liarn

r stable niaiinre, the reclaimed land is made to

reduce two and three tons of best hay to the

re. The highest cullivalion of such laud gives
ir the invested capital an annual income probably
I twelve to twenty |ier cent.

A Question.

Will hoeing corn the third, and potatoes the

second lime, generally pay for llie trouble ?

Though an answer may be loo late for this sea-

son, ujI it will do for aiiotber. Will some ex-

perienced tanner answer the iinestiun .'

DURANT.

{Jj^ In our late agricultural tour in Merri-

mack we found a venerable frieuif, almost an
oclogeiiarian, at work in the cornfield, going over

it for a third lime willi the hoe after the corn had
spindled and ta.sselled in the nioiitb of August.
Tliis be bad done in fields where the corn was
heavy and thick upon the ground. He is, we
think, one of the neatest farmers in our conniy,

and has pursued the business on the same farm

more than lialf a century. We asked bim if he

tliougbt the hoeing of the land at this late period

did not cut off and injure the roots of the corn

spreading over the surface: be thought not. His

principal object was to eradicate all the weeds.

If boi'iiig at so late a period had not been bene-

ficial, Mr. Morrill's experience would have taught

bim so; and this practical operation at once in-

diicei' us to go lioiiie and lioe over our cornfield

for a third tinie tor the double purpose of killing

the tall weeds before they go to seed and sowing

in a crop of rye. Our corn has been hoed twice

wiihont making a bill— it stands up well. The
corn is uiion pine plain land: the few weeds in

the field are those which either escaped the for-

mer boeings or set themselves out by rains taking

place at the time of hoeing. The land is new
and full of slumps. Our intention is to lay dow n

to i;iMss with the crop of rye for next year. The
corn is beavv on the groiin'd for this kind of land,

anil ue bilieve will no! be injured by hoeing it

after the '20\U of August while the ears are in ibe

For the I\fniitlilv\"isitor.

Muscle Mud for Manure.
The farmers in Ha.iipt ind H.impton Fall

N. H. make great account of innscle '
- '

'

they most generally mix in composi
hie

iiies use clear, in planting potatoes. There is

bed of dead mu.scles not fiir below the coiiflu-

ice of Town and Hampton rivers, where thou-
sands of scow loads have been shovelled up and

rried to the landings, and thence by carts, or
by sleds in the winter, to the fields or IJarn-yards.

It is sometimes found to the depth of a 'man's
aist, and when opened, smells so strong as al-

most to snfTocale tliose who dig it. I know not
t this kind of maiinre has ever been anaKzed

by any chemist. If Dr Dana of Lowell should
er go to IJoar's Head beach for health or plea-

sure, it would be worth his trouble to procure a
specimen for analyzation.

A Scotchman by the name of Brimmer pur-
chased the large "Dow farm" in Hampton Falls
last season, and is making it come up from

exhausted condition by fallowing, and using
large quantities of this muscle mud. If he per-

res in his improvements for a kw years
longer, his farm will probably be the "pattern
fjirm" of New Hamiishire, and if the farmers in

Hampton Falls will take a lesson from him he
will benefit them as well as himself.

JETHRO.

Fur the Visitor.

A kind Hint.
I love to visit fanners and eat of their whole-
nie fare, especially if their wiv«s and daugh-

ters are neat. 1 love their good wheat bread and
butter, or a dish of bread and milk. I love their

pies too; but 1 love to have them liave a sepa-
rate knife to use in culling the pie, and in help-

ing me to a piece. I do not love to eat a piece
of pie cut with a knife from their own plates,

and wliich they have been using themselves. 1

know that farmer's ladies will take this hint kind-

ly. McKAY.

Five days ramble amonfr the Farmers of Bler-
rimack.

The valley of the Merrimack from the south
line of Hooksett to the north lines of Andover
and Franklin extends more than thirty miles
nearly central in the State of New Hampshire.
With the exception of a portion of the town of
(Concord and the whole of the present limits of
the town of Bow wliich were formerly in Rock-
ingham, the portion of Merrimack county west
of the river of that name was formerly the north-
ern section comprising soiiiething like one third

of old Hillsboiougb, and all east constituted
probably one foiirlb of old Rockingham county
in its north-western limits. A small portion of
the new town of Franklin at the point of conflu-

ence of the Pemigewassel and Winnepissiogee
rivers near the north part of the county was
taken from the ancient limits of Strafibrd whiclj

more recently has been divided into three new
counties: with tliis exception Merrimack county
consists entirely of portions of Rockingham and
Hillsborough as they existed under the ancient
division of the Suile into the five counties of
Rockingham, Strafibrd, Hillsborough, Cheshire
and Grafton.

The river and its fertile alluvial grounds first

brought settlers into the county something more
than a century ago ; but it is remarkable that

settlements did not commence at even this short

distance in the interior until seventy-five and a
hundred years after the settlements of Ports-

mouth, Dover, Exeter, nnd Hampton near the

sea; and what have since become the most
flonrishing and valuable agricultural towns, as

Warner, Sutton, Bradford, lleniiiker, Newbury
and New London on the west, and Pembroke,
Epsom, Chichester, London, Pittslield, Canter-

bury and iXortbfield to the cast of the Merriiniick,

were almost a wilderness until nearly the cluse

of the war of the revolution.

No part of the United States ever jiresented

stronger inducements for settlement than this

valley did when it was first approached. As a

proof of this proposition, wfi need only revert

to the almosi unirorm success and prosperity of

the men v^bo first pitched down and settled in

these towns. Instead of fiiiliiig in nineteen cases

out of twenty as do the race of men of the pre-

sent day who enter upon business as tradf-rs or

iradesii'ien, there w.as hardly one in twenty wlio

did not succeed in snp[iorting himself and a

rising family and in increasing |)ro[ierty from

nothing or the merest trifle as a beginning to a

competency equal to all the wants of the mode-
rate desires of tliose times.
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JMOi:

Paper money and paper credit were then not

as common us lliey have since been : in the ab-

sence of hard money and indeed of all money

as a circuUaing medium in the early settlement

of the interior, our ancestors made exchanges of

;rtv "liich answered all their piir|)oses and

liLiI every want. They purchased oidy

where ihey had the means of paying—they stint-

ed themselves to their means. The poor man
of those days' was supplied by those who had

the means of [denty from the rich products of

the soil. The mere laborer sometimes antici|)at-

ed the bread and meat for his family in the gen-

erosilv of those who had abundance and were

willing to trust the honest poor man to pay in

labor hereafter for what labor, had before pro-

duced.
Although there was little money circulatmg as

little monev was needed for those times when

mauy of th'e necessaries and all of the luxuries

brought from foreign countries were dispensed

with, yet industrious men of good calculations

thiived and increased in property so generally

in no time since as they did then. The easier

alluvion upon the rivers and streams presented

the stronger temptation and were the first to be

settled ; but these settlers were not more suc-

cessful than those who settled upon the rough

hills, and cleared fields of the rocks which still

stand in piles seeming to require almost Hercu-

lean strength and labor to effect the desired ob-

ject. A veteran farmer seventy-five years of

age, who still labors in the beautiful fields which

his own hands had cleared n»ore than fifty years

ago, informed us the other day that be never

wished to accumulate property faster than he

did when first clearing his lauds. He pitched

down upon a lot of some himdred acres; and in

the course of a lew years, from the surplus grain

and cattle, and pork, butter, cheese and wool,

which he raised, was he able to purchase the

lands adjoining until his little farm was increas<;d

to the size of over six hundred acres, presenting

him the means when his children had arrived at

the properage either to give each a (arm or what
woidd lie ut'cessary for the pin-chase of one.

Concord, the shire town of MerriniacK county,

the political capital of the State, and the present

termini of railroad communication to the north

in the interior of New England, is situated near-

ly central in population, but considerably south

of a central point in territory in the State of New
Hampshire, which runs up from the lineof Mass-

achusetts in the shape of a sugar loaf with its

base resting on Massachusetts, and its length

bordering upon Maine on the east and Vermont

on the west. Next to the towns of Gilmanton

and Sandhornton, the territory of the capital of

New Hampshire emliiaces more acres of laud

and water than any other town in the Slate ; and

within its limits there is said to be standing at

this time a greater amount of wood aiul timber

than the newest settled town or any other of the

Slate posses.ses.

Within the last month the editor of the Visitor

1ms visited parts of the town where he had never

been before; and he has been surprised at the

existence of extensive and often thii-k forests

where he had not expected to see them. 'J"he

opening of the navigation of the river and tiie

building up of villages below had much appreci-

ated the value of these foicsts within tiie last few

years. The country continuing to piosper, the

opening of ihe rail road gives to their value a

new impulse. Timber trees growing here will

soon be worth as much as the timber standing

within ten miles of the sea. There are many
hundreds of the ancient pines, thousands of

which have been wantonly destroyed or taken

away in old times as of little value bcyonil the

labor of cutting them down and transporting

them to the jjlace of sale, still standing within

the limits of the -town. The second growih of

white pine forest trees has been beyond any val-

cidalion of the first owners of the laud. At some
points are stately forest trees towering seventy-
five and a hundred feet in the air growing where
Indian corn or rye grew within the memory of
persons still liviig. The lorcsts geucrally are

upon lands deemed of liltlc valine for iiihivation

—the pines upon the liirhirr <,,iiil |il;iiM>, and Ihe

hard woods, the oaU, clic-nut aiiil in.,;i!f, upon
erounds where the soil is too ligbt to compensate
for the clearing away of the "nmnerous incks.

Rattlesnake hill and other prominences iu the

town seem to be as a continued ledge, of whicli

in many instances the pure light grey granite

constitutes a most valuable part: many of these

ledges are highly productive in the growth of
wood and will be valuable much above their esti-

mate for that growih alone: it is not uncommon
upon these ledges and upon the grounds where
boulders of granite out of place are found strew-

ed about, to find thirty, fifty and sometimes sev-

enty-five and a hundred cords of wood growing
to the acre.

As Concord has more upland, plain and swamp
wood than any other town of the Slale, so there

is no town upon the rher embracing within its

limits so many acres of rich intervale. These
intervales tempted scalers from below in INlassa-

chusetls to this point before the adjacent country

was settled ; and the two provfncial governments
of Massachusetts and New Hampshire covered

this point with two conflicting grants which pro-

duced contention and expense to the original set-

tlers continuing for many years, and were finally

settled by the claitiants from under Massachu-
setts paying the New Hampshire grantees a stip-

ulated sum.
The cultivation of the intervales at Concord

has been but too much neglected : they are not

as rich as the intervales of tiie Connecticut
river, l>ecause they are not formed like those

from waters running over limestone and bringing

down difierent kuids of marl. Much of them
may easily be made productive by artificial aid

:

even lands considered to be worn out possess all

the inherent qualities necessary to restore the

original fertility. To do this no strength and ex-

pense of manures equal to the exi)ected returns

are wanted : little else besides a change of posi-

tion of loam, or clay, or even pure sand and
gravel, is requisite to put n new face upon these

grounds and to double and treble their value.

The farm ol the Messrs. Rolfes on the bend of

the river at tlie extreme north point of Concord
where-tlie Coiitoocook river unites with the Mer-
rimack, ami a part of which is the island where
the celebrated Mi-s. Duslin sometime before the

settlement of the town performed the night prod-

igy of slaying the savage murderers of tier own
children, is one of the largest, and may he made
one of tlie most valuable in the Slale: it consists

of several huiuhed acres, and n large tract of
valuable intervale sufficient for three, four or half

a dozen common liirms. The owners of this

beauliful land have not made the lariii their prin-

cipal business: their alleiiliou has Ikcu ditidid

by the erection of mills and the tratiic in luuibcr

down the river for which their woodlands have
furnished facilities. To them the income and
value of their fine intervales is undoubtedly far

less than what it might be. They ammally go
over many acres to procure hay and grain. De-
voting a more exclusive atti;nliou to this fine

farm, its enterprising owi:ers might fijid iu it the

income of a capital iinich greater than its |)reseiil

e.stiuiated value. AInch of the intervale land

upon this river now esliuialed at lliirly, forty and
fifty dollars the acre, might he made to yield at

the present prices of hay and grain an income of

an estimatetl value equal to two and even three

hundred dollars the acre.

Oil the oilier side of the mouth of the Conloo-
cook river in Ihe town of Boscawen is the inter-

vale portion of llie Chandler farm. This Ibrrn

with fine mill privileges in the litllswas punlias-

ed some twenty years ago by Messrs. Richard
and William II. Gage. The property has recent-

ly been divided, and the intervale fiirm now be-

longs exclusively to the latter. A few years since

this was a premium farm of the Merrimack Ag-
ricultural Society : we have never been over it,

but we are iulbrmed that its cultivation has heeii

improving frotu year to year, and that it has been
the means of <.'onstant gain to its owners.
The original Chandler fiuin was divided many

years ago. The western part of it (not including

any intervale lands) embracing the tavern stand

a lilde north of the Couioocook bridge, was en-

tered upon twenty-four years ago, alter the de-

cease of its owner, by Mr. Reuben Johnson. Mr.
J. is a native of the adjacent iicighljorliood in

Concord. Wilhoiit property he couimeiiccd up-

on this farm as a tenant for the first three years.

A beautiful granite factory was erected about
tours years ago near this tavern stand with tlie

benefit of an ample wiiter power: thi.s fiictory

has never been filled wiih machinery until late-

ly. Near it is one of the best grist mills in the

comity. Above it in that part of Concord called

the Borough are numerous saw and shingle mills,

and below it are other saw mills on both sides of
the river" owned by Messrs. Rollins and Gages:
these saw mills turn out imuieiise quantities of
pine and other lumber, which are carried down
the river and sent to other points finding a ready

market. The extensive water power on the Coii-

toocook near Johnson's tavern and farm will, if

all business shall not lidl away, build up n village

there within a few years, which cannot fail to raise

the value of the properly around it.

Mr. Johnson'st'arui was entered for premium
the present year and was the first visited by the

committee of the Merrimack Agricullural Socie-

ty. Every one passing the main road through
Boscawen will have remarked the rocky or ledge

part which extends from the Plain or lower vil-

lage north and south westerly of the road. His
predecessor as taverner and farmer, the late Col.

Chandler, had other interrales which he cultiva-

ted : Mr. Johnson took the tavern with the rough
part of the farm commencing on the south end
of the rocky ledge. That portion of this farm
which had been previously cultivated consisted

of upland which had been worn out without the

benefit of manure. The farm has been made
what it is by recent superior culture. Mr. John-
son usually cats fifty tons of hay from twenty-

five to thirty acres of land. The most of his hay
is herdgrass and clover cut from high ground.-—

He breaks up his fields anew once in five or six

years ; laying a portion down to grass every year.

His stable and bams were well stored with hay

the present year taken in a large burden from
the ground :" he failed of eight acres of hay on

ground prepared last year (iom the loss of grass

seed, of which ihere is so general complaint.

—

Mr. J. has tbuiid a considerable portimi of

of the means of replenishing his ground with

manure from the stables of his public house. His

tavern is a place of resort for the accommodation
of the great teams which are the carriers of mer-
chandise and produce to and from the interior to

the seal)oard: he has sometimes |)ul up a hundred
horses in a night. He found upon this place when
he came upon it no stone wall : he has made this

permanent fence to the extent of three miles,

clearing his fields of obstructions which stood
much ill the way of the laliorer. His yards and
buihliiigs are fiiriiished with the pure water of
the high grounds above brought in logs and lead
pipes, which never fiijl. He has iu length 750 feet

ol buildings from ten to forty feet in breadth
upon the ground. His main stable is 33 by 80
feet, and (iom the sides exposed to the streets

are attached ample open sheds affording a con-
slant covering to carriages in storm.s of rain or
snow. His principal barn is 00 by 40 feet and
It) feel post: to it is attached an extensive cow-
yard, the ground (idling away (iimi the edges to

ihe centre, in which he has the materials and
will make this year in addition to his .stable nia-

mire one hundred loads of compost. He has

this year 10 acres of land sown with 2.3 bushels
of oals to be laid down to hay. His improve-
ments, barn, stable, &c. are all nearly new: the

house is new in part and well adapted for a

coiiulry tavern. These improvements with the

bilMgiiig up of the land, fencing, lertilizing and
clearing it, Mr. J. has been enabled to make fi'om

llic proHts which he had gained, besides assist-

ing olliers to a support to whom he Celt an obli-

galion, and losing to the amount of some thou-

sands in the speculations where some less for-

tunale tlian himself were deprived of their all.

In a plat of land recently sold by Mr. Johnson
and fnintiug his house and garden, the (Commit-
tee examined a garden belonging to the Secreta-
ry of the Agricultural Society, Mr. Jeremiah
Kiiiihall. This garden shows iiow great may
be the efiect of manure and tillage on a soil to

all a]>peaia:ice very poor after an exhaustion of
years. The celebrated Cobbett in his work on
gardening presents the plan of trenching gar-

dens, by which the [iroduct of the soil is won-
derfully increased. The ground is dug down
and lightened to the depth of two feet or more.
The soil is taken from the surface down to the

subsoil, and laid aside: the subsoil to the desired

deplh for the first trench is al.-o moved : a sec-

ond trench is then made hiyiu!.' llir: subsoil at the

lio'tom and Ihe mould u,,:.ii the top until the

whole ground is gone through with. Whether
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the uurler soil be )init] pan and rocks, or mere
sand or jiorons gr.-ivel, the eftect is said to be
excellent, increasing the capacity of the ground
to produce sonietinjes double. "Mr. Kiiuball, in

the produclion of onions, beets, carrots, potatoes
and other esciijetits U|i<in this light sandy dry
soil, ill piesoiviiiir vcfret.iiiiin IVoiii the effects o'l

drouiilit, iiiiist have diauii up tui advantage (i'oni

the undersoil or else iiuparted to it some rpialiiy

claiming and retaining humidity from the iilinos-

phere, to enable tlicm to look so flourishing.
The garden spot lately purchased was a por-

tion of a building lot on which ftlr. K. had re-
cently erected a neat building for a store. In
the lot a large rock approached the surface of
the ground ; and it occurred to him that this

might afford for splitting a portion of the mate-
rial for the cellar wall. The earth was dug fiom
the rock, and with the stoneman's drill it was
rived into inaiiy pieces and made to constitute
the larger jiortion of the cellar wall. It lay in

the ground some six or eight feet deep—the top
of the ground about the rock was the same light
sand. Digging down, the sul)soil near the bot-
tom of the rock was thrown up and covered the
ground. The rock was taken out early in the
spring: since that time a luxuriant vegetation
has s|irnng out of this exposed subsoih Hog-
weeds were standing round the rim of the hole
from which the rock was taken six and eight
feel high. From this fact the farmer may draw
an inference, probably confirmed by the obser-
vation of many, that there is gi>eat virtue in what
lies in the ground deeper than has yet been
stirred.

Those who pass through the town ofBoscawe
in its whole extent upon the travelled road nea
est the river might be led to form no very high
estimate of the value and fertility of its fai

Aliove Johnson's as we approach Boscawen
Plain we come to theancieni Gerrish farm, which
at a former period was a large tract of first rate
intervale: judging of it, from appearance as we
pass, it would seem to be now so poor as hardly
to compensate for the labor bestowed in its cul-
tivation.

The plain itself shows fine gardens, among
which is that of .John Greenougli, and Worcester
Webster, Esquires, the latter projected and cher-
ished by the late Hon. EzekicI Webster, and
abounding in a greater variety of cherries, plums,
jieaches, pears and other fruits than any other

garden in the county; but on this side of the river

there seems to be no considerable farm of much
extent. On the opposite side of the river from
this sprightly village is the improved farm of the

late Smith Sanborti, Est], whose spirit and enter-

prise have not only reclaimed an extended plat

of river intervale which was worn out and ex-

hausted, but have infused into others an ambition
to make their lands give better crops and a grea-
ter profit. In the same neighborhood on the

Canterbury intervale are the large farms lately

the |)roperty of Joseph Clough and the Canter-
bury Joseph Gerrisli. Thise three gentlemen,
lately well known in Concord, are no longer
numbered with the liviu<r.

[To be continued.]

of the Tea wheat, thirty-one heads in one and
twenty-five in the other, five feet long, giving a
most extraordinary product from two kernels of
grain.

The same gentleman also brings lis a cluster
of fifty rye stalks, sttinding upon an average six
feet higii, all coi7iiug from a single grain, the
stalks of which shew themselves, until pulled
from the ground, beautifully bright and healthy.

We mentioned a iiivv weeks since that the
flourishing agricultural town of Henniker had

Perhaps there has been uo season of the pres-

ent age when the early graius have been as pro-

lific as the present.

We have a cluster of Black sea wheat from the

field of Mr. Edward Langmaid of Chichester,

standing nearly five feet high, of eighteen hetids,

the produce of a single berry. The Black sea
wheat has been introduced within the last six

years into the county of Merrimack : it is a spring

wlieat, little of the varieties of the winter wheat
from which comes the flour of the west being
raised in this part of the country. The culture

of the several varieties of spring wheal had been
abandoned in most of the towns near the seaboard:

the rust and blight or the weevil destroyed most
of the crop. The Black sea wheat is so imich

proof against the rust that many farmeis have
sowed it successfully in the month of May,
thereby avoiding the depredations of the fly and
weevil. Mr. Langmaid presented a fiirmer living

near Newbury port will) a peck of the Black sea

v\'lieat two years ago for trial ; the gentleman in

every trial of other, kinds of wheat bad failed.

He had a fine product from this the first and
succeeding years.

A gentleiiian has left at our office two clusters

presei>fed only a single case of bankruptcy under
the new law of Congress. We have been request-
ed to say that the afljoining town of Pembroke
has up to this time only a single case, and that an
individual who has removed into town since the
last March meeting.
The beantiful street on which the principal set-

tlement of Pembroke is fixed, as a travelled road,
contrasts strikingly to the disparagement of the
main street of the'polished ca[)ital ofNew Hamp-
shire in its near neiffhborhood. It is much to be
desired that the people of Concord would at least
make their roads so that some of them most tiav-
elled will not remain [lermanently dangerous.
Pembi»ke, as a place of residence, is one of

the tnost beautiful in the country : its main street
extending between two and three miles on a di-

rect line, accommodated with neat dwellings at

convetiient distances, is more (ileasant tind airy
ny we know of in the State. The enter-

j
people of this town have erected two large

and commodious buildings for academical instruc-
tion—both of which probably the better flourish
from being rivals and competitors. We under-
stand tl>e Gymnasium and Literary Institute un-
der the management of Mr. Kinsman opened last

week with seventy-eight scholars on the first day
of the term. Pembroke street is considerably lesi

than a mile distant from the new rail road land
ing four miles l)elow the Concord depot.

It has been stated to us, that there isa.s^et on
ly a single case of bankruptcy in what was tlu

ancient town of Warner—there being one othei
case ill tliat part of the town known as the Gon
which uas annexed by the Legislature a fewyeari
since. Warner has its fine farms u|iou and amonj
the hills its neat village has lieeii much extended
and beautified,wliich extends some three miles on
Ainesliury river,riinniug through the town in

ly its whole length east and west.

On the 27th of July, Mr. Nathan Walker of
Warner scut us ears of corn fit for boiling takei

from his field : this was about as early as any con
grown ill M-issachusetts, from fifty to a hundrei
miles south, was exhibited in the Boston market.
We know of no limestone in the county of

Merrimack excepting that found in Warner, in

the vicinity of Mink Hills on the south of Ames-
bury river: several years ago a considerable quan-
tity of lime was burned from this stone. Doctor
Jackson has examined it lately, and pronounces
it valuable for agricultural purposes, but not so
good for the mason's use as that manufactured
from the limestone of Maine.

—

Hill's Pat.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Making Manures.
Ma. Hill: de.ar sir:—1 have recently seen two

or three numbers ofyour valuable paper, and was
much iiiterestcd in their contents—so much so,

that I have concluded to become a subscriber. I

notice your remarks in particular relative to the

sulijecl of manures. I slionid think were they
carried out pracliially, thi'V unnid prove highly

beneficial to our tiirmers in tins part of the coun-
try.— I have considered the great secret of suc-

cessful farming in the New England States was
in increasing or making of Manures, over and
above the natural quantity produced;—and still

many of our fininers seem to care but very little

or pay but very little attention to this branch of
their business. Our lands can be made to pro-

duce nearly or quite equal crops to any in the

couiitiy not even excepting the rich valley of the

Mississippi, and all this may be .accomplished by
the agency of manures. The only question that

arises is, how may our inaunre heajis be increas-

ed?—Every farmer I think has the facilities for

accomplishing this desideratum. The hog pen
nd manufactory for converting wash, soil,

md other vegetables into the best of ina-

ind the hogs are excellent workers at the

business—the only place where they can work

to advantage. I have made from twenty to twen-
ty-five loads of good manure from theVatting of
single hog in one season.
The compost heap is as 1 consider another

great facility for the prosexMilion of this branch
of farming. I am about forming one on rather
an experimental scale, and woulii like your opin-
ion or some of your correspondents' on the i'eas'i-

bihty of the plan. 1 intend to take a quantity of
three or four loads of coarse manure such as I
have on hand, twelve to twenty loads of wash,and
turn one or two casks lime and a quantity of
green weeds, coarse grass, &c. with two or three
barrels leached ashes. Now I want to enquire
if, in the fermentation going on in this compost
heap, a quantity of the value does not escape by
evaporation ? aiid if so, are there any means by
which it can be prevented .= will the weeds and
vegetables probably be decomposed by the pro-
cess ? and will it be good economy to use lime
in the making of manures nta net cost of about
$2 for common size barrels.'

I intend through a small aperture at the top
of my heap to pour in a quantity of fish brine,
and some other brine I have now on hand.
When we take into consideration the excellent

home market we have for all the products of our
lands, and the high price they bear in market,
it is a matter of no little astonishment that so few
are engaged in this most honorable of all avoca-
tions, and that those who are engaged in agricul-
tural pursuits are not for making more extensive
improvements, which in all cases prove a profit-
able investment. Mother earth seldom disap-
points the liberal hand.

Very respectfully,

GEO. T. CLARK.
Mansfield, Ct. Aug. 1, 1842.

Remark of the Visitor.
The plan of Mr. Clark for making compost we

exceedingly approve : we think he cannot fail of
remuneration tor his labor. One cask of liine in
every ten to fifteen loads (in every twenty loads,
if the price of lime be too high) will be a good
investment. If there be danger of escajie fiom
evaporation, a thorough covering of soil or turfs
will enclose or recei\e all, and the covering itself
vyhen saturated may be as valuable as the inte-
rior manure. The lime, whether the quantity be
small or great, will much assist the decomposi-
tion of all the vegetable matter. Lime is valua-
ble both as decomposing the coarse ingredients
of manure.aud ."s Ibiiiiing of itselfa valuable com-
ponent of the soil afierwai(l.s. It is a great ene-
my to sorrel, and wc are of the belief that it will
much assist in expelling from the ground des-
tructive worms and insects.

Coniinunicated for the Visitor.

Large Cattle in Deerfield, Ms.
The following is the weight of a number of

two years old heifers raisetrand fatted in Deer-
field, Massachusetts, by Epliraim Williams, Esq.
Most of them were two years old the fall previ-
ous to being slaughtered, which was in the month
of March, for summer use. In this town the
fiirmers are in the habit of raising their fall

calves, as they are considered better than those
that come in the spring, and winter cows are
called as profitable as those that come in the
spriiiff.

l.<]829, 715 lbs., 87 rough tallow or gut fat.

1831, 748 lbs., 86 tallow. 1833, 832 lbs., 89 tal-

low. 1834,820 lbs., 103 tallow. 1835, 891 lbs.,

90 tallow : this heifer 30 months old. 1836, &31
lbs., 82 tallow. 1837, 726 lbs., 55 tallow. 183e,

a two years old steer, 850 lbs., 80 tallow. 16.39,
84 lbs. 1841, 789 lbs. 1842, 846 lbs.

Most of the above creatures were native stock :

a few were a cross with the improved Durham.

From the Maine Farmer.

Who owns the Soil of the Road 7

Mr. Editor—We wish to learn through the
ediuni of your J.aper, whether we have a legal

right to remove the soil or any thing else that

pertains to the highways, ojiposite and conligu-
to our neighbor's laiul, and convert the same
iir own private use, when the public con-

venience does not require such removal. .Sup-

pose we are, or tire not vested with the authori-

ty of a highway Surveyor, and has my neighbor
above referred to, a right to prosecute for dama-
ges ? Lnquirer.

jYote.—A man relinquishes to the public, (when
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a roiul is located on liis Iniid,) only tlje rislit of

way, Hi'd wliiit perlaiiis to it tliiit will lie necess-

ary for the ro;i(l and repairs. Of course, if any

cue lias a riiclis to remove the soil, it is the man
who owns tiie land from which the road was set

off, and he alone. Even he lias no ri^dit to re-

move any thiiisr hy which he will prevent the safe

passing on a road or highway.

—

EJ. Me. Far.

The Peach Okcbards of Delawar
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last full, and have cut a deceut crop of liay—say

a ton and a half to the acre, vviti) the prospect of

a second crop.

Another error amongst most farmers in seed-

ing the land is, they do not put on so much seed

by at least one thiini, if not one half, as is profi-

table, in our humble opinion. Seed is expen-

Bive, we "cH know, but if you wish a full return,

do not neglect to apply a sufficient quantity of

seed.

—

Keene, JV. H. Sentinel.

The Exile's Song.

Oh ! bear me back to my native shore,

O'er the circling ocean's foaui

;

And ere 1 die, let me gaie once more
On my father's humble home.

Oh! bear me back to the greenwood's shade,

To the well-known chestnut tree

—

To th« quiet vale, and the sunny glade,

The haunts oT my childish glee.

My spirit pines for the breezy hills,

Far off in my own bright land
;

For the warblings that gosh from its lonely rills.

And the joyous household band.

Kind faces met by the fireside's gleam,
When arose the evening hymn :

—

But their spells are gone, like a passing dream,
Their memories vague and dim.

1 list to the biHows' thundering sound,
As their surges break in the "bay;

1 watch them fringing the cliffs around
With a beautiful girdle of spr^y.

But nor bark, nor ship, to tire wandering breeze
Their cloudlike sails unroH,

And the anthem sublime of the swelling sees,

Like a death-song thrills my soul.

On the mountain-tops the wild deer springs

In happiest freedom by
j

And the proud eagle soars on his golden wings
To the crystalline dome of the sky

;

And the midnight wind unchained sweeps past
O'er mount and forest dell

—

But o'er mc there's a strange dull feeling cast,

With a power 1 may not quell.

Then bear me back to my native shore,
O'er the circling ocean's foam !

And ere 1 die, let mc gaie once more
On my father's humble home.

Oh ! bear me back to tlie greenwood shadc^
To the well-known chestnut tree-

To the quiet vale, and the sunny glade,

Th« haunts of my childish glee.

The Married Sisters.

A TALE OF INDUSTUV A.ND IDI.E.MC.'SS.

BV T. S. AUTIIUK.

" Come, William, a single day out of the three
hundred in a year is not niiicli."

" True, Henry Thonie. Nor is the single drop
of water that fust finds its way through the dyke
much ; and yet the first drop hut makes room
for a small stream to follow, and then comes a
flood. No, no, Ileni-y, I cannot go with you to-

day ; audif you will" be governed by a "friend's

advice, you will not neglect your work for the
fancied pleasure of a sporting party."

"All work and no jilay makes Jack a dull boy.
We were not made to be delving with tools in

close rooms. The fresh free air is good for us.

Come, William, you will feel hotter for a little

recreation. You look pale from confinement.
Come ; I cannot go without you."
"Henry Thorno," said liis friend William

Moreland, with an i>ir more serious than that at
first assumed, " let me in turn urge you to stay."

" It is vain, William," his friend said, intej-rupt-

ing him.
" I trust not, Henry. Surely, my early friend,

and companion is not deaf to rea.soii."
" No, not to right reason."
" Well, listen to inc. As I said at first, it is

not the loss of a single day, though even that
lost, is a serious waste of time, that I now take
into consideration. It is the danger of fbriiiiug
a habit of idleness. It is a mistake, that a day of
idle pleasure recieates the minil and body, and
makes us return to our regular and necessary
employments with renewed delight. My owii
experience i.s, that a day thus spent causes" us to
resume our labors with reluctance, an<l makes
irksome what before was pleasant. Is it not
your own ?"

"Well, I don't know; I can't altoirplher say
that It IS ; indeed. I never thought abolit it."

" Henry, the wor.st of all kinds of dercpiioii is

seir-dece[>tion. Don't, let me beg of you, at-
tempt to deceive yourself in a matter so "import-
ant. I am sure you have exiieiicnccd thi.» reluct-

ance to work after a day of pleasure. It is an
universal experience. And now that we are on
this subject I will add, that I have observed in

you an increasing desire to get away from work.
You make many e.xcuses, and they seem to you
to be good ones. Can you tell me how many
days you have been out of the shop in the last

three months .'"

"No, 1 cannot," was the reply, made in a tone
indicating a slight degree of irritation.

" Well, I can, Henry."
" How many is it, then ?"

" Ten days."

"Never."
" It is true, for I kept the count."
" Indeed, then, you are mistaken. I was only

out a gunning three limes, and a fishing twice."

"And that makes five times. But dou't you
remember the day you were made sick by fa-

tigue ?

" Yes, true, but that is only si.v."

" And the day you went up to the mountain
with the party."

" Yes."
" And the twice you staid away because it

stormed ?"

" But, William, that has nothing to do with the

matter. If it stormed so violently that I couldn't

come to the shop, that surely is not to be set

down to the account of pleasure taking."

"And yet, Henry, I was here, and so were all

workmen but yourself. If there had not been in

your mind a reluctance to coming to the shop,

1 am sure the storm would not have kept you. I

am plain with you, because I am your friend, and
you know it. Now, it is this increasing reluct-

ance on your part, that alarms me. Do not, then,

add fuel to a flame, that if thus nourished, will

" Don't make any excuses, Henry. Think of
the aggregate of ten lost days. You can earn a

dollar and a half a day easily, and do earn it

whenever you work steadily. Ten days in three

months is fifteen dollars. All last winter, you
know, Ellen went without a cloak, because you
could not afibrd to buy one for her ; now the

money that you could have earned in the time
wasted in the last three montlis, would have
bought her a very comfortablo one—and you
know that it is October now,and winter will soon
be again upon us. Sixty dollars a year buys a
great many comforts for a poor man."
Henry "Thornc remained silent for some mo-

ments. He felt the force of William Morcland's
reasoning; but his own inclinations were strong-

er than his friends arguments. He wanted logo
with two or three campanions a gunning, and
even the vision of his young wife shi inking in

the keen winter wind, was not sufficient to con-
ipier this desire."

"I will go this once, William," he said at

length, with a lung inspiration, "and then I will

quit it. 1 see and acknowledge the force of what
you say ; Inever viewed the matter so seriously

hefore."

"This once may confirm a habit now too

strongly fixed," urged his companion. " Stop
now, while your mind is rationally convinced
that it is wrong to waste your lime, when it is so
much needed for the sake of maUing comforta-
ble and happy one who loves you, and has cast

her lot in life wilh yours. Think of Ellen and
then be a man."

" Come Harry !" said a loud cheerful voice at

the shop door; " we are waiting for you."
" Ay, ay,' responded Henry Thorne. "Good

morning, William, I am lileged for to-day. But
after this, I will swear otf." And so saying he
hurried away.
Henry Thorne and William Moreland were

workmen in a large manufacturing establishmonl
ill one of our thriving inland towns. They had
married sisters, and thus a friend.'rliip that had
long existed, was confirmed by closer ties of in-

terest. They had been married about one yeai',

at the time of their introduction to the reader,

and, already, Moreland could perceive that his

earnings bought nfore comforts for his little lam-
ily than did Henry's. The difference was not to

he accounted for in the days the other took in

pleasure taking, although their aggregate loss

was no mean item to be taken from a poor man's
purse. Jt was to be found, mainly, in a disposi-

tion to spend, rather than to eave ; to jiay away

for trifles that were not really needed, very small
sums, whose united amount in a few weeks would
rise to many dollars. But, when there was added
to this constant cheek upon his pros])erity, the
fc-eqnent recurrence of a lost day, no wonder that

Ellen had less of good and comfortable clothing
than her sister Jane, and that her house was far

less neatly furnished.

.\11 this had been observed, with pain, by Wil-
liam Moreland and his wife, Init, until the con-
versation recorded in the opening of this story,

no word of remonstrance or warning had been
ventured Ufion by the former. The s[iirit in

which his words were received, encouraged liim

to hope that he might exercise a salutary control
over Ilenry, if he persevered, and he resolved
that he would extend thus far towards him the

offices of a true friend.

After dinner of the day during which her hus-
band was absent, Ellen called in to see Jane, and
sit the afternoon with her. They were only sis-

ters, and had always loved each other much.
During their conversation, Jane said, in allusion

to the «eason—" it begins to feel a little to-day as

if winter were coming. And, by the way, you
are going to get a cloak this fall, Ellen, are you
not ?"

" Indeed, I can hardly tell, Jane," Ellen replied,

in a serious tone; "Henry's earnings, somehow
or other, don't seem to go far with us ; and yet I

try to he as I'rudent as I can. We have but a
few dollars laid by, and both of us want warm
under-clothing, and Ilenry must have a coat and
pair of pantaloons to look decent this winter. I

must try and do without the cloak, 1 think."

I am sorry for that. But keep «p a good heart

about it, sister. Next fall you will surely be able

to get a comforttible one ; and you shall have

mine as often as you want it, this winter. I

can't go out much you know ; our dear little

Ellen, your ntimesake, is too young to leave of-

ten."

"You are very kind, Jane," Ellen said,and her

voice slightly trembled.

A silence of some moments ensuctl, and then

the subject of conversation was changed to one
more cheerfuL

That evening, just about nightfall, Henry
Thorne came home, much fatigued, bringing

with him half a dozen squirrels,and a single wild
pigeon.
"There, Ellen, is some thing to make a nice

pie for us to-morrow," he said, tossing his game
bag upon the table.

" You look very tired, Heni^," his wifc said,

tenderly ; "I wouldn't go out any more this fall,

if I were you."

"I don't intend going out any more, Ellen," he
replied ;

" I am sick of it."

" You don't know how glad I am to hear you
say so," his wife said in an altered and cheerful

tone. " Somehow, 1 always feel troubled and
uneasy when you are out gunning or fishing, as

if you were not doing right."

"You shall not feel so anymore, Ellen," ho
replied ; "I've been thinking all the afiernoon

about your cloak. CoUl weather is coming and
wo haven't a dollar laid by for anything. How I

am to get the cloak, I do not see, and yet I cannot

bear tlie thought of your going all this winter

again, without one."
" O never mind that, dear," Ellen said in a

cheerful tone, her face brightening up. " We
can't aftbrd it this fall, and that's settled. But I

can have Jane's whenever I want it, she says;

and you know she is so kind and willing to lend

me any thing that she has, I don't like to wear
out her things, but then 1 shall not want the cloak

often."

Henry Thorne sighed at the thoughts his wife's

words stirred in his triind.

" I don't see how it is, he at length said, dos-

pondingly ;
" William can't work any faster than

I can, nor earn more a week, and yet he and Jane
have every thing comfortable, and are saving

money into the bargain, while we want many
things that they have, and have not a dollar

ahead."
One of the reasons for this, to her hiiKband,

unaccountable diflercnce trembled on Ellen's

tongue. But she could not make up her mind to

rejirove hira ; and so bore in silence, and with

some pain, what she felt as a reflictioii upon
her want of frugality in managing household af-

fairs.
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Let us advance the characters we liave intro-

duced, n year in their life's pilgrimage, and see if

there are any fruits of th^se good resolutions.

"Where is Thorne, this morning?" asked the

owner of the shop of Moreland, one morning,

an hour after all the other workmen had come
in.

" I do not know, really," Moreland replied. "I

saw him yeslerdaj', when he was well."

"He's off gunning, I suppose again. If so, it

is the tenth day he has lost in idleness din-ing

the last two months. I am afraid I shall have to

get a hand in his place, U])on whom 1 can place

more dependence. I shall he sorry to do this for

your sake, and the sake of his wife. But I do
not like such an example to the workmen and
apprentices, and hesides, being away from the

shop often disappoints a job."

"1 could not hiame you sir," Moreland said;

"and yet, I hope you will hear with him for the

sake of Ellen. I think if you would talk to him,

it would do him good."

'•But why don't you talk to him, William ?"

"I have talked to him frequently, but he has

got so that he won't hear it any longer from
me."
"Nor would he hear it from me, either, I fear,

William."
Just at that moment, the subject of conversa-

tion came in.

"You are late this morning, Henry," said the

owner of the shop to him in the presence of the

other workmen.
"It's only a few minutes past the hour," he re-

plied, moodily.
"It's more than an hour past."
" Well, if it is, I can make it up."
" That is not the right way, Henry ; lost time

is never made up."

Thorne did not understand the general truth

intended to be ex[)ressed, but supposed at once,

that the master of the shop meant to intimate

that he would wrong him out of the lost hour,

notwithstanding he had promised to make it up.

He theretore turned an angry look upon him and
.said, " do you mean to say that I would cheat you
sir ?"

The employer was a hasty man, and tenacious

of his dignity as a master. FIc invariably dis-

charged a journeyman who was in the least de-

gree disrespectful in his language or manner to-

wards him, before the other workmen. Acting
under the im])ulse that at once i)rompted him,

he said, "you are discharged," and instantly

turned away.
As quickly did Henry Thorne turn and leave

the shop. He took his \\»y homeward, but he
paused and lingered as he drew nearer and near-

er his little cottage, for troubled thoughts had
now taken the place of angry feelings. At length

he was at the door, and lilVmg slow the latch, he
entered.

" Henry !" said Ellen, witii a look and tone of

surprise. Her face was paler, and nrore care-

worn than it was a year before; and its calm ex-

pression hail changed into u troubled one. She
had a babe upon her lap, lier first and only one.

The room in which she s.il, was far from indica-

ting circumstances in)prov(',d by the passage of a

year, was far less tidy and conilbrtable ; and her

own attire, though neat, was faded and unseason-

able. Her husband replied not to her inquiring

look, and surprised ejaculaiion, but seated him-
self in a chair, and burying his face in his hands,

remained silent, iniiil, unable to endure the sus-

pense, Ellen went to him, and taking his hand,
asked, so earnestly, and bo tenderly, what it was
that troubled him, that he could not resist her ap-

peal.

"I am discharged !" he said, with bitter em-
jjhasis. "And there is no other establishment in

the town, nor within fifty miles."
" O Henry ! how did that happen .'"

"I hardly know myself, Ellen, for it all seems
like a dream. When I left home this morning, I

did not go directly to the i-lmp; I wanted to see

a man at the upper end ot tin.' town, and when I

got back it was an hour l,itt:r than usual. Old
Ballard took me to task before all the shop, and
intimated that I was not disjiosed to act honestly
towards hnn. This I caiiimt bear from anyone;
1 answered him in anger and was discharged on
the spot. And now, what we are to do, heaven
only knows. Winter is almost upon us, and we
have uot five dollars in iho world."

" But something will turn ui> for us. Hem 3', I

know it will," Ellen said, trying to smile encour
agingly, although her heart was heaving in her

bosom.
Her husband shook his head doubtingly, and

then all was gloomy and oppressive silence. For
nearly an hour, no word was spoken by either.

Each mind was busy with painful thoughts, and
one with learful forebodings of evil. At the end
of that time, the husband took up his hat and
went out. For a long, long time after, Ellen sat

in dreamy, sad abstraction, holding her babe to

her breast. From this state, a sense of duty
roused her, and laying her infant on the bed,

—

for they had not yet been able to spare money
for a cradle—she began to busy herself in her
domestic duties. This brought some little re-

lief

About eleven o'clock, Jane came in with her

usual cheerful, almost Iiappy face, bringing in

her hand a stout bundle. Her countenance
changed in its expression to one of concern, the

moment her eye rested upon her sister's face,

and she laid her bundle on a chair quickly, as if

she half desired to keep it out of Ellen's sight.

" What is the matter, Ellen ?" she asked vvith

tender concern the moment she had closed the

door.

Ellen could not reply ; her heart was too full.

But she leant her head upon her sister's should-

er; and, for the first time since she had heard
the sad news of the morning, burst into tears.

Jane was surpiised, and filled with anxious con-

corn. She waited until this ebulitiou of feeling

hail in some degree abated, and she then said in

a tone still more tender than that in which she

had first spoken, " Ellen, dear sister! tell me what
has happened."

" I am foolish, sister," at length Ellen said,

looking up and endeavoring to dry her tears.

"But I caimot help it. Henry was discharged
from the shop this morning and now what are

we to do ? We have nothing ahead, and I am
afraid he will not be able to get anything to do
here, or within many miles of the village."

"That is bad, Ellen," Jane said, white a shad-
ow fell upon her face, but a few moments betbre
glowing and happy. And that was nearly all

she could say ; for she did not wish to offer false

consolation, and she could think of no genuine
words of comfort. After a while, each grew
more composed in mind, and less reserved, and
then the whole matter was talked over, and all

that Jane could say, she did say, that seemed
likely to soothe and give hope to Ellen's mind.

" What have you there.'" at length asked El-

len, glancing toward the chair upon which Jane
had laid her bundle.

Jane paused a moment, as if in self-comrnu-
niou and then said; " only a pair of blankets,

and a coiijde of calico dresses that I have been
out buying.

" Let me look at them," Ellen said, in as cheer-
ful a voice as she could assun)e.

A large heavy pair of blankets, for which Jane
had (laid five dollars, were now unrolled, and a

cou])le of handsome chintz dresses displayed, of

dark rich colors, suitable tor the winter season.

It was with dilKcully that Ellen could restrain a

sigh, as she looked at these comlbrtai>le. things

and ihouglit how nnicb she needed, and of how
little she had to hope fur. June felt that such
thoughts must |>uss ihrough her sister's mind, and
s!ie also felt much pained, that she had midesign-
eilly thus added, by contrast, to Ellen's unhappy
feelings. When she returned home, she init

away her new dresses and her blankets. She had
no heart to look at them, no heart to enjoy her

own good things, while the sister she so much
loved was denied like present comforts, and
worse than all, weighed down with heart-sicken-

ing dread of the future.

We will not linger to contrast, in a series of do-

mestic pictures, the effects of industry and idle-

ness on the two married sisters and their fiimi-

lios—efl^ects, the causes of which, neither aided
materially in producing. Such contrasts, though
useful, cannot but be painful to the mind, and we
would a thousand times, rather give pleasure than

pain. But one more striking contrast we will

give as requisite in shosviuj; the tendency and
end of good or bad principles, united with good
or bad liabits.

Unable to get any employment in the village,

Thorne, hearing that steady work could be ob-

tained in Charleston, South Corolina, sold off a
portion of his scanty furniture, and his cow, by
which he received money enough to remove there
with his wife and child. Thus were the sisters

separated ; and in that separation, gradually es-

tranged fiom the tender and lively aflTection that

presence and constant intercourse had kept burn-
ing with undiminished brightness. Each became
more absorbed every day in increasing cares and
duties; yet to one those cares and duties were
painful, and to the other full of delight.

Ten years from the day on which they parted
in tears, Ellen sat, near the close of the day, in a
meanly furnished room, in one of the southern
cities, watching with troubled countenance, the
restless slumber of her husband. Her face was
<tery thin and pale, and it had a fixed and strong-

ly marked expression of suffering. Two children

a boy and a girl, the one about six, and the other
a little over ten years of age, were seated listless-

ly on the floor, which was uncarpeted. They
seemed to have no heart to play. Even the elas-

ticity of childhood had departed from them.

—

From the appearance of Thorne, it was plain he
was very sick ; and from all indications the room
in which he lay, afforded, it was plain, that want
and suffering were its inmates. The habits of
"dieness he had suflfered to creep at a .slow but

iteady pace upon him, and idleness brought in-

temperence, and intemperance reacting upon
idleness completed his ruin, and reduced his fam-
ily to poverty in its most appalling form. Now
he was sick with a southern fever, and his miser-

able dwelling afforded him no cordial, nor his

fe and children the healthy food that nature re-

quired.
" Mother !" said the little boy getting up from

the floor, where he had been sitting for half an
hour, as still as if he were sleeping, and coming
to Ellen's side, he looked up earnestly and implor

ingly in her fiice.

"What, my child.'" the mother said, stooping

down and kissing his forehead, while she parted

with her fingers the golden hair that fell in tang

led masses over it.

" Can't I have a piece of bread, mother ?"

Ellen did not reply, but rose slowly and went
to the closet from which she took part of a loaf,

cutting a slice from it, handed it to her hun-
gry boy. It was her last loaf, and all their mon-
ey was gone. The little fellow took it, and break-
ing a piece off for his sister, gave it to her ; the
two children then sat down side by side, and eat

in silence the morsel that was sweet to them.
With an instinctive feeling, that from nowhere

but above could she look for aid and comfort, did
Ellen lift her heart and pray that she might not
he forsaken in her extremity. And then she.

bought of her sister Jane, from whom she had
lot heard for a long time, and her heart turned
owards her with an eager and yearning desire to

see her face once more.
And now let us look in upon Jane and herltim-

ly. Her husband, by saving where Thorne spent
in foolish trifies, and working when Thorne was
He, gradually laid by enough to purchase a lit-

tle farm, upon which be had removed, and there,

industry and frugality brought its sure rewards.

Tiiey had three children ; little Ellen had grown
to a lively, rosy cheeked, merry-faced girl of elev-

n years; an<l George who had followed Ellen

,as in his seventh year, and after him came the

aby, now just completing the twelfth month of
its innocent happy lifi^. It was in the season

hen the farmers toil is rewarded, and William
Moreland was among those whose labor had met

ample return.

How diflerent was the scene, in his well estab-

lished cottage, full to the brim of plenty and com-
fort, to that wiiicb was passing the same hour of
the day, a few weeks before, in the sad abode of
Ellen, herself the saddest inmate.

The table was spread for the evening meal, al-

ways eaten before the sun hid his bright face, and
Ueorge and Ellen, although the supper was not

yet brought in, bad taken their places ; and More-
laud, too had drawn up with the baby on his knee,

which he was amusing with an apple from a well

filled basket, the product of his own orchard.

A hesitating rap drew the attention of the

tidy mui<len wh.o assisted Mrs. Moreland in her

" It is the poor old blind man," she said, in a

tone of compassion, as she opened the door.

"Here is a shilling for him, Sally," said Mor©-
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land, handing liev a piece of money. " Tlic Lord

has blessed us with plenty ; and something to

spare for his needy cliihlren."

" Ain't I glad that I've pot eyes, and plenty to

eat," George said, glancing at the blind man, and

then looking up into his mother's face, with boy-

ish delight; as she brought in a savory dish for

their supper.

"O, but that looks good!" ejaculated Ellen,

peeping into the djsh—as her mother paused, to

smile upon her boy,—and enjoying the coming
feast in imagination.

The liberal meal uimn the table, the mother sat

down with the rest, and, as she looked around on

each htippy face, her heart blessed the hour that

she had given her hand to William Moreland.—
Just as the meal was finished, n neighbor stopped

at the door and said

:

" Here's a letter for Mrs. Moreland : I saw it in

the post office, and brought it over for her, as 1

was coming this way."
" Come in, come in," Moreland said with a

hearty welcome in his voice.
" No I tliank you I can't stop now. Good even-

ing," replied the neighbor.

"Good evening," responded Moreland, turning

from the door, and handing the letter to Jane.

"It must be from Ellen," Mrs. Moreland remark-
ed, as she broke the seal. " II is a long time since

we heard from them ; I wonder how they are

doing?"
She soon knew, for on opening the letter she

read:
"Savannah, Sept., 18—

.

" My dear Sister Jane—James has just died, and
I am left here without a dollar, and know not

where to get bread for myself and two children.

I dare not tell you all I have sufFere<l since I part-

ed from you. 1

"My heart is too full, I cannot write. Heaven
only knows what I shall do ! Forgive me, sister,

for troubling you ; I have not done so before, be-

cause I did not wish to give you pain, and I only
do so now, from an impulse that I cannot resist.

Ellen."
Jane handed the letter to her husband, and sat

down in a chair, her senses bewildered and her
heart sicl«.

" VVe have enough for Ellen, and her children,

too, Jane," Moreland said, folding the letter after

he had read it. " VVe must send for them at

once. Poor Ellen! I fearshe has suffered much."
" You are good and kind, and noble-hearted,

William!" Jane said, bursting into tears.

" 1 don't know that 1 am any better than any
body else, Jane. But I can't bear to see others

suffering, and never will, if I can afford relief

And surely, if industry brought no other reward,
the power it gives us, to benefit and relieve others,

is enough to make us ever active."

In one month from the time Ellen's letter was
received, she with her children, were inmates of
Moreland's cottage. Gradually, the light rennn-
ed to her eye, and something of the former glow
of health and contentment to her cheek. Her
children in a few weeks were as gay and happy as

any. The delight that glowed in the heart of
William Moreland,as he saw this pleasing change,
was a double reward for the little he had sacrific-

ed in making them happy. Nor did Ellen feel,

with her children, an entire burden upon her sis-

ter and her husband ;—her activity and willing-

ness found enough to do that needed doing, and
Jane often used to say to her husband,

"I don't know which is the gainer over the
other, me or Ellen ; for I am sure, I cant see how
we could do without her."

The Geological Survey of the State.

We have received from Dr. Jackson a copy of
his Second Report, whii-h gives a brief account
of the progress made the last year, reserving the
full account for the final report which will be
given to the i)ublic next spring.
We have seen (says the Portsmouth Journal) a

letter from Dr. Jackson written this week, which
states that ni Canaan he recently found a few
scales of native GoW, in brown iron pyrites, as-
sociated with copper pyrites, &c. This discov-
ery should only he whispered abroad, as adven-
turers would not probably realize a sixpence a
day in searching for it. The vein of brown py-
rites in which it is found runs several miles from

Canaan to Grafton, a|)pe;;ring in three or four

places at the surface.

Exiractsfrom the Second Report

:

Iron, the right arm of national industry and
power, aboimds in New Hampshire. Lead oc-

curs in considerable abundance, and zinc in very
large and important veins, amply sufficient for

tlie supply of the New England States. The
veins of copper noticed in my former report,

have, as I anticipated, proved richer and more
solid as they were exjdored to greater depths,

and we may now rank one at least of those veins

ns of economical value. This vein is in the town
of Warren, and is now undergoing exploration

with a view to work the mine on a large scale.

The lead ore of Shelburne has been found to

he easy to smelt ; and the lead is sufficiently rich

in silver to pay a profit on the expenses attending

its extraction.

The zinc ores of Shelburne and Warren are

both easily wrought, and furnish as bigli a per-

centage of pure zinc, as those wrought in Eng-
land.

Year before last I discovered a vein of oxide of
tin in the town of Jackson, but the ore consisting

of a vein stone full of crystals of the oxide of tin

without any solid tin, stone or compact oxide, 1

felt a little hesitation in speaking of its probable

value. The ore yielded from 30 to 50 per cent,

of tin and would prove valuable if it could be ob-

tained in adequate quantities.

During the past year two new veins of the com-
pact and pure tin ore have been discovered near
the first described vein, and the probability now
increased is that the mine will prove workable
for metallic tin.

I have analyzed the specimens which I obtain-

ed at the mine, and others, which have been sent

me by the proprietor, and find that the purest

specimens yield 73 per cent, of fine tin ; while the

average of a lot taken in mass, with the vein stone

adhering, yielded 54 per cent. I have deposited
in the State Cabinet an ingot of pure tin, weigh-
ing 3 ounces, which was extracted by the usual

processes, from 5 ounces of the crude ores from
the new vein in Jackson. One hundred weight
of the ore will yield, at this rate, from 12 to IC
dollars worth of tlie metal.

A very valuable ore of Titanium has also been
discovered in the towns of Unity and Merrimack,
and if it proves abundant it will be of inq)ortauce

to the individuals on whose estates it has been
found. That occurring in Unity contains a min-
ute proportion of tin, which is an indication of
the probable occurrence of that metal in the vein.

The ore found in Merrimack is worth $1G a
pound, wholesale, and a considerable quantity is

employed by dentists in the manufacture of min-
eral teeth, and by the iiorcelain painter. Owing
to its absolute purity, the New Hampshire Titan-
ium will he preferred to any yet found in this

country. It should be remarked that no one but

a mineralogist would he likely to notice such un-
prepossessing ores as those of tin and titanium,

and their occurrence has heretofore been over-
looked.

From Hill's N. H. Patriot.

A Revolutionary Reminisceucc.
Gov. Hill—Dear Sir:—One of your late

papers contained a brief notice of the decease
of my late venerable friend and neighbor, Mr.
Daniel Cole, of Plainfield, at the advanceil age
of 84. As the small remnant of our Revolii-

tioiuu-y fiiihers are fast descending to the tomb,
and with them the history of many interesting

incidents of that eveiitiiil period, I forward you
the following amusing account which ho person-
ally related to me seveial years ago, and then
taken down in a manuscript journal.

After faithfully serving his country as a sol-

dier, at the taking of Burgoyue, ut Trenton and
other places, he was induced at the age of 23, to

try the fortune of war U))on the ocean ; and re-

turning from a successful cruise in the autumn
of J781, was ca]itui-ed by the British ship Re-
nown, of 50 guns, belonging to the squadron of
Admiral Graves, destined to the Chesapeake to

relieve Lord Cornwallis. With this intent they
approached the French fleet then blockading
Yorktovvn, and Count de Grasse, fearing the bay
was too narrow for the successful mancEuvreiug
of his heavy ships, innnedintely slipjied his ca-

bles and bore down upon the enemy. The Brit-

ish fleet tacked to the southward and stood on
to sea, iJursued by the French to the south of
Cape Henry, svhen it occurred to Admiral Graves,
from the short time employed by the French in
making sail, that they had not weighed their an-
chors; he dispatched the Renown, on board
which shi|i my late townsman and his fellow
sailors were detained as prisoners, with orders
to return to the Chesapeake and cut away the
buoys; thus depriving the whole French fleet

of their anchors. In jiursuance of this object
the Renovvn had returned, and arrived in sight
of the buoys which laid pitching on the swells,
when the man at mast head sung out " sail ho

!

astern" and inuiiediately—" another," quickly
followed by "three," "four," "five," "a whole
fleet." Count de Grasse, having discovered that
he could not bring his enemy to action, and
fearing they might obtain the weatherguage, slip

into the bay before him, and perhaps convey
Cornwallis and his army to the opposite shore,
had taken the suiklen resolution of returning to
his former anchorage.
The English captain now beat to quarters and

harangued iiis crew—" Boys ! I fear we are gone,
but his Majesty's gallant ship must not he sur-
rendered to these d—d frog-eating Frenchmen
without burning powder. What say you, shall
we fight ?" " Aye, aye, sir ;" and three cheers
resounded throughout the ship. " Stand to the
guns, then, my brave fellows—see all clear for
action, anil let every shot tell."

On coming abreast of the Englishman, Count
de Grasse directed two stout frigates to steer in

shore and receive the surrender, not dreaming
of resistance in presence of his overwhelming
force : but no sooner was the leading ship with-
in range than the Renown saluted her with a
full broadside, and both Frenchmen retreated to

their fleet without firing a gun. " Give it to

them, hoys," cried the brave English captain, " if

they have no more spirit we will fight our way
through their whole fleet ;" and she continued
with her bow guns to batter the stern of her an-
tagonist.

Count de Grasse now dispatched by signal the
Mai-fieilles, of 74 g<ms, who approached and
threw a single shot at the Renown, which she
returnetl with her bow guns; and the American
prisoners who had hitherto kept on deck, in
anxious expectation of tlieir own speedy release,
presuming Irom the near ap[iro«cli of the French-
man that she would next fire with grape, retreat-

ed below ; and in the act of descending the
lad<lei-, a full broadside from the Marseilles swept
the decks and rigging of the Renown, one of her
two and ihirlies coming between decks with ii

rumbling noise like a coach and six, and passed
from bow to stern, dismounting guns, ripping
down partitions, and spreading death and de-
struction on every side.

The Renovvn now surrendered, having 50 or
60 of her crew killed and wounded, a painlidly
useless sacrifice to the point of honor. The
British officers came rushing below and unlock-
ing chests and trunks. " Here, you yankee reb-
els, help yourselves to whatever you like; we
owe you no good will, but had rather you would
have the plunder than the cowardly Frenchmen."
No sooner said than done—oft' went glazed hats,

tarpaulin.s, sjiencers and red baize Blurts, to he
replaced by linen cambric ruffles, embroidered
vests, gold laced coats and hats, and all the glit-

tering paraphernalia of English official splendor ;

and thus strangely equipped and scarcely recog-
nizing each other, the Americans appeared on
deck just as one hundred Frenchmen were ta-

king possession.

But here a new and unexpected difficulty

awaited them ; like the birds in the borrowed
plumes of the peacock, they were ordered to un-
dress, and all theii newly acquired finery again
suddenly changed owners. In vain they declar-
ed themselves Americans, prisoners to the En-
glish, and besought their " very dear great friends

and allies," in moving language, to spare their

fine apparel ; but no. Johnny Crapeaii was too

deeply interested in disbelieving so strange u
story ; it was all " JVong long paw," accompanied
with deep curses in every variety of provincial

French, and literal murder of the " King's En-
glish" They appealed lo the Lieut, connuand-
ing the prize with no better success. "Non non
—n'Americainc ;" " sacre (liable Anglais"—"you
are captuled under English colors, and wear the ''
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English uniform—strip and begone," and they

were sent on hoard the Marseilles in a state of

destitntion scarcely creditable to (he decen
of civilized hfe.

The French fleet now resumed their former
anchorage at the blockade of Yorktown, and
early next morning, the jirisoners being on deck
for air and exercise, they observed an unusual

hustle on board the Ville de Paris, of 110 guns,

lying near ; and it was whispered about that the

commanding generals of the besieging army
were soon expected on board her, on a visit to

Count de Grasse. Feeling tliat this ujight be

their only opportunity lor esnape, my informant

said, that he ventured to the edge of the quarter

deck and waved his iiat to the captain of the

Marseilles, and at length succeeded in making
him understand that they were Americans;
whicli he could prove to his satisfaction if he
could be permitted to explain the facts to an
American officer; and the good-natured French-
man sent them on board the flag-ship, with a

note to the Admiral stating their claims. Soon
after, the Admiral's barge approached from the

shore, and Washington, Hamilton. Lafayette,

Roehambeau and a nmnerous suite ascended the

side of this si)lendid ship, (a |)resent from the

city of Paris to Louis ICtli) whose full manned
yards and roaring cannon announced the arrival

of these distinguished guests. Their object was
to prevail upon de Grasse to disobey his instruc-

tions, winch were, to he in the West Indies on a

certain day ; and the all important purpose of a
farther short delay was effected through the in-

fluence and entreaties of Lafayette. The anx-
ious features, injpassioncd language and earnest
gesticidatioH of the French officers, contrasted
finely with the calm gravity of Wasliinglon, who
said but little till the husiiiess was favorably de-
cided ; then taking de Grasse by the hand, and
pointing to Cornwallis' intrenchtnent, exclaimed
with emotion—" your fate is sealed." Washing-
ton now directed Col. Hamilton to examine the
prisoners claiming to be Americans, which he
did by enquiring their names, places of birth,

local knowledge, &c. and reported to the Gene-
ral in Chief. Washington now stejiped to the
forecastle and directed them to answer on the

oath he administered, each for himself, and for

the others, that they were American citizens

;

and they, |>euuiless and destitute, were sent on
shore to assist in the capture of Lord Corn-
vvallis.

Soon will the last man cease to he found up-
on earth, who remembers ever to have seen
George Washington ; but the last man who shall

hear of his fame, exalt his virtues and revere his

character, will be Lord Byron's last man, the last

of our race. " Hail and farewell."

Lebanon, Sept 4th, 1842. R. K.

From the JNew York American.

Mount Vernon.
The sun raised himself in a huge globe of fire

above the Eastern horizon, as triy friend's spirited

bays stood saddled at the door of the Cottage,
pawing, champing the bit, and playfully endeav-
oring to bite the lilack buy who Ijelil them. Fin-
ishing our early breakfasi, we weie soon in our
saddles and full gallop on onr journey, the dogs
in an ecstacy of deligiit bounding along at our
sides, overhauling and putting in bodily terror

every unfortunate cur that came in their way, as

they sportively tumbled him over and over in

curious examination ; Old Bernard, with glisten-

ing eyes and wagging tail, bestriding in grim Hin
the prostrate form of the enemy. We passed
rapidly through the rough paved streets of Alex-
andria, watching eagerly for its famed beauties
at their casements, and clearing the town, were
soon on the rustic road that leads to the sacred
place of America.
The meadows were glistening in the morning

dew. The sweet perfume of the clover filled

the air; the white daisy and delicate cowslip
danced over their luxuriant grassy beds as the
fresh morning breeze famied them in its passage

;

and mid the sea of melody, high above the merry
gossip of the bob-link, the chattering volubility
of the mocking bird, his yellow spotted breast
swelling with delight, his keen eye gazing into
the distance, the Sftucy "j/oit cn«'< ste me" of the
meadow lark soimded in merry challenge, while
Xhe cXeav " tchew-iohew-il" of tiie qnal from the
golden wheat field, was echoed bv his eager com-

panion far down in the green vales, as they

stretched softly and gently into the distance, in

the long shadows of the early morning. Oh !

let him tl>;it would scat} the l)enevolence of the

Creator, leave his restless bed in the sweltering

city, and walk forth with the day in its youth,

—

for verily, like man, it hath its youth, its manhood
and its old age—and the sweetness of morning,
is the youth of the <lay.

The hedges on the road side were covered
with a tangled mass of verdure, from which wild

vines and giecn ivy crept to the surrounding
trees, wreathing gracefully their trunks and
branches. The imdergrowth was loaded with
wild roses and honey-suckles. The graceful

flour-de-lis, burying its blue flowers, trembled
upon the green banks, and the proud-lily floating

on ils watery bed, threw forth its gratefid fra-

grance, as we occasionally passed through the

swampy bottoms. Fat cattle gazed indolently in

the meadows ; while now and then, as we can-
tered by their pastures, the horses with tails and
manes erect accompanied us on our journey, till

arriving at their confines, with eager neighing,

they would look after us, throw their heels high

in the air, and gallop down into the broad fields

in the very jollity of freedoirv. Every thing

seemed contented and joyous. The hearty, hap-
py-looking negroes, trudging along to their agri-

cultural labors, doffed their hats to us, with a

cheerful " good morning," as we passed, or laugh-

ingly displayed their white teeth and big eyes, as

they led the dew-wet horse to the bars to mount
and drive to the milking the smooth, fat kine. A
ride of an hour brought us to the woods that join

Mount Vernon, which are cleared of under-
growth, but in other res|)ects as wild and untam-
ed as if naught but the savage had ever placed
foot in them. Silence reigned through the deep
glades, unbroken, save by the hoofsof our horses,

as they resounded with hollow echo ; the sharp
chirp of the .squirrel, jmnping among the dry
leaves ; or the quick rap, rap, of the woodpecker,
as his scarlet head and blue back glanced mo-
mentarily from some dead trunk upon our eye-

sight. We met with nothing to intercept our
progress. Now and then, to be sure, a drove of
hogs, feeding upon the mast in the forest, would
marshal themselves in our path, stupidly staring

at us with a sort of ludicrous, half drunken grav-
ity, snuffing the air, as if determined to intercept

our progress ; but as we came nearer, they would
whirl short about, and with a simultaneous grunt,

iheir tails twisted in the air, gallop off with des-

perate precipitation into the depth of the forest.

Journeying a mile or two fmther, we came upon
the porter's lodges, at the entrance of the domain
]>roper, which were old and ruinous. Proceeding
still farther over a very bad and rough carriage-

road, we came suddenly in view of the Potomac
;

and Mount Vernon, with its mansion-house and
smooth, green lawn, lay extended before us.

Fort Wasiiington's battlements and caimon-filled

endirasures in stern silence guarding it from the

op[)osite side of the river.

Fastening our horses, under the guidance of a
ray-beaded old negro, born in the family of

Gen'l Wasbmgton, we entered the lawn and
came upon the rear-front, if the term may be al-

lovvcil, of an old fashioned mansion, surmounted
Ijy a cupola and weathercock, semicircular piazza

extending around from each end, connecting it

villi the kitchen and servants' apartments. Va-
ious buildings, all bearing the impress of time,

vere scattered about, evidently in architectural

irder and plan, and tne two large gardens, ren-

dered interesting by the flowers and jilants still

looming in the beds where lliey had been plac-

ed by the hands of the General, extended back to

the forest from which we had just emerged. As
stood for a moment looking at the old build-

ing, we almost expected to see the yellow travel-

ling carriage of his Excellency, with its four

"leautiful bays, and liveried out-riders, draw up
at the great hall door in its centre. Having sent

in our address, we received permission from the

courteous branch of the family, who now hold

the estate, to enter and survey the interior. We
were struck with its extreme simplicity, the low-
ness of the walls and ceilings, and the bare floors,

which were waxed, not, as with us, car|ieted.

The sides of the rooms were composed exclu-
sively of wooden panels, upon which hung some
old oil paintings of merit,—engravings of Naval

jiis between the English and the Dulch, and

the French ; and a small enamel miniature^
which is considered the best likeness extant of
Washington. CiU'iosities of various kinds cov-
ered the shelves and the mantles, and the painted
porcelains and china jars, stood in stately display
behind the glass doors of the old fashioned
beauifits in the corners.

Our attention was arrested for a moment, as

we passed through one of the rooms, by a large

rusty key of iron enclosed in a glass case. It

was the Key of the Bastile, that infernal prison,

monument of centuries of grinding cruelty and
oppression, when men vanished, and were seen
no more of their day and generation,—where, by
the intrigues of the courtier, the subtle blandish-
ments of the minion of the palace, lettres de
cachet jdunged equally the innocent, the impru-
dent, and the generous, into the jaws of living

death,—that accursed congere of dungeons where
from amid fellowship of rats and spiders, such
scraps of soiled paper, written in the blood of the

poor prisoner, fluttering from a loophole in its

lofty towers, arrests the footstep of the casual

passenger upon the csuseway.
" Mases de Latude, thirly-lwo years prisoner in

the Bastile, implores good christians to intercede

for him, so that he may once more embrace his

poor old father and mother, if they yet live, and
die in the open world."

Surely, nothing but the hallowed air of Mount
Vernon could have prevented the Prince of

Darkness from bodily carrying off so precious a

gem for his cabinet. One side of the great draw-
ing room was ornamented with a highly sculp-

tured mantle in Italian marl/le, presented by La-

fayette, the other was covered with cases con-

taining books of high toned selection, while from
the third, its green silk curtain drawn aside, was
suspended a portrait of the present famil}', by

Chapman. The figures of the portrait as large

as life, presented a lady of middle age, clad in

mourning, surrounded by a group of children

advancing into youth. It was well executed, and
in the dignified and saddened serenity, in the

simple and natural grouping, and the pure and
unaffected expression of tlie countenance, no

American in any part of the world, would have
at once recognized a family group of the more
intellectual and refined of his own country. As
we walked through the various rooms, from
which the family had withdrawn, we were so
overcome with the illusion, the work basket with
its scissors and thread—the half-opened book ly-

ing upon the table, the large bible conspicuously,

not ostentatiously, in its place, the portraits on
the walls, the busts on their pedestals,—all caus-

ing such a vivid impression of present life and
being, that we almost expected to see the tower-

ing fi)rm of the General entering the door-way,

or passing over the green lawn spread between
us and that Potomac which he had so often

viewed from the same windows. We were nt

first disappointed at not seeing in some conspic-

uous place that sword, which had so often been

extended by the hand whose pulses quickened

not in the hour of extremest peril, as it marshal-

ed the road of human liberty ; but our disap-

pointment turned to adiniration, and our hearts

beat still higher, as we were referred to, and read

this clause in his last testament:
" To each of my four nephews, I bequeath

one of the swords of which 1 may die possessed.

These swords are accompanied with the injunc-

tion not to unsheath them for the purpose of

shedding blood, except it be for self-defence, or

in defence of their country and its rights ; and

in the latter case to keep them unsheathed, and

prefer fitlling with them in their hands to the re-

linquishment thereof"

Passing through the great hall, ornamented

with pictures of English hunting scenes, we as-

cended the oaken staircase, with its carved and

antique balustrade. We stood at the door—we
jircssed the handle—the room and the bed where

he died were before us. Nothing in the lofty

drama of our existence surpassed the grandeur

of that final scene. The cold which he had ta-

ken from exposure, in overseeing some part of

his grounds, and which resisted the earlier do-

mestic- remedies that were applied, advanced in

the cour.se of two short days into that frightfiil

form of the disease of throat. Laryngitis. It be-

came necessary for him to take to his bed. His

valued friend, Dr. Craik, was instantly summon-
ed, ard assisted by the best medical skill of the
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surrounding country, exhausted iiU the means of

his art, but without affording him relief He pa-

tiently submitted, though in great distress, to tlie

various remedies proposed, but it became evident

from the deep gloom setting upon the counte-

nances of the medical gentlemen, that the case

was hopeless. Advancing insiduously, the dis-

ease had fastened itself with deadly certainty.

Looking with perfect calmness upon the sobbing

group around him, he said—" Grieve not, niy

fiiends—it is as I anticipated from the first—the

debt which we all owe is now about to he paid

—

I am resigned to the event." Requesting Mrs.

Washington to bring him two wills from his es-

critoire, he directed one to be burnt, and placed

the other in her hands, as his last will and testn-

menf, and then gave some final instructions to

INIr. Lear, his secretary and relation, as to the ad-

justment of his business affairs. He soon after

became greatly distressed, and as, in the paro.x-

isnis which became more frequent and violent,

Mr. Lear, who was extended on the bed by his

side, assisted him to turn, he, with kindness, but

with difficulty, articulated, "1 fear I give you
great trouble, sir—but—perhaps it is a duty that

we all owe, one to another—I trust that you may
receive the same attention wlien you shall require

it."

As the night waned, the fatal symptoms be-

came more imminent. His breath became more
labored and suflbcating, and his voice soon after

failed him. Perceiving his end approaching, he
straightened himself to his full length, he folded

his own hands in the necessary attitude upon -bis

chest—placing his finger upon the pulse of the

left wrist, and thus calmly prepared, and watch-
ing his own dissolution, he awaited the summons
of his Maker. The lust faint hopes of his friends

had disappeared. Mrs. Washington slupified

with grief, sat at the foot of the bed, her eyes

fi.xed steadfastly upon him ; Dr. Craik in deep
gloom, stood with his face buried in his hands at

the fire—his faithful black servant Christopher,

tlie tears uncontrolled trickling down his face,

on one side, took the last look of his dying mas-
ter; while Mr. Lear, in speechless grief, with
folded hands, bent over his pillow on the other.

Nought broke the stillness of his last moments,
but the suppressed sobs of the afl^ectionate ser-

vants collected on the stair-case ; the tick of the

large clock in the hall, as it measured off' with

painful distinctness, the last fleeting moments of

Ifis existence, and the low moan of the winter

wind, as it swept through the leafless snow cov-

ered trees ;—the laboring and wearied spirit

drew nearer, and nearer, to its goal ; the blood

languidly coursed slower and more slowly

through its channels—the noble heart stopped

—

struggled—stop't—fluttered— the right hand slow-

ly slid from the wrist, upon which its finger had
been placed—it fell at the side—and the manly
effigy of Washington was all that remained, e.x-

tended upon the death couch.

We left that room, as those that leave a sick

room : a suppressed whisfier alone escaped us,

as, with ij'sort of instinctive silence and awe, we
drew the door slowly and firmly to its place be-

hind us. We again descended the antique stair-

case, and emerged upon the lawn, in front of the

mansion. Passing through several co])|)ices of
trees, we approached the sepulchre, where rest

the remains of his earthly sendjiancc. In the

open arch of a vault composed of brick, secured
and firmly protected by gates of open iron work,
where two large sarcophagi of white marble, in

one of which, carved in high relief, with the
arms of the Republic, were deposited the re-

mains of him, " who was wisest in war, first in

peace, and first in the hearts of his countrymen."
A marble slab, set into the brick wall of the ex-
terior, bearing in black letters simply this inscrip-

tion

—

'Thei iof

Gen'l George Washington."

There rested all that was mortal of the man,
whose justice—whose virtue—whose patriotism
—meet with no parallel in human liislory. Tl'ere,
within the smoke of his own hearth-stone, moul-
dered the remains of that towering form, whose
spirit, whether in the b.utle, or in the council-
hall. In the fierce dissensions of jiublic discord,
or in the quiet relations of social life, .slione with
the saine stern and spotless puiity.

The Potomac glittered like silver between the

trees in the noonday sun at ourfeet, the soft mild
breeze gently njoveil the leaves upon the tree

tops—the chirp of the wren—the drowsy hum
of the locust—the quick note of the thrush, as

she hopped from twig to twig—was all that

showed signs of life,—and those huge sarcopha-

gi lay still—motionless—far, /ur from voiceless,

ijli ! my countrymen, never since he left us, hath

it so behooved us to listen,—" Whileour Father's

grave doth utter forth a voice." We were ex-

ceedingly struck and affected by the truthfulness

of the "Sweet Swan of Avon," as we saw above
the sarcoi)hagi (free passage to which was open
over the large iron gates) the clayey nest of the

martin or common house-swallow, built in the

corner of the ceiling, where, in perfect security

and confidence she fed her chirping brood, di-

rectly over the head of the de|mrted hero. Pure,

indeed, was the air, "nimbly and sweetly" did it

])lay upon our senses. Oh ! Bard of England, as

standing upon that hallowed spot, the spirit of
the unfortunate Banqno. whispered again to our
memories, his words to the murdered Duncan.

" This castle hath a pleasant seat ; the air

Nimbly and sweetly lecommends itself

Unto our gentle senses."

Banqno " This guest of summer,
The temple haunting martlet, does approve,

By his lov'd mansionry, that the heavens breath,

Smells movingly here : no jutty. freize. buttress,

JSorcoigne of vantage, but this bird hath made
His pendent bed and procrcant cradle: Where they

Most breed and hciunt, 1 have observed, the air

Is delicate."

We lingered long at the tomb, and with reluc-

tance withdrew, as the advancing day warned us

of our homeward returning ride.

The setting snn, streairiing in radiance through

the trees, measured in long shadows the persons

of the two men dismounting at the cottage door,

from whence they had departed so buoyant and
joyous in its morning brightness. That setting

sun, sinking beneath its gorgeous bed of crim-

son, gold and purple, left those men more chas-

tened, true, more elevated, from their pilgrimage

to the shrine of him whose name shall forever be

the watchford of human Liberty.

From the W. E. Farmer

Pilfering Fruit.

The following is extracted from a paper th

Transactions of the New York State Agricultural

Society, by David Thomas, Esq. Let us tell the

truth to our shame, and hereafter maintain a con
void of offence :

—

"Unfortunately for the moral character of our
population, fruit is too generally considered law
ful plunder. The culturist is allowed to have !

full and exclusive right to his corn and potatoes

it would be infamy to steal thevi ; but no exclu
sive right to his fruit, if they can get it. Thou-
sands of honorable exceptions to this charge in

deed may be found, but it is not the less true that

a great part of our population is tainted, and de
serves to be branded with reproach.

"The native fruit of a thinly populated country
growing without culture, and free to all, hai

doubtless had its share in producing this laxity

of morals. 'I would sooner have a hundred
Irishmen around me than one Yankee,' was the

declaration of a sufferer, whose fruit had been
plundered near the line of the Erie canal, when
that great work was in progress. Europeans are

generally more exemplary on this point ll

Americans—shame on us! When Prof. Stowe
was in Prussia, where the roads are lined with
fruit trees, by order of the government, he ob-

served a wisp of straw, attached to particular

trees to protect the fruit—a sufficient guard ; but

he suggested to the coachman that in America
it might only prove an invitation to plunder.

'Have you no schools?' was the significant reply.

"Yes, we have schools; but how many where
the child is taught to respect bis neighbor s pro-

perty ? Too often he acquires literature and vice

at tlie same time. The State of New York is

famous for her schools and her prisons—the lat-

ter to supply the defects of the former system
which they "do, however, very imperfectly. Bet-

ter let the mandate go forth that the morality

of the Bible shall be one of the chief objects of
instruction. Teach her children to be hon

How very just are the sentiments of the above
liow npplii'able they avf to Ilic population in aiic

round our boa.sted moral city of Boston. In this

se vve are worse than the Irish, and we have
t the respect for our neighbors fruits, that a
idouin Arab has for the property of one of his

be. In Stephens' Incidents of Travel, vol. 1.

p. 21):!, will 1)0 Ibuiid an account of their honesty.
" Not far from the tract we saw, bunging on a

thorn bush, the black cloth of a Bedouin's tent,

with the pole, ropes, pegs, and every thing ne-

cessary to convert it into a habitation for a family.

It had been there six months; the owner had
gone to a new pastme ground, and there it had
hung, sacred and untouched, until he returned to

claim it. 'It belongs to one of our tribe, and
cursed be the hands that touch it,' is the feelings

of every Bedouin. Uncounted gold might be ex-

posed in the same way ; and the poorest Bedouin,
though a robber by birth and profession, would
pass by and touch it not."

Now what nation, by us Christians, is held in

greater contempt than the Irish or Bedouin Arabs,

as to their just sense of right and wrong—and
here we have their character from competent
witnesses, and it should cause us to reflect, and
set our faces against this wicked practice of con-
verting to our use what is not our own. Our
children should be instructed on this evil prac-

tice ; our sabbath and conmion schools should be
made instrumental in this moral reform, and it

should no longer be to o\ir shame that orchards

of fine fruits cannot be cidtivated, and kept sac-

red for the use of the cultivator and his fanfdy.

A FARMER.
The evil here noticed by "A Farmer," is vexa-

tious and grievous. We hope it will be com-
mented upon by others, until an impression shall

be made upon the public mind, so wide and deep
that this petty thieving shall bo scorned by all

classes and characters in the community. The
subject is a /)-i(i<-ful one, and wo invite our cor-

respondents to give it their attention.

—

Ed. A*.

E.F.

flj'' The urchins and loafers of Concord, wo
believe, are more voracious and earnest in plun-

dering fruit and vegetables Irom the fields, than

in any other town of New England. Even a

belief in the Miller prophecy that the world is to

come to an end in A|n-il next, has not the effect

to deter some of the more serious part: there

are many here who nut only do not think it to

be i(nmoral or reprehensible to filch from the

trees and gardens, but there arc some who have
to feed their cows from the growing crops of
their neighbors, tram|iling down and destroying

ten times as much as is eaten, if it can be done
slily. On our old premises near the centre of
the village, flocks of men, and boys, and some-
times persons of the more delicate sex who we
are quite sure cannot belong here, beat the trees

in the eyes of all the neighbors looking on ; and
in years of plenty more than half of our apples

are taken— they are sometimes carried away in

bags! At a distant pasture out of sight, all the

apples have been anmially stripped off and taken

away before they had attained their growth. Our
neighbor, the landlord of the Phenix, whose gar-

den lies directly along side of our land, and whose
early corn hills had been stripped of many ears,

detected some of the i)ilfcrers on his premises,

v^ho were retreating with all convenient expedi-

tion over to our side of the fence. On inquiring

their business there, they told him it was only

for the purpose of getting a few apples from our

trees for which we had given them full liberty

!

—Ed. Visitor.

war I

milli:

To I

Revolutionary Items.

estimated expen.se of the revolutionary

specie is over one hundred and thirty-five

s of dollars.

leet this immense charge Congress issued

from 1776 to 1781, $357,476,541 of continental of

paper money, which during that lime depreciated

nearly two-thirds of its value. In addition to this

Congress obtained loans from France and Hol-

land ; from the former of twenty-one thou.sand

livres or $3,878,876, and from the latter of twenty-

two millions of livres of $4,074,073. The first

loan was in 1778, the last In 1783.

The first President of the old Congiess was

Peyton Randolph of Virginia, chosen Septend)er

5th, 1774.

The last was also a Virginan—Cyrus Griffin,

elected January 22d. 1788.

The oldest of the signers of the Declni-ation oi
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Indepeiulence, was Benjnmin Franklin, who was
tlieu 70. Tlie youngest signer was Edward Riit-

ledge, of South Carolina, who was but 27.

—

Thomas Lynch, from South Carolina, was also

but 27 years old.

The average age of the Signers, leaving out

three whose ages are not known, is a fraction

short of 44, showing that as a body they were not

so young as to be impetuous, and carried away by

the ardent feelings of youth ; nor yet so old as to

be obstinate and inert : but in that |)rinie and
vigorous manhood, wlien the balance of the pliy-

sical and mental powers is best sustained, and
when the mind is fully matured by experience

and disciplined by study- Twenty-one of the

,56 lived a quarter of a century after the 4th of

July, 1770. Three of them survived to a full

half century from that date. Four were upwards
of 90 years old at their death. Burton Gwinett,

of Georgia, was the first who died after the Dec
laration at the age of 46. Charles Carroll was
the last of that illustrious band, and died in 1833,

(we believe.) aged 90.

The fast State Constitutions were adopted by

the following Colonies, before the Declaration of

Independence.
New Hampshire, January 5th, 177C.

South Carolina, March 24th, "

Virginia, June 29th, "

New Jersey, July 2d, "

The remainder of the " Old Thirteen" adopted

their Constitutions as follows:

—

Maryland, August 14, 1776.

Pennsylvania, September, 1776,

Georgia, February 5, 1777.

New York, April, 1777.

Massachusetts, March, 1780.

Vermont, July 4, 1786.

The Constitution of the United States was
adopted by the Convention, of \\'hich George
Washington was President, on the 17th of Sep-

tember, 1787. It was ratified by Congress, July

14th, 1788, and went into operation on the first

Wednesday of March 1789. It was adopted by

the several States in the following order and time

;

the assent of nine States was required before its

adoption by Congress:
Delaware, December 7tli, 1787, without any

omendments.
Pennsylvania, December 12th, 1787, without

amendments.
New Jei-sey, December 18th, 1787, without

amendments.
Georgia, January 2d, 1788, without amend-

ments.
Connecticut, January 9th, 1788, without any

amendments.
Massachusetts, February Tth, 1788,amendments

recommended.
Maryland, April 28th, 1788, without amend-

ments.'

South Carolina, May 23d, 1788, amendments
recommended.
New Hampshire, June 21st, 1788, amendments

recommended.
Virginia, June 27th, 1778, amendments recom-

mended.
New York, July 26th, 1788, amendments re-

commended.
North Carolina, November 2Ist, J 789, amend

meuts recommended.
Rhode Island, May 29th, 1790, amendments re-

commended.
Vermont, January JOth, 1791, without amend

ments.
SliOidd it be objected to the frequency of our

statistical details, that they consume too much
time and attention, we would answer, with the

excellent Bishop Fleetwood—" That the obser-

vation of such little things, as some would call

them, may be of good use in the consideration of

great affairs."

—

Savannah Georgian.

In acts of kindness, it is better to be the giver

than the receiver, but in cases of revenge

ice, it is better to receive than to give. To tho

former proposition however, there is one excep
tion—it would be better for others, as well as

ourselves, if we would be more ready to receive

advice than to give it.

Fortune's smiles are more to be dreaded than

her frowns. The latter may he the stepping stones

to Heaven, the former are flowers that may en-

tice us from the wav.

Charcoal.

This substance is attracting great attention as

a fertilizer, and we make the following extracts

from a paper published in the Transactions of

the New York State Agricultural Society, by Mr.

J. H. Hepbm-n

:

"In the neighborhood in which I live, there

are a great many hearths of coal pits, as they are

called
;
places where wood has been piled, and

burned into chsreoal, scattered about the coun-

try. I have invariably observed, that upon these

hearths, in the course of a few years, a luxurious

coat of grass made its appearance, when all

around in the vicinity scarcely a blade of grass

could be found, and what there was found out of

the coal hearth was sickly and dwarfish. This

was so well known that in the heat of summer,

when the pasture in other places was dried and

withered by the summer drought, it was a com-

mon practice to drive the cattle to the 'coalings,'

as they are called, sure that they would there ob-

tain food. During the last autumn, business

called me into Hartford county, in Maryland.

While there, I was surprised at the exceedingly

luxuriant growth of a crop of grain but lately

seeded into a field, on Deer creek, and also at the

very peculiar appearance of the soil. The soil

upon which the grain was growing had a remark-

ably dark appearance, and appeared to be so

mellow and friable as nearly to bury the foot at

every step, and although it lay very level did not

appear to the touch to be so; not as the Soil in

the other fields around it on the same level. My
attention was excited by what I saw, and I in-

quired if the field had not been covered with

charcoal, and was told that it had been. I in-

quired when it was done, and was told it had

been spread upon it more than twenty years ago.

I then asked what was the general quality of the

crops raised upon it, and I was told that they

were invariably fine, both as to quantity and qual-

ity. The person who lived upon the property

informed me that he had repeatedly hauled the

soil from that field and spread it upon the sur-

rounding fields, and he could, for years, or in fact

from tho time he spread it there to the present

day, always see, by the growth upon these places,

exactly where he had put it!

I had for some time past had my attention di-

rected to the subjs'ct, but here 1 found it fully de-

veloped to my full satisfaction.

"When I returned home, I made it the subject

of conversation frequently with the farmers in

our neighborhood, and from one of them I learn-

ed that when he lived in Chester county, Penn-

sylvania, with his father, a part of their farm be-

came worn out and unproductive. It was aban-

doned for several years, and in the mean time

many coal pits had been formed upon several

of the old fields, by drawing the wood there to

burn into coal, that had been cut in the adjoinuig

timber lands. After some time they again put

those fields under tillage, and he states that

wherever a coal hearth had been left, there the

crop of grain and the growth of grass was equal,

if not superior, to that which grew upon any of

their most productive fields. Another case of

the application of charcoal I have found in this

neisrhborhood was nwde by a gentleman m the

iroii business to his meadow, near the coal house.

He had a large quantity of the coal that had be-

come too fine to be used in the furnace; he did

not know exactly what to do with it, it was m
the way, and he concluded, as the easiest way to

dispose of it, to haul it out and spread it upon the

grass land. He spread it late in the fall, and for

many years he informed me he observed the most

astonishing eftect produced upon his yield of

grass. The quantity was nearly double, and the

effect continued as long as he owned the proper-

ty, which was at least ten years ; so he informs

me.
"From what 1 can see of its effect, where a

large quantity is left upon the ground, as for in-

stance, in the centre of the hearth, it takes a

considerable time for it to acquire asuflScient de-

gree of moisture to penetr.^te to the bottom, and

until it has acquired that degree of moisture

nothing will grow there. Around the outer

edges of circle where it is thrown upon the

ground it is soon saturated with moisture, and

vegetation is soon facilitated, antl goes on rapidly.

I shoidd judge, from this, that when about to be

applied to land, the coal should be ground fine,

and then thoroughly wetted and sown or spread

with a lime spreader over the surface of the Boil.

From the circumstance of its being easily pow-
dered or mashed up, 1 should suppose that the

process would be very easily effected by making
a floor of plank, say circular, and procuring a

good sized stone, to be aflixed by a shaft to an

upright post, throw the coal into the circular

planked way, and attach a horse to the shaft pas-

sing through the stone, and drive him round, car-

rying the stone, in its passage, over the coals. A
very simple and easy process, precisely similar to

the old lashioned way of grinding or breaking

up bark, practised by the tamiers, previous to

the invention of the cast iron mill now in use.

The cost of covering an acre would be trifling,

and if it produced no other effect than that of

forming a permanent vegetable basis in the soil,

for liiTve to act upon, it appears to me it would

well repay a greater amount of labor and ex-

pense tlian would be necessary to try it.

" I have just been made acquainted with an-

other result of the application of charcoal to ar-

able land, that if general, from its application,

will induce its use by every one who can procure

it at a reasonable price : that is, w herever char-

coal has been applied rust never affeds the growing

crop of wheat '. ! My friend who has communi-
cated this fact to me, states, that he has observed

it particularly, and when the field generally has

been ' struck with rust,' as it is called, those places

where he liad applied the charcoal invariably es-

caped. J- H. Hepburn.

Jersey Sliore, Lycoming Ca~, Pa."

Charcoal is supposed to influence vegetation

in two ways. By its combination with oxygen it

may afford carbonic acid gas, furnishing the sup-

ply of carbon for plants. For this purpose, it is

probable, that the more minutely itts subdivided,

the better. But the property for which it has

been chiefly valued in agriculture, is its extraor-

dinary ])ower of absorption. Pure, fresh burnt,

charcoal possesses the power of absorbing nine-

ty times its volume of arnmoniacal gas, and thir-

ty-five times its volume of carbon acid gas. This

power of absorption is much diminished by re-

ducing it to powder; it should, therefore, when
used lor agricultural purposes be just broken so

as to allow of its equal distribution over the sur-

liice of the soil. Its power of absorption is pret-

ty much in jjroportion to the density of the wood
from wliich it is made.
Nothing in nature is more immutable than

charcoal. Its action, as we have described it, is

merely that of a mechanical holder or receiver

of tho gases witli which it may be brought in

contact, and which would otherwise be dissipa-

ted. Upon the fulling of the first rain, they are

filtered out for the use of vegetables, and the

charcoal remains unaltered, prepared to renew

its kindly oflfices for ages.—Southern PlaTtler.

Plaster of Paris.

Mr. Allen lays down the following rules and

principles with respect to the use and applica-

tion of plaster r

" 1. It geneiially has little or no effect on strong

clav lands ; unless applied in large quantities, say

fifteen or twenty bushels to the acre, when it has

been known to change the character of a stiff

clay in a single season, to a loose, friable, mellow

and rich soil.

" 2. It is used with great effect on dry, sandy,

(not a ban-en sand,) or loamy soils.

" 3. One to two bushels per acre, is consider-

ed a sufficient quantity to apply at once, though

as high as six, have been sowed with marked ad-

vantage.
"4. Its effects last through two seasons, and

frequently much longer.

"5. It should be sown generally in April or

May; (and always applied when the ground is

dry,) thus affording an opportunity for dissolving

it by the rains. Its application to crops as late

as June, have frequently been attended with de-

cided advantages, though tho large qnantily of

water required for dissolving it, being about 500

parts of water, at a temperature of 60 degrees to

one of gypsum, renders the advantage much

more conspicuous when sown earlier.

" 6. The effects are much more striking when

applied with manure, and sometimes with lime.

"7. It is a stimulant, as well as manure, and

has a tendency to exhaust the humus or geine

already in the" ground, which renders it necessa-

ry to add maiimee occasionally, when the crops
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are carried off the ground ; wl)en they are con-

sumed on it, the soil iscon.-^tantly inproviiig with-

out the addition of manure.
''8. It is in some instances a speci^c food of

vegetables, by this means greatly increasing the

quantity of some plants, as clover, sainfoin, and

other of the broad leaf grasses
;
peas, corn, roots,

&c.; while some of the narrow leaf grasses, and

wheat, barley, oats, &c., are scarcely benefitted

by it.

" 9. In opposition to the suggestion of our cor-

respondent, we have well attested experiments

of its immediate beneticial effect on crops suffer-

ing from drought, before any rains had come to

its aid ; it having been in some slight degree dis-

solved by copious dews.
" 10. Its a[iplication in the neigliborhood of

salt water, has seldom been attended with bene-

fit, owing undoubtedly to its combining with

the saline vapor, wafted to it by the sea breezes.

"11. Frequent benefit is derived from its use,

on vines and otlier plants infested with insects,

for though the diluted acid constituting a portion

of it, may be highly beneficial to the vegetable, it

is poison to the insect.

" 12. Wet lands are not improved by it.

" 13. Many soils are already so highly charged

with gypsum in their natural condition, as to de-

rive no benefit from an additional quantity.

There is scarcely any saline substance more gen-

erally diffused, it constituting a portion of almost

every soil, and is contained to a greater or less

extent, in all river and spring water ; and giving

to the latter especially, when in considerable

quantity, the character of hnidness."

Five days ramble amoug the Farmers of Mer-
rimack.

(Continued.)

The Gerrisli family in Boscavven and the vi-

cinity is famous as being farmuis of e.\tensive

enterprise and wealth. Three miles above the

Roscawen academy on the river road are two

more farms of the Gerri?h connexion, the heads

of which are known to have gained competency

and wealth from their occupation, whose well

cultivated grounds and well filled barns at this

season of the year always present evidence of

good husbandry. Two other upland Gerrish

farms on the turnpike towards Salisbury are in-

ferior to few farms in the State : a barn erected

on one of them at tiie foot of the long hill two

years ago is believed not to have its fellow for

convenience, for size and thorough finish in any

town of the county. Such a barn well filled as

the product of a rough soil well tilled, indicating

the abundant means of its proprietor all gained

upon the same spot, will reflect more lustre on

its owner than the palace of a lordly proprietor

inherited under the laws of primogeniture which

forbid its alienation in the line of an elder son.

In the extreme westerly end of the same town

upon the Little hill is another farm of the Ger-

rish family from which in years past butter and

cheese sufliciciit to purchase several farms have

been made and sold. All of these are and have

been farmers upon a larger scale than is common
to New Hampshire. We have here no planta-

tions of thousands of acres ; and our larger

farms are not always best anil most profitably

managed. There are tln-ifty and independent

men of wealth whose acres do not number one
hundred—some of the very best cultivators of

the ground constantly making and laying up
money, who never owned over fifty acres.

Leaving Johnson's after dinner on the 2d of

August, the committee on farms took their course

by the Borough which lies along the south side

of Contoocook to the bridge leading to that part

of Concord called Horse-Hill, on the north-west

of the river, embracing a corner of the town of
several thousand acres, the nearest point of
which is more than six miles from the State

house, and the most distant at least ten miles.

In this range we pass up the valley of the Black-
water, a iiortheily branch of the Contoocook,
and the westerly end of Boscawen in nearly its

whole length.

Until turnpikes were granted about forty years
ago, the imiJi-ovement was never made in our
public highways of a rounded pathway for car-
riages : the track of the road was sunken instead
of oval, so that upon the side hills the wash of
rains instead of running off usually

and along the course of the highway,
upon

the level plat of the road water stood in deei)er

puddles than upon the sides of the highway.
With the exception of more travelled roads in

the vicinity of large towns, the tracks of roads
in rocky lands were not divested of rocks, so
that it was with difficulty light carriages could
be passed over them faster than the walk of
horses, and loaded teams required an immense
proportionate power of horses and oxen to drag
them Ibrward. The most of the travel for plea-
sure was on horseback : there were then in the
interior towns few pleasure carriages—no gig
wagons were known until about the year 1810;
and in numerous of the rough hill towns there
was no such luxury known as the common
chaise or gig as a means of transport.
The name of improved roads was derivep

from the name brought into use from the con-
struction of turnpike roads under chartered
grants. These new roads were built by throw-
ing the ground to the centre, making that a point
from which the water running into a ditch on
either side is carried from the track, leaving the
pathway for the carriage and animals drawing
it high and dry. The people in the different
towns soon imitated this fashion of making
roads, and from that day the throwing up of a
road is called turnpiking. So great has been
the improvement, that in many cases of new
roads those recently constructed at the expense
of the towns and the people as free roads are
far superior to the most expensive turnpikes
made when the ambition and enterprise
wealthy men led them to that kind of improved
roads. We now find public roads instead of
taxed turnpike gates for the benefit of the tr...

eller far and near and especially for the benefit
of heavy loaded teams constructed to avoid the
hills instead of crossing them directly we see
hard gravel or pounded rocks used' to giv.
greater firmness and stability to the path—we
see inclined planes extended to le.«sen the ab-
ruptness of hills—hills dug away to avoid the

rise and fall—and turnpiking greatly iiiiprovei
in many places by a widened track. All these
improvements have been going on, by which
the expense and labor of U'ansport has been
lessened one half on many travelled roads.

In passing to Horse-Hill in the north-westerly
extremity of Concord, we were struck with the
fact that if not on our main street and n
travelled road from north to south, the road
makers in the outskirts were already imitating
the process in some respects which has so much
lessened the power necessary for carrying wei"ht
from place to place by means of the level of rail

roads. In passing up the valley of Contoocook
which opens an avenue to a considerable exleii
of country at the west into the valley of the
Merrimack north of the Rattlesnake or Granite
ridge in Concord, Horse-Hill comes down m
to tiie river on the north side in an abrupt hill

which the travelled road cannot well avoid. We
pass a well constructed free bridge erected by
the town a few years ago: directly beyond the
bridge commences the hill. As the means of
continuing a nearly level road for many miles

'

the direction up the valleys of the Contoocook,
of Amesbury and Blackwater rivers, we found
our citizens at work on a deep excavation after
tlie fashion of the railroads to aid the travellers
and teams that may pass—not only the teams of
our own State but the heavy eight and ten ton
teams of Vermont—in the transport of their im-
mense loads, and to lend to lighter carriages the
pleasure of keeping up a continued rapid pace.
These increased facilities and improvements in

the means of travelling are among the evidences
of the public spirit which actuates the people of
this section of this country, and which has turn-
ed hard labor into a means of contributing to

social no less than to individual comfort and
convenience.
The Contoocook river, bein^' the north line of

the town for some half a mile distance above its

mouth, leaving the Horse-Hill district of Con-
cord on its north side from the point above where
the line leaves the river, breaks through a ridge
of land of which Horse-Hill is a point on its

north shore, and falls betvveen that point and the
Merrimack about one hundred feet. Above
Horse-Hill is ail e.\tend3d valley in which the

waters of Contoocook, Amesbury or Warner and
the Blackwater streams all concentrate. The
main hrnncli of Contoocook has its sources on

the Monadnock and within the limits of Massa-
cliusetts : the Warner river takes its rise within

lort distance of Sunajiec lake on the side of
the mountain of that name, and the Blackwater

es from all sides of the Kearsarge and the
south side of Ragged mountain a little north of
it. In this valley during the last fifty years im-
mense quantities of timber have been cut down,
manufactured in mills or rounded and hewed,
and taken down the Merrimack river. Since
the establishment of manufactures at Lowell the

amount of lumber floated down from this valley

has seemed to increase annually : niiich of it has
been manufactured into boards and planks at

the numerous mills upon the falls of all these

rivers. Some of the lall pines have been carried

down in masts of extended length: other rafts

have floated by us in the round logs, and the

manufactured lumber has included not only

boards, plank and joists, but vast quantities of

shingles and clapboards. The tall white and
Norway pines formerly grew upon this district,

and are still springing up in the forests wherever
they have a chance. Twenty-five years ago ic

used to be thought our valuable timber was
nearly exhausted, and that the remaining part

was worth little or nothing. Although the own-
ers have been since that time cutting and clear-

ing off every year, yet we are almost inclined

to venture the declaration that there is nearly as

much good pine timber standing on the ground

in the Merrimack river valley and the valleys of

its tributaries alone as there was at that time

;

and the intrinsic value of the standing trees is nt

least four for one.

The white pine stands long in the ground

without decaying; antl when we look on the im-

mense stumps of trees which have been cut

down and carried off or burnt, and the logs, por-

tions of which have been left after they have

fallen to moulder and rot on the ground—when
we reflect of how little account this best and

most beautiful timber has been to its owners,

and how great would be its value if it had stood

to this time—we can scarcely avoid the unpleas-

ant sensation which accompanies unnecessary

destruction and waste.

Our first call after leaving the Horse-Hill dis-

trict in Concord was upon a new farm recently

purchased by Col. Enoch Pillsbury, of Boscawon.
This farm a few years since was a forest of
white pines from which immense quantities of
timber had been taken. The white pine which
makes boards fit for the most perfect finish some-
times grows upon the rocky, side hills; but its

more frequent position is on the light yellow
ground of undulating surface, sometimes com-
posed of pebbles and coarse gravel, but tnore

frequently entirely free of both. The white pine
gro\vs always on a better and stronger soil than

the hard or yellow pine. (Jidy a few years ago
it was considered that manure and cultivation

would be thrown away upon cither while or

hard pine land. It will be found in the end that

much of this land is the most valuable we have
for constant cultivation. The new farm of Col.

Pillsbury is composed of this land. Upon it he
obtained at a former trial a jiremium for the best

crop of potatoes, and this crop on a different

field was now entered for our examination. If

on other farms larger and more luxuriant fields

of ]iotatoes shall have been discovered by the

committee, it will be on account of the opportu-

nity of better preparation. The crop of tea

wheat growing on this farm was good, showing
that on this land as well as upon tlie more ele-

vated hard wood land, that crop will be pro-

duced in great perfection in years like the pres-

ent.

From tlie farm of Mr. Pillsbury we proceeded
to the neat little garden spot in the same town
of Mr. John C. Simpson, who shows in a very

small space what labor may do on very forbid-

ding ground. The contrast of land nearly in a

state of nature after exhaustion and of that whose
latent powers are brought into action by stimu-

lants which may be easily applied, is among
those incentives to exertion needed to raise the

occupation of farmers in New England. Mr.

Simpson had three small beds of onions, on

which he had suffered no depredators to effect

injuries that the same crop had felt in many in-

stances upon far better land ; and he had the

largest turnips which up to that time had been

exhibited for our view. His one rotund hog in

i
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clean apai-tinents, whose house as the place of

coinfoit was tar more eligible than that of'tei)

occupied by human beings, showed us the great-

er economy of small means and a better person-

al attention.

Going on from this jioint, our next advance

and call was upon the home farm of Col. John
the southern declivity of CorKilburn

hill on which stands the congregational church

of West Boscawen. IMr. Kilburn, as a member
ot oin- committee, showed us his farm, not en-

tered for premium, at our request. The home
farm consists of about one hundred acres, be-

sides which he has several out farms in an(l out

of town requiring his personal superintendence

and labor. This farm lies over one of those

beautiful clear and smooth swells of ground so

often to be found in West Boscawen. Mr. Kil-

burn's cultivated crops were this year six acres

of winter rye, four acres of oats, two and a half

acres of tea wheat, and three or four acres of

Indian corn : the work of preparing with the

plough and hoeing this ground, and of mowing
and curing hay for a large stock of cattle, was
done without much ado by this gentleman and

the helj) of little more than one of liis niiiior

sons. It will not be surprising that with the aid

of pine timbered lots and teams kept in winter

employment, industry and i)erseverance such us

he exhibits should enable such a man to pur-

chase and own several farms from the gain of

one farm.

Next our c;ill was upon Mr. Frederick Coffin,

who this year had chosen a better part from

among the accomplished daughters of the inde-

pendent farmers of Derry, whose sons and
daughters both have had ever since its first set-

tlement better opportunities for education than

almost any other town of New Hampshire. In

the same time he has left his father's house and
instead of going to the far west for a more fruit-

ful and inviting soil, with his father's aid, at the

jirice of $9700 has purchased one of the old

fiirms in his own neighborhood. The home lot

of this farm consisted of 75 acres—in addition

to which at no very great distance was a wood
lot of 45 acres, and a 65 acre lot princiijally

l)asture. Mr. Coffin's cultivation was 2i acres

ot corn, 24 oats, 3? acres of wheat, and 3

acres of potatoes. His hay crop sufficient tor

twenty head of cattle besides horses and sheep,

was the product of some thirty or forty acres.

Tl»e land bore evidence of some exhaustion un-

der its fortner owners, although its ample stone

walls and its tidy bars and gates indicated the

neatness and system of its culture. Mr. Cotfin

upon this grom'ul exhibited an exceedingly clean

and neat field of wheat, half of the kind called

tea wheat, and half of the Black sea siiecies,

which has now become the common wheat

raised in this cuiiiity—his corn field and potato

grounds also discovered the work of the diligent

hand. Although to appearance of a feeble con-

stitution, Mr. Cofiin was doing tiie work iijion

this farm with the addition only of a minor at

the age of 16 or 18 years. He is determined to

put a new face upon it; and if he does no more
than has been done iipon the farm of his tallier

upon which he was l)rought u[), he will in the

space of a very few years inake it twice as pro-

ductive as it now is, with the means at hand for

its improvement. This farm is higher upon the

swell and near to the beautiful village on Corser

hill which surrounds the west meeting-house of

this town, famous for its improved cattle, for the

industry and thrift of its farmers, and the intelli-

gence and accomplishments of their well edu-

cated daughters. In view of some of the Bos-
cawen farmers, we should say that one young
man there upon his own faim performs twice

the labor and brings about double what is done
by some decent hired men upon furns in other

towns. Such a community cannot well help be-

coming possessed of abundant means for siip-

]>lying every want of life. The farm of Mr.
Coffin was first cleared and owned by Mr. David
Corser, who probably gave to this elegant swell

of land fronting and looking down upon a pond
and meadows to the east of some two miles in

extent the name of Corser Hill, and was more
recently the estate of the late Deac. James Kil-

burn.

Turning our course, after leaving this farm, at

the meeting-house in an eastwardly direction

towards Merrimack river, our next entry was

the crops upon the farm of Col. David Kimball
and Son : this farm consists of 180 acres, and
corners upon Water street, a road running north

and south over an elevation which nearly ui)on

a level gradually falls away so as to give it the

appearance of a hill. >5ome of this elevation is

so flat as to retain too much moisture in the

wet season. Much of it might be easily drain-

ed : as it is, upon it are several well cultivated

and improving farms. Col. Kimball's farm up-
on this elevation fares the north and runs down
towai-ds the bottom of the hill. Mr. Kimball's
cultivated ground has this year suffered from the

extreme wet. Like almost every other good
farmer in the county, his crop of English bay is

this year much diminished by the fiiilure of the

grass seed sown in the two last years. On this

account he has ploughed and sowed fbr a sec-

ond time his ground intended for a crop of hay.

He had a fine growth of 2.J acres of wheat and

2J acres of oats on land previously laid down
where the clover and herdsgrass had failed.

He had a very heavy crop of Black sea wheat
2 acres and more, sowed on the 25th April ; and
2 acres of heavy oats near it. His wheat and
oats on the sward land, although not as large,

were very good. Two acres of corn on rather

dam[) and cold ground declining to the north,

had encountered the exterminating hostility of

the cut worm : still these Boscawen farmers had
contrived to introduce other crops to fill up the

vacant spaces.

Mr. Kimball raised upon this farm some years

ago the largest yoke of oxen probably ever pro-

duced in the county of Merrimack. Although
not so neat in his fields as some of his neigh-

bors, he justly claims credit for having been lor

many years a good and a successful farmer.

Almost next neighbor to the Messrs. Kimball's
the committee were called to the farm of Laban
M. Chadwick, Esq., a young man who is always
found diligent at home as he is intelligent and use-

ful in his associations abroad. Three years jirevi-

011? we had visited a splendid wheat-field of this

farm upon which a tornado and hail-storm had
done a work of destruction. Mr. Chadwick's
farm comprises IJO acres. He showed us 2
acres of Black sea wlieat standing very hand-

some upon the groimd sown upon the 20tl

May : this Black sea wheat, remarkable for its

hardiness, being as little liable to rust as oats,

on high ground is frequently sown late, when it

more completely avoids the ravages of the we-
vil. Mr. C. had also two acres of corn flourish-

ing and forward in a clean and neat field. As
do many of the highland farmers, Mr. Chadwick
raises his potatoes without manure in ne«ly-
broken up pasture fields. A very fine jiair of

oxen and two or three cows were all of the cat-

tle kind in his keeping: be bad found a certain

income in a pretty extended flock of fine wooled
sheep. One hundreil and sixty-five fleeces, too

thoroughly cleansed to go along with the fine

Smyrna fleeces covered and filled in with dirt to

avoid the duties, were carefully deposited in an
out-house, awaiting the time, which we hope
soon will arrive, whi-n woolen manufactures
shall be so encouraged as will enable the factory

owners to pay fifty cents a pound fbr the raw
material.

North of Mr. Chadwick's half a mile on Water
street upon the southern declivity of the same
swell of ground, is the elegant firm of Mr.

Enoch Coffin. The father aiid late owner of
this fiirm who had recently assisted one son to

the purchase of the Corser farm, has settled and
given to the charge of another this ancient farn),

upon which the iiithei- of the elder Coffin pitch-

ed and settled seventy-five years ago. This farm

is easier of cultivation and the soil much more
friable than the farms upon the level and north-

ern declivity of the s:une elevation. The fields

are fruitful in the prodiiciion of hay—the crops

of wheat and other siii::ll gi-ains were luxuriant,

clean and elegant, standing upon the grouiul.

Constant enterprise and labor of both father and
sons had spread ar ii:nd the premise.'', the large

anil well finished house, the ample barns and
oirt-houses, the efficient ft'nces and convenient
gateways, and over the ahniiilant field crop?, the

air of comfort, contenlinent and cotnpctence,
such as this world no where furnishes in a man-
ner so striking and so welcome as on the spot
where there can be no doubt as to the just meth-
od of their attainment.

Mr. Coffin entered for the view of the com-
mittee a field of one acre and a half of very
heavy and very thrifty corn—about as much up-
on the ground as the ground would bear. This
corn was planted upon broken-up sward land,
on which was first spread and harrowed in thirty
five loads of coarse barn-yard manure : after-
wards ten loads of fine manure were deposited
in hills planted about three and a half feet apart

Mr. Coffin's garden was very fine for a com-
mon farmer's garden: in it were growing various
fruit trees—among which were peach and plum
trees hanging full.

Near and adjoining his corn and hay field in
lower ground was a wood and timber lot of the
original growth, the preservation of whose
trees had made it more valuable than the best
cultivated grounds. For the use of the bridges
constructing over the Merrimack, below this

point on the Concord railroad, Mr. Coffin had
supplied ten pine trees taken from this lot, for
which he was paid, after assisting only to draw
them out of the woods, the sum of two hundred
dollars, or twenty dollars a tree.

Our day's work was this day completed by
our arrival at the hospitable abode of Col. Na-
than P. Ames, of Boscawen, on the ridge of
highland overlooking the coimtry both east and
west—Red hill. Sandwich, Ossipee and Gunstock
appearing on the one hand, and Monadnock,
Sunapee and Kearsarge on tlie other. The fa-

ther and the two sons, of whom Col. A. nloiie

at this time has a wife, reside in the same family
and participate in the joint labor and ownership
of this farm, which contains 275 acres and ex-
tends nearly one mile east and half a mile west
of the fourth New Hampshire turnpike in nearly
an oblong stpiare.

Col. Ames' first item of exhibition was a field

of four and a half acres of spring wheat—luilf

Black sea and half tea wheat. It stood very
handsome upon the ground, nearly four feet ii'i A
height, liee tioni rust and the fly, and prom'sed fK
a production of twenty-five to thirty bushels to

the acie. A portion of this wheat-field, prepar-
ed by a previous corn and potato cro|) uith the

sent year, was more vigorous than the rest ; and
this the elder Mr. Ames attributed to ilio cover-
ing and ploughing in of potato vines left on the
ground the ])revious fiill.

fllr. Ames the elder has made from a roush
and hard smfiice a valuable and productive
firm ; and the sons seem fully to have ijidiibed

the spirit, and [n-ofited by the instructions and
exanqile of the father. We know of no njan
who has a better rigljt to look upon his own ef-

forts with complacency and even pride llian he?

who fifty or sixty years ago pitched down in ilie

woods, raisiiig his means, little at first, to conj- •»

petenci' and independence, and who at the same
time rears up a fiunily of sons and djuiglirers a'l

capable with their own minds anil iheir own
l)hysical energies to fill the places of those who
have gone lnMbre them. The elder Mr. Ames,
in his own house deprived ol' ili.' >.-,irc of Ms
youth, finds the fire-side, diiinf slir injoMiierit

partner of a son; and the yunnger coiqilc as-

sume the responsibilities and the cares which
were the life and pride of the elder until one of
them left the other solitary.

The farm, in its smooth fields divested of ma-
ny thousand tons of rocks— in its wide jiartition

walls— in its drainage of wet morasses— its has-
socks exterjiiinated—its highly improved and
ingenious sheep pen with stone floor iipon the
ground—its fields not now less prodni'tive than
they were fifty years ago, during which time
they have continued to" produce their annual
crofis— is that best estate which in New England
never will tail to give support and indeiiendence
to every industrious family. Among its other
improvements, was a sugar maple orchard which
gives several hundred pounds of that article an-
nually, the trees of which had sprung up and
grown within the recollection of the elder ]iro-

prielor.

Mr. Ames for several years has kept a tavern
midway between Boscawen plain and South
road village in Salisbury: the stable has fiirnish-

ed the means of keeping his hay fields in a
higher state of production than those of some of
his neighboiF. But he says he loses more hv
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the close fall-feediiifr of liis mowing grounds

which drovers forced on him, than he gained by

the additional manure wiiich the tavern custom

afforded from his stables—so that he was glad

to dispense with the tavern for the benefit of the

farm.
Our first remove from Col. Ames' after the

gratuitous entertainment with the best that his

house afforded including supper and breakfast

and the care of the animals on whose strength

we depended for locomotion, was from the high-

er turnpike to the road upon the river, up which

bv the two Gerrish farms and the large iulervale

ijirm of Capt. Henry Burleish and the seat late

of the Hon. Thomas W. Thompson, now the

residence of P.uker Noyes, Esq. in Franklin, to

the old tavern stand long kept upon the river

road in Salisbury by the late Judge Webster,

father of Ezekiel and Daniel W'ebster, both of

whom and especially the latter as having longest

survived are well known to fame as lawyers and
statesmen who hailed originally from tlie Gran-
ite State.

The Webster farm comprises nearly all the

land which was originally the farm of Judge
Webster. It has never passed from the family.

Ezekiel Webster owned it at first : it was after-

wards purchased by his brother Daniel, who
continues to be its proprietor. Mr. John Taylor,

jun. who cultivates this fiu-m on shares, desired

the committee to examine a field of two acres

of potatoes which up to that titne had been cul-

tivated without the aid of a hoc, being planted

and covercil by the iiiseiiicms IVnnsylvaiiia ma-
chine of which iMr. Ihilc of I'^raiiklia is the pro-

prietor in this state, anil llir placi' of two hoe-

inga having been supplu-d by iheiisoofthe same
implement. The machine bad not done all the

work of the hand and the hoe—for there were
weeds there, but not more than were to be dis-

covered in some lioed fields. iMr. Hale's ma-
chine bad saved on this ground many days'

work.
Mr. Taylor, in the spirit of true Yankee econ-

omy, was cultivating this extensive farm with
very little help. In one body was nearly one
hundred acres of the best intervale upon the

Merrimack. On this there were twenty acres

of oats, fifteen acres of Indian corn and from
fifty to seventy acres of mowing, giving general-

ly about one hundred tons of li;iy. Of the hay
ground fifteen acres was originally a pond or

morass, which was made productive some twen-

ty years ago while owned by the late Ezekiel

Webster, by filling into the water and black

mud several thousand loads of pine sand which
was found in a bank at no very gi oat distance:

this land, with no great additional labor, has year

after year since the filling, given from two to

three tons of excellent hay to the acre.

Mr. Webster, the |)resent owner, has caused a

capacious barn, 80 feet by ."SO on the ground with

18 feet posts, to be erected on these premises:
this barn, which shows lis a beniuifiil building

of the kind on tlio exterior, is loo heavily tim-

bered in the interior for conveiiiiMice, and to ap-

pearance much more than could be necessary

for strength. The limber of two or three forty

foot barns might be taken from if, and leave it

perhaps b;*lter adapted to all the purposes of
such a building than it now is. It is due to Mr.
Webster tn suy tliat this barn was not of his own
lil.inniii-. The tinilier was taken from his pre-

mises where it was found in abundance; and it

was perhaps thought to be more in character of
the absent statesman and politician to build him
a barn that should cost S1.500 or §2000 than one
that might have answered a purpose equally val-

uable which should not cost over §500.
Mr. Webster has added to the original farm

within a few years a valuable hill pasture of
about three hundred arrns. The size or the style

of the house, which is an uiui-ht .-quare roof of
two story, about 30 by -10 feet on the ground, has
not been changed since it was owned by its pre-
sent disiiiiguished proprietor: ]>erhaps the an-
cient windows may have been changed, the six
by seven, (nr Uie eight by ten glass,"and a coat
of new paint keeps the old outside in preserva-
tion. The tenant of the farm resides in a part
of this house: two rooms are occupied by a li-

brary, bedding and furniture for the convenience
of the owner, whenever he should visit the
scene of his earlier years, which he has not
found occasion to do during the Uist two years.

Although this farm is better used than it might
be in the hands of some tenants, it is not as well

used as it would be if its owner were present

and consulted that taste for improvement in ag-

riculture which he is known to entertain. When
absent in Europe about three years since, Mr.
Webster, on his own expense, introduced a great

variety of seeds, especially the different kinds of
grains, grasses, and garden vegetables common
there, into thi.s country. Some of these have
been valuable. Among the animals he introduc-

ed was a noble buck of the Leicester breed,

which he sent up to tliis farm, and which has

been freely ofteied for the use of the sheep
growers of the neighborhood. From three to

five hundred sheep and from twenty to forty

horned cattle have usually been kept upon this

farm : to the latter Mr. W. has often sent breed-

ers of the Durham and other English stock,

which have essentially contributed to improve
the native cattle of that neighborhood.
The Secretary of State has a farm at Marsh-

field on the south or Cape Cod shore of Massa-
chusetts comprising over one thousand acres.

Of this farm he seems to be more fond than of

that which he has retained for the name of his

venerated ancestor and the place of his nativity.

Possibly he enjoys better his dog and his gun
and his fishing 'tackle in a region where the

ocean furnishes game in abundance than in this

settled country of the interior where the fish and
the fowl find the means only of a scanty sub-

sistence. The Webster farm, however, contin-

ues to be what it has been for nearly a century,

one of the most interesting spots in New Eng-
land.

From this point- the coinmiuefi proceeded

something like one mile up the river to the tav-

ern of Mr. Joshua L. Wcare, of Franklin. Mr.

W. has no farm ; but being bred on the .south

side of Ragged mountain among the farmers of

Andover, some of the best in the county, it was
not possible he should conceal the purposes of

his early education so long as he bad a spot on

his premises large enough for a garden. His

onion bed was sixteen feet by eighty ; and de-

spite of worms and a dry arid bed of sand on
which his garden was made, he had at that time

a little the best onions the committee had yet

seen. The cut worms so prevalent the past sea-

son bad begun the work of destruction at one
end of the onion bed ; but the chickens of a

bustling hen lastened in her crib having free ac-

cess to the bed speedily put a slop to the work
of the incendiaries. Mr. Wcare, by an ingenious

contrivance, at pleasure turned the water from

bis well with very little labor to every part of his

garden which fell its effects in the giant growth
of vegetation, cabbages, cucumbers, beet.s, peas,

&,c.

Generally, the land upon the Merrimack rising

above the lower intervale bottom is of a light

silicioiis soil: until of late years cultivation upon
these light lands has hardly been attempted. It

is however found that much of these light plain

lands may be cultivated to advantage. The
growth of the white pine indicates a clay sub-

soil; and this ground becomes more and more
productive as it is deeper ploughed and oftener

cultivated. Plaster and clover have a grand ef-

feet upon this land : so do ashes—leached ashes,

for a lasting clfect of rendering the sandy soil more
retentive both in holding manure and moisture,

are almost as valuable as ashes unleached. The
latter will undoubtedly be more felt the same
year tlioy are applied. Lime in comjiost has a

grand effect upon this sandy land, changing the

color and making harder the blowing sand.

Two miles above the Webster liirm is the

principal village of Franklin, at the confluence

of the Peinigewasset and the Winnipisseogee
branches v.hich united constitute the Merrimack
river below this point : over the Pemigewasset
just above the meeting of the rivers has lately

been thrown one of the neatest and most dura-

ble bridges in the whole distance of the river.

At the point of land on the east side of this

bridge round which comes in the clear and [lel-

lu?id waters flowing from the Winnipisseogee
lake and bays above, on an abrupt bluff is the

little farm consisting of about seventeen acres

on which is a very neat brick house, barn and
other out-houses, the residence of George W.
Nesmitli, Esq. This plat of seventeou acres is

the second or higher plain level above the lower

river alluvion which ranges at the same relative
height up and down the river for miles, and is

of the lighter pine plain soil. In a very few
years, by the setting out of trees and shrubbery,
by the la\ ing out of yards and garden grounds,
and above all by a generous and attentive culti-
vation of the greater part in the common farm
crops, Mr. Nesmith has contrived not only to
make this a most inviting sjiot to the eye, but
gets from it as much value in the crop as is

sometimes obtained from farms four times as
large.

Mr. Nesmitli had upon tins ground about four
acres of wheat whicli tliis year gave between
seventy and eighty liiisli.ls—three and a half
acres of corn, one acre of which was very heavy,
and one acre of oats. Although this land, natu-
rally of the lightest sandy soil, v\ as not natural
to hay—yet some portion of it recently laid down
[iroduced good herdsgrass and clover. The
ground sowed to wheat and oats was sending
out green clover sown the present year, which
without doubt in a few weeks of moist weather
following our visit will cover the ground in the
place of unsightly sorrel, bitter root and other
weeds.
The garden of Mr. Nesmith was a standing

proof that the poorest soil is as good under sci-

entific management and due attention and jierse-

verauce, as the very best There can be no dan-
ger of leaching this sandy soil when the proper
ajiplication shall be made to the surface impart-
ing strength and tenacity to the porous earth—for

it will be found that clear sand may be convert-

ed into productive vegetable mould with a change
of Isss than ten per cent, and that the strength

of manure afterwards applied will never leach

below this mould, be the under soil ever so open
and porous. Mr. Nesmith had very large and
green beets, carrots, ruta baga and common tur-

nips in his garden. The ornamental part of the

gardens and yards, said to be the work of the

fair hand left to guard the castle in the absence
of the husband, so mingled the beautiful with
the useful as to present a most gratifying coup iT

ail.

Mr. N. has expended something, although no
very great sum, for manure upon this spot. Of
this manure a few casks of lime have been used.

His young son informed us that some manure
was brought lust year from the tavern stable at

the village, but that this year no manure had
been bought. There was a inamifactory of ma-
nure by the hogs in the yard ; and the premises
were already producing in hay, straw, corn,
beets and other vegetable productions what, if

consumed on the place, would, with the aid of
compost manure making in the yards, forever

keep the sairie land in an improving condition.

Mr. Nesmith's place is in that part of Franklin
which was taken from the peninsula of Sand-
br)rnton. This town, formerly of greater extent

than almost any other town of the State, is on
three sides hemmed in by waters—by the bays
on the <'a.st, the Winnipisseogee river on. the
south, and the Pemigewasset river on the west.

Near its northern boundary extending from west
to east are mountains of higher elevation than
any other on the river below, so that the town
beibre its south-west corner was set off to Frank-
lin was nearly isolated. Just above Mr. Nes-
initli's position upon the Winnipisseogee are

luanufactnres and mills of various kind, for

whose use the waters of the river are admirably
adapted. Peabody and Daniell's paper mill with
its grand machine here grinds the rags and turns

out three-fourths of a ton of finished paper, such
as that of our Visitor and Patriot, in every twen-
ty-four hours. To this mill rags have been
brought from Concord, a distance of twenty
miles, manufactured into paper, and returned to

he printed in the space of twenty-four hours.

Uur course did not carry us off the river in

Franklin on the peninsula side, else we might
have the opportunity of describing the farms on
higher ground in that direction. Sandhornton,
besides its excellent farms, upon its hundred
hills and mountains aftbrds summer feed for

many hundreds of cattle and thousands of sheep
which do not belong to her own citizens.

Crossing the Winnipisseogee at the mill village

nearest its mouth, our course was diagonally

over the town of Norlhfield from the nortli-nest

to the south-east. First was the residence of Mr.
Simon Oilman, a man who has made himself
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iiidepeiulent on bis own ground in the course of a

woll-diiecled life of industry. Next we came to

Joseph Genisli, lil<c his Boscawen nuniesukes
living at no very great distance, a man of wealth
and of a thousand acres, with a family of young
Gerrishes perhaps more numerous than either

—

a great and a successful farmer, and like most
large farmers upon the river an extensive liiin-

herman. To those succeeded on the travelled

i-oad every one of whom has within liis own
grasp the means of competence and indepen-
dence, the hill farms of Messrs. Israel Cochran,
Israel Hodgdon, Thomas Lyford, Obadiah Hall,

William and John Forrest: these are all located

west of the stage road usually travelled from
Concoid on the east side of the Merrimack to

Sandbornton bridge which crosses the Winnipis-
seogee five miles above its mouth.

East of the centre road to the distance of
about two miles on the north side of the Bean
hills winch divide Nortbfield and Canterbury, is

the farm of Col. James Cofran. This farm con-
sists cf 350 acres, 150 of which is wood and
timber land. High as are the dwelling-house
and other buildings upon the farm, it is surround-
ed by lands still higher. The farm was opened
from the forest by the tatlier of the present own-
er fifty-five years ago, and extends to the top and
over the south side of Bean's hill, one of those
prominences running at right angles from the
Merrimack river east and west, seen for a long
distance either up or down its valley. The high-
er cleared lands of Col. C's farm are so elevated
that it is hardly possible to cart manure to them,
althongli the crops come from them easily down
hill. These high swells in some cases are very
handsome, being less stony and more easily
ploughed than the ground below. One advan-
tage of their elevation is, that the frost will not
so soon touch them sometimes by a whole month
in the fall of the year. On a bea'utiful swell, half
a mile distant and several hundred feet above
the common cultivated parts of the farm. Col. C.
has a field which is sometimes used as a pasture,
from which lie procures successive crops of rye,
corn and potatoes without manure. Potatoes
raised upon this field never fail to be excellent

—

they were never known to be affected by rust.

In the year 181G, when the corn crops were gen-
erally cut off by early frost throughout New
England, this ground presented a fine crop of
sound corn : it has yielded as high as sixty bush-
els of shelled corn to the acre. Good crops of
spring wheat, after corn or potato cultivation,

grow upon this land. A capital advantage which
the farm of Col. Cofran possesses is the numer-
ous living springs of water which gush out from
the hill sides, presenting an ojiportunity to over-
flow in the season when it may be most useful

many acres of natural mowing grounds. Of this

privilege the owuer of the farm has partially

availed himself: he might do it to a much great-

er extent and to good advantage. The most
forbidding aspect to the lands composing Col.

Cofran's farm and the neighborhood is the enor-
mous quantity of rocks found upon thetn : tins

inconvenience is perhaps more than repaid in

the great productiveness and din-ability of the
soil when the land is once cleared. The hill to

which no manure has been carried, alternating

into pasture and tillage, is still as fertile jterhaps
as it was fifty years ago.

The cultivated crops upon Col. Cofran's farm
the present season were three acres of the Black
sea wheat, five acres of oats on the field « hicb
produces without manure, three acres of jiola-

toes, two and a half acres of Indian corn and
one half acre of beans. Two acres of wheat
first sown was fit for the sickle and was very
fine—one acre later sown was in full vigor, anil

would be good if it shoidd escape the rust. The
cut worm had very seriously injiu-ed the crop of
corn hero as it had done in many other places.

The first planting of beans on the lower point of
the farm, cut down by frost on the 6ih June, was
replaced, and promised a good crop. The hay
upon the farm was materially lessened the pres-

ent year by the failure of the grass seed sown
upon new ground the two previous seasons, and
by the destructive worms which on many thou-
sand acres, in this State have taken from one

"fourth to one third the crop.

From his house Col. Cofran pointed us to his

neighbor Knowles' farm on a swell some mile
and a half distant who raises the greatest amount

of wheat and other grain of any farmer in North-
field. From the residence of Col. Cofran, al-

though lower than the Bean hills at the south
which shut out the view of the state house and
village at Concord, may be overlooked on the
north a great portion of the extended town of
Sanbornton with its steeple spires and white
dwellings at the Square, and in clear weather is

distinctly seen Mount Washington, approaching
nearest to the view when iper region is cov-
ered with snow in the fall and spring while the
country below is bare ground. A pleasure which
cannot be realized in the immense extent of the
plains and prairies of the western country is de-
rived from our broken country of hills and moun-
tains : we view the points of land at the distance
of twenty, fifty and sometimes a hundred miles,
near which we lived in early youlh, or where
our friends and kindred reside, or where some
interesting event has occurred or is about to

take place ; and the association brings every
thing near to us : from one point to another we
can speak by telegraphic signals. We can see
the cloud, surcharged with lightning and uttering
forth its thunders, bursting over the habitations
of our friends from the distant mountain tops,
while a clear sky is over our heads and a placid
atmosphere surrounds us.

The Committee at once found themselves at
home in the residence of Col. C. who, although
at an early hour, insisted on the preparations tor
a sumptuous dinner, invited by the welcome and
personal attentions of the lady of the house and
her daughter-in-law which were more gratifying
than the food itselt!

From the farm of Col. Cofran the committee
proceeded in due form around the eastern ex-
tremity of the Bean hills near to the town of
Gilnianton which might be overlooked as sloping
into and constituting the valleys of the Soucook
and Simcook running from the mountains which
separate those waters from Lake Winnipisseogee
on the north. The first farm in Canterbury vis-
ited was that of Mr. Albeit Ames in the south-
east part of the town. His farm consists of 300
acres, of which 150 is pasture, some of which is

so rocky as apparently to leave little green upon
the surface. When these rocks do not cover
more than one third of the surface, the pastures
are said to be all the better, producing sweeter
feed and feeding more cattle through the season
than ground which has no rocks. Mr. Ames'
rocky pasture sustains well forty head of cattle,

being less than the rate of one for every four
acres. Mr. Daniel Batchelder, deceased, settled
upon and cleared this farm forty-five years ago;
and his widow, the mother of 3Irs. Ames, still

resides upon it. With the aid of one man, Mr.
A. performs the entire labor upon the fiiriu. His
field of one and a hall' acre of Indian corn was
very stout upon the ground, promising as much
as double the quantity of land on some other
farms. The practice is becoming conuuon of
well preparing a small quantity of ground for a
corn ciO[)— mixing and ploughing in a larger
quanlity of manure, say thirty, forty and some-
times fifty loads to the acre—going to the extent
after manure has been spread and mixed with
the entire surface soil of placing a quick stimu-
lant in the corn hill, and applying ashes and
plaster after the corn has sprung trom the ground.
One acre of land thus prepared and carefully
attended will often produce the crop of four or-
dinary acres. The entire crop will sometimes
Ik; saved from destructive (rosts by the impetus
which artificial stimulants lend to tiie more rapid
process of vegetati<in. Every subsequent crop
for at least half a dozen years feels the salutary
effects of the labor and exjiense bestowed ujion
it in the year of the corn crop. The first season
gives a double and perhaps a treble crop of
wheat or other grain ; and the hay crop of suc-
ceeding years greatly increased pays over and
over for the pains and care and money bestowed
upon this land. The intrinsic value of the land,
from a .single year of such perlect operation.s, is

often increased four-fold. Mr. Ames' corn was
planted May 15 : it was a mixture of the Brown
and the Dutton corn, and the seed was brought
from the Winnijiisseogee island fiirms, in whose
seed corn there can be no mistake when pro|ier-
ly saved and preserved. Mr. Ames had four
acres of Black sea wheat, sowed about the 7lli of
May, which promised well. In Noi-thfield, Can-
terbury and (.oudnn the crojis of wheat are

much relied on : they have in many cases proved
within the last six years to be the most profitable
cultivation. Mr. Ames raises ruta baga and car-
rots tor winter feed for his cattle. The best po-
tatoes are usually raised on newly broken up
pasture without manure : of these he had about
two acres.

From ftlr. Ames' farm our course of travel
was directly back about two miles and on the
road to Concord by way of the Shakers to the
farm of the Hon. Amos Cogswell, who entered
his crops for premium. Without disparagement
to any other man, we give this gentleman credit
of e.xceeding every other (armer of the county
for the neatness and cleanliness of his fields.

This gentleman, like his neighbor Cofran on the
opposite side of Bean's hill, has proved himself
to be both a good legislator and farmer—the lat-

ter by no means less important than the former.
Mr. Cogswell's farm is situated on the high
ground in Canterbury about one mile north of
the Shakers, in whose good example we dare be
bound he may find the spur to much of his im-
provement. It consists of one hundred aiires,

and was settled during the war of the revolution
by his father Moses Cogswell, one of a highly
distinguished fiimily in New Hampshire of fif-

teen sons and four daughters from one mother,
of whom the late Hon. Thomas Cogswell of
Gilmanton and Amos Cogswell of Dover, Dr.
William Cogswell of Atkinson, and John Cogs-
well, Esq. of Landaff, were brothers, and the
mother of the Hon. VVitliam Badger was we be-
lieve a sister. Moses Cogswell left his farm to

fight the battles of the revolution: he was taken
by the British and kept as a prisoner from the
month of February to the month of August. In
that time his crop of winter grain sowed the pre-
vious fall was rea))ed and preserved by his friend
Deac. Foster, the fiither of the late Hon. Abiel
Foster who w,as among the first representatives
ill Congress from this State under the iiresent
constitution.

To slovenly and careless farmers we would
recommend the viewing of this farm of Mr.
Cogswell, who has performed for years a large
part of the labor with his own hands. When
the hill farms were first cleared, a portion of the
immense growth of wood cut down was com-
monly converted into log fence. This log fence
was thrown along generally in no direct line
where it could be most easi'l^ made. In a few
years as the logs decayed briers and bushes
would spring up and the fence would become an
almost impervious hedge into which stumps and
rocks would be thrown. If .vtone walls were
erected to supply the place of other fences, ihev
were generally made with little rcgiud to direct-
ness, or economy of land, or coincliness of ap-
pearance. Mr. Cogswell has found the means of
disposing of the surplus rocks, by straightening
and strengthening his walls, and"ha» converted
tiseless liedges into liie best part of his cultivated
fields. Not a bush or a biior is left uilliin his
enclosures: his clean ciillivuiioii extends to the
very edge of the enclosure. All is enclosed in
permanent stone fence laid in the ground lievond
the lieaving of frost. No piled 'rocks are" left

tilioii the ground—all is smooth and eaisy of cul-
tivation. Large rocks which came up to the
surface and could not be extracted were covered
with a surface of soil ; and upon tiieni, where
the soil was hardly a foot deep, a crop of wheat
had grown and was nearly ripe. The culti-
vated part of Mr. Cogswe'll'a ground exhibit-
ing this neatness and care, consisted of only
about twenty- five acres: independent of this was
a swamp meadow, such as this vear has had its

hay crop injured by too great abundance of rain
and water. Occasionally he clears a spot and
rai.ses rye in a distant riasture and woodlot upon
the side of the Bean hill. In all re.-pccls his
farm bespeaks the good husband, extending im-
provement each year. 'J'he main improvement
of the present year was the employment of rainy
weather in constructing a sloned cellar under the
cattle stalls of his barii with the view of saving
and preserving the whole .strength of the manure
which fails from his cattle.

(To be coiUiw.ieJ.)

i

lie who has done the world no good, may feel
assured that he has done '» harrn li?it ihnt Im lif>u

done it h , ...

done it no good

...... V,.....; it harm ; but that he has
not always a (iroof that he has
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A Hymn of the Sea.

BY W.C. BRYANT.

The sea is mighty, but a mightier sways

His restless billows. Thou, whose hnnds have scooped

His boundless nulls and built his shore, thy breath,

That moved nf the beg

Mn
fall.motion, roll and rise ai

Still Ironi that realm of rain thy clouU goes up,

As at first, to water the great earth,

And keep he valleys green. .\ hundred realms

Watch its broad shadow warping on the wind,

And in the dropping shower, with gladness, hear

Thy promise of the harvest. 1 luok forth

Over the boundless blue, wheru. joyouiiy.

The bright crests of innumerable waves

Glance to the sun at once, as when the hands

Of a great multitude are upward flung

In acclamation. 1 behold the ships

Gliding Irom cape to cape, from isle to isle.

Or stemmins toward far lands, or hastening home
From the old world. It is thy friendly breeze

That bears them, with the riches of the land,

And treasures of dear lives, till, in the port,

The shouting seaman climbs and furls the sail.

But who shall bide thy tempe.st,who shall face

The blast that wakes the fury of the sea ?

Oh, God ! thy justice makes the world turn pale,

When on the armed fleet, that, royally.

Bears down the surges, carrying war, to smite

Some city, or invade sonic thoughtless realm,

Descends t!:r :. <• ; 1-. The vast hulks

Are whirl. J L, 1 "> the wave; the sails

Fly, rent li, micr ; the masta

Are 8na|.iir.,,i . -i ; i.vu ward, from the decks,

Downward art; .-iuni-. ..ilu Ih.- fathomless gulf.

Their cruel eiiiini-js, and their hosts, arrayed

In trappings of the battle-field, ar,; whelmed
By whirlpools, or dashed dead upon the rocks.

Then stand the nations still with awe, and pause,

A moment, from the bloody work of war.

These restless surges eat awav the shores

Of earth's old continents, the fertile plain

Welters in slialloivs, h.-adlaiids cruiillilc down,

In the -". ,1 : ' , .
m . .,:i,

Whore l..-..i. -; ," '" ' ' '"' the line

Sinks def,...-r,l, ^^^.U' .. '
... Uci.l.l. lliV work.

Creator I thou d.ist teach the cji.i1 worm
To Lay his mighty reefs. From age to age,

He builds beneath the water, till at last,

His bulwarks overtop the brine, and check
The long wave rolling from the Artie pole

To break upon Japan. Thou bidst the fires.

That smoulder under ocean, heave on high

The new made mountains, and iqilirt Iheir peaks

A I.
:...-• .-r rtfu-f rnrtlio -Tirin .Irivon bird.

1'
. !

' 'I •. ::!-• '> " • til. -rifts

Its valleys, glorious with their summer green,

Praise theein silent beauty, and its woods,
^

Swept by the murmuring winds of ocean, joi

The mnrniuring shores in a perpetual hyinu.

3Ieniorandn.

Tlic week before liist, we spent n i)leiisaiit lioiir

Willi lion. Daniel P. King, of Daiivers, in walk-

ing over liis fuiiii. On liis pieniises we met vvitli

various crops and operations that are not com-
inon in this vicinity. Millet sowed in the sprina

failed tD^now: sowed in June it hfoaiiie luxuri-

ant : souiil .Inly 12, on land iVoin which a crop

of hay u as tak<n this seasot), it looks vigorous,

and i;iv('s |iruinise of a good result. The facts

indicate that ii is decidedly a summer plant, and
will not orow well if sowed in the spring.

Oats and peas together, li bush, of oats and 2
bush, of peas per acre of seed, for a crop when
seeding down to grass, though common in the

interior, is unusual along the sea-board. Mr.

King has tried it, with apparently profitable re-

stilts. Tlie crop he describes as having been

lar^e, and the grass speaks lor itself, and much iti

its own praise.

His winliiiyc he fed down in May and June,

anil yet olit.iiiii'd a good crop. Nor is this all

—

for he sowed grass .seed upon the rye field in

March, and let nature cover it. This grass also

looks well, though on light land, and this not

much enriched by cultivation.

The manure used u|iiin the firm this season,

eontaineil a large ad-nii.\tin-e (three or four hun-
dred per cent.) of muck from the swanij), and yet

the crops are very green and flourishing.

How TO MAKE A CONTRART HoRSE GO.—Put
yoia- hand into bis mouth back of his teeth and
pull out hia tongue. You can lead him by it

ju.st i\n you please. He will go, or be will stop.

This will in time break him of his ugliness.

TRV IT.

Gaming Houses of London.

The gaming houses of London—at least those

on a great scale—are all situate in the modern

and elegant quarter of the town, and are among
the greatest wonders of this world of houses and

human beings. In the slang of the town, such

dens of vice ami plunder are designated Hells—
a name too applicable lo the nature of the busi-

ness transacted within them. We are credibly

informed by the author of Life in the If'est—a re-

cent production, that these bouses are fitted up

in a style of e.\traordinary splendor, and that

Iheir e,\penses are enormous, though nothing in

comparison to the profits realized. One house

is supported at an expense of a thousand pounds

a week. The next in eminence costs a hundred

and fifty pounds a week, and the minor ones va-

ry from fifty to eighty pounds. Each house has

a regular compliinent of ofiicials, who are paid

extravagant salaries. The inspectors or over-

Iookers,~'are paid from six to eight pounds a week

each ; the "croupiers," or dealers, three to six

pounds ; the waiters and porters, two pounds

;

and a person who keeps a look out after the po-

lice officers, to give Wiirning of their approach,

two ])Ounds. The money disbursed for secret

information, wines, &c., cannot be easily ascer-

tained, but must be very large.

Every thing in the inteiior of these mansions

is elegant ; but certain things betoken the dread-

ful au'd hazardous nature of the establishment.

The doors and w indovv shutters are fortified with

strong iron plates, so that an ingress by violence

is a tardy and difficult matter. There is one of

these iron doors at the bottom of the stairs, one

near the top, and a third at the entrance into the

gaming room. These are opened and closed

one after the otiicr, as the person ascends or de-

scends. In each of the doors there is a little

round glass peep bole, for the porters to take a

deliberate view of all persons desirous of admit-

tance, in order to keep out or let in whom they

clioose.

An unsophisticated i>crson would naturally

enough suppose from this account, that none but

those of great courage would dare to penetrate

into the heart of these establisbmenis ; but it

must be explained that there is nothing like gruff-

ness or jailorism in the keepers of the mansion.

Tlie w hole is placed on an easy genteel footing.

No civility can equal thtit of the waiters, while

the condescension of the proprietors, or bankers,

the refreshments and wine, all combined, have

an interesting and deceptive influence upon the

inexperienced ;ind unreflecting mind. But what

kind of people are they who keep such houses ?

are they bom a particular class? By no means.

In Lonilon there is always a large number of in-

dividuals, the refuse of every rank, and the na-

tives of every country floating on the snrlace ot

society, readv to engage in any desperate under-

taking, providing it can bring money into the

pocket, and indidgcnce to the passions. The
proprietors of these houses are composed of a

heterogenooiis mass of worn-out gamblers, black-

legs, bor.si? dealers, jockeys, valets, pettifogging

lawyers, low tradesmen, men in busine.''.s who
have failed through their debauchery, and others

of a similar stamp. Tiiey dress in the first style

of fashion, keep country liouses, carriages, horses,

and fare siimpmously :" bedizen themselves out

with valuable gold watches, chains, seals, dia-

mond and other rings, costly snuff"-boxes, &c.-—

property, with but little exception, originally be-

loiiKinglo unfortunates who had been fleeced of

every thin;,', and who, in the moment of distress,

parted with them for a more trifle. Some have

got into lai-c- private mansions, and keep first-

i.ito o.-tal,li-l nts. Persons, with a very super-

fii iai kiiuuliMJ-t: of the world, can easily discern

ihruiigh the thin disguise of gentlemen they as-

Tlie degree of blackguardism, villany, and

wastefid profiision which characterize these infa-

mous esiablishnients, will, doubtless, appal the

minds of llioiistiuds of our respectable and in-

dustrious readers; but there is a use in thus un-

folding scenes capable of scaring the unwary

man of property, or those in desperate circum-

stances, from the gaming table, while the virtuous

portion of the community, in leadmg such ac-

counts of what is hourly transacting—night and

day, Sunday as well as every other day in the

week— in the metropolis, will draw closer to-

gether, and learn to be thankful that their simple

and honest occupations do not lead them into the
way of such unhallowed temptations.

Effects of Expansion.

A cannon ball, when heated, cannot be made
to enter an opening, through which, when cold,

it passes readily. A glass stopper sticking fast

in the neck of a bottle, may be released by sur-

rounding the neck with a cloth taken out of
warm water, or by immersing the bottle in the

water up to the neck : the binding ring is thus
heated and expanded sooner than the etop|ier,

and so becomes slack or loose upon it. Pipes
for conveying hot water, steam, hot air, &c., if

of considetable length, must have joinings that

allow a degree of shortening and lengthening,

otherwise a change of temperature may destroy

them. ."Vn incom|)etent person undertook to

warm a large maniifaclory, by .steam, from one
boiler. He laid a rigid main "pipe along a pas-

sage, and opened hiteial bianclies through holes

into the several apartnionts, but on hisfirst admit-

ting the steam, the expansion of the main j)ipo

tore it away froin all its branche.". In an iron

railing, a gate which, during a cold day may be
loose and easily shut or opened, in a warm day
may stick, owing to there being greater expan-
sion of it, and of the neighboring railing, than of
the earth on which they are placed. Thus also

the centre of the arch of an iron bridge is high-

er in warm than in cold weather: while, on the

contrary, in a suspension or chain bridge the

centre is lowered. The iron pillars now so

much used to support the front walls of houses,

of which the ground stories serve as shops with

sjiacious windows, in warm weather really lift up

the wall vvliich rests upon them, and in cold

weather allow it again lo sink, or subside. In a

degree considerably greater than if the wall were

brick from top to bottom. The pitch of a piano-

forte is lowered in a warm day, or in a warm
room, owing to the expansion ol the strings be-

ing greater than the wooden frame-work ; and

in cold the reverse will happen. A harp, or

piano, which is well timed in a morning drawing-

room, cannot be perfectly in tune when the

crowded evening party has heated the room.

Bell-wires too. slack in summer, may be of the

proper length in winter. There exists a most
extraordinary exception, already mentioned, . to

the law of expansion by heat and contraction by

cold, producing unspeakable benefits in nature,

namely, in the case of water. Water contracts

according to the law only down to the tempera-

ture of forty degrees, while, from that to thirty-

two degrees, which is its freezing point, it again

dilates. A very curious consequence of this pe-

culiarity is exhibited in the wells of the glaciers

of Switzerland and elsewhere, namely, that when
once a pool, or shallow well, on the ice com-
mences, it goes on quickly deepening itself until

it penetrates to the earth beneath. Supposing

the surface of the water originally to have nearly

the temperature of the melting ice, or thirty-two

degrees, but to be afterwards heated by the air

anil snn, instead of the water being thereby dila-

ted or sfiecifically higher, and detained at the sur-

face, it becomes heavier the more nearly it is

heated lo forty degrees, and therefore sinks down
to the bottom of the l)it or well ; but there, by

dissolving some of the ice, and being conse-

quently cooled, it is again rendered lighter, and

rises to be heated as before, again to descend ;

and this circulation and digging cannot cease

until the water has bored its way quite through.

^mott.

For the Farmers Monthly Visitor.

Cape Cod.
" Can any good thing come out of Nazareth ?"

was an ancient question; "can anything good

come from Cape Cod ?" is frequently a modern

one. It is surprising to all who visit the C.npe,

especially the upjier (lart of it, to see how difter-

ent almost everything is from what lying rumor

would have it.

The soil is supposed to be miserable. We
have seen children of a large growth back in

this part of the country standing astonished,

when told by some wag, that the grasshoppers

in many places on the Cape are seen contending

for a spear of grass, and that the cows live prin-

cipally on codfish head.s. It is true, the soil is

thin and principally sand ; but there are farmers
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on Cape Cod tliat get a good Ihing. It is quite

n place for wood, esiiecially the pitch pine, and

shrub onk growth. There are several sloo|>s

constantly employed in the summer season, in

carrying wood to Nantucl<et. On the iMarsbpee

Plantairon, where the A^u^hpee tribe of Indians

is located, there are hundreds of acres of pitch-

pine, as handsome wood as that on Dark Plains

in Concord.
But the inhabitants on the Cape do not depend

upon the soil for their principal support. "Tliey

go down to the sea in sliips, and do business up-

on the great waters." Where the land is not

susceptible of cnllivation, especially upon tlie

very shore, the retired seaiiien build salt-works

upon it, and get a crop of salt of more value than

can be raised in New Hampshire of corn, frojn

the same space of ground; and the e\pcnse,

taking ten years together, is no greater than at-

tends getting crops of corn, wheat or hops. So
much in brief, for Cape Cod soil.

Many have low ideas of the people. In this

they are are also mistaken. There are few coun-

ties in New England, of no more inhabitants,

that can produce a more virtuous, intelligent and
enterprising community than does Barnstable

county on Cape Cod. In a little digression we
have said that the inhabitants there get their live-

lihood principally from the sea. This is true.

But the seamen of the Cape are not your swear-

ing, smoking, abandoned set of fellows, as many
sailors are ; but are as steady and virtuous as any
of our hardy yeomanry. It is computed that

nearly two-thirds of the connnanders of vessels

that sail out of Boston were originally from the

Cape. Look over the advertisements of the New
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, New Orleans, &c.
Lines of Packets, and you will find the names of
Nicherson, Hawes, Percival, Hallett, Baker,

Chase, Lovell, Bursley, and a hundred others, as

commanders, and all of them Cape men. Most
of the foreign packets, such as Liverpool, Havre,
&c. are commanded and manned by Cape Cod-
ers. There is notau ocean, sea, gidf, bay or in-

let, that is not traversed hy .seamen from the Cape.
Yankee enterprise and daring are carried out by

them to their utmost extent. A certain orator,

at a centennial celebration at Barnstable some
lliree years since, said that the seamen on the

Cape would •' bound from the cradle to the main-

tops." Though this expression may be rather

figurative, yet they excel all others in seaman-

ship.

Their hospitality is great. In this <piality of

the mind they possess the true characteristics of

the sailor. Their hearts and their homes are

open to the unfortunate. There are but few that

are very poor among them, and many are inde-

I)endently rich. Frequently will a retired sea-

captain be found a part owner in several packets,

and perhaps a director in a substantial Bank, liv-

ing in good taste in a neatly finished mansion,

who, when he commenced a sea-faring life, was
first a cabin boy and cook, then a hand before the

mast, next a mate, and lastly a master.

But we must lay down the pen for this time,

upon this theme, but with the intention of resum-

ing it again at some future time. t

The writer of the foregoing, who can appre-

ciate the character of the people because lie has

resided there several years, says he "could make
out quite a tiudgetof matters and things pertain-

ing to the Cape." It is an interesting field; and
we hope he may write us more on the subject.

The late Russell Freeman, formerly of Sand-
wich on the Cape, in his life-time, informed us

that he easily made an excellent garden upon the

flowing sands of Cape Cod ; and that upon these

sands with the aid of oyster shells placed around
them he reared fine fruit trees. Gov. Morton also

informed us that on this lightest soil of thecoim-
try, with the aid of manure from refuse fish,

large crops of rye have been produced.

—

Ed.
Visitor.

By a recent act of Congress, the value of the

jjound sterling is fixed in our currency at four

dollars and eighty-four cents.

Some reputed saints that have been canonized,

ought to have been cannonaded ; and some n--

puted sinners that have been cannonaded, ought
to have been canonized.

—

Ibid.

For the F.irmer's Montlily Visitor.

Oak Timber in Derry.

Me. Editou.—The cry is frequently heard
among us, "go to the west if you wish to see

limber." It is true that there are large trees in

the west, and if they could be brought to this part

of the country, especially to the ship-yards, would,
in good times, bring a round price. But how to

get them here—that's the question. 1 have seen
very beautiful forests of oak in Ohio, of the white
and yellow species; but the best of them could
be bought by the coopers for one dollar! and
when a man wishes to clear his land, he would
gladly give them away if he could nut sell them.
But after all that is said of timber at the far

west, or " down east," I question whether any
more valuable can be found in either part of the

country than is seen in some parts of New Hamp-
shire.

I passed through Derry a short time since, by
way of the Turnpike, and was much struck with
the view I had of the timber land upon that road.

One tract in particular I wish to notice. It lies

this side (north, or north-west) of the lower vil-

lage perhaps one mile. There are several own-
ers, as I was informed, of the whole tract; but
Dea. Hildreth, Principal of the Male Academy,
has a beautiful lot in it which he bought a few
years since. The gentleman who gave me the

information which I commimicate supposes, for

lie does not know for a certainty, that the Deacon
probably paid $25 per acre. Last year he had
several acres cleared and divided into two fields,

by a good substantial stone wall. One was sown
with rye, the handsomest that I have seen for

many years. He was liaviug it reaped at the

time I saw it, (July 26.) Tlie other field was corn
and potatoes ; and some of the corn was the

stoutest of any that I have seen ibis year.

But the timber is what I wish to notice. Here
was a fair opportunity to see something of what
kind of sticks might be hauled out of that lot.

Xhe Eastern Rail Road Company have contrac-
ted for a vast amount of the black and gray oak
in this tract, for piles to the new bridge at Ports-
mouth. Some sticks, perhaps the most of them,
are fifty feet long. These are in one piece. But
where they have to go to the depth of seventy-
five feet, as they will in some parts of the river,

the stick must be in two pieces. You can judge
something of the size of these trees when you
are informed that those sticks that are to be
spliced, must be sixteen inches at the splicing

point, which in the large sticks, must be towards
the top of the tree. These timbers are drawn on
truck carriages with four horses in a train, from
Derry through the towns of Hampstead,Sandown,
Danville, Kingston and Exeter, to the Exeter riv-

er, and then floated to Portsmouth. Most of the

trucks employed are from Medford, Mass. The
timbers lay by the road side.

I have fiirgotten, though I was told, what this

timber costs per ton, but the bridge must neces-

sarily be very expensive.

I am persuaded if those who are anxious to

•see good land, well tiinliered, and of the best

kind too, will but travel a little in New Hamp-
shire, they can be satisfied without going to the

West. JETHRO,
[Will Deac. Hildreth or any other person who

has tliis year raised rye or oilier cro|is upon new
ground on land whtru wood and timber have
been taken off, inform the readers of the Visitor

of llip process, exjiense, anil aiiioiint of tlie first

crop ?]

From the Portsmouth .Journal.

Upare tfie Birds

!

I was right glad, friend Smith, that you have ta

ken up arms in defence of the poor birds. The
barbarous fashion of shooting sparrows and rob-

ins has gone quite out of date with decent men,
There are now only a parcel of great grown up
boys, stout two fisted, almost-men-kind of boys
—who deem it a great thing to carry on this mis-

erable warllire. I saw one once coming home
after his day's campaign; he was six feet high
with an old rusty fire-lock on his shoulder and in

his hand, as a trophy, one poor robin. I could
not help asking him : Did you kill that bird ?

The amusement of shooting birds is pretty

much the same as if you were to catch some lit-

tle wren, or tonilit ami .stick pias into them,— he.

to be the hero who first could touch the little

bird's heart and kill him !

I would not say one word against the humane
and gentle, and kind-hearted sport, if these gun-
ners always would kill these birds slone dead,
and thus put them out of their suffering at once.
It is no sin to kill an animal ; but to kill for

amusement,— lo break a bird's wing, to siioot oflT

legs, to tear aviay a portion of its beak—in

sport ! And then IVir the poor creature to starve
to death, pine away—dying by inches—Sjiort

!

A man with a reasoning mind, a conscience, fine

feelings—doing that which a cat does—torturing
to death some poor miserable little victim!
A sportsman, now a sportsman no more, told

me that he was cureil of his folly by shooting a
beautiful bird and breaking its wing. "The poor
silly thing," said he, "could not escape me and
I picked it up whilst it screamed out in pain,

—

its little heart I felt beating in agony, and its eye
looked at me so beseechingly,—I had not the
nerve to kill it

;
yet I dared not let it go to starve

to death. So after mustering courage I shut my
eyes and then crushed its head ;— it made me
sick of this kind of sport."

There was another story told me by a clergy-
man not far distant. " When I was a boy," said
he, " like other boys I went a gunning, after a long
ramble, I found nothing to shoot at but one poor
little jay. This was my only trophy of the day's
sport. Feeling thirsty, I called at a house hard
by where I had shot the bird, with my gun on
my shoulder and mi/ game in my hand. When I

got up to the door 1 saw a poor idiot boy tied to

a chair setting in the door way, as soon as he saw
me, he began to scream and curse and swear ; it

was shocking; he appeared to be in a great rage;
all I could understand was "birdie," "birdie,"

"my birdie." 1 asked for water. It was given
me, in silence, by his mother. I then asked what
troubled the boy. She answered, 'you have shot
his little bird, one that had been tamed, and that

he had fed at the door every day.' This cured
me of the sport." Reader don't shoot the " pet
birds." It is not manly, nor humane, nor re-

spectable. C.

The Farmer's Home.
sun let mc hve among the hills,

The roclis, the trees, the flowers,

Where I have passed my earliest j
My cliilhood's happiest hours.

How oft beneath an aged oak,
Near bv my lather's^dwelling,

Have I reposed with Itindred youth,
Some playful story telling.

The birds above would plume their i

And raise their liappy voices,
sure It is a pleasant place
Where every thing rejoices.

Surrounded by the friends I love,
And free from every fetter,

1 am an independent man,
And wish for nothing better.

My little children round me sport,

So blooming, blight and healthy,
1 often think tliat nature's gifts

Hatli made nie very wealthy.

liind, gentle, prepossessing;
I'm sure it ever man were blest,

Mine is the greatest blessing.

Temperance on Ship-Board.—Among the
many gratifying evidences which we have lately

met with of the progress of the temperance
cause, is the interest which is manifested in be-
half of tenipeiance, by hardy tars, on board our
national vessels anil our merchant ships. This
is one of the glorious results of the Washingto-
nian movement. Let the masters of our mer-
chants ships, and the officers of our national ves-

sels, co-operate with the friends and advocates
on the land, in promoting this great work, and in

a short time the stigma of intemperance would
be remo\ed liom the character of our seamen,
and they would take that elevated station in soci-

ety to which tlicy wntild be entitled by their in-

tegrity, coura;;e and .«obriety.

The ship Hcrculc.s, Capt. Gregerson, arrived at

this port a short time since, and on tlie Sunday
pri:ceding her arrival, he summoned all hands to

the quarter-deck, and addressed them on the

subject of intemperance, referring to some un-
pleasant incidents during the voyage, growing
out of the indulgence in iiiinxicating drinks, and
urguig them to conquer a habit, at once and fiir-

ever, which tended directly to make them miser-
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able, and degrade them in the scale of being.

He then produced a paper cotitaiiiiug a pledge,

which was as follows:

—

"We, the undersigned, Captain, officers, and

seamen of the ship Hercules, having become con-

vinced of the sad destruction that is making in

this world by the use of intoxicating driuk

—

having ourselves been slaves to the same, and
knowing it to be tlie great enemy of man, we do

now solemnly, in the presence of Almighty God,

our insulted heavenly fatber,denounce, and pledge

ourselves by our names to this instrument, that

we will not taste or drink, or cause to be drank

by ourselves, any ardent spirits of whatever

name, nature or kind, unless as a medicine, or in

case of sickness, God helping and sustaining us

in this resolution, which we this holy day make
in the cabin of the above named ship, August
8th, 1842. May Almighty God add his blessing

to the same, and assist us in our undertaking."

He signed this pledge himself, and his officers

signed it, and the whole of his crew also signed

itwithout hesitation—for they were, one and all,

convinced that this was the only step which
would save them from ruin. And these men are

now seen ashore, well dressed, sober, in good
health and spirits, and with money in their pock-
ets—wliich no trafficker in poisonous drinks will

get hold of; by either flattery or fraud.

—

Boston
Mtr. Jour.

A Touching Story.—The following harrow-
ing narrative is^-elated in the Philadelphia Ledg-
er of Friday :

—

It was but yesterday that we were made ac-

quainted with the history of a family of females

—an aged mother and three daughters—who,
before the failure of tho United States BankJ
were worth thirty thousand dollars. The who e

of this sum was invested in the institution nam-
ed, and from the whole of which they could not

now probably realize over one hundred or two
hundred dollars! They dressed and lived dur-

ing their prosperity as "their amount of property

seemed to justify, and without preparing them-
selves in any particular vocation with which to

struggle against competition for their living.

When adversity came they could turn their

hand to no occupation with profit, even had labor

been offered them. The apparel they possessed

when their misfortunes fell upon them, enabled

tliem to attend their church and appear in the

street resjjectably clad, until within a short time.

It was known that they were among the victims

of the plunderers of the United States 15aiik, but

their friends and acquaintances supposed them
far removed from destitution. Within the last

few months it was first observed that one less

than the usual number appeared at the same
time at their place in church. Then, subse-

quently, it was noticed that two of their num-
ber were absent, though not always the same.

So, on receiving the calls of their friends, first

one, two, and three of the tiunily failed to make
tlieir .i|ij)carance. This, at length, led to a press-

iiig inquiry as lo tho cause, and to n recital of
their wretched condition. Their wearing ap-

parel and every thing else that could be con-

verted into means for (irocuring nourishment,
bad gone, article by article, until dresses were
not left fit for more than one or two of their

iiiimbor to m.ike themselves public in—and for

the last six weeks bctl^ire the avowment of their

condition, they declared that not an article of
ti)od kind except potatoes, had passed the lips of
one of them!

It would be impossible to describe the me.'ital

anguish that was experienced in parting with the

many links of former comforts, as they were, one
by one, handed over to the tender mercies of the

pawnbroker; |)erhaps, memcatoes of a dead hus-

band and fatiier; tokens of affection and love

that the mother would not have parted with for

her own sufferings, but which were yielded up
to save her children from want—and with those
cliildren reluctantly consented to share, for the
liurpose of saving the author of their being from
the gnawings of hunger.

To be satisfied

thouifh ucciiiiiiian

the acquittal of the world,
vith the secret condenma-

tion of conscience, is the mark of a litlle mind
;

lint it requires a soul of no common .><ta]np, to be
satisfied with his oivn acquittal.and to desiiise the
condemnation of the world.—iacoH.

Grand Cattle Suow in Scotland.—The Ed-
inburg meeting this year, it is generally acknowl-
edged, has been the greatest that has ever taken

place ; the competitors are more numerous, and
the amount of stock much greater than on any
former occasion. The show for deciding the

prizes occupied two days instead of one, the first

being devoted to the exhibition of roots seeds,

grasses, butter, cheese, wool, agricultm-al iuq)le-

ments, machines, models, &e. The cattle, which
had been forvvarded as competitors for the prize

awarded by the society, was the grand day of the

show. The number and excellence of the stock

was beyond any conception previously formed on
the subject. Atone o'clock, by sound of trumpet,
the cattle were brought and paraded over the

raised platform before the judges' room. As they

appeared upon the platform, Mr. Trotter announc-
ed the name of the exhibitor, the prize awarded,
and the breed of the animal. We should say

that during the day nearly 30,000 individuals

must have visited the grounds. The great din-

ner took place on the 1st, in a temporary build-

ing erected on the Esplanade, Castle-hill. The
erection consisted entirely of wood, and occu-

pied an area of considerable extent, being calcu-

lated to contain not fewer than 2,000 persons.

The chair was taken at C o'clock by the Uuke of

Richmond, who was supported right and left by

the Lord Provost of Edinburg, Earl of Morton,

Earl of Roseberry, Earl of Mansfield, Sir N.
Douglass, Lord \V. Douglass, Sir P. Durham, Sir

J. M^ Brisbane, Mr. Trotter, of Morton Hall, the

Lord Provost of Glasgow, Rev. Mr. Grant. The
Duke of Roqburg acted as croupier, supported

by the Earl of Buchan, Lord Napier, Sir A.

Campbell, Bart., &c. From the excellent ar-

rangements of the committee upwards of 2,000

gentlemen were enabled to scat themselves with-

out the slightest coufiision.

—

Edinburg Jour..

Fulton's Stenm Boat, 1807.

In December 180l>, Fulton arrived in New-
York, and in the following spring, notwithstand-

ing the pecuniary and mechanical obstacles op-

posed to his project, had completed his vessel, and
in August had the satisfaction of seeing her mov-
ed by her machinery from the East river to the

Jersey shore.
" And nothing," says Colden, '•could exceed the

surprise and admiration of all who witnessed the

experiment. The minds of the most incredulous

were changed in a few minutes—before the boat

had made the progress of a quarter of a mile,

the greatest unbeliever must have been convert-

ed. The man, who, while he looked on the ex-

pensive machine, thanked his stars that he had
more wisdom than to waste his money on such

idle schemes, changed the expression of his ft;a-

lures as the boat moved from the w harfand gain-

ed her speed ; his complacent smile gradually

stiffened into an expression of wonder—the jeers

of the ignorant, who hail neither sense nor feel-

ing enough to repress their contemptuous ridicide

and rude jokes, were silenced for ilie moment by

a vulgar astonishment, which deprived them of

the power of utterance, till the triumph of Ge-
nius extorted tiom ihe incredidous multitude,

wliich crowded the shores, shouts and acdauui-

tions of congratulations and applause." Though
her performance far exceeded the eX[)eciation of

his friends, Fulton perceived that there was an
error in the construction of her water wheels

—

he lessened their diameter, so that they did not

dip so deep into the water, and it was manifest

that the alteration had tended to increase the

speed.
" This famed vessel, which xvas named the

Clermont, soon after sailed fbr Albany ; and, on

her first voyage, arrived at her destination with-

out any accident. She excited the astonishment

of theinhabitants of the shores of the Hudson,
many of whom had not heard even of the engine,

much less of the steamboat. There were many
descriptions of the effects of her first appearance

upon the people of the banks of the river. Some
of these were ridiculous, but some of tliein were
of such a character as nothing hut an object of

real grandeur could have excited. She was de-

scribed by some, who had indistinctly seen her

passijig in the night, to those who had not a view

of lipr, as a monster moving on the waters, defy-

ing tlie winds and tide, and lirealhing flames and
smoke."

" She had the most terrific ajipearaiice from

other vessels, which were navigating the river

when she was making her passage. The first

steamboats, as others yet do, used dry pine wood
for fuel, which sends forth a column of ignited
vapor, many feet above the flue, and w henever
the fire is stirred, a galaxy of sparks fly off, which
in Ihe night have an airy, brilliant, and beautiful

appearance. The uncommon light first attracted

the uttenlion of the crews of other vessels. Not-
withstanding the wind and tide were adverse to

its approach, they saw with astonishment that it

was rapidly coming towards them ; and when it

came so near, as that the noise of the machinery
and the paddles were heard, the crews, in some
instances, shrimk beneath their decks from the

terrific sight ; and others lefl their vessels to go
on shore, while others prostrated themselves, and
besought Providence to protect them from the

approach of Ihe horrible monster which was
marching on the tides, and lighting its path by
the fires which it vomited."

Cattle Shows and Fairs, 184S.

New York.

The Empire State takes the lead in improved
Agriculliu-e as she does in most other inq)rove-

ments. Her great State Society this year has

made renewed and vigorous preparation for the

annual exhibition which was to take place on the

last days of the expiring month. The several

meetings of State and County Societies aro as

follows :—

New York Stale Agricultural Societv, at Al-

bany, Se;.L 28 and 29.

American Institute, at New York, Oct. 12, 19

and 20.

Cayuga, Auburn, Oct. 12 aud 13

Columbia, Hudson, " 11

Chemung, Fairport, " 19

Chautauque, Westfield, Sept. 28 and 29
C<jrtland, Homer, Oct. .5

Dutchess, Washington, " 5

Erie, Buffalo, " 5 and 6
Genesee, Batavia, " 20 and 21

.lefferson, Watertown, Sept. 15

Livingston, Gencseo, Oct. 4 and 5

Monroe, Rochester, " 13 and 14

Montgomery, 1 1 and 12

Niagara, Lockport, " 6 and 7
Orange, Goshen, " 12
Oneida, Rome, " 12 and 13
Oswego, Mexico, " 5
Rensselaer, Lansingburgh, " 4 and 5

Saratoga, Ballston, " 4

St. Lawrence, Canton Sept. 14

Washington, Salem, " 11

Massachusetts.

Berkshire Co. Society, at Piltsfield, Oct. .5

and G.

Essex Co. Society, at South Andover, Sept. 28.

Hampshire Society, at Northampton, Oct. 12

and 13.

Worcester Co. Society, at Worcester, Oct. 12.

Plymouth Co. Society, at Bridgewatcr, Oct. 12.

Mi'ildlesex Co. Society, at Concord, Ocl. 5.

Biistol Co. Society, at Tatmlon, Oct. 13.

^jlk Convpution.
A Convention of the silk growers and manu-

facturers ill New England, was holden at North-

ampton, Mass^ on the 28th of this mouth. The
increase of the silk nianuftcture in this country,

is such as to demand an united eftbrt on the part

of those engaged in the business, to extend iii-

formalion on the subject as well as to salisly the

pulilic of the entire practicability of making silk

here equal to the best Italian, and with a very

handsome profit, lo the producer. It i.s very de-

sirable that some of our silk growers in this re-

gion, should either be present or commimicale
siicii fiicts as they may have within their knowl-

edge to the convention, to aid them in their de-

liberations.

For the Karmer's Monthly Visitor.

.1 ScheJule of the number of snou'S and also the

depth of the snow in each of ihe last five years,

and also the number of rains in each year ; and
the frsl apple blooms.

From the 1st of Oct., 1837, to thc2Clh of April,

1835, it snowed CO times, jind the depth of snow
4 feet 5 inclics; and li-om Jaiiu:iry 7tl), ia38, to

the 29th of the next Deccinlicr, it ruined 98

times. Apple trees beginning to bloom the 36tk
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of Blay, and were in full bloom about the 3d of
Jnne.
From Oct. 19, 1838, to April 18th, 1839, Snow,

67 times; depth of snow 5 feet 9 inches, and the

number of rains in 1839 was 113. May 16tl

Ajjple trees beginning to bloom, and were in full

bloom about the 25th of the same month.
From Nov. 1st, 1839, to April 27th, 1840, Snow,

52 times ; depth of enow 10 feet Si inches.

Number of rains in 1840 was 83. May 17th Ap-
ple trees beginning to bloom, and were in full

bloom about the 23d or 24th.

From Oct. 25th, 1840, to May 2d, 1841, Snow
50 times; depth of snow 12 ft. 7 inches. Num
ber of rains in 1641 was 111. May 27tli Appit
trees beginning to bloom, and were in full bloom
about the 3d or 4th of June.
From Oct. 4th, 1841, to May 9th, 1842, Snow,

72 times: depth of snow 7 feet 6 inches. May
18lli Apple trees beginning to bloom, and were
in full bloom about the 1st of June.

Saturday afternoon, Jnne lltb, 1842, there fell

nil of half an inch of snow on the high lands in

the towns of Gilmanton and Alton.

There was all of two feet more of snow fell

in 1841 than there has been for any one year for

twelve years last past. J. K. D.
Gilmanton, 1842.

Miseries of ludolence.

None so little enjoy life, and are such burdens
to themselves, as those who have nothing to do

—

lor
" A want of occupation ia no rest

—

A mind quite vacant is a mind distressed."

Such a man is not of God's order; and oppos-
ing his obvious design in the faculties he has giv-

en him, and in the condition in which he has
placed him. Nothing, therefore, is promised in

the Scripture to the indolent. Take the indolejit

with regard to exertion. What indecision ! What
delay ! What reluctance ! What apprehension !

The slothful man says, " there is a lion without,

and I shall be slain in the street" "The way of
the slothful man is a hedge of thorns; but the

way of the righteous is made plain." Take him
with regard to bealtb. What sluggishness of cir-

culation ! What depression of spirits! What
dullness of appetite ! What enervation of frame !

Take bim with regard to temjjer and enjoyment.
Who is pettish and fretful ? Who feels wanton
and childish cravings ? Who is too soft to bear

any of the hardships of life ? Who broods over

every little vexation and inconvenience ? Who
not only increases real, hut conjures up imagina-

ry evils, and gets no sympathy from anyone in

either? Who feels time wearisome and irksome?

Who is devoured by ennui and spleen? Who
oppress others with their company, and their cen-

sorious talk ? The active only have the true rel-

ish of life. He who knows not what it is to labor,

knows not what it is to enjoy. Recreation is only

valuable as it unbends us ; the idle know notliirii;

of it. It is exertion that renders rest delightfid,

and sleep sweet and undisturbed. That the hap-

piness of life depend:* on the regular prosecution

of some laudable purpose of lawful calling, which
engages, helps, and enlivens all our powers, let

those bear witness who after spending years in

active usefulness, retire to enjoy themselves.

—

Prayer should always be offered up for their ser-

vants and wives, and themselves too. The indo-

lent are a burden themselves.

—

W. Jay.

For the Farmer's Monthly Visitor.

Rev. John Flavel.

The old Divines, it would seem, used to write
more in ancient times, as a general thing, than
they do at the present day. Perhaps they had
more leisure than the present generation. Though
they would sometimes reason upon abstractions,

and that profoundly, they would also tm-n Nature
into divinity. They were close observers of what-
ever transpired around them,and would discourse
learnedly on Agrieultme, Commerce, and the
Mechanic Arts, frequently spiritualizing as they
went along.

Rev. John Flavel, an old English Divine, is

said to have been a very learned man, and quite

a controversialist in his day. But not always mint-

ing his teachings to the likings of the reigning
powers of his times, he was subjected to freciuent

persecutions. But though by the act of uniformi-
ty he was prevented from preaching for a while,

he did not remain idle, but wrote several books

which were vei7 popular. Among these were
Navigation spiritualized, and Hushandry spiiitu-

alized. An extract from the latter work we shall

now give our readers, for two reasons, namely :

because it shows that though a |,rofessiona1 man,
Mr. Flavel was not an idle observer of the pur-
suits of the husbandman, and also because it

shows what advances the English fiirmer had
made in the arts of husbandry, even at that early
period. Mr. Flavel wrote this work as early as
before 1687. This is the extract :

" What land is spent out by tillage, or for want
of manuring, the careful husbandman hath many
ways to recover and bring it in heart again. He
lets it lie fallow, to give it rest, and time to recov-
er itself: carries out his sand, lime and compost,
to refresh and quicken it again ; and in pasture
aud njeadow* ground, will wash it, if possible,
with a current of water, or the float of the ways
after a fall of rain, which is to the earth as a

spring of new blood to a consumptive body. He
cuts down and kills the weeds that suck it out,

and causes them to enake restitution of what they
have purloined from it by rotting upon the place
wliere they grew. As careful is he to recover it,

when it is spent, as an honest physician is of his
patient in a languishing condition ; for he knows
ins field will be as grateful to him, and fully re-
quite his care and cost."

*Meadow land in England is tlie same with English
mowing with us. What we call meadow, the English call

Interi;sting Geological Fact.—Dr. Charles
F. Jackson, of this city, who is now engaged in

a geological survey of the State of New Ha
shire, in a letter addressed to Gov. Hubbard,
nounces the discovery of an interesting general
law relative to the elevation of the strata of New
England. Anticipating the result that has fbl

lowed the investigations, ibr the sake of confirm
ing his conjectures, ho extended them into Ver
mont, where he made a hasty sketch of the strata
in a line across the centre of that State, and
found that what he had foreseen by previous ex
()lorations on the eastern side of New Hamp
shire, was fully proved by the coincidence of the
phenomena on the west.

Thus he discovered that the great tnass of pri-
mary rocks occupying the western part of Maine
nd a large portion of New Hampshire, Massa-

chusetts and Rhode Island, had been elevated
through and_ between the strata now constituting
the rocky foundations of Maine and Vermont,
and that New Hampshire is, in reality, the key-
-tone of this great arch, or is the centre of ele-
ation. In addition to this great centre of up-

heaval, there are others of a subordinate character
which are only local in their effect.*, the anticli

strata having been elevated only for a limited
area. It will at once bo perceived, on examin-
ng this subject, that the result to which he has
thus arrived, is not only curious, but is of impor-
tance in a practical light. It will be observed
that we camiot e.xpect the coal formation should

u- w ithin the limits either of New Hamp-
shire, Vermont, or in the State of Maine west of
the Penobscot river, and that the nearest coal

sti-ata occurs, on the eastward, in New Bruns-
ick and Nova Scotia, and on tlie west, in Penn-
Ivania and Kentucky. This (iiet will forever

|)iit an end to the fruitless explorations for coal
within the limits reliirred to, as more ancient

the coal Ibrmation. On the other hand, the
elder :>tiata in that Slate and its borders are emi-
nently metalliferous, and have been proved to

ain many valuable ores, which under fa-

ble circumstances may be advantageously
iirlit.—Bos/on .Mas.

Iioam for Top-dressing-.
Now is the time to pre|)are the rich loam from

the road-side, and excellent njanin-e from holes
where the wash accurmdates from surrounding

lis and uplands, as a top dressing for swales
id low English mowing ground.
One of the best pradical farmers we have ev-

er known, for a series of years, to|)-dressed much
of his English mowing ground with nothing hut
common loam, and he assured us, that years of

ricnce had proved to his entire satisfaction,
that the practice was very profitaiile.

Where this loam is thrown out by the plough on
to the udjoining mowing laiul, who has not seen
its good effects on the grasses ?—Bost. Cult.

The Mint and its Operations.—The new
edifice upon Tower Hill was completed about
181 1, at an expense of about a quarter of a million
of money. This immense sum,however included
Boulton's expen.^ive machinery. In the present
interesting process of coining, the ingots are first

melted in pots, when the alloy of copper is ad-
ded, (to gold, one part in twelve, to silver, eight-
een pennyweights to a pound weight) and the
mixed metid cast into small bars. And now begin
the operations of the stupendous machinery,
which is unequalled in the mint of any other
country, and is in every way a triumph of me-
chanical skill. The bars, in a heated state, are
first passed through the breaking down rollers,
which,by their tremendous crushing power reduce
them to only a third their former thickness, and
increase them proportionably in their length.
They are now dashed through the cold rollers,
which bring them nearly to the thickness oi' the
coin required, when the last operation of this na-
ture is performed by the braw bench, a machine
peculiar to our mint, and which secures an ex-
traordinary degree of accuracy and uniformity in
the surface of the metal, and leaves it of the ex-
act thickness desired. The cutting out machines
now begin their work. There are twelve of these
engines in the elegant room set apart for them, all

mounted on the same basement, and forming a
circle range. Here the bars or strips are cut to
pieces of the proper shayie and weight for the
coining press, and then taken to the sizing room
to be separately weighed, as well as sounded on a
circular piece of iron, to detect any flaws. The
protecting rim is next raised in the marking room,
and the pieces, after blanching and annealing, are
ready for stamping. The coining room is a mag-
nificeiit looking place, vvith its columns, and its

great iron beams, and the presses ranging along
the solid stone basement. There are eight press-
es, each of them making, when required, sixty
or seventy, or even more, sti-okes a minute ; and
as at each stroke a blank is made a perfect coin

—

that is to say, stamped on both sides and milled ac
the edge— each press w ill coin between four and
five thousand |>ieces within the liour,or the whole
eight between thirty and forty thousand. And to
accompany these mighty results the afternoon of
one little boy alone is required, who stands in a
sunken place before the press, supplying it with
blanks.

—

Knight's London,

Female Loveliness.—It was in Albuquerque
that I saw a perfect specimen of female loveli-
ness. The girl was poor, being dressed only in
a chemise and a coarse woolen petticoat; but
there was an nir of grace, a charm Ebout her,
that neither birth nor fortune can bestow. She
was standing upon a vM, the taper fingers of
her hand .su|)porting a large pumpkin upon her
head, while her left was gracefully resting on her
hip. Her dark and lustrous eye was beaniing
upon us, full of tenderness and jiily, while an
unbidden tear of sorrow at our mislbrtunes was
coursing down a cheek of the purest and richest
brunette. Innocence and the best feelings of
our natine were playing in every lineament of
her lovely face, and ever and anon as some one
of us more unfortunate than the rest vvoidd limp
hailing by, again licr tears would illumine a coun-
tenance of purity. If

" Chrystal tears from pity's eye
Are the stars in heaven high,'"

some of them fell that day from the poor village
girl, drawn fioni their firmament to lighten the
sorrows of those upon whom misfortune had laid
her heavy hand.
She could not have been more than fifteen

;

yet her loose and flowing dress, but half con-
cealing a form of surpassing beauty and fulness,
plainly disclosed that she was just "entering into
womanhood, llcr figure was fiurltless, and even
the chisel of Praxiteles himself ne"er modeled
ankles of such [inre and classic finish. As we
passed every eye was turned toward her, and ex-
clamations of admiration were upon every lip.
She beckoned to a young man alouirand present-
ed him the punq>kin, and as she did it the word
pohrecilos was beard gently falling from her lip.s

in tones of softest pity. The fairest flowers uro
ortenest found in obscurity, and I trust my read-
ers will not donbl my sincerity when I assert that
the prettiest girl 1 ever saw was selling woollen
stockings at twenty-five cents a pair at Holmes'
Hole, Massachusetts—her twin sister'in beauty
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was standing in her bare feet upon a mud wall at

Albuquerque, New Mexico, with a pumpkin upon

her head—KetidaWs Sanla Fe Sketches.

The lastTliree days (Sept. 22, 23, 24) have pre-

sented almost the air of mid-winter: old Boreas

has blown his blast almost to the splitting of his

cheeks. A Newport paper mentions that snow

has already covered the mountains of SulMvan

county This accounts for the severity of the

weather. We had the first frost on the night of

Friday, Sept. 23.

Joseph Stanwood, Esq., of Hopkinton, in-

formed us that he has, the present season, raised

from a single liill in which was planted one un-

cut potato only, 104 lbs !

the Con-
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n „ iniirl unll fit As thfi .iltfivnatR showers and .<!iinKhinR of sum- MOLASSES—Porto Rico, 195 bbls. 21 a 23.4 c. per en\.

Wele that the wool-growers

necticut river valley are now able to sell their

common Merino wool at tlieir doors for thirty

cents per pound.
^^^^^

Laiige Fleeces.—Claudius Allen, Esq. of

Cheshire, Ct. last year sheared from one slieep,

one year old, 14 lbs. and from three slieep of the

same age, SB-i lbs. of wool. Tliis year, from II

ewes and 1 buck, he cut 88 lbs.

The Merrimack Comity Agricultural Show and

Fair is to be at Franklin in the thud week ol

October.
, ,_,,.,..

The Cheshire County Agricultural Exhibitiou

was to be on the 28th September at Keene.

As the alternate showers and sunshine of sum-

mer ai e requisite to the proper growth of vege-

tation, causing it to assume new life and beauty

;

so are alternate joys and sorrows, necessary to

tlie heart of man ; washing away its impurities

and giving lustre to its virtues.

As spring, with its cheering sunshine, and re-

freshing showers, reanimates to new life the

growth of vegetation ; so the soothing accents of

love and sympathy restore to wonted brightness

the heart desolated by grief; causing it to put

forth the shoots of gratitude and joy.

Avarice has ruined more men than prodigali-

ty, and the blindest thoughtlessness of expendi-

ture has not destroyed so many fortunes, as the

insatiable lust of accumulation.

—

Ibid.

MOLASSES—Porto Rico, 195 bbls. 21 a 23.J c. per gal.

SUGAR—St. Jago. white, 32 boxes,
Jj(8 OO a 7 90 ; do.

brown, 67 do. g6 25 a 6 30 per 100 lbs.

Terms of the above, from glOOtoSOO, 4 mos ; over
gSOO, 6 nioa.

NEW YORK, Sept. 17, 1842.—The Commercial Ad-

" Since our last notice there has been a gradual im-
business. and the community .ippe.ir to ba

gaining confidence in the anticipation of better timoe. If

increase of trade is not as rapid as might by many be
lied, it is nevertheless of a character to impart greater

stability and render us less liable to a sudden reaction.

Rapid changes are not usually permanent, and in our
Gw it is much better for the country, and more condu-
ve to the prosperity of the community, that we should
ove moderately forward. Indeed, we do not see how
can be otherwise.''

Many of the advocates of economy are more
economical than prudent. He that goes bare-

tooted to save his shoes, may save them so long,

that he will not live to see them worn out

THE MARKETS.

The Messrs. Parkers of Merrimack have this

vear caught three hundred dozen pigeons, which

sent to the Boston market by railro.id, have av-

eraged the price of one dollar per dozen.

Stoop a h'H/e.—The following story related by

Dr. Franklin in a letter to Dr. Mather, has been

often told, and is well worth telling again :

"The last time I saw your father (says Dr.

Franklin,) was in 1724. In taking my leave, he

showed mc a short way out of the house, thi-ough

a narrow passage, which was crossed by a beam

over head. We were still talking as I withdrew,

he accompanying me behind, and I turning to\y-

ards him, he said hastily, ' Sloop ! stoop.'' I did

not understand him till 1 felt my head hit against

the beam. He was a man who never nii.ssed an

occasion of giving instruction, and upon this he

said to me, 'You are young, and have the world

before you : stoop a little as you go through it,

and you will avoid many hard thumps. 1 his ad-

vice, thus beat into my head, has frequently been

of use to me ; and I often think of it when I see

pride mortified ami misfortunes hroiight upon

people by carrying their heads too high.

Swimming..—There is one scientific rule which

if suitably impressed upon the mind, would save

life in all ordinary cases ; and for a want of a

knowledge ofthis rule, very expert swimmers are

sometimes drowned. The rule is this: Clasp

vour hands behind your back, make your nose

the highest point of your body, (or look towards

the ho'i-izon over your forehead,) and do not stir a

muscle,and vou will infallibly float.

Thus every human being has a life-preserver

against water, if only taught to use it. The

brutes from their diflerent conformation, and es-

pecially from their want of the great rational de-

velopement of the forehead, float by necessity,

and swim bv instinct. It is a pity and a paradox

that men should lose their lives by a more lib-

eral allowance of brains!—Free Amer.

Manual Laioc—The great Locke had the right

notion of the salutary influence ofmoderate labor

upon the mind. Gardening, or husbandry in gen

eral, he says, and working in wood, as a carpen-

ter, joiner, or turner, are fit and healthy recrea-

tions for a man of study or business. It is well

understood by jihysiologists that to increase the

vigor of the mind we should increase the vigor

of the body ; not by eating and drinking alone,

but by hca"lthlul exercise—Sciecterf.

Boston Wholesale Prices Current.

Conecled/or tite A'. E. Farmer.

SKEDS. Herds Grass, g2 60 to 3 00 per bushel. Red
Top, 40 to 50 cents. Clover—Northern, 00 to 12c.—
Southern, a 10c. Flax Seed, gl .W per bushel. Lu-

cerne, 30c. per lb. Canary seed, ^4 50 per bushel.

GRAIN. Duty, Corn, Rye and Beans, free ; Barley 20

per cent. ; Oats 20 per cent.

The market, in view of expected arrivals, has barely

sustained the late quotations.

Corn—Northern, old, bushel 61 to 62—Southern, round

yellow, old, 60 a Southern flat yellow, new, .57 a 00—
do. do. white do. 00 a 54—do. New Orleans, 00 a 00—
Barley — a Rye, Northern, 65 a 67— do. Southern,

60a 62—Oats, Southern, 26 a 28—Northern do. 30 to 31

—Beans, per bushel, 75 a gl 25.—Shorts, per double

bush. 2« a 25—Bran, 20 a 22.

FLOUR. The market acquired a little more firmness

D close, owing to a temporary scarcity, but as large

liRS are now daily expected, no improvement in pri-

5 looked for.

Itimore, Howard Street, 4 mos. cr. Si 87 a 000—do.
wharf. Si 73 a 000 do, free of garlic, ^OOO a Phila-

delphia do. 4 mos. S4 75 a 4 87—Fredericksburg, lowl'd 4

.s. S-1 87 a 00—Alexandria, wharf mountain,— 00 a

—Georgetown, g5 00 a 00—Richmond Canal, gi 75

I 00—do. City, $000 aO 00—Fetersburgh, South Side,

«0 00 a OO—do. Country, ^4 75 a 00—Genesee, corn-

cash, giala.0 00—do. fancy brands, g5 00 a 00—
Ohio, via. Canal, §4 02 a 4 75—do. do. New Orleans, cash

SO 00 a 00. Rye, ^0 00 a 00—Indian Meal in bbls.

S2 73 a 300.
PROVISIONS. The transactions at private contract

comprises 500 bbls. Mess Pork, and 200 Prime. Lard is

iu steadv demand, and prices improving.

Beef—Mess, 4 mos. new bbl. g8 75 a 9 00—Na
go 00 a 00.—No 1, g6 23 a C 75—do. Prime g400 a

—Pork—Extra clear, 4 mo. bbl. g 1 1 00 a 00 00—do. clear

910 00al0 50,doMess, g750a8 00—do. Prime g5 00 o

6 00—do. Mess, from other Slates.— a do. Prime do

do. g5 00 a 5 50, do. Cargo do. a 000 Clear do. do

glO 00a 10 50— Butter, shipping. 6 a 8—do. store, unin-

spected, 8 a 10—do. dairy, 14 u 16,— Lard, No. 1, Boston

ins. 7 a 7i—do. South and Western, 7 a 7A, Hams, Bos-

ton, 6 a 7 —do. Southern and Western,* a 6—Cheese
Ship'g and 4 meal, 3 a 4—do new milk, 5 a 64.

WOOL. Duty. Tiie value whereof at the place ofex

portatiun shall not exceed 8 cts. per pound, free. AI

whereof the value exceeds 8 cts. per pound, 32 per ct. ad

val. and 4 cts. per pound.

Sales of pulled and fleece in modcr.ite quantities have

been made without any material advance from former pri-

ces. Sales of 300 bales foreign coarse at nnproveii prices.

Prime or Saxony Fleeces, washed, lb. 37 a 40c.—Amer-
ican full blood do. 33 1 37—Do. » do. 32 a 36—Do. 4 do.

30 a 32-1 and common do. 25 a 28 — Smyrna Sheep,

washed, 20 a 25—Do. unwashed, 10 a 13—Bengasi do. 8 a

10—Saxony, clean,—Bueuos Ayres unpicked, 7a 10—do.
do. picked, 12 a 16—Superfine Northern pnllcd lamb, 2.1a

35—No. 1 , do. do. do. 28 a 30—No. 2, do. do. do. 20 a 22

—No. 3. do. do. do. 12 a 15.

HOPS. Duty 20 per cent.

There have been none of the new crop inspected, and

prices are not yet established.

HAY, per ton, gl6 to IS—Eastern Screwed, gl4a 16.

CPEESF,—Shipping and 4 meal, 6 to 8c.—New 9 lo 1 1.

Eggs, 12 a 16.

The earth, indeed, is doubly grateful—inns

much as she not only repays forty fold to the cul

tivator, but reciprocally improves its iiiiprover,re

wardingliim with health, strength and vigor.

Ibid.

BRIGHTON M.VRKET—MoNriAV, Sept. 19, 1842.

Reported for the Boston Daily .Advertiser.

At market 700 Beef Cattle, 875 Stores, 3200 Sheep
and 1123 Swine.
PuiCES

—

Be^ Cattle—We quote to correspond witli

last week, vix : a few extra at S3. First quality 4 50 a

1 75 ; second quality go 75 a g4 25 ; third quality g3 a

S3 50.

Stores—Two year old at g7 a gl2 ; three year old gU
a g20.

Slieep— .\ little quicker without much advance. We
iticed lots sold at 75c, gl 08, 1 '25, 1 33 and gl 50.

'ethers gl 50 gl 62 and g 175.
.S'loinc—Lots to peddle at 2.Jc for Sows, and SJc for

irrows. Old Hogs at 3c. At retail from 3* to 5c.

BROKEN BANKS IN NEW ENGLAND.
Burrillville, R. 1. iLafayette, South Boston

Commonwealth, Boston. Middlesex, Cambridge^ Ms,

cisea Bank, Chelsea, Ms.|Nahant Bank, Lyn
Castine, Me
Derby, Conn.
Eagle, New Haven, Conn.
Fulton, at Boston, Ms.
Franklin, at South Boston.

Farmers', Belchertown, Ms
Frankfort, at Frankfort, Me.
Globe, at Bangor, Me.
Kennebec, Me.

Norfolk, at Roxbury, Ma.
Newburyport, at Newbury-.

port, Ms.
Oldtown, at Orono, Me.
Passamaquoddy,EastportM«
Roxbury, Ms.
Stillwater Canal, Orono.Me.
Wiscasset, Me.
Washington Co. Calais, Mo.

Hampshire Bank, Northarap-

Ms
Bank.

del, Me.
"Mendon Bank
Newburyport Bank, old

Ph(EnixBank,Nanluckel
Sutton Bank, Wilkini

ville, Ms.
Saco Bank
»VVatcrville Bank
Winthrop Bank, Me.
ire still received.

riorthlcBB.

ct. di>.

BOSTON MARKET—Sept. 20, 1842.
FLOUR—In good demand, and the receipts of Gene-

see are taken as fast as it arrives, common brands 4 94,

and fancygSaoOG. Ohio, via. canal, 431, cash : George-

town, gS, 4 mos.
GRAIN—Corn is dull, with considerable in market.

Last sales at 57c. Sales of Delaware Oats 27c.

FISH-Sales of Mackerel, No. 3, g 1 ; No. 2, 6 25, and

No. 1, 9 37, cash.

OIL—Further sales of 4000 gallons English Linseed at

98c—now held at gl.
AUCTION SALES THIS DAY.

COFFEE—Havana, 1«2 b.;s, g8 30 a 7 CO—avorag-

I
ing about OJc; St. Domingo, 500 bags, g6 73 a 6 62 per

' 100 lbs.

Bath Bank, Me.
Bangor Bank, Me.
»Bank of Montpelier, Mont-

pelier, Vt.
Concord, (Sparhawk cash-

ier,) N. H.
*Cum!)erland (old) Bank

Portland, Mc.
Damariscolta Bank, Dama-

riscotta. Me.
Farmers and Mechanics',
Pawtuckct, R. I.

» The bills of these banks

BILLS NOT RECEIVED .\T THE SUFFOLK B.\NK.

MAINE.
Agricultural Bank, Brewer 80 a 90 perct.dis.

Bangor Commercial Bank, 5 a 6 "

Calais Bank, at Calais, 10 a 12

City Bank. Portland, 12 a 15 "

Citizens' Bank, Augusta, new cmii

Damariscolta Bank,
Frankfort Bank, at Frankfort.

Georgia Lumber Co. at Portland,

Globe Bank, Bangor, worthless — a —
Lafayette Bank, at Bangor, 5 a — p
Mercantile Bank, Bangor, 5 a 6

Oxford Bank, at Fryeburg, fraud.

Oldtown, at Orono, worthless.

People's Bank at Bangor, closed.

Penobscot Bank, at Bangor, no such bank.

Stillwater Canal, at Orono, wortlil. — a —
St. Croix, at Calais, 12 a 15

Washington County, at Calais, worthless.

Westbrook, at Westbrook, Me. 3 a 5

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Concord Bank, 2 a 3
Wolfeborough Bank, worthless. — a —

MASSACHUSETTS.
Commonwealth Bank, Boston, 60 a 70

Chelsea, 80 a 90
Farmers' and Mechanics', Adams,
South Village, new worthless. — a —

Fulton Bank, Boston, worthless. — a —
Mi.kllinglnterest, at Boston, 50 a 60
Middlesex, at Cambridge, 3 a

Newburyport. at Newburyport, 75 a 86

Norfolk,' at Roxbury,
Nahant,
Roxbury, no sale.

RHODE ISL.VND.
Scituate Bank, —

VERMONT.
Bennington, Vt. no sale. 70

Essex, at Guildhall, worthless. —
CONNECTICUT.

Housatonic Rail Ro.id Co.

NEW YORK.
Banks in New York city.

United States Bank Notes, 4;

redeemed
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the eiiith. Like everv other powerful, concen-
trated iiiiiniire, a Httk loo much destroys vegetation

for a time.

—

Farmer's Gazette.

Indian Corn.

Some of the ndvocates of the Corn Laws in

England and in this country are turning their nt-

tentioii to the iniroduction of (Jorn, or as it is

called ill that country, Maize, as an article ol'

food for the lahoring classes. A letter was re-
cently puhlished at "the Albion office, helieved to

be from the pen of Dr. Bartlett, addressed to

Lord Ashhurton, on the importance of the Corn
an<l Flour trade with Great Britain via the St.

Lawrence, and particularly on the advantages of
introducing Indian Corn. The writer is of the
opinion that this description of grain ought to he
admitted into Britain, via the St. Lawrence, free;
that it could be shipped at an average of fifty

cents and be laid down there so as tr) stand ill

less than SI a bushel, one penny sterling per
pound. So far as the export of" the article is

concerned, if it could be direct fi-om the States, it

would he of immense importance and advantage
to both countries; and indeed, by the way of tiie

St. Lawrence it might be sent very cheap. The
Ohio Corn, which is most abundant, might be
shipped through the channel, to co.st in Enghaid
a much lower'sum than the writer of the letter
has named. That it would be the cheapest and
most nutritious food, there can be no question

;

for it is ascertained that one pound of Indian
Meal, properly cooked, will furnish a breakfast
for four persons; and if we add milk, sugar, or
butter, the breakfast will cost one half |)enny
each meal for finnilies and children. It is a little

singular how little is known in England of this
most valuable grain which is so extensively raised
and used throughout ihiscountry. There wheat
bread is a luxury. The common people subsist
principally on oat meal and potatoes. To show
how little is known of Indian Corn, the import
for cnnsiunplion into the kingdom from July,
1828, to December, 1841, 1.3d years, was 1,188,332
bushels, while of wheat there was one hundred
times that quantity, and of oats about tweiitv-five
times during that period. If the merits of'indi
an Corn could be once known, and could be bu
partaken of by the common people of Englani
for a short time, we have no doubt it would com-
mand a consumption that would be most benefi-

cial to this country.

In the United States the quantity of Maize
consumed is immense, and in the proportion of
about four and a half bushels to one of Wheat.
The following are the returns of Indian corn

produced in each State in 1839, by the United
States Census.

ejaculated the friend in

1. Tennessee,
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rotilil !iO lionie at once. I In Iras tukfr) one of ili<>:-e

bemilUiil liouses on street, and lurnislieiJ it

supei'lily."

" I (ki really feel rejoiced, Mrs. Allison, at Jose-

phine's U'lod I'ortiine," llie Iriend s:ii(l, with sin-

ceritv. "It is not every jiirl, novv-a-.tuys, that does

so well."
" Indeed it i,s not," wns the response, and the

"pood mornings" weie repeated, and the Iriends

se[iarated.

As Mrs. Allison had intimated, Mr. ErsUine had

to |)ay a high rent, in eleg.int style, lor one who
was not a rich man. And, rertuinly, lie was not,

even if he were "a merchant." In commencing
business, he had not a sinjrie dollar ol' real capi-

tal. Several johhinf; honses had united in t'urinsh-

injr him with a fair stock of goods, because as a

clerlt, he had been active and shrewd, and it was
thought that he could not fail to do well, if [iru-

dent. I5ut the idea of being a merchant, com-
pletely turned his head. He felt himself of dou-

ble consef|Uencc, ;iihI assumed airs and habits ac-

cordingly. 1m ihe coiiiseofa few months, he

began to feel (ii>^.iii~fiiil w lih the slow process

of'acquiring we.ilih hy rct.urmg dry goods; and
talked freely of openiim a wlioh-sale store at the

end of the "year. As one of the means to this

end, he determined to lorni a comiection wi

the daughter of some good, substantial citize

whose note woidd always pass current at tl

bank board. In Mr. Allislin, he thought that I

had foimd his man; and in .Tosephine, a girl who
would make (luile a slimvy wife. Under these

views and feelMiu> he IkmI married. And, with

a view to niishad .is to Ins real condition, he had
furnished his iinu.>e at iwicn the expense required

to have made a very •lenliel appearance.

"But how coidd he ilolhis?" one will ask,

"when he really had nothing to do it wiih .-"

He bought on six months credit. He was "a
merchant^' and had a well filled stop-e on
street. Kverv one w.is nadv to sell him freelv.

EverMhins" now went on" " swimminglv," as

they say. ,Ios..|,lune never got tired oflo".,king

tmV ; ;lor of nilectin- upon her own elevated

ish.' Never had'slie known what it was lo\_-njov

life before. Every wliere she was receiv,-d uiii,

attention, for was she not the w ife ol' .Mr. Erskiiie,

merchant in street ?

Time passed on, and sundry square little hits

of paper, hande.l in by a quiet, matter-of-li.ct

looking individual, began to accumulate on ji ^^ire

point just over Mr. Erskine's dcisk, staring him in

the face whenever he looked n[i in a musing at-

titude, ti-oni morning until iiiclit, day after day.

Every morning, he would take down these littie

pieces of paper, and make memoiandiims ol the

sums indicated upon them, and calculate their

count would he ex.imine<l, ami his cash con

Then v^oldd follow half an hour of abstracti.

mind, evidently of no very [ileasant character,

before the hnsiiiess of the day was regularly en-

tered upon. Presently, two or tlirt-e of these no-

tices would betaken from the file every morning,

and checks filled up, covering' the amounts they

called for, and all despatched to the bank. I?nt,

for every one that was disposed of, two would
come ill its place. This continued until the en-

tire balance in bank was drawn out.

" What must be done now ?" the inerchaiit ask-

ed of himself
" Why, I must have nil accommodation,"' was

the menlaV cojiclusioii.

" But who will goon my paper ? That's the

important question," he went on to say. " It's

only three months since I was married, and I

don't like to come down on the old gentleman so
soon. Let me see. There are Wilson, and Jones,
and Ilambleton. Can't I venture to ask one of
them .' I think so. There is Hainbleton. Ha
has always sold me as free as the air. No
doubt he has perfect confidence ; and now that 1

have old Mr. Allison at my back, will go on my
paper at a word. I will try him, first, anyhow."
And so saying, Erskine sought the store of Mr.

Hambletoii.
"Good morning, Erskine!" said that individual,

smiling and extending his hand in a frank, en-

couraging manner. " What can I sell you this

morning."

"Id
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"It seetiis so, sir, but I turn over that amoiitit

every three or four weeks. It is hecaut-e my busi-

ness is BO large, heavy paynietits falling due, fre-

quently within a lew tliivs of each other, that I

am at times pressed for njonny."

"I don't thijds any hank will do my note for so

large a sum as six tijousand dollars."

" O yes they will. 15ut I did not think of offisr-

ing a single note of that iiuiount. It would he

better to make three notes of two thousand dol-

lars each, and have Ihem done in {lifTercnt banks."

Still the old man hesitated, and m-ged objec-

tions; but these were all met and set aside. At
last Erskiiie's perseverance gained the victory,

and he got possession of three of Mr. Allison's

notes, to the amount of six thousand dollars, the

sum tor which he had asked. These went through

tlic hanks as soon i'.s uflcred.

Eveiythiug wsnl on again, for a short time, as

smooth" as a'suriuncr sea; and Erskiue suffered

himsell'oiice moie to relapse into a tidsc security.

He pmchased more freely, and comuienced in

vitiug some of the country merchants to make
bills uiih him, suffering thein to take goods on a

very small advance, at a credit of nine and twelve
nioutlis, for which lie had to pay in tour and six

While the,

(lassiiif; her t

the precipice

She felt mori

consequence

ings w
in pie

ards w

e going on, his wife was
ant unconsciousness of

L'h she was approaching.

ire "up-lifted" every day, in

position in society, as the

merchant," an<l had even ceased to re-

member seme three or four of her young friends

who had been so vulgar as to tnarry into the

"common herd" below her.

"It's really lime that you were marriexl," she
said to her Iriend Wary Grant, about a year after

her ow n happy escape from the delights of single

blessedness, "and I know just the one who will

suit you."
" bo you, indeed ! Who is he ?"

"He's a young merchant, who has been in busi-

ness about a year."
" Well, what is his nnmc ,'"

"Edward Perkins."

Mary shook her head.
" Why do you shake your head, and look such

decided opposition ':"

"Because, Edward Perkins is not exiictJy tlie

man for ine, if he is a merchant."
"Why not?"
" He does not suit my fancy, Josephine, and

would not if he were the prince of merchants."
" Who does suit your fancy then, Mary ? For

I am sure I caimot tell."

" As we !H-e on this subject, Josephine, I will

tell you, more particularly, as one of my errands

here ihjs morning was to inform you that I am to

be married in n couple of weeks."
" Married ! Whv you lake me all by surprise

!

And now that you have told ine that much, tell

me w ho the ha'pp.v fellow is."

" His name is Bradford. I supjiosR you know
him."

"IMary, you cannot he in earnest !" Mrs. Erskine

said, ina "changed tnne,aii<i with a sobered coun-

tenance.
" And why not, Josephine r"

"Marry ^ir. Bradford! Surely yon cannot be

in earnest ?"

"Josephine, 1 cannot imderstand yon."
" Marry a clerk ! .\ mere nobody !"

"He Is a man, and a gentleman !" was Mary's

firm and dignilleil reply, ''.^nd further, Mrs.

Erskine, as I have just imiaiated, he is to become
my husband in two weeks. You will, therelbr

see the propriety of choosing your words rather

more carefully."

"Certainly, Mary. And I must njiologize, I

Btippose, for my seeming rudeness. But, indeed,

what yon say pains me exceedingly. Surely, you
are not going to reduce yourself to the level of a

man who is only a clerk. Don't you see, that you
will at once lose your station in society r"

"Most cheerfully will I give up any position

that I have held, to become the wife of the man I

have chosen. But I do not lear any such result in

this case."

"You will find yourself mistaken, then, I can
tell you," Mrs. Erskine replied, drawing herself

up with a certain dignified air.

" I do not fear it. 1 know of no one who will

think any the less of me."
•'\f \.iie.y do not- thiuU tfc k,ss of j'wj, Mary,

still, you cannot be admitted, except alone, intu

good society."
" How do you mean alone ?"

" I mean without your husband."
"And do you really think, Josephine, that i

woidd place my foot over any threshold where
my hu>band was not admitted ?"

"lam sure I cannot tell how you woidd do,

Mary, hut such an interdiction there will most cer-

tainly be."
" Here, I
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terinjt an individiuirs ])usilioii, and llierefore

cliansiiijr liis relation to all snrrouiiding oKjocts,

enable him to see ol'ten lliat to lie ii iitli wliicli he

thonjrht error, and that to he error which he hm]

called truth.

To other:!, tlie whole story may teach tliis les-

son—that a young man ought to he estimated ac-

cording to what he really is, and not accordiii:; to

any position in which iie may he placed. The
yoimir man who has inteirm;ence, sonnd princi-

ples and an active mind, must rise inevitahly.

—

And he wlio lacks these, be his position what it

may, if it depend ujion his own exertions to sus-

tain it, will as surelv tall.

Apple Butter.

We have eaten apple butter made liy the Ge
mans in Pennsylvania, !in<l a most excellent thing

it is. Rev. .Mr." Drew, while editor of the !\I

Cultivator a liiw years since {^ave the follownijr

directions for niaUing. We have liad it maci

an e.\c,ellent quality .is detailed below, excepting

the cider was boiled down to one third, which
was considered an improvement iu the quality,

and it would keep tlie better.

"Late in the Autumn, when tlie evenings be-

come quite ItHig, iLivile one of those social pat-

ties to your house, whi(^h are made truly social

by being gathered for il;e [lurpose of performing
something useful and seasonable, called bees; tor

they are busy seasons, when (bones have no
place. Commit to these good hearted and mer-

ry neighbors six bushels of their sweet appJes,

and set the ladies at work paring, quartering and
coring ihem. iVleansvhile, let the boys or ynuii]

men be engaged in boiling dosvn two barrels o

new cider, to the ilimensions of one. When ih^

apples are prepared, (whii-h nill make just about
a barrel,) (lei)osite tliern in the boiling down bar

rel of cider, apportioning them in different ves

sels if you liave not one large enough for the

whole—or manufactinlng a less qnaiuily than

above stated, if yon do not want so much, but

regarding the proporiiojis—and then conimence
the real work of making apple butter. Pile on
the wood and keep the lire blazing. Heanwh
from the time boiling conunences, the contents

must be stirred up by a suitable stick withoi

moment's cessation." This will require alternate

turns fiom all the members of the party—a mer
ry business amojigst them all night to accomplish
liie object; but when the whole is reduced

pa|) about the cousistency of thick hasty pudding,

turn in some essence of lemon or ciiuiamon tc

give it a flavor, and the operations may cease,

the tire sufl:"ered to die away, ami the jiaity retiu-n

to their homes. The ensuing day, the Jiiass may
be cojnmitted to pots and jars for futin-e use.

When cooked, it will be about as liard and fine

as butter. It is a delicious article, and will kee|

many years ; indeed it improves by age. That
which we ate in Pennsylvania, was seven years

old. Families in that region make no apple

sauce, or rather they make it this way, once in

seven years only, and then cull together friends

and neighbors for a great operation. We made
100 lbs. three years ago, directly after our return,

and a fine article it is. We keep it for the bene-

fit of age."

From the Farmer's Gazette.

Large and Small Farms-
Mr. Editor :—We cainlidly believe, if there is

one farmer more to be jiitied than another, it is

that man who possesses so much land that he
hardly knows what to do with it. Such a man
must be unfortunate in having such a large num-
ber of acres, that he cannot pay that attention to

bis farm which he otherwise cotdd do, did he not

own but a small farm. Yet there are many men
now, who are so bent on having a large number
of acres, that they will saprilice almost every

thing, so that they can be able to count and add
acre to acre to their farms, without once thinking

how they are going to improve it. Now the real

wealth of the farmer does not consist iu the

number of acres which he owjis ; but it rather

consists in the manner in which he cultivates a

few acres. When we can once get farmers to

believe that it is better for iheni to cultivate a few
acres well, than it is to scatter the same aniount
of labor over a large tract of land, then shall we
believe that tbe farmer has waked up to his true

interest.

The fact is, it has been the universal fault with

the tanners all over our country, so that the con-

tinual cry has been, "land! land!" and "laud

ho !" And some of them, not satisfied here, have

gone to the " Far West," and settled on the edge
of some " I'ruirie," and have looked across the

boundless trad, ti'l their eyesight grew ditn ; and
still we suppose their cry isi"laud bo!" We
are happy to say, however, that there is a re-

deeming s|)irit abroad in the land, and that farm-

ers are begiuniiig to see their interest in cultiva-

ting a small farm well, rather than to go over a

large tract with the same amount of labor.

Now if land cannot be made to pay live or six

percent, interest to the laborer, then he had bet-

ter have his money out to interest, where it will

lie safe. We have actually known tanners in our

lo.Mi, if they would giveaway one half of then-

acres, and put the extra labor on the other half

of liieir fiirm, they would iu the end bi; the gain-

ers. Suppose a tiirmer with two hundred acres

of land, goes ou and scatters his labor over bis

farm, and if he c.in keep his fences up, and get

enough ofT his farm to support his family, and
pay his taxes, he thinks he does well. Now let

I his fiirin be divided into four fifty acre farms,

and put a good farmer upon each farm, and the

consequence is, that each of the farms is brought
into a good state of cultivation. And more than

that, one of tbe flurns under this inanngensent
will produce more than the whole lour did when
it lay in one farm. If any farmer should be so

uidbrtunate as to have one of these large fartns,

if he wishes to enjoy the comforts of a fanner's

life rightly, then let him get rid of part of Ifis

farm. But if you do sell, don't sell to a man
who has got more land than you have, for that

would only fiiakc bad worse; rather, talk with

him, and tell him, that he has got more land than

he wants now; and that noighhor A has just be-

gun in the world, and wants a small (arm; and
that you will sell part of yoiu-s, and if he wil[

sell part of his, to neighbor A, all three of you
then will each have a snug fitrm. No farmer

ought to have more land than he can take care of
and cultivate to the best advantage; and generally

speaking, a fitly or seventy-five acre farm is bet-

ter for a man than one ofa hundred acres.

A good tiu'mer, who wishes to enjoy the reali-

ties of a finnier's life, wants to see every thing

prosper and flourish around him ; to see good
fences, good crops, thrifty orchards and fruit trees

growing around bis dwelling. These every
tanner can see, who has got a sinig and conveni-
ent farm to labor Ujion. The (act, we believe,

that among the greatest blessings of an earthly

nature which a man can have here below, is

" A little farm well tille.i,

A little liouse welt fiiled,

And a tittle v.ife well willed."

Yours truly. LEVI DURAND.
Derby, Jlug.25ih, 184-2.

ISodel Farms.
The agricultural establishment under tbe pat-

ronage ot the French Government at Grignoji, is

probably one of the most perfectly managed in

the world. Smaller model farms, generally un-
der the care of pupils from the Grigiion school,

are established in many of the departments, sul

ject to the su|)ervision of the government. Of
these, the one at llennes, is thus described by
Mr. Doyle, in the Cyclopedia of Practical Hus-
bandry

:

" The Farm consists of 72 acres of arable land
held by a \5 years' lease fi-oni a wealthy proprie

tor, by Jl. Bodin, who was assisted by tlie prin

C!|ial authorities of tlx; department, to take the

direction of it. M. Bodin had been a piqiil at

Grignon, and .subsequently managed a small farm
in a similar capacity, before he obtained the pies-

ent one, w hich was in 1837. The rent of the

farm is 3,500 francs, of which the department
pays 2,000; and the director the remainder, with

taxes and rep.iirs, which amount to 500 francs

more. He also supplies all capital for improve-
ments, and all out-goings, clears all losses, and of
course has all tlie profits. There are in this

school 20 pupils, paying 250 francs a )'ear each.

The department iu w hich the school is situated

pay for si.\, and the government for the remain-
ing fourteen, who are nominated by the prefects

of three other departments in Brittany. They
are generally the sons of well conducted farmers,

and at the expiration of two years, go to the aid

of their parents, or as hired steward.-!. The ))U-.

pils are taught by M. Bodin, or an assistant, ih^

ordinary subjects suited to their employment, and
have no charge except for books, which they

must supply lor themselves. M. Bodin has a

factory tor iinpleuients, and disposes of many of

them to farmers, even in very distant localities;

he is altogether well qualified for his important

ofRtje, and has obtained a prize for a treatise on
agriculture, which is about to be enlarged to a

second edition. ,4nrf when practical men, like M.
Bodin, can be induced ivilh moderate assistance, lo

take the responsibilities of a model farm upon them-

selves, and to receive pupils for three or more years,

at a reasonable rale of payment, they are the most

eligible instructors."

We would call the attention of our readers,

and particularly those who are anxious to see

schools of this nature established in our country,

to that part of the above extract, which we have
italieiseil. Practical men in our o|iinion, are the

ones to manage such an establishment. We
could name fanners, wlio, if they would take the
" responsibilities of a model farm upon them-
selves," woidd do more to impart really useful

knowledge to their pupils, than an institution

which should cost as nruch in founding as Gi-

rard's College, managed as such institutions fre-

quently are. Men, who like M. Bodin, are able

to illustrate the theory of agricidture by the

practice, are the ones to whom farmers would be

glad to entrust the education to their sons, confi-

dent that in the conr.se pursued, the useful would
never be compelled to give place to the purely

l^inciful in agriculture.

—

.Albany Cultivator.

Autumnal ShoAvers.

BY PARK EF.XJAMIN.

Off in the West tliere is a sea of hlue

:

Wtiile gloomiest vapors, clustering on liigfi,

Tell that the hour of storm is drawing nigh ;

For dark they rise, and darker to the view.

Oh, coldly from tlie F.ast careers the gale

—

Sharp as Adversity or the pang of grief.

Which seres the heart like Autumn's wither'd leaf,

When those we love in their alTection fait.

>iow from the scattering mists, relentless Rain
Falls in chit! drops, precursors of the shower,

That soon will prostrate the unsheltered flower,

Blooming of late securely on the plain.

It comes! in sudden gusts it rushes down

—

And angry clouds o'er alt the landscape frown.

The iNorthern wind hath hlown his bugle blast

;

And troops of clouds come hurrying on the fields

Of the dark sky, and wide their banners cast,S

And lift above the earth their massive shields.

Now, all unordered, all unmurshalled, they
Make preparation for the dire affray :

Their weapons are the sleet, the rain, t

Concealed behind those parapets of mist

:

Lo ! now, their keen-edged fury doth assail

The guarding atmosphere, and o'er the land-
Save where its breast Is cased in rocky mail

—

Oh. Northern wind \ JN'or will the war desist.

Till thou art conquered by some liostile gale

; hail—

Lmportance of i.\dividoal action.—It IS sta-

ted in the Cincinnati Chronicle, that at an edu-
cation meeting lately held in that city, the Rev.
Dr. Beecher related the following " dream," be-

ing a beautiful illustration of the importance of
individual action—and showing that in our re-

publican country, although it is only the mass
which acts through the laws, it is tlie individual

which moves the mass:—Mer. Jour.
" He said he had a dream which like other

dreams, did not wholly express itself, and in

which some of the natural objects had the power
of speech. He was travelling near the sources

of the i\lonongahela, and, in passing over a rough
country, at every short distance, met a little

stream, which lie could step over; but all of
them were goigg the same way. At last, he ask-

ed one, where he was going. ' Why,' replied tbe

little rill, 'I am going to New Orleans. I heard

the people there want a great canal, a tbou.«and

miles long, and fifteen hundred feet wide, and I

going to help make it.' 'And pray what can you
do? 1 can step over you. What can you dor'

'I don't know what 1 can do; but I shall be

there.' And so saying, it hurried on.

He came to another and asked the same ques-

tion, and received the same answer. AH were
hurrying on to m.ike the grand canal, in which
the steam-ships of the West with their heavy
burdens, were to be transported. On the heads

of the Alleghany, the Scioto, and the Mississpi>t,

he found thousands more of tittle streams, hur-

ried on by the same iinpiilses, and which while
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lie yet si»oke to them, iiassed out of sijilit. None
knew what he could do, hut all were Heterniined

to do something. He pnssed on, till he came to

the mi^'hly Mississippi, mid there he (bund the

canal was made! The noble steam-ships rode

proudly on its siu-face, and, as its waters diiniii-

islied, tliey were again replenished to the hrini,

by every mountain-spring and every stream.

Thus do the little rills make the streau), the

stream the river, till the united waters of the

whole pom- on their way, rejoicing, to the glori-

ous ocean. So is man to the mass, and llie mass
to the grand tide of human affairs. Each little

mortal, weak and weary though he he, can do
something in niaking up the mighty stream of
human evetvts, as it rolls on to the ocean of
eternity."

The following stock of Durham cattle wns sold

at auction a few miles from Philadelphia, on the

SlI) inst. The sale was well attended—terms

cash

:

>

Roan Anna, 4 yrs. old, full hlood Durham, $lr>0

Calf of do. 4 months old, full blond, .50

Pocahontas, 6 vnrs old, imported 150

do. heifer calf, 21 inos. full blond, 80
do. bull do. 5 months, full blood, (10

Victoria, 8 years old, imp(nted, 100

Bull calf of Victoria, Hi months, fidl blood, lO'^i

Heifer do. I'-i months, full blood, 155

Bull <lo. 6 months, full blood, 100
Rosy Ann, 7 mouths old, full blood, 70
Dollv, 3 years old, full blood, 120
Yong Am. Comet, 3 months old, fidl Wood, 30
Young Rowand, 8 months old, full blood, 40

The Tariff.

Comparative rates of duty under the Tariffs of
1&32 and 1842, on some of the leading articles of
commerce

:

Nero Tariff 1812. I'ariff 1832.

Cotton Manufactures, SOperct. 25 per ct.

Brown or White Cottons ) „n , in .

minimum per sq..yd. \-'^ "'' ^0 cts.

Woolen Manufactures 40 per ct. 50 per ct.

Worsted do. 30 per ct. 10 per ct.

Silk do. S-i per lb. 10 per ct.

Linen do. 25 per ct. 15 & 15 per ct.

Hemp do. 20 per ct. 25 per ct.

Iron.inplga, 59 per ton, ,<;i0perton
Do. in bars or bolts, gl7 per ton, g\8 per ton
Do rolled, g25 per ton, §30 per ton
Do. common castings, 1 rt. per lb. 1 ct. perlb.

Steel, oer 112 ll>s. gi 50 ,gl 50
Steel i. Iron Manufactures, 30 per ct. 25 per ct.

Brass do. SOperct. 25perct.
Copper do. SOperct. 25 per ct.

Tin do. SOperct. 25 per ct.

Do. in sheets, 2^ per ct. free.

Do. in blocks, or pigR, I per ct. free.

Brown Sugar, 2^ cts. per lb. 21cts. lb.

Molasses, 4| mills per lb. 5 cts. gal

Coffee, free, free.

Tea, free, free.

Sole Leather, fi cts. perlb. SOperct.
Upper do. Sets, perlb. SOperct.
Raw Hides and SLins^ 5 per ct. free.

Indigo, 5 cts. per lb. 15 per ct.

Brandy, SI per gal.
^ ^^per g°f'

Madeira Wine CO cts. per gal 50 cts. gal

Champagne do. W cts. per gal. 22 cts. gal

Flax, gSOperton, free.

Hemp, S«) per ton, g 10 per ton
Manilla do. S25 per ton, free.

Woo], common, 5 per ct. free.

5 3 cts. per lb. ( 4 cts per lb.

J and 30 per ct. ^and40pr. ct
Do. fin

Literature of Agriculture.—Coraparative Pro-
duction of English and French Agriculture.

The cultivated surface of England and Ireland,
to that of France, twenty years ago, was as .3 to

7. With an inferior soil and climate, <;ompared
with France, the productions of English agricul-
ture were nearly as 5 to 4, and the excess amount-
ed to 24,000,000 pounds sterling, after deducting
one-fourth from the English value by reason of
paper currency. The value of the English pro-
duction is considerably enhanced by the perftK:-

tion of every other branch of industry, and the
use to which provisions are applied in that coun-
try, the result of manufacturing prosperity. The
produce of equal surfiices, leaves an excess in
England of 20 per cent, over France. This ex-
cess of production results entirely from superior
science and skill in agriculture. So that Eng-
land, with the disadvantages of climate and an
inferior native soil, makes four superficial meas-
ures of soil yield as much in quantity as five of
the same measures in France. And the superi-
ority of umnufiictures and trade, give to the pro-

duct of these four measures of English soil, a

value equal to seven and u half measmcs ot

French soil.

The art of cultivation is less understood in

France, and is condii.-Ifd uiih less prii.ciiilf mtmI

less science, than i.i Eimhmd.and mn.st riK-icliire

be less [ii -Farma-'s Ga

From Godey'-s Lady's Bonk for October.

The Hour of Prayer.
BY MISS M. A. FAIRMAN.

1 love to steal awhile away

.\nd spend the liuurs of setting day
In humbl-^, c'ratctui prayer.

^

How quietly the siill lidiir of In iliglit steals on.
3 he sun's last golden rav, which lingered .so long
upon the eastern munntain, as "if parting were
s^weet sorrow," has (lis ippcared. 3'lie last rosy
lint is lading from the evening cloud. A deeper
shadow settles over the valley. One by one
'•night's unwearied watchers" shine out in their
" far oft' depths." 3'he bird folds its weary wing

"" of the bee is

The 1

The
im of I is hushed. For

a brief space the restless world reposes. It is the
hour of prayer and meditation—the Sabbath of
the day.

'All is so still, so soft in earth and air.

You scarce would start to meet a spirit there;
Secure, that naught of evil could delight
To walk in such a scene on such a night."

It breathes it own blessed quiet over the Chris-
tian's spiiit, and disposes him to deep and earnest
communings with himscli: and with his Falher.
The world looses its hold upon his heart ; wealili,

pleasures, honors, earth's vaiu array, seem now
but what they are—illusions, fleeting shadows.
Cares and vexations, which, perhap.s, too much
occupied his mind, and rufHed his temper diirinir

the day, now sink into their real insiiinificiiice.

lie lifts his eyes to the niagnificeni tirmameiii
above him, and feels he is Iitit .i speck, an aicnn, in

the vast creation ; he thinks of his immortal spirit,

and the priceless ransom paid for it, and knows it

outweighs the worth of worlds.

Then seriou.s, but pleas.int thoughts possess his
mind ; the ra[)id flight of lime—how soon its last

hour shall have struck for him ; and his ransomed
.spirit, breathing its last prayer, and dropping its

frail tabernacle, shall ri.se to its bli.ssful liome in

heaven. Oh, what light breaks upon the tomb!
what an efl'idgeuce of glory beams beyond it!

His is indeed the common lot, "ashes to ashes,
dust to dust," and the clods of the valley are piled
upon his once living, breathing form. But what
then ! It is only the senseless clay which mould-
ers there ; death cannot touch the immortal sjiirit

;

that is not shrouded in the grave.
But the twilight lades, darkness gathers, a deep-
ilence pervades all nature. It is to him the

" still ;

' of I Father, and I I raps
his face in his mantle," and bows down in [iraye

There is a power in the voicele.ss eloquence of
the hour even for the worldling. Its centle influ-

ence, like a messenger fi-oiii Heaven, breathes on
his unquiet spirit,and the warring elements within
are hushed. Unwonted thoughts press upon his
mind. The bubbles he has ju.st been so eagerly
pursuing, «eem now 6m/ bubbles. He throws
back a hasty glance to wasted weeks, mouths,
years, that are gone like a vision of the nialit

never to he recalled. Life, life, oh what a very
vapour 'tis; a quickly passing dream; toil and
care, jealousy and strife, hopes and fears, a weary
struggle for some unsubstantial good, have made
up almost its sum. Ah,how seldotn are its early
promises fulfilled ; and even if they were, even if

the world spread all its gifts before men, yet they
are transient as the siimiiipr cloud, and melt away
like the morning dew. Yes, the -Christian has
chosen "the better part;" his hope shall not fade
away. Well, well, w hen I have reached that en-
vied elevation, when I have gathered a little more
wealth, when I have brought a few more worldly
schemes to a successful termination, then my af-

fections shall loose their hold upon the world ; I

will think of serious things ; I will be a Christian.
Ah, how many have such promises, and sucli

reasonings, beguiled of heaven !

The first coinage in England was under the
Romans, at Camutoduntim, or Colchester; and
forty varieties of it are to be found in Cabinets.
The Britons had no coinage, and, as a substitute
for gross barter, paid metal by weight.

Five days ramble among the Farmers of Mer-
rimack.

(Conduded.)

The evening of the second day at sundown
briinght us to the "cilyset upou a hill" in the
iiiid.^t of an agricukural and producing commii-
niiy, the United Brethren of Canterbury, under
who,|-e hospitable roofs wo have always met
siniling faces and a hearty welcome.

'I'lie lower or Church family were only visited
oil this occasion. The Botani.st and Fanner,
Willi.im Triplinie, is at the head of the out-door
esialdislinieiii. As the older generation, the men
who liuve ti:nis:iiMcd the hnsiiipss of that indiis-

llig into the " Mie ;hiiI \elloH le.-il"—as some of
them sleep u ill; the liilliis ulio have gone be-
fore them in that reiiository of the dead where
the natiies and the ages of the deceased mem-
bers of the liiiuily have recently been placed in
durable stone nionnments—soothers from the
lowest walks of lile have been taught in that
community to walk in the footsteps of their in-
structors.

So great has been the demand for the various
articles manuttictured at the Shaker seltlements,
that at Canterbury the cultivation of the land has
become comparatively a secondary business. The
bread stuffs there consumed are almost exclu-
sively ptirchased from abroad. They find it more
profitable to turn their tilled fields into mowing
grounds than to attempt the extensive production
of Indian corn. Their lands lie upou highland
swells more rocky and rough in their natural
slate lh:iii much of the same kind of ground on
the hill.s of other towii.s. After these lands had
been cleared at great labor and expense, it is

found that frequent ploughing makes them too
heavy for the production of corn. In conse-
quence they keep their larger fields in pasture
and in the continued growing of hay : upon
these fields they spread directly over the surface
the larger portion of their manure which is man-
ufactured compost—turning every refuse article

in the end to that object.

The evening of our arrival at Canterbury was
the day on which the hay had been taken to the
barn from a heamifnl field of twelve acres lying
on the right as you pass the road directly above
the church village. This field had not been
ploughed lor twenty-seven years; yet it produced
this year fully two tons of hay to the acre, being
a crop far greater than was to be found on simi-
lar land elsewhere. It was the best hay crop,
being herd.sgrass, redtop and clover. Twenty-
three full loads were taken fi-oin this field in one
afternoon, and all of it pitched tipon the carts
by Mr. Triphuie and one other person. The
pitching off was done by horse power into the
bay of probably the largest barn in the State

;

find the whole process of taking up and deposit-
ing the load over the high beams of the barn
was performed in from three to five miriutes.
With the Shakers the haying season is a pas-

time for the whole able bodied male population.
All hands usually employed in the gardens, in

tlie preservation and preparation of herbs and
in the manufacturing establishments, then go in
a body to the hay ground ; and when the weather
is good field after field falls before the scythe of
the mower in the morning of one day—is gather-
ed wilh the horse-rake the same afternoon

—

spread and turned on the morrow, antl in the af-

ternoon goes into the barn. All this is consider-
ed to be but light work: it is generally so laid

out and timed that before sundown of each day
the whole company of iiay makers is at leisure
after having partaken of the evening repast.

In the morning, when leaving after breakfast,

we passed the field of twenty-one mowers and
four spreaders. They ware ranged according to

strength and size, the youngest and smallest
coming last in the train : boys of eleven to fif-

teen years had their scythes suited to size and
strength. Tlie whole range was taught how to

become good mowers by having the best in ad-
vance. The smooth fields were soon laid bare

under the hand of such a troop. The .mowing
grounds of the Shakers this year exhibited a
larger growth of hay than most of the farms we
had visited : the reason was, their hay fields had
not been fed down, as had almost every other
field, during the drought of the previous sumtner.
They have very extensive and ample pastures,

whero tho plough has never touched owing to
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here from Mny till OctoBer,

ows or iiioiviiij; grouiiils

tlie great abiiiuliince of rocks. These tliey sel-

dom overstock, aiKi the lower or swanipy jiarts

always hold out as a resort in a season of ex-

treme dryness of the uplands. They pasture
-^ " that their mead-

lO more invaded

than their corn-fielils. Tliis, with a treat of ma-
nure once in four or five years, with turnin;; of

drains and the wash of roads over them where-
ever there is a cliance, enahjes them at all times

to procure ample cattle feed corresponding with

•e grounds.
I.reud-suifts for the Church
e loll from their mill—the
connly and perhajjs in the

liich is ihe inovins,' power of
con^idcrahle mills and ma-
le stream in successive falls,

artificial res

their extended
A jiocd sup;

family is fmini

very host mill in the com
State. The water, which i

this mill and other con^i

ehinery upon the same str

gathered almost exclnsi^

ervoirs made in the valley (in- two miles ahove.

Originally no stream of water was here ; hut

collections of water have been made in different

positions from the melting of snow and the

abundance of rain in the spring; and this water

is reserved for the use of the mills in the dry

season. This grain mill supplies meal for the

surrounding country when other mills upon the

best streams fail. The flour manufactured here

is so superior that wheat is brought by other

mill.s fifteen and twenty miles. The cost of the

grist mill alone without the water power was
llO.OOO: attended by only one faithful hand, it

mills for customers annually about 8000 bushels.

Half a mile west of the village this (imiily has

a swamp meadow of sixty acres, through which
runs a brook, which furnishes a small water
power for machinery to the second or middle
family above. The meadow, formerly produc
live in the natural swamp grasses, had partially

rmi out from repeated mowing. Dr. Jackson,

when he visited it, ascertained by analyzation

that the peat which lay at various depths upon
this meadow contained fertile elements almost

equal to the best barn-yard manure. Last win-

ter more than a hundred loads, taken from seve-

ral ditches, were carried to the yards, and have

assisted in tlio making of compost for the mow-
ing grounds. To bring this meadow into more
coiii)dete cultivation, the process of cutting

through a hard pan and rocky barrier at the low-

er end was commenced. The object was effect-

ed at much less expense than was anticipated

last spring. A portion of the peat ground yvas

broken up and turned over, on which at the time

of our visit potatoes were growing. The suc-

cess of the crop this year has been complete.

The work of cutting ofl'the marginal cold springs

has been commenced by digging outside drains.

We have no doubt that very soon, with the aid

simjily of lime and ashes, this meadow will be

converted into a most productive spot either for

the best English hay or for crops of corn, pota-

toes and other vegetables. The digging of a

channel at the lower end lets off" three or four

feet of water, so that a highly rich vegetable

mould of several feet in depth may be brought

into action in aid of the crops. Upon a com-
paratively small spot nearly two hundred bushels

of potatoes were raised the jiresent year.

The providence of the Shakers iu Pjel is wor-

thy of imitation. Their position at Canterbury,

in'this northern climate, is cold and bleak ;
yet

their rooms in the severest winter are kept as

a summer atmosphere. Their lodging chambers

are well warmed and well ventilated. The con

sumption of fuel is very small : it consists in a

great measure of that part of the wood that ran

not be used in the various wares which are made
for sale and for their own use, and for the build

ings which they from time to time erect. Pass

ing on the way to the meadow through a grove

of second growth hard wood with the small tin

derwood trimmed out, wliicli reverberated the

melody of the evening songsters, we observed

small piles of wood carefully laid up from the de-

caying trees and broken off limbs, evenly sawed
and prepared for the stove. This clearing of the

forest and preparation was tlie exclusive work

of the oldest man of the establishment, Josiah

Edgerly, now between ninety and a hundred

years of age, who is too infirm to engage in other

field work. Deac. Francis Winkley, long the

active business man and manager of the peciini-

nry affairs of the Society, having retired to the

less laborious work of daily pursuing his trade

smith working in iron, at the age of over
eighty years, by an active life has nearly recov-

11 paralysis which affected one year ago
the whole ol' one side of his body and limbs.

I of stronger minds—few, who
from education, and hahit and knowledge of the
ways of the world, have less of siiperslitiou than
this venerable man

;
yet he is fully impressed

with the conviction that he has had personal in-

tercourse and conversation with George Wash-
ington and other sainted spirits who have de-
parted this life. Michael Tucker, another of this

liimily, has prepared himself more than half a
mile of granite walks which enable females in

wet weatlier to pass in all directions about the
village ; and at the age of eighty years continues
this and other arduous labors. Peter Ayer, the
hunter, who has done an almost incredible work
in constructing stone wall upon an outer farm,
depositing in their place large rocks alone with
the aid of a single yoke of o.xen, with a sure eye
and an untired pace, pursues and overtakes the

wary fox at the age of the octogenarian. Like
the sages of patriarchal times his business is the

care of the flocks and herds, for the breeding
management of which Jacob himself in the

charge of the cattle of his uncle Laban scarcely
discovered more tact. John Wadleigh, eighty-

six years old, and a soldier of the revolution,

loses no day's work when there is any thing
abroad to be done. Early in the day we over-
took him nearly two miles out of the village on
the stage road with his hoe clearing the road of
rocks and other obstructions to make the path-

way more easy and safe for the travellers. These
men are the remnant and samples of an extraor-

dinary association who enjoy all they possess in

common and upon equality, and whose great and
uniform success in life, giving them every thing
necessary for their support, beyond that of any
other class, is to be attributed mainly to the car-

dinal doctrine of contracting no debts and ma-
king no pecuniary promises which are not dis-

charged at the moment.
Of the products of agriculture the society raise

little for sale. The butter and cheese made from
forty cows is of that kind which would bring the

highest price in the market. The dairy, where
these are made and kept, is a pattern of neatness;
Ihe fifty pound cheeses, made of the richest

milk, some of them of the age of two
years, are a little better than the best that any
market affords. No appetite could pall on them
in the fear that they had ever been touched by
uncleannees.
The saving of labor is an object to which the

Shakers are ever looking forward. The laundry
establishment removes to one place the disagree-

able washing day of every common family. And
here ingenuity has been put in requisi

ease oft' the labor of females : steam power and
horse jiower extracts the dirt from the soiled

garments—machinery conveys them to the dry
ing room ; and the ironing coin|ilet

in uniform whiteness and cleanline

The cows are turned to and from the pasture

twice a day, night and morning. The morn
milking, done by the sisters, is finished before

c'clock : the evening milking takes place after

the cows are brought to the yard, and is done in

season to have them returned to pasture before

sundown.
Their establishment for keeping and rearing

domestic fowls relieves them entirely from the

mischief and depredations usually made in the

gardens and fields. Lnprisoned in an extensive

yard, the fowls have still sufficient space and
variety for the object of contentment. With lit-

tle expense and trouble the chickens are hatched
and raised ; and at all times eggs, so useliil and
convenient in various preparations of food, and
so palateable for food alone, are obtained in abun-
dance.
The preiiaration of different vegetables for

medicinal and culinary purposes, is a business

pursued to great advantage under the direction

of Doct.Corbett at the Canterbury family. With-
in a few years this has come in aid of the prep-

aration of garden seeds now in so great compe-
tition as to make it less than formerly an object

The Botanic garden set on foot twenty years ago.

by Dr. Corbett has brought to their knowledge
the value of many herbs that arc too little re-

garded. A large building devoted mainly to the

drying of herbs has lately been erected. The

It of compressing these herbs into solid cakes
ke tobacco was here first carried into execution,

laking many dried herbs a portable article to be
sold in the shops of apothecaries. Dr. Corbett
has paid in a season $300 to children employed

icking the leaves of the checkerberry. Dif-

ferent roots and barks are pulverized as more
convenient for the retail trade. Slippery elm is

procured in large quantities and manufactured
for sale ; and to obtain the better kind of that

article persons are engaged whose sole employ-
ment is the gathering of it in the wilds of Cana-
da where there are no stationary inhabitants.

Our remove fi-om the Shakers was to ihe farm
of Mr. Benjamin F. Neal of Loudon, who exhib-
ited two fields of the Tea wheat. One field of
three acres and four bushels of seed was sown
April 25, and another piece of 130 square rods
and one bushel of seed was sown on the 3d of
May. The first was ripe, and the second nearly

so. Mr. Neal obtained his seed from Moulton-
borough neck on the Wimiipisseogee lake. The
stalk of the wheat was tall and bright in a very
clean field—the heads of grain were uncommon-
ly long. Mr. Neal's farm is upon one of those
elevated swells of land where the rust or the

weevil is much less to be apprehended in the
crop of wheal than in lower positions.

Upon ground still more elevated about nine
miles north-east from the State-house in Con-
cord, is the farm of Mr. Samuel Moore, a mem-
ber of the committee: this position has a full

view of the Monadnock and the mountains in

Fiancestown and the back bone ridge to the

Massachusetts line. Mr. Moore was among the

first to introduce the Black sea wheat. This
season he had growing for the first time wheat
whose seed came from Odessx This wheat re-

sembled barley, and from the hardness of the

kernel was called the flint wheat. He had one
and a half acre of Black sea wheat sowed on
the 16th May. But his most promising crop was
a field of corn, a pan of which was The Brown
corn, and another part a later kind the seed of

which came from Massachusetts.

Returning again within the limits of Canter-

bury, we passed wheat fields worthy to be entered

for a premium upon the fine iarms of Air. Jere-

miah Davis an<l Mr. William Wheeler in Loudon
—also in Canterbury those of INIessrs. Mark Da-
vis, Andrew Taylor, Joseph Whitney, tlie large

and highly productive farm of Mr. John Peverly,

and several others whose names are not now rec-

ollected.

Mr. Fisher Ames entered his crops for premi-
um; and it is remarkable that the Black sea

wheat entered was growing upon the same field

as the same kind of wheat entered by the father

of Mr. A. the late Thomas Ames, Esq. four years
previous to this time. Mr. A. has no family, but
resides upon this farm with his widowed mother.

Upon this farm the father had performed an al-

most incredible amount of labor in making smooth
and beautiful fields from lands that were rocky
and rough; and the eon follows well in his foot-

steps. Much heavy and permanent stone fence

has been made upon the fiirm by both the father

and the son : the latter had this year cleared the

stones from an apple orchard which had been
many years in bearing, on which, with the ground
broken up for the first time in many years, he
had growing three acres of potatoes very prom-
ising without manure. Mr. A. had four acres of

wheat in three pieces : the one and a half acre

on the same ground aa that exhibited four years

ago was quite equal in appearance to the crop
then raised—it was the earliest sowed, the clean-

est field, the tallest and stoutest, and would un-
doubtedly give the best yield. This field was
sowed about the middle of April: another piece

of one acre was not sowed until the 25lh of Maj'.

A field of Indian corn, prepared with twenty

loads of manure to the acre, stood well upon the

ground without hills: it was planted at the dis-

tance of between four and five feet. One half an

acre of beans looked very well: so did a quantity

of carrots and ruta baga sown in drills. Mr,
Ames, in accordance with the practice on the

market farms near Boston, planted his pumpkins
and squashes by themselves, which we think to

he decidedly preferable to the common mode of

planting them among the corn. His mowing
ground embraced between fifty and sixty acres,

Vom which the crop lly obtained was about

sixty tons— this sfiason not us much by nearly
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in its coiistniction, and liniii
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is hoped it may he tri^d eli'.rnially herfalin- so

that its advaina,i.'es may l^i- ..M-crlaiij. d.

On our entered lisl as eniHin;.' iieM in (-oinse

was the fiirin of Mr. Ldiaii Mnnill silnalrd upon

a heautifnl swc-ll of land lookiti- down upon li.e

Merrimack valley to the sontli and situated about

two miles north of the town iioiise uiui reoiri-

villiiu'e in Canterhin ^. 'I'heie is a I u ;;e eidiivat-

ed field of fortv acres, niow.ni: and plni.yhlaiid,

and a liandsnme oval shaped Inll nl si\ acres a

object of our attention. The piiia-ipal ciiltivii-

tio'n this year is tour acres of very hanilsorne

corn, three acres of potatoes, si\ acres of oats,

three acres of wheat and two acies of winter

rye. The aced father oi'Mr. Morrill, now seventy-

five vears of afte, wlio hail l)<;eii partially crippled

a few years since by the fiill of a tree, had him-

self done the gre-rtter part of the field hoein>; of

the season upon the corn and potatoes: in the

month of Auiiust he was <;uin}.' the weeds^of the

cornfield their quietus after the ears had lieen

formed. He said his expeiienee had tauxlit liltn

that hoeing, so fin- from injuring: the roots, pro-

moted the growth of the corn. To this venera-

ble inun labor upon this land has been but pas-

time ; and if there be any merit in act|nirinf,' a

jj;ood estate for each oi a numerous family as a

beginning, and teaching all of them how to keep

and improve, the elders of this family, man and

wife, ai-e surely entitled to our praise. Bowed

down by the injury to which we have alluded al-

most to the ground, the old gentleman works

daily in the field from choice.

This tiirm is iniicli improved since our visit to

it in 18:W. The face of it at that time was nearly

as perfect as it could lio. The tnasses of stones

taken from its surface had been disposed of un-

der ground in covered causeways, road-paths and

drains; but the two fields had grown better—the

crops gi-owing upon them were more rank— the

mowed part was of more lively green. This

farm is off the travelled road: it embraces the

greater portion of one regular swell, and the ap-

proach to it is up hill. At the foot of the liill on

the north-east is a pond of water with its south-

ern shore a sunken swamp. A rocky ridge at

the mouth prevents the drainage of the swamp
and pond, which cini be made valuable only for

the purpose of extracting mud for the manure

bed in the dryest season. Tliis miid spcead di-

rectly on upland grass is found to cause a

great increase of crop. Mr. Morrill has taken

out one bundled loads the present season, a part

of which he has carried to his cattle yard, and a

portion laid by itself to be decomposed by lime.

Making all his manure from the farm itself,

much is alrea<ly done and much more is in pro-

gress for its improvement. As the whole culti-

vated ground is a i.atteru of neat and economical

husbandry, giving large products for the amount
of labor, so the buildings and yards need alone

be seen to bear evidence of the good farmer. A
rat-proof gran.iry within the barn—a dry yard

for the milch cow-s, with a lower wet yard to re-

ceivT; the drainage—u cookery lor the swine near

ei.- plate vX l<ee]riiiL'--e()iiiplete shelter for cat-

• in ope n >lH.i,> sm KPiinding the yards—ample
iices lia .'ll I nelosnic s with safe gates for every

liiaiice : these ale among the improvements
hleh have coiitinueil to raise tlie value of this

The close of the third day lirought us back to

e west parish vi!la;;e of Concord. The corn-

Id of iMr. George lirown, containing a heavier

owth upon the ijriaiiid than any we had yet

re and .-i half of potatoes, and five acres ol tie-

eiidoiis oats lay in the same field. 31|-. IJri.wu's

tav-

and

now ing liom one <'t iiie most poiauar lean

ems iiiiou the road; and upon land rece

these repeated dressings we must expect a ,

jiroduction of the vegetable world—corn

lint acmidsilN disemers itself on the lot where
.Mr. l!i-owi:'s corn sn.oil, which goes to prove that

Ins land is more valuable in itself tlinu it has

generally been consiileied. The corn field is

upon the high plain at some seventy-five feel

elevation above a spot of a few acres of very

productive intervale upon the Merrinlack river.

To this lower intervale a sideral pathvvtiy for

bringing away the crops had been dug out many
Mars ago. Gradually the water had undermined
llie gidiind at this pathway until it had become
nil l.in^rr a path, but a broken gap through the

sleep side: hill, widening and extending at every

siii-e< eding lidl of rain. The space of ground
already liidken away upon the easterly side of

Mr. Brown's field at this time covers" at le.-ist

ihieeai-res. The wliole body taken out lesem-

hl es clay— It is ill rei

eai-t-louds of this i
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tliree acres of wheat on land pii'ii.irtd in acoursc
of rotation to he laid down to lijass. The Uiml

of wheat he raiises is the Black sea wiinat from

seed prornred live years a^o i>l 'i'lmmas Ames,
Esq. of Canterhurv. That v.:a- .Mi-, Whipple
pold all he had to span; for s-c.l at S'.'.lir per

bushel. He iisnally plants yj ai-r.'s cil' enni and
one half to one acre of potatoes, willi about
twentj loads ol' fine manure spread to the acre;

and his common crop is ahoiit .50 hushels of corn

and 300 of potato.s to the acre, and '^5 to 30
bushels of wli. :.•,. 'I'liis season lie has luo iicMs

of wheat, the oiw sou,, I April iO.ilie oiher April

15, with H hnsliels seed to the acre. The lirsl

field had been n.'aped and ^'ave forty-two slooks

of twelve Iiiindles eiieh to the acre.

Mr. VVhipph' hieaks up his land from the

sward with a sin'/le yoke of nxen. and of coiu'se

cannot plouMh deep. The pan of his I md lon^'

cultivateil is seaicelv six inches lielow the sur-

face ; hut this shallow plomrhin- has not prevent-

ed its continued li'ilility. 'I'he stiirinjr of the sub-

soil would much increase the [uodnct, we have
no doubt. lie manures, ploii'ihs and plants oidy

once previous to hi\ inn; down to >.-rass. lie makes
aiaiuially from twelve to fii'teen loads of the best

manure from the drainage of sinks and the

working of the two lio^s which he always keeps
He keeps a stocic of aljont tillei.'U cattle old and
younjr, of which is a yoke of oxen, and he has
one horse rendv aluavs lijr w,n-k Ujion the farm
or for a carria^w' of conveyance.

Mr. Whipple married i'nlo the Stinson family,

well known in the curly history of New linston

and Duid)arton : his laily has lrei|iienlly carried

off the premiums of the a,i;rieiilriiral society in

the maiuifacturos of cloth as well as those of the

dairVr biilter and cheese. A constant soiac-e of
{rain has been a flock of tine wooled sheep. Dol-
ing the late war with Great Brilain in one year
Mr.s. S. made in her own house :!ie cloth wiiicij

sold for S;300.
" .Many <Ian,2h;ers have done vir-

tuously," but there is r.one of the Si:otch-Irish

descent on the New Hampshire hills ihat have
excelled those of the name of Coclnaii and Stin-

son.

We cannot pass from this pioniinent i;i-ound of
Dtiid)arton with admiration for the prospects of

the country all aliout u.«, without noticing the

veiierahle patriot and sohlicr of the revolution,

the Rev. Walter Han is, D. D. who resides upon
it, and nearly sixty years ago was settled as the

first minister of l"he to\vn,''and who in all lhat

time has been one of the best farmers of the

county. Dr. H. was the pupil of the late Dr.

Emmons of Franklin, and one of the straitest in

the doctrines of John Calvin : but feu ministiMs

at anytime have loiii;er or better uniied their

people. He retired a li-w years ago iVom the sa-

cred desk, but not from the care of his larm.

Few men of tlii; saercd profession have discov-

ered a more vigorous intellect anil iii,;lirir talent

than this fjentlemun, now eight) -one years of

age, who prides himself in having been .-it first a

drunmier boy and afterwards a soldier in the wiir

of the rcvoliition.

The passage from Dtmbarton centre to the

Sinieook village carried us through the town of
Bow, to whicli. excepting on the river and the

north-west corner, we v\cre an utter stranger.

The hills of that town are well descrii>ed by a

valtieil corres|iondent in the October nutnber of
our Monthly Visitor : they look down upon Con-
cord. Good farms are upon their to()s ; although
rocky and rough, the land is of the strongest

quality—the rust .so prevalent in the intervales in

the injury of crops seldom touches the wheat or

potato crops upon the higher hills; and long af
ter the early liost has killed the corn upon the

plains these highest hills are cruwneil with living

green.

Between the Diinbarton and the Bow hills are

several good farms: of these we pass(>d on the

way those of Mossr.s. Oliver and Joseph Bailey,

William Brown and Alexander Putney. Mr. Ol-

iver Bailey's farm is very favorably situateil for

the production of fruit tree.s. What he will do
with all the common cider apples growing upon
his orchards, is more than we can tell. They
will not pay for the making of cider; but in the

feeding of cattle an<l hogs they need not be lost.

If all of them could be |)reseived as good bar-

relling winter u|)ples, they will probably be the

best item of profit upon his very productive

farm.

Crossing the river at Hooksett, tiie Committee
passed through the busv liictorv village at the

tails over the new sliorlei".ed road'to the .Suncook
village in I'emhroke, in which the factory and
paper mills so busy twenty years ago have nearly

all been stopped, but near "to which have within
the last three years been erected extensive glass

works to supply the place of those long in ope-
ration at Chelmsford, Massachusetts. This vil-

lage is near the mouth ol' the Suncook river

which has its rise on the highlands of old Straf
I'ord county, south-easterly from the Winnipisseo-
.ee lake. Her.- is a water power suflicieiit at all

times for all the varieties of mills and machinery.
Above this village at the distance of about half a

nnle from the river, lies the road to Concord, and
on a direct line of nearly three miles is a conlin-
oiis village over this beautifully smooth road.

On either side the larms seem to be aminally
improving. The two flourishing Academies of
Pembroke contribute to the beauty of the town

well hhc ;ne impri
peaiance of the dwellings for the distance of a
mile up and down the main stieet.

The garden of Jeiemiah Wilkins, Esip was
tin; oidy matter iti Pembroke entered tor the view
ol' the committee. Mr. W. was brought up as a
liuiner anil the son of an educated farmer of
Concord, and still owns productive intervale

lands directly opposite our village, of wliieli tin'

shrewd and wealthy larmers of Pem:,ro've arc
buying up lots svhenever they have a i lijinee.

Mr. \V. in the course of trade and in the use ol

his money for a few years, has become among
the mo.-t wr;:hliy citizens of the couiily. His
farming is upon (iili'erent spots away from home:

:' our writing the smoke

near the edge of the Concord inlervides. Mr.
Wilkins' gardcti this year was all the work of his

own hanils. The cut worms had made great
havoc in his garden beds: he however coiiipier-

cd them by replanting and transplanting. ]n one
entire plat of mangel wurtzel there were scarcely
half a dozen plants lhat were not set out. Mr.
Wilkins' garden, in the size and vigor of its veg-
etation, would well compare with that of Mr.
Jarvis. in Concord.
Retmiung to Concord, the Committee passed

the improvements of the Chairman on the east

side of the livcr near Concord bridge. The
teams were ploughing the plains land lor a new
crop of rye, from which hr.ii been just reaped
ipiile a toli'iahle common cro[i, the seed for

v,'liich sprung up spontaneously from the scat-

terings ol' the last year's cradling in a very windy
.season. The rye came up at the distance gene-
rally of IVom four to six inches asunder—it spread
on the ground from the favorable fall season of
the last vear, and irrew u|) the past summer in

clusters." The land was covered with ijrcat uni-

formitv—the stalks were much taller and the
heads were longer tiian those of the previotis

year. .About one hundred ;md twenty siooks
were reaped from tlie ten acres. This setisoii

the ground was jdoughed still deeper than the
previous plotighing ; and the members of the
committee satisfied themsehes before leaving it

that this land might be and was likely to become
in the course of its management as good and as

profitable tillage land as tin- best in the county.
With our improvements just begun in a swamp

through which runs living water from the plains,

in which we mean to make some of the best of
hind after the stumps shall be extracted, the cold
water cut off by drains, and on which we find

a rich bed of black veget.able muck as highly

stable, ami In on;- i oin-field of eight acres unon
the recently deaie.! plains, our bielliren of 'the

Committee pas.-ed to the old Ferry plain lot of
lower intervale, which in the last six years has
come up to four fold its ohi crops of hay, oats

and potatoes. Our potato field of five acres had
the good fortune to unite the unanimous opinion
of tlie conunittee as superior to any other field

After test in the late afternoon, when a threat-

ening black cloud at the north-west and the
vivid lightning and loud tlitmiler was bursting
over our heads, we procceilerl to the garden of
the Rev. Kdninnd Worth, which, if not for its

better crops that had been injured in the wetness

north side of
have access n

was one of st

from a

of the present year upon n newly made soil,

from the fiict that it had been literally created
out of a quagmire in the rear of his house, situ-

ated about fifty rods from the centre and westerly
from the main street, deserves geat commenda-
tion.

On a subsequent day, members of the commit-
tee, who wished to do justice to other clergymen
of Concord—and of tiie clergy of New Hamp-
shire during the last fifty yeais many of them
have been the very best farmers and gardeners

—

called, where they had been invited, to look at

two other gardens in the village of Concord.
Rev. P. S. Ten Broeck has a garden spot of

little over half an acie : fiopi ti half a<-re as the
first crop he took full two tons of the best En-
glish hay, and upon it at a second mowing about
one ton has since been taken. The vegetables
in Mr. T's garden were upon a graufl scale; and
the fine spring pig of his own tending proved,
not less than his persevering miid.strations unti

instructions to the few worshippers of ijis de-
nomination in our village, his better judgment in

the ways and means for both mental and physi-
cal improvement.

Rev. Nathaifiel Botiton, of the old North Con-
gregational Church, exhibited a well cidlivated

garden upon the orchard ground long known as
the pro[ierty of the late Maj. Livermore and his

« idow. Mr. Boiiton's corn of the common kind
from seed raised in the field of Richard Bradley,
ivsip measured fully eleven feet in height. The
dower garden near the house, exclusively the

work of Mrs. B. was laid out with much good
taste, and cultivated with great discretion and
diligence. A plum tree near the house was
bowed down with a weight of nearly ripe fruit

greater than the whole body of the tree: this is

remarkable for Concord street, inasmuch as it

has been sup|)osed that pear, peach and plutn

trees could not be made to bear on the soil near
to the river. This pimii tree stood in the shady

e house where the sun could not

re than two hours in a day. It

ual trees brought a few years ago
in Derry, and one of the only two

that lived : the other, a (teach or cherry tree,

grows well, but has never borne fruit in any con-
siderable quantity.

Subsequent to these visits, two members of
the committee visited, on his request, the fitrrn of
Samuel Tallant, Esq. eight miles out of Concord
to the north-east in the town of CMiiieibnry: the
fiirins of Samuel, James, David aijd Hugh Tallant
are all in the same neighborhood, bordering up-
on the towns of Concord and Loudon. Like tho
other good tinins fin- wheat, they are upon swella
of rocky soil elevated some hundreds of feet

above the river. The chairman had for seven
yeais owned a farm here which he sold several

years since to one of the Tallants ; but in the

busy times when his trade required all his atten-

tion, he h.-id never until this time been in that

romantic part ol' Concoi-d : the wood and timber

in that direction still ccveis more than half of
)W n. The swells in Canterbury
lly cleat-ed than the lands in

f 'which on the east side of the

river is plain with a white and hard |)ine growth.

Mr. Tallant, for several years, has been very

successful in his crops of wheat. He has found
quick lime sown over the ground in no very

great quantities while growing, as well as the

liming of seed before sowing, to be of very great

advantage: it has driven away the weevil and
the fiy. "The burden of wheat u[)on Mr.Tallant's

land was fully as large as any yet examined : it

was veiy dean and even—perhafis a little too

thick, which Mi-. T. attribnteil to the peculiarity

of this season in throwing from the seed more
than the common number of blades.

Of the several farms and improvements which
have been examined by the Committee, none are

entitled to more cteditthan that of Messrs. Ceo.

W. and Jacob Dow, sititated half a nule from
the west parish village and main road runinng

northerly up the river in Concord. That beauti-

ful sheet of water known by the name of Long
pond (lately named Pennncook hike in due form
by a company of visitors) is about a mile west-

wai-dly from Merrimack rivei-, lying in a basin

surrounded by high hills at an elcv:iii-.m of about

one humlred i'eet above the river, ftn the south

a portion of the Rtitllesnake clitl's of granite and

a loafed mountain covered with wood, called Jer-

that part of the

are more genei-

Concord, imicli
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ry's hill, look as if in fiir distant times they had

been thrown out of the chastn in which the wa-

ters anil fishes of the pond repose. Tlie farm of

the Messrs. Dow is no very wide strip of land

extendinft north over the old west parish road

one mile to the " hog road" as it is called, lead-

ing to the Horse hilf bridge on the Contoocook.

The Messrs. Dow's farm has been improved

while in their possession by the erection of more

than 400 rods of the best kind of stone wall : it

is laid off into convenient fields of eight or ten

acres, exten/ling to water and a common pass-

way on the westerly end, by which the lots may
at anytime be thrown into pasture: the new wall

has effectually cleared the land of the superfluous

rocks. In making the walls many large rocks

have been blasieij and forever taken out of the

way. One |jeculiarity of these walls was their

directness in line, and" such a disposition of the

rocks Bt the base as to forever keep them in

]>lace.

The fields upon this farm are very clean and

neat. Every year adds to the quantity of hay

and produce taken from it. It was considered

when these young men commenced some ten or

twelve years ago a worn out farm: their cultiva-

tion has proved that our worn out lands may be

hereafter made our best lands. Thorough ma-
nuring and deep ploughing never fail to bring

their reward.
Their plan is, after a field has been cleared of

rocks in the way of the plough, to break deep

into the ground and tear up the hassocks with

the plorg'.i, and where the land is very rough to

plant first with potatoes and a moderate dose or

111) manure at first. The second season thirty to

forty stout loads of manure to the acre arc spread

and ploughed in. The third year generally a

crop of oats, barley or wheat, with the requisite

quantity of herdsgrass and clover seed sown
with it, is taken off. As a sample of the crops,

may be mentioned seventy-eight bushels ofthresi

ed and winnowed barley from one bushel and
half of seed, and three hundred and filly bushels

of oats taken from four measm-ed acres the pre

ent season.

Napoleon's Gkave.—The NortI

introduces in an article of its own on the recent

removal of Napoleon's remains to Paris, the fi

lowing eloquent extract ti-om the June number of

Frasei-'s London Magazine

:

"If the true sublime alone were consulted, lie

would have been allowed to remain at St. H
iia. He had it all to himself—he was the sole

man buried in the Atlantic, with a distinct burial-

place in the bottom of the ocean. In pagan my
thology, Sicily was not more decidedly the burial

])laceof Enceladiis, than St. Helena is one of the

giant disturber of our own generation. There
he rested alone—quite alone—a mark lor all wh
sail along the watery waste. The islands an

coast of the tropics have given their last lioiis<

to millions s^ince death began in the world, an

no doubt the bones of many a gallant and woi

thy fellow are there deposited, but of them who
takes thought? Those who traverse the high-

way from Europe to India, from the continent he
had all but won, to the empire which was forev

cr the dazzling object of his ambition—all who
•'On tlie Hading flonj,

Through the wiiU; Kthiopian to Uni Cape,
Ply etemming nightly »o the pole"

—

all whose thoughts turn to the shores of America
or Africa—all u lio go down in ships, or think of
wandering over llie liice of the deep, to them is

the tomb of Bonaparte vividly present.

in this sunset hour; how the resplendent hues of I litter, or the corn which is usually reserved for

topaz, and amethyst and gold beautifully lilenil
|

with each other, and stream in living ligh across

the other sky. It is the very gate of heaven—and

that lone star, seems a beacon light, hung out

froin his golden portals, to guide us, erring wand-
ers, home. We can also hear their blest voices,

;w they mingle around the throne of the Most
High. Whose soul will not kindle within him,

and whose spirit will not ilirill wiih cMacy on
contemplating scenes like tliisc '- WImi ilms not

feel that he is holding conv(?ise uitli puif luings,

that he is

" Just on the boundary of the spirit land.

Close to the realm where nngels have their birth V
How eloquent is nature ?—who is not purer

and better when he listens to her voice! How
ipressively does God speak to us, at this sweet

d season. How he lets his goodness and glory

iss before us. He makes all nature beautiful,

and gives us faculties to enjoy his beauties.

—

Sweet flowers, ye too, in your ever varying hues

and delicious odor.s, whispering the name of your

Creator. Ye wear the richest dyes, and send forth

the sweetest fragrance, as you are about to fade

and die. Apt emblems of life.

The autumn of our days is coming. But if we
are ready, like the glorious forests and beautiful

flowers, we may wrap our garments about us, and
wait in holy peace, till we are called to bluom in

" beauty immortal," in the gardens of Uod.

October.—October has come—the sweetest.

saddest montli uf all the year. Its sunsets and
its gorgeous (oresi.s, how beautiful—and brief as

beautiful their gorgi-ous dyes.

There is a |uiisivi' beauty in October days; au-
tumn is now ciiithrd iu her lovliest drapery; the
forest leaves mk- not yet dry and crisp ; natiire has
not yet put on liir Irigd aspect, but the sighing
of the hrcezi- ami t!ie falling leaf is nature's knell
for her lalliii glories; soon all these beautiful
things will liMM' lost their lieantv, all these bright
things their l,rl,::l,nu-ss. This c'linngeful though
lovely scenery, leiul a tcucliiiig inteiest to autumn
liays. Go iiiln tlietiii,-k ileep wooil ; listen to the
hushed, deep murninr of ijie evening breeze, as
it gently nudulaies llie glorious and richly colored
foliage; look away into yonder vault of heaven,

Managemeut of Swiue.

Washington, D. C, October 10, 1842,

Hon. Isaac Hill—Dear Sir:—Some year or

two since the Hon. Henry L. Ellsworth, of this

city, the present Commissioner of the Patent

Office, a gentleman whose practical, as well as

theoretical knowledge, and whose untiring efforts

in all that relates to the advancement of agricul-

ture, have fairly entitled him to the thanks of the

community at large, made an experiment upon
the rearing and fattening of Swine. As the

spot which he selected for his operations was
not far from my residence, I watched his move-
ments with some interest, in order to see how
far his practice might correspond with my no-

tions upon the subject, and with some experience
which I had had in a similar unilertaking, al-

though on a much smaller scale. What the re-

sults of his experiment were I never have known.
That his pens and sheds arose and dotted the

plain, and at length became quite a populous pig

villa, and then declined and left the landscape
imcheckered by these goodly tenements, is all

that I can say as to results. Witnessing his ex-

periment, however, induced me to commence an
article at the time upon the subject for your val-

uable paper, but it was never concluded, and my
object now is, to offer you a few remarks ujion

the
REARt;>"G OF SWINE.

The first grand object to be attained in the

profitable management of swine, is to construct

such pens and yards, with a proper economy, as

will afford the most convenience to the animals
themselves, and the greatest facility to those who
have the charge of them. In doing this, regard

must be had to the situation, as well as the mode
of construction. The most convenient and
cheapest form of building that I have ever known,
I mean a buililing whieli will enable the farmer
to rear swine with profit, would be .something af-

ter the following manner: Put up a structure,

say 40 feet long and 1.5 feet wide—let the posts

be 7 feet high. Cover the whole well, and lay a

tight and stony floor. On one side, through the

whole length, leave a jiassage of 4 feet. Then
at every 10 feet |uit up a cross partition, which
will give four rooms, each 10 by 11 leet. These
rooms should each he divided into an eating and
a sleeping apartment. Each eating apartment
should be provided with a good trough, nailed to

the floor, bound with iron hoop on the top edges,

and six or eight inches deep, and at least eigliteen

inches wide. Over each trough there should be

a spacious shoot, in the parlitioii, so that the food

may be conveyed to it lidiii the passagi-. These
dimensions would probably accomuiodate about
twenty-five animals; if the intention is to keep
a large number, the building should he propor-

tioned accordingi}'. The roof of the building
should he made quite steep, which would pre-

serve it from decay for a great number of years,

and afford room over the beams for straw for

husking, or for depositing tl-.e lighter

tanning implements, such as hoes, shovels, rakes,

&c. during the season when they are not in use.

If this building should he so extended as to

admit of a kettle being set in one end, or in the

centre, by making the building in the T form, it

would add greatly to the convenience, and in the

end to the economy of the business. The yards,

if possible, should have a southern exposure,
divided oft' as the inside of the building is, and
of such length as will ;;ive sutfieieut room for the

swine to perform their part of the business in

the manufacturing of manure, of which I intend
to speak before I close. If these yards can be
so placed as to receive the manure and litter

from a large hovel of the barn, it will be found
very advantageous.

FEEDING or SWINE.
Having thus provided suitable accommodations,

and premising that the animals are not of the

flap-eared, long-nosed and long-legged breed,ap-
parently more "fit to enter the lists with a blooded
racer than to he quiet and fat, the next thing of
importance to be observed is the manner ot feed-

ing. In 1816, that year of gloom and distress

throughout New England, when corn was two
dollars a bushel, and difiicult to be procured
even at that price ; when the frosts and the cut-

worm prostrated the young crops for two or

three successive planting.s, and seemed to threat-

en almost a total annihilation of every thing that

possessed vegetable life, men were driven to ex-

pedients which might never have occurred to

them so long as the earth should yield her in-

crease in her accustomed profusion. In the uni-

versal scarcity of potatoes and all the grains, a

spot was selected near the piggery, containing,

perhaps, three square rods, which was covered

w ith knot-grass. This spot was carefiilly divest-

ed of every thing that would obstruct the scythe,

and a basket of this short, sweet grass was then

cut and thrown to the swine, who ate it with the

utmost rc;lish. This was repeated some half

dozen times each day. By the time the whole
spot had been cut over, the grass had spmng up
fresii and sweet on that part which had first been

mown, and thus the operation was continued

through the summer with such beneficial results

to the swine as excited the surprise of all. They
not only kept along and held their own, whicli

was about all that was expected when the ex-

periment was commenced, but throve exceeding-
ly well, and that without five dollars ex()ense for

any feed beside the grass. This was thrown to

them in small quantities many times during the

day. A basket constantly supplied was kept
standing in the pas.sage of the piggery, and it

was expected of every one who passed that way
to remember the switic. This practice was found
so beneficial that it was always pursued after-

wards, even though potatoes were as low as six-

teen, and corn seventy-five cents a bushel. I am
clearly of the opinion that swine may be kept up
f/ieo/;cr than they can be kept running at large;

as in the latter case they must he looked after

and fed at least once a day, and their manui'e,

and Iheir labor in mailing manure, are both lost,

which are important items to be deducted from
the cost of their feed when we come to sum up
the whole matter in order to ascertain the loss

and gain. The grand secret to he discovered in

tiie rearing of all stock is, how to make it grow the

greatest possible amount in the shortest space of
time. With regard to swine, particularly, this se-

cret does not consist so much in the quantity or

the quality of the food fed out, as in the manner
in which it is prei>ared, and the regularity with

which it is given. Between the first of Septem-
ber and the first of May, they should receive no
raw food, or only in very small quantities. I am
satisfied that one bushel of meal, cooked, is worth

as much as a bushel and a half uncooked, and
that the disproportion is still greater in potatoes

and pumpkins. My method of preparing food

wax, as soon as potatoes were ripe, to dig a quan-

tity and throw into a tub of water about a bushel

at a time, and with a stout stick dash them about

a few times until the dirt was washed off; after

boiling a sufficient quantity for a day or two, boil

the Slime quantity of pumpkins, and in a largo

tub for the purpose, mix the whole to a pulp, and

while scalding hot throw in such proportion of

meal as circumstances would reqii're, taking the

price of corn and the condition of the stock,
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whether fatting or store pigs, into consideration.
To tliis a little salt should he ndded occasionally,
and for swine fatting, a tahle spooinid of suljjhnV,

about once a week.
It is the practice of some farmers to prepare

food and snffer it to undergo a process of fer-

mentation hefore feeding it out. To this pr.ictice

I most earnestly ohject. Jt is connaiy to all our
notions of good cookfiy, and otiunsive, nl the
table, both to the sen^e' of taste and smell, and
I never could see any cause why the .same rea-
soning which we apply to ourselves on this point
should not apply to animals having both those
senses in a remarkably acute degree, although
gnmting upon foiu- legs instead ol' two. 'J'he

Ibod should not only be sweet, hut free from the
dirt which usually adheres to potatoes, and from
im|>iirities of every kind. Jtiolher point of much
consequence is riixuhirili/ in the time, and in the

quanlily which is gii'en them. Jt never should he
an object to see how liriie ,i store pig can be kept
upon, but to give him, at all srasons of the year,
as much as he will eat w lih goo'l a|i|ietite. If at
any time, upon visiting thr |'i.;-rry, a portion of
food should be found Icl't in llw. inuigh, it should
at once be removed to the yard, cold water dash-
ed into the trough, and wuh the birch broom
which is always kept hanging in the passage,
thoroughly washed out. At the next feeding
care should be taken to give no more than will
be eaten greedily, and thus a healthy appetite
will soon be restored.

All this detail uiton paper may appear too
tnuch for the busy, driving larmer to come down
to; but I can assure him that when iediiced to a
system, it is easier and cheaper than the practice
commonly pursued. lie must remendier that
what he loses in time is more than repaid in the
rapidity of the growth of the animal, and its ex-
cellence when brought upon the table or exposed
in the market for sale.

SWtNE PROFITABLE OPERATIVES.
In furnishing swine siu-h commodious yards

as I have described, the object is not altogether to

provide them a place to wallow anil luxuriate in

inglorious ease, but to fm-iiish them a place and
the means to pay back to the fiuiner a i)ortion of
the cost of their keeping while yet they are on
the hoof In order to do this, the drain from
the kitchen sink should discharge itself into
these yards. This will probably supply tliem
with water sufficient to keep it staudingin low
places to the depth of two or three inches. Into

this there should be thrown from tiuKi to time
muck from the swamps— potato and pumpkin
vines, weeds from the gardi-n, leaves, an<l all

other vegetable substances—scrapings flom about
the bouse yards, and occasionally small quantities

of lime and ashes, and every thing of a perisha-

ble nature that can be procured.' Here will be
the materials li)r your swine to operate upon,
and by flinging an occasional handrul of corn
among the mass, yon will tiiid them as industri-

ous and intent upon tln'ir laliors as any creature

upon the premises. With such conveniences.

and (denty of materials to work upon, they will

nearly pay their keeping in maniitin-tm-ing ma-
nure, until about the time of tiittening.

I have often examined a small litrm, originally

cold, swampy land, but now under the highest

state of cultivation, and very productive, w hich

was enriched almost entirely by the use of oak
leaves brought from a neighboring v^ood and
manufactured into valuable mamiie by swine.

The Israelite could not turn out his tale of bricks

without straw—the manutiuturer fails to produce
his fabric, if depiivcd of t!ie raw material, and
the swine will grunt away the time in profitless

discontent, if denied those various substances
among which it is his nature ami delight to root

and roll. Supply him amiily, then, with all the

materials which lie rei|nires, and in the month of
April of each year, you will find a mine from
whence you may draw forth hundreds of loads

of the richest manures.
CLEANLI.NKSS OF SWINE.

No animal, probably, has been more vilifiod

and abused than the hog. No epithet is thought
too coarse and degrading to be applied to him.

The veriest unwashed and loathsome loafer is

said to be "as dirty as a pig." The drunkard,
wallowing in the gutter, is accused of being "as
drunk as a swine." And the young man who
fails to tip his hat according to the rules of our

modern oxqiiisites, is at once put dowti "as un-

mannerly as a hog." Now to all these charges
again.st the " critter" 1 enter my formal p
They are superfluous and untrue. It is imfair to
compare so sweet a porker to those so worthless
as to be incapable of raising their own bristles,

Nature is nature, and if pigs do poke their noses
into the trough, they are not to be slandered for
following its dictates. The hog, after all, is a
cleanly animal. If he wallow in the mire it is

but the application of the soap to start that which
sticks to the skin ; and if supplied with a prope
rubbing post ho will soon demonstrate how ad
vantageoiis the application has been. A pig of
the most incorrigibly slovenly habits may be re-
formed ill the course of one or two weeks. Visit
his sleeping a|iartment in the morning and it

will he found wet and filthy in the extreme. Re-
move every thing from this apartment to the
yard, and repeat the process every morning, and
in eight or ten days it svill be found clean and
(by. I never knew the experiment to fail. Suds
Ijom the wasli tubs thrown over swine is very
grateful to them, is a most excellent cosmetic
lor the skin, and will improve their appearance
far more than the rarest cologne will that of any
biped.

^

FATTENING OF SWINE.
There is not much to be said under this head,

if the swine have been fed in the manner which
1 have stated above; for in that case they will
always be fat. But for three or four weeks pre-
vious to dressing, I think the pork may be im-
proved by fiseding principally upon meal. This
should always be mixed with boiling water, and
led out in small quantities six or eight times a
day, varying the amount as the appetites of the
animals vary. If any is left in the trough, it

should be removed, and then omit one of the
regular times of feeding, and commence agait
with such a quantity as will be eaten with avidi
ty. A haudful of raw potatoes and pumpkin
may also be given them occasionally. Let your
store pigs eat the •' pig corn."

DRESai.<(J OF SWINE.
Many a farmer has carried good pork to a

bad market because it was not dressed well.

Unseemly gashes and scratches upon the skin,
with scattering bristles and a somewhat thick
coat of the more woolly substance about the feet
and ears, are no recommendation to good pork,
or credit to the butcher. Every farmer shoidd
be supplied with a small tackle and fall ; it will
cost hut little and will greatly facilitate all his
butchering opeiations. When the water for

scalding is ready, a small quantity of pounded
rosin should be sprinkled over the animal and
rubbed on to the skin ; then drop him into the
water, slowly raising him U[> and down so that

all parts may be reached. In this way the bris-

tles, fine hair and scurt; if there is any, will ad-

here together by means of the rosin, and the

whole may be scraped off with the back of the

knife in the space of two or three minutes. But
the principal care should be in thoroughly scrap-

ing the skin after the ainm;d is taken li'om the

tub. I\Iy maiti object in dressing is to get the

skin thin and clear, and to efii'ct' this, scalding

water should at first be plentifully dashed on,

and the whole surfiice thoroughly scraped over
at least a dozen tiiiuswith a dull knife; then
fi)llow in the same maimer with cold water, and
close by going carefully over the whole with a

very sharp knile, which will take off any portion

of the bristles which have remained. When
pork has been dressed in this manner, you will

never be able to discover that strong, disagreea-

ble, hog-musk flavor, which has spoiled many a

goodly-boiled dish or pot of baked beans. The
skins of swine which have run at large are much
licker than those which have been kept up, and
re especially liable to this rank flavor. Too
inch pains, therefore, cannot well be taken in

lis finishing process of making good pork.

The above is the course which 1 have uniform-
ly pursued, and I am satisfied that no per.son ever
raised better pork, or at less expense. Many
may doubt the expediency of adopting a plan
which is precise, but they must recollect that

this preciseness is what gives excellence and
preference to all animals and fabrics which ob-
tain premiums at your agricultural fairs. So
those who obtain premiums for the best cultivat-

ed farms, exhibit in their reports a great minute-
ness in their details of practice. It is so in every
thing—with those who excel in the arts, sciences,

or even literature. I hope some may be induced
to make the experiment, jind if all were to adopt
the plan, I am satisfied that there would be less
grunting about bad jiork.

Truly yours, &c.,

SIMON BROWN.

To the Editor of the Visitor.

SuRRv, Me., Oct. I7th, 1842.
Sir—In one of the numbers of your Visitor,

you mention a fUriii belonging to Mr. Webster, in
New Hampshire, carried on by a tenant, a Mr.
John Taylor, who had two acres of Potatoes plant-
ed and covered by a machine, of which a Mr. Hale
of Franklin is the proprietor ; the hoeinga also
having been done with the same machine. Will
you have the kindness to inform me, if you can,
where such a machine could be obtained by me,
and for what price. You would, I think, confer
a favor on your subscribers by giving a descrip-
tion of this potato machine. The Visitor I refer
to, is number 9, Sept. 30th, 1842.

Your obedient servant,

EDWARD S. JARVIS.
P. S. We have this year threshed and winnow-

ed from one and a half acres of land, fifty-six
bushels of wheat, being thirty-seven and a" half
bushels to the acre. How will that do for the
eastern end of Down East?

05=' A description of "Hernb/'s Patent Plough
Cultivator," the instrument alluded to in Col. Jar-
vis's communication above, will be found in the
Monthly Visitor for December, 1841, page 185.

—

It is a machine for hoeing corn and potatoes, &c.
that in plain ground will save one-half of the la-

bor necessary in common modes ofculture. "With
this instrument one man will, on an average, in
one day, with one or two horses, hoe from six to
eight acres of corn in the most approved man-
ner."

Mr. Robert Hale, of Franklin, N. H., is the
agent tor the owners of the right to this instru-
ment in the State of New Hampshire, and in the
tier of towns bordering upon Connecticut river
in Vermont. What has been done with the right
of the State of Maine, we know not. Will Mr.
Hale or Mr. Nesmith of Franklin have the good-
ness to give Col. Jarvis the requisite information?

Col. Jaryis's information of the growth and pro-
duction of wheat, at the extreme east on the sea-
board of the State of Maine, is peculiarly gratify-
ing. When the new Aroostook lands shall be
cultivated—larger in territory, of the disputed
ground, than any other New England State—we
do not doubt that Maine will become the largest
wheat producing State eastward of the Allegany
mounlains. The humidity of her atmosphere
nearest to the waters of her rivers and lakes will
cause the small grains there to grow with as much
certainty as they do in England. Indian corn too,
full three degrees north of Boston, is quite as safe
a crop as it i« any where in New England. On
the 19th of October, in the high grounds of Hal-
lowell, the frost had not yet touched the late grow-
ing corn or potato vines.

—

Ed. Visitor.

Poudrette and Bone Manure.—We ought
before this time to have mentioned the effect of
the experiments made on the two barrels of Pou-
drette, fiirnished us by Mr. Minor, in the year
1841. Our own trial was upon six rows of corn,
in a field which was severely injured by drout'ht.
The poudrette, about a table spoonful to a hill,

had the effect greatly to stimulate the growth of
the corn, and caused a marked dilference between
that and other rows alongside of it. It was also
used on potatoes, and had a good effect.

One-half :i bushel of poudrette was used by
Mr. Levi Hutchuis ; and this distributed on 290
hills of corn, he thinks, made an increase of at

least one-fourth in the crop. He has ordered a
barrel of poudrette to be used in his garden next
year.

Mr. llutchins last year inadB use of one barrel
of bone manure, from the manufactory of i\Ir.

Ward of Roxbiiry, Mass., which cost him, deliv-
ered in Concord, a little short of two dollars.

—

This he used upon his potatoes and corn, at the
time of planting, the past summer, in quantity
about a gill to each hill. Wherever the bone ma-
nure was used, tli.-; crop of corn and potatoes was
more than doubled.

Mr. H. has purchased in Boston at the cost of
$4 50, three barrels of Ward's bone manure.

—

From the eficct of the last barrel he says he would
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rutiifi- t;ike his cliiince with tliese three Imrrels of

lioiie (lust, than with six cords of the comrnoii

stal.le trNiruire.

We ni-H of o|)iiiion that hoth the Poiidrette and

the Bdiic Maiiiiic, lilie phister and lime, will acl

well alone—hut that it will act imieh better when

used with the various vegetahle mannres.

Aineiic;
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• pounil pieces,

offal, whereby
in fifty pieces.

il liave iron hoops in addition

neiienn hitherto sent to Eng-
li, hut not well tried out, and
ranec' ; whereas that made in

ilie liner sort.s in liladdors, has

al texture. The flavor of the

rally, however, rich und sweet,

in bladders of the better sort.

jreat bulk of this article is so

h.is been unable to id the

passa .eneially proved mere grease. The
u|ipBars to be in not working out

the bmierinilk and properly salting it when made.

Some of the bniter in the LFnited States, •special-

ly that produced on the western prairies, is of

liiost delicious flavor when new, but much of it

will spoil even in its transit to the sea-coast. A
partial remedy for original careless manufactme
is p'ckHii!! the buPer in strong casks, as is the

case with meat; this never appears to be done in_

America, but would save much of the produce of

the dairy.

Cheese, like butter, is very carelessly made in

America. When arriving fresh in England, in

the antnmn and winter, it is much approved of for

immediate use ; but to keep in bond, for future

demand or for export, is sure destruction to the

greater proportion of what is received ; for the

latter purpose, especially, it is by no tneans sufii-

cicutly pressed or salted. A manifest improve-

ment, liowevfM-, is evii'.ent from year to year.

Bacom.—What has appeared fro'ii the United

States has the faidt of the pork—too much fat,

and is besides exclusively salt, probably owing to

its long delay in pickle before reaching the smoke
bouses at the Ailaniic ports."

Farm Accou.nt.—What would be thought of a

merchant who did not keep a set of books, and
who at the end ol' the year coidd iu)t tell wheth-

er a certain branch of bis business had been pro-

ductive or not ? .Viid why is not a farmer as much
interested in ilio result of his operations as a mer-

chant? The pctliest shop-keeper must have a

clerk to keep his books with double entries, ami
yet the most extensive fiu-mer, operating wiili

thousands, keeps no record of his proceedings.

—

The manufacturer opens an account with each dc-

])artmcnt of his business, charging it with the

stock em[)l(iye.l. the expenses incurred, and cred-

iting it with iis pniilnets. At the end of the year

lie sees at :i ^1 .ne.> wlietlier it has been produc-
tive or not, and concludes to lop it ofl", or to ex-

tend it.

So should the farjuer open an account with ev-

ery croj) be cultivates; charging it with the out-

lay, and ciedit with the proceeds. At the end of
the year he siioiill take another account of the

stock on liai.d, and he will see at once how he

to keep
a clerk:

self;) he
!,ool i

as a mere.ianl. i>ui ilicre is no (iitiicully about
the matter—and extracts trom a fanner's books,
well kept, would form the most valuable contri-

butions to an agricultural pa))er.

the N. Y. Sun.

Old Sol commenced the operation of the day

by showing himself in nnidouded splendor. On
bis aj)pearance the Veteian Corps of Artillery,

stationed oti the Battery, announced the com-
mencement of the celebration by a salute of 21

guns, the reverbatious of wliich through the city,

conveyed truly the notes of joy and gladness.

The bells of the various churches then sent forth

a merrv peal, exnr<'s>ing llie dawn of tliut new
oeh

s will

military and oi

streets to take

procession, tiie

the Muni^' and the ageil ot' both sexes, soon

lliiiii]:_'ed the streets, anxious to obtain a lavora-

ble pii-llion to witness the procession—the sur-

rounding country sent finth its inhabitants, and, it

is estimated, not less than half a million of i)er-

sons were present. The splendid Fountains in

the Park and Union Place, (which were allowed

to play with a light bead of water, and looked

truly brilliant) were soon surrounded by the mul-

titude, gazing with admiration and wonder at

their performance. The various places of amuse-

ment were gaily decorated with flags and ban-

ners, and the stripes and stars floated proudly and

majestically from the tojis of the various public

buildings-^thi; ships in the harbor were dressed

in their richest crolors, aplly exhibiting the inter-

est which the sons of Neptune took in a proceed-

ing which brings the mighty waters of the inte-

rior in juxtaposition with their briny and native

eletnent.

PRESENTATtON OF THE BaNNER.—The first

public exhibition in the events of the day was
the presentation of the splendi<l banncsr prepared

by direetion of the city, to the members of the

File Department. It is truly a brilliant affair,

about i;j feet high by 8A wide'. On one side, in

the loiegriiimd, is the picture of a family, con-

sisting of a gentleman, lady, and three children;

in front of them a female" figure, with the foot

treading upon an emblem of fire, holding a ban

ner in.scribed "Victory," to whom the lady i

bowing down, a|)p«rei"itly kissing her band— ii

the rear ground i.-i a pictme of the sen and a bold

figure of Neptune, with trident elevated, de-

scending from bis chariot, which was drawn by

sea horses, and having in it an nttendtint in the

attitude of sounding a sea shell or horn. There
are also, in other parts, beaulifiilly painted insig

nins of a fireman's apparatus, such as cap, Irum
pet, axe and lanlhorn; on it is inscribed in gold

letters, " Ni!vv York Fire Depl., incorporated

March 20th, 179tf." On the other side of the

banner is a drawing of the grand dam and basin

f theCn.i
and a bear

On this .-I

"Presented 1.;

The frame eo

hewn out of soli<I rock,

female pointing to il.

i. idso in gold letters,

ition, Oct. 14th, \U-i."

banner is siirimiuuted

by n splendid eagle, also ladders and other em-
blems of the Fire Department. It was mounted
on a carriage, bandsotnely decorated, drawn by

four white horses, each" attended by a colored

groom, in Turkish costinne. The carriage was
drawn up under the western windows of the

Hall, in front of the Mayor's apartments.

The piisini.iiion of the baimer took place in

the MiiNoi".-. ntiiee. It was received on behalf of
the d.'partneiit by Adam P. Pentz, E.-iq., Presi-

dent of the Fire Department. The Mayor made
a brilliant address; which was responded to in

a liappy manner by Mr. P.^Tlie scene in the Park
by this time bad become truly animated—a por-

tion of the military were p.nading "with band and
b.inner," previous to rcpairitig to the situations

assigned them in line—the immense st;i_ging

erecteil for the rr>eriil>erR of the Sacred Music
Society, for the performance of the ode, w.is fill-

ed with spectators of both sexes, the windows of

the neighboring houses «ere crowded by ladie.s.

the vicinity of the fountain was densely tiironged,

and the whole exhibited u moving mass of joy-

ous and happy beings.

The Procession.
Owing to the constant arrival of inilitary and

fire companies, mechauical and temperance as-

sociations, and various civic bodies from the

adjoining towns; the procession did not com-
mence its march till some time after ten o'clock,

which was the hour designated. A splendid

corps of cavalry, escorting the grand marshal,

Gen. Gilbert Hopkins, accompanied by bis six

aids, all in splendid attire, formed the van. It

was succeeded by a guard of honor composed of

the Independence Guard, Sing Sing Guards, and
Washington Riflemen. Theii came the First Di-

vision of military, under Gen. Sanford. Then
the Second Division, under the direction of Gen.
Striker, i(>ii^i>iing of the officers and ex-officers

iif the ('ii)ion Aipieduct De|iartment, the mein-
lieis III' ilie Siiiiety of Cincinnati, the Mayors of
Xe^v York, Ihoukiyn, Albany, Troy, Jersey City,

iXewark. &c., in carriages, escorted by the 2d
regiment, the Coimnittee of Arrangements, mem-
bers and ex-members of the Common Council of
N. Y., metidiers of Congress, and Slate legisla-

tures, cuinmon councils of Albany, Troy, Jersey
City and Newark, Trustees of Williamsburgh,
officers of the Cor(ioialion, county officers. For
eigii consuls. &c. The third division, under the

direction of Gen. Wm. L. Morris, consisted of

officers of the army and navy, militia officers off

duty, the teachers and boys of the Naval school,

the clergy, judges and officers of the courts,

members of the bar, professors and students of
the University, New York Lyceum, Society of
Letters, Chamber of Commerce, Board of Trade,
scientific societies, &c.
The British Consul, Mr. Buchanan, and his son,

the Vice Consul, in the official costume, the Con-
sul bearing in his hand a small British flag. In

the barouche, with lljur clettant horses decorated,^

was a gilded pole, on whic-h floated the flags of

England and the United States', attached by a

wreath of olive branch, surmounted with three

large ostrich featheis, " the Prince of Wales'

pliime." To the united flags a card was append-
ed "Mother and Daughter united, the peace of
the World preserved."

The Con.sul was accompanied by the Presi-

dent of the St. Patrick's and the President of the

Society of St. George, with the flags of their

orders.

The fourth division was composed of the Fire

Department, under the direction of Gen. Peiilz.

It was led by the Philadelphia Co. Fairinoimt, a
most splendid corps—succeeded by companies
Irom Baltimore, Williamsburgh, Newark, Jer,sey

City and other places—also by the Brooklyn Fire

Department iti full strength—then came the New
Yoik Fire Department, pi-ece<led by the carriage

containing their new banner, drawn by four

splendid white horses, each atii'iided by a groom,
as already described—the engine, hose and lad-

der companies then followed in numerical order,

the whole exhibiting a lout ensemhh, the magnifi-

cence of which can scarcely be iinagiiied.

Many of the companies had costly banners,
containing ai>[>ropriate figures and devices—their

engine, carls and other apparatus, were gaily be-

decked with flowers, several hands of music ac-

i-ompanied then), the members of the different

I (impaiiies were dressed in miiform, some of the

l.uger engines were drawn by four and six horses,

ami they presented, altogether, a scene such as
probably, no i)rocession of firemen in the United
States, at least, ever before e()ualled. The Fifth

Division, (under Col. Philbrick) was composed of
the Masonic fraternity, with the various insignia

of their Order, the contractors and workmen of
the Water Works, several of the latter mounted
on wagons and engaged in working on pipes

—

one of the wagons presenting a banner inscribed
" Pi[)e Layers."

Next was the Typographical Society and Print-

ers, preceded by a carriage, on which were print-

ing papers, one of them the identical press on
which Franklin vvoiked when a journeyman
printer in London—the other was a small Smith
press, throwing off co|iies of the ode written for

the occasion by George P. Morris—then the North
River navy—then a car drawn by two liorses,

re[)resenlii"ig the miller and his inen—and another

a miniature steambcat, about 4 or 5 feet long, fol-

lowed by the Captains of the North River steam-

boats, in" barouche.'^. Succeeding this were the

members of the Phcenix Fomidry Association,

with appropriate lianners.

The sixth division w.is composed of the Butch-

ers of New York and Brooklyti, on horseback,

and a most imposing sceuc they presented. They
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each had white aprons and plaid sleeves, the

latter fastening iiniiiedialely ahove theelhovvs;

and also all wearing sitieiidid badges. Coniincted

with them was a car, on the |)latl<>rm of which
was a youug ox, several sheep, hay, and atten-

dants.

The seventh division (under 5Ir. John Ridley)

was composed of tiold an. I silver artisans, Mer-

cantile Lihrary Assoiiiitinn, .Muritie Society, So-

ciety of Mechiiiiics .-iiiil 'I'ladesiiien, Mechanics'

Soc'iety School, Del. ol Home League, tiie Amer-
ican and Mechanic>' institutes, and the Scliool of

the Institute. OtKcers of the U. S. Government,
])upils of the Di-al' and Onnd) Institution.

TIk! ciuhilr .li\i-ion (under Surgeon General

Pennefl u:,s r ;".>.d of several Henevolent

Societies, mz: Ht. Nirlioi.is, Si. George, Friendly

Sons of Si. I'^itn.-U, llihm.i.in Ben. 13urial Soc,

Universal Ben. Soc, SiKUiiro.-k, Sons of Herman,
German, VVashinglo,,, Itali.-.u Uifiversal, and last,

though not least, tiie St. D.aid, which was at-

tended by a car ihaun I., f.nr hays, on the plat-

Ibrm of whicli, uere three liaipers, with magnifi-

cent harps, represenliiij; llie ancient Druids.

The nintli (ii\isioM Has cumposed of the va-

rious Temperance Sc.cieii>-s, with p|,l(.ndid ;md
appropriate h;uiniis, cars, on uliich were lepre-

seiitatious of a well and cistern, and various

other endilems of tlioir noble cause. TIk y were

preceded by two military companies— lln- Tiin-

perance Guards an<i (he \Vasliiugtou Teiupi-ranr.-

Riflemen; in this were also two companio u illi-

out arms, of U. S. soldieis, companies of jnvi-

niles, &c., the beauty of u hitli, and the liappy

emotions they created a ni; the nuillitnde, may
nnagnii dlybe readily

cheered on the route. The tent

composed of the Rockland Ice Association, ex-

hibiting a cake of ice of immense size—idso
strangers and citizens, the whole succeeded by

several barouches, bearing flags, and containing

many of tlie youth and bi-,iuty of the land.

There was also in the procession a car con-

taining a representiitiou ol' ploughiuL', &c., and

several others which are truly worthy of note

and will he alluded to hereal'ter. The length of

the procession may he estimated from the fact

that the end of the procession had not left the

Battery till three hours after it had connnenced
its march.
The procession passed tip Broadway, round

Union place, down to the Bowery, iliron^h Grand
to East Broadway and Uliatliain street to the

Park. On reaching Union place a full head of

water was let on to the fountain, as was also the

case when the procession reached the Park.

The effect was magii.ificent in the extreme, and

hundreds of thousands of ha|ipy voices rent the

air with their j.)Vliil acclam.-.tious. An addres;

was then delivered by Sanuiel Stevens, and the

follovvimr ode san2^ in the most brilliant style by

the Sacred Music'Socieiy, in which over 200 vo-

cal ijerformers joined, ai(le>l by rich instrumental

On the whole it was Iridy a rich day, one which

will ever be prouilly remembered by the noble

and enterprising citizens of New York.

U to 1
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Jt was true llieie uie puiHts of difference be-

tween the two couiitriLS.

Ill his coiiiiiry, hh Excellency remarked, the

nation was a cieat |irn|iririor of laud in a state

of natiii-p. and it .i^VitimI ilie fee siin|)le of the

soil to every purchaser at about five shillings

stei liiii; per acre. With this temptation to es-

tablisliiiew farms, it was not possible that in a

young country there could be the high finish that

he every where observed in England. There

was a corislclerahle difference in climate; in

summer the maize, or Indian corn, was extensive-

iv cultivated in the United States; but in winter

the severe cold limited the turnip culture which

was the basis of so much profitable farming in

England. But substantially speaking, the gener-

al busiuess of industry, the care and tillage of

the land, the choice and improvement ot stock,

were the same in the two countries.

He hoped and prayed that the two countries,

the same in blood, as His Grace had happily ob-

served, and more akin in every thing than any

nations in history, would never be found arrayed

against each otiier except in generous competi

tion to promote their al ffooc and to con-

tribute to the interests of mankind in the propor-

tion that the world expected from their opportu-

nities and civilization. (Cheers.)

If, as the noble chairman had said, there was a

general exclusion of poliiical topics at the pres-

ent meelini;, he (Mr. Everett) was, of course, the

last indiviihial who could with propriety enter

that field. But he felt that he was safe in follow-

ing any example of the chairman ; and he be-

lieved "it was wishe<l, that he should say a word

as to the probable effect of the new corn law on

the importation of ?iain from America. He
concurred with the noble Duke in thinking that

it was too early to form a decided opinion on that

subject. But it was his general impression, that

whatever might be the effect on other States,

America was too distant to reap the full benefit

of tho.<!e modifications. He might add, Ibat,

from the price of grain in the United States now
and for several years past, he did not think that,

in common years, a deraniremeiit of the British

grain market was likely to be cau.sed by importa-

tion from America. Undoubtedly in seasons of

scarcity, when there is a great demand for for-

eign corn, a part of the supply would come from

America in the shape of floiu'; of which more

or less, indeed at all times, found its way to this

country. Salt provisions too, would be imported

from the United States. But whatever came
over, corn or provrsions, much or little, they

might depend upon it would be paid for in Brit-

ish manufictured goods. (Tremendous cheer-

ing.) The Americans would not be like his

Grace's friend ; they would not be put to the

blush by having to receive a large price ininon-

ey ; but whatever they sent, in the Ibrm of pro-

visions or grain, woiild be paid for in British

goods. The fabrics of Leceister and other man-
ufacturing towns, would pay ibr the growth of

the AmeriiMU soil. (Uetiewed applause.)

His Excellency said that it was not his lot to

be a cultivator of the fields; but it was his duty

and his privilege to do his best to cultivate a good
understanding with this country on behalf of his

own, and this part of his instructions it was nol

likely he could ever forget (Cheers), or relax in

the discharge of a province so grateful to Ins

feelings. His first duty was to his own country;

but after the auspicious adjustment of the diffi-

culties that now no longer existed, he could not

do his duty to his own country, without cultiva-

ting the kindest feelings between this and that.

In resnmiiiir his seat, his Excellency said, he
hoped the i-iirn|niiy would deign to accept his

earnest wislies that they might be all [irosperous

in their l)eiii-n art—trom that noble landlord

whose tenilorial possessiDiis dated back from the

Conquest, to llie poor Inil contented laborer, who
dwelt beneath the shelter of his towers. Collec-
tively and individually, he tendered his best wish-
es and thanks to thetii all. (Great cheering.)

From Dana's Muck Manual.

Irrigation.
Irrigation is chiefly employed on grass lands.

The green sward here may not be broken up

—

what if it was? What if, by ploughing, it was
exposed to the action of the air.' Remember
the properties of geine. Air converts the insol-
uWo to soluble, by forming carbonic ooid, that is,

the air combines with the carbon of the geine,

and forms that gas. Give the geine this oxygen,
condensed in water; wet it with this concen-
trated oxygen, crowd it into geine, as would be
done by overflowing a meadow with water. It

penetrates every crack and cranny, and every
mole's eye hole ; it expels the carbonic acid im-
prisoned under the sod. It is doing the same
work upon the untouched green sw^ard, which
would be effected by ploughing and tillage. The
long and the short of the whole action of irriga-

tion with pure limpid water is, that its absorbed
oxygen converts insoluble to soluble geine. Is

this explanation which science offers, confirmed
by practice.' The a|)peal is made to all who
have attended either to the theory or practice of

irrigation, to bear witness to its truth. It is not

admitted, that running waters are alone fit for

this purpose ? That after remaining a few days,

they are abated, and a new flood must cover the

land .' Is not this necessity, of renewing at short

periods the covering of water, which shows no
deposit, a proof that it has given up some invis-

ible agent to fertilize the earth ? This invisible

agent is oxygen. Is it not evident from the ex-

treme slowness with which air is absorbed by
water, that, if it were not for the running water,

which every few days replaces that which has

acted, that the practice of irrigation with pure
water coulii be never successful .'

This is the principle, a principle which having
been wholly overlooked, has led to a vvaste of

time and money, and has given to irrigation, in

many minds, the odor, if not of a bad, at least

of a useless practice. Where, guided by this

light of science, grass lands can be irrigated, let

it be done. If the experience of the most en-

lightened agricidturists in Europe is not all de-

ception, liy simple irrigation with running water,

the farmer may cut two tons of hay, where he
toils and sweats to rake off one.

But by far the most fertile source of increased

crops, by irrigation, is found in the impurity of

water; the salts and suspended matter, the slime

and genial mud of freshet.s. Perhaps the effects

due to this cause cannot be better illustrated

than by a .statement of those substances, and
their amount, which fill the waters of the Merri-
mack ; a flood of blessings which rolls by those
engaged in the din and hot haste of manufac-
ture, as uidieeded as was the oarlli<|uaKe which
thundered, and trembled, and rolled nway under
the feet of the fierce soldiery, in an ancient bat-

tle. In the year 1838, iluring twenty-three days
of freshets, from May till November, no less than

71,874,00:3 [)ounds of geine and salts rolled by
the city of Lowell, borne seaward. Din'ing the

five days of the great freshet, from January 28th
to February 1st, 1839, no less than 3.5,970,807

pounds of the same matter rolled by at from the

rate of 112,138 pounds to 20,405,.3'.)7 [lounds per
day; each cubic foot of water bearing onwards
from li to 301 grains. This is only the suspend-
ed matter. That which is chemically dissolved

by the water.s, the fine filmy depositc, which oc-

curs in a few days after the coarser and grosser

matters subside—and the matter ordinarily sus-

pended in the water of the river added to the

above, for the year 1838, give a grand total of
8.39,181 tons of salts and t'eiiie which were rolled

down in the waters of the Merrimack river.

What is this matter.' Is it of any agricultural

value .' The answer to the first question will an-
swer both. The dissolved salts are sulphate and
geate of lime, and the fine deposite occurring
after the water has settled, is composed of one
half of geine, and the remainder of salts of
lime and silicates. The great agri(-nltural value

is found in the clayey deposite which occurs in

the first few Hay.s. The coarser part, that which
collects about the foot of rocks, and falls and
eddies, is composed as follows:

Geine, •.VJ2

Silex, 7;J.70

Oxi<le of iron, 9.1.5

Alnmina, 8.30

Lime, 0..51

Magnesia, O.IO; but con-
sidering the elements as we have usually treated

them, as silicates, .salts and geine, the composi-
tion of the several deposites is shown in the fc)l-

lowing table

:

aeine. Stilphate Ph. of
Sol. In. of lime. lime. Sil.

^'^fatoT^!' \
^-"^ '•'* °-''* °-^ ^'^

7— li
6.30

2.34

3.20

iH..6G

81.20

If the doctrine of the action of silicates, salts

and geine, upon each oilier when aiileil bv f;row-

ing plants, is eonsidereil, it caiiiupt lail lo be per-

ceived, that llie fertility ot soils, pfriuilic-aih over-
flowed by turbid waters, is owiii;; to the ele"ments,

salts and geine which i! loriiaiiis, and to the ex-
quisitely finely divided stale of tlie silicates which
form the bulk of the deposit. The carbonic acid
of the air, acts on each atom of silicate, while ow-
ing to the geine, having been, as it were, irri-

gated, the o.xygen of the air and water, must ]iut

that into a state to evolve carbonic acid.

—

Hence, the silicates are at once decomposed and
their alkali liberated. How beautiful ! It seems
like a special interposition of that Beneficent
Power, whose blessings, while they fill us with
wondering admiration, at the infinite skill, which
directs every change in the material universe,

should teach us also, that these changes are held
up to us, not only to admire, but in some humble
degree to imitate. Whenever man, "the faithful

servant and interpreter of nature," hasthus learn-

ed the lessons propounded by an Infinite mind,
he finds when he humbly imitates nature's laws,

she is a kind and indulgent parent. She opens
her hand liberally, and gives ferlility by irrigation,

and rivers and streams hke holy water, sprinkled
by a reverend lather.liintily all they bedew. With
hearts thus attiiiied, by the obse'rvation of the

laws of nature, tliey respond to the gentle vibra-

tions, caused by the descent of genial and fertil-

izing showers.
Rain is only natural irrigation ; the water is

found like that of rivers, rich in oxygen, and or-

ganic matter. The fertilizing power of rain, is

referred to the same caii.ses, which lead to irriga-

tion, to the salts and geine which rain water con-

tains. Several chemists have proved the exist-

ence of saline matteis and organic substances in

the air. The (ailing laiii, carries down with it

salts of ammonia, ofiinie, and a flocky organic

matter. These all may be supposed floating in the

air. The dry soils, give to the winds an impalpa-
ble dust, its silicates and geine. When hailstones

which have been fbrmc'l in the regions of per-

petual fi'ost, exhibit almost the same substances,
which are comaiued in r.iin water, the height at

wlii(rh these mailers float, would almost compel
the supposition that tin y exist in a gaseous state.

From the exainiu ition of hailstones by Girardin,
a French chemist, it appears, that no sensible
trace of ainmouia was ili^tected during the evap-
oration of their water, but there was found a no-
table quantity of lime and sulphiirio acid ; and
above all, a large proportion of an organic sub-
stance containing nitrogen. Melted hailstones

have the appearance of water, containing a drop
or two of milk ; by standing, the water grows
clear, and the flocky nialter which settles, burns
with the smell of" animal matter and evolves am-
monia.

It is a question whether, even sit the Giessen
laboratory, this was not the source of the ammo-
nia there discovereil in rain water. It is taken
for granted that the ninniunia in rain water exist-

ed as a volatile carbonate, liecanse it was found
to pass over in distillation. So did a volatile pro-

duct, which always discolored the crystals of sal

ammoniac, procured by ailding a muriatic acid to

the distilled water. This discoloring matter, was
noticed a century ago, by Margraf. Later chem-
ists have also detectetl ammoniacal salts in rain

water, but no volatile carbonate of that base. It

is well known that muriate of soda arises in evap-
oration, so dots chromate of pfitash and several

other salts. If in distilling rain vvcter, the iim-

nionia did not pass over in the volafile organic
discoloring proiluct, it may have gone over as mu-
riate of ammonia, it is not questioned that am-
moniacal salts exist in rain and snow water. The
fact tliat ii there exists as carbonate, seems to be
.issiiuied and is incompatible with the salts which
have been herelolbre obtarued, from rain, snow,
and hail. This subject has of late excited much
attention, and as the existence of salts in snow
is intimately connected with the old saying, that
•' the snow is the poor man's manure," it may be
worth while to examine the foundation of this

proverb. Likf all others of this class, it will be

found to rest on observation, and is support<d by

experiment. In 1751, Margraf, in the neighbor-

hood of Berlin, after it had suowed several hours,
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CO lltc It'll ill f;l,iss vessels, as mudi falliii'; snow
as afforded 3U00 ounces of water. Tliis carefully

evnporatod, afforded GO grains of calcareous mat-
ter, with some grains of muriatic acid, and traces

of ifitrons vapor. An equal (|uantity of rain vvn

ter, aflTarded 100 grains calcareous matter, witl

some muriatic acid ; and in both cases the tnat

ter was discolored by an oily substance. A sini

ilar result was obtained long ago in Ireland, by
Dr. Rutty, who found in a gallon of snow water
4 grains, and in one gallon of rain water, 6 grain:

of calcareous matter. This is about the propor
tion found by Margraf, and would give tor each
inch of snow wateraboiu 10 lbs. of salts per acre.

From the existence of free acids in this case, it is

evident that no carbonate of ammonia could hav(

there existed.

There are some experiments perfoimed by oui

countryman. Doctor Williams, formerly Hollis

Professor of Mathematics and Natural 'Philo.so

phy in Harvard College, and detailed in the first

volume of his history of Vermont, where the e:

periments were performed. In 1791, (j galloi:

of fresh falling snow water, afforded by evapor;
tion, 11 grains calcareous matter, 2 grains of s;

line matter, 5 grains of a dark brown oily matte
In January, 179'2, 6 gallons of snow waier, froi

snow lying three inches deep on the grass, on a

area of 16 square feet, wheie it had lain 59 days,
covered with a depth of 27 inches of snow
forded the same salts as above, and 105 grains of
this oily mutter. This is the most remarkable
fact, and may afford some weight to the sugges-
tion before made, that organic "matter exists gas-
eous in the air. It must have been drawn up by
capillary attraction, or evolved from the surface
of the earth. It is there condensed by the snow
and returned to the earth, impregnated with its

salts of lime and anmionifi. The snow is "the
poor man's manure." It not only adds salts and
geine, but prevents the escape of the last. But
is it possible that it should escape in the cold ?

Doubtless it does when the ground is not frozen.

The snow by its warm mantle actually prevents
the earth growing colder, and as has been in-

geniously suggested, keeps up an imperfect vege-
tation. The snow thaws frozen ground. In 1791,
Professor Williams found that the ground which
had been frozen (i inches in depth, before the

snow fell, not only had this frost extracted in a
few weeks by snow, but that the ground, 6 inches

below the surface, had a temperature of 39 de-

grees. This slight elevation of temperature was
enough to allow the gaseous exhalation of organ-

ic matter, which was (bund to exceed that of

fresh fallen snow, by 20 times. This quantity in

snow 3 inches deep, vvoidd give per acre, 40 lbs.,

and to this are to be added 5 pounds of salts. If

this geine is not a natural addition in weight, it

has imdergone a transformation and become solu-

ble. Besides, every inch of fresh fallen snow,
actually adds a little of this same matter; it will

not be extravagant to estimate the total addition

of geine at 50 lbs. per acre for the winter. This
added to the warming efiiectsof snow, shows that

it may have a genial and enriching power on
vegetation, independent of its ammonia. The
old notion of the existence of nitre in snow is

not supported by evidence ; but in whatever view
we consider the salts of lime, in snow and rain

water, it is difficult to believe that carbonate of
ammonia exists in atmospheric air.

Mw Ipswich, Oct. 7tk, 1842.

Hon. Isaac Hill—Sm : I noticed in a late

nundier of the Monthly Visitor a request that

Deacon Hildreth, or some other person, would give

you some account of the cost of getting in a crop
of rye on new cleared land ; and believing from
minutes I have kept, that I can meet your request,

I will attempt to do it.

I purchused in July, 1839, of the Waterloom
Corporation, ten acres of wood land lying from
half to three fourths of a mile from Bank village,

for thirty-six dollars per acre. In 1840 and '41

the wood was cut from two acres—and amounted
to 80 cords. After deducting the expense of
chopping and teaming it produced clear $1,17 per
cord. The ground was burnt over the 2ttth of
July, '41 ; the burning was so thoroughly done that

no after clearing of any consequence was neces-
sary. 1 called the expense of burning two dol-

lars. The 13th of Sept. I sowed two bushels of
rye ; and it was harrowed by two teams of one
pair of oxen each in one day. Hoeing in around

the stumps occupied one hand half a day, as it

was harrowed and cross harrowed. It came
lip well, and entirely covered the ground lasl

fall. It was much trampled the pipsent sea-

son by dogs and other animals which made much
waste. I connnenced reaping it the 'Md m" July,

which was nearly two weeks earlier tiiaii ,i large
portion of our farmers would have cut it. The
reaping was slow work, and such reapers as we
have here either could not, or would not rea[>

more than one fourth of an acre per day. 1 set

down the cost of reaping and drawing to the
barn six dollars, which is pretty high. There was
778 bundles, rather small ,whid7 yielded 50 bush-
els of clear good rye, as handsome as any I ever
saw. When bolted it makes better flour than
nuich I have seen sold by the barrel.

The account of profit and loss on this land
stands as follows

:

Cr.
By 80 cords wood, standins—at 7s, 83,33
By 50 bushels of rye—at 5s, 41,67
By two tons straw—at $6 per ton, 12,00

$147,00
Dr.

Two acres of land, at 36 per acre, 72,00
Burning and clearing, 2,00
Two bushels of rye, and sowing same, 2,50
Two teams harrowing one day, 4,00
Reaping and drawing to barn, 6,00
Thrashing, 8 cents a bushel, 4,00

§90,50

§56,50
The waste wood has more than paid me for

any extra trouble about the land ;—and the croji

of grass wben I took oft" the rye stood thick and
uniibrni over the whole piece from twelve to

eighteen inches high.
In connection with the foregoing statement I

wish to make another of a single half acre of
rye I have raised the present ye.u". I have seeti

lately in the papers many accounts of " tall" rye,

and many kernels from single seeds. When
you have read what follows 1 think you will be-
lieve that if 1 had i.dien the trouble to count and
measure I could have beat them all.

On one corner of my tiirm is a small piece of
land containing little more than half an acre,
level and stony, but lying upon a high bank, and
entirely separated from any other land by walls
and a deep gulley which serves as a drain for

water from the neighboring hills. It was cover-
ed with brakes, briars and bushes, and liad been
of little value to me.

Without having any particular object in view,
in June, 1841, 1 mowed the bushes on it and my
boys raked them into small heaps; the season
was so dry soon after that I dared not set them on
fire, and should probably have let them rot on the

ground, had not sotne mischievous hoy been tnore

ventursome, and put fire to them. For two or
three weeks it threatened a "general conflagra-

tion" by getting into the neighboring dry grass,and
gave me and one of my neghbors much trouble. It

was ploughed in August, and I had to go betbre the

team with a hoe to dig the fire out of the ground,
to prevent injury to the cattle's feet. The first

day of Seplember, I sowed eighteen quarts of
rye upon it, and it was harrowed in. It grew so
luxuriantly that I began to fear it would head out
before winter ; and 1 put on my calves, and they
remained upon it tlio vvhole fall. In June last,

when it was in full 1/lossoui a wet foggy spell of
wealher lai<l the whole piece prostrate, and I

had serious thoughts of cutting it up for fodder.
The principal part of it regained its upright po-
sition, and was the tallest specimen of r\e 1 have
ever seen. Although 1 am over six feet high, I

had to mount the wall to seeihe njiddle of the
piece, where it was not more tlinn five rods in

width. It was reaped the 20th of July, and car-
ried the same day to the barn and set up to dry.

There were 330 bundles. I thrashed, winnowed
measured it carefully myseti; and it yielded

21 bu.<hels free from all waste. Four stooks of
this rye were lodged so early that the heads did
not fill out—of course were lost. There was not
a head of ergot or spurred rye in the whole. I

have carefully paced the land at difterent times
and upon what the rye grew was just half an
acre. The stubble was so thick and strong, that

it was impossiWe to plough it in well with a

Prouty seed plough, and I ploughed it a second
lime, and sowed it with rje again, intending to
try its productive power to its fullest extent.

I have never cou.sidered this land, and iilmiit

three acres adjoining which is walled off" by itself,

us worth five dollars peracie ; and it had not for

eight years paid me the interest of that price.

The sceil rye I have used is of my own manu-
facture. Four years ago I mixed IJ bushels of
a very small kind of winter rye with the same
(pauility of large white rye. 1 have used these
kinds togethej- until thereis no perceptible difTer-

ence between them. It is now a very large and
handsome grain nearly the size of wheat.
The cost of this crop is as follows—to say

nothing about mowing the bushes which took
half a day, and keeping the fire from mischief:

Ca.
By 21 bushel rye—at 5s,

By li tons straw, at 6,00,

All sold

7,50

$35,00

Dr.
Ploughing a half day, two yokes o.xen, man
and boy, $2,00
Harrowing first time, 50
Eighteen quarts of rye, sowing and
harrowing, 1,25

My eldest son and hired man two thirds

of a day reaping and binding, 2,00
Drawing to barn, 80 roils, 50
Thrashing 21 bushels, at Sets., 1,68

$7^
Respectfully yours, &c.

JAMES SPAULDING. |

Comparative Weight of Cattle.—We [ire-

sent below a letter from an intelligent gentleman
of York <;oimty, Maine, showing the difference

which has taken place in the weight of cattle in

little more than half a century. As this is a
subject of interest to very many of our readers
and to farmers generally, we would invite par-

ticular atte;ilion to it. Cannot some of our New
Hampshire llirniers give us further statistics.'

South Berwick, Oct. 11, 1842.

Hon. Isaac Hill—Dear Sir:—An account
book has fallen into my hands in which 1 find an
account of the weight of cattle slaughtered in
1790, as follows:—"
Hatch Ox, Quarters 73.|

71

71J
72}

Weight of Quarters
Hide and Tallow

Whole weight
Hussey's Cow, Quarters

Weight of Quarters
Hide and Tallow

Whole weight
Perkins' O.x, Quarters

Weight of Quarters
Hide and Tallow

Whole weight
Joshua Emery's Oxen, 97

101

110
114

Hide ^ 70
Tallow 16

289i
72i

361i
64

257
64

321
97
99
107
106

16

Whole weight 508 459
I will now give you the weight of a cow and

lieil"er slaughteied" in Dec. 1841, belonging to
Hon. Charles N. Cogswell:—Cow 772—Yearling
Heifer 562—a two year old heifer, live weight,
1174 lbs.

. S
.

If you think the above of sufficient importance
in showing tlie diflereuce in the weijjhl of Cattle
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Time was, when .-liriiciiliiire was pursued as a

i.'iere art, was considered a routine of niecliani-

cal dnidi;ery, was treated as a husiness requiring

mere ;iiiiaja! power, u hen roii.--i!Ciuently our good
mother eailii ;;ave rimderale returns to the igno-

rant and iienhjrent laborer. IJiit now science

has come to the aid of the uirrieulturist, his palli

is every where illiunined with new light. The
laws which govern tiie vegetable world, are stud-

ied i ap|)i ith a certainty of Tlie

geologist e.\|)lo!'es our soils. The agricultural

chemist leaves liis hall and steps into natur
"

great laboratory, the open field, analyzes the

soils, traces out the laws of vej'etable and ani-

mal growth and decomposition— tells us the ca-

j)acilies of our respective soils, the causes of fer-

tility here, and sterility there^what a conipoimd
will effect, when the simples fiiil—why the strong

alkali, orsalt, or acid should kill, when its com-
bination with one of the earthy constituents ani

mates, stiiuulatcs and urges on to rich perfection.

The chemist qoes further— he exiiihits to us the

wondrous indnences, attractions and affinities of

heat, liglit, electricity anil the atmospherical

agents, and demonstrates, liow all these can be
usefully controlled by man.
How can tlie farnier, you will inquire, make

Heaven's best gifts subservient to his uses and
wants.' Can he make the sun shine brighter, or

the showers and dews descend jnore copiously.'

What has he to do with the at'.MOsphere anfl its

contents? May he not so p.repare, and till his

soil, that its moisture, its carbonic acid, its oxy-

gen, shall circulate more freely, and thus yield a

richei" supply of drink and food to the roots of
the vegetable product ? May not the farmer give

the soil such a consistency by the addition of
such vegetable and mineral substances as will

necessarily induce the elements of the atmos-
phere to act upon the vital limctions of tlie plant

with greater pouer.' Wiien you so cultivate

your land, as lo keep it clear from weeds, wiien

you hoe and stir its surface often, will you not
thus give the soil a greater absorbing power and
invite the dews to a full and kind discharge of
all their beneficial offices.- And what has the

farmer to do with heat.' Is your soil of a clayey
consistence ? Apply the sand or silex, the natu-

ral absorbents rmd retainers of heat. Is your soil

naturally cold? Apply your unfermented ma-
nures. By the gradual fernientation, decomposi-
tion and new combinations of such manures,
much heat will be evolved and diffused tinough-
out the surrounding soil. What has the fu-mer

to do with electricity. If a soil is acid, it is

said to be in a state of negative electricity,

and is therefore barren. If a soil has too many
alkalies, that is in a state of positive electric-

ity, then it is barren. We sow a crop in a peat

swamp. We get no useful products. We find

too much acidity. This aciility must be neu-
tralized by the alkali before fertility is induced,

and thus the acid is counteracted by the alkali

;

and in this way, the electro powers of the soil

are balanced, and frnitfulness restored. Judge
Peters of Pennsylvania, many years since, intro-

duced the use of gypsum upon his land. His
example was followed, and soon such large quan-
tities were spent upon the earth as to produce
injurious effects, or no effect at all.

Too much of a good thing was used, and for a

time the farmers in tli«t vicinity ceased to use

gypsum ; and it was written down as worthless.

At length science came along that way, and con
vinced the farmer by careful and skiUiil exper-

iments, that one or two bushels of good phister

per acie, scattered broadcast upon the clover or
liny otli<n- broad-leaved plant growing upon san-

dy or alluvial soils, showed its good results as far

as the eye could reach. It was found that the

plants of the soil can decompose small quanti-

ties of the salts contained in gypsum and will let

loose the lime, and thus he nourished; but the

plants would not decompose and absorb large

quantities of this substance. Upon this same
principle the judicious physician adtninisters to

the patient small quantities of his opium, or acids,

or nfmerals, and he immediately finds his intend-

ed powerfiil results produced. If much larger

quantities of the same material be administered,

(leath or other deleterious consequences ensue.

Hence the necessity of balancing the electrical

forces of om- soils either by the addition or sub-
traction of some well known substance, perhaps
in the proportion of no more than one grain to a

hundred. Potash and lime, by actual experiment,

administered in this ratio, has been known to pro-

duce the surprising effect of doubling, yea quad-
rupling the crop in one single year.

The analysis of our soils is furnishing to the

scientific and practical farmer important facts.

We not only ascertain with accin-acy their orig-

inal constituents; but the degree of fertility or

poverty incident to each one. We see the pro-

poitioi'i of vegetable matter or food abstracted by

each year's crop. We analyze the crop itself;

we learn the matter extracted, and wliat ingredi-

ents each species of plants recpiire for their most

perfect growth. We find too the kind and quali-

ty of manure that can be most safely and econo-

mically applied to ensure a good crop. When
analysis has been applied to our animal and veg-

etable manures, it has been ascertained among
other (jicis, that tlie violent ferment.ition, which
reduces them to the consistency of muck, occa-

sions not only the loss of valuable gasses and
fluids, but also solid intrinsic matter.

Sir Humphn-y Davy is of the opinion, from a

series of soimil ex[ieriments on this point, that

the manure is reduced from one half to two tiiiids

in weight, and that the carbonic acid and ammo-
nia thus disengaged, comprise a most valuable

source of vegetable nourishment. Hence, the fol-

ly of summering our inanuies in our yards, and
exposing them to the wasteful effects of sun and
sliower." The ]iractice of our best farmers is

now but one way on this subject. Charles Lor-

rain, an eminent farmer, says that he was in the

habit of taking his coarse manure from his cattle

yards, fi-om which he fed out his corn husks and
straw and stalks, and ploughing it under in the

spring for his corn ciop. This he did upon
loams, upon a stiflf-retentive clay, and upon light,

sandy soils, and in a variety of climates. The
result was that the manure was most effectually

and beneficially decomposed after it is ploughed
under the soil ; and that top-dressing with i>u-

tie.5cent mmuires was u wasteful practice.

The analysis of our soils gives us some data
from which we can draw satisfactory conclusions
as to the deleterious influence of that kind of
husbandry denominated cropping. This may be
defined to consist in drawing every thing out of
the soil and restoring nothing back. It is the

stingy, grudging method of cheating the soil out
of vAiat it has a sound claim to exact of us.

Were it not that this system of negligent farm-
ing carries with it its own punishment, in the al-

most entire loss of labor, time and capital em-
ployed, we would be inclined to ask for Legisla-

tive interference with its pains and penalties to

remedy the existence of such an evil.

We have here in New Hampshire many exten-
sive farms once fertile, that scarcely now by their

products pay for the labor employed upon them.
Look at many of our hill-tops, rendered entirely

barren by a long course of wasteful cultivation,

united with the ordinary action of winds and
rain. Do we not hear the voice of help crying to

us from such grounds ? The ftlarylanders and
Virginians, for a century past, have planted and
sowed their once rich lowlands with tobacco and
wheat without the renovating use of manures,
and so sure as efliect always follows cause, their

soil becomes exhausted. They find their lands

refuse to yield a profitable crop, and to ascertain

a remedy, they invite the attention of the chemist

to their soils. Liebig, an eminent chemist, makes
his e.xperiments, and informs the Mary landers

that the alkalies were taken from the lands.

There was no food for their wheat—no capability

in the soil to sujiply the specific pabulum for the

crop. He estimated the amount of free alkalies

chiefly of lime and potash, thus exhausted, in the

space of one hundred years, at 1200 lbs. per acre.

And, now the Southrons are slowly beginning
to inform themselves, and to apply their remedy,
by the use of the abundant means within their

control—I refer to the calcareous matters, their

s and their lime—what kind of recuperative

energy shall we bring to our own worn out soils ?

We must produce a reaction proportionate to the

forced action, so says philosnpliy. Yea more,
we have it from high moral authority, that when
we have wrongfully taken from a fellow creature,

we iiiust restore four fold. Is it not as much our
botinden duty to requite the wrongs inflicted by
us so unkindly upon nature's fair almoner, that

has so often and so bountifully dispensed her

gifts to us? Now the soils of New Hampshire
contain in their be-st estate less than two per

cent, of lime and still less potash. The soils

of the Western States, from nineteen speci-

mens analyzed, contain something over four

percent, of lime in its various formiitions, with a
greater proportion of potash and other salts.

Now the farmer's great object here is to employ
diligently the means he has to obtain a good tex-

ture to his soil—a good upper surface, a strong

vegetable mould, deep enough to sustain and in-

vigorate the roots of the crop.s, and tenacious

enough to supply them with moisture and acids,

and salts enough to act as solvents to the soluble

or fertilizing qualities o( the soil. Now this is to

be obtained by a judicious, skillful and liberal

application of vegetable, animal and inineral

manures, and by careful and timely cultivation.

Manure is to the farmer the astrologer's wand,

that is to convert every thing into money. All

otn- energies should be taxed to [irodiice the best

and greatest quantities. Now let us look to our

resources a moment and ascertain what we can

do in this behalf. And, in the first place, we
have some good peat meadows—we have more
meadow, or pond muds—we have by our high-

wavs and hedges other rich loams and substan-

ces" all ready for inacticai use. Now any or ail

of these substances can be profitably combined

with green yard manure. With them you can

underlay the bottom of your barn yards to the

depth of six or eight inclies, and thereby absorb

the juices of the" superincumbent animal raa-
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mires. Through the simimer mid fiill months
you can from time lo time U\ki: into your yards
peat 01 swainp muck, rorten wood, hrakes, briers,

leaves of trees or any oilier vefretable matter and
unite them vvilii common stable manure in the

ratio of three to one. Then, in the spring abont
a month before we wish to use it, we mix with

the compost common imleached ashes, or potash,

or recently slacked lime, aiiil in this way, sayi

Dr. Jackson, " we fienerate froiri the de<-omposi
tion of the animal matters a great qnantity of
ammonia, which will lie alisorheil hv the vejiela-

bie acids, and the coiii|i(ists will he 'thus power-
fidly aniimented in strenu'lh and value."' 'I'he

quantity of lime used in prepann<; a compost of

this kind may be used in the ratio of one part of
lime to ten of the other substances, ai>d sixteen

bushels of common ashes will be an equivalent

for one cask of lime. In this way, one ton of
solid barn yard manure will make four tons of
compost, and every thing that has been once pan
of a vegetable or aninial substance i-an be con
verted into corn, jrrass or roots.

Dr. Coventry of E(lirilinrj;b estimates that the
straw of an ordin.-iry acre of "rain, computed at

one ton, may be converted by the liquids of the
stable or cattle yards into three and a half tons of
manure, one half of some earth being properly
coird(ined with the straw to constitute this kind
of compost. Your own information atvd es|>erj-

ence on this snhject niirst iiave convinced you
that the nianiiliicture of the conmion and ordina-
ry (luantity of barn yard manure Irom the stock
farmers are now abie to keep will not be siiffi-

that compost manures applied to any sail i«i the
hill or spread broadcast and plonched in, or used
as a top-dressing upon irni-ss, in quantities quad-
ruplinsrthe ordinary su[iply of yard iiwuinre, will

furnish the sure and successful means of reform-
ing our husliandry. Lord Mcadowbank of
Scotland, who first called the aUentiori of the
public lo this subject of composts, say .s

" that in

every diversity of soil it h:is i;iven returns in no
wise interior to the best yard manure, and l)eing

applied in the same cpianiity, it is equal if not
preferable in its effects for tiie fii-st lliree years,
and decidedly superior afterwards." An able
wi iter in l\lass;iclinsitis who becomes ipiite en-
thusi.rslic OH this topic, remarks that "the qilan-

nf thai State is sntlicicni to icmlc-r all her barren
hills as fertile as the I'r.iirics of tlie West ; and
that now the only (liliiinliy uas to persuade
farmers to prepare it and apply it to iheir soils."

It is one of the characteristics of the yaiikee,

before be will embrace any new theory, or adopt
any new practice, to ask ymi to Cfiiw.inct; him
that it will give him more snhstanrial profit than
the old one. Our request is lo all wtio doubt or
hesitate to practice the new Imsbaiidry in rela-

tion to compost manures, that they would in goorl

fiiith try the systein according to tlieir abilily thv

the space of two years: if then Iheir judgments
be not convinced, if the lights that have well
"guided others, (irove hut a phantom lo lure and
deceive" all this time, then I s.iy, it will be soon
enough to reject the practice and resort to old
expedients again. Try this process of manuring
as Arthur Young did his fifty years ago. I speak
of a man who breathed into British" husbandry
the breath of life. He planted his potatoes upon
six equal plats of ground—three of which were
manured, and three were not, each plat having
the same natural advantages and the same culli-

vation. The manure land produced 472 bushels,
yielding a net profit of $100. The ;liree ad-
joining produced 1.32 bushels, yielding a net
profit of $2. How many farmers liave ha<l

similar rewards from similar experiments?
But, to pursue the subject a little further, there

are other classes in our conunimity, who can en-
rich themselves and the farmer too by a little at-
tention to this subject. All animal substances
constitute by decomposition most powerfid ma-
nures. They are rich in ammonia, and all the
salts essential to siqiport the vesetable organs.
They furnish the albumen and gluten, that the
wheat kernel must have. Now every tanner can
raise up a compost heap, that will make the car-
den or the wheat field smile with gladness', by
the use of the flesh, the hair, the skin, the horn
combined with the lime, the animal or other
juices of his yard that now hut manure the at-
mosphere around him, or are swept off" In the

swift stream that usually floats by him. Let the

tanner then study this new source of profit.

Bones too are found the richest material of all

manures. Ground to a dust they are now used
very -extensively as a manure. About §800,000
worth are annually imported into Great Britain

for this purpose. Writers of intelligence in

coimtry have estimated that this tliere adds to

tfie annual product iriore than sixteen millioi

bushels of grain. It is a historical reminiscence
not WTlhoiit its lesson that the bones of the horse
and the rider l-lmt lie bleaching upon the plains

of Waterloo were gathered together some uioi

afler the great battle and brought into Eiigli

to enrich her wheat fields. Belgitmi may h

her field of glory, but English cupidity grasps the

profits of "andiition's bloody fray." The wool-
en mannfactmer must also contribute bis stock

to this great firm. The refuse of the wool and
woolen rags and other substances used at woolen
manufactories contain an oil which render tl

excellent manin'e.s. The paper manufacturer
fi-ouL the .salts of his bleacheries and the offal of
his rags can furinsh a good material. And in

this belialf, we find none giving more pronqit

and liberal payment to all reasonable demaiule of
the husbandman than Dr. Franklin's geutlei:

The borsejockey too, who has brought his old

steed to Ihs final account, instead of casting him
into the mill potKl or river, or dragi'ing him out.

as food for the crow, or wild lex, sliould lay him
down in some sequestered nook, and throw
around him a whole monimient of earth and
scribe on it the words of my Lord Meadowbauk
"That a carcass of a dead horse has been happily
employed in decomposing twenty tons of peat

earth and transforming it into the most variable

maimre." I fear you will say I bat my Lord M
must iiave inherited something beside the knowl-
edge of making manure from the liimous Barony
of Manchau.sen.
But again, after all our industry jmd economy

in amassing tnanures, there still will be portions
of many of our farms lying waste for the lack
thereof They may be too far from the owner,
too inaccessible by reason of water, or high hills,

or some otiter cause. Judge Buel remarks, that

as a general rule it will not be profitable to haul
manures over two niile.«, because we can adopt
still another system of renovation—we allude lo

the prai'tice of turning in green crops. Some-
times the farmer when his lands have beeti im-
poverished by cro[ipiiig without manuring, will

let them lie a few years at rest. They thus ac-
quire such a degree of ti-itility as to bear a crop
of some sort that rewards his toil. If this ha[)-

pen lo unseeded huid, thrown out as waste, bow
much sooner may it be recovered, when sown
with hnck« heat, oats, rye or clover, and the <'iop
svhen ill full blosiiom turned in? If the first

product be small, let the land be again sown, and
the second crop ploughed in. A judicious farm-
er rcconiniends this course: Sow a crop of oats
and plough ihcin in: then sow clover seed. The
next spring plough in clover, and having rolled it

<lown, plant directly upon the furrows with |K>ta-

toes or corn. The -suHace then should be tilleil

witii the cultivator or hoe, so as not to disturb
the sod. A litlle alkali from the use of lime or
aslies will not disturb the harmony of this sys-
tem.

A Mr. Dackett of England efFectually renova-
ted a sandy farm by this system. An intelligent
farmer of tlie state of Delaware writes that lie

boiiL'lit a liuin remarkable for its gejieral poverty
of soil and succeeded in bringing it to fertility in

this way cheaper thati he could by any other plan.
This experiment has been extensively tested in

many parts of New England—very successfiilly
by one gentleman at least in this country, and it

is a system of cultivation found equally adapted
to clayey, as well as sandy soils.

We have already slightly allude<l to the prac-
tical benefits arising from the admixture of soils.

In relation to the use of clay on sandy soils,

Judge Buel recommends that it be scattered
broadcast on the soil in tlie fall exposed to the
atmos|iheric frosts, snows and thaws of the win-
ter, harrowed over and ploughed in with other
manures in the spring. Dr. Jackson, our learn-
ed State geologist, .suggests the propriety of burn-
ing clays for a manure. This practice has lately
been revived and prosecuted to a considerable
extent in England, and in such a manner as to
preclude all doubt of its efficacy. On stiff clay-

ey soils it b IS in the iirnclice of many fanners
superseded the use of lime, li is (oumj that clay
so burnt as to reduce it to the consistency of
ashes, will not again when wet witli rains, recov-
er its original texture of a close compact sub-
stance. It will not be too tenacious of water,
nor will it when dry become too hard for the
roots freely to |ienetrate.

The method of burning is by means of a
smotliered fire, as we burn a coal pit. The clay

is piled in difl'ereiit strata, located at a proper dis-

tance lor ihe iipcinlidn of wood and fire, by the
a.~Msiaiu'c i>l' a llw liiick suitably arched, then
coveieil «itli caiih ;iiiil tin!' and' burned. Dr.
Cartw right says, he used six hundred of brick in

preparing a pit of eighty-five cart-loads, and that

it cost him about five tlollars to burn it, and that

it was worth as much as yanl manure on any
soil. Many of onr liirmeis are beginning to

searcli lijr hitherto Ijidden ircasmes in their nu-
merous clay banks; and we donlit not from their

fertile ashes, there will spring out before us a

more beautiful and profitable Phoenix than the

one we have recently found at Charlestown, Mas-
sachusetts.

We have now in a very brief and discursive

manner sketched a limited outline of some of the

means to be resorteil to in order to recruit our
New Hampshire soils. Your own good sense,

seasoned by close oliscrvatioii and the study of
our good writers on this interesting subject, will

enable you to fill up the picture. You find I have
considered manure of some kind as the suic qua
non of all gooil husbandry, as the liird that brings

to the flirmer the golden egg, .iiid uhose life is

therefore not to be taken with inipunily. It lies

at the foundation of our productive labor. It is

the secret power which has raised Flemish and
English and Scottish soils, originally no better

than onr own, to tliat high and palmy state of
fertility as to enable them annually to produce
their twenty-six, thirty, yea forty husliels of wheat
to the acre, while New England scarcely yet av-

erages her fifteen bushels, and the whole United
States but little exceeiling twenty bushels to the

acre according to the agricultural returns of
18;!9.

From our railroad facilities we now find our-
selves the near neighbors of the great West,
bringing daily their rich products to our very
dooi-s. We must meet our new brethren in our
old market as powerful competitors, as generous
rivals. To meet this emergency we must |)Ut

forth our whole strength, draw upon all our le-

and skill and cnKipiize never did yet in the hour
of trial sni cinuli, or yield the prize. Our new
position as well. us the uu-sellled state of our cur-

rency may require of us some sacrifices, and em-
barrassment may demand of us the study of
close economy, may ask us for a time to eat the

bread of carefnhiess, yet under the smiles of a

lienignant Providence, we trust the day is far oflf

when our enlightened, well directed industry
shall not receive Its kind rewards. Take courage
then. Be not luggers in the swift and steady
march of improvement. Struggle manfully to

win the race. Speed the plough and shuttle with
your whole skill and strength. Give your hard
soils, already as strong as granite can make them,
more strength. Bring out of them in abundance
those rich elements tliat give to individuals, and
to nations their substantial comforts anil real

greatness. Study your relative and already ex-

alted stations in .society, and raise still higher the

standard of excellence of the New Hampshire
tanner. Insist on the influence always due lo

sound heads and virtuous hearts and the bright

example of liberal hands. Give a generous cul-

ture to your minds as well as to your soils. Then
may we ."ay with a verity, that soon our waste
places will smile— the hills rejoice, and the wil-

derness blossom like the rose.

There are those to whom a sense of religion

has come in storm and tempest; there are those

whom it has summoned amid scenes of revelry

and idle vanity; there are those, too, who have
eard "its still small voice" amid rural leisure

and placid retirement. But perhaps the knowl-
edge that causeth not to err is most frequently

tnpressed upon the mind during the season of
affliction, and tears are the softened showers
which cause tlie seed of heaven to spring and
lake root in the human heart.— Halter Scott.
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From the Karmor's Journal.

Liquid 9Iauiire.

Mr. Editor—When accDiiMts of the great value

of liquid iiiamire, as |inivi(l liy i'X|ieriiiieiit, liave

been |iiil)lished, and its •ji-r'\[ miliiy is so eviileiit

on e.\uini]iin^' the >iili|ril, ii is sin-|iri,sin;j that liir-

niers do not give heed ki the sulijecL livery one
is aware tliat " manure is llie tin iiier'.s gojil mine,"
and great attention is given the .suhjeet in malt-

ing compost lieafis, procuring various materials,

and buying manme, often at a high priee, all

which may be profitable; but the far cheaper
method of saving lii]uid manure, slioidd not be
neglected, as it generally is.

Animal bodies are constantly wasting away and
acquiring a new supply of matter from food. The
waste passes off in nrine and conlains a large

amount of fertilizing matter, an.l being in a liquid

state is well adajited lo support plants; as soluble

matter only can be taken up by the roots of jilants.

Though dung may appear far more valuable, from
its body and substance, that part only which is

soluble will be appropriated by the plant to its

support.

Arthur Young mamn-ed (our e<iual' portions of
a field, one with dry cut straw, another with straw
soaked five hours in fresh mine, a third widi
straw soaked in like manner fifteen hours, and a

fourth with straw soaked three days ; to a fifth por-
tion nothing was apjilied. Tins whole was tilled

alike and sowed with grain. The product of the
first was 30, the second 50, the third 63, the
fourth 126, and the fifth 9. Tlus experiment
demonstrates, by the straw, the great value of
vegetable matter for maiuue, and by the urine,

the great fertilizing properties of liqifid manure,
which is wasted by most farmers in the country.
A farmer in Scotland dug a pit near his feeding

stall, and filled it with loam, at an ex[)ense of 22
dollars. On this he conducted the urine of 12
cattle for five months, and the whole was satura-
ted. The contents of tin; pit were 280 loads,

which were applied at the rate of 40 loads to the
acre. There was no perceptible difference be-
tween the crops on land thus manured, and on
that to which an (;qnal quantity of dmig was ap-
plied. So he considered the liquiil and solid

manure of equal value when applied to the land
;

and the expense in the saving and a|)plication of
liquid manure, will not justify its waste, as it

will afford a large profit beyojid all the expense
and trouble.

There are various ways of saving liquid ma-
nure, and every farmer can follow that which is

most convenient, and by experiments learn which
is best. Dry loam, and litter, such as leaves,

brakes, weeds, refuse straw, &c., may be thrown
on the floor to absorb the moisture, or a portion

of plaster sufficient to l>e used with the manure,
may Iw used to absorb the moisture.

Another method is lo make the floor light, with

a channel at the back part to drain the urine into

a cistern, from which it may be carried to the

field and sprinkled upon grass or tillage lands, or

used in a compost heap, or it may be directed

on a quantity of loam placed to receive and ab-

sorb it.

The cattle house may be so constructed that

loam, sods, &c., may be placed under the door to

receive the liquid manure as it runs through. If

dry loatn be used, it will require much less to ab-

sorb the liqid manure, and it will be much lighter

to cart.

As manure is of so much importance to the

farmer, and as a large amount of liquid may be
collected aud applied conveniently, and at little

expense, I hope the subject will no longer be
neglected. Let every tanner contrive some
method to save it this fall, and learn from his

own experience its great value. Economy.

[From the report of the Middlesex Agricultural Society.]

Farm of Mr. Jonas Viles, of Waltham, Mass.
This farm is situated about two miles from

Waltham Plain, and eleven miles from Boston.
It contains ninety acres of land, part hilly and
very rocky, and part swamp and bog meadows,
four acres of which have been reclaimed. Fif-

teen years ago Mr. Viles begun to make improve-
ments on this farm. At that time much of it was
entirely unproductive, aud covered with rocks
that would discourage most men, but, with a per-
severing, well directed industry, Mr. Viles went
to work, and no doubt he has dug up and remov-
ed stono enough to build four monuments as large

as that on Hunker Hill ; and these stone have

lj.;en buried up in his nic.dnws, aud disposed of

in his double walls, wIiltc iliry will long remain,

a monument of liis imlitstn/, at least. After

much of ii sat out a|)ple trees. His ba'rn is lOO
leet long, and 35 feet wide, with a back linter

Infill oiT^ aud a cellar under about two thirds of

the whole. He makes the manure mostly under
cover, part in the celler and part in the shed, and
buys about ten cords of horse manure annually,

This is a milk farm now, and has been fiir sev-

eral years, aud much attention is given lo the

growing of roots for the cows, such as ruta baga.

sugar beet, mangel wurtzel and English tmtiip.s.

He kee|)s 12 cows ih the summer, and 20 in the

winter, besides one and sometimes two yoke of
oxen, three horses, six yoimg cattle, and a good
nundjerol'hogs. He carries his own milk to mar-
ket everyday, and buys some fi'om his neighbors.

He probably niakcs enough by carrying milk for his

neighbors to pay for inarKeiing his own, and in

that case his own milk would yiehl him at home
the market price m Cambridge or Boston.

The produce of the farm the present yea

by estimation

—

32,580 qts. of milk 5^ cts., 15il,806 75
500 bushels potatoes, 40 cts,, 200 00
350 bbls. picked apples, $1,50, 525 00
Peaches, pears and wijidfall apples, 130 00
VegetabJes not enumerated, 75 00

$2,736 75
the amoii

he produce
! family or

$300 00
48 00

234 00
400 00
50 00
100 00
70 00
30 00

It should be understood that this h
actually sold, and does not include I

consumed on the place, either by thi

stock.

The expenditm-es are as follows

3 men S months at $15 pr month,
1 man 4 " at $12 "

Boanl of men,
Stilt hay, grain and manure bought.

Blacksmith's bill.

Wear and tear of wagons, tools, &c.,

350 flour bbls. at 20 cts..

Taxes on the farm.

$1,292 00
Balance of net profit, $1,444 75

In their examination of this farm the Commit-
tee saw many things to admire. The crops all

presented a fine appearance, the cornfields |>ar-

ticularly. Mr. Viles raises the same kind of corn

that he has head for fifteen years. Every year,

before it is gathered, he goes through the field

and selects the earliest and best filled ears for

seed. By long practising this comse, he has

much improved his corn. No doubt any kind of

a crop may be improved by taking a similar

course with the seed. The Committee were much
gratified with the neat and tidy appearance of
things about this farm, and particularly about the

buildings, which are well constructed and conve-

nient. Indeed, at every luru, there is something
to suggest the idea of convenience. The notion of
utilihj seems lo prevail over all others.

The Committee award to Jonas Viles, of Wal-
tham, the first premium of $25 00.

Physical Debility of American Women.
But the secoinl, and still greater difliculty pe-

culiar to American women, is delicacy of consti-

tution ; which renders them victims to disease

and decay.

The lact that the women of this comitry are

usually sidyect lo disease, and that their beauty
and youlhfidness are of shorter continuance than

the women of other nations, is one which at-

tracts the attention of foreigners ; while medical
men and philanthropists are conslaruly giving

fearful monitions as to the extent and alarming
increase of this evil. Investigation makes it evi-

dent that a large proportion of yoimg ladies,

from the wealthier classes, have the incipient

stages of curvature of the spine, one of the most
sure and faithful causes of future disease and
decay. The writer has heard medical men who
have made extensive inquiries say, that probably
one of every six of the young women at board-

ing schools are affected in thi.svvay ; while ma-
ny other indications of disease and debility exist

in cases where this particular evil cannot ho de-

tected.

lu consequence of this enfeebled stale of lh?ir

constitution, induced by a neglect of their phyai

cal education, as soon as they are called to the

responsibilities and trials of dotnestic life, their

constitution lifds, and their whole life becomes a

Innden. For no person can enjoy existence

when disease throws a dark cloud over the mind,
anil inc.qiacilales her for the proper discharge of

every duly.

It would seem as if the primeval curse that haa

written the doom of pain and sorrow on one pe-

riod of a young mother's life in this country, has

been extended over all ; so that the hour never

arrives when " she forgettelh her sorrow for joy

that a man is born into ihe world." Many a

mother will testify with shuddering that the most

exquisite suflferings she endured, were not those

ajipointed by nature, but those which, for week
after week, have worn down health and spirits

which nourished her child. And medical men
teach us that this, in most cases, results from de-

bility of constitution, consequent on the misman-
agement of early life. And so frequent and so

moin-nfnl are these, anil the other distresses that

result from the failure of the female constitution,

that the writer has repeatedly heard mothers say

that they had wept tears of bitterness over their

infant daughters, for the sufferings they were
destined to imdergo; while they cherished the

decided wish that these daughters should never

rnarry. At the same time,' many a reflecting

young woman is looking to her future prospects

with very diff"erenl feelings and hopes from those

which Providence designed.

American women are exposed lo a far greater

amount of intellectual and moral excitement than

those of any other land. Of course, in order to

escape the danger residling from this, a greater

amount of exercise in the fresh air, and all those

methods which stretigthen the constitution, are

imperiously required.

But, instead of this, it will be found that, ow-
ing lo the climate and the customs of this nation,

there are no women who secure so little of this

healthful and |>rolecling regimen. Walking, and

riding, and gardening, in the open air, are prac-

tised by women of other lands to a far greater

extent than by American females. Most English

women, in the wealthier classes, are able to walk

six or eight miles on a stretch, without oppressive

fatigue; and when lliey visit this country, always
express their sur|)rise at the inactive habits of the
American ladies. In England, the regular daily

exercise in the open air is very commonly re-

quired by the mother as a part of daily duty, and
is sought by young women as enqiloyment.

In cronsequence of a diff'erent physical training,

English women in those circles that enjoy com-
|)etency, present appearances which always strike

American gentlemen as a contrast to what they

see at home. An English mother, at thirty or

thirty-five, is in the tuli bloom of perfected wo-
manhood—t's fresh and as healthful as her daugh-

ters. But vvliere are the American mothers who
can reach this period unfaded and unworn? In

America, young ladies in the wealthier classes

are sent to school from early childhood ; and

neither iiarcnts nor teticbers make it a definite

object to secure a proper amount of fresh air and
exercise, to counterbalance their intellectual tax-

As soon as they pass their school-days, dress-

ing, visiting, evening parties, and stimulating

amusements, take the place of study ; while the

most unhealthfiil modes of dress add to the phys-

ical exposures. To make morning calls, or to

do a little shopiiing, is all that can be called their

exercise in the fresh air; and this, compared to

to whiit is needed, is .djsolutely nothing. Incon-

sequence of these and other evils that will be

pointed more at large in the following pages,

the young women of America grow up with such

a delicate' constitution, that probably eight out of

ten become subjects of disease either before, or

as soon as they are nailed to the responsibilities

of domestic life.— £j-(r«f< of Miss Beecher's Trea-

tise on Domestic Economy.

Picture of Chanuing.

The following appeared sotne years since in the

London Athenroum, while Channing was in Eu-

ope. The sketch is boldly and truthfully drawn.

Those who have seen and heard him from the pul-

pit cannot fail to recognize tke life-like portrait

:

'Dr. Channing is not yet an old man—but, for
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many years, he lias benii considered, and has

considered himself, at ileath'sdoor: it was to liis

hearers as if every serinon iiinst !"• Lis liist. liis

mind, however, is in I'lill viu<"-, -i"! Iii.^ "riiinijs

and even his elo(|iienor', in il.i- I'.iMr aiid .Iviiii^

state, broutlie an inidimi'jihhLMi ciiiiinsiaMii. in

persiiii, lie is sinf;iihuly sin-iil, :ci.'l ol' iheslifilitnst

possible li-ame : seen in ihe street, wrapped in a

cloak, and covereil with a clorieal bat, he looks

achild in the habilimenls of a man. (We were

strnt-k, by the way when in Edinbori-'b, with his

resemblance to .leftrey, thoiiuh a mui-h smaller

man even than the cri;ic of the EiUnhtirirh Re-

dent, snffurin;:, r.l'l'i-lioMatr ; his v. ire is i|iKrii-

lous and low ; liis slcj) and hiahiicr ii,arl;i il

with debility, and, if yun dn nnt sindy closely Ins

hand and eye yoii wonlil never imagine yom-srll ni

the presence of u man in whom tlicre h.cd a

spark of energy, He creei^s np the pulpit stairs

with a feebleness almost painlul—winie the eon-

gregation is hushed in an\iu ;s and breatldess sym-

pathy—sinks e.xhansted, into the corner, and

rises' at last to give ont the psalm, paio, and ap-

parently nneipial to tlie service. A dead silence

follows the first soimd of his voice; and they

may well listen—lor never were poet's words

read with such cadences of music A prayer fol-

lows—low, brief, reverenlial, am! wholly free

from the irrelevance and fmiiliarity connnon

in e.N-temporc addresses to the Deity. Another

plain psalm follows—read, perhaps, tno:e de-s-

tinctiy and with less tremulous debilily i'.. 'i tlie

first—anil, as the echo of the or£;an dies in the

arches of the roof, lie rises liir !iis sermon. His

cloak has been thrown asiile, anil lie stands be-

fore his amlieiiee the sliLhtest drapery of a hu-

man frame that would serve to keep his son] upon

the earth. Across his forehead streams a siiiffle

lock of soft brown hair, contrasted stron^dy with

its transparent whiteness; liis thifi and hollow

features are calmly and merely intellectual in

their pain-worn lines: and Jiiseye, i^lowln;;- with

the nmiatural brightness of sickness, large, lam-

bent, and clear, beams with inexpressible be-

iiiunity. His voice, the most musical to which it

has ever been our lot to listen is first heard calm

and deliberate, and is not inn, h varied till he lias

laid down the iiremises ol' lus discourse. Ten
minutes have elapsed—and >on liavr; forgotten

the man in the interest he has awakened by his

trutii-like and lucid statement of his tl»eme. He

or «ithholdiiin; of small sums of money, often

wasted in trifling indulgences, whii h neither

piolii the mind northebodv. Ill this country the

d< 1-

.Ireds >ut you,
IS less a preaclier to

than an intelligent fi; ,, ' '
'

-'
'

:
innnica-

tion of personal iiu« .
umind

is wholly his own. '. -and
peculiar cadences of lii^ •. 'ee !-j^i .

.> -i- ii;;hlen

and change ; his sentences are mure i aried

—

from the brief and impressive antithesis to the el-

oquent appeal, rolling onward with iiro^ressive

pathos and energy : and his tones, wliich you

had tliought so silvery sweet, fill and gather

power, and seem illimitable in compass and ex-

pression. Passive-, and almost motionless till

now, his slight frame seems to dilate—his coun-

tenance kindles—his lips scein burning with earn-

estness and fire; and when his thin arm is stretch-

ed forth with its wasted hand, at the thrilling

crisis of his appeal, he seems transformed into a

prophet—instinct with supernatural revelation.

He goes on, and his discourse is full of surprises

to the mind and to the car. Conclusions spring

suddenly and yet with irresistible logic, from the

commonest premises; and his enunciation, to

which we again recur, and which is as varied in its

sto;>s, and as cmions in its ca[iabilities as an

ortran, changed iVom pathos to c<iimnaiid—from

calmness to im|iassioned fervor— from the most

measured and lingering music to the most rapid

and accumulating eiilhusiasm— wish a wondrous

fai^ilitv, which seems the immediate and burning

overilow of inspiration. He is first to break

own spell ; he has given out the concluding

hymn of the service before a sound is heard

from the entranced and breathless multitude be

fore him !"

From tho NewVmryport Herald.

Calculaiiou for the People.

Few people are aware of the comforts that

may be procured for a poor family by the ^ggre

gate savings of even fonr-pence-half-penny a day
for one year ; in other words there are very few
who arc practically acqii.iinted vviili the essential

(j^^ojole, as it relates to the freiiuent disbursing

admitted that our people are hoiicst and indiis-

irions; but habits of extravagance are very com-
mon, and many people indulge themselves and
their habits of lavish expenditure, to ihe great

injury of all those who have dealings w illi them ;

and when old age or misfortune eoiiies upon
lliem, they fiinrthat the injury inliieied iipeu

iirliiis (Awn recoils upon themselves. The ac-

In.;! wants of mankiiul are in reality very few; it

is lirciiiious indulgence that makes ns poor. If

llinvr people « h<i leave their homes and go abroad

to oi;!ai:i a fr. in:', would work hidf as hard and
witii IS mneli M-I:demal in the outset, as they are

ofli'ii eomp'-ll'Ml to in their new homes and cc-

agc of poverty. This is a ride so general that

the e.xceptions are few indeed.

We would neither advocate nor defend parsi-

mony, but simply attempt to illustrate some of

the rudiments oJ' economy, and to make some
suggestions that may pass lor what they are

worth. If they benefit none, ihev will at least

liarm none. Most people indulge themselves an.l

their children, in various little matters involving

more or less expense, and the\ are cei laiidy not

to Idaiiie for doing so to the <-\ient of their abil-

ity; but there are certain phasures in which

some indulge, costing but linle in detail, the ag-

gregate of which, if saved, would amoniit to a

considerable sum, and go far towaiil purchasing

a snug little fiirm orcoinforiable dwelling. Sup-

pose for instance, a man who hail been in the

haliit of spending fonr-pence-half-penny a day

lor liquor, or any unnecessary and unprofitable

indulgence, were to deposit that sum in a box,

am! not use it till 365 days had elapsed, he

wonld then fm.l he had S-32" 8U. If at the end
of tho year, times should be hard, this sum would
be a great help to him in supplying his family

with necessaries. Suppose, howevtn-, he should

lay by from his earnings 12i cents a day, that is to

save it, let us see what it comes to in a few years,

if placed at interest, together with the contin-

ued daily amount saved, to be added to the prin-

cipal sum annually and all kept draw ing interest,

by which it would be compomuliiig itself—at the

ci;d of the first year he wotdd have the simple

amount saved, that is $45 73—at the end of the

ad vear Stl4 30
3.1

' ' 145 55
4ih " 200 05
.'-.ih " 25r 78
(ith » 318 98

7th " 383 85
8ih " 45-2 71

9ih " 534 .^)0

lOth " (JO-J 76
This may serve to give some idea of the ag-

gregate increase by interest and de|Kisit of sav-

ing. s_if the calculation be extended to ten more
years in the saiTie way, the sum will amount to

aboit Slf370:^wcll, who is there that by a very

little self-denial cannot save more than 12i cents

a dav.

We imy all ha assured that there is no alcliymy

like economy. It will be found that almost all

those who are, or have been noted for their

wealth, began with little or nothing, and however
different iii other respects, have agreed in that

of strict economy.

L\F!.UENCE OF WoMAN.—In the ordinary course

of the world, in that intercourse of flattery and

falsehood where every one deceives and is de

ceived, where all appear under a borrowed liirm,

profess friendship they do not feel, and bestow

praises only to be jiraised in return, men bow
the lowest to those they despise most. But he

who lives retired from this scene of delusion

exfiects no compliments from others, and be-

stows them only where they are deserved. All

the insidious grimaces of iinhlic life arc nothing

compared with the insjiiiing smiles of ii-iendsliip,

which smooth the rngL,cd road, and soften all our

toils.

Of what value are all the babblings and vain
boastings of society, to that domestic felicity

which we experience in the company of an ami-
able woman, wliii,-c> eiiarms awaken tin- dormant

enei'iiies; \x im^e m.hI-s pnenpl our ,-nle|-prizes,

and w hnsi' iisslstaiie,- iii-mes siieeess; who in-

spires ns with cuiiLeniil greainess and sublimity;
whii, with jndieioiis penetralion, weighs and ex-
amines our thoughts, our aelions, our whole
chaiaeter; w lio observes all our (l)ibles, warns US
with sincerity of their ennsecpieiiees, and reforms
us with gentleness and affiction ; who by a ten-

der commmiiratMMi of her thoughts and observa-

tions con\e\s ii"W insinieiiiins to our minds;
and by pourim,' the waiiii ami generous feelings

of her heart into our bosoms, animates us inces-

santly to the exercise of every yirtue, and com-
pletes the polished perfection of our character

l)y tin; soit allurements of love, and the delighted

concord of her sentiments. In such an inter-

course, all that is virtuous and noble in human
nnnire, is preserved within the breast, and every

evil propensity dies away.

—

Zimmerman.

The following quiet piece of satire is aa good as a

volume of serious reflection on the evils and absurdity

of war :—

The Battle of lileiiheim.

nV SOCTHEV.

It W.1S a summer's evening,

Old Kaspar's work was done,
,*.iid lie before the cottage door
Was silting in the sun,

And by him sported on the green
His little grandchild Wilhelmiue.

She saw her brother Peterkin,

Roll Boiiietliing large and round,

Which he beside Ihe rivulet

In playing there had (bund
;

He came to ask what he had found

That was so large and smootli and round.

Old Kaspar took it from the boy,

Who stood expectant by

;

And then the old man shook his head,

And with a natural sigh,
«' 'Tia some poor fellow's scull," said he,
" Who fell in the great victory 1"

*'I find Ihenl in the garden,
For there's many hereabout;

And oflen when I go to plough.

The ploughshare turns them out

;

For many thousand men," said he,
" Were slain in the great victory !"

'• Now tell us what 'twas all about,"
Young f*cterkin he cries,

And little Wilhelmiue looks up
With wonder-waiting eyes;

'• Now tell us all about the war,

And what they killed each other for."

•• It wns the Knglish," Kaspar cried,
•' Who put the French to rout;

fjiit what they killed each other for,

1 could not well make out

;

But every body said," quoth he,
" That 'twas a famous victory

!

•' My father lived at Blenheim then,

Yon little stream hard by
;

They burned his dwelling to the ground,
And he was forc'd to tiy

;

So with his wife and child lie fled,

JNur had he where to rest his head.

" With fire and sword the country round
Was wasted far and wide

;

And many a childing mother then,

And new-born baby died !

But things like that you know must be
At every famous victory !

hocking sight" They say it wa
After the field was won

;

For m.iiiy tliuusand bodies hero
Lay niltiii:; iii liie sun !—

But things like that, ynu know, must
Alter a famous victory!

" Great praise the duke of Marlbro'

'

And our good prince Eugene :"

" Why, 'twas a very wicked thing,"

Said little Wilheliaine ;

"Nay, nay, my little gid," quoth he,
•' It was a famous victory !

And every body praised the duke
Who this L'reat tight did win."

" But what good e;iir,e of it at last?"

Quoth little Petcriiin,

J^^S
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MR. niLIi'S ADDRESS,
Before the .i^riciiUuntl Socidii of Frankfort Coun-

^ty, Maine, Oct. 13, 18!-J.'

The most valualile pi:ictic:il anlliors who have

written on leliu'ioii an<l morale, arc those wlio

wrote hefore the F^iiglisli laiiiiuai'i- hail nirr^/ed

from the barbarism which ailaun'. Irihjnl no

grammatical rules. Baxtprari<l BiDi'.an «irc' ex-

amples : the "Call to the Unconvei ic-il," and lli.'

"Pilgrim's Progress"' will Ion?; he soiiL'ht as ihc

best expositors for the Chrislian ; and " Kecpiii;;

the Heart" has given to l'"huel an emiiienie to

which not one in a hunilretl of the divines of the

present age, with ten tinier his advantages, can

ever reach.

John Flavel, an old English divine, more than

one hundred and fifty years ago, thus spintnalizi-d

the British Vlusbandry of that day :

" What land is spent out by lillago, or for want

of manuring, the careful hnshaiiduiau halh many
ways to recover and bring it in heart again. He
lets it lie fallow, to give it rest, and time to recov-

er itself: carries out his sand, lim'j and compost,

to refresh and quicken it again; and in [lastnre

and meadow ground, will wash it, if possible with

a current of water, or the float of the ways after

a fall of rain, which is to the earth as a spring of

new blood to a consumptive body. He cuts dovvi<

and kills the weeds that suck it out, and causes

them to make restitution of what they have pur-

loined from it, by rotting upon the place where

they grew. As careful is he to recover it, when
it is spent, as an honest ])liysician of his patient

in a languishing condition ; for he knows his field

will be as grateful to him, and fully requite bis

eare and cost"

In this extract from an old divine we find all

the prominent points of the New llnshanihy—of

that system of cultivation which prejudice is

ready to condenm because it is new and milried.

To talk at this time about carrying out " sand,

lime and compost" to quicken land "spent out

by tillage," would by souji; be condemned as an

useless innovation of modern date : no one wouUl

dream that this was the idea of an English divine

of two hundred years ago, an observer of the

"carefid hushanchiian" who found in the common
events of life a practical lesson tor the moralist

and the man of religion.

Unfortunate has it been for the cause of Hus-

bandry in America, that necessity here did not at

first teach us to t foovvhl|e course of Flavel's

"carefid husbandman." The first cidtivation of

this country opened fields of boundless extent.

All lands when first cleared are most fertile : when
these have been spent by a series of exhaustuig

crops, resort is had to other spare lands of equal

fertility, rather than to encounter the labor and

expense of preventing the exhaustion, or of reno-

vating the laud spent nut by tillage. Crop suc-

ceeds crop imtil the land will no longer repay the

labor. The husbandman in this manner runs

over the whole surface of the laud which he owns

;

and in a few years after he has conqjleted the

task of clearing, he finds the whole "spent out

by tillage ;" and the business of renovating it so

hard a task, that he prefers the abandonment of

it for a trifle, and going into the forest in pursint

of new lands, to be treated in the same way, rath-

er than seek for the means whicli shall restore to

iiis farm its first fertilily.

When ground has once been so long followed

by a course of exhausting crops as to become
comparatively barren, the natural idea is that no

good can be obtained iiom that soil ; that it pos-

.sesses nothing valuahlc to be combined with oth-

er elements; that it is only the ri^ciqitacle of val-

ues to be added to it, whicii will cost the owner
all the worlh of the produce wliicii they bring.

In short, the common, sterile, worn-out laud looks

upon its face the same poverty to those who shall

attempt to live iqion it, as the naki-dncss in which

i! lies before lis in its deserted state.

Now it can but be gratifying to iis to make the

discovery, that nearly two humlred years ago, in

other countries, the (m i;ici|ilcs of tiiie liusbandiy

were known and prarlis^-d ; that tin- c:\ii'hd Im;--

bandman had many v, a;,-, where hi-: liuld had be-

come exhausted from any Ciinse, "to recover and

bring it in heart again :' that he understood the

value of "sand, lime and compost ;" I'.iat he knew
how his product might be increased by flowing

vith a current of water," and considered "the

float of the ways, after a fall of rain" to be no less

enovating :o the earth than "a spring of new
ilood to a consumptive body."

Influenced by the coiiunon estimation in which
nucli of the S'jrface of the country is held, for

nany \e us I had placed a low estimate on the

aliicof niucii of the soil of New England. Look-
iig u|iciu the linle produce yielded year afteryear,

1 miglit appi'.ir that the common estimate was
orrici. i?ut it has been among those pleasant

liiiigs wliirh have warmed my zeal in the cause

it' Agricidtme, to find new and increasing de-

niinslratinn of the truth, that there is no soif too

li-iile to lorbid attempts at cultivation ; that there

s si-.ircciy a point of the earth where the waters

III not overflow or where the light of the sun is

lot shut out, where the hand of inan tnay not be

advantageously employed in the work of renova-

tion and improvement.
would not, to be sure, go to work in a dry

sand bank to the neglect of a space of gronnrl

covered with rich vegetable mould ; but I take

the position that there is much less difference than

enerally sup|iosed between sandy plains which

at first seem to derive little benefit from manure,

nd more fertile and green fields which appear

longer to retain the good efTects of both manure
and moisture.

The sandy pine jilain lands are not the poor

lands they have been generally set dovvii to be.

I know tills from my ovvn experience ; and I am
glad that the experience of others has led them
to an acknowledgement of this fact. Tlie lighter

lands require a diflirent management ; but in this

country as in Europe, they will in the end be

found the most profitable and the most enduring

lands for cultivation. The husbandry of the Flem-

ings, upon the continent of Europe, has become
proverbial for its excellence : and the most beau-

tiful fields of that beautiful country are said to

have been made from a sandy soil, originally as

sterile as the poorest i)lain lands of this country.

The extensive cultivated lands of the late Earl

of Leciester, in Norlblk, England, which have

been increased ten-fold in value, and whose in-

come beyond their expenses has been constantly

on the increase for the last fifty years, were for-

merly as the naked sand-plains of the desert, or

the barren heaths whose productions would

scarcely afford a cover sntHcient tor the protection

of rabbits or quails. That distiiiguisli( (i patron

of British Husbandry has proved to the world the

practicability of the pi ofitahle application of cap-

ital to poor lands, and the feasibility of most in-

creasing individual wealth by contributing the

greatest share of sustenance and comtbrt to the

needy and depi.-ndent. The death of tliis great

])liila'iitliro|iist ami statesman occurred but a few

months since. His works and his example will

be long felt in the highly improved agricultural

estates which he has left ; antl greater than the

memory of warrior or statesman, because more

grateful to the fiieuds of benevolence and im-

provement, shall be the name of Coke, the illus-

trious farmer of Holkham.
These preliminary remarks bring me to the

more particular consideration of the matter which

had been marked as the stdiject of this discourse ;

and this is an essay on the Management of the

Farm.
This subject, in its extent, would cover the

whole ground of an improved sy.stem of Agri-

culture. The management of the Farm is as va-

rious as the condition of individuals, the |insitinn

in relation to markets, the different kinds ol' soil

of which it is composed, and the

my ohj

fiom reading, from conversation with tnen of ex-

perience, from my own limited practice, and from

personal obsi-rvation, some of the methods of

compose<i

lands to be improved.

oint out from the best li;

*The same AdJrcss
Somerset Ajricultura
before the <j;uint>oi-lan

the same State, Oct. 1

iriil'tural Society at CJray, in

11, and at ,\c«b'.ir)-, V"t. Nov.

The (lunt.uinii I have presented at the coni-

niencemunt uf this essay, pi'oves that the true sys-

tem of Hiisliiiidry was understood in England

iiearlv two Imndred years ago. To men of for-

tmie and wealth in that country, agriculture has

been pursued as a business for profit. What can

prevent the same occupation being pursued in the

United States, in New England, by the satiie de-

scription of persons, in the same classes of life ?

One renson is, that in this country there is not the

same division of labor as in England, furnishing

the assurance of a constant market, commanding
prices which shall always repay the wages of la-

bor. In Great Britain, of the different occupa-
tions of labor, only one in four is employed in

Agiiculture—while in the United States, four out

five follow that employment exclusively. This
state of things makes the one independent of a
foreign market for the sale of a surplus, while

we are constantly discouraged with the prospect

of ail oviM-sii|iiily. If more of our population

could be (mplu\ ;(l in other occupations which
ni.ay be made productive—not in speculation or

the trades and professions which add nothing to

the inean.=i of feeding and clothing and making
the people comfortable^then would there be a
more sure demand for the surplus of the farmer:

then would it be a safe calculation to make an in-

vestment in lands for cultivation, and in improve-
ments requiring an outlay looking on a time to

come for its remuneration.
Believing that such must sooner or later he-

come the condition of the country, I will consid

er, first,

THE MANAGEMENT OF THE FARM BY A MAN OF
WEALTH AND -SUFFICIENT MEANS.

It will be his choice to pitch upon a location

of from one to five hundred, and jierhaps a thou-

sand acres. The management of the larger farm,

if the owner did not give it his personal atten-

tion, should be on the English system : it will re-

quire an overseer to direct in every department.

Here the system may be carried out to the extent

of numbering the hours of the day in which the

workmen shall he engaged—the kind of employ-
ment allotted to each—the rotation of crops upon
the ground—the particular quantity of manure to

each field—tlie time and season of preparation

for sowing and idanting—for ingathering and
securing the crops—the best method of feeding

and keeping the stock—for keeping accounts of

expenses and sales—tor ascertaining the profit or

loss for each particular field—for ascertaining the

most productive article raised upon the ground,

and that to which it is best adapted: in short,

system may be introduced so as to leave little to

certainty or to the discretion of the overseer

tlie individuals who perform the labor. The
siness of a liirin, like that of a large factory es-

tablishment, might be reduced to a system which
shall leave little to contingency.and give'assurance

not only that the work shall be done in season,

hut that, without straining any point, it shall be
done with certainty and well done.

lis conntrj', the young man who inherits

property, or w ho has gained property, very rare-

ly turns his attention to the farm as a regular

siness: even those who have acquired proper-

ty from the cultivation of the ground generally

have been spurred to exertion by the prospect of
being able to engage in some more lucrative busi-

ness. I have satisfied my ovvn mind that there is

nore sure prospect of success in this country

the pursuit of the agricultural occupation, than

the pursuit of extended trade or manufactures.

If fortunes are sometimes made by commerce
\nd trade, the (jroporlion of those who fail or are

mined is far greater than of those who depend
on the cultivation of the earth.

The son of a family of country fanners goes

to the city: he commences the apprenticeship of

the counting-room or the mechanic's shop, in the

emi>loyment of others. If he is faithful and dil-

igent, he finds friends who assist him into busi-

ness on his own account. From time to time ho

rL-ttiriis to his family, imi)roved by the city dress

and manners, and contrasting to the disadvantage

of the hard hands and homespun exterior of the

brothers who have delved in the home service.—

Hi; is decidedly the favorite of that class of fe-

males who prefer the piano to the needle and the

spi.'iiiing-«lieel. Every thing fa.scinating, the

more refined manners, the better and higher aa-

sociatioiis, an easy life without hard labor, con-

spires to sow the seeds of discontent to the am-
bitions country boy: he looks upon the farm and

the farm work at first as placing him where he

cannot rise into respectability and the better en-

joyments of life : the sight of the fields which re-

quire his attention and labor soon becomes odious

to him. His more favored city brother seems to

have been advanced to a superior order of the

human race, and he determines in his own mind

that he will change from a disagreeable to an a-

greenble position the first opportunity. The
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mother and tliii r.,.,.,hn|..

It..Ill

IS.tlM

this siiliject now liH. llir Uil

stitutioii, some ii|)|ii(IiciiiIk

new refineiiieiit of tasle or ;

taste, will entirely flis<|tia

youth, who si^'lis (or the liis

and the weidlh of the city, lioiii the luilher

stfit of nn occupation vul<;ar at the hest.

Alas! how often has the njaii of speciili

and trade, and even the well dressed professi

njan from the cily, presenti'il the e.vleriiir to the

youth of the coniHrv, t

into a similar pursuit, w liile care and coucein and
intense anxiety corroded the inwmd ricesfcs ot

so Itiir an onlside—w hili- the fancied happy man
was exertiiiff all his nicDlal rcsotiKcs to devise

the ways and niraiis of averting; hankrnplcy for a

the thoi'isands hewascv.n ni'Mnrut liahleto lose,

or upon the prospecr of llii- saci llice at any time,

with thousands that he might have inherited or

hardly earned, other thonsands that the fashion

of doing liusiness on credit ndght have included
in the same risque I

It has heen the misfortune of Agricidtiire that

so many superficial hiandishinents have tempted
from her the wealth and much of the enterprise

of the country, stiipping from the three-fourths

of our population the means which might have
made their occupation donhly productive; for it

is a truth which ought to he impressed upon the
whole conununity, that the great catise of the de-
pression ol' the agricultmal occupation has been
its destilntiou of capital ; nay, it has become the
habit of the country to tiun the wealth of that
occupation as fast as it is earned into other chan-
nels—into trade, where it is by degrees almost
always dissipated—into maisuliictures, when;
mucii of it has been suidj— into education for the
liberal professions, which have become crowded
— into the fitting out of sons and daughters for a
near or far country where they might enjoy ease
and indolence—another name for killing time and
worrying out an useless life in a sbortetied ex-
istence.

The young man possessing means sufficient to

stand in the place of the proceeds of personal
labor can satisfactorily apply those means in the
occupation of the farm ; and the management of
the tiirm may he made to conduce to a better

degree of enjoyment than leisiue or even the

best of other employments. That enjoyment of
property which is derived from its mere expen-
diture is like all the animal enjoyments which
leave nothing for the future better than pain and
regret. If we have property and can with its

use associate the assurance of its accumulation,
there is pleasure in its possession—if we can
contribute at the same time in the use of pro|>er-

ty to the welfare of others as well as ourselves,
the pleasure is increased.

Men of leisure and fortune can take up the
occupation of the farmer, and by a systematic
course in the cultivation of land in any (lart of
New England may not only preserve the capital

judiciously invested, liut may increase the means
lor liberal personal expenditure and of ultimate
accumulated wealth.

1 will suppose that the experiment shall be
tried on any of those tracts of land in New Eng-
land, of which there is a much greater amount
in the State of Maine than in all others, still cov-
ered witli the fJowing forest. As good land as
any yet settled yet remains. The quantity may
be any amount less than a thousand acres. The
wood and tindier upon this land may or may not
be valuable. The clearing may commence as
can be done to best advantage—in lots of ten,
twenty, fifty, or an hundred acres, according to
the size of the farm. 1 will suppose my model
farm to contain three hundred acres—two hun-
dred acres of which to lie for clearing, and one
hundred acres for wood. If the two hundred
acres be all feasible land, and every )iart can be
accessible to water iq)on the surface, I would
divide the two hundred acres into five forty acre
lota—subdividing as many as may be convenient
into twenty acre squares so that two might be
thrown into one.
The first clearing of this land will accord to

the convenience of the owner. Good and heavy
timbered forest land may cost five dollars the
acre. The timber and wood saved uiwn this I

wiihm li\e ihile

Mnrimarkii^er

ispu>(

the. irtion, as soon
On land filled

all: it .dionid

a fence ol split rails is made
the new fence may last lor

True economy sugge^sts

as may be, of a permaiie
with rocks, this is best (

tion of good and dnralil

be l:iid so deep in the gromid as to prcchiile the

action of frost, and with so much skill as to pre-

vent its falling from the assaults of animals or

being siniiiounteil by jumping ovir it. f^m-h

permanent stone wail, should it cost twice as

much as that which comuKiiily encloses our
fields, will be cheapest in the end. Land freu

from stones may be enclosed cilliir by a fence

of posts well fixed in the ground with laiis— of

posts to which lx)ards are liisleued willi spikes

—

or with s[.'lit stone posts inserted in the gioimd
for the sup|)orl of the railing or boiuiliiig fasten-

ed to thetn. These fences, the posts of cedar or

rhesiuit burned to a coal on each end, the top to

be burned, and supply the place of the f>ottom

when the latter shall be decayed, will last at

small expense for annual repairs for many years
when well made. But the experiment on land

destitute of the rocks as a material fi:ir fence

should be made of coustrtietitig those permanent
hedges which will last for ages, and which in

the proper place as useful (or fences will be
among those sure investments which are as per-

manent as the terra firma on which they are

planted. The planting of the hedge, witli the

kind of tree or bush best adapted to the plains

laud of New England, 1 leave for the instruc-

tion of those more competent to the task than
myself In aid of the hedge, which may be per-

fected in the course of a few years inside of tem-
porary fence supplying its place while the hedge
is growing, ditches may be made to answer u

valuable purpose, the hedge being planted in a

direct line along the ridge formed from throwing
out the ground.
The safe fence, if permanent, around every

field, will always be its sure protection. Access
to the fiidd is most convenient through well-con-

structed, self-shutting gates; and these gates

secured in i)ermanent stone jiosts that can be
removed only by human agency.

The expense of burning and clearing lands
will in the first year be repaid by the cro|< of
that year: new cleared burnt ground is generally

.safer" lor its first cro[) than any other land. Clo-
ver and herdsgrass or timothy should be sown
with the first crop of gram : if the land be hard-
pan and rocky soil, the ground may continue in

liay or pasture until the stumps of the fir.^t clear-

ing shall become deca)ed fit to he extracted,

which in hard wood lainl will be four or five

years— in hard pine three years, or magnificent

white pines at any time when a sufficient arti-

ficial force can be applied. The plough cannot
well operate until the slnm|)s are taken away,
nor ought it to be frequently used where there

is a serious obstruction from rocks. Where both

stuin[is and rocks can he extracted, the regular

rotation of crops should be commenced before

the virgin fertility of new lands shall be taken

from them in a series of successive crops.

A square whether regular or oblong is more
pleasant to the eye than a field surrounded by
crooked lines in irregular shape ; and direct lines

ill making enclosures may be pursued at even
less cost than indirect ones. The beauty of a

regular square field is increased by the clean cul-

tivation' extending to the very outward edge.

Thus far, in clearing our new farm, we have
encountered no expense that is not a [Mofitable

investment. At the end of the first step of clear-

ing and well enclosing, at the present price of
land any where in New England or New York,
we will in all cases have obtained the value of
the labor bestowed ; and the increased value of
the soil will be so much addition to our capital.

The buildings, if erected solely for the accom-
modation of the farm itself, or even for the per-

sonal accommodation of the man of wealth who
beet consults his ease and his convenience, need
not be expensive. A man of fbrlimr w ho does
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nei^;!iboihoo(l is one made entirely frorii the for-

mer barren ridge. Over this riil;;e, in qnest of
harheri'ies snii|josc(l then to be poisonons to the

small ji;rains, or of hickory nnts when the frosts

of iuitnmn caused them to fill, I had strayed
when in extreme youth nearly fifty years ago:
now, after thousands of tons of small and larger

stones have lieepi laUeii away, it becomes a gar-

den, yielding in rich Inxurijnce vejielation of the

largest growlli, anil two, three and loin crops in

a season. The annual [danting and cnhivalion,

altbongh in itself giving a great prolit for a small
amonnt of labor, is not all: the ground performs
a donble operation. On less than twenty acres
of land thus made by tlie persevering efforts of
the culturer, have been produced in a single sea-

son one thousand barrels of orchard frnit, which
averaged in the market at least two dollars the

barrel, and gave a clear profit of more than one
thousand dollars.

In the management of the farm by the man of
means, I am bold in asserting thai it is just

easy to make profit as loss from the cultivation of
the earth. True it is, in the dispensations of
Providence, that " man is made to mourn"—that

the best calculations are liable to be thwarted—
that seasons favorable to the husbandman some-
times fail—that beasts and unseen insects and
worms may cut off his rising crops—that frost

and mildew and blight may destroy bis fairest

prospect; yet, as we are promised that "seed
time and harvest shall never fail," we may cal-

culate that well-directed efforts will, as a general
principle, produce the desired result. In the

management of the farm, as in all the events of
life interesting to our welfare, we slioidd leave

nothing to contingency that may be made cer-

tain.

As the man of abundant means finds it to be
liis interest to secure his fields with a safe enclo-

sure, so lie will make the most of the ground
that has received the incipient preparation. To
manage the fields by extracting successive ex-

hausting crops that shall give to the labor less

and less return, will be to render useless those

first expenditures which looked to the permanent
use of the land. A stone wall or a hedge row
that will last for ages can be of no use to grounds
that have become barren.

Need we resort to examples to prove that the

land which gives the greatest present profit is

the land which is kept in the heart to produce a

greater succeeding crop ? Om- very best and
richest lands may produce a present profit in an
exhausting crop: our rich alluvion may be plough-

ed and cultivated in crops of the small grains, as

oats and barley, until they become so exhausted

that the produce will not pay for the labor; but

in this whole process we may not obtain suffi-

cient crops to pay for the value extracted from
the soil. Pursuing a different course—feeding

this land generously with maniu-es at stated pe-

riods, we may get back in the added crops tnore

than the extra cost and leave the land after oc-

cupying it a series of years better than we found
it.

That farmer has good fortune who has a fam-
ily of sons and daughters—more fortunate than
he who has sons or daughters alone—and both

generally more fortunate than him who has nei-

ther : greater than all is the destitution of that

farmer who has neither wife, or sons and daugh-
ters. The child who has been taught the fifth

commandment from habit respects both f-ither

and mother: the intelligent child is most influ-

enced by the example of that parent who dis-

covers the greatest good sense and whose exam-
ple the sentiment of the circle in which the

family moves best approves. To virtuous moth-
ers are the present generation more indebted for

their better habits and manners and for their

higher intelligence than to the instructions or

the example of the other sex. How often does
the besotted and even the vicious father owe to

the wife of his bosom, to the affection which not

all his faults can alienate, the means of comfort
and the rescue fiom the very pits of infamy

;

and to her children, to their industry and perse-

verance under the stern necessity which the im-
providence of their niont natural (irotector has
thrown upon them, how often is he indebteii for

an Indian summer in the "sere and yellow leaf"
of liis mortal exislence ! I repea'c the proposi-
tion that the fanner has goo'J fortune who has a

family of sons and daugi^iters. Doul)ly fortunate

IS he who m a life of industry and carefidness
has taught Ids family to be enterprising and dili-

gcjit. Such a man has it almost within his own
power to command bis own destiny. Such a
man, in the management of liis fitrm, has even
an advantage over the man of abundant means
who depends on hired service to carry it on.

The great difficulty encountered in carryhig on
a fiirm by laborers who have no especial iuterest

in the profiis and the crops where the owner
himself cannot be present, is that which deters
frorii the investment of cajiilal in this business;
and this is a difliciilty not easily to be surmonnt-
ed in a country where the nature of the markets
is such as not always to assure the agriculturist

that his products will return him the price he
has expended in producing them.

In the nianagenient of the fiirm Ihe calculation

for the present year should run into the fiilure.

A clean field not only benefits the present crop,
but saves the lal)or and proinoles the growth of a

future crop. A generous outkiy in manure and
labor for increasing the growth of this season in-

variably extends to the next and succeeding
years, and often doubles, trebles and fourfblds

the value of the land on which that labor and
expense are bestowed. The tact and talent of the
good farmer is best displayed in the manner of
making labor and expense perform the office of
present profit and the assurance of future gain.

With a commencement of regular fields and
buildings adapted to the size and production of
his land, the farmer should lay out his system of
future operations. These wifl depend "not less

upon the kind of soil of which his fiirm is com-
posed than upon his position in relation to the

market for surplus produce. A long and difficult

transport forbids the raising of those articles of
produce which are sold near the cities. Great
are the advantages to the farmer derived from a
near and a certain market—so great are these
advantages to the farmer of the North that every
man should desire to see mechanics multiplied

by the addition of thousands and the different

species of profitable manufacture taking up the
power of every vvaterfiill. Our means for ex-

tending the arts and machinery of many trades
and occupations are greater than those of any
other people. These means may create for the
liirmer as good a market for iiis surplus as can
be found in the great marts of commerce.
The heavy produce of farmers bears a differ-

ent price depending upon the position. Hay that

sells for twenty dollars a ton in a market town
often bears not one fourth the price at a distant

point where there is no regular demand; and in

the most of our market towns the difference in

price is usually the expense of trans|)ort. The
distant farmer from necessity is obliged to pur-
sue a different course from the fiirmer near to a

market. His plan of management must differ

from that of the farmer near the market, who has
manifestly over him the advantage.

The mountain region of the north country is

best adapted to the raising of cattle, sheep, horses,

cows and oxen. The dairy comes in as the nat-

ural conseffitence of rearing animals ; and butter,

cheese and meat must always be staple articles,

whose value cannot be much depreciated by dis-

tance from the market. Every improvement
which brings the farmer a nearer iiinrket for

these raises the value of his farm. There re-

mains to be opened in New England and in New
York extensive tracts of mountain land as good
for grazing as any that have yet been occupied,

and as profitable for their produce as the best

wheat lands of the western coimtry. The region

of New York westerly of Lake Champlain is yet

a wilderness, which until the recent geological

survey had even shut out the knowledge of her
mountain locations. The state of Maine has a

large territory of similar soil ; and New Hamp-
shire and Vermont, both small in their whole ex-

tent, have thousands of acres unimproved that

might furnish stronger inducements to our enter-

prising young men "than the extended fertile prai-

ries and bottrjivis of the West. The manage-
ment of these lands to the new settler who has
the r.ieans of purchasing and clearing them is

simple and easy. Most of our mountain lands

are fit only for pasturage : they are sometimes
mowed for a few years after the first clearing.

Properly treated as pasturage, the rich feed upon
ihem will continue to grow without sensible dim-
inution many years. I have known and marked

one of these pastures foi- more than fifty year«,
owned and occupied by one fiimily who have an-
nually driven their caltle to it thirty miles. It

has never, to my knowledge, been overstocked so
that the cattle gnawed the ground for sustenance
—it has never been ploughed or manured other
than with the droppings of the cattle upon it;

but it is more productive in ft;ed now than it wa«
forty-five years ago, because from its recent
clearing brakes and pnllipod covered portions of
it which have since been driven away by a little

care in ino-wing them down at the proper season.
Soon after the dearing of this land took place it

was enclosed with a eoronioii stone wall at the
cost then of not over sevenly-five cents a rod:
that same wall, with the annual mending up of
gaps, lias stood the whole of the lime, and an-
swers now all the intended original purpose.
More valual)le to a resident llian to the nonres-

ident is the mountain pasture stich as 1 have des-
cribed : its continued production may be kept up
simply by omitting to over-feed it. Successive
seasons of over-feeding will greatly injure, if

not destroy it.

Connetfled with the uneven mountains, lands
of more easy cultivation are often found. The
vallies between the higher hills frequently pre-
sent extended plains and richer alluvion." The
plain lands of lighter soil in the interior have
commonly been considered of little value for
cultivation: a belter actpiaintance with their
properties, deeper ploughing and more thorough
cultivation, begin to raise them in the estimation
of good judges. 1 he alluvion grounds have al-

ways been considered of the first value ; and the
best farms were for years occupied for the culti-

vation of the bottoms or intervales solely, while
the higher lands all around were suffered to re-
main in forest which on clearing discover strength
and ftii-tility at least equal to that which was alone
the favorite.

The mountain farmer realizes his profits from
the caltle, sheep, horses and swine—the meat,
the butter and cheese, which he annually produ-
ces. In the higher prices of latter years this

class of farmers have found great gains. Their
success has in many instances surprised them-
selves—it has enabled them to "fare sumjituous-
ly every day," and to furnish their families with
all the comlbrts and many of the luxuries of life.

A reverse in prices has perhaps been less disas-
trous to them than to men of most other occu-
pations. It has, however, been a great inconve-
nience; but to the careful and provident man the
change has seldom been ruinous.
The grazing farms of the North are composed

generally of much land never to be touched by
the plough. All that is to be done to this land is

to enclose it in permanent fences for which the
material is at hand—to omit over-feeding, to
eradicate and keep out the brakes and wild grass-
es and bushes which naturally spring up.

Pastures not too rough for the plough inclin-
ing to sterility may be renovated without manure
other than perhaps the use of a bushel of ground
plaster to the acre, ploughing and sowing to rye
and clover, and feeding the ground instead of
taking away a grain crop.

Attached to the mountain farms there are some-
times bog mearfows which turn out in their nat-
ural state, at first large burdens of hay, diminish-
ing in quantity and quality in succeeding years.
These meadows difier in their depth and quality
of vegetable mould: some of them have a sur-
face of only a few inches—others have from two
to twenty and more feet in depth. Many of these
meadows, which seem to be exhausted in their

bearing properties, can be easily drained. The
drains often furnish a convenient receptacle for

the abundance of rocks in the way upon sur-
rounding grounds. The vegetable mould dug
from the ditches whose place is supplied by
nooks through which the waters percolate may
be valuable in the making of compost. Sand
and gravel and even rocks carried on to supply
the place of black soil taken away have on this

land quite as ninch efiect as manure. The deep
swamps drained and renovated—the upper or
bog surface being carried off and converted to a
useful purpose, and its place supplied with sand
and gravel warmed and stimulated with compost
manure— will become a never-fiiiling mine of
rich production to the farmer. The cold water
springing from the edges, and the standing water
upon and near the surface, mutt ho drained oS*.
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Land which has stood for years in quagmire,

lliiis (hained and jneparpd, will heconie feasiblf

to the plough. On such land I have seen corn

and potatoes of the hirgest grovvtli with less

manure than is necessary tin- a sinnlar crop upon
the best oC iii^lilaiids ; and witli the spreading ol

light compost ,i.~ a -tiniulant once in tour or live

years, ami lli ihrowinj;- in of the seed ol" clover

an<l lii-rds:;rass, these f;romids may be made to

yield dnrijij; th<^ lil'e fd' the oUli\st man successive

crops of hay tljat, consnined upon the liirm, will

continne to furnish manure Icjr those uplands
which must inevitably be exiiaiistcil without it.

tlie hiiihgrounds which separate tlie waters of

the rivers ihent are numerous sunken suamps or

morasses wliich can be desifjnated mitheras land

or water. Some of these, which have been

dammed up in former times by the ingemuty of

the beaver, and others retalifmg their waters li-om

natural ridjjes, may be easily drained. Treateil

in the manner I liavi- described, they will become
valuable at no very considerable expense.

—

Swamp meadows and morasses that cnnnot be

drained, it is believed, may be brought into use

and profit. The wild rice of the South and West,
which not only feeds myriads of wild fowl, but

is relied on as llie means of sustenance by the

Indians, grows in the standing water, and is gath-

ered in canoes Irom its surface. The craid>erry

grows and flourishes best upon swamps where
the water overflows and stands the year round
near the surface. Meadows that cannot be drain-

ed for common cultivation may be converted in-

to cranberry fields. Cranberries are used in all

our cities and principal towns as a healthful con-
diment : they sell from one to two dollars the

bushel. A single acre of swamp has been known
to give a crop worth a hundred dollars.

There is an advantage in raising fruits, especi-

ally the better kinds of apples, that ought not to

be neglected. Every farmer who has not an
orchard already should plant one without a single

year's delay. (5ood a|)ples will every where sell.

As an article of commerce they may I)ecome of
an importance to New England and the North
that has not yet been appreciated. No other
country produces such apples as ours : like our
own winter ice, they find a ready market in all

the warmer lafitmlcs. The islands of Britain

furnish no ajiples like those of New England
;

and the wonderful application of steam supplies

the means of rapid tiunsport from the interior of
our country to nations thousands of miles at a

distance. The management of the orchard I

leave to he taught by more [iractical and better

informed heads than my own, suggesting by the

way that the orch.ird, whether of apples, pears,

peaches or other fruits, can he expected to con-

tinue its produce without cultivation no better

than the corn or potato ground ; and that the

farmer who raises sour and worthless fruits

should at once be taught himself, or employ some
one who knows how,to substitute good fruit with

little labor. A good apple tree at one bearing

has produced from ten to thirty dollars. The
prudent farmer, who has ground suitable for an
orchard, will not long neglect it.

The grazing liirmer will adopt the best means
of improving his cidtivated lands. He may have
no land natural to hay, and of course be obliged

to cultivate that on which he raises the winter
sustenance for his cattle. There is a way, 1 am
confident in slating, in which every farmer may
first increase and afterwards continue to keep up
kis crops of English hay ; and the same process
will enable him to obtain the largest crops of In-

dian corn and all the small grains, potatoes and
other vegetables. The better cultivation is con-
fined to the smaller space of ground. After
ground is broken from the sward no cultivated

crop should be taken from it without the appli-
cation of manm-e of some kind ; and uo manure
should be put upon the ground with a view of
stimulating it solely for the crop of the present
year. Forty loads of manure upon an acre
mixed through the surface soil is a better ap-
plication than the same forty loads upon four
acres applied to each hilt of corn or potatoes
as a stimulant for only this year's crops. In the
one case, it gives out the strength of the land
without a full equivalent in the crop: in the other
case, it gives the largest crop which the ground
can produce, and instead of exhausting makes
the land better for sncc^'eding ctdtivation.

A single ample preparation of the ground with

manure, in a series of crops, will ansuer for the

land I'rom three to eiglit years, according to the

nature of the soil. The course should com-
mence with breaking up iVoui the sward and ap-

(ilying the whole manure in the first crop.

Grounds which longest retain the manure and
are slower to be slinudated or exhausted may go
through the operation of two years manuring—
first with a smaller quantity of uufermenlLcl
manure on the planting with potatoes, and the

second year the more extensive application of

finer manures diffused through the whole surliice

stirred by successive ploughingsjor lands may be
broken up and sowed with oats the first season
upon the sward—to be manured for a subsequent
crop of Indian corn or potatoes. Afterwards, in

holli cases, follows the laying down to grass with
a crop of wheat, oats, barley, &c.—mowing the

ground one, two or more years—sometimes turn-

ing the lot to pasture for a year or more, and af-

terwards going over the same system of rotation.

i\lr. White, a most enterprising and successful

farmer upon Connecticut river in the town of
Putney, Vermont, has for several years pursued
a system of rotation—manuring and planting

corn the first, sowing with oats and clover the

second, taking the crop of hay the thiril, and re-

turning to the manure and planting of corn the

fourth year. He woidd prefer the hay crop a

second and even a third year; but he has found
the ravages of the cut worm to the corn have
been avoided by the single crop of clover. 'Ihree

fields of very light soil, manured to the extent of
about twenty-five loads to the acre, treated in this

manner, Mr. White has found to yield three of
the largest crops with only one manuring. On
these three fields of twenty-five acres each lie has
pursued a most profitable rotation.

The example of Mr. White is fruitful of in-

struction to the owners of light, sandy plain lamls.

I am quite sure that crops of corn may he the

most easily raised upon this kind of land; and I

ihink that a future improved process of culture

will teach us that grain, potatoes and hay may
come with as much certainly and with as little

expense from this ground as.any other. It is not
true that the strength of manure leaches from
this land : from too shallow ploughing the action

f the sun may carry away the virtues of the ma-
mire in the surrounding atmosphere. Withjudi-
ious cultivation all the goodness of manures may
le obtained from the lighter land : the action is

qincker, and of cotn-se in any rotation of crops
the return must be in a less number of years.

—

We obtain the value of the manure to an equal
ainomit in a shorter space of time. The differ-

ence in the expense of ploughing and hoeing,

compared with the rocky fields of hard pan, is all

in favor of the light soil—two acres of which re-

quiring as little labor as one acre of the former
many old fields.

It is ascertained beyond all question that gyp-
m or plaster of Paris is valuable upon almost
light lands, whether with or without a hard

pan imder the vegetable mould. Wliere the sidi-

soil is a flowing sand, if the ground shall be .'stir-

red deep with a subsoil plough, so deep will form
the bearing soil ; and it will make little difference

hether there be a substratum of rocks, a hard
pan or what is generally termed porous sand
eighteen inches below the surface. An admix-
ture of clay or clay marl, a generous covering with
compost manure into which lime or leached ash-

es shall be introduced, will create in all light

lands, even in apparently barren sand and gravel,

such soils as may always be depended on for

crops. Such soil, being much more easily stim-

ulated than heavy clay lands, will give the earlier

production ; and if it does not last as long from a

single effective maniu'ing, it does not require as

much manure, and it is worked with far less la-

bor.

I have for the last three years watched a piece

of ground .six miles out of Boston which was
taken up by a kinsman of mine about eight years
ago, and was when he began upon it a barren

plain producing on ten acres scarcely sufficient

to pasture a cow—an old field on which stunted
hard pines had grown in part, and where the

cleared part had been ploughed once in four or

five years to obtain an annually diminishing crop
of rye. Ten acres were all that could be had in

the purchase—the widow's thirds of five adjacent

ncrep, which coidd not be bought, were hired for

a series of years at a greater rent than the val-

ue of all that had ever been obtained liom it.

The lot of laud was at no great elevation abovo
the Spy pond in West Cambridge, Massachusetts,
anil was boundt-d bv its shore on one side. After
four Mais> s-Hil .-ultivMion, niv liirnd found
his I,,imI >n lahi^.lilr lliat hr ,-,,n.-|ii,lr,l l„ make
an adduion ah.l 1,11 in a i.nuk uf h:,ir an acre of
Ihe pond il.MJl uuh >aiid tn.n, .„, o,l|,uvnt bank.
Thi..s was (luuc U> lill up \\w I, Ml.' (.1 Inir.l men
when Ihrv luid not iiill iionloMnrnl ni making

crops. Incredible

sistance of two or

and the hands of s

eluding the childi

111; the .siiiTi'i-Uuig

ecni, uith th- as"-

I men in summer

luully, this genlle-

o lliat state of cul-

"f a season in cash
lollars, or between
(>r every cultivated

ol' this ground is

ihis spot in the
IS 10; ,111(1 although

irom tour to live, iiio

two or three liundui!

acre. A most prolila

about two acres of str:

one crop in a ycir.

midst of llii' si'MTi' dn
the land all ,'.njiiiHl it

parched and biiiiil up, here the vaiious vegeta-

tion, not yet ripened or udien away, was clothed

in the verdure of spring. The strawberry bed
had not yet quite ilone bearing— it had been |)re-

served fiom the effects of drought by salt hay
laid in between the rows and drawing and re-

taining moisture which was given to the aid of
the roots of the adjacent plants. The salt marsh
hay was used liir the double purpose of covering
the strawberry ridge in winter and assisting in

its vegetation in summer, becoming at the close

of the season the best material lor the compost
heap.

Two, three and four crops were obtained in a

year from this ground. Manure was always
ready to he applied to the present crop. The
preparation of the ground continued through the

whole year. Onions sowed in the fall came out

early in the ensuing summer, and aflbrded room
for a crop of late potatoes, or beans, or cabbages
in the same season. Spinach taken oft' in March
was followed by early peas : these gave place to

potatoes, and to these succeeded English turnips

in the same year. That all four of these crops

might have lime to grow, the one would be plant-

ed and coming out of the ground while the other
was maturing. The ground sheltered by arti-

ficial means facing the sun nearest the shore of
the pond was taken up in forcing an early growth
of various vegetables and plants, as peas and cu-

cumbers, squashes, cabbage and tomato plants,

&c. At a small expense an apartment with a
glass covering to be opened to the air in warm
weather was conslructed lor the nsr; of artificial

heat. But it was most remarkable to witness the

success of vegetation upon that part of the pond
shore that had been converted into land : the

bottom was the flowing coarse sand of the Spy
pond, and the addition was pure yellow Siind of
a finer texture from an adjacent bank. With this

manures in no greater than usual quantities, was
intermingled. The production from the made
ground whose basis was almost clear pure sand
was as great as it could be in any soil. The pro-

prietor considcreil it more safe from the effects

of drought, inasmuch ns eighteen to twenty-four

inches in depth would carry it to the common
level of the pond.
The astonishing production of this portion of

the almost abandoned Alenototny plains of forty

years since seemed to be indeed a wonder; but

it was a wonder that is already becoming com-
mon in that viciidty. Other cultivated fields,

from the same kind of land, are now frequent in

the neighborhood. At first it seemed there vvas

something in the Menotomy pine plains jieculiar

to its near vicinage and level with the sea and
salt water that would make it an exception to the

pine plains more distant from the sea-coast and
more elevated ; but observation has since con-

vinced me that most of the interior pine lands

are even better than the Menotomy plains were

in their original state.

There are pine and scrub-oak barrens about

the city of Albany in New Vork, whose sterility

is equal to any of those in New Engl.md. About
two miles out of the city more than twenty yeara

ago the late Judge Biiel commenced a farm upon

no more than about sixty acres of these pine bar-

rens. My first visit to this spot was about fifteen
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yeiiis ;iiro : he li.-id then made the whole of this

land hke a garden. A small |)Oition was appro-
priated to pasKn'e : even this was in that high

state of cidtivation that made one acre give the

feed generally ohtained from fonr acres. Eight
or ten cows for the dairy and two yoke of oxeu
feere kept through the simimer on mowed green
lated of clover and lucerne : a single acre of the

ter had been cropped three or fonr times be-

fore the first of Septenjber. Afterwards the

Judge informed me however that he had aban-
doned the lucerne as less practicable than the

clover. The produce of the sixty acres in the

common crops of the farm, as hay, wheat, oats,

Indian corn, potatoes, turnips and other roots,

was innnense for the amount of land; lint in aid

of the other profits was ra'sed all the varieties of

melons and garden i'vuM^, as apples, peaches,

pears and plums : and n]i:cli the most profitable

part of this farm was a nursery of fruittrees from
which were supplied to tlie various parts of the

country all the varieties of apples, pears, peach-
es, apricots, plum and cherry trees. The grounds
about the house, the yards and arbors in no very

expensive array, were almost what the fancy

might paint as an elysium. The house of the

owner was plain and simple ; and the most
graceful ornajiients of the parlor and study were
the lirowing vegetation, fruits and flowers, lookeil

upon through tlie windows from without, and
brought either to grace the mantle piece and
centre table, or to he tasted within. To the study,

stored with the best publications upon literatm-e,

science and agriculture, the corpulent man of
fifty ye;irs,froni the sweat and fatigues of the field,

retired in the heat of mid day to exannne and
compare the knowledge gained by practice in the

field with that written out by others in more dis-

tant lands.

Tliis eminent practical farmer, the first of his

age in this country—educated originally to the

mechanical trade of a printer, but always pursu-

ing agriculture and horticulture even when not

regarded as his main business—as many will

recollect died while on a journey into Connecti-

cut for the purpose of addressing two agricultural

meetings, when on his return three years ago.

While the printer of a village newspaper in a

river county ofNew York he was the intimate

friend of the late Chancellor Livingston and Gen.
Armstrong—two of the strong-talented statesmen

ofNew York. They were both amateur farmers

who have done much for the improved agricul-

ture of Dutchess, Columbia, Ulster, and the other

river counties of the Empire State. Judge Buel

was first attracted to the profession which proved

to he his " ruling passion strong in death " next

to the fealty which he owed to the great Author

of the Seasons, by the example and the instruc-

tion of a Livingston and an Armstrong: and his

first essay was in making a lieautilld garden and

parterre "from an acre of the rejected barrens up-

on the plains of Kingston in the hours of leisure

when the printing house did not require his pres-

ence.

Not very far from the residence of Judge Buel,

and upon the same species of soil, is the Shaker

settlement of Niscauna. The separate associa-

tions of families of these very extraordinary peo-

ple are similar throughout the Ujiited Slates.

With the same habits and manners and the saujc

address, they are every where in jidvance ofthose

around them in all the improvements and the arts

of life. Every new invention in mechanics, the

best machinery (or manufactures and for saving

labor, the most recent and most efl^ective im-

provements and discoveries in agiicidture,wi!l be

soonest found with the Shakers. While I have

been preparing this essay a direction from the

Niscauna brotherhood, for using clover for ma-
nuring land has been put in my hands by an es

teemed United Hrotlier of the Canterbiiry family

in my own neighborhood which m.ty be adop'tcd

on every worn-out tarm in the country that is

capable of receiving the plough. So highly do

the Shakers appreciate this use of clover with

plaster, that they consider other manure all but

useless in the renovating process : so true is it

that all land contains the most important ingredi-

ents (or advancing its own fertility ; that,like the

material lor making bread inert in itself, the land

requires but the " little leaven" to work it into

useful action, such as shall enable it to multiply

the fruits of the earth many fold. 1 present the

recipe or invention of the United Brethren for

the improvement of land written out in their own
words as containing a highly interesting princi-

ple important to be known by the owner of every
poor piece of land.

DIRECTIONS FOR CSIKG CLOVER FOR MANURING
LAND.

" If your soil is poor and wants enriching for

tillage, seed well vvith clover and timothy, when
sown with wheat, barley or oats, and give it a

good dressing of plaster. After harvest be care-

ful not to have it pastured until the following
summer. In Jidy turn in any kind of .stock yon
please, and pastin-e it the remainder of the season.
Thi; next spring plaster it again, and tiu'u in yoiu'

cattle as you do in other pastures. In the 'jiill,

say Octobei, turn over the land (or another crop.

The spring fbllowiug harrow first lengthways the

furrow : then sow your wheat, barley or oats, and
harrow twice, crossing the finrow. Before the

last harrowing sow your grass seed. Then fol-

low the same process !;s belijre another two sea-

sons ; after which it is presumed your laud will

be strong enough to bear taking oti' two or three

crops before it is again seeded. And by continu-
ing a rotation of crops, say corn, oats, wheat or

rye—then clover as before— it will he rather im-
proved than otherwise, provided plaster will pro-
iluce clover onyom- lanil as it does on some lands
in the State of New York.
From (bur to six quarts of clover seed per acre

and lour quarts of timothy do well in this case;
but in seeding for mowing we shotdd vary (in-

crease ?) the proportion.

From one and a half to two bushels of plaster

is about right for an acre.

The plaster may be sown when the land is

first seeded with clover, or it may be omitted till

the (bllowing spring ; but as it is a protection to

the young clover against drought, it is geneially
sown then and the following spring too.

Which is preferable to pasture or plough in the

clover, our experience does not enable us to de-
cide."

On this last point it must be in(i?rred that the
ploughing in will sooner or more e(fectually ef-

i'ect the object than pasturing ; but inasnnich as

in the process of pasturing there is no loss of
crop (bra single seasfju, so if by that process the

land can be enriched, it woidd seem to be the

better way of accomplishing the object.

In a desultory manner I have glanced at some
ofthose proiuinent points which 1 consider essen-
tial to the perfect ntanagcment of the farm. There
is hardly a farm in l\\t: country in such a state of

cultivation that something more may not always
be done to it which will remunerate the labor.

Every imiirovement adds to the wealth and the

corufort of the owner.
A farm, with adequate buildings for the secu-

rity of animals and crops

—

—with good and permanent fences that will not

rot and decay

—

—with fields underdrained and ploughed to a

depth that shall retain all their strength to be
thrown into vigorous vegetation:

A farm in .-i compact body near to the place

where its produce is wanted and from whence
its maiuuc can he iurnished

—

— that can be thrown conveniently into fields

either i'of mowing, pasture or cultivation witl

the plough—
—whose well tilled soil shall increase in fer

tility in every course of a judicious rotation o

cro|is—
.'^iicli a D.rni jnust be the most satisfactory

propi'ity v.hii'h a man of wealth, or good taste,

as a iuvi-r ol' his species or an admirer of the

beauties of Nature, can desire.

MANAGE.MENT OF TtlE FARM BY THE YOUNG MAPi

ENTERING UPON ACTIVE LIFE WITH NO OTIIhR
PROPERTY THAN HIS HANDS.
In the .sale of the vast domain, the property of

the government, paymetit generally at the rate

of one dollar twenty-five cents the acre is requir-

ed to be made at the time of purchase, rite

present payment has b«en evaded in thousands
of cases by the taking up and settlement of lands

before they have been surveyed ; and so strong

lias become the influence and numbers of this

class of settlers, that it has been a popular act of

Congress to give pre-emption rights for lands

thus taken up. In New England, lands for tl

first settlement have always been for sale on
credit ; and of the first settlers but a small por-

tion of the pioneers of the forest paid for theni

before they were.occiqiied.
The want of abundant means has been one of

those causes which have led to the exhaustion of
many fiirms. The settlers have cropped and
taken every thing from them as a matter of ne-

cessity—they were obliged to do it to enable
them to obtain the means of present support

I payment for their lands and other imjirove-
nts. It is indeed extraordinary that so many

of the first settlers of New England so well suc-
eded in raising themselves frmii a i-ondition of

debt and indigence to coni|)arative independence.
Discouraging as it may siniu to the man upon
worn-out (arm « ho is jet in debt, there are
lys of management by which he may lelieva

himself.

If he pursues a system of exhau.°tion—if he
continues to labor year after year on land that
every year lessens its production— he can but

:ct that poverty which must sooner or later

drive him from his farm. But let him commence
the work of renovation upon a single acre. If he

nnot go forward with all the improvements of
the man of enterprise who has the aid of wealth,
'le can take hold of some one i)oint at a time in

which perseverance and industry will seldom
fail to ensure success.
There is often more gained in what is saved

than in what is earned. Expenditure naturally

keeps pace with income : the ujan of small
means sometimes lives better and thrives better

than the man of abundance. The farmer of
stinted means who feels his way will find liis

best advantage in turning his attention to such
improvements as may be within his reach. The
first acre improved will furnish him the means
of extendincr improvement to other acres. Sup-
pose by rising early and working late he plants
an orchard of a single acre, engrafting it vvith

choice fruit. That acre in five to ten years may
be to him a source of annual i)rofit much greater
than its present value. Suppose by draining
some useless swamp he shall find the means of
increasing his manures at the same time he con-
verts it into a fruitful field. The swamp may in

a few years become of more value than was his

whole (iirm. Suppose he shall turn some stream
of water, (lashing it over his mowing ground
that now gives little increase: in this he may
add to his hay crop (bur-fold. Suppose he shati

gather the rocks from a portion of bis farm that
is now drowned out by an excess of water and
now burnt out by the drought operaliiig on a soil

moved only near its surface, and deepen the up-
per vegetable mould by draining and subsoiling:
he may by such a process create a value of ten
for one. Or suppose he shall, u|)on a thin soil

ol sandy plain, by cultivation of clover and plas-
ter, make that |)roductive which now gives to

labor hut little reward: how soon will he find

the hreiid cast upon the waters returning to him
in a time when it shall be most acceptable.'
A fiu-tn of fifty acres—and we know (arms of

less dimensions on u Inch rich men have been
maile— a farm of fifty ticrcs lu ought into its

highest slate of production by the hand v> ho has
found the means of improvement as he went
along—would entitle its owner to the name of
beneliictor of his conntry and friend of his race.

NOVEMBER.

Yet one smile more, departing rlistant sun .'

One mellow .?ni:ie tl:r,,ugli tlie sn(t vapoury air.

Ere o'er the frozfn oarih, the loud winds run,
Or snows nre iiifted o'er the meadows hare.

One smile .in the brown hills and nalied trees,
And the dark rocks "li.se summer wreatlis are east,

.\nd the blue (.'ntian flov.cr, that, in the breeze,
.Nods lonely, of her bcautcour rare the last

;

Yet a few sunny days, in which the bee
Shall murmur by the hedge that skirts the way,

The cricket chirp'upon the russet lea,

And man delight, to linger in the ray.

Vet one rich Kinile, and we will try to bear
The piercing winter frosts, and winds, and darkened

Sharp Repartee.—A couiitryman sowing his
ground, two sni,irt fellows riding that way, one of
them called to him with an insolent air,

—

" Well, honest fellow," said he, " 'tis your husi-

ness to sow, but we reap the (iiiits of your labor."

To which the countryman replied," '"Tisvery
like yon may, for I am sowing hemp."
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From the Vouth of Shakespeare.

Shakspeare's Courtship of Anne Hathaway.
"How dost like our Anne's singing?" enquired

John Hatliaway, when his daughter had left the

oliainher to put the children to their beds.

" Very exceedingly I do assm-e you," replied

the youth, with a notable sincerity.

•' llnuiph !" exclaimed tiie father, as though he

were a thiid<ing of something he cared not to

give speech to. " Indeed she hath a sweet throat."

Nothing more was said on that head at the mo-
ment; and they again talked of couutry matters,

till his host could not any longer contain his great

wondering at his guest's marvellous insight into

Buch things, and enquired how he acquired it

;

whereupon the other truly answered he got it by

questioning of those whose business it was. In

good titne the yeoman's blooming daughter re-

turned, and busied herself with preparations for

su|)per, taking care whc-never she could to have

her share in the discourse, which she did with a

prettv sprightliness exceedingly agreeable to her

youn":,' admirer. Seeing her attempting to move
the great table nigher the fiie, he must needs

jump up, and with a graceful officiousness seek

to do it liimself, the whicii she appeared to ob-

ject lo in some manner, anil there was a little ar-

guing of the matter betwixt them—the father

looking on with a glimmering smile, as if he could

see in it something exceeding pleasant. The
end was, that the two young people carried the

table together, manifestly to their extreme satis-

faction.

In due time the rashers were done, and, with a

store of other wholesome victuals, were put on a

fair white cloth, that covered the table, and Wil-

liam Sbakspeare was pressed, with blunt courtesy

by the father, and a more winning persuasiveness

by the daughter, to partake of the fare set before

him. This he essayed to do with a notable good

will. After this the blooming Anne brewed a

goodly posset, and whilst they were enjoying it,

her father called on her to sing him a song, the

which she seemed a little—a very little to hesitate

upon, with a sort of pretty coyness, time out of

niiiiil customary under similar circumstances

—

but after the handsome youth had pressed her

with an excellent show of rhetoric, she sung a

dainty ditty, then ])opular, concerning of "The
pretty little Nightingale," and at least one of the

listeners thought it most exquisite sweet singing.

Then John Hathaway would needs having a song

of his guest, to the which his daughter added her

entreaties so prettily, the youthful Shakspeare

found it impossible to resist, whereupon he com-
menced the singing of a favorite love song of

the time, beginning: "If Iliad wytt for to cn-

dvte." The words were of a pleasant conceit,

which gained considerably in adnfirabieness by

the manner of his singing, and the time, by means
of his rich clear voice, came upon the air a very

river of melody. Whether the yeoman liked the

song could only be told by the pleasure lurking

in the corners of his mouth, and shining quaintly

to his halfclosed eyelids, whicli might be inter-

preted, he saw more in it than the singer imag-

ined—however, that his daughter relished it there

could be no questioning, for her smiles were fidl

as evident as her praises.

" Now, friend Will, thee must be a-going," ex-

claimed John Hathaway at last, in his usual plain

countryman sort of manner. " 'Tis my custom

in go to bed with the lamb and ri.se with the lark

—an cxcellerit good custom I'll warranted—so

ril e'en liid thee a tiiir good night—nevertheless
1 will add to it I shall he happy to see thee at all

times—and if 1 he not at home perchance Anne
will he as hap|>y to see ihee as myself." He said

this with a look of luirnor that shone through all

the staidness of Ids as|>ect ; and shaking his vis-

iter heartily by the hand, he opened the door for

his exit. His daughter denied not a word of

wliat her father had said. Indeed, her glances, as

she bade the youth good night, as plainly said

—

" come again," as ever was ex|)ressed by a pair

of bright eyes since the worhl began.

Contentment.— Contentment is the purest

jiearl of life. With it happiness is of easy at-

tainment: without it llie world's wealth catinot

purchase it, nor the united philosophy of man-
kind secure it. It has an ideal, rather than a

real existence. It is influenced more by fancy

than by facts—by feelings rather than by cir-

cumstanctjs. Thus we find men placed in the

.same |)osition in society, with equally a|)parent

means of enjoying life—equal resources of hap-

piness ; and yet do we find the current of their

contentment running in far different channels.

With these it ripples laughingly along—so bright

and clear that it mirrors the beauties of nature

on its bosom as it passes; whilst with those it

is made turgid and nniddy by the dark cast of an
unquiet mind.
There was much true philosophy in the re-

mark of the Spitzbergen savage, who on being

jiitied by the cajitain of a whaling ship for the

miserable lile which he was compelled to lead,

ingenuously re|)lied—"What!—1 miserable!—

1

don't know what misery is. I have always had

a fish bone through iny nose, and a jjlenty of

train oil to drink. What else could a prince

desire;"

To have a fish bone in his nose, and plenty

of train oil to driiik, were the extent of his as-

pirations : these he had it in his power always
to gratify, and thus was his nfind more at ease

than was that of Alexander, when the trophies

and trinni|(hs of a world conquered were his!

If our desires were bounded by our real wants,

and our ambition by oin- actual necessities, how
nuich more generally would hapjiiness be dif-

fused than we find it! May not the backwoods-
man, in his log cabin, with his joyful family

around him, be more happy than the king in his

palace, surroundeil by servile, though deceptive

courtiers ? Does not the honest shoemaker or

the carjienter, whose labor furnishes him with

the necessaries of life, atid is an antidote to sick-

ness—does he not enjoy as much happiness,

provided he is blest with the boon of content-

ment, as the merchant with his millions of dol-

lars, the possession of which dejiends upon the

lottery of business, or the sudilen and precarious

fluctuations of trade.' And is not the coimtry-

man who, out of debt, rides in his homely wag-
gon to-day, more contented, and consiequently

more happy, than he who whirls by him in the

gilt coach, and whose name a|)penrs in the lists

of bankrupts to-morro« ?

In fact, hai)|)incss is more easily found than

half the world imagine, and consists not so much
in the attainment of power, the accuunilation of
wealth, or the possession of place, as in the ra-

tional enjoyment of those blessings which never
fail to flow from the combined efforts of pru-

dence and inrlustry.

We are told that—

'• The ahudilering tenant of the frigid rone
Boldly proclaims the happiest spot his own

—

KitoU the Ire.isures of his stormy seas,

And his long nights of revelry and e.ise
;"

And that

"The naked negro, panting at the line,

Boasts of his g ilden sands and palmy wtnej
Ba.^ks in the glare, or stems the tepid wave.
And thanks his gods for all the good they gave !"

If Nature has taught such people to be con-

tent with their lot, it almost looks like an art of
ingratitude towards the Giver of All Good for

us to repine at ours. Let us then be content

with our situation in life, and we must be happy
—always providins; the weather is not so ficessively

imrm as it was yesterday !—V. O. Pic.

TE\ DAYS IN THE STATE OF MAINE.
Going into the State of Maine from New

Ham|)shire we first strike the county of York.
The lower road through Portsmouth passes out-

side of Agamenticus mountain through Kittery

and old York, and the upper road through Dover
passes through the Berwicks inside the Agamen-
ticus, and both roads unite at Wells upon an
extensive bay of the sea that forms a harbor for

small shipping craft. The rail road from Ports-

mouth passes through Elliot and South Berwick
and Berwick within Agamenticus and avoids the

princi|)al village of Wells by a distance of six miles

north—Kennebunk more than two tniles—and
has its course north of the village of Saco from
one half to three fourths of a mile: so that the

communication with all those places obliges the

traveller to go a distance out of the way oflT the

road. So on the other hand the railway (lassfts

South Berwick, leaving that iilace some "distance

at the north on the Portsmouth loute: but a

branch from the Dover or ujiper route passes
directly through Somersworth and unites the two
railways in one soon after either shall enter the

State of Maine, It is said such an arrangement

has been made in the two lines as will leave it

o|)lional for the traveller freely to lake either

road and pass to Boston the way that best suits

him at the same price. These rail roads, as they
run a great part of the distance near to the sea,

will forever be in competition in the summer
season with the steamboats in the cheaper con-
veyance of passengers, and will never be exten-
sively used in the transportation of heavy mer-
chandize, inasmuch as that will be mo.st conve-
niently done for many of the towns by water
communication.

Entering the State of Maine over the turnpike
from Dover at South Berwick, a di.stance of four

miles, upon an eminence in the rear of the
village faces towards us the Academy biulding,

a little to the right of which is the ancient man-
sion and farm buildings of Judge Hayes. If as

we pass through this village we <lo not always
meet the tnan, the a|ppcarauce of the fine fields

about his premises which slope in front fiom the

Academy hill reminds us how much the whole
of this region owes to his industry, his taste and
his public spirit for the improvements which
have been made in Agriculture. This gentle-

man, engaged in a busy profession with moie
work in that than most men would be willing to

perform, and deriving from this profession more
profits than woidd be necessary to support an
easy living, has nevertheles.s, for the love he hears
to agricultural improvements, pursued the busi-

ness of the farm for several years without any
abatement of zeal. His farm and his improve-
ments too have been upon even a more extended
scale than is usual tor many wealthy yeomen
where they have followed this as their exclusive

business. The Judge goes to the field with his

workmen whenever he can be released from
other engagements : he takes these workmen
into his own family in addition to his own nu-

merous young children ; and the excellent mother
of those children, some of whom are already the

ornaments of other circles where they move,
submits to the additional care and responsibility

which must devolve on her in consequence of
the fiuui without murmuring, because the passion

and the pride of the husband concentrate in

that business and calling without which the

country cannot prosper and the population in-

crease.

Judge Hayes is a (pioneer in his neighborhood
in the improvement of swamp meadows and in

the making of com|)ost manure. His example
is seen in the improved condition not only of the

fiehls of his own town, hut in the greater pro-
duction of the bordering towns of New Hamp-
shire. Berwick is situated upon one of the
navigable branches of the Piseataqua. as Dover
at the distance of foiu- miles in a direct line is

situated upon Cocheco, another branch of the

same river. Between the two rivers and bor-

dering upon Dover on the west and Berwick on
the east lies the town of Somersworth. It will

do any man's heart good to look upon the irn-

|)roved farms of this ancient town—the fields of
grain and potatoes and grass. Hay and potatoes

here are always a profitable crop, because they
are shipped tor a market at little expense. The
vicinage of the salt water seems peculiarly to

fiivor these crops. The orchards too, as well
from this cause as from their probable better

cultivation, are here more vigorous and exuber-
ant than ap|>le trees farther in the interior.

Dressing for the ground with rock and seaweed,
with muscles and marsh mud, is here procured
in abundance by the farmers who choose it. The
farm of Samuel Hale, Esq. of Portsmouth, which
is more than two himdred yeai-s old, directly

fronts, upon the west side of the Berwick river,

the village of South Berwick: its fields show a
richness, after the great crops of the season have
been taken away, that prove the next year's crop
will not be less for the great amount taken a«vay
the present season. The two Wentworth farms
with some others nearer Dover lie on the way.
The crops of the fall had genorally been taken

off before we pas.sed. The business now going
on was the fall sowing of grass fields which in

this place and in some others has been exchang-
ed for spring sowing; the work being completed
after the plough and the harrow witli the heavy
roller m.iking the field as smooth as the floors of
our houses—the ditching and draining of swamps
and low groimds—the tearing and uprooting of

stumps—the turning up of heavy clay grounds
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deep with the |)Iough for the action of tlie frost

—tlie (fisposing of manure in convenient piles,

secnring its wastage from the rains and exposure
previous to covering it in the ground—and the
replacing in the harn-yards the muck and peat
am! other materials for adding to the quantity
and qiiiility of manure for another year.

'I'he example of Judge Hayes and otlier ama-
teur farmers is hecoming extensively felt through
the lower or seaboard region of the county of
York. The upper or Os.-:ipee towns upon either

Iiand of that hranch and the Saco river itself

have for several years been improving their ag-
riculture. Lumbering was for many years the
business of the county of York : millions of pine
lumber have been taken from it ; but out of it

brought little benefit to the county. Individuals
abroad profited by it. The Lj^iian family gain-
ed their first wealth from the eajly traffic in

lumber. Individuals at Saco for a space of time
held the greater part of the laboring population
tributary to them ; but miserable were the effects

of the lumber trade upon that population. The
"sin which most easily beset them" was the
Bp|)etite for that greatest enemy to the first set-

tlers of this country, which has not only made
thousands mi.«erable in lite, but carried liiem to

a [iremature grave. The preparation of lumber
— the logging to the river baid<—the rafting upon
the ponds and rivers—e.\|)osure to the cold and
wet—coidd not be encountered without the ha-
bitual use of ardent spirits: this habit, followed
by all, was by few considered disgraceful. A
youth disguised in liquor was looked upon as no
less promising than he who never put poison to

his lips: the most enterprising frequently first

became the habitual drunkard. The consequen-
ces of this state ot things, which was not pe-
culiar to York county but existed in all places
of early lumbering as well a.9 in many of the
new settlements, were the prostration of the t)ub-
lic morals—much time was spent in worse than
idleness in grog-shops: intemperance soon allied

itself to poverty ; and the excessive drinking of
one half the year brought poverty and starvation

as the inheritance of the other half. Near the
coast the fisheries were pursued with similar
inducements to irregular life and intemperance,
so that independence and the means of comfort-
able subsistence were not realized by the larger

share of the population.

For many years it was considered that the

land of the Slate of Maine, judging of the rest

by that upon the seaboard, could never be valu-

able but for timber and wood. The lower part

of York county, consisting of extensive pine
])lains with only a slight surface of vegetable

mould, favored the general opinion. Up to the

year 1825 it was believed that Indian corn could

not be relied on as a crop in Saco. In Kittery,

York and all along the seaboard to the bound;

of ('umberland, the coast is rock bound, and
most of the land is of a hard and forbiddin;^

surface with a face of apparent adamant. Of
late, on much of this hard land cidtivatic

been commenced ; and when the soil has been
once penetrated it is found to be as valuable as

the best alluvion. To the fertilily of this ground
abundance of the materials from the ocean are

made to contribute. In York and Wells the

work has been begun in the most favored spots.

We were gratified to see fields broken up ti-om

the sward with the ground completely inverted

and shut down to a perfect level. Piles of rock

and seaweed and muscle shells are laid out for

the benefit of the next year. A general practice

of spreading compost and marine njanures upon
grass lands has been adopted in some neighbor-

hoods.
The work of renovation begun in some parts

of York county—the success which has attended

the efforts of the juarket farmers in Elliot and
the great amateur at South Berwick, is extending
the work of improvement farther eastward in

this county. We have little doubt that in the

vicinity of the plains of York rich materials

under "ground aboimd which are exactly adapted
to the wants of the soil : the excavations for the

rail road will in all probability ex|)ose portions

of clay-marl and ether agricultural riches just

such as are requisite to the highest production of

that soil.

Near the villages improvement has already

commenced at various points. Drainage and the

mixture of sands with deep ploughing and ex-

posure to the winter frost in the heavy clay soils

—mixing of clay and black mould with deep

ploughing in sandy soils— will accomplish the

desired purpo.se. Both heavy and light lauds

thus prepared with moderate and uniform appli-

cations of manure may be made all that the

farmer shall desire them to be.

Ill Kennebunk two years ago Barnabas Palm-
er, Esq., had comtnenced upon a farm near the

village which had been neglected and worn out;

he had then done much in a short space of time.

His hedge row of nearly a tiiile in length, being

the first experiment of the kind to any extent, up
to that time had well succeeded. It was of the

common buck-thorn, of which he presented some
account in the first volume of the Monthly Vis-

itor. We ho])e he may have persevered in this

experiment and found that complete success
which will prove that farmers u\>oi\ plain lands
destitute of rocks may find it to be a good in-

vestment to plant hedges around their fields as

the cheapest method of keeping up permanent
and safe fences.

The Saco river, whose somxes in the Ossipee
branch are in the Sandwich mountains and in

the main stream in the White Mountains of New
Hampshire, extends quite across the county of
York from its north-west to its south-east ex-
tremity bordering on the sea. The water pow-
er near its mouth at Saco is such as no other
considerable river in New England so near the

sea ])resents. The river at this point diviiles the

towns of Saco and Biddeford : on the side of the

former are extensive beds of pure clay and fine

sand of the best kind for the manufacture of brick

—on the Biddeford side is pure granite suitable

for building to any extent. The fall in the river

is here forty-five feet. Near the mouth of the

river are three considerable islands. The upper
is Spring's island, over which the main road
above the fidls with the connecting bridges once
passed. This passage has been abandoned, and
the main bridge connecting with the east side

has become impassable. Gooch island is next
below Spring's island: over this the road now
passes connecting this with Indian or Cutis'

island below, which is the property of the Saco
mannfactm'iug Company. This establishment,
which has been managed with great skill I

several years by Samuel Batchelder, Esq.,

native of New Ipswich, N. H., consists of five

brick buildings of the largest class capable of
running 24,000 spindles. Mr. Batchelder has
here introduced a system of performing more
labor with a less ninnber of operatives. In his

employ is an intelligent Scotchman by the

of Montgomery who has long been conversant
with the cotton establishments of Great Britain,

and who has demonstrated upon [)aper that all

the manufactures of coarse cotton goods may be
carried on in this country without fear of com
petition from abroad. Mr. Batchelder declared

ids conviction that the only fear the great manu
factiners of the common cotton cloths in this

country might entertain from a low duty was
that when the British manufacturer could not

find a market at home he would send the

gooils here to be sold at a sacrifice for the pur
pose of prostrating for the time being our steadi

establishments.

The water power at Saco is immense: besides

the cluster on the island it already supplies one
large factory on the Biddeford side. The com-
pany owning the unemployed power, separatt

from the large coni|mny which owns the facto

rics erected, are prepared to extend the use of
this water power to other establishments as soon
as they may find it expedient to i;ike it up. T
channels between the islands, and lietwccu those

and the main land, are filled with nulls and ma-
chinery, the most of which have been employed
in the manufacture of lundier, and some of which
seeiri to be nearly worn out and falling down
from long use. Above Spring's iiiland at the dis-

tance of half a mile is the eudiaukment and
bridge over which the Eastern rail road passes

the Saco river: the bridge is upheld by four

splendid granite piers. Higher up the river four

miles are otlier fills in tlie river well adapted to

mills and machinery Still higher up eight miles,

where the river divides the towns of Hollis and
Buxton, the Saco f]ills eighty feet, producing an-
other great hydraulic jiower which is already
partially improved.
For manufacturing purposes no position iu

New England presents greater natural ailvaiilagis

no such power so near the sea and iiavignble

waters elsewhere exists in either of the six New
England Slates.

Of the eldest residents at this point is S:imnol

Peirson, Esq. a native of Boston, now rii;lity-

three years of age. This geuilniiaii, the coii-

teinporary and friend of the late .h\i]iir rii.uclier,

the first and then the only representative iu Con-
gress from the district of Maine, was for twenty-
five years cashier of the Saco bank, and still acts

as Secretary lo a Savings bank at that place.

From his own month we derived the liict that

hen a boy seventeen years of age be was (or u

few weeks employed to write in Washington's
fainil}' while the troops were encaiiipiil at Cam-
bridge. At that age while in Boston his attach-

ment to the American cause was so strong as to

attract the attention of the British officers who
brought him liefore Gov. Gage, who threatened

him with punishment. He left his mother, then
widow—escaped out of Boston, and found

temporary employtnent at the camj) in Cam-
bridge.

Greatly has the cultivation been improved of
late years near the village of Saco. The profes-

sion of the farmer is there deemed honorable by
some gentlemen of the learned professions. Mr.
Emery, a member of the York county bar, came
to Saco in the year 1825, and there first proved
t^at Indian corn might be raised on that ground
at the rate of sixty to one hundred bushels to the

acre. Gov. Fairfield resides at this place, and
since be has been called away from his law busi-

ness into various other public duties dividing bis

time, pursues the business and amusement of the

farm on a place recently purchased about one
mile ont of the village.

Saco and Biddeford are almost as old as any
other settlement of New England. Winter Har-
bor, at the mouth of Saco river, two hundred
years ago was " a noted place for fishers." p'ish-

ing was thus early the common occupation of
the few settlers here ; and it was found easy and
profitable at that early day to barter these for

corn and other stores liom Virginia. Furs brought
down by the Indians from the interior were ex-
changed at that early day for both French and
English goods.
From the mouth of the Saco river a beautiful

beach extends on the seashore about five miles
east, called Old Orchard beach, from the circum-
stance that ap|ile trees were growing near it at

the point of time back from which the memory
of this settlement can be first traced. Another
beach of less extent farther west connects a pe-
ninsula running into the sea called Fletcher'*

Neck with the main land. An immense bog in

the interior of the town, called the Heath, is the

origin of streams running both to the river and
the sea: a fine waterfall on one of these with a
descent of about sixty feet, is surrounded by
scenery of a wild and striking character.

To be continued.

The State of Maine.

Conclusion of Mr. Hill's Address at Furmington.

The State of Maine possesses natural advan-
tages over many other States of the Union which
must ultimately introduce within her borders

greater prosperity and wealth. Her more severe

climate will only tend to make her enter|irise

more sure. No State of the Union has so ready

access to the ocean and so great advantages for

commerce. Her long seac.oast is indented with

rivers and bays increasing the extent of her

shores and extending her navigable waters into

the very heart of her territory. The lumber
trade and the fisheries have been her great busi-

ness ; and to these her agriculture has been but

too much sacrificed. Thirty to forly years ago it

was not calculated that Maine could ever become
an agricultural State. Her poorest land lay all

along the sea-board : the value of her interior

lands was hardly known ; and in the lumbering
business it was common to carry hay and grain

and other articles for the sustenance of man and
bea.st from the seaboard to the interior.

The true condition of Maine, not yet fully dis-

closed to the world, will appear in the (ijct that

the soil is more valuable the further yon reesde

from the coast until you arrive not many miles

from its northern line. As tlis country oipeiis by
extended settlements, the laud not yet entejed

upon will be found even belter than the great
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portion of that which was e.iiliest settled. From
H view of the map it wotiltl soem that a tract of

the State of Maine Hi for ciillivalion yet remains

to he taken up anil settled nearly eipial to the

whole extent of Massachusetts proper united to

New f lumpshire and Verinoiit. This beautiful

villai;e, whose settlement extends back hardly

forty years, is proof of the fine country in whicli

it is iiKMtcd : we need only look at the face of

the si.il as wull in llie lowest valley of the rivei

as upon its surrounding hills to i>e convinced

that common industry and perseverance must

forever make it a fjarden. I have been surprised

to Hud peaches and oilier frifits growinjr here

which have been considered as requiring even a

warmer climate than the vicinity of Boston, situ-

ated one hmidred and fifty mile's south. Better

Indian corn than 1 have everseen at any previous

exhibition in Massachusetts or New Hampshire
was yesterday presented amonfr your agricultural

productions. The land tliat call perfect a crop

of the larger eared corn may be relied on as a

safe climate for agriculture ; and the farther

north we go in the corn-producing country, the

better is the climate for a prosperous agricultural

people.

The beautiful soil upon your river at first pro-

duces spontaneously, and will not be worn out

in many years ; but even here if a constantly

exhausting system is pursued, the crops sooner

or later nnist fail. It will be fortunate for the

farmers of the county of Franklin if they culti-

vate their fine lands with a constant view of

making them more productive. Their superior

soil will, when commerce and trade shall be

brought to that eipfdihiium to which an indus-

trious and a moral people cannot fail to force

them, give them an advantage which will fully

compensate for the more favorable location of

fanners near a market on poorer lands uiion the

seaboard.

After all, even to the people near the seaboard,

it will he found that the great and permanent
reliance of the State of Maine is on her Agricul-

ture. They have found no stability and prosper-

ity in the timber trade and in the fisheries; and
necessity has forced them into Agriculture. An
intelligent gentleman informed me on my way
liere tliat tvverity-five years ago there was not a
proilniiivo (arm in the then rich and prosperous

town of Wiscasset. Revulsions in trade drove

laboring poor men into the cultivation of the

ground upon the rock-bound land ; and in the

space of a few years that town presents a rom-
niunity of independeut farmer.*, who have made
a handsome property iu the improvement of the

soil alone. Anothrr gemlcmau of Saco informed

me when he went to that place some twenty
years ago—and Saco is ne.ir the southerly line

of yciin- State—that it was not supposed corn

wiiuM grow there as a crop to be relied on: he

made the first experiment of producing at the

rate of sixty bushels ol" corn to the acre by the

due preparation of manure and cultivation ; and
on the second trial from a single half acre he
obtained a crop as high as fifty bushels or at the

rate of one hundred bushels lo the acre. I nm
exn-emely happy lo be iiilo"med that the State

of Maine will this year produce sufficient bread-

stuffs for the consmnplion of ils whole popula-

tion. And this is surely a great thing, consider-

ing how many of her iidiabitants are engaged in

ships, commerce and manufactures and In the

various preparations of hiuiher and the clearing

The severity of a norihern climate will be no
lasting ohslacie to the exlension of agriculture

np t.i viiin- vcrv noitlr-rn line. Cattle and sheep
and lini-rsnnd uiiil.'s vill alwavs be the staple

p...,ln.is of il,e nuMv liiily and" rough country;
.iiiil hullcr, rhci-se and wool go along with them
IS a nntinal concomitant. In the rich river val-

h-ys .uid upon the easier soil of the hills, wheat
and corn and other gjains will be produced with

equal certainty and much greater profit than in

the gre.xt grain gmwiii;; cunntiies of the West.
We need only look at tlie pr-seut prosperity and
wealth of the farmnri in the interior of >Iassa-
cluisetts in the midst of whom manufacturing
vi!lngfs have sprung up— ro tlie country from
uMrli m my of ymi iniigr.iiid— to congratulate
ourselves iu the convii-fion that all of New Eng-
land, of which the Stale nf Maine embraces more
territory than the other live States united, is des-
tined, in u steady mnreb of industry and enter-

:)rise, to become
ivetdthy, as it is air

best educated conn

posterity.

[ie most independent and
ily the most intelligent and
uiity on the known habita-

hlessing of God, which rest-

he continued to their latest

From tlie New Orleans Picayune.

Sketches of Mexico.

THE CITY OF MEXICO.

Matters in relation to New Spain and its gor-

geous capital !U-e every day rising in interest; so

we have drawn out an old pencil note-book again,

and the mail conveniently staying auay yester-

day, we found time to scratch up the present

sketch.

The most impressive notion that strikes a new
traveller while progressing through the large cit-

ies of .Mexico, is the inordinate thirst of gold

that does still, and always must have characteri-

zed the rulers and priesthood of the country.

While a great ma.as of the population are in ac-

tual poverty, verging on starvation, the churches
and palaces are gorged w ith wealth and treasure.

The tyranny of the old conquerors is also still

alive, and tlie miserably degraded state to which
the poor aborigines have been reduced, and in

which the pauper portion of even the Mexicans
themselves exist, is truly pitiable.

Much has been said about the mild climate of

iMexico, and little is left to say of it that would
not assume the apjiearance of repetition. Vet
the traveller beneath those sunny skies can
scarcely repress a disposition to record his emo-
tion, if once a pen comes between his fingers;

and, indeed, it would be difficult for even the

most poetic fancy to be too warm and glowing
upon the subject. Fire places and stoves are no
common things in the city of IMexico, and houi

are built without thought of such a provision as

a chimney. Conking is done out of doors, and a

daily spectacle in the public squares is beggars
and'others with small furnaces preparing their

scanty fare for use. This fiict shows emphatical-

ly the nature of the climate.

The great cajiital is situate in a broad and
beautiful plain, encompasse<l by gigantic moun-
tains, 10 the summits of which riie eye is contin-

ually roving; the bold contrast of nature's stu-

pendous work with the domes and steeples be-

low irresistibly forcing wonder and admiration

on the mind. Ileganling the city itself, the trav-

eller will not always form favorable impressions

w hen first beholding it, and, in liict, lliose win
have indulged in excitement over warm descrip

lions of the cmmtry, are very apt to be stricken

with the chillness of disappointment. Nor
even a sojourn of some w-eeks sufficient to change
this frame of sentiment. It lingcrB upon yon,

and Is likely to remain your stronaest bent of

feeling when you leave. It is certainly true that

there are many buildings—most [lublic, however
—chnrches, convents, inomisteries, &c., of great

and striking proportions, which never fail to ar

rest the observation of the stranger ; but It ii

more from their antiquated style of structure

than any thing like real architectural elegance.

These buildings are mostly old, and already re-

markable for venerable appearance, though they

are all likely to stand as long again and longer,

for their durability would seoni really to defy the

progress of lime. The old Spanish mode of
building prevails, of course, throughout the city,

L'ivir^s rich niivcliy, at any rate, to the eye of the

Ameiioan visiter, and making the scene quaint

and pirturis(|Me. The houses are all similar in

.III: :, lii ! I inir of stone, and very seldom
1. ,.;, I,, nn. This sameness, however
,111.. ill- I ;,/,;,,, ..ining ill contradiction with the

nnnui.iic I'eali. is of the city which we have just

mentioned, and its efTect is materially to mar the

pleasures of the traveller.

The general appearance of every thing in the

way of architecture is massive, and but liitle of
grandeur is to lie found save in the interiors of

the churches and palaces while real elegant

to he seen nowhere. A heavy and sombre effect

is produced by the ancient style of structure. In

the houses (he floors are of tile or common brick,

and the stranger will not fiiil to observe immedi-
ately the absence of fire-places.

The streets arc but roughly paved, and none of

them are at all over cleanly. They are not plan

ned with side-vvalks and gutters as ours are, but

slope downwards from each side to the centre,

where there is generally a covered drain. By
far the greater portion of the thoroughfares are

neglected, and our pen shrinks from description

of the filth and wretchedness to be found in some
of them.
Mexico lies in the heart of the mountains, high

in the torrid region, seven thousand four hundred
and forty feet above the sea; and here, in a vast

valley, overtopped by the huge Cordillera of ilie

South, sits the capital of New Spain. It Is a

great city, and one whose destinies, both of old

and 10 come, are now more than ever engaging
the. atteiitidu of surrounding nations. Strange
and semi-barbarous as have been the history of
the country through its career until this time,

the next ten or fifteen years promise even a more
eventful lecord. Fiercer days than those of the

Spanish invader seem likely to gloom over the

land, and a deadlier fight than that with Monte-
zuma's people may yet be storied of the new
Castilians and their newer neighbors.

The population of the city is now called one
hundred and seventy thousand ; at least. It was
so estimated when Santa Anna was garrisoned

in his palace with many troops around him. Yet
to see the swarms of human beings that almost

constantly throng the streets, a natural Impres-

sion arises that the number must be much great-

er. Many composing these crowds, however,

are not residents In the city, but wander about

the country in all directions, having homes no-

where. One of the most distinct, and at the

stime time revolting features of the city, and in

fact the whole country, is its numer<ius and
wretched jiauper population. All cities have

their better classe.s, certainly, and even Mexico
has hers, but these are secluded and seldom seen

by the stranger. The intelligent Mexicans deeply

reprobate the idlenes.s, rascality, sloth and other

vices of the poor inass and will freely so express

themselves to Americans, but vast and mighty
convulsions must shake the nation before ever a
better state of things will he brought about.

Crime prevails among the poverly-stricUen

wretches to a frightful extent. Thefts, robberies,

ami even murders, are of nightly and sometimes
tlaily occurrence. Two or more dead bodies

may he seen almost any morning, exposed at the

dead-house, victims of assassination during the

night. Horses are stolen impudently in daylight,

in the public streets, and persons robbed of their

money and clolhing almost with Impunity.

—

Heaven preserve all decent travellers from these

loafers, niscals and kpros of Mexico.
We have given all the space we can afford to

this sketch, and yet have scarcely touched upon
half the points that interest us.

The Connecticut River Valley.

Extract of Mr. Hill's Address alMwburij, Vl.

Within the recollection of persons of my age
great has been the progress of population and
settlement at the West. It is wonderful that the

productions of the earth in so large a space
should in so short a time be multi|)lied as they

have been. Great avenues of communication
have been o|)ened : the introduction of steam
boats and the more recent introduction of steam
as a substitute for animal power upon travelled

roads have given such facilities as have lessened

the time and expense of transport to at least one
for ten. In the new settled countries the stajde

productions have generally been fortunate In

finding a cash market and good prices. If ca-

nals and rail roads had not been constructed—if

the navigation of the lakes and rivers had not

been connected with the seaboard—of what val-

ue had been the surplus fiour and pork of Ohio
and Michigan ? The opening of the New York
Erie canal about the year 1820 first brought Gen-
esee flour into our seaports. During the war of
1812 upon the New York frontier the bread and
meat consumed by the army was transported to

that wheat and meat producing country at an al-

most incredible expense. Not many years pre-

vious to the war of 1812, the greater part of west-

ern New York was a wildernes.«. The Erie ca-

nal running through the Empire State from the

Hudson to Lake Erie, at the moment of its open-
ing, doubled the value of its produce in its whole
western half, and doubled the value of every
acre of land fit for cultivation within the distance

of fifty miles on either hand. This grand com-
munication also gave an extraordinary impulse to
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linkable lliat

us the story

I cmi'v my
Troy, New

settlements still furilier west to wliicli tlie inland
seas of the great Northwest finnish increased
facilities.

In the progress westward it is rt

report has invarialily broiifiht hark
of better and njore fea-ilile lands
own mind back to the luiiowhen
York, and that vicinity, tlie story was that the
land WHS so good there as to never retjnire nia-

nnre : the Dutch settlers upon the Hudson and
the Mohawk, who always selected the better and
more feasible lands, found their manure so great
an incundirance that to be rid of it they were
obliged to move their barns to u new position.

These lands were cast in the shade when the set-

tlement of New York was o|)ened upon the Hol-
land purchase ; and the Genesee lands were aban-
doned for still more inviting lands in Ohio—Ohio
soon yields the palm to the latjds of Michigan
and Illinois ; and now more beautiful and i)ro-

ductive are the lands of Wisconsin and Iowa than
any land further east

!

The truth is, the fertility of newly opened lands
is greater than that of lands from which a series

of crops have been taken ; and the course in the

United States has been to despoil our land, as it

has been to waste their production wherever
that has been abundant. We have treated thesv
fertile lands and this abundance as the inconsid-
erate animals, swine and cattle, treat an abun-
dance with which they are overfed—we are temp-
ted to that improvidence w hich brings scarcity

from abundance, and which retinns not to the
soil an equivalent for its greater generosity.

My opinion is, that no part of the country pre-

sents a better soil than the valley of the Connec-
ticut from its source beyond the 45th degree of
North Latitude at the iii:;hest points of Hall's

stream to Long Island Sound. The meadows or

intervales n|)ou ihis noble river and its tributaries

are certainly nowhere exceeded for their fertility

and stability of soil. It is betliM- than tliiit o"f

the Merrimack and some other rivcis, because
limestone enters into the composition of the de-

tritus brought down by the waters which coin-

])ose this alluvion, and because the whole country
west of the river to the point of the highlands is

diluvium difleriug very lit:le in its fertile qualities

from that of the lower river bottoms.

The highland country any where in the United

States cannot be found which better pays the la-

bor of cultivation th.m the eutire northern half of

the State of Vermont : its alternate hills and val-

leys and even its abrupt mountains are no objec-

tion to it. Generally there are not more rocks

than are \->;uilc(! ; .-lud llie hills gushing out with

freqnetit sjnings from which the water comes
down in cascades are beyond comparison prefer-

able to extended i)rairies or plains where water

is obtained only by sinking wells. I believe the

land will last longer under an exhausting system
of cultivation on these hills and even amiilst their

rocks than will mo.st of the better lands of the

west selected for their beauty, gome of the hill

towns of Vermont through which I have passed,

can be surpassed in strength of soil and in ease

of cultivation by no land in the United States : it

is found difficidt suddenly to wear out the soil of
such towns as Randolph, Pcacham, Danvitte, Lyn-
don, and St. Jo/ii[sii(ry.Thel)e;iutiliil Oxbow mead-
ows of Newbury and Havcirliill, like other simi-

lar lands on the Connecticut, were sought for

with avidity and have been longest settled ; but

time and experiment may teach your farmers that

the highest of Contiecticut river lands bordering

upon them are of equal value to these according
to their cost. The very best townships in New
Hampshire border iijion this river all the way up
and down. Colebrook, near to the northern line,

is said, with the exception perhaps of Claremonl,

to exceed in intrinsic value of soil any other town
of the State.

In the superabundance of good lands farther

off; much of the best soil—much of that which
can be most profitably cultivated, has been over-

looked. Every town in the extended valley wil|

furnish proof that firuiing has been a good" busi-

ness for the last fifty years : many farmers have
here found the means to become independent.
The distance from the market has been overcome
by the raising those commodities whose transport

is least expensive.

Public ojiininn is somewhat divided as to the

utility of railroad and other faciliiies for transport.

Some contend that these will bring produce from

the more fertile regions of the West so cheap, as
to cut oft" entirely a |)rofitable market. My opin-
ion is, that the fininers and producers of the West
can never essentially injure us by competition :

they unist always take sotnething that we shall

produce for every thing they send to us. If grain
and dour and cattle and other animals are brought
to us, it is because we can produce sotnething at

a cheaper rate with which to pay for them.
More than twenty years ago it was believed

that the New York canal would put an end to the
pork business in Vermont: the first year of that
going into operation reduced the price of |)ork

one and two cents a pound. The (nice of pork
has been greater since than it ever was before
the Erie canal went into operation. But sitice

the opening of the western railroad of Massachu-
setts so general has been the belief that the pork
trade was ruined, that most farmers one year ago
failed to make any preparation for raising moie
swine. If the railroad had not brought tiietn in-

to the country by way of Boston, store hogs in

that part of New Hampshire where 1 reside
would with difBculty be now |)rocured at any
price. Plenty as they are and can be brought to

us by the railroad, their price is high enough to

show that our people were under a mistake when
they supposed we should have no further occa-
sion fijr rearing hogs.

The demand and supply are the moving causes
of raising and depressing prices. If you throw
into market more of a perishable article than is

wanted, and force the sale, you can but expect
that the price of the article will be depreciated
below its real value. A striking instance of this

was furnished in the price of Indian corn last

spring. We on the Merrimack last year raised
far less Indian corn than was waiiled ihr our con-
sumption: we brought into the interior much
southern and North river corn. The best corn
through the season bore an average price of
about one dollar— it was all the time higher with
ns by the price of freight and the merchants'
profit than it was in Boston. In Haverhill my
friend Gov. Page informed me last summer that
there was no demand for corn and rye— it would
not sell at any price for money. The reason of
the difference was, that we had more eaters than
producers, while you had more producers tlian

eaters. The manufacturing villages that have
grown up fiom Lowell on the ftlerrimack up-
wards give our farmer who raises ijjore than ho
consumes, an advuitage which you will enjoy
when your nuifiirm animal siuplus shall tempt

productive iinluslry shall piialile tliein to buy it.

\Vithout the aiil'of tiicililatcd tr;msport and in-

ten'ourse, I contrud it will tie (or your interest

to raise all that your land will produce—the more
with the leiist labor the better. You may calcu-

late as a general thing that com i;nd grain, beef
and pork, butter and cheese, well made and i>re-

servcd, will find a profitable market. If these

shall not he carried to a |ilace of sale at a dis-

tance, consumers of them will find their way to

your doors. A Mu-plus of these substantial arti-

cles for ihe coniloit and sustenance of man will

seldom go heggii.-

Biityom- chaiiiiing valley requires all the facil-

ities which steam will tive for bringing ynu
nearer to a itiarket already in existence. Kail-

ways, which you will be able to build and support,

will enable you to carry animals and merchan-
dize to the seaboard at one lijiii th and in some
inst.-mces perha|)s one tenth of lli<; present cost.

These railways, to every industrious producing
comniimity, must biing to them much more
riches than they will carry away.
The beautiful pine tiujber, more useful and

more elegant than the cedars of Lebanon, which
peivades some valkys in the upper region of

Connecti(;iit rivitr. lias hecii wasted with a profli-

gate and niippaiiiig li.uiil : in some townships it

has been seemingly exhiiiisted where it has

yielded little profit beyond the expenses attend-

ing its prcp;iratii>ii and tiaiisport. There is yet

much of this valuable timber left: recently those

who work in it and iircpare it for market belter

understand its value. Transported to all parts

of the country and shipped to foreign countries,

its value will be greatly enhanced when new-

facilities for trans[)ort shall give it a less expense
for a more distant market.
The late treaty with Great Britain secures to

the northern extreme of New Hampshire one

hundred thousand acres of good land, and it

gives to the State of Vermont a strip of nearly
one mile all along the Canada frontii'r of that
State, whose right of possession was at least a
disputable point. These acquisitions are to us
of more value than all the loss of that part claim-
ed by the State of Maine which has been con-
ceded to Great Britain by the treaty: lliey must
add to the prosperity and business of this valley.
The upper region"of the valley of Connecticut

and its tributary streams, fiom the crystal head
of the Ammonoosuck upon Mount Washington
on the east, to Ihe ridge at the sources of the
Nulhegan and Passiim>ic where the waters di-
vide from those running into the St. Lawrence
on the north and west, "spreads out as you ap-
proach the North like a fan. Diversified with
mountain, hill and dell, with fbresis of tall pines
and cedar in the low grounds, and myriads of the
beautiful maple, beech and birch upon the hills

—there is no soil in the United States which
presents greater advantages. A greater produc-
tion in this country on the same number of acres
was nowhere exhibited in the last census than
was proved in your own comity of Caledonia

:

so much produce from any one territory of the
same extent cannot be proved in the Uniied
States for so long a term of time as this whole
valley has presented. There is every thing to
tempt to the settlement and further im'provement
of this valley above. Soon, even before you are
aware of it, will open great avenues of transport
up and down the valley, leading off at suitable
intervals east and west, and bringing you within
half a day's reach of the seaboard freighted at a
cheap rate with all your heavy products. Would
you leave such a country as this in the hopes of
better remuneration for labor, better health, or
better enjoyment, grievously will you he disap-
pointed. You already have all the charms of
good society, religious institutions such as you
choose at your own doors, and schools and sein-
inaries in which your children can be taught
every thing that shall make them amiable, good
and useful. Surely yon may sny, in gratitude to

the beneficent Author of our being, "our lot has
been cast in pleasant places, and this is a goodly
heritage."

Leached Ashes.
The German Agriculturists conduct their ex-

periments with great accuracy, thereby making
them of the greatest use. The New Genesee
Farmer translates hem the German a citatement
of experiments by W. Albert of Roszlan, from
which the following fijcis and results are taken :

A field of dry sandy soil, which had lain in

grass eight years, overrun with moss, was dressed
with leached ashes at the rate of 66 busliels to
the acre.

The land was first ploughed about six inches
deep, turning down the sod carefully so as to
close it in completely: the ashes were then haul-
ed on and spread, and covered with a shallow
fiirrow about two inches deep.

A measured square rod thus prepared with
ashes, and n measured rod without ashes, were
sowed with Buckwheat in the year 1827. The
ashed land prodiici'd 53 ounces-tho unaslied
laid 28J oz. In 1SJ8, the .'iime land sowed with
rye, produced 77i ai:(l 44 1-Uoz. In 1829, oats
with clover proiluced on the same land 81i and
38} oz. I|l4830 the land was de[.as!iiied. In

1831, it vffla^gain sowed with rye, and the ashed
land gave 53, the unaslied 28i oz.

The expense and cost of application of the
leached ashes at 9 cents the bushel in the field

was $G,95 to the acre.

The gain in the crop in 1827, was S4,05 per
acre—in 1828, 5,'J5— in 1829, 3,62i— in 1830,3.00
-ill 1831, 4,06:—making S19,98.i In the whole.
The land worth $15 per acre gave in five years

a gain of .$19,984 on an expendiiure of $6,25.
The extraordinary effect of leached ashes is to

impart to the soil a ca|>acily to appropriate and
assimilate more abundantly or more rapidiv, the
fertilizing constituents of the atmosphere.
Leached ashes (.-iccording to the German ex-

periment) are particularly efficacious on .sindy

soils that are naturally dry : on wet soils and
moist heavy lands they produce little or no effect.

Sandy land's that have lain several years in

grass or barren, are most sii.<'ceptible to improve-
ment from leached ailics.

About sixty bushels to the acre are ample for
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one dressing. Henvier doses have sometimes l

done injury especially in wet seasons ; a greater

(luantity is seldom useful.

The best application is to spread on over turn-

ed green sward—to plough in with n shallow
j

furrow a few weeks before planting; and again,

ploughing at the time of planting so as to mix
j

them with the soil near the surface.
|

Weeds are perceptibly diminished by leached

ashes ; and the operation of ashes is nearly imi-

forin on five or six successive crops.

Oats are more benefitted by leached ashes than

any other grain.

Potatoes and other leguminous plants on loamy

or clayey sand lands are assisted by leached a^h-

es put on several years in advance.

Leached ashes," on groimds dressed with ani-

mal manures, have an effect for twelve or fifteen

years.

Ashes are most efficacious in dry seasons

—

they have less, if not little, effect in wet seasons.

Sandy soils part most freely with their geiiie

or ammonia, not by leaching but by passing ofl^

in the air ; of consequence they are more easily

stimulated and will be benefitted by a greater

variety of manures.
If the above information shall turn out to be

accurate, it will be worth more to many farmers

than tlie price of one year's subscription to an

agricultural newspaper.

Lowell Factory Girls.

Mr. Dickens, in his new work upon this coun-

trv, irives the following account of his visit to

Lowdl.
" I happened to arrive at the first liictory just

as the dinner hour was over , and the girls were
returning to their work ; indeed the stairs of the

mill were thronged with them as I ascended.

—

They were all well dressed, but not, to my think-

ing, above lljeir condition : for I like to see the

humbler cl.isses of society careful of their dress

and appearance, and even, if they please, decora-

ted with such little trinkets as come within the

compass of their meaui-'. Supposing it is confin-

ed within reasonable limits, I would always en-

courage this kind of pride, as a worthy element

of self respect, in any ))erson 1 employed ; and
should no more be deterred from doing so be-

cause some wretched female referred her lidl to

a love of dress, that I would allow my construc-

tion of the real intent and meaning of the Sabbalh

to be influenced by any warning to the well dis-

posed, founded on his hiackslidings on that par-

ticular day, which might emanate from the rather

dnubtlul iiutlmrity of a ininderer in Newgate.
" These gii Is, as 1 have said, were all well

dressed, and tli;it phrase necessarily includes ex-

treme cleanliness. They had serviceable bonnets,

good warm cloaks, and" shawls ; and were not

above clogs and palti-rns. Moreover, there were

jilaces in the mill in which they could deposit

these things without injury, and there were con-

veniences for washing. They wi:re healthy in

appearance, many of them remarkably so, and
had the manners and deportment of young wom-
en : not of degraded hrnles of burden. If I had

seen in one o!' those mills (but I did not, though

I looked for soniethiiig of this kind with a sharp

eye,) the most lisping, nruicing, altected, and rid-

iculous young crealuii' llint my injagination could

suggest, I shoidd |]a\e lliought of the careless,

moping, slatternly, degraded dull reverse (I have

seen that,) and should have been still well pleas-

ed to look upon her.
" 'J"he rooms in which they worked were as

well ordered as themselves. In the windows of

some there were green plant.s, which were train-

ed to shade the glass; in all there were as touch

fresh air, cleanliness, and comfort, as the nature

of the occupation would possibly admit of. Out
of so large a number of females, many of whom
were just only then verging upon womanhood, it

may be reasonably supposed that some were deli-

cate and tragile in appearance, no doubt there

were. But I solemnly declare, that from all the

crowd I saw in the different factories that day, I

CBimol recall a separate one yoimg face that gave
me a painful impression : not one young girl

whom, assuming it to be matter of necessity that

she should gain her daily bread by the labor of

her h:nuls, 1 would remove from lliose ranks if I

had the power.
"They reside in various boarding houses near

at hand. The owners of the mills are particularly

careful to allow no persons to enter upon the po-

session of these houses, whose characters have

not undergone the most searching and thorough
inquiry. Any complaint that is made, against

them by the lioarders, or by any one else, is fully

investigated ; and if good ground of complaint

be shown to exist against them, they are removed,
and their occupation is handed over to some more
deserving person."

After stating the astounding fact, that in July,

1841, nine himdred and seventy eight of these

girls were depositors in the Lowell Savings Bank,

to the amount jointly of 100,000 dollars, or £20,-

000, (is it possible ?) Mr. Dickens goes on to say

—

" 1 am now going to state three facts, which
will startle a large class of readers on this side of

the Atlantic very much.
" Firstly, there is a joint stock piano in a great

many of the boarding houses. Secondly, nearly

all these yoimg ladies subscribe to circulating li-

braries. Thirdly, they have got up among them-

selves a periodical called the Lowell Offering,
'A repository of original articles, written exclu-

sively by females actively employed in the mills,'

which is duly printed, published and sold, and
whereof I brought away from Lowell, four hun-

dred good solid pages, which I have read from
beginning to end.

'' The large class of readers, startled by these

facts, will exclaim with one voice, ' How very

prosperous?' On my deferentially inquiring why,

they will answer, 'These things are above their

station.' In reply to that objection, I would beg
to ask what their station is ?

"It is their station to v^ork, and they do work.

Tiiey labor in these mills, upon an average, twelve

hoin-s a day, which is unquestionably work, and
pretty tight work too. Perhaps it is above their

station to indulge in such amusements, on any
terms. Are we sure that we in England have

not formed our ideas of the 'station' of working
people from accustonnng ourselves to the con-

templation of that class as they are, and not as

they might be? I think that if we examine our

owii feelings, we shall find that the pianos, and
the circulating libraries, cvi ii the Lowell Offer

ing, siarlle us by their novelty, and not by theii

bearing upon any abstract question of right or

wrong.
'• For myself I know no station in which the

occupation of to day cheerfidly done, and the

occupation of to-morrow cheerfully lookeil to,

any one of these pm-suits is not most humanizing
and laudable. 1 know no station which is render-

ed more endurable to the person iu it, or more
!i:\i\! to the person out of it, by having ignorance

for its associate. I know no station which has a

right to monopolize the meansof mutual instruc-

tion, improvement, and rational entertaimnent

;

or whicli has ever continued to be a station very

long, after seeking to do so."

Extracts from " the Good and Bad."
BV .NICHOLAS BRETON, LONDO.N 1(!1().

A Worthy Merchant isthe heirofadventur
who.se hopes hang much upon the wind; upon a

wooden horse he rides through the worlil, and in

a merry gale makes a path through the seas: he
is a discoverer of countries, and n finder out ot

comuiodities; resolute in his attempts, and royal

in his expenses: he is the life of traffic and the
m.iint.-iiner ol" trade, the sailor's master and the
soldier's friend ; he is the exercise of the ex
change, the honor of credit, the observation o
lime, and the understanding of thrift: his study
is mmiber, his case his accounts, Iris comfort his

coirscience, and his wealth his good rrame: he
fears iroScylla, and sailuclose by Charybilis, arrd

having beaten out a storm, rides at rest in a har-

bor ; by Iris sea-gain he iirakcs Iris discoverie.-i,

imd tVom Iris eye-observatiutrs brings the models
of architecture; he plarrts the earth with for-eign

fruits, and knows at home what is good abroad :

he is neat in apparel, modest in demeanor', daiirty

in diet, and civil in his carTiage. In surir, he
a pillar of a city, the enricher of a country; tl

furrrisher of a cr-est, and the worthy servant of
king.

A Quiet Woman.—A quiet woman is like a
still wind, which neither chills the body nor
blows dust in the face; her puiience is a vir

that wins the heart of love, and her wisili

makes her wit well woi'thy regard : she fears God,
arrd ffieth sirr ; shewelh kindness, and loveth

peace : her tongue is tied to discretion, and her

heart is the harboi'er of goodness: she is a conr"

fort in calamity, arrd irr pr-ospei-ity a cotnpaninrr

;

a physicican in sickness, and a musician iir help:
lier ways are the walks towai-ds heaven, aird her
guide is the gr-ace of the Almighty: she is her
husband's down bed, where his hear-t lies at rest;

and her children's glass in the notes of her grace,

her servants' honor in the keeping of her house,
and her neigbor-s' exaurples in the notes of a
goori trature: she scorrrs foi-tune. and loves virtue,

and out of thrift gathereth charity : she is a turtle

in her love, a lamb in her rrreekness, a saiirt in

her Irear'l, and an arrgel in her soul. In sum, she
is a jewel unprizeahle, and a joy unspeakable;
a comfort in nature unaccountable, and a wife
iu the world unmatchable.
An U.NiiUiET Woman.—An irnquiet woman is

the misery of man, whose denreanor is not to be
described but in extremities : her voice is the

prickirrg of an awl, her eye the poison of a
cockatrice, her hand the claw of a crocodile, and
her heart a cabinet of hoiior : she is the grief of
nature, the wound of wit, the t/-oirble of reason,

and the abuse of tirrre : her pride is insupporta-

ble, her anger unquenchable, her will unsatiable,

and her malice unnratchable ; she fears no color-s,

she cares for no courrsel, she spares no persons,

nor r'espects any tirrre : her command ismust, her
reason will, her r-es(dution shall, anil her satisfac-

tion so : she looks at no law, and thinks of no
lord; adrrrits no corrrnrand, and keeps no good
or-dcr : she is a cross, but not of Christ ; and a
wor-d, but irot of grace ; a ci'eatnr'e, but not of
wisdonr ; and a servant, btrt not of God. In

sum, she is the seed of tr-ouble, the liiiit of
travail, the taste of bitterness, and the digestion

of death.

A ViRGii'J.—A vir-gin is the beauty of natur-e,

wlrerr the spirit gracious makes the creatur-e glori-

oirs : she is the love of virtue, the honor of reason,

the gr'ace of youth, and the comfort of age; her

study is holiness, her exercise goodness, her

grace humility, and her love is charity : hercoiin-

tenanie is modesty, her speech is truth, her

wealth is gr-ace, and her fame constancy : her

virtue continence, her labor patience, her diet ab-

stinence, and her care corrscience : her con-
ver'satiorr heaveirly, her rrreditations angel-like,

her pr-ayeis (Icviiiri, and her hopes divirre: her
parents' j..y, Iili- kiiidoil's horror-, her countr-y's

fiiiiie, and her owrr lilicity ; she is the blessed of
the highest, and the nearest to the best ; she is

of cr-eatur-es the rarest, of woman the ehiefest,

of natur-e the purest, and of wisdom the choicest

;

her life is a pilgrimage, her death but a passage,

her descr-iplioii a wonder, and her iianre air hon-
or-. In sum, she is the daughter of glory, the

mother of grace, the sister of love, and the be-

loved of life.

A Young Man.—A youirg man is the spr-ing

of tirirc, when nalirr'e in her pride, shews her
beauty to the woi-ld. He is the delight of the eye,

arrd the stuily of the nrind ; the labor of instrrrc-

tion, arrd the prrpil of reasoi< ; his wit is irr mak-
ing or marring ; his wealth in gaining or loosing

;

his honor in advancing or decliiring; arrd his life

in abridging or incr'easing; he is a bloom that

either is blasteil in the bud, or grows to ii good
fruit, or a bird that dies in the nest, or lives to

make use of her wirrgs; he is a colt that must
have a bridle, er-e he be well managed, and a fal-

corr that must be well manned, or he will never
be r-eclaimed ; he is the dar ling of nature, and
the charge of reason, the exei-cise of patierrce,and

the hope of charity ; his exer-cise is either study
or action, and his study either knowledge or
pleasure; his disposition gives a gr-eatnoteof his

genei-ation, and yet his br-eeding may either bet-

ter or wor-se hirrr ; though to wash a blackmoor
white, be the loss of labor, and what is br-ed in

the bone, will never out of the flesh. In sum, till

experience has seasoned his rrnderstanding, he is

rather a child than a man, a pr-cy of flattery, or

a praise of Providence ; in the way of grace to

prove a saint, or in the way of sirr to prove a

devil.

Appetite—A relish bestowed upon the poor-

er classes, that they may like what they eat, while
it is seldom enjoyed by the rich, because they
nray eat what they like.

Breath—Air received into the lungs by many
young men of fasliiorr, lor the irrrportant purpose
oi' smoking cigar-s, and whistling a tune.
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Mr. Webster's Varm in IHassachuietts.

A letter writer in the N. Y. Commercial Ad-
vertiser, who has recently visited Mr. Webster's
farm at Maishfield, Ms. describes it as being part

of tlie old estate of Gov. Winslow mid a part of
the estate of Mr. Thomas, a wealthy refugi-e of
the revolution. The Winslow mansion, bnilt 147
years ago, is still standing; and the mansion
honse of Mr. Tlioiuas built 72 years ago, from
which the British marched to Bimker Hill, is up-

on the same premises. This farm contains J300
acres, and is upon the sea shore, the salt spray
washing upon the very garden : alioiit 300 acres
are woodland, of which 200 acres has been plant-

ed by Mr. Webster, who has owned the premises
about ten years. Before the door of the last

mansion is an aged elm, with its branches reach-

ing to the ground. Upon a hill of former flow-

ing sand he has planted trees, and in the midst
erected n summer house, which, with the sur-

rounding grove, forms a beautiful picture.

—

Through several groves there are avenues by
which ladies and gentlemen may take an airing

horseback. His orchard is extensive, giving e\-

ery variety of apples. He has a poultry yard in

which is a pond where ducks and geese sport.

He keeps some seventy head of cattle, n)any of
which he imported from England, and some of
them of great beauty. He has a pair of black

oxen of the largest size, and a yoke of red oxen
raised upon this (arm which are seldom excelled

for their good points, and especially for their

beauty. His Leicester sheep, imported from
England, are of the first order. [Two of these,

a weather and a buck, were sent a tew days since

over the Concord railroad, and were in this town
on their way to Mr. Webster's Franklin farm.

These were most perfect animals of their kind :

black feet and broad black faces—a most compact
and uniform coating of wool of a quality some-
wliat finer than that of the American native

sheep.] One of these sheep at Marshfield, call-

ed by the shepherd Goliah, gives in one fleece

sixteen pounds of wool. Mr. Webster's crop of
Indian corn the present year upon this farm was
from nine hundred to one thousand bushels.

The letter writer says he passed through a field

of English turnips in which he estimated the

quantity at two thousand bushels. [A gentle-

man at Hollis sent us two turnips, a specimen of

his own field from seed procured in England by

Mr. Webster: they were in shape like the ruta

bnga, but smooth and purely white.] Of hay

(the gentleman writes) the crop upon the Web-
ster farm was from three to five hundred tons,

and potatoes and other crops in proportion. Now
although Mr. Webster cannot make money, hut

probably loses, by attempting so extensive farm

operations in his absence; yet his efforts in in-

troducing new and valuable breeds of cattle and
other animals, and his example in improving the

soil, will have a salutary effect on the agriculiure

of bis State.

October. There were 110 yokes on the grolind

of well matched cattle, mostly red and in high

condition. Twenty-one teams— 13 of horses and

8 of oxen—entered the ploughing match.

The Massachusetts Horticidtural Society, which

since the fourteen years of its existence, " feeble

and unnoticed at" first," "has struck its roots

broad and deep," and has " changed the aspect

of Boston and the country round about it"—

o|)ened its annual exhibition at Concert Hall in

Boston on the 14th September. The address

was delivered on the evening of the 16th before

a large concourse of gentlemen and ladies by J.

E. Tesscmacher, well known as one of the most

scientific horticultinists and florists of the coun-

try. The Hall was decorated in the most splen-

did manner iiom the contributions of fruits and

flowers; and the tables groaned under the weight

of the grapes, apples, pears, peaches, &c. &c.
all of the finest kinds, heaped upon them.

The Cultivator contains, besides the foregoing,

sketches of the annual exhibitions of the Rens-
selaer, Jefferson, Onondaga, Oneida, Columbia
and Cayuga Comity Agricultural Fairs in the

Slate of New York during the present season

—

all showing how great is the regard of all classes

to improvement in the cultivation of the earth,

the rearing of animals, and the perfection of the

various manufactures.

Miss Sally Farnum of this town (who should

be remembered as the faithful nurse of our three

boys and probably of some hundred others now
grown men and women) has woven since she be-

gun the work 2062 yards of domestic carpeting

for the use of the "maids and tnalrons" of the

vicinity. Those carpets have receivedjeight suc-

cessive premiums from the Agricultural Society

of this County. Miss Farnutn is now about sev-

enty years of age. She continues her business

of hand weaving, and the carpet of G. W. Dow
which this year received a premium from the

Merrimack County Society was of her plan-

ning and weaving.

Cattle Shows and Agricultural Fairs through-

out the Nortliern States have been more general

and more magnificent this year than they ever

were before. In the States of New York, Con-
necticut, Massachusetts and Maine, a major part

(we believe) of the Counties has each itsagricul

tural Society. In those Comities where soeietiei

have been sometime organized, the turn out of

farmers and farmers' wives has been general— ii

ome cases in a mass. The products of the best

cultivation have been exhibited in profusion. In

the mountain region of Connecticut, olil Fairfield

county, five hundred and thirty-two yokes of

oxen in four trains, were exhibited : of these the

town of Fairfield seat its team of 150 yokes.

A London Sabbath.—The following passage

is from a series of "Recollections of England,"

now in the course of publication in the Episcopal

Recorder :

—

" The first Sabbath of an yVmerican Christian

in London, must always be a day of peculiar in-

terest. So many [ilaces of great attraction are

open before him, and so many preachers of whom
he has heard much, are around him, that he feels

hardly able to determine among them all, in what
direction he shall turn his steps, or wilh what
congregation of the Lord's peoi)lc he shall miilo

in worship. Such was the first day of May to

me. The suu was unclouded, and the air relrcsh-

ing and delightful. As I walked abroad, the

streets were crowded with multitudes of persons

in their best attire. liaMctiiiig in vari(.us directions

—probably, alas ! lor various purposes. But the

day had changed the uhole aspect of the me-
tropolis. The number of laborers in odd cos-

tumes, and vagrants of every description who
roam abroad upon other days, were not now seen,

or so changed in dress that they could not be

recognized. I never saw a fuller illustration of

Dr. Dwight's arguments for the observance of the

Sabbath, in the moral influence which is exer-

cised upon the community by the universal clean-

liness of attire of that day. Every body had an

air of respectability and tidiness which was very

remarkable. Universal quietness and order reign-

ed through all the streets. Even the numerous
ginshops had closed their doors and windows,

and acquired the decency of appearance at least,

of admitting their victims in a private way, al-

lowing none to stand around their doors. My
walk to church led me through the most crowd-

ed and some of the least respectable portions of

the metropolis. But the same remark was every

vvliere applicable. A London Sabbath, as much
as in any city I have ever seen, is the reign of

order, and cleanliness, and quiet.

New York State Agricdltcral Si

Nearly ten close compact pages in the smallest

type of that excellent agricultiu-al journal, the

Albany Cultivator, are filled with the account of

the Cattle Show and Fair of the New York
State Agricultural Society which was held at

Albany on the 27th, 28lli and 29th September
Says the Cultivator—" The immense number of

animals on the ground for premium or for exhi-

bition : their admirable ariaugeinenl, which gave

all who chose an opportunity of seeing the whole
;

the multitude of spectators constantly within the

the enclosure; the splendid equipage and crowds

of beaulifiil women ; and the intense feeling of

interest anri gratification manifested in all, ren-

dered the days of the Fair proud and auspicious

ones for the interests of Agricidture in the State

of New York."
The Worcester County Fair, long established,

lost none of its reputation in this year's exhibi-

tion. Thirty ox teams contended in the Plough-

ing match ; and at this Fair were seen in all

their glory the beautiful native cattle of New
England, oxen, cows and steers, so justly prized

and so highly lauded. Hon. Levi Lincoln has

been President of this Society twenty-two years:

the fund for the support of this Society now ex-

ceeds $7,000. The meeting of the Society was

on the ]2tli October.

The old Berkshire Society had its thirty-sec-

one Fair at Pittsfield, Ms. "on the 5th and 6th

Flowers in Religious Buildings.—We can-

not but admire the practice of the Church of

Rome, remarks the London Quarterly Review,

which calls in the aid of floral decorations on her

high festivaks. We shall not easily forget the

eftect of a long avenue of orange trees in the Ca-

thedral of St, Gudule at Brussels, calling to mind

as it did the expression of the psalmist, "Those
that be planted in the house of the Lord shall

flourish in the courts of our God." The white

lily is held throughout Spain and Italy, as the

emblem of the Virgin's l)urity, and frequently

decorates her shrines; and many other flowers,

dedicated to some saint, are used in profusion on

the day of his celebration. The oak leaf and the

palm branch, adds the Quarterly, have .villi us

their loyal and religious anniversary, and the holly

still gladdens the hearts of all good Churchmen

at Christmas.

T. Hood vs. Ghosts.—Ghost, says Tom, be

hanged ! No such thing in nature ; all laid long

ago, before the wood pavements. What should

they come for ? The colliers may rise for higher

wages, and the Chartists may rise for reform,

and Joseph Slurge may rise for his health, and

bread may rise; but tliat the dead should rise

only to make one's hair rise, is more than I can

credit. Suppose yoiirself a ghost. Well, if you

come out of the grave to save a friend, how are

you to help him ? And if it is an enemy, what

Is the use of appearing to hini, if you can't pitch

into him ?—A*. Y. Aurora.

Alpine Skies.—Soon after sunrise, on a fine

morning, when the sky, which relieves the silver

white of the peaks of the Alps, shows, by the in-

tensity of its blue, not only that its beholder is at

a considerable elevation, but also that there is

very little aqueous vapor held in suspension in

the atmosphere, and consequently that in all prob-

ablity the day will continue clear, it is no uncom-
mon circumstance to see their first flying wreaths

of clouds start suddenly into existence out of its

serenity—almost, in fiict, like a puff of smoke

—

and then as suddenly disappear; so that the

spectator is almost inclined to iloubt the clearness

his vision—when having first swept the whole

ivens with his eye, and congratulated himself

on its utter cloudlessness, his glance a moment
after falls on a line of rafiidly increasing and ap-

parently low clouds—when, after the lapse of an-

other minute, the sky, to his astonishment, ap-

pears as deeply blue, as purely vaporless as ever.

—East India Magazine for January.

Old Maids vs. Young Maids.—Say what you

will of old maids, their love is generally more

strong and sincere than that of the young milk-

and-water creatures, whose hearts vibrate be-

tween the joys of wedlock and the dissipations

of the ball room. Until the young heart of wo-

man is capable of settling firmly and exclusively

on one object, her love is like a M.-.y shower,

which makes rainbows, but fills no cisterns.

Lost wealth may be regained by a course of

industry; the wreck of health repaired by tem-

perance ; forgotten knowledge restored by study ;

alienated friendship soothed into forgiveness;

even forfeited reputation won hack by penitence

and virtue. But who ever again looked upon bis

vanished honor; recallerl his slighted years and

stamped them wilh wisdom, or effaced

Heaven's record the fearful blot of wasted life.

Coal and Iron —Nearly .ill the iron manunicturcd

in Great Britain is produced from the " rocit ore,' (car-

bonate of iron,) which accompanies the coal seams in

South W.-iles, Staffordshire, the vicinity of Glasgow etc.

—the whole amount of raw pig iron being about l,o00,00O

tons, and the capital employed in it, several years since,

was estimated at £7 .000,000 sterling.

Before the discovery in England of making iron wilh

mineral coal, that maimlUcture had there sunk almost

into insignificance. The surface ol the country ha.l been

stripped of its wood, and in the >Mr 1710 the produntion

had sunk to 17,000 tons, double that amount being import-

ed. So imporunt was it thought before tl that
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one of the objects i

the use of her foi

country. The mca

,lonlzin2 Virginia was stated to be

in making'^ iron Cor the mother

within her own bosom, and the production of iron imme-

diately rose, as the following table wdl show, to its pres-

ent extraordinary heiijht;

In 17J0 17.000 tons

In 1760

In 17S8
179G

68,000

400,000 tons.

703,184
1,000.000

1,300,000

eat increase of pop
districts. Slaffordsl

land has 200,000 so

1 mining or manufac
open common, is n

Boston .*!<d New Yokk.—The total amount of the

aluation of the real and personal property of the city ol

Jew York, for the purposes of taxation, was

For the year 184/ *S;V7«t'rm
i< IS li isi'2

'237.783,601

S 13,411 ,319

erwards she had i

.—VVe gave an account somt

;
lot of corn belonging to tht

as then growing, and which \vf

JD LOT OF CoRl
nee of a promisin

andred bushels of corn ti

acre ; it has since been gathered, and although it had

n considerably depredated upon, as we suspected il

j|d be, yielded UO bushels of shelled corn to the acre

e variety is called Tmcarora, is a white corn, aboai

n flint, large ears yielding a pint when shelled, anc

1 good meal corn.

—

Baltimon

The fruit

New Fashioneu Potatoes.—The WheeUng Daily

Gazette speaks of a new species of the potato jjlant that

has jusl been imported from South .\

grows on vines, like pumpkins, and will do to ms

some arbors ; a singlesced potato being sufficient

a veraudish. The beauty of this above ground v

is, that you can pick out the linest potatoes with

a"'in'» the plants, and leave the " small potatoes

Conditions of the Visitor for 1843.

Any responsible a«d trust-worthy person who may
eive a subscription paper is requested

procuring sue

the person wh

as Agent
1 he allowed
le subscriber

te'n"dol-

farmers
lixty copi

Decrease in 1812

Total decrease in 1842

The total valuation of the property i

on, for tlie same purposes, was

For the year 1842
.. .. •'.. 1841

Total mcrease in 1842 g".7'-»','"0

Total iNCiEASF. in Boston eight millions seven Inm-

dred and twn'.ly six thousand seven hundred dollars.

Have our KaUroads particularly the Westeii.n Rail-

HOAD, had any influence in bringing about this result?—

host. Merc. Jour.

Illi.vois.—

THE MARKETS.

(',, , I' 1 I
. I

It ^vho shall procure then
„•

,
, r .I'.NTV DOLLARS! The payment,

,„ ,',, ri r,,, i:,ii l.r made in advance.

\Xy Mmey ail L siihic.riptions, by a rcgtilation of the

Post .Master General, may in all cases be remitted by

the Post Master, free of postage.

Ml .^ontlemen who have heretofore acted as AgenW
3rp rr rin,-siril to rontlnue their Agency. The Visitor is

n,,!.; '.,,1 ., ii^ Mil a sheet of sixteen pages of royal

,|,i ,i h number contains as much matter as

a r. lino volume of common novels.

(I
, ., r; . I- \\ ih) come under the new terms, will

plpise iiinilv us nf the names already on our books.

The first number of the new volume of the Visitor will

be issued on the last of January. 1842. Agents are re-

quested to send in the names of subscribers as early ui

nthc

Far.mf.rsThe Condition of th
A correspondent of the Ji

from Qiiincv. Illinois, respecting Northern Illinois, says .

'•Notuitli't'iiiiliii' a great amount of industry, eight out

of ten of tiir liriiiers are in debt and hold their farms for

sale 1 dii iii.l know of a farm in Illinois that will pay

expenses wiiii lured help, at the present prices of pro-

duce. Many of them borrowed money to tuy farms ;
.i I

such are now in a dangerous position." This is a lanicnt-

able statement, and the causes of their difficulties, we

suDDOse, are to be found among those which liayc done m.

much mischief to the whole country, speculation and

fluctui

the debt now when a riiui romr.it.i.Mi .» ", y,.^ .-.-

and all prices filling. lliMiee Uieir previous calcula lo

are all disappointed, and the prices they receive lor th,

produce will not meet their indebtedness. No class

tree from the mischiefs of unwise legislation, and all

should therefore make themselves sufficiently acquainted

with political causes and effects to guard against the ~—

chiefs they sometimes produce.

The following w:

the late Boston H"
W0.MAN—A " F

as one of the egular toasts

BRIGHTON MARKET—MoNDAV, Nov. 14,1842.

Reported for the Boston Daily Advertiser.

At market 2800 C;attle, about 2000 of which were Beef,

and 800 Stores, 4300 Sheep, and 152.7 Swine.

Prices—Be</ CuWe—VVe reduce our quotations. A
few extra at §430. First quality 4 00 a 4 25 ; second qual-

ity S3 -25 a S3 7.5 ; third quality 2 30 a S3 00.

Barrelling Cattle.—Prices reduced. Mess 3 Ui, No.

1 2 37,^.
'

,SVorfs—Few sales only. Two yc.ir old nt57ogl2;
lecyenrold 914 a ^20-
,s7,„;i—Dull. Lots were aold from G2c to 175. Weth-

3 from .ijl 75 to 2 75.

,S,t.i,u—Lots to peddle 3c for Sows and 4c for Barrows.

t retad,4ca5c.

BOSTON market-Not. is, 1842.

COTTON.—Cotton begins to arrive freely. Sales oi

Monday and to-day of 350 bales New Orleans at 8 a 9Jc

and l.iO do. Uplands 8 a 9c per lb. 6 ms.
^ ^ ,

FLOUR.—IJenesce and Ohio in brisk demand. Sales

of Genesee common brands SI 62, and f.ncy 4 69 a

y two entire parcels Ohio \ui .New (.Jrle.ins. mie o

2900 bbls flat and round hoops at I ,S7 ,i 1 ! I, ":ic .4 l.'.m

3 4 37; other sales of 1200 to l.mu bbls. m bil.s. at 1 ...

ich—all taken on landing. Thire is but little d..ina n

uiithcrn descriptions; 300 bbls Fredericksburg sold al

(;i';\|,\.—The m,arket stands nominally the same for

urn—no sales within a few days.

.MUL\SS1CS.—Sale of a cargo Havana for distilling

t 17Ac, and 150 to 200 do do sweet at the same price,

With I pric 1 for

the temporal interests u

any other, for oinittiiiL:

our paper need not mi

other political, reliLM"

present day. The cost

be greater to him than

All communications :

Visitor, will he addros

Hll.L & SONS, Co.N<

and his family of

aiore importance to

price of our paper for one

subscriptions for the Monthly
free of postage, to ISAAC

), N. H. by whom it will be

BROKEN BANKS IN NEW ENGLAND.
Lafayette, South Boston
.Middlesex, Cambridge, Ms

"ank, Lynn, Ms,

Burrillville, R. I.

Commonwealth, Boston.

Chelsea Bank, Chelsea, Ms
Castine, Me.
Derby, Conn.
Eagle, New Haven, Conn.
Fulton, at Boston, Ms.
Franklin, at South Boston.

Farnurs', Belchertown, Ms
Knihkl'.irt.at Frankfort, Me.
CI. ill,-, at Bangor, Me.
Keiiin-bnc, Me.

Norfolk, lit Ruxbury, Ma.
Newburyport, at Newbury-

Oldtown, atOrono, Me.
Passamaquoddy,EastportMe
Roxbury, Ms.
Stillwater Canal, Orono,Me.
Wiscassel, Me.
Washington Co. Calais, Me.

SALES AT AUCTION ON TUESDAY.
Flour, Ohio, via New Orleans, fiiir quality, 92 bbls

25 per bbl, cash.

I'ork, Western Mess, poor, 90 bbls 3 50 at 6 12 per

bbl. cash.
Beans, Western, wmi
Kaisins, Malaga Bunc

cash.
Walnuts, English, 20
Lard. Western, 150 ke

Western, 31X10 sac

b^c each for sacks, cash.
' jar, Havam brown.

Some blossom of the mind or face !

Does woman lead the courtly dance,

Wc hail the Fioiocr of Elegance :

Does Fashion's wreath adorn her brow,

The Flower of Taste is wonaan now.

The twin-horn Flower of Grace wc fincl

And in her blushing cheek we see

The Royal Hose oj Dignity.

The lily, svmbol of her youth.

Blooms next her heart, the Flower of 2

And more the

The Floiorets Temlc,
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Farmins in Slaryland and Viririnia.

Tlieie are wliole ilirJirii-t.s <>/ irounli'v in the
lower parts of JM aryland and Virginia, wlio.se .soil

has heen rnii o'lt and exhansn.'d iMiicli of the

I'OUDtry within thirty miles of the city of Wash-
ington is land of this desi-ri|)tion. The District

of CohiMihia and the l.-n-jje tj-jict ahoiit Mount Ver-
non whieh eonstituted the farm of Wasliiiii'toii,

1 he dd i|iida(i<)n and exhaustion of lands in

this middle section of the Olil Thirteen States

has been jfreaier and more extensive I'rom the

cii'cnmstance tlKit slave l.ihorhas thei'e been eni-

])loyed eviM- since the liist settlement of the comi-

try. The while popniation has not there been
employed in the mannal labor of the farm. Un-
til the e.xtensioii of settlements anil tlie opeinng
of fertile l.inds westward, this section of eoimtrv

fm-nished the lari^er portion of a^nicnltm-al pro-

duce liii- exportation. \ j;reater part (if the sup-

piv of floin- for the At

Eoiiland wasbron^rhtlh
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we rejoice that our neighlior, Virginia, liss been

thus fortunate enough to attract tlie attention of

so excellent an agricultural jiopulation to their

borders, we may indulge the liope, that others

from the same enterprising and industrious quar-

ter may not overlook the advantages of climate,

soil and position held out h_v good oh! Maryland."

It will ho perceived lliat this new po|pulalion

which has been attracted to the wuni-cint soil ot

Virginia, is of that kind vvhicii will iirciiably em-
ploy no slave labor. Dutchess county in New
York adjoins the State of Mussachiisetts directly

on the west, extending its whole width upon the

Hudson river. That comity is one ol' the gn/at-

est agricultural profit and production in the Union

in proportion to its extent ; and farmers who have

there learned their trade will be very likely to

thrive elsewhere. We would not be at all sur-

prised if this company of farmers of old Dutch-

ess had been drawn to the county of Fairfax by

the publicity in several agricultural newspapers

which has been given to Commodore Jones' suc-

cessful experiment in the same county.

We have fully satisfied ourselves of the fact,

that there are many thousands of acres of land

in the States along the Atlantic seaboard now ly-

ing useless that may be pmchased and cultivated

to better advantage and i)rofit than the best lands

oflered for sale at the West. The Dutchess coun-

ty farmers who have taken up land for improve-

ment in Fairfax county, Virginia, if th«ir history

for the ne.vt twenty years could be written, will

turn out to be more uniformly succcssfid than an

equal number with the same means who have
removed to the far West. The new western lands

may be more easily brought into cultivation ; but

Commodore Jones has demonstrated, and the

emigrants from Dutchess county will prove thai

the best and most profitable investment of all will

be the judicious expenditure and labor bestowed
in reclaiming the worn-out lands of Fairfax coim-

ty, Virginia.

The area of the county of Fairfax, according

to the view upon the map, is not larger than one
of the largest townships of New Hampshire or

Massachusetts: it lies southerly and south-west-

erly along the line of the District of Colund)ia,

and no part of it, we should think, is over fifteen

miles distant from the capitol and not over ten

miles from either Alexandria or Georgetown.

—

We are net sure, lint we believe IMoiiiit Vernon

is within the limits of this county at its south-

east extremity. The extensive groiunis which
formerly constituted the I'mi )ii» of the illustrious

George Washington ai e a liiir s.unple of the larg-

er portion of the coimty. The Washington
farms, in the first settlement of the country, were
probably as productive as the most fertile lands

of the West : so we believe was the greater por-

tion of Fairfax county—and so likewise was the

ground on which the Federal city is located. We
believe the estates of Washington were |)roduc-

tive as long as he lived—they were so managed
in his life-time a? to furnish an income even with

slave labor while cultivated in the absence of the

owner. Of late years they hjive not- produced

enough fairly to afford food to the very few who
have contrived to get a bare subsistence about

the premises. The fishing i)rivilege on the Po-

tomac connected with Mount Vernon is the only

part of that extensive propei ty worth any thing

to thtt ouners. Tliis gives an annual income
from rent of a few hundred dollars.

The soil of this country is much of it a red

ferruginous clay. From this red clay bricks are

made all about the city of Washington, the ma-
terial for which is found nfteu directly upon the

surface. Sometimes the clay is mixed with sand
and gravel. Much of the subsoil, we do not

doubt, is of the nature of marl. The land on
which the city is built has been graded so as to

bring the streets and side ways either to a level

or to inclined planes: hills are dug down and
hollows or valleys are elevated. Within the last

ten or twelve years the groimds have been beau-
tifully inq)roved about the public offices and the
President's house, and especially in the front and
rear of the Capitol. A gardener at the head of a
gang of workmen is constantly employed by the
government on these public grounds : a great
variety of trees and shrubbery, tastefully arranged
and carefully pruned, contrihntes to beautify the
scene. In their season, beautiful flowers scent
the evening and morning breeze with the most
delicious fragrance and charm the eye with all

the brilliant tinges of the various colors. In the

yard chructly tiotuing the Capitol is a reservoir

or basin coustriicted of tree-stone cemented tc-

gctliiT, into wliii-h the water is brougbt, and from
whicli it cmer;;es, giving a supply constaiuly for

the Capitol. In this reservoir as well as in an-

other in the rear, a variety of gold and sun fishes

are seen sporting.

The yard on the east front of the Capitol con-

tains several acres : over a great portion of it the

ground has been excavated to the depth of four

to six feet and the surface carried away. The
entire smface is what was originally subsoil.

—

This, after a few seasons of exposure, has been
liroiighl into crass. }n the first part of Septem-
ber the gardi'iier and his men were gathering

from it the third crop of hay for the season. On
inquiry we found that the yard had produced
durins the last summer over three tons of hay
to the acre ; there had been no manure put upon
the ground for two years. No very great amount
of manure had been put upon the land at any
time. This land in its original state was no bet-

ter than much of the ground in the vicinity. Af-
ter the upper surface was carried away the clay-

ey subsoil had been stirred deep and had become
well pulverized from ex|>osure to the atmosphere

;

and to this circumstance, rather than to the quan-
tity of the manme, did we attribute its extraor-

dinary fertility.

The fat and luqipy landlord of Washington,
Mr. Jesse Brown, has not 8atisfie<i himself sim-

ply with the improvements of his garden on the

grounds belonging to the Government. He has
within the last fifteen years (after Mr. Gadsby
w ill) the aid of the wealth of George Calvert, a

descendant of the lords' proprietors of Mary-
land, had built a hotel covering over an acre)

stretched out his own premises tionting on two
streets, and made his fslablishinent nearly as ca-

pacious and splendid as that of his neighbor.

—

RfTecting a long loan at five percent, interest, he
made a most capital investment by extending his

buildings and acconimmhitions which are all ta-

ken up in the busy season of the sitting of Con-
gress ; and to his other income is add^d the rent
of some three or four stores fronting on the Penn-
sylvaiua Avenue—the same rooms from which in

times gone by Thomas Paine was wont to ad-
dress the people after his return liom Revolution-
ary France, and in which at a later period Henry
Clay, and William Pinkney, and subsequently
nushrod Washington and John Marshall spent
their winters while on pid)lic duty.

To his other enterprises, Mr. Brown has late-

ly added, as a matter of income and profit, a

firm of about seventy acres, situated about two
miles north of Pennsylvania Avenue, near Co-
lumbia College. We had no time to visit this

fu"ui ; hut from the quantity of hay which ap-
peared in the numerous stacks at a distance as
well as from the general appearance, we would
venture an opinion that Mr. Brown now gets
more prodin-e from seventy acres than all the
produce gathered within the iiounds of the city

at the distance of three miles from the capitol

twenty-five years ago.

In the neighborhood of Mr. Brown's farm there
is another, the property of Mr. W. J. Stone, con-
sisting of eighty acres. This farm is at the dis-

tance north of about one mile and a half from
the Centre market. He h.^s here converted the
poor worn out land into Buch a state as woidd
leave no doulit that its quality was first rate. Mr.
Slone commenced in the city without iiroperty.

His trade is that of an engraver. The card of
many a member of Congress and other public
ftinctiouary has been by this gentleman etched
in a style more beautiful than could be drawn in

any baud-writing. Mr. Stone has always been
ready to perform any jobs of copperplate engra-
ving that iidght he wanted in the ()ublic offices

;

and, making no ado about if, he has slipped into

a very ample fortune. His horticulture and ag-
riculture do him great credit. They have fur-

inshed an example which many gentlemen in the
District are anxious to follow.

Another experimental farmer of the city is

Jonathan Seaver, Esq., Chief Clerk in the Sec-
ond Comptroller's Office. He purchased two
years ago twenty-eight acres of laud one mile
north of the Capitol. In the use of compost ma-
nure he is rapidly advancing the production of
this groimd. Lime is abundant in all the south-
ern coiuitry. With tlia wio of lime merely, Mr.

Seaver has much advanced his hay crops, ll

seems to be his highest ambition to make "two
sjiears of grass grow where but one grew before."

He is the son of the Hon. Khenezer Seaver, a
member of Congress who voted lor the declara-

tion of war with Great Britain—himself an ex-
cellent liunier, and now at a verv advanced age.

Onrohl liiend, Amos Kpnuall, we likewise

visited upon I, is liuin one n.ile mhI a half north-

abniit one hundred aeics. uliirli he piu'cliased at

the price of nearly m^e imnilred dollars the acre
—a price iinich too liii:li, e(in>iil.i iiig the quality

of the land and the less |,i in' lur equally good if

not better land at no vciy great distance. Feeble
in health ,-is he had been for inatvy years, we
found Mr. K. tng;aing away at labor in his field.

With the exception of some twenty acres, this

farm was covered with a grouili of timber and
wood. Mr. K's team of hcM>es was engai:ed in

taking wood to the eiiy, leininini: "ith a loud of

lime for the renovation of his kind. He had a

noble corn-field of several acres where no other

manure than a small qitantity of lime had been
used.

When we lived at Washington the last man
we had supposed woidd become a farmer on that

ground was the editor of the Globe. More feeble

in health ai)parently than the late Post Master
General, he had none of the advantages of the

son of a New England farmer. He was fl'oni

gallant Kentucky, whose men and women, de-

scended from the ancient Virginia line, were nei-

ther taught nor bound by necessity to labor.

—

That State, yielding almost spontaneously from its

rich soil food for man and beast, was but a poor

place to qualify a clo.se calcidating farmer. Yet
seldom have we seen more science and a better

t.iste than are exhibited in the garden of Mr.

Blair at the place of his residence near the Pres-

ident's house. To the management of the lady

tnucli of the credit is due for this very useftil and
beaiitiftil establishment. The ever blooming roses

were among the evidences of Mr. Blair's skill in

horticulture. In a few miiuites he would change
entirely the character of the bush or tree before

him and prepare it either for the production of
more beautiful flowers or better fruit. A species

of elegant rose blooiiung nearly the year round
was nuiltiplicd on the stocky of the ordinary
rose ad infininiluni. The sniall space of less

than half uii acre was but a sample of what
the soil of Washington might be made to

produce. Peach treesscarcely half adozen years
of age heinling under the load of frmt—grape
vines, on which the hunches hang in rich clus-

ters—the fdheit and the lig tree with ripening
fruit .against the walls—were among the oriia-

mentai parts of a garden containing every kind
of vegetable useful for the table. Tvvo or more
crops succeeded each other on the gromid in a
year: as neat as a well arranged parlor, more
beautiful than a dressed church at Christufhs, was
the retiring place of the political editor in the

heat of the day. Among the cmiosities of this

garden was a living willow taken ft'om the tomb
of Napoleon at St. Helena by a sailor son of Mr.
Blair who was a midshipman in the United States

service in the expedition to the South Seas un-
der Lieut. Wilkes, and to whose good conduct
and bearing while engaged in a difficult service

near the mouth of Columbia river his superior
officers bear testimony.

Mr. Blair's success in the garden has made
him ambitious to become a fiirmer. According
to the fashion in Kentucky, he had been in the

habit of exercising on bor-seback : in an excur-

sion over the bad roads which are so comujon
about Washington, with his wife, she was thrown
from the saddle and her horse gaily refused to be
caught. Mr. B. rode in pursuit up the Rockvillo

turnpike to the border of Montgomery county,

.Maryland, where fiome persons " heading" the

animal, he took to the woods. Mr. B. discovered

a beautiftd spring of water bursting out of the

ground over a lime stone rock. Pursuing the

stream he found the valley down which the water

run towards the Rock creek coimected with other

valleys further down forming lulls or mounds
around which several streams run in concentric

circles. This place, five miles out of the city,

he more than once visited.
_
The clear spring of

water, which gushed out of the lock, he named
the " Silver Spring." An extensive tract of land

around this spring belonged to a branch of the
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Carroll tMiiiily in whii'li it liuil Ih'RH Uroiiijlit down
tioin till' lords' proprietors of Mar} land. At the
death of its latest proprietor llie laLjd was ailver-

tised Tor sale. Like iiiiiih of the other land of
the vieinily, it had been woi ii out in tlie tohaeoo
cnliivalion. Some of it, lo;i;; nejilii-.ted, had
prowM np into new i'owsl : l\v Hw^i cleared was
covered with a frrouth of Imslie:; ami snialler

trees wherever the plou-h li.id not been eiitiired.

road h'adnig liorii NVashinjiloii lo Alontfroniery
court house. It was otfereil at anction, aiul three
hnndred acres inehnlinj; I he Silver Spring;- was
hid in by a frif nd of Mr. IJIairat fourteen dollars

the acre. Of this laml ahont one hundred acres,

covered with a close growth of excellent

iiard wood, was on the east side of the turnpike
rniMiinir north ami south, and about two hinidred
acres on the west side, partly cleared and partly

ii) wood, gj'adually sloping off towards the Rock
creek which divides the city of VVashiniitonliorn
Georgetown helow the south line of Montftomery
comuy. Mr. Blair's purcliase is partly within
the District, and partly in Maryland, five miles
out fioni IVtuisylvania Avenue.

Mr. B. entered upon his purchase scarcely a
year ago; but he has in the time performed won-
derful profjress towards inakinga farm. Several
hmidred rods of board and post and rail fence
enclosing fields have been made—a farm bouse
and stable have been erected. The most extrav-
a.^ant Ihini; done al)0ut the premises was the
erection of a marble covering in the shape of a

mausoleum over a portion of the Silver Spring
and a fancy snug suuniier house over the stream
below, the bottom of which is intended as a ilairy

cooler, and the uppiu-part as a retreat ae.d a place
of enteilainuicni whenever the proprietor and
his friemls shall come fp-om the city. Strange as

may seem wlien this place was thrown o|)en on
the morning of our visit, with the key from the
city; recently made sponge cakeand a fresh bot-

tle of wine Were there Ibnnd in company with
the Satinday Cornier of Pniladelphia ami one
or two other late newspapers from n distance.

—

Out of pure altaclmient to the place, and to show
that it was our good will return, we believe we
left on the enchanting spot one of the two sole

fine cambric handkerchiefs which we have pos-

sessed for some dozen years, and have used only

on such occasions as had called at home for a par-

ticular change to that effect.

Our curiosity, however, wotild not suffer us

long to lounge where a sofa and an easy chair

invited, although the day was one of the warm-
est of the season. We were anxious to bee not

only the imjuovements which a few months had
made on this land atnn expenditure of some four

or five thousand dollars from a fuinl that we were
glad to find most abimdant, but we had a desire

to wander through the valleys—to ascertain the

quality of the soil, and antieipale what a noble

productive tiirm tuo hundred acres brought un-

der hijih cullivali<ni might be made.
That part of the land which has been least at-

tended to is the most viduable— it is the uneven
part or the hollows which wind around the hills

ill concentric circles. The cultivation of the last

yeiir was a single corn-field of some dozen or

fifteen Kcros. This land was limed only for ma-
nure—a portion left without lime in its diminu-
tive growth showed of how great value was the

lime where it had been applied. The course of
liming in Pennsylvania and Maryland is to drop
it in piles over the ground in given measured
qn.iniilies which are spread before ploughing.

—

Twenty acres of land on wliich the bushes and
small pine trees had been cut, were turned over

by the plough with a single pair of mules. The
limed ground thus prepared in midsummer would
be well fitted either for a crop of winter wheat or

rye or fi)r a crop of Indian corn the next year.

Mr. Blair was, with a team of horses, steadily

pursuing the business of taking daily a load of

(iiaiiure—generally lime—from the city, and re-

turning with c\ load of wood, the carriage of

which was worih nearly the expense of the team.

The wooil is cut from that part of tlie second
growth intended to be cleared off.

A judicious* expenditure upon this ground will

not fail in the course of a few years to make it

one of the finest farms in the District—far more
satislactory to its owner from the fact llitit it is

made from worn-out land reclaimed. With a

Jwiiee tliat shall not cost over $2500, and with

barns tind out-houses corresponding to the an-

nual production—with moderate expenses in

iiiatteis to gratily the taste and the tiuicy—Mr.
Blair, we ivill suppose, may at almost any time
realize a prolit on the inveutaienl which he has

all cultivated fields that their,

shall be constantly increased.

Each

ill b'

y to tliC hoiith increases

in the relieclion that the

Is of that re-ion are des-

bleofsus
bull

rge

up.
.support the busiii

the lands around them shall continue their in-

crease.

The editors of the Albany Cultivator, whose
extensive correspondence and commendable dil-

igence in digesting ami arranging information

present a more e.Ttensive view of Agriculture in

the United Sl^iies than any other publication, give

what they are pleased to term a " flattering" view
of the "southwest part of the State of Missouri,"

in a letter tiom a correspondent of that State.

—

This letter, as an inducement to eastern emi-
grants to come there, says the country possesses
" many advantages" over any other which the

writer has seen—that its climate is temperate
(lat. 37 degrees north) and healthy—the soil very

fertile—that the country is populating and im-
proving rapidly^that they want there settlers of
an "enterprising, industrious, temperate and
moral class, as for such it presents strong iiiduce-

meiils," &c. Among these strong inducements
to go there the writer should not have mentioned
that " wheat is 25 cents per bushel, corn lower."

He says there is much land there not yet taken

up, and that •' those who choose can have choice

improvements, in some cases lower than they can
be made." It might be worth a while that the

writer in his next communication not only to in-

form us what would be the price of land where
the " choice improvements" have been made:
and we inigbl then be able to judge bow very

flattering would be bis gains on the maximum
product of forty bushels to the acre. Tiie gov-
ernment lands there sell, it is to be presumed, as

they do every where else, at the rate of one dol-

lar and one-fburth per acre ; but what must be

the wages which the owner of such lands could

afford to pay tlie laborer to subdue the land

where there had been no improvements for the

purpose of raising wheat to sell at 25 cents a bush-

el and Indian corn at a lower, if a field of wheat

was standing on the ground ripe lor the harvest,

in this part of the country the farmer would

hardly be able to pay his hireil help for harvest-

ing, threshing out and drawing for the price of

25. tSj ler bushi

better must it be for every man
who is anxious to do some'.hing as a farmer, than

to be letn|itc(l 1800 or 2000 miles away froiii the

place of nativity, pi-rhaps to inherit disease in a

"very fertile" siiil under a change of climate, lo

settle down either upon our ohii lands not yet

settled, or even to take upon himself to reclaim

some of the lands which have been exhausted

by a system of bad cultivation ?

Ample pi oof has been furnished in the former

numbers of our Visitor of the success which has

attended some men who have reclaimed exhimst-

ed lands in New England. There are many ex-

amples of success in the worn out lands of Ma-

rvlaiid and Vi a. Every iber of Con-

gress at Washington has it in his power in one

hour's lime to satisfy himself that capital may be

well investeil in the cultivation and improvement

of the older poor lands in the Atlantic States.

—

The difference in prices of produce in all places

near the market which requires a constant sup-

ply will be found iiiiich greater than the differ-

ence in the (|uality of the soil.

A desire to witness the prosperity of the old

thirteen States has prompted to the" remarks we
now make: a conviction that just such improve-

ment as the country needs is practicable and cer-

tain, induces us to repeat "line upon line, pre-

cept upon precept" under this head. Seeing that

every thing depends on effort, and that every able

bodied man, while health is continued to him,

has it in his power to command success, and that

many men of thiscliisscombined may put a new
face u|ioii an extended country, we will excuse

ourselves to our readers for this extended article

by insistini; on the importance of so inqiroving

leir capacity to produce

From Hill's N. H. Patriot.

' And lie tnnk hiT by tfie hand, and called, sayine. Maiden

Luke viil. 41,42.

Th,

: again and straightway BJie i

ilii-l- ,:f tliL ilyii

iface
•.ri-rl.y:-

lil|,lU,

Her lips half parted—ay about to say to earth
Farewell !—her eye flashing a wild unwonted brillianoe,
And o'er her breast her sculptured fingers
Tightly crossed.

A gray haired parent sat beside the child,

His furr

lite flutter of her quickened i

The maiden breathes her last. So quietly she
t^anlt tn rest that one would scarcely i

The saddening tlianee.

herSaviournear;
d arose.

HELEN.Nov.

Great Ox.—The Albany Cultivator presents
the engraved likeness of the Syracuse Ox exhib-
ited at the New York State Fair at Albany Sept.

28, 1842, and then said to weigh 4,200 lbs. He is

eight years old: his live weight Feb. 18, 1841,
was 23G0 lbs. Jan. 16, 1842,"lie had gained to

the weight of 3,400 lbs. In eight mouths after-

wards he gained 800 lbs. An animal of this kind
of the most beautiful proportions—with flesh and
fat BO laid on as to leave but a mere trifle of offal

when the animal comes to be slaughtered—with
a glossy skin whose feel is like that of soft silk

plush—a delicate head and horns—an eye so
mild and intelligent as to assure us that he is an
ox of sense and good^ feeling—presents to the
amateur fitrmer of wealth ample pay for rearing
and attending him even though he may have
never earned his livelihood in that labor to which
other fiiithfnl oxen of less body and less beBiity

are destined.

Prepahation of Night Soil.—The value of
night soil, and its pre|)aratioiii<, coiisisis in tho

great quantity of ammonia or nitrogen it con-
tains, in which it exceeds all other animal sub-
stances, bones excepted. The follov\ ing, which
we find in the Farmers' Magazine, is a plain and
easy method of preparing Uiis manure, in such a
manner that its value shall be fiilly retained, while

the offensive odor is effei-tuallv destiove.l :—" To
every 100 lbs. of night soil.ad'd 7 lbs. of sulphate

of lime (gypsum,) in powiler; ii double decom-
position will ensue, and the result will be, instead

of sulphate of lime and carbonate of ammonia,
carbonate of lime and sulphate of ammonia, the

latter a soluble salt that cannot be volatilized. It

may now be mixed with other couiposi, or dried

any way thought proper, and applied to the roots

of the vegetable, to be again transformed into

bread, butter, cheese," &c. It is jirobable that

the mixture of the gypsum, as recommended
above, thoroughly with the night soil, and then

incorporating it with compost, will be found the

best method in which it can be used by the

CONSEQUENXES OF GAMBLING.—The following

tale of a gambler is told by the editor of the

Philadelphia Evening Courier:—
In the year I84-, a number of individuals were

arrested for keeping a gambling house on Chest-

nut street, near Independence Hall. The coun-

sel for the prosecution was sitting in his ofiice

one day, when a voutii: man of genteel exterior

and good address entered, and the following dia-

logue ensued

:

"I have been summoned, to appear to-morrow
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as a witness against , for keeping a

gambling house. Unless it is alisoliitely neces-

sary," said he, as his agitation increased, ''I wish,

sir, you would not urge my attendance."

'•J don't know," said the Counsel, "that the

conviction will depend upon your testimony, hut

as you are an important witness, it may be neces-

sary to bring you upon the stand."
" My reasons for asking this Ikvor are urgent,"

said lie, "and the consequence of a refusal may
be fatal to my prosperity, and the hapfiiness ol

others." He became more agitated, uud at the

request of the gentleman, he riMilinued. "In a

few days, I am to be married to iMi. 's daugh-

ter, residing on Chestnut sliect 'I'he prepara-

tions are made and tho day is (i.xed. If I am
called upon as a witness in this case, I shall

criminate myself, and be exposed to tlie eyes of

my friends and the public gaze as a gandilor.

My character will be lost, my prospects in lite

bifghted, and of course, my liemeslic happiness

destroyed."

"You shall not be called, young man," said the

counsel, "unless it is absolutely necessary," and
with this assurance, they separated—not without

some painful misgivings on the part of the legal

gentleman, that he was about to be accessary to

a wrong, which iriigbt result in the utter ruin of

a confiding yet unsuspecting girl. The trial came
on, but conviction was obtained without sum-
moning the young man, and he went on in his

coinse of duplicity and crime unexposed. In a

few days, he was married

!

Two years passed, and a young but heart

broken wife appears befoie the legal tribunal,

seeking a divorce! Her counsel was startled,

when the husband came forward, at discovering,

confronting the wife, the identical young man
who plead not to be exposeil as a gambler! The
interview with the witness instantly occurred to

the coiMisel's mind. 'l"he painful incidents of a

deserted house, neglected wili', and the cruelties

which had followed bis gambling habits, then

came up in fearful array before the individual

who saved him from his merited exposiu'e.

The trial proceeded, and a gradual succession

of acts of injustice, neglect, coldness, alienation,

domestic discord and cruelties, on the part of

the linsband against a confiding and affectionate

young wife, were di.sclosed, which melted the

heart of the oldest spectator. His tlefence was
feeble, and her cause triumphed. Jfappily she

was liberated from the monster who had woinid-

ed her heart, destroyed her peace, and deprived

her of that happiness which beamed upon her

so joyously during the morning of her bridal

day.

His fate hardly need even briefly be told. He
soon lost the esteem of his frieinis, if the gam-
bler has friends, and his credit followed with his

reputation. His iiishionahle and elegant estab-

lishment on Chestnut street, was closed by the

sheriff a few weeks since, and more recently, be

has been arrested for forgery! What a brief; but

melancholy detail of the fruits reaped from the

pursuits of the gamester!

S^J^^I cnpital recommendation, and all the betterJor
coming from the best judge in matters of mere

taste {as top believe,) and/rom an old and constant

political opponent

!

From Buckingham's Boston Daily Courier.

"The Farmer's Monthly Visitor, coinhicted

by Isaac Hill, and published by him and bis sons,

at Concord, N. H., is approaching the termina-

tion of the fourth year of its age. It is a monthly
periodical, of sixteen large ipnuto page,*, and has

been published at the jn-ice of seventy-five cents

a year. Low as this price is, we see by the last

nundjer that the |.roprietors propose to continue
it at a still lower rate, viz. fifty cents a year, paid
in advance. Mr. Hill during his whole course as

eilitor of this paper, has shown himself to be a

real benefactor to the iiublic. The Visitor con-
tains a large quantity of reading matter, but its

greatest recommendation is the qualiti/ of thai

matter, which consists in a ronsiderable degree
of original articles by Mr. Hill, embracing the

results of bis own personal observations, matle in

the course ofjourneys- in different stales,and visits.

apparently made for the sole purpose of inspec
tion and observation, in the states of Maine,New
Hampshire aiul Vermont. We hope the paper
may long continue to be an acceptable Visitor in

ibe family of tb« Netr Eimlautl Farmers. T«

them we know it must be i)rofitable, and
hope it will be equally so to the proprietors."

Ten days in the State of Maine—Continued.
SCARBOROUGH MARSHES.

JJetvveen Saco ami I'ortland the land is so

level that the new railroad has all the way been

consliucted without .-my considerable embank-
ment or excavation. In Scarboroniih there ale

many hnndieds of acres of salt inaish. The
hay iipnri the marsh is cut all along in Aui;ijsi,

r^e'plemher.aiul even into October, at'the ounei's

li isiM-e. It is at first deposited in convenieiil

.-talks of one or two tons each: these slacks

stand upon npri.uhl slakes or sharpened blocks

of wood driven into the maivh so as to lay the

bottom of the hay above the level of the highest

tidirs covering the marsh. The hay is taken

away in winter when the marsh is frozen .so tiiat

teams can pass over it. An extensive flat, in

.some |)laees miles over, between the upland and

the ocean, presents thousands of these hay stacks

in apjiearauce in the distance as diminutive as

the cocks of hay in a new mown field.

A LARGE FARM.
Seth Storer, Esq. late President of the Cum-

berland county Agricultural Society, has a farm

in Scarborough—perhaps too large for profitable

cultivation—consisting of about twelve hundred

acres. This farm he has carried on about tweniy

years: it formerly consisted of several firin.<, all

of which contiguous to each other were pur-

cha^ed by a getilleman who designed to make it

a flmcy liirni. The man left it lor some reason,

and Mr. Storer was enabled to make the pur-

ch.-iso cheap, and to add to it some two bun<lied

acres of young growing woodland, which is be-

coming \"ery valuable lor its timber, being at the

distance of about seven miles either way eipii-

<listant from Portland on the. one band and Saco
on the other.

A great portion of this farm bordering on an

extensive tract of salt inarsli lies at a handsome
ami nearly dead level about twenty-five feet

above the ocean. This level at some former

time seems to have borne the same relation to

the ocean that the lower salt marsh preserves at

present. The soil is of a rather heavy consist-

ence, such as we might suppose the mud of salt

marsh to become, to the depth of about twenty

feet, where it rests upon a hard bed of blue clay.

Between this high ground and the marsh, and
sometimes in excavations in the higher land, the

lailroail has its way through this farm. Two
streams of water or creeks pass over the liinii

and fidi down several feet to the level of the

marsh from fresh swamps above. These swamps
have been reclaimed from time to time, and
tliim them have been taken large quantities of

lofis which had long laiil there, but were never-

theless valuulile for fuel after they became dry.

The runs or hollows, through which run these

two streams, were the most valuable part of Mr.

Storer's farm.

The crops on which he most relies are hay

and potatoes. Some one hnndred and filty to

two hundred tons of h:iy, and some fifteen him-

<lre<I to two thousand bushels of potatoes are the

usual product of the fiirm. There are none or

very few rocks upon this land, and the fencing

is an item of considerable expense. This fence

is usually constructed with posts and boards

which from long standing often hecoines weak,

for the crop o
'

ter attraction to the agricnltiirist than some other
towns upon the seaboard of Maine: its soil was
more li'asible, and from appi'aivuices was oiiai-

louhl The hay and
other crops have long been produced without the

use of the plough and without the usual rotation

of the most productive land. Mr. S. says the

use of the bor.se rake has saved him, in twenty

years, more than two thousand ilollars. This is

an insti'uirient well calculated to save labor on
his smooth and extended fields.

Mr. S. chose to exchange a lucrative profession

which he had followed for ten years at Stico and
remove to this farm, which is large enough for

five, and might make ten good fjirms. The em-
|iloynieiit constantly of some half a dozen men
iiiiLrbt he substituted for that of one half the

ninnber upon a farm of one hundred acres of no
i)etter soil and advantages than this great farm.

The change would make it more easy for the

uoprietor, and a greater prodnciion, in propor-

ion to the help, might he realized.

8EA MANURES, diC.

Sc;ui>oroiJ:4h in aiwwat tiiiwa |fi«««W<»d a bet-

Th,:

the recurrence of every .^t(,rni— ilic iii.xhanslihle
muscle beds to he found upon llie flats laid hare
by every recedin- tide— the beds of yreen .-^and

marl which are deposited nndei the shores from
which the sea has receded—are ,ill materials of
richness which will give the whole seaboard
hereafter a production such as the increasing
seaboard cities will require lor their con.-,uiup-
tion.

The simple salt marsh mud, it seems~to us,
must possess properties of fertilization when
comp(>.sted an<l laid over npland.s. Salt of itself
is an excellent tl'i tilizcr, and the vegetable mate-
rials of uliiij] iir.ii-li mild is composed must
likeuise possi>s Irinhzini; qualities. Hemlock
tan in its crude slate is deemed [loisonoiis lo
land ; but hemlock tan which has laid long emiugli
to bec<nne decomposed is not less valuable than
any other vegetable manure. The marsh mud,
we diiiik, may.he compared to that. The village
of Cambridgepnrt, near Boston, was principally |-

built upon the s.ilt marsh. At the time of con- \
striicting West J}osion Uridge, some forty-eight
years ago, the marsh was ditcheil, and tjie salt
W!iter shut out. On portions of this marsh land
there are beautiful garilens and frnii trees. Pond's
celebrated nursery stands upon uhai was fi)i-

merly salt marsh land. 1'liis has been friiiiid

exiretnely well adapted to the piddiiction of liiiil

trees. In seasons when the bdicr and the worm
bad destroyed Ihc! plums cvpry where else, ftlr.

were l:iir and perleci uliilc none good were else-
where produced ; and it was believed that their
preservation was due to the savour of the salt
earth on which his garden was constrttcted.

WESTBROOK.
Nearer to Portland than .Scarborough are the

towns of Cape Elizabeth without, and West-
brook within. Portland is nearly or quite sur-
rounded by water: you pass out of it over a
bridge in whatever direction you take. The
road to the interior, north, passes through West-
brook, which has some elegant farms with beau-
tiful orchards around the firm buildings. The
tanners here understand their true interi'st; for
with the manures taken from the stables and
streets of Pojll.ind at no very jrreat distance,
many liclds weri' furnished with the ocean nia-
iiiiic-. ill tlicii- ciiiile state. The.se manures, at
Ihe plarcs ulicr.- they are most valued—and to

be valued they need only to be ni.-ed—are brought
upon the ground at all seasons of the year when
it is vacant of a crop. The Rye, N. H. farmers
who compete for the fresh sea weed at the con-
clusion of every storm, wind or tide throwing it !

upon the beach, spread it upon the meadow ]
•riomids as soon as the grass is mowed, or at

any other time when it is not grown loo much
to be covered : they carry and drop out the piles

[
at once on their arable lands at any time before
ploughing. On heavy lands they lay the ma-
nures fi-om the sea, muscles and mud as well as
rock and sea weed, and gravel from the hard
bed.-, in alternate heaps. The effect of the ini.v-

liire in the end is the same as if the several

heaps were mixed at first and composted. It is

not all fi^lt at once. The .sea and rock weed can- J

not be too soon u.sed, iis their ammonia passes I

rapidly away ; but the niiid and the muscles, i

aided by the warmer gravel or sand lightening a
heavier soil, are fidt upon the ground for a series

of years.

That part of Westbrook nearest to Portland .

presents much of the beauty of the improved
j

cultivation about Boston. The Westbrook lands, '

in view from the main road leading into ihe .1

country are of that kind, which, requiring much
j

lubar to bring tbem into a uigk sSuM of Milliva- J
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tion, will luiii; i-,.-l,iiii tlieir ItTtilify ulien oiire ro-

olaiint'd. M;miiractiires in tliis town, as tliey tlo

in every plat-e where lliev an; carried on in the
spirit of enterprise and willi jroud rali-nlatiojis,

come greatly in aid of tlie A;;jicultnre. A fiom--

ishing inan'ufactMrins estahljshnient any where,
coii.snniinjr wljatevcr tlje f^roiind alioni it pro-
dnces, i;^- sure to iironiote an iiierease of the pro-
ductive lands. Jo the town of Weslhrook tliere

are several villases. Saccarappa, six miles out
of Portland, takin- its name IVonj the Ihlls and

Ion

hnjiher bronfiht

itil nearly all the

•e of some filly

down from the country ;

heavy pines within the

mills and machinerv have taki^n tin; piai-e of the
saws, hecome a po|Milons and Honrishin- village.

were improved lamps, Hriltannia teapots, tea

trays, &c. &e. manulactnred in quantities at

VVestbrook.

GRAY.
Between Westhiook and Gray on the main

travelled road, ihe eomitrv is much the same as

th(

of the couniy of Vork. 'I'he village of Gray
itself—a sort of (M'ulre or I'ocus liir the couniy ot

Cumberland at ihe iulersectiou of many roads

—

stands upon a plain of considerable exlenl: it

seems to be flomisiiiny, haviiii; several new brick
and painted wooden liuildiii^rs, occupied as dwell-
ings, stores and mechanics' shops. That part of
the tosvu throu^jh which the stau-e road passes

of Maine. Much of it is li^ht, and many fields

have imdoid)leilly been exhausted by that system
of husbandry w bicli almost every where |)revails

nntil the virgin ferlilily is extiacted after the fir.st

clearing'. It has not in this nei^'bhorhood yet
became fashionalile to briiif; up the exhausted
soil: thereliire we see some larpe nakeil houses
and barns bifilt for the prosperity and business
of a former generation, looking cheerless and
comfortless, because the occupants have not the
taste or the enterprisi' and perhaps not the abil-

ity to make yood the natmal decay and exhaus-
tion constanlly goiu;: on. 'J'be whole of this

region may and probably will be renovated in

the great moral reli)rmation which has been
spreading throughout New Eiiglaiui vvtlbii.i the
last ten years. The example of one new comer
on a sin:;le neighborhood iu the course of a liiw

years will cbauiie its whole character. Instances
may be poiuied out in which the use of intoxi-

cating liquors had not only killed or driven away
its fmruer occiqianis, but poisoned the ground
nil about their dwellings, where some new occu-
pant has chaiige(i in a short time Ihe entire face

of things: the reuniautsof Ihe dilapidated build-

ings are either torn down and replaced or new
inoddled so as to hecome the abode of couteul
and cheerfulness; and the fields are made to put
on the array of ahuudauce. The dumb animals
lU'e of a new order of iulelligetice—they are the
living w'ituesses teslifving how much a country
may be blessed with the well-direcled efli)rts, -oV

cursed by the im|)r()vidence and depraved habits

of man. Cases are occm-ring in every part of
the country which awaken the zeal and ihe en-

terprise of the people: if the ohi occupants who
have long been sinking will not be aroused, their

children iu this eounlry seldom fail to follow any
better example tiian that imjnedialely befoi'e

them. That man should be treated as a bene-
factor of his race whose personal example pre-

vents others from following the paths of vice,

and who proves that the only true enjoyment is

obedience to the great moral law of our natures.

NEW GLOUCF.STEIi.

The direct route from Portland to Franklin
county has been shortened vvilhin a few years.

It leaves the prineii)al villages and the best fai'ms

either on the light or left hand. Passing beyond
Gray, we go nearly direct to the north, leaving
where the old road formerly nin tlie upper vil-

lage of New Gloucester, on a ridge at the east

some half a mile, and Ihe Shaker settlement of
the same town some iivo miles to the west on a

high and more ^beanlifnl swell of ground. Al
though this setllemeiit was nearly two miles dis-

tant, the unerring marks of industry and enter-

prise, which never yet failed ns in any comimi-
iiity of the United B.ethren, were here appa-

TUR.NER—THE ANDROSCO6GI1V VALLEY.
From New Gloucester we come to the new

town of Auburn iu the valley of the Androscog-
gin, where the stage roads diverge from this line

towards Paris at liie north-west and Augusta at

the north-east. Our course to Franklin comity
is nearly due north. Here we enter the county
of Oxford, whose south-easlerly town of Turner
is among the best ancient liirmiiig towns of the

State. The ohi road runs over a contiguous
ridge iu this town of six miles with fine larms
all the way, as is evinced by the double white
houses and large barns to he seen at a distance.
'I'he new and more direct road has its way over
a valley extending north and south of a small
tributary siream'of the Androscoggin. In the
distance it passes a dead plain ot' some four
miles ill leiiglh iu which a sample is to be
seen of the great waste that has been made of
the beaiilifnl pine forests in this valley, where
Utile is now left to tempt the cupidity of specu-
lators, or to add to the real value of the land if it

had been left standing. In a thin soil upon this

plain ihe fires and the axes of the woodman had
sported in mere wantonness. It seemed that

litlle valuable tunber had been carried away.
The decaying trees, blacked over with fire, lay

along the ground : now and then a single naked
dead tree was left standing a sample of the rest.

The many large remaining stumps, whose roots

e.xtended nearly through the enlire surface, made
the prospect of present cultivation of the ground
hopeless. This plain is but a specimen of what
was a larger portion of the light lands above
Lewiston fiills on the Androscoggin river wlmdi
have come within our view. Millions of feet of

beautiful pine timber have there been wasted

—

oilier millions have been cut off and taken down
the river to be manufactured at the mills below,

but litlle to the advantage of the original owners
of the land ; and the iixignificent stumps, not

very much decayed after twenty years decapita-

tion, remain ns evidence of the great destriic-

A FARMER OF $100,000.

The farmers upon the Turner ridge, with a

beech and maple growth, have turned their lands

10 better account. VVeallh has here made that

progress which it cannot fail to make where in-

dustry and intelligence unite in the cultiva-

tion and improvement of the soil. A Mr. B d,

a firmer of Turner, worth his hundred thousand
dollars—a greater than a millionnire of the cities

—has made him a new farm upon the new road,

with house, barns and appendages that are more
pleasant than the expensive palace to look upon.

The industrious habits of this genlleman leave

him not when his ample fortune would seem to

render those habits no longer necessary : he
rises constanlly soon after midnight and does

nearly the full day's work of a farm laborer

before the sun makes his appearance in the

east.

TWIN TOWNS IN MAINE.

At the new village of North Turner the stage

roail from Augusta east, to Paris, Norway and
Fryeburg south-west, intersects with this north-

ern route to Farmiiigton. Within a short dis-

tance we strike the town of Jay, formerly in Ox-
ford now the sonth-wcsi outside town of the

coiintv of Franklin, which has been constituted

by towns taken from the easterly end of Oxford,

and from the westerly portions of Keimebeck
and Somerset couiilies. This county of Franklin

extends north to the boundary or Canada line.

—

Jay is eighteen miles from Farmiiigton, half way
between which towns is Wilton : westerly of the

last is the town of Temple. These two towns

iu the county of Franklin bear the names of

two towns contiguous to each other in the same
relative position in the county of Hillsborough,

New Hampshire. The first thrifty settlers of

the Maine townships, who took these names
from the desire to live under the same appella-

tion, although removed to the distance of two
hundred miles norlh-east, have chosen a spot of

as great productiveness and of naturally much
more easy tilth than that from which they re-

moved. Temple at the north-west and Willon

further south-east have the high Mount Blue

overlooking them from the west: they are a part

of the south-westerly section of the extended

valley which makes the basin of Sandy river,

looking eastward towards the Keimebeck. The
£ail of thii e.xtended basin, uiiliks the mouutaio

rwlge which looks down upon the New Hamp-
shire towns, is free neariy to the tops of Mou'it
Blue, Mount Abraham and the Saddleback
mountain, which separate the waters from those
running into the Androscoggin through Umbagog
and other lakes in New Hampshire to the west,
and from those of Dead river running into Ken-
nebeck further north.

The road to Farmington pursues it^a way up
one stream which discliarges into Androscoggin
over the ridge which divides its waters from those
of Sandy river. On the lastslream is the village
of Fast Wilton with a woolen factory giving em-
ployment to twenty-five persons, owned princi-

pally by fanners of the vicinity, and munutiic-
turiiig for home use the wool raised iu that
neighborhood.

FAItMINGTON.
Going so far north-east one would scarcely

dream of coming to such a place ns Farmiiigton,
the shire town lor the new county of Franklin.
We .say without hesitation that we have in no
part of the country visited a more beautiful and
desirable place than this, whether we regard its

position, its soil and improvements, its neat
hnildiiigs, or the charms of its society and the
inteHigence of inhabitants.

At this place we arrived an almost utter stran-
ger to nearly its whole inhabitants. The first

salutation of an old friend, after the lapse of near-
ly fifteen years, was that of the former popular
and most respected clergyman of Willon, N. H.,

between whom and the whole people of his

town for many years there existed the most
pleasant and the most happy relations. The
name of this gentleman will occur to those who
have read in a former volume of the Visitor the

notice of the centennial celebration and his-

tory of the rise and progress of a New Hamp-
shire mountain town. No clergyman of New
Hampshire was better known in his native state

than Thomas Beede ; there are few men who
have written and delivered sermons of greater

practical utility and better adapted to the im-
provement and edification of both youth and
age—few who have belter or more frequently
than he has done, gladdened the hearts of the
disconsolate, assuaged the grief of the mourner
and the distressed, and administered the comforts
of a holy hope to the sick and the dying. This
genlleman has within the last two years retired
fiom the pulpit, and fii«is_ that protection and
comfort in the generosity and enterprise of the
children which remain to him, which a cold and
iiidifTeient world sometimes fails to give to the
man who has spent all in doing good to others.

AGRICULTURE IN FRANKLIN.
The occasion which carried us to Farmington

brought also there from the several towns of the
county a large portion of its inhabitants male
and female. It was, we believe, only the second
Agricultural exhibition of the county. The State
of Maine, we believe, makes provision for the
several Agricultural Associations of that Slate by
granting a certain sum from the Treasury pro-
vided an e^ual sum shall be collected by individ-
uals. One gentleman of Franklin county, Hon.
Timothy Prescott, a popular and acceptable phy-
sician, undertook to raise the adequate sum for

Franklin by asking contributions of the farmers
iu small sums. In one fortnight, going into the
towns, several hundred dollars were contributed
at his asking ; and funds were raised sufficient to

pay all premiums and necessary expenses of the
Society. Another commendable feature in the
celebration of this county was the spontaneous
contrihulions from ihe several towns of ample
provisions already cooked for a public dinner ut

the court-house on both days of the exhibition.

A better dinner than that set before us we have
on no similar occasion tasted. The Rev. Mr.
Beede attended the great New York State Agri-
cultural anniversary for the year 1841 at Syra-
cuse ; and he was of opinion that the collection

of people was more numerous in the cold north
county of Franklin in 1643 than it was there one
year previous. Indeed the .»pirit which should
actuate good fiirmers and good livers pervaded
on this

FINE CATTLE IN MAINE, &C.
Perhaps there is no region of the United States

where the cattle have been so much improved as

they have been in the valley of the Kennebeck
above Gardner and Hallowed; and thisimprove-

racut has branched out and extended itsttlf ioto
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lie Smidy ri(ei- valley ahove. \\ uU iimdi ul tl,r

soil HM jioiul HS that in old Caledonia in Veriiioiit,

this nurt of the !?uleol Maine has had the ad-

vantage of iiii|)n.vf<l hreeds hitroduced Iroi.i

England several years ago by the Messrs. Vaugh-

uns and perhaps other wealthy gentlemen ot

Hallowell and the vicinity. The celebration at

Fariiiington brought together teams of cattle

which vvoiild do honor to the most wealthy towns

of Massaehiisetts. The team from Chesterville,

the town below Farmington at the south-east

point of the county, excelled that of any other

town. A yoke of"steers (not cattle which bad

been petted, but real working oxen I'eeditig in

the Slimmer solely on grass) of Mi-. Charles

Walton of Chesterville, only four years old,

measured seven and a half feet ill the girth:

they were of a deep red, to all appearance main-

ly of the DevoNslme hn-eii, of elegant propor-

tions, kind as old oxen in the yoke, and ready to

move almost any weight at the motion ot the

driver.

The ngricultnral products ot Franklin county

exhibited on this occasion were all we might ex-

pect from the belter part of New England one

and two hundred miles further south. In this

valley of Sandy river there seems to be a qua

in the soil which stimulates rapid and early vef:c-

tation. Indian corn grown here was of the size

anil ripening of the best corn on groniid iu New
Hampshiie upon ihe Connecticut or Merrimack

rivers. Among the great variety of maniitactures

exhibited by the ladies was beaiitilVil sewing silk:

a more fioiirishing orchard of mulheriies we
have no where seen than otie passed in the town

of Wilton. The productions of fln.\, diapers

and other line linens, were here common.
The inechanioal ingenuity of the county was

brought to the aid of the growth of the soil for

the occasion. Mr. Fveyler Hall of Farmington,

exiilhitsd an Orrery "of bi.s own construction

and invention: a turning Lathe, an improvement

on all others yet used in that vicinity, came in

from Wilton; and a Mr. Haskell of Chesterville,

exhibited the plan on the most simple principle

of the perfect draught to n ctiimney in which the

smoke will never take a wrong direction.

While remaining at Farmington our whole

time, not consumed in the hours of rest, was

employed. Hon Nathan Cutler, one of the old-

est lawyers of that part of the country and for-

merly President of ihe Senate and acting Gov-

ernor of Maine, at once made us at home under

his hospitable and welcome roof. This gentle-

man now retiring from the profession, shows tin

excellent tuste in the management of the farm, to

which pursuit the fine lands of the neighborhood

invite bis attention. Robert Goodenough, Esq.

who with a family of brothers distinguished in

Maine hails from Henniker in this county as lii.s

native town is also a practising lawyer of this

town. At his invitation, precisely at the time to

be spared in a ride of an hour and a half, we

had a view of the hill country of Farmington on

the easterly side of the Sandy river. This town

is of larger extent than the common six mile

townships— it is nearly ten miles square. Five

miles below the site of the county court-hoi

which is very conveniently and cheaply made
from a meeting-bouse erected in the old style

with high posts and separated into a court and

jury rootns above with a hall below, is the lower

falls village ; but above the upper village the

town extends on the river some five miles. A
greater portion of t!ie way for ten miles there is

an oxfended and wide intervale of the highest

fertility ; but on the higher grounds the laud is

likewise very fine for cultivation. Stephen Tit-

comb, Esq. aged 90 years, the first settler of

Farmington, is still living: iiis first pitch was on

the intervale one or two miles below the i\\i\i

village. His son, Mr. Joseph Titcomb, has an

upland farm on the high ground east of the riv-

er about one mile northerly from the upper vi

lage. The land is here all good : there is none
too rocky for onltivation. Of course only

much as is necessary for each farm is continued

in wood. Mr. Titcomb has nn elegant maple
orchard in view of the road we |)assed, which he

has been careful to preserve in clearing away
where a former owner had carelessly suffered

the ground to grow up to bushes. Although the

trees of this orchard are not over ten to fitleen

years old, it already produces aniiually some two
thousand pounds of sugar. Where the siignr

be b,'>t kn
Mrgh road to the i

II a most deligldliil vi-la, north and south

through the valley of the Sandy rjver, is present-

d.

LAND BEIOND THE MOUNTAINS.

Our curiosity would have been much gratified

could we, according to previous expectations,

have extended our ji>iirney into the north and

iinsetlled portions ol the county of Franklin be-

yond the high range of moumains in a direction

about fiUv miles to the norih-east of the White

Humps

Ml.

.f Nev

l.i-li

latte In this

not iiM

IV.. I
'.\ l.Lislielii and I'eed lur ilii; j<'un'cv,

[im^ \i / . ti. til i"rk(;t3 c.iuip oui, and cottk (lur tnvii

\vi-c'l<s. '-'Iruiy you have a Iiard row lu hoe,'' y<-u

siiy ;
" why <loii'l yoa sell your wheat nearer home V

w me to iL-il you. that you could not cash u hut.liei ol"

at in \'ermil"lion county for twenty live cents; bo

that, to raise two dollars, it would reiiuire eight hushels

of wheat—the product of half an acre, and a week's la-

hundred pounds."

[[/== At the prices of Wheat and corn in Illi-

nois, our farmers in New England would take it

as a hardship to gather the standin;; crop if it

was given to then,. We {in Concord, N. i I.) sohl

;he ltd!

ite.l than the Munadnock.or Kcar-

sarge, or perhaps some other mouniains ol oiir

State whose names are scarcely given upon any

map. To the north of the Maine uiouiiinins just

named is an extended valley bounded at the north

by the highlands which have recently been mark-

ed as the boundary between the States of Maine

and New Ham|>sli"ire and the British province of

Lower Canada. Some settlements to the iiortl

of Mount Abraham have been begun : one o

these seltlements is called llie Lake township

The great valley stretching of!" east and west hai

as yet not been fully explored. Wiih no veil

yre"at elevation betw"eeii, the waters of Dead riv

, a branch of the Keniieheck and the easterly

iiicesof the Andioscoggiu are divided in th'

lley. On Dead river there are large quantitii

pine lumber. To the west of Dead river are

series of lalfes whose waters flow westerly into

Lmhagog lake and through a p.ut of New Hamp-
shire into the Androscoggin. The lands in this

•xtensive valley are said to he liitle inferior to

he much celebrated new lands which are open-

na farther east upon the Aroostook, llerealter,

lands in this northern region may lie opened

lii(di will bevaluid>le for selllement. The dif-

•iilty in the cultivation of much of this north-

ern laud is from the premature and untimely frost

sometimes siriking iu midMuiimer. 'Ihe same

ditficiiltv has been often felt much further to the

soiit^i. "it has been remedied there by the gener-

al Dpeningaiid clearing of the country: it prob-

ably will be remedied by the same course here.

MISSOLONSCUT.
Fanuingtnn and the region about it is not more

frosty than the lands on other rivers much forlher

south. The intervale upon this river is deep and

rich— it is light, but not sandy as might he sup-

posed from the tiame which has been given by

usage to the river. The ludi-in name for this riv-

er i.s Mhsolunscui, which is said to tiican Clay

alomy the bunks. At the lower village, near the

south cafterly limit of Farmington, there are

faIN in the river, and a corresponding set-off iu

the level or plane of intervale. Directly over the

bridge on the .\ugiista road we )ias3 into Ches-

terville. The Sandy river here takes a northerly

turn and unites with the Kennebeck several

miles above the cou;t-housc in Norridgewock,

the shire town of Somerset county. Near the

Farmington lower fails are evidences of recent

Indian occupation. Many years gub.sequent to

the residence of a French colony of Norridge-

wock at a point near the mouth of Sandy river,

the Indians were located near the site of the

lower village iu Farmington. The Indian hills

where they raised their corn near the river bank

are still prominent : forty years ago the woodeil

structures of the Indian wigwams remained: the

red men of the forest did not leave this point im

til the tread of the white man was upon them.

(To he eoMnueJ.)

I hit

fereiit hay Irir §15 per ton. Some of our .--hrewd

neighbors ex[iect $'^0 of Mr. Gass the first bad

travelling! We sold several hundred bushels of

potatoes in the field at 25 cents per bushel. We
met a man in the street with a load of oat straw

—he asked $8 per ton ! Good hard wood is

selling in the street at $3 per cord— (line wood
at $-2;i5. liulian corn and rye are 75 cents the

bushel. Western flour has risen here within ihe

last ten days one dollar in the barrel. Now iu

this country, although the soil he cold and ste-

lile, farming is a far better business at our prices

than it is in the finest country of the west ; and
farmers will get betler pay i'or improyiiig their

land here than tiiey can lor the most successful

cultivation there.

VVUBAT IS Il.LIJIOIS—The
It. says a largo c|ua:jlity of '

Herald of the 3;

ts recently been

brou^'htto that'city'by tli'e farmers in the vicinity and

stored, to wait for a rise in the river. The price at that

date v/as 28 cents per bushel. The Chieajo Democrat of

the 2d ult. says the wheat market in that city is complete

ly glutted. The cash price of wheat there is 38 cents.

A correspondent of the W'ashington Globe at

Vermillion, Illinois, writing to the editors tuider

date of Nov. 14, says—
" Allow me to tell you what lahcr it will cost me to

. „ ^ . ^,^, , . ..- Our
jarry

llee to Chicapfo, and

Bilkrica, Dec. 10, 1842.

Mr. John M. Hili. : Dear Sir— With the last

nnmlier of the Visitor I received your Prospec-

tus for '43.

It appears to me that the character of your pa-

per must be somewhat changed by the removal
"

ts conductor so fiir from the place of publica-

tion.* The editor's "pencillings by the way" dur-

ing his Bgricnhur.d ixciirsioii.x, have liilherto im-

parted a lively interest to Ihecolmnnsof llio Vis-

itor. As the"(;oat l>laiid cane-m.iker discovers

in every bush the raw mateiial liir an elegant

walking stick, so the ex-Governor in hissojouru-

ings always finds soinethiug worthy of notice,

which had been overlooked by more superficial

observers.

Your father's paper has always been a welcoine
Visitor to ine : hut there is a reason for this which
does not apply with equal force to my iieighbor.s.

The Visitor frequently contains descripiions of
places with which I was once familiarly acquaint-

ed. Concord was once my home ; and even to

this day, when parting with an acipiaintaiice in a
neighboring town, I eonietimes give him him a
careless iuVitalion to call upon me when he
comes to Concord—forgetting at the moment tliat

1 am not still an inhabitant of ancient Penacook.
Even the old Indian names of those beautiful

mill stream.s, Coiiloocook and Bowcook,Suncook
and Soucook, all of which enter the Merriu.ack

iu the immediate vicinity of Concord, have still

a charm for me. These remain unchanged, save

the name of Boweook, which with a lamentahle

falling oflf; has dwindled into Turkey River! The
true definition of what we |)ionounco cook in

these names, is prolmbly lost tbrcver.

I have made but little effort to obtain subscri-

bers for your paper; but have been more than
compensated for my labor by the remarks elici-

ted in conversations with our agriculturalists.

I find among the older farmers a deep rooted

prejudice against what they call Book Farming.
One tells me, that the good old way is the best

:

that premium farms and i»remium crops always
cost more than they come to. Another says, ho
trimmed his apple trees five years ago, exactly ac-

cording to the book, and a sore trimming it was

;

his orchard had never recovered from that trim-

ming to this day. Another, speaking of cast iron

ploughs. Bays, they may turn a furrow siiiooih

enough in the sand, but in rough ground like his,

they were not worth a cent. Ttiey would break ;

he had tried it out and out. Hammered iron and
hardened slesl would make a plough good enough
for him—there was no two ways to that. And so

"There has not vet been, and it is not very likely there
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on to tlie t'liil of til ' rlja|)ter. Mtiiiyof our peo-
ple are ali-uady supplied with some kind of Agri-
cultural papers.

1 herewiili semi you the names ofa dozen suh-
serihers or luori', with funds to match. They are
principally youui,' uicn ; some farmers, some uie-

clianics, some whijis and some locos ; all good
and true; some of them have already found out
that science has something to do with agriciillme;
and that e\en a superficial acfpiaintance with (;>-

ology and Chemistry, may he made profitable to

the fiirmer. They helicve'moreover that with llie

aid of such men'as Silliman, Hitchcock, Jacksuu
and Dana, the day is approaching wlien no man,
however distinguished tor talents or acquirements
will feel ashanieil to he numbered with the agri-

culturalists of our country.

Respcclllillv, Yours,
Z. HOWE.

(t/"0!d friends and old acquaintance—theas-
sociates of that period of life when the inspira-

tions of Hope disperse all the black clouds of
Despair—are more cheering than the new ac-

quaintance of yesterday. Although more than
one-fourth of a century has gone by sitice the
i>achelor physician left "the neighborhood where
he was [mpidar to a charm not oidy with maids
and matrons, but with fithers, brothers and lins-

bauds—yet does the reception of the following
letter revive old and pleasant scenes, amidst sliar;)

]iolitical and sectarian contentions, where the
doctor was found the pleasant and acce|)table

visitor in whatever company he ha[)pened to fall.

By the bye, does the Doctor retnember Maj. W.
of the revolutionary war? The Major used to

chew tobacco and always brought himself in

near contact whenever he met and engaged
in conversation with iiis friends, whether male or

female : he scarcely ever failed to make an im-
j)reRsion in the face and front,lf not upon the heart
of the person with whom he was talking. Dr.
Howe was a f ivorir(.- of the Major, because he al-

ways seemed to listen [lalieutly to his revolution-
ary tales and adventures. On one occasion the
Major called at the Doctor's quarters when he was
in a great hm-ry to visit patients abroad. Seeing
him approach the Doctor retreated up stairs with
tiie instructions to say to the Major he was not at

home. Mrs. C. the lady of the bourse, did the

errand. " O I will wait for him," said the Major,

'i'he Doctor was cornered where he could not

get away, and was obliged to keep very still in

his position two long hours before the Major left

so that he could come down stairs and " breathe

free-er and easier." The veteran filajor still lives

but jirobably would now enjoy thi.^ joke as much
as any body else if his mind shall retain its ac-

tivity.

Sweet is the metnory of the glorious events of
the war of American Independence in which
our friends and acquaintance took part. The
glory of om- heroes exfiands as the wide wave of

the ocean when not u breatli of air disturbs its

still surface— it shoots across the firmament of
the heavens like the Aurora Borealis when the

stars are most nuiui;riius and a clear atmosphere
presents the sky in that beauty which is inimita-

ble. A frieu(] of the late Col. Cilley sent ns,

with a notice of his death, the New Hampshire
Patriot of Septeinher 3, 1827, with a request that

we woidd copy a letter written by the Editor

(,f the Visitor, while upon the battle ground
where Cilley, Poor and Scammel dislinguislied

thetnselves in the decisive battles of Sept. 19th

and Oct. 7th, 1777. The accour.t of these events,

taken from the inontli of an actor of those scenes
upon the spot fifteen years ago, is better than we
could now indite either from memory or from
any written hisloi'y. We are gratified that it has
heen preserved by some of the descendants of

the gallant Col. Cdley, and is now by them pre-

sented for republication.

From the N. II. Patriot, Sept. 3, 1827.

Saratoga, .Yew Yorlt, Aus^usl 20, 1827.

This is the consecrat.'d ground on which was
acted fitly years ago the most interesting scene of
tiie American revolution : fifty year.s ago at this

precise time the miglity prep.ip-ations were
making through all the then settled parts ofNew
England, which termiuuted in that glorious result,

occurring on the 17tli October, 1777, the surren-

der of Burgoyiie. Turning back half a century,

the fancy is led not less to what was going on in

every inhabited corner and recess of New Eng-
land, than to what acinally took place on this

spot sacred to the best ieehugsof the patriot and
the philanthropist. Numbers yet live in New
Hampshiie who recollect the intense interest ex-
cited by the memorable events of the summer
and tall of J777. It was then that our hardy yeo-
mam y, who were not engagi'd in tlie regular
niililary >ei vice, left their iiirrns ir: many jnstan-

i-es to the care and protection of females, lliem-
silv.s needing the protection of their fathers,

liUobands or brothers, and marched for this thea-
tre to stem the threatened torrent of invasion
which was about to be poured on them from
Canada. Fort Ticonderoga, about sixty miles
north on Lake Champlain, had been abandoned
on the .5th of July previous; Burgoyiie having
taken possession of Mount Defiance, a command-
ing eminence only one thousand lour hundred
yards distant, and perched his cannon at a point

which had hitherto been disregarded by all pre-

vious military men, because deemed inaccessible.

In their retreat from this fort, which was consid-
ered the last obstacle to the progress of the ene-
my, the American army had encountered on the

sixth of the same month, the disastrous, but ob-
stinate and sanguinary conflicts at Hubbertou, in

which hundreds of the hardy soi.is of New Eng-
land bit the dust—among them the amiable and
brave Col. Francis of Beverly in Massachusetts.
Although for more than two months subsequent

to that time, while the silent but dreadful note of
preparation passed from dwelling to dwelling, no
event occurred which could inspire the hope of
a favorable termination of this campaign to the

Americans, yet in proportion as the impending
danger increased, so increased the alacrity of the

brave men of New-England to volunteer their

services and march to the tented field.

A portion of the men of New Hampshire com-
manded by Gen. Stark passed from Charlestown
through the intermediate wilds of Vermont,
whose mountain region is now changed to fruit-

ful fields, and in conjunction with other men col-

lected from Massachusetts and Connecticut, on
the sixteenth day of September achieved the

important victory at Bennington in two rencon-
tres on the same day, meeting and beating first

the Hessian Col. Banm, and afterwards Col Brey-
man who advanced with his troops to Baum's as-

sistance. This, although only an "affiiir of out-

posts," was an event of the utmo.st magnitude in

its consequences— it not only deprived the Brit-

ish commander of the great northern invading

army of the one-sixth part of his strength, but it

revealed the secret that British and Hessian reg-

ulars, the veterans of European wars hitherto

deemed invincible, might be conquered by Yan-
kee militia as yet untutored in the arts of war.

Until this occurrence, Burgoyne and his follow-

ers had not dreamed of failure: his fancied

strength had inspired a spirit of bravado, which

has ever since heen the subject for mirth and

laughter to the Yankee boys, but which was an

object of terror to the men, women and children

of New England during that memorable year,

from tlie time his first advance was announced

tip to the period of this hist reverse. Nor vvas

the genei-al anxiety lessened by the partial victo-

ry at Bennington— it was increased, because from

tiiat event uncertain and trembling hope suc-

ceeded to almost absolute despair.

The battles near Stilwaterand the surrenderor

Burgoyne. have become hacknied by a frequent

descri|Jtion: many historians and travellers have

described them. I shall nut—and I might fail

had I the inclination—attempt an elaborate or

a minute descri|itiou. The ground has been trav-

elled over by Gen. Wilkinson, who was an active

staff officer of Gen. Gatgs at the time, and by

Professor Silliman, who more than twenty years

ago and several times since has visited the spot:

I "can add little of general interest to their de-

scriptions. But it is still grateful to our better

feelings—peculiarly gratefid at this time, precise-

ly half a ircnlury after the occurrence of these

events, will it be to the few surviving heroes that

remain, and the descendants of the heroes num-
bered with the dead, wiio participated with the

sanguinary conflicts of September I9th, and Oc-

tober 7th, 1777, again to recur to them.

L;ist year while in this region, I made a hasty

visit to "the spot of Bnrgoyne's surrender. Be-

inus' heights, the scene of prior conflicts, is eight

miles below the place of the surrender, in a di-
rection towards Albany, being the southernmost
point at which Bnrgoyne's army advanced. The
place of surrender was a fort immediately on the
bank of the Hudson, and was partially protected
by works on the heights somewhat more than
half a mile distant. Beinus' heights are situated
one to two miles west from the river: the house
« here Gen. Frazier expired was near the river,

as was the high mound on the lop of which and
ill a fort cominanding the pass up and down the
river his remains were interred. Last Saturday
in an excursion of thirty to forty miles ft-om Sar-
atoga Springs, accompanied by three gentlemen,
1 travelled over the wliole ground. We were so
fortunate as to find on the spot of the battle of
the 19lh, a mati (Maj. Buel) who acted as one of
the guides to the American army, and who was
in both battles. It gave me great pleasure to hear
from his own mouth, unasked, the praises of the
"brave Col. Cilley" and of the "undaunted
Scammel," the prowess and gallant bearing of
both of whom he mentioned as coming within
his personal view on both days. Besides these
it will be remembered that "Light Infantry Poor"
at this time was at the head of a New Hampshire
brigade among the most distinguished for intre-

pidity ; and under Poor was the unfortunate Col.
Colburn, killed in the battle of the 7th, Maj. Dear-
born and other gallant .sons of New Hampshire.
Our present Governor [Pierce] was in these bat-

tles, but was then of the Massachusetts line.

The proportion of New Hampshire troops at this

point was probably greater than that of any other
State ; and we have evidence from the mouth of
a disinterested witness that her men were among
the first and foremost in both battles on Bemua'
heights.

Ezra Buel, now eighty-three years of age, a
native of Connecticut, was settled here about the
time of Burgoyne's invasion, described to us the
ground of both battles, and the particular loca-
tion of the several corps.

The battle of the 19th of September was com-
menced by an accidental skirmish between ad-
vancing parties of both aririies. Until this time
the two armies had laid for several days near by,

without either knowing the peculiar strength and
location of the other. The exact spot of the
Gommencement was shown to us by the old man :

the first onset was by Morgan, who was then in

the rear of his riflemen, and whose advance was
too forward, so that in making the onset his troop
were scattered, and retreated towards the Amer-
ican line. Their place was soon supplied by
parties under Col. Colburn and Col. Scammel.
Maj. Buel pointed out to us the ground where
Scammel advancing under his guidance encoun-
tered a part of the British line within pistol shot,

the first intimation of who.«e near location was
discovered by the fire of the British upon him.
"On this fire," remarked the aged veteran,
"Scammel straightened up like one of the trees

"of the wood, and ordered his men to return it

"and charge. .^ He was a tall and a handsome
"young man, and his appearance on that occa-
"sion I have ever since recollected." Cilley's

regiment too (he said pointing at another spot)

was in advance of the orders of Gen. Gates:
"I told him so—but Cilley answered that he had
"not gone too far to do good if he had advanced
" beyond his orders, and he continued to urge his
" men towards the enemy." The first skirmish
was about twelve o'clock in the day ; but the
battle did not become general until about three,

from which time it raged with unabated fury un-
til night. The theatre of this action was an open
space or an oblong field, being a part of Free-
man's farm. In the course of the action the

combatants changed ground several times, but

the contest terminated where }t begun. The
British line was formed on an eminence in a thin

pine wood in front of the open space : on the
opjiositeside of tlie space in a thicker wood tho

Americans were posted, the fire of whose marks-
men was too deadly to be withstood by the ene-
my in line in the open field. . When the latter

gave way and broke, the former rushing from
their covert pursued them to their line, where
having their flanks protected they rallied in their

turn, drove the Americans back to the wood,
whence the same scene would be repeated ; and
in this manner did the battle fluctuate, with al-

ternate advantages, for four hours. The British

nrtillory fell into the hands ot the| Americans at
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every charge ; imt the l:itier cimhl neither use

them nor briiij; them olf: "It wns (says Gen.

Wilkinson) trnly a :;iill;mt conflict, in which death

by lamiliaritv, h)sl its tenors, ai.<l curtainly a

drawn battle* as mjiht alone lerminaleil it : the

British army keeping,' its ground iu tlie rer.r near

the field ot' action, and onr corps, when they

conid no longer distingnish ohjcitls, retiring to

their own cam(*. Vet Gen. Burgoyne "claimed

tliH victory." Jl had however all tije consequen-

ces of deTeat to him, as, while liis loss, which
was between five and six hmidred, coidd not he

repaired, the American loss was little more than

lialC his number, atid was easily repaired by the

ndditiotis that were daily tnaking liy the coming
ill of new troops. Such was the ardor of the

Americans, that as Gen. Wilkinson states, the

wounded men, after having their wounds dressed,

in many instances, returned again to the battle.

The battle of the 7tli of October was fouglit on
the same groiiml, but was not so stationary as

that of the 19th September : it commenced near-

er to the American encanipment and farther to

the right of the British line, and it extended in

its various periods over a greater surtiice. It was
brought on by a movement of the British army
towards the left of the American line (that i)ai"t

farthest tiom the river): tifteen hundred of them
iviili.ten pieces of artillery were through the

woods first discovered advancing. At the mo-
ment measures were taken by Gen. Gates to

meet them. Col. Morgan with his riflemen was
despatched to a higher eminence at the extreme
left, while Poor's brigade marched to attack the

centre and the left of the enemy nearer to the

river. As soon as the nre of Poor's brigade coiii-

ineiiced, Morgan according to orders, pounced
down upon the British grenadiers I'roin the emi-
nence. The battle soon extended along the

whole line, and the fire was most treiiiendous on
both sides. Col. Acklaiid, of the British grena-

diers opposed to .Morgan was wounded; the

grenadiers were ilefeatcd and most of the British

artillery taken. The spot was pointed out to us

where (as mentioned iu Wilkinson's narrative)

Col. Cilley mounted the British field piece, which
had been tsvice taken and retaken. Maj. Biiel

mentioned the same circumstance of the gallant

officer, and .stated that at the request of the men
who had taken it. Cilley mounted the piece to

perform the ceremony of sweaiin^il true to Amer-
ica .'—at this end of the most sanguinary contest,

which lasted about one hour, the defeat of the

British was complete, and they retreated to their

camp, the lines of which were stormed with the

greatest fury.

We weresliown tlie .spot wliere the British

general Frazier received his mortal wound.
This fine officer, whose presence inspired that

courage whicli was apparent in the renewed vig-

or of the British troops wherever he happetiei

to be, was at the time he received his death-

wound rallying and bringing up a detachment
from the left of the British line to the assistance

of the grenadiers on the right who were at the

moment breaking under the attack of Morgan,
The house in which Frazier died stood at the
foot of the steep or inoiiiul on whicli his remains
were interred, about a mile and a half distant
from the battle ground, and nearer the river: it

has since been removed still nearer and quite to

the bank of the same river.

After this last decisive battle—and decisive it

must have been, although the British general had
the address to conceal its true character until the
terms of the capitulation had lieen agreed on
nine days afterwaitls—the British army retreated
up the river six miles behind Fish creek to the
fort situated on the i)oitit of land at the conflu-
ence of the two rivers. Here Burgoyne was in-

cessantly annoyed by the fire of the Americans
from the opposite sides of both rivers until the
hour of the surrender of that army wliose ad
vances had inspired such general terror.

Both battles discovered the American troops,
undisciplined as most of tliein were, at least of
equal courage to their antagonists; and from a
view of the ground and the lesults, in an especial
manner that of the 7th October, it is evident that
the skill of those who directed the American op-
erations was decidedly superior to that which di-
rected the proceedings of the eneinv.
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the lives ol liei lellow i le itiiii s at the iiiimine

risque ol ner own, tue Boston Mercantile Jnuri

has sought out horn a book recently published in

Boston, entitled "Tales of Shipwreck," the fol

lowing interesting story

:

Wreck of the Forfarshire.
The Fortiirshiie left Hull on the evening of

Wednesday, September 15, 1838, having on board

a valuable cargo, and upwards of forty passen-

gers. Her crew consisted of iwetily-one persons
;

the captain's wife accompanied him on the voy-

age.

The Forfarshire had not proceeded far when a

leak was discovered in the boiler. This render-

ed it necessary to extinguish two of the fires,

had been partiallv repaireil. The vcssi-l conliiiii-

iiiitil till

Health.—A great number of diseases arise
from checked perspiration, and might be i)revent-

wliich tiii;e she hail proceeded as tiir as Berwick
Bay, when the leak again appeared. It had now
become so great that the greatest difficulty was
experienced in keeping the boilers filled, the wa-
ter escaping through the leak as fjist as it was
pumped in. The wind «as blowing strong and
the sea running high, and the leak increased so

much from the motion of the vessel, that the

fires were extinguished, and the engines, of
course, became entirely 4iseless. It was now
about ten o'clock at night, and they were off St.

Abbs' Head, a bold promontory on' the Scottish

coast. There being great danger of drifting

ashore, the sails were hoisted fore and aft, and
the ves.sel put about, in order to get her before

the wind, and keep her ofl' the land. She soon
became unmanageable, and the tide setting strong
to the south, she proceeded iu that direction. It

rained heavily during the whole time, and the fog

was so dense that it became impossible to tell

the situation of the vessel. At length breakers
were discovered close to leeward, and the Feme
Lights, which about the .same time became visi-

ble, put an end to all doubt as to ti.e imminent
peril of the unfortunate vessel. An attempt was
made to run her between the Feme Islan<ls, but

she refiised to obey the helm, and at tliree o'clock

on Friday morning, she struck with tremendous
force against the outer or Longstone Island.

At the moment the vessel struck, most of the

passengers were below, and many of them asleep

their lierths. On i^y the shock.

e\pi i-tiii_' I.I >lKirr the liuc cC tlirir iiiiloiiuiiale

C(.iii|i;iiiiiiiis, Hhnui they had seen swept away by

till- 1.,-iiii: I I, iiinit. In this dieadliil situation

their rii.-s iiiiijii-ti'il the attenlion of Grace Darl-

ing, the daiii^hter of the keeper of the Outer

Feme Lighthouse. With a noble heroism, .she

imiiiediatelv ilrteniiiiicd to atlem|it lliiir rescue,

in spile of the raging storm, and the all luil cer-

tain distnii-tioii which threatened to attend it.

Having ha-siily awakened hertiither, he launch-

ed his liD.it at (lay-break, and, with a genei-ous

sympathy, worthy of the father of Grace Darl-

ing, prepared to "proceed to their rescue. The
gale, in the nieiinlime, continued unabiited, and

the boiling of the waves threatened a speedy

destriirlioii to their tiail boat, it was, therefore,

witli a heart lull ol fearful liirebodiiijjs, that he

undertook the perilous enterprise, .\fter watch-

ing the wreck liir some time, they discovered that

living beings were still clinging to it; and the

gallant yoimg woman, with matchless intrepidity,

seized an oar and entered the boat. This was
enough—her father Ibllowed ; and with the aa-

iiice of his daughter, conducted the frail skiff

over the liiaiiiiiig billows, to the spot where the

wreck appeared. By a diingerniis and desiierate

serve the frail Imal lioiii lieinu- dashed to pieces,

it was rapidly roued bark aiiioiig the awful abyss

of waters, and kept floating by the skilliilness

At length the whole of the survivors, consisting

of five of the crew and four of the passengers,

were taken from the wreck, and conveyed to the

light-house, where she ministered to their wants,

and anxiously, for three days and three tiigths,

waited on them and soothed their afflictions.

Tills periloii.-i acliievement, unexampled in the

feats of female foiiiiiide, was witnessed by llie

survivors in silent wonder. The weather contin-

ued so tempestuous that the main land could

not be reai'lii-d lill Siiiidiv, when the nine per-

sons, saved by the gi.ll.-uit'lierolsui of the Darl-

ings, wiue l.uiihvl ill sali'ty ; thus making the en-

tire number of pcrMiiis saved from the wreck,

eighteen. All llie oihrrs perished.

Those who liiiiiid ii-liige on the rock on which
the vessel struck, sufleri'd severely, during the

night, from the cold and the heavy seas which, at

intervals, washed over them. The femalii pas-

senger who escaped, .sat with her two children,

a boy and a girl, the one eight, and the other

eleven years of age, firmly grasped in each hand,

long after the bnffetings of the waves had de-

prived them of existence. The captain and his

wife were washed from the wreck, clasped in

each other's arms, and both drowned.
This daring act of Grace Darling was an act of

heroism to which few jiarallels can be Ibnnd.

Nor has it been without its reward. Besides the

satisfaction of saving nine fellow-creatures from

certain destrnctioii, the liime of the heroic act

has spread far and wide, and its jiraise been on

every tongue. Painters of no mean power have

portrayed the scene, and its memory will thus be

preserved. Presents have, besides, poured in

upon her and her father, and everything has been
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done to iMark tlie piililn- sviiipiilliy niul iippioba-
tioii ol" the daiiii-; and disinterested deed.

A coroner's inquest was held on the bodies of
foiu-ot' tlie sntli'iers, which were washed ashore.

The jiM-y returned a verdict of—" Wrecked on
board ihe Forlarsiiire sfeampacket, by the imper-
fection of her boilers, and the culpable neylect

of the captain in not putting back to port."

The Federal City, and two of its remarkable
men.

Washington city, the seat of government of
the United Slates, has much improved in popula-
tion, wealth and business within the last dozen
years. 'Ihe areat public buildiii'js. tlie 'I're.isury.

the Post Office and the Patent Office, which have
been lately erected—all fire proctt^—the improve-
ments in the j;rouniU about the Capitol, the Pres-

ident's house and the public offices— the renova-
tion of many old buildiims and the election of
new dwelling houses liy ilie cihz.uis-luivo put a

new face upon the city. Capitol hill has es|)eci-

ally been improvedaiid beamilied. iMr.SessCord,

late messenger and now a Clerk in the office of
the Second Comptroller, has for many years
gathered and reconlird the statistics of tlie city.

He iufurined tis that the iiuiiiber of dwelling
houses, within the liiiiils of the city on the 1st of
Jalluar^^ 1842, was 4;ilc!— thai of liiese ^Kl—4U
of brick—were ended iii I,-<ll; and tli.it 'ilO, of
which CO were of brick, had been built in 184-3

up to the 9th September.
Of the now old residents of Wasliington, who

have seldom been absiut from desk duty for a
single day since the new oiTraiiization of the

Treasury Departmenl twenty-six years a^'o. is the

veteran James Leander Cathcart. Our first

newspaper reading carryiiiy- us liack to 17SI8, at

ten years of aye, made us lamiliar with this iiauK^

us tjir as it coniircied Aineiicaii negotiations with
the piratical states of IJ.uh.u}. ]!v the kindness
ofGen. .lacksmi who .Irsiynaled ha- us the place.

we some fifteen monllis ollii-i.itiil in the (.l1lrc of

Seconil Comptroller.it Wasliiii-inii : ou ihe first

entrance we were not inme sui prlsi-d at the fiict

that the Barbary Consi.l (; •iJ u,-,s a cle.k in

the department of \\irM-h «e uere Chief, than
we were at tin; singiihir personal appearance of
this gentleman: he looknl ikiI oiiU' a vrieiaii,

but his prominent fiu-e and llMinies, Ills hroad
shoulders, his costume of ihc' aiiclenl le.jinie, at

once brought to remembrance ihe hlsiorv of the

gufl^erings and the hoinirs of ChrlMlaii li..i„laue

chained in the ditches or upon the raiiipaits of

barbari.-in fortificalioiK—scourged and ill-lre.ated

to extort from their friends and couulryiiien at

lioine large sumsot iiioiiey to purchase their lib-

erty. Tills gentleman we had ihoiiiilit to be an

old man when first leailing ahuut him more than

forty years ago; and in 18-29-30, he did seem
to "be approaching the " sere and yellow

leaf." In 184-? we found him at his old desk,

much as he was when we first mei—gratefiil to

he had met from any man willun lh(i last twenty

years—a kindness wlili;h, if it might thus In;

called, had escaped our recolleclinn : his dress

and address seemed not to be .it all altered. The
same habit of dissatisfaction for personal ills he

had long since suffiu-ed—the same bright re<!ol-

lection especially of his personal friend of thirty

years ago, Mr. Jefierson, and the other eminent
l)uhlic men of that day—the same strong expres-

sion of gratitude for real acts of friendship, and
of impatient contempt for the memory of injuries

—was manifested by action and word from I his

man of a former age.

Mr. Cathcart is a native of Ireland, born in

1784 and of course 78 years of age: lit! left that

country when quite young, and received a com-
mon education in .Aiin'iica. In command of an
American ship, he was caplured hv an Alirerine

corsair July 2.5.1785. The ciunmander of the cor-

sair was not a Turk, but an Arab. His own ship,

the Maria, was entered by surprise: the pirate.s,

he said, tumbled him into a boat almost hclbre he

was aware of it. The Aral) afterwards treated

him with great good nature until he arrived at

Algiers : no reproaches or indi^rnilies were offer-

ed. Mr. C. remained a captive under the barba-

rian Dey until the 8ili of May, 1796. His educa-

tion and talent for penmanship soon made him
too u.sefiil to be dispensed witii I>y the tyrant

Turk : he was for a loiij lime occupied ns on« of

the Christian secretaries to his divan—he was
also the organ ofcommunication Ibr.severtd years
belweei) Ihe Dey and the agents and consids ol

the Christian powers—useful as his confidential
servant in negoliating treaties and tigreements.
His first public employment by tlie Dey was in

keeping the accounls and superlntend"ing the
building of a |Uilace. Afterwards he was a sub-
clerk in the Marine department, and finally was
advanced to the ofliee of main clerk or secretary
of the Dey. In this capacity he formed and drew
up the terms of the first treaty between the Uni-
ted States and Algiers, which conceded Ihe pay-
ment of aumial tribute to the barbarian power,
and provided the payment of a large sum to pur-
chase the fieetlom oi the .Americans in captivit\:
the negociation was carried on by Mr. Hmnphreys
Ihen American minister at the" comt of Madrid
through the intervention of the agent of u friendly
(Christian power—we believe the Swedish consid
at Algiers; and the treaty, on behalf of the Uni-
ted States, was signed by Josepii Donelson, a
hatter, l)elonging to Philadelphia.

Afier executing this treaty, Mr. Cathcart re-
turned to the United States, wliere he remained
until 1797, when he was commissioned by Gen.
VVashington .is Consul General tor the Barbary
powers, and remainiMl there until the year IfcOS.

During his captivity in the year 1791, tlie reigning
Dey, Hainel Bashaw, was deposed and decapita-
ted and the throne was usurped by his prime min-
ister, Hassan Bashaw; the latter a man of liir

more brutal and ferocious disposition than the
former.

About the time of Mr. Cathcarl's return to this

country the expedition ofGeneral Eaton through
the desert of Baicia in which he marcheil with a
band of men in the service of the righlfiil heir to

the throne of Tripoli, with the view of e.xpelllng

an usurping Bey then at war with the United
folates, who had kept the crew of the Philadel-

phia frigate and other Americans long in captiv-

ity, was iiiidertakeii. After proceeding well on
the way,and cM|itin liig one of the principal towns
of Tripoli on ihi! coiisi, it will be recollected that

Mr. Lear, the UiuHil States' consul at Algiers,

was obliged to ask protection for bis person in

the Uifited States. During his residence at Wash-
ington, and on the subsequent arrivid of an am-
bassador from Tunis to this country, Mr. C. was
tlie only man qualified as an interpreter between
these persons and the President and his secreta-

ries. After peace hail been concluded with these

barbarians, and the valor of the American sailors

had put an end to the systetn of tribute, Mr. Jef-

ferson, as the great pacificator of this country,

had much to do with the barbarian agents: he

received presents fioiii them in return for presents

which this ^'oveiniiHUt had tendered. Among
ine presei

the momi
Washiiigt.

ts from Ti

IS of At,

a pairol sheep Iroiii

vhleb were kept in

Feeding ou the; open
grounds, Mr. Jefterson's Tunisian ram attacked

:uul killed a child on one occasion. The new iu-

ttrcomse for some time brought Mr. Cathcart al-

most as a member of the family of the President.

Siiliseipieut to his last return, the veteran con-

sul married a lady of this country. At one lime

he possessed what he consiilered an ample prop-

son, Charles Cathcart, born In 1809, has emigrated

to Norili Indiana, where he is now a fiiriner and

a magistrate, and has been a member of his

State Legislature. lie has an extensive farm

called Catheart's Hetrealui Laporte county, from

whence he wrote to his tallirr on the 1st of Sep-

tember that the crops of this vear wen.' nnlv tol-

erable. an.I that he had ihlrlv-oiie acres of wheat

almost entirely ruiiieil by iliearmy worm. Young
i\lr. Cathcart has liuented a machine for tlirash-

iiii; grain ; and wlili tie- usi> of ibis he is iible to

earn in that country for hliiiself an income of

twenty-five bushels of whe.it per day.

The vicissitudes in the life of the elder Cath-

cart have been :is one In ten thonsaml. How he

managed lonj; to retain the good opinion of the

nvo tyrants to whom he wasa slave—how he has

larrled himself through a life of great personal

exposure, under relations requiring the utmost

delicacy and circumspection— it would be diffi-

cidt lo tell.

Another and altogether a dWerent person from
Mr.C.{wliowill not^lake ofi;iice at being is.-o-
clated in ihe same article) was mentionecl as w or-
lliy that his name might appear in print: John
Cary, a coloied man, said to be one hundred and
sixteen years of age, resides within the limits of
the city. He hasu young wife sixty years of a;;e,

who assists him in paying for the rem of a small
place. This man was wiiii Washiii'iton at Brad-
dock's defeat In the old French war, and in ilio

battle of the American revolution al Yorklown.
He has now, having saved while luliiyin the fam-
ily, a suit of Washiiifiion's cast off cloihes which
he puts on and exhibits on extr.-iordinary occa-
sions: he lived in a small negro house a'ssigned
him in the lile lime of Gen. \V'aslilii;;lon on ihe
Mount Vernon estate, being his slave."'lliis hou.se
became dilapidated and worn oiii, since which
time he has taken up his residence in ihe city,
where he depends niainlv on the cliailtyof llie

Baptist church of which he is a member. Il is a
saying of this very old man that "a lillle change
will go further lliuii a good deal of jilty."

Indian Scenes.
The editor of the Iowa Gazette attended the

late treaty-making council between Governors
Chambers and the Sacs and Fo.xes, and in a late

paper has an article on the subject, from which
we extract the following:
The Sacs and Foxes are perhaps the finest

looking Indians on the Globe—of large, alhletic,
and perfect f()rms, and most graceful carriage—
and a brave, high minded, and hoiimable set of
fellows. There are few men in this world equal
to the celebrated Keokuk, whose commanding
oratory raised him, even in his youth, (rom the
common ranks of his tribe, and placed him, with-
out hereditary right and in despite of all com-
petition, at the head of his nation, ftlany states-

men in our Government might le:irn useful les-

sons in diplomacy, and many of our best orators
receive profitable instructions from this gifted

Indian.

The younger son of Black Hawk is the Adonis
of Ills tribe, and is probably the handsomest man
in the world. He is six leet three or four inches
high, graceful and elegant in his manners, and,
although weighing perhaps two hundred, ho
treads as lightly as an iuliint. Klsli-ke-kosh, a

d and ;uig man, and tlioii^jh as brave
.IS Ctesar, he is a regular built Briminiel exquis-
ite. He usually sports an ebony cane with a
gloriously large and bright brass lie.id, which he
twists in his fingers in the most eleg,uit style im-
aginable, and when silling, rests' his chin and
lips on the brilliant ornament, a la "ihe fiiio

old English Gentleman." He is a smilimr chap,
and celebrated as a gallant, as your smiling giiille-

men usii.illy are. It was rallier amusing to wit-
ness his eftorts to crime the polite tiling over his
brother savages.

Every night the Indian camp was converted
into a vast ball-room, anil evcrv \ ai lelv of dances
known anion:.' then., from il,e '• cloililng of the
dead" to tlie flat boat •double shiillle," was per-
lin-med by them; the sqii.-ius Ikui; no part in

these amusements, and iisiially manifested but
little curiosity lo wilness their" performance. It

i.s any thing but dancing, according lo oiir no-
tions, consisling as it does of violent stamping
upon the ground lo ihe measnied heals of a
driun—a regular te.irlng-up of the earth, or, as
the Mi.ssisssippl indictment expressed it, " kick-

the re IS

served excelh nt time. 'I'he chiel's and braves
are the principal perfornieis in these scenes. In

addition to the beating of the drum, the dancers
are enlivened by perh.ips the wildest and most
hideous yell that ever issued from the throats
of human beings. .\iid, although a Christian
might think all Pandemonium had been turned
loose upon our prairies, yet strange to say there
is music in the horrid compound.
When all things are put into fiill blast, the

drum beating, the dancers moving, and the sing-
ers yelling, hundreds of Indian dogs join in the

delightful chorus, and it is then that the air is

maiie redol<;nt with savage sounds which make
Ihe listener quake while he laughs .-it the snptr-
lalively ludicrous character of ilie whole scene
before him. The young members of the tribe

ainiisP Iheniselves, some by aping ihe dancer at
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ii :< >ji ci.ui disuuirp, and others by wiestlint;.

foot liires, &<•. Most of these youiis; rascal.-

hnvi liiirses of their own, and it was latiirhahlc

wliili- iiifialile to see them abuse the poor animals
by nnining them from morning till night, sonie-

tioRs ill races, and at others without any appa-
rant niiuive but to '-ciit a splurge."

This is the only thing we have against the

S.MPs ;iMil Kovos— llu'v have no mercy on horse-.

The abuse of these nohio animals is the meanest
sin wliich anyone, while, red, or black can com-
mit. It is a great niislake that Indians are stoi-.s,

misanthropies or any thing of the kind. A more
socialile, communii-ative, happy set of (ellows

than the Sacs and Foxes do nol exist any where.

itic to civilize then). Tliey are happier as they
are, aiid we should regret any attempt to intir-

fere with their doruestic [lolioy. Place them be-

yond the corrupting intltiences of the white set-

tlements—keep from lliem the destioyer of hn-

nian happiness among all colors, the death-deal-

ing " fne-water,"and (Jovernment will then have
conferred the best blessing upon the Indian, and
the only one for which they will feel thankful.

Chinese Intf.llige.vce extr.40rdi>[ary.—We
have received through the hands of Mr. Punch,
of Lonilon, the following extraordinary intelli-

gence from the Celc'stial Empire. There is

another rupture in Cliina, but it is said that the
liower of Poo Loo will be riisorted to for ce
menting it. It is rumored that an attempt will

be made to rivet the different fractions into which
the service of China is now divided, but this we
think, is impossible. The great Khun wants a
handle, and until this is found there can be no
reasonable hope of adjustment. Our Indian let-

ters put us in possession of Indian ink to the
twenty-second, and our news is consequently of
the same dark complexion as before. Our Se-
ville correspondent sends us oranges to the latest

monietit at which oin- express was made up, Iiut

we are very sorry to s ;y that we find consider-
able asperity in every (piarter. Our letters from
F.irypt have not arrived ; bur, on inquiry at the

Hall, in Piccadilly, we ascertained that
uffiiirs in that quarter were going on as smoothly
as the best friends of the land of the pyramiili
had any reason to anliciiiate.

The Growth of Bostoa.

No one who looks about hiai can fail to notice
the quiet but rapid strides which our city is mak-
ing in those snlistantial improvements which are
based upon utility and permanency. We are not
of those who are disposed to boast of the she of
n stale or a city, for tin' l:uges! bodies often con-
tain the elements of the most jiainful ilisorders,

if not of the most rapid ilissolution. We love to

see the growth of a place constant and whole-
some, and it would be no easy task to find a
place in ancient or modern times whose advance-
ment has trom the ffrst been so steady, so sure,

au<l so fnli of pnini:s,. ;is that of Boston. Who-
ever Iddlis at the e... h-r maps of Boston, will see
that ihi- III igiiial p,>Miii.-iila was but little if any
laigi-r liiui the islan<l which constitutes East
Bo; 1011. Soon Charles street. Broad street and
India Wliarf arose from the sea. The Mill Pond
added nliuost a fourth to our territory. South
Boston was obliged to come over to"ns. The
South Cove was redeemed from the ocean, and
the noble wharves stretched forth their arms and
seized upon East Boston. All this, too, was the
result of private enterjirise, and persevering in-

dustry.

But Boston has not been content with this
quiet increase at home. She has sent forth other
feelers, and with a foresight that commands ad-
miraiion she has <lrauii to herself almost every
poriion of this exlcnsive land. She is moored to
t!ie continent, by six substantial Bridges, and a
remarkable Dam, and sliu has sent her Railroads
in every direction. New York city was first ap-
proached by the Providence Railroad, and this
incidentally opened the way to the Whaling in-
terests at New Bedford, Nantucket and Stoning-
ton. The next stride was to the centre of the
State, and hardly was tliat reached, before Nor-
wirh was drawn r!o.-oi-, and the far West was
brought to our donr. Meanwhile an arm was
extended towards the North, and Lowell and all

the region beyond began to feel an attraction
which could not be resisted. It only remained

for Boston to stretch Eastwardly to complete her

enlerpi ise, and hardly a week has passed since

Portland received the fraternal embrace which
hinds her to the common lieart. The opening

of the Portsmouth and Portland Railroad may
justly be considered the crowning work of the

mil Illy plan.

It would be strange if the opening of so many
avenues to this metropolis did not lead to cor-

responding movements here, and magnificent

Depots have risen almost by magic to receive the

influx from the four corners of the land. These
Depots have been surrounded by innumerable
dwellings and vvareliouses, and hundreds of acres

of land, naked since the memory of children,

are now teeming with populous streets. But
improvement has not been confined to the vicin-

ity of Depots ; beautiful streets and places and
blocks have arisen in every section. Edinburgh
treet and the new street next above it, Harrison

Avenue and all its cross streets. Garland, Cherry
ami Pine streets are hardly seasoned yet. The
splendid palaces of Milk and Pearl streets are

unrivalled, and one who has not visited West
Boston and the North end for years, may easily

be lojt among the edifices which have covered

vacant lot.s, or, where land was wanted, have
superseded the unsightly and inconvenient tene-

ments of our fathers.

But the progress of improvement has not stop-

ped at Depots, Warehouses and private dwellings.

Taste has gone hand in hand with utility ; Re-
ligion lias reared altars corres|>onding to the

improved appearance of secular edifices, and the

New Exchange and the substantial and elegant

Custom House have nobly met our wants and
crowned our wishes. We might name the great

improvement in the widening, straightening and
paving of our streets, the ornamenting of our
Common, the greater finish of our buildings, the

more showy style of our shops, and the greater

facilities for walking and riding which abound;
but we iriust stop somewhere, and we cannot
pretened to enumerate all that is doing or has

just been done.

We make no cnnqiarison of what Boston has

done with what has been done elsewhere. Our
object is not to depreciate others, but to give a

just idea of the advances which have been made
without any of those spasms which convnl.se

society, aiuririve an artificial strength, which is

till- sure precursor of ji speedy decline. Boston
seems desiiiii-d to become the centre ot' immense
wealth and immense trade, and all we hope is

that her .schools will keep tiace with her wealth,

and that her churches will increase and multiply,

and enable her to withstand all the temptations

which beset and the corruptions which destroy a

higldv populous community.

—

Boston Evening
Gazelle.

REMARKS OF THE MO.VTIILY VISITOR.

The time when Boston was circumscribed
within its ancient limits is within the recollection

of our boyhood. Nay we can well i-eiiiember

when much of that [lart of Boston now covered
with its most costly edifices, nearly the whole
west end of the town south of Cambridge street

and westerly from Washington street and the

Stone Chapel, was little better than the waste
spaces surroimdiiig many of our country villages.

We remember well when Stale Street, the prin-

cipal place of business, was mi.ved in with pri-

vate dwellings—when Pearl street, now lined

with princely residences, was but as a poor
suburb among the narrow allies and sailor houses
of the city— when Biiiad street, built on piles

.liere the wati'r stood, was constructed as the

reat wonder of Auu'rica— wlien all that space
overed by the Qiiiiicy market and the splenrlid

stores on eithrr hand, from the foot of old Fan-
ueil to the distance of half a mile, was a part of

iea. Indeed tQ look in any part of Boston—
take the space bptvvaen Beacon hill and the old

Clr;rlestown bridge, embracing not only the old

mill pond but a greater space of Charles river at

the west on which land has been made and
gnificent stores, warehouses and dwellings

have been erected—or go into the southeasterly

)art of the city where such encroachmeiits have
been made bv the land into the water as nearly

to cover the largo cove or bay wliich separated

he ancient Dorchester Heights (now South Bos-

ton) from the waste marsh lands upon the penin-
sula, and see upon this ground, besides numer-
ous blocks of buildiugs. a larger Hotel than all

the united public houses of New York or Phila-

delphia at the commencement of the present
century, and a Depot for goods and merchandize
carried and brought from beyond the mountains
with the celerity of the wind, of larger dimen-
sions on the ground than any other building in

America; we may well conclude that the growth
of the capital of New England has been without
a precedent in this country.

To the ancient acquaintance of Boston, the

men who lived or visited there forty and fifty

years ago, the constant growth of the place has
all along been matter of wonder. Merch.ants'

row then embraced the most of the wholesale
business, and the trade to country merchanta
exiendcii only about fifty miles in the interior.

A single loutled team of heavy goods sufficed to

supply all the foreign merchandize for six months
and a year consumed in a common country

town. When the more commodious stores in

Broad and Kilhy streets moved the merchants
out of the " row," the spectator anxious for the

prosperity of the town looked for a large vacant

space which the increased business of the city

might not fill up for years. But soon new houses

and new firms filled Broadstreet without dimin-

ishing the business in the old spot wiiere mer-

chants most did congregate; and within a few
years afterwards a new space of salt water is

covered with still larger wholesale stores, remov-

ing the street first made from the water too far

into the interior of the city to continue to be the

receptacle and place for vending heavier mer-
chandize.

Ever since our recollection—whatever may
have been the times, however defiressed may
have been the various business of the countiy,

Boston has continued to expand her limits and

her business continued to increase. We cannot

remember the time when real estate, the terra

firma and good buildings erected upon it, did not

maintain its value in that city. It might always

he counted on as assets in the hands of its own-
er as good as money, because at all times it

would (ommand money. Many a fine estate has

been made in that city solely by the cumulative

increase In the value of real jiroperty. This

uniform |)ermanence and stability in value has

been the cause of that constant investment of

capital which has so much promoted the growth
of the city. Dwelling houses, stores, nieclianics'

shops and warehoiise.s, to their owners have been
the source of steady income, ami the great en-

terprises of converting water into land and erec-

tins upon it additional buildings have been coii-

tinnally going on.

Some thirty-two or three years ago the project

was set on foot of a new business street between
Court street and Cornhill which met nearly at

right aiiiiks: this pi'oji;ct, .mother wonder of the

city whii-li i! <:-'i -ind Mie down the Old
North thil -

;
1 - \ lis 111- ciiinterpart of

the Old I'm ' I ii'il II .-;iliMi(liil avenue
for busiu: i,^ III \'. I,..; .. iiuiv called .Market street: ,

the land of this street was purchased, and the J
blocks of buildings upon it were built with I

money hired on a long or |)erpetual lease from i

Harvard University nt five per c<!nt. aniinal In-

terest. Previous to the ini|iiovements of that

day, almost the sole avenue to the market from
the north was out of Back street into Hanover,
and from that through Union street diverging

into two branches by the Boston store : another
way finther east was by the .sl,ip yard all around
the North end into Ann street. The entrance

from the South was in the single avenue fi-om

Roxbniy over the Neck, embracing several names,
Cornhill, Marlborough and Newbury streets, &c.,

very properly now changed into Washington
street, because it is one continuous and direct

avenue. So much has the city extended upon
and near the Neck, that, besides the "six sub-

stantial bridges and remarkable Mill dam," there

are three several great avenues to the city upon
and adjacent to the Neck; and all independent

of both the Providence and Worcester Railways,

either of which there is more daily ingress

and egress than there was over all the avenues to

the city thirty years ago.

Extended .-is is the city pro)ier at every point,

the suburbs on either hand unite at this lime

nearly as large a population as the city itself. If

we uiiite the city of Boston to South and East
Boston, a point of the main land and an island

recently built upon, we take the places around it,
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Cli.-lscH, Cliarl.sli)«ii,Cainl.n<l)'eaii<l its

r.ri-lii.in, Bi-ooklia.-, RoxIkmt and Dm
an. I iodlMti- li-o.H the iiuukvr llill AI„iiu.

tiiiK! niay lie as lK)|.uloiisa,< Lciijoii ana West-
li]iri>tiM-,"tli(; largest Cliii.-iiaii iilj u|ioii the globe.

Our olijcot in cxteiidiii^ thi^ n-niarUs upon the

great and Hrowini.' caiiilal i>l' N'cw Knu'land was
torall the |iarticu!aiaaei,tioii o\ imv readers to

the value of lie- railro.Mls, n. ll.i' e..nslrurii,,n of
which the en|.itiil of Bosion has hern eMe.ided
within the last few veais. 'I'liere can he no nfis-

take ahoiit this ma'f.ei-; never has capital been
I.laced where it has .lone the coinitrv more jrood

than it has done here. We were of those who
tlioiiglil that the iiivestlnenr of nmnej on ihe

great western road over and throuj;h thf; inonn-

tuins of Berkshire inijiht he iii|ndicioiis. 'I'liat

ftlllerpiise has been eaiiied ihroniih ; and iiislant-

ly has it converted Bostnn lioin a place not hither-

to felt lo lie feared hv llie ^reat coiiiinercial

!ito ;

part of the most prolitabUt trade and liusiness of
the Norlli—a rival which, tappinjr the western
wm-ld, lem|its to its bosom Ihe elements of un-
connlecl wwalth. How opportunely has thisjrreat

nveiiue been opened to the highly liivored mart
of New Eni;laiid trade! It has coniinned and
kept up to her, prosperous business, while at all

the other great commercial towns of the Soullr
mill West the trade ha3 fallen away.
We .loiice the growth and prosperity of Bos-

ton because in thia city, communicating and
connected with every other part of New Eng-

every farnie/ and producer of New England. A
great and growing city—a place of extensive

trade abroad and extensive production and con-
sumption within itself—must forever furnisli the

aliment of wealth and increased means to all the
country about it. Let Boston continue to grow,
and there never can be danger that it will not he

n place for the profitable sale or exchange of

every article of value that the soil or the skill of

the ronntry surrounding it far and near can
furnish. Its great popidation must jdways be

surplus of the farmer at its full value. As Hade
expands to a greater distance from new laciliiies

to the means of transport, so will increase the

means and the disposition to give a fair price for

every vendible comiriodity. Trade is hut a sc-

ries of exchanges^what one |iroduces another

mail buys; and the ability to purchase is found

only in "the ability to [uoduce what may be an

equivalent for the purchase. So true as the soil

of a country may be made to yield abundance, so

true is it that with easy means of transp.ort at the

points of exchange, large and flourishing ami
wealthy cilies will grow up. The unerring laws

of supply and demand will not have it otherwise.

If the men of wealth in the cities would reflect

how much that w^eallli may be increased by in-

creasing the me.'ins of production in liie country

<bout them, they might and would soon give

t;uch an impulse to the Agriculture of the coun-

try as would make the business of the farmer the

most honorable and the most desirable.

Revolutionary Keminiscences.
Messks. Editors :—Some time since a friend

placed in the hands of the writer some Revolu-

tionary documents. Among them 1 find three

interesting letters, written, as you will see, at

three several important and eliciting periods in

our Revolutionary history.

The first in order of time, is a patriotic pro-

duction from the pen of John Hancock, then

President of the American Conuress, addressed,

to the Assembly of this Stale." Von will per-

ceive the date of the letter to be soon after the

unfortunate battle of Long Island, when Gen.
VVasIiington was retreating before a much supe-

rior British force. Amid the disconrageirienis

incident to the then unsettled state of our affairs,

John Haneock, still undisinayed by power, thorgh
evidently deepdy anxious for the liite of the young
republic, dictates these lines flir New Hamp-
shire. And it is enough to say, that New Hamp-
shire, nl the darkest hours of our existence, as a

nnlion, lias sustained the cause that John Han-
cock so de(i()iy loved, and for whicli he sacrificed

so much.
" Philadelphia, Sept. 3, 177G.

" Gbstlemeu :—Oar •nem^oj boinj aetermined to

powerful attack on J\ew

i.-cent chaiii;

York, v'c shn:

an adequ.Tt(? r

.irdor of° the (

iicly send all

York.

nvinced tliat iiutlaiig will prove
present circuinstanccs but the

our part. I am, therefore, by
request that you will imniedi-

jur power to our army .it INew

be abl.^ to

is the consi
' Gentlemen

" JOHiN HAWCOCK, President."

"To the Hon. .\astmbly ;

of .New Haiiipsliirc' S

The second is an extract from an original let-

ter ti-om Gen. Jacob Bailev, of Newbury, Vt.

who on the21.st da\ oi :-. |iirM,l i , 1777, wrote

to Col. Thomas Sticki:-- -.; i
: ,1, as fijilows :

We
sed 100 An

hen we may <

^ if we exert
I keep what w

'•JACOB BAILEY, B. D. G."

On the 32(1 Sept. he again resumes the same

n,>ur.Tnil Bi- , t ,
• :.. - ••• .."nth, by which

time 1 hnoc t:,.' , '
'

f-i "'^ :.rmy will be

in our harld^ I il ;,. . . -(liiit will turn

out. Pasturii..; . ^ ;
;

. ...;. . .
..>

luu.
-y-^'^tj-ig-'^'^^ij ,,.Y_ g p Q „

" P. S. We have just heard that Gen. Arnold hasfou^Tbt

the right wing of Gen. Burgoyne's army, and won tliiee

field pieces, the field and 250 prisoners. Great kiss on

both sides."'

Subsequent events justified tlic liright bojies

and alorious predictions of Gen. Bailey, for on

the i7lh of October, being less than one month

irum the dales of Gen. Bailey's letters, Burgoyne

lid his army surrendered. .^!y f.st is an original

I tier from .^iES^F.CIi Weake, President of New
Hampshire, addressed to Col. Thomas Sliekney,

as follows:
" St.ite of New Htimp^h.ire. }

' '.u CimiiMileP of S.ifetv. Julv It. 17:;o. ^

" From sir, your ijuniblc servant,
" M. WEARH, President."

" Col. Stickney."

The above letters T tliink onglit to be placed

hcfiire the public. On some fntore occasion I

in relation to the liien that tbiight at Bennin';lo!i.

ANTIQIJARIUS.

ene ton of hay taken from the meadows—this

ve.ir be cut thuii/ tons, lie has about liity acns
of arable and meadow land, chiefiy exhausted
by close cropping and liad inanagemeiil. It is n
pattern of neatness. Wlien he took it ihe stock
consisted of a cow and horse—he has now —
bead, ar.d declares his belief that he can bring it

to summer and winter fifteen cows, and a good
proportion of other stock. He will do it. He
has to haul his iishes eight miles— they cost hiin
thirteen cents per bushel at the plat"e of land-
ing. They repay the first cost and every other
expense fiom the first crop, and leave after crops
anil ilie general improvement of the iaiid as the

With us, no manure has the efl^jct of ashes.
A lew years ago for an experiment I ploughed
up an acre and a half of very dead land, and
planted it with corn—the product, though the
season was good, was six bushels per acre. Early
next spring 1 ploughed up the bills, and sowed
oats with ten pounds of clover seed to the acie,

and thirty-five bushels of unleacbed ashes over
the whole piece. The oats were good, but the
clover was superfine—at least a ton and a ha!f
to the acre upon ground of the very poorest de-
scription. The effect of it was seen for 3 ear.s. But
to test the greatest capacity of ashes to slimulale
production, the grounds should be entirely free

from weeds when they are sown. And to render
the effect permaiietit and enduring, other ma-
nures, having body, should be added, ifnoolher
manures accompany the ashes, then the plough-
ing in of the green clover will be singularly ben-
eficial.

Our farmers on the verge of the ponds, on the
south siinre,experience great benefit from plough-
ing in the eel grnts that the high w incls drive
ashore in the aiittiinn. It is ploughed under the
sward, green, and corn is the crop that derives
most benefit from it. Forty and fifty bushels it.

a common crop, and it has never been known to

fail. Tiie second crop is little benefitted by ii.

Sea weed is held of light account » ith us.

There is a breed of swine here of great value.

I cannot le:irn where it came from, but it is evi-

dently a cross of the Berkshire with a very thin

skin. It grows to a great size, is exceedingly
good tein|)ered and docile, and (ats easily. Ber-
nard Low, Esq. killed one this year eighteen
months old— it weighed 660 lbs. Jt had a hun-
dred pounds of leaf lard. flir. N. .Ma\ hew killed

another, fifteen months old, wi^ighini; 5!!0 and odd
pounds. The^ have never gone hi-her than 6eC,
and seldom liiil below G(IO at a year and a half
old. There has been an instance of "CO at nino
montlis. As they are less inclined to locomotion
than any hogs I ever saw, they are poor contrib-
utors to the muck heap. Your.-i,

J. A. J.

Gov. Hii.1.— Dea:. ;,:::- s I
,e i.i.s neen qmie

a siiirit of farming .

'
.' ' "is't year or

two in this section i.. ..-:.' ' ns. Some of

r>ur people have |iurciMsL,i l...gely of leached

wood ashes, and the results have conquered the

.lonbts of the skeptic, and even astonished the

believer. ., ,,,...
Capt. Leonard West, of Clnlmark, (adjoining

tovvn) upon a small farm for which he paid

twenty-five hundred dollars, coinmenced three

vears a-.'o the use of ashes as a top-dressing, be-

in" withal a most iiulustrioiis collector of other

mnnines. When be bought this farm it had

been exhausted bv bad management— fheie was

Mr. Hill—Dear Sir :—Can you inform me
whether the experiment of manufacturing paper
li-oni the "Beach g-iv.-ss" has been successlul ?

if it has been, how must the grass be prep:, red ?

V'oii will confer a fiivor by calling on your coi

-

f>s|,e;ideiits to slate iiariicidars rcs|iecli!!g if.

'::•• I.:.. _-n^-it qiiantiliesof it on the sonlh shore
<

:
-. .liiireit.s, put to no use whatever. It is

of ,iv:,; loiighness. Youis,
X. Y. Z.

CCP' In the absence of the editor, his sub is

imilde to answer the question of X. Y. Z., and
can only submit it to the (.Miblic eye through the

c-olumus of the Visitor. If our senior was on
the ground, as he will be next inonlh. we doiil t

not that he would venture a repiv, at the least.

A rarmer in Peniisylvania.

A writer in the Philadelphia Farmers' Cabinet

thus deseiibes a happy Fe.rmer and his ineiliod

of conducting the Farm in I'le Keystone Suite:

In a late journey to Pottsville, J made arrange-

ments with a friend v\ ho resided in the neigh-

borhood of Allentown, to accompany him home
ill his market wagon, where I sjient some day.i

in an excess of pleasurable enjoyment ; und if J

had the power to describe my host, his wife and
young iiimily, with his bouse and land, jind the

manner in which every thing is arranged am*
condncled, J think you would feel an interestj

second only to my ov\n, as I am not miacquaitited

with the devotion which you alsofsjcl for the dt-

lijihtful occupation. My liiend pnicliased fin;

eds of H ie;years ago, with the procee leeany led him
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hy ii reliiiion, 4(50 arics of hind; sellled liiinsell

upon it mid iimnied, with the prospei^ts nl' loiif>

lite .iiid prosperity,—^o lar well; liiit he soon

round tliiit he possL-ssed too iiiiich land; iind to

attempt to eidiivate it all, would be to m:ike n

toil ol' II pleasure; instead then, of cultivating a

pait, ami allowinitthe leniaiuderto lie in a state

of iialine, until he ini^ht require it, during which,

it wnuld hriiif.' Iiini no retinn, as "land pays no
profit,"' he wisely determined to sell the giealei

portion, and lend the purchase money at G per
cent, interest, to that portion of the land which
he should reserve, lie therefore disposed of300
acres for nearly the sum which he paid for the

whole ; devoted his energies to the 1(50 acres re-

maining, which now form a snug farm siirroun-

diiiir his hon«e. of almost unexampled heaiilvand
richness, the oapilal invested, enahliug liim'todo

all that he might ui^li in tlie way of improvius
his land, &ci:, lo the iitmi>st ; so that if he be de'^-

sirous of obtaining improved machinery, an in-

creased quantity of manure or assistance in the

way of extra culture, he has the means of procu-
ring it at his finger's end. The consequence is,

he feels himself above his woi 1< ; his labours are

perlurined in seas(iii, ami his mind, relieved from
an.xiety, is easy, and his lempei- pleasant; a state

of things plainly disciriiable among the members
of his family, wiihin doors and without. His
serv.uits are respectliil ami obliging in their man-
ners, and serve him with fenr,—but it is with
fear to offend. But when 1 think of his fire-side

comliirls, I feel more than 1 can express, for you
must Unow that 1 am a bachelor of many years'

standing, and have never Unoun, in reality, the
true meaning of a stale, for which the French
language has no term by which to express it,

namely, yjre-SiWf comfort. Nor does it appear to

me, that a fire-side in town can ever be compara-
ble to one in the country, wheie so much of the

happiness of a family de|ienilson the individuals

composing the magic circle,— but this is a tender
subject, and 1 coiifes.s my inability to handle it.

Suriice it to say, it there be a paradise on earth,

my friend has Ibiind it ; and in the society of as

IJiir and lovely a helpmate as iii'ed be wishe<l for

the solace of man, niav he lnii;r live and enjoy ii.

The land is divided' into eight fields of twenty
acres each ; the ro.id leading to the house, sepa-
nilinu' lliein into fimr fields on the right, and four
t\c\i\< (HI llie left : nnil into eai-h of these and over
alinnst till- whcle, he has a view from his sitting

room windou, the house standing on an eini-

neiiip, with trees at the back, but none immedi-
ately in front ; ;i verandah, the whole length of
the house, Ibrming a shade titr preferable to that

aflorded by trees. These eight fields give the

opportunity of adopting a rotation of crops, and
a mode of mainigeiiient so simple and easy of

accomplishment, that his labors seem to be re-

duced one half; while the custom which he has
adopted, of hiring e.Mia help at hay-time and har-

vest, as well as on oilier pressing occasions,

leaves him so much leisure, ili;it he has time for

ob.-ervati(.n and rcileciin,, am! the cultivation of
the mind, which enables liin ike a.lvantage of
the sras.a.s, and In look forward at

wonderful eflect. His -rand seci

meiit, as he terms it, is to be ever

kind of dres.sing on his fields, to eii.ible him to

double his crop.s, now thai he has reduced the

iiunibei of his acres; to this end, he is always on
the alert to liirn every thing into msinure ; the

burning of weeds and hassocks, with any rough
brush, and the corn-stubs of his twenty acres,

afiiiidiiig the means of dressing his compost-
he.ips with ashes to a very great amount and at

trifling cost; while a nnick-liole at the exirenfity

of the estate is a never failing mine, from whence,
in the shape of hundreds of loads of vegetable

deposite, he is coining old gold : every field having
its compost-heap in difierent degrees of prepara-
tion, ready to go abroad at the time appointed :

having rigidly adopted the plan of never carrying
on the fields the manure from the cattle yard, biit

using it as an ingredient of primary importance
in the formation of his compost-henps, which are
repeatedly turned over and thoroughly pulverized
before they are s(iread ; lime foriiiing a great
proportion, after fermentation in the manure,
&c., has nearly past, and a proper degree of de-
com|.-osition has taken place, but not until then :

the lime for this purpose having been slacked
long before, and become mild or effete. And
iJiess dre.osings are given to t\ios« crojm intended

.1 with
inage-

'. some

for cattle, as well as to corn, (but never to other
grain crops,) in the greate.st profusion, without
fear for the result. Forty acres, or two fields of
20 acres each, are kept in permanent grass, to be
brought under culture at the end ofSorS years;
a like proportion of the arable portion being laid

down the year before these are broken up ;
—

these meadows in the mean time being drest as

often and as heavily as possible during their lime
of rest, by which he is enabled to take two crops
of hay, or three cuttings (or soiling, every sum-

Tliis happy old man was so wise and knowini
The worth of liis time he Itnsw.

He brtsU;;d his ends, and he kept Uiem poing.
And felt to each moinewt a stitch was owing,

Until he got round the shoe.

deed that his wax V

, and true to the 1

Willi s< nile and skilful hand
He look Its priipnrtions, with looks of pleasure,
.Vs if ynii w rrt- ^living the cosllie.^t treasure.

Or diilibui^ him lord of the land.

And many .t »ine did he save from getting
A f( v;-r, or ciild, or cough ;

For inaiu- .i foiit did he save from wetting,
Wht-n, \\U III. r in u ali^r or snow *twas setting,

ills li , Ml umiiI I k,-iplhem oir.

iigl. as a

A Night in a Coffin.

We were in the Uiissell Glover, on her pas-

sage from X.w York to this place. The night

was bcuntiliil, and the gallant vessel ploughed licr

golileii path over the bosom of the star-studded

sea, as gracefiillv as the bcdie when she trips the
ball room floor." One old lady, after communing
will) the blue .vaters for iiboiit an hour, broke
out in a phreiizy of gratitude after the following

manner. " Weil," said she, looking obliquely at

the swelling sails, " 1 don't believe that we're ago-
ing more than two hours a knot this blessed

night ; but only to ihiuk of the goodness of Prov-
sea and puttin'

Ires

This philiisiiphiial obsirvatimi caused a gen-
eral liuigh, and Socrates in petiicoats played the

snarling cynic during the rest of the evening.

—

\ group of US were gathered around a small ta-

ble in the gentleman's cabin, each one telling his

quota of " hair breadth 'scapes," and adventures
by flood and field. We were then in the Gulf
Stream just abreast of Havana, uiul that fact be-

ing casually remarked, one of the passengers who
bad not smiled during the whole evening, took

his cigar out of his mouth, and stiid he " wished
to contribute his share to the amusements of the

evening."
" Silence ! Attention all," was the cry.
" In 1827, business called me to the city we are

just now passing. I had been there not more
than three wnks, uhen I found my.self attacked
by that most dreadful of all scourge.s, the small
pox. I had every attention that care or the kind-

ness of slraiigers could bestow; but in spite of
all, at the end of five days, the attendant physi-

cian gave me up fiir lost. Until this lime I iiad

never thought of death, but when this intelligence

reached me, I clung more eagerly to life than
ever. The million rays of the llioughts that

rushed with their swift wings ihrongh my bewil-

dereil brain, fl>rnied one grand focus, and that

was life ! And I hail a right to live, gentlemen,
for but a few moiitha before 1 had married a young
girl, and she and her aged mother were entirely

dependant upon me for support. On the even-
ing of the si.vth d.iy, I recollect that I dreamed of
my wife at home, and all that on earth was dear
to me. Then I sunk into a sweet sleep, and then
existence seemed to be blotted from my mind.
There \vn.s one senBation tliat I recollect, howev-

er, and that was ji feeling of darkiie.ss. All was
a black, monotonous void, and the first return of
ai)proachiug life was made known to me by a
coldness that seemed to enter every pore of'my
system. 1 opened my eyes, and my fir.st thought
was that 1 was blind, 'fbr"l knew that this distress-
ing atiliciion is often the product of this disease.
Then I threw my arms upwards, and from some
obstacle they were again thrown heavily upon
my breast. I felt encompassed on all sides by a
warm, moist wall of wood—suddenly all iny
senses came to me in their full vigor—I recollect-
ed that I had smelt something like that which I

tlien iiilialed whenever I stood by the dead—the
big drops of perspiration stood iipon mv brow,
and in an instant the horrid thought flashed upon
me. that / (crts in my coffin ! Oh God! I may
have >imi,d : but that one thought was enough
to li.nc ii'|iaid ,1 life of crime! Perhaps I was
ill my giMM>— ilmvn ilcep in the irroiind, and I

lecollected that 1 had heard of men being buried
in pits— laid crosswise and lengthwise of each
other, and that wIkmi they had decayed, tlitir

bones were used for manure. A thousand such
thoughts as these flashed quicker than the light-

ning across my tortured brain, and with oim; mad
shriek 1 sprung upwards, and there was light

!

" I looked around and in a moment or two I

discovered that I was in a church. Candles
were burning on the decorated idtarpiece, and
pictures of the Crucifixion and the Virgin and
her child, and other scriptural incidents hung
upon the walls. I heard a shriek, and turning
quickly about, I saw an old priest near me, who,
with outstretched arms, pallid fiice, and chatter-
ing teelh, seemed to be the very personification
of fear. I a|)proaclied hiiri, but'he retreated, and
holding u() a cross, cried out:

"' En ,d iiombre de Dios ! qiiicn es el ?'

" I quickly assured him uf my being a man of
flesh and blond like liimseli; altliough' at first he
did not seem dis|iosid to believe me, and then
he relati'd lo me how I had been supposed to be
dead

; that 1 was brought to the church by my
friends about l()iir hours before, and that at day-
light the next morning, had it not been for the
iiitirposition of I he Holy Mother, near whose
picture my coffin stood, 1 would have been in the
biirv iiig ground.

" .And now, gentlemen," added the recitor of
this thrilling advenlnre, " ifany of you have come
nearer lo Davy Jmies than that, why let me know,
and I'll stand treat (or the party, "including the
old lady who was grateful (or salt having been
put ill tile water in order that it might be kept
fre.=!h !"—.V. O. Tropic.

Subsoiling, Draining and Irrigation in Eng-
land.

The advantageous effects of draining upon
wet soils, must be just as great as the injurious

effects of too much water; while the good effects

of irrigation and warping— both merely systems
of applying weak lirpiid manure in large quanti-

ties— and of the snbsdil plough, as an instrument
by which the water is permitted to diffuse itself

more generally through, and the atmosphere to

act upon the tcii.icioiis subsoil, so as to make a
change, as il wire, in the general character of the

compiiiiiiit paits of the soil, may be philosophi-

cally demonstrated ; but this is unnecessary, for

we have proof positive in millions of ticres be-

fore our e^es. Thus the fens of Lincolnshire,

Huntingdon, and Cambridgeshire, which !50 years

ago were stagnant marshes, are now luxuriant

pastures. 200,000 acres of the Lincolnshire fens

liave thus been reclaimed, and in other counties

many thousHiids more, while 2.5,000 acres of the

single feii of neepiiig are drained by two engines
of (iO and 80 horse power! Chat Moss, u yawn-
ing morass in 18"20, is now a golden grain-field

with incipient villas; while the several state-

ments of Me.ssrs Dennison, Craft, Graham, &c.,

exhibit a change from steriliiy to fertility, and af-

ford practical evidence of tiie value of the [ler-

manciit Improvements produced by draining,

warping, irri^zalion and subsoil ploughing, which
are iimIIv illiistr.itions of what these operations

are iloiiig for all ; the general results being, that

wheal in these counties is no longer a hixiiry

confii.ed to the rich— it is now the staff of the

poor man's strength- the quaking morass and
the arid moor now wave with the golden grain

and the acre which once gave back only four

times tlie seed, now returns fr»m eight te ten
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fold. Instead, too, of winter bpinjj the season of
starvation to cattle—when existence was all that

cnnid he hoped for— it is now essentially the sea-

son for fat and plenty ; lor if the tnrnip cultiva-

tion has piven to the grazier the power of in-

creasing the (piantity, the skill of the lireeder has

equally increased the (|iialiiy of his stock, ami
this is'seen in the wei^'ht of catlle ami sheep ex-

hibited at Sniithfield market, ut three ditierent

periods, viz

:

I810,avera;;e weinhtof cattle. 26 st.C lbs.—sheep
and lambs,2st. each.

1830, averaire weight of cattle, 39 St. 4 lbs.—sheep
and land.s, 3st. 8 lbs.

1840, average wei-ht of cattle, 40 St. V2 lbs.—

sheep and lambs, G st. (J lbs.

Such, then, is a brief •ilance at the [irogress of
this brancli of agriculture.— //oinium.

Importance of Picking and Packing Fruit
Carefully.

We mentioned Inst week havin[i received from Mr. Jo-
seph W. Tuttle. of Acton, some large oiid fine flavored

apples. We hnve since received the following commu-
nication frnm Mr. T.. civin:^ an account of his mode of
picking and packing fruit, to which we invite the altcn-

tiuii of larniLTs. M r. 'I'uttle's statcmenis may be safely

reheil upon, and will show the proHlahJe result which fol-

rela

tion to his fiuit.— Concont Fretman.

IVlr. EniTOR— I herewith submit a few facts

which I wish you to coiiiinunic.itc to yom- risid-

ers ill regard to the kind of apples which 1 left

you a few days since. I raised in my uk hard

this season, about twenty barrels of apples called
" Hnhhardston Nonesuch." 1 picketl some two
or three barrels oft' the trees early, for the pin-

pose of letting the others grow larger ; these and
those which ti;ll before picking lime, I sold for

about $2 per bbl. Wlien 1 picked in the (idl, I

had about 1.5 barrels, and these 1 place<l in a cold

chandler on the floor mull I ilmu-lit them fit to

eat; then I selected the l.irgest ami best, say

enough lo fill one barrel—2fi3 apples—carried

them' to Boston and sold iliem for .$,5: th.'y were
all papered with thin shoe paper. Next J select-

ed lour barrels (and papered as belbre) of the

large.-t which were left, which 1 sohl for $16.

Then I packed up nine barnd.s of the third size,

which I sold at Boston for $26 50, being about

$3 per bbl.

1 do not send you this information, thinking

that I have belter frnit than some of iiiy neigh-

bors', but merely to call the attenlion of smiie of

my townsmen "to the importance of picking and
packing Iheir fruit atrtfuJhi. Some people think

if they pick the apple oft' the tree with the hand,

it is sufficient—perhajis throw or <lrop it in a

half bushel or pail, and bruise it as much as if it

fell to the ground, whereas they should handle

them as carefully as a grocer does egi;.<. And

pies for market, that as they will bring but some
two or three dollars a barrel, they must not lose

about a peck of small frnir, which in fact does
not fill up but little, and injures the sale about

fifty or seventy-five cents on the barrel. Most
people if they believed they could get (ifry cents

l)er barrel more hycarelnlly picking- and packijig

their fruit, would do it. 'fiiis UDuid he Ihe cise.

In regard to this kind of fruii,(ih(' ilnbbards-

toil Nonesuch,) the trees need a high stale of
cultivation, as they are great bearers and bear

very young; and my opinion is that they will

eoitmiand as good prices as any frnit which is

carried to Boston at this season of this 3 ear.

Yours, with much respect,

JOSEPH W. TUTTLE.
Adon, Oct. 19, 1842.

Value of Plaster and Ashes.— .Mr.

Enoch Hoit, a farmer upon Horse hill in this

town, inlbrms us that in the summer of 1841 foiu'

acres of pasture land upon his farm were plough-
ed for potatoes—two acres for himself and two
by one of his neighbors. Both parts were plant-

ed without manure. At the time of phmiing his

own, a very small quantity of gromid plaster was
thrown iii each hill ; and after planting, less than

a gill of ashes was thrown upon the hill as the
potatoes CHine out of the ground. His neighbor
made use of neither plaster or ashes. In all oth-

er respects the two parts were treated .-dike. Iti

the eniM'se of the season the diff'erence in the po-

tato tops was very plain upon opposite high
grouMl taof* theu half a mile UktauU Two row*

of each part, side by side, weie dug at the sanie

time ; when the hills where the plaster andiislies

were used produced two bushels tor one of the

ground where neither was used.

Intemperance.
We extract the Itdlowing eloquent passage

from a letter written by the Hon. Win. Wirt in

1831 :

Intemperance paralyses the arm, the brain, the

heart. All (he best afi'ecii. ins, idl the energies of

the mind witlier under its inflnence. The man
liecomes a maniac and is locked up in the hospi-

tal, or imbrues his hands in the blood of his wife

ami children, and is sent to the gallows or doom-
ed to the Peiiitcmiary, or, if he escapes these
consequences, he becomes a walking pestilence

on the earth, miserable in hijiisidf and loathsome
10 all who behold liim. How often do we see,

too, whole lamilics contaminated by the vicious

example of the pai cuts— hnshaiids, u ives, daugh-
ters and sons all drunkards and liuies ; some-
limes wives murdering husbands, at others, hus-
bands their wives, and worst of all, if worse can
be in such a group of horrors, children murdering
their parents. But below this gra<le of crime,

how much is there of unseen and untold misery
throughout our otherwise happy land, proceeding
from this liital cause alone. I am persuaded that

if we coidii have a statistical survey and report of
the affairs of unhappy liimilies and individuals,

with the causes of their misery annexed, we
should find in nine ca.ses out of leu, if not a still

greater proportion, resiihing from llic use of ar-

dent s|)irils alone. With this conviction, wliich

seems to have become universal aiiioug reflecting

men, the apathy shown to the continuance of the

evil can only be ascribed to the circumstance
that the mischief though verbally admitted, is

not seen and felt in all its enormity. If some fa-

tal plague, of a contagious character, were im-
porled into our c(ainlry and had coiumenced its

ravages in onr cities, we should see the most
proiiqit and vigorous measures at once adopted
to repress and extinguish it; but what are the
most fearful plagues that ever cariied death and
havoc in their train througli the eastern countries,

compared with this.' They are only occasional,

this is perennial. They are confiued by climate
or ))lace ; this malady is of all clim.ites and all

times and places. Tliey kill the body at once,

this consumes both body ami soul by a lingering

and dieadfid death, involving the dearest connex-
ions in the vortex of ruin. What parent, how-
ever exemplary himself, can ever feel that his

son is safe while this living'' fomiiain of poison is

within his reach. God grant iliat it may .soon

become a li)unlain sealed, in om" country at least.

What a relief, how delightful would it he to turn

from the awiid and horrid past to the pure,
peaceful .-md happy future! to see ihe springs of
life and feeling and intelligence rcjiewed on eve-

ry hand; health, iii<lirstryand prosperity glowing
aronmi us; the altars of domestii- peace and love

rekindled in every (iimily; and the religion of
the Saviour presented with a liiir field for its ce-

lestial action.

From the Boston Cultivator.

The Farmer.
' These icho luhor iit fin- rnrtft ore the efiosev People of God

Monarch3\villi rohi*y i

Go on, thou sturdy farmer.
Tread proudly on the sod.

Thy proud and goodly heritage,

Thou chosen man of God.

To MAKE
given to the Coi

.

—

\ house- keeper ha>

?cipe liir making n'fiiven 10 lot- ^.•iMii ici a recrpe lot iii.

bread. A friend assmes us he li.is tried it and
likes it. Will you all give it a trial ?

Mix dry witlj uii« quart of flour, two teaspoons

full of Cream of Tartar; add to a sufficient

quantity of sweet milk, two-thirds of a tea-siioon

lull of Super Carlionateol Soda. iVlixtlie wt.ole

together and bake immediately. Should water
be used instead of milk add a little shortening.
Bread made in this way is light, while and

sweet; the trouble of making it is very small.
The price to be paid for Cream of Tartar should
not be more than 25 cenis per pound; tlie price
of Super-Carbonate of Soda not over 16 cents
per pound, at retail. 'J'he wholesale prices of
these articles are 20 cents per pound, for the
Ibriner, and 10 cents for the latter.

A.x Illinois Court Scene.—We sometimes
get rich jokes from Illinois, and the latest is the
following. It is a good bit of drollery, cpiite

original, we believe, and we must put it on file

A constable that had lately been inducted into

office was in attendance on the court, and was
ordered by the judge lo call John Bell and Eliz-
abeth Bell. He immediately began at the top of
his lungs—
"John Bell and Elizabeth Bell."

"One at a time," .said the Judge.
"One at a time

—

ont at a time—one at a time,"

shouted the constable.
" Now you've done it," exclaimed the Judge

out of patience.
" jV'oic yoiCve done it—now you've done it—now

you've done it!" yelled ihc constable. There was
no standing this ; iliccoini, bar and bystanders
broke inio a heaii\ hiugli, nj ihe perfect surprise
and dismay of ihi' .istonislied constable.

Mr. Hill—Denr Sir :—l Uitve been a constant
reader of your valuable paper, the Monthly Vis-

itor, ever since its commencemenl, and must say
I have become nmre and more interested in it.

Alaiiy numbers have eai h contained information
worth twice Ihe subscrijition price for the year,

and now at the present price it is decidedly the

cheapest aiiricullmal p.iper in the Union; and I

can most heartily recommend it to every firmer
ill the country as worthy his patronage and as a
full compensation for his fifty cents.

A SUBSCRIBER.
Hanover, Dec. 26, 1842.

Remarkable Product.— .\ gentleman in-

lbrms us that Mrs. .Meshech Weare, of Andover
in this county, has made from three cows and a
heifer, during the past siinuner, 600 Ih.s. ofcheese
and 200 lb.*, of butter, besides a sufficient quanti-
ty to supply her limiily. For the cheese she re-

ceived 7 cents per pound, and 14 cents for the
butter—making the whole amount of her re-

ceipts $70 ! Very well for a female fanner.

"Book Farming."—Mr. U. R. Marshall of
Bradlonl. Merrimack County, N. H. who has ta-

ken the Visitor several years and so far regarded
lingthe recomniendalioii of ditching and d

lovv swamp lands as to tiy the experiment on
ground u hicli had never borne anything, com-
menced by hiring the ditching of a lot of about
two acres. Some of the lookers-on freely gave
the opinion that iiis labor an<l expense would he
thrown aw.iy ; but he now says that three dol-

lars a day would have been cheap labor 10 him
rather than leave the laud unimproved. He
sends us a sample of Herdsgrass raised on this

land the second \car after the ditching, some of
which now it is dry is more than six feet in

length. It is the tallest and stoutest Herdsgrass
or Timothy we have ever seen.

The Thames Tunnel.

The Tunnel has now couqilelely reached across
the river—a distance of 1,200 feet—and the pro-

jector and engineer had ihe gratification, a short
time since, of being the first who walked from
bunk to hank, to the shai't on the London side.

Those shafts on both sides of the river, which
are intended for loot passengers, are really grand
ihings. They are a succession of staircases

going ronnil a vast circular excavation, helween
seventy and eighty feet deep, and when they shall

be all lighted with gas, will be among the most
extraordinary parts of the whole structure. Even
now they strongly realize the poetic conception
of the descent into the caverns of the Egyptian
mysteries ; and the view of the interior, nearly a
quarter of a luiU in ctuent, lighted witli a loag
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6U(;cessioii ol'mehiucholv flame, would probably
I rve s!iigi;e.-ited to it Greek tlie image of iin en-
tranc(»>into Tartarus. But, in our day, the sub-
lime is uell exclianned lor the practical, ami this

\:\<\ ;iM(l lurmidable-lnokiiig cavern will be strip-

ped of its poetic associations by the passage of
f.ulers and wagons, bales of goods and herds of
bullocks. Still it will be almost impossible to

divest ourselves of the recollections really allach-
jug to thi.s work. We have before us altogether
a new attemiit to conquer nature—a great exper-
iment to mtike rivers passable without bout or
bridge

; a new and capable connivance for expe-
diiing the intercourse of mankind. The stone
bridge is at all times the most expensive edifice

in the world, and the bridge of boats is always
liable to accidents, and ahnost certain to be bro-
ken up in every instance of a flood. Besides
lliis, the fixed briilge blocks up the navigation ol

the river for all vessels beyonil the size of a barge
or a small steamboat. Waterloo bridge cost up-
wards of a million—London bridge about as
much more—Westminster and Blackfriar's bridg-
es, which were built at a cheaper rate and in

cheaper times, so constantly demandeil repairs
that they probably have cost more than either of
the modi ru ones; but the Tunnel has the advan-
taixe of giving a passage from side to side of the
Thames, where from the breadth of the river a

stjne bridge would have probably cost nearer two
mil. ions than one, and wiieie no bridge could be
tluown across without blocking up the most im-
porcant part of the Thames, that portion which
may be called the great wet dock of Londoji.
Ye. the expense of the whole has not amounted
to itiorr than £400,000 ; and even this is to be
remembered, as an expense greatly increased by
the utter novelty of the experiment, by ditiicnlty

unforeseen in the connnencement, by several ir-

rupiions oi the river, by the clearness of work-
men's wages, arising from the peculiar peril and
singular nature of the labor, connected with an
imdertaking carried on at all hours, and wholly
by miiliiial light. All this, too, in constant haz-
nid of .111 influx of the river, and the various
(iilTicultifs belonging to working in a miife. The
weight of a vast body of water above, acting

.nlike during sunnnor and winter, which at any
moment might break in, and against whose in-

cursions, it was necessary to fortity the outside

of the tunnel as the interior, added greatly to the

difticukies of the undertaking.

The original oliject of the tunnel, was, to con-

vey cattle, pas.sengers, and general traflic from
the rich coimtries on the Kent side, to that great

mercaiilil.! region of the nietropidis—the Lon-
don, and East, and West India Docks. How far

this will be now effected, is a question which re-

mains to be decided by experience. There can
be no doubt that if the traflic be not impeded by

the fear of passing under the river, it must be
immense. 'I'lie convenicm-e of escaping the long
circuit 111) to LMudou l)ii(l:;e, which, from the

various obstiuctioiis in the streeis, ami the gen-
eral diiikuliy of passing ihriiugh the most crowil-

e<l portion of the city, must now occupy many
hours, would obviously direct the whole curieiit

of ilie traflic into the tmmel. Hitherto, no ex-

pedient has been adopteil to shorten the passage
of the traflic; and the contrivance by which
l,iO0 clear feet are siibstiluted for at least three

miles of the most encumbered thoroughfares im-
aginable, must be adopted as a matter of palpa-

ble advantage. Slill there may be difficulli('S in

the way which |)ractice only can exhibit. But
any fear of the structure itself we should regard
as altogether visionary. The building of the
tunnel seems as solid as a rock. During the
whole period from its coimneuceinent, we have
not heard a single instance of its giving way, vast

as the pressure was from al)ove,and trying as were
thejlain[)s, the ground spring, and the extreme
difficuliy of building umler water. At this mo-
ment the roof is obviously as free from damp as
the roof of St. Paul's!—and unless an earth-
(juake should burst it, the whole tiibric si.ems
much more likely to last than were it exposed to
the ilivrrsitiesof t,.iiip.M-alure, the he.its and fi-osts

above gr.Mind. The especial advalita-e of the
syslem of the tunnel is, that it can be adopted in

any part of the course of a river, and even in its

br.Mulh of the Thames at Rolheihiihe, unless
where they spread into marshes or lakes,) and
yef offer no impediment to the navigation.—S/act-
lannd's Magaxitif.

Large Hogs.— .Mr. Jesse Scott of South Bane.
Vt., killed the present season, ten bojjs ol his

own raising, fatted in the same pen. whose weight
is as follows: 59.5, 5-.'!i, .V.':{. rac, r>'.'7. .V!l!, 485,
46(5,430,424. This,. 1,,.^. u,-,v ,,.- ihr cummon
breed. Mr. S. says li.. wmild \,r plra^ d lo hear
from .some of the larm:-is of ihe Granite Stale
who have given atteniion lo raising poiU, through
the columns of the Visitor. Camrot some of our
readers furnish the de.-ired slatement.'

Fruit Trees.—Fruit trees are often fatally

injured, and scmetimes totally destroyed by the
attacks of mice. To prevent" this it is merely
necessary to stam|> down the first snow close
about the roots, and lo ii piat llie operation every
succeeding storm, till a (diisolidated inasi

formed about the trunk liom eight inches to a
foot in depth. This by freezinir, becomes imper-
meable to their operations, and consequently
prt serves the tree.—.Ua»ip Cultivator.

Hens.—Hens, at this season, should hav
liberal and constant -supply of meal. It is no less

essential to their health i\\\xv. corn, and without
it they seldom continne to lay, and not iinfre-

quently mope and grow sick, if confined. The
French, who are rigid economists in every thing,
deem meat as essential to domestic animals ot

all descriptions and supply them regularly from
two to three times a day.—"/iirf.
Salt for store hogs.—Give your store hogs

sail. If confineil to fresh succulent lood, it is in-

dispi usable to their heallh, and the want of it i:

doubtlrss (dtentinies Ihe proximate cause of
many diseases, and of frequent loss. We have
known hogs that had refused to eat, regain their
appetite on being supplied with salt.—76iW.

Wounds and bruises i.n horses.—Take one
quarter of a pound of saltpeter, half a pint of vin-

egar, half a pint of spirits of turpentine; put
them together in a bottle, and shake up before
using. Apjily it to the wound with a leather,

three times a i\.\\.

An olJ subscriber, a farmer in Illinois, lately \

live his paper discontinued. He had read il.

ath pkMsure. lor ye:irs, and it was with the uli
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